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INTRODUCTION TO THIRD, 
INTERNATIONAL EDITION 

A chance e-mail set in motion the chain of events which led to this third, international 
edition of Representing Children. I had believed this book to be largely done, and had 
stopped supplementing it in favor of other projects, until Carla Marcucci of AIAF 
Sezione Toscana invited me to Lucca, Italy in the summer of 2003 to advise attorneys 
who were preparing to take on the work of representing children in child protective 
proceedings in Tuscany. While there, I learned for the first time about the provisions of 
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and the European 
Convention on the Exercise of Children's Rights. However, these developments, 
especially the child's right to have her voice heard under the CRC, appeared to be of such 
fundamental importance that the book could not be considered complete until they were 
described. 

I drafted the new chapter of the book, but something was missing. There appeared to be 
no information about the implementation of these provisions of the CRC globally, and 
still remarkably little comprehensive information about what U.S. legal provisions 
required of child representatives in these proceedings. On the way to Washington, D.C., 
to present the draft of the chapter to members of the George Washington University 
faculty, I suddenly saw in my head a website, describing whether and how the child's 
voice is heard in child protective proceedings in each of the 194 U.N. Member Nations 
who signed the CRC, and in the 56 American jurisdictions. Now, less than two years 
later, thanks to an extraordinary collaborative effort among researchers and staff at the 
Yale Law School, this website, Representing Children Worldwide, is available at 
www.law.yale.edu/rcw. This third, international edition contains six charts, contained in 
Appendix B, detailing the results of our research, as well as two new chapters 
incorporating our research about international law into practice suggestions and areas of 
further study for the child's representative. 

I now believe, with all my heart, that even the domestic practitioner who reads my book 
for purely domestic reasons must grapple with and have some basic familiarity with 
international law principles that may be of great use to her even in tiny rural local 
juvenile courts in the American heartland. We are no longer at liberty to think of our 
practice completely in isolation from international standards. I also devoutly hope, as do 
all those whose hard work made our global research possible, that this research will 
benefit those who are working for the welfare of children outside the United States, in 
countries around the world. 

There is a loud and clear worldwide consensus-from one international convention, to 
four regional conventions, and three decades of American representation of 
children-that children should be able to express themselves freely in proceedings that 
intervene into their family lives. Our survey, however, reveals a good deal of confusion 
to be resolved and progress to be made, domestically and internationally. While 
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INTRODUCTION TO THIRD, INTERNATIONAL EDITION 
international audiences can redeem the U.S. experience by avoiding some of our early 
mistakes, they can also inspire our current practice with a recommitment to the critical 
human rights implicated in our daily work. As other nations embark on a path we have 
recently traveled, may our international colleagues benefit from our successes and 
mistakes, as we use the thoughtful human rights lens to sort through the chaos of our 
early practice. 

In the course of our global research, we worked with many people who, daily, devote 
themselves to the betterment of children around the globe. I pray that this book may offer 
all of you some useful thoughts in that important work. 

xiv 

Jean Koh Peters 

New Haven, 

Connecticut 

January, 2006 



INTRODUCTION 
EDITION 

TO SECOND 

For more than twenty-five years, lawyers and lay volunteers have represented children in 
child protective proceedings in the United States. Despite substantial limitations in 
resources and the extraordinary challenge of representing children in often painful 
situations, much of this work has been done with great care, skill, and sophistication. At 
other times, lawyers for children have simply been overwhelmed by the demands made 
upon them. 

This book seeks to help lawyers and other representatives for children in the ethical and 
practical dimensions of their representations. When our clients are often struggling with 
poverty, disability, low quality education, and the difficult pressures of racism, classism, 
and bias, we cannot help but wonder, what can we really do for these children? 

Some fear that while lawyers for children keep themselves busy thinking they are making 
a difference in children's lives and representing many children in many cases, children 
see these lawyers as simply one additional representative of the system: a person who 
professes to care about the children's wants and needs, but who, ultimately, responds like 
other adults in the child's life - unilaterally, incomprehensibly, without truly taking the 
child into account. When true, the danger in this vision is compounded by the often large 
power of the lawyer for children. Since legal proceedings in which children are involved 
resolve basic questions of the child's life - where she will live, who will be her family, 
where she will go to school - a lawyer who represents a child in those proceedings 
participates in a child's most intimate life questions. 

The reality of the child's lawyer's power also includes a central paradox. Those drawn to 
represent children often do so for the love of children: because they love to be with 
children, because they love to see the world through a child's eyes and ears, and because 
they would love to be of help to a chjld. Those same lawyers, however, come to 
recognize that, given the sad and tragic events that lead many of these children to need 
lawyers, the single best result of any case for a child is usually the swift end of the case 
and the lawyer-client relationship. In other words, the good lawyer generally seeks to rid 
the client of legal entanglements as soon as possible and thus end the lawyer's role and 
relationship with the client. The best-served child clients tend not to need lawyers 
anymore. 

This central paradox poses a challenge to both the lawyer and the client approaching the 
relationship. As we will see, a constructive lawyer-client relationship requires excellent 
communication, trust, and, sometimes, a degree of intimacy between attorney and child. 
On the other hand, that relationship, almost by definition, should be as short-term as 
possible. If the ideal lawyer-client relationship in .this realm is often a short, intense, 
positive one, both the lawyers and the children they represent need to be prepared for the 
ramifications of such a relationship. Lawyers and clients alike may find themselves 
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wishing the relationship could continue, hating to say goodbye, and feeling a sense of 
loss as the relationship ends. This will be hard for lawyers who like their clients and 
enjoy working with them. This may be even harder for children who have, historically, 
had difficult, negative experiences with adults around them and who would like to 
continue this positive relationship with an adult. 

This paradox and these ramifications suggest that the role of a lawyer for a child is an 
important one, which must be carefully understood and undertaken. Undertaking a 
lawyer-client relationship involves the meeting of two worlds: the child's and the 
lawyer's. These worlds, while interrelated, are often distinct, not only because of race and 
class differences, but also because of the different ways in which children and adults 
perceive the world around them. This book attempts to take seriously the separation 
between those worlds and to chart the movement between them with some care. 

Part One, The Child's World Meets the Lawyer's World, tries to sketch out each of the 
two spheres of activity and then presents a model to describe the place in which they 
meet, the representation. Part Two, The Lawyer in the Child's World, describes the model 
of child representation concretely and step by step, as the lawyer enters the child's world, 
works compassionately and effectively for his or her child client, in both decision making 
within the relationship and pursuing the goals outside the relationship, and then leaves the 
child's world. In this second edition, this part includes the three chapters which 
supplemented the book's first edition, discussing mapping the child's universe, 
addressing vicarious traumatizations and habits of cross-cultural lawyering. The latter 
chapter sprang from a close collaboration with Susan J. Bryant, Director of Clinical 
Programs at the City University of New York School of Law at Queens College. 

The Appendices of the book offer practical, historical, and interdisciplinary resources for 
the practitioner and student. Appendix A offers my preliminary historical research into 
three systems of family law, in which English and then early American law devised 
separate rules for rich children, poor children, and black slave children. Other appendices 
include some of my previously published materials, other standards on representing 
children and a chart comparing them with the model of this book, and reprinted materials 
on communication with child clients and interdisciplinary tools for the child's 
representative. 

The ideas of the book revolve around a central concept with which the book begins: the 
child-in-context. It is the central premise of this book that children all too often become 
lost in the adult dynamics that drive powerful systems around them. The central job of the 
lawyer is to prevent both social systems, and himself, from missing the child in the 
middle of the adult dynamics that shape the lawyer's life. 

In the end, a good lawyer for children is like any good lawyer, only more creatively so. 
Children are entitled to all of the benefits of having a lawyer, and the lawyer for children 
must scrupulously maintain professional standards and observe ethical mandates. In 
addition, however, the lawyer for children must be creative in adapting the relationship to 
the needs of the child-client without compromising the lawyer's role. Thus, any 
adjustments to the traditional lawyer's role made for a child-client must be made not 
because the child was discounted - i.e., the child does not deserve as rigorous lawyering 
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as adults-but, to the contrary, because the child is cherished-i.e., because the child 
deserves pecial effort and special resources in the cour e of the representation. 

I am writing this book in order to support both lawyers and lay people who work with 
children as their legal representatives. While the book focuses specifically on the 
lawyer's ethical duties, in many jurisdictions the concrete tasks of the children's lawyer 
are shared with lay advocates from Court Appointed Special Advocates, or other lay 
guardians ad litem. I believe that this book in many ways describes what many 
extraordinary representatives and lawyers are already doing for their clients. Although the 
book gives new names to some of these concepts, I believe that thoughtful, experienced 
representatives will recognize many of the practices that have come instinctively to them 
over the years. At the most fundamental level, I hope to help people who already 
represent children to think about their practice and understand well what they do, so that 
children can be better served by their lawyers. I also hope to help people who wonder 
about becoming lawyers or representatives for children to understand what that role 
entails on a day-to-day level. 

In the final analysis, I believe that the lawyer who understands his client-in-context as 
deeply as possible and keeps that understanding of the client first and foremost in all of 
his representational work serves the client best and most authentically. Lawyers and lay 
representatives who prize the individuality of each of their clients can help judges, state 
child welfare agencies, and ultimately legislatures do the same. Most important, this sort 
of child-centered lawyering respects and values the child, and, we hope, supports the 
child in respecting and valuing himself or herself, no matter how successful the 
representation is in achieving the child's goals in the world. And, as many of us have 
learned, this kind of lawyering can have a transformative effect on the lawyer. Knowing 
and serving the child-in-context is, amid all of the frustrations of navigating state 
bureaucracies and court systems in child protective cases, without question the most 
rewarding part of being a lawyer for children. I hope this book will support children's 
representatives in this critical work. 

The ideas in this book spring from both my professional and personal reflections on 
eighteen years of practice at the Legal Aid Society in New York, at Morningside Heights 
Legal Services at the Columbia Law School Child Advocacy Clinic, and at the Jerome N. 
Frank Legal Services Organization at Yale Law School. While the examples discussed 
began as composites of cases drawn from my own practice, altered to preserve 
confidentiality, I have been fascinated to see how quickly every change in the examples 
alters the context of the child described, which in turn changes my analysis of the 
example, which then in turn caused me to change the facts of the examples or my own 
analysis even more. Thus, while many of the examples still reflect the feelings and 
reactions I had in connection with my work, the facts of most of the cases now barely 
resemble the original life experiences on which they were based. 

I have learned through the writing of this book that I cannot rid the analysis of my own 
context, but must acknowledge and work with my ideas, memories, and regrets 
simultaneously. As I entered the heart of my writing, I was reminded that I had a partial 
record of my own experiences as a beginning lawyer for children. During the years that I 
worked at the Manhattan Trial Office of the Legal Aid Society-Juvenile Rights Division, 
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my fiance (now husband), James Douglas Peters, was working in Gweru, Zimbabwe; our 
correspondence allowed me to keep a mini-journal of some of my reactions to the 
enterprise of lawyering for children. To the extent that excerpts of those letters reflect 
experiences that might complement or contrast to the experience of new lawyers for 
children today, I have included them. I have also tried, where it seems appropriate, to 
analyze critically some of the decisions I made as a new lawyer, both to demonstrate 
some of the evaluation techniques described in the book and to ensure that I do not foist 
upon the reader any self-critical techniques without experiencing them myself first. 

The excerpts from these letters appear throughout the manuscript; the lyrics to a song 
written in my last week in that office ends the book in the form of an Afterword. I have, 
however, heavily redacted and altered the case descriptions and changed all of the names 
in the excerpts, save my own and my husband's, for privacy purposes. A chronological 
compilation of these excerpts also appears in Appendix F. I include these reflections to 
give the reader context for my reflections as well as additional food for thought. 

I include these excerpts also to acknowledge the tremendous personal and professional 
debt that I owe to my former colleagues, supervisors, and support personnel at the 
Juvenile Rights Division from October 1983 to December 1985. Like most new lawyers, 
I was terrified of the responsibilities and new experiences presented by my first lawyering 
job. My colleagues, supervisors, and trainers at the Juvenile Rights Division modeled the 
compassion, intellect, and toughness that I needed to face the work that my clients' lives 
presented. As I try to prepare a written resource that attempts to convey a fraction of the 
extraordinary lessons that I began to learn first at JRD, I acknowledge my particular debt 
to my supervisors, David I. Waldman and Mary Jane Sclafani, my trainers, Ellen Fried 
and Stewart Weinstein, and to three social work colleagues, Peg O'Marra, Pat O'Brien 
and Jayne Roberman. In addition, the twenty lawyers who worked with me in that office 
during that time as well as a superb support staff taught me a great deal about lawyering, 
children, and friendship during those early months. I thank them here for their 
tremendous support and inspiration during one of the most extraordinary personal and 
professional experiences of my life. 

New Haven, Connecticut 

May, 2001 
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INTRODUCTION 

October, 1983 

I sense that I would be very happy in the Manhattan office. Today after a long morning 
observing in court, Cathy went off to take a phone call, pointing me toward a door and 
saying- "We usually eat lunch in there." So I grabbed my lunch and marched in 
expecting a Formica table and vending machines, and insteadfound myself in an office of 
two of the men lawyers, who welcomed me warmly, then went back to work. Slowly, the 
rest of the staff trooped in, with yogurt, nuts, sodas, candy, everyone freely dipping into 
each other's meals, perched on tables, on worn and comfortable couches, window sills, 
chair arms and the floor. I got that same feeling I used to get on Sunday afternoons when 
the whole family was home puttering around the house, not necessarily overtly 
interacting, but all enjoying puttering near everyone else. 

December, 1983 

There are committed people to call and there are shoulders to cry on and there are 
judges to convince and avenues to explore and new ideas to be tried. Our class tonight 
helped to refuel me with energy and the drive to move on. 

April, 1984 

Last night I tossed and turned with visions of court and Allen and the troubled families of 
my work, unable to stop processing the hectic days behind. 

February, 1985 

I think I have a job that engages my heart, mind, and soul to the point of exhaustion every 
day .. .. 
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PART 1 

THE CHILD'S WORLD MEETS THE 
LAWYER'S WORLD 

Chapter 1 

THE CHILD-IN-CONTEXT 

SYNOPSIS 

§ 1-1 Introduction 

§ 1-2 The Left Brain Definition 

§ 1-3 Some Right Brain "Definitions": Understanding the Child-in-Context on a 
Gut Level 

[a] Image # 1: New Parents and the Pediatrician 

[b] Image# 2: New Students in the Clinic 

[c] Image# 3: Representing Refugee Clients: The Movement from Third 
Person to Second Person to First Person 

[d] Image# 4: The Client Who does not want to be Known: The Example 
of Sharon 

§ 1-4 What the Child-in-Context Isn't 

[a] A Contextual Understanding of a Child's best Interests: The Case of 
Emily 

[b] Wishes Imputed to the Child by the Lawyer: The Coke Bottle 

[c] Contextual Wishes: Meeting the Child on Intake Day 

§ 1-5 Conclusion 

§ 1-1 Introduction 

It is this book's thesis that lawyers for children can and must individualize 
every representation, in a way that allows maximum possible partzcipation of the 
client, so that the representation reflects the child-in-context and the child's 
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§ 1-1 REPRESENTING CHILDREN 2 

unique view of the world. Children's unique viewpoints seem fated to get lost in 
the needs of an adult world. Because adults working with children are often 
people who prize children very much, children are cherished, but sometimes for 
what they represent to the adult, rather than for who they are on their own terms. 
It is extraordinarily easy to lose track of the child's point of view in the middle of 
an adult's day. 

This chapter seeks to explain the central concept of this book, the child-in
context. Once understood, this concept links the representation of all children, 
verbal and nonverbal, newborn to age twenty-one. Simply put, every lawyer 
should know his or her client-in-context, · and ensure that the representation 
reflects the uniqueness of that child. Because one gets to know the child-in
context in large part by speaking with the child and learning the child's unique 
wishes, personality, and values, this view is perfectly consistent with representing 
the child's "wishes." The framework, however, also describes how to represent 
children who are unable to articulate wishes in direct conversation or whose "best 
interests" we are required to protect. 

This chapter is full of analogies and examples designed to help the lawyer come 
to an intuitive understanding of the child-in-context. The concept eludes a straight 
definition, although that will be attempted as well. 

It has always been hard for adult practitioners to keep track of who the child 
actually is. Faced with so many forces within our lives-lack of resources, lack 
of time, and huge logistical constraints-we do not always reach out and embrace 
the idiosyncratic individuality of each of our clients. When we have been 
successful in doing so, we find that acting in a way that our client understands and 
endorses has been, at best, awkward to reconcile with the demands of the adults 
in our legal systems. For convenience, or simply to survive the hectic jobs we 
have been given, we also have been required to slot our clients into categories that 
the legal system has created: neglect cases, dependent cases, runaways, abandon
ments, and the like. 

In many ways this chapter attempts to articulate something that many 
practitioners around the country, both lawyers and lay advocates, have understood 
for years. Because we have generally framed the debate as between "representing 
the child's best interest" versus "representing the child's wishes," this concept was 
never given a name. This book attempts to reframe the duality between wishes and 
best interests representation into a paradigm that unites representation of all 
children along the age spectrum around the idea of the child-in-context. 

This chapter focuses simply on giving the advocate both a rational and an 
intuitive understanding of what the child-in-context is. The chapter will discuss 
first what the child-in-context is, beginning with an attempted "left-brain" 
definition, and following with a series of images designed to try to give the lawyer 
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a sense of the concept at a "right-brain" intuitive gut level, and then discuss what 
the child-in-context is not. 

Figure I 
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§ 1-2 The Left Brain Definition 

Many thoughtful writers have tried to explain, in many different fields, how one 
understands an individual child. Anna Freud suggested that one "sit in the skin of 
the child."1 Many have suggested that we should walk a mile in the child's shoes. 
We all hope to understand the child's uniqueness, that is, who this child essentially 
is. We all hope to understand the child on the child's own terms. 

Here are some definitions of the child-in-context. In its essence, the concept of 
the child-in-context is the child understood on the child's own terms in ways that 
the child would be able to understand and endorse. The child-in-context is a 
thickly detailed understanding of the child that is consistent with all of the facts 
that one knows about the child, that rings true to the child and to those who know 
the child best. The description of the child-in-context must be recognizable to the 
child and to those who know the child intimately. It is a three-dimensional, holistic 

1 
JosEPH GOLDSTEIN ET AL., THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILD: THE LEAST DETRIMENTAL ALTERNATIVE 

xvii (1996). 
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understanding of the child from her own perspective and articulated in a way that 
the child wherever possible, can recognize and endorse. The vision of the 
child-in-context should both capture the client's view of herself and her own life 
in all of her subjectivity. 

§ 1-3 Some Right Brain "Definitions": Understanding the Child-in
Context on a Gut Level 

Some analogies or other images may be helpful in developing an intuitive grasp 
of what the child-in-context is. This section is designed to help the readers 
understand the child-in-context on a more intuitive level. For some readers, the 
first or second image may immediately click. For others, the later examples may 
be more helpful. While each reader is encouraged to read through all the images, 
each image tries to describe the same phenomenon from a different angle. It is 
hoped that by including a number of different images, readers will develop at least 
a gut level understanding of the concept. 

[a] Image # 1: New Parents and the Pediatrician 

In the hospital, many new parents wonder how they will know when to call 
their pediatrician. A pediatrician will often say, "Call me when the newborn has 
a fever, shows any unusual symptoms or generally is not acting like herself." As 
the pediatrician leaves, the parent will think, "How will I know if the child is 
acting like herself? She was just born!" Nevertheless, several weeks or mere days 
later a parent will suddenly be able to say to herself, "My child is acting 
differently. Something is wrong." The parent will know the child's established 
patterns, the child's disposition, the child's moods, and will be able to detect even 
slight changes from her normal behavior. 

Something has changed between those two events. The parent has learned a lot 
about the child even though the child could not talk or communicate in traditional 
ways. The parent begins to know the child at some essential level. This deep 
knowledge by a parent of a young child is, in my view, analogous to the 
child-in-context. 1 

1 I am well aware not only from my own study, but from my own experience as a parent, that 
parents may often believe that they know the child-in-context when in fact they are experiencing a 
grand form of transference as described in Chapter Two. Alice Miller' s classic work, The Drama of 
the Gifted Child: The Search for the True Self, is a brilliant exploration of frequent and extreme 
versions of that transference. I do not mean to hold up a parent's understanding of a child as 
essentially a true understanding of the child. I use this image as a way to evoke the depth of a 
connection, the investment in that kind of connection, and a certain quantum of important 
knowledge about the child. I fully recognize, however, that a lawyer should not rely exclusively on 
a parent's understanding of a child in order to understand the child-in-context as well as possible. 
See AL1cE MILLER, THE DRAMA OF THE GIFTED CHILD: THE SEARCH FoR THE TRUE SELF (1981). 
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[b] Image # 2: New Students in the Clinic 

As a clinical teacher, I treasure the moment when the student arrives at a new 
understanding of the client. Up until then we have been piecing together 
information about the client that we heard from various people and learned from 
multiple records. We have met the client and tried to make sense of our impression 
of the client. Early in the semester, students often mix up one of their cases with 
another or transpose facts from one to another. (I remember the same phenomenon 
while on my intake days at Legal Aid; I would pick up a number of cases on the 
same morning involving similar allegations and clients of the same age. For a few 
days I would confuse them, get their names wrong, and remember the wrong 
relationships in the wrong case.) 

One day, it all comes together. A student will come, sit in my office and say, 
''I'm worried about something my client said; it was just not like her." I always 
feel very excited on that day. My student has reached an understanding of her 
client at a certain level that allows her to identify what is characteristic or 
consistent with a client's essential personality and what is not. This is the day, I 
think, that the student first begins to understand her client-in-context. 

[c] Image# 3: Representing Refugee Clients: The Movement from Third 
Person to Second Person to First Person 

April, 1985 

Not a single case is cited, but Michaela s affidavit may be the most 
persuasive document I've ever written. We thought carefully about the 
presentation-a terse lawyers detached affirmation and then the real 
argument in Michaela s quiet statement of the facts. 

For the last four years, while I have been representing children and parents, I 
have also been representing refugees seeking asylum in the United States. I have 
begun to identify a certain movement in our representation of our clients: a 
movement from third person to second person to first person. Initially, before 
meeting a client, we have a sketch of the client's experience in her home country 
and her reasons for wanting to come to the United States. Instinctively as lawyers 
we begin searching for the strengths and weaknesses of the claim. Almost 
unconsciously we assume the critical perspective of the asylum adjudicator, 
looking for potential fraud or inconsistencies in the story. 

The first meeting with the client, the second-person encounter, often changes 
that perspective. As we discuss the case with the client, our understanding of the 
case moves dramatically forward. It is impossible to emerge from a meeting with 
one of our clients without exclaiming, "I had no idea what our client was going 
through." Usually, often it is accompanied by a sense of semi-despair: "I will 
never be able to understand everything this client went through." Our understand-
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ing of the client's experience is completely altered by the second-person 
encounter directly with the client. 

A second transformation occurs as we begin to prepare our client's application. 
Under current asylum law, the asylum form must be written in the first person. 
Thus, as the lawyer attempts to present the client's case, the lawyer finds herself 
writing both the application and the affidavit for the client as if she were the client. 
This experience transforms the lawyer-client relationship. While one experiences 
interest and analytical engagement in the third-person encounter, and a level of 
sympathy in the second-person encounter, the first-person experience of writing as 
the client requires the transcendental step of exercising empathy. 

I have come to see the movement of my immigration students from third to 
second to first person as integral to the deepening of their identities as lawyers. It 
is critical that a compassionate lawyer understand more and more deeply the 
world and perspectives of the client and become less constrained by one's own 
subjective view of the world. This is not to suggest that one lose oneself in the 
role, or that one sacrifice one's own needs and priorities for the client; good 
service to the client requires good management of time, proper self-care, and a 
healthy distance from the work at times as well. Lawyers who constantly strive to 
understand and take seriously the client's subjectivity offer the client an 
extraordinary and, I believe, deeply lawyerly service. 

[d] Image # 4: The Client Who Does Not Want to be Known: The 
Example of Sharon 

We represented Sharon for a period of about 15 months. For half of that 
time she was very involved with us. She clearly wanted to stay at home 
and was clear that she wanted us to advocate for that. She hated all 
connection with the state: the child protective worker, the welfare system, 
the court. She was, however, also a realist who knew how to get things 
done. She was an extremely articulate, thoughtful kid, who cared deeply 
about her father and her siblings, who was determined to do well in 
school, and who was extremely capable of taking care of herself. 

For instance, we would find that in planning events that might take her 
to see relatives out of town, she talked to her school and her counselors 
long before we suggested she do so. She was also very good in getting in 
touch with us, regularly using our voice mail, calling us during specified 
hours, and generally keeping on top of reaching people and keeping them 
informed. 

About halfway through our relationship with her, Sharon decided that 
she could not live at home. She moved out, first with one family friend and 
then with another. In each case, she contacted her local child welfare 
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worker and asked them to certify the family friend's home as a foster 
home. We followed up on her requests and in both cases the certifications 
were granted and foster care payments were made accordingly. 

During the second placement, she began to consider some new options 
for where she wanted to live, and we began to strategize about how to 
convince the local Department of Child Welfare to move her there. Shortly 
before going public with one idea, we ran into her father. He expressed his 
strong opposition to the plan that we were about to pursue. Sharon 
abruptly stopped calling us. She did not give us the information that we 
would have needed to approach the worker. In one quick phone 
conversation she confirmed that her first choice was to return home and 
that she was not satisfied with her current living arrangement. After that, 
we had no contact with her for many months. 

Worried that we had somehow offended her, we made many attempts to 
try to reach her and speak with her. At one point, six weeks after we had 
last seen her, when a caseworker called us to inform us that she felt that 
Sharon was at risk, we made aggressive attempts to see her and actually 
made an appointment with her. When we appeared, she was not there. 

About six months later, we learned that her father was prepared to take 
her home. We ran into her at a meeting that we were attending on behalf 
of her siblings and her at the local Child Welfare Agency. She confirmed 
that she wanted to return home to her father. A long conversation, as well 
as the caseworker's comments, confirmed that she was still doing well in 
school. She still considered herself largely in charge of her own well 
being. She loved her father very much and wanted to stay with him. 

At the next court date, we advocated for Sharon to return home and the 
total end of state intervention into her life. We argued that she was old 
enough to take care of herself and that she had, throughout the case, made 
her own arrangements with only marginal refinement by the Child Welfare 
Agency or us. We noted that this self-reliance had characterized her the 
entire time in care and that even a period of brief monitoring after 
returning home was inconsistent with her wishes and her needs. In the 
end, the judge granted our motion and we have not seen Sharon since. 

I have always hoped that I could understand my clients in all their idiosyncra
sies. Yet I have found that as I am getting to know a child, unusual behavior 
initially strikes me as frustrating. Especially in my high-volume practice days, I 
would find children who deviated from my expectations to be frustrating and, in 
my most pressed moments, "difficult." These idiosyncrasies, however, are often 
the most revealing parts of the child. Does it not make sense that what is most 
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unique about a person is not the part that fits our expectations, but rather that part 
that diverges? 

Nevertheless, as we get to know our clients better and better, their "idiosyn
crasies" usually begin to form part of a larger whole. As Chapter Two notes, 
however, the many pressures to become impatient with the child's individuality 
and instead to see the child in compartments convenient to our professional and 
personal needs can prevent us from taking the time to observe important, if 
unexpected, things about our client that lead us to a deeper understanding of who 
our client is. Our challenge is to enter our client's world and stand with the child, 
trying to understand the child's point of view as carefully as possible, without 
getting lost in our own concerns.2 

Thus, in the case of Sharon, we went through a lot of soul searching about 
whether we as lawyers were meeting her needs for representation. The abrupt 
break in our relationship with her made us worry that we had somehow offended 
her or her family, or shown ourselves to be unresponsive to her needs. In the end, 
however, seeing the whole picture, it became clear to us that Sharon had at all 
times been acting consistently with her own values and her own view of her life. 
At all times she had been faithful to her father and had followed her own strong 
instincts about what she needed, took care of her living arrangements by herself, 
steered clear of outside meddling in her life, and balanced her independence and 
loyalty to her family. At the point at which her loyalty to her family was 
challenged by her father, who deeply objected to the options she was exploring 
with us, she reasserted her loyalty to the family and in so doing cut off her 
relationship with us and her search for an alternative home far away from her 
family. 

Throughout the case, Sharon's actions were totally consistent, even though they 
required a major change in the lawyer-client relationship halfway through our 
representation. While we constantly questioned whether there was more that we 
could have done for Sharon in the later stages of our representation, over time we 
came to see that she was very true to Sharon-in-context, the Sharon that we had 
come to know, and we felt comfortable with the major adjustments in the 
relationship that took place. 

2 This challenge recalls Carl Rogers' conceptions of empathy, explored in the therapeutic 
context. Empathic understanding is "[t]o sense the client's private world as if it were your own, but 
without ever losing the 'as if' quality .... To sense the client's anger, fear, confusion as if it were 
your own, yet without your own anger, fear, or confusion getting bound up in it. . .. When the 
client's world is clear to the therapist, and he moves about in it freely, then he can both communicate 
his understanding of what is clearly known to the client and can also voice his meanings in the 
client's experience of which the client is scarcely aware." Carl Rogers, THE NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT 
CONDITIONS OF THERAPEUTIC PERSONALITY CHANGE, in THE CARL RoGERS READER 219, 226 (Howard 
Kirschenbaum and Valerie Land Henderson, eds., 1989). 
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As noted in Chapter Three, clients should always have deeper alliances in their 
lives than their alliance to their lawyer. We should worry about a client whose life 
is so impoverished that a newcomer to his life-appointed by the court
suddenly becomes a huge figure in his life. While this book strives to help lawyers 
play as constructive a role as possible in the lives of our clients, we must 
acknowledge that generally, in the scheme of things, we are very marginal players 
in the client's world. 

In the case of Sharon, we were conscientiously trying to make sure we had done 
nothing wrong in our representation of her. As the story unfolded, we realized that 
what had seemed to us like a major disruption in the lawyer-client relationship 
was fully consistent with Sharon's values and needs. She saw no major disruption, 
because we were always peripheral players. At one point, our peripheral role 
seemed to involve some services that could be helpful for her, and she availed 
herself of our services; but for most of the time our services seemed quite 
ancillary to her major life issues. While we were trying to be conscientious, we 
were unintentionally being quite self-centered as well. By distorting our impor
tance in the case, seeing the case as revolving around us, as opposed to around our 
client, we focused too much on a change in a tangential relationship in the child's 
life rather than on the continuity that the child was showing in her life generally. 

Before we could understand the case in this light, however, many of our own 
concerns made it hard for us to see ourselves and our relationship with Sharon 
from Sharon's point of view. Our own concerns that we had somehow acted in a 
way to lose her trust made us look carefully back at our relationship with her to 
make sure that we had made no mistakes. In retrospect, I believe that those acts, 
while important to making sure that we were practicing conscientious lawyering, 
also came almost solely out of our own needs rather than Sharon's needs. As we 
got to know Sharon better and tried to understand this "major breach in our 
relationship" as part of her way of taking care of herself, we found her actions 
completely consistent with her own values and her views of her life. In a way, the 
major change in our relationship distracted us from the actual consistency of her 
behavior. I believe it made us fret a bit too long about how our relationship with 
her had changed. 

The example of Sharon offers one way to understand the concept of the 
child-in-context on an intuitive level. In a way, Sharon acted consistently 
throughout the entire fifteen months, which we were unable to see for a time 
because of our own needs, worries, and self-doubt. Only by stripping away the 
blinders that our lawyer perspective had placed upon us were we able to uncover 
the quite consistent and enduring child-in-context underneath. 

This suggests that our client's desire not to be known can be paradoxically an 
important part of who that client is. Put another way, the client's desire not to be 
known teaches us a great deal about who the client is. As time went on, we learned 
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that the client is serious about her privacy, and has important private loyalties that 
are more important than the public intervention that the client is experiencing. We 
learned about the client's independence and her self-sufficient decision-making. 
We learned a great deal about our relative importance or unimportance in the 
client's life. In the case of Sharon, I believe that our inadvertently egocentric 
perspective led us to worry more about our performance as lawyers than about 
what kind of lawyer Sharon actually desired. In a sense, then, our client's desire 
not to interact with us was an extraordinarily important part of who the client was; 
we moved forward in our understanding of the client once we accepted that. 

Critics of the c~ild-in-context view make an extraordinarily important point: 
lawyers generally should respect the rights of privacy of all clients. Critics of this 
point suggest that these privacy concerns far outweigh the lawyer's need to know 
the child-in-context in some depth. It may be considerably more important to the 
relationship to accept even a grossly incomplete understanding of who the client 
is, than to barge into a life when we are not welcome. The critical importance of 
starting where the client is and respecting the client's desires about your 
representation include respecting the client's desire not to be known. 

The extreme example of this client is the no-show client. In my experience, the 
number of clients who have little or no interest in the representation, or are overtly 
hostile to it, has grown steadily. I believe that this growing hostility to legal 
representation reflects a dwindling faith in what public intervention into our 
clients' lives can actually offer to our clients on their own terms. Increasingly, and 
perhaps accurately, I believe that my clients experience me as a failing part of the 
system, rather than apart from it. Because I am paid by the court, because I am a 
lawyer with professional ethics that include public service obligations, and 
because I am ultimately more a part of the system than separate from it, I must 
respect my client's point of view. 

Respecting what we cannot know about the child-in-context, therefore, is also 
critical to good lawyering. In many of our representations, we will never reach ( or 
achieve) as full an understanding of the client as we might like. This incomplete 
understanding should exist for only one reason: because the client restricts our 
access, not because we restrict our own effort. We must know the client as much 
as she wishes to be known, and attempt to represent the client in all of her fullness 
in whatever settings we enter. 

This critique of the child-in-context is critical to a good understanding of what 
the child-in-context is and what it cannot be. In some ways, the child-in-context 
is a platonic ideal, which we can approach when the client wants to be wellknown; 
we must also show a deep respect for what the client wishes to be private. This 
respect, untempered with negative judgment, remains faithful to the client's 
individuality that the child-in-context seeks to capture. 
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§ 1-4 What the Child-in-Context Isn't 

One can also begin to understand what the child-in-context is by understanding 
what it is not. This section offers examples of three images of the child that do not 
constitute the child-in-context: an acontextual understanding of the child's "best 
interests"; wishes imputed to the child acontextually by the lawyer; and an 
acontextual understanding of the child's "wishes."1 

[a] A Contextual Understanding of a Child's Best Interests: The Case of 
Emily 

During my time at Legal Aid, I remember a day in which I was 
appearing on ten cases in various courtrooms. One of those cases 
involved a three-year-old girl who had been abandoned in the hospital, 
taken to a foster home upon discharge of the hospital, and had lived there 
since. 

On the day of the trial, along with her name, these were all the facts I 
knew about her. When I had called to get the case records, the attorney's 
office told me that they were having trouble photocopying them, but the 
worker would bring the records to my office the day of the abandonment 
inquest. He assured me that the case was simple, and I believed him. "No 
contested issues, straight abandonment case, child lived in pre-adoptive 
home since birth, adoptive parents are clearly her psychological parents. 
We'll be in and out of court in ten minutes. " 

That day in court, the worker, carrying a large case file, found me as 
I was dashing from courtroom to courtroom. The first time she caught me, 
we identified that she was on that case and I peppered her with questions. 
Child was abandoned on day one? Right. Child is living with adopted 
parents now? Right. Child had lived with adoptive parents since day one? 
Right. She looked like she wanted to tell me more, but I didn't have time. 
"Have a seat, " I said, as I dashed off to court, "I'll be right back. " It may 
have been hours later before I returned to find the caseworker patiently 
waiting. I had been told that the judge wanted me to stay outside the 
courtroom until the case was called, so I sat down next to the worker. 

After complaining about the business of my day, I asked to look at the 
case record. She pulled out a voluminous case record and I was startled. 
"What is this about?" 

1 In addition, the child-in-context is not always identical to the lawyer's "theory of the case," 
though in some cases, these two critical concepts converge. For more on the relationship between 
the child-in-context and the theory of the ca e, see Chapter Three (Umbrella Principle # 1) and 
Chapter Six (The Theory of the Case). 
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She began to tell me that the child had had severe medical problems 
since birth. The child had a nonfunctional kidney, which had to be 
maintained until a transplant could be arranged. The record detailed the 
caseworker's efforts to arrange for an organ donation for the child. 

As I flipped through the record, I could see that the record contained 
literally dozens of entries involving the caseworker calling resources 
around the country to arrange an organ transplant. I could see that the 
worker had painstakingly made arrangements with a local hospital for 
the transplant to take place. I could also see that the foster mother, the 
would-be adoptive mother, had been required to take the child to the 
hospital several times per week. It appeared that within the last month the 
kidney transplant had taken place. The child was now recuperating at 
home. 

I asked the worker a bit about the foster mother and about my client. 
The worker sighed. "What an amazing family they are!" she said. She 
described to me the devotion and love of the foster mother and the 
resilient, sweet, perky, and patient personality of the child. "This is such 
an important day for them, " she said. "They've been waiting for Emily to 
be freed for adoption for a long time. " 

As I spoke with the worker, I felt transported out of my own 
preoccupation with surviving my day and into the child's world. Amid my 
shame that I had treated this child as merely a name on a folder until that 
day, I became elated to learn about the extraordinary adoptive mother and 
worker that this child had. I yearned to meet the child and get to know her. 

When we were rushed into court, the legal action adjudicating the child 
abandoned and the initial dispositional testimony indeed took six minutes. 
As I cross-examined the worker, I asked her questions to quickly elicit the 
extraordinary story she had told me. I saw the same sense of amazement 
appear on the faces of the agency, attorney, and judge. There was a pause 
at the end of the testimony. All present commented on the extraordinary 
work of the caseworker. She told the judge and the lawyer, as she had told 
me, about the extraordinary family, with whom she felt privileged to 
work. Twelve minutes after the case had been called, the child was freed 
for adoption, and three professionals with major legal responsibilities for 
the client had finally been brought into the child's world. 

12 

Before meeting the caseworker on the day of her termination of parental rights 
proceedings, Emily was a name on an abandonment file. I clearly felt that by 
meeting the caseworker, I had jumped a substantial percentage, perhaps to 30 or 
40%, in getting to know the child and beginning to enter her world. Perhaps most 
importantly, however, the case of Emily taught me two things. First, I must never 
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be satisfied with the little that I know. In that high-volume practice, even if I could 
have proceeded to trial not having had the more in-depth conversation with the 
caseworker, I needed to do so fully acknowledging that I knew probably less than 
10% of what there was to know about the child. 

Perhaps that 10% was enough to represent her legal interests in a way that was 
basically sufficient and consistent with the needs of an efficient high-volume 
practice. Yet the nagging sense that I frequently knew far less about my child 
clients than there was to know, in the end, degraded my practice and dampened 
my morale. It is a healthy challenge to one's humility to realize that in those 
practices we represent so much less of the child than we could under other 
circumstances. It is important to know that, although legal malpractice may not 
result from knowing our client so sketchily, it is simply moral luck that allows us 
to take the right legal path in the face of so little information. 

Even at the end of the case, when I had somewhat deepened my understanding 
of the child, there was so much more that I did not know and longed to know. As 
the caseworker left, I remember wishing I could meet the child and her foster 
family. While I had reason to believe that I had achieved the right results in my 
representation, I could not stop thinking how much more I would have loved to 
know about this client whom I would never meet. These were healthy frustrations. 

The case of Emily demonstrates some of the tension between our duty to know 
the child-in-context and the often brutal time constraints under which we are 
forced to do our work. On the one hand, it can be argued that Emily could easily 
have been represented and the outcome would have been the same without any 
understanding of the child-in-context. Indeed, it can be argued that such a 
contextual understanding is inevitably intrusive, and that lawyers should not 
undertake to reach that understanding unless it is going to change the child's legal 
outcome. From an efficiency standpoint, this argument has merit. In our current 
harried world, and with our insufficient resources, occasionally those trade-offs 
will need to be made. Perhaps we will continue, in the short run, to have to treat 
abandonment clients who have lived their whole lives in a single home and would 
be adopted in that home as the easy case on which the lawyer expends no time. 
Nevertheless, a long-term practice of this sort, I believe, grossly distorts the 
lawyer's role and ignores the needs of the client and the client-in-context. Had the 
abandonment inquest gone forth as it was originally scheduled, in 10 minutes, 
with no special knowledge of the child, the needs of the child's attorney, the 
agency attorney, and the judge would have been met. But this was an important 
day on which the family had pinned so many hopes: how odd the indifference of 
the court lawyers would have seemed to the family. The adoptive parent and the 
child would have been, at best, bewildered that a day so important to them was so 
routine to us, relieved that it was over but diminished and disillusioned by the 
anonymity of the proceeding. The caseworker, too, would have left somewhat 
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bewildered that a child of such importance to her was literally a nonentity to these 
three legal players. 

Dramatically increasing my knowledge of this child-in-context did not take a 
tremendous amount of time. Increasing our understanding of the child-in-context 
literally took a few minutes of the attorney and court time. I still am pained at the 
large amount of dead time the caseworker spent as she waited for me to go 
through my rounds. But in the end, I deeply believe that the lives of the child, the 
foster mother, and the caseworker, the three most important people in the case, as 
well as the lives of the three legal professionals, marginal players at best, were 
augmented by taking the time to recognize some of the wonder of this child and 
her story. I remember myself suddenly having a new commitment to my work, 
remembering that each of my clients is an individual with tremendous assets and 
tremendous potential. The bureaucratic hopelessness that had pervaded much of 
my day was snapped open by the sudden memory of why I was doing such work 
and what I hoped to accomplish. 

April, 1985 

Today, I'm looking for a sense of peace in the midst of these busy days. 
Everywhere I turn there seems to be a form to fill out, a letter to write, a 
call to make, an appointment long put off, a client forgotten, an errand 
unrun, a desk untidied. 

I realize that these concerns will seem somewhat precious in the rough and 
tumble of triage in the large city legal-aid context. I can imagine that many people 
would say to me that it is simply better to get the termination done rather than 
make that same foster mother and child wait while the lawyer spends a good deal 
of time getting to know the child-in-context. Certainly, the time could be better 
spent on thorny cases that are not as easily resolved. To the extent that these 
comments represent the necessary trade-offs that need to be made today as we 
focus on trying to eke out the best possible quality under the worst possible 
circumstances, I must agree with them. Nevertheless, since this book is designed 
to help reconceptualize what should be expected of lawyers for children and what, 
at bottom, cannot be sacrificed, I must also argue that a profession based on this 
kind of triage only diminishes its clients and itself. 

I believe that experiences that enhance our understanding of the individuality of 
our client are critical to keeping our work lawyerly. Essentially, we must 
understand who our clients are and give voice to those whose views must be 
presented. After all, our job is to represent and to present again, what our client 
is presenting to the world. For us to distort, diminish, or redu·ce that to a stereotype 
is an unacceptable perversion of the lawyer's role. 

While in the triage of high-pressure legal services work, there may be no choice 
but to take some of these shortcuts, we must recognize that there are costs to the 
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shortcuts both in terms of our understanding of our clients' humanity and in the 
mistakes that will follow. 

We must put our high-volume, high-pressured representations in context. When 
we check off one of the fourteen cases on our court list, we must do so in the 
humble understanding that we know a client like Emily far less than she deserves 
to be known. In the end, this realization will challenge us in our day-to-day work 
and empower us to seek the resources we need to represent more of who our 
clients really are more of the time. 

[b] Wishes Imputed to the Child by the Lawyer: The Coke Bottle 

One day, a six-year-old girl, the biological child of Ms. Brown and the 
foster child of Ms. White, was brought to my office. I was representing the 
child in a termination of parental rights proceeding, and I wanted to learn 
how the child felt about her adoption. For reasons I cannot remember 
now, I was very reluctant to speak about the case or my role (/ believe I 
was told that she was very nervous about the case). I had decided to try 
to find out how she felt about her biological mother and potential 
adoptive mother without going into a discussion of the legal proceedings. 

I spoke with the child sitting at my desk for about fifteen minutes, with 
very little luck. I asked her about school, with whom she played, what she 
watched on TY, and the like, and she gave one word "yes" or "no" 
answers and looked bored. I then tried to engage her with some of the toys 
on my desk. We played with some origami animals that I had made, and 
then she picked up a toy that had been made for me by my brother. The 
toy was a glass Coke bottle filled two-thirds of the way with water dyed 
with blue food coloring, and then filled the rest of the way with peanut oil. 
He had then resealed the bottle very securely with its original cap. He had 
made the toy in the early 1970's, when such bottles were commonplace; 
by 1984, glass soda bottles were a rarity. When she shook the bottle, the 
oil divided into a myriad tiny shining bubbles dispersed through the 
water, and then, at rest, the bubbles slowly reconverged into a layer of oil 
at the top. 

She played with the toy, mesmerized by the oil bubbles, and shook it 
from side to side. While she played, a call came for me, and I answered 
the phone. While I was on the phone, I heard a crash and her scream. I 
dropped the phone, jumped up, and pulled her from the floor, which was 
now awash in glass shards, blue water, and thick oil, and yelled, "Are you 
okay?" I could feel her shaking. We walked to a clean part of the floor, got 
some paper towels, and I started to clean up the mess, while repeatedly 
asking her if she was all right. 
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She asked me if I was mad, and I told her that I was not, that I was just 
happy that she hadn't cut herself on the glass. She looked very worried 
and watched me clean. Then she said, "You 're nice, like Mrs. White. 
Not-, " and then her voice dropped, "like mommy. " 

As I cleaned, I asked her about Mrs. White and mommy. She told me 
that mommy would always yell at her and blame her for things. She told 
me that her foster mother was always very nice and liked her a lot. We 
cleaned up the mess, threw away our paper towels, and then sat down 
again. The little girl slipped back into the quiet of before, but this time did 
not dare touch the toys on my desk. I tried for about fifteen minutes to 
reestablish the easy rapport we had had cleaning, but I could not, then or 
during a subsequent interview. 

At the termination of parental rights hearing, I related to the judge that 
I understood that the child had the feelings she had related to me. At the 
end of the hearing, the biological mother's parental rights were termi
nated, and the little girl was later adopted by Mrs. White. 

16 

I have wondered for many years if I did the right thing for this child. At first 
I thought I had found by accident a novel way of finding out what the child's 
wishes were. I now believe that I failed to learn the child's view about the 
proceedings because, while I had a statement from the child that could be 
interpreted in a number of ways, I did not know the child-in-context. She made the 
statement at an isolated moment in time; I had no idea if she had just argued with 
her mother or had just received a nice present from her foster mother. Nor did she 
know me in context as a lawyer. The child made a statement that I interpreted with 
reference to her legal case, but I never told the child exactly what I was going to 
do with my interpretation of her statements during the Coke bottle incident. 

I imputed a wish to the child based on one statement made in one isolated 
context. Given my ignorance of the context in which the child made the 
statements, and the child's ignorance about the purposes to which I would put my 
interpretation of the statements, I was wrong to act on the basis of that statement 
alone. I needed to make a fuller investigation of the child's world and more 
creative attempts to educate the child about her case and to learn about the child's 
view of her world before concluding that I understood her wishes adequately. 
Although information obtained creatively or unexpectedly can be useful and need 
not be ignored, it must be placed in context to avoid misuse. 

[c] Contextual Wishes: Meeting the Child on Intake Day 

Knowing the child-in-context is a process that goes well beyond a two-minute 
intake interview in which the lawyer asks the child what he wants. In the structure 
of many legal aid jobs these days, the lawyer may have no alternative but to act 
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on this two-minute interview at the starting point of the case.2 The lawyer must, 
however, as soon as possible, take time to enter fully the child's world, in order 
to educate the child about the legal proceedings and get to know the child fully in 
his context. 3 Not until the lawyer understands the client and how the client 
understands the legal case in the context of all his other values, wishes, and life 
experiences can the lawyer fully represent the child client. One or two brief 
encounters with the child in intake and during the litigator's lunch hour will not 
suffice. 

Lawyers who want to advocate for their client's autonomy must not take 
isolated statements as clear direction from the client. Only fully counseled ideas, 
reached after the lawyer has given the client as much information as possible 
about how these wishes will be used, should be accepted as a full statement of the 
child's wishes. Moreover, the wishes should be understood in the general context 
of the child's life as a whole in order for them to make sense and be fully 
understood by the lawyer. 

Some may protest that the requirement of counseling and knowing the child's 
context belittles the child's wishes. This position overlooks the direct analogue to 
representation of adults. If an adult were to walk into your office and say, "I want 
x," you would be obligated to make sure that the client knows exactly what his 
options are before going forward with his case. While potentially very brief, this 
counseling process must occur. Effective lawyering for any client cannot be a 
process in which one takes the client's statement of his wishes out of context or 
without counseling. 

The child's briefly stated wishes may indeed tum out to state the goals of 
representation. To get to know the child-in-context, however, those wishes are 
only an entry point for learning more about the child in all his subjectivity, 
understood in a three-dimensional way. A lawyer relying simply on a child's initial 
statement of his wishes, outside of meaningful legal counseling or a thickly 
textured understanding of the child's world, engages in acontextual lawyering that 
can be as deeply flawed as the "acontextual best interests" view described above. 

§ 1-5 Conclusion 

Acontextual encounters with the child, in which the lawyer lacks a holistic 
understanding of the child's world or in which the child lacks an adequate 
understanding of legal proceedings and the lawyer's role, cannot substitute for the 
lawyer's thoughtful understanding of the child-in-context. Even where the child 

2 Indeed, the advocacy default of Chapter Three sugge ts that the lawyer must accept the child's 
wishes as the starting point for advocacy. 

3 Chapter Four describes how the lawyer approaches both of these critical jobs. 
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cannot be known thoroughly, for instance, because the child does not want the 
lawyer to intrude unnecessarily into the child's life, the lawyer can and must begin 
to know the child in his individuality, as distinguished from other clients. The 
lawyer must learn about the child's world and the child's subjective views, and 
must also respect the child's subjective views about his privacy and the limits of 
his trust of the lawyer. In short, the lawyer must strive to understand the child on 
the child's terms, and not on the lawyer's terms. 

The overriding goal of this book is to help lawyers get to know and keep in 
mind always their clients-in-context while keeping the client in the forefront of 
each representation. For many of us, getting to know children, enjoying who they 
are, and standing in solidarity with their subjective points of view is the very 
reason why we became lawyers for children. Nevertheless, keeping sight of this 
seemingly central imperative has been extraordinarily difficult for lawyers for 
children in the last twenty years. Chapters Two-A and Two-B explain the way in 
which lawyers, not children, have inadvertently become the context for represen
tation of children in these cases. Chapter Three then gives an overview of the role 
of the lawyer that this book espouses, centered on the child-in-context. The rest 
of the book will attempt to discuss the ethical and practical dimensions of that 
role. 
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Lawyers for children have been less successful than we would like in representing 
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the child-in-context, because the lawyer has inadvertently become the context for 
most child representation. Both the lawyer's personal and professional context 
have tended to overwhelm the child-in-context. Section 2A-2 will explore the 
internal dynamics leading the lawyer to privilege his or her personal context over 
that of the client. Section 2A-3 will explore the professional context that has led 
to an over-dichotomized understanding of the representation of children. This 
section first will explore the professional confusion over that role that has resulted 
from two sources, a chaotic fifty-state mosaic of laws about representing children 
and unclear ethical rules on representing children, and second, it will summarize 
the scholastic debate that has attempted to clarify the lawyer's role. This section 
ends with commentary on the structure of the current debate about the role of the 
lawyer for children. 

This chapter will cover a lot of ground: counter-transference, the chaos in the fifty 
state systems, the unclear ethical rules, and the academic literature on representing 
children. However, this brief look at these seemingly disparate issues will explain 
why the lawyer's role in representing children has been so confused and 
unpredictable, over time, from state to state, and even from lawyer to lawyer. The 
high emotions of representing a child in a child-protective system often confront 
the lawyer with his or her own strong emotions and personal history. When the 
lawyer looks for a clear series of professional mandates to help contend with this 
personal confusion, the lawyer finds instead only confusion in the role assigned to 
lawyers by statute, vagueness in the governing ethical rules, and a failure to 
clarify this confusion in the academic writing in the area. Awash in personal and 
professional contexts thick with confusion, many lawyers find themselves 
constantly questioning their roles in representing their clients or relying on their 
own personal judgments in the absence of strong professional norms. In the midst 
of this role confusion, the client's individual needs and concerns can easily be lost. 
In this way the lawyer, not the child client, has inadvertently become the context 
of the representation. 

In a nutshell, many of the concepts of this chapter are summarized by the brilliant 
cartoon by Danny Shanahan included at the beginning of this chapter. As 
professional adults have tried to respond to children's serious needs, with neither 
the financial resources nor a consensus about the lawyer's role, we have 
inadvertently been led to meet our own needs instead. Our propensity to substitute 
our own personal and professional needs for our client's needs is the single largest 
obstacle to our representing the child-in-context. Lawyers to date cannot be 
faulted for this inappropriate response, however. The confusion they have faced 
has left them no choice other than to consult their own wits and instincts. After 
this chapter describes the confusion in some detail and the next chapter examines 
the international context of these ame dilemmas, the rest of the book will try to 
offer a clearer path for the child advocate. 
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§ 2A-2 The Lawyer's Personal Context: Counter-Transference 

[a] What is Counter-Transference? 

August 1985 

I had a wonderful answer to prayer during a burglary trial today. Our client had 
been caught locked into a corner fruit stand with two dozen large bills in his 
pocket. So it was a dead case. But nothing was offered as a plea, so we went to 
trial. I had decided that my theory of the case was not that the fruit stand owner 
had not been robbed nor that Peter had no money, but that no connection beyond 
a reasonable doubt could be made between those two events. Weak, I grant you, 
but all I had. 

As it happened, the complaining witness was a Korean woman (who looked like 
half of my aunts) with a special Korean interpreter. They both looked very pained 
to see me standing next to the "bad guy, " and as the trial proceeded they looked 
more and more alarmed. After she was sworn and on the stand, I made a big deal 
about how the petition should be dismissed for X, Y, and Z reasons, and she grew 
very nervous, especially since she had a full view of me from there. As the 
prosecutor started to question her, I objected a lot, and she actually began to 
tremble a bit. Outwardly I was calm, but inside I was crumbling. The poor lady! 
The clincher was when we learned that the two dozen large bills she lost were her 
husband's and her life savings that they were going to use to buy a new car. My 
heart broke. 

The prosecutor finished his examination, and I slowly rose, praying rapidly. I 
knew I wasn't going to be mean to her, but she didn't. She really started to shake 
as I rose, and I felt so pained for her - a recent immigrant working seven a.m. 
to ten p.m., her life savings stolen, store damaged, and now one of her own kind 
defending the kid who did it. Yet I could not be plainly sympathetic with her - my 
client, at an embattled time, was entitled to feel my undivided loyalty. Still, I 
looked around. The judge was writing something, the prosecutor was looking out 
the window, and my kid was talking to his mom. So? A sudden answer to prayer 
- I took a tiny step back and bowed and then winked. The witness actually 
stopped shaking, and the interpreter actually bowed back. I asked her eight 
questions and sat down. She was immediately excused because she had to testify 
in front of the grand jury against the adults Peter was arrested with - poor lady. 
But I could tell she was much comforted in her first family court experience, and 
I felt 100% better. The finding? Guilty on all counts. But after a momentary fit of 
anger, the judge paroled Peter with stern warnings and a lot of good sense. Good 
old judge. 

The foregoing excerpt of my account of a delinquency trial experience illustrates 
the concept of counter-transference. As a Korean-American woman lawyer, I 
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found myself consumed with concern for the Korean complainant and interpreter 
in the case, in a way that appears to have put my professional role in the 
background. Even eleven years later, I remember vividly being haunted in the 
courtroom by what my grandmother or my parents would think of the role I was 
playing. While the "solution" I came up with seemed creative at the time, there is 
no question that my preoccupation with my own issues obscured my preeminent 
duties to my client. I wonder now whether I in some ways felt too comfortable 
with the conviction of my client, because of my sense that he had victimized one 
of "my own." 

Essentially, it is hard for adults to remain focused on children in their individu
ality. Adults focused on children are inevitably distracted by their own agendas -
their own hopes and expectations for the child, their own memories of childhood, 
their own projection of what the child wants and needs. 

Therapeutic literature has many excellent articles discussing the phenomenon 
known as transference and the related process known as counter-transference. 
Transference in the therapeutic process occurs when the patient or client connects 
past or present relationships and experiences with the therapist-client relationship. 
In a sense, therefore, the patient or client "transfers" his reactions and feelings 
from another relationship onto the therapist-client relationship. As one theorist 
summarized, "transference in the therapeutic process means transferring onto the 
therapist, as a present-day partner, early experiences of interpersonal related
ness."1 Technically, counter-transference describes a therapist's reaction to the 
client's transference, but in some literature it has come to embrace all of the 
therapist's reactions, whether to the client's transference or simply to the client 
himself.2 In the article in Appendix E. l, two mental health professionals describe 
transference as a general human reaction to every human relationship. 3 When any 
two people meet, each person weighs the new relationship and equates it to 
previous relationships that they have had. Therefore, there is no particular reason 
to call the transference reaction from client to lawyer a name different from that 
of the reaction from lawyer to client. In fact, the word counter-transference, which 
is less easily understood, may tend to cloud the basic similarity between the 

1 Frieda Fromm-Reichmann, Personality of the Psychotherapist and the Doctor-Patient Rela
tionship, in PsYCHOANALYSIS AND PsYCHOTHERAPY: SELECTED PAPERS (D. Bullard ed., 1959), cited in 
Richard M. Sarles, M.D., Transference-Countertransference Issues with Adolescents: Personal 
Reflections, 48 AM. J. PSYCHOTHERAPY 64, 68 (1994). 

2 Jon E. Schowalter, M.D., Counter-Transference and Work with Children: Review of a 
Neglected Concept, 26 J. AM. AcAD. CHILD PSYCHIATRY 40 (1985). 

3 Rhoda Feinberg, Ph.D. & James T. Greene, Ph.D., Transference and Countertransference 
Issues in Professional Relationships, 29 FAM. L. Q. 11, 112 (1995); Jon E. Schowalter, M.D., 
Counter-Transference and Work with Children: Review of a Neglected Concept, 26 J. AM. ACAD. 
CHILD PSYCHIATRY 40, 41 (1985). 
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lawyer's and client's reactions to the lawyer-client relationship. The basic process 
that occurs is the same: that a human being is relating to a second human being 
based on her previous interaction with other human beings who are not in the 
relationship. Both terms, transference and counter-transference, will be used 
interchangeably throughout the book to describe the professional's reaction, to 
underscore the ways in which counter-transference by the professional is a similar 
process to that experienced by the child. Certainly it would be wrong for a lawyer 
to resent a client's transference reaction, and at the same time accept her own 
counter-transference reaction, without realizing the contradiction that represents. 

The article in Appendix E.1 introduces lawyers to this critical idea of counter
transference. While the concept has been extensively studied by able mental 
health scholars, it can be easily grasped intuitively, as illustrated by the Lassie 
cartoon. Professionals operate out of counter-transference, rather than with 
reference to the child-in-context, when they act based upon their own wishes and 
values and context rather than those of their clients.4 

[b] How to Work with Counter-Transference 

January 1984 

Today I returned to a continued termination of parental rights hearing. As you 
remember, I laid a special claim to these cases, once again drawn to the hardest, 
the murkiest, the thorniest, the neediest. I'm sure this case was part of why I got 
sick. The judge is nasty indiscriminately, which has a certain fairness, but it can 
be incredibly unpleasant to be screamed at in sneering, haughty tones. Monday, 
my energy, health, and spirits were low enough that I could not enjoy the fight or 
the fighting back but only sink in disappointment with her. But to be fair, it wasn't 
just the judge who was getting me down; it was the case and my uncertain role. 
Abbie is 2 years old, born with drug withdrawal symptoms and developmentally 
delayed since then, in placement for two years. Phyliss, her mother, is 25, 
undomiciled, on welfare, an enigma to her social workers. While she was unable 
to find housing, had her welfare case closed countless times in two years, and 
failed to attend parenting workshops, she, unlike many mothers in Foster Care III, 
visited Abbie one or two times a week without fail for two years. Lesley Spelman, 
our social worker, and I had made an appointment with her by letter which she 
didn't keep - later we learned she hadn't received the letter. So we went into trial 
never having heard her side of the story, only two social workers' stories. Monday 
I adopted Hugo :S approach - you are an advocate, go for a permanent neglect 
finding, fight for it. But it was so painful, with the unheard mother there, and her 
capable lawyer (lucky for her - many of the assigned attorneys are not) fighting 

4 Rhoda Feinberg, Ph.D. & James T. Greene, Ph.D., Transference and Countertransference 
Issues in Professional Relationships, 29 FAM. L. Q. 11, 112 (1995). 
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the momentum of the agency, the many months off aster care, the biases and 
unavoidably middle-class instincts of the judge and social worker - I couldn't do 
it. 

Permanent terminations are such a murky area that law guardians rarely agree on 
our role. Some believe we should decide from the case record what we want (when 
the kid is too young to tell us) and fight tooth and nail for it, as unpleasant and 
humiliating as it may be for the mother/father. Some believe we should sit back, 
and if the agency proves it, fine; if not, fine. I think I'm with a third group - the 
law guardian is to fill in the gaps so the whole story is heard. If the agency leaves 
something out, fill it in; if the parent's attorney leaves something out, fill it in. I 
knew here, in Phyliss and Abbie's case, that I couldn't in good conscience fight to 
get in all that was bad for the mother and exclude all that was good - I feel better 
when the whole complicated mess is before the judge. 

So yesterday, in our all-day hearing, I listened to the other lawyers and asked the 
fill-in questions. After lunch, Phyliss took the stand and I asked her the questions 
I had longed to ask all along - "I know you love Abbie, but why didn't you go 
to those parenting classes if you know it might mean losing her?" "What could 
the agency have done?" I wanted her to be heard and, if possible, to feel heard. 

Today, after more sleep and a day of eating, I could feel the fight returning, after 
a week down. 

Over lunch today, Hugo and I mulled over Phyliss and Abbie. I had to put on my 
case and had to fit a hearsay-within-hearsay document into evidence by arguing 
that it fit two hearsay exceptions. It was to be the first time I called a witness to 
the stand. Hugo disagreed with my stance in the case, which was to support a 
.finding of permanent neglect but be open-minded about a suspended judgment, 
giving the mother six more months to "get it together." "But why? If she has done 
all that you've said?" asked Hugo. I struggled to put my instincts into words. 
"Because . .. if I were Abbie, I would want to know that my mother was given 
one more chance, " I .finally answered. 

I'm on guard right now against losing myself in my work, since I would be so 
vulnerable to it now, with my social and .financial life so limited. My strategy is 
to try to be present and really concentrate on work, so that my time there is very 
productive, and then leave at a fixed time ( usually by six, unless I have a night 
class, which is down to once a week by now). In recent weeks, I have slacked off 
on the early morning starts, but I think I will reenter that practice now that Phase 
III has started. So far, so good, though; I've only worked one night thus far and 
no weekends. I'd like to keep that up as long as possible. Ultimately, I think I'm 
more efficient, more energetic, and more compassionate that way, when my needs 
for time to myself are met. 

It is critical that we learn to work with our counter-transference to avoid 
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subjecting our clients to our own hopes and dreams. In the attorney-client 
relationship, transference between the lawyer and client going in both directions 
can often obscure the advocacy partnership. 

The literature on transference and counter-transference suggests that we can never 
eliminate them. None of us can live in a world in which we fail to make 
connections between events that we encounter in our professional lives and our 
own personal experiences. In addition, since our own personal experiences have 
given us the resources and insights that we offer to our clients, we do not even 
want to eliminate transference. What is critical is that we constantly remain aware 
of the way in which our counter-transference may adversely affect our represen
tations. For some lawyers, the intensity of the counter-transference may make 
continuing to represent children literally impossible. For many, many others, 
however, keeping on top of one's counter-transference is a habit that can be 
learned and constantly applied. 

The literature suggests that the primary antidote to being ruled by one's 
transference or counter-transference reactions is to be acutely and constantly 
aware of the ways transference and counter-transference may be operating in the 
relationship. Greene and Feinberg, in Appendix E. l. suggest a number of very 
helpful warning signs that may alert lawyers that they are in the middle of a 
counter-transference reaction and suggest some approaches for overcoming that 
reaction. For instance, particularly positive or negative feelings towards the client 
that involve treating the client differently from other clients can signal that the 
lawyer is reacting to her own transference. In another example, the lawyer's 
strong concern about incurring the wrath of a hostile judge should signal to the 
lawyer that she may be drawn to act based on her fear rather than faithfulness to 
the child-in-context. By using the warning signs that Feinberg and Greene note, 
a lawyer can quickly and constantly keep in touch with some of her transference 
and counter-transference reactions. 

"The Seven Questions to Keep Us Honest," in Chapter Three, attempt to provide 
additional concrete help to the lawyer in identifying and remedying actions 
motivated by transference or counter-transference reactions. If, as a profession, 
we can get in touch with the ways in which our own agendas and own previous 
relationships have interfered with our service to our clients, we will have taken a 
giant step forward. Thus, the inevitable intrusion of the lawyer's personal context 
into her representations of child clients often threatens to establish the lawyer, 
rather than the client, as the context of the child's representation. In this way, a 
failure to separate and confront the lawyer's own personal context, as distinct 
from the client's, has prevented us on many occasions from remaining true to the 
child-in-context. Any model of representation that values the child-in-context 
must offer lawyers ways to work with their counter-transference and prevent it 
from obscuring their central duties to their clients. 
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§ 2A-3 Confusion in the Role of the Lawyer for Children: The Lawyer's 
Professional Context 

In addition to the confusion created by each lawyer's personal context, lawyers 
have been understandably baffled by the professional context in which they 
represent children. This section looks at the lawyer's professional context in some 
depth. 

[a] Introduction 

Lawyers have represented children in child-protective proceedings for almost 
twenty-five years without a consensus in either the law, the ethical rules, or the 
scholarly literature about their role for children. This section briefly reviews the 
ethical rules governing representation of children, describes a recent snapshot of 
the laws in the fifty-six American jurisdictions on representing children, and 
summarizes the scholarly debate about children's representation.5 This subsection 
ends with a commentary on the current state of confusion about the role of the 
lawyer for children. 

[b] The Ethical Rules 

In any representation, the lawyer must abide by the ethical rules in force in her 
jurisdiction. Both the Model Code of Professional Responsibility and the ABA 
Model Rules of Professional Conduct discuss issues of representing children 
under the rubric of representing clients under a disability. As of 2004, forty-two 
state bars have adopted some version of the Model Rules of Professional Conduct. 
This number includes North Carolina, whose code is based primarily on the 
Model Rules, but contains elements of the Model Code. At least four states, 
including Oregon, New York, Ohio, and Vermont, have enacted codes based on 
both the Model Code and the Model Rule in their jurisdictions. 

Both the Model Rules and the Model Code face the same fundamental problem: 
codifying the responsibilities of a lawyer who may, during much of the 
representation, lack the clear guidance of the client. Geoffrey Hazard has 
suggested that the child's lawyer, like the corporate lawyer, is "adrift without the 
anchor of a principal."6 Both Model Rule 1.14 and Ethical Consideration 7-12 
attempt to guide the conduct of the lawyers for children, who will be faced with 
making representational decisions in myriad distinct, difficult, and nontraditional 
legal contexts. 

5 Readers interested in more detail about the scholarly debate are referred to outlines and 
quotations from articles concerning the role of the child's attorney included in Appendix D.2, fully 
updated in this, the third, edition. 

6 Conversation with Geoffrey Hazard on June 5, 1992. 
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[1] Model Rule 1.14 

Rule 1.14 

Client With Diminished Capacity 
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( a) When a client's capacity to make adequately considered decisions in 
connection with a representation is impaired, whether because of minority, mental 
disability or for some other reason, the lawyer shall, as far as reasonably 
possible, maintain a normal client-lawyer relationship with the client. 

(b) When the lawyer reasonably believes that the client has diminished capacity, 
is at risk of substantial physical, financial or other harm unless action is taken and 
cannot adequately act in the client's own interest, the lawyer may take reasonably 
necessary protective action, including consulting with individuals or entities that 
have the ability to take action to protect the client and, in appropriate cases, 
seeking the appointment of a guardian ad !item, conservator or guardian. 

(c) Information relating to the representation of a client with diminished capacity 
is protected by Rule 1.6. When taking protective action pursuant to paragraph (b), 
the lawyer is impliedly authorized under Rule l.6(a) to reveal information about 
the client, but only to the extent reasonably necessary to protect the client's 
interests. 

Rule 1.14 stresses, as its baseline, the traditional lawyer-client relationship, as 
noted in the Comment: 

[1] The normal client-lawyer relationship is based on the assumption that 
the client, when properly advised and assisted, is capable of making 
decisions about important matters. When the client is a minor or suffers 
from a diminished capacity, however, maintaining the ordinary client
lawyer relationship may not be possible in all respects. In particular, a 
severely incapacitated person may have no power to make legally binding 
decisions. Nevertheless, a client with diminished capacity often has the 
ability to understand, deliberate upon, and reach conclusions about 
matters affecting the client's own well-being. For example, children as 
"young as five or six years of age, and certainly those of ten or twelve are 
regarded as having opinions that are entitled to weight in legal proceed
ings ". . . concerning their custody. So also, it is recognized that some 
persons of advanced age ... " can be quite capable of handling routine 
financial matters while needing special legal protection concerning major 
transactions. 

[2] The fact that a client suffers a disability does not diminish the lawyer's 
obligation to treat the client with attention and respect. Even if the person 
has a legal representative, the lawyer should as far as possible, accord the 
represented person the status of client, particularly in maintaining 
communication. 
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[3] The client may wish to have family members or other persons 
participate in discussions with the lawyer. As Chapter Three urges, the 
child's representative should at all times seek right relationship with the 
client's family members Nevertheless, the lawyer must keep the client's 
interests foremost and, except for protective action authorized under 
paragraph (b ), must look to the client, and not to family members, to make 
decisions on the client's behalf. 

[ 4] If a legal representative has already been appointed for the client, the 
lawyer should ordinarily look to the representative for decisions on behalf 
of the client. In a child protective action, however, the natural responsi
bility of the parent to serve as the child's legal representative must often 
be abrogated. If the lawyer represents the guardian as distinct from the 
ward, and is aware that the guardian is acting adversely to the ward's 
interest, the lawyer may have an obligation to prevent or rectify the 
guardian's misconduct. See Rule l.2(d). 

Under Rule 1.14(a), the lawyer is admonished to treat a child client, to the greatest 
extent, like any other client. Through counseling, the lawyer should help the client 
clarify his legal objectives. Once clarified, tho e objectives should be the goal of 
the representation. Rule l.14(a) stresses that a lawyer should take this traditional 
treatment of a client as far as it will go "when a client's capacity to make 
adequately considered decisions in connection with a representation is dimin
ished." 

Rule 1.14(b), however, permits a tremendous break with that traditional lawyering 
model. Rule l.14(b) allows a lawyer to seek appointment of a guardian or take 
other protective action "["w ]hen the lawyer reasonably believes that the client has 
diminished capacity, is at risk of substantial physical, financial or other harm 
unless action is taken and cannot adequately act in the client's own interest." 

There is remarkably little guidance about seeking appointment of a guardian or 
taking other protective action in Rule l.14(b). While it appears that the Rules 
permit seeking appointment of a guardian and a guardian ad litem, and that 
" "other protective action" is not framed in terms of" "best interests," none of the 
literature has resolved the meaning of these choices. As a brief review of the 
literature7 on Rule 1.14 suggests, all of these issues remain completely open to 
interpretation. 

7 There seems to be a consensus in the literature that Model Rule 1.14, on its face, offers the 
practitioner inadequate or incoherent guidance when representing "impaired" clients, including 
children. Consequently, there appear myriad interpretations for how attorneys for minor children 
should direct such representation con i tent with the ethical rule . See, e.g., Elizabeth Laffitte, The 
Well-Intended Rule Still Leaves Some Questions Unanswered, 17 GEo. J. LEGAL Ern1cs 313 (2004) 
(arguing that "the consensus seems to be that Model Rule 1.14 needs more definition and guidance. 
The vagueness of words like 'normal relationship' render them ineffective on a practical level"); 
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(Text continued on page 31) 

James D. Gallagher and Cara M. Kearney, Representing a Client with Diminished Capacity: Where 
the Law Stands and Where It Needs to Go, 16 GEO. J. LEGAL ETmcs 597 (2003) (arguing that the 
"revision of Model Rule 1.14 adds length and seemingly powerful language to the rule; however, 
the change is more in form than in substance. As this article will illustrate, the application of either 
the old rule or the new rule to various situations will, unfortunately, produce the same murky 
result"); Sara S. Sandusky, The Lawyer's Role in Combating the Hidden Crime of Elder Abuse, 11 
ELDER L.J. 459 (2003) (arguing that the "revised Model Rules do not provide much more guidance 
on the capacity issue than the Model Code and Model Rules do. Although revised Model Rule 1.14 
has the new title of 'client with diminished capacity,' as opposed to 'client with disability,' the new 
rule still lacks a clear definition of capacity"); David R. Katner, Coming to Praise, Not to Bury, the 
New ABA Standards of Practice for Lawyers Who Represent Children in Abuse and Neglect Cases, 
14 GEo. J. LEGAL ETmcs 103 (2000) (arguing that "[t]he broad language of this Rule is not necessarily 
beneficial to children' s counsel, however. . . Model Rule 1.14 is premised on the flawed 
assumption that attorneys are able to interact with preverbal infants, toddlers, young children, and 
adolescents in much the same manner as they interact and communicate with adult clients. The Rule 
is also premised on the notion that lawyers are capable of determining when child clients are unable 
to adequately act in their own interest. .. Another problem with Model Rule 1.14 is language that 
allows counsel to use the Rule's second paragraph 'as license to overrule a client' s stated wishes, 
simply because the lawyer disagree[s] with the client's well-counseled decision.' ... Model Rule 
1.14 also fails to address the issue of whether lawyers are required to serve as guardians or 
advocates"); Randi Mandelbaum, Revisiting the Question of Whether Young Children in Child 
Protection Proceedings Should be Represented by Lawyers, 32 Lov. U. CHI. L.J. 1 (2000) (arguing 
that "Model Rule 1.14 provides little guidance on the question of when a client should be deemed 
to be 'impaired' " and it also provides "little guidance as to when an attorney should take such 
'protective action ' ... and what process an attorney should adopt to make this determination"); 
Daniel L. Bray and Michael D. Ensley, Dealing With the Mentally Incapacitated Client: The Ethical 
Issues Facing the Attorney, 33 FAM. L.Q. 329 (1999) (arguing that "[t]he lawyer facing a situation 
in which the client may be impaired undoubtedly recognizes that the language of Model Rule 1.14 
does not lend itself to easily applicable guidelines .. . " in determining if the client is impaired and 
how to maintain a normal client-lawyer relationship in such a situation); Martin Guggenheim, A 
Paradigm for Determining the Role of Counsel for Children, 64 FORDHAM L. REv. 1399 (1996) 
(asserting that the Model Rules "unhelpfully instruct" lawyers for children, id. at 1401, and 
proposing a new paradigm whereby "lawyers for children are obliged by the Model Rules to 
faithfully follow their clients' instructions whenever children are empowered by any source of law 
to set the case's objectives ... [but that] [i]n no other circumstance are lawyers constrained by 
professional rules of conduct to act in a particular way," id. at 1432); Ann M. Haralambie, The Role 
of the Child's Attorney in Protecting the Child Throughout the Litigation Process, 71 N.D. L. REv. 
939, 944 (1995) (arguing that "[t]he existing ethical rules were not drafted with child advocacy in 
mind and do not provide guidance for how child advocates should modify their representation within 
the flexibility that the rules provide"); Linda F. Smith, Representing the Elderly Client and 
Addressing the Question of Competence, 14 J. CoNTEMP. L. 61, 78-83 (1988) (arguing that both the 
Model Rules and Model Code provide inadequate and confusing guidance for lawyers representing 
clients whose competence is in doubt, and suggesting that consistent with the Model Rules and 
Code, attorneys representing impaired clients should engage in a process of gradual counseling with 
their clients and use the substituted judgment approach when required to make decisions on behalf 
of such clients); Paul R. Tremblay, On Persuasion and Paternalism: Lawyer Decision-making and 
the Questionably Competent Client, 1987 UTAH L. REv. 515, 540 (1987) (arguing that the guidance 
offered by the Model Rules is "too incoherent and ambiguous to be meaningful or is unjustified in 
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[2] Ethical Consideration 7-12 

Ethical Consideration 7-12. 

§ 2A-3[b][2] 

Any mental or physical condition of a client that renders him incapable of making 
a considered judgment on his own behalf casts additional responsibilities upon his 
lawyer. Where an incompetent is acting through a guardian or other legal 
representative, a lawyer must look to such representative for those decisions 
which are normally the prerogative of the client to make. If a client under 
disability has no legal representative, his lawyer may be compelled in court 
proceedings to make decisions on behalf of his client. If the client is capable of 
understanding the matter in question or of contributing to the advancement of his 
interests, regardless of whether he is legally disqualified from performing certain 
acts, the lawyer should obtain from him all possible aid. If the disability of a client 
and the lack of a legal representative compel the lawyer to make decisions for his 
client, the lawyer should consider all circumstances then prevailing and act with 
care to safeguard and advance the interests of his client. But obviously a lawyer 
cannot perform any act or make any decision which the law requires his client to 
perform or make, either acting for himself if competent, or by a duly constituted 
representative if legally incompetent. 

While EC 7-12 is now the minority rule among the fifty-plus jurisdictions, it is 
useful to compare it with Rule 1.14. Perhaps most significantly, EC 7-12 is 
accompanied by no disciplinary rules. It appears in the canon about zealous 
representation almost as a footnote to issues about representing competent clients. 
In the Model Rules, these considerations were promoted to a standalone rule. EC 
7-12, unlike Rule 1.14, does not focus on the normal lawyer-client relationship. 
EC 7-12 specifically focuses on the additional responsibilities cast upon the 
lawyer. EC 7-12 also explicitly permits the lawyer to make decisions on behalf of 
the client under a disability. EC 7-12, unlike Rule 1.14, however, suggests that the 
lawyer should obtain all possible aid from the client when he is capable of 
understanding the matter in question or contributing to the advancement of his 
own interests. 

its delegation of authority to the lawyer"); Sarah H. Ramsey, Representation of the Child in 
Protection Proceedings: The Determination of Decision-Making Capacity, 17 FAM. L.Q. 287, 
304-05, 320 (arguing that the profes ional rule are "silent about what standard should be used to 
judge the client's decision-making abilities, and the standards used in practice have varied widely," 
and suggesting that lawyers fo11ow an age-based presumption that children age seven and above are 
capable of decision-making); Robyn-Marie Lyon, Comment, Speaking for a Child: The Role of 
Independent Counsel for Minors, 75 CAL. L. REv. 681 , 689 (1987) (arguing that Model Rule 1.14 
"provides only superficial guidance" and "fails to explain how to determine when not to treat a 
minor as a normal client or how the child client should be treated," and proposing the extension of 
Rule 1.14 to require a maturity inquiry to determine competence and the use of the substituted
judgment standard by the attorney if the client is not competent to direct the ca e). 
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Ethical Consideration 7-12 appears to be more consistent with the early view of 
the guardian ad litem than with the contemporary view of the lawyer for the child 
as an advocate for the child's wishes.8 For instance, the following sentence from 
EC 7-12 suggests a guardian ad litem-type role for the lawyer for children: "If the 
disability of a client and the lack of a legal representative compel the lawyer to 
make decisions for his client, the lawyer should consider all circumstances then 
prevailing and act with care to safeguard in advance the interests of his client." 

This appears to be a description of the best "representation of the client's best 
interests" role. This rule does not discuss the role of the client's wishes, any 
circumstances in which the client can be represented as a competent adult, or the 
circumstances under which the disability of a client allows the lawyer to make 
decisions on his behalf. 

In summary, EC 7-12 does not seem to envision a traditional lawyer-client 
relationship for the client under a disability. Model Rule 1.14 raises the question 
of representing a client under a disability to the status of a standalone rule and 
suggests a traditional advocate's role as far as reasonably possible, but it fails to 
resolve the basic questions about when one acts pursuant to each of its two 
provisions. Thus, governing ethical rules offer lawyers for children around the 
country little help in determining their roles in representing their clients. Lawyers 
for children must then look to the prevailing law in their jurisdiction, which may 
clarify their job in child protective proceedings; this law will be examined next. 

[c] Laws in the American Jurisdictions Governing the Role of Represen-
tatives for Children in Child Protective Proceedings 

This section examines the black letter law governing the role of child represen
tatives around the country, by reviewing the history of the representation in the 
United States, scholarly debate about the representative's role, and a 2005 study 
of the laws governing the role around the country. Unfortunately, this review 
demonstrates that the role of child representatives in these matters varies wildly 
around the country, with no two states the same, and remains confused even 
within the jurisdictions. For information about a given jurisdiction's laws, 
state-by-state summaries of the prevailing law in 2005 are available at 
www.law.yale.edu/rcw. 

[1] The Origins of Representing Children in Child Protective Proceed
ings: CAPTA 

Prior to 1974, the vast majority of attention in the field of child representation 
focused on delinquency proceedings, culminating with the Supreme Court case In 

8 For more on the scholarly debate, see § 2A-3(c)(2) infra. 
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re Gault decided in 1966. 9 At the same time, widespread popular attention to and 
outrage about the "discovery" of the phenomenon of "battered child syndrome" 
sparked the passage of mandated child abuse reporting laws in every state and the 
District of Columbia in the years between 1963 and 1966, which in tum led to the 
growth and shift in focus of child welfare bureaucracies around the country. After 
the Child Abuse and Prevention Act of 1974 (CAPTA), all states began providing 
some form of representation to children in child protective proceedings. This 
section will look briefly at the origins of the CAPTA requirement and the 
bewildering diversity of systems for representing children that sprang up as a 
result, such that no two states in the country had the same system in paper or in 
reality, and then comments on lessons to be drawn from the United States 
experience. 

In 1974, Congress passed the first comprehensive legislation dealing with 
prevention and treatment of child abuse. CAPTA created the National Center on 
Child Abuse and Neglect (NCCAN), a clearinghouse for information on child 
abuse and neglect, and also authorized money for demonstration projects designed 
to prevent, identify, and treat child abuse and neglect. 1° CAPTA included a 
number of criteria that the states had to meet in order to receive funds for state 
demonstration programs, as well as for programs related to child abuse and 
neglect that were funded under the Social Security Act. 11 One of the ten criteria 
for CAPTA included the requirement that states provide guardians ad litem for all 
child abuse and neglect proceedings. CAPTA also therefore represented the birth 
of the field of representation of children in child protective proceedings. 12 

9 For more on In re Gault, see note 7 infra. 
1° For fascinating legislative history of CAPTA, see BARBARA J. NELSO , MAKING AN IssUE OF 

CHILD ABusE: PouncAL AGE DA SETTING FOR Soc1AL PROBLEMS, 92-116 (1984 ). Significantly, the key 
sponsors of the bill included Walter Mondale and Patricia Schroder of Colorado, Dr. Kempe's home 
state. 

11 Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-247, § 4(8)(3), 88 Stat. 
4 (1974) (current version at 42 U.S.C. §§ 5101-5119c (2005)). 

12 CAPTA's GAL requirement was not given much consideration: It was not included in the 
original version of the bill passed by the Senate. The issue was only addressed in later committee 
hearings owing to the testimony of Brian Fraser, then a staff attorney for the National Center for 
Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect at the University of Colorado. Fraser's testimony, which 
then became the basis for a law review article, advocated that the guardian ad !item be appointed as 
a special guardian legally obligated to do everything within his power to ensure a just judgment that 
is in the child's best intere ts, including acting as investigator, counsel, advocate, and guardian. (See 
Brian Fraser, Independent Representation for the Abused and Neglected Child: The Guardian ad 
Litem, 13 CAL. W.L. REv. 16 (1976).) 

There was also a notable lack of clarification of GAL duties in the original regulations which 
continues today. (See, e.g., Rebecca Heartz, Guardians Ad Litem in Child Abuse and Neglect 
Proceedings: Clarifying the Rules to Improve Effectiveness, 27 FAM. L. Q. 327 (1993) (relevant 
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CAPTA has been re-authorized repeatedly since 1974, most recently in 1996. 
During the Reagan years, CAPTA barely survived re-authorization on a number of 
occasions.13 In 1996, CAPTA's re-authorization did not, as it had been earlier 

material at 331); Randi Mandelbaum, Revisiting the Question of Whether Young Children in Child 
Protection Proceedings Should be Represented by Lawyers, 32 Lov. U. CHI. L.J. 1 (2000)); 45 
C.F.R. 1340.14(g) promulgated pursuant to 32 U.S.C. § 5106(a), current regulation on GAL 
requirement: 

(g) Guardian ad !item. In every case involving an abused or neglected child which results in a 
judicial proceeding, the State must insure the appointment of a guardian ad !item or other 
individual whom the State recognizes as fulfilling the same functions as a guardian ad !item, to 
represent and protect the rights and best interests of the child. This requirement may be satisfied: 
(1) By a statute mandating the appointments; (2) by a statute permitting the appointments, 
accompanied by a statement from the Governor that the appointments are made in every case; 
(3) in the absence of a specific statute, by a formal opinion of the Attorney General that the 
appointments are permitted, accompanied by a Governor's statement that the appointments are 
made in every case; or (4) by the State's Uniform Court Rule mandating appointments in every 
case. However, the guardian ad litem shall not be the attorney responsible for presenting the 
evidence alleging child abuse or neglect. 

13 BARBARA J. NELSON, MAKING AN IssuE OF CHILD ABusE: PouncAL AGENDA SETTING FOR 
SOCIAL PROBLEMS, 119-121 (1984).; the history of CAPTA § 4 (later § 103) and its 
reauthorizations can be summarized as follows: 

1. Started in 1974 with Pub, L. 93-247, § 4(B)(2)(G), 88 Stat. 4 (codified as 42 U.S.C. § 5103) 
2. Amended in 1975 by Pub. L. 93-644 § 8(d)(2) (see§ 577(b)(2)(e)) to expand the definition 

of "State" to include D.C., Puerto Rico, American Samoa, Virgin Islands, Guam and 
territories of the Pacific. 

3. Amended in 1978 by Pub L. 95-266, Title I, § 103. Liberalized the Secretary's ability to 
make grants. Also inserted a provision requiring that states obligate the money allocated to 
them within 18 months or face reduction of future awards. 

4. Amended in 1984 by Pub. L. 98-457, Title I,§§ 103, 122, 123. Section 103 mostly just gave 
the Secretary the ability to excuse unqualified states for up to two years. Section 122 inserted 
a new clause dealing with medical neglect. Section 123 gave the Secretary discretion in 
funding programs for treatment and information on infants with life threatening conditions. 

5. Amended in 1986 by Pub. L. 99-401, Title I,§ 102(a). Re-lettered the subsections. Gave the 
Attorney General power to make grants for establishing programs against child abuse. 
Establishes a task force on child abuse. 

6. Amended in 1987 by Pub. L. 100-117, § 1. Expanded the grace period from Pub. L. 98-457 
to three years. 

7. Amended in 1988 by Pub. L. 100-294, Title I,§ 101. Major overhaul of CAPTA. Made 42 
U.S.C. into a provision about the Inter-Agency Task Force on Child Abuse and Neglect. Not 
clear whether this supplanted the earlier provisions or just added to it. 

8. Amended in 1989 by Pub. L. 101-126, § 3(a)(l), (2). Amended sections 2-15 by 
renumbering as 101-114. Also inserted "Title I: General Program." 

9. Section regarding appointment of GAL repealed in 1996 by Pub. L. 104-235 § 105. 
10. Reauthorized a guardian ad litem requirement under the eligibility requirements of Section 

107 "Grants to States for Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention and Treatment Programs" 
as codified at 42 U.S.C. § 5106a(b)(2)(A)(ix), reading: 

(ix) provisions and procedures requiring that in every case involving an abused or neglected child 
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predicted, yield to child protective services' being funded by the federal 
government through the block grants that had transformed welfare. 14 Neverthe
less, CAPTA underwent significant changes in 1996, including the de-funding of 
NCCAN, the original clearinghouse created by the 1974 bill. In 1996, CAPTA 
was amended to specify that the guardian ad litem may "be an attorney or a court 
appointed special advocate [CASA] (or both)" with a mind "to obtain first-hand, 
a clear understanding of the situation and needs of the child; and to make 
recommendations to the court concerning the best interests of the child."15 

In 2003, the Keeping Children and Families Safe Act, Pub. L. 108-36, amended 
CAPTA and reauthorized programs under the Act, adding a requirement of 
training for guardians ad litem. 16 Following the changes in 2003, the current 
requirement of representation for funding eligibility can now be found at 42 
U.S.C. § 5106a(b)(2)(A)(xiii): 

(xiii) provisions and procedures requiring that in every case involving an 
abused or neglected child which results in a judicial proceeding, a 
guardian ad litem, who has received training appropriate to the role, and 
who may be an attorney or a court appointed special advocate who has 
received training appropriate to that role (or both), shall be appointed to 

which results in a judicial proceeding, a guardian ad !item, who may be an attorney or a 
court-appointed special advocate (or both), shall be appointed to represent the child in such 
proceedings-

(!) to obtain firsthand, a clear understanding of the situation and needs of the child; and 

(II) to make recommendation to the court concerning the best interests of the child. 
11. In 2003, the Keeping Children and Families Safe Act, Pub. L. 108-36, amended CAPTA 

and reauthorized programs under the Act. Thi Act rede ignated former clause (ix) as (xiii) 
and amended the language of that clause to provide for a guardian ad litem training 
requirement. 

14 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, Pub. L. 104-193, 
110 Stat. 2105 (1996). 

15 CAPTA amendments of 1996 Pub. L. No. 104-235, § 107, 107(b)(2)(A)(ix)(l)-(11), 110 
Stat. 3063, 3073-74 (1996) (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C.A.§ 5105a(b)(2)(A)(ix)(l)(l 1)). 

16 As part of "ADOPTION 2002: The President's Initiative on Adoption and Foster Care," the 
Department of Health and Human Services issued "Guidelines for Public Policy and State 
Legislation Governing Permanence for Children." In these guidelines, the Department noted that 
"the States may appoint the attorney for the child as described in 15A in fulfillment of the CAPT A 
requirement." DEP'T OF HEALTH & HuMAN SERV., ADOPTION 2002: THE PRESIDENT'S INITIATIVE ON 
ADOPTION AND FOSTER CARE: GUIDELINES FOR PUBLIC POLICY AND STATE LEGJSLATIO GOVERNING 
PERMANENCE OF CHILDREN ch. VII (2002) available at http://web.archive.org/ web/20030224035115/ 
www.acf.dhhs.gov/programs/cb/publications/ adopt02/. Although this suggests that the federal 
government sanctions the use of attorneys a guardian ad litem, it doe not mean that the federal 
government is endorsing (and certainly not requiring) attorney . In fact the guidelines also state that 
"states are free to appoint a guardian ad litem, perhaps a volunteer CASA, in addition to an attorney 
for the child as described in Guideline 15A. This is the preferred approach." Id. 
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represent the child in such proceedings-

(!) to obtain first-hand, a clear understanding of the situation and needs of 
the child; and 

(II) to make recommendations to the court concerning the best interests of 
the child; 17 

[2] A Summary of the Scholarly Debate 

36 

Many thoughtful writers have attempted to sort through the confusion about the 
lawyer's professional role. The scholarly debate on the role of the lawyer for 
children is discussed in more detail in Appendix D.2, which has been fully 
updated in this third edition. Appendix D.2 includes outlines of the key articles 
and books since 197 4 concerning representation of children, with a summary of 
quotations taken from the text. A practitioner wanting a more in-depth under
standing of any article or of the range of views expressed is referred to a careful 
reading of Appendix D.2. 

The scholarly debate can be summarized briefly as follows: In the immediate era 
after the passage of CAPTA, which made federal grants to states contingent upon 
the provision of guardians ad litem in child-protective proceedings, the literature 
focused on the role of the guardian ad litem. This literature, led by the seminal 
article by Brian Fraser, 18 explored the view of the guardian ad litem that appeared 
to have inspired the original CAPTA requirement. In fact, this article appears to 
be the memorialization of Fraser's testimony before the congressional subcom
mittee that created the CAPTA guardian ad litem requirement. 

Fraser wrote that the guardian ad litem should be an investigator, advocate, 
counsel, and guardian. His view, the quintessential and original contemporary 
enunciation of the role of the guardian ad litem, was then illuminated by a number 
of writers who attempted to flesh out in greater detail this role. Some of the 
authors characterized the guardian ad litem additionally as protector and infor
mant to the court, 19 others primarily as facilitator and mediator, 20 and still others 

17 42 U.S.C. § 5106a(b)(2)(A)(xiii) (2005). 
18 Brian Fraser, Independent Representation for the Abused and Neglected Child: The Guardian 

ad Litem, 13 CAL. W.L. REv. 16 (1976). 
19 See, e.g., DONALD BROSS & LAURA FREEMAN MICHAEL, FOUNDATIONS OF CHILD ADVOCACY: LEGAL 

REPRESENTATION OF THE MALTREATED CHILD (1987); Jennifer J. Sneider, Guardians Ad Litem: Speaking 
for the Child, 16 WM MITCHELL L. REv. 1253 (1990). 

20 See, e.g., Katherine M. Brooks, When a Child Needs a Lawyer, 23 CREIGHTO L. REv. 757 
(1990); Paula A. Monopoli & Nancy Rainey Palmer, Ethics and Advocacy: Emerging Issues for 
Guardians Ad Litem, in ABA, LAWYERS FOR CHILDREN 65-67 (1990); Tara Lea Muhlhauser, From 
"Best" to "Better": The Interests of Children and the Role ofa Guardian Ad Litem, 66 N.D. L. REv. 
633 (1990). 
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as the representative with a client-centered approach.21 

In 1984, a paradigm shift occurred in the literature with Martin Guggenheim's The 
Right to Be Represented But Not Heard: Reflections on Legal Representation for 
Children. 22 Guggenheim argued that the function of an attorney, based on the 
ethical mandates, was to pursue legal objectives chosen by the client. Guggen
heim proposed a chronological cut-off, arguing that children over seven should be 
responsible for directing attorneys under all circumstances and that children ~nder 
seven should be deemed incapable of guiding their representation. Expressing 
concerns about the representation of children under seven, Guggenheim, in the 

. end, wondered whether those children should be assigned counsel, noting his fears 
that attorneys' values as opposed to the children's values would ultimately be 
heard by the court. 

Guggenheim's article set the tone for the scholarly debate that followed. The vast 
majority of those writing after Guggenheim agreed with him that children over a 
certain age have reached the requisite majority to be treated as adult clients, much 
in the way that the Model Rule suggests. Very few authors currently suggest that 
a teenage child, for instance, should be represented in the mode espoused by the 
early writers on the guardian ad !item. Thus, from Guggenheim on, the vast 
majority of the literature has resoundingly embraced the traditional lawyering role 
for children above a certain age. Most of the controversy since the Guggenheim 
article has focused on how to determine when the child has reached that age and 
how to represent the impaired child. 

In December 1995, seventy lawyers, judges, and legal scholars, among others, 
were brought together by the ABA Section of Family law, ABA Litigation Task 
Force on Children, and Fordham School of Law's Stein Center for Ethics and 
Public Interest Law. Against a background of crisis - an increasing number of 
children in poverty and in foster care, and an increase in child violence -
participants gathered on the basis of two beliefs: (1) where there is consensus, for 
the benefit of inexperienced lawyers, the legal community must make explicit the 
standards on the nature and scope of representation, and (2) where there is not 
consensus, lawyers should identify areas of disagreement and engage in dialogue 
aimed at narrowing these areas. 23 

The attendees of the conference realized that legal representation was happening 

21 See, e.g., Donald Duquette, Dimensions of Child Advocacy, in ABA, LAWYERS FOR CHILDREN 2 
(1990); Shari Shink, Reflection on Ethical Considerations, in ABA, LAWYERS FOR CHILDREN 43 
(1990). 

22 Martin Guggenheim, The Right to Be Represented But Not Heard: Reflections on Legal 
Representation/or Children, 59 N.Y.U.L. REv. 76 (1984). 

23 The conference's recommendations are printed in Appendix D.3. 
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in many different forms and with different levels of expertise. They sought some 
consistency in the ethical guidelines for the representation, believing that the ABA 
Model Rules did not adequately address the challenges of dealing with children. 
The major themes to come out of the conference included the following: (1) 
children need lawyers; (2) lawyers serve best when they act as attorneys, not as 
guardians ad litem; (3) a lawyer's responsibilities with respect to the child will 
vary depending on the child's capacity to direct representation; (4) lawyers ought 
to take care to communicate with the child; (5) lawyers must serve with undivided 
loyalty; (6) lawyers should exercise judgment within an analytic framework that 
is appropriate and principled; (7) lawyers should be sensitive to cross-cultural 
differences; (8) lawyers have much to learn about representation of children; (9) 
the legal community must support an appropriate framework of laws, legal 
structures, and judicial decision making; and (10) much work remains to be done 
in the field of child representation.24 These themes have become a major part of 
the paradigm of children's advocacy, cited in cases and law review articles.25 

Since the 1995 Fordham conference on representation of children, there has been 
a rebirth in the law reviews of literature on representing children. 26 In addition, 
the ABA in 1996 published Standards of Practice for Lawyers Who Represent 
Children in Abuse and Neglect Proceedings, which the National Association for 
Counsel for Children commented on in an official revised version in 2003.27 These 
standards were published in response to criticism of the currently existing 
Juvenile Justice Standards Relating to Counsel for Private Parties as failing to 
provide sufficient guidance to attorneys in abuse and neglect cases. 28 The ABA 

24 Bruce A. Green & Bernardine Dohrn, Foreword: Children and the Ethical Practice of Law, 
in Ethical Issues in the Legal Representation of Children, 64 FoRDHAM L. REv. 1281 (1996). 

25 See Los Angeles County Dept. of Children and Family Services v. Superior Court, 59 Cal. 
Rptr. 2d. 613, 622 (Cal. App. 2 Dist. Dec. 23, 1996); In re Georgette, 785 N.E.2d 356, 366 (Mass. 
2003); see also App. D.2. 

26 See App. D.2.; see also 6:3 NEv. L.J. (forthcoming summer 2006) (a special book issue 
devoted to papers written for the "Conference on Representing Children in Families: Children's 
Advocacy and Justice, Ten Years After Fordham" and the recommendations devised by the 
conference participants). 

27 Both are printed in their entirety in App. D.1. 
28 JUVENJLE JUSTICE STANDARDS RELATING TO COUNSEL FOR PruvATE PARTIES (1979). Recently, the 

National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Law (NCCUSL) proposed a draft uniform 
act for the representation of children in child protective proceedings. (Uniform Representation of 
Children in Abuse and Neglect and Custody Proceedings Act (draft version, 2005). For additional 
information on NCCUSL, see http://www.nccusl.org /Update/DesktopDefault.aspx? 
tabindex=0&tabid=59.) The draft act, prepared for the Drafting Committee's February 2006 
meeting, defines three possible roles for a child's representative: (1) a child's attorney who is 
client-directed, (2) a best-interests attorney who assists the court in determining the best interests of 
the child, and (3) a volunteer court-appointed advisor who has the same duty to report the best 
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wanted to correct for the ambiguity of the role of the attorney and the inadequate 
representation that children in abuse and neglect cases were receiving. David 
Katner has discussed these standards in great detail - believing that, while they 
are imperfect ( e.g. they do not provide a clear answer on the question of the dual 
role of the attorney versus the single role, and they do not clarify the role of the 
attorney in the pre-adjudication stage), if they are adopted with the modifications 
of the Fordham Conference, "attorneys will once and for all be able to end this 
quest to define their roles as advocates or guardians. "29 

In 2006, the William S. Boyd School of Law at the University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas (UNLV) hosted a follow-up conference, entitled "Representing Children in 
Families: Children's Advocacy and Justice Ten Year After Fordham", convening 
an interdisciplinary group of scholars and practitioners who represent children in 
delinquency and child welfare cases.30 The opening papers and working group 
discussions reflected an ongoing deep concern for the welfare of children 
generally, which did not seem to have mea urably improved since the Fordham 
Conference; a pervasive concern about how to represent children in the context of 
families; and a pervasive concern about issues of diversity and sexual identity. For 
example, Martin Guggenheim detailed his concern that child representatives had 
inadvertently contributed to the worsening of the plight of children and families 
by failing to embrace a client-directed role. 31 Barbara Fedders argued: 

[Z]ealous advocacy for children and adolescents mandates an acknowl
edgement of . . .. and explicit engagement with the realities of the lives 
of young people who publicly identify as LGBTQ [lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, queer, or questioning], as well as those whose sexual 
behaviors and attractions, and/or feelings about their gender identity, 

interests of the child but may not perform acts restricted to a licensed attorney ( even if the advisor 
has a license to practice law). According to the draft act, a court must appoint either a child's 
attorney or a best-intere ts attorney in all abu e and neglect proceedings. The act proposes two 
models for appointing a court advi ory: (1) The court may appoint a court advisor to advi e the court 
of the child' s best interests when a child ' s attorney is appointed, or (2) the court may appoint a court 
advisor at its discretion. The act also propose several factors - age and maturity seem to be the 
most significant - that a court should consider in choosing between a child's attorney or a 
best-interests attorney. 

29 In addition, Katner calls for these rules to have more strict enforcement mechanisms and for 
courts to hold lawyers accountable for failure to comply with the tandards. David R. Katner, 
Coming to Praise, Not to Bury, the New ABA Standards of Practice for Lawyers who Represent 
Children in Abuse and Neglect Cases, 14 Geo. J. Legal Ethic 103 (2000). 

30 See 6:3 NEv. L.J. (forthcoming summer 2006) (a special book issue devoted to papers written 
for the "Conference on Representing Children in Families: Children ' s Advocacy and Justice, Ten 
Years After Fordham" and the recommendations devi ed by the conference participants). 

31 Martin Guggenheim, How Children 's Lawyers Serve State Interests, 6:3 NEv. L.J. (forthcom
ing summer 2006). 
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place them outside the heterosexual and gender-conforming norm, no 
matter how they publicly identify. 32 

40 

In conclusion, thirty years after children had begun to be represented in child 
protective proceedings - at the moment when practice on the ground in the 
United States showed an utter lack of uniformity or even describable trends in the 
actual day to day practice of representing children - the scholarly community, in 
concert with many in the practice community, reaffirmed a decade-old objective 
that child representatives play a lawyerly, rather than guardian ad litem, role. 

[3] Statutes and Other Substantive Materials Governing Practice in 
the Fifty States and the U.S. Territories for Appointed Repre
sentatives in Child-Protective Cases 

[i] Background 

In a year-long study ending in December 1996,33 my research staff, in collabo
ration with two practitioners, examined the role of the child's lawyer in each of 
the fifty states, the District of Columbia, American Samoa, Guam, the Northern 
Mariana Islands, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. The results of this 
survey were startling and defied the original research hypothesis. 

I had expected to find a discrete number of prevailing models on representing 

32 Barbara Fedders, Coming Out for Kids: Recognizing, Respecting, and Representing LGBTQ 
Youth, 6:3 NEv. L.J. (forthcoming summer 2006) (manuscript at 2, on file with the author). 

33 THE NATIONAL STUDY oFG UARDIAN AD LITEM RREPRESENTATION, U.S. Dep't of Health & Human 
Servs. (1990) ("The 1990 HHS Study"), together with its companion FmAL REPORT ON THE VALIDATION 
AND EFFECTIVENESS STUDY OF LEGAL REPRESENTATION THROUGH GUARDIAN AD LITEM, U.S. Dept. of Health 
& Human Servs. (1993) ("The Final Report"), provided the foundation for this research. The 1990 
HHS Study sampled counties within each state in order to outline legislative and practical aspects 
of representation for children in abuse and neglect proceedings. It is an invaluable resource because 
it provides critical, extra-statutory information, such as the extent to which different counties comply 
with the governing statute. 

Ann M. Haralambie, THE Cmw's ATTORNEY: A GuIDE TO REPRESENTJNG CHILDREN IN CusTODY ADOPTION 
AND PROTECTION CASES (A.B.A. 1993), which cited various state statutes and guidelines, also provided 
a useful starting point for further research. The research was expanded to encompass a thorough 
electronic search of all state legislative material relating to any forms of representation for children. 
Finally, we attempted to speak to practitioners in each state to verify the accuracy of our searches. 

The research was undertaken by the author along with research assistants from Yale Law School. 
The final stage of the research, involving telephone calls with practitioners throughout the fifty 
states, was undertaken jointly with Ann M. Haralambie in Tucson, Arizona, and Dennis Ichikawa 
of the Society of Counsel Representing Accused Persons in Seattle, Washington. My unending 
thanks go to Martha Pollack, M.S.W., J.D., who conscientiously and patiently coordinated most of 
the phone calls to update and refine the results of our electronic database searches in each of the 
fifty-six jurisdictions. Her work built upon the extensive work of Kimberly W. Piar and Charlotte 
Burrows, who refined and conducted much of the non-telephone research. Additional thanks go to 
Matthew Axelrod, Mary DeMarco-Abrarns, Jaclyn Moriarty, and Stephen Zansberg. 
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children and thought that I might be able to present sets of minority and majority 
views on how the role had spontaneously evolved in the different states as a result 
of the sudden requirement of guardians ad litem in CAPTA. In the end we could 
find no trends; not even two states matched in theory and practice. The 
inconsistency in the terminology was a major factor, because even states that used 
identical terminology (for instance guardian ad /item or law guardian) were 
revealed on a deeper examination to implement this language differently in 
practice. What the child's representative actually did from state to state was 
completely varied. Moreover, in many jurisdictions, if not all, it was reported that 
the practice of guardians ad litem and attorneys for children varied wildly within 
the state, from locality to locality, from county to county, even from courthouse 
to courthouse and lawyer to lawyer. Therefore, what started as our attempt to 
rationalize the trends of prevailing practice resulted instead in our discovering at 
least fifty-six (if not many times that number) distinctly different representation 
systems that had evolved in the petri dishes of different localities after CAPTA. 
While no state exactly matched any other state, we were able to understand the 
fifty-six jurisdictions as a whole by analogy to the biological evolutionary process. 
It appears that each of the state statutory systems was affected by four key events 
in the historical evolution of lawyering for children. These include: ( 1) the 
original conception of the guardian ad litem in Elizabethan England and its 
transplantation to the United States;34 (2) the requirement of counsel for children 

34 Under English law, children generally had no resort to court at all; children from landed 
families were governed completely by the will of their father, and poor children were subject to state 
intervention without recourse. Children were only permitted recourse in courts when the property of 
wealthy minority heirs was involved. The lay guardian ad /item wa thus generally appointed in 
proceedings to protect property rights. These rights included both the child heir's and his guardian's 
rights in disputes concerning important land holdings and the child heir's right against exploitation 
by guardians seeking their own private advantage. While technically as igned to "defend the child," 
the guardian ad /item actually served the court's interest in maintaining property interests in 
recognized heirs presumably loyal to the King and identifiable for tax purposes. The guardian ad 
lit em's ultimate duty was not to have a professional relation hip with the child, but to safeguard 
valuable land holdings; in this way, the guardian ad !item, like the court, protected the Crown's 
interest. 

When appointed, the lay adult acting as guardian ad /item had re ponsibilities to the Court that 
rivaled and often exceeded those owed to the infant heir. One Nineteenth Century commentator 
noted that "the Court appointed a prochein ami in order . . . that there may be some person 
responsible to the Court for the propriety of the suit, in its commencement and progress, and for the 
payment of costs." The guardian ad !item was charged with presenting a defense for the infant and 
with general responsibility for the conduct and propriety of the case. These attorneys representing 
the child aimed generally to protect property, a much a possible, from usurpation by others; there 
is no indication that the lay guardians ad !item served to represent the subjective views of the child. 

Colonial lawmakers imported the institution of guardian ad !item to America; because property was 
not limited to the very wealthy, guardians ad !item appeared in proceedings involving middle-class 
as well as wealthy families. Colonial courts were required to appoint guardian ad !item for infants 
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in delinquency proceedings enunciated in the Supreme Court decision of In re 
Gault;35 (3) the federal requirement in the Child Abuse Prevention Treatment Act 
of 1974 (CAPTA), which created a federal incentive for appointing representa
tives for children in all child-protective cases;36 and (4) the CASA movement.37 

"in order to preserve their property from destruction or waste." Representation of the child was not 
a central concern; preservation of the child' s property was. As late as 1935, guardians ad litem 
continued "to deal largely with the management and disposition of real estate," such as proceedings 
regarding the sale, lease or mortgage of an infant' s property, investment, or partition of the infant's 
estate, and when necessary settling complaints about the child's real property. 

While few firsthand reports are available, it appears that the guardian ad litem undertook this duty 
in the following manner. He examined the property dispute in question and tried to understand how 
to maximize the property advantage of the child through the litigation. Once the analysis yielded a 
clear objective in the litigation, he pursued that objective as he would if he were the guardian. Thus, 
the child was a tertiary player in the guardian ad /item's view of his duty. The guardian ad litem 
owed primary duty to his own assessment of the best interests of the property at stake. In that way, 
the guardian ad litem both set the objectives and then pursued them. The guardian ad /item owed 
a secondary duty to the court, in covering costs, being responsible for the litigation, and setting forth 
clearly to the judge the lawyer's conception of the property interests at stake. The child was a critical 
player, in that the guardian ad litem would not be appointed unless a minority landholder was 
involved in the suit, but once appointed, the guardian ad /item could easily discharge his duties with 
little or no interaction with the child. 

Thus, the original institution of guardian ad litem protected property rights and served court 
interests, with little or no interaction with the child involved. Because of its usefulness in permitting 
disputes involving valuable land holdings to be resolved, the institution was transplanted into 
American law, and remained central to property disputes well into the twentieth-century. 

I am very grateful for the research assistance of Kristin Collins and Kimberly Harris, as well as Ms. 
Harris's third-year paper, in preparing this summary. 

35 Many excellent writers have explored the origins of the juvenile court movement and the 
development of the right to counsel in juvenile delinquency cases. The following history is 
undisputed. In 1899, Illinois became the first state to create a separate juvenile court; within thirty 
years, all but three states had passed legislation creating such a court. These courts had broad 
jurisdiction over precursors to both the juvenile delinquency and the child-protective proceedings, 
called "dependency" proceedings. Delinquency proceedings tended to include what we would 
currently classify as status offender cases, including "ungovernable" children, truancy, and runaway 
children. Dependency proceedings included poverty within many definitions of neglect, recalling the 
second system of family law discussed in Appendix A, in which poverty alone was grounds for 
massive state intervention to separate children from their biological families . 

Attorneys were considered out of place in the juvenile court, primarily because judges perceived that 
lawyers were unnecessary; the court defended and protected children. Judges generally believed that 
lawyers would make the court's job more difficult. As late as 1964, children had lawyers in fewer 
than five percent of juvenile court hearings. 

While several states, including New York, led the way, the Supreme Court in In re Gault required 
counsel for children; the decision followed Gideon v. Wainwright, which mandated counsel for 
adults in criminal proceedings. For more on Gault, infra. 

36 The central purpose of CAPT A was to "provide financial assistance for a demonstration 
program for the prevention, identification, and treatment of child abuse and neglect and to establish 
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This history can be summarized for these purposes somewhat quickly. In 1996, a 

a national center for child abuse and neglect." The tatute requires that "in order for a state to qualify 
for assistance under [the child abuse and neglect demonstration programs and projects] , such states 
shall - (g) provide that in every case involving an abused or neglected child which results in 
judicial proceedings a guardian ad !item shall be appointed to represent the child in such 
proceedings." 42 U.S.C. §§ 5105-5107 (1988). Initially the regulations stated simply that "the 
guardians' ad litem responsibilities included repre enting the rights, interests, welfare, and 
well-being of the child." 

In 1996, a second piece of federal legi lation, the Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA), required 
states receiving federal funds under the act to submit a state plan with assurances that in every abuse 
or neglect judicial proceeding, a guardian ad !item, who "may be an attorney or a court appointed 
special advocate (or both) shall be appointed to represent the child in such proceedings," specifying 
that those guardians ad !item must "obtain first-hand, a clear understanding of the situation and 
needs of the child" and "make recommendations to the court concerning the best interests of the 
child." 42 U.S.C. § 5106q(b)(2)(A)(ix) (1996). 

The original requirement seemed to have come specifically after the 197 4 testimony of Brian Fraser. 
Fraser, Independent Representation for the Abused and Neglected Child: The Guardian Ad Litem:, 
13 CAL. W.L. REv. 16 (1976). 

The year 1974, therefore, represents the great divide in the history of the representation of children. 
Prior to 1974, that representation had been mandated only in delinquency cases and had been 
pursued in very few jurisdictions. After 1974, however, guardians ad /item were required nationwide 
and led to a tremendous need for legal services for children. That need was quickly filled by legal 
services organizations receiving federal funding, as well as by private practitioners who began to 
enter the realm of representing children. Between 1974 and 1996, in addition, a number of law 
schools began clinics for the representation of children in child protective proceedings. 

37 One major response to CAPTA' guardian ad !item requirement was the creation of a 
nationwide system of lay volunteers, commonly referred to a the CASA movement. Court 
Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) originated in King County, Washington (Seattle), in January 
1977. Based on an idea originated by Superior Court Judge David Soukup, this pilot program in 
1977 trained 10 volunteers from the community to appear on behalf of 498 children and 376 
dependency cases in Seattle. 

Within the year, the program was recognized by the National Center for State Courts as the best 
national example of citizen participation in the juvenile justice system. Programs like CASA spread 
to other states, partly through funding from private foundations, which sought to replicate the Seattle 
program in courts across the nation. A national CASA organization was formed in 1982, receiving 
funding from the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges (in a grant directed by the 
Department of Justice), from the Department of Health and Human Services, and from additional 
private grants. In 1989, the American Bar Association officially endor ed the use of CASA 
volunteers in work with attorneys for repre enting abused and neglected children. In 1990, Congress 
authorized expansion of CASA with the passage of the Victims of Child Abuse Act of 1990 (Pub. 
L. No. 101-647). In 1992, Congress initiated funding of a grant program to expand CASA 
representation for children. In 1996, the CASA organization represented over 600 CASA programs 
in the fifty states, the District of Columbia, and the Virgin Islands. The basic training materials of 
CASA suggest three fundamental roles for the CASA volunteer: (1) to serve as a fact-finder for the 
judge by thoroughly researching the background of each assigned case; (2) to speak for the child in 
the courtroom representing the child's best interests; and (3) to continue to act as a "watchdog" for 
the child during the life of the case, ensuring that it is brought to a swift and appropriate conclusion. 
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remarkable number of states required the court to appoint a traditional defense 
counsel for a child in a juvenile delinquency case, while appointing a guardian ad 
litem, lay volunteer, or attorney to represent the same child's "best interests" in a 
concomitant child-protective case. The paths of these two kinds of representation 
of children, in cases both adjudicated in the same juvenile courts before the same 
judges from 1900 to the 1960s, diverged during a critical seven-year period 
between 1967 and 1974. Before 1967, almost none of the predominantly poor 
children who appeared in juvenile court had lawyers. In 1967, in the course of its 
enunciation of the rights of criminal defendants, the Warren Court announced the 
right of children in juvenile delinquency proceedings to counsel. 38 Since that time, 
lawyers have represented delinquency clients, at least in adjudicatory proceedings 
(that is, proceedings to determine guilt or innocence), much as they would 
represent adult clients. States have recognized this role in their statutes and have 
not questioned the extension of this traditional attorney to the delinquency client. 

When Congress decided to ensure the right of dependency clients to counsel, 
however, it chose to transplant the concept of guardian ad litem, developed in the 
context of the English common law and feudal property system, into the child 
protective context. Because attorneys were told to play a guardian ad !item role, 
and to represent the client's best interests rather than the client herself, many 
representatives played a role analogous to that of the traditional guardian ad litem. 
They represented their assessment of the child's best interests, in much the same 
way that traditional guardians ad !item represented their own best assessment of 
the proper disposition of the child's property. 39 Like the traditional guardians ad 
!item, their presence reassured the court that an adult is assessing the child's needs 
and interests; contemporary courts, even more than early English courts, have 
relied on the judgment of the guardian ad !item, because the guardian ad !item and 

38 In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967). In this landmark case, Gerald Gault was committed as a 
juvenile delinquent to a state industrial school without the benefit of counsel and other procedural 
protections. The decision was appealed on the grounds that the child had been denied due process 
guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment. The Supreme Court agreed, thereby extending due 
process rights, previously guaranteed only to adult criminal defendants, to juveniles involved in 
delinquency proceedings. In addition to recognizing the constitutional safeguards of notice of 
charges, rights of confrontation and examination, and the privilege against self-incrimination, the 
Court held that juveniles accused of delinquent acts had a right to court-assigned counsel during the 
adjudicatory stage of the proceedings: 

We conclude that the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment requires that in respect 
of proceedings to determine delinquency which may result in commitment to an institution in 
which the juvenile' s freedom is curtailed, the child and his parents must be notified of the child' s 
right to be represented by counsel retained by them, or if they are unable to afford counsel, that 
counsel will be appointed to represent the child. 

Id. at 41. 
39 See infra § 2A-3(c)(3)(iii)(C). 
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the judge are perceived to have the same job - the assessment of the child's best 
interests. And, as with traditional guardians ad litem, close attention to the 
statements and wishes of the child runs a distant third behind these more primary 
duties of the guardian ad litem assessment of best interests and to the Court. 

In 1974, when Congress required these guardians ad litem, it could easily have 
told them to play the traditional counsel's role, much as the Supreme Court told 
delinquency counsel in Gault. By reaching back to the English institution of 
guardian ad litem, however, Congress sent representation for children in child 
protective proceedings down a separate path of evolution. Twenty-two years later, 
representatives for these children had multiplied in number and kind, and the 
fifty-plus jurisdictions had devised fifty-plus different ways to configure those 
representatives. 

[ii] The U.S. Duties Under the Convention on the Rights of the Child 

In 1989, the international community nearly unanimously committed itself to 
assure the child the ability to express her views freely during this extraordinarily 
difficult and extraordinarily crucial juncture in her life. One hundred and 
ninety-four countries have signed and 192 countries have ratified the United 
Nations' Convention on the Rights of the Child ("Convention" or "CRC"),40 

which obligates its parties to create legislation and programs for the protection of 
children, create procedures assuring fairness in removal of children from their 
homes, and assure children the right to express themselves freely in all matters 
affecting them, including the right to be heard in judicial and administrative 
proceedings such as child protective proceedings. Even the United States, one of 
the two non-ratifying signatories to the Convention,41 has independently provided 
children with representatives in these proceedings around the country for nearly 
thirty years. It is clear that there is an international consensus that children deserve 
a voice in these proceedings, either by means of their own direct participation or 
through a representative individual or agency. 

40 For more on the CRC, see infra § 2B-2(b). 
41 It might be many year before the United States ratifies the CRC; ratification of human rights 

treaties has typically been a long and difficult proces in the United States. See Lawrence L. Stentzel 
II, Prospects for Ratification, CHU.DRE 's RIGHTS IN AMERICA at 1286 (Cynthia Price Cohen & Howard 
A. Davidson eds., 1990). In addition; anti-ratification organizations have criticized the CRC 
intensely since the United States signed the CRC, arguing that ratification will result in the decline 
of parental authority and the usurpation of national and state sovereignty by the United Nations and 
other international bodies. See Alison Dundes Renteln, Who's Afraid of the CRC: Objections to the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, 3 ILSA J. lNT'L . & CoMP. L. 629, 632 (1997); Susan 
Kilbourne, Opposition to U.S. Ratification of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the 
Child: Responses to the Parental Rights Arguments, 4 Lov. POVERTY L.J. 55, 57 (1998); John 
Quigley, U.S. Ratification of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 22 ST. LoU1s U. PUB. L. REv. 
401 (2003) available at http://moritzlaw.osu.edu/jfc/staff/quigleyratification.pdf. 
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The CRC's Article 12 is the section of Convention most relevant to children's 
right to take part in judicial or administrative proceedings. It provides: 

State parties shall assure to the child who is capable of forming his or her 
own views the right to express those views freely in all matters affecting 
the child, the views of the child being given due weight in accordance 
with the age and maturity of the child . . . [F]or this purpose, the child 
shall in particular be provided the opportunity to be heard in any judicial 
and administrative proceedings affecting the child, either directly, or 
through a representative or an appropriate body, in a manner consistent 
with the procedural rules of national law.41 ·1 

Although the United States has not yet ratified the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child, the Convention nevertheless creates duties for the United States in two 
ways. First, as a signatory to the convention, the United States is bound not to 
contravene the object and purpose of the convention. 42 In addition, American 

4
1.I Convention on the Rights of the Child, opened for signature Nov. 20, 1989, 1577 U.N.T.S. 

3 art. 12 [hereinafter CRC] 
42 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, art. 18, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331 (1980). Although the 

United States is again a signatory but not a ratifier of the Vienna Convention, Article 18 of the 
Vienna Convention is considered by American jurists and scholars of international law to be 
customary international law and thus binding on the United States. Mayaguezanos Por La Salud Y 
El Ambiente v. United States, 198 F.3d 297, 305 n.14 (1st Cir. 1999); REsTATEMENT (THIRD oF ) 
FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW§ 312 (1987); Ian Brownlie, PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC IINTERNATIONAL LAW 610-11 
(5 th ed. 1998) (stating that signature of a treaty does not establish a nation's consent to be bound but 
does "create an obligation of good faith to refrain from acts calculated to frustrate the objects of the 
treaty") (citing, among other sources, Vienna Convention and L. Ford McNair, LAW OF TREATIES 
199-205 (1961). Moreover, U.S Courts, the U.S. State Department, and international law scholars 
widely consider the entire Vienna Convention as binding customary international law. See, e.g., 
Chubb & Son, Inc. v. Asiana Airlines, 214 F.3d 301 (2d Cir. 2000) (referring to the Vienna 
Convention as "an authoritative codification of customary international law") (internal citations 
omitted); Aquamar, S.A. v. Del Monte Fresh Produce N.A., Inc., 179 F.3d 1279, 1296 n.40 (11th 
Cir. 1999) ("Although the United States is not a party to the Vienna Convention, it regards the 
substantive provisions of the Vienna Convention as codifying the international law of treaties.") 
(quoting Kreimerman v. Casa Veerkamp S.A. de C.V., 22 F.3d 634, 638 n.9 (5th Cir. 1994)); 
Anthony Aust, MooERN TREATY LAw AND PRACTICE 10-11 (2000) ("For most practical purposes treaty 
questions are resolved by applying the rules of the [Vienna] Convention . . .. the modem law of 
treaties is now authoritatively set out in the Convention."); Maria Frankowska, The Vienna 
Convention on the Law of Treaties Before United States Courts, 28 VA. J. INT'L LAW 281,286 (1988) 
(holrung that "the Vienna Convention represents a treaty which to a large degree is a restatement of 
customary rules," binding states "regardless of whether they are parties to the Convention"); 
Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress, Treaties and Other International Agree
ments: The Role of the United States Senate: a Study Prepared for the Committee on Foreign 
Relations of the United States Senate , S. Prt. No. 106-71 , 106th Cong, 2d Sess. at 43 (2001), 
available at http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/getdoc.cgi ?db name= 106_cong_ 
senate_print&docid=f: 66922. pdf. 
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courts have just begun to examine whether or not the Convention on the Rights 
of the Child constitutes customary international law, binding the United States 
despite its failure to ratify the convention. 43 The broad consensus concerning the 
rights of the child codified in the CRC, evidenced by the universality of its 
signatures and the near universality of its ratifications, suggests to many observers 
that these rights are quintessential customary international law.44 

It can be argued, moreover, that certain parts of the Convention on the Rights of 
the Child are customary international law by virtue of a long-standing, deeply held 
consensus of opinion on these issues.45 Children's representation and the rights 
for children's voices to be heard in judicial proceedings, on the other hand, was 
one of the more innovative pieces of the Convention and one that may require 
substantial juridical change on the part of a number of its parties.46 The question 
of whether Article 12 is or is not customary international law has never been 
litigated in the United States and remains an open question. 

Thus at this moment, Article 12 of the CRC does not technically bind the United 
States, both because the United States has not ratified the Convention and because 
Article 12 does not currently appear to be recognized as customary international 
law. Though the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights has several times 
held that provisions of the CRC qualify as customary international law,47 only 

43 See Sadeghi v. INS, 40 F.3d 1139, 1147 (10th Cir. 1994) (Kane, J., dissenting) (arguing that 
the entire CRC is customary); Nichol on v. Williams, 203 F. Supp. 2d 153, 234 (E.D. N.Y. 2002) 
(noting that CRC provisions dealing with family integrity have the force of cu tomary international 
law); Beharry v. Reno, 183 F. Supp. 2d 584, 600-01 (E.D. N.Y. 2002) ("Given its widespread 
acceptance, to the extent that it acts to codify longstanding, widely-accepted principles of law, the 
CRC should be read as customary international law."), rev'd sub nom on other grounds;, Beharry 
v. Ashcroft, 329 F.3d 51, 63 (2d Cir. 2003). 

44 See, e.g., Beharry, 183 F. Supp. 2d at 600-601; Connie de la Vega, The Right to Equal 
Education: Merely a Guiding Principle or Customary International Legal Right?, 11 HARV. 

BLACKLETIER J. 37, 45-46 (1994); see also Gary B. Melton, Children, Families, and the Courts in 
the Twenty-First Century, 66 S. CAL. L. REv. 1993, 2039-40 (1993) (observing, at a time at which 
the United States was one of twenty-nine nations who had signed but not yet ratified the CRC, that 
"the ratification of the Convention is so nearly univer al that its strictures are likely to be soon 
recognized as customary international law"). (Empha is added.) 

45 See, e.g., Beharry, 183 F. Supp. 2d. at 600-601 (sugge ting that the CRC's requirements that 
"the family ... should be afforded the necessary protection and assistance,"[ CRC, Preamble] and 
that "in all actions concerning children . . . the best intere ts for the child shall be a primary 
consideration," [CRC, art. 3] are codifications of "longstanding legal norms" in the United States 
and Europe) (internal citations omitted). 

46 See § 2B-3(c). 
47 See Villareal v. United States, Case 11.753, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report No. 52/02, OEA/Ser.L/ 

V /11.117, doc. 5 rev. 1 at 821, 'H 17-22 (2002) (H. Bicudo, concurring) ( arguing that the CRC' s 
prohibition of the death penalty applies not only to minor but to all and that it constitutes customary 
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twenty-six American cases from federal and state jurisdictions have mentioned the 
CRC, 48 and the courts' first glimpses at the CRC have yielded no particular 

international law and is therefore binding on the United States); Domingues v. United States, Case 
12.285, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report No. 62/02, OENSer./LN/II.117, doc. 5 rev. 1 at 913, CJ[ 19, 
23-25, 56-58, 73, 85 (2002) (holding that the CRC and other treaties' prohibition of the juvenile 
death penalty constitutes jus cogens); Graham v. United States, Case, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report No. 
97 /03, OENSer./LN /II.114, doc. 70 rev. 1 at 705, CJ[ 52-54 (2003) (holding that the CRC and other 
treaties ' prohibitions of the juvenile death penalty constitute customary international law) (citing 
Domingues, Report No. 62/02); Beazley v. United States, Case 12.412, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report 
No. 101/03, OENSer./LN/II.114, doc. 70 rev. 1 at 804, CJ[ 47-49 (2003 (holding that the juvenile 
execution carried out despite the Commission's request for a stay was illegal because it violates the 
CRC and other international treaties which are binding as customary international law) (citing 
Domingues, Report No. 62/02); Thomas v. United States, Case 12.240, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report 
No. 100/03, OENSer./LN/II.114, doc. 70 rev. 1 at 790, CJ[ 18, 39-41 (2003) (holding that the 
juvenile execution, carried out despite the Commission's request for a stay, violated provisions of 
the CRC and other international treaties which are binding as customary international law) (citing 
Domingues, Report No. 25/05); Patterson v. United States, Case 12.439, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report 
No. 25/05, CJ[ 45-46, at http://www.cidh.org/annualrep/2005eng/usa.12439eng.htm (2005) (holding 
that the juvenile execution carried out despite the Commission's request for a stay was illegal 
because it violates the CRC and other international treaties which are binding as customary 
international law) (citing Domingues, Report No. 62/02; Beazley, Report No. 62/02; Thomas, 
Report No. 100/03; Graham, Report 97/03). 

48 In a review of all U.S. cases as of January 2006 that cite the CRC, eleven apply a provision 
of the CRC; five hold that a provision of the Convention is customary international law, and six cite 
the CRC without claiming that it constitutes customary international law. Seventeen cases do not 
apply the provision of the CRC in question; three hold that a provision of the CRC cannot be applied 
as customary international law, four refrain from applying the CRC because the United States has 
not ratified it, four others deny that a provision of the CRC can be enforced, and six avoid addressing 
the issue of the CRC as customary international law. 

Cases holding that a provision of the CRC is customary international law: 
1. Guaylupo-Moya v. Gonzales, 423 F.3d 121 at 133 (N.Y. Ct. of App. 2005) (noting another 

case that cited the CRC as an international source of law that supports an alien's right to 
submit reasons against his expulsion). 

2. Doe I. v. Reddy, No. C 02-05570 WHA, C 02-05570, 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 26120 at *35 
(N.D. Cal. Aug. 4, 2003) (in supporting argument that other ratified treaty may be binding: 

For instance, the Convention on the Rights of the Child, the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights have not been ratified by the 
United States. Nonetheless, "[t]he Universal Declaration of Human Rights is a resolution of the 
General Assembly of the United Nations. As such, it is a powerful and authoritative statement 
of the customary international law of human rights.") 
(citing Siderman de Blake v. Republic of Arg., 965 F. 2d 699, 719 (9th Cir. 1992)). 
3. Nicholson v. Williams, 203 F. Supp. 2d 153, 234 (E.D. N.Y. 2002) (applying the Beharry 

rule to note that CRC provisions dealing with family integrity have the force of customary 
international law). 

4. Beharry v. Reno, 183 F. Supp. 2d 584, 600-01 (E.D. N.Y. 2002) (holding that provisions 
of the CRC, as customary international law, required the INS to afford petitioner a hearing 
to determine the impact of petitioner's potential deportation on the petitioner's child), rev'd 
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(Text continued on page 50) 

sub nom on other grounds; Beharry v. Ashcroft, 329 F.3d 51, 63 (2d Cir. 2003). 
5. Sadeghi v. INS, 40 F.3d 1139, 1147 (10th Cir. 1994) (Kane, J., dissenting) (arguing that the 

entire CRC is customary international law). 

Cases citing the CRC, but not claiming that it is customary international law: 
1. Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 125 S. Ct. 1183 at 1199 (2005) (noting that the CRC, 

Article 37 contains an express prohibition on capital punishment for crimes committed by 
juveniles under 18). 

2. In re Guantanamo Detainee Cases, 355 F.Supp.2d 443 at 453 (D. D.C. 2005) (citing the 
Optional Protocol to the CRC on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict). 

3. Mansour v. Ashcroft, 390 F.3d 667 at 681 (9th Cir. 2004) (noting that the CRC "articulates 
a wide range of children ' s rights and ubstantive obligation imposed on states to protect 
children"). 

4. Abebe v. Ashcroft, 379 F.3d 755 at 764 (9th Cir. 2004) (noting that CRC "requires states 
to 'ensure that a child shall not be separated from his or her parents against their will, except 
when . .. such separation is neces ary for the best interests of the child.' "). 

5. In re Julie Anne, 121 Ohio Mi c. 2d 20, 41 (State of Ohio, Court of Common Pleas, Lake 
County, Juvenile Division 2002) (stating in error that the United States has ratified the CRC, 
"the most universally accepted human rights document in the history of the world," and 
holding that "[b ]ecause the Convention creates obligations for signatory governments to 
ensure children's right to the highest attainable standard of health, the involuntary harmful 
exposure of children to secondhand smoke can be seen a a human rights violation."). 

6. Batista v. Batista, 1992 Conn. Super. LEXIS 1808, *18-20 (Conn. Super. Ct. 1992) 
(granting temporary custody to a child's father in a situation in which the child expressed 
an overwhelming desire not to return to her mother' s custody, and using CRC Article 12 as 
an equitable consideration in reaching this decision). 

Cases holding that the CRC cannot be applied as customary international law: 
1. Oliva v. U.S. Dep't of Justice, 433 F.3d 229 at 234 (2nd Cir. 2005) (rejecting Beharry) 

(citing Guaylupo-Moya). 
2. Ex parte Pressley, 770 So. 2d 143 at 148-149 (Sup. Ct. Al. 2000) (refusing to enforce the 

CRC's prohibition of the juvenile death penalty) (citing Stanford v. Ky., 492 U.S. 361 
(1989)). 

3. Wynn v. State, 804 So. 2d 1122 at 1146 (Ct. Crim. App. Ala. 2000) (refusing to enforce 
prohibitions on the juvenile death penalty contained in the CRC and other international 
instrument) (quoting Pressley) (citing Stanford)). 

Cases not applying the CRC because the United States has not ratified it: 
1. Ficken v. Rice, No. Civ. A. 04-1132(RMU), 2006 WL 123931 , at *6 (D. D.C. Jan. 17, 2006) 

(holding that the CRC is not binding on the District of Columbia becau e the United States 
has not ratified it) (citing Flores v. Southern Peru Copper Corp., 343 F.2d 140, 165 & n. 36 
(2d Cir.2003)). 

2. Arellano-Garcia v. Gonzales, 429 F.3d 1183 at 1183 (8th Cir. 2005) (noting that the United 
States has not yet ratified the CRC). 

3. U.S. v. Martinelli, 62 M.J. 52 at 72 (U.S. Armed Forces 2005) (noting that the CRC provides 
basic international guidelines for the protection of children from sexual exploitation via 
child pornography, but the United States has not ratified it); 

4. In re Adoption of Peggy, 436 Mass. 690 at 699 (Mass. 2002) (holding that the CRC is not 
binding on Massachusetts because it has not been ratified by the United States but that the 
decision being reviewed in this case nevertheless was consistent with the CRC). 
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consensus about its importance in American decision making. Nevertheless, a 

5. People v. Barnes, 2002 Cal. App. Unpub. LEXIS 4873, *25-26 (Cal. Ct. App. 2002) 
(denying appeal of a death sentence for individual who was sixteen at the time of his crime 
and denying argument based on CRC' s prohibition against juvenile executions because the 
United States has not ratified the Convention, and the defendant did not "demonstrate the 
proper application of jus cogens in this case"). 

Cases otherwise denying that the CRC can be enforced: 
1. Naoum v. Attorney General of U.S., 300 F.Supp.2d 521 at 526 (N.D. Ohio 2004) (holding 

that as a general rule the CRC as an international treaty does not create rights that are 
privately enforceable in federal courts). 

2. Fernandez v. I.N.S. 2004 WL 951491 at *2 (E.D. N.Y. 2004) (holding that the CRC as an 
international treaty does not generally create privately enforceable rights in federal courts). 

3. Setharatsomphou v. Ashcroft, 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10211, *6-7 (N.D. Ill. 2003) 
(rejecting Beharry's use of the CRC and other non-ratified treaties as aids in statutory 
construction, where Congress "has unambiguously expressed its intent to apply the new 
definition of aggravated felony and the new restrictions on Section 212(h) retrospectively"). 

4. Munoz v. Ashcroft, 339 F.3d 950, 957-58 (9th Cir. 2003) (holding that a United States 
statute may be enforced in a manner that might violate the CRC or other international 
treaties, so long as the statute cannot be interpreted in a manner consistent with the treaties). 

Cases that avoid addressing the issue of the CRC as customary international law: 
1. Cabrera-Alvarez v. Gonzales, 423 F.3d 1006 at 1007 (9th Cir. 2005) (holding that the 

"agency's interpretation of the hardship standard, and its application of the standard in this 
case, are consistent with the 'best interests of the child ' principle articulated in the CRC, 
even assuming that the Convention is 'customary international law' and that its dictates are 
relevant to a proceeding involving deportation of a parent"). 

2. Flores v. Southern Peru Copper Corp., 406 F.3d 65 at 91 (2d Cir. 2003) (holding that Article 
24 of the CRC does not address the issue of intranational pollution). 

3. Bankhole v. INS, 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 24782, *12-14 (2003) (among other things, the 
petitioner claimed, pursuant to Beharry, that the CRC gave her the right to receive a 
"compassionate" hearing from the INS prior to deportation as a former lawful permanent 
resident convicted of aggravated felonies to determine the impact of her deportation on her 
disabled citizen son; the court denied this claim and refused to reach the question of whether 
the CRC created enforceable rights by finding that the petitioner's crimes were aggravated 
felonies at the time she committed them, whereas Beharry applies to crimes that were 
categorized as aggravated felonies after a person committed them). 

4. Ayala-Caballero v. Coleman, 58 Fed. Appx. 669 at 672 (9th Cir. 2002) (denying plaintiff's 
claim under Beharry that the Board of Immigration Appeals violated CRC Article 3 by 
failing to sufficiently consider the best interests of his citizen children in reaching its 
decision to deport him, because the court found that the facts did not show a violation of 
Article 3, and avoiding the issue of whether the CRC is enforceable as federal law). 

5. Alvarez-Garcia v. INS, 234 F. Supp. 2d 283, 289 (S .D. N.Y. 2002) (holding that petitioner, 
in claiming the right to a "compassionate" hearing under Beharry, did not satisfy his burden 
of proof because he did "not specify the date on which he committed the crime of which he 
stands convicted"). 

6. People v. Brazile, 2001 Cal. App. Unpub. 2001 WL 1423739 at *21 (Cal. Ct. App. 2001) 
(affirming sentence of life without parole for youthful offender who argued, among other 
things, that such sentence contravened the CRC). 
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consensus of 189 nations to accept Article 1249 as written suggests that in the 
foreseeable future, Article 12 could well be recognized as customary international 
law. It is also foreseeable, as the United States jurisprudence moves closer and 
closer to the CRC's provisions, that the United States will ratify the Convention. 
Meanwhile, as noted above, the United States continues to be obligated as a 
non-ratifying signatory not to contravene the object and purpose of the conven
tion. 

Even in this unsettled form, the CRC offers one large paradigm shift that deeply 
affects the United States. The child's right to be heard in child protective 
proceedings, initially protected by a funding requirement of an obscure federal 
statute, has now become an international human right by international consensus; 
whereas American lawyering for children in child protective proceedings sprang 
from the sudden federal funding requirement in 197 4, Article 12 of the CRC and 
the growing international developments show that it's not just about money 
anymore. Article 12 does not require lawyers. However, when lawyers for 
children already exist in many proceedings, the momentum of international 
human rights movement suggest that these lawyers should focus on protecting the 
Article 12 right of the child who is capable of forming views to express these 
views. 

[iii] The 2005 United States Survey 

To determine the status of the legal developments concerning the child's right to 
be heard in child protective proceedings around the world and around the United 
States, and to lay a foundation for useful discussion at the 2006 Fordham-UNLV 
Conference, researchers at the Yale Law School decided to update the 1996 survey 
in conjunction with an international survey to see if we could detect any 
developments and to analyze the resulting information in light of the CRC 

49 Three countrie (Kiribati, Poland and Singapore) have made "declarations" with regard to 
Article 12. No reservations have been made. See Office of the High Commissioner of Human Rights, 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, Declaration and Re ervations as of October 9, 2001, 
available at http://www.unhchr.ch/htrnl/menu3/b/treatyl5_asp.htm ("The Republic of Kiribati 
considers that a child's right as defined in the Convention, in particular the rights defined in articles 
12-16 shall be exercised with respect for parental authority, in accordance with the Kiribati customs 
and traditions regarding the place of the child within and outside the family." "The Republic of 
Poland considers that a child's right as defined in the Convention, in particular the rights defined 
in articles 12 to 16, shall be exercised with respect for parental authority, in accordance with Polish 
customs and traditions regarding the place of the child within and outside the family." "The 
Republic of Singapore con ider that a child' right a defined in the Convention, in particular the 
rights defined in article 12 to 17, shall in accordance with articles 3 and 5 be exercised with respect 
for the authority of parents, schools and other persons who are entrusted with the care of the child 
and in the best interests of the child and in accordance with the customs, values and religions of 
Singapore's multi-racial and multi-religious society regarding the place of the child within and 
outside the family.") Two countries (Somalia and the United States) have not ratified the CRC. 
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requirements, particularly the CRC's focus on the child's right to express her 
views freely. Between June 2004 and December 2005, researchers at the Yale Law 
School undertook individual investigations of the child's opportunity to be heard 
in child protective proceedings in each of fifty-six American jurisdictions. The 
researchers, primarily Yale Law students, updated our 1996 materials with fresh 
searches for information for each jurisdiction individually. In addition, each 
researcher, for each state, then sought a knowledgeable contact person to seek to 
confirm the results of our research. 

The results of this research are compiled at www.law.yale.edu/rcw, under the 
"United States" jurisdiction. Each state has a front page summarizing and 
analyzing the legal provisions found, excerpting the relevant provisions concern
ing the child's opportunity to be heard in these proceedings, linking to relevant 
websites and, where possible, attaching copies of the laws in downloadable form. 
In addition, a Microsoft Excel chart containing a summary of each state's practice 
appears at www.law.yale.edu/rcw/research_summary. That chart is also appears in 
print form in Appendix B. 

Although this research was building upon an earlier survey with ample domestic 
materials, we still encountered unexpected problems in completing the research, 
despite the abundance of resources we were able to bring to bear. As detailed 
below, while an abundance of research was often available for these jurisdictions, 
many of the states' structures of law did not yield a clear vision of the duties and 
responsibilities of the lawyer or best-interests representative, even within a single 
jurisdiction. As a result, as discussed below, we examined the legal provisions as 
best we could, with the help of many contact people; however, we must still 
acknowledge that we inevitably made judgment calls in our interpretation of the 
current state of the law in many jurisdictions. Second, while we were able to 
achieve a much higher percentage of confirmation by contact people in our state 
jurisdictions, we were still unable to achieve 100% confirmation by local 
practitioners. We know in many cases that this is because the people who would 
be most knowledgeable and helpful to us were extraordinarily busy doing the 
work that we hope to support in our research. We were therefore extremely 
grateful to those who were able to find time with pressed schedules to 
accommodate our research needs and to contribute to the quality control of this 
research. 

[A] Survey Results Framework/Summary Chart 

To supplement our state-by-state review of the American jurisdictions practices, 
we attempted to create a framework to summarize the fifty-six jurisdictions with 
the focus on the legal provisions detailing the responsibilities of the duties of the 
child representative. This summary chart was designed specifically to organize the 
American jurisdictions with respect to central questions raised by Article 12 of the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child. Central to the analysis was whether the 
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legal representatives in the jurisdictions were required to advocate for the child's 
views, or whether they were required to express the child's views at all. In looking 
at the very disparate jurisdictions through this lens, we were able to some degree 
to organize the jurisdictions into six categories, detailed below, which represent 
six different structures of the legal responsibilities given by the state law in 
describing the duties of the child representative: 

A. Child's Attorney Required; Best-Interests Representative50 Optional. 

Jurisdictions in which a child's attorney, who advocates for the child's views, is 
required. A best-interests representative, either an attorney or a volunteer, may be 
appointed at the court's discretion. Some of these jurisdictions want the 
representative to fill both roles. If this is not possible due to a conflict between the 
child's views and the child's best interests, the role of child's attorney is primary. 

B. Both Child's Attorney and Best Interests Representative Required. 

Jurisdictions in which both a child's attorney, who advocates for the child's views, 
and a best-interests representative, who advocates for the child's best interests, are 
required. In some jurisdictions the two roles may be filled by one representative. 
In other jurisdictions, two separate representatives are required to fill the two 
roles. 

C. Best Interests Representative Required and Required to Express Child's 
Views; Child's Attorney Optional. 

Jurisdictions in which a best-interests representative, who advocates for the best 
interests of the child, is required. The best-interests representative can be either an 
attorney or a trained volunteer, i.e., CASA. The best-interests representative is 
required to express (but not advocate for) the child's views. If the child's views 
differ from the best-interests representative's assessment of the child's best 
interests, the court may appoint a child's attorney to advocate for the child's 
views. 

D. Best-Interests Representative Required and Required to Express Child's 
Views; No Child's Attorney. 

Jurisdictions in which a best-interests representative, who advocates for the best 
interests of the child, is required. The best-interests representative can be either an 
attorney or a trained volunteer, i.e., a CASA. In these jurisdictions, the 
best-interests representative is required to express (but not advocate for) the 
child's views. There is no provision for the appointment of a child's attorney to 
advocate for the child's views in these jurisdictions. 

50 We have chosen to analyze the materials using the term "best-interests representative" 
because the term guardian ad litem is used too inconsistently among the tates. 
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E. Best-Interests Representative Required, No Provision to Express Views; 
Child's Attorney Optional. 

Jurisdictions in which a best-interests representative, who advocates for the best 
interests of the child, is required. The best-interests representative can be either an 
attorney or a trained volunteer, i.e., CASA. In these jurisdictions, there is no 
statutory requirement for the best-interests representative to express the child's 
views. The court may appoint a child's attorney to advocate for the child's views. 

F. Best-Interests Representative Required, No Provision to Express Views; No 
Child's Attorney. 

Jurisdictions in which a best-interests representative, who advocates for the best 
interests of the child, is required. The best-interests representative can be either an 
attorney or a trained volunteer, i.e., a CASA. In these jurisdictions, there is no 
statutory requirement for the best-interests representative to inform the court of 
the child's views. There is no provision for the appointment of a child's attorney. 
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Legal Requirement re: Child's A tty Best-Interests Representative Categorization 
Duties of Child 
Representative Required to Required to Not Required 

Advocate Express to Express 
Child's Views Child's Views Child's Views 

A Child,s Atty X X (optional) LA, MD ( child w / 
required; Best- «considered 
Interests judgment',), :MA, NJ, 
Representative NM (age 14+), OK, PA 

B Child,s Atty and X X AS, AZ., CT, GA, MN 
Best-Interests (age 10+), MS, MT, 
Representative ND (TPR), OH, NY, 
required PR,SC 

C Best-Interests X ( optional) X DE, FL, GU, ID, IA, 
Representative KS, KY, ME, MD 
required to (child w /out 
express views; «considered 
Child,s Atty judgment',), :MI, NV, 
optional NM (age < 14), PA 

D Best-Interests X AR, CA, MO, NC, UT 
Rep. required to 
express views 

E Best-Interests X (optional) X AK, DC, ID, MN (age 
Rep. required, < 10), NE, NH, OR, 
no provision to WA,WY 
express views; 

F Best-Interests X AL, CO, IL, IN, ND 
Rep. required, (abuse/neglect), MP, 
no provision to RI, SD .... ___ ,.,,., ... ,... ... ,., 

Before trying to examine the findings of this chart, a number of caveats are in 
order. At one point, my researchers and I began to liken the process of organizing 
the state jurisdictions, now undertaken by a series of different organizations, 51 to 
the task of cleaning a messy room, as accomplished by a number of different 
cleaners. While one cleaner might create one set of piles and make discretionary 

51 Gerard F. Glynn, The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act - Promoting the 
Authorized Practice of Law, J. L. & FAM. STUD. (forthcoming 2006) (manuscript at app.); First Star, 
State Court Survey Results, available at http://www.firststar.org/research/scs.asp; National Council 
for Juvenile and Family Court Judges, Child Abuse and Neglect Ca es: Representation as a Critical 
Component of Effective Practice (1998), available at http://www.ncjfcj.org/content/blogcategory/ 
366/435/; Astra Outley, PEw CoMM'N o CHILDREN IN FosTER CARE, REPRESENTATION FOR CHILDREN AND 

PARENTS IN DEPENDENCY PROCEEDINGS (2003), at http://pewfostercare.org/research/docs/ 
Representation.pdf. We are grateful to the ABA Center for Children and the Law, particularly 
Howard Davidson and Jennifer Renne, for their very useful advice throughout our survey. 
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calls placing jurisdictions in one pile or another, a second person could, in a 
principled way, place that jurisdiction in a different pile or organize different piles 
in the first place. As even a cursory glance at our chart shows, a number of states 
needed to be placed in multiple categories; in some cases we even had questions 
about our own categorizations. Even among jurisdictions placed within the same 
model, there was substantial variation; as noted below, there remain fifty-six 
different models for representation of children in the fifty-six American jurisdic
tions. In addition, we relied upon statutory mandates, court rules, or statewide 
official policies and, in general, did not consider the practice in the jurisdiction, 
even when widespread, in placing states on this chart, focused as we were on legal 
provisions enforcing the mandates of the Article 12 of the CRC. As a result, there 
may well be many jurisdictions where there is no legal provision requiring that the 
child's views are expressed, but where widespread practice makes that true in 
reality. By the same token, there may be jurisdictions where provisions are clear 
that the child's views should be expressed, but those provisions are not honored. 
We therefore acknowledge that many discretionary calls were made in the 
placement of states on this chart, and that informed readers might do so 
differently. We also note that for states where one lawyer or representative plays 
multiple roles, the chart does not clearly reflect that a single representative is 
tasked with all the duties; the chart merely reflects what duties are being 
performed, not how many people are performing them. 

[B] Findings 

In many ways, the 2005 survey revealed substantial continuity with the 1996 
survey. We were surprised that a preliminary comparison suggests that there have 
not been any major shifts or trends since 1996. Now, and in 1996, no two of the 
fifty-six American jurisdictions have identical systems of representation. Although 
we were able to create six sets · of legal requirements for the legal duties of the 
child representative, among the states grouped together within each of those 
categories, there remains substantial diversity on important questions such as the 
definitions of neglect and abuse in jurisdictions, the precise description of the 
legal role of the child's representative, governing ethical rules, and the adequacy 
of compensation to these representatives. 

As measured by the requirements of Article 12 of the Convention on the Rights 
of the Child, four (A-D) of the six U.S. models, comprising thirty-nine 
jurisdictions,52 appear to be in compliance with the CRC's mandate that the child 

52 American Samoa, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, 
Guam, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, 
Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, 
Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, 
Virgin Islands, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. 
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shall be assured the opportunity for his or her wishes to be heard; two (E-F) of 
the models, consisting of seventeen jurisdictions,53 however, provide no legal 
requirement that each child's viewpoint be expressed or advocated. Also, a super 
majority of states rely either partially or exclusively on a model in which the 
representative represents the child's best interests. Five (B-F) of the six models 
require a best-interests representative for some or all children; for only five 
states54 is the best-interests representative always optional rather than mandatory. 

Essentially, American practice remains extremely varied and unclear, within and 
among jurisdictions. Based on the governing legal provisions in the states, it 
appears that more than half of the jurisdictions do require the child's representa
tive to express or advocate the child's views before the court. However, a 
substantial minority (seventeen jurisdictions) do not have such a requirement and, 
at this moment, would not be in compliance with the mandates of Article 12. 
Although lawyers, lawyer's ethical mandates, or lawyerly procedures appear to 
play a role in many of the jurisdictions, five of the six models contain inherent 
confusion for any lawyer playing the role of representative, and thus for any child 
represented in the jurisdiction. 

Our survey also investigated compensation schemes in each of the fifty-six US 
jurisdictions, finding information for fifty of the fifty-six jurisdictions. Compen
sation for the work of child representatives in the United States appears also to 
vary from state to state, with no two state compensation systems the same. One 
commentator has suggested that there are six compensation models among the 
states: contract, contract combined with salary, salary, contract combined with per 
hour or per case, per hour and per case. 55 The legal provisions on compensation 
discovered in this research are compiled in the charts found in Appendix C. The 
relatively few (twelve) jurisdictions that listed an hourly rate per case are 
compiled in a second chart found in Appendix D. While few generalizations can 
be made, three observations seem warranted: ( 1) CASAs, or unpaid lay volunteer 
advocates, along with unpaid attorney volunteers, still play a major role in child 
representation in the United States; (2) where hourly rates of pay are available, 
they are remarkably low compared to others in the legal profession, ranging for 
out-of-court work from $40 per hour to $65 per hour and for in-court work ranged 
from $40 per hour to $75 per hour; (3) compensation is an increasingly volatile 

53 Alabama, Alaska, Colorado, District of Columbia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota, 
Nebraska, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Northern Mariana Islands, Oregon, Rhode Island, South 
Dakota, Washington, and Wyoming. 

54 Louisiana, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Oklahoma, and West Virginia. 
55 Althea Izawa-Hayden, Money Matters: Child Attorney Compen ation Models, CHILD. RTs. 

PRAC. (A.B.A., Ctr on Children & the Law, Washington, D.C.), Sept. 2005, at 1, 102-106 available 
at http://www.abanet.org/child/clp/archi ves/vol24/ ept05 .pdf. 
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issue, with lawsuits concerning attorney compensation found in at least four 
states. Extremely basic questions regarding compensation remain unresolved in 
many jurisdictions, including the amount of pay, the court's jurisdiction to 
augment statutory rates, which legal services qualify for compensation, and who, 
if anybody, will pay attorneys/guardians ad litem; a number of jurisdictions' 
statutes provide for assigned counsel without articulating a mechanism for 
payment. 

[ C] Analysis of Findings 

In some way, the United States research reveals that the commitment of all the 
U.S. jurisdictions to provide representatives in these proceedings stems from a 
federal funding statute that made funding of the states' child protective bureau
cracies contingent upon the provision of guardians ad litem to "represent the best 
interests of the child"56 in all proceedings. This requirement has remained a 
primary substantive force in the design of state systems providing for child 
representation and remains influential today. At the same time, a strong and 
growing consensus among practitioners and scholars has created a powerful 
impetus for this representative role to be played by lawyers, and the increase in 
lawyers playing the role has led to substantial concerns in many jurisdictions 
about low levels of compensation available to the representatives. 

As American practice currently stands, the discord between the CAPTA focus on 
best-interests representation and the growing concern and agreement in many 
jurisdictions that lawyers should be representatives has left American jurispru
dence in a state of confusion on this issue. While a small minority of states now 
ask lawyers to represent children according to the ethical rules prevailing in the 
jurisdiction, using lawyerly methods,57 many other jurisdictions create a hybrid in 
which lawyers play the role of best interests representative without access to 
lawyerly procedures such as court advocacy and the like.58 Still others require 
non-lawyers to perform lawyer functions based on the provisions of the state 

56 Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-247, § 4(B)(3), 88 Stat. 
4 (1974) (current version at 42 U.S.C. §§ 5101-5119c (2005)). 

57 These are the jurisdictions that have been categorized as either A or B on the summary chart. 
58 See e.g., Iowa Code § 232.126 (2005) (requiring guardians ad litem to submit reports to the 

court) and Iowa Code§ 232.89(4) (2005) (allowing an attorney appointed to represent a child in a 
child protection proceeding to also serve as the GAL); S.S. v. D.M .. , 597 A. 2d 870 (D.C. Ct. App. 
1991) ("As neutral fact-finder, the attorney's duties are to investigate the details of the case and to 
prepare a report summarizing the relevant facts for the presiding judge; as factfinder, the attorney 
does not recommend a particular disposition."); Uniform R. for the Dist. Ct. for the State of 
Wyoming, R. 106 (2005) (Section 4 lists the "general responsibilities of the guardian ad litem," 
which do not include any attorney-specific requirements); see also the list of jurisdictions requiring 
attorneys, infra. 
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law.59 

These commonalities suggest that CAPTA, with its long-term focus on a 
"guardian ad litem" who "represents the best interests of the child," remains a 
primary substantive influence on states. 60 On the other hand, the findings also 
reveal the substantial, substantive influence of the post-1996 consensus in the 
scholarly and practice communities that focuses on the importance of contextual 
representation in which the child is known and the facts of each case are deeply 
explored in their uniqueness.61 Also, if we look at the number of states that require 
lawyers to be the ones chosen as the child's representative, whether the legal 
description appoints them as child's attorney or best-interests representative, we 
find that lawyers are doing the representational work in thirty-seven American 
jurisdictions. 62 One model in a significant minority of states no longer requires a 
best-interests representative, requiring only a child's attorney representing the 
child according to the ethical rules extant in that jurisdiction. 

It therefore appears that the American jurisdictions are currently in a clash of 
paradigms, and the confusing picture offered by the findings of the 2005 survey 
suggest that the paradigms, pulling in opposite directions, are creating confusion 
on the ground. The continued primacy of CAPTA, given its funding consequences 
to each of the American jurisdictions, continues to pull the jurisdictions towards 
retaining best-interests representation, through lay advocates if necessary, and 

59 Gerard F. Glynn, The Child Abu e Prevention and Treatment Act - Promoting the 
Authorized Practice of Law, J. L. & FAM. STUD. (forthcoming 2006) (manuscript at app.); WASH. 
SUP. CT. GUARDIAN AT LrrEM R., R. 4(h) (2005) (listing a number of re ponsibilities unique to lawyers, 
e.g., filing motions, examining witnesses, making oral arguments); DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 31 
§ 3606(5) (2005) (permitting CASA to "[p]articipate in all depositions, negotiations, discovery, 
pretrial conferences, hearings and appeals"); ME. REv. STAT. ANN. Trr. 22, § 4005(l)(C) (2005) 
(permitting the guardian ad litem, which may be a CASA, to " ubpoena, examine and cross-examine 
witnesses .. . "); OR. REv. STAT. § 419A.170(1) (2005) (permitting CASAs to "file pleadings and 
request hearings and may subpoena, examine and cro -examine witnesses"). 

60 As indicated in the immediately preceding footnote, supra, although the federal government 
sanctions the use of attorneys as guardians ad litem, the government also allows the use of lay 
volunteers or court appointed special advocates as guardians ad litem. DEP'T OF HEALTH & HuMAN 
SERV., ADOPTON 2002: THE PRESIDENT'S INITIATIVE ON ADOPTION AND FosTER CARE. This allowance makes 
clear that states in our Category A fulfill the requirement; Uniform Representation of Children in 
Abuse and Neglect and Custody Proceedings Act § 5 cmt. at 18 (draft version, 2005). 

61 A number of jurisdictions require the child repre entative to meet with the child by a certain 
point of time and mandate a minimum number of visits. See e.g., ME. REv. STAT. ANN. Trr. 22, 
§ 4005(B) (2005); NEB. REv. STAT. § 43-272.0l(d) (2005). 

62 Alabama, American Samoa, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, District of 
Columbia, Georgia, Guam, Iowa, Kan as, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michi
gan, Mississippi, Montana, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, 
Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texa , Utah, Virgin Islands, 
Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. 
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seeing this as a necessary concomitant to the receipt of federal money. On the 
other hand, the post-1996 consensus pulls the same jurisdictions towards utilizing 
lawyers to play any representational roles assigned in the state, towards 
demanding an individualized and deeply contextual representation of children. As 
we have seen, the increased use of lawyers in these cases, regardless of the 
definition of the duties of the representative, has led to significant battles around 
the country on the question of representative compensation. Lawyers have 
struggled with the problem of maintaining the high standards set by the scholarly 
and practicing community as well as their own deep commitment to their clients, 
in light of the extremely low levels of compensation that appear to be available 
around the country. 

One way to understand the confusion that the states are currently undergoing is to 
consider more closely the implications of requiring an attorney as a child's 
representative. In fact, this requirement breaks down into three components, each 
posing a distinct substantive question: 

l. Lawyer: What is the professional identity of the person playing the represen
tative role? 

2. Pursuing lawyerly goals: What are the legal duties of the representative? Are 
they duties that match a traditional attorney's role either for a competent client or 
for a client with diminished capacity, or are they duties to this child's best 
interests? 

3. In a lawyerly way: How does the representative do the work that is assigned? 
Is the representative allowed to do work as a lawyer would filing motions, calling 
witnesses, arguing before the court, or is the representative meant to act as a 
witness, an arm of the court, an additional best-interests adjudicator? Is the 
relationship between representative and child client confidential? 

Returning to the six models in our summary chart, we can make the following 
conclusions about the three components of the lawyer's role as defined above. 
First, a lawyer could play the representative role in each of the six models, and at 
least one jurisdiction in each of the six models requires a lawyer to play the role 
of the representative of the child.63 As for the legal duties of the representative, 
only the first two models (A and B) necessarily fulfill the second component of 

63 The following jurisdictions require attorneys, organized by model: (A) Louisiana, Massachu
setts, New Jersey, Oklahoma, West Virginia, Wisconsin, New Mexico, Maryland, and Pennsylvania; 
(B) American Samoa, Arizona, Connecticut, Georgia, Mississippi, Montana, New York, Ohio, 
Puerto Rico, Texas, Virgin Islands, North Dakota, and Tennessee; (C) Guam, Iowa, Kansas, 
Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Wisconsin; (D) 
Arkansas, California, North Carolina, and Utah; (E) District of Columbia and Wyoming; (F) 
Alabama, Colorado, North Dakota, and South Dakota. 
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lawyerly goals. In other words, although lawyers can and do fill the role of the 
representative in all six models, they are only necessary in models A and B. With 
respect to the third component, whether the representative works in a lawyerly 
fashion (e.g., using trial techniques), our review of the jurisdictions show that 
lawyerly tasks are assigned to representatives in numerous jurisdictions regardless 
of whether these representatives are lawyers or not.64 

The initial findings of the 2005 research suggest that the picture of the 
jurisdictions as a whole, and any given jurisdiction when viewed closely, does not 
answer all of these questions with the focus on a lawyer pursuing lawyers' goals 
(the wishes of the goals determined by the client) in a lawyerly fashion (practicing 
in their daily life as attorneys do). The results of the substantial agreement in 
many jurisdictions since 1996 about the primacy of lawyers in these roles seems 
to have created a shift in the first of these components, increasing the number of 
lawyers doing the work, whether it is lawyers' work or not, around the country. 
With respect to the second component, pursuing lawyerly goals, however, our 
summary chart demonstrates that the legal duties of the representative for at least 
four (C-F) of the six models, or thirty-two jurisdictions,65 do not simply consist 
of the traditional lawyer's job of client-directed advocacy. A review of our 
state-by-state chart shows a substantial diversity of answers to questions about 
how representatives do their work. In some jurisdictions, the guardian ad litem 
serves as a witness;66 in others, the guardian ad litem is prohibited from filing 
motions and examining witnesses;67 in still others, the guardian ad litem 
participates in trials and examine witnesses.68 

Since the first Fordham conference and the publication of the ABA Standards, 

64 Gerard F. Glynn, The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act-Promoting the Authorized 
Practice of Law, J. L. & FAM. STUD. (forthcoming 2006) (manuscript at app.); WASH . SuP. CT. 
GUARDIAN AD LITEM R., R. 4(h) (2005) (Ii ting a number of re ponsibilitie unique to lawyers, e.g., 
filing motions, examining witnesses, making oral arguments); DEL. CoDE ANN. tit. 31 § 3606(5) 
(2005) (permitting CASAs to "[p]articipate in all depo itions, negotiations, discovery, pretrial 
conferences, hearings and appeals"); ME. REv. STAT. ANN. TIT. 22, § 4005(1)(C) (2005) (permitting 
the guardian ad litem, which may be a CASA, to " ubpoena, examine and cross-examine 
witnesses"); OR. REv. STAT.§ 419A. l 70(1) (2005) (permitting CASAs to "file pleadings and request 
hearings and may subpoena, examine and cross-examine witnesses"). 

65 Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, 
Guam, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinoi , Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Michigan, Missouri, 
Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Northern Mariana Islands, Oregon, Rhode 
Island, South Dakota, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, and Wyoming. 

66 See, e.g., Illinois (705 Ill. Comp. Stat. 405/2-17.1 (2)); Vermont (VT. R. OF FAM. PRoc. R. 6 
(e) (4) (2004)). 

67 See, e.g., Vermont (V. R. OF FAM. PRoc. R. 6 (e)(3) (2004)); Idaho (Io. CoDE AN . § 16-1634 
(2005)). 

68 See, e.g., WASH. SuP. CT. GUARDIAN AD L1TEM R., R. 4(h) (2005); DEL CoDE ANN. tit. 31 
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academics and policy makers have agreed that children should be represented by 
lawyers. We should now discipline ourselves to think about this question in terms 
of all three components, to make sure that we are talking about the same questions 
and concerns. The fact that the second component (traditional lawyerly goals) is 
only required in the first two models explains a great deal of the confusion that we 
have found in the fifty-six jurisdictions. Lawyers may regularly be doing 
non-traditional lawyer work in these cases, while non-lawyers may be doing 
traditional lawyer work. In any case, given our own difficulty understanding who 
the representatives are and what they are doing, the child clients will certainly be 
hard-pressed to understand this. This is further compounded by the lack of clarity 
and uniformity among the jurisdictions about the confidentiality of the 
representative-client relationship. If the American bar, legislators, and scholars 
wish representation of children to continue to move in a lawyerly direction, we 
should make sure that we specify how important each of the three components is 
and make sure each is developing accordingly within the jurisdiction. 

Thus, at this moment in the evolution of representation of children around the 
country, only one of the six models (model A) suggests that all three components 
of lawyering have been adopted: a lawyer, pursuing lawyerly goals (according to 
the ethical rules of the jurisdiction), in a lawyerly way (using lawyerly 
techniques).69 The majority of states do not incorporate all three components of 
lawyering into their requirements for representatives for children in their 
jurisdiction. Fifteen U.S. jurisdictions require that lawyers are generally assigned 
to be best-interests representatives,70 and five more states have attorneys 
occasionally assigned as best-interests representatives.71 One commentator has 
expressed concerns that other jurisdictions have non-lawyers advocating best 
interests, using lawyerly techniques for which they have not been trained: 
appearing in court, calling witnesses, filing motions, etc. 72 

[iv] Areas of Further Study 

On a national level, the cross currents between the CAPTA requirements and the 
consensus among scholars and practitioners must be resolved. That resolution 

§ 3606(5) (2005); ME. REv. STAT. ANN. TIT. 22, § 4005(1)(C) (2005; OR. REv. STAT.§ 419A.170(1) 
(2005); see also Missouri, South Carolina. 

69 Model B could also be seen as adoption all three components if the attorney is not required 
to fill a dual role, but rather two separate representatives fill the role of the GAL and the role of the 
child' s. 

70 Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, District of Columbia, Guam, Iowa, Kansas, 
Kentucky, Michigan, North Carolina, South Dakota, Utah, Virginia, and Wyoming. 

71 Maryland, New Mexico, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. 
72 Gerard F. Glynn, The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act-Promoting the Authorized 

Practice of Law, J. L. & FAM. Srnn. (forthcoming 2006) (manuscript at app.). 
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may be aided by paying close attention to the international consensus that the 
child's right to express her views is a human right. Within jurisdictions, 
lawmakers should look carefully at the contradictions created by provisions that 
mix lawyers, lawyer functions, and lawyerly methods with non-lawyer personnel, 
methods, and functions. As long as the three components of lawyering are 
unevenly required (that is, only one or two of the components are required), the 
jurisdiction's legal requirements will create ubstantial confusion for the repre
sentatives in the execution of their role and, ultimately, will also confuse the 
children represented by these confused advocates. 

Finally, individual practitioners should seriously consider the notion that the 
international consensus concerning the child's right to be heard might permit the 
practitioners to decide as a matter of personal policy to express the child's views 
in all proceedings in which they appear; practitioners in jurisdictions in which the 
expression of the child's views is not mandatory should consider this proposition 
very seriously. 

[A] Concerns About the Guardian ad Litem Role 

Given the focus on the right of children to express their views, the original 
CAPTA focus on the guardian ad litem now becomes even more problematic. 
While the CRC certainly does take as a central principle the best interests of the 
child, the Convention focuses on the expression of the child's views and thus 
reserves for the representative a role distinct from determining and expressing the 
representative's view of the child's best interests. Perhaps because the Convention 
so broadly delegates that job to all other institutions concerning children, the CRC 
could possibly be construed to reserve for the child's individual representatives 
the job of expressing the child's views. 

If further legal developments make Article 12 binding international law and 
therefore spell the demise of the guardian ad litem role in the United States, it is 
not clear that much will be lost. If guardians ad litem are replaced with children's 
lawyers empowered to express the child's wishes and advocate for those 
expressed wishes against the ongoing backdrop of a system where judge, agency 
attorney, state attorney, are all either partially or totally entrusted with serving the 
best interests of the child, U.S. practice would begin to represent what appears to 
be the CRC's vision: a best interests-oriented system, which includes a child 
representative who will guarantee to the child that her views will be heard. 

Lawyers for children, perhaps in contradistinction to other lawyers, have healthy 
experience and attitudes about losing. It is sometimes the fate of a lawyer for 
children to advocate vigorously for a result and then be a tiny bit relieved when 
the result is not achieved. This fate goes hand in hand with the obligation to 
represent the client whose considered judgment may be a bit impaired. While this 
is normal for a lawyer for children, the attorney must protect his or her client from 
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the misgivings and keep them wholly to himself or herself. I have long argued that 
lawyers for children, if properly playing an appropriate role, would and should be 
given a great deal less power and deference than that currently afforded by many 
jurisdictions to guardians ad litem, who are cloaked with a halo of a best-interests 
duty. The CRC comports with growing consensus in the United States that the role 
of the lawyer for a child, when undertaken, should be undertaken in a lawyerly 
way. 

Perhaps it is time to acknowledge that the guardian ad litem experiment is over 
and to accept the emerged international consensus favoring the role of represen
tatives for children who express their wishes in judicial proceedings. As noted in 
this chapter and in Appendix A, the guardian ad !item role has preserved aspects 
of its origin in English common law, which has disturbing implications for 
fulfilling a child's rights under Article 12 of the CRC. The original guardian ad 
litem, appointed to help English courts resolve property disputes involving 
minors, had first loyalty to the court that appointed them, used the representation 
of the child as a fiction to achieve the joint purpose of preservation of property, 
and paid little or no attention to a child's subjective viewpoint or expressed 
wishes. To the extent that the guardian ad !item experiment in the United States 
has replicated those central characteristics of its ancient form (duty to the court, 
not the child; no relationship with the child client; no expression of the child's 
view), it has proven problematic for empowering children in proceedings in which 
their welfare is at stake. Through the CRC and the regional conventions, a world 
consensus suggests that lawyers for children should express their client's wishes 
in the court and appears to prescribe an end to the guardian ad !item experiment. 

[B] Concrete Implications of the Coming Ascendancy of the CRC 
in Child Welfare Representation 

The CRC would require the child's voice to be heard in all judicial and all 
administrative proceedings in which the child is concerned. The CRC's focus on 
the best interests of the child as a primary consideration in all legal cases and its 
simultaneous focus on issues of family integrity and parental rights create an 
international human rights basis for the ongoing debate in the United States about 
the child's rights, parental sovereignty, and family integrity. 

It is important to note, however, that one very substantial change from American 
practice would result from the implementation of Article 9(1), which specifically 
suggests that the standard for an emergency removal of a child is the best interests 
of the child. In many jurisdictions currently, the standard is imminent danger to 
the child or a similar heightened standard with a high burden of proof on the state. 
Article 9 would represent a substantial change from the American norm. 

The coming of the CRC would also resolve issues that have previously been 
treated as logistical or financial as issues of right and human dignity. Section 3(3), 
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which requires that state parties ensure that the institutional services and facilities 
responsible for care and protection of child conform to standards established by 
competent authorities, 73 would clarify the need for standards for representation of 
children; it might also begin to resolve the question of whether adequate 
compensation for lawyers for children can remain purely optional. Article 9(2) 
would provide "all interested parties"74 the right to be heard in child protective 
and other proceedings, probably resulting in enlarged rights of children as parties 
to proceedings as well as rights of intervention for relatives in these cases. Article 
30 suggests that interpreters, which are considered a luxury for attorneys and 
courtrooms in many jurisdictions, would now be recognized as the necessity that 
they are. American lawyers and scholars should begin studying the CRC in 
earnest, especially in contexts where American law is inconsistent or confused, 
both to enforce rights that may already exist as customary international law and 
to conform U.S. practice to the strong international consensus on the rights of 
children. 

[C] Questions remaining about the implementation of Article 12 

This paradigm shift leaves at least two questions unanswered. Article 12(1) 
stipulates that the child who is "capable of forming his or her own views"75 then 
has the right to express those views in matters affecting him or her, such as child 
protective proceedings. Two questions remain: (1) When specifically are children 
considered capable of forming views? Are they capable when they can subjec
tively express those views, or when they have reached a certain age of decision? 
(2) What of children who cannot express their views because of infancy, disability 
and the like? 

[d] Examining the Lawyer's Professional Context: Moving Beyond Two 
Outmoded Dichotomies 

[1] Overview 

Two dualities appear to emerge from this summary of the three elements of the 
lawyer's professional context (i.e., the fifty-six jurisdictions material, the ethical 
rules, and the theoretical discussions of lawyer's roles) both of which need to be 
analyzed and evaluated. The first is the duality between best-interests and wishes 
representation; the second is the division between theory and practice. The 
discussion of the first dichotomy suggests the ways in which wishes and best 
interests are more harmonious and less contrary than they appear. The second 

73 CRC, opened for signature Nov. 20, 1989, 1577 U.N.T.S. 3 art. 3(3). 
74 Id. art. 9(2). 
75 Id. art. 12(2). 
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dichotomy, once examined, reveals commonalities between the academic litera
ture and the perceptions of practice. 

[2] Moving Beyond the Dichotomy of Wishes versus Best Interests 

While almost every article in the recen·t era has defined the debate in terms of a 
polarization between best-interests and wishes advocacy, it is clear from the 
sophistication of the articles that the line between these two positions is in no way 
hard and fast. Almost all of those who accept that the guardian ad litem should 
focus strictly on best interests have a great concern about the centrality of the 
child and the role of the child's wishes. Almost all of those who focus on wishes 
acknowledge that children below a certain age or competence must be represented 
in a way that differs from the traditional representation of an adult. Currently, I 
would be hard-pressed to identify anyone who still advocates the "pure best 
interests point of view" or the "pure wishes point of view."76 

This dichotomy undeniably has had and continues to have some heuristic value. 
It does define extremes on a spectrum and locates the representation with respect 
to the child's wishes. Unfortunately, in recent times, the best-interests-versus
wishes terminology has become a shorthand for political debates among lawyers 
for children. For instance, in the course of writing this book, I made the 
acquaintance of a practitioner, and we had an extensive conversation about very 
specific issues involved in representing children. As we discussed individual 
ideas, many of which are involved in this book, and individual cases, it appeared 
that we actually had very little disagreement about the actions lawyers must take. 
Nevertheless, at the end of many hours of discussion, when we tried to summarize 
our views, we found ourselves in heated disagreement. His perception of me as a 
"wishes" proponent, and my impression of him as a "best interests" advocate, 
took us into arguments about the description of the lawyer's role. The use of the 
words "best interests" and "wishes" to summarize our points of view polarized 
our discussion in a way that our consideration of concrete cases and individual
ized ideas had not. 

It is time to wonder whether the wishes-versus-best-interests dichotomy is doing 
the discussion any good anymore. Most of the views cluster on the spectrum 
somewhere between best interests and wishes, but the dichotomy makes many 
interlocutors appear to be polarized, when in fact they have a good deal in 
common. It appears that this dichotomy has become a political minefield, 
inflaming conversations and ending discussions instead of facilitating them. In the 
literature and at academic conferences, the wishes-versus-best-interests di
chotomy now appears actually to distort rather than aid the debate. Because very 

76 For example, the pure wishes point of view certainly cannot be advocated for a child who is 
nonverbal. 
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few practitioners or theorists actually take either pure position, and because most 
of the points of view are far too sophisticated to be lumped in either category, it 
is time to abandon that terminology on behalf of a new paradigm. 

The model of representation contained in Chapters Four through Seven of this 
book demonstrates that an attorney, whether assigned to represent a child's wishes 
or her best interests, must ground her representation in a thickly textured 
understanding of the child's world and the child's point of view. The decision
making model of the book demonstrates that five of the seven steps in making 
decisions with the child client are common to any representation. The model of 
this book demonstrates that there is much more that is common to representation 
of all children than this outmoded dichotomy would suggest. 

[3] Moving Beyond the Dichotomy of Theory versus Practice 

A second dichotomy often encountered in discussions splits the world between the 
realms of theory and practice. For instance, theoreticians often focus on the 
excessive discretion of the attorney and the judge. Practitioners are more inclined 
to say, "I don't really care about discretion; I just want to know what you want me 
to do." Thoughtful practitioners all over the country are grappling with the actual 
question of what their role requires them to do, what it allows them to do, and 
what it forbids them from doing. There appears to be a rift between practitioners 
and academicians. 

A number of problems seem to have contributed to the creation of this dichotomy. 
Because representing children involves many complex issues, including substi
tuted judgment, child development, and careful thought about the professional 
rules, some of the scholarly literature has understandably moved in an increas
ingly theoretical direction. On the other hand, practitioners, who act in the role 
every day, are often working under such strained and under-resourced circum
stances that they have little time for reflection and evaluation of their work. Very 
few funds exist to allow people in active practice to participate in exactly the 
kinds of conferences or reflective opportunities that would allow the cross
fertilization of theory and practice. In addition, although the academic world has 
( with few exceptions) embraced wishes advocacy, most state statutes still require 
practitioners to represent the child's best interests.77 Practitioners looking to the 
literature justifiably worry that the scholars are discussing a world that does not 
yet exist. The fact that thirty-eight states link the lawyer's role to representation 
of the best interests of the child on the one hand, while the academic literature has 
focused more and more on the lawyer playing the traditional role with the child 
client on the other, has certainly fed the theory versus practice fire. 

Despite this important difference between academic and practitioner perceptions 

77 See § 2A-3(c)(3)(iii) supra. 
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of the field, the "theory versus practice" debate obscures common ground between 
these two areas of inquiry. I remember attending a reception at the 1995 Fordham 
Conference and moving from one conversation with a friend who teaches at a 
prominent law school to another with an extremely thoughtful practitioner. My 
law school friend told me about his enduring concerns about the lawyerly 
discretion inevitable when representing a child who cannot direct the represen
tation. He worried that too much lawyer discretion makes the quality of the child's 
representation completely dependent on the choice of who the lawyer is. If we 
were able to describe a model in which lawyer discretion and lawyer options were 
reduced to a more acceptable level, children would experience much less 
divergence among the practice of the different practitioners who were assigned to 
them. Therefore, we would worry less that the child would be represented one way 
if appointed a lawyer from panel X and represented in another way if represented 
from legal aid Y. 

As this friend was pulled away by other conversations, I met a practitioner who 
told me that he had been enjoying the discussion of the conference. This person 
told me that he had enjoyed looking at the best-interests model because it gave 
some advice about "what actually to do. I don't understand why everyone is so 
concerned about discretion, when there are just thousands of us out there 
wondering what to do!" Then he also was swept into the maelstrom of 
conversation as another friend came to greet him. I was left with my thoughts 
about how differently the two people had framed their important and thoughtful 
questions. 

It suddenly occurred to me that the questions were the same. Practitioners are 
paralyzed sometimes by the enormous range of apparently acceptable options for 
their behavior, precisely because they have too much discretion to act. Unlike 
traditional lawyers, they often act without clear goals and with no expectation that 
they will ever develop them. In the face of that, it appears that the world is open 
to them. They can advocate against the child's wishes; they can advocate for the 
child's wishes; they can try creative solutions. In a world of crushing case loads, 
the lack of clear direction on each case is nearly paralyzing. Therefore, what the 
scholars have identified as too much discretion is precisely a description of what 
the practitioners describe as the problem of what to do; too much discretion leads 
to too many options, and this leads to a concern about not knowing what one's role 
is or what to do. 

Conversely, if discretion is limited, what a practitioner can do is limited to a few 
choices. The link between the problem of lawyer discretion as a theoretical matter 
and the problem of having too many options as a practical matter can be illustrated 
by the following illustration. 
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Curbing Lawyer Discretion and Action Options 

Imagine that the circle represents a super set of every possible option of every 
possible lawyer action on behalf of a client. The Xs represent practical, concrete 
actions that the lawyer can take in a client's case. The area enclosed by the circle 
represents the discretion that the lawyer has in his role. If the lawyer's role is 
extremely open-ended and basically left to the lawyer's total discretion, the 
lawyer literally cannot figure out which of the available options is the right one. 
Imagine that the role of the lawyer was more carefully defined and discretion 
limited to only the small semicircle that is delineated with the double line. Not 
only would the lawyer's discretion be reduced, but as one can see, the practical 
options of lawyer action are also reduced to a much smaller number. 

Therefore, as lawyer discretion decreases, so too do the number of options for 
lawyer action in the world. Practitioners would understand more clearly what to 
do in any given situation. By the same token, theorists could be assured that child 
clients would get similar representation no matter who was appointed to represent 
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them. Thus, the scholarly concerns about limiting discretion and determining what 
to do among myriad options reduce to the same set of questions. While we may 
have confused ourselves because scholars and practitioners use different language, 
a model of representation that defines appropriate lawyer action and decision
making with the client at any given moment would alleviate both theoretical and 
practical concerns. The model of this book attempts to offer that solution. 

§ 2A-4 Conclusion 

Everywhere the lawyer for children has gone for guidance, she has found 
confusion. Individual state statutes are often unclear or even internally contradic
tory. By and large they direct the lawyer to represent the child's best interests 
without clarifying what either best interests or representing the client's best 
interests means. The ethical rules direct us to have as traditional a lawyer-client 
relationship as possible but give us little guidance about what to do for the child 
who cannot be represented in that way. In states where the statutes provide for 
appointment of counsel to represent the child's best interests and the ethical rules 
direct as traditional as possible representation, the lawyer is utterly confused about 
which mandate to follow. The scholarly literature has increasingly clarified our 
ethical mandates, suggesting that we play as traditional a role as possible for 
clients above a certain age, but as yet it has failed to guide us specifically in the 
ways in which to represent children who are currently impaired or nonverbal. The 
dichotomies of wishes versus best interests and theory versus practice have 
polarized rather than clarified the debate, and ended conversations that need to 
continue. 

Given this confusion, we have become understandably preoccupied by what our 
role actually is, and what we should do in any given situation. Many practitioners 
have been left to their own best judgment in representing their clients. Without the 
anchor of a clear role or a clear model of representation, we often become victims 
of our own counter-transference: our own conclusions about what an adult lawyer 
for a child should do or what a client's best interests are, based on our own values 
and experiences. Indeed, with no clear guidance about our professional duties and 
the task of working with a child during some of the most emotionally painful 
circumstances that can face a child, a parent, and a family, our own values and 
experiences may emerge as our strongest guides. When Timmy asks for our help, 
we become immediately entangled in our own confusion about how we should 
help, and what help is. We wonder whether our own need to sort through this 
personal and professional confusion prevents us, like Lassie, from responding 
meaningfully to the child's need for assistance. 

As the profession tries to make its way through the confusion, the dichotomies of 
best interests versus wishes and theory versus practice, which once were useful 
analytical tools in the debate, have now become polarizing, conversation-ending 
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concepts. As a profession, therefore, we are in need of new paradigms and new 
analytical devices that are freed from the history and the political baggage that 
these dichotomies now carry. 

The model described in this book attempts to resolve the confusions of the lawyer 
for children and to return the focus of our work to the child-in-context. Chapter 
Three offers an overview of the model, and then Part Two of the book walks 
through each step of the model in detail. 

Before examining the model, however, one more task remains. This chapter has 
focused on the dilemmas of American representatives for children. The near 
universal ratification of the CRC demonstrates that the issues faced by American 
representatives and their child clients have important implications for children and 
their representatives in these proceedings around the world. Chapter 2B offers a 
snapshot of current international practice relating to children's voices in these 
proceedings, based on a 2005 survey of 194 nations' practices in this area, and 
reflects upon the lessons that other countries can draw from the American 
experience. 
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§ 2B-S Conclusion 

§ 2B-1 Introduction 

In addition to the fifty-six U.S. jurisdictions utilizing child advocates in child 
protective proceedings, the laws of about thirty-eight countries provide for 
children to be heard through representatives in child protective proceedings. More 
importantly, the entire international community has unanimously and repeatedly 
committed itself to assure the child the ability to express her views freely during 
this extraordinarily difficult and extraordinarily crucial juncture in her life. One 
hundred and ninety-four countries have signed and 192 countries have ratified the 
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child ("Convention" or "CRC"), 
which obligates its parties to create legislation and programs for the protection of 
children, create procedures assuring fairness in removal of children from their 
homes, and assure children the right to express themselves freely in all matters 
affecting them, including the right to be heard in judicial and administrative 
proceedings such as child protective proceedings. Even the United States, one of 
the two non-ratifying signatories to the Convention, 1 has independently provided 

1 For information about debates in the United States regarding the ratification of the CRC, see 
Lawrence L. Stentzel II, Prospects for Ratification, CHILDREN'S RIGHTS IN AMERICA at 1286 (Cynthia 
Price Cohen & Howard A. Davidson eds., 1990); Alison Dundes Renteln, Who's Afraid of the CRC: 
Objections to the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 3 ILSA J. I T'L. & CoMP. L. 629,632 (1997); 
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children with representatives in these proceedings around the country for nearly 
thirty years. In addition, four regional agreements reiterate the resolve of various 
sets of nations to these principles. It is clear that there is an international 
consensus that children deserve a voice in these proceeding , either by means of 
their own direct participation or through a representative individual or agency. 

This chapter first describes the Convention and its provisions and history 
regarding the voices of children in child protective proceedings; second, discusses 
four regional conventions and other regional developments in this area; third, 
reports the results of a 194-nation survey of legal provisions regarding the child's 
voice in child protective proceedings around the world, conducted by Yale 
researchers in 2005, with initial observations; and fourth, suggests areas for 
further study now that an overview of world legal provisions on this issue is 
available. 

§ 2B-2 International Developments in Children's Right To Be Heard in 
Child Protective Proceedings 

[a] Introduction 

This section introduces the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the four 
regional agreements related to the rights of the child to be heard in child protective 
proceedings. These legal provisions are unanimous in their support of children's 
rights to express themselves freely in these proceedings. 

[b] Convention on the Rights of' the Child 

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child broke records by 
gaining the greatest number of signatories on the day it opened for signature, by 
proceeding to garner more ratifications than any other human rights treaty, and 
then by being implemented more quickly than any other human rights treaty.2 

Drafted over a period of ten years in a process involving representatives of over 
seventy countries, including the United States,3 the Convention was adopted 

Susan Kilbourne, Opposition to U.S. Ratification of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of 
the Child: Responses to the Parental Rights Arguments, 4 LoY. PovERTY L.J. 55, 57 (1998); John 
Quigley, U.S. Ratification of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, 22 ST. LoUis U. Pus. L. REv. 
401 (2003) available at http://moritzlaw.osu.edu/jfc/staff/quigleyratification.pdf. 

2 CHILDREN'S RIGHTS IN AMERICA, at ii (Cynthia Price Cohen & Howard A. Davidson eds., 1990). 
3 President of the Third Committee, Adoption of a Convention on the Rights of the Child: Report 

of the Third Committee, <J[ 10-12, delivered to the General Assembly, U.N. Doc. A/44/736 (Nov. 17, 
1989) available at http://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N89/292/45/img/ 
N8929245.pdf. 
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unanimously by the U.N. General Assembly on November 20, 1989.4 After its 
ratification by twenty states, the CRC entered into force on September 2, 1990. 
Every United Nations member has signed the CRC, and 192 countries have 
ratified it. To date, the only countries that have not ratified the CRC are Somalia 
and the United States.5 

The Convention addresses a wide range of issues affecting the lives of children 
and offers a comprehensive framework for children's rights. The CRC explicitly 
describes three types of rights that children have, sometimes referred to as the 
"three P's": provision, protection, and participation. The provision category 
includes the provisions of things and services such as a name, nationality, 
healthcare and education. 6 The protection rights include protection from acts such 
as exploitation, arbitrary detention and unwarranted removal from parental care. 7 

Finally, the participation category includes the child's right to participation in all 
decision-making processes and all community systems that affect the child's life. 8 

The CRC consists of a preamble, forty-one substantive articles and thirteen 
procedure and implementation articles. The entire text of the Convention can be 
found at http://www.unhchr.ch/htm1/menu2/6/crc/treaties/crc.htm. The Conven
tion requires countries to report to the Committee on the Rights of the Child 
regarding its implementation of the Convention within two years of ratification 
and every five years thereafter. 

The sections of the CRC generally relating to representation of children and 
child protective proceedings include: The Preamble; Article 3, discussing the best 
interests of the child and parental rights; Articles 5 and 7, discussing the rights and 
duties of parents; Article 9, discussing abuse and neglect cases specifically; Article 
12, discussing the right of the child to be heard in matters affecting her; Article 18, 
discussing parents' responsibilities for their children; and Article 19, discussing 
state parties' rules in protecting children from abuse. The CRC itself provides for 
implementation of its provisions to take place pursuant to Article 4: 

[S]tate parties shall undertake all appropriate legislative, administrative 
and other measures for the implementation of the rights recognized in the 

4 FACT SHEET No. 10 (REv. 1), THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD 1, (Office of the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Human Rights 2004) available at http://www.ohchr.org/english/about/ 
publications/docs/fs 1 0.htm. 

5 For a listing of all countries that have signed and/or ratified the Convention, see Office of the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, 11. Convention on the Rights of the Child, 
20 November 1989, Dec. 13, 2005, http://www.ohchr.org/english/ countries/ratification/11.htm. 

6 BEVERLY C. EDMONDS & WILLIAM R. FERNEKES, CHILDRE 's RIGHTS: A REFERENCE HANDBOOK 10 
(ABC-CLIO 2002). 

7 Id. 
8 Id. 
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present convention. With regard to economic, social and cultural rights, 
state parties shall undertake such measures to the maximum extent of 
their available resources, and where needed, within the framework of 
international cooperation. 9 

Taken together, the provisions of the Convention require nations to protect 
children from abuse, 10 to set up child welfare systems for adjudicating abuse and 
neglect cases, 11 to endow parents with rights, duties and responsibilities with 
respect to their children, 12 and to provide, through Article 3, that "[i]n all actions 
concerning children, whether undertaken by public or private social welfare 
institutions, courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative bodies, the best 
interests of the child shall be a primary consideration."13 More specifically, Article 
9 states that "States Parties shall ensure that a child shall not be separated from his 
or her parents against their will, except when competent authorities subject to 
judicial review determine, in accordance with applicable law and procedures, that 
such separation is necessary for the best interests of the child,"14 and Article 19 
states: 

States Parties shall take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social 
and educational measures to protect the child from all forms of physical 

9 Convention on the Rights of the Child, opened for signature Nov. 20, 1989, 1577 U.N.T.S. 3 
[hereinafter CRC]. 

10 See id. art. 19, January 26, 1990; id. art. 34 ("States Parties undertake to protect the child from 
all forms of sexual exploitation and sexual abuse."); see also id. art. 9 (offering abu e as an example 
of a situation in which a judicial authority may determine that separating a child from his or her 
parents against the child's will is justified). 

11 See id. art. 19(2) ("Such protective measure should, as appropriate, include effective 
procedures for the establishment . . . for identification, reporting, referral, investigation, treatment 
and follow-up of instances of child maltreatment described heretofore, and, as appropriate, for 
judicial involvement."). 

12 See id. art. 5 ("States Parties shall respect the responsibilities, rights and duties of parents . . . 
to provide, in a manner consistent with the evolving capacities of the child, appropriate direction and 
guidance in the exercise by the child of the rights recognized in the present Convention."); id. art. 
7(1) ("The child ... shall have ... as far as possible, the right to know and be cared for by his 
or her parents."); id. art. 9(1); id. art 14(2) ("States Parties shall respect the rights and duties of the 
parents . .. to provide direction to the child in the exercise of his or her right [to freedom of 
thought, conscience and religion] in a manner consistent with the evolving capacities of the child."); 
id. art. 18(1) ("Parents ... have the primary responsibility for the upbringing and development of 
the child" and must be concerned primarily with the child's best intere ts); id. art. 27(2) ("The 
parent(s) or others respon ible for the child have the primary re ponsibility to secure, within their 
abilities and financial capacities, the conditions of living nece ary for the child' development."); 
see also id. art. 10 (promoting the right of parents and children living in different states to reunify). 

13 Id. art. 3(1). 
14 Id. art. 9. 
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or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, 
maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse, while in the care of 
parent(s), legal guardian(s) or any other person who has the care of the 
child.15 
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Article 12 addresses the child's right to express her views, providing m 
subsection 1 that: 

States parties shall assure to the child who is capable of forming his or her 
own views the right to express those views freely in all matters affecting 
the child, the views of the child being given due weight in accordance 
with the age and maturity of the child. 16 

Article 12 subsection 2 provides: 

[F]or this purpose, the child shall in particular be provided the opportunity 
to be heard in any judicial and administrative proceedings affecting the 
child, either directly, or through a representative or an appropriate body, 
in a manner consistent with the procedural rules of national law. 17 

Article 12 on its face grants children the right to be heard, and potentially to be 
represented, in a vast number of proceedings beyond child protective proceedings. 
Importantly, Article 12 therefore focuses on the child or her representative's 
ability to express the child's subjective viewpoint and wishes, rather than on the 
child's best interests. 

The CRC does not require that a child be mature enough to express a 
considered view in order to trigger this section. The CRC requires only that a child 
be "capable" of forming his or her own views. It appears from the language of the 
CRC that even a three-year-old child, able to express a view ("I want to go 
home!'') has the right to express that view freely in all matters affecting her. The 
CRC does provide that the child's views are given due weight in accordance with 
the age and maturity of the child but appears to require that the child's views, 
whether or not honored, must be reported. 

Rather than requiring a representative, the CRC offers a representative as one 
of three possible vehicles through which a child's voice may be heard ("directly, 
through a representative, or an appropriate body"18). The CRC is also silent on the 
extent to which the child's views must be advocated for, as opposed to merely 
expressed. In addition, the Convention does not necessarily require that the child 

15 Id. art. 19. 
16 Id. art. 12(1). 
17 Id. art. 12(2). 

1s Id. 
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be a party to proceedings or that the child's representatives be a lawyer. 19 

[c] Regional Agreements and Policy Statements 

Four regional agreements currently buttress this international consensus that the 
child's voice be heard in child protective proceedings. While a bit of academic 
study of two of these agreements (the African Children's Charter and the 
European Convention on the Exercise of Children's Rights) has begun, two 
agreements are so new that we have had some trouble confirming their legal 
status. Our research into each is summarized below, along with information about 
other regional initiatives. 

[1] The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child 
(ACRWC)20 

African nations had relatively limited involvement in the long process of 
drafting the CRC. Only three African States sustained participation over time 
(Algeria, Morocco, and Senegal), though nine in total had participated by the final 
draft. By contrast, African states constitute 37% of the parties to the CRC. The 
first iteration of the Committee on the Rights of the Child included three African 
members (out of ten total). This Committee noted several concerns for children in 
Africa: widespread discrimination against girls, the absence of education, working 
children and child labor, juvenile offenders, and socioeconomic issues (including 
birth rates, health and welfare). 

Commentators have suggested that the idea of a separate African charter 
concerning the rights of children came from the need to address "certain 
peculiarly African problems," as well as discontent with CRC omissions.21 

Problems understood to be "peculiarly African" included apartheid, problems 
facing female children, internal displacement arising from internal conflicts, 
illiteracy and low levels of sanitary conditions, the African conception of the 
community's responsibilities and duties, child soldiers and military service, 
children in prison, and the role of the family in the child's upbringing. 

19 PATRICK GEARY, A CHJLD's RIGHT TO ExPREss10 U DER INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS ON THE RIGHTS 
OF CHILDREN ANDFRENCH NATIONAL LAW: WHERE DOES THIS LEAVE THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON THE 
EXERCISE OF CHILDREN'S RIGHTs? 10 (2005) http://www.law.yale.edu/rcw/rcw/jurisdictions/eurow/ 
france/frontpage.htm. 

20 See African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, opened for signature July 11, 
1990, OAU Doc. CAB/LEG/24.9/49 [hereinafter ACRWC], available at http://www.africa
union.org/Official_document /Treaties.Conventions.Protocols/ (last visited Jan. 11, 2006). 

21 Njoki S. Ndung'u, Gender and Regional Integration: The African Union, East African 
Community and Women's Rights, in FIDA, KE YA ANNUAL REPORT, at 57 (2002). 
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The African Charter, adopted by the Organisation of African Unity (OAU)22 in 
1990 and entered into force on November 19, 1999, was the "first regional treaty 
on the human rights of the child. "23 As of the writing of this chapter, of the 
fifty-three member states, thirty-nine have signed and thirty-seven have ratified 
the Charter. The ACRWC provided that first State Party reports were due to the 
African Committee on Experts on the Rights and Welfare of the Child in 2001 and 
then every three years thereafter. 24 

The Charter was drafted based on the CRC, but in some cases it provides 
greater protection than the Convention. The ACRWC grants rights and responsi
bilities relating to child welfare, as well as basic human rights (e.g., expression, 
association, freedom of thought, conscience and religion, and privacy), provi
sional rights (e.g., education, leisure, recreation and cultural activities, and health 
services), and protection rights (e.g., child labor, administration of juvenile 
justice, protection from sexual exploitation, and education on drug abuse). The 
Charter also defines the child as a person under twenty-one years of age regardless 
of the age of majority under domestic law. 

The ACRWC provides that parties ensure protections as stipulated by interna
tional instruments including the CRC, and also, in Article 1, that Member States 
"shall undertake the necessary steps ... to adopt such legislative or other 
measures as may be necessary to give effect to the provisions of the Charter."25 

Unlike the CRC, which provides in Article 4 that, with regard to economic, social 
and cultural rights, parties shall undertake measures "to the maximum extent of 
their available resources,"26 the African Charter contains no provision excusing 
countries that lack the resources from full compliance with the Convention. 

The ACRWC article central to the representation of children is Article 4 (2), 
providing: 

In all judicial or administrative proceedings affecting a child who is 
capable of communicating his or her own views, an opportunity shall be 

22 The OAU became the African Union (AU) in September of 1999. 
23 Amnesty Int'l, African Children 's Charter: A Welcome Step in Securing the Rights of Africa 's 

Children, AI Index IOR 63/06/99, Nov. 29, 1999 available at http://web.amnesty.org/library/Index/; 
a complete and current list of signatories and ratifiers of the African Charter can be found at: 
http://www.africa-union.org/Official_documents/Treaties_Conventions_Protocols/List/ 
AfricanCharter.pdf (last visited Dec. 11 , 2005). The most current link from the Africa Union site 
reports activity as of July 2005. A search through Google on November 23, 2005, did not reveal 
further developments after that date. 

24 As of December 2005, there are no reports yet online and we have found no evidence that 
reports have been submitted. 

25 ACRWC, art. 1. 
26 CRC, art. 4. 
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provided for the views of the child to be heard either directly or through 
an impartial representative as a party to the proceedings, and those views 
shall be taken into consideration by the relevant authority in accordance 
with the provisions of appropriate law. 27 

By its terms, the ACRWC's Article 4(2) differs from the CRC's Article 12 in its 
focus on the child who is "capable of communicating his or her own views,"28 in 
its exclusion of participation "through an appropriate body,"29 and its granting to 
children of party status in judicial proceedings. Article 7 reinforces children's 
right to express their viewpoints in proceedings, stating, "Every child who is 
capable of communicating his or her own views shall be assured the rights to 
express his opinions freely in all matters and to disseminate his opinions subject 
to such restrictions as are prescribed by laws."30 In Article 17 as well, the charter 
mandates that every child accused of violating a penal law "shall be afforded legal 
and other appropriate assistance in the preparation and presentation of his 
defence. "31 

At this point, it appears that the ACRCW is a widely adopted, broad-ranging 
regional convention that exceeds the mandates of the CRC. Its reporting 
requirements, however, have not begun to be implemented, despite the mandate 
that reporting begin in 2001. Consequently, even a preliminary assessment of the 
effect of the African Charter cannot be knowledgeably offered. 

[2] The European Convention on the Exercise of Children's Rights 
(ECECR)32 

The European Convention on the Exercise of Children's Rights was adopted by 
the Council of Europe in September 1995, opened for signature in January 1996 
and entered into force on July 1, 2000. The ECECR was first conceived in 1990, 
when the Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly asked the counsel of the 
Europe Committee of Ministers to draw up a legal instrument to supplement the 
CRC. 33 The purpose of the ECECR was to address "matters not already covered 

27 ACRWC, art. 4. ("[I]n all actions concerning the child undertaken by any person or authority 
the best interest of the child hall be the primary consideration.") 

28 Id. art. 4(2); the CRC's Article 12 stipulates that a child must be able to form her own view 
as opposed to being able to communicate them. 

29 CRC, art. 12. 
30 Id. art. 7. 
31 Id. art. 17, <J[2. 
32 See European Convention on the Exercise of Children's Rights, opened for signature Jan. 25, 

1996, CETS No.: 160, [hereinafter ECECR] available at http://conventions.coe.int/treaty/en/ 
Treaties/Html/160.htm. 

33 European Convention on the Exercise of Children's Rights Explanatory Report, ETS no. 60, 
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by the UN Convention."34 The ECECR has been signed by twenty-four out of the 
forty-five member states of the Council of Europe and ratified by ten states: 
Greece in 1997, Poland in 1997, Slovenia in 2000, the Czech Republic in 2001, 
Latvia in 2001, Germany in 2002, Turkey in 2002, Italy in 2003, the former 
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia in 2003, and Cyprus in 2005.35 The ECECR 
entered into force in 2000 following three states' expression of consent to be 
bound by its provisions. 

The European Convention seeks, "in the best interests of children, to promote 
their rights, to grant them procedural rights, and to facilitate the exercise of these 
rights by ensuring that children are, themselves or through other persons or 
bodies, informed and allowed to participate in proceedings affecting them before 
judicial authority. "36 The ECECR primarily addresses "family" proceedings 
affecting children that take place before judicial authorities, in other words, before 
courts or administrative authorities having judicial powers. 37 The ECECR applies 
to all children below the age of eighteen and provides in Article 1.4 that each state 
signing or ratifying the convention must choose "at least three categories of 
family cases before a judicial authority to which this Convention is to apply."38 In 
practice, ratifying states have used varying levels of generality in defining the 
categories to which the ECECR will apply. Germany, for example, specifies 
twenty-three categories of proceedings by statutory subsection, while other states 
apply the Convention generally to custody proceedings ( e.g., Greece and 
Latvia).39 

Article 10 is central to the ECECR's provisions. Provided that internal law 
deems the child to have "sufficient understanding," Article 10 requires a child's 
representative in a judicial proceeding not only to determine and present the 
child's views, but also to provide the child with "all relevant information" and 

<l[l , available at http://conventions.coe.int!freaty/en/Reports/HTML/160.htm (last visited Jan. 11, 
2006). 

34 Id. , <l[l. 
35 See Council of Europe, Signatories and Ratifiers of ECECR,http://conventions.coe.int/ 

treaty/Comrnun/ChercheSig.asp?NT=160&CM=l&DF=&CL=ENG> (last visited Jan. 11, 2006). 
36 ECECR, art. 1(2). 
37 European Convention on the Exercise of Children 's Rights Explanatory Report, ETS no. 60, 

<l[8 , available at http://conventions.coe.int!freaty/en/Reports/HTML/160.htm (last visited Jan. 11, 
2006). 

38 The explanatory report does not explain why the number three was chosen nor does it define 
"categories." 

39 The categories that many of the ratifying parties and the two non-ratifying signatories have 
specified are available at http://conventions.coe.int!freaty/EN/DeclareList.asp?NT=l60&CM=&DF 
(last visited Jan. 11, 2006). 
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explanations of the possible consequences of various courses of action. 40 

Subsection 2 provides that parties shall consider extending the provisions of 
paragraph 1 to the holders of parental responsibilities.41 

In addition, other articles in the ECECR relate to the representation of children. 
In reference to judicial proceedings, Article 3 grants three rights to children who 
are "considered by internal law as having sufficient understanding."42 These rights 
are the following: to receive all relevant information; to be consulted and express 
his or her views; and to be informed of the possible consequences of compliance 
with these views and the possible consequences of any decision.43 Article 4 grants 
a child involved in judicial proceedings the right to apply for a special 
representative, as opposed to having one appointed for her automatically. 
Furthermore, the right to apply for a representative is subject to two possible 
limitations: It applies only on occasions in which internal law precludes the 
holders of parental responsibilities from representing the child as a result of a 
conflict of interest, and states may limit this right "to children who are considered 
by internal law to have sufficient understanding."44 Article 9 empowers judicial 
authorities to appoint the special representatives that the children have a right to 
request pursuant to Article 4. Its second paragraph instructs parties to consider 
granting judicial authorities "in proceedings affecting a child . . . the power to 
appoint a separate representative, in appropriate cases a lawyer, to represent the 
child."45 These rights dovetail with the duties of the child's representative as set 
forth in Article 10. As defined by the ECECR, a "representative" need not be a 
lawyer. 46 Article 6 obligates judicial authorities to take the best interests and 

40 ECECR, art. 10(1) (lifting the requirements of Article 10(1) where such action would be 
"manifestly contrary to the be t interest of the child"). 

41 Id. The full text of Article 10 of the ECECR reads: 
1. In the case of proceedings before a judicial authority affecting a child the representative 

shall, unless this would be manifestly contrary to the best interests of the child: 
a. provide all relevant information to the child, if the child is considered by internal law 

as having sufficient understanding; 
b. provide explanations to the child if the child is con idered by internal law as having 

sufficient understanding, concerning the possible consequences of compliance with 
his or her views and the possible consequence of any action by the repre entative; 

c. determine the views of the child and present these views to the judicial authority. 
2. Parties shall consider extending the provisions of paragraph 1 to the holders of parental 

responsibilities. 
42 Id. art. 3. 

43 Id. 
44 Id. art. 4(2). 
45 Id. art. 10(2) (appearing to apply to proceedings even where there is no conflict of interest 

between parent and child). 
46 European Convention on the Exercise of Children's Rights Explanatory Report, ETS no. 60, 
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views of the child into account in reaching decisions, as well as setting forth 
several specific procedural requirements for imparting information to, and 
ascertaining the views of, the child. 47 

Finally, the ECECR contains several other provisions that suggest, but do not 
mandate, the expansion of the rights and duties noted in the CRC;48 these 
provisions serve at least to prevent parties from using the ECECR to limit rights 
and duties that other legal documents may create to promote children's rights.49 

Thus, the ECECR focuses on children "considered by internal law as having 
sufficient understanding" and specifically provides the right to apply for appoint
ment of a special representative, the right to counseling and information on 
proceedings, the right to have their views presented to the judicial authority, and 
a list of at least three proceedings in which these rights will attach.50 

While the academic literature on the ECECR remains sparse, the few 

Cf[25, available at http://conventions.coe.int/freaty/en/Reports/HTML/160.htm (last visited Jan. 11, 
2006). ECECR Article 2(c) defines a "representative" as "a person, such as a lawyer, or a body 
appointed to act before a judicial authority on behalf of a child." Note that paragraph 26 of the 
Explanatory Report allows parents to be considered representatives when they have been 
specifically appointed to act. Presumably, a special "representative," the term used in Article 4 but 
not specifically defined in the Convention, may be a category of representative that excludes parents 
as an option. 

47 ECECR, art. 6. Article 6 requires the judicial authority to: 
1. Ensure that the child has received all relevant information; 
2. Consult the child in person, if necessary privately, itself or through other persons or bodies, 

in a manner appropriate to his or her understanding, unless this would be manifestly contrary 
to the best interest of the child; 

3. Allow the child to express his or her own views. 
48 Id. art. 5. Article 5 notes that: 

Parties shall consider granting children additional procedural rights in relation to proceedings 
before a judicial authority affecting them, in particular: 

a. the right to apply to be assisted by an appropriate person of their choice in order to help them 
express their views; 

b. the right to apply themselves, or through other persons or bodies, for the appointment of a 
separate representative, in appropriate cases a lawyer; 

c. the right to appoint their own representative; 
d. the right to exercise some or all of the rights of parties to such proceedings. 

49 Id. art. 15. ("This convention shall not restrict the application of any other international 
instrument which deals with specific issues arising in the context of the protection of children and 
families, and to which a Party to this Convention is, or becomes, a Party."); id. art. 1(6) ("Nothing 
in this Convention shall prevent Parties from applying rules more favourable to the promotion and 
the exercise of children's rights."). The ECECR has nevertheless been criticized for narrowing 
procedural rights of article 12 of the CRC. See Caroline Sawyer, One Step Forward, Two Steps 
Back: The European Convention on the Exercise of Children's Rights, 11 CHlLo & FAM. L.Q. 151, 
154 (1999). 

so ECECR, art. 10. 
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commentators to date agree that so far it has had limited effect and appears to have 
a weak future. Patrick Geary, one of the Yale researchers, concluded: 

It would seem ... that the ECECR has been largely forgotten. The 
Convention remains unsigned by nearly half of the European states, and 
unratified by far more. It has received scarce attention in the literature and 
sparked little debate or interest in the field. Overall, it is safe to say that 
the ECECR has not yet attained even a fraction of the CRC's success, and 
promises only to gather dust in the upcoming years as priorities in the 
field of children's rights shift elsewhere . 

Even were the ECECR to apply universally, however, its provisions offer 
little strength. The ECECR offers children effectively only three 
rights-to be informed, to express their views, and to apply for a special 
representative. Taken together, these may meet, but hardly go beyond 
those rights already granted under the CRC. Moreover, these rights are 
limited to children "of sufficient understanding" as determined entirely by 
the vagaries of internal law. With no guidelines, "the convention opens a 
broad space for conflicting interpretations which may impede the effec
tive implementation of the convention" as "most member states' legisla
tions do not contain precise definitions of this concept."51 

[3] SAARC (South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation) Con
vention on Regional Arrangements for the Promotion of Child 
Welfare in South Asia 

The South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) was estab
lished in 1985, as a cooperative association with the mission of fostering 
cooperation between its eight South Asian member nations and two observing 
nations. 52 The SAARC's primary avenue for promoting the well-being of its 
member nations is the pursuit of gains from coordination. These efforts include 
promoting trade and economic interaction among the states, protecting the 
environment, and promoting close cooperation of legal communities. 

51 PATRICK GEARY, A Cmw's RIGHT TO EXPRESSION UNDER lNTERNAT!ONAL CONVENTIONS ON THE RIGHTS 
OF CHILDREN AND FRENCH NATIONAL LAw: WHERE DoEs Tms LEAVE THE EuROPEAN CoNVENTION ON THE 
EXERCISE OF CHILDREN'S RIGHTS? 23-24 (2005). Quoting from Opinion on the Draft European 
Convention on the Exercise of Children's Rights: Report, COE Doc. 7720, Rapporteur: Mrs. Jaani, 
Estonia (Mar. 30, 1995), at http://a sembly .coe.int/Docurnent /W orkingDocs/ doc95/ 
EDOC7270.htm (last visited Dec. 11, 2005); and Sawyer. Geary's pessimism about the ECECR is 
shared by other commentators. See Sawyer, supra. 

52 Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka were the seven original 
members. At the November 2005 summit in Dhaka, Afghani tan was admitted as a full member, and 
Japan and China as observers. 
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SAARC's summit declarations, including the Convention on Regional Arrange
ments for the Promotion of Child Welfare in South Asia (the "Child Welfare 
Convention"), are a call for action to promote the realization of the rights of the 
child. 53 The Child Welfare Convention requires that state parties have appropriate 
institutions in place to "ensure that their national laws protect the child from any 
form of discrimination, abuse, neglect, exploitation, torture or degrading treat
ment, trafficking and violence."54 Article IV, Section 4, provides: 

Recognising the evolving capacities of the child, States Parties shall 
encourage and support administrative and judicial institutions to arrange 
for suitable mechanisms at appropriate levels and in accordance with 
local customs and traditions, to provide opportunities and access for the 
child to: 

a) Seek and receive information 

b) Express views, directly or through a representative, and receive due 
weight and consideration for them, in accordance with age and maturity, 
in all matters affecting them 

c) Participate fully and without hindrance or discrimination in the school, 
family and community life. 55 

Afghanistan, China and Japan, not SAARC members at the time of the 
Convention's genesis, are not currently parties to the Convention. 

The Child Welfare Convention entered into force on November 15, 2005, 
following Nepal's ratification; Article XII provides that it will enter into force "on 
the fifteenth day following the date of deposit of the Seventh Instrument of 
Ratification with the Secretary General of [SAARC]."56 Our research has relied 
largely on Internet resources, and no scholarly materials could be identified 
discussing the genesis or import of the SAARC Child Welfare Convention. Much 
of the discussion of the Child Welfare Convention takes place in the context of 
another SAARC convention (the SAARC Convention on Preventing and Com
bating Trafficking in Women and Children for Prostitution), and it would appear 
that the final parties to ratify the Child Welfare Convention (Nepal and India), did 
so in the context of ratifying the Child Trafficking Convention. It remains to be 

53 Rebecca Rios-Kohn, The Convention on the Rights of the Child: Progress and Challenges, 5 
GEO. J. ON FIGHTING POVERTY 139, 149 (1998). 

54 Convention on Regional Arrangements for the Promotion of Child Welfare in South Asia, 
SAARC, art. IV (3)(a), opened for signature Jan. 5, 2002, at http://www.saarc-sec.org/old/freepubs/ 
conv-children.pdf. 

55 Id. art. IV(4). 
56 Id, art. XII. 
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seen what independent impact the Child Welfare Convention, now ratified, will 
have in the ratifying states.57 

[4] Second Arab Plan of Action on the Child58 

The League of Arab States ' "Second Arab Plan of Action on the Child" was 
agreed upon in January 2004.59 The Plan calls for member states60 to draft 
national plans of action on child rights that are to be "realistic and specific," with 
"definite agendas."61 The Plan provides General Principles for these agendas, the 
guidelines being drawn from a pool of international, regional, and native 
Arab-League agreements and initiatives.62 The Plan makes specific reference to 
certain such sources, including a call for member states to deploy national 
legislation guaranteeing the rights of the child, "in keeping with the general 
principles of the U.N. Convention the Rights of the Child."63 

The first general principle calls for national plans to align with the set of basic 
principles in the CRC, including, particularly "those regarding . . . respect of the 
opinions of the child."64 Most relevant to Article 12 of the CRC is Guideline 4.2 
(c)(8), urging member states to "upgrad[e] the judicial legal system with regard to 
children victims of all forms of maltreatment ... , allocating legal rooms and 
sections to listen to children and hear their evidence, and seeking the help of social 

57 M. Morshed Khan, Foreign Minister, Bangladesh, Press Statement after conclusion of the 26th 
Session of the SAARC Council of Ministers (Nov. 11 , 2005) available at http://www.mofa.gov.bd/ 
13 aarcsummit/pres _release.htm. 

58 Special thanks to researcher Zoe Klugman who first discovered this regional agreement late 
in our research. 

59 See Second Arab Plan of Action on the Child, League of Arab States, Jan. 2004, available at 
http://www.arableagueonline.org/arableague/picture_gallery/ econdarabplan.pdf. 

60 Member states of the Arab League are: Algeria, Bahrain, Comoros, Djibouti, Egypt, Iraq, 
Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Oman, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, 
Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, United Arab Emirate , and Yemen. 

61 Article VII of the Charter of the Arab League mandate that all resolutions adopted by the 
Arab League Council be binding upon assenting member tates. States are provided the latitude to 
enforce the council ' s decision according to their respective laws. The resolution adopting the Second 
Arab Plan of Action for Children was assented to unanimously. 

62 These animating source include the Arab Framework for the Rights of the Child; the Arab 
Charter on the Rights of the Child; the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child; the First Plan 
of Action on the Child; the Cairo Declaration on joint Arab Action Mechanisms Adopted by the 
Second Arab High-Level Conference; the Arab Plan on Child Culture; the Arab Declaration on 
Family Rights; the recommendation of the Seventh, Eighth and Ninth Sessions of the Technical 
Consultative Committee on the Arab Child; and the new priorities approved at the 2002 Special 
Session of the U.N. General Assembly on Children in New York. 

63 Id. at 7. 
64 Id. at 8, § 1. 
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and psychological consultants in this regard."65 

The Plan calls for monitoring and evaluation of member states' progress 
towards the goals articulated in their respective national plans. The states are 
urged to develop their own national monitoring and assessment agencies, and to 
participate in monitoring and assessment on the League level. The Arab Report on 
the Conditions of the Child is issued annually, outlining "indicators of perfor
mance and achievement, and obstacles"66 with respect to the Plan's goals. 

Member states of the Arab League have already begun to implement the Plan 
on their respective national levels, at least in part, by creating National Plans of 
Action (NPAs) for Children. Jordan implemented an NPA in October 2004.6 7 

Jordan's NPA takes as its inspiration "the development goals spelled out in the UN 
'World Fit for Children' document and the Arab Plan of Action For Children."6 8 

Bahrain and Palestine also have NPAs.69 The strategic goals of Palestine's NPA 
with respect to child abuse are "protection of children victims of emotional, 
sexual, physical abuse," implementation of the "Child Law," and improving 
"family intervention programs."70 The NPA identifies, as one of the challenges to 
the implementation of its plan, a "weak legal framework," and it cites the need to 
"amend laws to be in accordance with the CRC."71 

In 2005, Syria began to develop a "national youth strategy," which "will be 
grounded within international commitments and declarations and will draw on the 
Arab Plan of Action for Children."72 The plan, which the government of Syria 
promises to develop "in strong partnership"73 with the youth, is intended to be a 
comprehensive initiative including considerations such as national economic 
growth. Drafting of the strategy is still in the preliminary stages, according to the 
Syrian Commission for Family Affairs. 

65 Id. 4th Guideline (2)(c)(8). 
66 Id. 5th Guideline (3). 
67 Press Release, UNICEF, "Jordan launches national plan of action for children" (Oct. 25, 2004) 

available at http://www.unicef.org/media/media_23864.htm1. 
68 Building Strong Families, RANIA AL-ABDULLAH, QUEEN OF JoRDAN http://www.queenrania.jo/ 

content/sectionPopup.aspx?. 
69 Committee on the Rights of the Child, Initial report of states parties due in 1994: Bahrain, <J[ 

48, U.N. Doc. CRC/C/11/Add.24 (July 23, 2001) available at http://www.unhchr.ch/tbs/doc.nsf.pdf; 
Secretariat of the National Plan of Action for Palestinian Children, Speech at "Urban Children and 
Youth in the MENA Region" Conference: Marginalization of Children in Palestine (May 2005) 
available at http://www.araburban.org/employee/menacpi/uploadfiles/W est_Bank_ -_ Gaza.pdf. 

70 Id. at 7. 
71 Id. at 11. 
72 United Nations Country Team in Syria, Syrian Arab Republic: Common Country Assessment 

2005, at 45 http://www.un.org.sy/html/CCA_Syria_2005.pdf. 

73 Id. 
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There is also progress towards implementation on the international and regional 
levels. The Arab League commissioned UNICEF to study, and draft a report on, 
the situation of children in the Arab world. The Arab League requested the report, 
titled "An Arab World Fit for Children," to include commentary on specific areas 
of focus for improvement, in light of the goals of the Arab Plan of Action for 
Children. UNICEF's focus was the "progress achieved and pending challenges 
facing the children and young people living in Arab countries."74 The report did 
not highlight child protective proceedings as an area requiring particular attention; 
however, it did briefly mention the mandate of Article 12, among many others, in 
a review of state responsibilities. Further information about the implementation of 
the Arab Plan continues to become available as states, and the Arab League, make 
significant public progress towards meeting their responsibilities under the Plan. 

[d] Other International Instruments Relevant to the Child's Right to Be 
Heard75 

One other international instrument addresse representation of children. Coun
cil of Europe Recommendation 1286 ( 1996) on a European strategy for children 
offers a general statement of recommended principles. Section 8 of the Recom
mendation urges member states to "enable the views of children to be heard in all 
decision making that affects them, and enable them to participate actively, 
responsibly, and in a manner appropriate to their capacity, at all levels of 
society-in the family, in local communities in schools and in other institutions, 
and judicial hearings and national government."76 

[ e] Conclusion 

In addition to the international consensus represented by the CRC, four regional 
conventions protecting and expanding the child's opportunity to be heard have 
recently entered into force. While all of them strongly support the expression of 
the child's views in child protective proceedings, there is no indication that 
implementation of these portions of the agreements has begun in earnest. Still, the 
regional conventions confirm the international consensus that children have the 
right to express their views. 

74 Press Release, United Nations, "Arab world make much progress in child welfare but still has 
way to go- UN" (Apr. 11, 2005) available at http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp. 

75 A number of other instrument discu the administration of juvenile justice involving 
delinquency matters. The Beijing rule from 1985 are known as the United Nations standard and 
minimum rules for the administration of juvenile justice. The European Convention on Human 
Rights allows juvenile proceedings in camera. 

76 Eur. Parl. Ass., Recommendation No. 1286 on a European Strategy for Children, § 8, 4th 
Sitting, Doc. 7436, 7473 (Jan. 24, 1996) available at http://assembly.coe.int/Main.asp?link=http:// 
assembly .coe.int/htm. 
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§ 2B-3 Current Practices in International Jurisdictions on Children's 
Right to be Heard in Child Protective Proceedings: A Snapshot in 
2005 

[a] Survey Results 

Between June 2004 and December 2005, researchers at the Yale Law School 
undertook individual investigations of the child's opportunity to be heard in child 
protective proceedings in each of the 194 countries that have signed the CRC. 
With the ongoing help of the staff of the Lillian Goldman Law Library, the 
researchers, primarily Yale Law students, followed a systematic research path 
exploring available comparative law resources and seeking the texts of laws for 
each jurisdiction. 77 The researchers then exhausted print and Internet resources 
relating to the legal provisions on this topic, frequently relying upon interlibrary 
loans, contacts with foreign librarians, and contacts made through promising 
websites. In addition, each researcher, for each country, then sought a knowledge
able contact person to seek to confirm the results of our research. 

The results of this research are compiled at www.law.yale.edu/rcw. Each nation 
has a front page summarizing and analyzing the legal provisions found, excerpting 
the relevant provisions concerning the child's opportunity to be heard in these 
proceedings, linking to relevant websites and, where possible, attaching copies of 
the laws in downloadable form. The researchers employed translators to make the 
texts of the laws available in unofficial translations into English and the official 
country language, where official translations were not available. In addition, a 
Microsoft Excel chart containing a precis about each country's practice appears at 
www.law.yale.edu/rcw/research_summary. That chart also appears in print form 
in Appendix B. 

The many, many people who extended themselves for our project are thanked 
in the acknowledgements of this book and the acknowledgements for the research 
website. The research took place in the context of abundance: enthusiastic talented 
researchers working with world-class Internet and print resources. The generous 
support of the Yale Law School and Yale University libraries and information 
technology services gave our researchers maximum exposure to available 
materials. The researchers and I were thus surprised to find that the comparative 
research remained, to the end, much more difficult than anticipated, and in some 
cases impossible or inconclusive despite our best efforts. For sixteen jurisdictions, 
we were unable to find the text of laws that applied to child protective 
proceedings, even for some countries for which we had reliable information that 
these laws existed and governed in the country. We remain puzzled by this lack 

77 This research path is described, with links to Internet resources, at http://www.law.yale.edu/ 
rcw/resources. 
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of transparency despite the resources we were able to bring to bear. 

Second, in over three dozen countries, we were unable to successfully interview 
a knowledgeable contact person in the jurisdiction. In some cases, this was 
because child protective proceedings and provisions for the child's expression did 
not exist in the jurisdiction. In many of those cases, it was difficult to find someone 
knowledgeable enough, interested enough, or available enough to be able to 
confirm for us this apparent void. In other cases, we were able to identify possible 
contact people but were unable successfully to interview them. We knew from the 
start that the perfect contact person, by definition, would be a hard person to 
reach: A professional who dedicated all of his daily energies to the pursuit of the 
goals of our research- the expression of children's voices in these proceedings. 
We did our best to connect with these extremely busy professionals, whose work 
we hope to support by this research, and in a large number of cases, we were able 
to confirm our results in a jurisdiction with a local expert. Many also reviewed our 
website pages for their jurisdiction to confirm that we had synthesized our 
understanding of their jurisdiction correctly. 78 However, our inability to account 
for the state of child representation in all the jurisdictions was, in a way, one of 
the surprising findings of the survey. This limitation confirmed other essential 
findings: Progress in child expression in legal proceedings remains at its 
beginning; where children's voices are heard, resources remain extremely scarce; 
and knowledgeable professionals in the jurisdictions must, daily and carefully, 
triage their time and effort in order to manage their substantial responsibilities. 

[b] Chart 

Although the materials gathered for the website were just being finalized as this 
book was completed, some preliminary conclusions can now be drawn. The 
following chart divides the nations into six categories based on the provisions of 
their national law: 

I Countries in which the child is heard "directly" or through a mode not 
specified 

II Countries in which the child is heard through a representative 

III Countries in which the child is heard through a body 

IV Countries in which there appear to be no provisions for a child to be 
heard in child protective proceedings 

V Countries in which there appear to be no child protective proceedings 

78 Contact people who did give generously of their time in answering our questions and 
reviewing our pages are in most cases li ted on countrie ' pages at www.law.yale.edu/rcw. 
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* Countries for which little or no legal information could be found 

We classified jurisdictions based solely on the text of legislation; the classifi
cation of a country often does not reflect the actual practice in that country due to 
a lack of implementation. Furthermore, countries in which informal protective 
proceedings take place were classified as legal model V, because the proceedings 
are uncodified. Jurisdictions for which we found enough information to make an 
educated guess at the type of model used, but not enough evidence to be certain, 
were listed with a question mark (i.e., model I? or Azerbaijan?). For example, we 
found that children in protective proceedings in Portugal are appointed "special 
curators," but curators are not explicitly charged with transmitting children's 
views (i.e., model II?). Or, after exhaustively searching the relevant laws of Niue, 
we found no indication of the existence of protective proceedings but were unable 
to confirm the lack of proceedings in other documents or through contacts (i.e. 
model V?). 

Jurisdictions were further classified based upon the level of obligation 
mandated by law. That which the law requires is the mandatory model, and that 
which the law states that authorities may do is the discretionary model. Moreover, 
in many jurisdictions, legislation either offers more than one option or mandates 
multiple models (based on age, for example). Thus, many jurisdictions are listed 
under several models. 79 

79 In the chart supplied in Appendix B, those jurisdictions in which children may choose which 
model to use are indicated with "or" (e.g. , I or II), and those in which multiple models are mandated 
are indicated with "and" (e.g. , I and II). 
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Legend: 

REGION (Number of Confirmed Countries+ Number of Que tioned Countries?ffotal Number 
of Countries in Region) 

Subregion 1 (3+1 ?ffotal Number of Countries in Subregion 1) 
Country 
Country 
Country 
Country? 

Subregion 2 (2/fotal Number of Countrie in Subregion 2) 
Country 
Country 

Legal Model Model Mandatory Model Discretionary 
AFRICA (2/53) 

Eastern Africa (1/17) 
AFRICA (10+3?/53) Ethiopia 

Eastern Africa (5+ 1 ?/17) Western Africa (1/16) 
Djibouti Togo 
Kenya AMERICAS (3+1 ?/35) 

Madagascar Caribbean (1 + 1? /13) 
Malawi Dominican Republic 
Rwanda Dominica? 
Burundi? Central America (1/8) 

Northern Africa (l + 1 ?/6) Belize 
Tunisia South America (1/12) 

Algeria? Chile 
Western Africa (4+1 ?/16) ASIA (3+3?/47) 

Cape Verde Eastern Asia (1/5) 
Cote d' Ivoire Mongolia 

Ghana Southeastern Asia (1/11) 

I Mali India 

Direct Hearing Benin? Southern Asia (2? /9) 
AMERICAS (18+3?/35) Bangladesh? 

Caribbean (3+2?/13) Pakistan? 
Jamaica Western Asia (1 + 1 ?/17) 

Saint Vincent and the Grena- Israel 
dines Georgia? 

Trinidad and Tobago EUROPE (8/43) 
Antigua and Barbuda? Eastern Europe (1/10) 
Dominican Republic? Poland 
Central America (7 /8) Northern Europe (1/10) 

Costa Rica Latvia 
El Salvador Southern Europe ( 4/14) 
Guatemala Albania 
Honduras Greece 
Mexico Portugal 

Nicaragua Spain 
Panama Western Europe (2/9) 

Monaco 
Netherlands 
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Legal Model Model Mandatory Model Discretionary 
South America (8+ 1 ?/12) 

Bolivia 
Colombia 
Ecuador 

Peru 
Paraguay 
Suriname 
Uruguay 

Venezuela 
Brazil? 

ASIA (8+3?/47) 
Central Asia (3/5) 

Kazakhstan 
Kyrgyzstan 
Uzbekistan 

Southeastern Asia (1 + 1 ?/11) 
Viet Nam 
Myanmar? 

Southern Asia (1/9) 
Indonesia 

I Western Asia (3+2?/17) 
Direct Hearing Armenia 

Azerbaijan 
Turkey 
Cyprus? 
Georgia? 

EUROPE (23/43) 
Eastern Europe (6/10) 

Bulgaria 
Hungary 
Romania 
Russia 

Slovakia 
Ukraine 

Northern Europe (7 /10) 
Denmark 
Finland 
Iceland 
Latvia 

Lithuania 
Norway 
Sweden 
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Legal Model Model Mandatory Model Discretionary 
Southern Europe (2/14) 

Croatia 
Slovenia 

Western Europe (8/9) 
Austria 

Belgium 
France 

Germany 
Liechtenstein 
Luxembourg 

I Netherlands 
Direct Hearing Switzerland 

OCEANIA (3+ 1? /16) 
Australia and New Zealand 

(1/2) 
Australia 

Melanesia (1 ?/4) 
Papua New Guinea? 

Micronesia (1/5) 
Nauru 

Polynesia ( 1/5) 
Tonga 
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Legal Model Model Mandatory Model Discretionary 
AFRICA (2+4?/53) 

Eastern Africa (1 + 1 ?/17) 
Rwanda 
Uganda? 

Middle Africa (1 ?/9) 
Chad? 

Southern Africa (1 ?/5) 
South Africa? 

Western Africa ( 1 + 1? /16) 
Niger 

Senegal? 
AMERICAS (8+3?/35) 
Central America ( 4/8) 

El Salvador 
Guatemala 
Honduras 
Nicaragua 

North America (2/2) 
Canada 

United States of America 
II South America (2+3?/12) 

Through a Rep- Brazil 
resentative Colombia 

Bolivia? 
Peru? 

Uruguay? 
ASIA (1+1?/47) 

Eastern Asia (1 ?/5) 
Mongolia? 

Southeastern Asia (1/11) 
Myanmar 

EUROPE (12+5?/43) 
Eastern Europe (3/10) 

Czech Republic 
Hungary 
Slovakia 

Northern Europe (5+ 1 ?/10) 
Estonia 
Latvia 

Norway 
Sweden 

United Kingdom 
Denmark? 
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--
Legal Model Model Mandatory Model Discretionary 

AFRICA (3?/53) 
Eastern Africa (1 ?/17) ' 

Kenya? 
Western Africa (2?/16) 

Cote d'Ivoire? 
Ghana? 

AMERICAS (6+6?/35) 
Caribbean (2+ 1 ?/13) 

Jamaica 
Saint Vincent and the Grena-

dines 
Trinidad and Tobago? 
Central America (1/8) 

Panama 
South America (1 + 1? /12) 

Venezuela 
Southern Europe (4+2?/14) Peru? 

Bosnia and Herzegovina ASIA (1 +2?/47) 
Greece Southeastern Asia (1/11) 

Serbia and Montenegro Thailand 
Spain Western Asia (2?/17) 

Malta? Israel? 
II Portugal? Turkey? 

Through a Rep- Western Europe (2?/9) EUROPE (7+6?/43) 
resentative Belgium? Eastern Europe (2+ 1 ?/10) 

Switzerland? Poland 
OCEANIA (2/16) Ukraine 

Australia and New Zealand Romania? 
Polynesia (1/15) Northern Europe (3+3?/10) 

Tonga Latvia 
Lithuania 
Norway 
Finland? 
Ireland? 
Iceland? 

Southern Europe (1/14) 
Slovenia 

Western Europe (1 +2?/9) 
France 

Liechtenstein? 
Germany? 

OCEANIA (l+l ?/16) 
Australia and New Zealand 

(1/2) 
Australia 

Micronesia (1 ?/5) 
Nauru? 
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Legal Model Model Mandatory Model Discretionary 
AMERICAS (2+1 ?/35) 

Central America (2+ 1 ?/8) 
Costa Rica 
Nicaragua 

Belize? 
ASIA (5?/47) 

Central Asia (3? /5) ASIA (1 ?/47) 
Kazakhstan? Western Asia (l ?/17) 
Kyrgyzstan? Turkey? 
Uzbekistan? EUROPE (3+ 1 ?/43) 

Western Asia (2? /17) Eastern Europe ( 1/10) 
III Azerbaijan? Ukraine 

Through a Body Cyprus? Northern Europe (1/10) 
EUROPE (2+4?/43) Latvia 

Eastern Europe ( 1? /10) Southern Europe (1 + 1 ?/14) 
Republic of Moldova? Serbia and Montenegro 

Northern Europe (2/10) The Former Yugoslav Republic 
Ireland of Macedonia? 
Latvia 

Southern Europe (l ?/14) 
San Marino? 

Western Europe (2?/9) 
Austria? 

Liechtenstein? 
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Legal Model Model Mandatory Model Discretionary 
AFRICA (15+6?/53) 

Eastern Africa (5+ 1 ?/17) 
Djibouti 
Ethiopia 
Malawi 

Mauritius 
Mozambique 
Zimbabwe? 

Middle Africa (4+1 ?/9) 
Angola 

Cameroon 
Central African Republic 

Congo 
Sao Tome and Principe? 

Northern Africa (1 +2?/6) 
Algeria 

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya? 
Morocco? 

Southern Africa (1 + 1 ?/5) 
Lesotho 

Namibia? 
Western Africa ( 4+ 1? /16) 

Cape Verde 
IV Liberia 

Views Unrepre- Sierra Leone 
sented Togo 

Guinea? 
AMERICAS (7+4?/35) 

Caribbean (3+3?/13) 
Bahamas 
Dominica 

Haiti 
Cuba? 

Saint Kitts and Nevis? 
Saint Lucia? 

North America (1 + 1 ?/2) 
United States of America 

Canada? 
South America (3/12) 

Argentina 
Chile 

Guyana 
ASIA (16+ 1 ?/47) 
Central Asia (1/5) 

Tajikistan 
Eastern Asia (2/5) 

Japan 
Republic of Korea 
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Legal Model Model Mandatory Model Discretionary 
Southeastern Asia (5+ 1 ?/11) 

India 
Malaysia 

Philippines 
Singapore 
Thailand 

Brunei Darussalam? 
Southern Asia (519) 

Bangladesh 
Nepal 

Maldives 
Pakistan 

Sri Lanka 
Western Asia (3/17) 

Georgia 
Israel 
Jordan 

EUROPE (12+1 ?/43) 
Eastern Europe (3/10) 

Belarus 
Poland 

Romania 
IV Northern Europe (1/10) 

Views Unrepre- Iceland 
sented Southern Europe (4+1 ?/14) 

Albania 
Andorra 

Italy 
The Former Yugoslav Republic 

of Macedonia 
Malta? 

Western Europe ( 4/9) 
Germany 
Monaco 

Netherlands 
Switzerland 

OCEANIA (5/16) 
Australia and New Zealand 

(2/2) 
Australia 

New Zealand 
Melanesia (1/4) 

Fiji 
Micronesia (1/5) 

Palau 
Polynesia (1/5) 

Samoa 
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Legal Model Model Mandatory Model Discretionary 
AFRICA (15+6?/53) 

Eastern Africa (5+ 1 ?/17) 
Djibouti 
Ethiopia 
Malawi 

Mauritius 
Mozambique 
Zimbabwe? 

Middle Africa (4+1 ?/9) 
Angola 

Cameroon 
Central African Republic 

Congo 
Sao Tome and Principe? 

Northern Africa (1 +2?/6) 
Algeria 

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya? 
Morocco? 

Southern Africa (1 + 1 ?/5) ASIA (1 ?/47) 
Lesotho Western Asia (1 ?/17) 

Namibia? Turkey? 
Western Africa (4+1 ?/16) EUROPE (3+ 1 ?/43) 

Cape Verde Eastern Europe (1/10) 
IV Liberia Ukraine 

Views Unrepre- Sierra Leone Northern Europe (1110) 
sented Togo Latvia 

Guinea? Southern Europe (1 + 1 ?/14) AMERICAS (7+4?/35) Serbia and Montenegro Caribbean (3+3?/13) 
The Former Yugoslav Republic 

Bahamas of Macedonia? 
Dominica 

Haiti 
Cuba? 

Saint Kitts and Nevis? 
Saint Lucia? 

North America (1 + 1 ?/2) 
United States of America 

Canada? 
South America (3/12) 

Argentina 
Chile 

Guyana 
ASIA (16+1 ?/47) 
Central Asia ( 1/5) 

Tajikistan 
Eastern Asia (2/5) 

Japan 
Republic of Korea 
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Legal Model Model Mandatory Model Discretionary 
AFRICA (10+1 ?/53) 
Eastern Africa (3/17) 

Comoros 
Seychelles 

United Republic of Tanzania 
Middle Africa (l + 1 ?/9) 

Equatorial Guinea 
Gabon? 

Northern Africa (116) 
Egypt 

Southern Africa (2/5) 
Botswana 
Swaziland 

Western Africa (3/16) 
Burkina Faso 

Gambia 
Mauritania 

AMERICAS (1/35) 
Caribbean (1/13) 

Barbados 
ASIA (10+3?/47) 

Southeastern Asia (3/11) 
Cambodia 

Lao People's Democratic Re-
V public 

No Formal Pro- Timor-Leste 
tective Proceed- Southern Asia (4+1 ?/9) 

ings Afghanistan 
Bhutan 
Nepal 

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 
Iran (Islamic Republic of)? 

Western Asia (3+ 2? /17) 
Oman 

United Arab Emirates ' 

Yemen 
Bahrain? 

Iraq? 
EUROPE (1/43) 

Southern Europe ( 1/14) 
Holy See (Vatican City) 
OCEANIA (5+2?/16) 

Melanesia (2/4) 
Solomon Islands 

Vanuatu 
Micronesia (2+ 1 ?/5) 

Marshall Islands 
Micronesia (Federated States of) 

Kiribati? 
Polynesia (1+1 ?/5) 

Tuvalu 
Niue? 
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Legal Model Model Mandatory Model Discretionary 
AFRICA (6/53) 

Eastern Africa (2/17) 
Eritrea 

Somalia 
Middle Africa (l/9) 

Democratic Republic of Congo 
Northern Africa (l/6) 

Sudan 
Western Africa (2/16) 

Guinea-Bissau 
Nigeria 

AMERICAS (1/35) 
Caribbean (1/13) 

* Grenada 

Research Incon- ASIA (8/47) 
Central Asia ( 1/5) elusive Turkmenistan 
Eastern Asia (2/5) 

Democratic People's Republic 
of Korea 

China 
Western Asia (5/17) 

Kuwait 
Lebanon 

Qatar 
Saudi Arabia 

Syrian Arab Republic 
OCEANIA (1/16) 

Polynesia (l/5) 
Cook Islands 

[c] Initial Findings 

In summary, here are the initial findings from the international research 
completed as of December 2005: 

1. Breakdown by country and percentage of children under the age of fifteen 
worldwide: 

a. About seventy-two United Nations member nations representing 
about 24.4% of children worldwide fell into the category of child 
heard directly. 

b. About thirty-eight countries, constituting 14.4% of the worldwide 
population of children under fifteen, provide for children to be 
heard in child protective proceedings through a representative. 

c. An estimated fourteen member states, corresponding to roughly 
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1.3% of the number of children under fifteen worldwide, provide 
for children to be heard through a body. 

d. Approximately sixty-seven countries, comprising about 44.2% of 
the population under the age of fifteen worldwide, do not provide 
for children's voices to be heard, even though child protective 
proceedings do exist. 

e. About thirty-two countries, representing an approximate 6.4% of 
the children under fifteen worldwide, appear to have no child 
protective proceedings 

f. For sixteen jurisdictions, representing 22.7% of children under the 
age of fifteen worldwide, little or no information was available 
about the state of child protection. 

2. Roughly 35% of the jurisdictions surveyed (in which 44.2% of the 
world's children under age fifteen reside) do not have provisions for 
children to be heard in child protective proceedings, and slightly over 
59% of the countries (in which 73.3% of the worldwide population of 
children live) fell into the three categories of child protective proceedings 
with no provisions for children to be heard, no evidence of child 
protective proceedings, or little or no information available. 

3. Additionally, some regional observations can be made:80 

a. About eleven out of fifty-three African countries have no child 
protective systems. 

b. About thirteen out of thirty-seven countries with Islamic Law 
influences have no child protective systems. 

c. Many of the South American countries have passed omnibus 
legislation implementing all of their duties under the CRC at 
once.81 

d. Many Caribbean countries have nearly identical legislation, which 
often tracked the language of the CRC. 

e. Twenty-three out of forty-three European countries have provisions 
to hear the child directly rather than through a representative. 

80 I thank Will Bowen, Zoe Klugman and Vanita Shimpi for their invaluable observations about 
regional trends. 

81 MrcHAEL UMPIERRE, GIVING CHILDREN A VOICE IN BELIZE AND CosTA RrcA: CASE STUDIES ON THE 
APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 12 oF THE U.N. CoNVENTION ON THE RIGHTS oF THE Cmw (August 2005) at 
http://www.law.yale.edu/rcw/rcw/jurisdictions/amc/costarica/frontpage.htm. 
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f. About seven out of the sixteen U.N. member states in Oceania have 
a limited child protective system or no protective system, though 
many have put some provisions of the CRC into law. 

g. Roughly six out of fourteen former U.S.S.R. countries have 
legislation mandating the hearing of children through a body, the 
model most rarely employed. 

h. The Nordic countries, with the exception of Sweden (i.e., Denmark, 
Norway, Iceland, and Finland), all regard a child aged fifteen or 
over as a party to the proceedings. Consequently, that child's 
consent must be obtained for certain actions, and the State is 
obligated to provide the child with legal aid. Also, all have 
legislation that provides children over the age of twelve with the 
right to express an opinion in the proceedings. Sweden also 
differentiates between children over the age of fifteen and younger 
children, granting children aged fifteen and above the right to speak 
on their own behalf. 

§ 2B-4 Areas for Further Study 

[a] Further Study Exploring the International Results 

Those of us who participated in the 250-jurisdiction survey fervently hope that 
the materials we compiled will aid the study of many who value and wish to 
improve the quality of life of children all over the world. To that end, we hope and 
believe that there are actually an infinite number of areas of further study along 
those lines that this website information might aid. An initial look at the compiled 
materials suggests three large areas of follow-up: the absence of child protective 
systems and proceedings in many nations of the world, the obvious regional 
trends, and the prevalence of the "direct participation" rather than representational 
model for the hearing of children's voices in these proceedings. Also significant 
are the numerous regional trends that could be identified even in a first glance at 
comparative legal provisions. Areas for further study flow from all these findings, 
to wit: 

[1] The Absence of Child Protective Systems in a Substantial Number 
of Nations of the World 

Additional research could explore the extent to which child protective proceed
ings may be nascent in many of these countries. For instance, our research 
sporadically turned up information suggesting that mandated reporting statutes, or 
child maltreatment hotlines, exist in a number of jurisdictions that had yet to 
create full-fledged child protective proceedings. We located official announce
ments that ministries related to child protection were to be formed, but we were 
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unable to confirm that they currently exist. 

Conversely, while we included in Categories I, II and III all countries whose 
prevailing laws provided for child protective proceedings, in a number of cases we 
were unable to verify independently whether or not those laws were implemented. 
Despite these gaps in the current information, it appears uncontestable that much 
of the world remains at the beginning of the process of complying with the CRC 
and regional-agreements requirements that the state protect the child from 
maltreatment and provide proceedings in which the child can express her views 
freely. 

[2] Regional Variations in the Implementation of the Duty to Protect 
Children and the Child's Right to Be Heard in Child Protective 
Proceedings82 

Each of the regional observations provokes fascinating questions for follow-up: 

1. Is the disproportionate appearance of African States lacking provisions 
for the child's voice or child protective systems due to resources alone? 
How does it square with the strong commitment made by member states 
in the African Children's Charter? Is there a role for international 
assistance in these areas? How can the nations triage child protection 
against other extremely compelling needs faced by their children? 

2. Many of the same questions can be asked about the high proportion of 
countries with Islamic traditions in which few child protection develop
ments can be documented. In addition, the role of Shari' a law must be 
explored. Our preliminary investigation suggests that no inherent con
tradiction exists between the provisions of Shari' a law and the concept of 
child protection appearing in the CRC, and the Arab League's recent 
Second Arab Plan of Action also suggests an ongoing regional commit
ment to child protection and the child's right to be heard specifically. Are 
child protective systems few because of resource constraints, because 
informal religious resolution of child protection largely obviates their 
need, or for some other reason? 

3. In the absence of regional conventions, countries in Central America, 
South America, and the Caribbean have, with great uniformity, passed 
omnibus legislation incorporating duties under the CRC into domestic 
law. These omnibus statutes, of which Costa Rica's is a prominent 
example, provide a fertile area of study. For instance, in a paper that 
appears on the research website, one of our researchers, Michael 

82 I thank Vanita Shimpi, Will Bowen, and Zoe Klugman for their helpful observations, many 
included here, on the global survey data. 
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Umpierre, compares the implementation of the CRC in Belize and Costa 
Rica.83 

4. Many European countries have provisions to hear the child directly rather 
than through a representative. Does this have something to do with a less 
restrictive evidentiary law in the inquisitorial civil law tradition that 
permits children to be heard without having to be cross-examined by 
parental or agency counsel? 

5. Many of Oceania's countries have little or no child protective system, 
though many have inserted some provisions of the CRC into law. Are 
systems lacking due to resource constraints or some other factor? 

6. Many of the countries in the former U.S.S.R. provide for children to be 
heard through a body, the model most rarely employed internationally. Is 
this due to a fusion of governmental powers- judicial and 
administrative- that inheres in countries in transition from communism? 
Were these countries a major factor in pursuing this as one option in 
Article 12(2), especially given that the African Charter omits this mode 
of representation? 

7. What explains the uniformity among Nordic countries? 

[3] Are There Regional Trends To Be Discerned in Other Regions: 
Subregions of Europe and Asia? 

Though an initial examination of the data does not reveal significant similarities 
among other subregional jurisdictions in Europe or Asia, it is possible that our 
system of classification clouds resemblances. A closer analysis and comparison of 
the legal texts and procedures may reveal previously unseen similarities. 

[ 4] Prevalence of the Direct Participation Model in Addition to the 
Representational Model for Children's Voices To Be Heard in 
Judicial Proceedings 

While this project was originally conceived as an investigation into child 
representation worldwide, we quickly realized that less than half of children 
worldwide involved in these proceedings currently have, or are slated to have, 
their views expressed through a representative. It appears that scholars around the 
world interested in this subject could contribute greatly to understanding the 
question of children being heard directly in these proceedings, addressing 
important questions such as: 

83 
MICHAEL UMPIERRE, GIVING CHlLDREN A Vo1cE IN BELIZE AND CosTA RicA: CASE STUDIES oN THE 

APPLICATION OF ARTICLE 12 OF THE U.N. CONVENTJO ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHlLD (August 2005) at 

http://www.law.yale.edu/rcw/rcw/jurisdictions/amc/co tarica/frontpage.htm. 
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1. How are children to be made aware of their right to be heard freely, in the 
absence of representatives and, as they often are, separated from their parents? 

2. What procedures are required to create an environment in which a child can 
participate freely, without trauma or undue stress? 

3. What training do adjudicators, judges and other judicial personnel need to be 
able to interact with the children before them in developmentally appropriate 
ways? 

4. What special considerations should court personnel consider when child are 
to testify in proceedings? 

5. Should proceedings involving children be open to the public? 

6. Are children speaking for themselves afforded interpretation and translation 
services? 

The American scholarly literature provides ample starting material for these 
inquiries. 84 

[5] The Unexpected Difficulty of the Comparative Research 

Another area for further study was raised not about the findings of the surveys 
as much as the process of them. On the international side, my researchers and I 
experienced extreme difficulty simply finding the text of the laws despite the 
abundant resources of our outstanding law school library and excellent, imagina
tive researchers. It was clear to us by the end that we had embarked upon this 
research before this global systems of comparative law research was readily 
available even to researchers with substantial facility with Internet and interlibrary 
research. Additionally, as discussed above, we had unexpected difficulty in finding 
contact people throughout the world, and even in the United States. As a result of 
our difficulty in finding contacts, it was nearly impossible for us to discover to 
what extent laws were implemented in many jurisdictions. If this research is 
continued, one logical starting place would be to resume the search for contact 
people in those jurisdictions in which we were unable, despite our best efforts, to 
find them in time for the December 2005 launch of the website. 

84 See materials on the child in court, e.g., SHERRIE BoURG CARTER, CHILDREN IN THE CouRTRooM: 
CHALLENGES FOR LAWYERS AND JUDGES (2005); right of confrontation (adult has right to confront child 
in open court)- JoHN E.B. MYERS, EVIDENCE IN CHILD ABusE AND NEGLECT CASES 7.50 (1997 & 2003 
supp); open versus closed courtrooms in juvenile matters- Waite, How Far Can Court Procedure 
Be Socialized Without Impairing Individual Rights?, 12 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 339, 340 (1922); 
child testimony- Deborah Clark-Weintraub, The Use of Videotaped Testimony of Victims in Cases 
Involving Child Sexual Abuse: A Constitutional Dilemma. 14 HOFSTRA L. REv. FALL 1985, 261-296; 
child friendly courtrooms- Goodmark, Leigh, From Property to Personhood: What the Legal 
System Should Do for Children in Family Violence Cases, 102 W. VA. L. REV. 237, 323-30 (1999). 
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[b] Further Study on How the U.S. Experience Can Be of Use to 
International Observers; Implications of the U.S. Experience for 
Countries with Systems of Representation for Children 

The United States experience, in which the role of lawyer for children was 
spontaneously discovered in a multitude of jurisdictions, at once suggests four 
central lessons for any system undertaking the representation of children. A warm 
up period of study, clear vision and consensus-building about the role, training, 
and coordination among jurisdictions could avert the confusion and chaos of the 
U.S. experience. The recommendations of study, vision, training and coordination 
will be addressed in turn. 

[1] Study 

Nations undertaking the representation of children pursuant to their interna
tional and regional obligations have available a database for study that was not 
available to the United States and other early systems of representing children. 
Apart from the U.S. experience, a number of other nations have substantial 
experience in representing children, including Australia and the United King
dom.85 

In the U.S. context, there are a number of obvious starting points for the study 
of the role of representing children. The 1995 Fordham Conference, the ABA 
Standards, the NACC (National Association of Counsel for Children) revised 
version of those standards,86 and the model and appendices of this book provide 
ample materials for foreign study. The ten-year follow up to the Fordham 
Conference, to be held at the University of Nevada at Las Vegas (UNLV) in 
January 2006, is a critical venue, as are the ongoing NCCUSL deliberations. The 
law review volume that emerges from the Fordham-UNLV conference should be 
an extremely up-to-date source of study material for any jurisdiction considering 
the question of both the philosophical and logistical questions of representation in 
dependency proceedings. The 2005 snapshot of U.S. jurisdictions offers many(!) 
different models offered by different states, a myriad of starting places for a 

85 Katie Pollock, Child Representation in Australia: Shedding Light on Article 12 of the 
Convention on the Right of the Child, January 2005 (unpublished manuscript on file with the 
author) available at http://www.law.yale.edu/rcw/rcw/jurisdictions/oceania/ 
australiaandnewzealand/australia/frontpage.htm and also http://www.law.yale.edu/rcw/rcw/ 
jurisdictions/euron/ unitedkingdom/frontpage.htrn. 

86 See Recommendations of the Conference on Ethical Issues in the Legal Representation of 
Children, 64 FoRDHAM L. REv. No. 4. 1301-1323 (1996) available at http://law.fordham.edu/htm/st
eilr.htm#; STANDARDS oF PRACTICE FOR LAWYERS WHo REPRESE T CHILDREN IN ABusE AND NEGLECT CASES 
(1996) available at http://www.abanet.org/child/rep-duties.htrnl; STANDARDS OF PRACTICE FOR LAWYERS 
WHO REPRESENT CHILDRE IN ABUSE AND NEGLECT CASES (NACC revi ed version, 1999) available at 
http://naccchildlaw.org/ document /abastandardsnaccrevi sed. doc. 
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foreign nation considering how lawyers should represent children. Undertaking a 
study of a particular state over time and over its localities may be of particular use. 
Visitors from those jurisdictions could be invited to discuss their experience on 
the ground of watching their system develop. The contact person for each state, 
who usually has been a longtime participant in the system with longitudinal ideas 
about the development of the system and its future direction, could act as a useful 
first contact person. 

[2] Vision 

The U.S. experience suggests that nations seeking to institute lawyering for 
children in their jurisdictions require lead time in order to resolve the central 
problems that thwart quality lawyering for children: clear definition of the role 
and clear funding for that role to be played properly. During this time of planning 
and vision, nations should resolve the following questions: 

1. What terminology should be used? 

2. What does the job of representing the child entail concretely day-to-day? 

3. How can we define the role to prevent conflicts or the need for change of 
personnel once the job is undertaken? 

4. Can a set of standards be written to guide lawyers newly entering the 
field? 

5. What are the local ethical rules that dovetail with the job of representing 
children? 

6. How will lawyers be properly compensated for this exacting work? 

The following subsections address each of these questions in order to suggest 
areas of deliberation for the nations. 

[i] Choice of Terminology 

Deciding what these representatives will be called is a critical first step in 
creating a clear vision and consensus about the role. In retrospect, the CAPTA 
mandate of the guardian ad litem greatly shaped and greatly complicated the 
evolution of the role of representing children in the United States. If we look at 
Article 12 of the CRC, as well as the language of other regional agreements, we 
can see that there is no reason to adopt the guardian ad litem terminology and 
substantial reason not to do so. The CRC and the regional conventions clearly 
contemplate that the child's voice and expressed wishes be heard in the 
proceedings in which she is subject. In fact, more than mandating the existence of 
lawyers per se, the international provisions focus more on making sure that the 
child's actual views are heard one way or another. Nothing in the guardian ad 
!item role as conceived in common law requires any kind of faithfulness or focus 
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on the child's wishes.87 The role of guardians ad litem, in common law and as 
played out in many jurisdictions in the United States in 2005, remains a job whose 
loyalty is first to the court to assist in determining the best interests of the child. 88 

Because the question of the first loyalty of the appointed counsel has been an 
ongoing question in the United States, nations seeking to create a concept of 
counsel for children would do well to avoid the guardian ad litem language 
altogether. 

Similarly, other compromise formulations observed in the United States, 
including law guardian, attorney ad litem, attorney guardian ad litem, and the like, 
should all be avoided if the nation seeks to implement the CRC's primary goal of 
making sure that the child's wishes be known. 

[ii] Concrete Thinking About the Day-to-Day Role of the Lawyer 

For nations that are interested in some version of a guardian ad litem, the need 
for thinking about the job concretely becomes even more important. Because the 
guardian ad litem role tends to be defined extremely broadly (i.e. act in the child's 
best interests), it would behoove the nations to lay out, in the absence of 
prevailing ethical rules, a clear roadmap of what guardian ad litem representation 
looks like. 89 Again, the specific questions for the guardian ad litem: What if any 
duty of confidentiality does the guardian ad litem have? Does the guardian ad 
litem have a duty to report all matters of interest to the court? If the guardian ad 
litem is a lawyer, what role does the guardian ad litem play in court: Witness? 
Counsel? Can the guardian ad litem bring legal motions and begin or participate 
in legal proceedings beyond the role of witness? If the guardian ad litem is a 
witness, how is his or her testimony cross-examined? Discussion of these 
questions in the early stages of formulating a system will allow the nation states 
to set their priorities for the role and also problem-solve some of the contradic
tions that the role entails. In any event, any systems that attempt to implement 
international obligations through a guardian ad litem or a modification of the role 
of counsel for children must ensure that the role meets the fundamental 

87 The model in this book does require the wi he of the child be stated to the court and be 
known to the guardian ad !item from the beginning, but this requirement was not in any way uniform 
from the practice of the states as observed in 1996. 

88 Infra app. A.; see, e.g., In re Tayquon H., 821 A.2d 796 (Conn. Ct. App. 2003)available at 
http://www.law.yale.edu/rcw/rcw/jurisdictions/am_n/usa/connecticut/conn_in_re_tayquon_h.htm. 

89 A number of American examples can offer beginning templates for this kind of codification. 
See, e.g., New Mexico (Guardian ad /item (GAL) for the Child, CHJLo WELFARE HANDBOOK, Ch. 6 
(2003) (Corinne Wolfe Child. Law Ctr. & the N.M. Jud. Educ. Ctr. at the Inst. of Pub. Law, U.N.M. 
Sch. of Law) available at http://jec.unm.edu/resources/benchbook /child_law/ch_6.btm); STANDARDS 
FOR NAT'L CASA MEMBER PROGRAMS (2002) (Nat'I CASA Ass'n) available at http://www.ca anet.org/ 
0 ld %20logo/ncasaa-standards-for-member-programs-10-02. pdf. 
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requirement of the CRC: to ensure that any child who is capable of forming a view 
has a voice actually heard in the proceeding 

[iii] Caution About Multiple Roles 

United States jurisdictions have often required children's representatives to 
play multiple roles. Two of the most common multiple roles are: 

1. Asking a single representative to be both lawyer and guardian ad litem 
for the child; 

2. Asking one lawyer to represent a sibling group. 

Both raise special concerns for a clear vision of the child representative role. 
The combined lawyer-guardian ad litem raises some inherent contradictions in the 
job. For instance, a guardian ad litem is in many jurisdictions a witness who 
investigates the child's best interests and reports to the court. That would lead in 
some cases to the guardian ad litem being a witness cross-examined by other 
parties. In U.S. jurisdictions there are prohibitions on lawyers being witnesses in 
a number of circumstances. 90 In addition, the rules of confidentiality, extremely 
strict for lawyers in the United States, are often unclear for guardians ad litem. 
Many guardians ad litem have no duty of confidentiality to their clients. In 
contrast, the lawyer confidentiality is extremely strict. For example, Model Rule 
1.6 extends the duty of confidentiality to all information related to the represen
tation except a handful of narrow exceptions, including "to prevent reasonably 
certain death or substantial bodily harm" and "prevent the client from committing 
a crime or fraud that is reasonably certain to result in substantial injury to the 
financial interests or property of another and in furtherance of which the client has 
used or is using the lawyer's services."91 Therefore, a guardian ad litem may feel 
torn between his duty to assess a child's best interests and provide all relevant 
information to the court and his duty to keep confidential information learned in 
the course of his representation. Finally, joint lawyer-guardians ad litem have a 
hard time introducing themselves to even high capacity children. Do they 
introduce themselves as someone who will try to help the children get what they 
want, who will do what's in their best interests, or both? The intricacies of a dual 
role are hard for the adult lawyer (much less the child client!) to understand. 

There are natural pressures on a system to entertain a dual role. Assigning the 

90 MoDEL RuLEs OF PRoF'L CoNDucr R. 3.7 (2000) available at http://www.abanet.org/cpr/mrpc/ 
rule_3_7.html, MoDEL CoDE OF PRoF'L RESPONSIBILITY DR 5-102 (1980) available at http:// 
www .abanet.org/cpr/ethics/mcpr. pdf. 

91 MoDEL RULES OF PRoF'L CoNDucT R. 1.6 available at http://www.abanet.org/cpr/mrpc/ 
rule_l_6.html; see also MooEL CoDE OF PRoF'L RESPONSIBILITY DR 4-101 (1980) available at 
http://www.abanet.org/ cpr/ethics/mcpr. pdf. 
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role of lawyer and guardian ad litem if a system decides that both should be 
played appears to save half the amount of money that could be spent otherwise. 
Assigning one lawyer to represent a group of five siblings rather than assigning 
five lawyers has obvious, but deceptive, economies. In some cases, it is true, the 
siblings will have converging interests that a single lawyer can represent. But, 
where even one sibling's views and wishes diverge from the others, the lawyer 
will have begun at least one, and perhaps five, confidential relationships which 
may all have to be terminated. The cost of sending a single lawyer out to do 
multiple jobs almost as a scouting party and then having that lawyer withdraw in 
favor of the proper number of lawyers takes a toll on the child client. Most 
children have never had a lawyer before and are understandably reluctant to trust 
a new unfamiliar adult with their secrets. Once a child has done that, it is quite 
jarring for that client to be told that because of the nature of what they told the 
lawyer a different person must come in to do the job. Systems should think very 
carefully about whether using lawyers in multiple roles as scouting parties in this 
way is a false economy, saving on the bottom line for the system, but at the 
expense of a fragile client's understanding of their professional service options. 

[iv] Memorialize a Clear Set of Standards for the Child's Represen
tative 

In jurisdictions in which the guardian ad litem role is not assigned, the next 
logical default starting place would be the local rules of professional conduct for 
lawyers in all settings. The U.S. jurisdictions have two sets of rules, the Model 
Code of Professional Responsibility and the Model Rules of Professional 
Conduct, each of which has a particular rule to guide lawyers representing clients 
under any disability or with any diminished capacity, including minority (i.e., 
being underage).92 It might be useful to consult members of the bar who have 
practiced under this rule in other contexts, for instance, in representing clients 
with psychiatric or intellectual disabilities. The central functional questions are: 
How can the role be articulated to relieve the lawyer of contradictory imperatives, 
loyalty, and ethical duties in their representation? How specifically will the issue 
of advocating for wishes that might in some way appear to jeopardize the client 
be resolved? 

Whatever decisions are finally made about the proper role of the child's 
representative, clear guidelines available to all who undertake the role can avoid 
innumerable problems of role definition and interpretation later on. Models like 
the ABA standards or the NACC revised version of those standards, the 

92 Supra § 2-3(b). 
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recommendations of the Fordham Conference from 1995,93 or various state 
statutes that lay out the specifics of the role94 can be of enormous use to 
practitioners and judges in remote areas who are not able to be part of the debate 
that gave rise to the representative role that a nation designs. Such codification can 
also encourage scholarship among the practitioners and academicians in the field 
about the interpretation of individual provisions, and it can frame the ongoing 
debates about proper implementation of the role as defined. Finally, codification 
can resolve some of the troublesome issues on terminology that create problems 
in interpreting and discussing issues of the child representation across national 
and other jurisdictional lines. 

[v] Related Local Ethical Rules 

If lawyers are called upon to do this work, designers of the child's attorney's 
role must carefully examine the local ethical rules for lawyers. The U.S. 
experience suggests that attorneys who are asked to diverge from lawyers' codes 
encounter significant confusion in the performance of their duties. 

[ vi] Ensuring Adequate Compensation 

In the preparation, enunciation, and execution of the vision of the proper role 
for the child's representative, available state resources are a significant factor. 
Funding issues directly impact what parts of the role will be played. For instance, 
many lawyers for children have found that proper advocacy for a child involves 
advocacy not only in court appearances but also in administrative proceedings at 
the local child welfare bureaucracy. 95 Lawyers representing children over a long 
period of time, whether they are in long-term foster care or some other extended 
status, find that attending these six-month reviews is an extremely helpful and 
efficient way to keep in touch with a client and a client's major service providers, 
and to get a snapshot of the child in context over time. However, some restrictive 
compensation systems do not compensate lawyers for out-of-court time. Simi
larly, many lawyers representing children in a wide range of proceedings have 
found that advocacy for these children in related educational and special 
educational proceedings would be extraordinarily useful for resolving the chil-

93 For the ABA and NACC revised standards and the recommendations of the Fordham 
Conference, see Appendix D. l. 

94 See, e.g., New Mexico (Guardian ad litem (GAL)for the Child, CHILD WELFARE HANDBOOK, Ch. 
6 (2003) (Corinne Wolfe Child. Law Ctr. & the N.M. Jud. Educ. Ctr. at the Inst. of Pub. Law, 
U.N.M. Sch. of Law) available at http://jec.unm.edu/resources/benchbooks/child_law/ 
ch_6.htm#top) and Virginia (STANDARDS TO GovERN THE PERFORMANCE OF GuARDIANS AD LITEM FOR 
CHILDREN (2003)(Sup. Ct. of Va.) available at http://www.courts.state.va.us/gal/ 
gal_standards_ children_ 080403 .html). 

95 For instance, in the United States, regular six-month meetings for children in foster care, 
called administrative case reviews, are required. 
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dren's overall challenges. Nevertheless, systems that do not compensate court
appointed attorneys for attendance at these important educational planning 
meetings create a disincentive for lawyers to do a part of their job that would be 
constructive. 

The question of funding has dogged lawyers for children in the United States 
from the beginning and promises to be a ubstantial issue for any nation seeking 
to create lawyers for children. Adequate compensation for lawyers is a must if the 
roles carefully envisioned are to be properly played. Of course, there is no desire 
to compensate lawyers disproportionately; all child welfare professionals must be 
adequately compensated for their work. A look at compensation during the vision 
part of this process is critical to make sure that the role designated is consistent 
with the compensation allotted to the lawyer. 

The Yale researchers compiled the result of our survey research of fifty-six U.S. 
jurisdictions as it revealed information on compensation in 2005 (See Appendices 
C and D). In general, it appears that (1) compensation for attorneys representing 
children remains low (between $40 and $70/hour); (2) many states continue to 
rely on attorney and lay volunteers, including CASAs; and (3) compensation is a 
volatile issue in a number of state . Extremely basic questions regarding 
compensation remain unresolved in many jurisdictions thirty years after CAPTA, 
including the amount of pay, the court's jurisdiction to augment statutory rates, 
which legal services qualify for compensation, and who, if anybody, will pay 
attorneys/guardians ad litem; many jurisdictions' statutes provide for assigned 
counsel without articulating a mechanism for payment. In three states, cases have 
been brought challenging the statutory compensation scheme on constitutional 
grounds; while the New York case was successful on that score, the Arizona court 
upheld the constitutionality of a relatively low system of compensation, and the 
Connecticut case was dismissed on the grounds that the plaintiff did not have 
standing to bring the claim. 96 

The outline of troubles raised by inadequate funding in various jurisdictions in 
the United States offers a cautionary tale for new jurisdictions allocating funds for 
the purpose of fulfilling article 12 of the CRC. Our experience suggests that, at 
minimum, the following issues must be resolved: 

1. Legal provisions must clearly allocate funds for compensation of 
advocates and clearly designate an agency responsible for compensating 
assigned counsel. These same statutes should either include or clearly 
reference the provisions that set pay rates and designate who will pay. 

96 N.Y. County Lawyers ' Ass'n v State of N.Y., 763 N.Y.S.2d 397 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 2003); 
Juvenile Matters Trial Lawyers Ass'n v. Judicial Dept., 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5067, *4-5 (D. 
Conn. 2005); Haralambie v. Pima County, 669 P.2d 984 (Arizona Ct. App. 1983). 
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Maximum per case compensation limits should not be set; these 
disadvantage indigents because government attorneys do not operate 
under the same resource constraints. Also, this gives the appointed 
attorney financial incentives to limit or shortcut their representations. 

2. Attorneys' costs should be generously reimbursed, including expert 
witness fees and fees for essential services, including interpreters, 
consulting mental health professional, and the like. 

3. Compensation rates should, to some extent, reflect the rates earned by 
private attorneys and should take into account the cost of overhead. 

[3] Training 

Once the role is clearly envisioned, appropriate methods of training children's 
representatives should be investigated. In the United States, training programs run 
by organizations devoted to representing children, continuing legal education 
programs sponsored by state bar associations, and clinical legal education at law 
schools have provided some of the necessary training for people undertaking the 
role of representing children. Nevertheless, there is even more training as needed, 
as underscored by recent CAPTA amendments that require proper training for 
lawyers serving in the guardian ad litem role. 

What are the elements of training to be a lawyer for children? First, the lawyer 
for children should be an excellent lawyer. He or she should · be trained in good 
lawyering, including basic interviewing, counseling, negotiation, and trial practice 
skills, since most child protection work in the U.S. model will take place in a 
litigation context. Training in alternative dispute resolution is also critical, given 
the ongoing attempts in many jurisdictions to seek mediation as an alternative to 
contested litigation. The child's lawyer also needs excellent training in profes
sional responsibility, even apart from special rules relating to the representation of 
clients with disabilities. 

In addition to excellent basic training, the child's lawyer requires certain 
additional skills. Interviewing children is a critical realm of training, especially for 
adults whose most recent encounters with young children have been in the 
parental role only. Child interviewing begins with thinking about how to explain 
the lawyer's role in a way that is understandable to the child. It is critical at this 
phase to explain the players in the case, the role of the child's lawyer, and the 
confidentiality of the relationship. It is often important for the lawyer to 
distinguish herself or himself from the local child welfare system. To the child, the 
lawyer may look very much like the representatives of the child welfare system, 
as an adult stranger asking similar questions. Other critical issues for the child's 
lawyer are training in the many dimensions of introducing the lawyer's role, 
asking children questions to put them at ease, listening for useful and reliable 
information, explaining the confidential nature of the relationship, and counseling 
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children through the difficult legal proceedings. 

Training can offer education in the substance of child welfare law and case 
developments in the jurisdiction; it could also include issues of child develop
ment, helping lawyers learn about the different needs of infants, school age 
children, latency age children, and adolescents (both in terms of the children's 
psychological capacity and in terms of the ramifications of actions in the case). Of 
course, it is important that these developmental milestones not become set in stone 
in the lawyer's mind, but rather that they serve as guideposts for preparing to meet 
each child at the outset. 

While training is certainly critical at the beginning of undertaking the role of 
representing children, it is perhaps most useful as the role continues. Training 
opportunities within law firms and organizations provide an arena for debriefing, 
problem solving, and discussion of the nuances of the role. Continuing legal 
education also offers lawyers an opportunity to keep abreast of changes in the field 
and new developments in both the legal and related interdisciplinary literature. 
Training allows busy practitioners a chance to step back, meet other colleagues, 
and reflect on the endless nature of their work. As such, training and group 
discussion is a critical hedge against vicarious traumatization and burnout, both 
occupational hazards for lawyers for children. 97 

[ 4] Coordination 

If the proper study, vision, and trammg are complete, the problems of 
coordination should be much less difficult for international communities than in 
the U.S. experience. The lack of common terminology, the lack of vision about the 
lawyer's role, and the lack of forums to properly prepare lawyers for the unique 
work of representing children have all made coordination extremely challenging 
in the United States, as detailed in Section 2-3(c)(3). With a consensus about 
terminology and role, and some time for study and training, coordination can be 
kept up more easily, through continuing legal education forums, conferences, and 
a vigorous and healthy academic and practical debate among those in the field. 

International conferences on representing children may face issues of coordi
nation that have plagued the U.S. states. These coordination efforts can be aided 
by the creation of glossaries, indexes, or useful written materials and charts to 
explain the different terminology and jurisdictions and to give an outline of the 
practice in the various jurisdictions as people try to speak across national lines. As 
seen from the U.S. experience, without coordination within jurisdictions, the 
practice of child representation can quickly spiral toward chaos. Without common 
terminology, a clear vision of the role, and an ability to train lawyers to do the role 

97 See supra § 9. 
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as envisioned, the descent into the chaos of the U.S. experience is complete. While 
the role might be somewhat coherent in any given jurisdiction or locality, the 
ability to speak across local or state lines is extremely impaired. On the other 
hand, the coordination would be greatly increased and becomes much less of a 
problem if the study, vision, and training requirements are met. 

§ 2B-5 Conclusion 

In sum, a nearly unanimous consensus unites nations of the world in their legal 
obligation to assure the child the right to be heard in these proceedings. Four 
regional agreements also have entered into force, reaffirming and in some cases 
strengthening the regional parties' commitment to the right of the child to be heard 
in these proceedings. As of 2005, almost 58% of the world's countries do not have 
provisions for the child's voice to be heard in child protective proceedings on their 
books (or the lack of resources led to inconclusive findings), and almost half 
(about thirty-one jurisdictions) of that group appears to have no child protective 
systems in place as yet. Of the remaining 42% of the countries, the majority either 
does not specify how the child's voice is to be heard or specifies that the child's 
voice will be heard directly. The jurisdictions that provide for a child to be heard 
through a representative or a body are in the substantial minority. Regional trends 
can be identified in the survey, and bear significant further study. 98 The 
combination of a growing number of regional agreements and the existence of 
clearly identifiable regional trends, even in the absence of agreements, suggests 
that legal developments may continue to evolve through regional and cultural 
trends. 

The worldwide consensus that children should be able to express themselves 
freely in proceedings that intervene into their family lives is loud and clear, from 
one international convention to four regional conventions and three decades of 
U.S. representation of children. The survey reveals, however, a good deal of 
confusion to be resolved and progress to be made, both domestically and 
internationally. While international audiences can redeem the U.S. experience by 
avoiding some of our early mistakes, they can also inspire current U.S. practice 
with a recommitment to the critical human rights implicated in our daily work. As 
other nations embark on a path the United States has recently traveled, may our 
international colleagues benefit from our successes and mistakes, as we use the 
thoughtful human rights lens to sort through the chaos of our early practice. It is 
imperative that advocates for children around the world resolve professional 
confusions, resource limitations, and procedural provisions carefully and soon, on 
behalf of each child needing state protection and wishing to be heard, wherever 
she is on the planet. 

98 See supra §§ 2B-3(c), 2B-4(a)(2,3). 
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§ 3-1 Introduction: From the Lawyer-as-Context to the Child-in-Context, 
a New Paradigm for Representation 

The interaction between the powerful emotional content of the lawyer's 
personal context in representing children and the confusion of the lawyer's 
professional context has led to the lawyer rather than the child being the context 
of many child representations. As Chapter Two has suggested, this is quite 
understandable. In the absence of clear guidance about how to determine a client's 
best interest, conscientious lawyers have been left to use their best judgments 
about what appears to be their clients' interests. Our own deeply personal 
reactions to our extremely challenging work colors and shapes this view of what 
best interests are. As the troubling aspects of this form of representation, and its 
apparent divergence from our core understanding of what a lawyer is, become 
more and more clear, the profession has engaged in ongoing debates about the 
lawyer's role. This preoccupation has intensified the focus on the lawyer's actions 
as opposed to the client's perspective. Inadvertently, the best interest/wishes 
dichotomy and the theory/practice dichotomy have strengthened our inclination to 
look at lawyers' work as opposed to children's lives for the answers to our 
questions about the lawyer/representative's role in working with these children. 

The more useful dichotomy for evaluating our practice to date juxtaposes 
acontextual versus contextual lawyering. Our lawyering has been made acontex
tual in the last twenty years in ways that have deeply disturbed us all, as 
professionals and as individuals. We have worried that we have not really known 
our client. We have worried that we have not had time to get to know each child 
in-depth. We have worried that we would not even recognize some of our clients 
on the street. We have worried that we do not even meet some of our clients. Many 
of us who have gone into the profession specifically because we love children find 
ourselves in the position of processing them through the system without regard to 
their individuality. The acontextuality of our work has driven many practitioners 
to burnout, and many theoreticians to long discussions of how to put the child 
back into the representation. 

Only a deeply contextual representation can lead us towards a truly child
focused view of representation. To adopt this paradigm, we need to give up both 
the dichotomies of best interests versus wishes and theory versus practice. Either 
a wishes- or best-interests-centered view can end up being a deeply acontextual 
view. Meeting a child at intake, interviewing him for one minute, and finding out 
what he wants is a deeply acontextual way to determine how to represent a child. 
Similarly, deciding what is in the best interest of the child based on talking to the 
caseworker can be utterly divorced from the context of the child. In a similar way, 
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focusing on the distinction between theory and practice utterly neglects the 
common goal of both academics and practitioners: excellent representation for the 
individual child. 

The central question for both best interests- and wishes-oriented lawyers and 
for both legal theoreticians and legal practitioners is how to develop a principled 
model of advocacy that revolves around the child and his or her world. How can 
each lawyer get to know who the child-in-context is and serve the child as well 
as he possibly can? Some of this can be achieved through better practice; other 
parts can only be achieved by giving more resources to allow us to do the job well. 

The model of representation in this book addresses the confusion that arises 
from both the lawyer's personal and professional context and has pervaded the 
lawyer's work for children. The next section will provide three guiding tools to 
help the lawyer address transference issues and sort through the welter of 
professional concerns. The three defaults anchor the lawyer from the start with 
concrete presumptions about a lawyer's role. The three principles pervading the 
representation address the lawyer's professional role as his or her relationship 
with the client matures throughout the representation. The seven questions to keep 
us honest look at that professional role carefully throughout the representation 
with a special eye towards confronting one's own transference issues as they arise. 
After reviewing these tools, section 3-3 takes the lawyer step-by-step through the 
model of representation described in detail in Part Two of this book. These 
concrete steps in the representation of a child client describe the actual actions 
taken by the lawyer throughout the representation. While the structure of the 
model moves the lawyer chronologically through the lawyer-client relationship, 
the ideas and tips offered attempt at every stage to integrate the principles and the 
seven questions into the lawyer's practice. 

§ 3-2 Throughout the Representation: Three Defaults, Three Umbrella 
Principles, and Seven Questions to Keep Us Honest 

[a] Introduction 

Taken together, the three defaults, the three principles, and the seven questions 
provide meta-guidance for the lawyer representing the child client. The lawyer 
should be able to consult these guiding defaults, principles, and questions at any 
moment in the representation. Often, for instance, at a moment when the lawyer 
is feeling stuck, when the lawyer is trying to evaluate his or her own actions, or 
when the lawyer is in the middle of a choice, reflections on these principles and 
questions will throw the case into a new, clearer perspective. At other times, for 
instance, at trial or in difficult meetings, the defaults, the principles, and the seven 
questions should be helpful as organizing tools to navigate the complex muddle 
of large and small choices in the representation. The three defaults, the three 
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principles, and the seven questions should eventually become so ingrained in the 
representative's practices as to become part of the lawyer's intuition. Indeed, for 
many readers, I hope that the defaults, principles, and questions in some ways 
simply name and articulate concepts that have guided thoughtful advocates for 
years. 

[b] The Three Defaults 

Rule l.14's admonition that the lawyer maintain a traditional lawyer-client 
relationship dictates that lawyers for children must observe three default practices 
with respect to their clients from day one of the representation. Two of the defaults 
are common to all lawyers: the relationship default and the competency default. 
Simply put, the representative must meet and get to know the child, and explore 
fully the child's ability to contribute to the representation. While these presump
tions may be overcome, under limited circumstances, they are so central to every 
lawyer-client relationship that they must be strictly observed in the vast majority 
of representations. 

The third default varies depending upon the role assigned to the lawyer for 
children. For those who are assigned as "counsel" or "to represent" the child, the 
default applies: the lawyer must advocate for the child's wishes. For those who 
must represent the child's "best interests" or a child who cannot adequately act in 
her own interest, the alternative default applies: while the lawyer must express the 
child's wishes to the decision-maker, the lawyer must make a principled 
determination of the child's best interests and advocate for that determination. 1 

Note that these alternative defaults share a common characteristic: the represen
tative must inform the decision-maker of the child's desires, no matter what the 
representative has determined to be in the child's best interests. 

[1] The Relationship Default 

A lawyer should begin the representation as he or she would any other 
lawyer-client relationship, by meeting the client and trying to ascertain the client's 
goals. The default instinct of every child's lawyer should be to meet with the client 
as soon as possible. In addition, every child's lawyer should speak with the child, 
listen to the child, explain the lawyer's role, and attempt to determine the client's 
views of the legal questions. Perhaps most importantly, the child's lawyer must be 
able to answer questions that the client has about the legal system and the state 
bureaucracy in which she is entangled. 

This unremarkable default bears emphasis because, in practice, many lawyers 

1 Making decisions about the client's best interests is discussed in Chapter Five and Appendix 
C.l infra. 
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for children wonder if meeting their client is fruitful. "He's just a kid who can't 
help me figure out what to do" is a familiar and attractive perspective, especially 
for an overworked adult looking for ways to save time and get work done quickly. 

The default requires that a lawyer for children presume that meeting and getting 
to know the client is one of the first, if not the first step in the representation. 
While that step may be delayed by unusual compelling considerations, such as 
strong evidence that meeting a new adult or learning about the legal case would 
at that particular moment harm the child, it is hard to understand how a lawyer can 
fully represent a client whom the lawyer has never met. 

By the time the lawyer first meets the client, the client has been visited by many 
people in the course of the child protective proceedings.2 A child who has been 
removed from the parent's custody has been interviewed by an emergency worker, 
has often been assigned to a second or third worker within the state bureaucracy, 
and may have been interviewed in an emergency room or by a school guidance 
counselor. This child has met new foster parents, new siblings, and new peers in 
that foster home. The child may then have moved to a new school and have begun 
to form new peer relationships at that school. The lawyer, understandably, seems 
like yet another in a string of strangers who are participating in the oddest and 
most disruptive time of the child's life. 

For that reason, the lawyer should expect a fair amount of antipathy, and even 
hostility, from the client as they first meet. It is quite understandable that only 
some concrete gain from meeting the lawyer, such as an increase in understanding 
what is going on, some relief about the child's own role in her predicament, the 
genuine sense that she is meeting a person who cares about her, or optimism that 
the lawyer will achieve the child's objectives, will begin to break through the 
defenses that any person would erect during a time of such chaos and confusion. 

The child has the same right to expect satisfaction from the attorney after the 
initial meeting or meetings that an adult has. An adult expects to leave a first 
meeting with a lawyer feeling that the lawyer has understood his needs and 
concerns and will pursue them zealously. The child has the right to expect no less. 
Therefore, the child client has the right as soon as possible to develop the sense 
that the lawyer is honestly trying to understand what she wants and how she sees 
the situation, and is diligently working with her to figure out a plan for achieving 
that. 

In addition to gaining some understanding of what the legal proceedings are 
and are not about, the client rightly expects the lawyer to be concerned about her 

2 See, e.g., Appendix E.4, a story of one hypothetical family's encounter with the child protective 
system, in which the child meets the lawyer after meeting nine other new professionals or 
paraprofessionals first. 
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and all of her individuality. A lawyer who brilliantly explained the nuances of the 
legal proceeding but is detached from the child and lacks a genuine interest in her 
perspective, her concerns, and her worries and fears is no more than a human 
equivalent of a good textbook or a good piece of computer software; the lawyer 
explains the general context clearly enough but does not refer to the child's own 
plight and perspectives. 

Even a baby benefits from meeting her lawyer, because the lawyer is able to 
learn things about her that would be impossible to know otherwise. In one case, 
for instance, the fact that our infant client bore a striking resemblance to the man 
denying her paternity was an important part in our advocacy. In addition, without 
this personal contact, all of the lawyer's impressions of her own client would be 
filtered through third parties. Since the lawyer would, presumably, have seen and 
observed all of her other clients, not meeting certain infant or child clients could 
create a subtle second-class status for those cases. Perhaps most importantly, a 
lawyer cannot know what she is foregoing by failing to meet the child. A lawyer 
should err on the side of seeing a child, rather than assuming that she knows 
everything that her client could tell her. It is, if nothing else, a concrete, tangible 
sign of the respect for her client. It is also an irreplaceable part of getting to know 
a client and her case. 

It is thus important in every case to assume that one will meet one's client, and 
only forego that central obligation after deep and careful reflection. The decision 
to forego meeting the client should be based only on weighty independent 
evidence that the meeting would serve the client no purpose or would yield such 
a minimal benefit to the client that it is outweighed by the costs to the client of 
planning such a visit. 

[2] The Competency Default 

When speaking with the child client, the lawyer should proceed in the first 
instance as if the client could understand the legal issues and relate her real 
preferences, if only her lawyer could find the most useful and effective way to 
communicate with her. A lawyer should not accept the offhand statement of 
another professional that the client cannot understand legal matters. Indeed, since 
many of the issues facing children are issues intimately affecting their daily life, 
such as where and with whom they will live and where they will go to school, 
even the youngest children can understand and express ideas about issues central 
to their legal case. 

A child's lawyer should approach her client with the goal of clarifying legal 
issues for the child as much as possible and listening to the child's thoughts that 
are relevant to those issues. Often a lawyer can be helpful by listening to a child 
and taking seriously the child's fears. For instance, in legal proceedings 
surrounding traumatic family breakups, a child may need to be reassured that her 
actions did not precipitate the crisis. 
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The competency default helps overworked lawyers avoid the trap of underes
timating their client's interest and ability to contribute to their legal representation. 
In a system steeped in professionals looking out for the child's best interests, it 
would be a shame if the one professional charged with listening closely to and 
advocating the child's point of view were to discount that view or silence the 
child's voice. 

In meeting a client, the lawyer for children should make all possible efforts to 
communicate clearly, helpfully, and respectfully with the client. While the 
techniques for achieving that communication may be unique or more creative than 
in traditional lawyer-adult client relationships, the goals should be familiar: to 
listen, inform, counsel, and answer questions. 

For many children, there will be limits on the child's ability to communicate 
with their lawyer and understand what their lawyer says. This default can be 
overcome if the lawyer determines, on the basis of evidence which includes 
evidence outside the representation, that the child is incapable of understanding 
the legal case or expressing a view on the case. While a lawyer should certainly 
take into account her own perceptions of the client's ability to understand and 
participate in discussions of the case, the lawyer must corroborate her subjective 
conclusion that her client cannot understand or express relevant views based upon 
independent evidence, that is, evidence outside the attorney-client relationship. 
Such evidence could include, for instance, a diagnosis of a mental illness that 
interfered with her client's ability to perceive reality, or mental retardation or 
cognitive deficits which prevents her client from understanding speech or the 
world around her. It is important to note that not every mental illness or every 
level of mental retardation will prevent a client from being able to understand and 
communicate about her legal issues. A lawyer should understand precisely which 
cognitive abilities are impaired before deciding that she need not fully commu
nicate with her client about the case. 

If independent evidence shows that the child client cannot discuss matters with 
thorough comprehension, the lawyer should still ascertain how much the client 
can understand and express. For instance, clients may not understand the 
intricacies of courts and bureaucracies, but may still want to know when they will 
move from one living environment to another. Independent evidence of the limits 
of the client's ability to communicate and understand is not carte blanche to break 
off communications with the client. It is, rather, an invitation to establish a unique 
mode of communication with the client, based on the client's maximum potential 
of communication. Remember that the client's cognitive abilities should be 
changing as she grows and learns. The child's lawyer should be constantly 
challenging herself to explain and listen carefully to her client, even when the 
child's young intellect or disability creates barriers to full understanding. 

A useful image for thinking about the child's competence to contribute to her 
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representation is the concept of the "dimmer switch." Rather than an on/off 
switch, in which the child's competency is considered either totally present or 
totally absent, the child's potential contribution to the representation should be 
seen as covering a point across a broad spectrum. 

The conceptual change that I am suggesting may be understood in the following 
way. Posit a spectrum in which a fully competent, involved adult client 
contributes 100% to her representation-by providing information, listening to 
counseling, providing direction for the representation, and expressing opinions 
about substantive and procedural choices to be made. Traditional thinking about 
lawyering for anyone but this fully competent client suggests that competency is 
a light switch-on or off: if the client cannot contribute 100%, the client should 
not be expected to contribute at all. At that point, the lawyer is free to determine 
the goals and methods of representation with total discretion. 

I believe, however, that every client can contribute some amount to her 
lawyer's representation. Even a newborn child evinces a personality, a level of 
health, physical characteristics, a gestation and birth history, and a family context 
and history which distinguishes her from the next newborn client. While this 
uniqueness may provide, perhaps, only eighteen or twenty-six percent of what the 
lawyer requires to determine how to represent the child, the lawyer's represen
tation must reflect this contribution, and remain true to its individuality. 
Competency, in this context, is a dimmer switch: the client can shed light on some 
aspects of the representation, even though she cannot participate in all of it. The 
lawyer must strive to incorporate every percentage of the client's contribution into 
the representation. Thus, I would suggest that a lawyer whose client can contribute 
thirty percent to the representation, but who assumes that the client can only 
contribute fifteen percent, is failing to represent her client to a significant degree. 

Of course, these percentages are artificial and imprecise, but they are useful to 
conceptualize what lawyers for children already know. In fact, child clients are 
unique individuals from the day they are born. In practice, however (especially 
high-volume, low-paid practices), client representations have had a disturbing 
cookie-cutter sameness. We assume a great deal about our clients without getting 
to know them, we slot clients whom we have just begun to represent into 
categories, and we represent some clients based on extraordinarily little informa
tion. The competency default helps lawyers to individualize every representation, 
in a way that allows the maximum possible participation of the client so that the 
representation reflects the uniqueness of each child client. 

To be clear, the dimmer switch defines the child's direct contribution to the 
lawyer's representation. It relates to the competency default, because it allows the 
child to contribute every iota that she can before the lawyer has to search other 
places to fill in the rest of the information and perspective that she needs. By the 
end of the first phase of representation when the lawyer gets to . know the 
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child-in-context, the lawyer should have as good an idea as possible of how much 
the child can and cannot contribute to the representation. By employing the 
competency default, the lawyer seeks to understand as specifically as possible the 
child's actual ability to contribute to the representation. 

[3] The Advocacy Default and an Alternative 

While the ABA Standards and the Fordham Conference have recommended 
that lawyers assigned to children play as traditional an advocacy role as possible 
for the child, the majority of states still require the representative for the child to 
represent the child's best interests. The first default governs lawyers who are not 
assigned to represent the client's best interests. The alternative default governs 
those explicitly required to represent their client's best interests. Note that both 
defaults require lawyers to tell the decision-maker what the child's wish is; the 
only difference is what the lawyer herself must advocate to the court. 

[i] The Advocacy Default: Advocacy for the Child's Wish 

February, 1985 

As the day passed in its usual vivid mosaic of disappointment, drama, 
daring, determination, cute kids, unexpected victories and precious time 
to just talk-with Tiffany, Lesley Spelman, my new student, Yasmin, and 
Amy ( another JSU worker) - I found myself, as I often do, rechoosing the 
life I have been lucky to build here. How better to spend an afternoon than 
pondering with Lesley Spelman how best to be true, as a lawyer and 
social worker, to a seven-year-old's determined, teaiful, even violent 
assertion: "I want to be with my Mommy!" 

April, 1985 

I also felt, more strongly than ever, re-committed to being a child's 
advocate, and not the 12th adult in a row to come along and say- "sorry 
kids, but I know what you really need. " 

In traditional lawyer-client relationships, lawyers are constrained to follow the 
wishes of their clients when they are convinced that those wishes are based on 
information and thorough legal counseling. The lawyer may not override those 
wishes, even if a lawyer is convinced that they are wrong-headed. This 
client-centric, client-directed view of lawyering is central to the philosophy of the 
ethical/professional rules and to prevailing views of the essence of lawyering. 

Danger arises when the lawyer for a child or person with a disability takes the 
ethical rules or confusion about his role as license to overrule a client's stated 
wishes, simply because the lawyer disagrees with the client's well-counseled 
decision. In such a scenario, the lawyer would retain the final trump card in any 
decision-making process. If the client, after careful counseling, reaches the 
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decision that the lawyer favors, the lawyer can congratulate herself for operating 
under Rule l.14(a) and retain a clear conscience. But, if after careful counseling, 
the client reaches a decision that the lawyer thinks is foolish and which the lawyer 
has advised the client is foolish, the lawyer can use that decision as evidence for 
her "reasonable" belief that the "client cannot adequately act in the client's own 
interest." 

Even if a child client may not understand the legal posture of a case, the client 
may nevertheless have a clearly expressed preference about issues involved in the 
case. All lawyers whose child clients can express a view relevant to the legal 
representation should proceed in the first instance as if the stated view is the goal 
of the representation. 

March, 1985 

Carolyn's Mental Health Study and in fact her PINS [status offender] 
case is not a conventional top-priority, but she is a symbol of a new rule 
of thumb I've developed. In a "lost cause" case, your efforts must do 
justice to the fervor with which your client wants the lost cause. Very little 
can be done to keep Carolyn out of placement, but since she is dead set 
against it, I'm obligated to exhaust all her chances. I figure my zeal 
should always at least match my client's, if not outstrip her point of view. 

As a practical matter, the child's lawyer, like other lawyers, will immediately 
investigate the viability and success of the child's stated position. If the position 
is weak, the client must be promptly counseled as to the low probability of success 
on that issue and asked to determine whether that position remains preeminent. If 
the client, after counseling, opts to retain that low-success position as the goal of 
the representation, the lawyer should continue to pursue that goal. The child's 
lawyer, like any lawyer, should also advise the client about what amendments to 
the position or actions by the client might increase the odds of the stated position 
succeeding. 

If a client's chosen position has been found to be completely unattainable (e.g., 
a client wants to return home to a mother who refuses to live with the child) and 
the client insists that remains her wish, the lawyer for a child has the same options 
as other lawyers. Under some limited circumstances, the lawyer may withdraw 
from the representation. Second, the lawyer can simply advocate for that position, 
knowing that the client will not prevail in the matter. 

A third option arises for the lawyer for a child, which does not exist for the 
traditional lawyer, if the lawyer determines that she will seek appointment of a 
guardian or take other protective action pursuant to Rule l.14(b) or make 
decisions on behalf of the client pursuant to EC 7-12. This can only be determined 
once the competency default is fully explored. 

As with the competency default, for the lawyer observing the first alternative 
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default, the central theme of these presumptions is this: as a threshold matter, a 
lawyer for children should start by trying to have a conventional professional 
relationship with his or her client. Only after the lawyer has determined, with 
evidence independent of the lawyer-client relationship, that crucial elements of 
the conventional lawyer-client relationship cannot be maintained, should the 
relationship be modified. In the event that this default presumption is overcome, 
the lawyer then represents the child pursuant to the alternative default described 
below. 

[ii] The Alternative Default: Representing the Child's Best Interests 

When the lawyer is assigned by statute to represent the child's interests, or has 
determined pursuant to the advocacy default that the child cannot act in her own 
interests, the lawyer must represent her best interests. How to determine and 
represent the child's best interests is explored in depth in Appendix C.1. Two 
summary comments can be made here. 

First, the determination of the child's best interests is the biggest challenge 
facing the child's attorney. All of the forces that threaten to make the lawyer, not 
the child, the context of the proceeding are especially potent in this context. 
Appendix C.1 seeks to articulate a method of determining a child's best interests, 
and then advocating for them, which is principled and focused upon the 
child-in-context rather than her lawyer. That method is a particular example of the 
general decision-making model described in Chapter Five below. The lawyer 
representing the child's best interests must strive constantly to represent what is 
best for the child in her context, and not what seems best to the lawyer based on 
the lawyer's past and values. The three principles and seven questions below 
should also aid the lawyer in sorting through which issues are the client's issues 
and which issues are the lawyer's. 

Second, regardless of whatever is determined to be in the child's best interests, 
the lawyer must express the child's wish to the decision-maker. No other party in 
the case is entrusted with the job of expressing the client's wish; no other party is 
asked to be the child's voice in front of the decision-maker. While this puts the 
best interests advocate in an odd position on some occasions, neglecting to 
express the child's view is unacceptable. The child's voice, not the lawyer's, must 
continue to be a major focus even for the lawyer required to represent best 
interests. 

[4] Summary of the Three Defaults 

The Three Defaults give concrete meaning to the admonition of EC 7-12 that 
the lawyer should seek all possible aid from the client in the representation. The 
alternative advocacy defaults offer guidance both to the traditional lawyer 
advocate and to the lawyer representing best interests. 

These defaults are the starting point for the lawyer-client relationship. For the 
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traditional lawyer advocate, they are directly implied by the admonition in the 
Rules to maintain as traditional a lawyer-client relationship as possible and to 
allow the client to contribute as much as possible to the relationship. Starting from 
these presumptions, each lawyer-client relationship will take its own unique 
shape. 

One can think of the defaults as the one-dimensional rules that lead the lawyer 
into a three-dimensional understanding of his or her client in three critical areas. 
By pushing lawyers to meet each of their child clients early on, the relationship 
default will lead the lawyer to begin to develop a sophisticated and nuanced, 
individualized professional relationship with each client. The competency default 
will lead the lawyer to a thickly textured understanding of both the capabilities 
and the limitations of the child's ability to participate in the lawyer-client 
partnership and contribute to the representation. The advocacy default will 
eventually cede to the counseling relationship where the lawyer and client discuss 
in detail not only a one-dimensional answer to the question "What do you want 
to happen?" but a three-dimensional understanding of the child's wishes and how 
those wishes fit into the child's view of her life as a whole. The second alternative 
advocacy default grounds the best interests lawyer in both a duty to express the 
child's wishes and a commitment to seek the child's best interests with the 
child-in-context, not the lawyer as context. While the three defaults are a critical 
starting place for the lawyer-client relationship and set the tone for the rest of the 
relationship, the rigid structure of the three defaults will fall away in favor of a 
more interactive, three-dimensional relationship between lawyer and client. 

[c] Principles Governing Representation of Children in Child Protective 
Proceedings 

The following three principles guide lawyer conduct both inside and outside the 
relationship throughout the lawyer-client relationship. 

[1] Principle One: Revolve One's Actions Around One's Developing 
View of Both the Child-in-Context and the Theory of the Case 

In one of my favorite scenes from the movie "Star Wars," Luke Skywalker, in 
a moment of frustration, goes out to stare at the twin suns setting over his home 
planet, Tatooine. For the child's attorney, the twin suns around which the 
representation revolves are her understanding of the child-in-context and her 
theory of the case. 

Throughout the representation the lawyer should revolve the representation 
around the child-in-context. When a lawyer asks herself, "What should I do?" the 
lawyer should think, "How does my client understand the issue at hand?" If the 
issue has to do with an important relationship to another player in the case, the 
lawyer should consider carefully how that relationship fits into the child's world. 
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If the question involves the lawyer's relationship with the client, the lawyer 
should understand fully the way in which the client perceives the lawyer and 
recall carefully the promises that the lawyer has made to the child. Whatever the 
issue, the lawyer must first try to understand the issue from the client's subjective 
viewpoint. 

The perspective of the child-in-context must always be the top subject on the 
lawyer's mind. At the same time, the representation also revolves around a second 
sun, the lawyer's theory of the case. As we will discuss in more detail in Chapter 
Six, the theory of the case is the depiction of the child and her world that the 
lawyer puts forward in all her interactions with others on the case. This theory of 
the case is consistent with the facts known to others about the case and leads 
decision-makers to the decision desired by the client. Thus, when a lawyer asks 
herself, "What should I do," the lawyer should also ask, "What is my understand
ing of my theory of the case, and how does this situation affect it?" If the issue is 
a contention of fact, the lawyer should determine how that fact either supports or 
contradicts her theory of the case. If the question is one of seeking the goals of the 
representation in court, in a negotiation with a key party, or in an interdisciplinary 
meeting, the lawyer should think about how the issue affects the theory of the case 
that she has developed. 

As Chapter Six discusses in more detail, the lawyer's understanding of the 
child-in-context and her theory of the case may in some cases be identical. In 
other cases, the two visions, while somewhat consistent, may diverge signifi
cantly. The child may ask the lawyer to keep certain critical information 
confidential; the child and the lawyer may decide that a full airing of the child's 
subjective viewpoint will not maximize the child's chance of reaching her goals 
in the representation. Concerns about the child's confidentiality and privacy will 
often demand that the lawyer not tell all that she knows about her client. It is thus 
critical that the lawyer always remember that the child-in-context and her theory 
of the case are distinct, though intimately related, concepts. For excellent 
representation, the lawyer must constantly keep both visions firmly in mind. 3 

In keeping with this principle, the lawyer rarely considers any interaction with 
outside parties successful if she has either disrupted the child's subjective view of 
her world or worsened disagreement among the parties about the vision of who 
the child is. Even minute steps forward toward the lawyer's theory of the case may 
often represent a tremendous victory in the context of what would traditionally be 
seen as a neutral or losing event: a case conference, a meeting, or even a hearing. 
Keeping her understanding of the child-in-context and her carefully formulated 
theory of the case foremost in her mind will allow the lawyer to understand every 

3 Chapter Six discusses the relationship of the child-in-context and the theory of the case in more 
detail. 
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step in the representation, not necessarily in terms of traditional legal victories or 
defeats, but as part of a progressive event in the life of the child. In my experience, 
progress in cases rarely happens in giant leaps forward, dramatic breakthroughs, 
or scathing cross-examinations. The overwhelming majority of the time, progress 
in our cases comes from the slow evolution of the visions of the many 
professionals and powerful adults in the child's life toward a consensus about who 
the child is and what she needs. To the extent that the lawyer is helping reshape 
the child's world to match the child's hopes and dreams, the lawyer serving this 
principle slowly moves other players step-by-step towards the child's subjective 
understanding and towards a fruitful theory of the case. 

[2] Principle Two: Respect One's Client, Whether Present or Absent. 4 

This principle goes to the central importance of respect in the lawyer-client 
relationship. Unlike adult clients, children often do not attend critical events at 
which legal issues are decided on their behalf. It is far more common for a lawyer 
for children to appear in court, at a critical meeting, or at a critical negotiation 
without the client than it is for a lawyer representing an adult party to do the same. 

The overriding message of this principle can be made concrete in the following 
rule of action: never act or make statements outside the presence of your client 
that you would not make in front of your client. While at first startling, this 
principle is neither as radical nor as difficult as it may seem at first blush. While 
attorneys may speak in a different language when pressing the client's case outside 
of her presence, the depictions of the client, the statements of the client's 
concerns, and the respect for key relationships to the client must be consistent 
throughout all of the lawyer's interactions in the case. The child is entitled to have 
the lawyer take seriously and promote the child's concerns in all respects. It is not 
clear what other agendas a lawyer is legitimately permitted to pursue alongside 
those, particularly if they cause the lawyer to act in ways contradictory to the 
central behavior of respect for the client. 

As we will explore in later chapters, maintaining confidentiality is a critical, if 
not the crucial piece of respecting one's client in all of one's interactions. This 
includes not only being very careful with confidential information and being very 
scrupulous so as not to reveal any information to others, but it also includes 
respecting the confidential relationships that others have with one's client. This 
means being good-natured and consistent about obtaining releases and encourag
ing those with confidential relationships with one's client to be similarly 
scrupulous. It is not an overstatement to say that respecting one's client in other 

4 This principle recalls Stephen Covey' s observation that "[o]ne of the most important ways to 
manifest integrity is to be loyal to those who are not present." Stephen Covey, The Seven Habits 
of Highly Effective People. 
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ways and failing in this way negates the respect that one is trying to show to the 
client. Particularly in these matters where the information in play about the client 
and the client's family can be so sensitive and so private, confidentiality is 
absolutely crucial. 

The chapters in Part Two will explore this principle in many different settings: 
the interactions with the client, interactions with the court and with other 
personnel on the case, and general case planning. For many lawyers for children, 
this deep respect is so ingrained that this principle does nothing but give a name 
to a code of behavior they have always followed. The principle gives support to 
those who refuse to engage in speculation or gossip about their clients when their 
clients are not present. It communicates respect for the client in every action the 
lawyer takes. Eventually, this behavior affects others who are also working with 
the client but may be less committed to this value. If the lawyer steadfastly refuses 
to engage in negative, degrading comments about the client and those who are 
close to her, it will be increasingly hard for others to do so in the lawyer's 
presence. 

This duty of remaining faithful to a client reflects the central duty of respect that 
any lawyer owes any client. While it is closely related to the first principle of 
remaining faithful to one's view of the child-in-context, it is critical to think of the 
distinct duty to the client as a person, as opposed to remaining faithful to one's 
understanding of the concept of the client's subjective point of view. While the 
child-in-context is a critical concept, it would lose all of its power if it led 
practitioners to treat the client as a concept rather than as a person. This would 
only replicate the dilemmas of some who have been encouraged to see the client 
only in terms of her best interest, as opposed to her day-to-day feelings. 
Remaining true to the person of one's client is central to the lawyer-client 
relationship. It is hard to think of how one could consider a representation 
successful where the lawyer failed to adhere to that essential lawyer-client 
obligation. 

When the job of remaining faithful to one's client seems onerous, perhaps it 
would be helpful to think about how one would like to be represented by a lawyer 
oneself. Each of us can certainly imagine the benefit that a respectful lawyer can 
give us during a time in our legal lives. We can imagine how reassuring it would 
be to have an advocate represent us at a meeting in a respectful way, in a way that 
we recognize and believe is true to ourselves, and which remains faithful to our 
views of how our case should go at all times. We could also imagine feeling 
betrayed upon learning that our lawyer had spoken disrespectfully or jocularly 
about us outside our presence. In our busy, underpaid practices it is sometimes 
easy to forget these simple principles. Maintaining them, however, will do our 
client a tremendous service. 
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[3] Principle Three: Cultivate Right Relationships with Other People in 
the Child's World, Keeping in Mind the Ways in Which the Child 
Values Each of These Relationships 

July, 1984 

I know I want to be the kind of lawyer who gets to the heart of the 
matter and massages it if necessary, so that the heart is beating full steam 
when the courtroom is dark and all the lawyers have gone home. 
Especially in these parent/child cases, who wants to destroy the mother on 
the stand and leave her incapacitated, self-esteem demolished? For my 
client's sake,for the mother's sake,for love's sake, the legal system cannot 
afford to be a debilitating process. 

As Appendix E.4 demonstrates, the lawyer is one of dozens of professionals 
entering the life of the child at the beginning of a child protective case. In addition 
to those professionals, the child's world is populated by the child's family and 
friends, people who are involved in the child's life before the child protective case 
begins. Although the lawyer undeniably has an important role to play in the life 
of the child, almost never is the lawyer the most important person in the child's 
life. We would have to worry about a child whose life was so empty that a new 
professional player would assume such importance. 

Given this reality, the lawyer should be thoughtful throughout the legal case 
about creating and maintaining the "right relationship" with each of these 
important players in the child's life. The Confucian concept of right relationship 
originally referred to important familial and social relationships. For instance, the 
right relationship between a father and son was one of authority; the right 
relationship of a son to his father was one of obedience and filial piety. The right 
relationship between a younger person and his elder was one of respect and 
deference. A loose analogy of this concept can be useful to the lawyer. 

In this context, a right relationship is used to denote a relationship with another 
significant player in the case that is true to the importance the client subjectively 
places on that relationship. For instance, if the lawyer's central goal in the 
representation is to help a child return to the parent, the lawyer must consider what 
his right relationship with that parent is. If the parent is not represented, obviously 
that relationship is different than if the parent is not represented; in either case, 
however, the right relationship between the lawyer and the parent is not a quasi 
lawyer-client relationship. Similarly, it would be inappropriate for a lawyer to 
have an unusually warm relationship with a parent with whom a child has a cold 
and hostile relationship. Conversely, a lawyer with unusually hostile feelings 
towards a client's beloved parent may be experiencing parental feelings towards 
the child and should acknowledge his or her transference to prevent it from 
distorting the advocacy. 

Lawyers should think about how to locate themselves and what kind of 
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relationships to cultivate with significant others in the client's life. Maintaining the 
proper distance or closeness with these key players in the case is important to 
maintaining the client's trust and structuring working relationships with other 
critical players in the case. 5 The lawyer should support the relationship between 
the client and that significant other throughout the representation. 

As noted repeatedly above, in no case should the lawyer be the most important 
person in the child's life. For most of our clients, we hope that important adult 
family members as well as supportive non-legal professionals maintain steady, 
constructive, and long-term presences in our clients' lives. Whenever these adults 
do exist in a client's life, it is critical for the lawyer to afford these people and 
these relationships the utmost respect. These people have known the client much 
longer than the lawyer has, and will long outlast the lawyer in the child's life. The 
lawyer must scrupulously respect and safeguard these primary relationships. 

It is very healthy for lawyers to be reminded of their relative unimportance in 
the client's life. When a lawyer exclusively focuses on his or her courtroom 
interactions and achievements for the client, the lawyer may be tempted to 
overestimate his or her role. The client will often think of the lawyer as a 
short-term service provider, who resolves a legal crisis or proceeding to help the 
client move forward in her life. Again, it is critical that the lawyer, in performing 
that important short-term, but ephemeral function, does not disrupt far more 
important long-term relationships that affect the client's day-to-day happiness and 
long-term well-being. 

Thus, the lawyer must understand and in many cases defer to these relation
ships. Preserving relationships in their right form, that is, a form that is true to the 
importance the client subjectively places on his relationships, may be more 
important than even some short-term legal advantages. For instance, it may be 
possible at a meeting to obtain important information from a trusted therapist. To 
preserve the trusting relationship between the client and this person, however, the 
lawyer may decide to refrain from conducting such informal discovery. In another 
example, the lawyer may be able to achieve a particular outcome for a client by 
disclosing information that is harmful to an important family member of the 

5 This is not to say that a lawyer should not have cordial relationships with lawyers on the case 
even when their views are essentially antagonistic. Indeed, a lawyer can agree with a client that he 
or she will maintain an exceptionally cordial relationship with a parent' s lawyer or the parents 
themselves if that is to be useful in the case. The importance of doing so only with the client's input 
cannot be overstated. In my experience as a public defender, for instance, I confused a client because 
of a friendship I had with the prosecutor prosecuting his delinquency case. Particularly in 
courthouses where legal services and state attorneys' offices are all part of the same building, these 
relationships are natural and healthy. The lawyer should just remember how confusing they are to 
the client and help the client understand that unexpected friendlines with adver aries can aid the 
lawyer-client representation. 
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client, such as the parent. If the lawyer does not know that the client feels 
comfortable with that information being disclosed, even if the lawyer has the right 
to disclose it, the lawyer should refrain from doing so until the client's view is 
clearly known. 

While a healthy respect for the perspectives of other participants should not 
lead the lawyer to neglect his legal duties towards the client, from time to time a 
lawyer will find that the client's non-legal and often preeminent needs should take 
priority over short-term legal advantage. This will require extensive consultation 
and counseling with the client to determine her priorities. Nevertheless, the lawyer 
should trust his or her own thoughtful decision to relinquish a possible legal 
advantage in order to safeguard an important long-term relationship between his 
or her client and another participant. 

In practice, forging right relationships with the various participants and the 
professionals in cases can be quite challenging. Sometimes professionals and 
other participants show a strong distrust of lawyers in general, or of the lawyer 
appointed for the child in particular. Such distrust is not unusual and is quite 
understandable. Often the legal crisis that has brought the lawyer into the client's 
life and the lawyer's intense interactions with the client deeply troubles the client. 
Other professionals or other players in the client's life may find that the legal 
issues and the lawyer's presence profoundly disrupt the client's life. These people 
may seek to protect the client from the law's disruption. They may perceive 
simple acts which are integral to the lawyer's job, such as seeing the client, asking 
difficult questions, and getting the client's input in making difficult choices, as 
combining to create a profound secondary crisis for the client at a time when the 
client faces a major crisis in her family. 

In the course of sorting out these complex feelings, some participants, both 
professional and non-professional, may challenge or antagonize the lawyer. It is 
painful that lawyers' relationships with their clients' long-term professionals and 
family members often begin far less cordially than one would like. In some cases, 
a lawyer may go on to develop comfortable, cordial relationships with these 
professionals or family members. At the very least, the lawyer should forge at 
least some kind of working, functioning relationship. 

While the lawyer understandably may be very frustrated by the difficulties of 
navigating these complicated waters, the lawyer should never stop trying to 
develop a better relationship with these non-lawyers. Lawyers may even need to 
look past discourtesy on the part of some people to achieve a working relationship 
free of mutual distrust. When in doubt, a lawyer should imagine the client at the 
end of the legal proceeding and imagine the relationship that the client will need 
to have with this person. At all times, the lawyer must attempt to act in ways that 
facilitate the most constructive possible relationship between the client and this 
person. As a default matter, when encountering other participants in the client's 
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life, the lawyer should instinctively treat that relationship respectfully and listen 
carefully to that participant's view. Until the lawyer can firmly locate this 
participant in the life of the child, the lawyer should assume that this person is 
more important to the child than the lawyer is. However humbling this 
presumption, it is likely to help the lawyer act in a way that is most true to his or 
her proper place and actual importance in the life of the client. 

The lawyer should thus strive to leave important constructive relationships with 
the client either the same or better off at the end of the representation of the client. 
Supporting and encouraging these relationships can take many subtle forms. 
Simple courtesy can go a long way. 

[ 4] Conclusion 

These three substantive principles- to revolve one's actions around one's 
developing views of both the child-in-context and the theory of the case; to 
respect one's client whether present or absent; and to cultivate right relationships 
with other people in the child's world-will keep the lawyer anchored at all times 
to core principles guiding all representations. During many moments of confu
sion, reference to these principles may put the lawyer back on track in fulfilling 
responsibilities to his or her clients in the most authentic possible way. These 
principles are also designed to root the representation in the client's view of the 
world and to help prevent the lawyer from becoming the actual content of the 
relationship. 

The seven questions that follow are specifically designed to help the lawyer 
identify and work with counter-transference. 6 Just as the three principles help the 
lawyer sort through the welter of confusion in the professional context of his or 
her representation and keep the child-in-context at the forefront, the seven 
questions help anchor the lawyer in the middle of the confusion created by the 
difficult emotional issues raised in child representation from his or personal 
context. 

In working with the seven questions, it may be helpful to keep in mind the 
image of the hidden masterpiece. For a time people smuggling stolen art found 
techniques to paint more ordinary looking paintings over master works in order to 
move the masterpieces in an undetectable way. Once the smuggling was complete, 
the challenge was to remove the ordinary layer of paint to reveal the masterpiece 
below. I have felt that discovering the child-in-context is often, if not primarily, a 
matter of removing the layers of impressions, expectations, and even private 
hopes that we have painted over the actual child. Our failure to understand the 

6 These questions recall Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit' s very useful questions to practitioners at 
the end of each chapter of the third book of their trilogy, J. GowsTEIN ET AL., IN THE BEST INTERESTS 
OF THE CHILD (1986). 
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child as the child understands himself is, I believe, a failure of removing the layers 
of ordinary adult and professional expectations that we place over our clients who 
are whole and unique in themselves. The seven questions are designed to help 
reveal and remove our own countertransferential needs to reveal our unique client 
beneath. 

[d] Seven Questions to Keep Us Honest 

Therefore, to double-check their actions throughout the representation, lawyers 
must remember the following seven questions to keep the representation true to 
their clients: 

1. In making decisions about the representation, am I making the best effort 
to see the case, from my client's subjective point of view, rather than from 
an adult's point of view? 

This question helps protect the lawyer from constant outside pressures to 
impose an "adult-centric" understanding of the case upon the child. Just as every 
lawyer must start "where the client is" in the representation, the lawyer must strive 
for as specific an understanding as possible of how the child sees her situation in 
the representation. Otherwise, the lawyer's attempts to counsel the client, 
negotiate for the client, translate the client's wishes into legal terms for the court, 
or otherwise carefully involve the child in the legal proceedings around her, are 
doomed. 

Even if a child's understanding of her situation is whimsical or divorced from 
reality, a lawyer must strive to know what that understanding is. Take, for 
instance, a child who believes that she is in foster care because of her naughty 
behavior the day she was removed from the home. This child will need to 
understand that other factors caused the removal before she can move to an 
understanding of the options for her future. A lawyer who fails to address the 
child's belief that she is globally responsible for the trauma of the family will be 
hard pressed to engage that child in constructive dialogue or counseling in the 
legal case, and may inadvertently confirm the child's sense of guilt by not 
addressing and contradicting it. 

In addition, understanding the client's view of her life, as she idiosyncratically 
perceives it, confirms that a lawyer is using his or her legal skills to focus on that 
child's needs, and not a generalized view of children or a stereotyped perception 
of the child's circumstances. A commitment to knowing the case from the child's 
point of view can thus safeguard the representation to some extent from the 
lawyer's bias as well as his or her transference. 

2. Does the child understand as much as I can explain about what is 
happening in his case? 

This question helps the lawyer check his or her success at communication with 
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the client. It may remind the lawyer that he or she has neglected to keep the client 
apprised of events. It may also urge the lawyer to find creative ways to 
communicate with a client who is hard to reach in traditional ways. 7 

3. If my client were an adult, would I be taking the same actions, making the 
same decisions, and treating her in the same way? 

This question in a way concretely honors the exhortation of Rule 1.14 to 
maintain, "as far as reasonably possible, ... a normal client-lawyer relationship 
with the client." Lawyers should ask themselves this question daily, in connection 
with macro as well as micro decisions. As a micro example, if a lawyer finds 
himself putting off telling a client of a difficult and painful setback, the lawyer 
must ask himself whether he could justifiably delay telling an adult in a similar 
situation. 8 Is the lawyer taking license with his duty to "keep his client reasonably 
informed about the status of a matter" simply because the client is powerless or 
unlikely to object? As discussed earlier, a decision to substitute judgment for the 
client in determining macro issues, such as goals in the legal case, can be made 
only after a traditional lawyering relationship has been tried or found to be 
impossible, based upon evidence outside the relationship. By asking this question, 
a lawyer can remind himself that the decision cannot be made lightly. 

Sometimes it is difficult to imagine a "similarly situated adult," because a child 
client's predicament is unique to being a child, such as being unwanted by parents 
or hating school. I have sometimes found it useful to analogize my client to a 
competent, older adult client who is beyond retirement age and living essentially 
alone. While this adult client has no disability and therefore the lawyer has no 
permission under the rules to treat this client any differently than any other adult 
client, the lawyer may be tempted to treat this client as more vulnerable, less 
powerful in the lawyer-client relationship and be tempted, frankly, to pay less 
respect to that client. In that situation, the lawyer's duties of counseling, 
information, respect and zealous advocacy are unchanged; the lawyer must, to be 
sensitive to his client, exercise care and creativity in how he fulfills those duties, 
but he may not omit to do them. 

4. If I decide to treat my client differently from the way I would treat an adult 
in a similar situation, in what ways will my client concretely benefit from 
that deviation? Is that benefit one which I can explain to my client? 

Inevitably, a lawyer will feel called upon at various times to treat the child 

7 Chapter Four and Appendix C.3 further address communication with the child client. 
8 In fact, the note to Rule 1.4 re "Withholding Information" does justify delaying transmission 

of information for all clients in some circumstances, to wit, "when the client would be likely to react 
imprudently to an immediate communication." Note that the note continues: "A lawyer may not 
withhold information to serve the lawyer's own interest or convenience." 
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client in a way that is different than he or she would treat an adult client with the 
same concerns. This question helps the lawyer double check that decision. For 
instance, a lawyer representing a child who has been found by consulting 
professionals to be self-destructive can recognize that the decision to "take other 
protective action" for the child is safeguarding the child's health and safety. This 
is a benefit that could be explained to the child, even if the child is not happy to 
hear about it. It is important that a lawyer not breezily substitute his or her 
judgment for the child's on the grounds that "I know best" without thinking 
through the benefits as seen by the child. This is especially true because it is 
questionable how much a stranger who has known the client briefly in a 
professional capacity can honestly claim to know about what is best for that client. 

Again, the lawyer should ask this question every time he or she decides to 
modify the traditional lawyer-client relationship, however slightly or temporarily. 
This will help the lawyer make those modifications only in the event and to the 
extent that they are necessary. Otherwise, a lawyer may inadvertently begin down 
a path of acting unilaterally for the client, rather than working in partnership with 
the client. The choice to treat a client as a traditional lawyer would should be 
considered instinctively in every decision one makes. Where traditional forms of 
deference to the client are not available, the lawyer should make decisions in 
creative ways that are consistent with a respectful view of the client's life and 
desires. 

5. Is it possible that I am making decisions in the case for the gratification 
of the adults in the case, and not for the child? 

In a way, the entire legal system that is enveloping the child as the lawyer 
begins the representation is set up to meet adult needs, in a form of systemic 
transference, if you will. Notices are issued in adult, technical jargon, judges often 
prefer cases where trained adult lawyers can explain matters in rational, adult 
terms, and appointments involving the children are made to accommodate adult 
professional schedules. While the child's lawyer cannot and should not attempt to 
shield the child from these demands in every instance, lawyers for children can 
avoid participating in the system's transference by honestly questioning whether 
modifications to the traditional relationship might meet the lawyer's or system's 
needs, as opposed to the child's. 

6. Is it possible that I am making decisions in the case for my own 
gratification, and not for that of my client? 

The child's lawyer must regularly question whether his or her decisions serve 
his or her own needs or the client's needs. For instance, a lawyer may feel 
reluctant to advocate for a client to return home to a mother whom the lawyer feels 
does not take optimal care of the client. Most often, a lawyer may simply enjoy 
advocating for a position that is most comfortable to the lawyer. While this is only 
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natural, and certainly has implications for any client pool the lawyer elects to 
serve in undertaking a practice, the lawyering role simply does not promise that 
a lawyer will like every decision the client makes. Just as a lawyer for a 
recalcitrant adult client is stuck with a well-counseled decision made by the client, 
so too is the lawyer for the child client who can understand his or her options and 
express his or her preference. Lawyers representing children and people with 
disabilities can be tempted by the flexibility of the rule, however, into uncon
sciously designing every representation to meet the lawyer 's, and not the client's, 
needs. 

Because of the prevalence of transference and counter-transference as discussed 
above, lawyers must continually find creative ways to honestly ask themselves 
this question. The temptation to do what we believe is right no matter what the 
client thinks is ever present, especially for those of us who care deeply about 
children and who want only to do right by them. If we can creatively, continually, 
and honestly ask ourselves this question, many of my concerns about the way our 
profession has developed would disappear. 

7. Does the representation, seen as a whole, reflect what is unique and 
idiosyncratically characteristic of this child? 

To avoid representation based on blanket conceptions of what "children of this 
age need," it is useful for lawyers to ask themselves how the representation has 
been molded to serve a particular client. Most often, the goal of the representation 
will reflect the client's desire to remain with the most important care givers he or 
she has known or to find one who offers the client what the client wants (e.g., love, 
support, independence, good schooling, support for hobbies or athletics). Often 
the logistics of the representation, such as where and when client meetings take 
place, can reflect the client's needs as well. Some clients may prefer to speak with 
the lawyer alone, and some may ask the lawyer to come to their foster home and 
not to visit them at school. 

Lawyers, especially those with heavy caseloads, may use standardized proce
dures to move through cases, such as early review of records, office visits with the 
child, and contact with the child's foster care worker. A lawyer should be alert, 
however, if a particular case or client is hard to remember, or easily confused with 
another client in a similar position. This may be a sign that the lawyer does not 
yet have a critical mass of understanding about this client's unique needs and 
perspectives on his or her life. 

To help get a concrete read on how well the lawyer is tailoring the 
representation to the client, a lawyer might ask himself or herself, "would a person 
who knew the child intimately recognize this child in both the substance and 
process of my representation?" Alternatively, a lawyer can explore whether the 
child, at an older age, could look back at this representation and understand how 
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the lawyer translated the child's wishes and needs into legal action. 

[ e] Summary Comments On the Three Defaults, the Three Principles, 
and the Seven Questions 

Plainly these seven questions dovetail repeatedly with each other, the three 
defaults, and the three principles enough that the sensitive lawyer may tire of 
constantly second-guessing his or her best instincts. Nevertheless, until the 
child-centered, advocacy-oriented mindset becomes deeply intuitive, I urge 
lawyers to ask themselves these questions to assure that they stay true to the role 
by examining themselves from these various perspectives. 

These questions memorialize my concern that when lawyers are asked to 
exercise broad discretion over their client's lives, filling in, for example, the 
seventy percent that the infant client cannot provide to the representation, adult 
concerns and the lawyer's own needs will tend to fill the vacuum. Representation 
of very young and nonverbal clients can and ought to resemble the child's 
perspective and not those of the adults around him. 

The three principles and the seven questions seek, first and foremost, to offer 
lawyers ways to challenge themselves to continually keep the child-in-context in 
the forefront of their work. The three principles and the seven questions attempt 
to identify key junctures at which lawyers are most likely to become the context 
of their representation rather than understanding their client as fully as possible in 
his or her context. The principles and the questions are pitched on a level general 
enough to try to be helpful to the lawyer at any moment of decision or confusion 
in the course of the representation. 

The model outlined in the next section, and explored in depth in Part Two of the 
book, is designed to give lawyers more concrete and specific guidance as they 
move into, through, and out of the child's world. 

§ 3-3 Step-by-Step: The Model of Representation 

This section only describes these phases in the relationship briefly; each of 
these phases is discussed in tum in Chapters Four through Ten below. In 
structuring this model, an attempt has been made to describe the representation in 
ways that are both intuitive to the child client and to the lawyer. Central to the 
paradigm is the image of the lawyer entering the world of the child which is 
three-dimensional, complex, and in many ways a complete whole before the entry 
of the lawyer. The model divides the lawyer's representation into four chrono
logical phases: first, entering the child's world, summarized in Chapters Four & 
Five; making decisions in the child's world, summarized in Chapters Six & Seven; 
seeking the goals of the representation, explored in Chapters Eight & Nine; and 
leaving the child's world, explored in Chapter Ten. Below is a brief outline of the 
four phases. 
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[a] Phase One: Entering the Child's World 

When the lawyer enters the child's world, two critical processes must take 
place. First, the child must understand the lawyer 's role in the legal proceedings 
in which he or she is involved to the greatest extent possible. A critical piece of 
the lawyer-client relationship is helping the child get to the fullest possible 
understanding of that role in the legal decisions which the child faces. Critical to 
this understanding is becoming aware of the child's expectations of the lawyer
client relationship, however he or she subjectively experiences them. The second, 
critical piece of entering the child's world is getting to know the child-in-context. 
In a way, Chapter Four focuses on getting the lawyer to at least a preliminary 
understanding of the child-in-context. Chapter Four offers two sets of tools for 
doing that quickly and effectively: frontloading work in the relationship so that 
one can get to know the client as soon as possible; and integrating information 
gathered in order to get as holistic an understanding of the child's world as quickly 
as possible. Chapter Five offers thoughts about the internal thought processes of 
the lawyer as he seeks to map the child's world from a bewildering quantity of 
written and oral information received throughout the case. Chapter Five offers a 
description of this process plus tips with numerous examples for figuring out how 
to organize the huge volumes of information which often inundate lawyers as they 
begin their representations. Chapter Five also reflects at the end on the 
implications of professionals in the system knowing this volume of information 
about their clients. Developing fact based, non-judgmental forms of organization 
of these vast quantities of material lay the foundation for a respectful, and 
individualized representation of the child client. 

[b] Phase Two: Making Decisions in the Child's World 

While making decisions for the child's world the lawyer must look very 
carefully at his own thinking processes as well as the information gathered from 
the client to date. Chapter Six focuses the lawyer on habits of cross-cultural 
lawyering which are essential to making sure that all decision making jointly with 
or on behalf of the client is made from the client's legal context and not in the 
lawyer's personal context. Chapter Six offers five habits of cross-cultural 
lawyering which the lawyer can incorporate into his daily life and his interactions 
with the child client in order to remain focused on the child's individualized legal 
concerns. These habits can be used throughout the representation but are 
profoundly important anytime the lawyer is making decisions in the child's world. 

As much as possible, making decisions about the child's representation should 
be a team effort. Chapter Seven discusses the decision-making loop, through 
which the lawyer and client will travel repeatedly in times of making big and 
small decisions in the representation. These steps include first, taking a snapshot 
of the child at the moment of decision which is totally up-to-date and understand-
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ing fully not only the history of the child's life, but also the child's present 
circumstances. Second, making decisions for the client which involve exploring 
all available options and counseling the child about them to the greatest extent 
possible. 

Third, where the lawyer and the child can make decisions together, the lawyer 
should represent the decisions made after full counseling. If the child has a 
well-counseled, articulable wish, and can understand the consequences of 
pursuing that wish and the consequences of having that wish not fulfilled, the 
lawyer should represent that wish as the objective of the representation. Under the 
advocacy default, representing the child's counseled wish, regardless of the 
lawyer's personal feeling about whether or not those wishes are prudent, is in 
general the goal of the lawyer for children. This is the only view of representation 
of children which fully comports with the ethical rules and is an admonition to the 
lawyer to have as traditional a lawyer-client relationship as possible with the 
child. 

Under the alternative default, the limits of the child's ability to participate in the 
decision-making partnership force the lawyer to engage in some decision-making 
on his or her own. Chapter Seven will explore the specific circumstances in which 
the lawyer is empowered to move beyond the child's counseled wish or determine 
the goals of representation in the absence of an articulable wish. These 
circumstances include: when the lawyer's role as defined by statute requires it; 
when the child does not have an ability to express a counseled wish; or when the 
child cannot adequately act in his or her own interests. 

When a lawyer is certain that he or she is operating in one of the specific realms 
that allows movement beyond the child's counseled and informed wish, the 
lawyer must go through additional steps in making decisions. First, the lawyer 
should consult interdisciplinary learning, both through self-education, and, if 
necessary, through consultation with one or more experts. Second, once the 
lawyer has completed the internal decision-making process, he or she must in 
some way return to the child and explain the decision. Either through a 

. conversation with the child, or if the client is too young, through a letter or some 
other communication which can be left in the file that explains the ways in which 
the lawyer believes that the decision comports with the three principles and the 
seven questions. 1 Finally, the lawyer must choose an option or present all 

1 This material dovetails with materials previously published in Peters, The Roles and Contents 
of Best Interests in Client-Directed Representation for Children, 64 FORDHAM L. REVIEW 1505 (1996). 
To a large extent, the model for the content of best interests alone in the second part of that article 
is a specific example of the general model of representation that is contained in Chapters Four and 
Seven. The original article inadvertently omitted step seven of the analysis, discussed in section 
7-4(b), infra, which is a critical part of the decision-making process. · 
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remaining options to another decision-maker while also informing the decision
maker of the child's stated wish. 

[c] Phase Three: Pursuing the Goals of the Representation 

Once the goals of the representation have been identified, the lawyer must 
develop a theory of the case and the legal strategy for pursuing those goals. This 
theory of the case may be very closely related to and in some cases identical to 
the understanding of the child-in-context, but in many cases it may not. Chapter 
Eight will talk about developing a theory of the case once the child-in-context is 
deeply understood and offers an in-depth study of a critical forum for advocacy, 
the interdisciplinary meeting. Chapter Eight does · not itself contain concrete 
guidance for lawyers in court settings, both because so much of that which is 
critical to representation of child clients happens outside of court, and because 
useful materials for lawyers in court generally already exist. Chapter Nine focuses 
the lawyer again internally by returning to the lawyer-as-context. As the 
representation proceeds, the lawyers for children find themselves faced with 
occupational hazards which imperial their client's service. These occupational 
hazards include stress, burnout, and vicarious traumatization, a newly studied area 
of deep concern for lawyers for children. Particularly in the advanced stages of 
any representation, lawyers may find themselves overwhelmed by the emotional 
and psychological challenges presented by their clients extremely difficult 
complex and painful lives. Chapter Nine offers ideas for the lawyer for children 
throughout the representation, but they are never more important than when 
pursuing the goals of the client's representation to the outside world. A lawyer 
who thoughtfully uses self-care and self-knowledge to address these occupational 
hazards can continue to offer his client excellent representation throughout the 
lawyer-client relationship. A lawyer who does not properly attend to these 
occupational hazards may find himself stripped of the resources necessary to give 
the clients the persistent effort that their representation often requires. 

[d] Phase Four: Leaving the Child's World 

At the end of the representation, it is critical that the lawyer take as much care 
leaving the child's world as he took entering it. The task of saying goodbye 
contains many difficult personal and professional issues that have not been 
explored in the literature. All of Chapter Ten is devoted to this critical final phase 
of the lawyer-client relationship. In the final phase of the relationship, the lawyer 
must not only pay close attention to the umbrella principles and seven questions 
listed above, but also deal with extremely complex and challenging dynamics 
specific to the termination process. Chapter Ten offers both principles and 
concrete guidance in navigating one's way out of the child's world. 
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[ e] Summary of the Representation 

Taken as a whole, the model of representation maps out a specific path for the 
lawyer in the child's world. While the model is subdivided in ways that will help 
the lawyer in particular moments of the representation, it cannot be overstated that 
the model must be understood as a whole. Simply plucking out some parts of the 
model, particularly parts related to decision-making on behalf of the client, 
without observing the umbrella principles, the three defaults, the seven questions, 
or other contiguous parts of the model will only distort the relationship in ways 
that are unanticipated by the model. While it is hoped that certain pieces of the 
model will be useful in isolation, it is my most fervent hope that the model as a 
whole will become a cohesive contribution to the representation of children 
generally. 
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[4] The Case Analysis 

§ 4-4 Conclusion 

§ 4-1 Overview 

As the lawyer enters the child's world, the child client must get to a full-bodied 
understanding of the lawyer's potential place in her life. The lawyer must also get 
to a three-dimensional understanding of the child-in-context. Once those two 
critical pieces are done, the entering phase has ended. In some relationships, the 
entering phase takes only days or weeks. In other relationships, particularly those 
in which the client does not in the end wish legal assistance, the lawyer may never 
exit this phase. 

This chapter is designed to help the lawyer help the client manage the legal 
proceedings in the early stage of the representation as well as possible. Another 
image may be helpful here. Because a lawyer often enters the child protective 
proceeding at a time of crisis, the child is sitting in the middle of a crisis, waiting 
for the lawyer's help. The lawyer must catch up to the client very quickly, 
understanding not only the crisis that the child is in, but the context and the events 
that led the child there. To the extent that the client cannot move forward without 
the lawyer, the lawyer must hit the ground running, and catch up with the child at 
the starting line of what is often a long race. Therefore, the lawyer must expend 
a great deal of energy at the beginning of any representation. The lawyer aims to 
catch up to the client as quickly as possible and to ensure that the client and the 
lawyer have a three-dimensional understanding of each other's roles in the child's 
world as they begin the difficult legal proceedings. 

This chapter therefore has two parts: what the child needs to learn and what the 
lawyer needs to learn. First, what are the child's rightful expectations of the 
representation and how can the lawyer set up good routines of communication for 
the relationship? Second, how can the lawyer get to know the child-in-context as 
quickly as possible? 

§ 4-2 What the Child Client Rightfully Expects Her Lawyer to Do 

Many thoughtful scholars and practitioners have written about important 
aspects of the lawyer-client relationship, including client interviewing and 
counseling. Reprints of especially useful literature available on interviewing and 
counseling have been collected in Appendix C.3 as introductory materials for the 
new practitioner. This chapter builds on these materials in an attempt to look at the 
lawyer-client relationship from a different angle: how does the child perceive the 
lawyer's entry into her life, the lawyer-client relationship during its most active 
phase, and the lawyer's leaving her world? 

From the child's point of view, the lawyer enters her life often at a moment of 
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crisis or after a period of great turmoil. In the process of entering the child's world, 
therefore, the practitioner must as quickly as possible learn a great deal about the 
client-her personality, her likes and dislikes, her family history, and her options 
in the future. To put it another way, the lawyer must get to know the 
child-in-context at a time when the child needs immediate help and when time is 
of the essence. Thus, as the lawyer enters the child's world, the lawyer must 
quickly get to know the child-in-context and rush to catch up with a life that is 
often changing with breakneck speed. In the early days of representing a client, a 
lawyer is dealing with a constantly shifting understanding of the client as every 
piece of information adds significantly to the lawyer's understanding of who the 
child-in-context is. From the client's point of view, this period must be as short as 
possible in order for the lawyer to get to the real work of helping the child to face 
her current dilemmas and make her future choices. From the lawyer's point of 
view, the lawyer is inundated with information, struggling to understand a person 
who, merely hours before, was a stranger to him or her, and realizing the urgency 
of every passing second taken in getting to know the client and her case. 

After intense and densely packed work at the beginning of the lawyer-client 
relationship, the lawyer reaches an understanding of the client-in-context that 
begins to capture much of the essence of the client. The lawyer has a sense that 
he or she understands the client's life in its three-dimensionality; the client feels 
understood and begins to feel that the lawyer is on her wavelength. At this point, 
the lawyer-client relationship is in full swing. 

As the case is starting, it is critical for the lawyer to put himself or herself in 
the position of the child client and try to see her expectations from her view. It 
might be helpful for the lawyer to remember his or her own interactions with a 
new professional during a time of crisis. For instance, many of us have 
experienced the problem of going to a new doctor to explain a troublesome and 
painful physical ailment. As a patient, we seek immediate, permanent, and total 
relief as fast as possible. From a doctor's point of view, however, knowing us in 
context is critical. Our medical history, our family's history, our allergies, and the 
effectiveness of past attempts to treat the ailment are all critical to the doctor's 
diagnosis. Nevertheless, we might find ourselves drumming our fingers impa
tiently as the doctor painstakingly takes us through our medical history. On the 
other hand, we would also be a little bit alarmed when a doctor precipitously 
prescribes us medication or a course of treatment, without asking those important 
contextual questions. 

People seeking counseling may also experience this phenomenon. A crisis of 
some importance in their life reaches a magnitude at which professional help must 
be sought. Often one has waited until the acute pain of the unresolved issue 
demands immediate emergency help. One goes to the first meeting seeking 
immediate relief from the therapist. Again, the therapist is caught in something of 
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a dilemma. How does the therapist know what kind of counseling and support to 
offer when the client is a stranger to him or her and the issues the client is 
addressing were born of a context of which the therapist knows nothing? On the 
other hand, how can the therapist get the kind of context needed to treat the patient 
conscientiously when the patient is suffering so acutely that he or she needs relief 
and support right away? 

For many children for whom a lawyer has been appointed, the same dynamics 
apply. Many children are extremely confused about what will happen next. It is 
useful to pause for a minute and think about the client's natural expectations of the 
lawyer-client relationship in three distinct pieces: 1) the client desires an 
understandable description of the law, leading to a concrete understanding of her 
stakes in the outcome of the pending case; 2) the client wants to know what the 
lawyer will do for her; and 3) the client rightly expects to establish good 
communication with the lawyer. We will focus briefly to think about each of these 
expectations. 

[a] Educate the Child About the Law and Her Stakes in the Proceeding 

The client, at the beginning of a child protective proceeding, is often caught up 
in a whirlwind of incomprehensible activity, most of which has been initiated 
without her consent or any activity on her part. The client therefore starts with 
some basic, pressing questions: What is a judge? Why does the judge care about 
our family? Why do I have a lawyer? What is a lawyer, anyway? 

It is tough for a lawyer to imagine the kind of upheaval many of the child clients 
have gone through at the beginning of the court proceeding. Adults simply do not 
experience the kind of complete upheaval that these children, particularly those 
who are taken into protective custody, experience at the beginning of a case. 
Imagine being arrested and detained with no cause. Or imagine a disruption in 
your family and officials suddenly moving you and your belongings to a strange 
place. Many clients live their lives with their families and one day are scooped out 
of their home or school setting and placed precipitously with strangers, forced to 
change schools and leave their friends and possessions and the family with whom 
they have always lived. These children may simply be so pained and confused that 
they do not even know what their first questions are. 

It is worth lingering on this point a while longer. A child removed from her 
home against her will may consider herself punished, isolated, and in the middle 
of an emergency as a child in detention. In fact, in our teaching in the Advocacy 
for Parents and Children clinic, we often ask our students to compare their 
reactions to a child who has recently been arrested and placed in detention to their 
reactions to a child who has recently been pulled out of her home and placed in 
foster care. In exploring our reactions, we often find that we believe that the 
experience of the child in detention is an emergency, while the experience of the 
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child placed in foster care is seen as a benign movement of the child from one 
home to another. In practice, the distinction is not apt. No matter how nice 
emergency foster care homes are, children who do not want to be removed (and 
even some who do) feel punished, isolated, and a tremendous sense of urgency 
about getting their lives back. Put another way: moving the child from her home 
creates certain disruption, no matter where the child moves. The removal is a 
trauma even if the child moves to a "nice" home. Lawyers who are representing 
children who have just been removed from their home should remember that these 
cases are emergencies, no matter where the child has been moved. 

Children often misperceive that they must have done something very wrong to 
have deserved this kind of treatment. They rarely view this intervention as 
protective or benevolent. Often, knowing that their case has the attention of a 
judge and that they have a lawyer compounds that sense of their own wrongdoing, 
since many children believe that people go to court only when they do something 
wrong and need lawyers to defend their actions. Thus, many children, when first 
encountered, may be deeply confused about the circumstances that brought them 
into care. They may condemn themselves for their own behavior, incorrectly 
linking that .behavior to the cause of their present circumstances. 

Into this thicket of emotion enters the lawyer, trying to make some sense of the 
court proceeding, the child's predicament, and the lawyer's role. Needless to say, 
any actions the lawyer can take to relieve the client of misperceptions about her 
own culpability and to lead the client to a nuanced understanding about what the 
law judges and does not judge is critical to providing the child with the kind of 
service that she requires. 

Understanding the law, her stakes in the current proceeding, and the role of the 
lawyer will take the child a bit of time. This section of the chapter will end with 
a discussion of principles of communication with the child. 1 In general the lawyer 
must seek creative ways to explain complex legal concepts to the child. Because 
these concepts implicate issues that are extremely important to the child, however, 
the child is deeply invested in understanding the procedure and in many cases will 
want to understand as much as she possibly can. The lawyer's overriding goal is 
to facilitate that understanding. 

Some clients may need to be educated about their stakes in the proceeding. A 
client very often will not understand why a proceeding will implicate critical 
concerns in her life. A child at home, for instance, may not understand that state 
officials are considering removing her until the lawyer tells her. In those cases, the 
lawyer must spend a good deal of effort making sure that the client understands 
exactly the ways in which the proceeding may affect her life. Some children may 

1 See § 4-2(c)(3) below. 
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decide at the end of that process that they are still not inclined to invest a lot of 
time working with the lawyer. This decision is perfectly fine as long as the 
children know how that decision may affect the things that are important to them 
in their life. 

Once the child has a better understanding of the legal consideration that led her 
into foster care and has a growing faith in the lawyer's genuine interest in her and 
her perspective, the child will then rightly expect to gain realistic expectations 
about what happens next. Think about how many times you anxiously asked a 
professional, "what are my chances?" Whether it is about our chances for a cure 
of a physical ailment or the outcome of the case in which we were involved, we 
associate this kind of predictive power with professional service. A client who has 
come to understand the legal situation better and trust the lawyer's concern for her 
own stakes and views will then look to the lawyer for a realistic assessment of 
what lies ahead. Again, a client who leaves the lawyer's office with her 
understanding of the law and a sense of the lawyer's genuine respect and interest, 
but with no clue about what the future of the legal proceeding holds, will 
understandably be disappointed in what the lawyer has offered her. 

[b] Educate the Child About the Lawyer's Role 

The child must understand who the lawyer is as soon as possible after the 
lawyer meets the child. The lawyer must explain early in the first meeting, in as 
simple terms as possible, what the lawyer concretely plans to do to represent the 
child. 

This explanation should parallel the lawyer's understanding of her role, based 
on the alternative advocacy defaults described in Chapter Three above. As noted 
there, no matter what the advocacy obligations are, the lawyer must tell the court 
and decision-makers what the child wants. The lawyer must make this unique role 
clear to the child. This role as the child's voice to decision-makers makes the 
lawyer unique among the dozens of players in the child's life. The child should 
understand that the lawyer wants to know what the child wants and to make sure 
that any decision-maker knows as well. 

The lawyer must discuss in great detail what the lawyer's job is, in as concrete 
terms as possible. For instance, the lawyer should tell the client that he or she is 
meeting many people important to the child, including family members, teachers, 
and other service providers. The lawyer should tell the child that he or she is 
reading records pertaining to the child and ask for permission to do so. The lawyer 
should explain that his or her job is to go to meetings and to court on behalf of 
the child. The lawyer should explain that he or she is supposed to meet with the 
child to discuss any major events that are about to happen. 

A primary duty area for the lawyer is keeping client confidentiality. This 
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connects to one of our primary umbrella principles, that of respecting the client 
whether present or absent. The client must be reassured over and over again about 
the lawyer's strict understanding of the duty of confidentiality. The lawyer should 
explain the duty in initial discussions and also reinforce the child's understanding 
in many ways: when asking the child for permission to talk to different people, 
when asking for signed waivers for release of records, and when discussing with 
a client what the lawyer plans to tell other parties or the judge. The lawyer must 
put forth, concretely and specifically, the way in which he or she understands the 
confidentiality requirement, and stick by that understanding. Until the client 
signals that he or she understands and fully trusts the lawyer's obligation, the 
lawyer should be keeping issues of confidentiality very prominent in discussions 
with the child. 

Second, the client has every right to hope that the lawyer is a competent, 
effective and powerful advocate on her behalf. The lawyer must be careful to 
fulfill these expectations wherever possible, but also to make sure that the client's 
expectations are realistic. The child must understand that the lawyer is not a 
magician. Therefore, leading the child to believe that because the lawyer will 
argue something to the judge, the judge will follow the lawyer's recommendation, 
deceives the child. The lawyer must work to keep the child's expectations in line 
with reality, particularly the child's expectations about what the lawyer can do at 
any point in time. The lawyer should describe concretely what the lawyer will do 
next for the child throughout the representation. Only in this way can the lawyer 
ensure that the child understands what the lawyer's role is. 

[c] Establish Good Routines of Communication 

This section offers thoughts about the first client meeting and the ten principles 
of good communication. This discussion is designed to supplement materials 
already available to the practitioner on legal interviewing of children. Some of the 
most useful of those materials are contained in Appendix C.3. 

The concrete suggestions that follow aim to give specific thoughts about how 
a lawyer for children can pursue one central goal: a respectful, professional 
relationship with the client. While a lawyer for children may employ somewhat 
different techniques and expectations in working with children, the lawyer 
nevertheless must demand of himself or herself the same careful listening and care 
in communication that lawyers for adults should employ. In short, techniques may 
vary, but the goals of legal interviewing of the client remain fixed: to ascertain the 
child's goals, to get a sense of the child as a unique person, and to keep the child 
abreast of important legal developments as they happen. 

Good interviewing also provides the building blocks for other critical lawyering 
functions. As in all lawyering, lawyers for children use principles and techniques 
employed in interviewing as the building blocks for good counseling, negotiation, 
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and even trial skills. A commitment to high-quality interviewing therefore 
improves the quality of one's lawyering overall by teaching the lawyer how to 
reveal the client's views effectively and pursue them skillfully. 

[1] Some Thoughts About the First Meeting 

The lawyer should be creative about how to structure the first encounter with 
a child client. Talking to the child while the child is doing artwork, playing with 
toys in the lawyer's office, the client's home, or in the foster home can be a 
comfortable context for the child to begin speaking about legal issues. 

In the first meeting, it is important for the lawyer's agenda to be more of a 
"checklist" than a road map. That is to say, the lawyer should know what materials 
must absolutely be covered in the first meeting, but should not try to plan 
meticulously in what order the material will be covered. For instance, in a very 
initial meeting, the lawyer will mainly want to identify himself or herself, explain 
to the child a bit about the law and what a lawyer is, get a sense of the child and 
her main concerns, and get a sense of fruitful ways of communicating with the 
child. This alone may be enough of an agenda for the first meeting. 

Once the lawyer begins to encounter the child, however, the lawyer should deal 
with the issues that pop up naturally out of the lawyer-client encounter, while still 
keeping this agenda firmly in mind. For instance, if the lawyer begins to introduce 
himself and the child immediately begins asking questions about when he can 
return home and how long he has to be in the foster home, the lawyer should dive 
right into answering those questions. As a useful benchmark, the lawyer should 
plan to spend about thirty to forty minutes with the child initially, leaving the first 
ten to fifteen minutes after introductions quite unstructured in order to get a sense 
of the child. If, at the end of the fifteen minutes, the lawyer still feels like he or 
she has no clue about how to go forward, the lawyer may make some tentative 
forays into the most important "checklist" item and see how the child reacts. Most 
of the time, however, the first ten or fifteen minutes contain important indicators 
of where the child wants the conversation to go and what the child expects, and 
the lawyer can adjust this agenda accordingly. The lawyer should also try to save 
about five to ten minutes at the end of the meeting to go over issues that did not 
come up naturally but need to be discussed. In addition to these ideas, the 
following ten principles will help the lawyer in facing client interviewing 
situations generally. 

[2] Principles of Good Communication with Child Clients 

The following ten principles apply to the interviewing of any professional 
client, but take on specific meaning in the context of lawyering for children. I have 
chosen to include principles of client interviewing and to leave the specifics to 
other authors, because those specifics, without a broader framework, can lead a 
lawyer to impose his or her own agenda on the client. The principles are designed 
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to keep the lawyer focused on the client's subjective point of view. Coupled with 
the able commentary of other authors, it is hoped that the lawyer can develop 
useful and effective approaches to interviewing generally. 

l. Above All, Listen. 

March, 1984 

And being present is often my main and sole contribution to the client. 
Beautiful and really tormented 10-year-old Annie was sitting in the 
waiting room having just witnessed a near brawl between her natural 
father and her aunt, and then in the courtroom until the judge excused 
them to the robing room where she could still hear every ugly word. At 
two separate points I brought her into the Legal Aid Intake room and 
while she brooded silently, I sat and joined her in her silence. I keep 
hearing Holly Near: "Please sit with me/through the night/and tell me it's 
all right/to fall apart/with you." 

In most successful professional interviews, clients do most of the talking. All 
the techniques one employs should focus on creating an environment so that the 
client, understanding one's role, can tell what she wants the lawyer to know. This 
simple principle is often the hardest to follow. For busy lawyers with huge 
caseloads, interviews may be squeezed into ten or fifteen minutes between court 
appearances. One is tempted to speak as fast as one can, anticipate the client's 
concerns and wishes, and "save time" by talking instead of listening. In the end, 
however, the lawyer hears only what the lawyer thinks the client thinks, and not 
what the client actually thinks. Slowing down to listen, while often the hardest 
thing to do, is also the most important thing you can do for your client. 

2. Meet The Child Where She Is. 

Because the world of lawyers and the world of children rarely intersect, our 
clients are rarely thinking about only the legal issue surrounding them when they 
meet us. When we first meet them, they may still be thinking about events from 
school that day, the TV shows they were just watching, or the game they were just 
playing. Their minds are preoccupied with their own world. Thus, meeting with 
the lawyers always involves a transition from "where the child is" to the legal 
matters that, in many cases, the child would just as soon not address. Helping the 
client make that transition well usually means starting as close as possible to 
where the client is and moving with her to the legal context, or better yet, bringing 
the legal context to her. One cannot expect a child, or even most adults, to shift 
gears into legal mode instantly. 

Meeting the client where she is may involve going to environments familiar to 
her, rather than meeting in the lawyer's office, at the courthouse, or at the child 
welfare agency. The lawyer must also mentally shift gears, from the views 
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expressed about the child's family by child protective personnel, to an under
standing of the child's world from her perspective. 

3. Speak at The Child's Level: Respectfully And Simply. 

Once the lawyer starts at the same place as the client, it is important, physically 
and linguistically, to speak at the client's level. Physically, it is important to 
establish a comfortable context in which the lawyer does not tower over the client, 
but sits with her, so that the lawyer is clearly visible and accessible to the child. 
Sitting at eye level is a good default. As a rule, wear professional clothes that 
allow you to sit on the floor comfortably. Linguistically, it is important to use 
words that the child understands and to present them in a comprehensible way. 2 

Again, it is the responsibility of the lawyer to adjust to the child's level of 
comprehension and activity and not to expect the child to "act like an adult." As 
a rule, use sentences that convey one idea at a time. Watch for questions or 
statements that are too long or too complex. 

4. Play it Straight, Act Your Age. 

While trying to put the child at ease, it is tempting to step far beyond traditional 
professional conduct to demonstrate rapport with the child. Using jargon that one 
believes "kids are using these days" or offering to take them to local hangouts may 
seem at first like an effective technique of connecting with the client, but at least 
as often can demonstrate how painfully different the lawyer and client are, in 
terms of class and age. In the end, it is often dangerous to try to act as if the 
"generation gap" between adult lawyers and child or adolescent clients is not 
there. Accept the distance between your experience and your client; this is more 
honest and conveys more respect to the child. 

5. Make Only the Promises You Can Keep. 3 

Making appropriate promises to the client and keeping them is the heart of good 
representation. Trust builds with small promises consistently kept ("I will call you 
tomorrow." "I will talk to that worker." "I will send you that when I get back to 
the office"). Making proper promises also organizes the relationship: end a 
meeting with a list of tasks to be done and start the subsequent meeting with a 
review of those tasks. 

As discussed below, children will come to rely on other, less explicit messages 
they hear in their relationship with their lawyer. The client whose lawyer 
consistently takes her out for pizza may become confused when the lawyer forgets 

2 ANNE GRAFFAM WALKER, HANDBOOK ON QUESTIONING CHILDREN: A LINGUISTIC PERSPECTIVE (1994) 
provides excellent concrete suggestions about framing conversations with children. 

3 I first encountered this critical formulation in JosE~H GOLDSTEIN ET AL., THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE 

CHILD 108 (1986). 
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to do that, or becomes too busy; she may believe that she has done something to 
offend the lawyer. The client may believe that the lawyer is like a big sibling or 
a surrogate parent when activities beyond traditional lawyer-client interviews take 
place in the relationship. While thoughtful lawyers will always be tempted to 
temper the harsh issues the representation involves with an ice cream cone or a 
little gift, such diversions may end up making the lawyer feel better about the 
tough issues the client is facing, but may ultimately only confuse the client. Think 
carefully about the explicit and implicit messages you send to your client. 

6. Remember That Legal Interviewing Means Give and Take. 

It is possible to follow the five principles above and still have an interview in 
which the child, put at ease by the lawyer, talks on and on with no guidance from 
the lawyer about what is relevant or important to the conversation. Keeping a 
client on track is an important goal of interviewing. Indeed, lawyers may 
sometimes focus on what information they need to get from a client, forgetting 
what information they need to give to the client. I have heard lawyers explain that 
they did not visit a client because, "after all, what can a four-year-old tell me?" 
Besides the fact that, in my experience, there are a world of things that a 
four-year-old can communicate, there are also a world of questions that four-year
olds can ask that need careful consideration. Good client interviewing requires 
listening and responding. 

7. Leave Enough Time. 

It is crucial to give children enough time and space in which to communicate 
with you. A rushed interview that must accomplish certain goals tends to 
discourage the lawyer from meeting the child where she is and listening and 
speaking at the child's level. Especially in a first meeting, when the lawyer has no 
clue about who the child is, the lawyer and the child need time to communicate 
well. 

It is thus critical that one set up first meetings in a time and place where things 
are not rushed. On the other hand, since children cannot necessarily withstand 
long meetings, it is also important to meet the client as early as possible in the 
relationship because multiple meetings may become necessary. For instance, a 
lawyer assigned to represent a child at an initial temporary custody hearing in ten 
days' time should arrange to meet the child at the earliest possible time, so that, 
if necessary, the lawyer can return to meet the child again before the first court 
appearance. 

8. Keep Track of Your Own Feelings and Biases. 

Transference issues loom large in our meetings with children. Our clients often 
face unfair and upsetting losses in their live , and most lawyers, especially those 
who love children, will find these losses very painful. In the rush to fix the 
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problem, often an illusory goal, we also tend to seek to fix blame. In the hurried, 
emergent, high-stakes environment, our instinctual prejudices and biases wield a 
heavy brush, coloring our perceptions and our actions. This is especially true 
when new clients remind us of other clients or other experiences of our past that 
have left us with unresolved feelings. 

Lawyers for children should be self-conscious about their feelings and biases. 
Often keeping a clear head serves thedient best, and being totally available to our 
client in her time of need requires us to make sure we are on top of our own needs 
and emotions. It is often helpful for a lawyer to talk through issues with a partner 
or consultant on the case if the lawyer is concerned about unresolved issues the 
lawyer is encountering in the representation. 

9. Try to See Yourself as a Client Does. 

Ask yourself occasionally, "What does my client think is going on?" As you 
leave an initial meeting, try to think through how your client may perceive you 
and what she may not understand. How would a child explain her predicament and 
your representation to a friend? How would a child answer the question, "Who is 
that lawyer and what is she doing for you?" 

10. Use the Term Paper Strategy. 

A good term paper should first tell what the writer will do, then do it, then 
explain what the writer has done. While this principle should apply to all 
lawyer-client relationships, this is crucial with children who may need special 
help in keeping track of what the lawyer is doing. 

It is therefore useful to begin and end each new lawyer-client conversation with 
a recapitulation of where the case stands. For instance, every interaction with the 
client should end with a clear statement of the concrete jobs that a lawyer will do 
for the client and the next time that the lawyer will contact the client. 

For example, the lawyer might say at the end of a client meeting, "So I will 
speak with your workers about increasing visitation with your parents. I will also 
call your parents' lawyer. Then I will call you to tell you what happened." It may 
make sense also to set up a time for that call. Sometimes it is useful to write a list 
of things the lawyer is going to do on a business card and hand it to the client. 
When you call at the appointed time, begin exactly where you left off. "Well, Tom, 
I told you that I was going to call your counselor, and I reached her today. I 
wanted to tell you what she said and then we can decide what to do next." At the 
end of that call, after a new action plan is made, it is important to write down the 
next steps and to begin the next interaction by reviewing those steps and 
explaining what happened with them. 

While methodical, this strategy need not be overly repetitive or plotting. The 
connection to the earlier conversations can be accomplished in a very short 
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amount of time. Of course, it is important at each point to ask the client if anything 
new has come up. For instance before reporting on the conversation with the 
counselor, the lawyer might tell the client "Well, Tom, I am calling to tell you 
what the counselor said, but I also want to see how you are doing generally. How 
are you doing?" It may be that Tom's views have radically changed since the last 
conversation. 

The simplicity of this strategy is also its beauty. Even a younger child can 
understand when you kept a promise to call or visit at a certain time and can tell 
when you have forgotten to do it. Not only does the term paper strategy connect 
the individual actions of your representation, but it also provides a basis for your 
client to develop or not develop trust in your work and your words. Over time, the 
client should be able to remember the steps taken in the case, how they connect 
back to earlier actions, and how they lead forward to later actions. 

The term paper strategy is a cycle that replicates itself on both micro and macro 
levels. It not only applies to individual phone calls but also to the structure of the 
relationship itself. One defines the role of the lawyer, fulfills that role, and leaves 
that role. The lawyer should say, "My job is to learn what you want me to do and 
to try my best to do it. Then my job is over." As we will see in Chapter Seven 
below, the completion of these tasks will set the stage for healthy termination of 
the lawyer-client relationship in a way that ends the relationship as thoughtfully 
as it has begun. 

All too often, we neglect to follow the term paper strategy. Like the common 
social greeting, sometimes almost a throwaway, that "we should do lunch," we 
sometimes tell our clients that we will do things and then forget to do them. For 
children, even more so than for adults, this sends the message that we make 
promises that we do not keep. When telling a client that you will call him, write 
that reminder in your date book right in front of the client. The client will then get 
a concrete sense of how you remember to do things and be assured that you will 
do as you say. 

* * * * * 
Throughout these principles, we revisit the everpresent issue of the lawyer's 

transference. As we explored in some depth in Chapter Two, the lawyer's own 
agenda is the primary barrier to getting to know the client-in-context successfully. 
The principles for client interviewing are designed to help the lawyer maintain his 
or her focus on the client's perspective and not his or her own. Like the "Seven 
Questions to Keep Us Honest," the principles of client interviewing included in 
this chapter give the lawyer some tools to use to counter the natural tendency to 
interpret his or her own agenda as the client's. 
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[d] Conclusion 

The child has these three understandable expectations in her first encounters 
with the lawyer. The lawyer's goal is to fulfill these expectations in an initial way 
as quickly as possible, even if tentatively. Because all of these questions are 
contextual, involving the interaction of the law with the child, a thoughtful 
understanding of each of these three issues can only be reached through a great 
deal of immediate work, fact-finding, and legal study by the lawyer. Once the 
lawyer has embarked upon helping the child get to a full, three-dimensional 
understanding of the lawyer's role with respect to the child, the lawyer should also 
be focusing on trying to get to a three-dimensional understanding of the child as 
quickly as possible. This will be covered in the next section. 

§ 4-3 Getting to Know the Child-in-Context 

In Chapter One, we discussed the way in which the concept of the child-in
context is a holistic, three-dimensional view of the client that captures the client's 
view of herself and her own life in all of its subjectivity. It is far more than a 
collection of facts or a typology of feelings. Even though the client may initially 
remind you of other clients or other children or adults whom you have known, the 
client will differentiate herself through her own unique actions and perspectives as 
you get to know her better. 

How then does a lawyer move quickly to this three-dimensional understanding 
of the client? It has been suggested in other disciplines that one must know 
approximately 68% of a whole before one feels like one understands the concept 
as a whole. 1 In first-year law school we are taught to think about "torts coming 
together at the end of the semester." All of us have experienced the phenomenon 
of learning a subject in a linear, step-by-step way, and only later grasping the 
whole. Take the example of driving a stick-shift car. One can learn the principles 
of steering, shifting the gears, depressing the clutch, and releasing the brake. Yet 
with all those concepts firmly in mind, one stalls again and again (often to the 
intense amusement of those watching) until the first time your hands and feet 
work as one, decoding the rhythms and coordination needed in order to get the car 
to sputter slowly to life. 

Indeed, I believe that what is essential to know about a client for purposes of 
representation often falls far short of knowing a client one hundred percent. At the 
"68 % mark" a person can grasp the whole of something even if he does not grasp 
all of it in its every detail. Two non-legal examples might illustrate the 
phenomenon. For instance, in the old television game show "Concentration," the 

1 I first learned this concept from Jim Peters, who in turn learned it from Peter Berger, a calculus 
teacher at Hamden High School. 
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contestants tried to solve the rebus based on squares of the puzzle that were turned 
over after successfully matching pairs of clues. At a certain point, I believe around 
the 68% mark, the essence of the rebus underneath becomes clear, even when 
clues continue to obscure much of the puzzle. In another example, the Magic Eye 
Picture has recently become part of our popular culture. One can stare at a 
seemingly abstract image for a while until a three-dimensional image pops 
forward. While there are instructions for trying to train your eyes to do this 
quickly, nothing substitutes for patience and a long lingering look over the 
seemingly disconnected pieces until the three-dimensional image appears. 

I can feel the same cognitive phenomenon taking place in the early days of 
meeting our clients. As we meet them, as we meet their families, and as we 
assemble chronologies with the facts that we have gathered, three-dimensional 
images of the children and the clients' lives eventually, and sometimes suddenly, 
appear. This does not necessarily mean, as will be discussed below, that we know 
everything about our clients. It does mean that we have been able to somehow 
glimpse the contours of the client and her world as a whole. Out of our 
two-dimensional data, a three-dimensional understanding appears. Though the 
individual elements of the whole picture appear disconnected and without order, 
when placed together they form far more than the sum of the parts. 

I believe that 68% marks the point at which one can begin to see the contours 
of a client's personality, and begin to grasp some of its essential features. As 
detailed in Chapter Four below, the use of integrating tools such as genograms and 
ecomaps, chronologies, and daily, weekly, and monthly schedules, can begin that 
integration process. 

In getting to know the child-in-context, there is a similar moment when the 
fairly linear task of collecting information opens into a three-dimensional 
understanding of the child. The lawyer must work as quickly as possible to gather 
information about the client and to attempt to put it together into a more holistic 
picture. Or more simply, the lawyer must get to the 68% point as quickly as 
possible. The lawyer knows that this cannot be done without concrete factual 
investigation, but the lawyer must do more than just check off in his case file that 
he has read the entire record, interviewed all the family members, and talked to 
all the workers. While gathering the information, the lawyer is seeking to put this 
information together in a way that allows him or her to understand the client as 
a whole. Often there is an "aha!" moment when the lawyer suddenly understands 
the client at a new level of depth. 

This is the challenge of the lawyer in the first phase of the lawyer-client 
relationship. The techniques suggested below are designed to help the lawyer get 
to that 68% mark as soon as possible. Because the child is waiting for you to catch 
up so that you can be helpful to her and her crisis, the importance of getting to a 
holistic view of her as quickly as possible cannot be overstated. As noted in 
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Chapter One, from day one of the case, the lawyer is always acting based on some 
nascent view of the child-in-context. I fear that lawyers that allow themselves to 
represent a client without steeping themselves in the individual facts of the client's 
situation are operating too much on the basis of stereotype and on their own views 
about what a child needs. Thus, since the lawyer is always working with some 
vision of the child-in-context, it is important for the lawyer to move to an accurate 
one as soon as possible. 

This section has two major parts. First, we will examine the critical habit of 
frontloading work. Second, we will discuss four integrating devices that will help 
the lawyer integrate the information that he has gotten in his frontloaded 
investigation to move as soon as possible to an integrated, holistic understanding 
of the child-in-context. 

[a] Frontloading 

Because at the beginning of every case the lawyer knows that he or she is miles 
behind the starting line at which a child is anxiously waiting, every lawyer knows 
that the beginning of a case requires a tremendous amount of work. Thus the 
lawyer should organize intake accordingly. For instance, if a lawyer has a given 
intake day or knows that he will receive a new case around a certain time, he 
should plan time into his schedule, knowing that he will be doing an extensive 
amount of information gathering at that time. It may be impossible to pick up 
many cases on that day or to pick up many cases on successive days. However the 
lawyer's professional life is scheduled, planning to frontload the work in a case is 
critical. The lawyer will find that, by frontloading the work, after an initial period 
of tremendous activity, which focuses on getting to know the child-in-context and 
setting in place the machinery for an action plan that will pursue the child's goals, 
the daily time required for any given client will drop off dramatically. Since every 
case goes through periods of intensity and more routine monitoring, it is possible 
to juggle frontloading in new cases with maintenance of ongoing cases. 

What does frontloading consist of? There are three basic tasks that must be 
frontloaded: educating oneself about the law and the child's context; data 
collection; and relationship building. The principle of frontloading suggests that 
all three activities must be done as soon as possible and should all be done 
simultaneous! y. 

February, 1984 

Sometimes I .find myself wolfing down food even when I consciously try 
not to, or having my mind dart in seven directions at once. No doubt an 
adaptation to work where the phone, the court, the clients, the paperwork, 
the scheduling and keeping future cases moving along, the social workers 
are always beckoning at once. 
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This concept may be hard to understand. How does one do three sets of tasks 
simultaneously? The answer is to set aside enough time and plan to dedicate time 
to the case in big stretches at the beginning of the case. During whatever time you 
have, use the New York subway riders' principle of changing trains: do not wait 
for the express train or the local train, just get on whatever train is moving. 
Similarly, start the three different groups of tasks and try to coordinate them so 
that each is moving forward as fast as possible. Once one task is started, downtime 
is created. For instance, when you arrange to get records and they are being 
copied, continue with other tasks: contacting people for phone interviews, visiting 
a client, getting releases signed. The challenge is to make lists of work that needs 
to be done and organize them so that you can be moving as efficiently as possible 
through the combined list. Below we will discuss each of the different tasks that 
are involved and then suggest some principles for putting the three kinds of tasks 
together. 

[1] Educate Oneself About the Law and the Context of the Child 

As soon as the lawyer is assigned to the case, the lawyer may find that the 
child's case involves legal issues with which he or she is not familiar. The lawyer 
may need to read or review critical agency policies. Photocopy any unusual law 
or policies that are involved in the case, and place them into the client file for 
review as soon as possible. Similarly, the child may be involved in agencies that 
the lawyer does not know well. The lawyer should, as soon as possible, get 
information about those agencies, including the agencies' promotional brochures, 
and place those in the file as well. In addition, the lawyer should look for and talk 
to people who may have experience with those agencies to find out more about 
agency mission, procedures, and personnel. 

[2] Meet the Client, Collect Records, and Interview Key People 

As the lawyer receives the papers on the client, he or she should arrange to see 
the client as soon as possible. Even this decision will take some investigation. The 
lawyer will need to find out where the child is, how recently she moved there, and 
her current condition. The lawyer will need to think through, based on the little 
information he or she has, what the best circumstances are for seeing the child for 
the first time. Because the first meeting may come at a very traumatic time, be 
awkward, or prove to be unfruitful, the lawyer should make this appointment with 
plenty of time to see the child again before the lawyer needs to act. For instance, 
if a lawyer must represent a child in a protective custody hearing within ten days, 
the lawyer should arrange to see the child even briefly within 24 to 48 hours in 
order to have time to return to the child if the child and lawyer need to consult 
again. 

Once that appointment is set up, the lawyer should be thoughtful about other 
information-gathering strategies. For most clients, it will violate the lawyer's duty 
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of confidentiality to gather extensive information before meeting the child for the 
first time. Certainly teenage clients are entitled to clear any of the lawyer's 
requests to see records before the lawyer reads them. With younger children, with 
whom one could not expect to have such a conversation, this knowledge from the 
file will often help the lawyer interpret some of the child's more subtle signals and 
behaviors. Deciding whether to read the records before the first meeting with the 
younger child is therefore something that the lawyer must usually decide without 
a great deal of information. If the first meeting has been set up as quickly as we 
recommend, however, it may be impossible to read the files before the lawyer sees 
the child. This will also allow the lawyer to explore the fact gathering procedure 
with the child informally at that meeting. Depending on the governing law, the 
lawyer may also be required to gather releases from the client's parents or the state 
child welfare agency. 

Once confidentiality issues are resolved, the lawyer should initiate the process 
for obtaining information from critical files as soon as possible. For instance, as 
soon as possible, the lawyer should read the child welfare files, which led to the 
filing of the petition that brought the case to court and caused the lawyer to be 
appointed for the child. The lawyer should contact the lawyer for the child welfare 
agency immediately and start the ball rolling. 

February, 1984 

Agency case records are the plague of our job-Huge, multivolume, 
chicken-scratched, endless recitals of "mother failed to visit"/"welfare 
case closed"/"client went to bathroom." Getting them-much less read
ing them-is a constant headache. So when Shirley . . . called from our 
offices down to the 5th floor room where we sit at Intake, asking about a 
delivery for which I had to sign, I sighed, looked at the kid I was 
interviewing, the file I was completing, and the two calls blinking on hold 
and murmured-" Okay, send them down. " 

Often seeing these files will require a number of phone calls to the lawyer, then 
to the worker, with a return phone call about how the records will be inspected and 
delivered. The lawyer should think about whether he or she wants to see the 
records at the agency or wants to request copies of the records. Often requesting 
copies of the records leads to delays and a number of thorny issues about the 
agency's duties of confidentiality. If releases are required from the parents, the 
child, or from others in the child welfare bureaucracy, the lawyer should initiate 
that procedure on day one of the representation. 

Also on day one, the lawyer should brainstorm about other records that may 
exist. For instance, if the child came to the attention of the child welfare agency 
through the school, through an emergency room, or through some other 
professional referral, all of those places may have files that are critical for the 
lawyer to arrange to see. Again, even if the lawyer does not want to see them 
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before the first meeting with the child, it is often important for the lawyer to 
discern the procedure necessary for seeing those files. Some of these agencies may 
require releases from the parent, the agency, or the child. In any case, it may be 
very helpful for the lawyer to enter the first meeting prepared with specific ideas 
of records needed in case the child is ready to discuss what other information the 
lawyer will be seeking. It may be useful for the lawyer to keep a master list of 
existing records and an ongoing check list of records requested and records 
needed that can be updated and completed early in the case to keep track of all the 
requests and releases that have been made. 

[3] Build Relationships 

The lawyer should also begin to think about other significant people in the 
child's life whom he or she should contact. Represented parties, particularly 
parents, of course must be contacted through their attorneys.2 Again, many of the 
same considerations about interviewing these people apply before the first 
meeting with the child. On the one hand, lawyers may prejudice their understand
ing of cases by relying on the significant others' points of view- research of the 
"primacy effect" suggests that people entering a new situation are highly affected 
by the first set of impressions that they form. On the other hand, walking into an 
interview or first meeting with a client with no information can often be awkward. 
Since, however, the client will know that the lawyer has just been assigned to the 
case, the client to some degree will not be surprised when the lawyer has very 
little information about them. 

Lawyers often face the thorny issue of whether to consult an embattled parent 
or other close adults, such as a long-term therapist, before seeing the client. Strict 
rules of lawyer confidentiality suggest that one would see the child first to see how 
the child felt about that adult before deciding to consult the adult in any depth. On 
the other hand, with children who are being treated for serious psychiatric illness, 
seeing the counselor may be critical to learning the proper way to communicate 
with and approach the child in the first instance. It may be that a trusted therapist 
would help the child tremendously in understanding who a lawyer is and help 
prevent the child from being frightened about another first meeting with another 
new adult. In one representation of an older child who appeared to have no severe 
psychiatric illness, our clinic met the child himself, after leaving a message for the 
therapist stating that we were planning to see the client as soon as possible. 
Unbeknownst to us, our client had not known about the legal proceeding before 
meeting us, and was thrown quite a bit by the news that a neglect proceeding was 
pending against his parent. His therapist was extremely concerned that we may 

2 According to Model Rule 4.2 and 4.3, it is the duty of the lawyer to clarify his or her role to 
the unrepresented party. In addition, Model Rule 4.2 mandates that contact with represented parties 
must be authorized by the other representing lawyer. 
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have created a secondary trauma to the child by surprising him with upsetting 
information delivered by strangers. Much of the rest of the representation of the 
client involved extensive efforts to work cooperatively with the therapist in a way 
that was faithful to both her duties and our ethical duties towards the client. 

When meeting with the significant others, many conversations can be by phone. 
It is often useful for the lawyer, if at all possible, to arrange to meet with most 
significant others in the person's life. One or two in-person interviews of those 
people of critical importance to the child will do wonders to enhance the lawyer's 
understanding of the child. The face-to-face communication helps the lawyer 
focus on the child's case, gives the significant other a more in-depth understanding 
of the lawyer, and will set up a good line of communication should crises develop. 

[ 4] Coordinating and Setting Priorities Among the Three Sets of Tasks 

The principle of frontloading suggests that the lawyer hit the ground running in 
gathering information about the client as soon as the lawyer is appointed. An 
appropriate default rule for frontloading is as follows. Often when a lawyer is 
assigned to a case, she will have another court appearance scheduled within a 
short period of time, say three or four days. The lawyer should arrange to see the 
child as quickly as possible, in any case within the first half of the period between 
the appointment and the next court date. The lawyer should also strive to have all 
of the information gathering well underway by this halfway point. This leaves the 
equivalent amount of time for processing the information, meeting with the client 
again, contacting other people, or trying to dig up other resources and preparing 
for court. 

Once the lawyer has gone through this frontloading procedure a number of 
times, the lawyer will find that certain efficiencies can develop. For instance, a trip 
to the agency to review the file can also become the time to meet the child welfare 
worker and the supervisor. The meeting with the child, in some cases, can include, 
where appropriate, interviews with the foster parent or important people at the 
school. In any case, at all times during this frontloading period, the lawyer should 
consider time of the essence. Whatever efforts the lawyer can make to get records 
faster, including driving by an agency on the way home from work or during lunch 
hour, will not only get the lawyer the material quickly but will send the message 
to those involved in the case that this new player in the case considers time to be 
of the essence for the child. 

The biggest skill in frontloading is exercising both efficiency and proper 
priority setting to get a tremendous amount of tasks done in a very short amount 
of time. Certain tricks of the trade might be useful. In terms of organizing record 
collection for instance, the lawyer should determine which records are most 
critical and make those the highest priority. Important records that will take a long 
time to get should also be pursued so that this quest can be percolating while the 
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lawyer is busy with the other critical tasks at the beginning of the case. For 
instance, one might find that sending a single release in the mail, which takes only 
about ten minutes, can be done early on in the case; the lawyer will have the 
satisfaction of having records arriving back at the office several days or weeks 
later while he or she has been busy with other tasks for the case. One can make 
a similar hierarchy with critical people to meet in the case. Once a laundry list of 
every person involved in the case is created, clear priorities will emerge. The 
lawyer should put priority on people who are important to the client and on people 
who have a particular wealth of information. This generally includes people who 
have been working with the family for a longer period of time or who have been 
involved with the client and family in critical moments during the client's 
involvement with the child protective system. 

The biggest challenge is to be efficient about frontloading without losing sight 
of the central principles of representation. For instance, it would be wrong to get 
records without the client's consent just because it would be more efficient. While 
this is not problematic when the child is a baby, whenever there is a question about 
the child's desire to have input about whether and when the lawyer reads the 
records, it is critical to honor that privacy right, even though some inefficiencies 
are created. It is not inappropriate to bring the proper releases to a client meeting, 
or to find out the records procedures, assuming that the child will consent, so that 
the records can be sought quickly after the child does consent. But to privilege 
efficiency over the core principles of respecting the client's views and honoring 
the three defaults would be a false economy, indeed. 

The principle of frontloading also means a tremendous amount of paper being 
generated and flowing into the office at the beginning of the case. It is useful to 
set up case files immediately and to have a case file system that will allow 
organization of a large amount of materials quickly. It is often useful to file 
records from other agencies in separate folders from the lawyer's correspondence 
and memos. It is also useful, as the lawyer meets new people, to create telephone, 
address, and e-mail lists, and to collect business cards in order to build up a very 
helpful resource in the file during those first days. 

If one has been effective at frontloading information, the lawyer suddenly has 
the great deal of material to digest. The next set of tools focuses on integrating and 
digesting the material and will speed the lawyer towards a holistic understanding 
of the case. 

[b] Integrating Devices: Genograms, Chronologies, and Daily, Weekly, 
and Monthly Schedules 

Once the lawyer has begun to collect information, the lawyer must not only 
read the information but organize it in a way that will allow him or her to absorb 
it. Merely reading clients' records is rarely sufficient to digest the information 
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properly. Many of our clients have lived through complex changes in custody, 
have large networks of people working with them, and have specialized and 
unusual needs. The lawyer's head spins with dates, names, and events. The next 
four devices are integrating devices, designed to take the information the lawyer 
has collected and integrate it into a form that can be helpful in getting a sense of 
the child-in-context. 

[1] Ecomaps/Genograms 

Genograms and ecomaps are two integrating tools that can help the lawyer sort 
through the client's world from day one. The genogram3 is simply another name 
for a family tree, which provides a pictorial representation of the child's family 
over time. A second kind of genogram, the placement genogram, allows the family 
tree to expand to include out-of-home placements where the child has lived. The 
ecomap4 is a pictorial representation of the child's world at a given moment in 
time, including not only her family, but all other connections between the child, 
family and outside world. 

Appendices E.2 and E.3 contain two helpful articles that provide background 
and instructions for drawing ecomaps and two sorts of genograms. Both tools 
simply standardize the form of entries into the family tree or ecomap in ways that 
convey a great deal of information in an economical fashion. The lawyer wishing 
to learn how to use the devices might simply try drawing the genogram and 
ecomap of his or her own family. 

Here are three samples: a genogram, a placement genogram, and an ecomap 
based upon the case study described in Appendix E.4. 

3 For a longer discussion of genograms, see MoNrcA M. GoLDRICK & RANDY GERSON, GENOGRAMS 
IN FAMILY ASSESSMENT (1985). 

4 For a longer discussion on ecomaps, see Ann Hartman, Diagrammatic Assessment of Family 
Relationships, FAMILIES IN SocIETY, iii special ed., (1995). I am grateful to Elspeth Slaytor for 
suggesting the use of ecomaps in this book. 
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The process of creating a genogram can be started from day one of the case. 
One can simply begin with a blank piece of paper, placing the client in the center 
of the bottom of the sheet. As new information is received, the genogram can 
slowly be filled in. Watching the progress of your genogram can actually spur you 
to determine what information you are missing and absorb information as it comes 
in. Figuring out what holes are in the genogram may help you direct some of your 
questions to your client, the caseworkers, or other significant people accordingly. 
Often parents or grandparents are critical and abundant resources for filling in the 
genogram and can often be a fountain of information. 

The other beauty of the genogram is to demonstrate on one page important 
relationships beyond the parent-child relationship and laterally across the genera
tions. For instance, in our practice in Connecticut, many of our clients are very 
closely connected to family in the rural south. In some cases these relatives are 
grandparents. In other cases these relatives are relatively far-flung in terms of 
traditional lineage, yet emotionally very close, based on early life experiences or 
the important care-taking roles played by certain relatives in the family. 
Visualizing how the family has chosen to organize themselves is often very useful 
in visualizing who is important to the client. As our preliminary look in Appendix 
A into the history of black families will suggest, a description of the nuclear 
family is rarely sufficient for understanding the way that families of color have 
been forced to organize themselves. Creating a genogram or creating your own 
method for seeing the larger network of the family of the whole can be 
extraordinarily useful in getting to know the child-in-context. 

The ecomap also includes important, non-biological people in the graphical 
representation as well, including the welter of service providers in a case. The 
placement genogram can help keep track of other placements; foster homes in 
which a child has stayed for a long time can be drawn in an independent part of 
the paper and shown to include the child as well. The use of these very powerful 
tools can help one integrate information, double-check what information is 
additionally needed, and quickly start one on the way to understanding the child 
in her own context. 

[2] Chronologies 

Another extremely helpful integrating mechanism is the chronology. The 
chronology is simply a timeline of the events of the life of a client, used to 
organize one's thoughts as one goes through a complex case file. 

Many kinds of chronologies obviously can be made and may be tailored to each 
practitioner's individual needs. Often, however, two kinds of chronologies can be 
useful: a basic information timeline, and a comprehensive timeline. The basic 
information timeline includes the critical dates in the child's life, the child's date 
of birth, dates of placement, dates of major changes in the child's life including 
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family deaths, incarcerations, illnesses, or other critical turning points in the 
child's life. The basic chronology should be no more than one page and may just 
be a basic information sheet kept prominently displayed on one side of the file. 
Therefore, if people ask you how old your client is or when he came into care, that 
information is immediately at your fingertips. The comprehensive chronology 
may contain important dates that give as close to a blow-by-blow understanding 
of the events of the child's life as the records will afford. Often at the beginning 
of the case the comprehensive timeline is the best, because one honestly does not 
know what information is critical and what is not. The comprehensive timeline 
also allows one to make observations about the life of the family in ways that the 
basic timeline cannot. For instance, a family may experience a tremendous 
amount of turmoil in the summer; that pattern can be identified by thick patches 
of entries occurring in the summer months. The comprehensive timeline is also a 
good way to take notes on case records you have received to make sure that you 
have integrated each new set of materials with other materials. As one often will 
find gross inconsistencies among different sources of information, the compre
hensive timeline can help one to identify those inconsistencies and help sort them 
out. Here is a sample chronology, also based on the story in Appendix E.4: 

January 10, 1966 
March S, 1969 
March 5, 1988 

April 8, 1989 

July 1991 

September 1991 

January 1992 

February 1, 1992 

April 1992 

October 1993 

Preliminary Chronology of Robert's Case 

Ben born. 
Patricia born. 
Patricia marries Ben. Ben is a road manager for 
a band; he was away from home for long peri
ods of time. 
Robert S. was born. Robert was born healthy 
after an uncomplicated pregnancy from Patricia, 
20 years old. Ben, his father, was 23 years old. 
Patricia's 17-year-old brother Adam was killed 
in a car accident. 
Patricia, who had used marijuana and cocaine 
in high school, began smoking crack. 
Ben took a job in another state and Patricia and 
Ben separated. 
Patricia enters a 90-day detoxification program 
and Robert goes to live with his aunt, Sarah, 18 
years old. 
Patricia and Ben are divorced and Patricia en
ters an 18-month rehabilitation program. Robert 
continues to live with his paternal grandparents. 
His father visits them on holidays. 
Patricia was released from the rehabilitation 
program. Robert continues to live with his 
grandparents, visiting his mother on weekends. 
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December 1993 

January 1994 
February 1994 

October 1994 

Spring 1995 

May 23, 1995 

August 30, 1995 

REPRESENTING CHILDREN 

Patricia marries William, 26 years old, a man 
she met at the rehabilitation program. 
Robert moves in with Patricia and William. 
Anne and Tom move in with Ben out of state. 
During this time, both Patricia and William at
tended regular Narcotics Anonymous meetings 
and met regularly with their sponsors. 
Patricia found out she was pregnant. In Novem
ber, 1994, William loses his job and goes to 
work for Patricia's sister, Margaret, and her 
husband Craig. Margaret and Craig have two 
children: Craig and Melissa. 
Robert was identified as having attention deficit 
with hyper-activity disorder (ADHD) and 
placed into a special education classroom. Patri
cia and William protested the placement noting 
that Robert had never previously had trouble in 
school and their concerns that a special class
room would hamstring Robert in an ongoing 
way. The parents attended a special education 
meeting at their school to participate in the for
mation of the child's individualized educational 
plan. 
Patricia gave birth to Joshua. Joshua was born 
with hemangioma, an overgrowth of blood ves
sels on the back of his neck. At the time of his 
birth, due to his condition, X-rays were taken. 
The X-rays revealed no trauma or fractures. 
From the time of his birth Joshua saw the doc
tor for the hemangioma and recurring vomiting 
every two weeks. Before seeing the doctor 
Joshua and his mother were always seen by the 
pediatric nurse practitioner. In addition, because 
of his special needs, Joshua and his mother 
were assigned a pediatric social worker. She 
also saw the family every two weeks. 
Patricia brought Joshua to be seen by the doc
tor because he was not moving his right arm in 
the same way he was moving his left arm. The 
X-rays revealed that Joshua had fractures to his 
ribs, arms and legs. Joshua was admitted to the 
hospital for further evaluation and treatment. 
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August 30, 1995 

September 3, 1995 

September 4, 1995 
September 6, 1995 

September 13, 1995 

September 20, 1995 

October 1, 1995 
November 15, 1995 

January 8, 1996 
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The social worker filed the report after she 
spoke to Patricia, who stated that Joshua's inju
ries were the result of a genetic bone disease. 
The hospital confirmed that Joshua had sus
tained four fractures and that they were not 
disease-related. Upon receiving the diagnosis, 
the doctor, nurse and social worker decided to 
file a report of child abuse and neglect with 
child protective services (hereinafter CPS). 
The Commissioner of Social Services filed the 
case in Family Court. Robert and Joshua were 
assigned an attorney. 
Robert was produced in his attorney's office. 
The parents came to court and were assigned 
attorneys. The lawyer moved for the appoint
ment of a guardian ad litem for Robert. She 
also asked for another attorney to be appointed 
for Joshua due to a potential conflict. An attor
ney was appointed for Joshua and a CASA vol
unteer was appointed to assist the guardian ad 
litem for Robert. The parents and the children 
were assigned attorneys. At the hearing, the 
CPS worker assigned to the case suggested that 
the parents needed to begin therapy immedi
ately. 
Joshua was released from the hospital and 
placed into a temporary foster home with an
other foster care agency, Catholic Charities. 
The agency completed an evaluation of Patri
cia's sister Margaret, and her husband's home. 
The children were moved to their aunt's home. 
On advice of counsel, Patricia and William 
pleaded nolo contendere to charges that their 
child had injuries that were at variance with the 
history given of them, which under the state 
law constituted child abuse. In addition, after 
clarifying that Patricia was in fact in the pro
cess of making arrangements for home school
ing for Robert, the educational neglect charges 
were withdrawn. 
Robert and Joshua were placed for one year 
with the Commissioner of Social Services. 

As the case progresses, one will find that numerous other kinds of timelines 
may be critical. For instance, a termination of parental rights case that one is 
defending or supporting may involve the agency accounting for its efforts made 
to reunify the family. The timeline of those efforts that can be used side-by-side 
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with the comprehensive timeline is often very useful. If the child has suffered an 
illness or some kind of medical treatment, often the course of the medical 
treatment, including critical medical tests, are useful to detail on a separate 
time line. 

The point of the timeline is to organize, integrate, and create in a useable form 
a way of integrating disparate materials you have received from many sources. 
Often it is very useful for each entry in the timelines, at least initially, to include 
the source of the information, because these timelines may be useful in trial 
preparation, when the question of presentation of evidence and gathering 
admissible evidence is critical. 

Also, the timelines can be started on the first day of the case, as one receives 
court information and the child's date of birth, and updated as one moves forward 
in the case. The timeline can identify critical gaps of information about the child's 
life. One can gauge one's success at frontloading by the degree to which the 
timeline begins to fill itself out in a thick way. Computer word processing can be 
especially effective in allowing the timeline to grow over time. For practitioners 
who do not use computers, leaving space for the timeline to grow can be 
accomplished by creating separate blank pages for each year of the client's life 
and, as activity relevant to the case increases, for each month or even week adding 
information. While you may have a very thick file of empty sheets at the 
beginning, your timeline will become increasingly fleshed out as you gather more 
written and oral information. 

The chronology or timeline is also extremely useful when you take over cases 
from other people in your law firm or agency. It is often hard to take ownership 
of a case that has been in the office for several years which has files that are too 
long to read in one or two sittings. But creating a timeline or, better yet, referring 
to a timeline made by others, can help the newly assigned lawyer integrate himself 
into the materials quickly and organize materials usefully. In organizing legal 
work, a legal timeline can facilitate keeping track of the case as well. For instance, 
almost all timelines will have future dates on them, including the next court 
appearance, critical appointments the client may have, and critical vacations or 
visiting schedules that have been put into place. The timeline can not only help 
one integrate materials from the past, but will also help the lawyer begin to see the 
child's life in continuity between the past, the present at which the lawyer is 
joining, and the future. 

[3] Daily, Weekly, and Monthly Schedules 

A third integrating technique is to look at the child's daily routine and the 
structure of the child's week, month, and year. This helps the lawyer understand 
how the child experiences her world on a day-to-day basis. For instance, the 
schoolchild will very much experience a daily life organized around school; to the 
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extent that the court case is disruptive of that routine, a look at the child's daily 
schedule will help the lawyer to minimize that disruption. The lawyer may find 
that it is helpful to organize court dates that the child must attend outside of school 
time and in a way that does not conflict with the child's cherished activities after 
school. The lawyer may find that other services that are being provided for the 
child are overly disruptive of the child's schedule and the lawyer may lobby to 
adjust their timing as well. It is often useful just to create a chart of the child's 
weekly schedule and place it in the file. 

Here is an example of a simple daily schedule . 

. ~: toinmy's Schedule - Fall, 1996 
·. t 

f Sat Sun Mon Tues 
1, 

~i-.8 a.m. 

~rs·-9 a.m . 
.-,I -
·-

;9- 10 a.m. 

soccer 
: ':10- 11 a.m. practice church 

f: 

-':11 - 12 noon 
' 

i12 - 1 p.m. 
f 
i 

l 
l 
;-1-2 p.m. 

12- 3 p.m. 

jl-4p.m. 

A·-s p.m. visit with 
,·. Mother at 

; agency 
'• 

I 

;s:.6p.m. 
. . 

l 

;6- 7 p.m. dinner (bad time to call) 

~: 7- 8 p.m. 
! 

.'.s- 9 p.m. bedtime 
i 

Wed Thu Fri 

school 

individual 
therapy 

The daily schedule is also helpful for the logistics of the case. A lawyer may 
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learn when the best time is to reach the child by phone and when the best time is 
to arrange a visit with the child. The lawyer will know to steer clear of important 
dates in making arrangements for unusual events like interdisciplinary meetings 
and court appearances. In addition, the lawyer can keep track of when changes in 
this daily schedule suggest a shift in the life of the child, either voluntarily or 
involuntarily. Soon enough, this daily schedule will become well known to the 
lawyer and something that will not need to be consulted. Nevertheless, early in the 
frontloading period, the lawyer's ability to fill in and understand how the child's 
day, week, and month is scheduled can often be extremely useful in helping the 
lawyer figure out how much more he or she needs to know to get a sense of the 
child-in-context. 

[ 4] The Case Analysis 

A fourth integrating device is an analysis of the practitioner's case as alleged in 
the petition. This final integrating device will help you begin your way toward a 
legal analysis of the case. Because our representations are in the context of the 
proceeding brought by the state, it is important to start a careful analysis of the 
strength of the state's child protective case. 
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Here is an example of such an analysis. 

Count I Testimonial Physical Evi- Initial 
Joshua Evidence Documents deuce Assessment 

Ph:z:sical Abuse Patricia's denial - Causation 
-inflicts or allows to brought Joshua to unclear 
be inflicted the hospital Research -

William's denial can parents 
Alternate expla- be held lia-
nations: ble? 
Allison's 

-physical injury ER doctor Report to the X-rays from Very strong 
which causes or ere- ER nurse state central emergency medical 
ates a substantial ER social worker registry room evidence 
risk of death, or se- Pediatrician Emergency Pre-injury X-
rious protracted dis- Nurse room records rays 
figurement, or pro- Social Worker Clinic re- Current X-
tracted impairment Expert on abuse cords rays (is there 
of physical or emo- lasting 
tional health or pro- harm?) 
tracted loss or im-
painnent of the func-
tioning of any body 
organ I 

Count II Testimonial Physical Evi- Initial 
Robert Evidence Documents dence Assessment 

F.ducational Neglect Regular teacher Report to the Child is un-
whose physical, Special education state central derage for 
mental or emotional teacher registry mandatory 
condition has been School psycholo- School re- schooling 
impaired as a result gist cord, includ- No grounds 
of the failure of his School social ing all evalu- exist 
parent or other per- worker ations X son legally respon- Special education CPS work-
sible for his care in district coordina- ers' records 
supplying the child tor Educational 
with education Home school or- requirements, 

ganization including 
Patricia's expla- those for 
nation home school-
CPS worker who ing 
investigated the 
report to the state 
central registry 

This format is only one possible format. For some practitioners, a count-by
count analysis in prose may be most useful. Whatever device is used, the goal is 
to focus the attorney on analyzing the strength of the case against the parents of 
the client. This is critical to focusing one's growing understanding of the 
child-in-context to the particular allegations of this proceeding. This case analysis 
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will end up being very important as you move to developing a theory of the case. 
The case analysis will be very important, particularly if one's legal strategy is to 
move to defeat the fact-finding adjudication in the proceeding. The case analysis 
also tends to be very important in answering the client's questions about the state's 
allegations and the strength of their case against the family. 

The use of these tools in getting to know the child-in-context will, in many 
cases, lead one quickly to the "aha!" 68% mark. While this takes a tremendous 
amount of energy in the early weeks of the representation, it will allow the lawyer 
to catch up with the client as she faces the crisis for which the lawyer has been 
appointed to help her. 

§ 4-4 Conclusion 

By the end of the first phase of the relationship, the child should have clear 
early communications with the lawyer, should understand his stakes in the 
proceeding, understand the lawyer's role, and understand the lawyer's job as 
distinguished from other professionals in the case. In return, the lawyer should 
have as rich as possible an understanding of the child-in-context. Once these goals 
are achieved, one can enter the critical phases of representation, make decisions 
on behalf of the child client, and seek the goals of the representation. These steps 
are discussed in Chapters Five and Six below. 



Chapter 5 

MAPPING THE CHILD'S UNIVERSE: 
REVOLVING THE REPRESENTATION 

AROUND THE CHILD FROM DAY 
ONE 

SYNOPSIS 

§ 5-1 Introduction to Stellar Cartography 

§ 5-2 Mapping the Child's Universe from Minute One: Stellar Cartography 
Explained 

[a] A Left-Brain Definition of Stellar Cartography 

[b] Two Overviews of Stellar Cartography 

[1] A Logistical Overview of Stellar Cartography Throughout the 
Representation 

[2] An Overview of Stellar Cartography Inside the Mind of the 
Lawyer 

[i] The Partnership Between the Left and Right Brain 

[ii] The Partnership Between Emotion and Reason 

[c] Ten Tips for Mapping the Child's Universe through Stellar 
Cartography 

[1] Tip# 1: Get on Whatever Train Is Moving 

[2] Tip# 2: Don't Be Afraid to Start a Document That You Can't 
Immediately Finish 

[3] Tip# 3: Go Where the Emotion Is 

[4] Tip# 4: No Time Frame Is Too Short 

[5] Tip # 5: No Idea Is Too Absurd 

[6] Tip # 6: Start Early 

[7] Tip# 7: Do Not End Your Mapping Session Without Scheduling 
Another One 

[8] Tip# 8: Recognize That Stellar Cartography Happens in Your 
Brain Even More Than It Happens on Paper 

[9] Tip # 9: When Searching for the Whole Picture, Use Your One
Pagers to Map the Child's Universe 
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[10] Tip # 10: Tomorrow Is Another Day 

§ 5-3 Stellar Cartography-The Process Explained 

[a] Introduction to the Fact Pattern 

[b] Terri and the New Case for Friday 
[1] Transcript of Terri's Thoughts 
[2] Comments on the Terri Illustration 

[c] Doug and the New Case for Friday 
[1] Transcript of Doug's Thoughts 
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[2] Doug's Preliminary Map of Adam, Bonita, and Cole's Universe 

[d] Conclusion: Mapping the Child's Universe 

§ 5-4 Reflections on Stellar Cartography 

[a] The Intrusiveness of State Intervention 

[b] Using Stellar Cartography to Mitigate the Harm of Intrusion 

[c] Reflections on the Process Summarized 

§ 5-1 Introduction to Stellar Cartography 

Principle One of Chapter Three exhorts the lawyer to revolve the representation 
around the twin suns of the theory of the case and the child-in-context. 1 This 
exhortation contains a paradox: How can a lawyer revolve the representation/ram 
the start around a theory of the case and an understanding of the child-in-context 
when the lawyer does not yet know what either of those look like? And still, 
lawyers for children in all jurisdictions are called upon to take positions on behalf 
of their clients, often on the first day of the representation. How does a lawyer take 
these positions in a way that is true to the child-in-context and a theory of the case 
in the early hours of the representation? 

While the book did not offer an answer to that question, I felt sure that an 
answer did exist. I have known many child advocates who were able to remain 
child-centered from the first moments of their work for a new client. This chapter 
describes my exploration of this process. 

As I pondered this seeming paradox, I realized that I was suddenly peering into 
the internal thought processes of the lawyer. I groped for an analogy or metaphor 

1 The theory of the case is the depiction of the child and her world that the lawyer puts forward 
in all his interactions with others on the case. In order to understand the child-in-context, the lawyer 
must first try to understand issues from the child's subjective viewpoint. This principle appeared in 
Chapter Three with two others: "Respect one's client, whether present or absent" and "Cultivate 
right relationships with other people in the child's world, keeping in mind the ways in which the 
child values each of these relationships." Also included in this chapter were three defaults and seven 
questions to keep us honest. Taken together, the three provide an overview of the role of the child's 
attorney. 
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that captured in words what I had experienced in my own thought process and had 
witnessed in the thought processes of others whose representations I admired. In 
a flash, I remembered a scene from a recent Star Trek movie that encapsulated and 
illustrated the process that I, and many other attorneys, have experienced on many 
occasions. 

About an hour into the film Star Trek: Generations, Captain Jean Luc 
Picard is faced with an urgent crisis. Millions of bytes of unsifted 
computer data contain the answer to a deadly mystery. A time traveling 
scientist has just blown up a science observatory. Picard has been told by 
a reliable source that the explosion had to do with an energy ribbon 
passing through the galaxy. The scientist has disappeared, and all suspect 
that he is bent on further planetary destruction. 

In search of answers quickly, a determined Picard enters the stellar 
cartography lab with the android science officer Data. They stand on a 
platform in the center of a spherical room whose domed walls glitter with 
millions of stars-many of them marked for identification. In the center of 
this map of the universe, Picard and Data ponder the evidence before 
them. They find and track the energy ribbon on the star field and also map 
the location of the exploded star. Noting that the computer has not noted 
the possible effect of the explosion on the ribbon, Data enters the 
appropriate command to the computer and they note that the explosion of 
the star causes the ribbon to move. They turn their attention to the next 
closest solar system, the Veridian system, and find that the ribbon passes 
directly through a number of planets in the Veridian system. Picard has a 
hypothesis. The scientist is changing the course of the ribbon-but why? 
Why doesn't he fly into it? Data notes that everyone who has tried to fly 
into the ribbon has been destroyed. On a hunch, Picard asks Data to plot 
the change of the course of the ribbon if the star of the Veridian system 
is destroyed. As grim certainty dawns, they note the line of the ribbon now 
passes directly through one of the Veridian planets. 

Picard has suddenly got it. The scientist can't fly into the ribbon, so he's 
bringing the ribbon to him. Unable to take their eyes off of the now 
three-dimensional ( and gorgeous) display of the Veridian solar system, 
Picard asks Data what the effect of the destruction of the Veridian star 
would be. Data reports that the destruction of that star would destroy a 
nearby planet that supports 230 million humanoid lives. As the computer 
display rotates the apparently doomed Veridian system in three dimen
sions, Picard and Data absorb this devastating information and then 
spring to life. Picard grabs his communicator and radios the bridge. "Set 
a course for the Veridian system, maximum warp, " he orders as they exit 
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the Stellar Cartography room with the Veridian system spinning around 
them. 

184 

Operating in a time and space light years away from the reality of lawyering for 
children, Captain Picard nevertheless illustrates a thought process directly 
analogous to the time-pressured problem-solving done daily by advocates for 
children. Like Captain Picard, the lawyer in a child protective case is thrust into 
the middle of a crisis and called upon to act immediately. As the lawyer enters the 
case, she, like the captain, is confronted with massively disorganized material, 
unsifted and of varying levels of quality. Like the captain, the lawyer knows that 
the chaotic mass of information contains information critical to her lawyering for 
her client. Burdened, frustrated, and pressed to act for the good of her charge, the 
lawyer for children, like Picard, must map her way through the unsifted material 
and chart a course for the representation. Like the captain, she struggles to keep 
her responsibilities and loyalties front and center, and organizes the data around 
them, while exploring a mystery-how do I act for my client? 

Like the captain, the lawyer is racing against time. The lawyer enters the child's 
world usually just after the state has commenced a major intervention, the child 
protective case is in court, and often when the child has just been removed from 
her home. As described in Chapter Four, the lawyer thus begins her representation 
behind in the process, racing after more knowledgeable actors while trying to get 
to know the child as soon as possible. 2 She amasses information from files and 
interviews, and struggles to understand the universe that she has entered. Quite 
naturally, the lawyer often feels overwhelmed, almost paralyzed, by the seemingly 
impossible tasks of acting responsibly for her client in such a high stakes, rapidly 
changing environment. 

To make matters worse, the lawyer hardly has long leisurely hours to spend on 
a single case. By the time the lawyer picks up a new case, which itself is in crisis 
and needs immediate action, the lawyer is already juggling 45 or 100 or 500 cases 
that have started the same way and are later in the process. How does a lawyer get 
up to speed on this new case, take responsible action early on, and at the same 
time keep the client-in-context at the center of her deliberations? 

The answer: map the child's universe from minute one, through a process we 
will dub "stellar cartography." Like Picard, the lawyer for children grabs small 
pockets of time and follows her train of thought, exploring and reconfiguring the 
data that she has, in lists or in graphic representations, until she has made a map 

2 The lawyer usually becomes involved with the client when she is in the middle of a crisis. The 
lawyer must catch up to the client very quickly, understanding not only the crisis that the child is 
in, but the context and the events that led her there. Chapter Four explains what the child should 
rightfully expect from her legal representation, including principles of good client communication, 
and how the lawyer can get to know the child-in-context as quickly as possible. 
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of the significant information in the case. She might start, as Picard did, with a 
systematic listing of important events, and then leap to hypotheses, testing them 
as she goes. She visualizes and revisualizes the child's universe, absorbing the 
information she has amassed in an order that follows her train of thought. During 
this process she finds herself emotional, angry, determined, thoughtful, and 
speculative. In bits and pieces of stolen time, she follows her thoughts and 
emotions, until suddenly, one chain of thought leads to an "AHA!" Not only does 
an accurate map of the universe appear, but an action plan emerges as well. The 
lawyer has gone from the frustration and burden of unsifted mounds of 
information to a clear big picture and a plan for action on behalf of her client. This 
is the internal thought process here dubbed "stellar cartography," in which the 
lawyer maps her understanding of her case around her client from day one. This 
chapter lays out the process, which uses small bits of time to make quantum leaps 
in the lawyer's understanding of her case and her game plan for how to act. Given 
the right tools and the right mindset, the lawyer for children can go from a sense 
of overwhelmed confusion and responsibility to a clear-headed, thoughtful, 
three-dimensional understanding of the child's universe and a solid course of 
action, seemingly in a matter of minutes. 

The analogy of stellar cartography continues the astronomy metaphor begun in 
Chapter Three to describe what the lawyer for children does from the first moment 
until the last moment of representation. From minute one the lawyer maps a 
system that is revolving around the twin suns of the child's world and the theory 
of the case. Early on in the process, even when the lawyer cannot see the theory 
of the case or the child-in-context, the lawyer does have information about the 
child's world and the social service world swirling around it. One can think of the 
lawyer for the child as a collector of data about the child's universe, not only the 
child's world (the child-in-context), but also the legal system's response to the 
child's world, and the child protective service's intervention into the child's world. 
Everything that the lawyer experiences in representing the child, from the facts of 
the State's opening petition to the lawyer's own countertransference and the 
countertransference of adults around him, exists in the child's universe. 

Stellar cartography urges that as soon as the lawyer gets information or input, 
he maps what he has, and when called upon to act in the case, even prematurely, 
the lawyer works with the map that he has generated to date. The key to stellar 
cartography: the map must always be generated while mindful that there are twin 
suns at the center of the system, even when those suns are as yet invisible. Thus, 
when the lawyer is attempting to respond to a Child Protective petition, and only 
the State's theory of the case is known (and the lawyer's own theory of the case, 
as well as the child's world, is largely unknown to the lawyer), he can still begin 
to map the child's universe. The lawyer must be mindful that the State's 
perspective and his own countertransference CANNOT POSSIBLY BE THE 
CENTER OF THIS WORLD. The child's world, which he has yet to experience, 
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and the theory of the case that he will present to the court must be in the center 
instead. 

Mapping the child's world through stellar cartography can lead the child's 
lawyer from despair to action. A lawyer may confront a huge stack of records, 
previous files from his own office's work, therapist reports, and drug treatment 
records with a sense of urgency, confusion, and frustration. With five minutes of 
time, a pencil, a piece of paper, and a pad of Post-It® notes, a lawyer can begin 
mapping the child's universe productively. Working between the left and right 
brain, building one-page documents out of careful left-brain systematic analysis 
and then reading these documents out of the right brain, lawyers for children may 
be able to move from a sense of frustration and being overwhelmed to an 
understanding of the child-in-context and increasing levels of sophistication in the 
development of the theory of the case. In the early stages of stellar cartography, 
engaging in this partnership between the left and right brain will organize early 
events like discovery, interviews, and document investigation. In the middle 
phases, the process aids in the development of a theory of the case. The late phases 
of stellar cartography yield exhibits for the court, closing statements, and other 
critical organizational devices for the lawyer's strategy of pursuing the child's 
goals in the legal world. Finally, at any given moment, one can also assemble the 
one-page documents into a visual display in order to get an overview of what 
pieces of the child's universe have been mapped out already, and what pieces need 
further exploration. 

Being a mapmaker, operating under tremendous pressure, the lawyer maps the 
stars that he has, leaving space in the center for the client's perspective and his 
eventual theory of the case. This is why Chapter Four urges lawyers to enter the 
child's world as soon as possible.3 By doing so, the lawyer front-loads work and 
can begin to chart the child's world, the primary sun in this binary system, as 
quickly as possible. 

This chapter thus describes a process that begins on the first day of the 
representation and continues throughout the entire case. It transforms all impor
tant data about the child's world into a credible, holistic whole around which the 
lawyer's representation revolves. 

Many practitioners may find that the process detailed below describes some
thing that they already do instinctively. Others may find that the process here does 
not work for them as well as a process they have created on their own. For some 
practitioners, this process will efficiently and accurately organize the mass of 

3 Chapter Four urges the lawyer to constantly aim to ensure that the client and the lawyer have 
a three-dimensional understanding of each other's roles in the child's world as early as possible in 
the difficult legal proceedings. 
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written and oral material that they learn about their clients. 

The chapter describes in some detail stellar cartography as applied to 
representing children. Following the description is a list of ten tips with numerous 
discrete examples from the beginning phases of a neglect proceeding. The next 
section, along with Appendix G, then offers multiple illustrations of stellar 
cartography on a single "permanency planning" case, transferred midstream to a 
new lawyer. Together, these two sections are designed to teach lawyers how to use 
this technique immediately in any of their cases. 

The chapter ends with reflections on the process. The concerns raised about 
intervention, most prominently about the intrusion into the client's life, apply to 
stellar cartography, but also apply to nearly every part of lawyering. The 
reflections end by exploring stellar cartography's utility for redressing a major 
flaw in our current system: the prevalence of bias and stereotype. 

§ 5-2 Mapping the Child's Universe from Minute One: Stellar Cartogra
phy Explained 

Stellar cartography is defined in Section 5-2(a). Following that are two 
overviews. First, I illustrate how a lawyer uses stellar cartography from the 
beginning to the end of the representation. Second, I describe the internal thought 
processes of stellar cartography. The section ends with ten tips for using stellar 
cartography in practice. 

[a] A Left-Brain Definition of Stellar Cartography 

Stellar cartography is not easily defined, but I will attempt a definition here. 
Essentially, stellar cartography is a thought process and its products. Stellar 
cartography merges fact, analysis, legal analysis, strategic planning, case plan
ning, and action on the case into one integrated way of thinking. 

Thus, stellar cartography becomes an intuitive mode of thinking for lawyers 
throughout the case and is particularly important in its early stages. In doing 
stellar cartography, lawyers follow their thoughts as they jump, seemingly 
randomly, among different kinds of insights, facts, and emotions. Stellar cartog
raphy helps lawyers sort through and absorb the overwhelming mass of new 
factual information, new emotions, and new areas of law. It helps lawyers 
organize this mass of data, emotions, and law in a way that helps them navigate 
the child's world accurately and efficiently. 

Throughout stellar cartography, the goals of the lawyer shift frequently, even 
from minute to minute. At one minute a lawyer may try to organize the cast of 
characters; the next minute, the lawyer may reach for an insight about the case that 
has come up from trying to create the list of characters. For example, a lawyer 
may create a phone list and realize that every professional player in the case is 
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white, while the family involved is African-American. This realization, which 
may start from a simple desire for organizing phone numbers, could later lead to 
a deep substantive insight about the dynamics of the case. The point of stellar 
cartography is neither to interrupt that flow of thoughts, nor to become impatient 
with the disjointed or jumpy nature of it, but to follow the flow of thoughts in 
order to use the lawyer's time as efficiently as possible. 

Stellar cartography also describes the products of this process. Written stellar 
cartography, or useful one-pagers, capture the lawyer's thought process on paper 
in order to record key insights in a particular case. For instance, perhaps a lawyer 
must comment on whether a young infant in foster care should continue to visit 
her mother weekly. The lawyer decides to figure out how many visits a mother has 
made so far. The lawyer may quickly assemble from the file even an incomplete 
list of the mother's track record and learn that the mother has shown herself to be 
a very reliable visitor. The lawyer might, on that basis, decide to support visitation 
and then move back to more emergent work. To save herself the need for 
recreating the same material again in the future, the lawyer should record the 
mother's visits on a piece of paper, even though the list is incomplete. She could 
note on the list that it is incomplete and finish it when the need arises. In this way, 
written stellar cartography consists of lists, charts, graphs, tables, notes, to-do 
lists, genograms, orienting documents such as those described in Chapter Four, 1 

and a host of other one-pagers that a lawyer might find useful in organizing her 
thoughts. As demonstrated in Section 5-3 and Appendix G, there are as many 
kinds of stellar cartography as there are lawyers. 

One way to think of stellar cartography more analogically would be to think 
about huge databases, such as the Enterprise computer in the Star Trek series. In 
the later series, officers on the Enterprise were able to walk up to the computer 
and simply ask the computer a question: "Computer, what is the density of carbon 
dioxide in the environment of the nearest planet?" The computer would then work 
for a while and beep out the answer. The process of stellar cartography is similar 
for the lawyer with her own brain and file. "File, what are the actual manifesta
tions of my client's supposed disability of post-traumatic stress disorder?" The 
lawyer, unfortunately not as fast as the Enterprise computer, can generate a 
one-page list of documentation of the client's supposed illness. This one-pager 
may reveal that no real data supports the diagnosis, or perhaps may lead to the 
conclusion that she is wrongly diagnosed; alternatively, it may confirm that the 
diagnosis has a solid factual basis. 

1 Chapter Four describes a number of different types of integrating devices designed to take 
information the lawyer collects and integrate it into a form that can be helpful in getting a sense of 
the child-in-context. A genogram is a family tree that provides a pictorial representation of the 
child's family, and/or out-of-home placements, over time. Examples of genograms can be found in 
Section 4-3(b)(l). 
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Constant use of this cross-sectioning technique in learning the file will lead the 
lawyer efficiently to an overall understanding of the case. It demands the lawyer 
follow her own thought process and insights as they come up and record a 
summary on paper. Once these fruits of stellar cartography are recorded on paper, 
they can lead to extremely useful collaborative work. A lawyer and a paralegal or 
several mental health professionals, such as social workers and psychiatrists, can 
share data, as well as their one-pagers, to assemble a more holistic image of the 
child's universe. 

Stellar cartography works especially well when the lawyer is in a mood to 
wonder. "What if the child was moved to a different foster home?" the lawyer 
might ask herself. The lawyer could then use one piece of paper to map out how 
moving the child could change her world. The child's community, school, 
counseling, transportation summer plans, and visitation with her biological family 
all might change. The more the lawyer strives to explore every doubt and curiosity 
in a one-pager, the greater the benefit to the client. Asking "what if?" allows the 
lawyer to dream through stellar cartography, often yielding creative solutions to 
seemingly hopeless client dilemmas. Thus, stellar cartography not only organizes 
material, it also helps the lawyer reassemble the material in imaginative ways that 
maximize the benefit for her client. 

Stellar cartography is also well suited to the often fragmented work time of the 
contemporary child advocate. It is an ongoing process that can be picked up in 
mid-course, either by the person who started it or by others collaborating with that 
person. One can do stellar cartography for one minute or one hour. In fact, 
sometimes it benefits greatly from breaks, changes in perspective, or a fresh eye. 
In summary, stellar cartography is a flexible thought process that spontaneously 
exploits the full creativity of the child lawyer and records the process, in progress, 
on paper. 

[b] Two Overviews of Stellar Cartography 

This section offers two overviews of stellar cartography, one logistical and one 
more internal to the lawyer. The first overview describes how a lawyer uses stellar 
cartography throughout the representation. The second overview describes how 
stellar cartography resolves the main internal conflicts that drive the lawyer's 
thought processes. 

[1] A Logistical Overview of Stellar Cartography Throughout the 
Representation 

The lawyer begins stellar cartography on day one. The lawyer may pick up a 
file that contains only the initial petition from the child protective department. 
This petition generally includes the State's theory of the case and some basic facts 
about the claim. As the lawyer sits down to think through how to begin 
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representation of the client, he or she begins chronologies, genograms, ecomaps, 
and any other one-pagers that might be of help. 2 One document might be entitled 
"Questions for the caseworker"; a to-do list might be another; and "Thoughts 
about the first client interview" might be a third. In the middle of this process, a 
phone call interrupts the lawyer, calling her into court. She grabs a Post-It®, 
draws an arrow on it pointing to the last thought she had, and jots down a note to 
start there during the next session. The lawyer runs off secure in the knowledge 
that she has captured her initial train of thought in a series of one-pagers, most of 
which are incomplete but which preserve fully her thoughts in progress. 

One-pagers, these short lists, charts, tables, and other one-page documents, are 
the basic work product and logistical tool of stellar cartography. Many experi
enced lawyers can handle this process instinctively and are able to keep 
one-pagers in their heads. Other lawyers will enjoy the benefits of writing the 
material down, because it frees them from relying on their own memories and it 
allows them to turn the file over to a helping paraprofessional or a consulting 
social worker or psychiatrist with some of their ideas memorialized. Throughout 
the next days of the representation, the lawyer both takes the actions identified 
through the stellar cartography process and continues the process itself. 

An item usually high on the lawyer's agenda is the first meeting with the client. 
Following that meeting, the lawyer incorporates the new information into existing 
and new one-pagers from which she may be able to get a clear direction for the 
representation. Brainstorming with the existing one-pagers and creating more, she 
then starts charting a strategy towards reaching the client's goals. Almost always, 
that strategy begins with identification of new information to be gathered. The 
lawyer then sends client releases to get records and seeks releases from any family 
members with pertinent information. 

A day or two later when some records begin to arrive, the lawyer integrates the 
material into existing and new one-pagers in the file. The case narrative may fill 
in her chronology to a great extent. The uniform case record or other standard 
documents in the case file allow her to see how the state's theory of the case has 
evolved over time. The lawyer integrates the new materials into the existing 
one-pagers and creates new ones. She studies them to develop a more and more 
textured understanding of the client's world. She sketches a one-pager mapping 

2 A chronology is simply a time line of the events of the life of a client, used to organize one's 
thoughts as one goes through a complex case file. A chronology may be comprehensive, or may 
target particular subparts of a client's experience, such as her court appearances, her interviews with 
the lawyer, her school history, or her medical history. An example of a chronology can be found in 
Section 4-3(b)(2). The ecomap is a pictorial representation of the child's world at a given moment 
in time, including not only her family, but all other connections between the child, family, and 
outside world. A sample ecomap is shown in Section 4-3(b)(l). 
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the known elements of the child's universe, which shows her what she does not 
know, and inspires her to begin to create a road map through the litigation. 

At some point, perhaps the 68% point mentioned in Chapter Four,3 the lawyer 
begins to feel that she has an overview of the child's world. This mental picture 
has emerged from the data carefully absorbed and integrated. Few new events in 
the case startle the lawyer. Often around this time, the lawyer begins to rely less 
on the written resources to give her a general sense of the child's world. 

Nevertheless, the lawyer does not abandon the process. As the lawyer continues 
to integrate new information into her settled picture of the child's world, she 
continues stellar cartography in her thinking even if it is not memorialized on 
paper. The lawyer may visualize an initial map of the client's world and then 
realize that she can mentally integrate new information until slowly she has more 
of a topographical map, a more three-dimensional picture growing in her mind. 

The preliminary mental map offers the lawyer a niche for storing each piece of 
new information that arrives. For instance, the lawyer may have learned enough 
about a relative of the child to know that the relative is important and may, 
therefore, have a sense of the relationship between the child and the family 
member. New information may help the lawyer understand why this adult is 
important and fill in some of the history without requiring her to draw a new 
picture. So long as the information tends to confirm her understanding of the case 
or consists of individual pieces of additive data, she easily integrates it into her 
mental pictures. Conversely, when she gets new data demonstrating that her early 
map is flawed, she starts the map anew. 

Eventually, the flood of new information is so great that the lawyer takes the 
time to update and increase her one-pagers. When returning to stellar cartography 
in midstream, the lawyer finds herself focusing less on initial to-do lists and 
skeletal beginnings of ecomaps and genograms, and more on alternative slices or 
cross-sections of the voluminous data. In this stage of stellar cartography, which 
could start relatively early in a case, she continually reworks the data into different 
pictures to test different hypotheses. She finds herself looking at different 
combinations involving several one-pagers at a time. Once the lawyer knows the 
background and the routines of the parents' visitation, she asks, "Is there any 
pattern here?" If there has been a recent downturn in the prospects of the child 

3 It has been suggested that one must know approximately 68% of a whole before one feels like 
one understand the concept as a whole. As we meet clients and their families and we begin to 
assemble chronologies with the facts we gather, three-dimensional images of the children and the 
clients' lives eventually, and sometime uddenly, appear. It seems that 68% marks the point at 
which one can begin to see the contours of a client's personality, and begin to grasp some of its 
essential features. Integrating tools, such as genograms, ecomaps, and chronologies, help begin the 
integration process and teach us about the child-in-context. 
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returning home to the parents, does the lawyer understand enough about the 
extended family network to know who might be able to provide for the child 
instead? Earlier in the process, the lawyer was grappling with too little 
information. During most of the representation, however, she is grappling with too 
much information, sorting out what is important and useful. Now she organizes 
one-pagers sifted out from that which is irrelevant. 

As a case advances, the lawyer uses one-pagers in organizing presentations to 
various decision-makers. She creates a one-pager for an interdisciplinary meeting 
that she offers as an amendment to an administrative case record at a six-month 
review meeting. Similarly, she creates a one-pager summarizing her theory of the 
case for a closing statement. The work that the lawyer has done in trying to 
understand the case then helps her to educate a decision-maker who is starting at 
square one. The lawyer, secure in her understanding of the child-in-context, is 
now focusing the stellar cartography on creating a compelling theory of the case 
for the decision-maker. 

At another stage, the lawyer finds the one-pagers are helpful in organizing 
collaborations on the case. A consulting social worker and psychiatrist retained to 
help on the case find these documents useful and may update them with their own. 
Consultants entering a case find comprehensive chronologies particularly useful 
in getting an overview of the case. 4 They in tum generate their own documents by 
organizing the material in ways that fit their inquiries. In areas of interdisciplinary 
conflict or ethical tensions among the different parties, depicting the divergent 
positions of the various professionals in one-pagers explores what common 
ground exists between them and can mediate apparent conflicts and contradic
tions. 

Finally, the lawyer reaches the point, sometimes as a result of a pending pivotal 
event, where she has an urge to take in the whole case at once. She finds an open 
space on the floor and literally maps the child's universe. She arranges all the 
one-pagers that pertain to the child, the child-in-context, the child's subjective 
perspective, or the theory of the case smack in the center of the child's universe. 
She designates one quadrant outside of the center for the lawyer's world: the to-do 
lists, the discovery list, the ideas for motions to be filed. She designates a separate 
quadrant for the world of the state child-protective agency. She puts one-pagers 
relating to countertransference of workers, different professionals' perspectives, 
and the names of the different workers there. In yet another quadrant, she puts the 
court's world, including the court proceedings, the court deadlines, and the 
decision-maker's perspective. In the final quadrant, she places miscellaneous 

4 Be aware, however, that one-pagers reviewed by experts may then become discoverable if the 
expert is called to testify at trial. While one-pagers would ordinarily be protected by attorney 
work-product doctrines, giving them to a testifying consultant may expose them to review at trial. 
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issues that have not yet pushed to the fore, such as the important teacher in the life 
of the child, the child's special medical needs where hospital personnel are 
important, and the child's unmet psychiatric needs. 

Once she has assembled the child's universe, the lawyer can see the whole 
representation in summary. She studies it and incorporates new insights into the 
existing one-pagers. From that point on, her use of stellar cartography involves a 
rolling mix of the methods described in this section, determined as the need arises. 

[2] An Overview of Stellar Cartography Inside the Mind of the 
Lawyer 

A second overview of stellar cartography focuses on the thought processes of 
the lawyer. In a nutshell, stellar cartography seeks to resolve two types of conflicts 
in the mind of the lawyer in order to keep the lawyer's work moving. The first 
classic conflict in the mind of a lawyer is the conflict between the right brain, 
which wants to get a holistic understanding of the case, and the left brain, which 
seeks detail, order, and completeness. In the process of stellar cartography, the 
lawyer leaps back and forth between the left and right brain as she is drawn to do. 
Far from being in conflict, the two sides of the brain quickly work together to 
maximize the benefit of the lawyer's time for the client. Similarly, lawyers for 
children are often caught in a second conflict between their reasonable analysis of 
the case and their emotional reactions to a case. Lawyers for children are often 
challenged to restrain their emotions in favor of reasonable action. In stellar 
cartography, the lawyer moves between reasonable thoughts and emotional 
reactions as they arise. The following sections discuss how stellar cartography 
resolves each conflict in tum. 

[i] The Partnership Between the Left and Right Brain 

The central dynamic in stellar cartography is the absorption and integration of 
facts about the client's world through both left-brain and right-brain methodol
ogy.5 Traditionally, left-brain analysis focuses on linear, analytic, verbal, sequen
tial, and temporal reasoning. The classic example of a left-brain device for 
absorbing materials about your client would be the chronology described in 
Chapter Four and Appendix E.4.6 Lists are also classic left-brain devices. 
Left-brain mode tends to be systematic, thorough and complete, stepwise and 

5 See generally BETTY EDWARDS, DRAWING ON THE RIGHT SroE OF THE BRAIN (1989) and DRAWING ON 

THE ARnsT WITHIN (1986). Edwards, a profes or in the art department of California State University, 
Long Beach, has described the Nobel Prize-winning re earch and its sequels in thoughtful but 
easy-to-read lay terms in these books. The text that follows offers only a small overview of the 
general material. 

6 The chronology in § 4-3(b)(2) details the time line of life events of a client, Robert. The basic 
information included would be critical dates in the child's life: the child's date of birth, dates of 
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ordered. Thus, a left-brain approach to a huge stack of files from the local 
protective office might be to make a comprehensive chronology of the materials 
or to list all items in a particular category: for instance, diligent efforts of the 
agency, drug treatment visits by the mother, visitation or missed visitation with the 
child. 

Right-brain methodology focuses on holistic, visual understandings of the same 
material. Its methodology is global, perceptual, synthetic, concrete, spatial, 
analogic, and nonlinear. Thus, the genograms, ecomaps, and daily schedules 
described in Chapter Four and Appendix E.4 would tend to reflect a right-brain 
methodology.7 The natural tendency of right-brain thinking is to look for large 
patterns, themes, and general shapes even in the absence of complete data or 
unbroken sequences of events. 

Often information can be absorbed in both ways, or in completely alternative 
ways. For instance, the case analysis included in Chapter Four and Appendix E.4 
demonstrates the ways in which the child protective legal case against Robert and 
Joshua's parents can be analyzed element by element.8 While the chart in Section 
4-3(b)(4) attempts to organize that material in a right-brain chart on one page, one 
can easily imagine that material organized in left-brain fashion, element by 
element. The left-brain organization might look more like an outline or list of facts 
under each of the legal elements required by the statutory definition. 

Similarly, we can imagine left-brain depictions of some of the materials 
identified as right-brain in Chapter Four. A genogram might be reduced to lists of 
family members, either by generation or by closeness in relationship to the child. 

The ecomap might also be portrayed as a list of service providers and a list of 
areas of outside interaction by the family. The daily schedule could be written in 
list form. 

Conversely, the left-brain resources could be converted to right-brain resources 
if the lawyer found that to be a more useful way of processing information. The 

placement, dates of major changes in the child's life including family deaths, incarcerations, 
illnesses, or other critical turning points. 

7 A daily schedule is a one-page chart of the hours of the client's week, showing hours in school, 
afterschool activities, other medical and therapy appointments, usual bedtime, and the like. Often a 
lawyer gathers this information in the natural course of the representation and may find it useful in 
understanding the client' s life, week in and week out. It may also be useful in helping a client's 
harried parent coordinate multiple appointments into a manageable weekly schedule. 

8 A case analysis is an analysis of your client's case as alleged in the petition. Because our 
representations are in the context of the proceeding brought by the state, it is important to start a 
careful analysis of the strength of the state' s child protective case. Such an analysis could include: 
an explanation of each count brought in the state's petition, testimonial evidence, documents, 
physical evidence, and an initial assessment. 
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chronology could be written as a time line where individual items are placed on 
a line that stretches the length of a piece of paper and intervals of time are 
proportionally represented in space. An inch might denote a month or a year. Even 
a to do list could be organized in right-brain fashion according to where the 
activities take place, represented pictorially as the lawyer maps the child's actual 
world. Even though this sounds a little bit whimsical, a lawyer could draw her 
office, the Child Protective office, the child's house, the child's school, and other 
places in the child's world (literally making a map) and place the items that need 
to be done in the appropriate places. This method is a particularly efficient way to 
organize large groups of discovery activities that would allow the lawyer to make 
only one trip to a given locale. This might also be a useful way to explain to a 
client what the lawyer will be doing in the coming days. 

The one-pagers usually represent a sophisticated collaboration between the left 
brain and the right brain. Much of the time they are carefully constructed 
step-by-step through the systematic, detail-oriented process at which the left brain 
excels. Certainly, the painstaking creation of a chronology fulfills that function. 
Even a visual right-brain depiction, like a genogram, requires substantial 
information gathered by the left brain in a systematic and complete fashion. While 
written and designed based on the work of the left brain, often the best pieces of 
stellar cartography are read out of the right brain. These one-page summaries 
usually encapsulate and illustrate one or two overwhelming impressions or 
conclusions. 

The central dynamic of stellar cartography is to allow the lawyer to move back 
and forth between left-brain mode and right-brain mode, depending simply upon 
what is fertile and promising for him or her at the moment. 

[ii] The Partnership Between Emotion and Reason 

One of the central paradoxes of being a lawyer for children is the need to act 
rationally in the middle of emotionally charged events. Lawyers find themselves 
fighting their emotions in court, in meetings with clients, even in discussions of 
the case with colleagues. Stellar cartography seeks to eliminate the struggle 
between emotion and rationality by accommodating each of them as they 
naturally arise in the lawyer. As lawyers for children know, these emotions can 
well up suddenly and powerfully. 

For instance, one student lawyer, while "road testing" stellar cartography on the 
case presented in Section 5-3 and Appendix G, found herself moving suddenly 
between rational analysis and emotional reactions throughout her work. She began 
systematically enough trying to orient herself to the list of dramatic personae, to 
the basic time line, and to the genogram. Within minutes of starting this process, 
however, she found herself in despair. The case reminded her of other cases she 
had heard about in her work at the clinic. The hot button issues raised by cocaine 
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use, criminal involvement, and violence made her wonder how the system would 
ever react levelheadedly to her case. She found herself focusing particularly on the 
oldest sibling, becoming more and more upset on his behalf. These emotions, 
however, then led her to several lists: figuring out who was on the client's side, 
identifying trouble spots for the client, and trying to identify hot button issues and 
put them in some perspective. The focus on this particular child led her to record 
her understanding of the child's wants and needs, his ideal fantasy scenarios, and 
his worst case scenarios. Her rational thinking again led to emotion, but this time 
to an intense desire to help and a sense of direction because she had focused on 
the child's central desires. She tried to write, in the first person, the perspective of 
each of the major players in the case. Then she drafted a closing statement on 
behalf of the client. These two exercises led her to an action plan. Trying to write 
a closing statement made her realize the things that she needed to do and the gaps 
in her knowledge that she needed to fill. 

This advocate's experience is not the only path of stellar cartography, but it is 
a very representative moment in the life of a lawyer for children. While we 
traditionally see reason and emotion in conflict, in stellar cartography one just 
rolls with whichever side of the lawyer, the rational side or the emotional side, is 
most fertile at the time. What a relief it is, not to censor thoughts and feelings as 
they arise! Often the biggest danger is that lawyers will stop or resist their work 
or not take advantage of short periods of time because they are stopped by their 
emotions or are forcing themselves to do rational work when what they really 
want to do is explore how upset they are about a case. On other occasions, lawyers 
might feel very analytical, even at a time when they are wondering why they are 
not more emotional in reaction to difficult news about a client. The goal of stellar 
cartography is for the lawyer to use every moment well by just taking advantage 
of the lawyer's energy, whether emotional or analytical. As the last example 
suggests, the mind naturally moves back and forth between the reasonable and the 
emotional, and therefore the lawyer need not worry unduly about getting stuck in 
one mode at the expense of the other. Quite to the contrary, I believe that lawyers 
will get stuck less often if they just allow themselves to follow their train of 
thought rather than forcing themselves to, say, fill out the mandatory set forms at 
a time when they really want to be exploring their closing statement or their 
theory of the case. 

Another aspect of the last advocate's example was countertransference. The 
lawyer's countertransference, that is, the lawyer's own life experience, values, and 
emotions, inevitably intrudes at various points. For that reason, different moments 
in stellar cartography should focus on identifying areas of countertransference so 
they will not dominate the case analysis. In a sense, the lawyer can use stellar 
cartography in difficult moments to map her countertransference as well. 

The importance of using stellar cartography throughout the representation to 
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identify and curb harmful countertransference cannot be overemphasized and 
warrants two examples. A lawyer may find herself distracted by the resemblance 
between this case and an earlier client. The lawyer can begin to map this 
counter-transference with a one-pager entitled "Resemblances to Case Y" and at 
some point include brainstorming about all the ways in which the case reminds 
her of Case Y. It would also be important to start a second one-pager called 
"Differences Between this Case and Case Y." These simple devices can help the 
lawyer focus on the important distinctions between this case and any other case, 
and prevent the lawyer from inadvertently litigating this case as if it were based 
on the facts, feelings, or regrets of another client matter. 

Second, a particular client may remind the lawyer of oneself. For my part, I 
remember representing a child who was the fifth of six children and immediately 
thinking of my own experience. In that case, the lawyer might start a one-pager 
explicitly exploring all the similarities between that client and herself. She might 
also start a companion one-pager exploring all the differences between that client 
and herself. Once she makes these lists, the lawyer can look at them any time she 
fears that the client is slipping from the center of the representation. The lawyer 
could use these lists as an adjunct to the Seven Questions outlined in Section 3-2 
to keep herself honest, i.e., to keep her countertransference in check. 

[c] Ten Tips for Mapping the Child's Universe Through Stellar Cartog
raphy 

While each lawyer will develop his or her own approach to stellar cartography, 
the tips that follow should help lawyers to undertake stellar cartography and guide 
them throughout the process. 

[1] Tip# 1: Get on Whatever Train Is Moving 

As I was once taught about New York subway riding, it is always best to take 
the train that is already in the station, be it local or express, since it is sure to be 
moving shortly. Similarly, a lawyer should keep his or her thoughts and pen 
moving. For instance, he may try to write a genogram and find that he has 
insufficient information on the family. The lawyer may then start a chronology and 
realize that he is missing many dates. He may then start a discovery list to record 
what information he needs. 

To save time, the lawyer should not try to force his case into a certain 
organizational system, but should alter his organizational mode to follow the flow 
of his thoughts. Since the mind does not work in a linear pattern, but jumps around 
in response to stress, high emotion, or haste, this principle suggests that the lawyer 
should add to or start as many different charts and other one-pagers as his thoughts 
direct in a given work session. 

This principle is particularly useful when the attorney is opening a new file. In 
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doing so, the attorney should simply record his thoughts at the time he has them 
in a form that begins to organize them, rather than forcing them into a uniform 
organizational system. Many offices have standardized files, charts, and forms in 
their folders that make lawyers groan as they open a new case file. This resistance 
represents the unwillingness of the brain at any given moment to conform to file 
needs. At some moments, those forms may seem extremely useful, but at other 
moments the brain is begging to follow its spontaneous thoughts and insights 
about a case. 

The goal of stellar cartography is to capture those insights as they happen and 
to make the maximum use of any small bits of time that the lawyer has for the case 
by letting the brain follow its normal course-which leads to our next principle. 

[2] Tip # 2: Don't Be Afraid to Start a Document That You Can't 
Immediately Finish 

The lawyer must not let the left brain stop him from starting a task that he 
cannot immediately finish. He may start a genogram and then realize a few 
minutes into it that he lacks the information to finish it. While the left brain may 
decide this was, therefore, a useless task in that he did not complete it, the right 
brain can reassure the left brain that he has in fact started a document that will be 
key to his understanding of the case. In many instances, the knowledge that he 
could not complete the genogram will lead to a clearer understanding of what 
discovery he may need to undertake. Therefore, it is very common to go from an 
incomplete genogram to a list of information to be sought, perhaps in your next 
interview with your client, your client's family, or the caseworker, in order to be 
able to understand the family life of the client better. The left brain might be 
unsatisfied, after a work session on the case, to end up with an incomplete 
genogram on one piece of paper and a list of items to learn in the next discovery 
session on another. But the lawyer will find them useful when the caseworker calls 
him back in a harried moment two days later. He can then reach for that one-pager 
knowing that it is the product of some systematic thought about what he needs to 
know for the case. Similarly, the left brain will be relieved as the genogram fills 
in over time and becomes a structural record of the child's family. 

Remember: begun is half-done. Often, the activation energy needed to begin a 
new project accounts for a disproportionate amount of the energy needed to 
complete that project. Beginning the genogram starts the lawyer on an important 
process that is much more easily finished than begun. Therefore, the lawyer 
should feel good about starting many different one-pagers in a single session. 
Getting those thoughts down allows the lawyer to jump-start later sessions of 
stellar cartography. At that point, he will be happy to give himself disproportional 
credit for beginning a project and know that its completion is simpler than its 
commencement. 
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[3] Tip #3: Go Where the Emotion Is 

Emotions can thwart the lawyer's attempt to begin a case quickly. When 
organizing a new case the lawyer often experiences strong emotions of sadness, 
dread, and familiarity. These emotions tend to be overwhelmingly negative, 
because they arise from the first documents the lawyer sees in a case. Designed 
to convince the court and the State that intervention is justified, these documents 
usually paint the family in an extremely negative light. Stellar cartography thus 
can help the lawyer for children from the first moment he handles a case, by 
focusing his attention directly on those emotions. 

Once he has begun a case, the lawyer will find three ongoing benefits to 
following his emotions as they arise. First, emotion usually denotes where 
counter-transference is. The lawyer can use this opportunity to sort out counter
transference to make sure that it is not derailing his or her view of the case from 
its actual facts. Second, often the emotion tells the lawyer where the heart of the 
problem is. Going where the emotion is allows the lawyer to access important 
insights that he or she is having and to work on them immediately. Third, the 
emotion the lawyer feels may be the place where the decision-maker will 
eventually start in this case. Following the trail of the decision-maker will help the 
lawyer not only sort through the problem, but also begin to formulate his or her 
theory of the case and effectively present his or her side to the decision-maker. 

Failing to go where the emotion is inevitably creates a block. A lawyer trying 
carefully to fill out the set forms that the office has provided might find himself 
or herself daydreaming or resisting the forms. That block is due to the strength of 
the emotional reaction to the case. Confronting and accepting the emotion, and 
working with it, allows the lawyer to sort through his countertransference and to 
get to the heart of the problem. 

[4] Tip #4: No Time Frame Is Too Short 

Lawyers for children, especially those with heavy caseloads, rarely have long, 
quiet reflective periods of time to work on their cases. More often they do their 
work in tiny moments stolen between court appearances, client interviews, and 
phone calls. Stellar cartography can be started or continued in a time frame as 
small as five minutes. Using an earlier principle, which allows the lawyer to 
capture on paper what is active in his brain, stellar cartography just requires 
adding to the one-pagers that have already been started. 

If the lawyer has five minutes and a one-pager in mind, perhaps one he has been 
meaning to do on the case all along, by all means the lawyer should start there. 
If not, the lawyer can try to complete some of the stellar cartography that he began 
earlier. When interrupted, he can just draw an arrow on a Post-It® and stick it on 
the one-pager he is working on. If the lawyer doe not have a logical starting place 
during the next session, he can just start where he left off. 
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In fact, it is not a huge stretch to say stellar cartography is an attempt to create 
in the file or the lawyer's mind the equivalent of the Enterprise computer for each 
case. Therefore, with only five minutes to spend, a lawyer might say, "One thing 
I've been wanting to know is how the child's behavior correlates with the 
frequency of visits by his parents." Using stellar cartography, he can quickly 
generate a mini-chronology that will target those particular facts. 9 By stringing 
together small bits of time this way, the lawyer can accomplish substantial 
progress, even hours' worth, on a particular case over a period of a week or two. 

Moreover, time not spent actively with pen and paper in hand can still be very 
fruitful time for the case. Once a lawyer has started thinking along a certain line, 
the stellar cartography kept in his brain can frame useful thoughts that the lawyer 
has while in the car, in the shower, or in other off times away from the file. He will 
commonly come back to a session of stellar cartography with a brainstorm that 
has come to him while he was in the middle of another activity. At least one author 
on right-brain and left-brain methodology believes that critical movements in 
theory often happen during the right-brain breaks from work: driving, showering, 
cooking, or playing with your own children. 

[5] Tip #5: No Idea Is Too Absurd 

The lawyer in the midst of doing stellar cartography should not censor himself. 
An idea that has no promise will quickly trail off and so will hardly detour him 
for long. Moreover, the absurd idea may be the mark of inspiration. For instance, 
the lawyer who is frustrated about a rotten placement for his client might want to 
spend a minute brainstorming about what would be the perfect placement for the 
client. While this may seem like pointless fantasizing, it will not take a lot of time, 
and the lawyer may subsequently find himself with a clearer understanding about 
what is wrong with the current placement and with a clearer exposition of how to 
oppose that placement. 

Similarly, the lawyer should be very open to "what if' thinking on behalf of his 
client. A useful one-pager is the "all-available-alternatives" sheet. Early on in the 
process the lawyer should list all available residential alternatives for the client, 
both to make sure that the lawyer is not overlooking opportunities for the client 
and to prepare his or her best thoughts for potential crisis. Often, all-available-

9 I have been trying for a while to figure out a way using modem word processing to generate 
a master chronology that can be subdivided based on codes left in the word processing. For instance, 
if a lawyer were to input all of the things related to one particular client only in italics, another client 
only in bold, and a third client only in underline, the lawyer would be able later to segregate out the 
parts of the chronology that relate to only one child through a simple search command. I have not 
by any means perfected this technology, so it is not included in this supplement. It is hoped that 
eventually this will appear in future supplements. I would be delighted to incorporate any ideas 
received from the field in this respect. 
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alternative thinking leads to frustration and "what if' thinking: "If only the aunt 
had a bigger apartment, the child wouldn't have to be in foster care." This might 
lead the lawyer into exploring possible housing alternatives that he had not 
previously considered. 

[6] Tip #6: Start Early 

The lawyer's first session of stellar cartography can start with as few as five 
short minutes on the first day that he or she is assigned to a case. This is something 
that the lawyer can do in intake or while reading the petition for the first time. 
Starting early helps satisfy the "begun is half-done" view by getting him into the 
case as soon as possible. The sooner the lawyer starts the case, the sooner he starts 
differentiating it from other cases as well. 

Starting early also helps the lawyer resist perfectionism and feel comfortable 
following his thoughts without forcing himself to polish conclusions from the 
beginning. "I've only had the case for five minutes, after all." The lawyer can also 
quickly identify large, time-consuming tasks that may need to be undertaken early 
in the process. By breaking down these large tasks and starting the first steps right 
away, the lawyer can painlessly begin the sprint to catch up with other players in 
the case. 

[7] Tip #7: Do Not End Your Mapping Session Without Scheduling 
Another One 

Stellar cartography is not an excuse to give up trying to schedule time 
reviewing a case. In fact, regular attention to each case is essential to its success. 
This principle, then, requires the lawyer to always have at least one scheduled 
session pending. Even if he finds time for several spontaneous sessions in a given 
day to spend looking at a case, the lawyer should still schedule at least a short 
mapping session in each new case every day. 

A regular mapping session ensures incorporation of fragmented information 
into a case as it accumulates. It keeps the case in the lawyer's thoughts. So a 
lawyer should never end a session deliberately, nor put away a file after an 
interrupted session without first scheduling another. 

[8] Tip #8: Recognize That Stellar Cartography Happens in Your 
Brain Even More Than It Happens on Paper 

While paper and pencil is an extraordinarily useful way of preserving ideas, 
their use is only a small part of the larger thought process the lawyer is engaged 
in throughout his day. As the lawyer leaps between cases, the lawyer may hear of 
a resource, such as a drug treatment facility, that helped in one case and that is 
critical in another one. Stellar cartography helps the lawyer keep his brain 
constantly on the lookout for tangible tidbits from other cases and experiences. 

More importantly, when combined with a non-work, right-brain activity, the 
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intermittent thought process of stellar cartography produces results on a less 
tangible level. If he starts his stellar cartography on a case early enough, the 
lawyer will see breaks and interruptions as useful instead of as a hindrance from 
finally finishing his work. Often, breaks and interruptions give the lawyer a 
chance to incubate ideas while doing other work. This, I'm sure, is how many 
Legal Aid attorneys can capably juggle multiple cases at a time. 

From my experience, a central technique for doing this is visualizing one
pagers, alone or in combination, which will yield the insights that will guide the 
representation. "If only I knew x, I would know what to do for this client!" For 
this big picture thinking, it may sometimes be better to be away from the 
distractions of my desk and files. While it is impossible to give a precise figure, 
I would estimate that most productive stellar cartography happens away from my 
desk. This is fortunate, since lawyers for children spend most of their time away 
from their desks as well! 

[9] Tip #9: When Searching for the Whole Picture, Use Your One
Pagers to Map the Child's Universe 

To get an overview of the case, the lawyer needs to organize her one-pagers into 
a coherent picture. How does one design this overall map of the child's universe? 
The ecomap is an excellent starting place. The ecomap starts with a genogram in 
the center and maps everybody who is in the child's life at varying levels of 
distance, importance, and good feeling. One might use the ecomap as an initial 
chart and lay the stellar cartography on the floor or tack it on a wall to see how 
it is all coming together. 

Obviously, lawyers fighting for space will rarely have that kind of room to lay 
out each of their hundred or two hundred cases. But, at a critical moment in a case, 
at a critical time in trial planning, during some collaborative moment with mental 
health personnel, or even at an interdisciplinary meeting, it will eventually come 
time to organize the material into the elusive holistic whole. Section 5-3(c) 
contains an example of a preliminarily mapped child's universe, created by a 
lawyer who longed to see the big picture from the beginning. But one can come 
up with many ways of organizing all the individual bits of stellar cartography into 
one large whole. One could do stellar cartography on Post-Its® and move the 
Post-Its® around on a large 11" x 14" piece of paper or on the inside of a blank 
open file folder. One could take an overhead projector sheet and, during a group 
stellar cartography session, generate the stellar cartography on one sheet, carefully 
placing things by quadrant as they come up. Therefore, if you start with your own 
countertransference issues, feel free to write those down first, but put them on the 
side of the page where you keep your lists about the representation; when you get 
to some central insight about what the child wants, put that in the center of the 
page; if you want to memorialize the agency's view of the case, place that to the 
side where the agency's views are recorded; or if you are drafting a closing 
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statement showcasing your theory of the case, put that in the center of the page 
as well. 

Some may find that a pad full of individual sheets is less useful than one huge 
map of the universe, and they might start on that from the beginning. Other 
lawyers might decide that it's easier to generate individual pieces of paper and 
move them around like pieces of a puzzle.10 The lawyer can choose any 
mechanism in assembling the stellar cartography for a case, so long as the map 
keeps the child-in-context and the theory of the case at its center. 

[10] Tip #10: Tomorrow Is Another Day 

By compelling him to start early and to regularly schedule sessions, stellar 
cartography allows the lawyer to take advantage of his energy on different days. 
While he should not expect every session of stellar cartography to yield profound 
insights, the lawyer should end a session that feels like a failure knowing that he 
will address the case again the next day, even if for only ten minutes. Knowing 
that breaks and interruptions are inevitable helps one seize even a few minutes to 
work with equanimity and to accept seemingly unproductive sessions with 
equanimity as well. Thus, the lawyer can break off a difficult stellar cartography 
session in which he is plodding along with no particular insights, in order to attend 
to more urgent work without the distress that might otherwise transfer to the 
urgent work. 

Therein lies the greatest benefit of front-loading stellar cartography. 11 It frees 
the lawyer from working under a tremendous deadline by freeing him from the 
need to resolve cases all at once. Ultimately, stellar cartography offers a way for 
the lawyer with a huge caseload to avoid urgent, last minute work and thereby 
improve the quality of his work. 

The next section and Appendix G offer numerous illustrations of stellar 
cartography stemming from a single case example. 

§ 5-3 Stellar Cartography-The Process Illustrated 

This section and Appendix G illustrate the process of stellar cartography by 
going straight to where it takes place-within the minds of lawyers. The section 

10 Lawyers can do this electronically as well. One would generate stellar cartography in an 
electronic file and then, using the graphics programs, display it on a computer screen or project it 
onto a larger screen for a presentation. 

11 As Chapter Four discusses, becau e the lawyer starts his case so far behind, the beginning of 
each case requires a tremendous amount of work. Thus, planning to frontload the work is critical. 
Frontloading consists of three basic ta k : educating oneself about the law and the child' s context, 
data collection, and relationship building. The principle of frontloading suggests that all three 
activities must be done as soon as possible and should all be done simultaneously. 
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uses one fictional fact pattern and shows multiple ways that different lawyers use 
stellar cartography to make sense of a new set of facts about a client, to learn 
about a client's universe, and to plan out the representation. 

This section contains two examples of two different lawyers, Terri and Doug, 
following their thought processes after reading a transfer memo in the Adam/ 
Bonita/Cole case. The first illustration follows Terri from the moment that she first 
received the case to moments before her first court appearance in the case four 
days later. The sum total of Terri's work is twenty-five minutes of stellar 
cartography and two different interviews in which she meets the three children and 
their two caretakers. In the second example, Doug spends about forty minutes 
thinking through his new case, also just after he has received the transfer memo. 
This is one long continuous section of stellar cartography. 

In each example the two lawyers memorialize their thoughts through useful 
one-page documents. In the Terri example, the pages facing the text of Terri's 
internal thoughts will show the pieces of paper she has in front of her as they 
grow. In Doug's example, Doug uses a blackboard to map the child's universe 
from the outset. Doug's memorialized stellar cartography, which appears in 
Section 8-3(c)(2), literally looks like a map of the child's universe. While he does 
not know the full contours of the child's universe at the beginning of the process, 
he creates his lists and one-page documents and, as he creates them, he locates 
them as far from the center of the universe as he sees fit. Therefore, for instance, 
the genogram of the children is near the dead center of the universe, and he places 
it there from the outset; thoughts about DCF internal processes, his representation, 
and the court proceeding are placed to the side. 

This section can also be used as a learning module for either attorneys 
attempting to train themselves in this method or for clinical law teachers, or Legal 
Aid trainers who would like to use the problem in training new attorneys. The 
students could be asked to read Section 5-2 and then be handed the transfer memo 
that appears in Section 8-b(l). Students could be asked to attempt their own stellar 
cartography and then compare their results with Terri and Doug, just to see the 
many ways that thoughtful practitioners can go about looking at the same 
problem. Students should be encouraged to recognize from the start that there is 
no one way to do this and that there are only a multiplicity of creative ways to use 
this process. 

This problem can also be used productively for lawyers who worry that their 
representations of groups of siblings may slight individualized attention to the 
individual client. In addition to the materials we printed in this chapter, I have 
included additional stellar cartography on the same problem in Appendix G. 
Appendix G contains written stellar cartography generated by three student 
lawyers under my supervision in two different settings. In the first setting each of 
them was asked to focus on one particular child of the three, and therefore stellar 
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cartography just for Adam, just for Bonita, and just for Cole appears there. I also 
asked each student to retrace their thought process at the end of the session of 
stellar cartography in order to show the ways in which their thoughts had moved 
and grown through the process. This also is included in Appendix G. At various 
other times I asked the same three students to do stellar cartography on the 
problem as a whole and follow their thoughts. That additional stellar cartography 
is included also in Appendix G. 

Taken as a whole, this section and Appendix G seek to demonstrate not only the 
ways in which a lawyer can tum her internal thought processes into an analysis 
that maps the child's universe and the representation, but also to show the many 
directions in which a lawyer's mind can move in the course of brief sessions of 
thinking about a case. Literally hundreds of one-pagers can be generated for any 
case. None are required for any given case. All that is important is using one's 
imagination to find useful one-pagers to capture the connections, themes, and 
questions that arise throughout the representation. 

Above all, this section seeks to encourage each lawyer to find creative ways to 
process information in his or her client's cases. One need not read every page of 
the section or the Appendix to get an idea of how the process works. We do hope, 
however, that offering a multiplicity of approaches to the same material will 
encourage the lawyer to develop his or her own version of stellar cartography in 
order to use time well in serving clients. 

[a] Introduction to the Fact Pattern 

The case study upon which these illustrations are based is a representation 
involving three children. 1 Like an increasing number of cases on state dockets 
across the country, it involves preparation for a permanency planning hearing that 
takes place in the middle of a law firm's representation of a child. Although the 
lawyer assigned to the case is new to the case, the lawyer's own law firm has had 
extended contact with the case and with the client. The case has been pending in 
court for some time. 

In these examples, the stellar cartography focuses on helping the lawyer gain 
quick mastery of the current file, and handling the complex issues of "picking up" 
a transferred case. While cases where the lawyer represents a child from day one 
of the court involvement pose many challenges that are resolved in transferred 
cases, I have found in practice and in teaching that lawyers have a certain 

1 I gratefully acknowledge Mike Dsida' author hip of the case study and transfer memo on 
which this section is based and his genero ity in allowing me to use it to illustrate this process. 
Professor Dsida is the Director of the Child Law Clinic and Associate Clinical Professor of Law at 
the Loyola-Chicago School of Law. 
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ownership about cases they pick up in the first instance. Sure, the cases have been 
confusing and weave a complex path, but the lawyer has experienced all of it and 
has somehow integrated that story in a way that feels comforting and whole. A 
transferred case can daunt the lawyer with its volume, its history, and the seeming 
impossibility of getting to know the case as well as the original lawyer knew it. 
These illustrations, besides laying out the process of stellar cartography 
generally-that is, of organizing and processing information, of charting and then 
navigating a case-show some ways in which stellar cartography can help 
subsequent lawyers feel that kind of mastery and ownership over a transferred 
case file. 

[b] Terri and the New Case for Friday.2 

What follows is a short narrative of the life of a lawyer through a work week 
on a single case. The lawyer will be generating written stellar cartography on a 
pad of paper in the course of the illustration, by writing what here appears in 
italics on various sheets of paper. After each page of text, we will include the 
written one-pagers that she has generated in the state that they were in at that exact 
point in the process. After the next page of text, we will show the same stellar 
cartography in its current form. In some cases, the lawyer has written a lot after 
one page of thought; in other cases the pad of paper changed very little. We 
include it even when it has not changed at all, in order to show what the actual 
sheets before the lawyer would be, so that the reader will have in front of her the 
same materials the lawyer does. 

[1] Transcript of Terri's Thoughts 

Monday, May 26, 1998. Early afternoon in a children's legal services office in 
Chicago. 

Terri, a young lawyer, walks back into her office, juggling a stack of files, a 
book of juvenile law, a date book, and a tupperware container with her lunch. Her 
mind is already scrolling ahead to the work she has to do that afternoon, trying to 
prepare for a 9:00 a.m. court appearance the next day. Her supervisor drops by. 
He's carrying a three-inch-thick file. Uh-oh, she thinks. You always have to be 
worried when your supervisor comes by with a file. 

Did you hear that Joe is leaving? 

No. What's up? 

Health reasons. Anyway, Joe had a permanency planning hearing scheduled for 
this Friday. Can you take it over? 

2 I am very grateful to Karen Johnson and Marlon Lutfiyya for their thoughtful and creative ideas 
about presenting this section as well as their concrete help in putting it together. 
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Friday, she thinks, yeah, right. Fit it right in with the other ten cases. But when 
her mouth opens it says: sure. She always says sure. 

Nine months out of law school, and I haven't dropped the ball yet, she tells 
herself, even if I am juggling one of the biggest caseloads in the office. At least 
I think I haven't dropped the ball .... 

Then the usual demons rear their heads. I've only done two trials so far, she 
thinks. One of them almost settled. How can my agency just unleash me on the 
world with all that I don't know? Sometimes I look at my clients and panic. What 
am I doing in these people's lives anyway? They say I'm good with clients. I 
wonder if that's just a nice way of saying that I'm not so good in court. I feel like 
I'm always stepping on people's toes in the office. Going into my supervisor's 
office, it always seems like it's a bad time. But with clients, although it was tough 
at first, after a few months something started to click. 

She reaches towards the transfer memo lying on top of the file her supervisor 
left on her desk and begins to read. 

So, she tells herself, let's take a look at this case. O.K. Three clients. Two 
different homes. Drug use. Ugh. 

A nine-year-old kid. No, I guess he's eight. Oh, no! This kid isn't going to be 
another Javier from last week, is he? O.K. Slow down. Let's get real here. Take 
20 minutes and give this transfer memo a good once over. I don't have much time 
so I need to get it right from the beginning. 

She opens up the tupperware, full of last night's spaghetti, and walks into the 
room with the microwave. As she watches the numbers tick down, her mind is 
racing. 

How am I going to visit three clients in two different homes in the next week? 
She groans. But she knows in her heart that seeing them quickly is key. Back at 
her desk she pushes aside the other files and clears a space for her lunch, the new 
file, and a piece of blank paper. She starts to read. 

TRANSFER MEMO 

To: Case Re-assignment Committee 

From: Joe Esseltine 

Re: Reassignment of Smith/Baker Case 

Date: May 25, 1998 

Since May 27 will be my last day in the office, I am writing to request that 
this case be reassigned. 

We represent Adam Smith (D.O.B. 9/11/89), Bonita Baker (D.O.B. 
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12/24/92), and Cole Smith (D.O.B. 10/1/96) as their attorney and 
guardian ad litem. All three children are under the guardianship of DCFS. 
Adam and Cole live with the children's maternal grandmother, Gertrude 
Mary Smith, on the north side of Chicago. Bonita lives with her paternal 
aunt, Brittany Baker, in Country Club Hills (about a one-hour drive from 
where her brothers live.) The children have lived in these homes since 
their cases began in Juvenile Court. 

The children's cases arose out of the same set of facts. Upon his birth, on 
October 1, 1996, Cole tested positive for cocaine metabolites in his urine. 
Nancy Smith, the children's mother (D.O.B. 1/28/69), admitted to the 
hospital social worker, Javier Arroyo, that she had used cocaine the day 
before and that she and Charles Coleman, Cole's father (D.O.B. 4/2/61), 
occasionally smoked crack. After Arroyo called the DCFS hotline, he also 
learned that Ms. Smith and Mr. Coleman had been evicted several days 
earlier and had no permanent place to live. 

Jennifer Kopp was the DCFS investigator assigned to the family. On 
October 2, she met Arroyo and confirmed what Arroyo had told the 
hotline. Kopp also learned that Bonita had tested positive for cocaine at 
birth. (Apparently, DCFS had opened a case for the family and had 
suggested to Ms. Smith that she enroll in an outpatient drug treatment 
program, but no one from DCFS followed up on the case.) She then 
observed Cole -who was by then nearly ready to be discharged-in the 
hospital nursery. Cole's mother arrived at the hospital, accompanied by 
Adam and Bonita (then 6 and 3), that afternoon. Ms. Smith informed 
Kopp that she was staying with a friend for the next few days. She said 
she did not know where either Mr. Coleman or Adam's father (Anthony 
Adams (D.O.B. 6/1/70)) was. She also explained that Bonita's father had 
died six months before she was born. Kopp then told her that DCFS 
would need to take protective custody of all three children and contacted 
the State's Attorney to initiate neglect cases in Juvenile Court. 

The case was heard the following day. The two older children were in 
court, and we were then appointed to represent all three of them. Ms. 
Smith was in court and agreed, through her lawyer, that DCFS should be 
given temporary custody of the children. Kopp gave her the name of a 
drug treatment program for her and Mr. Coleman. By the end of the 
afternoon, Kopp had found places for all three children to live. Adam and 
Cole were placed together with Ms. Smith's mother. (Because of her work 
schedule and because Cole was not in school, his grandmother was 
initially only willing to care for him if Adam were placed with her as 
well.) Upon Ms. Smith's request, Bonita was placed with Ms. Baker, with 
whom Bonita had lived for the first 6 months of her life. 

208 
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By February 1997, Mr. Adams and Mr. Coleman had been defaulted for 
failing to come to court. The court then conducted a trial in the case and 
found that the children were neglected-relying primarily on Ms. Smith's 
substance abuse problems. In March it conducted a dispositional hearing, 
and concluded that none of the parents were able to care for the children, 
and placed the children in the guardianship of DCFS. 

Five months later, the court conducted the first permanency hearing in this 
case. Dana Primo, the DCFS caseworker, indicated that the children were 
doing well in their homes. He also indicated that the children's parents 
had not cooperated with him. In particular, Primo testified that Ms. Smith 
and Mr. Coleman were visiting the children infrequently. Meanwhile, Mr. 
Adams was serving 6 months in jail for possession of a concealed 
weapon. The court was clearly frustrated by the parents' lack of progress. 
The court, however, also found that DCFS itself had failed to make 
reasonable efforts to reunite the family. The court relied on the testimony 
of Ms. Smith that she was only able to get on waiting lists at the two 
inpatient programs that Primo had recommended. The court also indicated 
that DCFS should explore the possibility of helping Ms. Smith find 
suitable housing. It then continued the permanency hearing until March 
31-a decision that I supported. 

According to the current caseworker, Dushawn Workman, neither Ms. 
Smith nor Mr. Coleman are in a position to care for the children. They are 
now living in a transient hotel and have made no progress in addressing 
their addictions. Adam's father, Anthony, is in and out of jail and has 
never shown any interest in his son. Among them, only Ms. Smith visits 
the children. Pursuant to the case plan for the children, she is offered 
weekly visits (one week at Grandma Smith's house, the next week at 
Workman's office), but she attends, on average, only once a month. 
According to Workman, Adam alone seems to enjoy the visits. 

Meanwhile, Adam has had some problems at school. He is now repeating 
second grade because of poor grades. He also has had some behavioral 
problems at school. Otherwise, he seems to be doing well. According to 
Workman's last case plan, Grandma Smith is ambivalent about adoption, 
but she is willing to keep the boys "for now" so that her daughter can have 
"one last chance." The case plan also states that Adam's grandmother 
seems to be doing a good job taking care of him. 

I have met with Adam several times. At the first meeting, Adam was very 
attached to his mother. He was generally pretty shy and was not willing 
to talk about his family or where he wanted to live. He was somewhat thin 
but seemed to be in good health otherwise. The second meeting took place 
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during a sibling visit at Grandma Smith's house shortly before the 
dispositional hearing. The children seemed to enjoy their visit with each 
other. At the third meeting (last month and also at Grandma Smith's 
house), Adam was very attached to his grandmother. He also took pride 
in helping her care for his brother. Adam also stated that he does not really 
enjoy school. He also said that he misses his mom when she does not 
come for visits. 

Cole is apparently doing well with Grandma Smith. Cole seems very 
attached to her. Recently, however, Cole's uncle, Kyle Coleman, moved 
to Chicago with his family and has told Workman that he is interested in 
adopting Cole. Because of his concern about Grandma Smith's long-term 
ability to care for Cole and his interest in providing a permanent home for 
him, Workman has arranged for Cole to visit his uncle's family, with the 
hope that he will eventually be placed there. 

Finally, according to Workman, Bonita enjoys living with her aunt, whom 
she calls "Mama B." She is doing very well in kindergarten. Family visits, 
however, seem to be a problem. After the visits, Bonita wets her bed and 
has nightmares. For her part, Ms. Baker also has repeatedly expressed her 
frustration with being told whom Bonita has to visit. She wants the state 
out of her life and simply wants to adopt Bonita. 

210 

Reading the first line, the young lawyer picks up a pen and starts a genogram. 
She labels a blank page GENOGRAM. Adam, a square, bottom left. Bonita, circle, 
middle. Cole, square, bottom right. She writes in their birth dates and the 
placement info-Gertrude Mary Smith and Brittany Baker-and notes that they 
live an hour away from each other. 

Hmm. How long have these kids been in care? Let's see. '96, '98. And let's set 
the date that this is all happening as May 26, 1998. Twenty-one months in care. 
Nancy Smith. Let's put her on the genogram here. She's the mother of all three 
kids, but how many fathers have we got here? Ah, three. They've all got different 
dads. Cole's father is Charles Coleman. O.K. Father of Adam, Anthony Adams. 
Bonita's father is dead. 

O.K. We first meet the kids. It's like ... October 3. Let's start a new page: 
OUR FIRM'S CONTACT WITH KIDS. 

What is Miss Smith's lawyer's name? Better start a separate sheet of what to 
look up. FIND IN FILE. Lawyer for Nancy Smith. Adam and Cole placed on 
10/3/96, add to GENOGRAM. Now what's this? Grandmother only initially 
willing to care for him if Adam placed with her as well. What's that about? Oh, 
no. This is one of those parentified kid cases, right? It is Javier! O.K. Wait a 
minute. Wait a minute. Hang on. O.K. Let's start Adam's page: ADAM. Like 
Javier? 
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Parenti.fied? 

Now, Bonita lived with Brittany Baker for the first six months of her life. O.K. 
I'm going to put that on the GENOGRAM. 12/24/92. 

The phone rings and she stops writing in midstream. She slaps down a Post-It®, 
scribbles herself a two-word reminder so she'll know where to pick up, and then 
answers the phone. 

Ten minutes later, she turns back to the sheets that are now stretched across her 
desk. 

Well, I'll write up that phone call a little later, she tells herself. Guess I better 
figure out when I'm going to meet these kids. How much time do I have? O.K. 
Ten minutes. Ten minutes until Johnny comes in-the kid I'm going to court for 
tomorrow. All right. Let me just figure this out. Do I know when these people have 
visits? Maybe I can go during one of the visits when Bonita goes to visit the boys. 

Let's see, she continues. Adam, Cole and the Grandmother all live together 
so .. .I can see them in one trip. Uh-oh. Bonita, after visits, wets her bed and has 
nightmares. Ms. Baker doesn't like visits so maybe a visit is not the greatest 
moment for me to stop by. Better see them when they're not so tense. I guess I 
should go to both houses. Good thing Grandma's is on my way home; I can swing 
by. Where's my date book? 
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Well, I can't go tomorrow, she concludes. Maybe I can see somebody tonight 
and somebody Wednesday night. Wait, I haven't even looked at tomorrow's cases 
yet! So maybe somebody Wednesday and somebody Thursday. Do I have their 
phone numbers? O.K. Thank God this file has a phone list. 

O.K. This kid should be coming in six minutes. How about ... let's figure out 
whether the kids know anything about our agency. Let me check the transfer 
memo here. O.K. Let's go back to OUR FIRM'S CONTACT WITH KIDS. 
Somebody met the kids, Adam and Bonita on 10/3/96, I already got that. That was 
in Court. I have to assume that was Joe. 

Poring over the transfer memo, her eye comes to rest on the paragraph that 
mentions Adam several times. 

Her mind keeps moving: Adam's very attached to his mother. O.K. So in the 
first meeting .... I don't know when that was. I'll just leave the date empty. The 
first meeting. . .Adam is very attached to his mother, pretty shy. First meeting 
Adam not willing to talk about family or where to live. So I'm not going to talk 
about his family or where he might want to live. O.K. Second meeting took place 
shortly before the dispositional hearing at Grandma Smith's. Hang on. O.K. I 
don't know where the meeting was. Hmm. I wonder if he meant the first meeting 
was the 10/3/96? O.K. Let me put that, ? 10/3/96?. Second meeting shortly before 
dispositional hearing. O.K. Dispositional hearing is March '97. O.K. So March 
'97? Second meeting Adam. Sibling is at Grandma Smith's house. 
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Children seem to enjoy their visit. I wonder what happened. Here we have it. 
Enjoyed visit-GS. O.K. Need to add to FIND IN FILE. Find write ups of visits 
to kids. Third visit last month and now I'm coming this month. So last month. 
O.K. So that's April '98 3rd meeting Adam. Grandma Smith's. Grandma Smith's 
on the second one too. Very attached to Grandma. Taking care of his brother. Goes 
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on OUR FIRM'S CONTACT ... There's that parentified thing again. Let me add 
this to ADAM-GS attached G. 

3rd meeting pride in caring for brothers. And then I'm going to put an arrow 
back to parentified. Does not enjoy. Misses Mom. Also for OUR FIRM'S 
CONTACT. Still connected. He's going to wonder why I'm coming over again. 
Why he's meeting someone new. I'll make a note and see if I can just stop by Joe's 
desk. Ask Joe. I'll start an ASK JOE page. What kids like? What G like? Visiting 
only month after. Maybe it's not absolutely necessary for me to visit ... but I 
don't know. I can never make heads or tails of the case when I don't have a face 
with the name. 

There's a knock at the door. She looks up, remembers she has an appointment 
with a client. 

Oh. O.K. I'll be out to get the kid in just one minute, she calls out. 

Let me just take one more minute to make sure I've looked at the rest of this 
transfer memo. O.K. Tested positive for cocaine. Cole and Bonita tested positive 
for cocaine. O.K. So, how bad is the drug use? I'm going to start another page. 
NANCY SMITH DRUG USE. Where's a Post-It®? O.K. I'm going to start here 
next time. 

She gets up and moves to the door. 

Late that afternoon. Still in the office. 

She hangs up the phone. Great!, she says aloud, and then adds silently: O.K. 
Miss Baker can see me this evening, so I'll get to see Bonita. Let me just make 
a little sheet on Bonita before I go: BONITA'S LIFE. I only have two minutes. 

It looks like we can make a little time line of Bonita's life here. D.O.B. 
12/24/92. I can just put this on the GENOGRAM. O.K., back to BONITA'S. First 
was was 6 months wl Brittany Baker. So until roughly 6/24/93. Lived with Mom 
until 10/3/96, so that's 3 yrs. 3 mos. approx. With Brittany 'til present, which is 
5/28/98 so that's 1 yr. 7 mos .. O.K. It seems like we've seen her ... at least in 
court on 10/3/96. At a visit on Grandma Smith's in March '97 and again at 
Grandma Smith's. That's all we know about those two times. I don't know if she 
was at Grandma Smith's last month when Joe saw her. I'll make a note and ask 
Joe that on the way out. Maybe I'll check Joe's desk on the way out. God, do I 
have that list of things to ask him? Oh, yeah. Here it is, ASK JOE. I've also got 
to ask him what everybody is like. Let me just check this transfer memo. Make 
sure don't know anything else about Bonita. O.K. Cocaine + at birth goes after 
her D.O.B. Father died six months before born. What's his name? Don't know his 
name. O.K., that goes at the beginning of BONITA'S LIFE. 
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Let's see. She calls Brittany Mama B. She is in kindergarten. O.K. Doesn't like 
family visits. Wets bed. Nightmares. Aunt Brittany wants to adopt. All that goes on 
BONITA'S. I wonder if Bonita knows. How old is she now? Let's see, '92, '98. 
She'll be ... she's five and a half. Let me ask Joe on the way out if Bonita knows 
about possible adoption. Where's ASK JOE? O.K. Time to run. 

Sitting in the car after seeing Bonita at aunt's place. 

It looks like Joe got it pretty much right, she muses. Bonita does seem very 
connected to her aunt. Brittany certainly wants to adopt and certainly seems fed 
up with people. Next time I've got to make sure to ask Brittany to give me some 
time alone with Bonita, but it was pretty awkward. Bonita seemed like she wanted 
her to be there. She kept following her out of the room. 

Bonita was so quiet when I asked her about Adam and Cole. Was she picking 
up on the scowl on Brittany's face? Certainly no reason to cut off visits now, but 
no reason on Bonita's behalf to push for them strongly. 

When I get back to the office, I have to start a page, THINKING ABOUT 
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CONFLICTS. Actually, I'd better do it quickly now, while I've got it in my head. 

She turns on the little overhead light and pulls out a pad and pencil. 

She chews thoughtfully on the pencil. Mmm. What if Adam and Cole really 
want Bonita to join them, and Bonita is happy where she is? Brittany was certainly 
clear about not wanting any more kids in the house, and the house is pretty small. 

I don't know what I'll do if Bonita stops wanting visits and Adam and Cole still 
want them. Wouldn't that be a conflict right there? Yeah, that goes in. 

So what's left to do to prepare for Bonita for Friday? I think I'm pretty set. 
They're going to want to know the permanency plan for her. The Judge is going 
to push for adoption. What are all my alternatives for Bonita? I have to do an ALL 
AVAILABLE ALTERNATIVES page for her. So obviously top of the list, Stay with 
Aunt Brittany Baker, but let's think of all the different ways she could do that
adoption, long-term foster care, maybe subsidized guardianship? Transfer of 
guardianship. Hmmm. These all have income implications. Let's see. Adoption or 
transfer of guardianship means no money from the State unless there could be a 
subsidized adoption. Don't know of any disabilities that she has and she certainly 
seems adoptable, so I could investigate that, but I doubt it. Let's see. Long term 
foster care would continue foster care payments. Subsidized guardianship would 
continue payments. I think they're supposed to be at the same level. New regs on 
that are due out this month. Definitely check that out when I get back to the office. 
I can list all the other available options, but does anything else make sense? 
Grandma Smith never asked for Bonita. Moving to a stranger seems silly. Her 
father's dead. I don't know if there are any other paternal relatives or maternal, so 
I guess I'm kind of stuck with just figuring out among the different legal options. 
Do I support adoption for Bonita? 
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I'm inclined to wait until I see what's going on for Adam and Cole, but doesn't 
that mean it's a conflict right there? Shouldn't I decide based on just what this 
client needs? To CONFLICTS. 
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I didn't really interview Bonita about adoption, she thinks. She did talk about 
staying there for a long time. She loves Mama B. She really seemed at home to 
me. Maybe I'll check this out with Workman and see if he sees it the same way. 

She jots "Call Workman re Bonita" in her datebook, puts away the pad and 
pencil, switches off the light, and turns the key in the ignition. 

Wednesday morning, May 28, in the office. 

She is sitting at her desk, which is covered with papers and files. She groans. 

Is it already Wednesday? What do I have to do? I've got that trial tomorrow. 
I've got those kids coming in at lunch time. Oh, no. I haven't .... There are those 
other two kids in .... What's the name of that case? That's it: Smith-Baker. 
Right. So, I've seen Bonita. What's going on with her? Oh, yes. So she's staying 
with the aunt. So the only thing I have to figure out is the legal stuff. How she is 
staying with the aunt. But she's got an older brother and younger brother, and they 
live in the same place. So ... let me see if the Grandmother will let me come 
tonight. 

She calls the grandmother, and they talk briefly. 

Ugh, she thinks. It looks like I'll have to stop by during dinner. Really stinks. 
But what can I do? I have to see them before Friday. What do I know about these 
kids? I don't remember anything about this case. O.K. Let me just see. Here's my 
Post-It®. NANCY SMITH DRUG USE. Oh, right. She's the mother. 

Where's that transfer memo? Here we go. Adam now is ... '89 to '98. O.K. 
He's almost nine. So he's eight and a half. Cole is ... one and a half. O.K. So 
I really just need to spend time with Adam. See Cole. Talk to Grandma. Mother's 
out of the picture or what's with Mom? 

As she's piecing this together, her colleague Maria walks in. She looks 
distraught. 

How are you doing? 

I was a little too optimistic about Judge Cook, Maria answers. 

Oh, no. 

It was awful. My client broke down in court. 

Oh, no. Locked up? 
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Yeah, Maria answers, looking .like she's about to break down herself. Oh, 
my. . .. And how old is-

Twelve. 

Oh, my God. Oh, my God. 

We continued this dispo hearing for about nine months now, Maria continues. 
We almost had the perfect place-we got him in, but he had just been kicked out. 
And of course continuance of dispo marked FINAL was on today. 
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In front of Judge Cook? 

Yeah. Whom I love .... I think he's great. If anyone would have given him a 
break. ... 

Oh, God. And how was the Mom? 

Maria sighs and continues: She just started crying and my client started crying. 
What made it worse was how terrible all the lawyers were. The assault was with 
a drainpipe, so of course every single court date the other lawyers would bring that 
up. "There better not be any drainpipes lying around. Ha. Ha. Ha." And I'm sure 
at work it's, "There goes Maria, going to work on the drainpipe case again!" It 
drives me wild. The assault was bad, but he's so little, only 12. Then afterward, 
when it was all over and we were leaving court, the codefendant's attorney said, 
"You looked like you were going to cry in there. You can't take everything 
personally. He's not going to lock-up because of you." I said, "Yeah, right. As if 
I don't know that. But I gotta run. I have another case up now." 

The two women hug quickly, and Maria leaves. 

The young lawyer muses: Poor Maria. All these cases going down the tubes. Is 
this what's going to happen to these two little boys, Cole and Adam? What will 
this case get called? The "double crack cocaine baby case." O.K. Settle in. There's 
no grand conspiracy here. Just get to know your case. Come on. Settle in. What 
cocaine use is there, anyway? 

NANCY SMITH DRUG USE. Let's see what the transfer memo says. O.K. 
We've got 12/24/92. Bonita born cocaine positive. We don't know if it's crack or 
not. Let's see. 10/1/96. Cole positive for cocaine. Used cocaine on 9/30/96 and 
occasionally smoked crack. O.K. So DCFS suggests outpatient drug treatment. 
O.K. So what do we know about Nancy Smith's drug use since Cole's birth? 

She glances at her watch, sees it's time to get to court, and marks where she left 
off with a Post-It®. 
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Friday, May 30. At the courthouse, sitting on a bench, open file balanced on her 
lap. 

Her mind works quickly. They' re calling the Smith-Baker matter in ten 
minutes, and I just have to get my thoughts together. Let me just see if I can get 
one more fact about drug use since 10/1/96. O.K. Hang on. There's nothing 
concrete in this transfer memo about any drug use past '96, is there? Just this 
about not addressing addiction. Who says she's addicted? What else . .. let's see. 
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There's Mr. Adams serving six months. There's visiting kids infrequently. Oh. 
Look at this. Failure to make reasonable efforts to reunite family. O.K. Hang on. 
So the only thing that's in t~is transfer memo on drug use after 10/96 is DCFS's 
failure to secure drug program! O.K., that goes on NANCY SMITH DRUG USE. 

Geez, I haven't had time to think about this case since Wednesday. Since the 
visit to Adam and Cole. You know, what's so frustrating is I just, I felt like I was 
intruding. There they were having dinner, you know, and they just looked like a 
family having dinner. I really think it was a mistake. I wish Joe had told me that 
the Grandmother would feel so put upon. I don't get why they thought she was 
ambivalent. She was Mom. She was total Mom. So ... I don't know about this 
job of mine, though. Why do I have to keep barging in on people and intruding 
on them when they're fine? It was really like Ozzie and Harriet over there. No 
Ozzie though. And I hardly got to talk to the kids. The kids didn't want to talk to 
me. So much for being good with clients, right? They just seemed to want to stay 
with Grandma and have me get the hell out. 

Wait a minute. Is that what's so .... Wait a minute. I've been assuming all 
along that I didn't see anything, but didn't I just see everything I needed to know? 
They were a family, weren't they? But Adam did mention his Mom and Bonita, 
and it was clear from what both Adam and Grandma said that Mom had been over 
pretty often, like once a week. So maybe she's AWOL to DCFS, but she's clearly 
in touch with the kids. Grandma had also been saying that Coleman, that Kyle 
Coleman had been visiting a lot. So I won't have a recommendation about that. 
She was holding Cole the whole time after they got up from the table. Cole was 
just sitting in her lap, reading that book. 

Sure looked like a family to me. Both those two kids and Bonita just looked like 
they were home. It looked like nothing I was going to do, if it didn't change what 
they were doing, was going to affect them in any way. They were living their lives. 
They've got their home. Maybe I already know what I need to know. Let me just 
take a minute here and look at my sheets. Oh, here's this conflict sheet. Do I have 
a conflict between Bonita and Adam and Cole? I still think I might. Adam 
definitely wanted the visits. Bonita was not clear. Brittany didn't seem to want 
'em. Bonita definitely didn't say anything so .... Um. Don't feel like I have any 
instructions from my clients about the visits. Just the instruction from Brittany 
Baker who's obviously very important to Bonita. I think I'm going to wait on this 
issue. I need to see if I have a conflict. 
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What else? Her thoughts ran on. Remember that you don't have hard evidence 
of drug use past Cole's birth. You still haven't met Kyle, and so I think we're 
going to need a continuance for those two. Plus of course I haven't really opened 
the file. But I think I can go in for a first appearance on this today. It's almost time. 
O.K. Let me just start a list of what to do next time I come back to this case: TO 
DO AFTER 5/30. 

See Kyle. Look through file. Resolve conflict issue or at least watch it. Plan 
strategy on resolving question of visitation. One idea about visitation I just had 
. . . maybe Bonita would feel differently about meeting with just Adam. Maybe 
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we can set it up in a way that's more convenient for Brittany. I should find out 
what Brittany's objections are. Maybe they're more logistical. In which case it 
might be a question of school visits or something like that. O.K. Let me just make 
sure I have the updated case file. I need to get an update of the DCFS narrative 
today from the worker. That all goes on the list. Oops. They're calling the case. 
Gotta go. 
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[2] Comments on the Terri Illustration 

As subsequent examples will show, the illustration above does not represent 
any single method of stellar cartography. Each lawyer will follow her hypotheses 
and thoughts in whatever direction they are constructively moving on the 
left-brain side or on the right-brain side. The point of the process is for the lawyer 
to use whatever time she has, whether it is five minutes or ten minutes or an hour, 
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to channel thoughts in constantly constructive and moving directions. This 
prevents the lawyer from spending time stuck in a rut or simply feeling 
overwhelmed or frustrated about the task ahead. It also helps the lawyer triage the 
use of time and create a process for picking up the analysis without much loss of 
efficiency whenever she gets a chance to do so again. 

Notice that the session of stellar cartography that takes place in the car began 
in Terri's mind before she decided to commit some of it to paper. There are times 
when a lawyer is driving along the road, or in the middle of something else, when 
she simply cannot pull out a piece of paper and start new one-pagers for a given 
case. Nevertheless, it is often helpful to figure out how to organize your thoughts 
as if you had a piece of paper and a pencil with you. Had the lawyer been simply 
unable to commit these items to paper, she still might have visualized a piece of 
paper that said THINKING ABOUT CONFLICTS and then visualized adding 
three items to it. When she returned to her office and started to work on the case 
again, she might think to herself, "Now, what was I thinking about in the car? Oh 
yeah! I started a conflict page-I can't remember what was written on it, but I 
remember it had three items .... " and then would eventually retrieve them as her 
thought process re-enters that case. For this reason some lawyers keep a pad of 
paper by their bed, not of course, to encourage work during supposedly restful 
time, but in order to capture ideas that they may have that might prevent them 
from sleeping! In a later part of the case, Terri might continue a lot of stellar 
cartography in her mind, as she may for instance remember the genogram as a 
picture, or as she reproduces in her head the to-do list that she created at some 
point when she is far from the file. 

Second, it is fascinating to notice the way in which the drug use seems to be a 
critical part of the case, at least in the transfer memo, even though there is no solid 
evidence that it has continued after Cole's birth. The mere fact that the piece of 
paper entitled "NANCY SMITH DRUG USE" remained empty for a long time 
may in itself be very revealing. 

[ c] Doug and the New Case for Friday 

Imagine now that Doug, a different lawyer in Terri's office, was assigned to the 
Adam/Bonita/Cole case. Doug, a new lawyer with a smaller caseload, happened 
to have forty minutes available soon after he was assigned the case. He sat down 
with the transfer memo and tried, literally, to map the child's universe from minute 
one. He did all of his listmaking on one long sheet of paper, which he divided into 
sections before he began. (The sheet, as it looked at the end of his forty minute 
session appears in Section 8-3(c)(2); although they appear as two halves in this 
volume, imagine that they are two connected halves of a single sheet of paper.) He 
designated a substantial chunk of the center of the page for "the children-in
context" and another substantial chunk for "the theory of the case." Information 
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from DCFS and other agencies appeared to the left and top of the page; 
information about his representation and court proceedings appeared on the right. 
He then reads the transfer memo and, following his stream of thoughts about the 
case, recorded below, creates the preliminary map of the children's universe that 
appears in Section 8-3(c)(2) below. 

[1] Transcript of Doug's Thoughts 

This is going back for a permanency planning hearing one week from today? 

I am never going to be able to get this ready in a week. I can't. This is the most 
confusing case. 

I can't keep the people straight. 

How old are these kids anyway? There's a baby and Adam is 9. Oh, he's eight. 
That's right .. .it's not September yet. I don't know how they expect us to do 
these cases. This is really ridiculous. 

I have to get beyond all these red flags-the coke and the guns and the crack 
and the addiction, the jail. 

It's just like that termination for Johnny and Todd we had last week. 

I need to figure out who's who. 

There seem to be a lot of opinions in here that I don't know the reason for. I'm 
interested in finding out why it doesn't say much about Bonita until the very end. 
She's kind of absent from this whole description. I don't know anything about 
Cole either. He's just sort of a bland baby with no facts. I can't stop thinking about 
this cocaine thing though. What do I really know about the cocaine? 

Two kids tested positive, Cole and Bonita. What facts do I have here? 

At birth. In one case the Mom admitted that she used cocaine the day before the 
baby was born. 

Which one was that? 

Cole. 

It said she used cocaine, but it said she occasionally smoked crack so it wasn't 
clear which one. . .. 

The date of the last use we know of ... October 1, 1996. 

This is the youngest kid now? I'm going to start the genogram. Cole born 
10/1/96. O.K. Bonita is the next one. 

Yeah. Born 12/24/92. I need to come back to her because I think she's getting 
lost in the shuffle. 
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And Adam. O.K. Before I do the genogram though ... I'm worried about this 
coke thing. What else does DCFS say about the Mom and coke? 

She occasionally smoked crack and Cole's father was also using. 

He's addicted? 

No, it's not clear. Here it says they have made no progress in addressing their 
addictions. The mother and Cole's father. 

That's on the second page ... the second full paragraph down. 

The mother had gotten on the waiting list for two treatment centers. 

So I don't know anything about addiction . . . except the current caseworker, 
Workman, seems to think that they have made no progress. 

O.K. It seems as though the worker has his or her own agenda when .... Is it 
a she or he? 

Workman? 

Right. Gender of worker unclear. 

I feel he/she has an agenda for how the case should go. 

O.K. Thinks it is an addiction. What is Workman's agenda? 

Here it says Workman has arranged for Cole to visit his uncle's family with the 
hope that he will eventually be placed there. It seems like Workman is intent on 
getting Cole to this mysterious uncle figure. 

And according to Workman Bonita enjoys living with her aunt, calls her Mama. 
She is doing well in kindergarten, so Workman seems happy with that. 

But Workman ... I don't know what Workman's plans for Adam are. They 
don't seem clear at all and that's a little troubling. 

So right now Bonita lives with her Aunt Baker instead of ... placement 
genogram down here. So Workman's pro-Kyle. Is he anti-Grandma? 

Well, he says according to Workman's last case plan, Grandma Smith is 
ambivalent about adoption but is willing to keep the boys for now, so it seems like 
Workman doesn't see Grandma Smith as a permanent solution. 

Workman's also the one that said Adam only likes the visits with Mom. 

There's really no comment from Joe, my predecessor, on how the Grandmother 
feels. 

So we have to figure out what's going on with the Grandma. Another list. 
What do we know about the Grandma? 
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We know that Adam and Cole are attached to her. 

That's what Joe said. 

So she takes care of Adam and Cole. O.K. 

When did they move in with her? The very beginning of the case. 

It looks like October 2, October 3. 

And that's right after Cole was born. 

So all these kids have the same Mother, Nancy Smith. 

And they all have different fathers. 

Father of Adam is Anthony Adams. 

And do I have a birthdate on him? 

6/1/1970. 

She doesn't seem to know where he is. 
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Oh, Adam's father, Anthony, is in and out of jail and has never shown any 
interest in his son. 

He also appeared to have defaulted. . .. 

Dead. He died before she was born. Big X on genogram. 

Do I have a name on him? 

Nope .... 

It says here that Bonita's father died six months before she was born. 

So died circa 6/92. O.K. Cole's father is ... Charles Coleman. 

First interruption . .. phone rings. [He puts a sticker, a Post-It® with an arrow 
on it.] 

God, where was I? 

O.K. Right. Now, this guy's brother. ... Is Charles Coleman the one with a 
brother? 

Yeah, Kyle. Kyle Coleman. 

I have to put him on the genogram. We don't know if he's younger or older. Do 
we? 

I don't seem to know anything about him, except that he moved to Chicago 
with his family and is interested in adopting Cole. 

I don't even know if they have the same mother and father. What was I 
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thinking? O.K. So it's Kyle .... So the question is ... who's right for Cole? 
Grandma? Or this Kyle guy? What are Cole's options right now? 

Grandma, although supposedly she is ambivalent. 

Let's do all of his available options. Um, Kyle?? Maybe the Mom? 

We definitely get a sense that the worker is anti-Mom. What are all of DCFS's 
anti-Mom facts? 

Transient life style, visits only ... often only visits once a month. No progress 
in addiction. 

Worker says she's not cooperating. What does she do that is not cooperating? 

Dana Primo, the original caseworker, indicated that the parents had not 
cooperated with him. One of the times in particular Mom was visiting children 
infrequently. 

How many workers have there been? 

It seems like DCFS has been slow here, too. The Court seems to have come 
down on them. 

Dana Primo, is that the first one? 

No, Jennifer Kopp was the investigator. Javier Arroyo was the hospital social 
worker. Those are in reverse chronological order. 

Let's do DCFS. O.K. Jennifer Kopp was the investigator. 

She was the one who gave the Mother the name of a drug treatment program 
and arranged places for all the children. She was involved in their initial 
placement. 

O.K. So she was ... so she was on the case from 10/1/96. O.K. We don't know 
the ending date, right? Dana Primo seemed to be on the case. 

Five months later. 

Five months after February '97 or after ... March '97. So ... August '97. We 
know she was on the case, but we don't know when she started or finished. She 
said they were visiting infrequently. Anthony Adams was serving six months for 
possession of a weapon. 

It worries me that they say "failed to make reasonable efforts" and now the 
worker is so seriously pushing for a new placement outside the nuclear family. 

What were their lack of efforts? 

Just says lack of ... failure to make reasonable efforts to reunite the family. 
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O.K. But that was a Court finding. 

Right. 

In what year? 

That was at the hearing in March. 

Or no, five months after the hearing. 
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So 8/97. So the Court proceedings have been October 3, '96, OTC then 
February '97 defaults at adjudication. March '97 dispo. 8/97 permanency 
planning. March 31 .... 

It seemed like it started way back, because after Bonita was born, DCFS 
recommended an outpatient drug treatment program, but no one followed up on 
the case so they just fell through the cracks at that stage. 

O.K. So we should be able to make a chronology of their efforts, right? 

It sounds like . . . was their case open at that point? 

I guess it was. 

Yeah. They should make an effort as soon as they start removing kids, right? 

That's it. 

As soon they remove them, it opens a case for the family and it was suggested 
to Ms. Smith that she enroll in a program, but no one followed up on the case. 

O.K. So what were the categories of efforts that they should have made? One 
was to help .... 

After Bonita was born. . .. 

Oh, after Bonita was born. 

Yes. That's when they first dropped the ball. That's when they first opened the 
file .... 

So what's required when the kids haven't yet been removed? 

Um . . . 'cause at that point it seems like they just opened the case and 
monitored a little bit and then just stopped. 

But didn't remove any children. 

So this is the second set of workers. So there's the first set of workers ... case 
opened. After Bonita. So that would have been around circa '92. And. 

[Second interruption.] 

I don't remember where I was in this case. 
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This is the crack cocaine baby case, remember? 

Two crack cocaine babies. 

But isn't this the one with the prejudiced worker? 

§ 5-3[c][l] 

Did I ever figure out how many workers there were? It looks like three, right? 
I started a list. 

Three . . . one was an investigator. 

O.K. So we don't know how many workers .... So Workman is still the 
worker now? Grandma . . . geez. What am I thinking about Grandma again? 

The worker thinks that she is ambivalent about adoption. 

But she's had them for a long time now, right? 

Yeah, although it says here Grandma seems to be willing to keep the boys for 
now so that her daughter can have one last chance. 

Weren't the kids concerned about Grandma's long-term ability to care? 

Hey! Here it says "he." Workman is a man. 

She only had male workers, huh? 

Well, Jennifer Kopp, but she's the investigator, I guess. 

Maybe it's not that Grandma only wants the boys short-term ... maybe she 
doesn't want the daughter to think she has given up on her. So she sounds 
ambivalent to the caseworker, but it's just that she doesn't want the daughter to 
think this is final and that she's given up on her. 

So the daughter is not shoved out of the picture . . .. 

Grandma wants to preserve that hope, that possibility. 

All I know about the Grandmother that's not from Workman is that she works 
and she was only willing to care for Cole if Adam was placed with her. 

She works. O.K. And Cole ... if and only if Adam, right? What's that about? 

I don't think it's that at all. I mean a six-year-old kid. Do you expect a 
six-year-old kid to be a babysitter for a newborn? 

Oh God. I had a case like that last week. It was kind of a disaster too, because 
the older kid, Bobby, wanted to leave the home, and the younger kid, Chris, did 
not want to leave the home. The caretaker said that they needed the older kid. So 
I was kind of torn because letting the older kid leave, I was pretty sure that the 
younger kid's placement was going to dissolve too. 

Although here it's different. It's Cole that might be shipped out. Adam seems 
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like he loves Cole and it says he likes caring for him and is really proud of being 
able to help. 

So how does the Grandma feel about just Adam? 

Not clear anymore. 

'Cause if Cole might go to Kyle. So Adam's ... Adam's options are a lot 
worse than Cole's? 

Yeah. 

He's attached to Grandma. 

And Mom. 

It's like my other case ... Gunther was ... Gunther really wanted to go home 
to his Mom. 

That's the third case this is reminding me of. 

He had some behavioral problems and he also is repeating second grade. Hmm. 

Do I know what Grandma does for child care? Is she working? 

Where does she work? 

It just said that the reason that she wanted to have Cole only if Adam due to her 
work schedule. 

So does she see herself as a stand-in for Nancy or is she interested in keeping 
them? She's had the kids a long time now. Over a year and a half. 

And they seem really attached to her. It's hard to believe that they would be that 
attached if she were indifferent. She must be providing them some good care. 

Cole's attached to her too? 

Yeah, Cole it says is very attached to her. 

If the worker is anti-Mom, then it could be that anti-Mom is being transmuted 
to anti-Grandma as well. 

O.K. What do I have to do before .... What do I have to get done before 
Monday? God, can I get that put off? 

It seems really important to meet the caseworker and see what's going on there, 
as well as meet these kids. 

Meet the Grandmother. 

Yeah. There's so much that I don't even know. 

Kyle, right? And the Mom? Can I find the Mom? I don't know when I'm going 
to get out there. 
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I wouldn't want to intrude on one of the visits, but if it's the only chance to get 
them all. . .. Maybe I can just come in for a little while, see them while they are 
visiting. 

One week the visits are at Grandma's. One week at Workman's office. Wow. 
Maybe I could meet everybody, right? Is Kyle in on these visits? 

No, no. Kyle has his own visits with Cole. 

So maybe I could hit everybody except Kyle. So maybe I can do this in two 
shots. Right. Kyle separately (maybe at my office) and I could see all four
Grandma and the three kids. And the Mom. If the Mom's going to be at the visit. 

She comes once a month. 

I wonder if I provide transportation for her if that will help. It seems . . . I don't 
want to be too pro-Mom just because the worker is anti-Mom, but it seems as 
though there is an obstacle to her visiting as well. They keep changing the 
location. 

What was there against Mom again? Did I do one of these? Do I have too many 
lists now? 

Oh ... transient life style. What does that mean? 

She was evicted and is living in a transient hotel. 

Oh, back to those two categories of diligent efforts. One was drug programs and 
one was housing. All right. So look. Two of the three things that they are upset 
about with the Mom. O.K. This was the "no cooperation," I think ... was that 
she didn't have housing and she didn't make any progress with the drug stuff. But 
the Court themselves said that DCFS didn't do what they were supposed to do. 

And the Court also said that DCFS should help Mrs. Smith find suitable 
housing, which they really don't seem to have done. 

I wonder why the visits shift every week. 

It seems to make things more difficult. 

I mean. She's moving from place to place. 

She doesn't have a permanent home and she's likely difficult to get in touch 
with. 

It just seems that she's backed against the wall and again, I worry that I am too 
pro-Mom because the caseworker is anti-Mom. 

I don't know. They always say that we're too pro-Mom. They always say that 
I am too pro-Mom. I mean, Johnny and Todd's case, Gunther's case. They always 
said that I was too pro-Mom. 
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It seems to me that if the Mom had a home that could clear up a bunch of stuff, 
you know. One of the big worries would make it easier for her to contact. Visits 
might be at Mom's house. 

At least more likely to have a phone. 

Well, I can call one person right now. Whom am I going to call? It's between 
the worker and the Mom. Do I have the Mom's phone number? 

She's at the transient hotel ... maybe we have her number. There's a pay 
phone there. We can try to leave a message. I think I'm going to call the Grandma. 
She'd probably know how to get to the Mom. She'd know where the visit is, set 
up visits with her, get the scoop on her. I don't want to call the worker first. 

I don't want to have to tell the Grandmother I called the worker first. 

So I'm calling Grandma next chance I get. Maybe I' 11 call her right now. What 
do I want to ask the Grandma? 

Maybe if it would be o.k. to attend the next meeting. 

O.K. So let me .... Visit, mother's number. I want to ask about working. 

I'm hoping the Grandma will be chatty. Maybe if I just introduce myself at first 
and just kind of ask how things are going, she'll offer a lot of information. 

I could just introduce myself and say, you know, I am just starting this case and 
I just wanted to get a little information and see .... Let her know you clearly 
have not made up your mind in any way. 

Who does she know from our office anyway? 

Joe was the last one to work on the case ... this is his transfer memo. 

O.K. So let's see. What the Grandma knows about our office-she knows Joe. 

Joe went over there. 

How many times do you think she's met him? 

He met with Adam several times. 

So that was probably with Grandma present. 

O.K. Twice. At least twice at Grandma's. I'll read those write-ups. 

That might tell you more about how Grandma feels too. 

O.K. 

Since the kids are our clients, shouldn't I make an effort to see them first rather 
than rely on Grandma even though she may be the most informative and 
sympathetic character? Is that why I am going to talk to her? 
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Hum. So maybe I should go visit her tonight? Maybe I should just call her 
quickly and see if I can visit her on the way home. Where does she live again? 

I worry though that if I just drop in, then maybe I can't elicit as much 
information from her. I don't want her to feel imposed on. 

Well, she has let Joe come by. It might be easier than bringing 'em in here. She 
lives in North Chicago. 

I think I'd want to call her first though. 

Maybe we can do take out tonight. Maybe I could go ... oh, no! What time 
is it? 

Oh man. I have to be in court. Put this file away. 

[2] Doug's Preliminary Map of Adam, Bonita and Cole's Universe 

The preliminary map that Doug generated in his first stellar cartography session 
appears below in this section. While each lawyer trying to create a one-page map 
in this way would generate a unique document that reflected his or her particular 
thought processes, Doug's map illustrates some useful general observations about 
the process of starting a case, even in midstream. 

First, note that the massive bulk of the information available appears on the 
agency side of the map. Even in the middle of his firm's representation of these 
three children, Doug understands the agency's view of the family much better than 
he understands the children's subjective view. In fact, while the DCFS part of the 
children's universe is crammed with information, observations, and judgments, 
critical pieces of the map are blank. Doug learned very little about Bonita in his 
first session with the case. His theory of the case is completely unformed. He has 
no information about the children's mother, Nancy Smith, which has not been 
filtered through the negative judgment of the DCFS worker. 

Second, the uncharted spaces in the preliminary map create an action plan. 
Doug feels strongly that he must see the children, speak with their grandmother, 
mother, and Uncle Kyle as soon as possible. He is aware of how little he knows 
from the central family members and from his clients, and how much DCFS 
seems to have dominated the telling of the family's story. 

Third, most of the part of the map devoted to Doug's representation contains a 
to-do list, a list of the children's previous contacts with the firm, and Doug's 
"countertransference" list. Given the massive gaps in his knowledge, Doug is 
unprepared to map out his theory of the case or reach judgments about the mother, 
the grandmother, or the uncle. Having mapped DCFS's view of the family, Doug 
can understand and record DCFS's position without accidentally adopting it as his 
own. 
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[d] Conclusion: Mapping the Child's Universe 

This section and Appendix G hint at the infinite variety of stellar cartography, 
plus multiple ways for lawyers to navigate through a case. The second illustration 
of this section showed a way to map the child's entire universe from the start. As 
suggested above, there are various ways in which one can map the whole universe 
even when generating one-pagers. One can lay them out on a floor. One can tack 
them up on the walls, or onto corkboard in an office. If the big one-pagers are too 
dense to work with, one might copy just the title of the one-pagers onto Post-Its® 
and move them around on an open, empty file folder or a large piece of paper. One 
might also just make a chart on one last piece of paper that clusters all the one 
pagers. 

As with all the other stellar cartography, the meta-mapping process has as many 
possibilities as we can imagine. Many police detectives take notes on file cards 
and move those around on big bulletin boards in order to see key connections. 
Magazine editors often lay out an entire magazine in one drafting room so that 
people can see the whole work in progress. Only an individual lawyer knows the 
constraints of her own office and what works best for her eye. I encourage you to 
adapt this final piece of the mapping process to your own needs and logistics-but 
don't fail to do it! There is no better way of feeling like you have an overview of 
the case than to make sure you get an overview of your one-pagers. And since you 
are mapping with the child at the center from the start, you can begin looking at 
the whole picture, even in a fragmented form, from day one. 

§ 5-4 Reflections on Stellar Cartography 

After this book was published, I was called upon on a number of occasions to 
present some of the ideas in training to practicing attorneys and social workers 
working with attorneys representing children. In those training sessions, I had two 
simple goals-to teach how to draw the genogram and the ecomap. As part of a 
series of exercises to teach lawyers about drawing these one-page documents, I 
decided to ask lawyers to draw their own. In order to leave enough time in the 
presentation, I timed myself drawing my own genogram and then my own ecomap. 

I found that while each experience took five minutes or less, the experience of 
drawing these one-page documents was unexpectedly emotional. In drawing my 
genogram, I found myself thinking of relatives whom I had not thought about in 
a long time. I experienced fresh grief over the loss of several very beloved 
grandparents. I compared and contrasted my birth family to my husband's family. 
Although the material that I was writing down was very familiar to me, I found 
the recording of the information emotionally intense. I also found the juxtaposi
tion of my family and my husband's family to be particularly interesting and 
surprisingly complex. 

Similarly, with the ecomap I made observations about the way my family life is 
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currently configured. I noticed trends and patterns in the way that our energy runs 
in and out of our home, in ways that I had never identified before. In the days that 
followed, I found myself doing things differently, because I had written these two 
documents. 

Based on this experience, I agonized a bit about whether to use the exercise in 
the upcoming trainings. All this made me wonder: Why am I recommending these 
devices which feel so awkward to me personally for use in our clients' cases? 
Since that experience, I have used the exercise in a number of settings precisely 
to show how informative and unsettling these documents can be. In one group, I 
got a good deal of feedback about the experience of drawing the genogram or 
ecomap. Almost all who did the exercise reported unexpected emotion in writing 
up these documents about their own families. Many participants found themselves 
surprised that they did not know the full names of relatives as close as 
grandparents or cousins. Some reported that the exercise saddened them; others 
reported that the exercise made them feel grounded. One observer noted that the 
genogram affected her less because it had to do with family configuration that had 
not been in her control, while the ecomap noted the configuration of her daily life 
that was largely in her control. 

I encourage any lawyer or social worker working with clients to experience 
drawing a genogram or ecomap for him or her self. Upon further reflection, I 
realize that whether I encourage lawyers to use these devices or not, the problem 
remains-our clients' family lives are scrutinized and exposed. Whether we 
organize the material in this fashion or not, this is information that we have. If we 
feel exposed organizing the material of our lives on the page in this way, for our 
own learning, how much more exposed do our clients feel when these intimate 
facts are known by many in a government system whose motives they have no 
reason to trust and which has the power to disrupt their families in dozens of 
drastic ways? 

[a] The Intrusiveness of State Intervention 

What does it mean that we as a profession feel so utterly comfortable 
scrutinizing our clients' families, when we would be outraged if strangers 
scrutinized our family? As suggested by a historical perspective on family law, the 
familiarity of these trends in our current system of family law is deeply disturbing. 
In twentieth-century America, many of us have represented children in the child 
protective system for years and have become used to the intrusion it involves. We 
may become desensitized to the kind of material that appears in a court petition 
or in a social work affidavit, even while seeing how devastating that loss of 
privacy is to our clients' families. 

In writing this chapter I have experienced strongly conflicting emotions. As I 
became ever more convinced and excited that stellar cartography can improve 
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legal representation, I also became aware of how painful it would be for our 
clients to be confronted with some of the written stellar cartography that we 
actually generate. Imagine meeting with a teenage client and having the genogram 
you had written fall out of your folder. How would your client feel to see her 
family mapped out in that particular way? Especially if this was a first meeting 
with a client, your client might be astonished, even alarmed, that you had so much 
information about his family. The client might feel suddenly exposed and 
distrustful about where you obtain the information you have. In another example, 
imagine Nancy Smith from the example in Appendix G. You're walking away 
from her in court and a piece of paper slides out of your briefcase. She picks it up 
for you and says. "What's this? 'Nancy Smith's Drug Use'?" 

Simply put, the act of lawyering in this way requires voluminous amounts of 
data about the child's life that in any other circumstances would be considered 
extremely private, intimate, and sensitive. A lawyer for a child might create a 
single sheet of paper detailing incest, abandonment, abuse, or poverty-explosive 
and potentially sensitive aspects of the child's life, neatly laid out on a single 
pain-packed page. Stellar cartography includes the analysis of facts, many of them 
intimate to the family; it seems to invite voluminous fact gathering; it encourages 
hypothesis-making and occasional objectification of the family; and in its later 
stages, it focuses on "packaging" the facts of the child's life into a palatable dish 
served up to the decision-maker. Therefore, no discussion of this process is 
complete without serious thought about the intrusion that it occasions and that we 
should think about intrusion in the course of thinking about lawyering for children 
generally. 

At first blush, the intrusion seems justified to the lawyer and almost hard to 
apprehend. "This is what lawyers do," we would answer. "How else am I 
supposed to represent the child?" we might ask. Certainly, if we were representing 
an adult seeking a divorce we would explain to them that these kinds of 
information, however painful or intimate, were the bread and butter of the legal 
relief that the person herself was seeking. The children whom we represent, 
however, are not adult clients who have retained our services to seek a legal 
benefit that they have identified. Often the child is not asking for intervention into 
his or her family life; as many practitioners report, our clients almost never report 
dissatisfaction in their home life to the point where they would rather be removed 
and sent to a strange home. Therefore, our clients often have not asked to be in 
the situation requiring legal intervention at all. Unlike some divorce clients, a 
child might not want any change in the status quo. Once hauled into court, the 
child does not choose a lawyer. Given the current demographic makeup of the bar 
and of our clients, the chances are great that the lawyer will be of a different 
economic class and of a different race or ethnicity from the client. 

If we could eliminate the harm of intrusion by eliminating the practice of stellar 
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cartography, we should not undertake stellar cartography at all. But intrusion is 
not specific to stellar cartography, nor even to lawyering for children. The 
knowing and keeping of secrets is part of the practice of law. But the context of 
a child-protective proceeding heightens the extent and sensitivity of that intrusion. 
The child has not chosen to be a part of this process and has done nothing, even 
arguably, to assume the risk of intrusion. 

In the context of the child-welfare system, the nature of the intrusion is 
magnified. As thoughtful writers, such as Guggenheim and Goldstein, Freud, and 
Solnit, have suggested, the very existence of a lawyer for children throughout 
child protective proceedings poses an extraordinary intrusion into the life of a 
family. For upper-class families, the idea of sending a stranger who does not know 
the family culture or the family community into the family to ask questions about 
the child's life is simply unthinkable. To ask the child what she might want, to 
gather information about the family, or to probe into the inner workings of the 
family is just not done. 

As Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit note, being the child's advocate is intrinsically 
the parents' job. Thus, the act of creating a separate child's advocate and forcing 
that person on the child and the parent is a huge intrusion into the family structure 
itself. 1 That intrusiveness begins literally from the day that the lawyer is assigned. 
To a certain extent, every single thing that the lawyer for the child does is an 
intrusion: the gathering of sensitive information, the visits into the home and 
conversations with people close to the family, not to mention the lawyer's 
formulating a view of "the child's best interests." Even when the lawyer, 
following the ABA standards or the Fordham recommendations, represents a child 
much as she would represent an adult, the communication involved in good 
lawyering-and the kind of pressure it puts on the child and the 
family-represents an enormous distortion of family life that would simply not 
occur if no lawyer were involved. 

On the other hand, the lawyer for the child is just the tip of the iceberg of 
intrusion that State intervention causes. A lawyer is just one of dozens of people 
who become involved in the life of a child when the State intervenes via a neglect 
proceeding, especially when the State removes the child from the home. As noted 
in the case of Robert and Joshua in Appendix E.4, the lawyer was the fourteenth 
professional to meet with the child after the child's removal from the home. Even 
if we could ever get a full sense of the intrusion represented by the lawyer, we 
would have to multiply and magnify the effect by a substantial factor to 
understand the intrusion of the entire system into the family's life. 

1 J. GowsTEIN ET AL., IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILD, Ch. 1 (1986) and Martin Guggenheim, 
The Right to be Represented but Not Heard: Reflections on Legal Representation for Children, 59 
N.Y.U.L. REv. 76 (1984). 
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Using a different analogy, imagine that the State intervention into the life of the 
family is, as some anti-intervention advocates suggest, a steamroller intruding 
upon and distorting and destroying parts of the family map. The lawyer is one of 
many on the steamroller. While the lawyer's piece of the intervention is not 
insubstantial, it is a small fraction of the intrusion of the system. Thus, even if a 
lawyer is able to minimize her intrusion, the State's intrusion remains. State 
intervention into the family, even when most justified, intrudes, distorts, and 
destroys tremendous parts of the family map, sometimes in ways that can never 
be repaired. 

Thus, we see that while lawyering for these children is an intrusion into their 
family life, that intrusion is just a small piece of the total intrusion posed by the 
system. This disturbing train of thought cannot be completed until one even more 
disturbing thought is added. 

As described in more detail in Appendix A, for hundreds of years the legal 
system has tolerated wholesale intrusion into some families, while others are 
treated as deeply private and autonomous units. In Elizabethan England, people 
were loathe to intrude in any way into the lives of 99% of all families, leaving the 
governance of the family to the sole and impregnable prerogative of the father. 
Where minors inheriting land were involved, the legal system concerned itself 
with their land, but not their family. Where, however, poor white families were 
involved, whose family members were seen to be affecting the public safety and 
civic order, the law disrupted these families instantly on the sole grounds of 
maintaining the social order. In pre-Civil War America, slave families were not 
allowed to organize as families at all, and the law posed almost insuperable 
barriers to any sense of being a family. Although the class system that once 
justified this unequal system has lost all legitimacy, it is very disturbing that these 
distinctions among families persist well over one hundred years later. Few lawyers 
for children would tolerate the intrusion into their own families that the system 
imposes on their clients every day. 

Of course, these thoughts on intrusion are hardly new to many advocates for 
children or to many familiar with the child-protective system. Nevertheless, 
reflecting on stellar cartography and recognizing the intrusion that comes with it 
underscores a fact that all lawyers for children must remember daily and 
experience in as vivid a way as possible: the intrusion of any part of the system 
into any family is always enormous and often unwelcome. 

These reflections on intrusion have made me personally aware of the ways in 
which my own model of lawyering set forth in this book could arguably increase 
the harm of intrusion into our clients' lives. I am painfully aware, for instance, that 
the concept of the child-in-context asks the lawyer to learn a great deal about the 
child's private life and subjective understanding of the world. I freely confess that 
I hope that in twenty years many things about our current child protective system, 
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even perhaps the very structuring of lawyering for children, will have so 
drastically changed that my models will be outmoded. It is my fervent hope that 
in twenty years we will have resolved or greatly mitigated the extraordinary level 
of intrusion that our clients and their families experience into their world. Thus, 
even if we, as career professionals, become used to or inured to the intrusion that 
our work represents, even if our own models of practice take that intrusion for 
granted, we must never become complacent about it. It is unfortunately natural to 
become accustomed to this intrusion as we represent children in this system year 
in and year out. But for each child, the intervention is novel, unprecedented, 
dramatic, traumatic, at times almost unfathomably upsetting. It is also, as we all 
know, too often unjust. 

[b] Using Stellar Cartography to Mitigate the Harm of Intrusion 

Stellar cartography can help us to reduce or mitigate the effects of the entire 
system's intrusion on our clients in at least three potentially redemptive ways. 
First, stellar cartography helps us to stay fact-centered, and thus to avoid 
inadvertent reliance on bias and stereotype. Second, stellar cartography offers the 
client the chance to be known in a nuanced, three-dimensional way, if she wants 
to be. Third, stellar cartography leads the lawyer to an understanding of the most 
important of the twin suns in their representation, the child-in-context. Each is 
addressed, in turn, below. 

First, the fact-centered approach that stellar cartography encourages can help 
the lawyer avoid, and thus help the lawyer to help others to avoid, jumping to 
conclusions about the child based on bias, prejudice, a colorful single fact, or a 
compelling story that apparently fits the case. Consider an example of the ways is 
which stereotype may contaminate a respectful examination of a child-protective 
case today. A child-protective petition might allege, for instance, that the children 
are at risk because they live in a home in which one or more adults use drugs. The 
attorney and judge may glance at the address of the family and note that the family 
lives in a poor section of town where drugs are believed to be sold. On further 
inspection, the decision maker and lawyer may discover that the family is black 
or Spanish-speaking and that a number of the adult family members receive public 
benefits. 

In my experience representing children, many people in the system (and I sadly 
include myself on more than one occasion) would take this combination of facts 
and begin leaping to many non-fact-based conclusions. For instance, they might 
conclude that drug use is probable, because drug use is considered rampant in that 
neighborhood. They might assume that drug use often includes violence or 
irresponsible parental behavior. They might suppose that since some of the family 
members receive public benefits, people in the household must resort to criminal 
activity to make ends meet. Knowing very little, if anything, about this family, 
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professionals in an overcrowded system might decide, based on their own images 
of the lives of poor people in their city, that the case represents a typical tragedy 
of drug use destroying a family. 

Once a lawyer begins to engage in stellar cartography on facts like these 
however, she may immediately find them to be deeply incomplete. The petition 
does not include information about what drug is being used. It has no information 
about the frequency of the use, who uses it, and under what circumstances they 
use it. The petition does not explain if drugs are used in the home in the presence 
of the children, or in ways in which the children could be affected. The paucity of 
facts equally permits that the children are well cared for by adult caretakers who 
are in part relying on public benefits to make ends meet, and that their sole 
exposure to drugs is based simply on the fortuity of where they live. 

In my experience, the practice of stellar cartography clarifies what information 
is missing. Under a scenario like this, a lawyer would generate a list of data to 
gather. While the intrusiveness of that search for dense details cannot be denied, 
a lawyer can start first by examining the State's evidence before seeking 
additional information beyond the intrusion the bureaucracy has already occa
sioned. Should the lawyer for the child find that evidence is well below the 
threshold required to start a petition or to occasion the removal of a child, she can 
then point out this deficit and consider whether any intervention into the family 
was necessary and warranted. 

Another way of redressing bias through stellar cartography confirms the central 
principle of stellar cartography: the partnership between the left-brain and 
right-brain modes. The example given above suggests a leap from a left-brain to 
a right-brain vision of the family based on very few facts. It is a leap from 
insufficient facts to a "full" story. Many of us in and outside of our practices have 
experienced the extraordinary power of a single fact to change our perspective on 
a story or a situation. Think right now about the cases that you are handling and 
see if, in a particular case, a particular fact has stood out as one that you might 
comment on in describing the case quickly to people either in your office or even 
in your family. Often lawyers will use this shorthand to describe a case: "Oh, this 
is the transvestite father case." "This is the baby-retrieved-from-the-dumpster 
case." 

These eye-catching, eye-popping details get attention in the short term while 
distorting important factors in the case over the long term. I remember one case 
in particular, where the sexual identity of one of the parents was an ongoing 
question. This issue had little relevance, but it distracted the parties, especially the 
lawyers, who seemed to talk about this particular prurient fact in every gathering. 
Over time, I've noticed that these distracting facts tend to be about sex, drugs, or 
violence of a particularly vivid or supposedly peculiar nature. Almost never has 
the fact that is lingered on turned out to be the most important factor in the case. 
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Our mass attention unfortunately draws us more to the dramatic or unusual single 
fact than to the pedestrian, more relevant story that may render that fact 
unimportant. 

A single colorful fact can conjure up a wrong-headed, conclusory negative 
right-brain vision of the family if unmediated by the conscientious and systematic 
nature of stellar cartography. Single facts tend to blossom into erroneous stories 
when they catch our attention, either because of their prurient value or because of 
the stereotypes readily available for the fact. 

Thus, a leap from a single fact to a full-blown stereotype is a leap from the left 
brain to the right brain that is based neither on fact nor on the context of this 
particular child in this particular family. Stellar cartography constitutes a lens 
through which the inappropriateness of and nonfactual basis for such a leap is 
clearly visible. 

If a left-brain to right-brain leap is a movement from too few facts to a complete 
story, its opposite leap moves from a story to the belief that one has all the facts 
already. This second example arises when the child-protective case against the 
family relies on conclusions that may at first seem like facts but are actually 
speculation. Consider the example earlier, the child-protective petition, which 
specifies that a family member of the child has a drug problem. Imagine the 
Enterprise computer trying to process the concept of a drug problem. I can hear 
the voice of the computer saying: "This information may not be processed. Please 
specify the nature of the drug used, the frequency of its use, the amount of its use, 
and the precise reasons for which this drug use is believed to be a problem." 
Another example is the term acting out, which professionals too often and too 
loosely use to describe the behavior of a child. This term now describes such a 
huge range of behavior from a flicker of inattention, or even an involuntary twitch 
in class, to destructive and self-destructive behavior, that acting out is not really 
a question of fact at all, but actually a conclusion. 

Likewise, sexual abuse is an important term of law and fact in our field, yet 
now describes such a huge range of activity as to render the phrase almost 
meaningless. In some circumstances, a hand grazing a sensitive area of the body 
could be considered sexual abuse, while a brutal gang rape would also fit the 
category. The process of stellar cartography, for instance, might require that the 
lawyer create a one-pager specifying what constituted sexual abuse or acting out 
or a drug problem. When confronted with the actual facts leading to a conclusion, 
stellar cartography can prompt the lawyer not to act on labels that concrete 
evidence does not support. 

If the evidence clearly does not exist, except in the leap of conclusion by an 
investigator with few facts, an appropriate concern for the intrusiveness that our 
clients experience demands that we start with the root question. Are we justified 
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in seeking more information from this family in the first place? Our clients may 
want to resist intrusion, just as an indignant spouse might challenge her partner's 
speculation about a difficult family member, or an upper-class white family in 
sixteenth-century England might have said, "You have no right to pry into my 
family," or as an upper-class white family might say today. Stellar cartography can 
show us the places in which we should also, on behalf of our clients, demand that 
the State justify the intrusion of its intervention. 

Child advocates working in overstressed, low-resource systems often worry 
that decisions are made based on assumption, bias, and stereotype, rather than on 
respect for the child and the positives already in her family and her world. These 
concerns, set against the stark backdrop of the three systems of family law, 
suggest that systemic reform and the amelioration of the system's negative effects 
must focus on diminishing the extent to which stereotype and prejudice even 
inadvertently drive child-protective decisions. In that light, stellar cartography 
offers some extremely useful hedges against the eye-popping fact and the 
compelling stereotype. 

Second, to the extent that it helps the lawyer appreciate the child's world more 
fully, stellar cartography may help to reduce the effects of intrusion on the child's 
world by giving the child a sense that at least someone in this intrusive system 
seeks to understand his or her situation more fully. Some clients may find that it 
is a relief to be known well and completely; they may trust their lawyers enough 
to feel glad that their case is in strong hands. The methodology of this book works 
optimally for clients with this perspective. 

Third, stellar cartography is valuable because it maps the child's universe as it 
is. Keeping the child at the center of the solar system, the lawyer is true to the 
child-in-context. She can deal with the counter-transference of adults by mapping 
it into the child's universe and by looking at it and learning from it without 
inadvertently putting herself in the center of the case. Stellar cartography, properly 
undertaken, always keeps the child-in-context at the center of the lawyer's 
concern. 

[ c] Reflections on the Process Summarized 

Undoubtedly, then, a look at stellar cartography in the lives of our clients brings 
us back to the daily revelation that we should have about the intrusiveness of our 
work in the lives of our clients. That revelation should lead us in turn to a strong 
sense of the intervention, potentially very detrimental, that the State system as a 
whole creates. As troubling as a daily understanding of that intrusion is, for our 
clients' sake we cannot afford to spend a day without looking that intrusion in the 
face. Our discomfort may be the best hope that the intrusion will someday be 
exercised fairly and even-handedly across class and race, in a way that only 
benefits the families and children involved. 
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In the meantime, stellar cartography does more than just efficiently use the 
lawyer's time in getting his or her job done. Stellar cartography may be our best 
weapon against damaging stereotypes, prejudices, and our own countertransfer
ence. Focusing our work on charting a map of the client's universe and then 
monitoring the intrusion of our own and of other professionals' actions into the 
child's world-keeping it first and foremost to the least possible intrusion that is 
necessary and unavoidable-may be our first step as a profession towards less 
intrusive, more even-handed child protection. 
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Conclusion 

FIVE HABITS OF CROSS-CULTURAL LAWYERING 

1 PEGREE8 Pf II, THE THREE RlNQS 
SEPARATION/CONNECTION create an overview snapshot of the intemlation of 

inventory and note lawyer/client diff'erences/similarltles ; client/lawyer and legal worlds 

CLIENT 

Ill. 

~ .,,,,,,,,,,,.,, .,,.,,.,.,,,., 

III PARALLEL UNJVER§E§ 
brainstorm alternative explanations for client 

behavior 

I. "ao ~l'Ollt" 

IY RED FLAGsicoRRECJIVES 
identify warning signals (& early responses) of faltering 

lawyer/client communication and understanding 

Y, THE CAMEL 's BACK 
identify and neutralize factors that tend to lead to 

unacceptable lawyer behavior 

§ 6-1 Introduction 

This book seeks to help the lawyer for children represent each individual child 
in his or her unique context. The lawyer has been cautioned against the dangers 
of accidentally representing his or her own values, experiences, and wishes, in the 
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name of representing the child. Chapters Two and Nine identify obstacles that 
prevent the lawyer from focusing wholeheartedly on the child in the representa
tion, obstacles such as counter-transference, burnout, and vicarious traumatiza
tion. Another constant obstacle for the lawyer for children is the absence of proper 
cross-cultural understanding, and communication between the adult lawyer and 
child client. Cross-cultural lawyering, unlike other obstacles described in the 
earlier chapters, responds to the law's systemic problems and the lawyer's internal 
processes that plague our child clients. This chapter begins to address the 
pervasive question of cross-cultural lawyering for children. 

Lawyering for children in the twenty-first century is plainly a cross-cultural 
endeavor at almost every moment. In the United States today, many lawyers for 
children represent clients of vastly different cultural, socio-economic, ethnic, and 
racial backgrounds from themselves. Lawyers regularly deal with not only their 
clients, but also their clients' families and community supports as well as 
caseworkers from local agencies. (These day-to-day, minute-to-minute contacts 
are riddled with communication across class, gender, race, and religion.) Excellent 
lawyering for children must continually guard against the hazards of miscommu
nication in these daily encounters. 

In addition to their unique class, ethnic, and immigrant backgrounds, many of 
our clients are growing up in particular cultures of childhood and adolescence that 
are foreign to the adult lawyer. Being a kid or a teenager today is simply not the 
same as childhood or adolescence in the decades of the fifties, sixties, or seventies. 
This is especially true when the adult lawyer does not share class, race or other 
kinds of background. Thus, the chasm of understanding that many lawyers feel in 
approaching their clients at the beginning of a representation truly exists. Lawyers 
for children are called upon daily to lawyer cross-culturally, to enter lives that are 
framed by cultural understandings far different from their own, and to represent 
those understandings faithfully and effectively in administrative and judicial 
forums. 

Excellent lawyering requires a daily practice that understands culture as a 
distinct, pervasive, and a critical element to the work of a lawyer. As William 
Gudykunst defines it, "Culture is a person's theory of what his or her fellows 
know, believe, and mean, his or her theory of the code being followed, the game 
being played in the society into which he or she was born.. . . It is this theory to 
which a native actor or actress refers in interpreting the unfamiliar or the 
ambiguous, in interacting with others.. . . Culture provides guidelines for how 
individuals should interact with others and how they should interpret others' 
behavior. Culture, therefore, provides one-step. . . a system of knowledge for 
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dealing with the world."1 Culture includes ethnicity, race, gender, nationality, age, 
economic status, social status, language, sexual orientation, levels of sexual 
activity, physical characteristics, marital status, role in family, birth order, 
immigration status, religion, accent, skin color, education level, and values as well 
as other characteristics. 

This extremely broad understanding of culture is critical to our analysis for a 
number of reasons. First, since the first two of the five habits in particular will 
focus a lawyer on creating an inventory of characteristics of the client, this 
inventory may include items that at first blush do not appear cultural in 
themselves, but when combined with other factors become very culturally 
significant. Therefore, for instance, birth order, which may not appear to denote in 
itself any cultural content, can vary widely in importance depending on the 
cultural context in which the client was born. We know, for example, that oldest 
sons in many cultures have a great deal of responsibility, and knowledge of the 
client's ethnicity alone would not convey the full cultural responsibility that an 
oldest son client is bearing. Therefore, broadly understanding culture to include 
many demographic features of a client that may not have been formally 
considered culture is critical to our analysis. Put a slightly different way, our 
cultural analysis in these habits emphasizes over and over again that no single 
cultural characteristic is definitive. Observing all the characteristics, whether they 
appear at first blush cultural or not, is critical for getting to know the clients and 
all of their idiosyncrasies and in all of their individuality. Understanding any 
particular aspect of the client's behavior or a demographic makeup as potentially 
cultural is a critical first step in undertaking a consciously competent approach to 
culture. 

Second, understanding the many possible components of culture in itself 
encourages the lawyer to see each client as multifaceted with several unique 
individual characteristics that must be learned as/acts. Thus, a broad definition of 
culture, and a broad expectation of cross-cultural lawyering, leads the lawyer to 
learn and observe many different parts of the client's life, as they come up in the 
legal case, as potentially indicative of cultural background that the lawyer should 
take into account. The first and second habits, which encourage the lawyer to 
amass as many special observations about the client as possible in assessing the 
cultural issues that may arise, also encourage the lawyer to get to know the many 
individual facets of the client that the lack of such detailed analysis would miss. 
Thus, casting the net of culture broadly brings the lawyer back to understanding 
the client in all of his or her individuality, a central goal of these habits. 

Cross-cultural lawyering is a daily practice that can be used to break free of the 

1 Gudykunst, William. Bridging Japanese and North American Differences 18. 
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lawyer's assumptions and biases, and to remain focused on the individual goals of 
the particular client at the time. The five habits outlined in this chapter and the 
overall approach to cross-cultural lawyering outlined in the next section represent 
the beginning of a methodology to integrate cross-cultural lawyering habits into 
the workable daily life of the lawyer. They were the product of two years of 
collaboration between the author and Susan J. Bryant, Associate Professor and 
Director of Clinical Programs at City University of New York Law School at 
Queens College. These habits are designed, first and foremost, for practitioners 
seeking to develop a daily practice of cross-cultural competence in representing 
clients. They are of special use to lawyers for children, who face issues of culture 
in their work on a minute-by-minute basis. Once mastered, the habits themselves 
can be implemented on a minute-to-minute basis in daily work in lawyering for 
children; the habits aid the lawyer who seeks to be true to the client's 
understandings, even when placed in a culture that is foreign to the lawyer, rather 
than transform the client's views into perspectives that are more palatable to the 
lawyer. The five habits are designed to hone and supplement other excellent 
lawyering skills, while heightening the lawyer's awareness of the ways in which 
cultural understanding can augment excellent lawyering. 

The five habits can be briefly described as follows. Habit One, Degrees of 
Separation and Connection, is an inventory of similarities and differences between 
the lawyer and an individual client. This is the habit of taking stock, the habit that 
turns the lawyer's gaze, in depth, to this client. It is the essential tool for the 
careful cross-cultural lawyer. 

Habit Two, the Three Rings, the Worlds of Client, Law, and Lawyer, creates an 
overview of the case, charting the cultural understandings brought to the case by 
client, lawyer and law. Habit Two is designed to help the lawyer see the forest and 
the trees, either through reflection or by providing a big picture graphic, in the 
form of a Venn diagram, that helps the lawyer sort through the many dynamics 
pulling on the representation. It is the habit of right relationship, because it 
identifies the core areas of concern for the lawyer: the client's world and the ways 
in which that world overlaps with the world of the law. While the most complex 
to explain and learn, Habit Two also offers the biggest payoff-a clear way to sort 
through the many cultural dynamics in a case while keeping one's eyes centrally 
on the client's legal claim. 

Habit Three, Parallel Universes, is the habit of understanding behavior. It asks 
the lawyer to brainstorm alternative explanations for client behavior that initially 
puzzles or annoys the lawyer. It is the simplest to learn and implement. It 
embodies the nonjudgmentalism that is key to all the habits. It is the habit of not 
being sure about realities we do not yet fully apprehend. In some ways, it is the 
habit of constructive ignorance: of reminding ourselves about how much we do 
not know about the client, before rushing to judgment. It also reminds the lawyer 
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of isomorphic attribution, the goal of cross-cultural lawyering: to understand the 
client's world and behavior as the client understands it. 

Habit Four, Red Flags and Correctives, is the habit of communication. It 
identifies signs of faltering communications, and fashions correctives for restoring 
communication that allow the lawyer to understand this client's story, in his or her 
own voice. It is a habit that requires mindfulness in all interactions with clients. 
It can also be called the habit of not having habits when it comes to 
communication, especially no habits of rote description, standard introductory 
rituals, and scripts delivered on automatic pilot. It is also the habit of isomorphic 
attribution: that is, of learning to understand client's words and actions as the 
client intended them, rather than as the lawyer's cultural background would 
interpret them. 

Finally, Habit Five, the Camel's Back, is the habit of steady improvement. It 
asks the lawyer to look, clear-eyed, at failed encounters with clients in the past, 
to prevent repeat performances in the future. It is the sadder, but wiser, habit of 
turning today's debacle into tomorrow's success. It is the habit of proactivity. It 
tries to turn despair into hope, to suggest that even a small change that the lawyer 
can control, like an apple in the briefcase, a well-timed five minute break, or a 
frank acknowledgment of certain long-held biases, can make all the difference in 
excellent cross-cultural lawyering. 

Taken together, or separately, the habits attempt to put into words the practices 
that fine cross-cultural lawyers have been using for years. The habits need not be 
used or learned in any given order. The habits, separately, offer discrete 
improvements to practice immediately. Used together, they can ensure a steady 
increase in cross-cultural competence over time in any lawyer's practice. 

The sections are organized as follows: Section 6-2 introduces the approach to 
cross,.cultural studies that has informed the development of the habits and 
introduces key concepts that pervade the habits. Sections 6-3 through 6-7 
introduce the five habits. Section 6-8 concludes the chapter. 

§ 6-2 The Animating Methodology of the Habits: The Four Threes 

The habits can be fully understood by just reading the five separate sections that 
describe them below. For students who wish a broader understanding of the 
methodology and research that spawn the habits and for teachers wishing to build 
on this methodology, the origins and methodology of the habits is contained in this 
section. 

[a] The Three Steps 

In our approach to the Habits, Sue Bryant and I began with a single question. 
What is good cross-cultural lawyering? Early in our discussions, a three-step 
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process emerged for good cross-cultural lawyering: 

1. Identify assumptions in our daily practice. 

2. Challenge assumptions with fact. 

3. Lawyer based on fact. 

It appeared to us that all the central problems with lawyering that fails to be 
properly cross-cultural lies in one of these three steps. The first step, identifying 
assumptions, acknowledges that lawyers, in the course of their daily work, employ 
assumptions about their client's world and their client's behavior in order to fill in 
gaps of information that they may not yet have or may never have. For instance, 
a lawyer representing a child attending a public school in a large inner city 
environment may jump to many conclusions about the quality of that education, 
the environment of the classroom, the services available to the child, the size of 
the classroom, and the educational options the child faces. This may be true even 
when the lawyer has no information about any of these aspects of this specific 
child's education. 

These kinds of information voids are especially dangerous breeding grounds for 
assumption. Into these voids of information, lawyers can easily be tempted to fill 
in a vision of education based on their own educational background, images from 
popular culture, the experiences of past clients, or other data available to them. 
These assumptions may have nothing to do at all with the actual environment in 
which the child lives. 

Second, after identifying assumptions, the lawyer must challenge his or her 
assumptions with fact. This is critically important for lawyers who specialize, and 
therefore represent many clients with similar problems in comparable forums. It 
would be especially easy for specializing lawyers to meet a new client and 
imagine the context and environments the client is living in by relying on other 
clients' information rather than taking time to understand this client, this client's 
environment, and this client's desires and needs. After identifying his or her 
assumptions, the lawyer must challenge the assumptions with the facts of this 
client's case. Taking the time and effort to sort out the details of this child's life, 
and to replace the lawyer's assumptions regarding his or her life, is the second 
step in cross-culturally competent lawyering. 

Third, the lawyer must take care to lawyer in the case based on the facts of this 
case and not on assumptions that underlie his or her practice in general. This step 
can be seen as the starting place for traditional lawyering, with an extra awareness 
that alerts the lawyer to require fact, and not presumption, to each step of his or 
her lawyering. Once a lawyer can undertake these three steps and make them a 
regular part of lawyering, the lawyer can be said to achieve cross-cultural 
competence. 
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The five habits described in this chapter focus exclusively on Step One, 
Identifying Assumptions. The habits offer concrete methods for orienting a lawyer 
to the specific cultural surroundings of an individual case and for identifying the 
assumptions that the lawyer might inadvertently import into that case. 

[b] The Three Ghosts of Diversity Training Past 

Previous attempts to integrate so-called "diversity training" into lawyering in 
the past decade have met with mixed results. The habits were specifically 
designed in the hopes of avoiding three "ghosts" which, in our experience, have 
hampered prior diversity training. First, many students and trainees experienced 
diversity training with a fear of being labeled as racists or culturally insensitive, 
and also feared the shame of discovering abhorrent attitudes or conditioning in 
themselves. This fear of judgment, either from the outside or from within, closed 
off the student to any benefits of cross-cultural training. This fear of judgment and 
branding in turn creates a tremendous resistance to learning. Understandably, 
students felt very negatively about any attempts to "change" them into politically 
correct figures. 

Second, early diversity training often erroneously focused on teaching about 
non-white culture to white students, without identifying white students as people 
with diverse and varying cultures among themselves. In these contexts, with many 
white students and only a few people of color, the education too narrowly focused 
on how to make cultural training relevant to white students. 

Third, such diversity training thus created unfair burdens for people of color. 
People of color, in the name of inviting their voices into the room, often felt the 
responsibility of educating their white colleagues in experiences of other races 
and other cultures. Little focus was given at that time on needs of students of color 
to broaden their own cross-cultural awareness and to be relieved of the burden of 
educating others. 

[ c] The Three Dynamics 

To banish these ghosts, the habits of cross-cultural lawyering that are described 
in this chapter share three critical dynamics that pervade our understanding of 
cross-cultural competence. These are the dynamic of nonjudgmentalism; the 
dynamic of isomorphic attribution; and the dynamic of daily practice and 
learnable skill. 

[1] The Dynamic of Nonjudgmentalism 

This dynamic responds to the first ghost of diversity training past, in trying to 
rid the process of the branding and labeling that has so haunted us in past learning 
experiences. Guilt and shame have paralyzed many who sought in the p,ast to 
address the shortcomings of their practice in cross-cultural work. It stands to 
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reason that fear of being unsuccessful and negatively labeled as racist, insensitive, 
or politically incorrect, as a result of openness to cross-cultural training would be 
a major obstacle as improvement in the general cross-cultural competence of our 
profession. 

But is it possible to address these highly charged difficult issues of difference 
in our society without such branding and labeling? The dynamic of nonjudgmen
talism suggests that it is not only possible, but necessary. Nonjudgmentalism 
focuses first on accepting as "fact" the existence of assumptions, even stereotypes, 
in our current ways of thinking. Acknowledging, without condemnation, the 
existence of these assumptions is the critical first step that can pave the way to 
examining them and eventually to replacing them. Nonjudgmentalism also 
requires us to observe the assumptions and stereotypes of others in an equally 
accepting way. 

To regard stereotypes, either our own or those of others, with acceptance does 
not mean a resignation or a surrender on the question of cross-cultural compe
tence. The paradox of acceptance is that only acknowledgment gives us the 
clear-eyed understanding of our own behavior that is the first requirement for 
changing it. Regarding ourselves and others from the start in a judgmental way 
may prevent us from identifying our assumptions in the first place. Therefore, a 
lawyer who fears that he will learn that his background taught him anti-Semitic 
views will be blinded by that fear in identifying those stereotypes in the first place. 
Only a lawyer who accepts that those anti-Semitic views are a part of his 
upbringing and appear in his daily thinking can expect to marshal the resources to 
combat those stereotypes when they interfere with his proper lawyering. 

It is ironic, but true, that our corrective impulses, those parts of ourselves that 
seek to rid us of prejudice and bias, can hamper our identification skills. Expecting 
harsh judgment, we simply do not see what we are hoping that we will not find. 
Therefore, when people enter a judgmental system of diversity training, the most 
natural reaction would be to deny the existence of prejudice, in order to avoid the 
feared labeling and branding. 

Thus, a critical step in cross-cultural lawyering is to observe both oneself and 
others without judgment. Richard Brislin and Tomoko Yoshida explore the skill of 
non-judgment in their study of "culture shock." In order to learn the skill of 
non-judgment, according to Brislin and Yoshida, there are four stages to becoming 
aware of the skills that need to be acquired: 

(A) Self-Awareness. The first competency requires the trainees to move 
from being culturally unaware to becoming aware of the way their own 
lives have been shaped by the culture into which they were born. 

(B) Consciousness of One's Values and Biases and Their Effects. The 
second competency requires conscious awareness of one's own values 
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and biases and how they affect the way one interacts with culturally 
different people. 

(C) Necessity of Becoming Comfortable with Differences. People should 
not be afraid to recognize and admit that there are differences. 

(D) Sensitivity to Circumstances. Being sensitive to circumstances implies 
that human beings are not infallible and that there may be certain 
culture groups in which some people have a hard time interacting. 1 

Another way of thinking about the dynamic of nonjudgment is to think about 
observing oneself in a "fact-finding spirit." In this way, even the most dreaded 
biases that have cropped up in our behavior can be seen as facts that we learn 
about our behavior, but facts which need not brand us through and through as 
somehow racist or biased. Our childhood conditioning and existence of this 
stereotype in our thinking are facts to be observed, not a condemnation to be made 
about ourselves or others. 

Finally nonjudgmentalism is critical to beginning to overcome the natural 
resistance that many learners have to approaching cross-cultural issues. Because 
risk resistance thrives in an atmosphere of fear, relieving the fear can reduce the 
resistance as well. While cross-cultural analysis will almost never be an easy thing 
to undertake, nonjudgmentalism is a critical, and potentially giant step forward 
toward creating a safe environment in which these issues can be addressed. 

[2] The Dynamic of Isomorphic Attribution 

The cross-cultural writer Harry C. Triandis2 identifies isomorphic attribution as 
the goal of cross-cultural studies. In isomorphic attribution, one attributes to a 
behavior the meaning that the person doing the behavior attributes to it. So, for 
example, if a client does not look you squarely in the eye, the lawyer's cultural 
training might identify that behavior as evasive or indicative of dishonesty. 
Nevertheless, the client may identify that behavior as cultural training showing 
respect and a modest demure posture toward authority. The isomorphic attribution 
of the behavior is the one that the client, the person who is not making eye contact, 
rather than the lawyer, attributes to the behavior. 

Therefore, the trained cross-cultural lawyer understands the client's words and 
behavior in a way that, as close as possible, matches the meaning that the client 
gives that behavior. Isomorphic attribution squares with the general goal of this 

1 Richard Brislin and Tomoko Yo hida, Intercultural Communication Training: An Introduction 
31 (1994 ). For a popular culture resource on nonjudgmental learning skills, see W. Timothy 
Gallwey, The Inner Game of Tennis, 19-27 (1997). 

2 Harry C. Triandis, "The Role of Culture Theory in the Study of Culture and Intercultural 
Training," The Handbook of Intercultural Training 17 (1996). 
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book to ground the lawyer's representation in a deep understanding of the 
child-in-context, the child understood on his or her own terms in ways that the 
child would be able to understand and endorse. So much of cross-cultural work 
involves the meanings that we give to events, words, and behaviors in the world. 
Cross-cultural lawyering seeks to root those meanings in the client's understand
ing. Cross-cultural lawyering also seeks to rid the lawyer-client relationship of 
misunderstandings based on assumptions made by the lawyer that arise from his 
or her cultural training rather than from an engagement of the client in his or her 
own understanding. 

Needless to say, the lawyer not only engages in cross-cultural work when 
meeting with the client, but also by advocating the client's experience before the 
law and interpreting the law to the client. In legal work, isomorphic attribution 
grows in importance. Seeking to help the client understand the law and understand 
its concepts properly in terms that are meaningful to the client in making legal 
decisions, and helping the law understand the client on his or her own terms, is 
integral to work that has been described in the rest of this book. The cross-cultural 
training below will hopefully help lawyers attribute meaning isomorphically when 
lawyers and clients seek to work together and communicate across cultural 
barriers. 

[3] The Dynamic of Daily Practice and Learnable Skill 

One of the many barriers to proper cross-cultural practice to date has been the 
perception that certain personalities are better adapted to cross-cultural work than 
others. Cross-cultural sensitivity in that light could be argued to be something that 
one either has or has not gotten from birth. By implication, lawyers could be 
discouraged easily from believing they can learn to do better cross-culturally. The 
good news is that cross-cultural scholars have begun to understand the ways in 
which these "successful" cross-cultural personalities can be seen to have 
particular traits that can be learned as behavior even if not possessed from birth. 
It is important to get out of the mind-set that this is work suited to particular 
personalities and to focus rather on the ways in which cross-cultural skills can be 
learned by each of us just as we have learned interviewing, counseling, and 
negotiation skills. 

The key to such learning is to put these learnable skills into daily practice. Like 
the "pervasive method" of professional responsibility training used in many law 
schools, cross-cultural skills for many lawyers across the country, and particularly 
for lawyers for children, can be put into practice every day. In essence, 
cross-cultural literature breaks down what people with natural cross-cultural skills 
do, translates them into learnable behavior, and teaches people by reminding them 
to use the skills and practice them on a daily basis. The habits below are concrete 
ideas for learning skills to be put into daily practice. 

As a result of his study in another context of the process of learning skills and 
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turning them into daily practice, W.S. HowelP suggests that one must go through 
four stages of consciousness and competence. In the first stage, unconscious 
incompetence, the learner is unaware that there is any gap in their learning. The 
learner is, in fact, "perceiving failure as success."4 Certainly the lawyering 
profession has spent a good deal of time unconsciously incompetent at cross
cultural work. Cross-cultural issues are rarely taught in our law schools, where 
diversity of faculty and students has been a persistent problem, despite the fact 
that the legal world deals every day with people of myriad cultural backgrounds. 
Many individual lawyers, including this author, have spent years unknowingly 
incompetent at cross-cultural lawyering, not noting it as an area requiring study 
and not aware of its potential ability to sabotage our attempts to do excellent work 
with clients. 

In the second stage, conscious incompetence, both the profession and lawyer 
can be said to begin to understand what they do not know. This extremely 
uncomfortable phase features a learner who is vividly aware of what he or she 
does not yet know, often confronted with failure or "negative results."5 A new 
lawyer trying to learn interviewing and counseling skills may experience the pain 
of not communicating as acute and the remedy as not clear. It appears that the 
legal profession as a whole has begun to understand that we have been 
incompetent in our cross-cultural lawyering. The habits are an attempt to move 
our profession a tiny step closer to a greater level of competence. 

Note that in the stage of conscious incompetence, resistance to change and 
learning looms very large. Conscious incompetence is the most deeply uncom
fortable stage of learning. Those who resist the learning may yearn to return to 
that level of unconscious incompetence that led them to see "no problem" in their 
daily practice. Lawyers who feel newly conscious of a level of confusion about 
cross-cultural issues should be gentle with themselves when resistance arises. 
Lawyers may find this work frustrating, tedious, maddening, or threaten to 
abandon the enterprise as useless. It is critical that every lawyer give himself or 
herself a number of occasions of resistance without judgment while being aware 
that this is a natural reaction to the work that is being proposed. 

In the third stage, conscious competence, lawyers begin to be aware of what 
they need to know in order to achieve the kind of cross-cultural lawyering that 
they hope to practice, using analysis and a growing understanding. 6 The habits are 
designed to help move directly from the level of conscious incompetence to the 

3 W.S. Howell. The Empathic Communicator 30-35 (1982). 
4 W.S. Howell. The Empathic Communicator 30 (1982). 
5 W.S. Howell. The Empathic Communicator 30 (1982). 
6 W.S. Howell. The Empathic Communicator 30 (1982). 
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level of conscious competence, by providing concrete, flexible but well-structured 
habits for moving out of situations ripe for cultural misunderstanding. This 
chapter is designed to move the lawyer from conscious incompetence to a clearer 
understanding of habits that can transition the lawyer to conscious competence. 

It is further hoped that the habits can be so ingrained in one's working life that 
eventually the lawyer would move to the fourth stage, unconscious competence, 
an instinctive application of the habits throughout one's work. An attorney who is 
conscious of his or her incompetence in cross-cultural lawyering can ease this 
discomfort by beginning to learn these habits. While conscious competence is a 
critical step forward, the lawyer is still focusing attention on remaining compe
tent, rather than on the client wholeheartedly. The "spontaneous"7 use of the 
habits will enable the lawyer to use competent culture procedures in everyday life. 

The theory of conscious competence explicates the goal of the habits. By 
learning these skills and applying them in daily life, a lawyer can develop 
conscious competence at cross-cultural lawyering. If eventually, the habits 
became a reflex in our work, good cross-cultural lawyering will pervade our 
practice through unconscious competence. 

[d] The Three Principles 

In framing our initial approach to cross-cultural lawyering, Sue Bryant and I 
started with our own assumptions as three principles overarching our work. In 
review, a cross-culturally competent lawyer continually seeks to: 

1) View all lawyering as cross-cultural; 

2) Remain present with this client, ever respecting his or her dignity, voice, 
and story; and 

3) Know himself or herself as a cultural being. 

These principles are the umbrella framework for the five habits below. 

[1] All Lawyering Is Cross Cultural 

All lawyering is cross-cultural because the law and its practice are itself a 
culture with strong professional norms that give meaning to and reinforce 
behavior. The law has its own jargon, its own language, its own customs, and its 
own traditions. It has its own etiquette, and its own rules of behavior. To some 
lawyers and some clients, the culture of the law is different, while it reflects many 
values with which they have grown up. For others, the law is a completely foreign 
culture with values and assumptions that do not match lay life. Therefore, even 

7 W.S. Howell. The Empathic Communicator 35 (1982). Put another way, consciousness of 
competence prevents the mindfulness needed for the habits. See Habit Four, § 6-6, below. 
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when a lawyer and client share common cultural attributes in other ways, lay 
clients and lawyers will experience the lawyer-client relationship as a cross
cultural experience. 

For our child clients, the culture of the law is a deeply adult intellectual culture 
in which they have no toeholds for understanding. In general, many similarities 
and differences deeply affect the lawyer-client relationship, arising from other, 
more traditionally understood components of culture: race, class, nationality, 
language, ethnicity, age, region, accent, gender, and sexual preference, to name 
only a few. 

The key point of this principle is that cross-cultural lawyering is not relegated 
to a small subset of one's cases that happen to involve clients who look visibly 
different from us. Lawyers should assume from the start that culture is an 
important component of every case, and an essential component to the assumption 
that the lawyer brings to the situation. Thus, the habits of cross-cultural lawyering 
should pervade the lawyer's daily life and should instinctively become part of the 
arsenal of legal skills that the lawyer brings to every case. They are thus triply 
essential in representing children in child protective proceedings: first because the 
culture of the law will be utterly foreign to most children; second because 
empirically lawyers tend to be in a different socioeconomic class and race of child 
clients; and third because lawyers by definition are adults who are representing 
children and therefore by virtue of age alone must reach across a cultural divide 
in pursuing each lawyer-client relationship. 

[2] Remain Present With This Client Ever Respecting Her Dignity, 
Voice, and Story 

This principle, a goal of all lawyering, is especially critical and difficult in 
lawyering that must bridge large gaps in culture. Starting from scratch with each 
client, recognizing our ignorance about the life of any given person who sits in 
front of us, is a humbling and often frustrating necessity for authentic lawyering. 
Understanding how this client speaks, how this client sees the world, what this 
client values, and what shows this client respect is an individualized inquiry that 
the lawyer must undertake afresh for each person he or she represents. This goal 
can be especially challenging for lawyers in high-pressure high-volume practices, 
where the "efficiency" of characterizing and generalizing, and severe time and 
resource constraints, can lead the lawyer away from such an individualized 
understanding of each client. This goal can also be difficult for lawyers 
representing large groups of siblings in a single case, or lawyers who must process 
dozens of cases in the same day. Despite the massive resource constraints, 
abandoning this goal, however, would be deserting the centerpiece of client 
service: the commitment to represent every individualized client in his or her own 
context. 

This principle, which cautions the lawyer to remain as close as possible to the 
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client and his or her unique life experience in all that we do with the client
interviewing, counseling, negotiating, appearing in court-can also provide a 
framework for moving toward genuine and authentic cross-cultural communica
tion. We will see, for instance, in Habits Four and Five that the client's voice, 
dignity, and story will be the constant lighthouses on the rocky seas of 
cross-cultural lawyer-client communication. Even when we are floundering on the 
waves and acutely aware of the ways in which we are failing to understand this 
client, we know exactly where we are trying to go. This principle serves as a 
beacon reminding us of the goals of cross-cultural lawyering. The habits, we hope, 
will be the daily tools of navigation that will get us there. 

[3] Know Oneself As a Cultural Being 

This final principle recognizes that developing competence in cross-cultural 
lawyering is a continuous, ongoing lifelong process that never ends. To begin the 
process, a lawyer must understand and accept the role that the particular culture 
plays in shaping his or her world view, values, judgments, and interpretations. The 
lawyer must also accept that his or her culture may create roadblocks to 
understanding others. Our learned behavior may cause us to stereotype our clients 
and their families, and to view them with negative judgment. Only once we accept 
and understand the ways in which we give meaning to life events, can we begin 
to account for the role that stereotype might play in our lawyering, and begin to 
replace those stereotypes with facts from our client's individual cases. It is 
absolutely critical in this stage that we do so nonjudgmentally, and that we do not 
condemn ourselves with shame and guilt for the very human act of having 
prejudices and biases. Our commitment to grow and change through this learning 
process is all we need to assure that such judgments will be unfounded. But letting 
go of self-judgment is the first critical and the most potentially transformative 
phase of the process. Over time the lawyer may learn to befriend himself or 
herself as a cultural being through self-understanding and mindfulness. By 
beginning to understand his or her own cultural meanings and limitations, very 
similar to the way an understanding friend would gently confront him or her with 
his or her weaknesses while accepting him or her all the while, a lawyer can gently 
and firmly lead himself or herself away from biases over time and learn to 
compensate for those that persist. 

[e] Conclusion 

The four stages frame the methodology and assumptions that undergird the 
habits that follow. The next sections introduce the habits in turn in some depth. 

§ 6-3 Habit One-Degrees of Separation and Connection 

First example. An African-American lawyer represents an African-
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American child who, like the lawyer, was raised in the inner city by his 
single mom. The lawyer believes that he deeply understands this child's 
life and situation. When the lawyer does Habit One however, the lawyer 
notices that in fact differences predominate between him and his client. 
While there are significant similarities between the child's current 
situation and the lawyers background, there is very little that is similar 
about their current lives and situations. 

Second example. A lawyer has represented a client for about a week. 
Instinctively, the lawyer feels that the client is completely dissimilar from 
him. In fact, the lawyer feels somewhat estranged from his client. After 
inventorying the similarities and differences between himself and his 
client through Habit One, the lawyer finds that indeed there are many 
many differences between the client and lawyer, but that there are 
significant similarities in areas of common ground. In his next meeting, 
the lawyer learns that the child shares his religious faith and many of his 
religious practices. The lawyer notes with some amazement the ways in 
which this sense of estrangement completely dissolves from the relation
ship. 

Third example. A lawyer, who is the oldest in a large immigrant family, 
represents a client who is also the oldest in a similarly configured 
immigrant family in the lawyers town. The lawyer has a sense from the 
beginning that he has a unique perspective into this clients life. Unlike 
the lawyer, however, this child has no interest in attending school. The 
school issue is not currently a legal concern in the child protective case. 
The lawyer, however, finds himself constantly concerned about the childs 
school attendance and making frequent efforts to boost that attendance 
without success. 

Fourth example. 

THE CASE OF RACHEL PARKINSON 

You have been assigned to represent Rachel Parkinson, a 16-year-old girl who 
is the subject of a neglect proceeding. Although the Department of Children, 
Youth, and Families (DCYF)-the local child protective authority-has not asked 
to remove Rachel from her home, DCYF has filed a petition alleging that the child 
is being permitted to live under circumstances, conditions or associations 
injurious to her well being in that she has inconsistent living arrangements and 
her mother has a history of cocaine use. No educational neglect is alleged. In a 
separate affidavit, the DCYF worker states that Rachel, the youngest of Janet 
Anderson's five children, has missed forty days of school between September and 
April of the current school year, has had inconsistent living arrangements moving 
with her mother between a number of extended family homes and local homeless 
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shelters over the last two years, and may have been present during her mother's 
bouts of crack cocaine use. Her oldest brother is currently finishing a period of 
commitment to DCYF for delinquency charges involving shoplifting and drug 
sales. Her older sister, who is herself the mother of a young baby, is currently 
living with her boyfriend's family in a separate apartment. Her remaining two 
older brothers live with her maternal uncle in a neighboring town. One of them 
suffers from severe asthma. DCYF alleges that Janet Anderson has been evicted 
from a number of apartments and has refused social services offered by DCYF. 
Rachel currently lives in one of the poorest sections of town in a public housing 
project that you know has been the subject of recent scandals due to inappropriate 
conditions. 

You meet with Rachel Parkinson after repeated attempts to have her visit you 
in your office. She reluctantly arrives at the third scheduled appointment but 
insists that she needs to go very soon. She slumps in her chair and is plainly 
uninterested in the conversation. Rachel freely shares that she greatly dislikes her 
current DCYF worker and all the previous workers that she has met. She tells you 
that she hates school, particularly her current teacher, and often leaves early for 
the day. She insists that she wants absolutely no court action in her life, and that 
she wants to stay with her mother. She wants DCYF to leave her alone. She notes 
that her mother lets her do whatever she wants. She states that she does not use 
crack but that using crack is no big deal in her neighborhood. 

You are a 41-year-old female lawyer who works at the local legal aid 
association. You are second generation Asian-American immigrant who grew up 
with Korean-speaking parents. You lived with your parents and five siblings as a 
child. Your family had no history of DCYF involvement. You grew up in the same 
hometown as Rachel. Your family had no experience with crack cocaine use. You 
enjoyed going to school and excelled there. You are currently married with two 
children and living in an upper-middle class suburb of the city where Rachel lives. 

You have represented children and parents over a period of fifteen years of 
practice and have had many experiences of close caring families with drug-using 
parents. Your personal philosophy is to limit state intrusion into families unless 
there is no other recourse. You have had some bad experiences with DCYF 
workers who do not offer families the kind of services you believe are necessary 
to bring families together. You perceive that the DCYF and the courts take a "zero 
tolerance" attitude toward drugs, believing that any level of drug use is absolutely 
inconsistent with family life. You also perceive that DCYF and the courts often 
fear media and public criticism and organize their approaches to the cases 
accordingly. You perceive also that DCYF and courts favor more intervention in 
the family then you would ideally, using the "Best interest" rather than "Imminent 
harm" approach to even pre-adjudication removal of children from their homes. 
You also perceive that DCYF and the courts operate with a constant concern 
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about conservation of state and court resources. However, despite your misgivings 
about the legal system, you believe in your experience that thoughtful profession
als have been able to offer families meaningful services in the past and can 
continue to do so. 

[a] Habit One: The Habit of the Lawyer-Client Relationship 

In brief, Habit One asks the lawyer to inventory the differences and similarities 
that the lawyer perceives to exist between lawyer and client. These differences and 
similarities end up shaping critical aspects of the lawyer-client relationship from 
its first encounter. Thus, developing an awareness of exactly what those 
differences and similarities are can be the lawyer's most potent tool in identifying 
cultural assumptions that he or she brings to the representation. 

Habit One has three steps. The first is a brainstorming phase, in which the 
lawyer seeks to identify as many differences and as many similarities as possible 
between himself or herself and the client. The goal is to seek both numerosity and 
specificity; the more differences and similarities are identified, the better; the more 
specifically those differences and similarities are outlined, the better. The habit 
will offer a number of different methods for this inventory, including a graphical 
depiction of similarities and differences. In the second phase, the lawyer analyzes 
the facts that have been identified. Specifically, the lawyer identifies, as an 
overview, whether similarities or differences prevail in a relationship. The lawyer 
also identifies those similarities and differences that may affect the lawyer the 
most. And third, the lawyer looks at the ways in which similarities may lead to 
assumptions about the lawyer-client relationship and about the client, and the 
ways in which differences may spur inquiries and specific questioning of the 
client. Habit One is a building block of Habit Two, which depicts the relationship 
between lawyer, client, and law. 

This section will describe in some detail the "how to" of the habit given the 
example of the habit in action, offer larger thoughts of the habit and its purpose, 
and then offer specific advice about fitting habits into daily life with special 
thoughts about lawyers in high-volume practice and lawyers for children. The 
chapter will end with ten tips for personalizing Habit One to any individual 
lawyer. 

[b] Learning Habit One 

Habit One has two phases, the brainstorming phase and the analysis phase. 

A lawyer trying to learn Habit One for the first time or to use it in daily practice 
can use the following worksheets. 
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Figure 1. Habit One: Phase One-Degrees of Separation and Connection 

Lawyer Name: Client 

List items in each column: as many as you can, as fast as you can 

Similarities 

Differences 

Me My Client 

Name: 
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Figure l(a). Habit One: Pha.se Two-Analysis of the Degrees of Separation 
and Connection 

Client 

;' ------', / 

' ✓ \ I \ I \ 
I I 

Lawyer 
\ 
\ I 
\ I 

', ~ ✓ ,, ,,,_; 

------
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1 PEQREES 9¥ II. JHE THREE RlNos 
SEPARATION/CONNECTION create an overview snapshot of the interrelation of 

inventory and note lawyer/client differences/similarltles ; client/lawyer and legal worlds 

CLIENT 

III PARALLEL UNIVERSES 
brainstorm alternative explanations for client 

behavior 

l."111dlft'ofllllt" 

1Y, RED FLAQ§(CQRRECJIVES 
identify warning signals (& early responses) of falterini 

lawyer/client communication and understanding 

Y JHECAM§L'SBACK 
identify and neutralize factors that tend to lead to 

unacceptable lawyer behavior 
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Figure l(b). Habit One: Phase Two Continued-Analysis of the Degrees of 
Separation and Connection. 

C&nt 

I 
Lawyer/"' -...., ~, 

( \ 

\ / 
\ / , ...... _ _.... 

Client 

For Example: 

The lawyer might draw the rings with 
little or no overlap if he/eels that he has 
/Jttle or nothbrr In common with the client. 

_,,,_- ..... 
/ ' 
I~ Lawyer { '. 
\ I 

The lawyer mlrht draw the rings with a 
lar,er overlap if he feels that he shares 
many commonallllu with his client. 

\ I ,...._ _ _..../ 
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Figure l(b ). Habit One: Phase Two Continued-Analysis of the Degrees of 
Separation and Connection. 

Client 

~ ) 

C/knt 

Lawyer 

For Example: 

The~, mJght draw tu rings with 
llttle or no overlap if he feels that he has 
llttle or nothm1 in common with the client. 

The lawyer mJght draw the rings with a 
larger overlap if he feeb that he shares 
many co1n1nOnalilia will, hb clknt. 

Figure l(c). Habit One: Phase Three-Interpreting the Degrees of Separa
tion and Connection 

1. Degrees of Separation and Connection: How large is the area of overlap 
between the client and myself? What observations can I make about degrees of 
connection and separation, and how might those observations affect my commu
nication with my client? What seems to be the greatest challenge to my 
relationship with my client? 

2. Hot Button Issues: Of all the characteristics and perspectives listed on the 
rings, which loom largest for me? Are they the same ones that loom largest for the 
client? 

3. Questions Based on Assumptions About Similarity and Difference: Am I 
likely to make assumptions about similarities that I share with the client (for 
example, assuming that the client acts out of the same motivations as the lawyer) 
and therefore disproportionately ask questions about the differences that divide 
me from the client? 
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[1] Habit One: Phase One-The Brainstorming Phase 

In the brainstorming phase, the lawyer's simple goal is to inventory similarities 
and differences he or she perceives between himself or herself and the client, as 
'completely as possible, at any given moment in the case. Please note that the 
inventory can be begun at any given moment, and continued throughout the case. 
Note also that any amount of time is sufficient; the lawyer can complete a 
meaningful dose of Habit One even in a short period of time. In fact, to get started, 
the lawyer is encouraged to set a small period of time, perhaps three minutes, for 
brainstorming this information as quickly as possible. 

Some examples of characteristics among which you might identify differences 
and similarities are: 

1) Ethnicity 

2) Race 

3) Gender 

4) Nationality 

5) Age 

6) Economic Status 

7) Social Status 

8) Language 

9) Sexual Orientation 

10) Levels of Sexual Activeness 

11) Physical Characteristics 

12) Marital Status 

13) Role in Family 

14) Birth Order 

15) Immigration Status 

16) Religion 

17) Education 

18) Accent 

19) Skin Color 

20) Education Level 
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21) Values 

This list is non-comprehensive and should only be a starting place. Any 
similarities or differences that you perceive between yourself and your client, 
whether you would ordinarily label them cultural or not, should be included in the 
listing. For lawyers who like using lists, the lawyer can simply create a column of 
similarities on the one hand and differences on the other hand. In the differences 
column it would be useful to create two sub-columns, one for the lawyer and one 
for the client. In the time allotted, write down in the proper columns as many 
similarities and differences as you perceive. In writing the similarities, be as 
specific as possible. For instance, rather than "religion," write "Christian" or 
"Presbyterian." 

An example of the "list" version of Habit One, Phase One, is included below, 
using the Rachel Parkinson example. 

Figure 2. Habit One: Phase One-The Brainstorming Phase-The Degrees 
of Separation and Connection 

Lawyer Name: Jean Koh Peters Client Name: Rachel Parkinson 

Similarities 

Both have older brothers 
History of asthma in family 

Lived with extended family as children 
Older sisters with children 

Both English speaking 
Love mothers very much 

Differences 

Lawyer 
Four other siblings 
Mother of two children 
Loved school 
No history of crack cocaine in home 
Upper middle class 
Married 
41 years old 
No DCYF involvement 
One home as child 
Korean-American 
Not hard to trust legal system 
Detail oriented 

Client 
Five other siblings 
Not a parent 
Does not attend school daily 
History of crack cocaine in home 
Poor right now 
Single 
15 years old 
History of DCYF involvement 
Multiple homes as child 
White 
No trust in legal system 
Non-detail oriented 

Lawyers who prefer to work with graphical representations may prefer to draw 
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Habit One onto the blank Venn diagram provided in the worksheet. The Rachel 
Parkinson example gives an illustration of worksheet filled in that way. Rather 
than filling out a list, the lawyer draws two circles . 

. ·Figure 2(a). Habit 1: Phase 2-Drawing the Rings 

Example: 
Client Name: Rachel Parkinson Lawyer Name: JKP 

lS years old. 

Five other siblings. 

Not married and not a parent. 

Does not attend school regularly. 

Multiple homes as child. 

DCYF involvement 

• • ,. • • • • • " " • • History of crack in home . . - .. 
• • . • • Poor right now. 

• • • Family history of asthma. • • 
• Oldor sisters with children. • ♦ • • 

/ Have older brothers, \ 
• • • Lived with extended family. • • • • Both love mothers. • 

• Married. 
I I 
1 Loved school. • 
I ■ 
1 Mother of two children. • • • 
•• 41 years old. Uppcr~middle class. : 

•• No history of DCYF involvement. : 
• • \ No crack history in home. / 

• • ~ . 
♦ •• 

•• •• •• •• --.. -·· ······-· 
The first, a solid line in the figure above, represents the client's world. The 

second, to the lower left in a dash line, represents the lawyer's world. The lawyer 
fills in the overlap between the two circles with all similarities that he or she 
perceives between himself or herself and the client and fills in differences in the 
area of non-overlap. In the example, for instance, with the lawyer and client being 
of such different ages, the lawyer's age is placed in the non-overlapped area of the 
lawyer's circle, the client's in the non-overlapped area of the client's circle. Other 
differences are listed by placing the specific characteristics that are different in the 
respective circles. The similarities are listed only once in the overlap between the 
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circles. 1 

Whether doing Habit One by list, circle, or non-visually, keep the following 
helpful hints in mind. 2 First, create your inventory under well-understood 
circumstances of confidentiality. For instance, the lawyer should be clear about 
whether he or she will show this material to someone else before writing it. In 
most circumstances, lawyers are encouraged to draw these circles strictly for their 
own use, to encourage the maximum possible honesty and disclosure in the circles 
or lists. Second, the element of non-judgment is critical here. Even if the list is 
private, the lawyer may find his or her internal self-judgment hampering the 
ability to make a comprehensive list. If, for instance, the lawyer representing an 
African-American client knows in his heart that he has demonstrated anti-African
American views from time to time, that fact is clearly relevant to the list and the 
diagram. Shame may prevent the lawyer from acknowledging or recording that 
fact. Habit One specifically asks the lawyer to put that shame aside and 
acknowledge the former views as a relevant fact in play in the representation, no 
more and no less. Non-judgment is also important when describing your client. If 
you find yourself using words that appear to be stereotypical in listing differences, 
ask yourself to become more accurate, more specific and more factual. Acknowl
edging specific differences between lawyer and client may be a way to lead to a 
more individualized understanding of the client. 

[2] Habit One: Phase Two-Analysis of the Degrees of Separation and 
Connection 

As a starting place in Phase Two the lawyer should ask himself or herself 
whether he or she, overall, feels that similarities or differences predominate in the 
relationship. The lawyer should do that not by simply consulting the list made, but 
by consulting gut instincts. For the graphically minded, literally drawing the 
circles again, but in motion-that is, showing a large overlap with a client with 
whom you feel a great deal of similarity, and very little overlap with a client from 
whom you feel relatively estranged, is useful. 

1 A computer website to aid the readers in doing the Venn diagrams and activities is in progress, 
and can be found at http:/pantheon.yale.edu/~njm6/. 

2 One technical note for handwritten circles: the lawyer should write very small. Until computer 
technology has been perfected to make size of handwriting unimportant, it is important for the 
lawyer to leave plenty of room in whatever areas exist so that the lawyer is not discouraged from 
seeking numerosity because space has run out. 
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. Figure 2(b). Habit One: Phase Two Continued-Analysis of the. Degrees of 
, · Separation ,and Connection · · 

Example: . 
Client Name: Rachel Parkinson· Lawyer Name: JKP 

CUent 

Lawyer 

The circles are drawn with a small overlap to illustrate the small number of 
similarities that Rachel and JKP share. · 

[3] Habit One: Phase Three-Interpreting the Degrees of Separation 
and Connection 

Figure 2(c). Habit One: Phase Three-Interpreting the Degrees of 
Separation and Connection 

1. Degrees of separation and connection: How large is the area of overlap 
between the client and myself? What observations can I make about degrees of 
connection and separation, and how might those observations affect my commu
nication with my client? What seems to be the greatest challenge to my 
relationship with my client? 

A. I feel very distant from her; we have very little in common. I don't know 
if she will ever trust me. 

2. Hot button issues: Of all the characteristics and perspectives listed on the rings, 
which loom largest for me? Are they the same ones that loom largest for the 
client? For the law? 
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A. School is not necessarily my client's priority, but one that I tend to focus 
on. 

3. Questions based on assumptions about similarity and difference: How large 
is the area of overlap between all three circles? (Notice that the overlap is now 
divided into two parts: the characteristics relevant to the legal case that the lawyer 
shares with the client, and those relevant characteristics that the lawyer does not 
share with the client.) Does my client have a plausible claim that is difficult for me 
to see because of these differences or similarities? Am I likely to make 
assumptions about similarities that I share with the client (for example, assuming 
that the client acts out of the same motivations as the lawyer) and therefore 
disproportionately ask questions about the differences that divide me from the 
client? 

A. Most of our similarities do not relate to the case, or concern experiences 
we both do not have. The questions that I most long to ask concern the 
issues that trouble me. 

Drawing the circles instinctively allows the lawyer to get a sense of his or her 
gut impression of the degrees of separation and connection from the client. The 
next step compares that instinct with the actual data available regarding the 
separation or connection. For instance, it is not unusual for a lawyer to feel 
particularly connected to a client and find that there are only a few actual 
similarities between the lawyer and client. This could be because the similarities 
that do exist play an important role in the mind of the lawyer. The client may share 
the lawyer's religious faith, or the lawyer's love of a cherished sports team or in 
some other specific but deeply valued way share common ground with the lawyer. 

This leads to the second point of analysis: "hot button" similarities and 
differences. Clearly all similarities and differences between lawyer and client are 
not created equal. A lawyer may identify that a particular similarity or difference 
makes the case stand out for reasons that are intrinsic to the lawyer's experience, 
but in no way particularly important to the client. For instance, the lawyer who 
cherishes his or her educational experience may feel affronted by Rachel's 
problems with regular school attendance. In this example, where educational 
neglect is not alleged and the child actively dislikes school, it is not necessarily 
appropriate for the lawyer to let those school issues dominate the representation. 
Identifying "hot button issues" for the lawyer is critical in order to avoid making 
the lawyer's preoccupation with the child's school issues overly important in the 
case. 

As the lawyer continues to work with Habit One, the lawyer will find the same 
"hot button issues" resurfacing from case to case and will be able to use that 
awareness to prevent those issues from dominating his or her practice. As 
suggested in Habit Five below, understanding those issues which acutely trouble 
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a lawyer from case to case can be a key point in improving a lawyer's practice. 

In the third point of analysis, the lawyer can observe the similarities and 
differences between himself or herself and the client in tracking assumptions that 
the lawyer may have made and in the probing that the lawyer might have done in 
the case so far. It is extremely common for a lawyer who shares similarities with 
the client to assume that these similar characteristics motivate the client in the 
same way that they inspire the lawyer. For instance, a lawyer tends to ask fewer 
questions about the actions of a client that seem reasonable to the lawyer, 
assuming that the client took those actions for the same reason that the lawyer 
would have taken those very actions. If similarities of attitude and characteristic 
leads a lawyer to assumptions instead of to questioning the client, these 
similarities may be the breeding ground for misunderstandings in the future 
simply because the lawyer did not clarify the reasons for the client's actions in 
initial interviews. 

In the same way, lawyers tend to probe for clarification during client meetings 
based on differences that they perceive between themselves and their clients. 
Thus, lawyers tend to ask questions when clients make choices that the lawyers 
would not have made, when they perceive an inconsistency between what the 
clients say and the clients' actions. Conversely, lawyers tend not to ask questions 
about choices clients have made when the lawyers would have made the same 
choices themselves. 

If similarities may lead to assumptions, and differences may lead to questions, 
analysis of the lawyer's Habit One inventory should lead the lawyer in at least two 
directions. First, it should help the lawyer determine if he or she is making 
assumptions about similarities shared with the client, and search for ways in 
which the lawyer may have filled in or made presumptions about the client's 
motives based on those assumptions. Therefore, the lawyer should broaden the 
questioning and inquiry to clarify even behaviors that make sense to him or her. 
As in all interviewing, the lawyer must find nonthreatening and comfortable ways 
of doing so, but the lawyer is able to do so in many situations and must apply 
those techniques in client interviews. The lawyer should also examine questions 
based on differences that may be coming up in the interviews. It is critical that the 
shape of the meetings the lawyer has with the clients is not molded simply by 
those areas of the client's life that the lawyer finds confusing. Habit Two will 
provide a rubric for refocusing that questioning to the proper area of inquiry, the 
client's legal issues. The lawyer should also examine the differences he or she 
perceives between himself or herself and the client for potential stereotype or bias 
that may predispose the lawyer negatively toward the client based on previous 
socialization or bad experiences. 

These three areas of analysis are three starting points for deriving benefit from 
the Habit One inventory. 
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[ c] Habit One for Lawyers for Children 

Lawyers and their child clients will always stand apart from each other across 
the chasm of age and the cultural characteristics of that chasm. Unlike lawyers 
representing adults of similar backgrounds to themselves, lawyers will always 
have significant differences from their child clients. These differences may be 
masked, however, when the lawyer relates strongly to childhood experiences that 
he or she recalls upon watching child clients undergo them. If a lawyer perceives 
that as a child he was quite similar and shared many similar characteristics to the 
child currently, the lawyer may believe, like the lawyer in one of the stories that 
began this section, that he has a tremendous amount of insight into the child's life. 
Using Habit One is a critical way of assessing, factually, whether those similarities 
indeed predominate. 

The lawyer should also clearly distinguish between the Habit One listing that 
focuses on comparing the lawyer's childhood to the client's current life, as 
opposed to a listing that compares the lawyer's current life to the child's current 
life. These will be extremely different listings. The most important one is the 
comparison of the lawyer's current life to the client's current life, especially 
because the client's perception of the lawyer will be based on this, not on the 
invisible features of the lawyer's own childhood experiences. 

If the lawyer believes that there are uncanny similarities between his childhood 
and his client's life, or if the lawyer finds himself repeatedly thinking about 
himself as a child in relationship to his client, the lawyer by all means should do 
the Habit One listing to see what it reveals. However, in so doing, the lawyer 
should be very clear that he is comparing two childhoods, not two different 
person's characteristics in the current moment. 

One final thought about special concerns for lawyers for children doing Habit 
One. The mandate of specificity is extremely important for the lawyer for 
children. In our field, many phrases appear at first glance to be facts, when they 
are in fact conclusions. Hearing that our client "acted out" actually conveys 
extremely little information; in fact, it conveys an interpretation of behavior that 
is yet to be enumerated. Many of the familiar terms from our jargon, such as 
"sexual abuse," "emotional neglect," "parentified," "bonded," and the like are 
conclusions based on facts that need to be explored. Therefore, the lawyer for 
children should be extremely careful in listing facts and strive for the greatest 
level of specificity at any given moment. 

[d] Thoughts About the Relationships Between Similarities and Differ
ences 

In addition, as noted above, all similarities and differences are not created 
equal. Some will be highly relevant to the lawyer, and largely irrelevant to the 
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client. Others may be highly relevant to the client and barely noticed by the 
lawyer. Some shared characteristics in particular may serve primarily to facilitate 
trust in building a similarly configured family, for instance, a shared taste for a 
particular musical performer or television program, while others may relate more 
directly to the representation. The lawyer completing Habit One should keep in 
mind what "hot button" characteristics she has perceived as especially important, 
but then overtly think about what characteristics might be especially important to 
the client. 

Note also, that all similarities need not be exact matches nor must all 
differences be diametrical opposites. As long as the similarities and differences 
noted refer to facts known about the lawyer and client, there need be no 
mathematical precision to their charting. Keep in mind also that similarities and 
differences may lead to further observations of other similarities and differences. 
Similarities may branch out into differences for instance. For example, a lawyer 
may note that both she and her client are the oldest of four children, an important 
similarity, but then note that the configuration of children is quite different 
because the lawyer's three siblings were all of a single gender and the client's 
were not. Differences also often converge into similarities. A lawyer might note, 
for instance, that she is from Chicago while the client is from New York City, and 
then realize that this difference highlights the similarity that they were both raised 
in large urban centers. 

In general, the goal of Habit One is to make the lawyer aware of the client's 
uniqueness. 3 

[ e] Conclusion 

The Habit One inventory can be seen as a way of actualizing the concern that 
appears throughout the book about the lawyer's counter-transference dominating 
the lawyer-client relationship. Habit One asks the lawyer to lay out in black and 
white specific ways in which the client's case affects and draws upon the lawyer's 
life experience. It asks the lawyer to take the data of similarity and difference and 
use it to pinpoint potential areas of counter-transference that these similarities and 
differences may implicate. 

The goals of numerosity and specificity help the lawyer identify specific 
characteristics of the client that make the client unique, while identifying areas of 
lack of knowledge about the client. On the one hand, the lawyer is confronted, 
detail-by-detail, with the individual characteristics that make up this unique 
human being. The more numerous the characteristics, whether they are similarities 
or differences, the more the unique profile of this client appears distinct from all 

3 Ten Tips for Habit One and Two appear after Habit Two at § 6-4(e) below. 
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other clients. On the other hand, in doing this exercise, it is also very common for 
the lawyer to realize how little he or she knows about a client. It is very common 
for a lawyer to represent a client in a procedural posture that he or she knows well, 
and unconsciously attribute to the client exigencies and concerns that other clients 
in the same circumstances have had. Habit One confronts the lawyer with the 
limits of that knowledge, when the lawyer finds that he or she is actually unable 
to complete the Habit One inventory in any detail because he or she does not 
know the client well enough. 

It is absolutely critical to note in analyzing the Habit One inventory that there 
is no magical distance. Unlike the European fairy tale character Goldilocks, we 
are not searching for the overlap with the client's experience that is "just right." 
However the similarities and differences fall, they are what they are The lawyer 
is not searching for a magical amount of professional distance or for a magic 
amount of connection. The lawyer is searching for a factual statement about the 
ways in which characteristics and values naturally unite the lawyer and client or 
naturally stress their relationship. This awareness, which must be factual and 
non-judgmental, is a critical foundation for a clear-eyed representation that keeps 
counter-transference in check. 

It is true that certain lawyers may find that they tend to perceive many 
similarities with their clients whereas other lawyers may find that differences tend 
to prevail across their caseload. For instance, a lawyer who lived in foster care as 
a child may tend to have many heavily overlapping circles, and a sense of deep 
identification with the client. Conversely, a lawyer who had no experience with 
the child welfare system may find the experiences of clients somewhat foreign. 
The critical question is, can a lawyer attain an individualized vision of each client 
that does not fall back on stereotypes or assumptions based on the vast majority 
of cases? For each lawyer the call to cross-cultural competence may mean 
something different. For lawyers of color, it may mean establishing proper 
professional distance and boundaries with clients. For lawyers with vastly 
different socioeconomic backgrounds than their clients, it may be an invitation to 
develop deeper understandings of their clients' contexts. 

§ 6-4 Habit Two-The Three Rings 

Tricia is a Legal Aid Lawyer who represents children in a high-volume 
practice in a large metropolitan area. Her family hails from England 
seven generations back. Her family has lived in the city for five of those 
generations. She is several years out of law school and came to Legal Aid 
straight from law school. She considers herself an agnostic. She is 
assigned to represent Manuel, a 14-year-old boy who was raised by his 
aunt in a three-person household, which included his cousin. For two 
years Manuel has lived in a number of state-run agencies moving back 
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and forth between those agencies and his aunt's home with great 
frequency. In two years he has been through eight placements. By the time 
Tricia is assigned to represent him, he has been in this eighth placement 
for four months, and is making a good adjustment, with the exception of 
an arrest for shoplifting a month ago. This is his second shoplifting arrest 
in two years. 

Manuel has been placed in the eight placements on voluntary admis
sions, which have been assigned and revoked by his aunt. The Child 
Protective Agency has brought the neglect proceeding in order to commit 
Manuel involuntarily to the placement where is he currently making a 
good adjustment. 

When Tricia meets Manuel, he expresses a desire to remain in 
placement and a strong connection to his aunt. He tells Tricia that his 
main battles with his aunt have to do with her very strict Christian 
religion, which requires them to attend church daily. While Manuel 
considers himself a believer, he finds the church environment too strict 
and believes that there are no kids his age there. He prefers hanging out 
with his friends outside of church. His aunt Dalia~ son, with whom he has 
been raised, attends church regularly and the boys are close, but 
regularly in conflict, physically and verbally, about church. Manuel feels 
like his aunt puts him out of the house and he is frustrated with not being 
able to live at home. While he thinks he may want to go home eventually, 
he is content to stay in his current placement. Manuel tells Tricia it is 
important for him to have as many visitations as possible with his aunt. 
Manuel also tells Tricia that he has had several girlfriends, one of whom 
he "may have gotten pregnant." 

In an early court appearance, Tricia meets Manuel's aunt, Dalia. 
Dalia, whose first language is Spanish, speaks in broken English, using 
almost exclusively Christian terminology. Dalia tells Tricia it is important 
for Manuel to be in placement sometimes, when "evil one" is in him. "If 
only he will repent and be saved, I will take him back into the home. " 
Dalia is very uncomfortable with Manuel staying at his current group 
home, which is run by a Jewish philanthropist agency. She states that she 
will oppose his long-term placement there, but will not take him home 
until he accepts the daily church requirement the way her son does. Tricia 
finds herself uncomfortable talking to Dalia. Further conversations follow 
the same pattern, with Dalia speaking in strong jargoned terms about her 
faith. 

Tricia finds herself preoccupied with Manuel and extremely bothered 
by his instructions to advocate for weekly visitations with his aunt. She 
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finds herself wondering whether Dalia is a member of a cultic group. She 
worries about Manuel's sexual activity and the potential that he will soon 
or already has become a father. Tricia finds herself thinking that Dalia is 
ridiculous to oppose a group home where Manuel has finally started to 
make a decent start. She finds herself extremely angry with Dalia, that 
Dalia would want to disrupt a stable place while not offering him one of 
her own. 

Over the weeks, Tricia.finds Manuel's case weighing heavily upon her. 
She finds her thoughts scattering whenever she thinks about the case and 
often finds herself angry with Dalia, or extremely anxious about Manuel s 
extracurricular activities. Using Habit Two, she makes a Venn diagram 
map of the case to try to organize her thoughts. Focusing her attention on 
Manuel s world, and the overlap between his world and the world of the 
law, she realizes that in many ways the legal case is fairly straightfor
ward. Dalia is not offering an alternative placement for Manuel; Manuel's 
current placement appears to be the only option the child protection 
agency has available for him, and in the end Tricia is quite certain that 
Dalia will agree for Manuel to stay at the group home, despite her 
religious objections, rather than take him home. Tricia realizes also that 
the issue of weekly visitations with Manuel's aunt is quite straightforward 
as well. Previous attempts at regular visitations have been hamstrung by 
a failure of transportation by the child protection agency, and the aunt's 
unwillingness to step foot in the group home. Problem solving Manuel's 
transportation to his home for weekend visits will pose no real problem. 
From a legal standpoint, Manuel's wish to balance his stable living 
outside the home with regular visitations on weekends can readily be 
achieved and preserves the uneasy balance that has been Manuel's life for 
many years. Even looking to the future, Tricia realizes that the only real 
options that the system has for Manuel are continued residence at this 
current group home and reunification with his aunt, maximizing his 
long-term interest, and seeking right relationship with those important to 
the client. Pursuant to the principles of child representation, Tricia 
realizes maintaining excellent relationships with the current group home 
and Dalia is an excellent proactive strategy as Manuels lawyer. 

Seeing with surprise how straightforward the case seems, Tricia 
wonders where her anxiety and anger have been coming from. Tricia 
realizes from the start that she feels extremely uncomfortable arguing for 
visitations with Dalia and seeking a strong positive relationship with her. 
Tricia notices actually that she has been avoiding doing so because she 
is so uncomfortable with Dalia's expressions of her faith and, in Tricia's 
view, highly rigid life style. When Tricia asks herself if Manuel has those 
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feelings, she realizes that Manuel does not have these objections to his 
aunt's lifestyle so much as a desire not to be part of it. She realizes that 
Manuel understands his aunt's lifestyle and does not see it as odd or 
aberrant in the way that Tricia does. Tricia also notices that this is her 
third case in two weeks involving Spanish-speaking families with non
parents as heads of households. Tricia also realizes that Manuel s arrests 
and sexual activity are a very small part of this current legal context. 
Using the Habit Two analysis to clarify, she notes that Dalia's religion 
and Manuel's other activities are "hot button" issues for her, distracting 
her from the central issues of the case. She recommits herself to seeking 
ongoing placement for Manuel, seeking weekly visitations with his aunt, 
and maintaining good relationships with his placement and his aunt, and 
notes that the other issues appear to be issues that deeply affect her but 
not Manuel s legal case. 
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Figure 3. Habit Two: La,w/La,wyer Rings in Motion 

Lawyer 

322 

Law 

Instructions: The lawyer draws the overlap between her and the law according 
to the values that the lawyer holds in common with the law relevant to an ethical 
and rewardable legal claim of the client. 

Figure 3(a). Habit Two: Client/La,w Dyad-Brainstorming List 

La,wyer Name: Client 

List as many similarities and differences as quickly as you can 

La,w/Client Similarities 

Client characteristics favorable to the outcome that the client wants 

Law Differences Client Differences 

Name: 

Characteristics the client does not have Client characteristics unfavorable to the out-
that the law favors come that the client wants 
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:.Figure 3(b). Habit Two: Client Law Dyad-fhe ~!ngs 

Client 

Law 
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Figure.3(c). ilabit Two: Clieni!LawiDyad: Draw'ing the Ove~lap · 

· · E:umpl,: The lawyer might draw only a 

slight overlap if he feels that the 

law and client do not share Law 

that many similarities. 

The lawyer might draw .a 

larger overlap if he feels that the 

law and client do share more 

than a few similarities. 

Law 

) , 

*Example: The lawyer might draw only a slight overlap if he feels that the law and 
client do not share many similarities. 

The lawyer might draw a larger overlap if he feels that the law and client do share more 
than a few similarities. 

Figure 3( d). Habit Two: The Lawyer/Law Dyad: Brainstorming List 

Similarities Law/Lawyer 

Differences-Lawyer Differences-Law 
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Figure 3(e). Habit Two: Law/Lawyer Rings in Motion 

Lawyer Law 

*Instructions: The lawyer draws the overlap between her and the law according to the 
values that the lawyer holds in common with the law "in respect" to an ethical and 
rewardable legal position of the client. 

Figure 3(0. Habit Two-La,w/La,wyer Dyad-Analyzing the La,w/ 
Lawyer Rings 

1. Bones to pick with the law: How large is the area of overlap between 
the law and myself? Are there points on which I strongly agree or disagree 
with the law in this area? Do I have an agenda that the client does not 
have? 

2. Hot button issues: Of all the characteristics and perspectives listed on 
the rings, which loom largest for me? Are they the same ones that loom 
largest for the law? 
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Figure 4. The Three Rings in Motion 

Client 
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Law 

[a] Brief Overview of Habit Two: The Habit of the Forest and Trees 

Habit Two ultimately seeks to provide the lawyer with a way to move from a 
simple look at the lawyer-client relationship to a more holistic and well-balanced 
view of the case. Bottom line, the lawyer does not want to spend his or her time 
for the client focusing unconsciously on similarities and differences of the client. 
The proper area of focus for the lawyer is the way that the client sees the law and 
defines his or her legal objectives, the merits and weaknesses of the client's case 
as seen by the law, and the way that the client's legal claim fits into the client's 
world more generally. 

Any method that the lawyer devises to move from a scatter-shot, unconsciously 
prioritizing view of the client's case to a holistic view of the case that focuses on 
the client's legal claim and its place in the client's larger world, accomplishes the 
goals of Habit Two. The section below describes two methods of doing Habit 
Two, one a visual-based method. 
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If the brief description here of the visual method appeals to your learning style, 
by all means learn more about the graphical method of doing Habit Two below. 
On the other hand, if the graphical method for whatever reason does not attract 
you or appear useful to you for the client, abandon it immediately and stick with 
the non-visual approach! 

Achieving the goals of Habit Two is critical. For the lawyer, it is important that 
this intricate method, which may benefit some lawyers greatly, not discourage 
others from pursuing methods that work better for them in achieving these critical 
goals of cross-cultural lawyering. The first section below gives some ideas for 
non-visual oriented lawyers about how to pursue Habit Two constructively. If this 
method is not helpful, the lawyer is urged to explore the goals of Habit Two in a 
way that best suits his manner of approach and daily life, and to incorporate those 
ideas into his or her daily practice. 

[b] Learning Habit Two 

Both non-visual and visual methods for performing Habit Two are described 
below. 

[1] How to Do Habit Two Non-Visually 

What in general is your sense of connection to your client? On the other hand 
what is your sense of disconnectedness from your client? In thinking about these 
holistic questions try to think about individual components of separation and 
connection. Beware of over-general views of the client that might risk lumping 
the client into large categories, analogizing the client to earlier clients with 
apparently similar needs, or failing to individualize this particular client and this 
particular representation. In your non-graphical approach to Habit Two, think 
about this client in as much three-dimensional detail as possible. What is your 
specific knowledge about this client's life? What do you know about this client's 
day? What is it like to speak with this client? What does this client's voice sound 
like both literally and figuratively? Most critically, what makes this client different 
from all your other clients? 

Then look at the specifics of the separation and connection that you 've 
identified that you feel with the client, by returning briefly to Habit One. Use this 
time of Habit One reflection to identify the ways in which this client's case 
particularly moves you, troubles you, interests you, annoys you, or otherwise 
affects your work. If you find yourself feeling less invested than average in the 
case, try to identify the things about the case that may lead to that sense of 
estrangement. In general you may find that those items are areas of difference 
between you and the client. Conversely, if you feel exceptionally invested in the 
case, try to identify the things about the case that draw you in. In general, those 
may well be issues of similarities between you and the client. 
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After engaging in this reflection on Habit One, move that reflection to other 
parts of Habit Two. Take a few minutes to focus on the client's relationship with 
the law. To what extent is this a strong claim in your view? Identify the component 
parts of the claim that are strong. List them for yourself and identify them with as 
much particularity as possible. Now identify, with as much specificity as possible, 
the weak points in the claim. What are the shortcomings in the case? Again, resist 
the urge to speak in too general terms in answering these questions. Thoughts like 
"Oh, this is the case where the mom needs to get into drug treatment," may be a 
clear indication that you are lumping this case together with other cases that 
appear to you to be similar to it. In your time of reflection force yourself to think 
as concretely as possible about the apparent strengths and weaknesses of the 
client's case. 

The next part of the process is to ask yourself how the legal claim fits into your 
client's world generally. How important is the legal claim to this client right now? 
In child protective cases, we represent some child who has been recently taken out 
of her home and whose primary concern in life-the outcome of the case-is her 
return home to her biological parent. On the other hand, we represent some child 
for whom the legal proceedings in which we represent them are mere formalities. 
The legal proceeding will have no pitiable effect on the child's daily life because 
it ratifies a reality that has already taken place. For these two clients, the role of 
the legal case in their larger perception of their world is radically different. This 
part of Habit Two asks us to focus on the importance of the claim from the client's 
point of view in a way we may not have done before. It focuses on the way in 
which this case may implicate the lawyer's current view of the law. For instance, 
does this happen to be the lawyer's fourth consecutive case opposing a child 
protective agency's removal of a child? Has the lawyer recently made a decision 
to oppose all petitions of a certain sort, of which this petition is one? Or to support 
them all? This pre-existing context between the law and the lawyer is something 
that the lawyer must think through carefully when approaching an individual case. 
The lawyer in this way identifies the bones the lawyer already has to pick with the 
law and identifies the various cross fires in which the client's case may have 
unwittingly stepped. 

Having done this four-part reflection, the lawyer is now in a position to identify 
holistic thoughts about the issues in the case most likely to divert him or her from 
the central concern: the client's legal claim, and its general place in the client's 
world. A lawyer who is thoughtfully engaged in this reflective process should jot 
notes warning himself or herself about identifying the obstacles that may focus 
him or her more on Habit One considerations or issues between the lawyer and the 
law, rather than on the client's legal claim and his or her world as it's affected by 
the claim. 

Note again that this is only one way to accomplish Habit Two thinking. This 
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way focuses on a step-by-step look at the intersection of the client, the lawyer, and 
the legal world one by one. Experienced lawyers may find themselves more easily 
able to identify obstacles to focusing on the client's claim. For instance, a second 
non-graphical way of doing Habit Two would be to focus initially on the client's 
claim and the way the claim affects the client's world generally and to begin there 
even before doing Habit One. Once having identified those two factors, the lawyer 
can ask himself or herself how hard it will be to pursue that claim in the client's 
voice while not disturbing other parts of the client's world that the legal 
proceedings might affect. Some lawyers may find that they are able to identify 
obstacles this way without going through the step-by-step process. A lawyer who 
knows that the case will be "hard for him," and does not quite know why, who 
engages in this more general reflective process and is unable to identify specific 
obstacles, however, may find the step-by-step approach listed above useful. 

As noted above these are but two ways to accomplish Habit Two non
graphically. Note that these questions have a lot of similarity with the seven 
questions to keep you honest in Chapter 3. These questions share with those 
questions a general desire to get the lawyer out of the automatic pilot that may 
lead him or her to lump cases together and to neglect the individuality of a 
particular client in a particular case context. However the goal of keeping the 
lawyer's focus productively on the client's legal claim and her larger world is 
accomplished, whether through these questions, the questions in Chapter 3, or 
some other rubric, this is a critical step for cross-cultural lawyering. Habit Two 
educates the lawyer in each case about where the proper focus of attention is, so 
that when his or her attention wanders, is distracted, or temporarily sidetracked, 
Habit Two reminds him how to return to the core of the case. It is no accident that 
the area of the client's legal claim and her world generally coincide with the place 
of her dignity, voice, and story, the focus of the second principle of these Habits. 
Habit Two aims above all to provide a lawyer with a way to identify the core 
importance of his or her work with the client, so that after times of wandering 
away he or she can return with renewed vigor to this central work. 

[2] How to Do Habit 1\vo Visually: Drawing the Three Rings 

Habit Two is a visual representation of the client's world, the lawyer's world, 
and the world of the law. It provides a systematic and visually friendly message 
for organizing the lawyer's observations about the interaction between these three 
worlds. While Habit Two is the most complicated to learn and the longest to do 
for a case, taking about 10 minutes at the computer or 45 minutes by hand, this 
habit also offers the largest payoff. Habit Two allows the lawyer to keep constant 
track of the central focus of his or her work: the interaction between the client's 
world and the world of the law, and the priorities of the client's world. 
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Figure 4(a). Habit Two-The Worlds of the Client, I.Aw, and IAwyer 

The client's world 

The world of the law 

The overarching goal of the rings is to focus the lawyer on the area of client-law 
overlap and to provide a visual reminder to focus the lawyer's legal energies 
primarily in that area. As demonstrated throughout the book, representing the 
child-in-context will also require learning as needed what must also be known 
about the larger world of the client. To the extent that the lawyer finds the 
representation driven by similarities and differences between himself or herself 
and the client as noted in Habit One, ( or interactions between the lawyer and the 
world of the law exclusive of the client), the lawyer should strive in each 
representation to move back to a focus on the client's world and the area of 
lawyer-client overlap. 

This section will teach the how-to of drawing the circles with reference to 
Rachel's example continued from Habit One. After offering ideas for fitting Habit 
Two into daily practice, and special considerations for lawyers for children and 
lawyers in high-volume practices, this section will end with thoughts about the 
role of Habit Two in cross-cultural lawyering and areas of further study. 

Habit Two allows the lawyer to keep constant track of the central focus of his 
or her work: the interaction between the client's world and the world of the law, 
and the priorities of the client's world. Habit Two seeks in the end to provide the 
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lawyer with a way to move from a simple look at the lawyer-client relationship to 
a more holistic and well-balanced view of the case. As a bottom line, the lawyer 
does not want to spend time for the client focusing unconsciously on similarities 
and differences between the lawyer of the client. The proper area of focus for the 
lawyer is the way that the client sees the law and defines his or her legal 
objectives, the merits and weaknesses of the client's case as seen by the law, and 
the way that the client's legal claim fits into the client's world more generally. The 
visual representation also helps the lawyer keep his or her cultural perspective in 
its proper place. 

The process of Habit Two can be described quickly in the following four steps 
building off of Habit One. 

l. Complete the client/law dyad, mapping the interaction between the 
client's world and the world of the law. 

As already discussed, the client circle represents the world of the client, and to 
the lower right of this circle is a dotted circle that represents the world of the law. 
For the sake of uniformity, the client and the law circle should always be drawn 
in this arrangement, replicating their place in the final three rings. The client's 
world is as described above, and represents the client's world as understood by the 
lawyer. This concept of the client's world has been used throughout the book to 
denote the world as the child's life and environment as he or she sees it. 

The law circle represents the world of the law as it applies to the client in this 
case. Specifically, items within the law circle describe characteristics and values 
belonging to a "successful client"-one whose legal position will be recognized 
and rewarded. The world of the law includes the paradigmatic vision of a 
successful client as seen by the law. 

In drawing the client/law dyad, use a process similar to Habit One. Brainstorm, 
seeking numerosity and specificity, for items in the overlap and items of difference 
between client and law. For the more list-minded, one might start with just a list 
of shared and divergent views of a successful claimant/defendztnt/subject of the 
law. In a graphical representation of the rings, the area of overlap represents those 
parts of the client's world that the law would view favorably and reward with the 
remedy that the client seeks. 

Once the rings are drawn, the lawyer must read the law/client rings in a fashion 
similar to the reading of Habit One rings. In general, the graphical representation 
is intended to capture an overview of the legal strengths and weaknesses of the 
client's claim. This reading of the rings may also suggest legal strategies. For 
instance, a petition notable for its lack of factual allegations of harm or imminent 
danger is vulnerable to a motion to dismiss the petition altogether. Therefore, the 
reading of the rings may prompt additional items for either circle or the overlap 
in between. 
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The graphical representation also offers a visual sense of how the strength of the 
legal claim could be improved over time. In any case, the lawyer-client rings help 
the lawyer pinpoint similarities between the law and client and offer these and 
other strategies for bridging the gap between the law and the client. If neither is 
willing to change, the lawyer can also simply pursue the strategies that already 
appear in the overlap. In this case, a motion to dismiss the petition outright, before 
requiring the client to make any changes in his or her home circumstances, is 
certainly a viable strategy. 

The above description gives a basic understanding of the client-law circles. As 
the lawyer becomes practiced at Habit Two and more used to understanding the 
ways in which Habit Two enriches his or her insight about the case, the lawyer 
may decide to define the law circle differently. For instance, in preparation for an 
interdisciplinary meeting in which the local child protective agency's perspectives 
are critical, the lawyer may decide to draw the law circles strictly from the point 
of view of that agency. Similarly, before a trial, prior to a fact finder who is well 
known, the lawyer may try to draw the law circle from the perspective of a 
particular judge. However, since in most circumstances neither the child protec
tive agency nor the judge hold real exclusive power, in general it is most useful 
to draw the law circle as a grab bag of all the perspectives of powerful legal 
players in the case. This may lead to the law circle containing contradictory views 
at one time, especially when the physiological perspectives of judge and the 
childcare agency are different, but this is an accurate reflection of the confusion 
in the law that the client is trying to navigate through, with the lawyer's help. 

Figure 4(b ). Habit Two: Client/Law Dyad-Interpreting the Rings 

Assessing the Legal Claim: How large is the area of overlap between the 
client and the law? Do I feel that my client has a relatively weak or a 
relatively strong claim? What additional facts can I use to strengthen the 
case? 

Legal Strategies: Can I shift the law's perspective to encompass more of 
the client's claim? Do my current strategies in the client's case require the 
law or the client to adjust perspectives? What additional facts or 
characteristics are needed to strengthen the case? 

l. Complete the lawyer/law dyad, mapping the interaction between the law
yer :S world and the world of the law. 

After completing the client-lawyer and the client-law dyads, the lawyer's 
should focus on the law-lawyer dyad. It should be drawn as a dashed circle to the 
left intersecting with a dotted circle to the right. 
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Figure 4(c). Habit Two: l.Aw/Lawyer Dyad: Drawing the Rings 

Lawyer 

§ 6-4[b][2] 

Law 

The intersecting areas between the law circle and the lawyer circle represent the 
values that the lawyer holds in common with the law with respect to an ethical and 
rewardable legal position of the client. The non-overlapping region represents 
points of disagreement between the law and the lawyer about legal issues relevant 
to the client. Thus, in writing this dyad, the lawyer is asked to inventory his or her 
legal and other views of the client's circumstances and contrast those with the 
values held by the law. 

In reading these circles, it is clear that the lawyer begins Rachel's case with 
some prior grudges and history with the system. Just as the lawyer can read 
outstanding agenda items with the law from the differences reflected in the circles, 
the lawyer can also see commonalities with legal values in the overlap area. The 
lawyer may share values with the law that will shape his or her approach to the 
case, even when the client's world and client's family do not share those values. 
As in Habit One and the client/law dyad, the law/lawyer rings can be drawn 
impressionistically, in motion. See Figure 4(d), below. For lawyers who under
stand Habit Two thoroughly, the impressionistic rings can be the starting point for 
the inquiry: "What agendas am I bringing to this case?" 
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Figure 4(d). Habit Two.· IAw/Lawyer Rings in Motion 
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Figure 4(e). The Three Rings in Motion 

Client 

Lawyer 

And, as with Habit One and the client/law dyad, the law/lawyer rings, however 
created, can be usefully individually analyzed. 
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2. Convert the three dyads, the two you have just drawn along with the one 
from Habit One, and complete the three rings. Take care to map the area of 
triple overlap and the areas of singular overlap carefully. 

The lawyer's world . · ~-;~ 
I 

I 

Figure 4(e). The Three Rings 

The client's ·world 

{ - l 

The world of the law 

\ I 
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. . ., . ' · ... , . 
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Having explored each of the dyads separately, the time has come to integrate 
these dyads together in one larger Venn diagram with three overlapping circles. 
This process takes a bit of time, because both the differences and the overlaps 
require some sorting. While the process of drawing the dyads should be a 
brainstorming process in which numerosity is sought, as in Habit One, integrating 
the three dyads into the three rings involves some discernment and sorting. For 
instance, it is useful to start by charting the area of triple overlap first. This process 
requires looking at all the items that occur in any of the three overlaps between 
the three dyads and figuring out which belong in the area where all three circles 
overlap. This is the area of items that the law sees as positive about the client's 
case in considering the client's legal position that also serves as similarities 
between the lawyer and the client. 

Once the sorting of the triple overlap is done, the lawY,er drawing circles should 
examine the remaining areas of overlap between the dyads. Putting the dyads 
together may add some interesting new items into the areas of overlap. 
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Drawing the three rings requires the lawyer to sort quickly, but carefully, each 
of the items that occur in the three dyads onto one graphical representation and 
sort each item into one of seven spaces: the area of triple overlap; the remaining 
area of overlaps between lawyer and client; the remaining area of overlap between 
client and law; the remaining area of overlap between lawyer and law; and the 
remaining parts of the lawyer, client, and legal worlds that are shared by none of 
the other two. The completed three rings in the Rachel Parkinson case are 
exhibited below. The resulting graphical representation allows the lawyer to take 
all the facts, values and characteristics that he has identified in the three dyads 
process and put them in one diagram. Once the diagram is finished, the lawyer 
focuses attention specifically on the area of law/client overlap which is the main 
substance of the lawyer's work. That area itself is divided into two sections: items 
that the lawyer shares in common with the client in these perpetual characteristics 
which the law would be inclined to reward, and those which the lawyer does not 
share. In short, the area of overlap between law and client is divided by Habit One 
standards between similarities and differences between the client and the lawyer. 
The critical fact is that all of these similarities and differences between lawyer and 
client are relevant to the client's legal case. The remaining areas of similarities and 
differences between the lawyer-client are not clearly relevant to the client's legal 
case. 

This graphical representation of the relevant and irrelevant similarities and 
differences between the lawyer and client are critical to proper cross-cultural 
lawyering. Here, the lawyer is confronted with the ways in which the lawyer is not 
the context of the client's case. To the extent that we all have tendencies of seeing 
ourselves as context, the three rings offer a clear way to keep "lawyer-as-context" 
in check. The three rings do so by identifying a clear area of relevant similarities 
and differences between the lawyer and client and also identifying irrelevant 
similarities and differences between lawyer and client. The three rings also 
identify the ways in which differences between the lawyer and client may be 
shared by the law and may draw the lawyer away from a single-minded allegiance 
to the client's point of view. Throughout the case when the lawyer finds himself 
or herself estranged from the client, distant from the client, and unable to see the 
client's point of view clearly, the lawyer can reorient himself or herself by 
focusing on the areas of overlap between the client and law. 

Therefore, this graphical representation is a concrete and useful symbol of the 
larger struggle of every lawyer to remain faithful to the client's point of view 
rather than his or her own point of view bounded by the lawyer's unique 
experience, values, and background. An overview of the three rings allows the 
lawyer to look at what he or she brings to the representation and put it in its proper 
perspective. To the extent that commonalities that the lawyer shares with the law 
or the client or both can help the lawyer be an effective instrument of the client's 
legal advocacy, they are to be celebrated here. If, to an extent, they detract or pull 
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the lawyer away from an empathic view of the client, they must be kept in check. 

There is an additional observation to be made about similarities and differences 
now that the three rings have been drawn. As noted in Habit One above, lawyers 
tend to ask questions of their clients based on differences that they perceive 
between themselves and their clients and to make assumptions about similarities 
that they view between themselves and their clients. 1 Therefore, the lawyer's 
explicit questioning of the client may focus more than is necessary on differences 
between the lawyer and client. In looking at these three rings, the lawyer may be 
likely to ask many questions about drugs in the home, the multiple homes that 
Rachel has lived in, and her attitudes toward school particularly because they are 
different from his own background, and areas of uneasiness that he shares with the 
law. One can easily see how this focus would grate on a child client, and might 
lead to a sense of mistrust or even "ganging up" by the child. In addition, the 
lawyer may ask no questions about the absence of delinquent behavior, troubled 
behavior and allegations of harm in the home. These positive aspects may be 
assumed by the lawyer to be areas not worthy of inquiry, and in the process the 
lawyer may overlook the client's family strengths and good processes. 

Using this observation about the differential use of similarities and differences, 
the lawyer can reorient questioning to make sure that critical areas of importance 
for the legal claim, and not differences between the lawyer and the client, shape 
the interview. This involves making sure that the lawyer questions the client about 
similarities about which he or she might have made assumptions without this 
awareness, and that the lawyer limit questioning about differences between the 
lawyer and the client that have no legal relevance. In general, all inquiries by the 
lawyer into the case of the client in the nature of discovery and otherwise should 
focus on the area overlap between the law and client. When the lawyer finds 
himself veering toward areas outside that critical overlap, the lawyer should 
understand that proper cross-cultural lawyering is not occurring and should take 
steps to bring himself back to that critical area of client-law overlap. 

1 Sue Bryant, Isabel Gunning, and Steve Hartwell presented this observation at the AALS 
Conference on Clinical Education in Albuquerque, New Mexico in 1992. 
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3. If helpful, draw the rings in motion. 

Figure 4(f). Habit Two:The Completed Rings in Motion 

Example: 
Client: Rachel Parkinson 

Lawyer 

Lawyer: JKP 

Client 

My lawyer is very 
different from me. 

She looks more like 
the law than like me. 

-- __.. -- --~ ~ ------------... / ' ___ ,,. ............ 

/ ),,' No evidence of hann. ' 

/ 1/ ', No solid allegations 
/ of abuse, neglect '\ 

/ \ or danger. 
1 

Law 

My client's life 1s \ , 

r 
Uneasiness about \ 

very different than Rachel's status quo. Rachel is a troubled I 
\ 

mine, now and s h d 1 1 I ome s are va uis teen in a troubled home. , 
as a client. b t h 1 d • 

\ 
a ou sc oo , rugs, H d d / 
h
, . 1 ann an anger are 

\ 
ousmg. 1 / 

Sh d . fl' . around the comer. are view o 1m1ts 

''- on inte~ti~. / 

'-..... / ,......... _,,,,.,,,' ._,_ ...... - --- _,,,- -......... _____________ ....... 

In order to prevent the lawyer from losing the forest for the trees, the lawyer can 
complete one last step with the three rings called the Rings in Motion. Using a 
blank piece of paper, rather than using three drawn circles, the lawyer can draw 
the circles free hand, incorporating an impressionistic sense of the overlap 
between the circles. 2 

2 Note that a lawyer who's familiar with Habit Two may end up using the rings in motion from 
the start. 
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Figure 4(g). The Rings in Motion 

Client 

Single. 
16 yrs old. 

Five siblings. 
Not a· parent 

Poor right now. 
History of crack 

cocaine in home. 
· DCYF involvement ----- ...... ,,, . ' 

340 

Older sisters with children. , · ----•--••••-
Lawyer · / / Family history of asthma /)<- Not a teenage ... ... ..... ...._ Law 

Lived with extended/' , parent. , 
/ . family. . \ No evidence ·' · ·. 

/ Has older \ of harm. , 

brothers. / · ·\ 
-/ Loved school. \ 

( 
One home as child. , \ 
41 years old. I · · · · ' 
Mother of two. I ----- f 

\ 
Rachel is a troubled teen · 

No history of DCYF I Shared respect for motion / iri a troubled home. ,I 
\ 

involvement. l to dismiss petition . 
. \ Upper middle class. \ Concern for irregular / Harm and danger arc / 

\

school attendance. . right around the comer. . 
Married. Concern regarding/ 

\ · · crack cocaine 

' inhomc. / 

<,,· '>-..--/ // 
...._ ----- , .. ...... _, ,___ ·. -----

-----------

Above, in Figure 4(g), is an example of the Rachel example with the rings in 
motion rather than on a pre-drawn Venn diagram. The circles show impression
istically the way in which Rachel and her lawyer have relatively little in common 
in which their dyad is dominated by difference. The Rachel/law circle has a 
substantial area of overlap with substantial area of difference. And the lawyer/law 
circles show a large overlap. In this example the lawyer is encouraged not to fill 
in the circle with individual items but to summarize his or her findings from 
analysis of the rings. 

4. Read the rings, observing the critical areas that affect the success of the 
client's legal position, and moving oneself away from irrelevant matters that 
may be accidentally driving the representation. 

Crystallize the observations from reading the three dyads! Iden_tify the key 
obstacles that may move the lawyer away from the central areas of concern: the 
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client's world and his or her overlap with the world of the law. And tum that into 
an action plan that focuses on the client's areas of concern as a final step. 

[c] Logistical Questions About Habit Two 

Making Habit Two truly a habit can be facilitated by several specific logistical 
measures. Having pre-made sets of the dyad and the grid and blank sheets for 
drawing the rings in motion in each case file will help the lawyer accomplish 
Habit Two over time. Habit Two, while useful to do at once, can also be done in 
stages. Habit One will take care of one dyad and others can be filled in during 
breaks in court, while waiting for the client to appear, or in the odd moment 
between phone calls. At other moments, looking at the rings and seeing what 
insights they offer can be done in more reflective or integrated moments. The 
computer program in progress aims to shorten the time to do Habit Two to 20 
minutes for the computer friendly lawyers using the computer to convert the 
dyads to Habit Two rings with less rewriting than they require currently by hand. 

As the lawyer gets used to Habit Two, using the rings in motion can give an 
instant impressionistic sense of the challenges that a lawyer faces in a case. A 
lawyer could simply ask first "How similar am I to the client in this case?" and 
draw the rings accordingly; second, ask how good the client's claim is and draw 
the rings accordingly; and third, ask what agendas the lawyer brings in with the 
law about issues relating to the case and draw those impressionistically, and then 
impressionistically build the three rings from there. This process, which would 
require less than a minute, would give the "forest" impression of the case. While 
not providing specific data, the lawyer could get a sense of whether his or her 
primary issues with the client are those of distance on the one hand, or 
over-identification on the other hand, whether the client's claim is solid or slim 
and in need of beefing up, or whether the lawyer enters the client's case with 
agendas left over from previous cases. Even such impressionistic diagrams can 
provide much information and guidance to a lawyer. Consider, for instance, the 
rings in motion for Rachel Parkinson shown in Figure 4(g) above. This suggests 
a lawyer whose central issue with his client is a sense of deep distance and 
estrangement from experience. This is a lawyer who perceives that he and the 
client have very little in common. Nevertheless, the client appears to have an 
extremely strong legal case. A lawyer who finds himself experiencing difficulty in 
working on this case may find himself preoccupied with his inability to relate to 
the client's experience rather than the very solid legal strengths of the client's 
position. The lawyer could use even that brief insight from this sketchy diagram 
to move himself to focus on the areas of law/client overlap. 

In another example of similar overlap, the lawyer who quickly draws Figure 
4(e) above may find that he closely identifies with the client in as much as he 
perceives the client and himself as having many similarities, while, on the other 
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hand the client's legal case appears to be extremely weak. This is the kind of client 
whose case torments a lawyer, because the lawyer feels so connected to the client 
and so helpless about his or her legal options. It is important for the lawyer to 
focus on the area of law/client overlap and figure out ways to increase that area 
of overlap in order to increase the possibility of a successful legal case for the 
client. Considering the two strategies above in the client-law dyad about moving 
the client toward the law or moving the law toward the client are two places to 
start. 

[d] Special Considerations for Lawyers for Children Using Habit Tuo 

Two special considerations arise for the lawyer for children using Habit Two. 
First, the lawyer for children is often hampered by not knowing the substance of 
the client's legal position until later in the case. This may be because the client is 
unclear about his or her position, or because the lawyer is required to make a best 
interest determination for the client, or for some other reason. The lawyer can still 
usefully practice Habit Two in those situations by writing the three rings for one 
or two of the most likely legal outcomes for the case. For instance, if the choice 
is between returning home or placement in a foster home or placement with a 
family relative, the lawyer can chart Habit Two using particularly the law/client 
dyad, to see what the legal chances of various alternatives are. The lawyer can 
even chart the law/client dyad for each available alternative to see how 
dramatically different the analysis of those claims would be. Conceivably, the 
lawyer could use the law/client dyad to inform his or her own views of the 
different alternatives, if the lawyer's discretion is to be exercised. 

Using Habit Two in connection with the best interest analysis can be a very 
useful way of investigating possible options for the client and the strengths and 
weaknesses of different positions for the client. It may also help a child's lawyer 
investigate whether she is drawn to a particular alternative because of her own 
preferences based on her own life experience and values. Habit Two can be used 
as a way to keep the lawyer honest in assessing in moments of digression why a 
lawyer sees one particular option as more in the child's best interest than another. 

Similarly, a number of characteristics about the lawyer's past, which are 
differences between the lawyer and the client, would have identified him or her as 
a successful client had the lawyer been in the client's place. For instance, the 
lawyer's stable home, lack of history of DCYF involvement, lack of crack in the 
home, success in school and then school attendance made her a child not subject 
to State intervention. This suggests that these factors-the lawyer's childhood 
experiences-might be grouped in one section of the lawyer/law overlap as an 
area of personal experience that the lawyer has that the law approves of in stark 
contrast to the client's situation. Moving these characteristics is a red flag to the 
lawyer in this particular case that there is a great deal of distance between the 
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lawyer's personal experience and the client's personal experience. The lawyer 
certainly does not have the perspective that the client has of experiencing state 
disapproval about the composition of her home. This suggests that the lawyer 
lacks a base of natural empathy on these issues and must be careful to cultivate 
a sense of understanding of the client's perspective. 

[ e] Suggestions for Making Habits One and Tuo a Daily Practice-Ten 
Tips 

l. Make Habits One and Two a part of the preparation for every interview. 
Even jotting a list of similarities and differences on Post-Its© in the file 
that grow over time is a good start. 

2. Revisit Habits One and Two when a case becomes especially troubling or 
challenging. Also, signs that the lawyer is experiencing resistance about 
a case may be a good indication that Habit One/Habit Two counter
transference exists. Habits One and Two may be the best way to figure it 
out. 

3. No time frame is too short. As in stellar cartography, described in Chapter 
8, Habits One and Two can be started even when they cannot be finished. 
Meanwhile, Habits One and Two can also grow over time as the lawyer's 
information about a client grows over time. 

4. Adapt Habits One and Two to your learning style. If the list works for 
you, fine. If the circles work for you, fine. If none of them work for you, 
is there a way to examine questions of similarity and difference without 
using methods that are foreign to you? For instance, free writing in a 
journal, a conversation with a partner on the case, or any other method 
that confronts the lawyer in black and white with thoughts about 
similarity and difference would achieve most of the goals of Habits One 
and Two. 

5. Seek numerosity in all phases of Habits One and Two. Approach Habits 
One and Two in a spirit of brainstorming, trying to get new ideas and 
trying to put everything on the table no matter how irrelevant it may 
seem. Habits One and Two are worth it even if just one or two insights 
come from the experience. 

6. Approach Habit One always in a spirit of fact finding not judgment. 
Congratulate yourself if you identify the ways in which past training to 
discount people from a particular race or religion is relevant to a 
particular case. That awareness may be all you need to prevent those 
biases from infecting your representation this time. 

7. Your every thought can help the client. Any similarities or differences that 
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come to mind may tum out to be ones that are critical later on. Even if 
you prevent these biases or assumptions from affecting your representa
tion, it may be crucial for you to identify them so as to be on guard for 
others in the case from acting on those assumptions as well. Do not feel 
guilty or ashamed about having spontaneous negative thoughts about 
your client. Your awareness of them will prevent those negative thoughts 
from becoming too important and may protect the client from others who 
act on those thoughts in the case. 

8. Continue the Habits One and Two processes at any point in which you 
believe that you need extra insight into the case. Habits One and Two 
started at the beginning of the case can be very useful, but it is never too 
late to engage in the analysis. 

9. If it helps, try Habits One and Two from the client's point of view. While 
having no illusions that we understand exactly how the client sees things, 
it may be a very useful exercise to put ourselves in our client's shoes and 
see how we see things from that vantage point. 

10. If time is short, try just the circles in motion. If you're trying to ~et a 
rough read on your sense of identification or estrangement from your 
client, even just doing the first step of Phase Two-drawing the circles 
from instinct with the overlap showing your sense of connection to your 
client-can literally take five seconds, but may yield very interesting 
insights. 

[fl Special Considerations of Habit Tuo for High-Volume Practices.3 

Many lawyers with an extremely high volume of client representations may 
find Habit Two daunting for a number of reasons. Taking thirty minutes on a case 
in a given day might seem impossible. The lawyer who does Habit Two might find 
herself tremendously troubled by how few facts the lawyer can place in the client 
circle because of inabilities to spend adequate time meeting with the client, or fact 
finding about them. Even these are extremely important observations. The lawyer 
who takes a minute to confront himself with absence of particularized knowledge 
about a particular client has at least reminded himself not to treat his clients in a 
categorized or generalized way. High-volume lawyers under stress are highly apt 
to use a stereotype in their representation in the name of efficiency and just getting 
the job done. 

Even in high-volume practices, however, certain cases grab the attention of and 
trouble the lawyer tremendously. In our experience, charting Habit Two at times 

3 Other timesaving ideas are mentioned in § 6-4(c) above. 
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of high concern, anxiety or stress about a case can be an extremely useful 
anxiety-reducing tool. In the hustle and bustle of an extremely hectic practice, the 
lawyer may have no useful instruments for sorting through the complex web of 
counter-transference, dread, fear, trauma, vicarious trauma, and other dynamics 
that cloud a fact-based individualized lawyering for each client. Habit Two, while 
time-consuming in some ways, can save the lawyer tremendous amounts of time 
in other ways. If a lawyer can sort through the counter-transference and emotion 
that is clouding his or her approach to a case and create a graphical representation 
that keeps him or her focused on the law/client overlap, he or she may have 
created the best time-saving device of all. 

[g] Areas for Further Study 

Habit Two offers a tremendously fertile field for further study. Predominately, 
the law circle's precise definition and its ability to be adapted to different 
circumstances are an extremely fertile area of inquiry. For instance, in child 
protective proceedings, would it be useful to have additional circles representing 
the system as distinct from the lawyer? Would a consulting social worker on a 
case draw a social work circle instead of or in addition to the lawyer circle?4 

Useful rubrics for analyzing the three rings can be developed. The reading the 
ring questions that appear in the worksheets are just the beginning of questions 
that might be usefully investigated as the lawyer has enough time and energy to 
do so. 

Adaptation of Habit Two to computer use could dramatically drop the time it 
takes to draw Habit Two, and perhaps create a literal ring in motion effect. 

The law/client overlap can also be used as a basis for determining issues for 
client counseling. Drawing the client-law circles with the client and examining 
areas of overlap to show the good parts of the claim, and examining the areas of 
difference to show points of separation between the client and the law could help 
the lawyer begin to discuss legal strategies. The lawyer could discuss the 
strategies of client changes that could allow the overlap to grow and could also 
discuss the ways in which the lawyer can seek to expand or change the views of 
the law in order to make that overlap grow. As an ongoing graphic, if useful to the 
client, the lawyer can use the law/client Venn diagram to help the client see 
changes in the legal case over time. 

[h] Conclusion 

Habit Two attempts to unite the forest and the trees in one graphical 

4 These were some very useful suggestions from a training done on materials preliminary to these 
at the Legal Aid Society Juvenile Rights Division in January 2000. 
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representation that can help the lawyer identify the major dynamics moving in a 
case and separate those that are legally relevant to the claim from other strongly 
emotional ones that may wrongly drive the dynamics of the case. As such, it is an 
extremely useful tool for giving the lawyer an overall orientation to the case and 
for problem solving in the middle of difficult moments of a client's case. 

§ 6-5 Habit Three-Parallel Universes 

Joe, a second generation German-American clinical professor at a city 
law school is assigned to represent Margarette, a 15-year-old girl from a 
Haitian immigrant family, who repeatedly runs away from home. The 
petition that describes Margarette notes that she has run away from home 
and is beyond her parent's control, and that she has been truant for over 
half the school year. 

Joe sighs heavily. His practice is full of Haitian cases, and he knows what 
this means: clients who never appear on time, who constantly show up 
late, who don't come to court. He makes an appointment with Margarette 
to come to his office. Sure enough, she does not appear at the scheduled 
time. Angry and resigned, he calls her foster mother again and sets up a 
second appointment. She does not arrive again. The third time, he waits 
about 10 minutes for her to come and leaves the office to run an errand. 
When he returns, he learns to his surprise that Margarette has come and 
gone. He sends Margarette a reminder to meet him in court for the first 
court appearance in the case several days later. She arrives on time, and 
he asks her to explain why she didn't appear for the meetings as planned. 
She tells him she has been regularly spending time with her ailing 
grandmother whose illness has taken a turn for the worst lately. She 
explains that the way she was raised, the health of her elders was more 
important than anything, including school, including court, including 
anything. "Is there something wrong with that?" she asks Joe. 

Figure 5. Habit Three: Parallel Universes 

Brainstorm five different explanations for the client's behavior. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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[a] Habit Three: The Habit of Not Jumping to Conclusions About 
Behavior 

Habit Three asks the lawyer to identify alternatives to assumptions he or she 
may make about the client's behavior. The Habit itself is simple. When faced with 
a client's behavior, a lawyer should force himself or herself to brainstorm multiple 
explanations for the client's behavior rather than settling on a specific interpre
tation. To use science fiction terminology, the lawyer should brainstorm the 
various parallel universes in which the lawyer and client may be interacting, not 
only to search for open mindedness about the meaning of the client's behavior, but 
also to avoid rushing to judgment or conclusion about a particular event. Parallel 
universes also confront a lawyer with the vastness of his or her ignorance about 
the client's life and circumstances. 

Parallel-universe thinking can be done anywhere, anytime, in a matter of 
seconds. In a simple example, consider a client who does not show up for an 
appointment with the lawyer. The lawyer who immediately jumps to the 
conclusion that the client doesn't care about his or her case should stop and 
consider the parallel-universe explanation. "Maybe her worker forgot to pick her 
up, perhaps they got the time of the meeting wrong, perhaps they're delayed and 
still on their way." The no-show client is a classic example of a situation in which 
a lawyer has very little information except for the client's actual absence. Here, 
Margarette's lawyer jumped to conclusions about his client's failure to come to 
meetings, assuming, even predicting, that she would be like "all his other Haitian 
clients." He proceeded with a false certainty about the meaning of her absence as 
a result. Assuming the client is indifferent to the case, when many other 
explanations could be equally true, pushes the lawyer forward on a false 
assumption about the client's view about his legal matters. It also prevents him 
from achieving a central goal of cross-cultural lawyering, "isomorphic attribu
tion," understanding her behavior on her own terms. 

Raymonde Carroll beautifully encapsulates the essential importance of parallel-
universe thinking. 

Very plainly, I see cultural analysis as a means of perceiving as "normal" 
things which initially seem "bizarre" or "strange" among people of a 
culture different from one's own. To manage this, I must imagine a 
universe in which the "shocking" act can take place and seem "normal," 
can take on meaning without even being noticed. In other words, I must 
try to enter, for an instant, the cultural imagination of the other. 1 

As Carroll demonstrates, parallel-universe thinking connects directly to the 
critical dynamics of nonjudgmentalism, in its refusal to prejudge confusing 

1 Raymonde Carroll, Cultural Misunderstandings: The French-American Experience 2 (1987). 
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behavior, and isomorphic attribution, in its search for the client's understanding of 
her own behavior. The ease of a parallel universe provides the third dynamic, in 
that it is easy to learn and integrate into daily life, and thus makes it the ideal 
habit: essential in its lessons and simple to perform. 

[b] Learning Habit Three 

Parallel-universe thinking is a reactive habit triggered when the lawyer finds 
himself or herself beginning to make either a negative or positive judgment about 
the client's behavior. Habit Three asks the lawyer to describe the behavior, but 
hold back on interpretations based on an incomplete set of facts. Even a single 
parallel-universe explanation for behavior can jar a lawyer out of a mistaken 
certainty about the client's motive or intentions. Considering multiple parallel 
universes by brainstorming many alternatives should further the lawyer's open
mindedness while increasing the chances that the lawyer may stumble upon the 
proper parallel universe (isomorphic attribution) in the process. 

As with Habits One and Two, numerosity and specificity help the lawyer 
understand how many possible options could explain behaviors that we initially 
feel certain we understand. Parallel-universe thinking is especially important 
when we are feeling judgmental about clients. When we are attributing negative 
meanings to a client's behavior, we should explore other reasons for the behavior. 
This reminds us that we must explore with the client the actual reason for the 
behavior rather than operating on our false assumptions. 

Another important trigger for parallel-universe thinking is certainty. When a 
lawyer finds himself or herself thinking "I am sure that my client did that 
because ... ," the lawyer should challenge that assumption with a parallel 
universe. Note also that it is not necessary or even expected that the parallel 
universes generated include the actual explanation for the behavior. Sometimes, 
parallel universes are less important for finding the actual interpretation (the 
isomorphic attribution) of the client's behavior, which can best be resolved with 
the client face-to-face or in some kind of dialogue. Most important, parallel
universe thinking operationalizes the non-judgmentality that all the habits require. 
While it can be somewhat confusing in that it offers a multiplicity of explanations 
for a single event, it is also efficient; it prevents the lawyer from charging forward 
based on an assumption that is not necessarily true. 

Parallel-universe thinking opens the lawyer back up to the client, to the vastness 
of the lack of knowledge about the client's world, and to a perspective of humility 
about the lawyer's relative importance in the client's life. Its critical quality of 
non-judgment is a welcome antidote to the default tendencies of our profession. 
Our clients may have experienced many events in which they felt wrongly and 
hastily judged; parallel-universe thinking can prevent us from joining the ranks of 
those who have betrayed them in this way. By preventing us from acting 
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mistakenly on false judgment, and from lawyering based on a misguided 
uncertainty about a reality which we do not yet apprehend, parallel-universe 
thinking is a tremendous ally in our ongoing struggle to understand the client on 
his or her own terms and not ours. 

Habit Three is extremely easy to put into daily practice. When finding oneself 
making a judgment about a client's behavior, take a minute, and think "parallel 
universe" and most of the work is done. Even just the effort of starting to figure 
out what parallel universes exist will soften a lawyer's dedication to his or her 
baseless interpretation of a client's behavior. 

It is often useful to think of the ways in which parallel-universe thinking could 
benefit you throughout your workday as well. Suppose you snapped at a worker 
or colleague in a way that is uncharacteristic. Imagine the kind of open-minded 
nonjudgmental sympathy that you would like to experience in that moment of 
embarrassment or loss of control. Thinking of the ways in which parallel-universe 
thinking could help you in that situation, as people strive to give you the benefit 
of the doubt in a moment of uncharacteristic behavior, can strengthen the lawyer's 
resolve to do the same for the client and other people in the client's case. 

[1] Habit Three: Special Considerations for Lawyers for Children 

Habit Three has many possible specialized applications when representing a 
child. Child behavior, for instance, should always be interpreted with an eye 
toward special issues of child development. An impulsive thoughtless act by a 
five-year-old must be given a different range of interpretations than a similar act 
by an adult. Lawyers should use their understanding of child development and 
child trauma as discussed in Chapter 9 to explain multiple parallel-universe 
explanations for child behavior that are not necessarily applicable to adult clients. 

Habit Three should also be used to explore the various cultures in which the 
child lives. The teenager showing certain behaviors with his friends may literally 
be interacting in a different culture than the one that the adult lawyer is using to 
interpret his behavior. The child who has just moved to a new foster home is 
showing behavior that must be interpreted carefully and with reference to many 
contextual factors. The traumatized client, as explored in Chapter 9, is moving in 
a context that is only beginning to be understood. In short, Habit Three 
parallel-universe thinking should be especially available to the lawyer in child 
cases because of the wide range of potential explanations for child behavior. 

[2] Habit Three: Special Considerations for Lawyers in High-Volume 
Practices 

Because of its efficiency, lack of need for pencil and paper, and instantaneous 
application, Habit Three has a place in every law practice no matter how busy. 
One particular impediment likely to show its face more starkly in high-volume 
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practices is Habit Three's apparent lack of efficiency. A lawyer needing to 
"understand" the client's behavior immediately may resist Habit Three in favor of 
desirable certainty that provides a certain efficiency in the middle of a fast-moving 
practice life. Such efficiency, however, is too often ephemeral and misleading. If 
the lawyer indeed lacks the information to understand exactly what a client is 
doing, the false efficiency of a false certainty is of no use. Habit Three also 
appears to be counter to our views of proper moral reasoning. 

High-volume lawyers, who resist Habit Three because of its potential to 
confuse and paralyze rather than motivate to singular action, rightly note that 
Habit Three is appropriate in some circumstances and not others. When the lawyer 
and client have agreed on a plan of action, Habit Three analysis should not be used 
as an excuse for inaction. However, a healthy incorporation of Habit Three into 
the life of even the busiest lawyer could itself be the singular act that, day to day, 
increases the cross-cultural awareness that enables the lawyer to practice based on 
fact and not on assumption. 

[3] Areas of Further Study of Habit Three 

When is it most useful to use Habit Three? Identifying particular triggers for 
each lawyer is an extremely useful way of figuring out how to work parallel
universe thinking into your daily life. 

How should parallel-universe thinking be used with behaviors of all other 
people in one's cases? Keeping an open-minded perspective on even those people 
in one's cases who may be adverse to one's legal position leaves open lines of 
communication, possibilities of settlement, and the possibility of developing right 
relationships with people close to your clients in the way suggested in Chapter 3. 
While parallel-universe thinking should start with the client, it should not end 
there. Once mastered with the client, it should move throughout the case to all 
other behaviors of uncertain meaning. 

Finally, how does parallel-universe thinking relate to giving one's client "the 
benefit of the doubt?" Should positive judgment also trigger parallel-universe 
analysis? 

[ c] Conclusion 

Habit Three is the paradigmatic habit. It exemplifies nonjudgmentalism, it 
reminds us of the importance of openness and helps us keep a healthy respect for 
alternative explanations that might be quite clear to the client even when 
implausible to us. It combines this openness with the search for isomorphic 
attribution, in an easy to learn and use form. Parallel-universe thinking is 
extremely time efficient and an essential part of every cross-cultural lawyer's 
practice. 
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§ 6-6 Habit Four-Red Flags and Correctives 

Jeff, an experienced attorney of twenty years, is a fourth-generation 
Austrian-American. He is also Jewish. Whenever he meets his neglect 
clients, he introduces the legal terminology in the same way. He has found 
an explanation that works to explain unusual terminology like "plea," 
''finding," "neglect," and the like. One day he finds himself explaining 
these concepts in the usual way to his new client Charles, a bright, verbal, 
eight-year-old African-American boy who lives in the housing project in 
the center of the city. Although Charles has been described to Jeff by the 
caseworkers as articulate and voluble, Charles is extremely subdued and 
quiet throughout the explanation. When Jeff tries to get Charles to 
respond to his questions, Charles repeatedly states "I didn't do nothing 
wrong. " Thinking of the many children who believe they are brought into 
court or believe they are responsible for the problems in their family, Jeff 
launches into a standard explanation that neglects are civil proceeding 
against his parents not against him. Charles remains quiet and with
drawn. Jeff shrugs and tries to determine if Charles is happy living where 
he is currently. Charles tells Jeff that he is fine where he is living and asks 
if he can leave. Jeff shrugs and says yes, and reminds Charles and his 
caseworker of the next court date. Charles at the next court date asks if 
he needs to be present in court and is told by Jeff that he has the choice 
of whether to appear. Charles asks to be in the courtroom. He listens 
alertly to all that happens in the courtroom. As they leave, Charles says 
to Jeff "How come there were no police in there?" Jeff asks Charles why 
he thinks police would be in there. Charles explains to Jeff that everyone 
he's known who's ever had a lawyer was put in jail. "You only get a 
lawyer if you've done something wrong, " says Charles. 

[a] Habit Four: The Habit of Not Making Habits When Communicating 
With Clients 

Habit Four identifies the signs of filtering communication while opening the 
door to a larger understanding of cros -cultural communication between a lawyer 
and any given client. 

Habit Four focuses on important skills that are needed to communicate 
information accurately to clients as well as to interpret the information the clients 
communicate to us accurately as well. Habit Four cautions the lawyer, in the 
words of my collaborator Sue Bryant, to make it a habit not to make habits in 
communicating with clients. Indeed, it is our very rituals and "standard operating 
procedures" that lay the traps for faulty communication with an individual client. 
Particularly for the lawyer working with high-volume and high-stress, rote 
patterns of communication and structuring of client interviews can become 
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common and dangerous. Habit Four is designed to alert the lawyer to signs of 
faltering communication and to begin to suggest correctives toward optimal 
cross-cultural communication. 

Of the five habits, Habit Four is the most under construction. Because Habit 
Four addresses the critical question of lawyer-client communication, it may 
evolve into a whole class of habits of its own. In its present form it focuses on 
faltering communication and ways out of moments of faltering communication, 
which in turn, we hope, will equip the lawyer to improve individualized 
communication with clients in daily life. Successful cross-cultural communication 
requires a lawyer to remain alert, aware, and mindful throughout the communi
cation process, avoiding as much as possible being on automatic pilot when 
speaking with or responding to the client. Specialized attorneys in particular tend 
to have scripts for particular counseling moments: for instance, the lawyer may 
always describe the role of the local child care agency or the local judge in a 
particular way using the same words no matter which client they are speaking 
with. Lawyers often have standard ways of beginning interviews, explaining 
confidentiality, explaining key legal concepts or legal actors, and standard office 
practices. A mindful lawyer uses these scripts with great care, especially in 
cross-cultural encounters, developing a wide variety of communication strategies 
adapted thoughtfully to each individual client. This lawyer also seeks continual 
indications that the client understands what is being discussed. Habit Four focuses 
the lawyer on looking for "red flags" that inform him or her when accurate 
authentic communication is not occurring. 

Habit Four takes place in two contexts: in the moment-to-moment process of 
communicating with a client, or in analyzing those encounters afterwards for signs 
of successful and unsuccessful communication. In the moment, the lawyer 
continually asks himself or herself the question "Do I know if my client and I are 
understanding each other?" This sort of mindfulness1 may cause the lawyer to 
notice so-called "red flags," indications that communication is breaking down 
between the lawyer and the client. 

A lawyer can begin by brainstorming about red flags that he or she has already 
noticed in past communications with clients. For every lawyer this repertoire of 
red flags will be different. The following examples may be a useful starting place, 
and may jog a lawyer into identifying other examples: 

• the client appears bored, disengaged, or even actively uncomfortable, 

• the client has not spoken for many minutes, 

1 Brookfield and Preskill in "The Dispositions of a Democratic Classroom" within Discussion as 
a Way of Teaching define mindfulness as "Paying attention. Paying close attention to another's 
words is no small feat. It calls on 'all our resources of intelligence, feeling, and moral sensitivity.'" 
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• the lawyer has not taken any notes for many minutes, 

• the client is using the lawyer's terminology instead of the lawyer using the 
client's words, 

• the lawyer is judging the client negatively, 

• the client appears angry, 

• the lawyer is angry, 

• the lawyer is distracted, bored, 

• the lawyer finds himself or herself thinking about matters irrelevant to the 
case while the client is speaking, 

• the lawyer finds himself or herself thinking about matters irrelevant to the 
case when the lawyer is speaking! Or 

• the lawyer finds himself or herself using a script or speaking "by rote." 

These are only a few examples of dozens of red flags that could be identified 
for any given client or any given lawyer-client relationship. The final example of 
the lawyer "on rote" bears special emphasis. As noted above, almost all lawyers 
develop "patter" or standardized explanations of important concepts that occur in 
their daily practice. It does not, however, make sense to use the same words, 
phrasing, or tone of voice in describing the same concept, if each client must 
understand each concept for himself or herself anew in each interview. Yet these 
moments of standardized rituals may be the moments when the lawyer is the least 
mindful about the effect of his or her communication. The lawyer may even be 
rushing through these standardized introductory materials to get to the heart of the 
interview. 

Habit Four urges lawyers to find ways to prevent themselves from launching 
into these standard explanations and to shake themselves out of complacency and 
refocus themselves on being in the present with the client. Being "on rote" risks 
tuning out from this client's actual understanding of this concept. The lawyer may 
be on rote because the lawyer understands the concept inside out, but in each 
individual interaction, the goal of counseling is for the client to understand the 
concept inside and out. Doing that requires individualized attention, no matter 
how many times the lawyer has explained the concept before. 

Perhaps the most difficult work of Habit Four is the beginning: being shaken out 
of complacency. The very goal of Habit Four is to interrupt lawyers on autopilot 
and bring them back to the moment of interaction with the client. This is why 
developing specific identifiable discrete red flags is important for every lawyer. 
For instance, once a lawyer discovers that he is apt to yawn during moments of 
disconnection from the client, every subsequent yawn can become a red flag that 
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alerts him to the faltering communication and brings him back to this client at this 
time. Like the faulty engine or door-open lights in a car, red flags can alert lawyers 
to a developing problematic situation before it leads to any harm to the client or 
to the relationship. 

After identifying the red flag, the second step is to return to the moment and 
return the conversation to the proper track. As a general principle, this corrective 
step generally requires doing anything possible to return to the second principle 
outlined in the overview above: remaining present with this client, ever respecting 
his or her voice, dignity, and story. Thus, the lawyer should consider tailoring 
explanations of general principles of law using language and references that are 
specifically designed to dovetail with the client's state of priority and concerns. In 
this way, the lawyer in counseling and speaking mode can individualize 
explanations in a way that conveys to the client the lawyer's continuing dedication 
to the client's interests and issues. 

The lawyer in listening mode can also use a focus on remaining present with the 
client and the client's story to correct a red flag before it harms communication. 
In general, the lawyer should engage in "attentive listening" to the client's story 
and voice. When a red flag demonstrates that the lawyer's concentration is 
faltering, the lawyer can redirect the conversation to the client's words, under
standings, priorities and narrative. In general, seeking to get the client to a 
narrative and expressive mode is often the most helpful. When the client is telling 
his or her story actively, the lawyer can actively learn about the client and his or 
her culture and the way the client approaches problem solving and decision 
making at hand. 2 

Some specific correctives along the lines outlined here are: 

• to tum the conversation back to the client's state of priority; 

• seek greater details about the client's priorities and concerns; 

• give the client a chance to explain in greater depth her concerns about the 
legal case; 

• ask for examples of critical encounters in the client's life that illustrate the 
problem area; 

• explore one example or incident in depth; 

• ask the client to describe in some detail what a solution would look like; 

2 Note that even narrative mode may be more difficult for people in some cultures than for others. 
For lawyers who work repetitively with people from the same culture, it might be useful to seek 
cultural-specific information about the role of narrative in the culture as well as the conversational 
styles with professional helpers in fashioning Habit Four correctives. 
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and 

• use the client's words. 

Again, these are only a few example of many ways in which client-focused 
correctives can be sought in lawyer-client communications. Note that these 
correctives are themselves also the starting places for lawyer-client communica
tion. Even when a lawyer does not see a red flag occurring, the goal of remaining 
present with the client and seeking his or her dignity, voice, and story remain 
overarching goals for every lawyer-client interaction. Whether in providing 
counseling, or eliciting information, the lawyer using this goal as a rubric will find 
himself or herself increasingly mindful of ways to individualize each experience 
with a client. 

Over time Habit Four can develop a third phase. Encounter by encounter, the 
lawyer can get a sense of his or her repertoire of red flags in any given 
lawyer-client relationship and understand the correctives that "work well" with 
this client. Client by client, the lawyer can gain self-understanding about the red 
flags that are emblematic of his or her communication and correctives that 
specifically target those red flags. In the moment, red flags can remind a lawyer 
to be aware of this client and focused in this moment; upon reflection, red flags 
can help a lawyer avoid communication problems before they develop with future 
clients. This third piece of Habit Four can be expanded further if lawyers who 
work together or reflect on their practice together pool red flags that they have 
encountered in their own experience. Lawyers who have missed problem 
moments that others have identified can use their colleague's insight to increase 
their own mindfulness. In beginning the process of starting to identify red flags in 
one's practice, it may be easiest to start by observing behavior in one's client. It 
may be easier to observe a client appearing bored than to recognize one's own 
complacency or distraction. 

[b] Learning Habit Four 

Figure 6. Habit Four: Red Flags and Correctives 

1. Compare in detail the facts about the two moments; remember numerosity 

Tough 
Client silent 

2. Identify Red Flag 

Smooth 
Client actively conversing 

In the future, how could you identify in the moment, when lawyer-client 
communication falters? 
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Concrete signs: 

3. Fashion a Corrective 

Once I identify it, how can I fortify the communication again? 

Concrete Ideas 

What makes this client different from the rest? 

[c] Using Habit Four in Daily Practice 

Habit Four requires the lawyer to redouble the commitment to nonjudgmen
talism, especially about his or her own performance. A lawyer who identifies a red 
flag and then spends energy in the moment chastising himself or herself for being 
bored or distracted or for lapsing in mindfulness, robs valuable energy and 
concentration from the client encounter at hand. The best thing a lawyer can do 
in that moment is to refrain from the wasted energy of such a reprimand, and 
return to the lawyer-client interaction. If the lawyer must spend energy in dialog 
with himself or herself about lapses in communication, perhaps the lawyer can 
congratulate himself or herself for identifying a red flag rather than wallowing in 
guilt or shame. Whatever the strategy, the lawyer is encouraged to spend as little 
time in the moment on anything except a redoubled commitment to return to the 
client's needs and viewpoints as soon as possible. 

Even when the immediate correctives do not come to mind, identifying a red 
flag is in itself an active service to the client. As with parallel universes, the very 
awareness and refocus on the goal of true communication with the client may be 
the only corrective that is necessary. The act of refocusing alone may be all that 
is needed to ensure quality interaction. 

Early in a career, Habit Four requires the same kind of ultra pinpointed 
awareness of interactions that new lawyers often have naturally. The new 
responsibility of having a client, one's constant concern about whether one is 
prepared enough to take on that responsibility, and the fear of making a large 
mistake of some kind all tend to increase the adrenalin flowing during lawyer
client interactions. Early in a practice is an excellent time to begin Habit Four to 
identify the relatively fewer moments when lawyer-client communication is 
faltering because of lawyer complacency. The lawyer also is often hyper-aware of 
how successful the communication seems to be and therefore Habit Four 
awareness of client reactions may also be heightened at that time. 

As lawyers become more experienced and senior, the problem of being shaken 
out of complacency grows substantially. By this point, however, lawyers who 
have faithfully been using Habit Four may have developed their own repertoire of 
red flags that they can keep track of during an interview. It might also be useful 
during a break in a meeting to consider how the interview has been going and 
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what the high and low points of communication seem to be. 

Because Habit Four occurs in the moment, it is an extremely efficient habit. The 
gathering of Habit Four information over time need only require finding a useful 
place to keep track of red flags that are identified so that they can be reviewed and 
avoided in further interactions. Again, it is critical to stress that these reviews 
should be done with a fact-finding inquiring mind, rather than a self-judgmental, 
condemnatory spirit. Again, a lawyer who takes the time to prevent these red flags 
from occurring should congratulate himself or herself for this effort rather than 
chastising himself or herself for having developed a repertoire in the first place. 
It is clear that every lawyer has a repertoire; those that have the courage to 
confront themselves with it should be given some extra credit! 

[1] Special Considerations for Lawyers Representing Children 

Lawyers for children learn early the futility of trying to communicate to each 
client in the same way. In particular, standardized explanations, quick jargon
laden explanations of repetitive events in court proceedings will often fly right 
above the heads of child clients. A lawyer on rote with a child client is 
immediately headed for disaster. Communication strategies are recommended in 
Chapter 4, above, and Appendix C.3 focuses on starting every communication 
from the client's context and working outwards. 

Lawyers for children should expect that red flags developed in a particular case 
are even more specialized and specific. This is especially true both because our 
clients' attention spans are shorter, and because the context in which we see our 
child clients is often broader and more varied. 

[2] Special Considerations for Lawyers in High-Volume Practices 

Again, the efficiency of this habit is its beauty. Taking place as it does in the 
moment, it requires no additional time. To the extent that it reroutes an encounter 
that is going awry, it is a time-saver. If a lawyer is concerned about saving time, 
a lawyer should be focused on making sure true communication happens for as 
much as any given encounter as possible. If a lawyer barely has time to 
communicate with a client once, he or she certainly does not have time to correct 
failed communication again. Mindfulness and alertness in the moment are the 
most efficient strategies even for the most pressed lawyer. 

While Habit Four encourages lawyers not to develop entrenched habits of 
communication, one default rule might be useful for high-volume lawyers. In 
order to maximize the lawyer's ability to hear this client's unique voice and story, 
the lawyer might benefit from adopting a "fifty-percent listening rule." This rule 
suggests that for any length of time a lawyer has to spend with a client, whether 
it is one minute, fifteen minutes or an hour, the lawyer uses a default that the client 
should be speaking for at least half of that time. If the lawyer finds himself or 
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herself speaking throughout entire lawyer-client encounters, this should be an 
automatic red flag that the lawyer is not getting a chance to hear the client's voice 
and story. Especially in high-volume practices, where the lawyer cannot meet with 
a client often, a client encounter spent completely in the lawyer's voice is one in 
which the lawyer is having no opportunity to gather individualized information. 
The fifty-percent listening rule can help guard against that eventuality. 

[3] Areas for Further Study 

As noted above, of all the habits, Habit Four is most in need of expansion and 
further clarification. Focusing on faltering communication is an excellent start, but 
certainly not the end of thinking about cross-cultural communication between 
lawyer and client. For instance, identifying the equivalent concept of good 
communication-what is the answer if a red flag symbolizes a moment of faltered 
communication, what are equivalent images and strategies for maximizing good 
communication? We know the contours of the answer in Principle Two's 
exaltation to remain present with the client respecting his or her dignity, voice, and 
story. But how can we develop further habits of cross-cultural lawyering that 
make concrete and in the moment the positive moments of communication? 
Expanding Habit Four to focus on all moments of lawyer-client communication 
with the same level of concreteness and step-by-step approach is clearly the next 
step in expanding habits for good cross-cultural communication, a cornerstone of 
cross-culturally competent lawyering. 

§ 6-7 Habit Five-The Camel's Back 

It was one of those days. Sarah, a local lawyer for children, had a sick 
child at home and a completely disrupted day even before she got to the 
office. On her voice mail were two emergencies, including a huge setback 
in a long and difficult case. She ran to court without breakfast only to find 
a seething judge and a hostile opposing counsel. The car broke down on 
the way back to the office. When she finally got there, she received a call 
from an angry teenager. After tremendous efforts, she arranged a critical 
forensic appointment with an extremely reputable, competent, and ex
traordinarily busy local psychiatrist who rearranged his schedule to make 
an hour and a half appointment available for her. Then her client called 
to tell her that the doctor had refused to see her because she had appeared 
fifty minutes late for the appointment. "What was the big deal? He had 
put aside an hour and a half So I was a little late. " Sarah exploded. 
"How do you expect me to keep you at home when you just can't keep up 
your end of the bargain? Do you know how much work it took me to 
arrange that appointment?" Sarah's client began to cry angry tears and 
hung up. 
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Sarah sat at her desk with her head in her hands. Anger competed with 
remorse. "How could she do this to me?" she thought angrily. Then, 
"How could I yell at her, a child? I didn't even find out the facts of what 
happened. I just exploded. " As remorse flooded over Sarah, she made 
another realization. This was the second time she exploded at a client in 
the past two weeks. "Is it a coincidence that both of them are African
American?" she asked herself. Suddenly, she was paralyzed by shame. 
Feeling like an utter failure, she had little energy for the urgent work for 
this client and other clients that awaited her on her desk. 

[a] Habit Five: The Sadder-but-Wiser Habit 

Like the proverbial straw that breaks the camel's back, Habit Five recognizes 
that there are innumerable factors, which, when gathered together in a critical 
mass, can lead to a cross-cultural disaster. Despite our best efforts, lawyers find 
themselves violating their most precious principles of respect and courtesy to 
clients when enough bad things have happened. Habit Five offers the lawyer 
described above a strategy other than brooding and self-berating. Habit Five offers 
a way to analyze the events that break the lawyer's back in the inevitable 
regrettable moments in his or her practice. It allows the lawyer to analyze those 
without excessive shame and paralyzing guilt, and to tum that analysis into a 
proactive effort on behalf of future clients and future client interactions. A lawyer 
who proactively uses Habit Five can mend from the inevitable breakdowns, and 
prevent himself or herself in the future from reaching the breaking point. 

Habit Five asks us to identify how certain lawyer-client interactions derail and 
to plan corrective strategies to prevent future derailments. Habit Five derives from 
a theory of a car accident prevention called Final Factor Analysis. We have all 
heard of drunk drivers who miraculously make it home without killing themselves 
or anyone else while we also know that even the most careful drivers fall prey to 
car accidents not of their own making. Analysts reconstructing car accidents have 
found that final factor analysis explains that a confluence of variables cause 
accidents when enough factors come together to form a critical mass. Thus, being 
drunk may not be enough in itself to cause an accident, but if one is driving drunk, 
the radio is blaring, the children are fighting in the back seat, one is preoccupied 
with work, sleep deprived, and driving into the sun, these factors might be enough 
to cause an accident. Naturally, there are factors that are more likely to get one 
into an accident than others, but thankfully there are others that one can control. 
In the accident-prone scenario described above, obviously the driver can decline 
to drive while drunk, or find another driver. The driver can also control other 
factors, turning off the radio, quieting the children, clearing his mind and 
refocusing on the driving, delaying driving until he has gotten better sleep, 
wearing sunglasses, or driving a different route. 
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In the example of the lawyer described at the beginning of this section, many 
of the horrible events of that day were clearly outside her control. But some were 
not. The lawyer's failing to eat and car trouble clearly contributed to the lawyer 
losing control with her client at the final moment. Had the lawyer controlled even 
one of those factors, simply by fortifying herself with proper food, for instance, 
perhaps the lawyer could have marshaled enough resources and resiliency to deal 
with the day from hell. What is clear is that the lawyer who allows enough factors 
to build up is most in danger of falling back on old conditioning regarding 
stereotype and losing track of the lawyer's most valued beliefs about proper 
behavior with clients. 

Thus, even in the midst of the shame of an aftermath such as that described 
above, there is hope as well. If one can analyze the events leading to the awful and 
regrettable moments the lawyer experienced, and control the factors that the 
lawyer can control, perhaps the lawyer can prevent the straw that broke the 
camel's back from being placed on his back in future client encounters. 

[b] Learning Habit Five 

In the moment, Habit Five asks the lawyer to look unblinkingly in some factual 
depth at moments of breakdown. The lawyer examines an event in a client 
interaction that the lawyer does not want to repeat. The lawyer carefully identifies, 
in brainstorming mode, the factors that have occurred that lead to that breakdown; 
every factor that existed, no matter how seemingly irrelevant, should be 
inventoried at first. The lawyer should gently, but firmly, force himself or herself 
to include old conditioning, stereotype, and bias in that inventory. Is this the 
second African-American client at whom you have exploded this week? 

Once the inventory is complete, the lawyer can sort the list in two ways. First 
the lawyer can identify those factors that the lawyer can control. Most of these 
factors tend to have to do with the lawyer's own resources; sleep levels, hydration, 
food, mental rest, exercise, and level of distraction. 1 In looking over these habits, 
these factors that the lawyer can control, the lawyer can further sort by identifying 
controllable factors that recur over time. A one-time fluke or crisis is not 
something that the lawyer should focus on as much as the lawyer's tendency to 
skip meals, failure to get enough sleep, or failure to take breaks during the day. 

Figure 7. Habit Five: Proceeding With Care: The Camel's Back. 

1. Compare in detail the two incidents-remember numerosity. 

1 Note to the extent that Habit Five often suggests that lawyers care thoughtfully for themselves 
in order to fortify themselves against these moments, these self-care recommendations will track the 
recommendations for lawyers fighting vicarious trauma. See Chapter 9, below. 
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Like to forget 
Factors working against you 

2. Look at all these factors. 

Model 
Factors working for you 

§ 6-7[b] 

Number 1-5 in the "like to forget" situation the factors which figured 
most prominently. 

Of all factors above, number a-e those factors that occur most frequently 
in your daily life. 

3. For every item with both a number and a letter next to it: 

a. Brainstorm five ways to address or eliminate it in your daily life. 

b. For salient items in the second column, brainstorm five ways to 
expand that in your daily life. 

Once the lawyer identifies factors that tend to recur over time, the lawyer 
should actively brainstorm to create corrective strategies for recurring factors. The 
lawyer should be buoyed by the hopeful implications of final factor analysis: 
controlling a single factor may be all that is necessary to prevent a further 
breakdown from occurring. If only the final straw broke the camel's back, 
controlling even that tiny factor may be enough to prevent a similar regrettable 
incident in the future. 

Over time, the second part of Habit Five suggests that lawyers can reorient 
other daily habits permanently to control factors that will always be troublesome. 
A lawyer may find that skipping breakfast regularly is simply out of the question, 
if the lawyer is to have the stamina to live through a difficult stress-filled day. A 
lawyer may determine that making time for regular exercise is the best preventive 
strategy for surviving the difficult workday. Over time, the lawyer may develop a 
daily routine that permanently lifts certain straws from the camel's back, and 
provides red flags for the few times in which the straw is replaced. 

For instance, a lawyer who generally does not skip meals finds himself doing 
so on a rare occasion. Such a lawyer could use that unusual reversion to a 
dangerous practice to alert himself that a breakdown is more likely, as a red flag, 
if you will. 

In concert with other lawyers, the lawyer can pool identification of straws that 
break the camel's back as well as correctives that lift the straw in order to 
proactively prevent breakdowns and to benefit from the analysis of other 
like-minded colleagues. In thinking through Habit Five, we sometimes call it the 
"apple in the backpack" strategy. A lawyer more likely to fly off the handle when 
his blood sugar is low might find that a corrective as simple as putting a piece of 
fruit in his brief case in the morning is all that is needed to fend off that 
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eventuality. By giving that specific example to colleagues, a lawyer may help 
those around him or her also develop similar proactive strategies or other 
proactive strategies that will benefit all. 

[c] Thoughts About Fitting Camel's Back Analysis into Daily Life 

Like the red flag analysis, camel's back analysis requires the abandonment of 
self-judgment to be at all effective. Otherwise, the lawyer will encounter 
tremendous resistance because the events that Habit Five asks the lawyer to 
examine tend to be the ones that the lawyer is most frustrated with or horrified by. 
Approach those events as a treasure trove of potential proactive strategies for the 
future as well as a mine of important facts that the lawyer can use to the benefit 
of future clients. In doing so, the lawyer will gain a tremendous ally against the 
self-judgment that can paralyze camel's back analysis. Properly used, Habit Five 
can help the lawyer fend off even the most horrendous of breakdowns in his daily 
work, and move forward with the expectation that those breakdowns are forever 
in the past. 

This habit, used in conjunction with Habits One, Three, and Four, acts 
synergistically. This habit encourages one to take the insights that one has from 
Habits One, Three, and Four and generalize them and use them proactively. For 
instance, used in conjunction with Habit Four, the lawyer can act proactively to 
prevent red flags from occurring once the lawyer has examined when red flags are 
most likely to occur. Camel's back analysis ends up working hand in hand with 
proper self-care for the lawyer. As noted in Chapter 9, the lawyer who 
systematically drains himself or herself of his or her best resources and abilities 
end~ up depriving the client of the best legal resources that he or she can create. 
Often, the best thing that the lawyer can do for the client is to fortify himself or 
herself through the difficult work of the day. Rather than waste emotional energy 
feeling guilty about taking care of himself or herself, the lawyer can see properly 
planned self-care is the greatest gift he or she can offer the client. 

[1] Special Consideration for Lawyers for Children Using Habit Five 

As the example that began this section demonstrates, lawyers for children may 
have the hardest time forgiving themselves in the first instance for having made 
dreadful mistakes in their interactions with child clients. Lawyers for children 
may therefore lose sight of the fact that these mistakes in their client interactions 
are not only common, they are inevitable. Thoughtful lawyers who have cared 
deeply for their clients will find it especially hard to move past the shame of 
revisiting these moments, as Habit Five requires. But it is absolutely critical that 
they do it for this client and for later ones. Because mistakes made by lawyers in 
dealing with child clients are even more problematic because of the difficult power 
and age dynamics involved, they are the most important to prevent. Therefore, 
Habit Five can be argued to be the most important for lawyers for children and 
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perhaps the most difficult for lawyers for children to engage in. However, if a 
lawyer for children can overcome the resistance that Habit Five inevitably brings, 
the reward for both lawyer and client can be enormous. Remember here that a 
commitment to non-self-judgmentalism i absolutely key to getting started with 
Habit Five. 

[2] Special Considerations for Lawyers in High-Volume Practices 
Using Habit Five 

As with Habit Two, Habit Five will initially seem like an additional demand on 
time. This is only true if one ignores the tremendous drain of time and energy that 
failed interactions, the stuff of Habit Five, inevitably entail. The lawyer who was 
described at the beginning of this chapter was sapped of the energy for the day 
well before noontime. That same lawyer could have continued to be productive 
had she been able to avert the blow-up that later consumed most of her energy and 
self-esteem. Easy to learn and immediately useful, Habit Five may be in the end 
the most efficient of all habits. Because it steadily improves one's problem-solving 
over time, and may steadily improve the lawyer's commitment to the quality of 
life in so far as he or she can control it, Habit Five may offer the greatest payoff 
for the least effort. In addition, Habit Five offers hope to the lawyer who sees so 
much around him or her that fails to serve the client properly and is outside of the 
lawyer's control. Controlling the small solvable problems that Habit Five 
identifies may help the lawyer improve his or her practice and the system's service 
to the client. 

[3] Areas of Further Study for Habit Five 

Because resistance to revisiting these difficult moments in one's work life is by 
far the biggest impediment to Habit Five, further research on ways to overcome 
such resistance is also critical. Non-self-judgmentalism, a critical component of 
resisting resistance should also be further examined here. In addition, looking at 
ways in which offices and groups of lawyers or collegial peer support groups can 
support each other and do a Habit Five analysis would be of tremendous use. 
Habit Five, like the other habits, when done in consultation, may implicate 
difficult issues of confidentiality when discussing cases with clients outside the 
law firm. Discovering ways of promoting the important self-reflection and 
debriefing that Habit Five requires without straining confidentiality or burdening 
clients is a further area of study. 2 

§ 6-8 Conclusion 

The five habits of cross-cultural lawyering outlined above are important first 

2 See § 9-5(b), below 
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steps in the ongoing struggle to combat assumption and bias in our practices. 
Habit One focuses the lawyer on the lawyer-client relationship and the compo
nents of counter-transference that the lawyer may be bringing into the relation
ship. Habit Two offers the lawyer, with a little effort, an overview of the many 
factors that impinge upon his or her approach to a case, with a special emphasis 
on identifying the constructive and immediate focus of lawyer-client activity. 
Habit Three offers an in-the-moment method of suspending judgment about 
client's behavior in the absence of concrete fact. Habit Four focuses the lawyer on 
the critical question of lawyer-client communication and offers concrete strategies 
for rectifying communication as it goes sour. Habit Five offers a hopeful way out 
of the difficult moments (when the lawyer knows that he or she has failed to live 
up to his or her highest aspirations for lawyering) by offering the lawyer a way to 
analyze those experiences and develop proactive strategies for the future. Taken 
together, the five habits offer the lawyer daily practice skills that are learnable and 
easy to implement. Taken separately or together, even used sporadically, these 
habits can move the lawyer closer to the kind of cross-cultural competence that we 
have been searching to teach and practice for over a decade. 



Chapter 7 

MAKING DECISIONS WITH THE 
CHILD CLIENT* 

SYNOPSIS 

§ 7-1 Introduction: The Decision-Making Loop 

§ 7-2 Steps of the Decision-Making Process Common to Representation of All Child 
Clients 

[a] Steps One and Two Reviewed: Have the Child Understand the Legal 
Context, Have the Lawyer Understand the Child-in-Context 

[b] Step Three: Take a Snapshot of the Child-in-Context 

[c] Step Four: Understand All Actually Available Options 

[d] Step Five: Counsel the Child About All the Available Options and 
Learn Her Wish: The Five Principles of Action Planning 

[l] Principle # 1. Action Planning Should Begin Where the Child Is 
and Should Lead in the Direction the Child Wants to Go 

[2] Principle # 2. The Counseling Process Should Concretely Link 
Legal Requirements with the Client's Available Options 

[3] Principle # 3. The Counseling Process Should Incorporate 
Methods That Are Meaningful and Also Constructive for the 
Client 

[4] Principle# 4. Be as Clear as You Can Possibly Be, But No 
Clearer 

[5] Principle # 5. Counsel the Child About Her Own Best Interests 

[e] For the Lawyer Assigned to Represent the Child's Informed Counseled 
Wishes, an End Point 

§ 7-3 When the Lawyer Is Not Bound by the Child's Counseled Informed Wish 

[a] Where the Lawyer Is Explicitly Required to Represent the Child's Best 
Interests 

[b] When the Child Cannot Formulate an Informed Wish 

[c] The Child Who Cannot Adequately Act in Her Own Interests 

* I am very grateful to Ernie Galvan and Jeff Marcus for their assistance in the writing of this 
chapter. 
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[d] Conclusion 

§ 7-4 Additional Steps for the Lawyer Who Is Constrained to Make Decisions on 
Behalf of the Client 

[a] Step Six: Interdisciplinary Learning 

[1] Educate Oneself About the Major Paradigms Proposed by Non
Legal Disciplines Which Relate to the Decision at Hand 

[2] Consult an Expert 
[i] A Professional Already Involved with the Child 

[ii] An Expert Consultant (Who May Also Be an Expert 
Witness) Working with the Attorney 

[iii] An Independent Expert Appointed by the Court 
[iv] Summary 

[b] Step Seven: Return to the Child and Explain Her Remaining Options 

[c] Step Eight: Argue for All Remaining Options, Argue Against All 
Previously Eliminated Options and Inform the Decision-Maker of Your 
Client's Wishes 

§ 7-5 Conclusion 

§ 7-1 Introduction: The Decision-Making Loop 

This chapter addresses perhaps the thorniest questions of the representation of 
child clients. How do a lawyer and client work together to set the goals of the 
representation? What does a lawyer do when he or she has reached the limits of 
the client's ability to contribute to the representation and a clear objective for the 
representation has not emerged? This chapter explains how the child client makes 
decisions with the help of the lawyer, and, less commonly, how and what lawyers 
for children do when they must make decisions with their child clients. This 
chapter builds upon and generalizes the model for determining best interests that 
I originally proposed in 1996 in an article entitled "The Roles and Content of Best 
Interests in Client-Directed Lawyering for Children in Child Protective Proceed
ings."1 This chapter's model applies to all decisions, small and large, in the 
representation. As Model Rule 1.2 concerning the Scope of Representation 
requires, the traditional lawyer generally "shall abide by a client's decisions 
concerning the objectives of representation and shall consult with the client as to 
the means by which they are to be pursued." This chapter offers a model for 
decision-making, and aids the lawyer in consulting with the client to the 

1 Jean Koh Peters, The Roles and Content of Best Interests in Client-Directed Lawyering for 
Children in Child Protective Proceedings, 64 FoRDHAM L. REv. 1505 (1996). This article is reprinted 
in its entirety in Appendix C. 1 for readers who are exclusively concerned with issues of best 
interests. As the article suggests, every lawyer will need, at one or more points of his representation, 
to think in a principled way about the client's best interests. The article provides guidance for the 
lawyer in that recurring circumstance. Please note that this article inadvertently omitted step seven 
of the analysis explored in section 5-4(b), infra. 
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maximum extent possible on all issues in the representation. 2 The chapter includes 
five principles of action planning to guide the lawyer in the critical phase of 
counseling his client. 

This chapter demonstrates that the model proposed in the 1996 article can be 
generalized to describe a decision-making loop through which the lawyer and 
client move throughout the representation. As with that model, in all decision
making, lawyers for children must continuously update their clear understanding 
of the legal interests of the child and their understanding of the child-in-context. 
The lawyer must also be fully up-to-date with the client at all moments of 
decision-making, through a current "snapshot" of the child. The lawyer must then 
explore all available options for the child in the decision faced. The lawyer and the 
child must then discuss the options available as thoroughly as possible. 

As with the best interests model, only one option may remain at the end of this 
portion of the process. Where the set of options is small, the lawyer and client may 
quickly conclude that only one really meets the needs of this child in this context. 
At any point in the step-by-step process where only one option remains, the lawyer 
should confirm with the client that that option should be pursued, and then begin 
seeking that option in the outside world. Thus decision-making occurs in a 
winnowing process; the lawyer and client may reach a decision in any given 
instance long before the last steps of the loop are reached. 

If more than one option remains, however, the lawyer is allowed to continue the 
decision-making process without the client in only three prescribed circum
stances: where the law requires him to represent the child's best interests, where 
the child has no clear wish, or where the child cannot adequately act in her own 
interests. In these circumstances, the lawyer may continue the decision-making 
process by consulting interdisciplinary learning, through self-education and 
through the consultation of experts. Upon reaching a decision, lawyers in one of 
these categories must return to their clients, to explain their decisions fully, 
literally or, for nonverbal clients, figuratively. If the interdisciplinary step still 
does not yield only one answer, the lawyer generally should pursue all remaining 
options simultaneously and oppose all discarded options. 

The generalized decision-making model includes most of the dynamics internal 
to the lawyer-client relationship between the "entering" phase described in 

2 There are some decisions that are minor enough to be made by the lawyer alone. The comment 
to Rule 1.2 suggests that "[i]n questions of means, the lawyer should assume responsibility for 
technical and legal tactical issues .... " MooEL RuLEs OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1.2 cmt. (1983). 
See also STANDARDS OF PRACTICE FOR LAWYERS WHo REPRESENT CHILDREN IN ABusE AND NEGLECT CAsEs 
Standard B-4 cmt. (1996). These standards are reprinted in Appendix D.3. Thinking through the 
Seven Questions briefly before deciding whether an issue is minor should help the lawyer seek 
consultation from the client wherever neces ary. 
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Chapter Four and the "leaving" phase described in Chapter Seven. The lawyer 
begins each representation by advising the child of her legal interests and learning 
about the child-in-context. The middle phase of the representation repeatedly 
loops through steps one through eight of the model; with each decision the lawyer 
and child work together to understand the legal interests, the child-in-context, the 
snapshot of the child, the child's options, and, when necessary, the input of 
interdisciplinary learning. As each decision is made, the lawyer then pursues each 
of the child's goals in the outside world. Only when all the decisions are made and 
all the issues are resolved does the lawyer embark on the final phase of the 
representation, "leaving the child's world." 

This chapter is divided into three parts. The first part discusses the three 
continuing steps of the model that are common in all relationships: the snapshot 
of the child, the exploration of all available options, and the counseling process. 
Lawyers assigned to represent the child's counseled and informed wish reach an 
end point here; there are no further steps in the decision-making process for them 
to take. The final two parts of the chapter, therefore, address only lawyers who 
must advocate something other than the child's wish. Section 5-3 outlines the 
specific circumstances in which the lawyer is permitted to make decisions with 
information in addition to or in lieu of the child's counseled and informed wish. 
Section 5-4 discusses the procedure that lawyers should use in making decisions 
on behalf of these clients. 

§ 7-2 Steps of the Decision-Making Process Common to Representation of 
All Child Clients 

[a] Steps One and Two Reviewed: Have the Child Understand the Legal 
Context, Have the Lawyer Understand the Child-in-Context 

It bears repeating that the lawyer-client decision-making process must take 
place in a context in which the child has the fullest possible understanding of the 
lawyer's role and the lawyer has the fullest possible understanding of the child and 
her view of her world. This cannot be overstressed. Essential to this process is 
completion of as much as possible of the first phase of the relationship outlined 
in Chapter Four. That is to say, the child should have a critical mass of 
understanding about the lawyer's role in the child's life, and the lawyer should 
have a critical mass of understanding about the child's world. Thus, lawyers and 
clients making decisions together must begin with the two parts of Chapter Four 
that form the first two steps in the decision-making process. 

Keeping these steps pre-eminent in the decision-making model also reminds the 
lawyer to update periodically the child's understanding of the law and the lawyer's 
understanding of the child. Are there new legal provisions that the child should 
know about? Are there new records that the lawyer should get permission to 
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review? Are the chronologies and ecomaps up-to-date? 

If the lawyer and client are reasonably current, steps one and two need not take 
a long time. They are critical because decision-making outside of the fullest 
possible understanding of the child-in-context and the child's understanding of the 
legal context would be acontextual. Acontextual decision-making heightens the 
possibility that the lawyer's priorities, not the child's priorities, will become 
preeminent. It also heightens the possibility that adult concerns rather than the 
child's concerns will take precedence in the lawyer's actions. Therefore, having 
the child understand the lawyer's role and having the lawyer get to know the 
child-in-context are the critical first two steps in any decision-making for the child 
client. 

[b] Step Three: Take a Snapshot of the Child-in-Context 

In addition, at the time of decision-making, the lawyer should be fully 
up-to-date with the child-in-context, not only with the child herself but also with 
her current situation. Even though the early phase of the representation may have 
focused a good deal on understanding the history and structure of the child's life 
through chronologies and genograms, the lawyer at moments of decision must not 
neglect the fast-moving changes in the child's current situation. The metaphorical 
snapshot requirement ensures that the lawyer is never tempted to make a decision 
for the client without concurrent consultation with the client. A lawyer who sees 
a client in the first days of representation and then spends two weeks reviewing 
her records may feel up-to-date with a client. In fast-moving times of crisis, 
however, the child's view may change a great deal over a two-week period. The 
lawyer must understand the child's current situation at each decision-making point 
for the child. For a nonverbal child, an update from the child's current primary 
caretaker and other knowledgeable adults may be required to provide a thorough 
understanding of any changes that have happened since the lawyer last saw the 
child. 

[c] Step Four: Understand All Actually Available Options 

The lawyer must understand all of the options that are available to the child. 
More may emerge during conversations with the child. It is important not to make 
the assumption that only some options are available. 

For instance, it has been unfortunately commonplace for lawyers to conceive of 
home and foster care as the child's only options. This dichotomy distorts the 
reality facing the child by comparing the actual situation of the child's home with 
the vaguely benign image of foster care. Looking at actually available options 
focuses that choice in a different way. For instance, if a baby appears not to be 
receiving optimal care in his home, but the state foster-care system is known to 
lack adequate foster care for babies that age in the local area, the lawyer must 
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factor that reality into his or her reasoning. Otherwise, lawyers are tempted to see 
the current home situation in isolation, and focus more on what is suboptimal 
about the child's care than on what the state actually can provide instead. 

The lawyer should therefore identify all of the options as they actually exist. 
Where state workers offer foster care or preventive services, the lawyer should 
understand exactly how foster care or preventive services would work before 
embarking on counseling with the child. Where would the client live? What kind 
of counseling would the child receive? At what agency? How often? In reality, the 
child faces a specific set of choices; the lawyer should find exactly what they are 
before counseling the child. 

Lawyers need not resign themselves to the limited realities facing their clients. 
In a creative process, lawyers should carefully think about options that the child 
may have in any given situation that are outside the range of the traditional 
options that the system offers. For instance, a child in a home that cannot care for 
him adequately may also have extended family members or friends who can offer 
a home to him. In some jurisdictions, those family members and friends can either 
become certified as foster homes or can become places of temporary guardianship. 
In other cases, law-reform efforts may induce systems to develop resources 
appropriate for certain clients. The step of looking at the actually available options 
pushes the lawyer to consider such innovative lawyering early in the case, before 
conforming the child's choices to the relatively meager set of traditional options 
offered by the system current! y. 

Another way of thinking about the actually available options step is to reason 
about options not from the point of view of what the system has to offer, but from 
the point of view of what the child wants and needs, based on the lawyer's 
understanding of the child-in-context. The step of determining the actually 
available alternatives can have three separate components: (1) thinking about 
what the child wants and needs concretely; (2) thinking about what the system 
actually offers; and (3) brainstorming about ways to bridge the gap between the 
child's desires and the system's offerings. 

Undeniably, the child will often face a grossly restricted set of options. Many 
lawyers for children would love to have the problem of having too many options 
from which to choose. In the end, the universe of meager options facing our 
clients may make this step a very short one. The critical point to remember, 
however, is that lawyers should force themselves, early in the decision-making 
process, to be creative about options before accepting with resignation the limited 
ones that appear to exist at first blush. This kind of early brainstorming could 
create options and a direction for the case that a more resigned approach would 
never embrace. In addition, looking at the realistic options actually available to 
the child will prevent the lawyer from failing to face the harsh realities glossed 
over by vague or wishful notions that foster care or preventive services will 
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provide the answers to difficult questions facing the child and her family. At this 
point in the process, a lawyer and client may also determine that the client's best 
option is crystal clear. Only one option may actually exist. Or only one option may 
come close to preserving values subjectively critical to the child. For too many of 
our clients, the choice among options is painfully clear. Even for the advocate 
constrained to represent the client's best interests, many decisions will be clear 
after this step; all that remains is a full discussion with the client before the 
process is complete. 

[d] Step Five: Counsel the Child About All the Available Options and 
Learn Her Wish: The Five Principles of Action Planning 

The counseling process is not a single process but repeats over time. 
Sometimes, the entire counseling process can take a minute, in terms of talking 
about where to meet or making small decisions in the case; other counseling 
processes are undertaken over the course of the whole relationship so that issues 
recur and are discussed at various points in the case. The principles enunciated 
below are critical to good counseling in micro or macro form. Lawyers should see 
counseling not as a skill that they use with clients but as a joint venture to 
determine the wishes and needs of the child. Good lawyer-client counseling is the 
engine which drives the successful lawyer-client relationship. 

Numerous helpful materials about client counseling exist. These include 
general materials for lawyers counseling adult clients as well as some specialized 
materials focusing on the role of lawyers counseling "questionably competent 
clients."1 

1 See, e.g., Linda F. Smith, Representing the Elderly Client and Addressing the Question of 
Competence, 14 J. Co TEMP. L. 61 (1988); Paul R. Tremblay, On Persuasion and Paternalism: 
Lawyer Decision-Making and the Questionably Competent Client, 1987 UTAH L. REv. 515 (1987). 
Both commentators address the issue of how attorney should proceed when representing clients 
whose competence is questioned, given the inadequate guidance in the Model Rules and Model 
Code. 

Smith proposes that an attorney can ethically represent the client of questionable competence 
through a process of investigation and gradual counseling, designed to maximize the impaired 
client's decision-making abilities, either by facilitating the client's ability to reach her own decision 
or permitting the attorney to an infer a decision. There may be circumstances in which the lawyer 
is justified in making certain decisions on behalf of an impaired client. In those circumstances, the 
lawyer should use the substituted judgment approach - that is, the lawyer should rely upon the 
client's values and advocate a position that the client would likely have wanted if competent to 
decide the issue at hand. Compared to other approaches, Smith asserts that both gradual counseling 
and substituted judgment are more respectful of client autonomy. 

Tremblay explores six concrete options available to the attorney who represents a client whose 
competence is questioned. The options he identifies are: (1) withdraw; (2) seek a guardian for the 
client; (3) seek unofficial consent from a family member or close friend; (4) persuade the client to 
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It is quite difficult to offer general observations about the counseling process in 
isolation, without an individualized understanding of the actual child whom the 
lawyer is counseling. Because the lawyer at this point understands the child-in
context, advice should be tailored to those circumstances. This section, therefore, 
discusses five principles of action planning, with the help of one extended specific 
example. 

Once the lawyer has a firm understanding of the child-in-context, he or she can 
begin concerted action planning with the client. This section focuses on general 
ideas that are useful in presenting legal issues and options to the client and getting 
as much feedback as the client can offer. This section also offers some concrete 
ideas about talking through these issues with child clients. 

With his ideas of the child-in-context firmly in mind, the lawyer must prepare 
thoroughly before meeting with the client to discuss legal decisions ahead. The 
lawyer's understanding of the child, her priorities, and her concerns will probably 
lead the lawyer to a pretty solid guess about the client's reaction or at least her 
expected range of reaction. Before seeing the client, the lawyer should spend time 
thinking about the client's likely reactions and anticipating what questions the 
client will have about the legal issues. If necessary, the lawyer can perform 
additional legal research, additional factual investigation, or some quick inquiries 
that will make the meeting with the client as complete and useful as possible. 

Malik's case is used here to illustrate, through both positive and negative 
examples, critical principles of action planning with a client. 

The extended example illustrates one attempt to work cooperatively with the 
child on creating a clear understanding of the child's options. 

THE CASE OF MALIK 

Malik was a nine-year-old boy who was currently living in his uncle's 
house after having been removed from his father's and stepmother's 
home. Malik had been physically assaulted by his stepmother on two 
occasions; once she threw a hammer at him and hit him on the head, 
causing a gash and a minor head injury, and requiring extensive stitches 
to close the wound. Through the representation, the lawyer has learned 
that Malik was extremely close to his father and had been close to his 
mother before she died three years ago. 

make a better choice; (5) proceed as de facto guardian; or (6) continue to presume competence and 
follow the client's requests regardless of the consequences. 1987 UTAH L. REv. at 519-20. Tremblay 
recognizes that each of these options has its shortcomings, some being more unacceptable than 
others. Tremblay reserves the guardianship option for the most extreme cases and rejects the de facto 
guardian alternative, cautioning that "unilateral usurpation of client autonomy is never appropriate 
except in emergencies." Id. at 584. 
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From meeting Malik a number of times, going through his records and 
talking to people close to him including his uncle, father, and stepmother, 
the attorney has developed the following understanding of Malik-in
context. Malik was born eight months after the separation of his parents, 
who were never married to each other. After his birth, each of them 
subsequently married someone else. Malik lived with his mother until it 
was clear that she was fatally ill. Throughout that time, however, he 
continued to see his father regularly. His father kept in close touch with 
Malik's mother, occasionally recommencing their intimate relationship. 
For the first six years of his life, Malik's father was a weekly visitor to the 
mother's home. 

When Malik was five, his mother was diagnosed with terminal cancer. 
At the same time his father ended his relationship with Malik's mother but 
continued to visit Malik. Malik relied for support during this time on his 
mother's brother, Ben. Ben moved into the home to live with Malik and his 
mother, and actively nursed Malik's mother while she was dying. 
Immediately after Malik's mother's death when Malik was six, Malik's 
uncle Ben filed a petition for guardianship. That petition was contested by 
Malik's father, who at that time asked that Malik come and live with him 
and Malik's stepmother. Malik went to live with his father and stepmother 
within three months of his mother's death. He had been living there for 
almost three years when he was first injured by his stepmother. 

The attorney was appointed in the case after Malik was removed from 
his father's home and placed into a foster home. The lawyer met Malik 
after he had been in the foster home for three days. He was distraught and 
desperate at that time to go to his uncle's home. The lawyer asked him if 
he wanted to visit with his father or stepmother and he refused. For the 
first several weeks of the lawyer's representation, she fought hard for 
Malik to be placed with his uncle. She did extensive lobbying with Malik's 
uncle and the child welfare agency to make that placement possible. 
Within two weeks of her appointment, Malik went to live with his uncle, 
who opted to apply for state benefits rather than be certified as a foster 
parent for his nephew. Both the uncle and Malik told her they never 
wanted Malik to be in foster care again. 

The attorney spoke at length to the uncle, the father, and the 
stepmother. The uncle told her that he would like Malik to return to his 
father's home, but was concerned about Malik's safety. Her conversations 
with the uncle revealed that the uncle had a full life but felt honor-bound 
to take care of his nephew whenever he needed it. She confirmed Malik's 
reports that the uncle was extremely straightlaced; she visited his home 
and found that there were few toys around, and a strict code of cleanliness 
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and quiet in the house. Her conversation with Malik's father revealed that 
Malik 's father desperately wanted Malik to return, but he was also 
concerned about maintaining his marriage. He noted a number of times 
that he had almost lost his wife because of fights about his relationship 
with Malik's mother. Malik's father reported that Malik was a daily 
reminder to the stepmother of Malik's father's affair. Presently the entire 
family, the father, the stepmother, Malik, and the stepsiblings, were in 
weekly family counseling that was reported to be going well. 

After Malik became settled at his uncle's house, he told his lawyer that 
he deeply wished to return to live with his father. He stated that he could 
"take care of himself" with respect to his stepmother and was not worried 
about returning there. He talked too about his old room, the computer 
games which he left behind at his home, and the friends in his school he 
wished to play with. He also told his lawyer about his two stepsiblings, 
one of whom was only three months older than he was and one who was 
three years younger, and how he missed playing with them. He told her 
that while he loved his uncle, his uncle was extremely straightlaced and 
religious. Malik did not like attending church services with him on a 
weekly and sometimes daily basis. His uncle also did not allow television, 
toys, or computers in the house and very much limited Malik's outside 
activities. 

Within two months of the filing of the abuse petition and the lawyer's 
appointment to the case, Malik and his family settled into a regular 
routine of weekend visitation at the father's home with Malik staying 
during the school week with his uncle. Malik asked the attorney to argue 
for increasing that visitation to include two school nights as well, which 
the court granted. This arrangement appeared to go well through the rest 
of the school year. 

In June, shortly before the end of the school year, the attorney 
consulted with the child welfare workers and the families to confirm that 
proper summer plans had been made. The uncle agreed to send Malik to 
day camp near the fat her 's home, and the case appeared calm six months 
after the lawyer had been appointed. 

One day, after several weeks of no contact with the family, the attorney 
gets an urgent call from the uncle. He tells her that Malik has just shown 
him a slash wound .on his arm which Malik claims was inflicted by the 
stepmother several days before. The uncle tells the attorney that he has 
known about the slash wound for two days and does not know what to do 
so he is asking her for advice. She also learns that Malik has received no 
medical attention for the wound, though it appears to be healing properly. 

374 
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She arranges to see Malik that afternoon, and before he comes she 
researches her own ethical duties under the code and state law and 
determines that she is not a mandated reporter and that she is required to 
keep material related to the representation confidential. 

When Malik arrives, he greets her happily and immediately gravitates 
towards the crayons and construction paper that she always uses in her 
interviews with him. As always, he begins to draw intricate doodles that 
include faces, all of which on this day are clown faces, puzzled and 
distorted. She asks Malik some opening questions, but he is quiet and not 
interested in answering. As is her custom, she begins to color also. 

After a time, the attorney asks Malik if he will draw a picture of his 
house. He immediately begins to draw a house with little faces in the 
upper windows. When asked who the faces are, he gives the names of his 
stepbrother and stepsister. She asks him to draw the house in more detail 
and after a time recognizes it as the house of his father. While he draws, 
he begins to tell her how much he wants to go back to see his father. He 
tells her somewhat angrily that his uncle did not let him go see his father 
as scheduled yesterday, "because of this stupid cut. " She asks Malik to 
show her the cut and sees that indeed there is a slash where a flap of skin 
had been cut. To her lay eye, it does not appear to be swollen and does 
appear to be in the middle stages of healing. 

The attorney asks him more about his uncle and he abruptly stops 
drawing. He becomes angry and withdrawn again. She asks him if he can 
draw a picture of his uncles home. He draws a one-dimensional box and 
a stick.figure standing outside. She asks who that is and he says that's him. 
As the conversation begins again, he confirms that he does not want to 
stay with his uncle and is extremely unhappy about the fact that he cannot 
visit his father. The attorney learns more about the gash incident. His 
stepmother was peeling an apple at the kitchen sink when he went to ask 
for a drink. She snapped angrily at him and told him not to bother her. 
When he went to get the drink himself, he stood next to her and the knife 
slashed his arm as he was reaching for the water. He tells the attorney 
that the incident was an accident and that she was very upset afterwards. 
She immediately cleaned and dressed the wound. He tells the attorney that 
it did not bleed very much and that he did not go to a doctor. He says that 
it stung for a day or two but that now he does not notice it at all. 

After some more drawing, Malik looks at the attorney shyly, and asks, 
"Are they going to stop me from going back to my father's 'cause of 
this?" She tells him that because of the incident with the hammer, the state 
workers are looking very carefully at what his stepmother does. She tells 
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him that she thinks that they will take it very seriously. He protests that it 
was totally an accident, that his stepmother was unhappy about it, and 
that he's sure that she will never do it again. He begins drawing furiously 
again on his picture of his father's and stepmother's house, adding color, 
grass, and trees around it. 

After a little more coloring, he asks, "What can I do to go back to my 
father's? I can't stand being at my uncle's anymore. " The attorney tells 
him that she is concerned that he might have to move to a third home, not 
his father's and not his uncles, but a foster home. He puts his head down 
in his hands and says that he definitely does not want that. He is silent for 
five minutes. She tells him that she has some ideas about how to prevent 
that, but none of them are easy. She asks him to draw a picture of his 
former foster home, but he refuses. She asks permission to draw a picture, 
and he agrees. 

She draws a picture of a stick house with no people in it and writes next 
to it ''foster home." Setting the three pictures together, she suggests that 
they can use the pictures to figure out what his options are and points to 
the picture of his father's home and says, "I understand that this is where 
you want to go as soon as possible." He nods eagerly. She puts her hand 
on the picture of his uncle's home and says, "I understand that this is not 
your first choice, but is where you are living now." He says yes and his 
shoulders sag noticeably. She says, "You may have to choose between 
your uncle's house and a foster home. For a short time your father's home 
is not an option; what do you want?" He grows silent and does not want 
to answer that question. After a while, he speaks: "I don't want to live 
with my uncle. " 

The attorney says, "I understand that you really want to go to your 
father's and that any other place would not be as good." He nods eagerly. 
"Why can't I just go live with him? It was just an accident," he says 
several times. 

She tries to use the pages to explain his options. She explains to him 
that one of her jobs is to make sure that he keeps having good options 
about where to live. "I never want to go there, " he says, pointing to the 
stick.figure of the foster home. She turns that picture over to the blank side 
of the paper. "So no matter what, you want to make sure that you always 
live in one of these two places?" she asks, pointing to the two family 
houses. He nods, but then pushes away the uncles picture and turns it 
over also. "I want to live here, " he says, pointing to his fathers house. 

They talk at length about the incident and his feelings about his 
stepmother. Malik tells the attorney that his stepmother has been much 
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nicer to him lately, and that he is not afraid of her. The attorney asks him 
a little about the experience of counseling. He says that he feels 
comfortable talking to the counselor. He tells her about a time he talked 
to the counselor about being scared of his stepmother and how he and his 
stepmother spoke in front of the counselor about it. He says that 
everything had been going very well up until the incident with the knife 
and that he honestly thinks that it was only a mistake. 

He says that his uncle also wants him to go live with his father. His 
uncle is getting ready to move out of the state, and decided not to move 
only because of what happened with Malik. This matches a statement his 
uncle made to the attorney earlier. 

Malik asks the attorney whether she is going to tell anybody about the 
gash. She tells him what she has learned by looking at the rules and her 
conclusion that she has a duty to do what he says with that information. 
She tells him honestly, however, that she is concerned about the gash, the 
fact that it may have not been an accident and the fact that he may not be 
safe with his stepmother. He insists that it is an accident and begins to 
withdraw again. She hastens to add that even if she personally thinks that 
it was not an accident, it is important to do what he tells her. 

The attorney tells him what will happen if she, he, and his uncle tell no 
one about the incident. She notes that it is possible that nobody will ever 
learn about it, that the cut will heal, and that nothing will ever happen. 
She thinks, however, that there are some risks. For one, the cut could 
become infected and require medical attention. She also notes that even 
though the cut appears to be fine to the lay eye, she is concerned that he 
may need medical care. He tells her that in the last day, in fact, it has 
started to sting again. 

The attorney tells him also that if others learn of the cut, it is very 
possible people will hold this against not only his father but also his 
uncle. She tells him of her concern that if it appears that his uncle was 
trying to cover up wrongdoing by the stepmother, it is possible that Malik 
could go into foster care again. At that moment, she gingerly reveals the 
drawing of the foster home. He stares at it glumly. He says he never wants 
to go there again. 

"What do you think I should do?" he asks. She tells him, "There are a 
number of options I have thought through and here is one of them." She 
suggests that his uncle take him to get medical attention and tell the story 
honestly to the doctor. It may be at that point that the doctor will find 
himself required to make a report to the child welfare agency. And there 
is a small chance that he would go into foster care. More likely, she 
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thinks, he will be staying with his uncle for a while. He puts his head 
down on the table and says, "No, you don't understand, I want to go back 
to my fat her. " 

At this point the attorney tells him that after thinking through 
everything, she honestly doesn't know how he can return to his father's 
home immediately. She suggests that until he has medical attention and 
the question of how he got hurt is explained, anybody who tries to return 
him to his father's home is likely to be determined to be not protecting 
him. She mentions that the child welfare worker will probably be angry at 
her for not telling, but that she will abide by his decision if he doesn't 
want her to tell. 

He tells the attorney that he really doesn't want her to tell his child 
welfare worker. She tells him that she will not. She asks what he thinks his 
counselor will say. He says, "Actually, I was thinking that she could 
maybe help me talk to my stepmother about it." The attorney asks him 
what he wants to ask his stepmother. He tells the attorney that he is 
worried that his stepmother is very upset about the cut and that it will 
make her not want him to be in the home anymore. 

The attorney discusses the ramifications of telling the counselor. She 
tells Malik that the counselor also has the duty to tell the child welfare 
agency. She tells him that she can talk to the counselor about it and tell 
the counselor that he is sure it was an accident. She also suggests that if 
his uncle were to tell the child welfare worker or the counselor, it would 
show again that he is acting to protect Malik's interests. The attorney 
points to the picture of the uncle's home and tells Malik that if the uncle 
dealt in this way with the cut at this point, then the worker would feel 
more comfortable putting Malik here, his uncle's house, as opposed to 
there, pointing to the foster home page. It seems like right now the best 
thing the lawyer can do is make sure that the worker tells him he can stay 
with his uncle and continue working with his fathers family, so that he 
can eventually go there. 

For a while, the attorney discusses her concerns about why he cannot 
go back to his father's home immediately. He asks many questions about 
it and she tries to explain the scenarios that will result. In a number of 
cases, she is worried he would return to a foster home. For every instance 
when that is a possibility, she turns the foster home picture right side up 
and puts it in the center of the table. He asks her simply if his uncle could 
take him back to his fathers home, not seek medical care, and never tell 
anyone about the cut. She mentions that that is indeed an option. 
Nevertheless, she has a concern that the wound will get infected or that 
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his stepmother might hurt him again, in which case his uncle would be 
blamed for taking him back to his father '.s home. The attorney also 
mentions her owns concerns about Malik's safety. 

At the end of the discussion, he has no questions but is clearly 
unsatisfied. The attorney says, "Lets write down what we've learned 
here. Where should we write them down?" She looks at the three pieces 
of paper. He suggests, "Let's write it down on the back of the foster home 
page because I never want to go there." She therefore writes it on back 
of that page. She proposes that his uncle will tell the counselor about the 
incident and will also take him for medical attention that afternoon. She 
also proposes that she will talk to the counselor about the incident. Malik 
agrees to let her tell the counselor everything that he told her. At the end 
of the meeting, the attorney goes over the plan and reads out what they 
have written on the back of the foster home paper. She puts the picture of 
the uncle's home in the middle and puts the picture of the father '.s home 
face up but far out of the center of his vision and keeps the foster home 
picture down with the plan showing on the other side. The attorney goes 
over the plan. 

After the attorney believes that Malik is satisfied with the decision, she 
brings the uncle in. The attorney explains her proposed plan to the uncle. 
They discuss at length the option of doing nothing, which the uncle 
rejects. The uncle is clearly not happy with the proposed plan of action, 
but expresses his understanding that it is the only way to keep Malik out 
of foster care. 

When Malik and the uncle leave the attorney's office, the attorney 
wonders if she has counseled him well. 

Malik's story illustrates five critical concepts in the counseling relationship, 
which are discussed in turn below. 

[1] Principle# 1. Action Planning Should Begin Where the Child ls and 
Should Lead in the Direction the Child Wants to Go 

This principle derives directly from the principles of lawyering for the 
child-in-context and interviewing the child where he is, principles that we have 
already discussed in Chapters One and Four. In the counseling context, however, 
when the lawyer has known the child for some time, more and more planning and 
tailoring of the counseling can be done. As Linda Smith has suggested in her work 
on "gradual counseling" of elder law clients, there comes a point in the 
representation when the lawyer knows the values, routines, and attitudes of the 
client on two very important levels: in the client's general desire for the outcomes 
of the legal proceedings, and in the client's preferred ways of communicating with 
the lawyer. In Smith's view, gradual counseling will allow the lawyer to tailor 
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continuously both the substance and the manner of counseling according to her 
understanding of the client's unique tastes and processes. In this case, Malik's 
lawyer used both her anticipation of what the client wanted, and the client's 
preferred way of interacting, that is, through art and stories, to create a counseling 
session that was as clear as possible for the client. This process also incorporates 
many aspects of the persuasion model put forth by Paul Tremblay. 2 

Thus this principle suggests that any counseling session should begin where the 
client wants to begin and point where the client wishes to go. 

[2] Principle # 2. The Counseling Process Should Concretely Link Legal 
Requirements with the Client's Available Options 

This principle was demonstrated by the method of creating visual aids of the 
available options and turning them face up and face down to verify that the lawyer 
understood the client's wishes and to show how legal requirements precluded 
various options. In counseling children about their legal options, visual aids 
created by the lawyer in advance, . created by the lawyer at the meeting, or 
optimally, created by the lawyer and client together are often extremely useful 
ways to make concrete and integrate the lawyer's presentation of the legal options. 
Once a clear visual image of what the client wants has been created by the client, 
that image becomes a powerful, concrete manifestation of the stakes involved in 
the legal counseling. While these aids are imperfect, of course, the lawyer uses 
them to keep the stakes in the complicated legal discussion clearly delineated. 

[3] Principle # 3. The Counseling Process Should Incorporate Methods 
That Are Meaningful and Also Constructive for the Client 

The client's love of drawing and his own expression through embellishing some 
of the pictures and rejecting others allowed him to exchange information through 
a medium that was comfortable to him. Other clients may use different forms of 
interaction, including puppets, role play, or direct conversation resembling 
interactions with adult clients. Whatever mode has worked with a client should be 
continued. Experimentation is encouraged, but unsuccessful techniques should be 
discarded as quickly as possible. 

[4] Principle# 4. Be as Clear as You Can Possibly Be, But No Clearer 

This principle derives from the teaching of Reverend William Sloane Coffin in 
matters of ethics. While it is important to describe materials on a client's level in 
simple terms, it is critical that the lawyer not oversimplify the problem in the 
process. For instance, a lawyer may be tempted to tell a client impatiently, "You 

2 Paul R. Tremblay, On Persuasion and Paternalism: Lawyer Decision-Making and the 
Questionably Competent Client, 1987 U TAH L. REv. 515 (1987). 
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can always appeal," when peppered with questions about the client's options if the 
court rules against her. Since the availability and scope of an appeal depends upon 
a number of factors, this simple statement would reassure but mislead the client. 

Counseling Malik about this critical moment in his life involved a great deal of 
time and intricacy, because of the complex, high stakes involved. While the 
lawyer should try to make each step of the analysis simple enough for the child 
to understand, the lawyer must try to help the child understand the nuances of the 
analysis as well as possible. Using one's knowledge of the child's style of 
communication will help the lawyer to speak in simple terms, without oversim
plifying matters. 

In the end, when no clear option emerges, it is important to acknowledge that 
unclarity. Malik's lawyer may have glossed over that uncertainty by proposing 
one plan when no clear route to Malik's goals presented itself. Could that have 
been due to Malik's lawyer's desire to see Malik receive medical care and live 
apart from the stepmother? 

[5] Principle # 5. Counsel the Child About Her Own Best Interests 

July 1984 

The one image I can get into is "get to the heart of the matter." Not 
with a knife or bullet, but with a warm light that reveals the hidden 
essence of the question. /sn 't that what I really yearn to do in these 
termination of parental rights cases-get to the heart of the matter? Does 
this mother truly desire to care for her child, or is she fighting now out of 
pride, guilt, shame? What in the world does "the best interests of the 
child" mean? 

In her counseling capacity, the lawyer thus properly discusses the lawyer's 
assessment of the client's best interests and the impact of the client's decisions 
upon those best interests. In addition, the client will often solicit the lawyer's 
advice: "What do you think I should do? Do you think I'm doing the right thing?" 
We have come to assume that professionals of all kinds-doctors, architects, 
technical-support people-will be able to tell us what they believe is the best 
choice in a given situation. Indeed, we would often be appalled if a treating 
professional did not supplement her explanation of available options with one or 
two preferences based on her own experience and knowledge of us as patients. 

The ethical codes permit and encourage all lawyers to counsel their clients 
about the lawyer's view of their "best interests." For instance, Model Rule 2.1 
says that a lawyer "in rendering advice may refer not only to law but to other 
considerations such as moral, economic, social, and political factors that may be 
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relevant to the client's situation."3 As the Comment notes, 

advice couched in narrowly legal terms may be of little value to a client 
especially where practical considerations, such as cost or effects on other 
people, are predominant.. .. Although a lawyer is not a moral adviser as 
such, moral and ethical considerations impinge upon most legal questions 
and may decisively influence how the law will be applied.4 
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The rules therefore clearly contemplate that lawyers will advise clients about the 
broader effects that any legal decision might have upon their lives and the lives of 
others.5 

Appendix C.1 offers a model for determining best interests that tracks the 
general decision-making model. Using this model, the lawyer can sort through, in 
a methodical and principled way, the issues affecting the child's best interests. 

Counseling a child about her best interests may be the most tricky moment of 

3 MoDEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 2.1 (1983). 
4 MoDEL RuLEs OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 2.1 cmt. (1983). 
5 A thoughtful debate about the appropriate role of lawyer recommendations in client counseling 

generally can be found among Stephen Ellmann, Robert Dinerstein, Peter Margulies and others. 
Stephen Ellmann, Lawyers and Clients, 34 U.C.L.A. L. REv. 717, 745-46, 761, 767-68 (1987) 
(arguing that lawyers owe their clients the full benefit of their experience and that a lawyer's 
determination to protect client autonomy by not giving advice actually stifles the client's freedom 
to decide for herself whether she wants her lawyer's opinion); Robert D. Dinerstein, Client-Centered 
Counseling: Reappraisal and Refinement, 32 ARIZ. L. REv. 501, 570 (1990) (arguing that Ellmann's 
presumption in favor of lawyer advice should be reversed in order to counteract rampant lawyer 
paternalism); Peter Margulies, "Who Are You to Tell Me That?": Attorney-Client Deliberations 
Regarding Nonlegal Issues and the Interests of Nonclients, 68 N.C. L. REv. 213 (1990) (arguing that 
the lawyer's obligations to clients and to society as a whole require the lawyer to give advice 
regarding the moral, psychological, and policy consequences of the client's decisions and in some 
circumstances to withdraw from representation if the client ignores the lawyer's advice); Stephen 
Ellmann, The Ethic of Care as an Ethic For Lawyers, 81 GEO. L.J. 2665, 2707-12 (1993) (arguing 
that an application of Carol Gilligan's concept of an ethic of care in legal practice would result in 
lawyers being even more forthcoming with moral and ethical advice than Model Rule 2.1 initially 
suggests). 

These writers react to their reading of the perspectives on interviewing and counseling legal 
clients found in DAVID A. BINDER & SusAN C. PRICE, LEGAL INTERVIEWING AND COUNSELING: A 
CLIENT-CENTERED APPROACH (1977) and DAVID A. BINDER, PAUL BERGMAN & SusAN C. PRICE, LAWYERS 
AS CoUNSELORs: CLIENT-CENTERED APPROACH (1990). Binder's and Price's 1977 book called on lawyers 
to encourage clients to make their own decisions, and set out only a few circumstances in which 
lawyers should offer advice or respond to requests for advice. BINDER & PRICE at 166, 196-203. 
Binder, Bergman and Price, in their 1990 book, took a more expansive view of lawyer advice while 

still placing their focus on client autonomy. BINDER, BERGMAN & PRICE at XXII, 279. 

While specific prescriptions vary among the authors taking part in the debate, all agree that the 
lawyer must be careful to preserve client autonomy while giving the client the benefit of useful 
counseling. 
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the lawyer-client counseling relationship. In preparing for a counseling session 
with a client, for instance, a lawyer may be aware that a client wishes to pursue 
a course of action that the lawyer finds repugnant or does not believe is best for 
the client. Malik's story shows how uncomfortable such moments can be. It may 
be easier, for instance, for a lawyer to seek to manipulate her client into accepting 
the lawyer's position instead of disciplining herself to advocate the client's 
position zealously. 

Especially when the client is a child, the lawyer will be tempted to impose her 
own belief upon the client. Malik's lawyer may have participated in a version of 
this by proposing a course of action in the face of her client's indecision. In any 
case, Malik's lawyer did not explicitly and methodically review with Malik her 
assessment of his "best interests." Every lawyer must be wary of this temptation. 
Because children are even more likely than adults to be cowed by a lawyer's 
strong recommendation, the lawyer must approach a child client's choice with 
particular restraint. 

Therefore, a conscientious lawyer should confront herself with her own views 
of the child client's best interests before counseling her client. This helps the 
lawyer remind herself to listen to the client's desires and not to superimpose her 
own. Lawyers who confront their own views of what is in their client's best 
interests and who expose these views free themselves to hear what the client is 
really saying as opposed to what the lawyer hopes the client is really saying. 6 

How do lawyers stop themselves from subtly or overtly trying to impose their 
own views of their clients' best interests onto the child client? A number of 
techniques, closely related to the Seven Questions to Keep Us Honest, can help 
minimize intentional or accidental client manipulation by the lawyer: 

(1) Before a counseling session with a child, ask yourself honestly whether 
you have a secret hope about what the child's wish will be. You almost 
certainly will. Explore your hope in some detail; write a memo to the file 
about it. Explore the reasons for your view in specific terms-if you are 

6 The danger of hearing only what you want to hear from your client may be particularly strong 
during initial interviews when you are trying to determine the facts of your client's case. While it 
is inevitable and useful that the lawyer will have one or more working hypotheses in mind at this 
stage, it is all too easy to structure an interview unconsciously so that it elicits only facts that confirm 
the hypothesis without ever getting to the truth of the case a the child sees it. See JoHN R1cH, 
INTERVIEWING CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS 6-9 (1968) (citing JEAN PIAGET, THE CHILD'S CONCEPTION OF 
THE WORLD 8 (1929), on the difficulty adult researchers have in not imposing their own preconceived 
ideas upon children with whom they are working). 

This book focuses on offering the child's attorney techniques for confronting her subjective 
desires for the child so that her client counseling can focus on the client's, not the lawyer's, 
concerns. 
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tempted to say "leaving home would be best for her," push yourself to 
articulate precisely why that would be (the child would be safer, the 
actual alternative would provide better educational options, etc.). Write 
down everything you can possibly think of that expresses your views of 
why your preferred option is best. 

Then explore whether the values served by the option you favor are the 
child's values or your own values. You can ask yourself the Seven 
Questions, or use any other technique. If you find that they are your own 
values, explore them as thoroughly as possible, and admit them to be 
your own; perhaps you will discover that the wish applies to your life or 
your own biological child's life. Then list the client's values and 
compare them with the actually available alternatives; does one alter
native quickly emerge? Use the best interests model in Appendix C.1 
supplemented with step seven in section 7-4(b) of this chapter to try to 
determine your client's best interests apart from your subjective assess
ment. 

(2) During a counseling session, when asked about your views of the child's 
best interests, answer honestly. Take pains to articulate exactly what you 
see as preferable about your choice. Use this articulation as a way to 
start a conversation with the child about the ways in which the values 
you prize and the goals the client is seeking are the same or different. 
Remind yourself, and stress to the client, that her goals, and not your 
values, must be paramount here. 

As with any other instance of transference, the aim cannot be to 
eliminate transference, but to work with it honestly and openly. This 
approach to the counseling process uses the lawyer's subjective view as 
a beginning point for the discussion. It is usually when the lawyer's 
view is the endpoint of the discussion that the danger of conscious or 
unconscious manipulation is greatest. 

(3) After a counseling session, recount the session on paper and place this 
record in the file as soon as possible (that day, as a rule), then examine 
carefully whether, despite your best efforts, you somehow overreached 
your role by imposing your views on your client. Review the Seven 
Questions again. Ask how the decision reached by the client fits in with 
your understanding of the child-in-context. If you have inadvertently 
taken over the decision-making process, it is not too late to see the client 
again, to reopen and continue the conversation. 

Had Malik's lawyer followed these suggestions, the counseling session would 
almost certainly have looked very different. Much remains to be written about the 
client counseling process. Excellent resources already exist about client counsel-
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ing in the adult setting. Further research is needed about the very complex and 
extremely important process of talking with children about legal issues. It is 
important for us as a profession to continue to develop methods for counseling 
clients that are as clear as possible. 

[e] For the Lawyer Assigned to Represent the Child's Informed Coun
seled Wishes, an End Point 

Once a thoughtful counseling process is completed, the lawyer who has been 
assigned to represent the child in the traditional fashion should have completed 
the decision-making process with the client. The ethical rules, and the advocacy 
default that results from the mandate at this point, require that the lawyer adopt 
the child's counseled and informed wishes as the objective of representation or as 
the decision to guide that particular moment of the representation. The lawyer in 
this situation should move to Chapter 8, which discusses how to seek those goals 
in the outside world. The next section of this chapter describes the circumstances 
in which the lawyer and client do not exit the decision-making process at this 
point. The section after that describes the continuation of the decision-making 
process for lawyers in those situations. 

§ 7-3 When the Lawyer Is Not Bound by the Child's Counseled Informed 
Wish 

The model of this book contemplates that most lawyers are bound to pursue the 
child's counseled and informed wishes after following the steps of decision
making outlined above. There are, however, three distinct circumstances in which 
the lawyer must go further before determining the objectives of the representation. 

[a] Where the Lawyer Is Explicitly Required to Represent the Child's 
Best Interests 

A majority of states still explicitly link the lawyer's role to the child's best 
interests.2 If a lawyer's obligation is to represent the child's best interests, it 
appears that the child's counseled wish alone cannot be the sole input into the 
decision-making process. 

[b] When the Child Cannot Formulate an Informed Wish 

Sometimes a child will not have a clear position. This could be a nonverbal 
child or a child who could contribute a real but relatively small amount to his 

1 Reserved. 
2 Under the model, any jurisdiction in which the statute does not explicitly alter the lawyer-client 

relationship should follow the ethical rules. 
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representation. Many people consider children under the age of four to be in this 
category. Children with particular disabilities may also fall into this category. 
Again, as stressed in Chapter Three, these children's maximum contribution to 
their representation must be sought. Nevertheless, a clear decision may not 
emerge even after seeking that maximum input. The model set forth in the next 
section gives lawyers guidance about how to make decisions and determine 
objectives of representation in those cases. 

[ c] The Child Who Cannot Adequately Act in Her Own Interests 

The third particular circumstance in which the lawyer is not bound by a child's 
informed wish is the case of the child who cannot adequately act in her own 
interests. This is the language of the ethical rule in force in most jurisdictions in 
this country. As dictated by the competency default, a child should be determined 
not to be able to act in her best interests only where evidence independent of the 
representation demonstrates clear and specific limitations on the child's ability to 
understand information and make judgments. 3 As the independent evidence test of 
the competency default indicates, the decision that the child cannot adequately act 
in her own interests cannot be made until the child's maximum competence is 
fully explored by the lawyer. 

This is one of the critical reasons why the counseling phase must be undertaken 
before the following steps take place. Often, through creative client counseling, 
the child has provided a great deal of input and decision-making on at least some 
issues.4 Therefore, a lawyer who is not constrained always to represent the child's 
best interests may find the child competent to direct the representation in some 
matters and not in others. Only after the lawyer feels that he has tried every 
possible way to explore the child's competence and has independent evidence to 
suggest that the child is unable to act in her own interests can he continue the 
decision-making process separate from the client. 

3 See supra § 3-2(b)(2). 
4 The recently adopted American Bar Association Standards of Practice for Lawyers Who 

Represent Children in Abuse and Neglect Cases reject the concept that any disability must be 
globally determined. Rather, disability is contextual, incremental, and may be intermittent. The 
child's ability to contribute to a determination of his or her position is functional, depending upon 
the particular position and the circumstances prevailing at the time the position must be determined. 
Therefore, a child may be able to determine some positions in the case but not others. Similarly, a 
child may be able to direct the lawyer with respect to a particular issue at one time but not at 
another." STANDARDS OF PRACTICE FOR LAWYERS WHo REPRESENT CHILDREN IN ABusE AND NEGLECT CASES 
Standard B-3 cmt. (1996). These standards are reprinted in Appendix D.3. See also MODEL RuLEs OF 
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1.14 cmt.: "[T]o an increasing extent the law recognizes intermediate 
degrees of competence. For example, children as young as five or six years of age, and certainly 
those of ten or twelve are regarded as having opinions that are entitled to weight in legal proceedings 
concerning their custody." 
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Lawyers must take seriously the constraints on deciding that the client cannot 
adequately act in her own interest. The independent evidence test is critical 
because a lawyer does not have the discretion to overrule a client's informed wish 
simply because the lawyer himself disagrees with it. The independent evidence 
test requires that the lawyer rely on a limitation in the child's ability to make 
judgments, rather than the lawyer's disagreement with the client's goals, when 
moving beyond the client's informed wish. 

[d] Conclusion 

It is critical to the integrity of the lawyer-client relationship that the lawyer 
understand the very limited circumstances in which he is allowed to go beyond his 
client's informed and counseled wish. If the situation fits within these circum
stances, however, the additional steps in the model are contained in the next 
section. 

§ 7-4 Additional Steps for the Lawyer Who Is Constrained to Make 
Decisions on Behalf of the Client 

The lawyer making decisions on behalf of the child client must first follow the 
five steps noted in section 7-2 above. In addition, the lawyer should take the 
following supplementary steps. 

[a] Step Six: Interdisciplinary Learning 

This step has a number of approaches, one, some, or all of which can be used. 

[1] Educate Oneself About the Major Paradigms Proposed by Non
Legal Disciplines Which Relate to the Decision at Hand 

In nearly all of the decisions faced by children in the course of child-protective 
proceedings, the standards for decision-making refer to important principles in 
non-legal fields. For example, the concept of a "least restrictive alternative" has 
been studied in many fields outside of law. By the same token, the best interests 
standard, which has been explored in many of the helping professions, including 
social work and the mental health professions, clearly makes reference to 
important research in other fields. Appendix C.1, an article written in preparation 
for the drafting of this book, explores an example of this interdisciplinary learning 
in depth. Two paradigms currently receive a great deal of attention as the social 
work and mental health professions explore difficult questions of placement in 
accordance with the best interests of the child. The article in Appendix C.1 
explores at length the psychological parent model put forth by Goldstein, Freud, 
and Solnit in their Best Interests of the Child trilogy, and the family network 
model recently proposed by Peggy Cooper Davis. While the Goldstein, Freud, and 
Solnit model focuses on the identification of one or more psychological parents, 
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the family network model focuses on understanding the entire network of 
biological and other relationships that serve the child. 

The exploration of these two paradigms, as undertaken in some length in 
Appendix C.1, is an example of the way in which lawyers can begin the process 
of educating themselves on the· perspectives that other disciplines bring to bear on 
child protection. By familiarizing themselves with widely applied non-legal 
learning on critical issues faced by the client, lawyers can attempt to draw on the 
hard work of other disciplines and bring the best of what those disciplines offer 
to decision-making for the client. 

[2] Consult an Expert 

Some attorneys, recognizing their lack of qualifications to assess their clients' 
interests, have concluded that they must consult with experts in making decisions 
for their clients. These experts are usually one of three sorts: 

i. a professional already involved with the child, 

11. an expert consultant ( who may also be an expert witness) retained by the 
attorney, or 

111. an independent expert appointed by the court. 

After describing each kind of expert, I will discuss briefly my hypothesis that 
court-appointed experts currently enjoy the most deference from courts, when in 
fact experts who have been or will be involved with the child over the long term 
should be given more deference than one-time evaluators of the case. 

[i] A Professional Already Involved with the Child 

A substantial number of our clients are already involved with professionals 
when they come to our attention. For instance, any child enrolled in school has a 
school guidance counselor and one or more teachers; other children may be in 
community counseling or therapy. Most of them (but always fewer than one 
would hope) have doctors or clinics who see them regularly. These and other 
professionals have become involved with the client separate from the court case 
and have goals for the professional relationship that are distinct, but often affected 
by, the legal proceeding. They may, in some cases, have long-term relationships 
with our clients and their families. These relationships may not only have 
preexisted the family's court involvement, but may also last well after the lawyers 
and the courts have finished their work. 

Ordinarily, the child's lawyer should identify and, optimally, meet most of these 
professionals in the early fact-finding stage of the case. 1 Early on, a child's lawyer 

1 See STANDARDS OF PRACTICE FOR LAWYERS Wtto REPRESENT CHILDREN IN ABusE AND NEGLECT CASES 
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should seek to identify professionals who are especially important to the client, 
either because of extensive contact or because a particular individual has 
established an especially strong interpersonal relationship with the client. These 
strong relationships may be positive or negative, but if they are important to the 
child, for whatever reason, then they will likely be very important to the lawyer 
as he or she gets to know the client. 

These professionals may have goals for the client, and for their professional 
relationship with the client, that are not fully consistent with the demands of the 
proceeding that brought the child a lawyer. 2 Many of these professionals have 
confidential relationships with the mutual clients, and therefore need to be 
extremely careful in not breaching that confidentiality in encounters with the 
lawyer and the court. Although some lawyers and judges believe that those 
confidentiality provisions fall away in light of the gravity of the legal claims that 
give rise to child protective proceedings,3 it is critical to note that the child has 
often come to rely on the safety of the confidential relationship.4 Lawyers should 
be careful to get releases from their clients before extensive conversations with 

Standard C-2(6) (1996) (lawyer's duty to investigate includes "[i]nterviewing individuals involved 
with the child, including school personnel, child welfare caseworkers, foster parents and other 
caretakers, neighbors, relatives, school personnel, coaches, clergy, mental health professionals, 
physicians, law enforcement officers, and other potential witnesses"). 

2 Of course, in some cases, these professionals may have participated in bringing the child 
protective action by reporting the family to the state department of child welfare. As you can 
imagine, these professionals are often experiencing a dramatic crisis in their relationships with the 
client and his family at the precise moment in which the lawyer is entering the case. In these 
circumstances, caution in associating oneself too closely with these professionals when initially 
meeting the client is essential. This need not prevent the lawyer from talking to these professionals 
(as the lawyer would interview anyone who initially reported the family to the state), but does 
suggest that the lawyer should keep some distance from them in early encounters with the family 
until the lawyer determines the client's connection with and level of trust in these professionals. 

3 For a discussion of the complex interaction between the lawyer's obligation of confidentiality 
and the obligations prescribed by the ethical codes of social workers, psychiatrists, and other 
professionals, see Gerard F. Glynn, Multidisciplinary Representation of Children: Conflicts over 
Disclosures of Client Communications, 27 J. MARSHALL L. REV. 617 (1994). Glynn notes that 
mandatory child abuse reporting laws have been interpreted to supersede the treating professional' s 
obligations of confidentiality to the client. Id. at 639-43. I recognize that the caution I recommend 
may create a dilemma for lawyers who practice in jurisdictions where the privileges are abrogated 
in judicial proceedings. See, e.g., N.Y. FAM. CT. Acr § 1046(a)(viii) (McKinney 1995) (limiting the 
state's statutory physician/patient, psychiatrist/client, social worker/client and rape counselor/client 
privileges in child protective proceedings). 

4 Peter Margulies cautions children's lawyers to respect the "quasi-property" interest that a child 
may have in information entrusted to a treating professional. Peter Margulies, The La.wyer as 
Caregiver: Child Client's Competence in Context, 64 FoRDHAM L. REv. 1473, 1494-95 (1996). 
Seeking information from an involved professional without regard to the child's wishes "sends the 
message that the child is in fact helpless" within the lawyer/client relationship. Id. 
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other professionals, so as not to endanger these pre-existing professional 
relationships. 5 

As hard as it may be to accept, most of the time these professionals will be more 
important to the client's welfare than will the lawyer. While lawyers can intervene 
at critical moments in their clients' lives, solve nagging problems, and, one hopes, 
otherwise contribute to bettering the quality of clients' lives, other professionals 
are often a more important ongoing part of the clients' lives. Therefore, lawyers 
must treat these pre-existing, and often post-existing, relationships with the 
utmost respect. Even after lawyers are gone, these social workers, doctors, 
teachers, counselors, therapists, lay advocates, and other professionals will 
continue to work closely with the clients, day in and day out. It is important that 
the short-term lawyer/client relationship not disrupt these important services. 

For the same reason, involving these professionals as experts in the quest to 
make decisions for the client is often complicated, because these professionals 
already have established procedures and goals with the client that may conflict 
with or supersede the lawyer's procedures and goals. First, if a professional is 
currently treating the client, writing a report to a court or attorney about the 
client's best interests could easily run afoul of the confidentiality which the 
professional promised to the client. Second, even if the confidentiality problems 
are resolved, perhaps through waiver, the professional may still conclude that 
stating an opinion and laying forth the evidence for that opinion at this juncture 
in the professional/child client relationship would compromise the relationship. 
For instance, a professional who has premised his relationship with his child client 
on non-judgmental interaction may find that participating in legal decision-

5 This will sometimes put the lawyer in a veritable Catch-22. For instance, in one case, a client's 
therapist protested to me that I should have discussed the case with him before I met with my client. 
According to my duties to my client, however, I felt that I needed a release from her (and a sense 
about how she felt about the therapist) before I spoke to the therapist. 

Where a client has a long-term therapeutic relationship, one solution is for the lawyer to have a 
preliminary, non-substantive conversation with a client' s therapist, informing the therapist simply 
that the lawyer has been appointed and that the lawyer will be making an appointment to see the 
child client in the near future. This solution would allow the therapist to talk to the client about the 
court case and the imminent appearance of the lawyer and thereby prepare the client for the first 
meeting with the lawyer. This may not be a foolproof solution, however; if the lawyer later 
ascertains that the client dislikes the therapist, the lawyer may wish that she had contacted the client 
completely separately from the therapist. Still, if this therapist is a long-term player in the child's 
life, the lawyer's initial actions should acknowledge the therapist as an important and ongoing 
resource for the child. 

Like many "micro" choices that lawyers need to make in setting up meetings with their clients, 
this decision must be made based upon the lawyer's judgment of the (probably sketchy) information 
available to him at the time. I would tend to give heavy weight to the length of the therapeutic 
relationship, and the recommendations of others who know the client. 
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making disrupts that foundation. Similarly, testifying in court on a delicate matter 
like a child's removal from the home may forever taint the professional's 
relationship with the family. Third, the professional may loom so large in the 
client's life already that his importance to the child transcends the professional's 
role, such as might be the case with a teacher who assumes a big-brother 
relationship with the child after hours or a highly respected family doctor who 
attends the same church as the family. Requiring that professional to aid the court 
could put the court's needs before the child's long-term need for the friendship 
and solidarity of this important figure. Fourth, because these professionals are 
already enmeshed in the client's life, they may not always have unbiased 
information to offer. They may be unable to shake outmoded views of the family 
or be overly invested in their own theories of the family's well-being. They also 
may have other institutional concerns, related to the agencies they serve. While 
the best professionals may develop strong, constructive, trusting relationships 
with clients over a long period of time, other less-skilled or less-caring 
practitioners may develop biases, misconceptions, and investments that disserve 
both the client and the lawyer's representation. 

Therefore, the child's lawyer must recognize a central conundrum in seeking 
advice and early factual investigatory information from these professionals. On 
the one hand, these professionals represent an extraordinary font of useful 
information about the client and his or her family. On the other hand, the same 
history of involvement that makes these professionals so potentially helpful to the 
lawyer or to the court makes working with a strange lawyer or a powerful judge 
a complicated and threatening new role for the professional. In addition, should 
the lawyer later discover that the client does not trust a certain professional, the 
lawyer will likely regret closely associating with that professional at the outset of 
the lawyer's relationship with the child and the lawyer-client relationship may 
suffer as a result. 

In seeking information from these professionals, then, children's lawyers must: 

(a) value and respect the ascendant importance of that professional's 
long-term relationship with the lawyer's client, 

(b) act in ways that do not jeopardize or compromise that relationship by 
being sensitive to issues of confidentiality and other long-term dynamics 
of those pre-existing relationships, and 

(c) consult the professional about the client's best interests only (i) when 
doing so would yield helpful information while preserving the ongoing 
professional relationship, or (ii) as a last resort. 

In the end, lawyers and judges ought to give these professionals special 
consideration in child-protective proceedings. Inasmuch as they have no institu
tional loyalty to the lawyer or court (as the next two kinds of experts do), they 
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represent an extraordinarily rich potential source of wisdom for the case. These 
experts have a more ongoing relationship with the client than they have with the 
lawyer or the court, and thus are less likely to be biased by the perspectives and 
demands of the court proceeding. For these same reasons, however, relying on 
pre-existing professional relationships to determine a client's best interests can be 
tricky. Because of the delicate considerations involved in using a professional 
already involved in a client's life to help one determine a client's best interests, it 
is best not to rely on those judgments exclusively. 

[ii] An Expert Consultant (Who May Also Be an Expert Witness) 
Working with the Attorney.6 

In an increasing number of cases, lawyers representing children work side-by
side with social workers and other professional consultants hired to aid the lawyer 
in the representation. At the Legal Aid Society Juvenile Rights Division in New 
York City, for instance, a Juvenile Services Unit of staff social workers works in 
the same offices as the staff attorneys. At some law school clinics, law student 
interns and social work interns work together, supervised by attorneys and social 
workers, to represent child clients. Private attorneys for children also may retain 
social work or other professional assistance on a case-by-case basis, paying the 
consultants either an hourly rate or a yearly set rate for all cases. 7 

Just as pre-existing treating professionals have ongoing relationships with the 
clients, these expert consultants have ongoing relationships with the children :S, 

lawyers. This difference subtly but significantly changes the expert's perspective 
on the client's case. Unlike the treating professionals, these retained consultants 
are short-term intervenors into the family's life who, once the case is resolved, 
will continue to have a relationship with the child's attorney, but not necessarily 
with the child. 

Professionals working with lawyers can provide a useful, and often crucial 

6 See also Appendix C.2 for concrete strategies for lawyers and consulting social workers 
together on cases. 

7 In some states, these retained experts may be paid by the court. See, e.g., N.Y. COUNTY LAW 

§ 722-c (McKinney 1995) (allowing court to authorize counsel to obtain expert services at the 
court's expense). In other cases, where legal aid organizations, public defenders, or even groups of 
private practitioners contract for a group of cases yearly at a negotiated fee, the payment for social 
work and other professional services may be included in the total fee. 

Despite these opportunities, it is painfully clear that the vast majority of lawyers representing 
children do not have ample access to professional services that would help them represent their 
clients more thoughtfully. As with the phenomenally low rate of compensation generally paid to 
lawyers for children, this systemic problem contributes to extraordinary stress and high caseloads for 
children's lawyers, and must be changed. Because the rest of this section details how useful these 
experts are to sophisticated representation of children, it is hoped that these arguments can be 
marshaled to convince state legislatures to allocate money for this important need. 
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array of services to the client. First, where a client's specific needs require all 
professionals working with her to have special knowledge or abilities-for 
instance, with a deaf client or a client with mental illness -specialized 
professionals can help train lawyers in necessary skills and perspectives. Like any 
lawyer undertaking a representation that involves specialized expert 
knowledge-for example, a product liability lawyer facing intricate technological 
questions-the child's lawyer ought to have apposite kinds of expert advice as 
well. Although written materials introducing the lawyer to issues of child 
development, childhood mental illness, or mental retardation and the like do exist, 
only a consultant can help the lawyer apply this expertise in the particular context 
of a new client. 

In these cases, non-legal professionals can offer practical, concrete help. They 
may help lawyers prepare for complicated interviewing. In some cases, the 
professional might accompany the lawyer to an initial client meeting to help the 
lawyer develop a working relationship with the client. Professionals with strong 
community contacts may suggest helpful resources for the family, which may be 
crucial in shoring up the family to avert the need for foster placement of the child. 
Professionals may also participate in interdisciplinary negotiations, being more 
able than the lawyer to understand and respond to the non-legal professionals 
working with the child. 

Finally, non-legal professionals may be crucial to the lawyer faced with the 
daunting task of making decisions for the client. Some lawyers delegate this 
function to their consultants, reasoning that these professionals, unlike lawyers, 
have been trained to make principled choices like best interests determinations in 
family contexts. Lawyers may also decide that consultant experts are critical when 
the issue of best interests is in active litigation, because the consultant can put on 
the child's case through expert testimony. 

Consulting with a retained expert, however, is an extremely expensive option, 
available currently to only a tiny fraction of lawyers for children. Even when these 
expert services are more widely available, it is unclear how much lawyers should 
ultimately delegate to non-lawyer consultants, because doing so creates an 
inevitable distance between lawyer and client. While all lawyers for children 
should attempt to make these services available to their clients and should 
sensitize themselves to the specific circumstances that indicate when these 
services must be deployed for a particular client, lawyers should not assume that 
all decision-making can ultimately be delegated to others. Lawyers still need to 
develop principled ways of determining best interests for themselves in circum
stances where these experts are unavailable to them. 

[iii] An Independent Expert Appointed by the Court 

Courts in child-protective proceedings often appoint experts to investigate 
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specific questions and provide guidance to the court on ultimate legal issues such 
as best interests of the child. These provisions make eminent good sense, because 
judges are regularly entrusted with determining a child's best interests and may 
not completely trust the parties to guide that determination. 8 Experts are not 
appointed in all cases, or even most cases. When they are, they tend to be experts 
with ongoing relationships with the court; once a case is over, these experts will 
probably never see the child or family again, and perhaps not even the lawyers, 
but will most likely have an interest in being appointed to evaluate cases for the 
court in the future. 

Court-ordered evaluations can involve a tremendous amount of time and effort 
in investigation and preparation. Evaluators must review all relevant records, 
interview all relevant parties and service providers, prepare written reports 
detailing their findings, and testify in court on these findings. Each of these steps 
may be very time-consuming. For instance, rounding up all the records through 
the appropriate releases may take weeks or months; interviewees may have 
schedules that make appointments hard to arrange, and then may miss some, 
extending the interviewing period. Writing thoughtful, comprehensive evaluations 
is hard work and takes much time, as does preparing for heavily cross-examined 
testimony. 

Unfortunately, rates of payment for these court-appointed experts remain 
relatively low. Until the rate of payment is raised to compensate fully the amount 
of time a complete evaluation should take, many court-appointed experts will be 
forced to seek a high volume of evaluations in order to be able to devote a 
substantial amount of their practice to (and to be able to make a living by) doing 
this difficult work. 

Lawyers for children may provide input into the choice of court-appointed 
experts in some instances. If the lawyer knows of any specific concerns that a 
client has ( e.g., a little girl who is very shy with older men, or a Spanish-speaking 
child who relates much better in Spanish than in English), these should certainly 
be made known to the court. If the child has given the lawyer a clear wish as to 
the issues the expert is to evaluate, the lawyer should act in every strategic way 
to make sure that the expert chosen is one likely to recommend the child's desired 
result. 9 Often, the local courthouse or judge may have an established slate of 
experts whose reputations and predilections can be investigated through word
of-mouth. While being attentive to the vagaries of rumor and sour grapes, the 

8 Indeed, if more states come to accept lawyers for children as advocates for their counseled 
wishes rather than guardians ad /item with the same duty to determine best interests as the court has, 
judges may come to rely upon these experts even more. 

9 Similarly, a child's lawyer may be required to lobby against the appointment of an expert if the 
lawyer has reason to believe that no expert will recommend the client's objective in the case. 
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child's lawyer should investigate those experts thoroughly. For the reasons 
detailed in section 7-4(a)(2)(i) above, the child's lawyer should think carefully 
before allowing a professional already involved with the family to be appointed 
an expert by the court. 

As with evaluations by the lawyer's retained expert, the lawyer must also 
consider the intrusive and possibly harmful effect of the evaluations of the 
court-appointed expert on the child and family. Interviews with the court
appointed expert, the time spent waiting for these evaluations to be completed, 
and the diversion of resources by other professionals in the case to speak with and 
provide records to the expert may all take their toll. In determining whether to 
support an appointment and how to structure an evaluation's logistics, the child's 
lawyer must carefully weigh all these considerations. 

Finally, the timing of the court-appointed expert's involvement should discour
age a child's lawyer from relying on these experts to advise her about the client's 
decision-making. Because courts generally appoint these experts later in the case, 
when settlement has been explored and abandoned and trial is inevitable, the 
child's lawyer should have developed a view of the child's best interests long 
before the court expert is identified. By the time the expert is appointed, the 
child's lawyer should be actively trying to insure that any expert appointed will 
vindicate the child's view of the case. Thus the lawyer cannot wait to complete 
decision-making for a client until such a time as a court-appointed expert may 
advise. The client's and lawyer's view of best interests may change as a result of 
the evaluation, but until that time, the lawyer must continue to pursue the client's 
initial instructions and objectives. To the extent that the lawyer must determine 
and factor in the client's best interests, the lawyer must do so throughout much of 
the investigation without the benefit of the court-appointed expert's thoughts. 

[iv] Summary 

While various kinds of non-lawyer experts can aid the lawyer who is 
constrained to make decisions for the client, lawyers for children cannot rely upon 
these experts exclusively. Professionals already involved with the clients when the 
lawyer is appointed have established investments and goals for the professional/ 
client relationship which may well preclude the lawyer from obtaining useful 
information in a reliable way. Some lawyers can retain experts, but those 
collaborations are currently rare, given their expense, and even when available 
may unduly distance the lawyer from the child client. Court-appointed experts 
may prove indispensable in some court cases, but are rarely appointed in time to 
aid the lawyer in best interests determinations. Because each of these profession
als also has other institutional commitments (the first to his or her agency or 
employer, the second to the child's lawyer, and the third to the court), they are not 
perfect advisors as to any given child's best interests. 

Ironically, courts may currently give disproportionately heavy weight to the 
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opinions of court-appointed experts, who, in most ways, are the least knowledge
able of the three kinds of experts. Professionals already serving the client and 
consultants working with the child's lawyer may actually have known the child 
longer and explored more fully the background material on the family. Because 
the first two kinds of experts are prevented in many cases from telling "all they 
know" to the judge, however, the court-appointed expert, who exists in the case 
to serve the judge, will often seem to the court to be the most reliable source. 
Ironically, professionals who have worked with the family for years are virtually 
invisible to the court while these evaluators, who may meet the child only once 
or twice, take center stage. Lawyers for children should keep in mind this 
understandable distortion of reality as seen from the bench in preparing their 
presentations to the court. 

[b] Step Seven: Return to the Child and Explain Her Remaining Options 

After a lawyer has narrowed the options or reached a decision for a client, it is 
important to explain as much of that decision to the child as possible, consistent 
with the lawyer's responsibility to get every possible contribution from the child. 
For most children, this will involve a visit to talk with the child. This visit must 
take place before the lawyer acts on the decision. It is very important for the 
lawyer to get all possible input from the child about the decision. If the lawyer 
informs the child that the lawyer must go against the child's counseled wish, it is 
a critical act of respect that the lawyer go to the child before acting on the 
decision. 

This conversation will no doubt be a very difficult one. The child may not be 
happy that the lawyer is exercising his or her power this way, no matter how 
consistently she has been warned from the beginning that this is the lawyer's role. 
Informing the client about the lawyer's intentions is the least that the lawyer can 
do in the face of such a clear disappointment for the client. It will also preserve 
as much as can be preserved of the relationship, because the child will know that 
the lawyer is not acting behind her back. 

When a child is too young to be spoken with in this way, I suggest that the 
lawyer write a letter to the child. This letter should explain the lawyer's decision 
and take the child through the steps of the decision-making process. The letter 
should explain the lawyer's understanding of the child-in-context and how it 
relates to the current situation. It should explain all of the available options and 
the lawyer's attempts to counsel the child about them. It should discuss the 
lawyer's consultation of interdisciplinary learning, both in the lawyer's own 
education and in expert consultation. If one choice was made among seemingly 
equally appropriate options, the lawyer should explain how and why that choice 
was made. This letter can be kept in the file and may never actually reach the 
child, but the exercise is an important one to help the lawyer work with his or her 
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countertransference and to keep the lawyer grounded to the lawyer's role. The 
lawyer should explain how the lawyer's decision addresses the needs of the 
child-in-context. The letter should also explain how the decision connects with the 
child's current situation. 

One might question why a simple memo to the file would not suffice and why 
this should be written in terms of a letter to the client. In some ways, the letter to 
the child will, in the end, simply be a memo to the file because the child may never 
read this letter. But writing it in the second person as opposed to the third person 
is critical. Although the lawyer does not have to have a conversation with a 
non-verbal child to explain himself, it is still healthy for the lawyer to justify his 
decisions and attempt to look at it from a child's point of view. Writing this memo 
in a letter form to the child forces the lawyer to explain his or her actions in the 
child's terms. This critical exercise can help refine the lawyer's approach to the 
decision and remind the lawyer that while the decision was made by the lawyer 
alone, the decision is one that will affect the child first and foremost. 

[c] Step Eight: Argue for All Remaining Options, Argue Against All 
Previously Eliminated Options and Inform the Decision-Maker of 
Your Client's Wishes 

If the foregoing seven-step process does not yield one clear decision, whenever 
possible, the lawyer should decline to choose among acceptable options and 
advocate for multiple options, while opposing options that the foregoing analysis 
has eliminated or rejected. If, for instance, the lawyer determines that, of the 
options actually available to an infant client, two are consistent with the lawyer's 
understanding of the child-in-context, the child's current situation, and relevant 
interdisciplinary learning, while two are inconsistent, the lawyer should oppose 
the latter two before the decision-maker and make the strongest case possible for 
each of the former two options. 

In some cases, lawyers whose clients cannot be consulted must choose one path 
in their decision-making. In those cases, at this point in the analysis, the lawyer 
is left with an unavoidable remainder: the lawyer's own judgment and discretion. 
The lawyer reverts to his or her own judgment as a last resort, mindful that such 
choice-making on behalf of clients is the narrow exception, and not the rule. 

In exercising that discretion, at the end of any given decision-making process, 
the lawyer must return to the child's subjective view of the question at hand. How 
does the decision that the lawyer has reached match the child-in-context? How 
does the decision reflect what is unique and essential about the child? At this 
moment, the lawyer should return to consider the Seven Questions to Keep Us 
Honest outlined in section 3-2(d) above. As always, the lawyer should both ask 
how the child benefits concretely from the lawyer's decision-making and examine 
whether the lawyer's adult perspectives and needs are playing an unduly large role 
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in the process. Thus, in the end, the decision-making process must finish where it 
began: with the lawyer trying to see the decision to be made from the child's 
subjective perspective, with a focus on the child's uniqueness and individuality. 

Whether the lawyer advocates for multiple options or one thoughtfully chosen 
option, the lawyer must inform the decision-maker of the child's wishes and 
viewpoint on the issue. Consistent with the advocacy default, the lawyer must 
voice the child's wishes, even if the lawyer is constrained, by assigned role, not to 
advocate them. 

§ 7 -5 Conclusion 

This chapter has set forth the decision-making process in representing children. 
The process may end in five steps for the lawyer who represents the child's 
counseled and informed wishes, or be a longer process if the lawyer must 
undertake some of the decision-making on his or her own. It is critical to note 
again that all of this decision-making takes place against the essential backdrop of 
a clear understanding by the child and the lawyer of their respective points of 
view. The next chapter will focus on how to seek the goals and objectives of the 
representation in the outside world. 
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§ 8-1 Introduction 

Now that a lawyer for a child knows what goals to seek, how does he or she 
pursue them in the outside world? The short answer is, the same as any lawyer 
would. The lawyer seeks the goals by persuading the key players in the case-the 
judge, the social services agency, the child's family, key service providers-that 
the goal the child is seeking fulfills the legal requirements in the case. 

While it is beyond the scope of this book to review general advocacy skills and 
courtroom practice, this chapter will comment on two critical components of any 
child lawyer's practice: the theory of the case and the interdisciplinary meeting. 
The theory of the case is the vision of the child and child's world that frames all 
of the lawyer's advocacy for the child's goals in every forum. Section 8-2 will 
comment particularly on the relationship between the lawyer's theory of the case 
and the child-in-context. The interdisciplinary meeting is the generic name for 
nearly every advocacy opportunity the lawyer enters outside of formal court 
argument. While many extremely useful resources orient lawyers to fundamental 
trial practice, very few discuss the out-of-court advocacy that resolves the vast 
majority of decisions important to our child clients. The bulk of this chapter looks 
at "meeting practice" in depth, relating it to the umbrella principles governing the 
representation, and offering concrete advice for using those meetings to the 
client's maximum advantage. 

§ 8-2 The Theory of the Case 

This section explores the relationship between the lawyer's v1s10n of the 
"child-in-context" and the critical tool of advocacy, the theory of the case. Both 
the theory of the case and the vision of the child-in-context describe the child in 
her world. In a nutshell, however, the lawyer's theory of the case is not necessarily 
the lawyer's vision of the child-in-context. The lawyer's theory of the case may, 
in some cases, be equivalent to the lawyer's understanding of the child-in-context. 
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Because of the client's critical rights of confidentiality and privacy, among other 
factors, however, the theory of the case will often be less than a full explication 
of everything the lawyer knows about the client. It is critical to understand the 
distinction between the two concepts. The lawyer must understand the child-in
context as fully as possible, in order to facilitate an excellent lawyer-client 
relationship, including good communication and effective counseling. In repre
senting the client in the world, however, the lawyer employs his or her "theory of 
the case," his or her depiction of the child and her world, to convince the Powers 
that Be to honor the child's objectives. The concepts must be distinct, because the 
child and lawyer together may decide that the lawyer should employ a theory of 
the case that does not fully reflect his or her understanding of the client, in order 
to secure the objectives of the representation. 

Section 8-2(a)- below will offer an example of a circumstance in which the 
theory of the case diverges substantially from the vision of the child-in-context. 
Section 8-2(b) will explore circumstances in which the two concepts actually do 
converge. 

[a] Divergent Visions of the Theory of the Case and the Child-in-Context 

THE CASE OF JOEY; 

When we were first assigned to represent Joey, he was a fifteen-year-old 
boy who for several years had been severely beaten on a regular basis by 
his mother. His older sibling, who had also been beaten, had decided to 
tell school officials about the abuse, and the children were taken into state 
custody immediately from school without seeing their mother. 

After a period of psychiatric hospitalization, the mother was incarcer
ated on charges related to the abuse, in a location far from Joey's foster 
home. When we first met Joey, he was reeling from the fact that he had 
never said goodbye to his mother, and deeply missed her. All he wanted 
was to live with her again. Because the judge granted an early motion by 
the state, Joey had no visits with her. In our interviews with Joey we came 
to believe that he understood that what his mother had done in hurting 
him was wrong, but still loved her very deeply, considered her the most 
important figure in his life, and had many positive feelings towards her. 
He wanted to live with her again, as soon as possible, and he wanted to 
see her as often as possible. 

When we argued for visits initially, we made arguments based on our 
perception of Joey. Many of the other professionals on the case looked at 
us askance. "It sounds like the mother is sick, your client is sick, and 
maybe you are as sick as they are, " one of the professionals bluntly 
suggested. It became quite clear to me that whenever I tried to move 
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people to the view that it was understandable that a child should want to 
return to live with a mother who seriously abused him, I was treated as 
a person with lower credibility, and the argument fell on deaf ears. 

Throughout the first six months of our representation, many profession
als scratched their heads and told me that they did not know why Joey 
was so fixated on his mother when his mother had "brought him only 
harm." After the first six months, Joey's mother was sentenced to 
long-term hospitalization on assault charges based on her maltreatment 
of him and his sibling, and he was still not granted visitation. 

Our client's concern to see his mother persisted. After the mother was 
sentenced, it became clear that she was due to be released in about 
eighteen months. At this time we realized that we could make a different 
argument: that the child and the mother would be reunited with each 
other when the mother was released from the hospital; and when the child 
reached majority, the system would be unable to prevent him from living 
with his mother. We could suggest that because reunification would be 
inevitable after she was released from the hospital, it was important to 
support visitation now, to make it as healthy as possible. 

We went back to Joey and told him that we had good news and bad 
news. The good news was that we thought we might be able to obtain 
visitation for him and his mother. The bad news, we said, was that we had 
been unable to change other people '.s view of his mom and that to obtain 
visitation, we believed we needed to make an argument that we knew did 
not adequately reflect his view of the case. 

We practiced the argument before him as we would tell it to the judge. 
Our argument downplayed and sometimes even discounted his extremely 
positive feelings toward his mother. We asked him if he understood why 
we were making this argument instead of the argument that made the most 
sense to him. He said that he fully understood and he would do anything 
to make sure that he saw her. We asked him if he felt betrayed by us when 
he heard us making the argument that we thought was easier for the 
professionals to hear. He stopped, smiled, looked me straight in the eye, 
and said, "I know you understand why I want to live with my mom." 

Slowly, various players in Joey's case began to respond to our new 
argument. They would shrug their shoulders and say, "It is inevitable, so 
we might as well try to make the best of it. " Reunification and visits 
towards that end began to be discussed. 

As lawyers and litigators, we are taught from day one to outline our theory of 
the case. As traditionally conceived, the theory of the case is, in the words of 
James McElhaney, the "basic underlying idea that explains not only the legal 
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theory and factual background but also ties as much evidence as possible into a 
coherent and credible whole."1 "Whether it is simple and unadorned or subtle and 
sophisticated, the theory of the case is the product of the advocate. It is the basic 
concept around which everything revolves." As Thomas Mauet in his classic 
Fundamentals of Trial Techniques suggests, a theory of the case is your side's 
version of "what really happened." "It should incorporate all the contested facts 
as well as your side's versions of the disputed facts. It should be logical, fit the 
legal requirements of the claims in defense, be simple to understand and be 
consistent with the jurors' common sense and their perspective of how life 
works."2 Other able legal practice scholars, including Gary Bellow, Bea Moulton, 
David Binder, and Paul Bergman3 have all carefully looked at the way the theory 
of the case can bring a coherent vision to a lawyer's case. 

Throughout the litigation, all other professionals and other players are operating 
from some theory of the child-in-context as well. These visions may dovetail 
completely with the lawyer's view or diverge radically. In some cases, one might 
believe that other parties in the case have stereotyped one's child client. For 
instance, a fourteen-year-old girl who has run away from parents who cannot 
control her may be variously described as a "typical teenager" or a "deeply 
troubled adolescent." In Joey's case, other parties were unable to hear Joey's view, 
since it diverged so radically from their own. 

A traditional case theory focuses mainly on lawyer presentations to the judge. 
The fundamental concept is that of a story woven by the lawyer for the benefit of 
the deciding audience. As McElhaney had suggested originally, "the theory of the 
case is the product of the advocate." 

Thus in the example of Joey, the argument that Joey needed to see his mother 
because his living again with his mother was inevitable was a classic general 
theory of the case. It was designed to encourage the listening audience, whether 
it be the judge or the reluctant professional, to see the case through the 
inevitability of mother/son contact. From Joey's point of view, this argument was 
an artifact that does not adequately reflect his view of the world. To Joey, his 
mother is a person who, despite a serious flaw in their relationship, has much love 
to give to him. He perceived his relationship with his mother as a whole as very 
positive and was deeply wounded by the long period of no contact with her. Our 
attempts to convey Joey's subjective view about the importance and central 
positive nature of his mother in his life were ultimately unsuccessful because the 

1 
James McElhaney, The Theory of the Case, 6 LITIGATION 51, 52 (1979). 

2 
THOMAS MAUET, FUNDAMENTALS OF TRIAL TECHNIQUES, 46 (1992). 

3 
GARY BELLOW AND BEA MouLTON, THE LAWYERING PROCESS, 305-6 (1978); ALBERT MooRE ET AL., 

TRIAL ADVOCACY (1996). 
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audience did not accept his view of his mother. 

Joey's case illustrates the way in which the vision of the child-in-context is not 
coextensive with the theory of the case. We were unable, in the end, to present our 
view of the child-in-context publicly because it honestly appeared that those who 
would make visitation possible would never accept it. In that case, despite our 
understanding of the child-in-context, we counseled our client to allow us to fall 
back to a more traditional theory of the case which was less faithful to his point 
of view. 

As Joey's case warns us, the realities of our practice may not always allow us 
to express the child-in-context in all of his sophistication and richness. Never
theless, we must be clear with our clients that we understand their point of view, 
and have chosen the argument in order to achieve their concrete goals. 

Although Joey's case involved a lawyer who decided not to use the child-in
context as the theory of the case for strategic reasons, perhaps more often one will 
decide not to use one's understanding of the child-in-context as the theory of the 
case because the child explicitly wishes you not to. The lawyer obviously should 
not tell all he or she knows about the child unless the child feels utterly 
comfortable with that. Because the child-in-context is a complex synthesis of 
everything that the lawyer has learned about the child, to the extent that the child 
has information that he does not want revealed, the lawyer is not at liberty to 
showcase his or her understanding of the child-in-context.4 Only when the child 
specifically has no or very little key information that he wishes to keep private 
does the lawyer have that option. This option is discussed in Section 8-2(b) below. 

[b] Convergent Visions of the Theory of the Case and the Child-in
Context 

In a number of cases, the vision of the child-in-context is the theory of the case. 
These are the cases in which the client has felt misunderstood and wishes as much 
of her point of view to be known to the court a possible. It should not be implied 
that these clients have fewer concerns about privacy or confidentiality. These 
clients have made the decision ( or feel constrained to make the decision) that their 
privacy interests are less important to them than a full representation of their 
subjective views to the court. In these cases, the lawyer is at liberty to articulate 
fully his or her view of the child-in-context in interdisciplinary meetings as 
discussed below, in court, and in other discussions. 

When there are no objections by the clients, using the fully textured, fully 

4 The disabled child often poses another example of a divergent theory of the case. Often, to 
obtain disability benefits, one i forced to focus on the di ability of one's client, even though one 
may actually understand the client's disability as only a small part of the child as a whole. 
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three-dimensional vision of the child-in-context as the theory of the case is an 
extremely fulfilling way to practice law. One's job in every encounter in those 
cases is to move people to understand the client as fully and completely as 
possible and to understand the world from her perspective. 

In cases in which this is possible, the child-in-context is the super theory of the 
case. It is not only the winning image of reality that convinces the judge. It is also 
the translation of the client's own view of herself into an image that is persuasive 
to the judge. 

This use of the vision of the child-in-context as the theory of the case dovetails 
with recent scholarship and critical race and feminist theory. A number of these 
writers have closely looked at the role of legal narrative and the law, attempting 
to look at issues related to case theory from a client-centered perspective. 5 

Recently scholars have begun to link traditional notions of case theory with 
critical race theory based on a client-centered perspective. Most notable has been 
a recent article entitled Give Them Back Their Lives: Recognizing Client 
Narrative in Case Theory6 by Binny Miller, a clinical law teacher at American 
University. Miller suggests that case theory can be: 

truer both to the client's life experience and to what it is that lawyers 
actually do. By defining case theory as an explanatory statement linking 
the case to the client's experience of the world, we create a context for 
seeing what we might not otherwise see. Case theory creates a perspective 
for the facts, relationships, and circumstances of the client and other 
parties that is grounded in the client's goals. Case theory makes actions 
seem quite reasonable that at first seemed unreasonable, and it allows us 
to accept the client's story and at the same time have a plausible 
explanation for other stories. 7 

Miller's articulation very much describes the difference between the child-in
context and a simple theory of the case related to the child in a child protective 

5 For critical theory articles from a client-centered perspective, see Lucie E. White, Mobilization 
on the Margins of a Lawsuit: Making Space for Clients to Speak, 16 N.Y.U. REv. L. & Soc. CHANGE 
535, 545-46 (1987); Lucie E. White, On the Paradox of Lawyering for the Poor, 56 BROOK L. REv. 
861 (1990); Gerald P. Lopez, Lay Lawyering, 32 U.C.L.A. L. REv. 1-6 (1984); Gerald P. Lopez, The 
Work We Know So Little About, 42 STAN. L. REv. 1-10 (1989); Lucie E. White, Subordination, 
Rhetorical Survival Skills and Sunday Shoes: Notes on the Hearing of Mrs. G., 38 BUFF. L. 
REv/coRE:EMPH>. 1 (1990); Lucie E. White, To Learn and to Teach: Lessons from Driefontein on 
Lawyering and Power, 1988 Wrsc. L. REv. 699. 

6 Binny Miller, Give Them Back Their Lives: Recognizing Client Narrative in Case Theory, 93 
MrcH L. REv. 485 (1994). 

7 Binny Miller, Give Them Back Their Lives: Recognizing Client Narrative in Case Theory, 93 
MrettL. REv. 485, 553 (1994). 
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case. One could almost draw this pictorially. The central concept is, as McElhaney 
first suggested, "the theory of the case is the product of the advocate, a story 
woven by the lawyer for the benefit of the deciding audience." The theory of the 
case converging with the child-in-context is consistent with Miller's efforts to 
bring the client back into the case theory; indeed, knowing that the client is a 
central arbiter of the accuracy of the case theory. While the case theory is an 
umbrella that links the lawyer to the judge, the child-in-context as the theory of 
the case links the child to the judge through the vehicle of the lawyer. 

When the lawyer is at liberty to represent the child through a theory of the case 
that is co-extensive with his or her vision of the child-in-context, an extraordinary 
thing happens. The lawyer, having spent so much time trying to understand the 
client well, becomes, perhaps, the professional person who understands the child's 
world the best. Even though the lawyer is a newcomer to the case, his or her 
thickly textured understanding of the child's life explains many of the events from 
the child's point of view. On the occasions in which the child-in-context is the 
lawyer's theory of the case, the lawyer's thoughtful understanding of the child 
rings true with all those who know the child. It also explains events in the case and 
brings forward a theory to the decision-maker that should lead to substantive 
results for the client. 

In those situations, the wonderful convergence of the client's desire to be 
known, the lawyer's ability to make the child known, and the fact that making the 
child known can lead to the legal consequences that the child is seeking, give a 
certain clarion clearness to the lawyer's role. As the first umbrella principle 
requires, in every realm in which the lawyer operates, the lawyer's work revolves 
around the twin suns of the child-in-context and the theory of the case. Here, those 
suns merge and the lawyer's orbit smooths out. These circumstances can be 
among some of the most enriching moments in the life of the child's attorney. 

[ c] Conclusion 

It is necessary, therefore, to think of the theory of the case and the vision of the 
child-in-context as distinct but potentially related ideas. The theory of the case is 
critical in seeking the goals of the representation. The second section of this 
chapter is an in-depth look at a central and neglected form in which the goals of 
the representation are sought-the interdisciplinary meeting. This following 
discussion will return to the umbrella principles in the context of the interdisci
plinary meeting. 

§ 8-3 The Lawyer at the Interdisciplinary Meeting 

January, 1985 

I have seen entire meetings salvaged by my dad's loyal and constant 
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attention to THE BIG PICTURE-his constant gaze through glasses 
perched on his nose, his omnipresent fountain pen, his note-taking, his 
thoughtful mulling, his questions-"So can we agree that your main point 
is . . . " or "Wouldn't you say the main priority is . . . " I have never 
known my parents to grow cynical or bitter and they are such earnest 
students -they simply love to learn. 

408 

[a] Is the Interdisciplinary Meeting Another Stage in the Adversary 
Proceedings or a Fresh Forum for Resolving Disputes and Forging 
Relationships? 

In addition to appearing at formal court appearances and hearings, lawyers for 
children in child protective proceedings often further their client's goals at 
interdisciplinary meetings. An interdisciplinary meeting is any meeting related to 
one's client that includes professionals other than lawyers. Because child 
protective proceedings tend to involve professionals of so many disciplines, 
almost any case encounter apart from an on-the-record court hearing could 
constitute an interdisciplinary meeting. 

Governmental agency policies and state or federal law often mandate these 
meetings, which include special education meetings convened by the school, 
periodic reviews of the child's placement held by the local child protective 
agency, and treatment plan reviews scheduled by the child's mental health 
provider. 1 Other meetings arise in the course of litigation, such as a court 
negotiation attended by state caseworkers and the child's treating professionals, or 
a spontaneous multi-party colloquy in the lobby outside the courtroom. A lawyer 
should consider even a conference in chambers that includes the judge and a 

1 The federal regulations implementing the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), 
20 U.S.C. § 1400 et seq., mandate meetings for the purpose of developing and reviewing the 
Individualized Education Program (IEP) of special education students. See 34 C.F.R. § 300.343, 
("(a) General. Each public agency is responsible for initiating and conducting meetings for the 
purpose of developing, reviewing, and revising the IEP of a child with a disability"); C.F.R. 
§§ 300.344-45 (specifying those participants whose presence is required or who at a minimum must 
be notified of meetings). 

Periodic reviews of foster care placements have also been statutorily imposed. See 42 U.S.C. 
§ 627, which makes state eligibility for certain foster care funds contingent upon the implementa
tion of a "case review system," as defined in 42 U.S.C. § 675(5), for each child receiving foster care 
under the supervision of the State. Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 675(5), a "case review system" requires 
that "the status of each child is reviewed periodically but no less frequently than once every six 
months by either a court or by administrative review . . . in order to determine the continuing 
necessity for and appropriateness of the placement, the extent of compliance with the case plan, and 
the extent of progress which has been made toward alleviating or mitigating the causes necessitating 
placement in foster care, and to project a likely date by which the child may be returned to the home 
or placed for adoption or legal guardianship." 
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protective service worker to be an interdisciplinary meeting. Lawyers for children 
may, in addition, decide to convene a case conference with selected nonlawyer 
participants in an attempt to resolve issues for their clients when formal litigation 
offers no useful forum. 

This section assists the lawyer for children in making the most of these 
interdisciplinary meetings. The preparation, execution, and follow-up of these 
meetings pose unexpectedly complex issues, in large part because the informality 
of the meetings and the many players present allow meetings to take a myriad of 
directions. For precisely the same reasons, however, these meetings offer rich 
opportunities for creative problem-solving outside of the traditional court setting. 

The interdisciplinary meeting offers one example of the many nontraditional 
ways in which a creative litigator can constructively advance the client's agenda 
outside of court. Because, as litigators, we often develop tunnel vision about the 
progress of a case, neatly slotting our client's needs into court appearances in our 
date books, the interdisciplinary meeting reminds us that we can and must explore 
many new avenues in pursuing our client's wishes and interests. It is a shame 
when we as litigators realize that we could have avoided an unpleasant scene in 
court simply by walking downtown to a social worker's or a lawyer's office and 
having an unpressured conversation about the case. Thinking about the interdis
ciplinary meeting as one alternative to a court-focused model of representation 
will not only help the lawyer use these important meetings better but also 
encourage the lawyer to find additional ways to achieve important goals for the 
client. 

Too often the lawyer for children fails to attend these meetings. Indeed, many 
jurisdictions pay court-appointed children' lawyers little or nothing when they 
attend. Even within this financial reality, responsible lawyers will feel compelled 
to attend interdisciplinary meetings that will clearly advance the case or prevent 
damage to the child. Sometimes, attending these meetings will avert a lengthy 
hearing by offering settlement opportunities. Lawyers for children must think 
strategically about seizing the opportunities available at these meetings. 

The chapter describes "meeting practice," a set of competencies that often 
prove more important than "trial practice." In a trial, all decisions are substantially 
driven by one's theory of the case. Similarly, in an interdisciplinary meeting, 
lawyers make all substantive decisions and many small practical decisions with 
reference to the lawyer's conception of the theory of the case. Furthermore, in a 
trial, lawyers must follow certain substantive principles and procedural rules and 
master certain technicalities within the formal structure. Similarly, principles and 
rules govern the ostensibly less formal interdisciplinary meeting. 

The principles and skills laid out here reflect my view that lawyers can be 
taught to meet just as they are taught to litigate. Both scheduled and impromptu 
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meetings resolve critical issues for our clients. It is therefore ironic and 
unfortunate that lawyers are trained much more carefully in the skills and 
principles of litigation and less in the skills of meeting, negotiation, and informal 
discussion. While these interactions are more informal, more fluid, and less 
predictable, principles and dynamics that every lawyer can learn and master 
govern practice at these interactions. 

It is not going too far to say that law schools and legal training have wrongly 
privileged litigation skills. Lawyers representing children often make far more 
progress in informal encounters like the interdisciplinary meeting than in formal 
litigation. Mastery of these principles and skills will lead lawyers to use these 
encounters effectively, thoughtfully, and holistically, weaving these meetings into 
the fabric of the client's case as a whole. Ideally, a lawyer with both excellent 
meeting practice and trial practice competencies can pursue the child client's 
agenda capably in multiple fora. 

This section begins with an overview of the meeting, then outlines the basics 
of any given meeting, details the substantive principles governing a lawyer's 
approach to such meetings and ends with ten tips for meeting practice. The section 
is designed to be read in a number of ways: as an introduction to the concept, as 
a primer for time-pressured practitioners, and as a reflective treatment of the 
material. Practitioners seeking concrete advice may read the ten tips quickly and 
save the rest for a quieter moment. 2 

Contradictory as it may seem, lawyers for children can usefully view the 
interdisciplinary meeting as both a continuation of litigation by other means and 
as a radical departure from traditional adversary litigation. Because the lawyer 
must not jeopardize the litigation posture in these meetings, and because the 
players in the meeting largely overlap with those in the litigation, the lawyer's 
theory of the client's case and his or her depiction of the child-in-context must be 
consistent with the litigation during which they arise. Nevertheless, because the 
meetings may offer players, information, and atmospherics not available in 
courthouse encounters, and because the meetings may more properly include and 
give stature to non-legal professionals working with the child, they provide a fresh 
forum in which to creatively resolve issues that seem intractable in the 
law-dominated, polarized, and rushed courthouse. The apparent contradiction 
between these two roles truly reflects a complementarity within the role of the 
harmonious coexistence of opposites, the lawyer for children. 

The yin and yang nature of this paradigm informs every decision a lawyer 
makes in preparing for, attending, and following up on the interdisciplinary 
meeting. At any given moment when a lawyer must decide how to act, the lawyer 

2 Because of this design, readers of the entire chapter may encounter some redundancies. 
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should consider both how the meeting intersects with the litigation posture and 
how the meeting offers a fresh and different opportunity for creative conflict 
resolution. Neither inquiry alone fully protects and advances the client's interests. 
The lawyer who constantly considers both perspectives, however, will use 
interdisciplinary meetings, planned or spontaneous, to the maximum benefit of the 
client. 

Although they might seem destined always to clash, the urge to advance your 
client's litigation posture often dovetails with the chance to invent a new mood in 
the case. I am reminded of a famous scene in the Christmas classic, Miracle on 
34th Street. Macy's executives are mulling over the unexpected success of their 
maverick Santa's decision to refer anxious parents to other stores when Macy's 
does not offer the toy that their child wants. Mr. Macy himself has a revelation. 
"[F]rom now on, not only will our Santa Claus continue in this manner, but I want 
every salesperson in this store to do precisely the same thing. If we haven't got 
exactly what the customer wants, we'll send him where he can get it. No high 
pressuring and forcing a customer to take something he doesn't really want. ... 
We' 11 be known as the helpful store, the friendly store, the store with a heart, the 
store that places public service ahead of profit. ... " Then he murmurs, in 
Groucho Marx style, "And consequently we'll make more profits than ever 
before."3 

Like Mr. Macy, lawyers find that the same convergence of traditional and 
nontraditional thinking leads to very successful outcomes at these meetings. The 
hard-headed litigator and the maverick problem solver both will find themselves 
attending meetings to represent their clients better. The lawyer who feels 
comfortable adopting both views simultaneously will advance the client's agenda 
most effectively. 

This overview section will describe the central concerns in both the adversary 
and cooperative sides of the paradigm to frame an understanding of the meeting 
concept. 

[b] Another Stage in the Adversary Process 

To paraphrase the military historian Clausewitz, the meeting is a continuation 
of litigation by other means. Since the interdisciplinary meeting is another stage 
in the adversary process, the lawyer must keep three goals preeminent: to describe 
the child consistently in the lawyer's theory of the case; to protect and enhance the 
child's litigation posture; and to maintain litigation relationships with players at 
the meeting. 

3 
MIRACLE o 34TH STREET (20th Century Fox 1947). 
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[1] Describe the Child Consistently in the Lawyer's Theory of the Case 

Throughout the litigation, all participants operate from some theory of the 
child-in-context. These visions may dovetail completely with the lawyer's view or 
diverge radically. When the parties gather only for brief, chaotic, and episodic 
encounters in court, they may not reconcile their divergent views of the child 
client. 

The interdisciplinary meeting often offers an excellent opportunity to change 
the way other professionals view the child client. Other parties may have formed 
their views with limited knowledge of the child's life and circumstances. 
Especially if the lawyer is concerned that stereotype and bias, rather than a deep 
knowledge of the child, have unduly influenced the perspective of important 
players, such as the child welfare department or other institutional actors, the 
interdisciplinary meeting may be an important moment to educate the other 
players about the client. Thus, canny litigators can use the interdisciplinary 
meeting to advance their theory of the case and to convince others to adopt it as 
their own. 

[2] Protect and Enhance the Child's Litigation Posture 

Needless to say, participation in an interdisciplinary meeting must not weaken 
one's litigation posture nor limit options available to the child in the ongoing 
litigation. The interdisciplinary meeting offers two major ways to improve a 
client's litigation posture. First, one may gain new allies or even win consensus in 
the more easygoing dynamics of the interdisciplinary meeting. Second, a meeting 
is often an ideal forum for informal discovery. Lawyers for children may learn, in 
an integrated and voluminous way, information about the client from critical 
people in the child's life, including the child's teachers, doctors, and counselors. 
The lawyer may also learn important information about the client's family from 
treating professionals, for example, the reunification worker, therapist, or drug 
counselor serving the parent. This second advantage, increasing the lawyer's 
overall information about the case, alone may be enough reason for attending. 

Of course, one must also consider how attendance at the meeting may 
jeopardize these same values. For instance, a meeting could act to polarize already 
hostile litigation positions. The interdisciplinary meeting may serve as a time for 
opposing parties to develop allies against the child's position. The child's lawyer 
might decide to attend the meeting to try to prevent that from happening or in 
some cases decide not to attend the meeting in order to avoid further polarized 
conversation that will spark that kind of alliance.4 Similarly, if the lawyer for 

4 For example, in one case, on a few occasions I became aware that my very presence at meetings 
greatly provoked other professionals who appeared. After thinking through my goals for the next 
meeting, I realized that many of my agenda items would be pursued by others at the meeting, and 
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children cannot attend the meeting without feeling compelled to disclose 
information that would be harmful to the child or the child's position before trial, 
or if the lawyer is considering bringing a professional who would be placed in that 
position, the lawyer should not attend, in order to avoid compromising the client's 
confidentiality. Thus a lawyer considering the strategy for an interdisciplinary 
meeting must consider the ally formation and discovery values of attending the 
meeting. 

[3] Maintain Litigation Relationships with Players at the Meeting 

Although the interdisciplinary meeting is informal, the lawyer must abide by 
the ethical obligations, most notably the duty of confidentiality to the client and 
the duties regarding communications with other parties.5 First, the lawyer must 
not abrogate the confidentiality of the lawyer-client relationship. Similarly, the 
lawyer must be aware that other attendees have confidential relationships with the 
child client that must be carefully safeguarded. For instance, a therapist with 
whom a child has a successful long-term relationship must be questioned 
carefully, so that no disclosure by the therapist interferes with an ongoing 
therapeutic relationship enjoyed by the child. These confidentiality issues repre
sent a central challenge for all attendees at the meeting. 

Second, in dealing with an unrepresented person the lawyer must clarify his or 
her role as lawyer solely for the child. 6 The lawyer must rectify any misconcep
tions that other parties have about the lawyer's role, even if the lawyer perceives 
that these misunderstandings are somehow advantageous to the client. For 
example, a mother whose child wishes to live with her may perceive the lawyer 
as her lawyer as well. The lawyer must correct that misunderstanding. The lawyer 

that my absence from the meeting would be the greater facilitator of agreement. Needless to say, this 
painful realization made me want to develop better working relationships with people in that case 
and other cases in the future. 

In another example, it became clear that the key negotiations needed to take place between a pair 
of therapists, one for the parent and one for the child. It also became clear that the presence of the 
lawyer in that negotiation would be quite odd and inappropriate. However, we happened to have 
retained a mental health expert, a psychiatrist, who had developed a good relationship with both 
therapists. We casually suggested that perhaps that psychiatrist could be helpful in bridging the gap 
between the two therapists. I remember pacing outside of the room while the three therapists met and 
learning later that the meeting had gone extremely well. My absence had been much more useful 
than my presence. I was incredibly grateful to have such a skilled professional working with me (and 
to have had the resources to hire him). 

5 Model Rules 4.2, 4.3; Model Code DR7-104(A) and DR7-104(B). 
6 According to Model Rule 4.3, "[T]he lawyer shall not state or imply that the lawyer is 

disinterested. When the lawyer knows or reasonably should know that the unrepresented person 
misunderstands the lawyer's role in the matter, the lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to correct 
the misunderstanding." 
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must also be careful in dealing with represented parties whose counsel is not 
present at the meeting. The lawyer must be clear about whether he or she has 
permission to speak with the party at the meeting. 7 The lawyer must leave the 
interdisciplinary meeting confident that the relationships with parties whom he or 
she will next encounter in court have not been jeopardized by the meeting's 
informality. 

[c] A Fresh Forum for Resolving Disputes and Forging Relationships 

In addition to these traditional litigation concerns, however, the interdiscipli
nary meeting simultaneously offers an alternative forum for resolving disputes, 
forging relationships, and creating both a resolution of the client's case and an 
atmosphere of cooperation and coordination among the professionals working 
with the client. The interdisciplinary meeting offers three critical and unique 
options generally unavailable in court: a chance to meet and include important 
actors not involved in court proceedings; a chance to meet in an atmosphere 
defined by a discipline other than law; and a chance to understand the proper place 
of the lawyers and legal proceedings in the overall context of the child's life. 

[1] Meet and Include Important Actors Not Involved with Court 
Proceedings 

For good reason, many of the most important actors in a child's life never come 
to court. Teachers, counselors and therapists, Big Brothers and Sisters, pediatri
cians, in-home social service providers and others are generally working hard 
during court hours and should not be tied up by long sessions in court. Yet these 
actors may hold the key to many of the child's most important goals. Meeting and 
including these actors in the planning for the child may be the most important 
thing a lawyer does for the client. 

[2] Meet in an Atmosphere Defined by Disciplines Other Than Law 

Lawyers tend to esteem litigation and to disparage informal events such as 
interdisciplinary meetings. Clearly, however, the forum most comfortable for the 
lawyer is not necessarily the most opportune for the client. In many cases, 
especially status offender cases, the court offers no meaningful help to a troubled 
family. In other cases, the law offers some help, but only through the crudest sorts 
of intervention. Other disciplines, however, may offer more sophisticated and 
nuanced interventions that are best identified in a meeting outside of court. 

Best interests analyses tend to dominate meetings about children held in other 

7 As Rule 4.2 states, in representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject 
of the representation to a party the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter 
unless the lawyer has consent from the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. Model Rule 
4.2 requires the lawyer to gain authorization from the represented parties ' attorney. 
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fora, for two reasons. First, the ethical mandates of many other disciplines 
concerned with children identify the best interests of the child as central. 8 In 
addition, rhetorically, participants in discussions about children tend to state their 
positions in best interests terms, even when the professional objective may indeed 
be quite partisan. In fact, best interests has become such an accepted mantra 
providing cover for partisanship that it is reflexively used and often reflexively 
accepted.9 

The lawyer thus must think carefully about the rhetoric that he or she will use 
in this meeting. Using straight "advocacy for the child's wishes" rhetoric, that is, 
stating that the lawyer is strictly concerned with the child's wishes and less 
concerned with the child's best interests, may confirm the more best-interests 
oriented professionals' view of the lawyer as an unwelcome outsider.10 This kind 
of polarization would destroy the advantage that interdisciplinary meetings often 
provide: a less hostile and polarized atmosphere for decision-making concerning 
the client. Because the lawyer for children, even in the most advocacy-oriented 
definition, must take best interests into account in a number of key moments in the 
representation, 11 the lawyer should cultivate ways of talking about the client's 
needs and the client's wishes in terms of best interests. This usually can be done 
without being deceptive or misleading.12 

Often, the ability to speak in terms of the client's best interests in ways that 
make sense to non-legal professionals will be the key to the lawyer's effectiveness 
at the interdisciplinary meeting as well as in court. 

[3] Understand the Proper Place of the Lawyers and Legal Proceed
ings in the Overall Context of the Child's Life 

Perhaps most importantly for the lawyer, attending an interdisciplinary meeting 
will remind the lawyer of the true place of lawyers and legal proceedings in the 
child's world. Even in situations where the legal proceedings address important 
and emergent concerns for the child, the child's life is usually proceeding in 
constructive ways in other arenas. The same kind of tunnel vision that makes 

8 This point should not be overstated. Many professionals, including social work professionals, 
medical professionals, and even teachers, see themselves as advocates. In fact, professionals who 
spend much time speaking to clients and who understand clients very well are quite loath to act 
against the wishes of the child. 

9 See Appendix C.1 for a discussion of professionals speaking the language of best interests. 
10 In the extreme, this may force these other professionals to make key decisions outside the 

meeting to minimize the input and confrontation from the lawyers or to join forces to resist the 
lawyer at the meeting. 

11 See Appendix C. 1. 
12 See, for instance, The Case of Joey, infra § 8-2. 
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lawyers forget that their clients do not live their lives in court can also lead the 
lawyer to forget that the child has many, many concerns in his or her life that are 
not addressed by his or her legal case. Meeting the professionals who work with 
a client day-to-day or who will remain in the client's life long after the legal 
proceedings are resolved can help remind the lawyer to avoid any legal 
interventions that will do damage to more important relationships. Lawyers are 
often frustrated when their clients do not show tremendous interest or cooperation 
in working on the legal case. These meetings can help the lawyer understand what 
issues in the child's life the child considers more important. In any case, the 
lawyer will be able to understand clearly the way in which the lawyer is rarely, if 
ever, the most important person in the client's life. 

In addition, the number of professionals dealing with children has radically 
ballooned over the last twenty years. Therefore, coordination of resources all 
working for the child has become increasingly critical. The court can only crudely, 
if at all, coordinate resources. The interdisciplinary meeting may be an extremely 
efficient way to get everyone together and sort out whose role is whose, and to 
make sure the appropriate professionals work as a team to meet the child's needs. 

[d] The Lawyer at the Interdisciplinary Meeting: Both Litigator and 
Creative Problem Solver 

To get the most out of an interdisciplinary meeting, the well-prepared lawyer 
must be comfortable with both the litigation and creative problem-solving modes 
simultaneously and must move between modes freely. Where necessary, the 
lawyer will assert traditional litigation postures and values; where helpful, the 
lawyer will move beyond those traditional expectations and try to solve the 
client's problems creatively. As the lawyer attends more of these meetings, the 
lawyer will become more comfortable with the yin and yang relationship between 
litigation posturing and creative problem-solving. While inevitably at some points 
these two perspectives will appear to trade off with each other, more often, as they 
did for Mr. Macy, the considerations will fit hand and glove. Freed of discomfort 
with working in a structure defined by another discipline and not overly cautious 
in protecting the litigation position, the lawyer can mine a rich forum for resolving 
the child's legal needs. 

The rest of the section will focus on the specifics of the interdisciplinary 
meeting in three subsections: first, the basics of the meeting; second, guidelines 
and substantive principles of meeting practice; and third, ten tips for better 
meeting practice. 

[ e] The Basics of the Meeting: What, Who, Where, and When 

While the following questions seem elementary, I have attended many 
meetings, at the end of which participants, including myself, did not know the 
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basics about who and what the meeting involved. Simply reviewing the following 
checklist of basic information about a meeting can focus one's preparation. 

[1] What Kind of Meeting is it? What is the Agenda, Stated or 
Otherwise? What has Motivated the Calling of the Meeting? 

The majority of interdisciplinary meetings are called because of legislative or 
regulatory requirements mandating that state agencies hold meetings at particular 
intervals or particular occasions. For instance, foster care agencies must review 
treatment plans and permanency planning for children committed to their care on 
a regular basis. 13 Schools must hold Individualized Educational Plan (IBP) related 
meetings for children who are enrolled in special education.14 

Federal or state requirements, including funding requirements and quality 
control standards, often motivate these meetings; the organic development of the 
case rarely dictates these meetings. In fact, institutional players often routinely 
schedule numerous such meetings for different clients back-to-back on a regular 
"meeting" day of the week. 

Because these meetings often arise wholly apart from developments in the case 
and serve to exert quality control over state personnel, they can take on a colorless 
bureaucratic flavor. The meetings, at their most routine, can appear to have no 
apparent objective beyond completing paperwork, and the focus may be on the 
completed form as opposed to the quality of the work. In the worst case, some 
state workers will not prepare for or even attend the meeting, hoping to do nothing 
but to check the meeting off their list of required steps in the case. This frustrating 
bureaucratic reality may put the child's lawyer at a significant advantage if the 
lawyer is properly prepared for the meeting. 

Critical players may call other meetings because of pressing issues in a case. 
For instance, a key treatment professional or a service planner may raise a 
question of visitation or a question of the child's counseling needs at a critical 
juncture for the child. These meetings therefore seek to solve a pressing problem 
and have a clear agenda of which the lawyer should be aware. This does not mean 
that the lawyer could not pursue other related agenda items; it is important, 
however, for the lawyer to know whether the issues motivating attendance at the 
meeting are central or tangential to the rest of the group's concern. 

[2] Who Called the Meeting? Who Will Be Attending? 

Good preparation requires knowing who will be at the meeting and what stake 

13 See Adoption Assistance Act reporting requirements, 42 U.S.C. § 671 (6). 
14 20 U.S.C. § 1400 et seq., in the IDEA, mandates meetings for the purpose of reviewing the 

Individualized Education Program (IEP) of special education students. See infra footnote 8. 
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each has in attending. For instance, meetings dictated by funding requirements 
may require a quality control expert whose sole job is to monitor the line worker's 
compliance with state service and paperwork requirements. The child's parent 
may attend in order to get a chance to speak to the supervisor who is otherwise 
unavailable. A contracted service provider might attend in order to straighten out 
billing problems. It is very helpful to stand briefly in the shoes of each of the 
expected participants in the meeting and to think about the case from each 
individual's point of view. What are their sources of information? What are their 
stakes in the outcome of contested issues in the case? What positions have they 
taken in the past? How important are these people to the client's legal and 
non-legal concems?15 

It is also often helpful to review the ethical constraints and professional milieux 
within which these professionals work, especially professionals critical to the 
resolution of important matters. It is perfectly appropriate to ask other profes
sionals about how they see their roles and their duties to their clients. This review 
will facilitate the lawyer's fulfillment of the duty to cooperate with these 
professionals as far as possible without engendering conflict with the client's 
stated interest. 16 

Even if a lawyer does nothing more before a meeting than acquaint himself or 
herself with who will be attending, what their concerns are, and identify who will 
be the important players at the meeting from the lawyer's point of view, the 
lawyer will have gone a long way towards excellent preparation. As noted in the 
strategy section below, the lawyer may also decide to contact key players before 
the meeting to begin the process of building alliances and sharing information. 17 

The lawyer should begin to think about whether the client and other allies of the 
client should also attend. 

[3] Where is the Meeting? 

The location of the meeting, seemingly trivial, may bear heavily on the 
atmosphere of the meeting. I think of what my parents have taught me about the 
Korean concept of "kibun," which roughly translates as the "atmosphere or 
feeling" of a place or gathering. Each of us has experienced the way in which a 
place with good "kibun"-a store, a restaurant, a particular room of our house -
can transport us into a new mood. Often when arriving in a museum or a friend's 

15 The lawyer will examine these issues in more depth in his preparation for meetings. (See 
§ 8-4(c)(l) below). 

16 See also Appendix C.2, "Concrete Strategies." 
17 The lawyer should be mindful, of course, of the ethical duties not to contact any parties to the 

case without authority from that party 's lawyer. Model Rule 4.2; see also discussion in§ 8-3(b)(3), 
"Maintain Litigation Relationships with Players at Meeting." 
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home for dinner, one can instantly sense the feeling in the room, be it warm, 
sterile, or somewhat tense. We have all had experiences with bad kibun-the cold 
bureaucratic setting, the store with curt salespeople and few quirky decorations, 
the green government office staffed by exhausted personnel. 

All lawyers have had an experience in which an extraordinarily gracious and 
comfortable atmosphere has led to greater cooperation than ordinarily would 
happen; likewise an extremely hostile "kibun" can destroy promising possibilities 
for collaboration. Where the meeting will take place can play a huge part in 
promoting either settlement or a more litigation-oriented meeting, as the case may 
be. For instance, having the meeting at the courthouse or at a public defender's 
office located in the courthouse, while convenient for many of the players, may 
inadvertently spotlight the legal backdrop at the meeting. 18 Meeting at a more 
social services-oriented place may have the added bonus of reminding the lawyers 
involved of their truly tangential role in the child's life. 

Even the simple matter of who will host the meeting may empower a lesser 
participant, or constrain an ordinarily defensive or aggressive participant through 
the role of host. Or, to the contrary, the meeting may empower an already 
aggressive host, such as an antagonistic state worker. Where the meeting takes 
place also may affect the client's desire to attend and the client's perception of the 
lawyer's attendance at the meeting. For instance, the client may sorely resent the 
lawyer attending a meeting hosted by a person towards whom the client is 
exceptionally hostile. If the meeting is critical, the lawyer might try to arrange to 
move the meeting to a new venue. Therefore, determining early where the meeting 
will take place may affect the lawyer's decision to attend the meeting as well as 
his or her preparation. 

[ 4] When is the Meeting? 

Scheduling the meeting often poses a significant logistical hassle. The lawyer's 
court schedule often conflicts with an agency's normal meeting schedule. In 
addition, school-age participants, working parents, or parents attending programs 
during the day may need meetings to take place after working hours. 

One can often reschedule a meeting time arbitrarily set by an agency computer. 
In fact, some laws require that key parties, for instance, the parent, the parent's 
lawyer, or the child's lawyer, have the right to reschedule meetings. Yet, rigid 
deadlines set by statute or regulation (e.g., within six months of the initial 
commitment of the child) may complicate changing the meeting time. Because 
these meetings are often so critical for lawyering, the lawyer starting a case should 
project when interdisciplinary meetings would ordinarily be scheduled and put a 

18 Just because the lawyer is relentlessly aware of the pending litigation does not mean that 
everyone else should be. 
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note in his or her calendar to watch for them. Early intervention with initial 
scheduling can often be easier than trying to reschedule a meeting that the 
bureaucracy's computer has fixed. 

Indeed, after a lawyer gets to know the kinds of interdisciplinary meetings that 
are available and useful in a given case, these meetings should rarely come up by 
surprise. The lawyer should always be factoring them into the overall case 
strategy from the start. Thus, when issues are not resolved in court, the lawyer 
should have clearly in mind when the next meeting will occur, providing another 
possible forum for discussion of the matter. Even when bureaucratic timetables 
drive the timing of these meetings, the lawyer must be aware of when they will 
happen in order to use them to the client's advantage. 19 

[f] Critical Decisions Once the Basics are Known 

Knowing the basics provides much of the meeting preparation. Once you have 
learned the basics, you can decide if you, your client, and/or other allies should 
attend. 

The question of whether the client should attend should be carefully thought 
through at this point. Many of the meetings are designed to take place in the 
absence of the client. While this may seem like a ridiculous default to the lawyer, 
the lawyer should be aware that bringing the client may violate the standard 
operating procedure of the agency, and therefore should think through the 
consequences of that violation. Sometimes bringing the client is exactly what the 
meeting needs to get things on track. At other times, however, professionals may 
decide that the meeting simply will not work if the client is there. 

The lawyer and client should discuss at length the client's decision to attend and 
should walk through the meeting in their minds in order to think through the 
consequences of the client attending. The client will probably miss school to 
attend, though the meeting could be rescheduled to accommodate the client. A 
more lasting effect may be the kind of information and turmoil the client will 
receive or undergo by attending the meeting. Some clients will say that they want 
to be at any critical meeting important to their case. Other clients would just as 
soon have these meetings go on without them. The client's desires and the 
lawyer's sense of how this meeting will fit into the life of the client generally are 
very important to this decision. 

Whether the lawyer goes, as mentioned before, is also an important decision. 
Rarely will the lawyer decide that the client should attend without deciding to 
attend also. However, the lawyer and client may decide that the lawyer will attend 

19 One might, for example, keep a sheet in the file to keep track of court and meeting dates. 
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on behalf of the client. The client and lawyer may also decide that the lawyer's 
presence will do more harm than good. 

After ascertaining these basics, a lawyer may decide that it is either unnecessary 
or disadvantageous to attend the meeting. If the meeting involves issues that do 
not dovetail significantly with the legal issues in the case, the lawyer may have no 
reason to attend. If the issues are marginally related, a lawyer may decide to call 
the meeting's convener after the meeting to get the results. 

At this point, it is also important to consider the advantages and potential 
disadvantages of the attendance of other allies in the case. This might include 
experts consulting with the lawyer or allies of the client who would otherwise not 
attend. The importance of their attendance should be considered in the context of 
the other goals that the lawyer and client have identified for the meeting. Bringing 
people with first-hand knowledge of the client who might not ordinarily be 
included in the meeting is one strong option. If the key point is convincing a 
powerful player about a certain view of the child, bringing a particular person who 
knows the child from that point of view may be the single most important thing 
the lawyer does in the case. Doing so will also help the lawyer create a critical 
mass of people attending the meeting who see that case in the way that the lawyer 
does. 

§ 8-4 Principles Governing the Lawyer at the Interdisciplinary Meeting 

These sections will apply the three umbrella principles discussed in Chapter 
Three to the interdisciplinary meetings. As discussed before, the lawyer should 
always: 1) revolve his or her actions around his or her views of the child-in
context and the theory of the case; 2) remain faithful to the client, whether they 
are present or absent; and 3) respect other participants, and their roles in the case. 

[a] Revolve One's Actions Around One's Developing View of the Child
in-Context and the Theory of the Case 

The lawyer's views of the theory of the case and the child-in-context drive all 
parts of the representation. Below we will discuss the specific application of this 
central principle: first, in the pre-meeting preparation phases; second, in the 
execution of the meeting; and third, in the follow-up stages. 

[1] Preparing for the Meeting 

Once a lawyer is fully oriented to the fundamentals of the meeting, the lawyer 
should consolidate his or her knowledge about the client and the case to determine 
the most advantageous uses of the meeting. Simply put, the lawyer should develop 
and confirm his or her current understanding of the "child-in-context." This 
process breaks down into three parts: first, reviewing any records or files held by 
other important players in the case, (if the lawyer has not done so already); 
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second, integrating all the data the lawyer has collected to date into helpful 
instruments such as genograms, family chronologies, and daily schedules; and 
third, if necessary, performing a best interests analysis. Each will be discussed in 
tum below. 

[i] Collect and Review Data Through Review of Written Records 
and Interviews 

In addition to the essential record review discussed in Chapter 4, "Entering the 
Child's World," the lawyer should always review all materials available from the 
files of professionals who will be attending the meeting. In so doing, the lawyer 
will learn critical facts that will develop or confirm his or her understanding of the 
events in the case. The lawyer will also thereby learn what positions each of the 
meeting participants has taken in the past vis-a-vis the client. The lawyer can then 
appreciate what each of the other players stands to gain or lose from the meeting. 

The lawyer should also interview or reinterview key players in the case, 
beginning and ending with the client. If an important professional or family 
member who the lawyer has never encountered will attend, in many cases it will 
be helpful for the lawyer to call and introduce himself or herself to that person 
prior to the meeting. (This may be particularly helpful if the lawyer does not know 
this professional's position on a critical issue, or seeks to gain that professional's 
alliance or to neutralize his opposition to a position favored by the client.) As 
noted earlier, it may be critical also for the lawyer to contact other lawyers who 
will not be attending the meeting to determine if he or she has permission to speak 
to their clients at the meeting. The lawyer should also take a moment to think 
about whether people with critical information who have not been invited to 
attend the meeting should either be consulted or invited. 

The lawyer might want to consider contacting one or more meeting participants 
in advance to sound them out or seek their agreement. It will often be far more 
efficient to gain support, at least tentatively, before all the participants are gathered 
together. One will have to use this device with care; it may be threatening or seem 
coercive to some while others may respect the lawyer's concern and directness in 
seeking them out for consultation. Also, speaking with other participants in 
advance will advance the lawyer's knowledge of their positions, even if they do 
not concur. Note, however, that speaking with others also discloses some aspects 
of the lawyer's position and may reveal his or her ultimate goals. One must make 
decisions about disclosure after consideration of all the consequences. 

As always, the lawyer's preparation for the meeting should begin and end with 
the client. The lawyer should confirm that he or she understands the client's 
current view of the case and the client's current goals. Often it is most efficient for 
and least burdensome to the client if the lawyer completes all of the other steps 
of preparation listed below before calling the client to discuss thoughts about the 
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best use of the meeting. This should also be used to check in with the client to 
discover any new developments and review the general game plan for the 
meeting. Having such a counseling session with the client a day or two before the 
meeting will assure that the lawyer is fully current with the client's wishes when 
the meeting takes place. Disaster can result when the lawyer lags behind other 
participants in his or her knowledge of the client's current views. 

It is also critical to understand the client's perceptions of the meeting as well as 
her current relationships with the players at the meeting. Thus, in addition to 
confirming the current goals of the representation, the lawyer must also update his 
or her understanding of the client's view of the case and the players in the case. 

[ii] Integrating Data on the Client into a Current Understanding of 
the Child-in-Context 

Once all data is gathered, the lawyer can update integrating instruments such as 
family trees, chronologies of events, and daily, weekly, and monthly schedules1 of 
the important players to ensure they contain an accurate overview of the client's 
life. Once the lawyer has completed this process, the lawyer should articulate 
again his or her updated understanding of the child-in-context. If the emerging 
view differs radically from the client's view, the lawyer should backtrack and 
revisit these integrating documents to conform the lawyer's vision of the family 
with the child's vision and wishes. 

[iii] Performing a Best Interests Analysis 

If the context and agenda of the meeting dictate that the "best interests of the 
child" frame each inquiry in the meeting, the lawyer should perform a best 
interests analysis as outlined in Appendix C. 1. This best interests analysis allows 
the lawyer to speak in the same language as his non-legal interlocutors, even if the 
lawyer is motivated by a primary respect for the child's "wishes" rather than best 
interests. As the best interests analysis outlined in Appendix C. 1 suggests, it may 
be important for the lawyer to consult with an expert of some kind at this stage 
of preparation for the meeting. 

[iv] Summary 

Preparation for the interdisciplinary meeting represents an important moment at 
which the lawyer should conscientiously update his or her understanding of both 
the child-in-context and the theory of the case. While at other times of the case 
between court appearances and meetings the lawyer's understanding of the 
client's situation tends to evolve and deepen more gradually, the interdisciplinary 
meeting, like court appearances, represents a moment in the representation where 

1 Chapter 4 discusses the "how-to" of creating these instruments. 
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the lawyer should take stock and fully update his or her knowledge base and 
strategic planning. 

[2] During the Interdisciplinary Meeting 

During any conversation about the client at the meeting, lawyers should keep 
in mind their views of the theory of the case and the child-in-context. Even in the 
light banter before the meeting, lawyers should listen with the two visions 
constantly playing in their heads. If, for instance, a lawyer understands the client 
to be acting out of intense short-term grief over the loss of a family member while 
others portray the child as a bad kid getting worse, the lawyer must actively 
participate in the conversation to contest that view and promote his or her own. 
This does not mean that the lawyer must immediately showcase the disagreement; 
instead the lawyer might look puzzled or mention the short-term crisis and inquire 
about the generalization. It is important to act quickly. If a meeting has proceeded 
for forty-five minutes with one entrenched view of the child before the lawyer 
comes forward with the diametrically opposed view, it is often hard to begin a 
useful discussion at that point. 

Of course, when conversation generally supports the lawyer's views of the 
child, it is often not necessary to intervene in any way. When a particular player 
espouses a view of the client that closely matches the lawyer's, this might be a 
good time to reinforce that person with quieter nonverbal cues. The lawyer need 
not jump in or take ownership of a position that is already put forth by other 
participants. The lawyer will often benefit from minimizing the number of items 
of contention that he or she must put on the table at these meetings. 

Picking one's battles in this way allows the lawyer also to pursue a fairly clean 
agenda throughout the meeting. Advance two or three key issues rather than a long 
laundry list of disparate concerns, all of which must be addressed. When a lawyer 
does identify numerous concerns, the lawyer can often group them together and 
identify, at least in the outset, two or three broad areas of interest. Thus during a 
meeting, the lawyer should intervene actively only when the view of the theory of 
the case or the child-in-context is jeopardized or an important topic is being 
ignored. Otherwise, the lawyer need not actively disrupt the natural flow of the 
conversation. 

During hotly disputed discussions, keeping the view of the child-in-context 
front and center will often help lawyers for children pick battles in these 
complicated times of conflict resolution. For instance, if a party at the proceeding 
suggests a solution that the lawyer previously has not entertained, the lawyer 
should immediately compare the solution with his or her view of the child-in
context and the child's goals. The new idea may immediately dovetail with the 
client's views and rely on the same understanding of the child, or defeat some of 
the client's goals by relying on a different view of the child-in-context. If there is 
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any doubt, it is helpful to delay a reaction to the proposal until the attorney and 
client have thoroughly discussed it. 

Remembering one's view of the child-in-context and the theory of the case will 
also help understand when consensus or progress is no longer possible. When the 
lawyer's vision of the child-in-context cannot be reconciled with the vision of 
those attending the meeting, or when the only consensus or progress put forth will 
compromise the child's goals or needs, clearly the meeting can be of no further 
constructive use to the client. Suggest politely that the meeting is at an end or 
recommend continuing the discussion at another date. 

[3] Evaluation of the Meeting 

After a meeting, the lawyer should assess how close the parties are to consensus 
on the lawyer's view of the child-in-context. A lawyer should never consider a 
meeting to be successful if he or she has furthered disagreement about the vision 
of the child-in-context. Depending on the circumstances, even minute steps 
forward to a consensus about the child-in context may represent a tremendous 
victory. 

The lawyer should also evaluate how carefully he or she held to his or her view 
of the child-in-context throughout the meeting. Were there pressures that tempted 
or forced the lawyer to move away from his or her view of the child-in-context? 
Sometimes the strong, dominant personality of an opposing party, concern about 
the apparently overwhelming power of the state, or the presence of another 
member of the client's family will tempt the lawyer to temper faithfulness to his 
or her view of the child-in-context. In the evaluation phase of the meeting, the 
lawyer should honestly and calmly assess what factors led him or her to defect 
from his or her theory of the case. In some instances, the lawyer for the child may 
have learned key information at the meeting that caused a reshaping of his or her 
view of the child-in-context; similarly, if the lawyer learned important information 
that caused the lawyer's view of the child-in-context to shift, the lawyer should 
note that. In others, the evaluation phase is necessary to allow the lawyer to 
determine the best means of preventing this type of behavior in the future. 

[4] Summary 

As in the rest of the representation, the lawyer should navigate by the twin suns 
of the theory of the case and child-in-context throughout the meeting. When the 
lawyer wonders what to do, the lawyer should think, "What is my view of the 
child-in-context and how does this situation affect it?" Unless a lawyer's actions 
will promote the view of the child-in-context, or promote important relationships 
to the client (see Sectioni 8-4(c) below), the lawyer should not take any specific 
action. The centrality of the views of the child-in-context and theory of the case 
relates closely to the second guiding principle for the lawyer: respect for the 
client, whether present or absent. 
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[b] Respect One's Client During an Interdisciplinary Meeting, Whether 
Present or Absent 

Earlier we discussed whether the client should attend the meeting. Often the 
client's presence radically changes the tone of a meeting. Ideally, participants can 
speak to the client directly, can adapt their language so that the client and his or 
her family can understand what is happening, and can regularly try to include the 
client and the family in the meeting. 

If the client is present and other actors are acting rudely to the client or the 
family, the lawyer should send a signal immediately that this is unacceptable. This 
should happen firmly and at the outset. It may take nothing more than the lawyer 
looking at the client and addressing the client directly. A meeting critical to the 
client, in which the players ignore the client, sends a damaging message. The 
client can both misunderstand critical information and leave the meeting with the 
overriding sense that his or her views, perspectives, and understanding are not 
important to any of the players. Any meeting which a client has experienced in 
that manner cannot be classified as successful. 

When your client is not present, these concerns stand out even more boldly. The 
lawyer should devote some attention to attending the meeting as the client would, 
seeing how people respond, listening and reacting to the words they use, and 
responding to respect and derision appropriately. 

It is therefore critical to hold fast to one view of the child-in-context and to act 
in almost every way as if the client and his or her loved ones were present at the 
meeting. The client is entitled to ask to hear exactly what happened at the meeting, 
and precisely what the lawyer said. Therefore, the lawyer should act in a way that 
the lawyer would not feel awkward reporting to the client. In fact, in preparation 
for the meeting, some of the things that the lawyer will say should have been 
role-played with the client so that the lawyer knows exactly how the client wanted 
issues presented: the client is entitled to know if the lawyer succeeded in 
presenting it that way. 

Up to this point, the lawyer has worked hard to create a sophisticated and 
nuanced understanding of the client in his or her fullness. If the lawyer fails to 
remain true to that careful understanding of who the client is, some of the benefit 
of good representation will be lost. The lawyer should not underestimate the ways 
in which showing a deep respect and concern for the client can be contagious, 
even among overworked professionals. I remember a series of interdisciplinary 
meetings I attended with students that included both front-line and higher-level 
administrators serving a group of institutionalized clients. The tone of our 
meetings radically changed as the students presented respectful, even affectionate 
views of their clients that were deeply steeped in the facts and daily routines of 
their clients' lives. These presentations appealed to some of the front-line workers 
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who knew and liked the clients a great deal. In the end, the meetings developed 
a deeply respectful tone, and many of the more powerful players appeared to 
develop great respect and affection for our clients. In future planning for these 
clients after the meetings, we ended up building on the sophisticated knowledge 
of the child-in-context held by these front-line workers. 

[c] Respect Other Participants in the Meeting and the Roles They Play 
for the Child 

In litigation, the lawyer understands prescribed distances and attitudes that the 
lawyer is expected to assume with respect to adversaries, the court, and witnesses. 
In more informal discussions, the lawyer must also situate himself or herself 
carefully to cultivate right relationships with important people in the client's life. 
The following two sections suggest some practical ways to understand the other 
participants and their roles as clearly as possible. 

[1] Prepare for the Meeting to Achieve a "Right Relationship" with 
Non-Lawyer Participants 

Ideally, before encountering any of these professionals for the first time at a 
meeting or otherwise, the lawyer will have attempted to stand in the shoes of that 
professional and see the client's case and the client's life from that person's 
perspective. After the lawyer has identified all of the people who will be or may 
be at the meeting, it is useful to spend five minutes considering what this player 
may think the meeting is about. What is this person hoping to achieve? How is this 
person likely to view the lawyer? The child's therapist may view the lawyer as the 
source of recent trauma to the child. The child's teacher may worry about the 
disruption the court case, family members, and the lawyer represent. 

The lawyer should pay particular attention to the views of nonprofessional 
players in the case. The fact that the client has a lawyer is likely to trouble the 
client's parent. Other relatives of the client may feel torn between loyalty to the 
parent and loyalty to the child and feel especially wary of a lawyer appointed to 
represent the child. Class and race differences between the client's family and the 
lawyer often create differences in perspective, which can produce distrust or 
resentment on both sides. 

Even with professional participants, the lawyer's presence in the case can be 
quite threatening. Professional participants are quite aware that lawyers have a 
number of fora in which to criticize their performance, to cross-examine them on 
the stand, and generally to complicate their already overworked lives. On the 
other hand, there may be participants in the case who understand that an alliance 
with the child's lawyer will greatly enhance the chances of achieving their own 
short-term agenda. 

Therefore, spending even a few minutes trying to view the case and the meeting 
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from the perspective of each participant may be extremely helpful to the lawyer 
in preparing for the meeting. Once the lawyer has tried to understand how each 
professional and other participants might approach the meeting, the lawyer should 
talk the issue through with the client. The lawyer should be sure to understand 
how the client feels about each of these individuals. In keeping with the duty to 
remain faithful to the client and to the child-in-context generally, the lawyer 
should be extremely careful in preparing for the meeting with the client to make 
sure that the lawyer remains in the "right relationship" with each professional. For 
instance, it may be inappropriate for the lawyer to be too friendly or too 
accommodating with a professional whom the client deeply distrusts. Similarly, it 
would be inappropriate for a lawyer to antagonize a counselor or family member 
with whom the client is very close. 

It may be helpful to role-play certain complex situations that may come up in 
the meeting. For instance, a lawyer may be confused about whether a client would 
want certain information to be revealed at the meeting. After analyzing his or her 
relative importance in the case, the lawyer may conclude that the client would 
probably not want the lawyer to appear to be concealing information from other 
participants. The lawyer might then role-play with the client to learn what the 
lawyer should do in certain situations. The lawyer could ask the client: "If 
someone should ask me how you're getting along with your mother at visits, how 
would you like me to answer?" The lawyer could even ask the client in fact to play 
the part of the therapist in question while the lawyer practices what the lawyer 
would say. Or the lawyer could switch roles, asking the client to pretend to be the 
lawyer and acting as the therapist in a short role-play. This would give the lawyer 
a chance to practice in front of the client, to sit in the shoes of other participants, 
and to hear precisely what the client would want the lawyer to say in various 
situations. 

Whatever techniques the lawyer uses, by the end of the meeting with the client 
the lawyer should feel quite clear about how the client wishes these relationships 
to develop. Ideally, the people leaving the interdisciplinary meeting will emerge 
with their relationships with the client changed only for the better. 

[2] Preserve the Right Relationships During the Meeting 

During the meeting the lawyer should follow the game plan with respect to 
other participants as set forth in his planning and counseling with his client. 
Throughout the meeting, the lawyer should be evaluating how his interactions are 
going with critical players. Often the concept of distance is a useful measure. Is 
a lawyer developing too close a relationship with a professional from whom the 
client is quite distant and removed? Or is the lawyer seeming to situate himself too 
far from a player whom the client considers extremely important to her daily life 
or her long-term well-being? A lawyer who keeps track of these distances in the 
meeting remains true to the client's relationship with these non-lawyers. 
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Respecting the roles of other participants in the client's life requires careful 
listening. While the lawyer has attempted as much as possible to understand and 
infer how each professional and each participant feels about the meeting, there is 
no substitute for listening to each participant carefully and courteously. 2 There is 
rarely a reason for the lawyer to dominate the meeting from the outset. In fact, 
unless the lawyer's goal is either to disrupt the meeting or to so dominate it with 
his agenda that others cannot speak, the lawyer should be spending most of the 
meeting listening carefully to other professionals and intervening only when 
necessary to preserve his views of the child-in-context and to remain faithful to 
the client. Such careful listening does not necessarily prevent the lawyer from 
advancing his agenda for the meeting. In fact, such listening tends to reveal areas 
of common ground among the parties that may well take care of important 
concerns on the lawyer's agenda. 3 

[3] Summary 

As with litigation, a lawyer's behavior is shaped less by minutely prescribed 
rules than by large principles and a firm grasp of the big picture. While some of 
these practices dovetail with litigation skills, many are tailored to the interdisci
plinary meeting experience. To offer additional, concrete advice for integrating 
these principles into everyday practice, the next section will introduce the lawyer 

2 Stephen Covey emphasizes the importance of understanding the opposing party before pushing 
to be understood. Covey pinpoints three questions as a way to understand: "1) What is the problem 
from the other point of view? Really listen with intent to understand, not to reply .... Work at it 
until you can express the other's point of view better than he or she can .... 2) What are the key 
issues (not viewpoints) involved? .... 3) What results would constitute a fully acceptable solution? 
Find out what constitutes a "win" for the other person . . . and for you." STEPHEN CovEY ET AL., FIRST 
THINGS FIRST 228 (1994). 

In addition, William Ury in Getting Past No highlights the advantages of listening: "[Listening] 
offers a window into the other side's thinking. It gives you a chance to engage them in a cooperative 
task-that of understanding their problem. And it makes them more willing to listen to you." 
WILLIAM DRY, GETTING PAST No 56 (1993). 

3 There will be situations when the lawyer's active listening skills will only be one factor in 
dealing with a difficult and disgruntled opponent. In situations where the other side is making it 
nearly impossible for the lawyer to even partially attain his goals, William Ury's five step strategy 
may be useful. Step One: Go to the Balcony; you must regain your own mental balance and not react 
emotionally. Ury uses the image of going to the balcony and looking down on the negotiation in 
order to distance oneself. Step Two: Step to Their Side; it is now time to overcome their emotions 
and defenses by doing the opposite of what they expect (i.e., listening to them, acknowledging their 
points and feelings, agreeing with them and showing them respect.) Step Three: Reframe; tackle the 
problem together, reframe the problem as a question of how to fix it. Step Four: Build Them a 
Golden Bridge; bridge the gap between their interests and yours, help them save face by making the 
outcome look like a victory for them too. Step Five: Use Power to Educate; if the other side still 
refuses to cooperate, don't threaten or coerce; instead show them they cannot win by themselves but 
only together with you. DRY, supra note 28 at 11-13. 
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to ten tips for making the most of these meetings on behalf of their clients. 

§ 8-5 Ten Tips for the Lawyer at the Interdisciplinary Meeting 

The procedural skills discussed in this section fall into six categories: 1) 
strategic planning, or creating an integrated game plan for the meeting; 2) 
beginning, ending, and following-up the meeting; 3) resolving disputes (and an 
overview of other literature that may be helpful in resolving disputes in these 
meetings); 4) using any written material created in connection with the meeting, 
whether official or confidential to the lawyer; 5) evaluating how the meeting went 
and how closely the actual meeting matched the lawyer's planning; and 6) 
planning and calling meetings and handling impromptu meetings that may arise. 

[a] Tip # 1: Make a Game Plan 

This section discusses a kind of quiet strategic planning one can do while 
preparing for the meeting. At the end of this process the lawyer should come up 
with a game plan for his or her advocacy at the meeting. Since inevitably every 
lawyer must be prepared to diverge from a game plan, the process of thinking on 
one's feet during the meeting is discussed in Tips 3-7 below. The strategic 
planning for the meeting should consist of four basic parts: first, the development 
of goals for the meeting; second, thoughtful planning of what information can be 
disclosed and what information needs to be discovered; third, devising follow-up 
options after the meeting; and fourth, careful thought about the tenor of the 
lawyer's interactions with other attendees at the meeting. 

[1] Set Goals 

Every meeting will have its unique goals based on the specific legal issues 
raised at the particular moment in the client's representation. In determining goals 
for the meeting, it is helpful to think in terms of short-, medium-, and long-term 
goals for the case. Occasionally the goals will conflict. For instance, a client's 
medium-term goal of visiting his or her parent more often from foster care may 
conflict with a client's short-term goals of attending an important school trip. 
Laying out the goals in these three segments and looking at them as a package will 
allow the lawyer and client jointly to propose a new package harmonizing these 
goals. The lawyer and client can also brainstorm about acceptable compromises 
between the client's position and those opposing his or her goals. 

In this goal-setting time, consider what issues might need to be avoided. 
Sensitive issues may not be ripe for discussion and should not be resolved 
prematurely. For instance, the review of a client's progress in counseling may be 
premature if counseling has just begun and the early interactions with the therapist 
have been somewhat rocky. By the end of the goal-setting phase of the lawyer's 
preparation, the lawyer should have a clear understanding of the package of goals 
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to put forward in the meeting and those to avoid. 

[2] Plan Disclosure and Discovery of Information 

In the quiet of one's office, one can give careful thought to what information is 
important to avoid disclosing at the interdisciplinary meeting. Attorneys must 
think carefully about the promises of confidentiality made to the client and the 
areas that the client has flagged in particular. If the lawyer identifies information 
as being critical to a successful meeting, the lawyer should seek specific 
permission from the client to disclose that information. But once the boundaries 
of disclosure and nondisclosure are clear, the lawyer must make sure not to cross 
them. If necessary, the lawyer should make a list or a chart detailing what 
information may not be disclosed, under any circumstances, or think through the 
exact wording of answers to tough questions others might ask in order to guard 
against revealing certain delicate matters. 1 Consider concretely how nondisclo
sure may enhance or hinder your pursuit of concrete goals at the meeting. The 
importance of thinking carefully about what may or may not be disclosed before 
the meeting cannot be over-stressed. Entering the hurly-burly of the meeting, the 
lawyer must make split-second decisions about what disclosures can be made. A 
wrong decision may expose the client and destroy the lawyer-client relationship. 
On the other hand, failure to think about these issues beforehand may cause a 
lawyer to be overprotective about disclosure and to lose a chance to educate other 
parties in a helpful way. Therefore, careful thought about this kind of disclosure 
before meeting will pay off many-fold. 

The converse of disclosure, discovery of information, is also important to plan. 
The interdisciplinary meeting can, as we have seen, provide critical informal 
discovery. By the time the lawyer has finished reviewing his or her general 
knowledge of the case and refined his or her view of the child-in-context, the 
lawyer should have identified key information that is missing. The lawyer should 
strategize and create a game plan to ensure that crucial missing pieces of 
information are obtained. Again, the lawyer may need to lay groundwork before 
the meeting in terms of getting permission from the disclosing party's lawyer, by 
creating an atmosphere of cooperation through a direct phone call to that party, or 
by requesting to see certain files. For example, often a child's lawyer needs to 
know how well a parent is progressing in his or her plan to have the child returned. 
The critical information may involve the parent's progress in a drug treatment 
program, counseling, or getting housing. The lawyer might use creative discovery 
solutions, including a sincere offer of help to the client's parent in obtaining these 

1 In making sure that one is not prone to disclose confidential information without authority, it 
is important to review the ethical constraints on revealing confidential information contained in 
Model Rule 1.6 and in the Code of Professional Responsibility at DR4-101. Review and list at this 
point in the preparation the ethical consideration and disciplinary rule relevant in the Code. 
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services. In a similar way, the attendance of a parent's counselor may provide a 
critical moment to get information about the parent's progress. The lawyer should 
be careful to lay the groundwork for the discovery of that confidential information 
so that full disclosure can take place at the meeting. 

Often these discovery and disclosure issues are intertwined. It is very awkward 
to elicit detailed information and then to refuse to disclose information over which 
you have control. A lawyer who wishes to reveal very little information might 
want to set the tone of the meeting by suggesting a norm of no disclosure. Again, 
because disclosure and discovery can happen in the most casual exchanges during, 
before, or even after the meeting, lawyers should think through these issues 
carefully in advance. 

The lawyer, however, should be reluctant to relinquish the interdisciplinary 
meeting as a time for informal discovery. These meetings are often a virtual 
goldmine of information and may represent the lawyer's last best chance to get 
such information before the next court appearance. 

The lawyer can also observe the demeanor of witnesses who may be critical in 
later stages of the litigation. Whether seen from a straight litigation standpoint or 
from the standpoint of creative problem-solving, the interdisciplinary meeting as 
a source of informal discovery is perhaps the most important reason to attend 
these meetings and to plan for them carefully. 

[3] Setting Up Follow-Up Options for the Meeting 

Meetings resolve many issues incompletely. Follow-up thinking is the key to 
laying the groundwork for full future resolution. In planning before the meeting, 
the lawyer should also consider in advance what concrete follow-up options the 
lawyer will want to propose for the meeting, in what position the lawyer 
anticipates the meeting will leave the client, and what steps the lawyer ought to 
insist be taken. For example, imagine a lawyer for a child whose goal is to arrange 
the end of a child client's counseling, at the client's direction. The lawyer 
anticipates that all participants will be firmly opposed to such termination at this 
meeting. The lawyer could decide to propose an arrangement in which a finite trial 
period of continued counseling would take place. The lawyer could identify 
undisputed common ground, for instance, that involuntary counseling will fail to 
benefit the child. The lawyer could then suggest that between now and the next 
regular meeting, or at a special meeting convened for this purpose, the participants 
seriously reevaluate the client's benefit from counseling. While not achieving the 
client's goals immediately, the child's lawyer might be able to set up a successful 
resolution of the issue at some fixed future period. 

As in our best interests analysis, it is often useful to begin the post-meeting 
planning by reevaluating all available options for follow up. It is useful to think 
about what court appearances and other meetings are scheduled to take place in 
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the foreseeable future. In addition, it is important to look at the calendar of the 
year as the client perceives it: upcoming summer vacations, breaks from school, 
or other major seasonal events in the child's life. Often these junctures create 
unique opportunities not available during the school year. For example, if the 
child desires to increase visitation with a particular party, the lawyer might 
suggest that an upcoming vacation would be an appropriate time to try to increase 
visitation. 

While the lawyer cannot exhaustively plan for every possible outcome, the 
lawyer and client can profit from the lawyer's spending even five minutes 
considering alternatives based on the most likely outcomes of the meeting. For 
instance, if the lawyer is completely unsuccessful in advancing the client's goals 
at the meeting, how successful are they likely to be in litigation ?2 If the lawyer has 
a good chance to prevail at trial, for instance, in a visitation matter in front of a 
judge who has a strong record of supporting visitation, the lawyer may want to 
press that advantage at the meeting. If his litigation chances are relatively weak, 
the lawyer may decide that some progress achieved at a meeting, even if marginal, 
is the best possible outcome for this client. 

Where the opposing parties are likely to be unyielding, and the lawyer has little 
leverage, the lawyer must become more creative. Sometimes at this point, either 
overtly or covertly, hiring an expert is the best alternative. If the lawyer's litigation 
chances are weak, for instance, and the opposing parties are unyielding at an 
interdisciplinary meeting, but the client remains firmly set in his or her goals, an 
expert might help to resolve the issue. An expert may side with the client and 
therefore improve the lawyer's litigation chances by creating an excellent witness 
on the client's behalf. An expert favorably inclined towards a client's position 
could also aid in negotiating with parties opposing the client's view. If an expert 
agrees with opposing parties, the expert can also help the lawyer counsel the client 
about the improbability of the client's achieving his or her goals.3 

Entering the meeting with even a handful of alternative post-meeting options 
can prepare an attorney to emerge from the meeting with some progress or 
prospects for progress towards the client's goals. 

2 This recalls Fisher and Ury's celebrated concept of the BATNA, the "Best Alternative To A 
Negotiated Agreement." "The better your BATNA, the greater your power." One example used in 
Getting to Yes was of two people going into a job interview: one with a job offer at another company, 
and the other with no job offers. The reader was then asked to imagine the difference in negotiating 
power concerning salary. ROGER FISHER AND Wrr..LIAM URY, GETTING TO YEs 97-106 (1991). 

3 I am keenly aware that often lawyer lack resources to hire excellent expert advice. It is my 
hope that the arguments made in this book can upport legislative change that would make expert 
resources increasingly available to child's attorneys. Al o, lawyer who practice near universities 
can also seek a cooperation with experts in the community on a partial pro bono basis. 
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[ 4] Integrate Your Preparation to Create a Game Plan 

The lawyer should memorialize his preparation for the meeting by developing 
an instrument, perhaps an outline or agenda, to help him keep track of these goals 
during the meeting. This instrument has no set form; each lawyer will develop an 
instrument most suited to his or her own style. The main point of creating a game 
plan is to make sure to integrate all of these goals so that the lawyer can put all 
his or her thoughts on one page. This should provide the lawyer with a last 
opportunity to make sure that none of these goals contradict each other. 

The lawyer's careful preparation has by this time generated a fairly compre
hensive list of what the lawyer hopes to achieve and hopes to forestall at the 
interdisciplinary meeting. The game plan integrates all of these thoughts in 
writing. Because one cannot studiously read a complex written plan throughout 
the meeting, the lawyer should divide his or her goals into two or three main areas 
in order to organize and remember them well. However the goals are organized, 
having them all on one document, preferably one sheet of paper that can be easily 
glanced at quickly during the meeting, is extremely useful. The lawyer should 
distrust any organizational scheme that requires more than one sheet of paper; that 
may mean that the preparation is too complex and not easily understood. This, in 
tum, may mean that the lawyer has not carefully tied his or her preparation to the 
vision of the child-in-context. Once the lawyer understands the laundry list of 
goals for the meeting in terms of a small number of large themes, the lawyer 
knows that he or she has linked a thorough analysis of small concrete details with 
a big picture understanding of the meeting. This strategic plan should encompass 
the sum total of the preparation that could be done for the meeting in the quiet of 
one's office. 

[b] Tip # 2: Think About How You Will Present Yourself 

Closely related to the issue of follow-up options is the question of how the 
lawyer will present himself or herself at the meeting. As we have noted earlier, the 
creative problem-solving paradigm suggests that lawyers do not reflexively enter 
these meetings in full litigation mode. Many participants in these meetings will 
expect lawyers to aggressively seek only their own agenda, perhaps with minimal 
listening or mediating skills. The creative problem-solving approach suggests that 
the lawyer maximize the factor of surprise and delight that might result when the 
lawyer follows the rules of the meeting and listens carefully to other attendees' 
views. 4 

It is often disarming and a relief to other attendees when a lawyer spends the 

4 Fisher and Ury also suggest that "perhaps the best way to change their perceptions is to send 
them a message different from what they expect." RoGER FrsHER AND WILLIAM DRY, GETTING TO YEs 
26 (1991). 

I 
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first part of a meeting listening to and absorbing both the substantive and 
procedural aspects of the meeting. I have found that this approach is often 
maximally useful to me as well, even if I am approaching the meeting strictly 
from a litigation advancing standpoint. Listening promotes discovery, often 
encourages participants to speak freely, and allows the lawyer to understand how 
others view the client and the client's family. Listening carefully through the 
beginning of the meeting also helps a lawyer confirm his or her understanding of 
the purpose of the meeting and the other participant's goals for the meeting. It also 
helps a lawyer size up the other attendees and gain a sense of the way in which 
they reason, or fail to reason, about the client. Listening carefully for the first third 
or half of the meeting can help the lawyer envision proposals for resolution of 
issues that fully respond to other parties' concerns and interests. 

On the other hand, in a meeting in which a client has a great deal to lose from 
such free interchange, the lawyer may wish to be more dominating and more 
aggressive in seeking to take charge of the agenda and controlling the scope of 
conversation. Since this approach dovetails with the lawyer's training in other 
areas, the lawyer may find this approach comes more naturally. It also may be very 
successful if it stops the meeting from going into areas detrimental to the client's 
wishes. The lawyer, however, should recognize that in so acting, he or she is 
relinquishing the advantage of moving to a new forum for a fresh kind of problem 
solving. This approach might be most advantageous when the lawyer's litigation 
posture is strong, when the needs for informal resolution of key issues is weak, or 
when little discovery is necessary. 

Needless to say, a lawyer need not change his or her personality when entering 
these meetings.5 Lawyers should be duly conscious of the ways in which they 
present themselves at meetings. Many excellent game plans are destroyed when 
the lawyer's manner is either excessively grating or excessively collaborative, or 
generally out of sync with the overall posture of the lawyer with respect to the 
parties. The lawyer should adopt a tenor most appropriate to the context, to the 
client's needs at the meeting, and most fitting to the lawyer's personality. Perhaps 
the easiest way to summarize this point is to note that the "kibun" of the meeting 
is affected by each person's "kibun."6 We have all attended meetings in which an 
extremely skillful person has brought about extraordinarily, unexpectedly con
structive results; we have also seen meetings in which an unduly obstreperous 
participant has ruined otherwise strong chances for resolution. The lawyer should 
consider carefully what "kibun" he or she wants to bring into the room in a way 
maximally calculated to get the clients the result they want. 

5 In fact, many would argue that the lawyer should take these more agreeable and listening 
oriented approaches back into court! 

6 See section 8-3(e)(3), supra. 
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In addition, if the lawyer is attending the meeting with other people ( a 
supervisor, law students, or a consulting expert, for example), it is important to 
coordinate the approaches to the meeting. A "Mutt and Jeff'' approach, with a good 
cop and bad cop duality, is a classic choice in this setting; on the other hand it 
could also be a very predictable approach from the other attendees' point of view. 

When lawyer and client attend together, the lawyer should think about the 
lawyer-client presentation as well. If the client will be attending the meeting, it is 
important to coordinate the client's self-presentation with that of the lawyer. This 
may be done in a pre-meeting role-play, as discussed above in Section 8-4(c)(l). 
However the approach is coordinated, it is, needless to say, critical that the team 
representing the client not jeopardize the client's goals by failing to coordinate 
their approach and self-presentations at the meeting. 

[c] Tip# 3: Pay Attention to Details While Beginning the Meeting 

Attention to small details can allow a lawyer to make maximum use of the early 
parts of the meeting. It is important, for instance, that the lawyer bring certain 
critical items to the meeting. Besides several fresh pads of paper, pens, and the 
ever important business cards, the client's file and relevant statutes or policy 
manuals on critical issues are often essential to having the right information at 
hand. The lawyer does not need to flaunt this preparedness by putting a huge 
stacks of books or files prominently on the table (the file and the law books may 
sit unrevealed in a briefcase or book bag), yet these resources may be critical for 
accurately resolving contested issues of fact or pressing legal claims that arise 
during the discussion. 

It is also useful to arrive early to be able to greet people more informally as they 
arrive. Even at the most contentious meetings, courteous and light conversation 
before a meeting can send a message that disagreements are not personal and that 
grudges are not held. The lawyer can also get a sense of the atmosphere in the host 
agency: Is there a crisis occupying everyone's attention? Is the worker under 
particular stress with this or another case? What is the general atmosphere of the 
agency? If this is an agency that the client often visits, the lawyer may get a 
glimpse of what it is like for the client at her regular appointments. 

Once the meeting has started, it is often useful to pass around and retrieve a 
sheet of paper soliciting participants' names, titles, agencies, addresses, and phone 
numbers. Often, all the participants would like this information, and one can offer 
to send it to them. (This also may provide a good occasion for a follow-up letter 
about the meeting.) The lawyer will then have a document for his file that shows 
the exact spelling of the names of other participants, often their direct phone 
numbers, and their exact titles for later correspondence. It also solves the rather 
large problem of identifying an unknown participant. 

Often a meeting will begin with a statement by the person hosting or calling the 
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meeting about the agenda and the process that is set forth. Institutional meetings, 
that is, meetings required by state agency regulations or in a hospital setting, 
require procedural and paperwork goals to be completed by the end of the 
meeting. The lawyer should be attentive to the process as it is explained, and 
follow the process and the agenda wherever possible. Again, cooperation with 
respect to the process may make disagreements on substance more tolerable. 

In addition, lawyers may bear a particular burden to prove that they are 
reasonable, socially skilled people and to send an early signal that they are present 
to be a part of the process, not to disrupt it. On the positive side, lawyers who 
listen well, cooperate with the group, and act courteously and respectfully may so 
exceed the expectations or dreads of other participants that they gain additional 
credibility! On the other hand, other participants who deeply distrust lawyers may 
decide that such behavior is a mere ruse and treat the lawyer even more gingerly 
as the meeting progresses. 

It is also important to be aware early on of which participants may have a good 
deal personally invested in controlling the meeting.7 It may be necessary to 
present yourself as non-confrontational or even supportive towards these people 
until they are convinced that you recognize their importance and their power. This 
is not only the respectful thing to do, it often is strategically helpful in enabling 
them to shift their vision to meet yours. Simply presenting your position in the 
form of a question rather than a demand may be of considerable benefit. 
Reiterating that you appreciate their positions before exploring contrary views 
may also be helpful. 

The lawyer paying attention to small details at the start of a meeting will set an 
excellent tone for the rest of the meeting. 

[ d] Tip # 4: In Problem Solving, Think Concretely 

Thinking concretely often multiplies one's opportunities for compromise or 
consensus. When participants at the meeting disagree about large issues, it is often 
helpful to switch one's thinking to how the issues discussed will actually be 
implemented for the client. For instance, a discussion about whether visitation 
should be weekly or monthly may be obviated when one looks at the actual school 
calendar and sees that there are many vacations that will end up disrupting weekly 
visitation. The actual difference between weekly and monthly visitation may be 
very small. In another example, a lawyer for a client may propose a gradual 

7 Fisher and Ury suggest that once a lawyer is able to understand what issues are driving her 
counterpart, she can then address those issues as she presents her own ideas and theories, making 
it that much easier for her counterpart to support her ideas. RoGER FISHER AND WILLIAM DRY, GETTING 
TO YES 76-78 (1991). 
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transition for a client into a new program while the program provider may suggest 
a faster move. Looking at the calendar and seeing how the client will actually 
experience each alternative may end up resolving the question without further 
debate. The faster transition may turn out to include lag time created by holidays 
and vacations and other interruptions such that the "faster move" ends up being 
a gradual transition anyway. 

[ e] Tip # 5: If Consensus is Impossible, Seek Constructive Progress Short 
of Consensus 

Even if it becomes clear at the meeting that the lawyer is unable to execute the 
entire game plan, the lawyer should not give up on constructive progress on other 
issues. Where long-term solutions are not possible, the lawyer should think about 
interim options. Even if, for instance, an agency does not agree to regular 
visitation, perhaps it could agree to a first visit or to some trial visitation. If setting 
up regular transportation is the only issue hobbling a question of visitation, 
perhaps an interim short-term plan for transportation can be set to get the ball 
rolling. 

Where total solutions are not possible, think about partial solutions. Perhaps an 
agency is balking at providing a certain kind of after-school service that the child 
wants. The child's main concern may be to have more activities other than just 
school and life at home; perhaps an interim, after-school activity of some kind can 
be implemented. 8 If there has been some agreement on principles but there 
remains disagreement on the execution of those principles, a partial solution 
consistent with the principles, even if temporary, can at least begin the process of 
moving toward the client's goals.9 

Where immediate resolution is impossible, suggest a process and timetable for 
resolution. Sometimes participants will be hesitant to reach agreements because 
important information is lacking or the opinion of an important professional is not 
available. At the very least, the lawyer can arrange for a timetable within which 
that information can be received and readdressed in another context such as an 
upcoming meeting or court appearance, when the parties will gather and 
reapproach such issues. 

8 This again is where the Fisher and Ury principles may prove especially helpful. RoGER FrsHER 
AND WILLIAM DRY, GETTING TO YES 97- 106 (1991). 

9 Fisher and Ury emphasize in Getting to Yes that there is no single solution: "People [usually] 
see their job as narrowing the gap between positions, not broadening the options available. . .. 
Solving their problem is the problem .... [By broadening your options] [y]ou are developing room 
within which to negotiate." Their book promotes taking baby steps toward a solution by addressing 
each participant's interests and brainstorming for solutions that allow all interests to be met. RoGER 
FISHER AND WILLIAM URY, GETTING TO YES 56-80 (1991). 
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[f] Tip # 6: Pay Attention to Everything That is Written Down 

Written material related to the meeting generally divides into three categories: 
1) official documentation of the meeting; 2) contemporaneous notes kept for the 
confidential file by the lawyer; and 3) confirming memoranda sent by various 
parties to each other apart from these other two categories. In general, the lawyer 
should pay close attention to anything that anyone is writing down during the 
meeting, both because it could become part of the official documentation of the 
meeting and because it reveals contemporaneously how this person is reacting to 
the meeting. 

[1] Official Memorializations of the Meeting 

If one person in the meeting is in charge of writing the official minutes, pay that 
person close attention. (It is often useful to sit next to that person, in fact, to keep 
track of what is being written down.) The lawyer can often obtain the form that 
must be filled out at the meeting in order to keep track of the note taker's progress. 
Often at the end of one part of a discussion that person will be struggling to 
encapsulate the discussion in writing while the conversation surges ahead. 
Helping the person phrase the conclusion of that issue will help memorialize your 
spin on the meeting. (Be aware, however, that it may also prevent you from 
keeping up with the discussion.) While it is tempting to simply attend to the 
ongoing discussion, especially on critical issues, it is often more important to 
influence the written file, which remains long after the meeting is forgotten. 

Where there is no official reporter for the meeting, consider volunteering for 
that unpopular job. One may do that overtly during the meeting and take minutes, 
sending people copies along with the attendance sheet. This effort usually pays off 
handsomely in the ability to frame in writing the conclusions that the participants 
reached. If it seems odd to offer to do that at the meeting, one may also unilaterally 
send all participants a summary of the meeting as a confirmation of your 
understanding of the meeting. 

In addition, other participants will probably take notes during the meeting. 
While it is obviously rude to peer over people's shoulders, you can often learn a 
lot about what people consider important by noting when they choose to write 
something down. For instance, it is a cause for concern when someone volunteers 
to do an important job and neglects to write it down. On the other hand, a person 
who takes on a job and notes it in his date book can often be trusted to complete 
it. More importantly, note when and how key participants respond to critical 
information. Imagine this participant to be a judge listening to an important 
witness testify. Keeping track of what the judge writes down, what he or she pays 
attention to, and what bores or troubles him or her often helps a lawyer understand 
how the message is getting across. Similarly, here one need not expend a 
tremendous amount of energy during the meeting to gain important insights from 
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keeping track of what is written down, by whom and when. 

[2] The Lawyer's Contemporaneous Notes 

440 

After the meeting, the lawyer should immediately make extensive contempo
raneous notes about the meeting for the file. If possible, schedule time immedi
ately following the meeting to write up or dictate your fresh impressions. If 
dictation transcription resources are available, dictation may be the best way to 
preserve a complete sense of the meeting. Prompt dictation, done, for example, in 
the car before you drive home, will preserve your frame of mind and therefore will 
provide a very accurate record of events in the meeting. 

In any case, write up these meetings immediately. So many topics are covered 
that it is easy to lose track of important pieces of the discussion even a day later. 
In addition, going through and writing up the notes for the file will help you make 
a checklist of new items to pursue, items you have agreed to do, and other 
follow-up thoughts that you had during the meeting. Ending the write-up with a 
to-do list and your impressions can help you plan follow-up work. 

[3] Confirming Memoranda 

Third, one may decide to confirm by phone or letter important decisions 
reached at the meeting as well as the agreed upon delegation of duties. This 
confirmation may be unnecessary if the formal memorialization of the meeting 
fully reflects your views and the follow-up plan that was made. Confirmation by 
your own letter, however, is a back-up if no memorialization was made or if you 
believe that you need to make a clear record of your views of the meeting. In this 
letter you might also include the phone and address list that was created at the 
meeting. 

[4] Summary 

Because the spirit and essence of interdisciplinary meetings are hard to capture 
on paper, even experienced practitioners are often surprised when the files 
memorialize a spirited and constructive meeting in a dull and colorless way. 
Above all, the lawyer should be concerned at every writing phase with expressing 
his or her sense of the meeting in terms relating as closely as possible to his or her 
vision of the child-in-context. Indeed, if the official memorialization portrays the 
client too negatively, the lawyer should consider writing a letter requesting that his 
or her counterview of the client be added to the official memorialization. By 
carefully tracking official memorializations as they are created, the lawyer can 
eventually bring the agency's file on the client closer and closer to his or her 
vision of the child-in-context. 

[g] Tip# 7: Keep Your Head as You End the Meeting 

Interdisciplinary meetings may end either quickly or, at length, in exhaustion. 
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It is always helpful to have a checklist in one's mind before leaving the meeting 
or else important gains may not be consolidated. If people start leaving, you may 
need to recap the meeting quickly. Often one is tempted to believe that the good 
feeling achieved in a meeting will continue indefinitely, only to find a week later 
that the meeting ended without a clear delegation of duties, and the case has 
progressed in no concrete way. Therefore, the following issues should be clear: 
first, who has agreed to do what tasks and by what date? The lawyer should be 
certain about what jobs he or she has taken on and also what critical jobs others 
have assumed. The lawyer should also figure out how he or she will learn that 
others have completed their jobs. Perhaps the lawyer will want to set up a 
follow-up call either to or from the acting party to keep in touch with 
developments in the case. As for the lawyer's own tasks, the lawyer might do well 
to schedule the execution of those tasks in his or her date book before leaving the 
meeting, to ensure that he or she keeps track of the process. 

Second, the lawyer should know what options he or she has if people do not 
follow through on their promises. This may lead the lawyer to more careful 
monitoring of the promises of others or to creating a contingency plan that can be 
set up in multi-lateral conversations after the meeting. 

Third, the lawyer should find out when this group will convene again, if ever. 
The group may have no reason to meet again, or if it has been extremely useful 
in solving problems, another meeting might be helpful. For required meetings 
scheduled by the agency, the group may convene again naturally in six months or 
a year's time. If the lawyer believes it is important for the group to convene again, 
it is often extremely useful to schedule the next meeting before the end of this 
meeting~ it is infinitely easier to schedule a meeting while all the parties are there 
with their date books. The alternative is trying to schedule a meeting with half a 
dozen parties by phone later. 

The lawyer should also be asking: "Are my relationships with the other 
non-legal participants on the right footing?" Again, this footing need not be 
uniformly hostile nor unduly friendly. Simply, it should properly reflect the 
importance of the person to the client and the "right relationship" that ought to 
exist at the time. The lawyer should be wary of any relationship that is too 
friendly, when the client's view of the person is not particularly friendly, or too 
hostile, when the person is important to the client. Pay special attention to family 
members. A lawyer who has befriended the professionals and alienates the client's 
family has won the battle and lost the war. 

Finally, the lawyer should think concretely about how the client will react to the 
outcome of the meeting. How will the lawyer explain to the client what has 
happened and what the next steps are? Just thinking this through briefly at the end 
of the meeting may help the lawyer realize that there are a few other pieces that 
need to be put into place. The lawyer may need to coordinate with other 
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professionals after discussing the meeting with the client. I have had experiences 
in which several different professionals left a meeting each assuming he was the 
only one who would be informing the client about the meeting, with the result that 
those professionals were unhappy upon learning they had been preempted. A 
simple comment casually noting that you will be going to see your client on a 
given day in the following week will help professionals coordinate their 
presentations with yours. 

[h] Tip# 8: Consider Calling and Running Your Own Meeting 

On occasion, when no meeting is in the offing, the lawyer may decide to call 
his or her own meeting. Whether styled a "case conference" or something else, 
this meeting should usually be focused on a particular goal or agenda item. 
Because lawyer-called meetings are unusual and will not be something that the 
other professionals can easily attend, the lawyer must convince others that the 
meeting is pressing and will be structured in a useful manner. Since the lawyer 
would rarely call such a meeting unless a clear and intractable problem exists, 
however, convincing others that the meeting will be useful should not be 
insurmountable. 

Calling one's own meeting, however, will usually take a lot of advance work. 
One-on-one conversations with the key participants in the meeting will usually be 
necessary. The usual logistics of finding a convenient time and place for all 
participants are extremely time consuming. And much of this work cannot be 
delegated to support staff, especially when some parties need to be convinced to 
take the time to attend. 

It is the small things that often make the meeting more palatable. Calling a 
meeting in the morning and serving a light breakfast or having coffee available 
can save the participants time and smooth the way to more relaxed conversation. 
During complicated settlement negotiations between our law firm at Yale and the 
State Commissioners of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, the Commission
ers regularly convened interdisciplinary meetings in the mid-afternoon and served 
coffee and cookies. I am certain that these refreshments tamed some of the 
difficult dynamics of the litigating parties sitting around a table and smoothed the 
way, to some extent, to the substantial progress that was made. 

Also be aware that in calling one's own meeting, the role of host can sometimes 
restrict your options in how to present oneself at the meeting. Certainly one cannot 
remain silent throughout a meeting one has called. You will also be the one whom 
people tell that they must leave early, or to whom they make excuses. Certainly 
it would be pointless to host a meeting and then immediately disrupt it or act in 
such a belligerent way that the group process cannot go forward. More often than 
not, hosting a meeting casts the lawyer in the role of facilitator. 

In a truly difficult case, it may be helpful to bring a professional facilitator to 
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the meeting. In one case involving players from six different state bureaucracies 
who had never sat at the same table together, we brought in a professional to 
facilitate the process, the cost being shared by a number of parties. While the 
process was quite unusual and sometimes difficult, we had the benefit of a fresh, 
new party whose only job was to facilitate as much communication as possible 
among the many bureaucracies serving the same client. This facilitator played a 
key role throughout the case, and was invaluable in creating the first real 
communication that had ever existed among various state players in our client's 
case. 

With these ideas in mind, the lawyer may gain a great deal for the client by 
taking the time and trouble to convene such a meeting. Once the meeting is set up, 
all of the usual preparation listed above should be carefully thought through, 
especially the client's attendance at the meeting. While lawyers will not convene 
these meetings often, sometimes they will be the key to breaking a deadlock in a 
particularly difficult case and will be well worth the trouble. 

[i] Tip # 9: Recognize Impromptu Meetings 

Once the lawyer begins to think about the concept of interdisciplinary meetings, 
they will seem to be everywhere. Meetings at the courthouse, which tend to 
include state social workers and treatment personnel working with clients, can 
provide all of the opportunities of interdisciplinary meetings. The lawyer should 
be accustomed to figuring out at what moment in the course of amorphous 
pre-court proceedings it might be useful to get all the parties together. This is no 
small feat, especially in crowded courthouses. There may be nothing but a corner 
near the restroom where all the parties can huddle. Sometimes there are 
conference rooms available or other rooms that, with some planning, could be 
made available. In deciding when to convene an impromptu meeting, the lawyer 
should use the same principles suggested for the planned interdisciplinary 
meetings. The lawyer should consider whether divergent visions of the child-in
context could be reconciled, whether the goals of the client could be met in such 
a meeting, and whether professional relationships could be strengthened. Just ten 
minutes of dialogue can resolve key issues involving many players, including 
issues like visitation or planning for service provision to a parent or family; the 
alternative may be an endless round of phone calls leading nowhere. The lawyer 
should be very alert to opportunities to get key players together to reach these 
kinds of agreements in places, like court, where a lot of down time can bring these 
parties together with no clear agenda. 

[j] Tip # 10: Evaluate Your Meeting Practice After Each Meeting 

Usually just after writing up the meeting for the file, the lawyer is in an 
extremely good place to evaluate how well the meeting matched his original game 
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plan for the meeting. Comparing the results of the meeting with the game plan can 
be helpful on many levels. First, it can help the lawyer identify any important 
areas which may have been overlooked accidentally and allows the lawyer to start 
following up on those issues. This is not uncommon, because meetings often 
become focused on a particular contested issue. If no one is keeping careful track 
of time, the single issue could consume the whole meeting at the expense of other 
issues. This evaluation process will help the lawyer make sure that he or she does 
not lose track of these other issues as the case proceeds. 

Second, the lawyer should check whether or not his or her expectations were 
confirmed during the meeting. This may lead him to revise his approach to the 
representation. For instance, if the lawyer underestimated or overestimated the 
commitment of any given player, he can be thoughtful about adjusting his 
expectations in the future. If he notes that one particular participant acted quite 
uncharacteristically, he may be able to understand whether that participant is 
going through an unusually tough time, or whether that participant's view of the 
case has fundamentally changed. Evaluation and reflection can help the lawyer 
observe these trends that might not be immediately apparent during the hustle and 
bustle of the meeting. 

Third, evaluation and debriefing of meetings among lawyer teams or lawyer
social worker teams attending meetings can be very useful for making sure all of 
the players in your office are on the same page. Often debriefings will reveal 
different perceptions of the various participants of the meeting and perhaps even 
some very divergent understandings of the meeting. If the lawyer is working with 
other people on the case, student supervisees, social workers, or mental health 
personnel, the debriefing of these meetings is crucial before various team 
members go out to do follow-up work. Having one participant write a summary 
of the meeting and having others comment on the summary is a good way to begin 
that debriefing process. 

Fourth, the lawyer should devote at least ten minutes to evaluation after every 
meeting, simply to refine and expand meeting skills. For instance, if a meeting 
produced a compromise option that the lawyer could have strategized about 
before, this new alternative will inform the lawyer's preparation for the next 
meeting. If the lawyer regrets certain ways he interacted with certain participants, 
the lawyer can rectify that relationship or avoid that mistake in the future. Just as 
litigators attempt conscientiously to improve their cross examination, direct 
examination, and oral argument skills, lawyers for children should actively polish 
their meeting practice skills. Especially in this arena, where meetings, rather than 
litigation, resolve most of the problems that arise, sophisticated and ever
improving meeting skills can only redound to the benefit of the client. 
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§ 8-6 Summary 

In the end, much of the best lawyering for children takes place in meetings like 
those described in this chapter. Few lawyers for children remember their finest 
victories for their clients taking place in a traditional courtroom battle, or based 
on written motions or formal testimony. Rather, the development of strong 
interprofessional relationships, the promotion of useful and sophisticated discus
sion among concerned professionals, and the coordination of the many bureau
cracies serving a client can often best be achieved at an interdisciplinary meeting. 
Even the most litigation-oriented lawyers find that these meetings are extremely 
helpful for framing and advancing the litigation in which they are involved. With 
very little practice, the principles and techniques suggested in this chapter can 
become instinctual to the lawyer and make him or her attentive to many 
opportunities for creative client-centered problem-solving. 

As mentioned several times during this chapter, it is hoped that lawyers will 
eventually consider meeting practice more important than trial practice in the 
work of representing their clients. While effective meeting practice is useful 
because it helps prepare for litigation, the lawyer can work cooperatively at 
meetings to solve problems creatively and amicably. As noted previously, I also 
believe that meetings provide the coordination of multiple disciplines and the kind 
of team-building opportunities that these large multi-disciplinary teams working 
for children need. We are now in an era when children are beset by many more 
professionals than they actually need; until we move to a better era, these large 
multi-disciplinary groups should be working together in a coordinated way for 
clients. The interdisciplinary meeting represents our current best ideas about how 
the coordination should take place. 
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[2] What is the Aftermath of Trauma in Children? 

[ e] Secondary Trauma 

[f] Counter-Transference: The Lawyer's Reaction to Her Experience in a 
Single River 

[g] Vicarious Traumatization: The Effect on the Lawyer of the Experience 
in Many Rivers 

§ 9-3 Three Principles for Understanding and Addressing the Occupational Hazards 
That Imperil Quality Representation of Children 

[a] Principle One. Acknowledge the ethical obligation to identify and 
address impairments to quality representation, such as stress, burnout, 
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and vicarious traumatization 

[b] Principle Two. Put to good use in your representation those aspects of 
empathy and vicarious traumatization that link you to your client's 
experience 

[c] Principle Three. Address the three signature negative effects of 
vicarious traumatization through reintegration of self, reconnection to 
others, and reaffirmation of meaning 

[1] Sub-Principle I-Reintegrate Self 

[2] Sub-Principle II-Reconnect to Others 

[3] Sub-Principle III-Reaffirm Meaning 

Ten Strategies for Addressing the Ethical Imperative to Address the 
Occupational Hazards That Imperil Client Service 

[a] Strategy One. Examine your daily life for the negative effects of stress, 
burnout, and vicarious traumatization 

[b] Strategy Two. Keep in mind the operation of trauma symptoms: the 
alternation between numbing reactions, on the one hand, and intense 
strong feelings, on the other 

[c] Strategy Three. Understand how the signs of stress and vicarious 
traumatization build one's occupational hazard profile 

[d] Strategy Four. Use your concrete experiences of empathy with your 
client to improve your representation 

[e] Strategy Five. Take your own advice: do the same things for yourself 
that you would love to see your clients, or your clients' families or 
parents, do 

[f] Strategy Six. In re-examining one's commitment to one's self care, 
start with the basics 

[1] Sleep 

[2] Food and Water 

[3] Breathing 

[ 4] Exercise 

[5] Time Off 

[6] One's Daily Work and Home Environment 

[g] Strategy Seven. In seeking fun and recreation, look for activities that 
give you deep satisfaction and balance out the experiences at work, as 
opposed to numbing activities which may replicate the experience at 
work 

[h] Strategy Eight. Examine and strengthen your connections to yourself, 
people at work, and your larger communities 

[1] Strategy Nine. Reconstruct your daily schedule: integrate a 
routine of self care, proactive strategies that work, and 
commitments beyond work into daily life 

[2] Strategy Ten. Remembering that vicarious traumatization is a 
process, not an event, be prepared to address vicarious 
traumatization on an ongoing basis 
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§ 9-5 Areas for Further Study: Questions of Organizational Duties, Professional 
Duties of Confidentiality, the Paradigm of Children's Trauma, and Avoiding 
Re-Trauma with Our Child Clients 

[a] Institutional Duties to Train Attorneys in Recognition and Prevention 
of these Occupational Hazards, as well as to Minimize Circumstances 
Which Give Rise to these Hazards 

[b] Reconciling Lawyers' Duty of Confidentiality with Lawyers' Need to 
Debrief and Understand the Effects of the Work on their Lives 

[c] Further Understanding Research on Children's Trauma 

[d] Avoiding Re-Traumatizing the Client in our Lawyer/Client 
Relationships 

[e] Invitations to Other Areas of Study 

§ 9-6 Conclusion 

§ 9-1 Introduction 

The eight chapters of this book have exhorted lawyers for children to seek at all 
times to understand the child's world from the child's point of view, and to move 
with respect and caution into, within, and out of that world. They have also 
stressed that a lawyer must take all pains to prevent the lawyer's reactions, history, 
values-the lawyer's counter-transference-from taking over the lawyer's repre
sentation of the individual client. Chapters Three through Eight have attempted to 
provide general principles and concrete ideas for the lawyer in putting the 
client-in-context, not the lawyer-as-context, in the forefront of any individual 
client's representation. 

This chapter, paradoxically, focuses on the lawyer's life outside of the 
individual case, in order to serve the same ends. The chapter reaches the startling 
conclusion that painstaking self-care is an ethical imperative for any lawyer for 
children. The daily demands of representing children in child protective proceed
ings subject lawyers, even under ideal working conditions, to extraordinary 
psychological stress and even trauma. Specifically, the hard work required in 
excellent representation of children creates stress which permeates the daily life 
of the lawyer. The compassion that lawyers show in trying to learn their client's 
subjective point of view subjects them to the possibility of suffering the 
aftereffects of the client's trauma as well. A lawyer who truly seeks to represent 
the client on the client's own terms, without excessive interference from the 
lawyer's needs, values, and history, must regularly and systematically strive to 
meet his or her own personal needs outside the representation, in order to prevent 
those needs from intruding inside the representation. Recent research in the field 
of stress, trauma, and vicarious traumatization can guide the lawyer truly seeking 
to represent the child-in-context in child protective proceedings. Lawyers who 
understand the effect of this stress, and, where applicable, trauma, on their own 
daily lives will address the impairments that these occupational hazards cause in 
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their professional work and offer better service to the client in the process. 

Lawyers may feel a bit sheepish about taking time out to read and reflect upon 
the difficulty of their day-to-day work. The compassionate lawyers whom I have 
met over the last sixteen years are apprehensive about using precious hours that 
could be applied towards representing their clients for concerns about such 
mundane things as the quality of their own lives, the difficulty of their own jobs, 
or the politics of their own work environment. And yet, as they try to tum their 
attention to their client work, they find that these issues pose large obstacles to 
concentrating on the child-in-context. In some cases, working conditions pose 
insuperable barriers to concentration-from the absence of air-conditioning in the 
blasting heat of summer in the city, to the unavailability of private rooms for 
interviewing clients, to a complete lack of personal energy at a critical time in the 
client's case. These lawyers are caught in a conundrum. They want to focus all of 
their professional energies on the extremely challenging work of representing the 
child-in-context on the child's own terms. And yet, smaller mundane logistical 
problems, along with more mysterious problems seemingly internal to the lawyers 
and separate from the representation, consistently snatch away the energy, 
resources, and time that they need to devote to their client work. 

Most poignant is the practitioner who blames himself or herself for an inability 
to block out these internal or logistical problems in the name of compassionate 
representation of the client. Time and again I have talked to people representing 
clients who experience, either in the short-term or as a new pattern, a sense of 
numbness about their client's pain. "I don't know what is happening to me, I used 
to be such a caring person," the distraught practitioner will say. "Now when I hear 
my client describing the terrible things that she's been through, I find myself 
zoning out, completely numb, or even irritated." The practitioner will often sigh 
and say, "It just seems like I don't care anymore." 

Research into stress, trauma, and vicarious traumatization resolves the seeming 
paradox of the compassionate lawyer who, too distracted by the difficulties of her 
own daily life, has "lost her compassion." It is, in fact, not that lawyers for 
children doing this work, either intensively for a single client or for many clients 
over a time, lose their compassion for their clients. Indeed, it is the intensity of 
their compassion and empathy that creates tremendous strain on the lawyer's 
daily functioning. The intensity of the work itself engenders stress in the life of the 
lawyer which takes its own toll on the lawyer's ability to function in a difficult 
daily life. In addition, the intensity of this compassion and empathy creates the 
potential for vicarious traumatization of the lawyer. The concept of vicarious 
traumatization explains that lawyers working with clients who perceive their lives 
in traumatic terms-facing death or grievous loss-may find themselves deeply 
affected by the client's trauma and experience post-traumatic effects themselves. 
In other words, just as our clients experience trauma in a way that leaves 
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long-term post-traumatic effects, the lawyer working with traumatized clients will 
also experience post-traumatic effects at a lower level of intensity. Specifically, 
many traumatized people experience a combination of post-traumatic symptoms 
that alternate between a sense of numbing and denial about the trauma, on the one 
hand, and intense and almost overpowering feelings, on the other. Simply put, the 
lawyer's sense that she has ceased caring for her clients is actually the opposite 
of true; the intensity of her caring and empathy for her clients has led her to 
experience post-traumatic symptoms like numbing and denial that may echo her 
client's reactions. 

Writers on stress and vicarious traumatization emphasize that they are both 
intrinsic to this work and cannot be avoided. Indeed, the only way to avoid stress 
in the daily life of the lawyer for children is either to work much less than is 
necessary or to care much less than is necessary. Similarly, the only way to avoid 
vicarious traumatization is to fail to engage compassionately, even empathetically, 
with one's client. For the diligent, humane lawyer for children, stress and 
vicarious traumatization are unavoidable occupational hazards. 1 Because they are 
hazards that can severely impair the lawyer's ability to provide the best service to 
clients, the lawyer must carefully understand and address both stress and vicarious 
traumatization, as they occur, for both the lawyer and the client. 

To best equip the lawyer for continuing the compassionate work of representing 
the child-in-context, this chapter focuses almost exclusively on the experience of 
the lawyer outside of the representation, in order to benefit client and lawyer alike. 
This chapter aims, concretely, to introduce vital concepts of stress and vicarious 
traumatization to the lawyer for children, because they are essential paradigms for 
understanding the interaction between the lawyer's challenging work and the 
quality of his or her life as a whole. Even for the lawyer who does not believe that 
he or she is experiencing vicarious traumatization, the materials related to stress 
may be of substantial use in problem-solving aspects of daily life. As this chapter 
will demonstrate, strategies to neutralize the harmful impacts of both stress and 
vicarious traumatization overlap; that is to say, prescriptions for addressing these 
negative effects are largely the same. 

Sprinkled throughout the chapter are the voices of practitioners as I have heard 
them over the last sixteen years of my practice-in my own offices, at 
conferences, at presentations, in the courthouse. Because these comments were 
made in the course of conversations or correspondence that were not originally 
conceived of as research, I was neither able to transcribe comments verbatim nor 
to obtain permission to use specific wordings when I could remember them. I have 
decided, therefore, to try to reconstruct these quotes as authentically as I could 

l KAREN w. SAAKVITNE & LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, TRANSFORMING THE PAIN: A WORKBOOK ON 

VICARIOUS TRAMATIZATION (1996), note 22, at 25. 
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from memory, occasionally changing detail in order to protect the privacy of the 
speaker. In addition, I have included a few examples from my own experience, 
continuing that practice from earlier chapters in the book. These practitioner's 
voices offer other examples that may help the reader connect theoretical material 
in this chapter to his or her own experience. 

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 9-2 introduces the central concepts 
of stress, trauma, secondary trauma, and vicarious traumatization. Section 9-3 
outlines the three principles for understanding and addressing the occupational 
hazards that imperil quality representation of children. Section 9-4 outlines ten 
strategies for understanding and fulfilling the ethical imperative to address the 
occupational hazards that imperil client service. Section 9-5 identifies two 
important areas for the study that are critical for lawyers in this field. Section 9-6 
summarizes concrete conclusions for the lawyer seeking to implement these ideas. 

The goals of the chapter are threefold. First, the chapter seeks to introduce the 
lawyer to the frameworks of stress and vicarious traumatization, in order to 
understand the difficulties faced in daily functioning as a lawyer for children. 
Second, the chapter offers the lawyer specific ideas about steps that can be taken 
on the lawyer's own initiative to resolve problems in daily life. These actions 
predominantly involve commitments to accomplish daily care for himself or 
herself, to participate in activities outside of the work that reaffirm a sense of 
meaning in life, and to seek support from peers at work and from friends and 
family outside of work in marshaling resources for the best possible representa
tion of clients. Finally, the chapter seeks to help the lawyer determine when to 
resort to outside help for resolving the obstacles to ideal functioning in his or her 
work. 

The benefits that accrue to the client from this kind of reflection by the lawyer 
cannot be overstated. The lawyer's and the client's interests here are not at odds; 
they run parallel. The lawyer who fails to mitigate the negative effects of stress 
and vicarious traumatization in his or her life and practice ends up harming the 
client as well as himself or herself. The lawyer who addresses these occupational 
hazards and harnesses the positive effects, particularly of vicarious traumatization, 
can benefit both himself or herself and the client. 

§ 9-2 Introduction to Basic Concepts 

This section defines basic concepts of stress and trauma and distinguishes them 
from other related concepts, including counter-transference and burnout. The 
concepts will be illustrated through the use of an extended analogy: the raging 
river. 

[a] The Raging River Analogy 

A client lives in the center of a raging river. His lawyer stands at the edge of 
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the river as a huge boulder is dropped just in front of the river dweller. The client 
is knocked down by the immediate towering wave that the boulder creates. The 
waves completely envelop him, washing over him, soaking him: the impact of the 
rushing water topples him each time the river dweller struggles to right himself. 
Once he regains balance, the wake of the splash continues to wash over him, 
occasionally overpowering him and toppling him again. The lawyer standing at 
the periphery of the river is struck by lesser waves and ripples, to a much 
decreased or milder extent. The waves she receives are vastly different in 
amplitude, but similar in shape and character to the initial waves. The lawyer also 
stands at the intersection of many such rivers, receiving similar waves and ripples 
from many directions. 

The raging river analogy provides an overall visual image for the concepts 
defined below. The client lives in the raging river under day-to-day conditions that 
are already stressful. The boulder represents a trauma occurring in the life of the 
client. The towering initial wave represents the client's initial experience of the 
trauma while it is happening. The wake of the wave represents the post-traumatic 
effects felt by the client. The lesser waves and ripples represent the secondary 
trauma effect experienced by the lawyer. The lawyer's reaction to standing with 
the client in the raging river is the lawyer's counter-transference reaction to the 
client. The cumulative effect of standing at the periphery of many rivers with 
many clients and its effect on the lawyer over time is vicarious traumatization. 

[b] Stress: The Raging of the River 

Life in the raging river is a life under stress. In its essence, stress is defined as 
"a disrupted interaction between environmental demands on the one hand, and the 
needs and skills of the individual on the other."1 Stress has been studied as a 
scientific concept since the 1930s, with focus on research into physiological and 
psychological responses to stress, as well as research into extreme circumstances 
of stress that include trauma. 2 The client in the center of the raging river may 
experience stress as a result of his interactions with any one of a number of 
factors, ranging from specific factors such as his familial economic situation and 
interactions with his family, the legal system, and the social service system, to 
larger factors including poverty, racism, and violence in his community. The client 
feels the rigors of living in such a challenging, chaotic, and hard-to-control 
environment, day to day. For many of our clients, daily life itself can challenge 
their full capacities to the extreme. 

1 
ROLF J. KLEBER & DANNY BROM, COPING WITH TRAUMA: THEORY, PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 21 

(1992). 
2 

ROLF J. KLEBER & DANNY BROM, COPCNG WITH TRAUMA: THEORY, PREVE TION AND TREATMENT 21 
(1992). 
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There can be little doubt that the lawyer's life in the raging river is also a life 
under stress. Neither the child protective systems nor the court systems with 
whom the lawyer regularly interacts have sufficient resources in most cases to do 
work for the client efficiently and well. Lawyers regularly face the challenge of 
contentious court appearances, deeply unhappy clients and their families, de
manding judges, and child protective personnel with whom the lawyer may not 
see eye-to-eye. In many environments, the lawyer has an extraordinary number of 
clients, often far too many to be able to represent them with the individual 
attention that she would like to give them. In addition, the environment in which 
the lawyer works may also lack resources and regular opportunities for support 
and feedback. 

The cumulative effect of this chronic everyday stress and chronic emotional 
strain is sometimes called burnout. Christina Maslach suggests that one's 
tolerance for this continual stress, a tolerance that gradually wears away under the 
never-ending onslaught of emotional tensions, changes over time. 3 Maslach 
suggests that the burnout is an "emotional exhaustion, de-personalization, and 
reduced accomplishment that can occur among individuals who do 'people work' 
of some kind." Maslach continues: 

it is a response to the chronic emotional strain of dealing with other 
human beings, particularly when they are troubled or having problems. 
Thus, it can be considered one type of job stress. Although it has some of 
the same deleterious effects as other stress responses, what is unique 
about burnout is that the stress arises from the social interaction between 
helper and recipient. 4 

The negative effects of burnout have been well documented. One review 
identified five categories of effect of burnout, including: 

1) Physical symptoms (fatigue and physical depletion/exhaustion, sleep 
difficulties, specific somatic problems, such as headaches, gastrointesti
nal disturbances, colds, and flu). 

2) Emotional symptoms (irritability, anxiety, depression, guilt, sense of 
helplessness). 

3) Behavioral symptoms (aggression, callousness, pessimism, defensive
ness, cynicism, substance abuse). 

4) Work-related symptoms (quitting the job, poor work performance, 
absenteeism, tardiness, misuse of work breaks, thefts). 

3 See CHRISTINA MASLACH, BURNOUT: THE CosT OF CARING 11 (1982). 
4 

CHRISTINA MASLACH, BuRNouT: THE CosT OF CARING 3 (1982). 
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5) Interpersonal symptoms (perfunctory communication with, inability to 
concentrate/focus on, withdrawal from clients/coworkers, and then 
dehumanizing, intellectualizing clients).5 

The most salient "factors" associated with burnout include "client prob
lems ... that are perceived to be beyond the capacity of the service provider," and 
being "caught in a struggle between promoting the well-being of their clients and 
trying to cope with policies and structures in the human service delivery system 
that tend to stifle empowerment and well-being."6 

[c] Trauma: The Boulder and Its Wake 

[1] The Boulder: What Constitutes Trauma? 

The boulder represents a trauma occurring in the client's life. There is no 
consensus about the definition of trauma or its differentiation from stress. Some 
suggest that stress is the large category of which trauma is one extreme subset. 7 

This camp suggests that "stress and trauma are not two independent concepts, but 
rather two overlapping concepts; stress has a much broader meaning."8 Others 
suggest that stress and trauma are on a continuum, but are distinct in kind. 9 

What life events are cataclysmic enough to be defined as trauma? This elusive 
question has not definitively been resolved. The DSM-IV currently defines 
exposure to a traumatic event to be: 

1) that the person experienced, witnessed, or was confronted with an event 
or events which involved actual or threatened death or serious injury, or 
a threat to the physical integrity of self or others, 

2) that the person's response involved intense fear, helplessness, or horror. 10 

5 
Charles R. Figley, Compassion Fatigue as Secondary Traumatic Stress Disorder: An 

Overview, in COMPASSION FATIGUE: COPING WITH SECONDARY TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER IN THOSE WHo 

TREAT THE TRAUMATIZED 12 (Charles R. Figley ed., 1995) (citations omitted) [hereinafter COMPASSION 

FATIGUE]. 

6 
Charles R. Figley, Compassion Fatigue as Secondary Traumatic Stress Disorder: An 

Overview, in COMPASSION FATIGUE: COPING WITH SECONDARY TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER IN THOSE WHo 

TREAT THE TRAUMATIZED 12 (Charles R. Figley ed., 1995) (citations omitted). 

7 See RoLF J. KLEBER & DANNY BROM, COPING W1TH TRAUMA: THEORY, PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 

21 (1992). 
8 

ROLF J. KLEBER & DANNY BROM, COPING WITH TRAUMA: THEORY, PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 21 
(1992). 

9 See, e.g., B. Hudnall Stamm, Introduction to SECONDARY TRAUMATIC STRESS, SELF-CARE IssUES FOR 

CLINICIANS, RESEARCHERS, A D EoucATORS at xix (B. HuD ALL STAMM ed., 1995) [hereinafter SECONDARY 

TRAUMATIC STRESS]. 

10 AM. PsYCHlARTIC Ass'N, DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FROM DIAGNOSTIC A D STATISTICAL MANUAL OF 
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While earlier definitions of trauma focused on simply the nature of the event, 
the DSM-III, the predecessor definition of post-traumatic stress disorder, sug
gested that the traumatic stressor be "outside the range of usual human 
experience."11 The current DSM definition recognizes the current consensus in 
the field that studies of trauma should focus upon the interaction "between the 
person and the event."12 

In identifying whether something rises to the level of trauma, Laurie Pearlman, 
a leading author in the field of vicarious traumatization, suggests a subjective 
approach to that determination from the point of view of the person experiencing 
the trauma. 13 Her definition of trauma, which differs from the DSM's diagnostic 
conceptualization, reads: 

An experience is traumatic if it, 

1) is sudden, unexpected, or non-normative, 

2) exceeds the individual's perceived ability to meet its demands, and 

3) disrupts the individual's frame of reference and other central psycho
logical needs and related schemas.14 

That is to say, Pearlman suggests that the decision about whether a person is 
confronted with an event that involved assault and death or serious injury or a 
threat to the physical integrity of the self or others should be determined based on 
the person's subjective reaction. If a person believes that she faces death or 
annihilation, that subjective sense of life threat confirms psychological trauma, 
even if others might have found the incident merely stressful. 

[2] The Wake: What are the Aftereffects of Trauma? 

The later waves created by the river represent the post-traumatic effects felt by 
the client who experiences the primary effect of the trauma. 

Researchers have noted that the range of human response to overwhelming and 

MENTAL DISORDERS, PosTIRAUMATIC STRESS D1soRDER 428 (4th ed. 1994) [hereinafter DSM-IV]. 
11 DSM-IV, PosTIRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER 428. 
12 B. Hudnall Stamm, Introduction to SECONDARY TRAUMATIC STRESS, SELF-CARE IssUEs FOR 

CLINICIANS, RESEARCHERS, AND EDUCATORS at xvii (B. HUDNALL STAMM ed., 1995). 
13 See LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN & KAREN W. SAAKVITNE, TRAUMA AND THE THERAPIST: CoUNTERTRANS

FERENCE AND VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION IN PSYCHOTHERAPY WITH INCEST SURVIVORS 45 (1995). For 
example, Pearlman and Saakvitne explain that "the basic definition of trauma [i]s an event that 
overwhelms the individual's perceived ability to cope." Id. 

14 I. LISA MCCANN & LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA AND THE ADULT SURVIVOR: 
THEORY, THERAPY, AND TRANSFORMATION 10 (1990). 
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uncontrollable life events is remarkably consistent.15 Survivors of trauma are 
expected to experience a wide range of emotions oscillating between two poles: 
a tendency, on one hand, to re-experience the trauma with overwhelming reactions 
to the traumatic material and a general hyper-reactivity to stimuli and, on the other 
hand, numbing through avoidance of stimuli related to the trauma. This "bimo
dal"16 oscillation creates a sense of disruption or disintegration within the trauma 
survivor who literally feels too much at some times and nothing at others. 

An overview of post-traumatic stress symptoms can be examined through their 
separate effects on the body, mind, and spirit. 

Physically, a person who has experienced trauma is subject to a range of serious 
physical sequelae.17 The DSM-IV definition of post-traumatic stress disorder 
focuses on difficulty with falling and staying asleep, an exaggerated startle 
response to loud and sudden noises, and "physiological reactivity on exposure to 
internal or external cues that symbolize or resemble an aspect of the traumatic 
event."18 Researchers argue that the DSM-IV symptoms, which comprise its 
definition of post-traumatic stress disorder, are much too narrow and have noted 
additional effects not included in the DSM-IV criteria. They include impacts on 
the digestive and cardiopulmonary system, as well as effects on one's sexual life 
and experience of chronic pain.19 

The effects of trauma on the psyche are better documented in every decade of 
the research. The DSM-IV stresses again the alternation between the pole of 
hyper-arousal and persistent re-experiencing of the traumatic event and the pole 
of equally persistent avoidance of stimuli associated with the trauma and numbing 
of general responsiveness to life events. For instance, the DSM-IV notes that both 
recurrent and intrusive distressing recollection of the event, including images, 
thoughts, and perceptions, may co-exist with efforts to avoid thoughts, feelings, 
and conversations associated with the trauma, as well as efforts to avoid activities, 
places, or people that arouse recollections of the trauma. Inability to recall 
important aspects of the trauma also is a common post-traumatic symptom.20 

15 See Bessel A. van der Kolk, The Body Keeps the Score: Memory and the Evolving 
Psychobiology of Posttraumatic Stress, HARv. R.Ev. PSYCHIATRY, Jan.-Feb. 1994, at 254. 

16 BESSEL A. VAN DER KOLK, PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA 3-4 (1987). 
17 For a detailed and highly compact introduction to the psychobiology of post-traumatic stress, 

see generally Bessel A. van der Kolk, The Body Keeps the Score: Memory and the Evolving 
Psychobiology of Posttraumatic Stress, HARv. REV. PSYCHIATRY, Jan.-Feb. 1994. 

18 AM. PsYCHIARTIC Ass'N, DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FROM DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL MANUAL OF 
MENTAL D1soRDERS, PosTTRAUMATIC STRESS DrsoRDER 428 (4th ed. 1994). 

19 See David Pelcovitz, et al., Development of Criteria Set and a Structured Interview for 
Disorders of Extreme Stress (SIDES), 10 JouRNAL OF TRAUMATIC STRESS 3, 11 (1997). 

20 AM. PsYCHIARTIC Ass'N, DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FROM DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL MANUAL OF 
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Other psychological experiences include acting or feeling as if the traumatic event 
is recurring through flashbacks: these experiences may include dissociation from 
the present, as well as intense psychological distress at exposure to cues that 
symbolize or resemble an aspect of the traumatic experience. 

Under numbing symptoms, survivors of trauma often demonstrate markedly 
diminished interest or participation in significant activities, a feeling of detach
ment or estrangement from others, and a restricted range of affect. 

One prominent psychological post-traumatic effect is dissociation: 

In an apparent attempt to compensate for chronic hyper-arousal, trauma
tized people seem to shut down: on a behavioral level by avoiding stimuli 
reminiscent of the trauma, and on a psycho-biological level by emotional 
numbing which extends to both trauma-related and everyday experi
ence.21 

Dissociation, in the right context, serves a critical purpose in allowing people 
in emergencies to cope with overwhelming emotional input. For instance, 
emergency workers may find it necessary to "restrict reflection, consciously 
suppress[] emotions while in the moment, actively avoid[] thinking about the 
ramifications of the event . . . and regulat[ e] the amount of exposure to stressors 
. . . . "22 As discussed below, however, dissociation, in the wrong context, may 
disconnect the traumatized person and his feelings, even his good and constructive 
ones. 

Trauma seems also to have a significant effect on one's spirituality. Pearlman 
and Saakvitne employ a broad, non-religion based definition of spirituality, 
adopted here, which constitutes: 

hope, faith, connection with something beyond one's self, awareness of 
all aspects of life including the non-material.23 

Put another way, trauma robs one's sense of hope. One of the DSM-IV 
symptoms noted includes "a sense of a foreshortened future" (e.g., does not expect 

MENTAL DISORDERS, PosTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER at 424-425 (4th ed. 1994). 
21 See Bessel A. van der Kolk, The Body Keeps the Score: Memory and the Evolving 

Psychobiology of Posttraumatic Stress, HARV. REv. PsYcHIATRY, Jan.-Feb. 1994, at 254 (citations 
omitted). 

22 Janet Yassen, Preventing Secondary Traumatic Stress Disorder, in COMPASSION FA
TIGUE: COPING WITH SECONDARY TRAUMA TIC STRESS DISORDER IN THOSE WHO 
TREAT THE TRAUMATIZED 178, 195 (Charles R. Figley ed., 1995). 

23 KAREN W. SAAKVITNE & LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, TRANSFORMING THE 
PAIN: A WORKBOOK ON VICARIOUS TRAMATIZATION 32 (1996). 
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to have a career, marriage, children, or a normal life span). 24 This type of 
disruption of one's life path and sense of purpose and continuity in life represents 
a profound assault on the spirituality of the trauma victim. Trauma in its violence, 
suddenness, and annihilating nature also tends to destroy one's sense that there are 
forces to be trusted in the world. Trauma therefore implicates directly one's views 
of good and evil, and the beliefs that comprise "the lens through which [one] 
views the world and interprets [one's] experiences."25 

It is vital to note that although the repertoire of symptoms of post-traumatic 
affects is predictable, any individual person~ reaction forms a unique profile for 
that person. Therefore, although it borrows components from a pool of possible 
effects on which experts can agree to a large extent, no individual person's trauma 
response is predictable. Each person's particular trauma profile must be specifi
cally and painstakingly investigated. 

[3] Living in the River: How Does One Adjust Long-Term to Trauma? 

How well can the person readjust to life in the river after the waves have 
subsided? The long-term adjustment to an experience of traumatization appears to 
depend on a number of factors, including: 1) the severity of the stressor, 2) genetic 
predisposition, 3) developmental phase, 4) a person's social support system, 5) 
prior traumatization, and 6) pre-existing personality. 26 One author has defined the 
successful resolution of post-traumatic symptoms to be the "capacity to recall the 
trauma at will, while being equally capable of turning one's mind to other 
matters."27 

In treating sufferers of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), therapeutic 
professionals seek to "help people live in the present, without feeling or behaving 
according to irrelevant demands belonging to the past. "28 Thus any approach to 
helping resolve post-traumatic effects focuses on preventing hyper-arousal, 
intrusive re-living, numbing, and dissociation [ which] get in the way of separating 
current reality from past trauma."29 

24 AM. PSYCHIATRIC ASS 'N, DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FROM DIAGNOSTIC AND 
STATISTICAL MANUAL OF MENTAL DISORDERS, POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISOR
DER 426 (4th ed. 1994). 

25 KAREN W. SAAKVITNE & LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, TRANSFORMING THE 
PAIN: A WORKBOOK ON VICARIOUS TRAMATIZATION 28 (1996). 

26 BESSEL A. VAN DER KOLK, PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA 3-4 10-12 (1987). 
27 Id. at 12 (quoting Jan Mardi Horowitz, STRESS RESPONSE SYNDROMES (1976)). 
28 Bessel A. van der Kolk, The Body Keeps the Score: Memory and the Evolving Psychobiology 

of Posttraumatic Stress, HARV. REV. PSYCHIATRY, Jan.-Feb. 1994, at 261. 
29 Bessel A. van der Kolk, The Body Keeps the Score: Memory and the Evolving Psychobiology 

of Posttraumatic Stress, HARV. REV. PSYCHIATRY, Jan.-Feb. 1994, at 261. 
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[d] Children's Trauma 

When a child stands at the center of the river, many of these concepts shift. 
Researchers have begun to explore children's trauma in more detail: what does a 
child perceive as trauma and what does she experience in its aftermath? 

[1] The Boulder: What is Trauma for the Child? 

A child experiencing life-threatening physical abuse such as deliberate burns or 
deadly assault would undoubtedly be considered to be exposed to trauma. In fact, 
lawyers representing children encounter relatively few clients in this category. 
Lawyers are more likely to represent children who live in homes where they 
witness violence between adults and thus fall under the DSM-IV definition of 
being clearly exposed to trauma. In addition, many lawyers represent children 
who do not experience violence in their own homes, but live in neighborhoods 
where violence is regularly witnessed on the street, or where loved ones die 
sudden and violent deaths, and thus are certainly exposed to trauma as defined by 
DSM-IV. 

Beyond these groups of clients which in some jurisdictions may constitute, 
together, a small portion of a lawyer's client pool, many more of our clients 
experience events which subjectively may lead them to believe that their life is at 
stake, that their sense of integrity is being assaulted, and that their sense of home 
is disintegrating or being destroyed.30 Pearlman's suggestion that the DSM 
definition should be seen subjectively implies that trauma for children includes a 
broader range of experience. 31 Just as a child might perceive a dropping rock to 
be a huge boulder, a child might also perceive as life-threatening a life event 
which an adult might see as less serious. 32 

For instance a child may experience a sense of the destruction of her home 

3° For a history of the study of childhood trauma, see Ann Marie Glodich, Traumatic Exposure 
to Violence: A Comprehensive Review of the Child and Adolescent Literature, 68 SMITH 
COLLEGE STUDIES IN SOCIAL WORK 321-45 (1998). 

31 See LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN & KAREN W. SAAKVITNE, TRAUMA AND THE 
THERAPIST: COUNTERTRANSFERENCE AND VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION IN PSY
CHOTHERAPY WITH INCEST SURVIVORS 60 (1995). ("We define [trauma] as the unique 
individual experience, associated with an event or enduring conditions, in which . .. the individual's 
ability to integrate affective experience is overwhelmed."). 

32 For the practitioner seeking more information about children's trauma, see Ann Marie 
Glodich, Traumatic Exposure to Violence: A Comprehensive Review of the Child and Adolescent 
Literature, 68 SMITH COLLEGE STUDIES IN SOCIAL WORK 321-45 (1998); Lenore C. Terr, 
Childhood Traumas: An Outline and Overview, AM. J. PSYCH., Jan. 1991, at 10; Ariana Shahinfar 
& Nathan A. Fox, The Effects of Trauma on Children: Conceptual and Methodological Issues, 8 
ROCHESTER SYMPOSIUM ON DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOPATHOLOGY: DEVELOP
MENTAL PERSPECTIVES ON TRAUMA 115 (Dante Cicchetti & Sheree L. Toth eds., 1997). 
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when she is removed from home, even by state workers attempting to behave in 
a benevolent way. Since many of our clients have been taken on an emergency 
basis into the temporary custody of the state, and may have experienced an 
extreme subjective sense of tragic loss, loss of all that is familiar, loss of a sense 
of home, safety, identity, and meaning, many of our clients have been exposed to 
trauma. 

This is a critical point that bears repeating. We must be aware that most, if not 
all, children will experience being taken into custody temporarily and precipi
tously, even when justified, as traumatic experiences, opening them for the whole 
range of post-traumatic reactions. In some cases this trauma will be unavoidable. 
Whenever possible, such sudden custody can and must be avoided. In all cases, 
state-inflicted trauma must be reduced to its absolute minimum. For this reason, 
every practitioner in the system who works with children removed from their 
homes must treat each case in which a child has been removed from his or her 
home as a separate emergency justifying the immediate and plenary attention 
described in Chapter 4. In our eagerness to help children and struggling families, 
we must be extremely aware that the system's interventions themselves can be 
cataclysmic and can appear life-threatening to the child. The first implication of 
trauma studies for the lawyer for children is to reaffirm the commitment to 
reducing such interventions to an absolute minimum. 

[2] What is the Aftermath of Trauma in Children? 

The DSM-IV does note that children may express their fear, helplessness, or 
horror response through disoriented or agitated behavior.33 The DSM-IV also 
notes that recurring distressing dreams of the event are common, noting that in 
children "there may be frightening dreams without recognizable content."34 While 
adults may experience recurring and intrusive distressing recollections of an 
event, young children are noted to use repetitive play in which themes or aspects 
of the trauma are expressed. 

Research has discovered four essential points about PTSD in children: 

1) children experience the full range of post-traumatic stress symptoms; 

2) level of exposure is strongly associated with severity and course of 
post-traumatic stress reaction; 

3) grief, post-traumatic stress, depression, and separation anxiety reactions 
are independent of, but interrelated with, one another; and 

33 See AM. PSYCHIARTIC ASS'N, DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FROM DIAGNOSTIC AND 
STATISTICAL MANUAL OF MENTAL DISORDERS, POSTTRAUMATIC STRESS DISOR
DER 428 (4th ed. 1994). 

34 Id. 
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4) positive correlations are to be expected between parent and child distress 
in response to shared traumatic experiences. 35 

One leading researcher in the field, Lenore Terr, identified four characteristics 
common to most cases of childhood trauma: 1) visualized or otherwise repeatedly 
perceived memories, 2) repetitive behaviors, 3) trauma-specific fears, and 4) 
changed attitudes about people, aspects of life, and the future. 36 Terr also 
identifies features characteristic to two different other kinds of trauma: single
blow trauma, which follows an unanticipated single event, and variable multiple 
or long-standing trauma. 37 For single-blow trauma, Terr notes that children tended 
to have fully detailed memories, and to develop reasons why the trauma happened 
(omens) and misperceptions including misidentifications, visual hallucinations, 
and peculiar time distortions. 38 For variable multiple or long-standing trauma, she 
notes that common features include denial and psychic numbing, self hypnosis 
and dissociation, and rage, including anger turned against the self. 39 

Authors generally note the role of dissociation in post-traumatic symptoms of 
children, calling it a "mechanism [that] enables a child mentally to escape"40 or 
"a kind of mental flight. "41 Glodich notes a wide variety of dissociative 
experiences ranging from "day-dreaming to de-personalization, amnesia, fugue, 
and radical personality changes. "42 

Literature on trauma in children has only begun to be fully developed and has 
not as yet been plumbed carefully for its implications for the lawyer for children. 
Two areas of further study at the end of this chapter suggest immediate research 
that could immediately profit children and the legal professionals who serve 

35 See Ann Marie Glodich, Traumatic Exposure to Violence: A Comprehensive Review of the 
Child and Adolescent Literature, 68 SMITH COLLEGE STUDIES IN SOCIAL WORK 327 (1998). 

36 See Lenore C. Terr, Childhood Traumas: An Outline and Overview, AM. J. PSYCH., Jan. 
1991, at 12-14. 

37 Lenore C. Terr, Childhood Traumas: An Outline and Overview, AM. J. PSYCH., Jan. 1991, 
at 11. 

38 Lenore C. Terr, Childhood Traumas: An Outline and Overview, AM. J. PSYCH., Jan. 1991, 
at 14-15. 

39 See Lenore C. Terr, Childhood Traumas: An Outline and Overview, AM. J. PSYCH., Jan. 
1991, at 15-18. 

40 Lenore C. Terr, Childhood Traumas: An Outline and Overview, AM. J. PSYCH., Jan. 1991, 
at 16. 

41 Ann Marie Glodich, Traumatic Exposure to Violence: A Comprehensive Review of the Child 
and Adolescent Literature, 68 SMITH COLLEGE STUDIES IN SOCIAL WORK 330 (1998). 

42 Ann Marie Glodich, Traumatic Exposure to Violence: A Comprehensive Review of the Child 
and Adolescent Literature, 68 SMITH COLLEGE STUDIES IN SOCIAL WORK 330 (1998). 
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them.43 

As with trauma generally, each child's experience of trauma is individual, 
forming a unique profile. Again, while researchers understand better and better the 
range of possible reactions by children to trauma, no expert can predict an 
individual child's response to trauma with any accuracy. Careful work with the 
child in the post-traumatic context can yield some understanding of how any 
particular child has experienced a specific trauma. That information may yield 
some useful thoughts for future work with the child, but any prediction is 
complicated by the change in developmental status of the child among other 
factors. 

[e] Secondary Trauma 

Clearly, a substantial number of our child clients have experienced some trauma 
and its aftermath. The ripple effect felt by a lawyer in a particular client's case is 
called secondary trauma. One expert defines secondary traumatic stress as the 
"natural consequent behaviors and emotions resulting from knowledge about a 
traumatizing event experienced by a significant other. It is the stress resulting from 
helping or wanting to help a traumatized or suffering person."44 

The DSM-IV definition of psychological trauma, focusing as it does on the 
interaction between the person and the event, makes it clear that any person 
"confronted with" an event involving threats to life and physical integrity has 
been exposed to a traumatic experience. Experts agree that professionals serving 
these clients who in the course of their work learn about and work with these 
traumatic events are "confronted" with their clients' trauma.45 Looking closely at 
the DSM-IV definition, it is clear that concerned professionals seeking to serve 
traumatized clients also fit the DSM-IV definition, if in addition to being 
confronted with the traumatic events involving actual or threatened death or 
serious injury or threat to the physical integrity of their clients, they also 
experience a response involving intense fear, helplessness, or horror. 

These secondarily traumatized professionals also experience post-traumatic 
effects, again broadly described as the oscillation between intense re-experiencing 
of the trauma and hyper-reactivity on one hand and avoidance and numbing of that 

43 See discussion, infra Section 9-5(c)-(d). 
44 Charles R. Figley, Compassion Fatigue as Secondary Traumatic Stress Disorder: An 

Overview, in COMPASSION FATIGUE: COPING WITH SECONDARY TRAUMATIC STRESS 
DISORDER IN THOSE WHO TREAT THE TRAUMATIZED xiv (Charle R. Figley ed., 1995). 

45 LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN & KAREN W. SAAKVITNE, TRAUMA AND THE 
THERAPIST: COUNTERTRANSFERENCE AND VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION IN PSY
CHOTHERAPY WITH INCEST SURVIVORS 41 (1995). 
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re-experience on the other hand. 46 While our clients experience the immediate 
effects, secondarily traumatized professionals may undergo the same repertoire of 
effects, at a far more attenuated level. The lawyer experiences an echo, if you will, 
of the client's post-trauma reaction. The waves of post-traumatic symptoms that 
hit the client later hit the lawyer in similar shape and character, but much 
diminished in intensity. No one suggests that lawyers experience the post
traumatic symptoms with the same intensity that their clients do. Nevertheless, 
even the echo or shadow of the client's experience can produce noticeable 
reactions in the helping professional. 

These reactions, conglomerated, are called secondary traumatic stress. Other 
writers have suggested the words compassion fatigue or compassion stress as 
alternative names for secondary traumatic stress and its related secondary stress 
disorder.47 Figley suggests that whether it is called secondary traumatic stress or 
compassion fatigue, this experience of the faint echo of your clients' post
traumatic symptoms should be considered "the cost of caring."48 This terminol
ogy recalls definitions of burnout, which has also been termed "the cost of 
caring."49 

[fl Counter-Transference: The Lawyer's Reaction to Her Experience in a 
Single River 

The lawyer's reaction to her experiences in any individual river is the 
counter-transference that she experiences on her case. Secondary trauma and 
vicarious traumatization (defined below) differ from counter-transference in the 
following way. Counter-transference describes the package of emotions and 
reactions that a lawyer has to any individual client. This counter-transference may 
include secondary traumatic stress that the lawyer feels from that client specifi
cally. Chapter Two warned lawyers specifically about the ways in which a lawyer 

46 LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN & KAREN W. SAAKVITNE, TRAUMA AND THE 
THERAPIST: COUNTERTRANSFERENCE AND VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION IN PSY
CHOTHERAPY WITH INCEST SURVIVORS 41 (1995);See BESSEL A. VAN DER KOLK, 
PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA 3-4 (1987). 

47 See Charles R. Figley, Compassion Fatigue as Secondary Traumatic Stress Disorder: An 
Overview, in COMPASSION FATIGUE: COPING WITH SECONDARY TRAUMATIC STRESS 
DISORDER IN THOSE WHO TREAT THE TRAUMATIZED 9 (Charles R. Figley ed., 1995); B. 
Hudnall Stamm, Introduction to SECONDARY TRAUMA TIC STRESS, SELF-CARE ISSUES 
FOR CLINICIANS, RESEARCHERS, AND EDUCATORS 17-21 (B. HUDNALL STAMM ed., 
1995). 

48 Charles R. Figley, Compassion Fatigue as Secondary Traumatic Stress Disorder: An 
Overview, in COMPASSION FATIGUE: COPING WITH SECONDARY TRAUMATIC STRESS 
DISORDER IN THOSE WHO TREAT THE TRAUMATIZED 9 (Charles R. Figley ed., 1995). 

49 See generally CHRISTINA MASLACH, BURNOUT: THE COST OF CARING (1982). 
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may undertake the legal work for clients based on his or her counter-transference, 
that is, his or her own package of emotions and reactions to a client's life, as 
opposed to the client's subjective experience of her own life. This chapter expands 
the frame of that concern. In addition to the counter-transference that a lawyer 
may experience on an individual case, it is clear that stress, secondary trauma, and 
vicarious traumatization may create obstacles to a lawyer's excellent service to the 
client. Put another way, the lawyer must mind not only his or her own package of 
emotions as it relates to the specific facts of any given case, but also the 
cumulative effect of his or her work over time upon the ability to be an effective 
lawyer. The concept of vicarious traumatization describes this cumulative effect. 

[g] Vicarious Traumatization: The Effect on the Lawyer of the Experi
ence in Many Rivers 

Vicarious traumatization is the cumulative effect on the lawyer of both the 
ripples and the experience of being in the river. Vicarious traumatization, a term 
coined by Pearlman and Saakvitne in 1990, in an article which began a systematic 
professional look into secondary trauma and vicarious traumatization, focuses on 
secondary trauma not as an isolated event nor as a pathology of some kind, but 
rather as the "transformation in the inner experience of the [helper] as a result of 
empathic engagement with survivor clients and their trauma material."50 Vicari
ous traumatization focuses on the cumulative transformative effect on those 
working with survivors of tramatic events.51 Pearlman and her collaborators 
emphasize that they see vicarious traumatization not as a disorder or syndrome, 
but as an occupational hazard; that it is "not something that clients do to us; it is 
the human consequence of knowing, caring, and facing the reality of trauma."52 

Unlike students of secondary traumatic stress, who increasingly define a syn
drome and the symptoms of its pathology, Pearlman and her collaborators focus 
on the cumulative and pervasive effect of working with trauma survivors and how 
the helper's self is thus transformed and challenged. 

Pearlman and Saakvitne frame the question through Constructiveness Self 
Development Theory (CSDT), a developmental theory that describes the aspects 

50 LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN & KAREN W. SAAKVITNE, TRAUMA AND THE 
THERAPIST: COUNTERTRANSFERENCE AND VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION IN PSY
CHOTHERAPY WITH INCEST SURVIVORS 31 (1995). 

51 Pearlman & Saakvitne, Treating Therapists with Vicarious Traumatization and Secondary 
Traumatic Stress, in COMPASSION FATIGUE: COPING WITH SECONDARY TRAUMATIC 
STRESS DISORDER IN THOSE WHO TREAT THE TRAUMATIZED 150, 151 (Charles R. 
Figley ed. , 1995). 

52 LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN & KAREN W. SAAKVITNE, TRAUMA AND THE 
THERAPIST: COUNTERTRANSFERENCE AND VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION IN PSY
CHOTHERAPY WITH INCEST SURVIVORS 31 (1995). 
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of the self that are affected by traumatic events.53 This theory suggests that 
"traumatic events impact a person in the context of her developing self. In the face 
of trauma, each person will adapt and cope given her current context and early 
experience: interpersonal, intrapsychic, familial, cultural, and social. Within these 
contexts, the theory outlines the impact of the trauma on the self."54 In other 
words, vicarious traumatization is not a disease or disorder; it is an "occupational 
hazard" of compassionate professional service. 

Although the signs and symptoms of vicarious traumatization vary from person 
to person, Pearlman and Saakvitne note the following general changes that are 
often observed: no time or energy for one's self, disconnection from loved ones, 
social withdrawal, increased sensitivity to violence, cynicism, generalized despair 
and hopelessness, and nightmares.55 Pearlman and Saakvitne emphasize that 
"unaddressed vicarious traumatization, manifest in cynicism and despair, results 
in loss to society of hope and the positive action it fuels."56 Clearly, vicarious 
traumatization has commonalities with burnout in the disillusionment and 
cynicism that often result. 

As with other kinds of traumatization, each person's profile of vicarious 
traumatization is unique. The experience of empathy with the client interacts with 
each person's unique resources, history, and context. While the literature offers 
useful general information and a specific repertoire of possible effects experienced 
by people who have been vicariously traumatized, each person's vicarious 
traumatization profile must be developed specifically and with care for that 
person. 

* * * 
This section has introduced the lawyer for children to basic terms relating to 

53 LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN & KAREN W. SAAKVITNE, TRAUMA AND THE 
THERAPIST: COUNTERTRANSFERENCE AND VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION IN PSY
CHOTHERAPY WITH INCEST SURVIVORS 61-62 (1995). 

54 See id. Saakvitne and Pearlman have created an excellent workbook on vicarious traumati
zation. See KAREN W. SAAKVITNE & LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, TRANSFORMING THE 
PAIN: A WORKBOOK ON VICARIOUS TRAMATIZATION (1996). This workbook introduces 
the components of CSDT and vicarious traumatization, and offers exercises for the individual 
practitioner as well as groups. Although the exercises are designed specifically for therapists, many 
are useful as well to lawyers for children. The workbook and two videos connected with the 
workbook can all be ordered from the Traumatic Stress Institute/Center for Adult and Adolescent 
Psychotherapy in Connecticut, 860-644-2541. 

55 See KAREN W. SAAKVITNE & LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, TRANSFORMING THE 
PAIN: A WORKBOOK ON VICARIOUS TRAMATIZATION 40 (1996). 

56 KAREN W. SAAKVITNE & LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, TRANSFORMING THE 
PAIN: A WORKBOOK ON VICARIOUS TRAMATIZATION 48 (1996). 
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stress, trauma, and secondary and vicarious trauma. 

Even this introductory survey of stress, burnout, and vicarious traumatization 
suggests that compassionate lawyering for children can exact a substantial toll on 
practitioners. Unresolved, these occupational hazards can diminish the lawyer's 
ability to do her work on a day-to-day basis and serve her child clients well. 

The two sections that follow relate this intra-disciplinary research to the daily 
life of the lawyer, focusing particularly on the ways in which habitual stress, 
burnout, and vicarious traumatization poise occupational hazards to the lawyer. 
The principles and strategies in the following two sections serve as a guide to 
lawyers seeking to map their way around these occupational hazards in order to 
offer their best resources and service to their clients. 

Therefore, in understanding the ways in which our client's trauma may interfere 
with our ability to provide the client with our best service, lawyers must first 
understand the ways in which vicarious traumatization has transformed their own 
individual experiences of both their personal and professional lives. 

§ 9-3 Three Principles for Understanding and Addressing the Occupa
tional Hazards That Imperil Quality Representation of Children 

Although studies of stress management, burnout, and vicarious traumatization 
are only in their infancy, the research already reveals useful, practical implications 
for the lawyer confronting daily challenges to high quality representation of 
clients. The first principle acknowledges the ethical dimension to the lawyer's 
struggle to address impairments to representation. The second acknowledges the 
positive benefit that vicarious traumatization can yield to the client. The third 
principle creates a rubric for the lawyer addressing the negative effects of 
vicarious trauma and protecting clients from those negative effects. 

[a] Principle One 

Acknowledge the ethical obligation to identify and address impairments to 
quality representation, such as stress, burnout, and vicarious traumatization 

Chapter Two-A noted that, "it is critical that we learn to work with our 
counter-transference to avoid subjecting our clients to our own hopes and 
dreams."1 Just as it is a crucial ethical duty for us to contain our essentially 
personal reactions to any individual case, and to lawyer for the client based on the 
client's stated values and needs, it is similarly critical for our clients as a whole 
that we address naturally occurring impairments to quality representation to 
prevent them from stunting our ability to serve our clients well. Thus, both the 

1 See supra Section 2A-2(b). 
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duty to contain our counter-transference in any individual case, and the duty to 
address our vicarious traumatization as the overall context of our ongoing work 
for all of our clients, are ethical imperatives. In order to represent the child-in
context in any given case and the children-in-context in our careers as a whole, we 
must prevent ourselves from becoming the context of our cases by addressing our 
own strong personal needs outside of these representations. Since these impair
ments, unchecked, drive lawyers in their actions in a way that can obscure the 
client's own subjective perspectives and needs, lawyers dedicated to the child
in-context must keep careful track of these hazards in their own work. Only by so 
doing can lawyers prevent themselves from becoming the context of client 
representations. 

Put another way, lawyers owe it to their clients to contain and address the 
damage that may be caused by intimate connection with the clients' lives. As one 
pair of authors summarizes, "Self care is an ethical responsibility: if [profession
als] do not care for themselves they are at much greater risk of hurting their 
clients."2 The experience of trauma also makes our clients more vulnerable to 
believing that they themselves are somehow toxic or poisonous. Being subject to 
highly disruptive experiences of great loss or risk threatens our clients' self
esteem, leading them to believe that they are less worthy than others, that they 
themselves are trouble. Pearlman and Saakvitne write: 

addressing vicarious traumatization is an ethical imperative. We have an 
obligation to our clients-as well as to ourselves, our colleagues, and our 
loved ones-not to be damaged by the work we do. Specifically, many 
traumatized clients live with the fear that they will harm others through 
their needs or feelings; we are responsible to make sure they do not harm 
us. It is our responsibility to take care of ourselves and to set the limits on 
our availability and role that allow us to do our work and not be depleted 
or harmed.3 

To lawyers who are used to thinking in terms of ethical responsibilities 
concerning confidentiality, fee setting, conflicts of interest, advertising, and other 
such non-psychological concerns, a duty to address this internal process and the 
duty of self care may seem startling. Yet any commitment to the hard work of 
representing children-in-context requires that the lawyer have excellent personal 
resources at hand and also that the lawyer have addressed the central problem 
plaguing the early phases of our profession: the real danger that lawyers allowed 

2 Debra A. Neumann & Sarah J. Gamble, Issues in the Professional Development of Psycho
therapists: Countertransference and Vicarious Traumatization, 32 NEW TRAUMA THERAPIST 
341, 345 (1995). 

3 KAREN W. SAAKVITNE & LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, TRANSFORMING THE PAIN: 
A WORKBOOK ON VICARIOUS TRAMATIZATION 49-50 (1996). 
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their own needs and values, rather than those arising from the child's context, to 
rule their representations. Many lawyers for children in their daily work see other 
professionals whose unaddressed personal issues clearly invade their client work 
through unnecessary cynicism, lack of real effort, or an inability to see the client 
through the thick veil of their own concerns. To understand the way in which self 
care can become an ethical imperative, one need only ask if those professionals 
would do their work better if their own self care were better addressed. 

[b] Principle Two 

Put to good use in your representation those aspects of empathy and 
vicarious traumatization that link you to your client's experience. 

We cannot, nor would we want to, eliminate vicarious traumatization or 
lawyers' experiences of secondary trauma. 4 Vicarious traumatization is the natural 
outgrowth of the lawyer's dedication to representing a child fully in-context, truly 
trying to see the world from the child's subjective point of view. As vicarious 
traumatization theorists suggest, it is the very "empathic engagement"5 with the 
client's life experience that subjects the lawyer to the possibility of vicarious 
traumatization. The lawyer's genuine and successful attempt to see things from 
the client's point of view opens a "window of empathy,"6 however small and 
however briefly, between herself and her client's point of view. In other words, if 
a lawyer does experience vicarious traumatization, it is precisely because she has 
achieved, at least partially, a central goal of the lawyer representing children: 
having an authentic understanding of the life experiences of our young and 
vulnerable clients. 

This is no small feat. As noted frequently throughout the book, lawyers for 
children often come from a different race, class, gender, economic background, 
and educational level from their clients. Much of this book has been directed 
towards helping lawyers overcome the many obstacles to empathy and connection 
between lawyer and client. Some lawyers for children have been known to lament 
that their experiences are so far from their client's experiences, that they wonder 
how they can ever achieve any level of understanding of the client's case. 
Vicarious traumatization and symptoms of secondary trauma, such as intrusive 
imagery, nightmares, and assaults on one's sense of spirituality or meaning, come 

4 See infra Section 9-4(d). 
5 KAREN W. SAAKVITNE & LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, TRANSFORMING THE PAIN: 

A WORKBOOK ON VICARIOUS TRAMATIZATION 20 (1996). 
6 I am very very grateful both to David Eisenmann and Jack Saul of the Bellevue/NYU Program 

for Survivors of Torture and to their families for introducing me to the concept of secondary trauma. 
Dr. Eisenmann used this phrase in describing secondary trauma to a Yale Law School Class in Fall 
1997. 
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only if the lawyer has taken seriously the child's point of view and understood it 
to such a great extent that the child's experience has become part of the lawyer's 
own life experience. Vicarious traumatization may thus represent a corridor of 
connection developed between a lawyer and client who may have very little other 
life experience in common·. 

For these reasons, the symptoms of secondary trauma that lawyers experience 
may become valuable materials for the lawyer in preparing the child's legal case. 
Experiencing a faint echo of the child's experience may in tum allow the lawyer 
to put into words for a judge experiences and feelings that the judge also might 
have trouble fathoming. The lawyer whose excellent representation of the client 
hinges on his or her ability to make the child-in-context understandable to the 
judge will find this corridor of empathy between herself and her client tremen
dously useful in figuring out how to express the child-in-context as the theory of 
the case. 7 

Thus the lawyer truly striving to represent the child-in-context will always be 
subject to vicarious traumatization and will gain valuable insight into the client's 
experience from that traumatization. Determining how to harness the positive 
aspects of the secondary trauma while addressing the negative aspects is the 
complicated ethical challenge for the lawyer.8 Frankly, a less caring professional 
will not have to worry about vicarious traumatization. Like counter-transference, 
the lawyer's ability to experience even a shadow of the client's experience is 
ultimately a hopeful sign for our profession and our world. Professionals willing 
to dive into even deeply painful experiences of another in hopes that understand
ing will lead to greater service to the client are much to be cherished in our 
profession. We have experienced the many rewards of this willingness in the 
satisfaction we feel in our work. Amid all of its occupational hazards, striving to 
create these connections with our clients can yield tremendous benefits to our 
clients if some level of empathy has truly been achieved. 

[ c] Principle Three 

Address the three signature negative effects of vicarious traumatization 
through reintegration of self, reconnection to others, and reaffirmation of 
meaning. 

Those lawyers for children who have chosen to undertake this work because it 
is of specific interest to them will find its disruptive effects looming even larger. 
Lawyers with a special love of children, for instance, will find not only the 

7 See supra Section 8-2(b). 
8 For specific ideas about how to make constructive use of secondary trauma for the client's 

benefit, see Strategy Four in Section 9-4(d). 
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rewards of working with children beyond measure, but also the pain of seeing 
children in crisis exquisite. Thus by choosing this profession, many of us have in 
some ways chosen the exact realm in which stories of tragic loss and violence will 
affect us the most deeply. We can therefore expect that the pain of the work will 
be at times devastating and the ongoing effects substantial. 

Since trauma has a disintegrating effect on all it touches, one must address 
occupational hazards such as stress and vicarious traumatization through reinte
gration of one's self, one's connections to others, and one's sense of meaning into 
one's daily life. Just as trauma profoundly disrupts the world that it enters for a 
long time to come, so too does vicarious traumatization operate to disrupt one's 
sense of self, one's connections to others, and one's sense of life's ultimate 
meaning. Professionals experiencing vicarious traumatization, like their clients, 
often perceive a profound sense of fragmentation, of "going to pieces," or a deep 
disconnection among the different parts of their lives. A practitioner with a happy 
home life might find it hard to connect the cheerful world in which he or she and 
his or her children live with the difficult and painful experience of a client in foster 
care. 

As addressed in the strategy below, common effects of post-trauma include 
numbing, dissociation from the experience of trauma, and denial, all strategies for 
the battered psyche to disconnect from the traumatic experience. Dissociation, for 
example, 9 protects the mind by walling off painful memories of the trauma, 
making it possible in the short run to continue to function without having the 
overwhelming traumatic materials subsume one's whole existence. In the long 
run, however, it can lead to a profound sense of disconnection internally, as the 
trauma survivor has trouble reintegrating all of his experiences because of the 
dissociative walls that he has built. 

It makes utter sense therefore that the effect of trauma on all those it affects is 
to loosen the integrating connection which binds together one's very experience 
of daily life. If it is in the nature of trauma to fragment, assault, splinter, disrupt, 
and disintegrate, it is therefore a good overall strategy for those resisting the 
negative effects of these occupational hazards to seek to reintegrate, reconnect, 
reaffirm, and strengthen integrating forces in their own lives. 

The research on stress management and burnout suggests that enhanced 
attention to one's own self care and focus on connections with others are essential 
antidotes to high-stress, burnout-prone professional lifestyles.10 The vicarious 

9 See supra Section 9-2(c)(2). 
10 Resources addressing the management of stress and prevention of burnout uniformly 

recommend concurrent approaches to resolving the difficulties in daily functioning resulting from 
chronic stress: enhance self care, develop opportunities to disengage from work related concerns, 
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traumatization literature also stresses the importance of self care and connection 
to others embodied in the first two sub-principles below and adds a focus on the 
third sub-principle, that which brings meaning beyond work into one's life. 

Three sub-principles illustrate the three major dynamics by which lawyers can 
concretely address the negative effects of vicarious traumatization. 

[1] Sub-Principle I-Reintegrate Self 

Pamela, an avid journal writer, finds a precious few minutes to write in her 
journal during a busy day. She finds her hands writing words before they come to 
her consciousness. "Something is missing," she writes. "I am missing." 

Pearlman and Saakvitne demonstrate at length the ways in which trauma acts 
to disrupt the self. They suggest specifically that the components of the self 
consist of: 

(l) frame of reference (which includes one's identity, one's world view, and 
one's spirituality), 

(2) self-capacities (which include one's affect, tolerance-the ability to 
manage strong feelings-one's sense of one's self as viable, and inner 
connections to others), 

and enhance social support in the office and outside of the office. For instance, one authority on 
burnout recommends re-styling your work life so that you are "working smarter instead of working 
harder." CHRISTINA MASLACH, BURNOUT: THE COST OF CARING 90 (1982). Some 
suggestions include setting realistic goals and "doing the same thing differently," breaking away by 
taking regular breaks from work, taking things less personally at work, accentuating the positive, 
knowing one's self "by tuning into [one's] inner feelings," seeking rest and relaxation, and making 
the transition home. Id. at 90-100. The same expert recommends enhancing social support at work, 
as well as improvements in the work place that will allow difficult work to be done more smoothly 
and efficiently. Furthermore, "how-to" books on stress reduction offer a variety of techniques 
ranging from breathing and meditation, to time management and assertiveness training, to nutrition 
and exercise. See, e.g., MARTHA DAVIS, ET AL., THE RELAXATION AND STRESS 
REDUCTION WORKBOOK (1995) (offering a number of different questionnaires and "how-to" 
programs for managing job-related stress). THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKE
LEY ENCYCLOPEDIA citing recent research suggests that "maintaining good health habits, such 
as exercising and eating a healthy diet, engaging in open discussion with others, particularly when 
crises arise, and seeking social support, are strategies to manage stress as it arises." See U. OF 
CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, THE WELLNESS ENCYCLOPEDIA 406 (1991). Similarly, another 
writer suggests that the "coping strategies most utilized by persons who successfully adapt to life's 
stress" include exercising personal control, involvement in a personally meaningful and important 
task, lifestyle choices including decreased caffeine, nicotine, and white sugar, exercise, daily periods 
of relaxation, and social supports. See Raymond B. Flannery, From Victim to Su-rvivor: A Stress 
Management Approach in the Treatment of Learned Helplessness, in I. LISA MCCANN & 
LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA AND THE ADULT URVIVOR: 
THEORY, THERAPY, AND TRANSFORMATION at 222-225 (1990). 
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(3) ego resources (including self-awareness skills and interpersonal and 
self-protective skills), 

(4) psychological needs and cognitive scheme (safety, esteem, trust, control, 
and intimacy), and finally 

(5) memory and perception (narrative, sequential, visual images, and 
affective, sensory, somatic, and interpersonal behavioral).11 

These aspects of the self are deeply affected by psychological trauma. In all of 
these five areas, the effect of trauma is to disintegrate and disrupt. Vicarious 
traumatization can dissolve one's spirituality. It can diminish one's inner sense of 
connection to others. It can reduce one's self awareness. It can attack one's 
self-esteem. It can distort memory and perception. The fight by the lawyer for 
children against vicarious trauma can be seen basically as an attempt to remain 
integrated against a highly disruptive force. 

As a lawyer seeks to identify the ways in which stress and vicarious 
traumatization uniquely affect him or her, it may be useful to note the disruptive 
effects specifically in one's experiences in daily life. 12 Often this will lead to a 
logical suggestion for an antidote that is a strategy that will reintegrate that which 
has been disrupted by the trauma. 13 

After years of representing children who have suffered sexual abuse, I realized 
how much my own physical intimate relationship with my wife has been affected. 

[2] Sub-Principle II-Reconnect to Others 

Many, many practitioners report a growing sense of isolation and aloneness in 
their work. 14 While this may be manifested in various complex ways, including 
a growing lack of rapport with colleagues and withdrawal, a sense of isolation 
seems to pervade those who report struggling with vicarious traumatization.15 

Since healthy connections with others depend on issues of trust, safety, and 
self-esteem, all of which tend to be immediately disrupted by trauma, it is not hard 
to understand why isolation would be such a pervasive theme. Isolation is also the 
logical outgrowth of the numbing response to trauma, in which people exposed to 

11 See KAREN W. SAAKVITNE & LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, TRANSFORMING THE 
PAIN: A WORKBOOK ON VICARIOUS TRAMATIZATION 32-33 (1996). 

12 See Strategies One to Ten, infra Sections 9-4(a)-(j). 
13 See Strategies Seven to Nine, infra Sections 9-4(g)-9(i). 
14 See KAREN W. SAAKVITNE & LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, TRANSFORMING THE 

PAIN: A WORKBOOK ON VICARIOUS TRAMATIZATION 37-38 (1996). 
15 See LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN & KAREN W. SAAKVITNE, TRAUMA AND THE 

THERAPIST: COUNTERTRANSFERENCE AND VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION IN PSY
CHOTHERAPY WITH INCEST SURVIVORS 287 (1995). 
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trauma avoid the emotions and situations that led to the trauma to protect 
themselves from a re-exposure. For people who believe their trauma resulted from 
an exploitive relationship or trusting in untrustworthy people or environments, 
isolation ends up being the natural result of avoidance. 16 Since trauma operates 
through creating a sense of isolation, effective confrontation of vicarious 
traumatization relies on reestablishing connections to one's peers and to one's 
community. Healthy, growing personal relationships wherever they occur in one's 
life are a sound antidote to this pervasive and pernicious sense of isolation. Within 
the work environment, at home, among one's larger communities, both geographi
cally and historically, thoughtful supportive peers are invaluable. Writers in the 
field of vicarious trauma emphasize that we cannot do this work alone. 17 Trauma 
can operate to blind one to the many loving resources available in one's life 
whether in the professional circle or personal networks. 18 Actively seeking 
connection and reconnection to trusted others is a critical antidote to vicarious 
traumatization.19 

[3] Sub-Principle III-Reaffirm Meaning 

Pearlman emphasizes that a hallmark of vicarious traumatization is the assault 
on spirituality. 20 

Many lawyers for children choose the work, certainly not because it is 
lucrative, but rather because it is to them a meaningful contribution to the lives of 
poor children. Yet, as they enter their work, lawyers may lose contact with the 
heartfelt imperatives that drew them into the work. This may be manifested by 
cynicism or hopelessness; many practitioners cite a sense of loss of hope or 
disillusionment as a key part of burnout or high turnover in their offices. 

Theorist clinicians like Pearlman and Saakvitne suggest, however, that this 
hopelessness and despair, and even the cynicism, reflect the disruptive effect of 
vicarious trauma on the practitioner's sense of mission and contribution.21 One 

16 See BESSEL A. VAN DER KOLK, PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA 3 (1987). 
17 See Laurie Anne Pearlman, Self-Care for Trauma Therapists: Ameliorating Vicarious 

Traumatization, in B. Hudnall Stamm, SECONDARY TRAUMA TIC STRESS, SELF-CARE 
ISSUES FOR CLINICIANS, RESEARCHERS, AND EDUCATORS 60 (B . HUDNALL STAMM 
ed., 1995). 

18 See KAREN W. SAAKVITNE & LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, TRANSFORMING THE 
PAIN: A WORKBOOK ON VICARIOUS TRAMATIZATION 37-38 (1996). 

19 See BESSEL A. VAN DER KOLK, PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA 155-157 (1987); see 
also Strategy Six, infra Section 9-4(f). 

20 See Pearlman, supra note 74, at 52. 
21 See KAREN W. SAAKVITNE & LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, TRANSFORMING THE 

PAIN: A WORKBOOK ON VICARIOUS TRAMATIZATION 49 (1996). 
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can easily see how it happens. Under the model articulated in this book, lawyers 
meet children who are usually in crisis, enter deeply into their life experiences, 
and once they have, they hope, participated in helping the client's life improve, 
they rapidly exit the child's life and replace the case with another case in which 
a child is in crisis. After a while, the heart says, "It is getting no better. I'm making 
no difference." It is easy to see why lawyers who are committed to this work in 
the long haul will slowly over time experience the sense of the world failing to 
improve. This could easily translate into a sense that their work has no meaning 
or purpose, even when the lawyers are making profound contributions to the lives 
of the children they do represent. Since trauma operates to rob people of their 
intrinsic sense of life's meaning, effective antidotes to vicarious traumatization 
must focus on reaffirming the lawyer's sense of meaning and purpose in his or her 
life generally. Seeking to reconnect with one's spiritual roots, either through 
organized religion, meditation practices, or art, dance, literature, music-one's 
sense of the larger forces of the world in which they reside-can begin the process 
of healing this spiritual breach. 

While lawyers are unaccustomed to being told that addressing their spiritual 
needs is an ethical imperative, we need only to look to our practices to see the 
critical nature of our own hope and optimism to our work. Some of the 
professionals around us function with a sense of utter helplessness and despair. We 
can see the effect on their work. We can also see the ways in which a jaded or 
completely cynical view of human nature and the world negatively affects the 
work of the entire child protective system. As we adjust to the unusual imperative 
to attend to our own spiritual house, we can be assured that the hope that we 
restore in ourselves will be hope that we can bring to our clients and to other 
discouraged professionals, to the end of creating a system based more on 
constructive faith in human beings and less focused on prejudice and negative 
thinking. 

§ 9-4 Ten Strategies for Addressing the Ethical Imperative to Address the 
Occupational Hazards That Imperil Client Service1 

The following ten strategies track the three principles in order to equip the 
lawyer, first, to identify the ways in which these occupational hazards affect his or 
her daily life; second, to hang on to those pieces of the lawyer's experience that 
help the client; and, third, to combat the negative effects. It is hoped that the 
strategies offer a road map for identifying and problem-solving some if not all of 
the challenges posed by these occupational hazards. 

Thus, strategies one through three identify the ways these occupational hazards 

1 I particularly thank Karen Johnson for her thoughtful, substantive suggestions and editing of 
this section. 
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affect the quality of a lawyer's current daily life. This identification process I call 
the "if only" process, as the lawyer begins to see and understand the recurrent 
problems of daily life through the paradigms of stress, burnout, and vicarious 
traumatization. 

Strategies four and five help the lawyer make the essential conversion of these 
problems into issues that the lawyer has the ethical duty and the actual capability 
to resolve. Essentially these two strategies seize upon the central dynamic of 
vicarious traumatization-empathy with the client-and use it for two purposes: 
to deepen the lawyer's understanding and ability to articulate the client's point of 
view, and to embolden the lawyer to take the same kind of caring and compassion 
that he or she shows to the client and show it to himself or herself and his or her 
colleagues. 

Strategies six through nine begin the process of helping the lawyer repair her 
daily life. They focus on creative and active problem-solving to make step-by-step 
progress in lessening the negative effects of stress, burnout, and vicarious 
traumatization. Strategies six through nine create a "what if' process in which a 
lawyer can concretely problem-solve as many of the identified problems as 
possible. Strategy ten is a reminder that the process outlined in strategies one 
through nine is an ongoing process that continues throughout the lawyer's work 
life. 

Each of the strategies can operate in the three different spheres of concern for 
the lawyer: the lawyer's self, consisting of body, mind, and spirit; the lawyer's 
web of connections at work with clients, colleagues, and other members of the 
system; and the lawyer's larger life and world beyond himself or herself and his 
or her work. These three spheres are, in a sense, the lawyer-as-context-the 
different contexts of the lawyer that have been fragmented through the process of 
stress, burnout, and vicarious traumatization. In the early strategies consistent 
with principle one, the lawyer will be trying to identify the ways in which these 
contexts have become fragmented and disintegrated. The lawyer will be using the 
later strategies to reintegrate them, to bring them back together. For these reasons, 
the lawyer will find much overlap among the different strategies, particularly the 
later ones, as the various contexts become reintegrated. 

Each strategy will be addressed at all three levels. In addition, each strategy will 
make special note of issues confronting the new lawyer or law student who 
experiences stress or vicarious traumatization in his or her first encounters with 
clients and clients' worlds. 

As with the principles, a thread runs through the strategies: the restoration of 
hope. All of the hazards, particularly vicarious traumatization, attack the lawyer's 
ability and faith in his or her ability to do constructive work and improve matters 
for the client. As we have seen, vicarious traumatization in particular attacks hope, 
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paralleling the assault our clients feel on their own sense of life's meaning. 
Throughout the strategies, the lawyer will be encouraged to seek and regain hope 
in whatever small or large measures can be attained. Even the tiniest steps forward 
may offer a window of hope that had been closed through the negative effect of 
these occupational hazards. It is our goal that opening this window of hope for the 
lawyer will also open the same window for the client. 

[a] Strategy One 

Examine your daily life for the negative effects of stress, burnout, and 
vicarious traumatization. 

A student enrolled in a law school clinic represents two sets of children in abuse 
and neglect cases. She finds herself unable to concentrate in her other classes, her 
mind wandering to the plight of her clients during lectures. 

Jane, a formerly avid newspaper reader and new legal aid attorney, finds 
herself avoiding all news, broadcast or print, even on vacations and during her 
free time. 

Prior to starting her legal job, Joan went to the gym five days a week. Soon 
after beginning to work with her clients, she starts to skip her workout regularly, 
until three months later she is not exercising at all. 

Mark, an experienced lawyer for children, panics when he loses sight of his 
children on the playground on his day off. 

While the workings of stress and vicarious traumatization are deeply psycho
logical and largely unconscious, their manifestations occur throughout our daily 
lives. Both the negative effects and the absence of important things from our daily 
activities can constitute evidence of the impact vicarious trauma has on our lives. 

In formal and informal conversations and presentations to lawyers and law 
students representing children, I have asked questions such as those in the 
following questionnaire. 

I invite the reader to take the questionnaire before reading an anecdotal report 
of some of the results I encountered. The six questions should be answered as 
quickly as possible and should take no more than two minutes in total. 

Questionnaire 

l. Write down the first thing that comes to mind. 

a. If only __________ , my daily life would be better. 

b. If only , I could do this job right. 

c. If only , the world would be better. 
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2. Name a single pesky recurring problem that needs to be resolved. 

a. If only ________ _ , my daily life would be better. 

, I could do this job right. 

, the world would be better. 

b. If only _________ _ 

c. If only _________ _ 

Practitioners and students were justifiably mystified to be given such a 
questionnaire in the context of a lecture on professional responsibility in 
representing children. And yet, almost invariably, the gut responses yielded deep 
insights into issues of professional responsibility, stress, and vicarious traumati
zation facing lawyers for children. When answering the first group of three 
questions in which they were asked for the "first thing that came to mind," lawyers 
often mentioned large, general concerns. For instance, with respect to the "if only" 
question regarding daily life, Question l .a., lawyers often mentioned they wished 
to have more hours in a day, more time to spend with their families, a day that is 
not dominated from start to finish by work and duty. When answering Question 
l.b., regarding their work, the overwhelming issue for many practitioners was 
their caseload. Far and away, most of the practitioners doubted that they had the 
resources and time to do the job properly. With respect to the third and most 
general question, I found practitioners citing large social problems of great 
concern, such as racism, the uneven distribution of wealth, and concerns about the 
availability of drugs. 

The answers to the second set of questions, about a pesky recurring problem, 
gave even further insight into these three levels of daily life, work, and life beyond 
work. For Question 2.a., many respondents mentioned their inability to eat a 
proper breakfast or lunch, the inability to exercise, and a general sense of having 
a tremendous shortage of time. With respect to their job, again lawyers tended to 
mention caseloads, but also work conditions, including the inability to interview 
their client in private spaces, the shortage of personal office space, and even the 
absence of proper environmental conditions, including air conditioning and 
ventilation. With respect to the third question, most of the comments targeted the 
child protective system. Many practitioners expressed a great deal of dissatisfac
tion with the local child protective system or the local court system. An inability 
to reach and confer with caseworkers or to reach them by phone ranked 
particularly high. 

Although the material cited is anecdotal and the survey unscientific, the basic 
trends in the answers confirm the general observations of the literature. On the 
surface of the lawyer's consciousness was a sense of the hopelessness of trying to 
solve huge problems: the intractable balance of work and home, the difficult high 
caseloads, and enduring social problems, including racism, poverty, and drugs. 

These practitioners cited, on a personal level, a life out of balance; at work, a 
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very difficult, even impossible job, under challenging conditions; and under the 
third question, a deeply broken world as the context for their work. Little wonder 
that these practitioners might find themselves seized with a sense of hopelessness. 
Perhaps these reflections were evidence of the hopelessness and cynicism that 
Pearlman and her co-authors cite.2 This two-minute questionnaire can open the 
door to a process of observing one's own daily life and looking for clues to stress, 
burnout, and vicarious traumatization. For instance, in the italicized examples at 
the beginning of this strategy, all of the examples relate to changes in habits, or 
seemingly unrelated changes in the lawyer's life outside of work: in his home, 
with his children, in his recreational habits, and in his patterns of exercise. The 
first step in the process is simply to identify the ways in which stress, burnout, 
and/or vicarious traumatization may actually be appearing in daily life. It is 
sometimes the smallest problems that may point the way to larger and more subtle 
disruptions that are less easily seen. 

New lawyers may have an easier time with this analysis because they can track 
recent changes in their daily life. It is very common, for instance, for a lawyer 
newly encountering casework to notice huge changes in daily routine: disruption 
of sleep, inability to find time to exercise, changes in eating patterns, etc. While 
some of these have to do with new schedules, new jobs, new locations, and new 
cities, the lawyer encountering client work for the first time should ask himself or 
herself what changes in his or her life are most troubling. This should be 
especially helpful in identifying possible clues for the ways in which these 
occupational hazards may be starting to affect him or her.3 

In this way, the clues that sit right on the surface of one's disrupted life can be 
immediately plumbed for signs of disruption and impairment of ideal client 
service. Consistent with principle one, identification of the obstacles that block 
excellent service to the client is the crucial first step of the analysis. In any case, 
it is inevitable that a number of the nagging problems of daily life reflect the deep 
challenge of the work that dominates our daytime lives. Examining vicarious 
traumatization in its extremely concrete manifestations in daily living is an 
excellent starting point. 

2 See Laurie Anne Pearlman. Self-Care for Trauma Therapists: Ameliorating Vicarious 
Traumatization, in B. Hudnall Stamm, SECONDARY TRAUMA TIC STRESS, SELF-CARE 
ISSUES FOR CLINICIANS, RESEARCHERS, AND EDUCATORS 69 (B. HUDNALL STAMM 
ed., 1995). 

3 Debra A. Neumann & Sarah J. Gamble, Issues in the Professional Development of Psycho
therapists: Countertransference and Vicarious Traumatization, 32 NEW TRAUMA THERAPIST 
345 (1995). ("New therapists who are experiencing ymptoms of vicarious traumatization are likely 
to feel both alarmed and ashamed of their intense response to trauma work and may worry about the 
repercussions of haring their experiences with colleagues, especially if the workplace is one that 
pathologizes survivors."). 
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[b] Strategy Two 

Keep in mind the operation of trauma symptoms: the alternation between 
numbing reactions, on the one hand, and intense strong feelings, on the other. 

Secondary trauma was extremely interesting, but I wonder is it okay/normal for 
a person not to feel it at all? Is the person too detached? Is that negative for the 
client? 

The main problem was that I kept alternating between intense feelings about my 
experience in working with child clients when I would try to explain it to others, 
but then I would feel numb and isolate myself from other people because I felt like 
I just couldn't relate anymore. After my first case experience, if I had known even 
the smallest amount of information on secondary trauma, even from this one 
strategy, I feel that it would have helped me to realize what was really happening 
instead of the feelings of confusion and hurt that I felt. 

The questionnaire may also illustrate this central oscillation noted in post 
traumatic symptoms, whether primary or secondary. In looking at daily life 
experiences, our strong feelings, even negative ones, may be easier to spot than 
our reactions of numbness and helplessness. As Pearlman and Saakvitne write: 

Vicarious traumatization is a process, not an event. It includes our strong 
feelings and our defenses against those feelings. Thus vicarious trauma
tization is our strong reactions of grief, rage, and outrage, which grow as 
we repeatedly hear about and see people's pain and loss and are forced to 
recognize human potential for cruelty and indifference, and it is our 
numbing, our protective shell, and our wish not to know, which follow 
those reactions. These two alternating states of numbness and overwhelm
ing feelings parallel the experience of PTSD.4 

For half a century experts have understood that the response to psychological 
trauma includes alternating intrusive and numbing responses. 5 The numbing 
response, which is a way of exercising control over intrusive recollections of the 
overwhelming life event, consists of shunning situations and emotions related to 
the trauma. This can include avoiding intimate relationships, as well as "emotional 
constriction, social isolation, retreat from family obligations, anhedonia, and a 
sense of estrangement. "6 

Even before we have a greater sense of the way in which these feelings alternate 

4 KAREN W. SAAKVITNE & LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN, TRANSFORMING THE PAIN: 
A WORKBOOK ON VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION 41 (1996). 

5 See BESSEL A. VAN DER KOLK, PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA 3 (1987). 
6 Id. See also Section 9-2(c)(2). 
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within ourselves individually, we may find many concrete manifestations of both 
numbing and strong feelings. 

Sometimes numbing appears as hopelessness about ourselves, our work, and 
our world. While the first strategy may help identify strong feelings, a closer look 
at our lives may be needed to reveal numbing. Nevertheless, we can see numbing 
at work on all three levels in the answers to the first set of questions in the 
questionnaire above in Section 9-4(a), tracking the three contexts or spheres of the 
lawyer: self, work, and the lawyer's entire life. For instance, a lawyer may find 
herself feeling numbness in her relationship with herself: her body, mind, and 
spirit. Commonly called dissociation, such numbness can consist of disconnection 
between the lawyer and her own internal feelings, including physical feelings, 
such as hunger or fatigue; the avoidance of thinking about events relating to 
trauma (such as the example of the avid newspaper reader who stops reading the 
newspaper, perhaps to avoid learning about new traumas in the world); as well as 
numbing of the spirit through a loss of spirituality or connection to one's sense of 
meaning. A lawyer may also, or instead, feel numb in some aspects of her work. 
Like the practitioner mentioned in the beginning, she may find herself having no 
emotional reactions to a sad client story, unable to be angry or passionate in her 
advocacy, listless or unmotivated. Or the numbing could affect the lawyer's view 
of the larger context of her life: her general view of the world in which she lives. 
She may feel a sense of surprising indifference to crises in the world, or other 
social problems beyond work, as well a lack of interest in other positive aspects 
of the world beyond work. It is important to note that there is no necessary pattern 
to this numbing. The lawyer may feel numbness in some areas and not others, or 
may move between a sense of numbness in each of the areas. 

One manifestation could be waxing and waning interest in examining our own 
process of stress management and vicarious traumatization. In periods of 
numbing, we may manifest the kind of denial our clients experience in recounting 
traumatic incidents. We may resist the idea that vicarious trauma has actually had 
an effect on our lives, in classic denial. Even when we were enthusiastic just a day 
ago about embarking on this process, we may find the process empty, hopeless, or 
even meaningless the next day. Expect this kind of resistance and work through 
it, for example, by delaying the process of examining one's vicarious traumati
zation to a different moment. If trauma disrupts everything, certainly it will disrupt 
our attempts to address it. A key first step towards addressing stress and vicarious 
traumatization is understanding our own tendencies to alternate between moments 
of numbness and helplessness, and strong feelings of reaction, even anger. 

[ c] Strategy Three 

Understand how the signs of stress and vicarious traumatization build one's 
occupational hazard profile. 
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Over time a lawyer can begin to discern how individual signs add up to a profile 
of stress and vicarious traumatization as characteristically experienced by by that 
lawyer. Stress and trauma interact with each person in an extremely individual 
way. Just as post-traumatic stress disorder yields a specific menu of effects, some 
of which are experienced by some people more than others, each lawyer for 
children may also find himself or herself affected in a few characteristic ways. 
Over time, a lawyer may be able to identify proactively the ways in which stress 
or vicarious trauma is surfacing in his or her life. 

Some of the early warning signs may be extremely small, but very telling. In 
the context of self, a lawyer may find herself, for instance, skipping regular 
exercise that she has managed to incorporate into her life. A lawyer may find 
herself skipping meals. A lawyer may find herself getting sick. A lawyer might 
find herself injuring herself. (Chronic back injuries are classic signs of stress and 
vicarious traumatization.) These early warning signs can help the lawyer 
remember her profile and embark on a corrective path-renewed self-care, 
connection with others, strengthening her spiritual base-before she slips too 
deeply into the negative effects of stress and trauma. At work, a lawyer may find 
herself losing things chronically, losing her temper more, becoming uncharacter
istically absent-minded. Beyond work, a lawyer may notice a withdrawal from 
social or political organizations, community or neighborhood activity. 

Over time a lawyer can construct a profile of her own vicarious traumatization 
reactions by understanding its component elements. When warning signs appear, 
is there a connection to stress and trauma issues at work? For instance, a lawyer 
may find that particular problems repeatedly trigger vicarious traumatization. 

I always find that I have trouble sleeping when I get a new client on an order 
of temporary custody. Thinking about a child who wants to go home, unhappy in 
a strange foster home, always infects everything I do. I never sleep well on intake 
days. I get sad even when I see my own child playing happily. 

Identifying the triggers of vicarious traumatization can help in fashioning 
proactive strategies. For instance, for this practitioner, scheduling a number of 
proactive strategies on intake days may help: dinner with good friends, vigorous 
exercise to promote good sleep, good rest the day before, taking a night class for 
recreation. 

Another group of symptoms that a lawyer may experience are the symptoms of 
troughing. In the depths of vicarious traumatization, what does the lawyer feel? 

I always know when VT has hit because I feel helpless. I always feel like I'm 
not doing enough just at the same moment I feel like I have reached the absolute 
physical limits of what I can do. 

When lawyers reach the trough of their despair and helplessness, this is a 
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signature of vicarious traumatization. Since vicarious traumatization attacks hope 
and often the spiritual basis that lies beneath hope, hopelessness can be a red flag 
that one is feeling deeply vicariously traumatized. 

Sometimes I find myself giving myself a really hard time even when I'm working 
very diligently. That's when I know I've slipped into VT again. 

Struggling with self-esteem can be a classic trough pattern of vicarious 
traumatization, attacking as it does the self and the integration of the self. Feeling 
fragmented, at odds with oneself, it is easy for the secondarily traumatized lawyer 
to assume that it is her fault. Remember the example of the lawyer who, feeling 
numb to her client's pain, began berating herself for her own lack of compassion. 
Such a trough of low self-esteem can prevent the lawyer from remembering that 
vicarious traumatization is actually a confirmation and not a denial of the lawyer's 
empathy for her client. 

[ d] Strategy Four 

Use your concrete experiences of empathy with your client to improve your 
representation. 

Remember the connection to principle two. Since the lawyer's experience of 
overwhelming feelings on the one hand and numbing on the other hand often 
contains symptoms of secondary trauma that replicate, even as a faint echo, the 
client's experience, the lawyer wants to make sure the client benefits from that 
painful empathy before he or she works to eliminate its negative aspects. 

In concrete application, the lawyer, as he or she becomes aware of how these 
negative feelings are intruding upon the quality of his or her work, can reflect 
upon the much more intense ways the clients may experience the same disruption 
in their own daily lives. In one classic scenario, the lawyer has nightmares, with 
horrific visual images related to a child's traumatic removal from his home. 
Sleepless, her daily life disrupted, the lawyer learns that the client is showing 
agitated disruptive behavior, particularly at night, in her foster home. Without the 
paradigm of vicarious traumatization and secondary trauma, a lawyer might not 
explore a possible connection between these events. She may even feel somewhat 
angry at her client for jeopardizing a stable placement. The lawyer may feel the 
sense of having her days and nights disrupted, with nightmares, horrific visual 
images, and an overwhelming sense of horror and helplessness, just at a time 
when the client's behavior makes it hard for her to advocate that she remain in a 
certain foster care placement or school. If the lawyer does not recognize her 
vicarious traumatization, it can be a destructive force in her relationship with her 
client. 

For this lawyer, the lens of vicarious traumatization throws this situation into 
bold relief. The lawyer can use the intense negative experience, including the 
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disruption of her own daily functioning, as a window of empathy into the client's 
behavior. Since, as the DSM-IV and experts on children's trauma suggest, 
children often intensely re-experience the emotions connected to trauma and have 
no way to express them except in agitated and disruptive behavior, the lawyer and 
client may be experiencing varying versions of the same event: the disruptive 
effect of this trauma on all who know of it. This suggests that radical changes for 
the client, including another move out of a foster home or into an unfamiliar 
school setting, the first resort in some cases for disruptive children, might be the 
worst possible response. Indeed, they may create a second trauma that may only 
intensify the child's inability to adjust to a more stable daily life. The lawyer can 
use her empathetic experience of her own deeply felt emotions to insist that those 
working with the child now incorporate trauma analysis solidly into their future 
planning for the child. She can also use her deeply felt empathy with her client in 
her pleas to the court if her other arguments go unheard. 

This is but one example of the ways in which the empathy created by secondary 
trauma and vicarious traumatization can be used in representation. Many other 
examples can be discovered by thoughtful lawyers who understand the basic 
framework of vicarious traumatization. The window of empathy creates hope that 
even the lawyer whose experience is so different from that of the client can still 
develop a gut level understanding of what the client may be experiencing, which 
will allow the lawyer to convey that understanding to courts and service providers 
in the system. 

This window of empathy can also be opened in the lawyer's work context. 
Being aware of his or her experience and identifying it as an empathetic reaction 
to clients, the lawyer can encourage colleagues in the same kind of empathetic 
understanding of their clients' experiences. The lawyer can help other lawyers 
who may be in the throes of secondary traumatic symptoms to recognize it. The 
lawyer can encourage colleagues, who despair at their own apparent numbness to 
their client's pain, by reminding them gently of the effects of vicarious 
traumatization. 

The lawyer can also use this empathy in framing responses to non litigation
oriented responses to client issues, such as in responses to legislative proposals, 
proposed administrative changes, and lobbying for systemic change. Using the 
deeply felt empathy, even when painful, to remind himself or herself of the 
clients' experience as he or she works for systemic change may be the most useful 
way to broaden his or her individual advocacy towards more generalized 
solutions. 

In addition, the lawyer can harness this empathy in his or her larger world 
beyond work. Inevitably, the lawyer's experience of empathy with the client's 
experience, however fleeting, however pale a version of the client's experience, 
can help the lawyer develop a more compassionate understanding of the 
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experience of others in his or her life. Pearlman and her co-authors suggest that 
vicarious trauma inevitably changes one's world view and one's sense of the 
structure of good and evil in the world. 7 The lawyer can bring this larger 
understanding of the suffering of one child into a broader and perhaps more 
compassionate understanding of suffering even in arenas in which he or she is less 
actively involved. 

For new lawyers, the task of separating out the positive and negative effects of 
this empathy will be especially thorny. Some professionals new to trauma work 
find themselves with a sense of their world being turned topsy-turvy. Hard as it is 
to remember in the throes of secondary trauma, this ability to empathize with 
clients is cause for celebration. As noted in principle two, the ability to connect to 
a client even in a small way is ultimately a hopeful sign in a world that seems too 
often characterized by alienation, isolation, and racial and class polarization. 

[e] Strategy Five 

Take your own advice: do the same things for yourself that you would love to 
see your clients, or your clients' families or parents, do. 

Lawyers representing children often find themselves giving their child clients 
advice about living their daily lives. "Stay in school." "Keep away from drugs." 
"Get some sleep." "Go to the doctor." "Go to school." "Join a team." "Get a job." 
"Don't be so hard on yourself." "Take it easy." 

Ironically, a lawyer will often not follow his or her own advice. Many harried 
legal aid professionals go to great pains to arrange medical evaluations for their 
clients, while canceling their own to make more time for work. Many of us hope 
that our clients will have diets rich in nutritious and healthy food, and then grab 
cold pizza or lunch out of the vending machine for our own meals. Most tragically, 
some of us will lament the effect of drug use on a client or client's family, while 
failing to recognize our own descent into workaholism or substance addiction. 

Shortly after completing this manuscript, I went to see my dentist, a life-long 
friend, for a multiply delayed checkup. After patiently pointing out a number of 
lapses in my own dental self-care, he looked at me with kind concern and said, 
"Jeannie, you need to give yourself permission to take time for yourself." 

If the message for the lawyer for children is "lawyer, heal thyself," the lawyer 
should understand that he or she has tremendous capacity within himself or 
herself to begin that healing process. The lawyer can begin by giving herself the 

7 LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN & KAREN W. SAAKVITNE, TRAUMA AND THE THERA
PIST: COUNTERTRANSFERENCE AND VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION IN PSYCHO
THERAPY WITH INCEST SURVIVORS 285-286 (1995). 
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same good advice that she gives to her clients instinctively. Thus a lawyer who, 
for instance, worries that her teenaged client is forced to do too much work in her 
home and helps the child strategize about that, should realize that she has the 
ability to strategize when her own workload becomes debilitating. The lawyer, 
after all, is often an excellent problem-solver for others-why not for herself? The 
lawyer who counsels a client to accept the services of a therapist to address mental 
health needs should understand that same insight may apply to herself when the 
demands of work become too crushing. Seeking professional help may often be 
a critical step for the stressed or vicariously traumatized lawyer. 

Even more importantly, lawyers should also remember to use the same 
compassionate skills of listening and non-judgmental understanding with them
selves that they use with clients. Lawyers for children often find themselves 
explicitly and implicitly trying to shore up their clients' self-esteem and sense of 
worth. A lawyer beginning the process of addressing her own stress and vicarious 
traumatization should address her own willingness to give herself the same kind 
of compassionate permission and support. While it would be easy for lawyers to 
resist the hard work of self-examination that addressing vicarious traumatization 
requires, this may be a by-product of unjustified low self-esteem on the part of 
lawyers, the very kind of unjustified low self-esteem that we battle against with 
our clients. A lawyer feeling sheepish about seeking support or increasing self care 
could productively ask, "What would I say to my client if she told me that she was 
suffering through what I'm experiencing?" This perspective may help the lawyer 
use his or her full strategic abilities on his or her own behalf and create a more 
compassionate lens through which to regard himself or herself. 

Lawyers can do this problem-solving not only for themselves, but also for 
others at work. Mutual support and problem-solving during periods of high 
impairment from these occupational hazards may be the greatest collegiality and 
kindness one can show to one's peers. If a lawyer still feels sheepish about helping 
herself, she may not feel nearly as sheepish helping her best friend at the office, 
especially when she sees her in pain. More organized ways to offer support to each 
other can be arranged, informally or formally, through office lunches or meetings 
to discuss the stresses and trauma of the work. 

In the world beyond work, the lawyer may also find useful ways to give and 
receive. Because these occupational hazards are very little discussed in legal 
settings, the lawyer may be helpful to other colleagues or lawyers in other fields. 
The lawyer may give and receive sympathetic problem-solving help from other 
helping professionals. The lawyer should be comfortable receiving help from even 
the most improbable sources: self-help resources, magazine articles, earnest and 
heartfelt advice from caring friends and family. 

If there were standard, well-known resolutions to the problems of stress and 
vicarious trauma, this chapter would not be necessary. The courageous task of 
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addressing one's stress and traumatization requires a certain amount of creativity 
and boldness. A concrete way to think of this is to conceive of moving from the 
"if only" phase of identification with "longing and unhappiness" to the "what if' 
phase, the phase of exploration, creativity, and boldness. 

In my presentations to practitioners, I have often quoted my father-in-law 
Phillip Blumberg, an accomplished legal author, who encouraged me when I lost 
heart in pursuing the somewhat unconventional structure of my book. Putting his 
arm around me, he commented, "My dear, you 're not too young to be thought 
eccentric. " 

I have suggested to practitioners, and I suggest here, that eccentricity is a small 
price to pay for an experiment that may result in new and wonderful constructive 
ideas for lawyers battling serious occupational hazards that have grave negative 
consequences for their clients. Asking the question "what if?" and being patient 
with outlandish, even humorous, initial ideas may yield a gold mine for one's self, 
one's work, one's life, and the world beyond work. 

[f] Strategy Six 

In re-examining one's commitment to one's self care, start with the basics.8 

Pearlman notes specifically that harried practitioners working with traumatized 
clients may easily lose track of their own physical needs because of the two 
operations of trauma. First, people exposed to trauma often experience dissocia
tion in the aftermath of trauma. They find themselves disconnecting from their 
feelings, which are too painful, as a protective mechanism. Helpers working with 
trauma survivors, including lawyers for children, may also find themselves 
consciously detaching from their feelings in order to be able to fully hear a 
difficult and painful story from a client. 9 Clearly, people who work with trauma 
victims develop a sense of when deeply traumatic material is going to be shared 
and develop emotional and cognitive defensive mechanisms. To the extent that 
this leads the trauma professional to detach some of his or her normal reactors 
when hearing an extremely sad story or a story of a great loss, it may be hard to 
reattach those receptors later when trying to focus on self care. 

Both primarily and secondarily traumatized persons, as well as those merely 
suffering from extreme work stress, often find that the disruption of trauma seeps 
into the very core functions of daily life. Therefore, it makes sense to start at these 

8 For an excellent overview, see generally Janet Yas en, Preventing Secondary Traumatic Stress 
Disorder, in COMPASSION FATIGUE: COPING WITH SECONDARY TRAUMATIC STRESS 
DISORDER IN THOSE WHO TREAT THE TRAUMATIZED (Charles R. Figley ed., 1995). 

9 Videotape: Vicarious Traumatization II: Transforming the Pain (Cavalcade Productions, Inc. 
1995). 
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core functions in remedying the effects of vicarious trauma. To wit: 

[1] Sleep 

488 

The work of representing clients under tremendous stress or in the grip of 
trauma interferes with sleep in basic ways. First of all, people working the long 
hours of lawyers for children often do not get the amount of sleep they need. 
Chronic sleep deprivation has become a way of life for too many lawyers. Not 
getting the sleep your body needs creates chronic problems of illness, injury, and 
inability to concentrate or to function at your highest levels. Lawyers who wonder 
why their minds wander during the day, or who are not as efficient or productive 
as they could be during the day, may need to look no further than their own 
sleeping habits to realize that they are not getting the rest they need to do their 
work properly. 

Practitioners may also experience other sleep disturbances, including inter
rupted sleep. Some practitioners report falling into bed exhausted at the end of a 
long day only to wake up prematurely with images and concerns about their 
clients' cases rushing pell-mell through their minds. The practitioner is then 
caught in the dilemma of whether to stay in bed, desperately trying to get back to 
sleep, or wake up and live with much less sleep then he or she needs. Debating 
that very choice can place a tremendous stress on the mind of the practitioner. 

Getting proper amounts of truly restful sleep is certainly a goal for all 
practitioners, especially those who suspect that they have begun to feel the 
negative effects of stress and vicarious traumatization. In some cases, a well
rested practitioner working a few hours may be able to accomplish significantly 
more than a chronically sleep-deprived practitioner putting in more hours. 
Sensible approaches to improving the quality of one's sleep include vigorous 
exercise during the day, control of caffeine intake, especially after noon, and 
making a conscious effort to make a restful transition between the business of the 
workday and bedtime. Be aware that even those who find themselves watching 
TV or reading to fall asleep may find that the images of what they read or watch 
will intrude or interfere with restful sleep. Create a peaceful transition into times 
of rest. 

Even those who are committed to getting the amount of sleep they need do not 
always get restful sleep. Nightmares are a classic symptom of post-traumatic 
stress disorder and plague many new and experienced attorneys representing 
traumatized clients. Nightmares may include upsetting imagery from the client's 
experience, such as the details of an assault, the painful moment of separation 
.from the home as a child is taken into foster care, or some other vivid negative 
event. 

Proactive strategies to improve and lengthen sleep will give the lawyer more 
resources with which to do her job well and improve her ability to problem-solve 
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these occupational hazards more clearheadedly. Failure to do so can quickly harm 
one's clients through impaired service. 

[2] Food and Water 

Many practitioners representing children run on empty all day, forgetting to eat 
and hydrate themselves properly. Since learning more about stress management, 
vicarious traumatization, and the need for self care, I have made a point in my 
classes, lectures, and presentations to ask people how much water they drink in a 
day. With quizzical looks, many people report that they drink little or no water 
during the day. Since 64 ounces of water is a baseline for most people per day, 
many practitioners found themselves falling well short of that. As with inadequate 
sleep, inadequate hydration leaves every person more vulnerable to injury/illness 
and fatigue, and causes them to fall far short of optimal physical functioning. 

The same is true for food. Many laughed when I asked if they ate a regular 
breakfast or lunch-noting that many days they ate neither. I could vividly 
remember the difficulties of managing extremely high-stress encounters with 
clients and judges and other lawyers while desperately hungry. Dissociation, 
combined with intense concentration on work, may delay the lawyer's realization 
that she is hungry. 

Too many people in our profession fail to take a proper break for lunch, 
depriving themselves of both adequate nutrition and a break from the incessant 
stress of working in the child protective system. Failure to take lunch often means 
that practitioners do not leave the work environment-either the office or 
courthouse or agency with which they work-throughout the whole day, losing a 
chance to breathe fresh air, take a brief rest during the day, or ever take their mind 
off work. Many practitioners can make immediate progress on all of these fronts 
by simply carrying a water bottle in their briefcase, packing a lunch from 
leftovers, and resolving to take a twenty minute break outside the office or during 
the normal courthouse break time. Lawyers, teachers, and those in supervisory 
positions can order their employees and students to take breaks and model that 
behavior by looking for opportunities to get perspective by moving out of the 
workplace. Colleagues can encourage their peers to do the same. 

[3] Breathing 

High-stress work with traumatized people can disrupt even as elemental a 
function as breathing. As an interesting test, a lawyer can try to keep track of the 
number of times during the day he or she finds himself or herself sighing, 
yawning, or otherwise seeking deep breaths in the middle of a literally breathless 
day. Studies show that people under high-stress find their breathing shallow and 
truncated. This is especially true for lawyers who are chronically and literally on 
the run around the courthouse, lawyers who are constantly talking, or lawyers who 
operate constantly under time pressure. Taking time both to notice and deepen 
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one's breathing has multiple beneficial effects beyond increasing oxygen flow: 
regular deep breaths can increase the alertness of the mind as well as create 
calming effects in the harried practitioner. 

One immediate technique that might be useful is to try consciously to breathe 
more deeply during times of listening. 10 Being conscious of one's posture and 
breathing while listening to someone can increase the ability to understand and 
listen empathetically and carefully, as well as increase the ability to focus on the 
present moment and the substance of the client's concerns. 

[4] Exercise 

In my experience, practitioners habitually lament the lack of exercise that their 
courthouse-centered or deskbound lives seem to require. Once basic sleep, food, 
water, and oxygen needs are met, exercise is a critical next step. Exercise clearly 
is good for the self, encouraging as it does a healthier body, a clearer mind, and 
in some cases a spiritual outlet. It can also be a social activity that strengthens 
relationship with peers, or allows a lawyer to expand his or her world beyond just 
the world of work. Even small steps, such as a twenty-minute walk at lunch time 
alone, or with a colleague, a class once a week after work, or time outdoors on the 
weekends can add tremendously to one's quality of life. One member of a large 
office organized a group of his colleagues to walk in a fund-raising walk for a 
cause important to their child clients. The neat efficiency of a healthy, social, 
socially contributory walk is a model for the way in which these changes in one's 
life can be made efficiently, synergistically with other needs, and in the spirit of 
fun and joy. 

Note that exercise is not inconsistent with the work of a legal aid office and a 
courthouse. Many lawyers regularly walk throughout their day, often carrying 
heavy files. Even long hours on the telephone can become time for stretching, 
isometric exercise, or other common de-stress techniques that also have long
term, excellent effects on the body. Even the simple task of focusing more on 
one's posture while sitting and standing to promote better back health can be an 
immediate change the lawyer can make that improves bodily health and one's 
sense of well-being. Incorporating these healthier attitudes towards one's body 
even in the middle of one's work day can make a tremendous difference. 

[5] Time Off 

In addition to sleep, it is important, even critical, not to work. People need time 
off as part of every day, every week, every month, and every year. It is often true 
that lawyers who do not take lunch breaks also do not take their full share of 
vacation time during the year, may work weekends, or work nights until bed. (A 

10 I thank my friend, Jacklyn Trimble Shapiro, a physical therapist, for this suggestion. 
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bedtime that is probably delayed!) The lack of free time may indicate problems as 
serious as workaholism, which threatens both lawyer and client by depriving the 
lawyer of perception and broader vision. Even in its less drastic forms, the 
absence of free time is debilitating to the lawyer's self, the lawyer's connections 
at work, and the lawyer's connections beyond. 

Examine the ways in which you use free time during the day, week, month, and 
year. Is there time in every day devoted to some kind of recreation that is not 
related to work and that is replenishing and fulfilling? Do you enjoy anything even 
approaching the Sabbath day in which no work is done? (Remember that even 
God rested on the seventh day.) Does the coming month contain a holiday or any 
kind of break from the daily grind? Do you have a vacation in the offing? 

All work and no play not only makes for a dull lawyer, but also makes the 
lawyer less creative, less imaginative, less resourceful, and ultimately less 
hopeful. A world that consists solely of work, especially in this very difficult field, 
can spiral quickly into despair. Particularly in difficult times, supplementing one's 
work struggles with joy in one's personal life and non-work relationships is 
critical, not only for the lawyer, but in the end for the client whom the lawyer 
serves. 

[6] One's Daily Work and Home Environment 

In examining the basics one must also look at one's surroundings. Look at them 
as if you had never seen them before. Are they filled with objects of beauty or of 
great meaning and sentimental value? Is there music or art in your daily life? Is 
there any semblance of order? Beware particularly of loose paper, the scourge of 
all lawyers. Do the piles of undone work, visible in every part of your work and 
at home, lead you to a sense of hopelessness and discouragement the minute you 
enter a room? Even if piles of work remain to be done, must they sit on top of your 
desk while they wait? 

Again, even simple changes in the work environment can go a long way. The 
addition of a CD player or a Walkman could bring well-loved music into a 
particularly difficult work week. A poster of a favorite sports team might cheer on 
the lawyer and client. A plant or fresh flowers might provide a symbol of hope, 
even in the most embattled legal aid environment. Does uncomfortable office 
furniture contribute to chronic back pain? A favorite painting or photos of family 
and friends may be critical encouragement during the most difficult day. Even if 
an environment is very far from the ideal, is there one step you can take today to 
remedy some of its most bothersome qualities? Can you encourage your 
colleagues at work to do the same? Can you bring the world outside of your work, 
that part of your work that most refreshes and affirms you, into your work and 
home? 
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[g] Strategy Seven 

In seeking fun and recreation, look for activities that give you deep 
satisfaction and balance out the experiences at work, as opposed to numbing 
activities which may replicate the experience at work. 

Beyond the basics, self-care requires time for recreation. In answer to the "what 
if' questions about things that could make their lives better, many respondents 
immediately gravitated to neglected hobbies: musical instruments, sports, arts and 
crafts, and other critical self-replenishing, integrating tasks that would counter the 
effects of trauma and stress on their daily work. I am left with a sense that the 
clues to both the substance of our job stress and vicarious trauma, and how we can 
respond, are right at the surface of our consciousness, even in the most harried 
work lives. 

Confronting vicarious traumatization requires one to be strategic even about 
one's recreation. Again, the choice of recreation is deeply individualized. One 
person's spiritual food may be another's poison. For instance, some people find 
watching television extremely restful and full of constructive and useful images 
and stories. Others find it a numbing activity, a low-energy, but low-payoff escape 
from the present. Some would find the effort of vigorous physical exercise too 
grueling after a tough day of work; others may find it the perfect antidote to the 
challenges to mind and spirit that are created by representing children. 

In evaluating the use of the precious little recreation time that you have, several 
questions may be helpful. First, does the activity planned offer the reverse of some 
of the worst feelings of vicarious traumatization? 

A lawyer who has identified the trauma of losing home as particularly difficult 
for her clients may find that home building activities are extremely fulfilling. Of 
course, a similar lawyer in a similar situation might find that those are the very 
activities to be avoided in the worst moments of vicarious traumatization. 

Be particularly wary of time-wasting activities that appear relaxing, but may be 
either numbing or even destructive. Do computer games relax you, or do they 
contribute to the numbing of vicarious trauma? Artistic pursuits may provide the 
perfect outlet to replace violent or disturbing images from work with more 
beautiful, more constructive, more nourishing images of one's own. Similarly, 
seeking restorative images in nature, in traditional art, in crafts, or in any way one 
finds pleasing can combat the prevalence of the negative, sad visual images that 
are the hallmark of post-traumatic symptoms. Listening to beautiful music, or 
making music, even if you are a beginner, can engage the mind, body, and soul in 
ways that replace or soften the sad and sometimes spiritless information we learn 
from work. The outdoors often provide many constructive avenues for recreation: 
solitary time alone, or time with a friend or family member, connection with 
spirituality, location for exercise, or simply places of intense physical beauty. 
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Especially for those who practice in the city, contact with nature, in parks or in 
local hiking spots, can be invaluable sources of recreation. In turn we can use this 
replenishment for our clients' good, using our renewed resources to give us the 
courage to continue the fight on their behalf. 

Also, one should explore the balance of solitude and sociability in one's 
activities. If one's work life is a throng of people and demands, one's recreation 
may need to balance that with time alone. But be aware of the danger of isolation 
often warned about by vicarious trauma theorists. 11 A movie need not be solitary 
if a good friend can join. A walk after work can sometimes be a solitary walk, but 
may sometimes involve a close friend or family member. Seeking activities that 
expand one's daily frame of reference can be especially nourishing, although they 
also involve time and energy commitments. For example, learning a language can 
be an extremely engrossing and useful, mind-expanding hobby. Exploring science 
and nature inevitably brings the professional out of herself and her own narrow 
field into a sense of wonder at the complexity of the world. 

One's natural tendencies towards recreation may reflect either the descent into 
vicarious traumatization or some roads out. For instance, many lawyers report 
being drawn to watch-trauma related shows, such as the very popular ER, and 
tragic movies, including Schindler 's List. Sometimes these may be the perfect 
escape; at other times they may confirm one's spiral into hopelessness and despair. 
On the other hand, sometimes one's natural preferences may point the way out. 

During my early phases of research on this chapter, I found myself reading 
many books by an author named Faye Kellerman involving a homicide detective 
named Peter Decker and his love and-in the later books-wife, Rina Lazarus, a 
devout Jew. As I learned more about vicarious traumatization, I wonder if I was 
not both re inf arcing my own experience with trauma while also pointing the way 
out through a reconnection with my own religious faith. 

[h] Strategy Eight 

Examine and strengthen your connections to yourself, people at work, and 
your larger communities. 

In order to combat feelings of isolation, the lawyer's support system within and 
without should be carefully examined. Again, the lawyer must start first with his 
or her connection to himself or herself-mind, body, and spirit. Because of the 
operation of dissociation, the lawyer may often feel out of touch with himself or 
herself, unable to tap into his or her feelings, disconnected from his or her 

11 LAURIE ANNE PEARLMAN & KAREN W. SAAKVITNE, TRAUMA AND THE 
THERAPIST: COUNTERTRANSFERENCE AND VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION IN PSY
CHOTHERAPY WITH INCEST SURVIVORS 284 (1995). 
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physical, emotional, and psychological needs. This sense of either disconnection 
or numbing is, as noted above, a primary sign of stress and traumatization; 
reconnecting to others first requires reconnecting to one's self. Pearlman recom
mends practices that renew a cherished sense of identity or that expand one's 
identity.12 With respect to reconnecting to one's self, she particularly recommends 
"engaging in creative endeavors such as writing, playing music, creating art, 
gardening, being physically active through exercise, dance, or hard physical work; 
reconnecting with one's body through massage, dance, yoga."13 In the same 
article, Pearlman includes developing a spiritual life and writing in a journal as 
some of the activities that trauma therapists report as helping to balance out their 
trauma work. 14 

Within the office there are many mechanisms for peer support that should be 
considered, starting with ones that are easily put in place. Does the lawyer have 
peers to talk to in order to debrief daily? If in the middle of a particular crisis, is 
there someone, a supervisor or peer, to go to? Are there fora to discuss the ongoing 
effect of the work on our lives? 

Today after a long morning observing in court, Cathy went off to take a phone 
call, pointing me toward a door and saying- "We usually eat lunch in there. " So 
I grabbed my lunch and marched in expecting formica tables and vending 
machines, and instead found myself in the office of two of the men lawyers, who 
welcomed me warmly, then went back to work. Slowly, the rest of the staff trooped 
in, with yogurt, nuts, sodas, candy, everyone freely dipping into each other's 
meals, perched on tables, on worn and comfortable couches, window sills, chair 
arms, and the floor. I got that same feeling I used to get on Sunday afternoons 
when the whole family was home puttering around the house, not necessarily 
overtly interacting, but all enjoying the close presence of everyone else. 

Even if such fora do not exist, how difficult would it be to create a weekly 
coffee break or have coffee after work with a trusted colleague? Could a 
continuing legal education session include training and discussions of vicarious 
traumatization? In a Pearlman and McCann survey of 188 trauma therapists, 87% 
reported that they discussed cases with colleagues on a regular basis, and 85% 

12 Laurie Anne Pearlman. Self-Care for Trauma Therapists: Ameliorating Vicarious Traumati
zation, in B. Hudnall Stamm, SECONDARY TRAUMA TIC STRESS, SELF-CARE ISSUES FOR 
CLINICIANS, RESEARCHERS, AND EDUCATORS 54 (B. HUDNALL STAMM ed., 1995). 

13 Laurie Anne Pearlman. Self-Care for Trauma Therapists: Ameliorating Vicarious Traumati
zation, in B. Hudnall Stamm, SECONDARY TRAUMATIC STRESS, SELF-CARE ISSUES FOR 
CLINICIANS, RESEARCHERS, AND EDUCATORS 54 (B. HUDNALL STAMM ed., 1995). 

14 Laurie Anne Pearlman. Self-Care for Trauma Therapists: Ameliorating Vicarious Traumati-
zation, in B. Hudnall Stamm, SECONDARY TRAUMATIC STRESS, SELF-CARE ISSUES FOR 
CLINICIANS, RESEARCHERS, AND EDUCATORS 59 (B. HUDNALL STAMM ed., 1995). 
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found it helpful to balance out trauma work; 84% reported they attended 
workshops on a regular basis, and 76% found it helpful; 74% noted that they 
talked with colleagues between sessions, 69% of those finding it helpful. In the 
same study by Pearlman and McCann, 95% of the trauma therapists surveyed 
stated that they regularly spend time with family and friends, and 70% of them 
found it helpful in balancing trauma work. 15 

Professional opportunities to discuss one's work outside of the immediate 
context of one's day-to-day office should also be explored. People who do the 
same work in other locations may be ideal sounding boards, and conferences and 
talks may be helpful places to process the difficult work of representing children. 
Lawyers doing the same work in other parts of the city or state may speak the 
same language, understand the legal structure, and may be in an excellent position 
to generate ideas as well as sympathy. Although outside of one's jurisdiction, 
regional or national conferences can also provide excellent continuing education 
resources that can help an attorney acquire or develop new skills and information. 
Attending yearly conferences regularly, including those sponsored by national 
organizations, such as the National Association of Council for Children and the 
ABA Center for Children and the Law, can allow practitioners over time to make 
friends nationally who can support them on an ongoing basis in their work. Even 
given the constraints of confidentiality, the lawyer can give and receive a good 
deal of useful ideas, sympathy, and insight with national colleagues, in a location 
that allows the lawyer to get some perspective on his or her work. Over the years, 
these relationships as well as the larger group interactions of these conferences, 
can lead to a substantial resource for personal and professional support and 
development. 

More general support from one's family members and friends can also be of 
immeasurable support to the embattled lawyer for children. Maintaining strong 
connections with intimates is a critical part of combating secondary trauma. 
Thanks to technology, and resources like the internet and e-mail, new ways of 
developing daily contact with close friends faraway can also ease the isolation and 
stress of this hard work. Colleagues who do similar work in other locations, 
former co-workers or old classmates may be of particular help in supporting a 
lawyer, since these people both understand the professional requirements and the 
lawyer's own personal professional profile in coping with these difficult issues. 

Both in the office and at home, the sense of mutual support, that "we are all in 
this together," will best break the feeling of isolation that is such a classic 
symptom of stress and traumatization. 

15 Laurie Anne Pearlman. Self-Care for Trauma Therapists: Ameliorating Vicarious Traumati
zation, in B. Hudnall Stamm, SECONDARY TRAUMA TIC STRESS, SELF-CARE ISSUES FOR 
CLINICIANS, RESEARCHERS, AND EDUCATORS 56 (B. HUDNALL STAMM ed. , 1995). 
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[i] Strategy Nine 

Reconstruct your daily schedule: integrate a routine of self care, proactive 
strategies that work, and commitments beyond work into daily life. 

The crucial final task of any person addressing these occupational hazards is to 
complete the fight against fragmentation through integration of the various 
solutions into a regular daily routine. Using the insights gained in strategies six 
through eight, the lawyer may have most or all of the pieces to apply towards 
reintegration. It may be useful at this point to revisit the questionnaire described 
in strategy number one. If none of the concrete ideas generated in strategies six 
through eight resolve the problems identified there, the lawyer can continue 
through a "what if' process, brainstorming possible solutions, starting with asking 
"what if?" about the specific issues identified in questions 2a through 2c. Again, 
in beginning the brainstorming process, it is important to allow oneself to be 
creative, even fantastical. Using a sense of humor will at least make the process 
enjoyable, if not fruitful, and may spark some helpful ideas. This brainstorming 
can also be done with colleagues or loved ones at home who may be delighted to 
have a concrete way in which to participate in the process of solving some of the 
problems of daily life that doubtless affect them as well. 

By incorporating changes in the basics, building connections to oneself and to 
others at work and beyond work, and looking carefully at one's choices of 
recreation, a more balanced and less trauma-centered daily life should slowly 
emerge. One can also expand the frame to look more at the week as a whole. The 
process of examining one's life patterns in these varying time frames may provide 
the lawyer with the kind of perspective needed to break the grip of stress and the 
negative effects of trauma. 

Pearlman and Saakvitne assign a central role to balance in the arsenal of 
vicarious traumatization interventions. Whether the balance is in one's work life, 
from direct client interventions to mentoring activities to continuing legal 
education and participation in office improvement; or is between work and other 
life activities, such as creating time within each day, week, and month to balance 
work with important recreational and replenishing activities, balance is key to 
repairing the disruption that daily exposure to trauma creates. In the hectic life of 
a lawyer representing children, obvious ideas for balance present themselves: 
frantic days of running into court and interacting constantly with other lawyers 
and case workers must be balanced with some time for quiet reflection on the 
cases. The lawyer who regularly takes no lunch breaks will quickly lose 
perspective and exhaust the resources needed to combat the disruption of 
vicarious trauma and stress. 

[j] Strategy Ten 

Remembering that vicarious traumatization is a process, not an event, be 
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prepared to address vicarious traumatization on an ongoing basis. 

In the months after I identified that I wanted to write this chapter on vicarious 
traumatization, I began extensive research with my research assistants into the 
literature on secondary trauma and vicarious traumatization, and quickly noticed 
the parallel between the literature and problems with my own daily functioning. 
Using the materials I read, I tried systematically to address these issues. 
Heightened self-care and good friendship and acts of grace led to the rekindling 
of my own spirituality and sense of hope. After a joyous Christmas, I felt healed 
of my vicarious traumatization. 

Reinvigorated in many parts of my work and non-work life, I believed my 
vicarious traumatization to be over. Shortly after Christmas, my family was able 
to fulfill our lifetime dream of moving into our own house. Throughout the process 
of packing and moving, however, I found myself paralyzed on the one hand and 
seized by panic on the other in what appeared to be random alternation. I 
struggled to survive the move, mystified about why I should feel so bad when I'd 
just been so recently healed. The move came and went, and then I dove into a very 
busy semester and actively put aside some of the research until later in the 
semester. I found myself avoiding reading and writing about stress and trauma. 

Upon reentering the material, I was able to see the ways in which signs of stress 
and vicarious traumatization had continued through the most recent spring 
semester, even after I had declared myself healed! I was particularly able to see 
ways in which moving my home implicated the central issues of my own vicarious 
traumatization. Most of my clients are refugees seeking asylum in the United 
States, having fled their home country, or children who have been removed from 
their homes, or parents who have faced the removal of the child from their home. 
Moving my own home, even under joyous circumstances, appeared to re-ignite 
many of the traumatic experiences of my clients over the last sixteen years, that 
I had kept in my mind and heart. It also dawned on me that the work that would 
lead me to work outside of my own beloved home would have to be work of this 
nature, in which someone else :S home was at stake. 

As long as the work with our traumatized clients continues, and as we continue 
to process the work, we will struggle to fight its fragmenting effects and to 
maintain hope. We will also continue to be subject to the interaction between our 
empathic engagement with our clients' experience and the experience of our own 
lives. Therefore, self care, peer support, and continual reassessment in confronting 
our stress and vicarious traumatization must be an ongoing process, even a 
lifestyle. The skills developed and the commitments made, especially in terms of 
maintaining self-care, treasuring the empathetic abilities to connect to our clients' 
life experiences even when very different from our own, and the restorative 
techniques in reconnecting to one's self, others, and one's sense of meaning, are 
ongoing skills that must be scrupulously maintained. As long as we do the work, 
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stress and vicarious traumatization will always be with us. As a result, our best 
skills in addressing and confronting vicarious traumatization must also be 
ever-present in order for us to be able to serve our clients well throughout our 
careers. 

§ 9-5 Areas for Further Study: Questions of Organizational Duties, Pro
fessional Duties of Confidentiality, the Paradigm of Children's 
Trauma, and Avoiding Re-Trauma with Our Child Clients 

At least four burning questions emerge as yet unresolved from this discussion. 
First, how should institutions who employ lawyers for children, and government 
agencies that fund these organizations, address stress, burnout, and vicarious 
traumatization? Second, how can lawyers reconcile the duty of confidentiality to 
clients with the urgent need that lawyers have to debrief their work in order to 
replenish their resources? Third, how does the growing field of trauma studies 
concerning children affect our models of representing children and our under
standing of the way they view the world when we meet them at the beginning of 
a representation? Fourth, knowing now a bit about the dynamics of working with 
traumatized children, how can we ensure that at least our work with them does not 
inadvertently re-traumatize them as we pursue lawyering on their behalf? The 
following sections will outline the questions, suggest some preliminary strategies 
for addressing these concerns in the concrete day-to-day world, and suggest areas 
for further research. 

[a] Institutional Duties to Train Attorneys in Recognition and Prevention 
of these Occupational Hazards, as well as to Minimize Circum
stances Which Give Rise to these Hazards 

Clearly, lawyers on their own, and working spontaneously with colleagues and 
friends, can make some important headway in addressing stress, burnout, and 
vicarious traumatization. But progress in addressing these occupational hazards 
would exponentially increase if agencies that employed lawyers for children, 
those who funded them, and court systems in which those lawyers for children 
worked took these hazards seriously and made solid movements for prevention. 

A number of concerns spring immediately to mind. First, the largest intractable 
problem facing many lawyers for children is an unreasonable caseload. In just the 
last year, for instance, I have met practitioners in various jurisdictions who have 
represented dozens of clients, some hundreds, some the better part of a thousand. 
Clearly, there is no way to meet the ethical standards of this book, or any other 
prevailing ethical standards, when a lawyer is literally unable to remember the 
names of his or her clients. If these occupational hazards are characterized by 
disillusionment and loss of hope, excessive caseloads are the number one factor 
which the lawyer alone cannot address. Institutional responses to these occupa-
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tional hazards must focus, first and foremost, on this intractable issue. 

Second, institutions can clearly make an array of changes, some marginal, some 
more ambitious, which could fight the negative effects of these occupational 
hazards for the good of the agency, as well as the lawyers within the agency and 
the clients it serves. Creating a mechanism for peer support, creating educational 
opportunities, and continuing opportunities to address these hazards as they arise 
will be critical for experienced and new attorneys alike. Examining the structure 
of the work life, as well as the structure of vacation and leave time, may also be 
critical. Although many agencies that represent children are used to high turnover, 
a systematic approach to stress, burnout, and vicarious traumatization suggests 
that such turnover may not be necessary. Organizational commitments to make 
continuing education available is a critical first step. 

Finally, government sources who fund lawyers for children must be made 
aware of the scope of these occupational hazards and the detrimental effect that 
they have on the quality of representation. As noted above, excessive caseloads 
are the number one source of low-quality representation to children and the 
primary source of stress, burnout, and vicarious traumatization in lawyers. Only 
by providing the necessary re ources to allow organizations and individuals who 
represent children to do a job that remains faithful to the child-in-context can the 
government adequately fulfill its purpose in funding the organizations in the first 
place: quality representation of children in child protective proceedings. 

[b] Reconciling Lawyers' Duty of Confidentiality with Lawyers' Need to 
Debrief and Understand the Effects of the Work on their Lives 

The literature on stress and vicarious traumatization requires lawyers to 
examine their work and to get support for the effects of the work on their lives. 
Yet the rules of professional responsibility forbid lawyers from revealing 
confidential material to anyone without the client's consent except under very 
narrowly specified exceptions. Model Rule 1.6 reads: 

(a) A lawyer shall not reveal information relating to representation of a 
client unless the client consents after consultation, except for disclosures 
that are impliedly authorized in order to carry out the representation, and 
except as in subsections (a), (b), (c), and (d). (b) A lawyer shall reveal 
such information to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary to 
prevent the client from committing a criminal act that the lawyer believes 
is likely to result in death or substantial bodily harm. 1 

These confidentiality constraints can heighten the already acute isolation that 

1 CONNECTICUT RULES OF COURT: STATE AND FEDERAL Rule 1.6 (West 1999). 
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many lawyers for children feel. They find the experiences of their clients deeply 
disturbing, and yet are unable to discuss their work outside the office because of 
their ethical duties. How can lawyers prevent their isolation when they have a duty 
to keep confidential the very material that would allow others, be they concerned 
spouses, counselors, colleagues in the profession, or others, from understanding 
enough of their context to be useful sounding boards? 

This crucial question has been virtually ignored by the legal literature. Of huge 
concern to the profession is the possibility that the crying needs of lawyers have 
already caused breaches to occur in the strong mandate against revealing 
information. Without clearly thought through guidelines for how to process their 
experiences consistent with their duties, lawyers face the stark choice of either 
keeping all the information completely within themselves, seeking support only 
from those who share identical confidential duties, or violating the duty to their 
clients. 

One practical solution reiterates and reinforces the stress management and 
vicarious traumatization theorists' exhortation to develop peer support within 
one's own office and agency. Legal aid organizations, law school clinics, and other 
law firms can integrate peer support into their weekly schedules, providing a 
forum for lawyers struggling with particularly difficult cases. In these settings, 
discussions within the office would not violate the confidentiality rules, because 
all present would be bound by the same duties of confidentiality to the clients. It 
is critical to include not only the lawyers, but non-lawyers, including paralegals, 
investigators, social workers, and clerical and support staff, who also wrestle with 
their exposure to traumatic material and have important issues to debrief and 
support to offer. Even when an agency does not provide such a forum, lawyers, 
one-on-one, or in informed groups, can gather for lunch or otherwise to create 
these opportunities. The only clear "solution" to the confidentiality dilemma 
underscores the critical role that colleagues play to support each other in 
managing the emotions of their professional lives. 

This solution, however, does not avail the solo practitioner with any solace or 
companionship. What solutions exist for the solo practitioner, who may be the 
most in need of this kind of support? In addition, for all lawyers, what about the 
strain created on their most intimate relationships-spouses, best friends, room
mates? Would it be ethically consistent to open a zone of disclosure of information 
without seeking consent, if such disclosure would benefit clients and the lawyer 
could assure that there was no chance of the material negatively affecting the 
client in any way? Under current readings of Model Rule 1.6, it appears that such 
zones are not permitted. The words of Rule 1.6 simply state that the lawyer shall 
not reveal information relating to the representation. Under the narrowest 
interpretation of all the words of the rule, it would appear to not allow any 
revelation at all. 
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Were we able to identify such an honorable need for disclosure at no risk to the 
client, several concrete questions could be asked which might create useful 
guidelines for disclosure. 

These include: 

I. What information is being revealed? For the purposes of processing and 
obtaining support about the work in the office, the lawyer may need to 
reveal very little of the client's actual confidential material. For instance, 
a lawyer handling a caseload of over fifty cases comments to his spouse 
that he is tired and sad after a long day of trying unsuccessfully to arrange 
medical care for a terminally ill client. Would such a disclosure, which 
involved no identifying information, and yet enough details to explain the 
lawyer's strong reaction to the case, ever be narrowly tailored enough to 
pass ethical scrutiny? 

II. To whom is the information being revealed? The identity, profession, and 
geography of that person have a sizeable effect on the risk to the client 
of such a revelation. Therefore, a lawyer's telling a good friend in a 
different profession in a far-off city about a narrowly circumscribed 
subset of the materials in the case may create a setting for a good deal 
of useful emotional support at zero risk to the client. Would such 
disclosure be considered consistent with the current ethical rules? If the 
information revealed primarily concerns the lawyer's reaction, is it 
information "relating to the representation?" 

III. For what purpose is the information being revealed? A number of 
purposes useful to the client can also be identified. For instance, 
informally mooting a proposed argument to see if knowledgeable 
lawyers thought a judge would accept the argument would allow 
lawyers to utilize sounding boards for the case in ways that might be 
highly useful to clients. All lawyers have had the experience of being so 
deeply mired in the case that they have lost perspective, and found a 
fresh ear to be extremely useful in reality-testing the effectiveness of 
different arguments. One way to assure that such purposes could be met 
under the current ethical scheme would be to obtain consent from a 
client, either on a case-by-case basis when such mooting is sought, or on 
a more blanket basis. ("Would you feel comfortable if I tried out 
different arguments in your case on different lawyers, without using 
your name or identifying information, to see if they believed that the 
arguments would work before the judge?") Likewise, the lawyer 
seeking advice about obtaining services for a client may need to give 
some information about the client, e.g., benefits received or age, to 
receive relevant general information. What if the lawyer wants to reveal 
some non-identifying information about a case in order to give 
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professionals or concerned friends and relatives the context in which to 
provide support? Is the lawyer using the narrowly tailored information 
to provide context for a spouse or counselor who is helping the lawyer 
process the strong reactions to a difficult day? 

These factors just begin to outline some guidelines which would allow the 
lawyer to meet the needs that would make it possible for him or her to serve the 
clients better. Research and writing on this issue would be of enormous help to 
lawyers and clients caught in the conundrum of the current ethical scheme. 

[c] Further Understanding Research on Children's Trauma 

The brief foray into the literature on children's trauma suggests a multitude of 
additional questions. What percentage of our clients have actually experienced 
trauma? If this percentage is as large as it well could be, what else should lawyers 
be taught about the current state of trauma studies relating to children? 

In a way, this call for additional research mirrors principle two. Lawyers for 
children reading the materials on vicarious traumatization recognize many of 
those signs in their own daily lives. This suggests to us that our clients' experience 
of trauma may in some cases be extremely severe, if in experiencing the 
secondary effects of it we find ourselves impaired in our work. If our clients are 
experiencing a phenomenon this strongly, and we have hitherto paid little 
attention to the research relating to it, lawyers for children may be facing a large 
paradigm shift. Would our model of representing children change, if we learned 
more about the trauma that our clients face when they meet us for the first time? 

In any case, faithfulness to the child-in-context suggests that we will always be 
confronted with trauma and must strive to understand subjectively how our clients 
experience that trauma. Continuing research into the trauma studies may allow us 
to gain more insights that will aid the child-in-context in his or her primary 
struggle with the trauma that we are now experiencing secondarily and vicari
ously. 

[d] Avoiding Re-Traumatizing the Client in our Lawyer/Client Relation
ships 

While much of the literature on representing clients pays lip-service to the 
priority of avoiding re-trauma of the child within our lawyer-client relationships, 
lawyers for children are still provided very little guidance about how to do so. The 
vast majority of the research focuses on avoiding re-traumatization of client child 
witnesses and use of multi-disciplinary teams to reduce the number of client 
interviews when a child is first brought into the child protection system. Based on 
the review of children trauma materials that is sketched at the beginning of this 
chapter, it is clear that larger issues must be addressed in the literature. 
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First, a fuller investigation of the ways in which the lawyer-client relationship 
may feed or repeat the psychological effects of trauma must be undertaken. 
Unfortunately, even the literature that does exist on child witnesses focuses on 
avoiding re-traumatization of the child witness so that the client's testimony is 
uncontaminated. The focus on systemic needs, that is, the need to get reliable 
testimony, neglects the important concern that the client does not experience new 
trauma, while re-living events in the course of cooperating with his or her lawyer. 
Literature and research focusing on the effect on the child as opposed to the 
reliability of the child testimony is critical in helping us minimize re-trauma to the 
child through our representation. 

Second, materials on children's trauma must focus on the lawyer's involvement 
from start to finish, not just on the child's early interviews or the rather rare 
experience of the client taking the witness stand. Those who have advocated for 
multi-disciplinary interviews of a child upon his or her entry into the child 
protection system have been notably concerned with trying to prevent multiple 
re-interviews of children about traumatic material. Under the current setup of the 
lawyer's duties, however, it is simply not possible for a lawyer to rely on an 
interview that a child gave to child protection authorities in creating a strategy for 
legal representation. The child's right to have individualized, confidential inter
actions with the lawyer creates, at least for the short run, the need for the lawyer 
to have an independent relationship with the child in order to represent the 
child-in-context as conscientiously as possible. 

What are the parameters for conducting that private individual relationship in 
ways that minimize the risk of re-trauma? Some parameters for guidance of the 
lawyer can be gleaned from the information about re-trauma. Lawyers represent
ing traumatized adults, for instance, are encouraged to be sensitive to the ways in 
which the concrete acts of the lawyer-client relationship might replicate experi
ences of trauma, and consciously to reverse those dynamics. Thus, for instance, if 
the centerpiece of the child's trauma appears to have been isolation from loved 
adults during a sudden removal from parental care into foster care, the lawyer may 
seek over time to figure out a way to incorporate those trusted adults into 
lawyer-client communications. 

Another example: In adult lawyer-client relationships, lawyers working with 
traumatized clients, such as refugee clients, are encouraged to give the adult client 
control over a range of activities within the lawyer-client relationship, even on 
small issues, such as where to sit in a conference room or the timing of when to 
discuss traumatic materials, and the like. If a child's primary sense during 
domestic violence at home was one of helplessness and powerlessness, should the 
lawyer create a sense of helpfulness and control in the child in the lawyer-client 
relationship? Is this appropriate in an adult lawyer/child client relationship? 
Further research is needed to see if such common, sensible suggestions also obtain 
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for child clients, whose experience of trauma may be more complex. 

These issues must be carefully mulled over and researched all the more because 
the lawyer-client relationship is also an adult-child relationship, which may echo 
the parent-child relationship in ways in which the lawyer must be eternally 
conscious. As emphasized throughout the book, from its introduction forward, the 
best lawyer-client relationship is mercifully short; the most fortunate client needs 
a lawyer for a fixed period of time only. The constant challenge of the lawyer to 
keep these intense short relationships within proper role boundaries, not mislead
ing the child into an ongoing relationship even when such a relationship might be 
tempting at the time to both lawyer and client, is critical in this context. 

[ e] Invitations to Other Areas of Study 

These are but four of the areas of study that scholars and students in this field 
can usefully explore for the benefit of our profession and the children we serve. 
In some ways the inquiries of this chapter open more questions than they answer. 
We must continue to broaden both our theoretical and concrete understanding of 
the working of trauma and its connection to our work to improve our service to 
our child clients. 

§ 9-6 Conclusion 

The paradigms of stress, burnout, and vicarious traumatization offer a frame
work for understanding the dilemmas of the lawyer's daily life. The lawyer most 
dedicated to trying to represent the client-in-context and to trying to do justice to 
the client's own experience of his or her world is also the one most likely to find 
the client's life challenges seeping into the lawyer's own daily functioning. 
Precisely because of the lawyer's attempt to see the client's life from the child's 
own point of view, intense job stress and vicarious trauma lead to a disruption in 
the lawyer's own functioning and eventually a disruption of the lawyer's ability 
to offer excellent services to the client. A proactive strategy of preventing the 
negative effects of stress and vicarious traumatization from accumulating to a 
disabling level, and a rapid response when they build up intolerably, are crucial 
assets to the lawyer who wants to maintain the resources to continue to perform 
this hard and important work for clients. 

The framework for vicarious traumatization also frees the embattled lawyer 
from time- and energy-consuming battles with shame and low self-esteem which 
are misplaced in this context. Stress and vicarious traumatization, unchecked, 
make even the simple act of surviving a day in the life of the lawyer for children 
nearly unbearable. In this setting, the client's and lawyer's interests coincide. The 
client needs the lawyer to attend to his or her own needs in order to ensure that 
the lawyer has the resources available to offer the client the professional service 
that he or she deserves. Lawyers who take care of their own needs and work 
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thoughtfully with themselves to combat these occupational hazards then have the 
ability to give more authentically to their clients, because they are not pursuing the 
relationship in order to meet their own needs. Better self-care in turn engenders 
better service. 

The strategies and principles above offer methods of seeking short-term relief 
for lawyers who find themselves deeply enmeshed in the negative effects of these 
job hazards. Over time, the strategies and principles should also have the useful 
medium-term effect of creating an anti-stress and vicarious traumatization 
lifestyle which will proactively prevent negative effects from building up. In the 
end, a proper strategy against these job hazards may keep talented and compas
sionate professionals serving as lawyers for children for the longer haul. 
Organizational attention to larger intractable problems facing children's lawyers, 
including unreasonable caseloads, is also a vital piece of the response to these 
occupational hazards. 

Successfully battling the negative effects of stress, burnout, and vicarious 
traumatization also allows the lawyer to incorporate the positive effects of 
vicarious traumatization-that is, the true empathy that can be developed for the 
client's experience of trauma-into lawyering for clients. 

Thus the job hazards paradigm offers lawyers the ability to solve many 
problems posed by stress, burnout, and vicarious traumatization and the courage 
to do so. Lawyers can re-commit to their own self care, starting with the basics 
and moving into proactive, healthy lifestyle changes. 

The vicarious traumatization framework can also encourage lawyers to reaffirm 
the basic meaning and sense of purpose that brought them to the field and to spend 
important time shoring up those areas of spiritual and personal support that are 
critical to keeping hope alive as they do this tough work. The paradigm can also 
encourage lawyers to examine their support systems both within and outside the 
office to ensure that their sense of connection is kept alive amid the isolating and 
disintegrating stress and effects of vicarious traumatization. 

Finally, lawyers who understand these occupational hazards will understand 
also that there are times when their own self help will not be enough. 
Remembering the second strategy of addressing and confronting one's vicarious 
traumatization, many lawyers will face a time when an out ide professional-be 
it a substance abuse counselor, a psychotherapist, a pastor, or some other helping 
professional-will be the critical support to keep the struggling lawyer going. As 
we encourage our clients and their families to understand: there is no shame in 
needing this sort of help. The benefits that such professionals can provide to us 
will inure eventually to our clients, as we replenish the resources that we need in 
order to undertake the uniquely challenging and peerlessly rewarding work of 
representing our child clients. 
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§ 10-6 Conclusion 

§ 10-1 Introduction 

THE CASE OF RACHEL 

When I was leaving one job for another job in a new jurisdiction, it 
came time to say goodbye to a client named Rachel with whom I had 
worked for several years. She was 15 years old, and had been throughout 
the representation searching for a stable home. Just before I was due to 
leave, she moved to a promising new group home and appeared to be 
adapting well there. I decided to transfer her case to my successor 
anyway, even though we seemed to be reaching the natural end of our 
relationship and of her need for a lawyer to advocate for her placement. 

Rachel had already said many goodbyes to people in our agency. A 
social worker who had worked with us earlier had been very active with 
her and helped her find one very promising placement. Several weeks 
after she moved into that placement and shortly before that worker had 
left our agency, we had a big dinner for Rachel involving the major 
players who had helped her to that stage. We took her out to dinner and 
took a group picture, which the social worker sent to her before she left. 
Shortly after that worker left, the placement was disrupted, and we again 
had to work closely with Rachel to find her a new place to live. 

Rachel had also worked very closely with one law student for almost 
two years. When she said goodbye to Rachel, the student and Rachel 
exchanged presents. I remembered that the leave-taking was very difficult 
for both the student and the client. 

One year previously, a second social worker who had worked with 
Rachel left the agency. She and Rachel had developed a good relation
ship, but for reasons that I did not know fully, they were unable to have 
a final goodbye meeting. We noticed that Rachel was quite withdrawn the 
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next time she saw us and when she met the new worker. 

For all these reasons we decided to be quite intentional about my 
leave-taking with Rachel. Because Rachel loved to draw, we decided to 
make a book in which we discussed various events in her work with our 
agency. She drew pictures of everyone who had been involved with her in 
our agency, and we talked about each person and what it had been like 
to say goodbye to him or her. We drew pictures of the first time she had 
come to our office, and she drew a picture of our office. We bound the 
pictures together and left some blank pages at the end. During this 
process I introduced her to the lawyer who would be taking over the case. 
While putting together the book, the lawyer who took over for me 
reviewed the case, and Rachel added him to the book. We talked explicitly 
about the fact that the blank pages would include her work with this 
lawyer on the issues that she was facing about where she should live. 

After the book was done, Rachel said that she wanted to come by one 
more time to say goodbye. I had intended that we say goodbye when we 
finished the book at her group home, but she decided that she wanted to 
come for one more meeting, and I relented. The first time we had 
scheduled for that meeting I had to reschedule it; the second time she 
came was only two days before I was to leave. The attorney taking over 
for me was not in. We did manage to say goodbye and to talk about how 
sad it was to say goodbye. I remember Rachel cried a little bit at the end 
of the meeting. 

At the end of the meeting I walked her to the door of our office. It was 
raining torrentially. Rachel would had to have walked at least one block 
to the subway. I asked her if she had an umbrella. She had only a thin 
non-waterproof coat. I couldn't bear to let her leave under those 
conditions, so I handed her my umbrella. She said, "Oh, I'll bring it back 
tomorrow; it will give me another chance to say goodbye." I was aware 
that I was again letting her put off saying goodbye, which had been hard 
for her, and I wondered if I was appearing to be nice but not really 
helping her by prolonging the termination stage. Nevertheless, as I stared 
at the sheets of rain coming down I couldn't see letting her go without my 
umbrella. We decided that she would stop by again the next day. 

Rachel never came back. We never said our final goodbye. 

Lawyers have traditionally paid very little attention to how they end their 
lawyer-client relationships. While the practitioner can benefit from a wide array of 
excellent materials on initiating lawyer-client relationships, lawyers and legal 
writers appear, based on the literature, to assume that lawyer-client relationships 
end naturally of their own accord and in a way that requires no attention. Perhaps 
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we believe that winning or losing a case, getting the final check from the client, 
and a quick handshake and goodbye is sufficient to terminate a lawyer-client 
relationship. By contrast, other professions deal with termination as a separate, 
distinct, and often highly complex phase of the professional relationship. 

This chapter will attempt to do the same. Especially in relationships between 
lawyers and children, the lawyer must take care to end the relationship as carefully 
as it is begun. Ideally, the lawyer-client relationship would have been a 
constructive one in which the client felt respectfully consulted, well-informed, 
and taken seriously; if that is true, there is no reason to think that the end of the 
relationship would be something that the client could not easily handle. If, as is 
also ideal, the lawyer-client relationship has been rewarding for the lawyer and the 
client, breaking this bond, even when it is clearly time to do so, can be a very 
complex emotional and psychological event. 

Other professions have acknowledged the tendency of professionals to focus on 
hellos to the exclusion of goodbyes. This appears to be a natural human tendency, 
rooted in a discomfort our society has with ending relationships and facing loss. 
Some commentators have suggested that the absence of discussion on a 
professional level reflects a tendency towards denial that pervades the entire 
process of termination of a professional relationship. 1 Mental health and social 
work professionals now regularly study and acknowledge what they call the 
"termination phase" of the professional relationship. 

Relationships need closure for reasons critical to both the client and the lawyer. 
After carefully attempting to represent the client in a respectful, thoughtful, and 
as therapeutic as possible way, it is a mistake for the lawyer to contradict those 
messages by leaving the child's world without saying goodbye. Ignoring the 
termination process can diminish the gains accomplished in the lawyer-client 
relationship, and can discourage clients from seeking legal services in the future. 2 

Termination can, if handled badly, be a period of "missed appointments, 
lateness, apathy, acting out, and regressions to earlier, less mature patterns of 
behavior. ... "3 A social work scholar summarizes the need for proper termination 
in terms that directly parallel the lawyer-client relationship: 

Ending an experience needs to be done in such a way that professional 

1 Sidney Z. Moss & Miriam Moss, When A Caseworker Leaves An Agency: The Impact on 
Worker and Client, Soc. CASEWORK 433, 434 (1967); Lawrence Shulman, Ending and Transitions, 
in THE SKILL OF HELPING INDIVIDUALS IN GROUPS 105 (1984). 

2 Phyllis A. Henderson, Terminating the Counseling Relationship with Children, 22 ELEMENTARY 
ScttooL GUIDANCE & COUNSELING 143 (1987) (discussing termination in the counseling context). 

3 Lawrence Shulman, Ending and Transitions, in THE SKILL OF HELPING INDIVIDUALS IN GROUPS 105 
(1984). 
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values are implemented. Ideally, an individual has entered into a 
relationship in which he has been helped to achieve his goals, felt that he 
has been treated with acceptance and respect, and encouraged to partici
pate actively in the process and to make his own decisions, with due 
regard for the welfare of self and others. A somewhat intimate and 
interdependent relationship has been achieved with the practitioner. . . . 
Now, the breaking up of the client-worker system needs to be done in 
such a way as to implement the values of the profession. 4 

As another scholar notes, "Whatever the reasons for termination, the worker has 
a responsibility to help the client to use the ending phase for his benefit."5 

Another author writes: 

The most important goals of the termination process are to help the client 
leave the relationship in a way that helps him maintain the gains that have 
been made, to help him master the separation and its unique meanings, 
and to enable him to locate and use further help if indicated. 6 

Although the need for proper termination is critical, it is neither simple nor a 
prospect that many look forward to. In a way, termination represents the final 
stage of the paradoxical relationship described in the introduction to this book. 
The lawyer who loves children and wants to serve them well embarks upon a 
short-term but very intense relationship in order to help the child get through his 
or her legal difficulties. Whether the relationship is successful or a failure, 
however, the best thing a lawyer can do at the end is to leave the client with a life 
in which a lawyer is not necessary. The most successful lawyer for children, 
therefore, makes the lawyer's service unnecessary. To the extent that lawyers and 
clients are successful in developing a short-term relationship that is workable and 
constructive, it is hard for both of them to say goodbye. Still, they must say 
goodbye. 

In many lawyer-client relationships, these goodbyes need not be long nor 
unnecessarily complicated. The dynamics of termination, however, often lead to 
strong sudden emotion. Ending client relationships is a critical moment in the 
emotional well-being of both client and lawyer. A lawyer-client relationship that 
has achieved some kind of closure and an honest and constructive end can serve 
both the client and lawyer in future relationships. A relationship that has ended 
with many loose ends hanging can dog both client and lawyer for years. 

This chapter seeks to adapt the termination literature from the social work field 

4 H. Northen, Termination and Transition, in CLINICAL SoclAL WORK 270-271 (1982). 
5 H. Northen, Termination and Transition, in CLINICAL SOCIAL WoRK 274 (1982). 
6 EDA G. GOLDSTEIN, Eao PsvcHOLOGY AND SocrAL WoRK PRACTICE 225 (1984). 
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to the lawyer-client relationship. It is critical to note that there are appropriate and 
inappropriate analogies between the two fields. The lawyer-client relationship 
should not be seen as the equivalent of the end of a counseling relationship, and 
the lawyer should not see himself or herself as a substitute therapist. Indeed, much 
of this book has focused on making sure that lawyers do not cross the bounds of 
permissible behavior. Nevertheless, within the lawyer-client relationship, there are 
many important therapeutic elements. Wherever possible, lawyers have sought to 
make their relationships as therapeutically sound as possible, to act sensitively to 
their clients in running the relationship, and to establish healthy and trusting 
relationships. Therefore, it is appropriate for lawyers to look to other fields that 
share those characteristics in figuring out how to end the relationship in a way that 
promotes rather than defeats all of those purposes. 

The chapter is divided into four parts. First, we will seek to understand the 
emotions of goodbye from both the lawyer and client perspective, noting the traps 
that termination holds for both lawyer and client. Second, we will look at four 
principles to keep foremost in one's mind when leaving the child's world. Third, 
we will discuss ten concrete skills and strategies for constructive termination of 
the lawyer-client relationship. Fourth, and finally, we will look briefly at the 
unique issues involved in transferring cases to other lawyers, a termination from 
the lawyer's point of view and a transition from the client's point of view. This 
transfer can be seen as the end of one professional's relationship with the client 
in the context of the continuing professional relationship. 

§ 10-2 Understanding the Emotions of Goodbye 

This chapter looks at materials available to us from other professions to 
understand the dynamics and emotions of goodbye. We will approach the 
phenomenon of saying goodbye in five steps. First, we will look at kinds of 
endings and transitions faced by lawyers and clients. Second, we will look at the 
common phases of any situation which involves leave-taking, to identify 
dynamics that both the lawyer and client are facing. Third, we will look at 
additional issues in termination that the clients face. Fourth, we will look at 
additional issues for the lawyer facing a termination. Fifth, this section ends by 
trying to identify traps in termination: that is, temptations and situations that often 
occur, that make constructive termination very difficult for the lawyer and client. 

[a] Different Kinds of Endings and Transitions 

The lawyer-client relationship ends under a variety of different circumstances. 1 

1 Dean H. Hepworth & Jo Ann Larsen, The Final Phase: Termination and Evaluation, in DIRECT 
SocIAL WoRK PRACTICE: THEORY AND SKJLLS 577, 578 (1986). The Final Phase: Termination and 
Evaluation actually describes the typology of five kinds of termination: 1) premature, unilateral 
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This chapter will focus on three different circumstances. First, we will explore 
termination occurring at the natural end of the legal case. In the child protective 
setting, this is usually when a child either returns home to the biological parent or 
is adopted, or at the end of a given court proceeding. 2 These relationships last over 
a long period of time punctuated by lulls in which there is little court action. 
Practically, this means that the lawyer and client could go through a number of 
different terminations or transitions in the relationship between active periods and 
lulls. 

In certain settings, two other transitions are common to the lawyer-client 
relationship. First, the transfer of a case from one attorney or legal intern to 
another can be common in law school clinics and during fellowship programs at 
legal aid agencies. In these cases, the lawyer knows from the beginning of the 
relationship that he or she is leaving the agency at a fixed time, usually one 
semester or one year later. The second common transition happens in agencies 
with high or steady turnover; lawyers transfer cases when they leave the agency, 
not at a fixed time known from the beginning of his or her employment, but with 
about four to six weeks' notice. While shifting gears in this manner complicates 
the lawyer-client relationship, it makes even more important a steady awareness 
of the issues of termination and transition throughout the representation of the 
client. 

The bulk of this chapter will focus on termination at the natural close of the 
legal case. Many of the same principles and dynamics of termination will be 
present in the transitions of the second and third type as well. While the general 
principles regarding termination should guide any lawyer whose client is in 
transition, the materials in section 10-5 may be of a special use to lawyers and 
clients in the middle of the transition in which the lawyer-client relationship with 
the agency is not ending. 

The termination, as distinguished from the transition, which is the main focus 
of this chapter, is the lawyer-client goodbye in its purest form. The lawyer and the 
client have embarked upon a particular task and the task appears to be complete. 

terminations by clients; 2) planned termination determined by temporal constraints associated with 
an agency's function; 3) planned termination associated with time-limited modalities; 4) planned 
termination involving open-ended modalities; and 5) termination precipitated by the departure of a 
practitioner. The bulk of this chapter will focus on the legal equivalent of Hepworth's fourth type, 
the planned termination involving open-ended modalities, that is to say, the termination with a client 
at the natural end of the professional relationship. We will also look briefly at the second and fifth 
kind of goodbye which are transitions for the client usually between one lawyer or legal intern and 
another serving the same agency. There are additional kinds of terminations, for example, planned 
terminations based on the client moving to another jurisdiction. 

2 A number of jurisdictions require lawyers to continue to represent the child for as long as they 
remain under the jurisdiction of the court. 
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The client's goal has either been obtained, or all avenues for pursuing it have been 
exhausted. There are no logical legal questions that the lawyer and the client need 
to discuss. The events in the child's life that required the lawyer, the allegations 
of abuse or neglect, concerns about termination of parental rights, the problems of 
proper placement or appropriate services have all been resolved. The lawyer 
becomes increasingly aware that this case has very few, if any, legal issues 
remaining. The client similarly wonders what they will talk about at the next 
meeting. 

Before focusing on the dynamics and emotions of this pure form of goodbye, 
it is worth noting that a number of goodbyes are hybrid. As Rachel's case 
demonstrates, sometimes goodbyes take place in multiple contexts: the logical end 
of a case, and the leaving of a practitioner. Indeed, many practitioners, before they 
move on to other jobs, accelerate the pace of cases in order to try to "get the case 
finished before I go."3 While this practice is admirable and constructive in many 
ways, it tends to substantially load the lawyer's leave-taking. The lawyer, if 
successful, will leave as the client is making a major transition to a situation that 
the client wanted. While the lawyer may accomplish the goal, the lawyer will not 
be around to evaluate with the client whether or not the reality is matching up to 
the client's wish. In these situations, lawyers and clients will tend to say goodbye 
in an extremely fast-changing and emotionally charged context. 

[b] The Four Affects of Goodbye for Both Lawyer and Client 

Saying goodbye can trigger feelings of the deepest kind in both lawyer and 
client. Four major affects associated with termination are denial, anger, mourning, 
and resolution. 4 These emotions sometimes occur in that "logical" order, but the 
order is not set in stone. Each affect can predominate at any given moment of a 
termination and should be understood on its own terms. 

3 See, e. g., The Case of Helen in section 7-5, infra. 
4 The helping professions' understanding of termination was greatly aided by the work of 

Elisabeth Kubler-Ross in her groundbreaking work on death and dying. ELISABETH KUBLER-Ross, ON 
DEATH AND DYING: WHAT THE DYING HAVE TO TEACH DOCTORS, NURSES, CLERGY, AND THEIR OWN 
FAMILIES (1969). While lawyers may balk at the comparison of a person facing death and a client and 
lawyer facing the end of their short-term professional relationship, it is nevertheless clear that 
successful intense relationships end with echoes of the more ultimate goodbye. As one social work 
scholar has written, "The ending of any intimate relationship may resemble, in a less powerful way, 
ending processes described in [Kubler-Ross's] book. Her phases of dying can be usefully adapted 
to all separations." Lawrence Shulman, Ending and Transitions, in THE SK.ILL OF HELPING INorvrouALs 
IN GROUPS (1984). 

Even a review of social work literature about termination over time demonstrates the centrality 
of Kubler-Ross's analysis. Almost all of the texts on termination, even those preceding Kubler
Ross's work, talk about phases of denial and anger in leave-takings between professionals and 
clients. 
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The following is a brief look at each of the four affects and our understanding 
of their particular application to the lawyer-client relationship. 5 

l. Denial: Denial is an important, healthy, and expected component of the 
goodbye. Lawyers and clients who do not want to say goodbye may simply 
choose, at first, to not do so. Denial also "functions as a buffer ... [and] allows 
the patient to collect himself and, with time, mobilize other, less radical, 
defenses."6 Denial can be shared by both the client and the lawyer. While it is 
critical to respect a person's right to deny goodbyes and changes ahead, it is 
important to use that time to confront one's own feelings about the end of the 
relationship. Only then will the lawyer be in a position to support both the client 
and him or her self through the remaining stages of the termination process. 

There are many concrete signals that denial is taking place. Clients and lawyers 
may refuse to discuss, or put off discussing, final tasks. Clients may refuse to 
accept the ending, or begin to propose new arenas for professional service. Clients 
or lawyers may be tempted to cancel meetings at which goodbyes were to be said. 

Lawrence Shulman suggests that professionals must employ "the skill of 
pointing out endings," in order to experience with their clients a process rather 
than a "sharp closure." Shulman continues: "It is important that the ending process 
provide enough time for the worker and client to sort out their feelings and use 
this phase productively."7 

2. Anger: Shulman discusses indirect and direct expressions of anger, deriving 
from the client's and lawyer's perception that the ending is in fact a rejection. 
These feelings may be compounded as the lawyer takes the anger personally, 
rather than "responding directly to the indirect cues" and addressing both the 
lawyer's own and the client's anger for what it is: sadness at the end of the 
relationship. 

3. Mourning: These sad feelings actually begin the genuine process of letting 
go of what has been a positive relationship for both lawyer and client. These 
feelings may include regret for what was not accomplished as well as sadness 
about not seeing the other again. 

4. Resolution: The goal of the process is to reach resolution, in which the 
lawyer and client have confronted the reality of ending, have sorted through their 

5 The following summary draws heavily on Lawrence Shulman's article, Ending and Transi
tions, in THE SKILL OF HELPING INDIVIDUALS IN GROUPS (1984). 

6 EusABETH KUBLER-Ross, ON DEATH AND DYING: WHAT THE DYING HAvE To TEACH DocroRs, NuRsEs, 
CLERGY, AND THEIR OWN FAMILIES, 35 (1969). 

7 Lawrence Shulman, Ending and Transitions, in THE SKILL OF HELPING 1No1vrouALS IN GROUPS 108 
(1984). 
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feelings about the ending, and have said goodbye. Reaching resolution in a way 
that is true to the lawyer-client relationship to date is the goal of the termination 
process. 

Both the lawyer and the client are subject to these feelings in facing the loss of 
their relationship. In fact, the complexity can be compounded by the fact that the 
lawyer and client are facing these affects independently but at the same moment. 
Thus, the client's anger can intersect with the lawyer's denial or the client's denial 
can intersect with the lawyer's anger in ways that can thwart an honest and 
constructive leave-taking. 

While I understand how foreign this material may seem to lawyers, I am much 
more concerned with the ramifications of the failure to confront these issues. 
Without an understanding of the necessary phases of saying goodbye in the course 
of these relationships, lawyers may experience only the denial and anger of 
terminations without any tools to deal with them. In self-defense, I worry that 
lawyers will prematurely end the termination process leaving both themselves 
and, more importantly, their clients at loose ends. The constructive work, the 
respectful and honest talk that has characterized the relationship up to then, will 
seem compromised or even contradicted. Clients will be left with a deeply 
unfinished feeling that may poison their appreciation of the relationship as a 
whole. Lawyers will start their new lawyer-client relationships with unaddressed 
pain from the lack of closure in ending earlier relationships, which may lead to 
burnout and cynicism. Unhealthy ends to relatively healthy lawyer-client rela
tionships can undo much of the good of the lawyer-client relationship. 

In writing this chapter, even I have felt the urge to stop focusing on this phase 
or to downplay its importance. This instinct, which may at times be shared by the 
reader, may be a larger manifestation of the denial phase connected with 
individual terminations. That is to say, lawyers feel intensely uncomfortable about 
these goodbyes, in a way that our society has trained us to feel. The persevering 
reader, if he or she can stick with me, will gain tools for thinking more clearly 
during these emotional times and ending his or her professional relationships in a 
way that is commensurate with the care, thoughtfulness, and respect that has 
characterized the whole relationship to date. The lawyer who fails to dd this may 
be unconsciously protecting his or her own needs not to experience anger and 
sadness at the loss of the relationship; the lawyer will leave both him or her self 
and the client worse off for this reaction. 

[ c] Termination from the Point of View of the Client 

In addition to these four stages in the process of saying goodbye, the child client 
faces an additional important layer in his or her reactions to saying goodbye to the 
adult lawyer. If the relationship to date has been a constructive and healthy one, 
in which the client has felt respected and honestly treated, the lawyer may have 
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become a very important adult figure in the child's life. Very often, our clients are 
perceived to have troubled relationships with adults, whether rightly or not. The 
child, as we have seen, is surrounded by a panoply of adult professional figures, 
who are ministering to the child in fragmented ways. Each of these adult 
relationships will be significant to the child in helping him or her understand what 
to expect from adults and what to expect from professional relationships in the 
future. As a number of social work commentators note, the end of one or more of 
these relationships may be experienced as a real loss for the client. 8 

Social work commentators also stress that there may be many positive things 
for the child client in saying goodbye. Terminations, especially when a relation
ship ends the way the client has wished, can have a graduation quality: the sense 
of a new beginning as well as an ending.9 Many of our clients may naturally focus 
on the more powerful beginning than on the ending that is taking place. At least 
one commentator stresses that ending should be a time for adding up what is 
learned, and "[s]ince the work is never finished, clients end with new ideas as an 
agenda of future issues."10 

[ d] Termination from the Point of View of the Lawyer 

While practitioner reactions to termination are usually represented as less 
severe and frequent, these reactions include "grief, sadness, anger, reawakening of 
the practitioner's conflicts about previous losses and anxiety about the client's 
ability to function without treatment."11 Without question, ending a relationship 
with a client in which one has invested a great deal of effort, time and emotion, 
is a "true human loss for the worker."12 As noted in the introduction to this book, 
most lawyers who work with children truly enjoy their clients and those 
relationships, so the depth of the loss must reflect their value. 

Practitioners may also have other reactions to the end of the relationship. The 

8 See Margaret Elbow, The Memory Book: Facilitating Terminations with Children, in Soc. 
CASEWORK: CoNTEMP. Soc. WoRK 180 (1987). 

9 Lawrence Shulman, Ending and Transitions, in THE SKil.,L OF HELPING INDIVIDUALS IN GROUPS 115 
(1984). 

10 Lawrence Shulman, Ending and Transitions, in THE SKILL OF HELPING INDIVIDUALS IN GROUPS 
115 (1984). 

11 Anne E. Fortune, Grief Only? Client and Social Worker Reactions to Termination, CLINICAL 
Soc. WoRK J. 159, 161 (1987), citing R.K. Goodyear, Termination as a Loss Experience for the 
Counselor, 59 PERSONNEL & GUIDANCE J. 347 (1981); H. Northen, Termination and Transition, in 
CuNICAL SocIAL WORK (1982); B.N. Ro enburg & J.M. Klein, A Family Agency Integrates Planned 
Short-Term Treatment, 61 Soc. CASEWORK 77 (1980); S. Schiff, Termination of Therapy: Problems 
in a Community Psychiatric Outpatient Clinic, 6 ARCHIVES GE . PSYCHIATRY 77 (1962). 

12 Sidney Z. Moss & Miriam Moss, When A Caseworker Leaves An Agency: The Impact on 
Worker and Client, Soc. CASEWORK 434 (1967). 
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termination of the relationship is often the time when practitioners reflect with 
guilt about lost opportunities or inadequacies in their performance. On the positive 
side, social work scholars have described emotions like "pride, joy, gratitude, and 
a sense of freedom or relief. "13 One scholar found that practitioners use the 
termination phase to "reassess the process and gestalt of the treatment."14 

It is common to find lawyers suffering from guilt or anger at their inability to 
completely solve their client's problems. Social workers and therapists have been 
noted to experience similar guilt at not having helped the client solve all of their 
problems. The lawyer may find an increased preoccupation with the loose ends of 
the case in the goodbye phase.15 

In addition, the lawyer is exiting the child's life at a time when the client's life 
is surging ahead. A client whom the lawyer may have seen on a regular basis for 
months or even years will suddenly leave the lawyer's life. The lawyer has to 
perform the difficult balancing act of helping the client identify the loss that is 
taking place, and encouraging the client to move forward with his or her life in a 
way that reflects the lawyer's irrelevance to the client's ongoing daily living. A 
lawyer who has conscientiously kept up-to-date throughout the representation 
may find it necessary to have an increasingly sketchy sense of the child's world 
as he or she says goodbye. 

[ e] The Traps of Termination 

Given the tremendous complexity and challenging nature of the termination 
process, it is not at all surprising that professionals terminating relationships fall 
prey to many traps that prevent constructive termination. These traps can be 
summed up in various forms of what the literature has called the "Farewell Party 
Syndrome."16 Whether a party is held or not, these events tend to focus 
lightheartedly only on the positive parts of the relationship, without discussing 
negative strains in the relationship as well. In these situations, people are also 
tempted to relax professional boundaries that they have carefully observed in 

13 Anne E. Fortune, Grief Only? Client and Social Worker Reactions to Termination, CLINICAL 
Soc. WoRK J. 159, 161 (1987), citing R.L. Krebs, Client-Centered Therapy: When & How It Should 
End, 9 PsYCHOTHERAPY: THEORY, R.EsEARCH & PRACTICE 356 (1972); H. Northen, Termination and 
Transition, in CLINICAL SocIAL WoRK (1982) .. 

14 Anne E. Fortune, Grief Only? Client and Social Worker Reactions to Termination, CLINICAL 
Soc. WoRK J. 159, 169 (1987). 

15 Lawrence Shulman, Ending and Transitions, in THE SKILL OF HELPING INDIVIDUALS IN GROUPS 
106 (1984). 

16 Lawrence Shulman, Ending and Transitions, in THE SKILL OF HELPING INDIVIDUALS IN GROUPS 
114-115 (1984), citing William Schwartz, Between Client and System: Mediating Function, in 
THEORIES OF SocIAL WoRK WITH GROUPS 191-194 (Robert W. Roberts & Helen Northen eds., 1976). 
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ways that may confuse and disappoint the client. 

Example: A lawyer and a client who have worked well together are sad to think 
about leaving. Spontaneously they decide to have a final celebration of their 
relationship, by attending the local street festival. The lawyer and the client eat 
together. The lawyer buys the client a number of toys and snacks. 

This example appears on first blush to be a quite festive and sweet way to say 
goodbye. Nevertheless, gifts and food send very powerful messages to our clients, 
children in particular, suggesting a nurturing and quasi-parental role. Throughout 
the relationship we have been trying to avoid making promises we cannot keep, 
instead confining the relationship to the lawyer-client boundaries. Abrogating 
those limits at the very end of the relationship serves no clear purpose, except 
perhaps to relieve some of the sadness of saying goodbye. Nevertheless, it can 
actually leave the client worse off than a more tempered, limited, and more honest 
goodbye. The client may feel new parental and nurturing emotions from the 
lawyer just at the time the lawyer is saying goodbye. 

If this farewell party takes place in the context of a transitional relationship, the 
child may be very impatient with the new lawyer's limit-setting and focus on the 
traditional lawyer-client interactions while the departing lawyer sheds those 
limits. In the end, the mixed messages may end up confu ing the child about who 
lawyers are, and may lead the child to believe that lawyers are people who display 
fun and exciting characteristics just before they leave. It will lead to unrealistic 
expectations of future professionals as well as potential for great hurt and upset on 
the client's part. 

Example: The lawyer, at a final goodbye session, tells the client that he will 
send him Christmas cards every year. 

This seemingly harmless promise actually creates a complex problem. The 
lawyer must, in order to fulfill the promise, keep in close enough touch with the 
client to know where to write him year after year. When does the lawyer's 
obligation stop? The lawyer has made a promise in perpetuity. As the lawyer has 
spent much of the relationship trying to avoid making promises that he cannot 
keep, he sets up a situation where he is inevitably going to disappoint the client. 

Even if these logistics are overcome, it is unclear what sentiment the lawyer 
should convey in these Christmas cards. The lawyer will have no idea of the 
context in which the card is received from year to year. How open does the lawyer 
want to be about where he has gone in his career since the time he last saw the 
client? This simple promise leads to a great deal of confusion and eventually 
disappointment on the part of the client. A tendency to suggest an ongoing 
relationship like this may reveal only the lawyer's reluctance to face up to the 
sadness of goodbye at a particular moment rather than a true willingness to make 
this kind of commitment to a client. 
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[f] Summary 

The emotions of goodbye lay many traps for the lawyer and client who are 
trying constructively and honestly to end their relationship. It is crucial for the 
client and the lawyer that these traps be identified, that the dynamics of goodbye 
be understood, and that constructive terminations take place. The next two 
sections focus on principles and strategies for avoiding these traps and saying 
goodbye in a constructive way that is true to how the relationship has been all 
along. 

§ 10-3 Four Principles for Leaving the Child's World 

Four principles can guide the lawyer in seeking a constructive and thoughtful 
termination of the lawyer-client relationship. These principles involve matching 
the termination to the lawyer-client relationship; honesty with oneself and one's 
client during termination; careful consideration of what the termination means to 
this child in this context; and discriminating between what the lawyer is 
experiencing and what the client is experiencing. We will discuss each principle 
in turn. 

[a] The Termination Should Match the Lawyer-Client Relationship 

Needless to say, each relationship in its uniqueness should end in a way that is 
true to its essential character. Some relationships are intense, others are relatively 
short or only skim the surface. Many relationships, especially relationships in 
which a lawyer represents a client over a long period of time, tend to go through 
periods of intensity and periods of lull. Since termination is often a time to look 
back and assess the character of a relationship, termination often necessarily 
implicates consideration of what the essential character of the lawyer-client 
relationship has been over time. 

Clearly, there is no formula for saying goodbye. A rigid formula would 
certainly overdo many leave-takings and underserve others. Rather, the lawyer 
should be considering exactly what role he or she has come to play in the child's 
life and attempt to match the goodbye to that role. Shorter, less complicated 
relationships may, for instance, end more simply than others. 

Perhaps this is easiest to explain through two illustrations. First, imagine saying 
goodbye to Sharon, described in section 1-3(d) above. The lawyer had relatively 
close contact with her up to the time that she suddenly decided not to answer the 
lawyer's phone calls or to attend appointments. The lawyer tried to honor her need 
for distance by communicating with the client by letter when required. Over the 
course of the eight months of representation that followed, the lawyer commu
nicated with the client by letter except for one chance encounter at the state child 
welfare agency. When it came time to end the lawyer-client relationship after the 
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client had been returned to her family as she had wanted, it seemed to make sense 
to end the relationship in a letter as well. While a letter left open the possibility 
that she could call or meet with the lawyer, the lawyer could not and did not insist 
on seeing her to say goodbye. 

Second, consider the example of Elaine. 

I represented a young child from the time she was six months old and 
removed from her home in an order of temporary custody until the time 
of her adoption at age three. Over that period of time, I had visited her 
on a number of occasions, always in the care of her primary caretaker. 
Since she was always jumping and tumbling around her house, we dubbed 
her the "gymnast. " The representation required that I visit relatively 
infrequently, because my staff changed on a number of occasions, and 
because my representation took place over such a long period of time, so 
I never developed a personal relationship with the child from the child's 
point of view. Nevertheless, the representation had become very important 
to me and the students who had worked with her. Several days before the 
adoption, my client's adopted parents invited me to an adoption party. I 
gratefully accepted. After a great deal of thought, I decided to buy our 
client a present for the adoption. I went to a local toy store and picked out 
a stuffed pig. Just after the adoption ceremony, I handed the child the pig, 
which she hugged avidly. Over lunch I folded some origami for her older 
adoptive sister. 

At the festive party afterwards, I heard that they were planning to give 
her gymnastics lessons. I remembered that throughout the relationship, 
from the time she first learned to walk, my students and I would talk about 
how Elaine was "a gymnast at heart." I opened my mouth to tell her 
parents about this theme, and realized that I was probably prevented from 
doing so because of confidentiality concerns with respect to my client's 
history. I also realized that this was not the day to talk about the child's 
long history, or the fact that I was privy to information that the adoptive 
parents were not. I realized that this was the day to celebrate the child's 
future with her new family. Suddenly it became clear to me that it was 
appropriate only to celebrate with the family briefly and then leave them 
to celebrate their life together. 

In the end I wonder if it was proper to bring the child a present. 
Certainly it fulfilled my wish to celebrate with the child, and it may have 
done no harm. Nevertheless, it may have been an inappropriate reminder 
of our long history with her on a day when the family was looking 
forward, not backwards. 

Third, consider the case of Rachel described at the beginning of this chapter. 
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We had greatly enjoyed working with Rachel, who was a voluble and vivacious 
young woman. It was delightful to go out to dinner with her, to help her make her 
memory book, and to meet her for the last time. When she took my umbrella, I 
remember being happy to think that I was going to see her again. In the end, I 
wonder if we were fulfilling some kind of wish for her future by lavishing her with 
all of these ceremonies, instead of letting her go with slightly less fanfare. Her 
actions seemed to indicate that she also was having trouble saying goodbye; I 
wonder now if I could have made it easier. 

It is hard to describe exactly how to make a termination match the relationship, 
but certainly there are some general guidelines. The termination probably should 
not include activities that are new to the lawyer and client, such as meals or 
special celebrations. These may simply whet the client's and the lawyer's appetite 
for more interaction, or risk crossing professional boundaries just at a time when 
those boundaries are finally being closed. On the other hand, if there are activities 
that the lawyer and client normally engaged in, it is often nice to engage in them 
again one last time. For instance, if using watercolors or coloring or drawing 
pictures to explain the relationship is an important part of the relationship, it can 
often be an extremely fitting part of the goodbye. 

Most important, the termination should be a time for keeping promises and 
reviewing them rather than making new excessive promises which must be 
broken. While the emotion and sadness of goodbye often tempts us to make 
special shows of affection, they can end up being confusing rather than helpful to 
the client. 

[b] Be Honest with the Child and with Yourself as You End 

While a denial phase is inevitable at important times of ending, the denial phase 
must not overwhelm the lawyer-client goodbye. As the one who is more 
accustomed to the end of professional relationships, it is incumbent upon the 
lawyer to gently "point out endings," as Shulman suggests. 1 First and foremost, 
the lawyer must point out the ending to him or her self. The lawyer should distrust 
blanket tendencies to dismiss the end as unimportant or a fact of daily life, or 
something that people exaggerate in importance. Almost every goodbye will touch 
a chord inside the two leave-takers. 

In some terminations, a good deal will be discussed about the process of saying 
goodbye; in others less will be said. In any case, whatever is said must be honest. 
It must be true to the relationship and to the lawyer's true feelings about it. For 
instance, it would be false and deceitful to the child to refuse to acknowledge that 

1 Lawrence Shulman, Ending and Transitions, in THE SKILL OF HELPING lNorvmuALs IN GROUPS 108 
(1984). 
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a relationship has had difficult times. This does not mean that the lawyer needs to 
catalog every grievance he or she has had with a client. There is nothing wrong, 
however, with saying, "I do remember that we have had frustrating times." 
Certainly these will not be the last frustrating times this child will have with 
professionals or other adults in his life. Figuring out a constructive and honest way 
to describe those times and to reflect upon them is much more likely to yield 
things that are helpful for the client than papering them over with a smile and an 
ice cream. 

It is not at all unusual for a lawyer to need extra support from others during 
termination of especially important lawyer-client relationships. A law partner, a 
good friend, even a counselor to the lawyer, can help the lawyer sort out his 
feelings about saying goodbye. It is important that the lawyer be as honest with 
himself or herself about the goodbye as he or she is with the client. Nurturing 
oneself during the sad times by relying on friends and colleagues is an excellent 
way to assure that you have the proper resources to handle the end of the 
relationship constructively. 

[c] Consider Carefully What Termination Means to This Child in This 
Context 

Each client has an approach to goodbye that is born of her personality and her 
history. By the time one ends a lawyer-client relationship, one will know a great 
deal about the client's history of saying goodbye to adults in her life, having spent 
a great deal of time in the lawyer-client relationship thinking about the 
child-in-context. The attorney will be able to find some ready answers to the 
question, "What does goodbye mean to this child in this context?" You may find 
that, for instance, abrupt goodbyes have always troubled the child. A child whose 
parents have been unable to provide consistent care, perhaps because of drug 
addiction or domestic violence, may find goodbyes particularly stressful. At the 
other extreme, a child who has lived consistently with one substitute caretaker 
besides a parent may also find termination stressful, because she has rarely 
experienced it. 

Many of the devices that you have used to organize your understanding of the 
child-in-context may be very helpful in figuring out what termination means to 
her. For instance, a review of the chronology of her life should show you when 
important adult figures have left her life in the past, and help you think about how 
those transitions went. Patterns may emerge. One might discover, for instance, 
that the client consistently went through difficult periods with respect to her 
behavior after important endings and transitions. 

Similarly, the genogram of the child's family history would be a good way to 
think systematically about the child's experiences with leave-taking. Consider 
whether the child has had to face goodbyes with the significant adults in her life. 
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One may discover, for instance, that there are trends generationally: for example, 
the child's grandparental generation has been more consistently involved with her 
life while people of her parents' (and your) generation have been more likely to 
come and go. 

The child's daily and weekly schedule could also be very useful in thinking 
through what special issues termination presents to this child at this particular 
moment. Is the child also going through transitions in school, moving to a new 
teacher or even to a new school? Does your leave-taking dovetail with important 
new challenges that she will be faced with in school? 

Often termination is a good time to coordinate with the professionals who are 
continuing to work with the child. Say goodbye to these professionals and make 
sure that they know whom to contact in your office, if you are transitioning out, 
or the terms on which your office is ending the lawyer-client relationship, if the 
termination will be complete. It is critical to alert professionals who are in a 
position to help the child through the goodbye and who can help both you and the 
client figure out what this goodbye represents. As Strategy # 8 below suggests, 
working with people important to the client is a critical part of the lawyer's 
termination process. 

[d] Keep Straight What Your Client Is Experiencing from What You Are 
Experiencing and Deal with Them Both 

The lawyer must distinguish between feelings that are his or her own and those 
that are the client's. As we have noted throughout the book, it is common and 
almost unavoidable to have the lawyer's needs trump or overshadow the child's 
needs. If the lawyer has been successful in preventing this throughout the 
relationship, it would be a pity for the lawyer to falter in the final stage of the 
relationship. 

The Seven Questions to Keep Us Honest could be very helpful to review at 
various points during the termination stage. Another helpful signal to the lawyer 
that his or her needs are overshadowing the client's is an intense or sudden 
emotion or impulsive desire, for instance, a sudden desire to buy the client a 
present, a sudden anger with the client, or a sudden desire to cut the termination 
process short. At any given moment it is useful for the lawyer to ask: "Am I 
responding to my own need or my client's needs?" 

Since lawyers naturally have strong emotions or strong needs during the 
termination phase, the lawyer must be conscious about his or her own needs and 
reactions to the goodbye. The lawyer should deal with those needs, but not always 
in the context of interactions with clients. For instance, if a goodbye reminds the 
lawyer of other difficult goodbyes in his or her life, this is an appropriate thing for 
the lawyer to talk about with his own support people, but not necessarily to 
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express to the child. On the other hand, if the lawyer is sad to think about ending 
this relationship, it is often very useful for the lawyer, in a calm and composed 
moment, to express that wistful regret to the client. 

Since our transference naturally leads us to muddle the difference between our 
client's reactions and our own, and unconsciously to let our own concerns take 
precedence, the termination phase lays a number of traps encouraging that kind of 
behavior. Figuring out a strategy to help yourself consciously and constantly 
distinguish between your client's needs and your own is a critical principle during 
termination. 

[e] Summary 

The preceding four principles for leaving the child's world will help ground the 
lawyer in remaining child-directed and child-focused during the termination phase 
while also attending to his or her honest concerns and reactions. The ten strategies 
that follow will give some more concrete ideas about how to handle specific 
pieces of the termination. 

§ 10-4 Ten Skills and Strategies for Constructive Termination 

Although there is clearly no formula for a perfect termination, the following 
concrete tips may make it possible to think constructively about termination in an 
individual client's case. These strategies are designed to help a lawyer be 
thoughtful about termination in simpler cases. Where a client has special 
emotional needs or has been a particularly challenging client, I strongly urge 
lawyers to enlist others, including mental health professionals close to the client 
and social work professionals consulting with the lawyer, in trying to structure a 
thoughtful termination. 

[a] Strategy# 1. Think about Termination from Day One 

Planning for the goodbye from the moment of hello is not as hard or as odd as 
it seems. Indeed, when the client first meets the lawyer, the client is probably 
pining for the day that he or she does not need a lawyer anymore. It is useful to 
think of our own encounters with professionals that we meet in times of crisis, for 
instance, doctors treating acute injury or dentists during dental emergencies. 
While one would certainly want to have a nice relationship with those profes
sionals, it is hard to think of wanting to prolong their relationship if the underlying 
need for the professional service can be eliminated quickly. 

Planning for termination from day one fits into the general "term paper" 
strategy for creating a clear framework for the representation from the beginning. 
The representation itself should have the structure of a good term paper: tell the 
child what you are going to do, do it and inform the client while you are doing it, 
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tell the client that you have done it, and then end the representation. 

While most representations inevitably include unexpected developments or 
bumps along the road, it is crucial all along for the lawyer to keep a sense of his 
or her role and boundaries clear with the client even when undertaking unexpected 
new tasks. The termination process is the time to wrap up loose ends, to reflect on 
the totality of the relationship and then to leave the child's world. One makes only 
promises that one can keep. Once those promises have been kept, one has 
achieved the stated goal of the relationship or has exhausted all efforts of doing 
so, a goodbye, while sad, will seem natural and inevitable to all sides. 

A corollary to this strategy is that a lawyer should plan for termination as soon 
as the lawyer is clear about when that will be. For instance, a student intern who 
knows he will be serving in a clinic for a fixed period of time, or a lawyer who 
has just learned that he is going to move out of the area, should let the client know 
as soon as possible that an end is in sight. The intern might even frame the 
relationship from the start: "I will be working with you from January to May." 
Even if that end is many months away, it appears critical that these endings not 
come as a surprise. One social work researcher has demonstrated that clients often 
feel a sense of betrayal when they learn about endings that they could have been 
told about sooner. Many feel that they have a "right to know" when the 
relationship is changing as soon as that information is available. 1 

It is healthy for a lawyer to remember throughout the lawyer-client relationship 
that the lawyer is usually a transient player in the life of the child. Keeping in 
mind the end of the relationship and the need for the client to move beyond a time 
when the lawyer's services are acutely needed helps the lawyer keep in 
perspective his or her relationships with other professionals, and helps the lawyer 
to continue to take actions with a client that are commensurate with the lawyer's 
transient passage through the child's world. 

[b] Strategy # 2. Think Carefully about Timing 

Everything, including your leaving the child's world, happens in context. Even 
where saying goodbye is inevitable, there is usually some play about the time 
within a certain two- or three-week period when the final meeting can happen. Be 
mindful of what is going on with the client during that time. For instance, is the 
child also finishing school at that time, or leaving on a major vacation? Is the 
client experiencing a major emotional event, for example, a reunion with a lost 
family member or a first sleep-over at another person's house? It is helpful to 
know these daily events in a client's life in order to plan when a final meeting 

1 Robert P. Gould, Students' Experience with the Termination Phase of Individual Treatment, 
(on file with author). 
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should take place, to try to avoid overloading the client emotionally. 

Ideally a goodbye would take place over a four- to six-week period. The lawyer 
would let the client know either that he or she is leaving or that the case is ending, 
and that they should begin to wrap up some of the loose ends in the relationship. 
All professionals agree that abrupt endings are the most traumatic for the client. 2 

Such endings risk a sense of betrayal and are a signal that the lawyer is not facing 
up to termination properly. 

Telling the client well in advance that the relationship must come to an end 
allows the lawyer to fit saying goodbye into the natural process of the case. If the 
client starts to have unexpected difficulties with termination, the lawyer will still 
be around to make sure that the client gets enough support, either from the lawyer 
or from others, before the lawyer must disappear. Planning in advance would also 
give the lawyer time to help the client with specific mementos that might make the 
leave-taking easier to handle. 3 

Whenever possible, it is important to involve the client in the process of 
determining how and when to end the relationship. This need not be as 
cumbersome a process as one thinks. For instance, as a final court date looms, the 
lawyer can mention to the client a little bit about what happens after the court 
proceeding. The lawyer might suggest a final meeting would be useful and talk 
with the client about where and when that will be. The client may prefer to do it 
just before or just after a vacation or trip that is coming up, or prefer to avoid 
conflicting with special school events or special family plans. 

Most experts agree that timing is extraordinarily important to positive termi
nation. At one extreme, the unanticipated, unexplained, and unannounced loss is 
the most traumatic to the client. By contrast, the prepared client who has had 
opportunities to vent his or her feelings about saying goodbye will end the 
relationship with a feeling of respect towards the lawyer that should have 
characterized the relationship all along. While one cannot prevent terminations 
from being sad, one can avoid them being needlessly hasty with a little thought 
and planning. 

[c] Strategy # 3. As Termination Approaches Address the Impending 
Goodbye Head On 

Because the lawyer has more experience with goodbyes and is the adult in the 
relationship, it is incumbent upon the lawyer to employ important skills to help the 
client navigate towards termination. One social work scholar suggested pointing 

2 Robert P. Gould, Students ' Experience with the Termination Phase of Individual Treatment,, 
241 (on file with author). 

3 See, for example, some of the strategies listed under# 9 below. 
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out endings that are coming in order to make sure that ending is a process rather 
than a "sharp closure."4 The first skill, discussed more fully in sections 10-4(a) 
and 10-4(b ), is pointing out the ending before it is coming, several weeks in 
advance. This allows both the client and the lawyer some time to sort out their 
feelings during this part of the relationship. 5 

A second skill suggested by Shulman is the skill of "responding directly to the 
indirect cues" involved in saying goodbye. For instance, when a client is showing 
anger, it is often useful both to address the issues raised by the client's angry 
action and to respond to the difficulty the client might be having with saying 
goodbye. This skill actually has two parts. One must perceive the indirect cues 
about the client's feelings about termination, and then fashion a thoughtful 
response. Sometimes the response may be to try to respond calmly and honestly 
to the client's anger, but not address termination issues immediately. It might be 
more helpful to talk about those issues when the heat of the moment has subsided. 
At the beginning of the termination process, the lawyer might just keep track of 
unusual moments of anger or sadness in order to collect data to develop a strategy 
for ending the relationship. On other occasions, the lawyer may feel comfortable 
mentioning to the client that he or she wonders whether part of the client's angry 
feelings has to do with the fact that a goodbye is taking place. Again, at this point, 
the lawyer should be drawing on his or her knowledge of the child-in-context in 
trying to fashion the most thoughtful response. Formulas, as always, are not 
useful. Only the lawyer's individualized knowledge of the client and the help of 
others who know the client can address this client's needs directly. 

A third skill involves honesty in acknowledging and sharing the feelings that 
are involved in the termination process. Shulman calls these the two important 
skills "acknowledging the client's ending feelings and sharing the worker's ending 
feelings."6 Obviously this is a delicate balance. Throughout the relationship we 
have encouraged the lawyer not to burden the client with the lawyer's subjective 
views about the client and the choices the client is making. Here the goal is not 
to unburden oneself upon one's client, but rather to be honest about a painful but 
necessary process. Therefore, if the lawyer does feel sad at the prospect of not 
knowing how things will be in the future for the client, it is appropriate for the 
lawyer to mention that. If the lawyer finds this sadness deepening and finds it hard 
to take appropriate action, the lawyer should think seriously about getting outside 

4 Lawrence Shulman, Ending and Transitions, in THE SKILL oF HELPING INDIVIDUALS IN GROUPS 108 
(1984). 

5 Lawrence Shulman, Ending and Transitions, in THE SKILL OF HELPING lNorvmuALs IN GROUPS 108 
(1984). 

6 Lawrence Shulman, Ending and Transitions, in THE SKILL OF HELPING INDTVIDUALS IN GRouPsl 12 
(1984). 
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support before talking about it more with the client. Nevertheless, an honest and 
brief statement of feelings during lawyer-client conversations about the future, or 
reminiscing about the past is perfectly appropriate. It can also help the client 
realize that this goodbye is mutual and deeply felt. 

The lawyer may or may not have shared a lot of emotions with the client 
throughout the case. In many cases, however, given all their ups and downs, it is 
inevitable that the client has seen the lawyer happier, sadder, more upbeat, or more 
frustrated. The lawyer should try above all to address the goodbye in a way that 
is consistent with the way the lawyer has run the rest of the case. As in the context 
of interdisciplinary meetings, I do not recommend a radical change in the 
personality of the lawyer in this ending phase of the relationship. Quite to the 
contrary, the lawyer should express the complex feelings about leaving in a way 
that is consistent with the relationship and helps the client feel in touch with the 
lawyer's process as well as his or her own as the relationship ends. 

[ d] Strategy # 4. Set Goals for the Termination 

Most of the writers about termination suggest that there are several enduring 
goals to achieve during the final phase of professional service. Usually these goals 
include (1) evaluating progress made, acknowledging gains, and accepting the 
fact that the relationship is ending; (2) setting priorities for ongoing work that the 
client will do on their own or with another; (3) consolidating gains that have been 
made; ( 4) seeking closure by resolving the ambivalence about leaving the 
relationship; (5) acknowledging progress made in giving up a meaningful 
experience; (6) using the experience as a frame of reference for other experiences 
that the client might have in their life; and (7) making the transition towards the 
new experiences with referrals and transitional meetings. 7 

Although it is important to be thoughtful with your client about termination, the 
process need not be tedious or cumbersome. It may be enough in some cases to 
say, "I wanted to just think back on our relationship, see where we have been, 
where we have come, think about where you are going, and reflect on what we 
have learned during our working together." It is important, however, to signal that 
you are in a reflective phase, because your client has seen you mostly in an action 
phase or planning for action. You may have encountered the client throughout 
periods of crisis and only barely gotten a chance to catch your breath before the 
case is over. It is helpful to talk to the client about whether it would be useful to 
sit and think about the relationship, what was hard for the client, and what went 
well for the client in order to think about how other professional relationships in 
the future might be handled differently. 

7 H. Northen, Termination and Transition, in CLINICAL SocIAL WoRK 271-272 (1982). See also 
Dean H. Hepworth & Jo Ann Lar en, The Final Phase: Termination and Evaluation, in DIRECT 
SocIAL WoRK PRACTICE: THEORY AND SKILLS 577, 578 (1986). 
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Set the goals of termination very realistically. No miracle cures for unresolved 
issues will be found; generally, no major revelations will take place. Simply being 
aware of one's goals for termination may help prevent the setting of unrealistic 
goals or having unrealistic expectations. It also helps the client to understand that 
the lawyer is not taking on new tasks or new commitments with respect to the 
client, but is wrapping up old ones. 

If possible, the termination phase should itself have that term paper quality. It 
would be nice for the lawyer to point out the ending and frame it ("Next meeting 
I'll tell you what happened in court and we'll think a little bit about how it's been 
working together before we say goodbye"), to accomplish those tasks, and in the 
final goodbye to wrap up the relationship together. 

[e] Strategy # 5. Retrace Your Steps 

A good termination may consist largely of reminiscing. It is often therapeutic 
for a lawyer and client to talk about the tough times of the relationship or the parts 
that they remember the best. Often lawyers and clients will remember different 
things, or for the first time have a chance to talk about how different their 
perceptions of events were. For instance, a client may remember a day where the 
lawyer called after court and told him a substantial change for the better had taken 
place; the lawyer may only remember the wear and tear on his nerves getting the 
case to that point. The lawyer may remember fighting hard for a partial victory at 
an interdisciplinary meeting while the client only remembers the disappointment 
of not achieving all of his or her goals. 

Reminiscing can also provide a helpful way for the lawyer to help the client 
review what the representation set out originally to do. Often a lawyer or a client 
will forget huge obstacles that had to be overcome at the beginning; for instance, 
if a client's initial placement was a problem at the outset and quickly resolved. 
Almost always, lawyers and clients will discover, after some reminiscing, how far 
they have actually come in the relationship. The child client may remember 
having seen the lawyer when the child was in a different class or a different 
school. The lawyer may remember that it was hard to get a sense of the child and 
whether the child trusted the lawyer at the beginning in a way that no longer 
seems to be a problem. 

Reviewing shared experiences together is often a very concrete and helpful way 
of retracing the steps, and reviewing what the lawyer-client relationship has 
accomplished, as you prepare to say goodbye. 

[f] Strategy # 6. Provide and Seek Honest Feedback 

The lawyer should hope during the termination process to get feedback about 
his or her lawyering and his or her relationship with the client as well as provide 
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feedback to the client about the experience of working with him or her. First, the 
practitioner should seek open and constructive criticism of his or her performance. 
It is helpful for the lawyer to explain that he or she wants constantly to be better 
at helping clients and to elicit both positive and negative feedback, asking the 
client what times he or she remembers most fondly about the relationship and 
what times were hard. If the lawyer remembers a particularly good or particularly 
bad moment, he can even say, "I remember that I was worried at that point when 
you and I were not understanding each other." 

The lawyer has a tremendous amount to learn from such honest client feedback. 
For instance, a client could tell a lawyer that she liked it when they were able to 
do art of some kind while they were meeting and that she found that helpful and 
fun. A client might tell the lawyer that it was hard to reach him or that she felt shy 
about calling. One client told me once that she had been worried throughout the 
relationship about disappointing me because she wanted to make sure that I 
continued to like her. In these cases we were able to talk about what I could have 
done differently as a professional and it became possible for me to address 
mis-impressions and behaviors which I could have corrected during the relation
ship. 

Very often the clients will also give positive feedback which is also important 
for the lawyer to hear. Just as the original concept of feedback suggests giving 
responses to a machine to demonstrate whether it is running properly, both 
positive and negative feedback are important as we try to consistently increase the 
quality of our professional service. 

Seeking this feedback also gives the lawyer a chance to reinforce the values that 
the relationship has sought to reinforce from the beginning. The lawyer can ask 
for feedback by saying "One of my goals is to provide the best legal services for 
kids that I can. Can you give me any advice about what I'm doing well, what I'm 
not doing so well, and what I can do better?" Regardless of how extensive the 
conversation is later, the lawyer has made it clear that he values the client's 
feedback and has a goal of serving kids well. It is hoped that this will be consistent 
to the client's ear with the kind of attention and respect that the lawyer has paid 
the relationship and his work for the client throughout the relationship. 

Shulman suggests that feedback involves additional important skills. One is the 
skill of crediting the client and helping the client recognize pieces of the 
relationship that the client, as opposed to the lawyer, is responsible for making 
work. Shulman also suggests that there is a special skill in seeking negative 
feedback. It is extremely rare that any actual human relationship will have 
unmitigated positive or negative features. A lawyer should trust best the feedback 
that contains both positive and negative elements and, in the lawyer 's mind, 
resembles the actual interactions that he or she had with this client. 

It can be quite liberating to the client for the lawyer to acknowledge honestly 
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his or her mixed feelings about parting. As a teacher, I am aware of the very mixed 
feelings on graduation day. I feel excited and proud for my students, and I feel 
incredibly sad to think of them leaving my daily life. In my mind, I handle those 
feelings best when I acknowledge their mixed quality rather than focus only on 
the sadness I feel to be saying goodbye or the happiness I feel because of all of 
their achievements. 

It will often be extremely meaningful to a client when a lawyer acknowledges 
that important goals have been met and also acknowledges honestly that the 
lawyer will miss the client. These feelings can be shared in a way that is not overly 
heavy or burdensome to the child but helps the child understand the value of frank 
discussion. 

[g] Strategy # 7. When You Are Both Ready, Focus on the Future 

It is often helpful to focus the client both on what skills the client has in dealing 
with issues in the future that the lawyer will not be there to help with and also to 
help the client understand when they might need to seek legal help again. 

With respect to the first, the goal is to help the client acknowledge the issues 
that they can take care of by themselves. Wherever possible, express your honest 
confidence in the child's ability to handle certain problems on his or her own. For 
instance, a client who had advocated well for herself in a group home setting or 
where she believed an injustice had been done, has certainly shown skills of 
self-advocacy that the lawyer should acknowledge. It is also important, when a 
client attributes something to you that is really the result of the client's hard work, 
to note that genuinely and honestly without false modesty. The client should know 
what resources she takes into the future in her world in which she will not have 
you as her legal representative. 

One of the child's major challenges in growing up is figuring out what issues 
he or she can take care and what issues need special help and adult attention. The 
lawyer-client reminiscing phase can be a time when the lawyer helps the client 
identify initiatives that the client has taken and to help sort out which ones were 
appropriate and which ones were not. This will help equip the client in the future 
to decide when to ask for help and when to challenge himself to seek positive 
results on her own. 

It is important, second, that the lawyer help the client understand both what 
legal and non-legal help are available. For instance, if the lawyer's services could 
become available again if the client found himself in a different legal proceeding, 
the lawyer should make that clear. Many offices leave open the possibility of 
representing clients on future cases; many courts also prefer to appoint the same 
lawyer to successive cases, if they are necessary. Letting the client know when 
they can call you again is an important part of equipping the client for the future. 
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If the lawyer is not going to be available as a resource, the lawyer must let the 
client know what other legal resources may be available. The lawyer may decide 
that the client can contact the lawyer's office again to look for a referral, or the 
lawyer may suggest a referral resource during the termination. Generally, referrals 
work best if the client has not only the name and number of the contact agency 
but also a contact person and that person's phone number as well. Obviously with 
young children, such referrals are more appropriately made to their caretaker or 
perhaps their agency social worker. 

This information, or even the knowledge that help is available, can often 
empower older children. Even if the child client chooses the wrong resource to 
consult, many agencies' intake services are organized in a way to refer the child 
to the appropriate resource. 

[h] Strategy# 8. Work with Others Important to the Child as Well 

Throughout the lawyer-client relationship, the lawyer has to consult many other 
professionals and other people who are working with the child and who will 
remain in the child's world long after the lawyer leaves. The lawyer may have 
encountered these professionals at interdisciplinary meetings or just in the course 
of navigating the child's world to seek the child's objectives. Consistent with the 
relationships that the lawyer has had with these professionals throughout the 
lawyer's service, the lawyer should involve these people also in the process of 
ending. The lawyer should do this for two reasons: (1) to provide support for the 
child during the termination, and (2) to terminate with those people himself or 
herself. 

Those who are working with the child are entitled to know when the lawyer's 
services will become unavailable to the child. This coordination often happens 
naturally, because caretakers are bringing the child for the last meetings, or the 
caretakers are well aware that the legal proceeding has ended. With the client's 
permission, it is important to keep these important people abreast of the process 
of termination as much as possible. In an extreme case, when the child is having 
a very difficult time saying goodbye to the lawyer, it may be very important for 
the child's counselor and caretaker to know that. The child's reaction to the 
goodbye may have to do with other things in the child's life, or indicate that the 
child needs special support in times of transition and ending. These ongoing 
resources for the child can help the child through the process of termination after 
the lawyer is no longer able to participate in that process. 

The lawyer also needs to say goodbye to these people for the sake of closure 
with them. Logistical matters may need to be coordinated, such as referral to other 
services or the disposition of important papers or records that the lawyer has in his 
or her possession. In addition, the lawyer has often developed an important and 
close working relationship with some of these people, and those relationships 
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deserve attention as well. Though the lawyer may not experience as strong 
feelings about saying goodbye to these professionals as to the client, the lawyer 
may have gone through some intense experiences or moments with these 
long-term resources for the client. Saying goodbye to them, making sure that they 
know what resources are available to the child after the lawyer is gone, and giving 
them the benefit of your reflections on your lawyer-client relationship can leave 
that information in the hands of those who can use it to the client's benefit in the 
future. 

[i] Strategy #9. Be Creative About Saying Goodbye 

August 1985 

The office as a group has had an exceptional time together lately. Last 
Thursday, we had a potluck goodbye lunch for Josephine. Roberto had 
circulated a gag invitation which made the party a 50 's party with all 
assigned mock jobs. Lesley Spelman, Janet, and I were assigned to write 
"Song for Josie," and I thought-hey, why not? I was actually very down 
to "lose" Josephine, and I think the plotting, paraphrasing, and practic
ing was good therapy. I wrote a last verse for "Give Yourself to Love"-

Now Josephine's home 
Is anywhere she goes 
And though she's out in 
Brooklyn now 
We all retain her glow 
Her smile and her sunshine 
Have taught us all to feel 
That through struggle and troubled times 
Love can always heal . . .. 

Just before we sang, I got perfectly cold feet and Lesley and I consoled 
each other ( "promise I'll still like you after. ") I decided that I'd go for the 
whole ball of wax and try to get everyone to sing. A little nervous joking, 
one warmup gag song, and before I knew it, I heard a beautiful chorus 
swelling. Seventeen tired lawyers, social workers, and secretaries singing 
"Give Yourself to Love" in the middle of the day. It is a sight and sound 
I'll never forget. 

In individually tailoring goodbyes, there are some cases in which more effort 
will be taken. A number of these are discussed below. 

[1] The Photograph 

Sometimes lawyers and clients like to take a picture together before they say 
goodbye. This is somewhat unusual, because it is rare for people to go around 
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showing pictures of either their clients or their lawyers in many settings, but in a 
case in which a strong relationship has been forged, such a photograph may be a 
useful memento. 

When taking the photograph, be aware of some logistical matters. Unless it is 
an instant picture, getting the picture to the client involves an extra step that 
probably should not be taken after the final goodbye, unless it is in the form of a 
letter. It might be appropriate for the lawyer to take a picture with the client at the 
beginning of the termination process and give the client the photo at the end as 
sort of a final act. The lawyer might want to write a little inscription on the back 
of the photograph but should be careful that it is appropriate, does not imply future 
contact that the lawyer does not intend to follow up on, and does not unnecessarily 
burden the client. 

If the lawyer decides to use photos, it is important to follow up. Taking the 
picture and never sending it to the client can leave a dreadful sense of no closure. 
Think the process through to the end and make sure to follow through for your 
client's sake and your own. 

[2] The Memory Book8 

A number of social work professionals have developed the concept of the 
memory book or life book as a concrete, tangible way of helping a client 
understand her life to date. Typically memory books are used in the case of a child 
who is changing custody or trying to understand complex changes in her life over 
time. They are often particularly helpful for children who like to express 
themselves visually or artistically and they create a sense of continuity between 
the past, present, and future for the client. 9 

While a memory book obviously is not appropriate for a relationship where the 
lawyer feels like the lawyer-client relationship has barely skimmed the surface, it 
may be extremely helpful for a client whom the lawyer has represented for a long 
period of time through many twists and turns, and with whom the lawyer has had 
a strong relationship. The memory book can be put together with yarn and sturdy 
paper and can include pictures, drawings, and thoughts written down by both the 
lawyer and client about the experience. If a photograph is used, the lawyer should 
make arrangements for the photograph to be ready to put into the book. 

If the lawyer and client have drawn pictures together on a regular basis, it may 
be useful to bind those pictures together with staples or yarn or paste and glue and 

8 See Margaret Elbow, The Memory Book: Facilitating Terminations with Children, in Soc. 
Casework: Contemp. Soc. Work 180 (1987) and accompanying text. 

9 Margaret Elbow, The Memory Book: Facilitating Terminations with Children, in Soc. 
CASEWORK: CoNTEMP. Soc. WoRK 180 (1987). 
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keep them in a place where the client can look at them. 

My main hesitation about using memory books in this context is that the books 
risk inadvertently putting the lawyer rather than the client at the center of the 
activity, especially if the book is limited to the period of the lawyer-client 
relationship. I feared, for instance, in the case of Rachel, that we had made too 
much of our relationship with the client; perhaps we could have used the memory 
book instead to put the need for a lawyer into perspective in the context of the 
larger issues that she was going through in her life. The book could have described 
her life, with the lawyers described on one page. The book would have then 
reflected the relative place of the lawyer, an important but short-term player in the 
life of the child. 

Using a memory book in our case also highlighted the fact that we had allowed 
that relationship to go through many, many changes of personnel, including law 
students, social work students, and social workers and now lawyers. We thought 
it was useful for a client to use the book to keep all of us straight, but was also 
an indication that in the future we should not tax our clients by putting them 
needlessly through too many changes of personnel. 

The creators of the memory book also warn that the process is limited. It should 
not be used in a wooden or automatic way or become a stand-in for sensitively 
thinking about the worker and the child's actual experiences of termination. It 
should not be a substitute or way to hide from the difficult feelings involved in 
termination. The authors worry that it will become a ritualized task as opposed to 
a tool to facilitate the task. 10 

A lawyer mindful of these concerns, however, may decide that a memory book 
would be a constructive way to structure a termination and may find it a very 
engaging and concrete way for the child to work through some of the feelings 
about saying goodbye. As the writers of the literature on the memory book note, 
"The book helps both the worker and child review and bring closure to the 
relationship as well as examine the meaning and purpose of the relationship. 
Completing the book is a mutual process that includes both verbal and visual 
activities, and it acts as a tangible symbol of the mutuality of the relationship."11 

On a final note, it might be useful to make a copy of the memory book for the 
lawyer's file. Color copying in these days can create a reasonable facsimile that 
will help the lawyer keep a memento of the relationship as well, but even a black 
and white copy could be useful. This memory book will be especially useful if at 

10 Margaret Elbow, The Memory Book: Facilitating Terminations with Children, in Soc. 
CASEWORK: CoNTEMP. Soc. WoRK 183 (1987). 

11 Margaret Elbow, The Memory Book: Facilitating Terminations with Children, in Soc. 
CASEWORK: CoNTEMP. Soc. WoRK 183 (1987). 
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some point the relationship is reinitiated or the lawyer's records become important 
for a future lawyer-client relationship of the client. 

[3] The Goodbye Letter 

For some clients, a goodbye letter also is a good way to wrap up the 
relationship. It shows the client in writing that the case file is being closed and 
acknowledges the formal end of the relationship. It may include referral materials, 
important phone numbers, and other information that the client might need. The 
client can keep this record, which will provide in one place the lawyer's address, 
phone numbers and information that the client can keep for his or her records. A 
letter, perhaps containing a photograph taken at the last meeting, can often offer 
a good simple way to seal closure after the final encounter between the lawyer and 
the client. 

[j] Strategy# 10. Ask Yourself, Do You Feel Finished? 

As the termination approaches, the lawyer should take time to figure out 
whether closure has actually been achieved. The lawyer should be very aware of 
stray feelings or loose ends that are nagging at the lawyer and face them squarely. 
It may be that the lawyer has not planned the termination well enough, or it may 
be that the lawyer has not accepted the termination finally. It is important for the 
lawyer, at least privately, to vent his or her feelings upon termination and to 
attempt to bring them to some sense of resolution. The lawyer should also 
encourage the client to do so by asking, "Are there any left over questions that you 
have? Are there any other things you would like us to cover before we end?" 
While occasionally this will risk bringing up brand new topics of conversation 
that might extend the lawyer-client relationship, it will also prevent the lawyer and 
client from saying goodbye without actually completing the work of the 
relationship. Only the lawyer and the client will know when the goodbye is 
finished, and that knowledge will probably come from a gut feeling as much as 
anything else. Although confronting those loose-end feelings is a hard discipline 
to enforce, the pay off is a feeling of true closure as the lawyer leaves the client's 
world. While often a sad moment, nothing is as satisfying as a sense that the 
relationship has ended in the spirit in which the whole relationship was 
undertaken, and that one has done his or her best work for the client. An honest 
and thoughtful ending can make new beginnings with other clients easier to take 
because the meters of the relationship are understood and the endings, while sad, 
are no longer dreadful or full of unknown traps. 

§ 10-4(k) Summary 

These ten strategies can help a lawyer focus on the concrete pieces of 
termination. While every termination should uniquely reflect the character of the 
relationship that the lawyer and client have had all along, it is hoped that these 

. 
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strategies can help the lawyer focus to achieve a closure to the relationship that is 
characteristic of the relationship to this point. 1 

§ 10-5 Transferring Cases: Transition for the Client and Termination for 
the Lawyer 

THE CASE OF HELEN 

In what turned out to be my last year of practice at a job, I began 
representation of a client who had been confined in a psychiatric hospital 
for over two years. In the course of that year, I traveled to see the client 
on over half a dozen occasions. I developed a very strong, positive feeling 
for her and her caseworker at the hospital, and had reason to think that 
feeling was shared. At the end of the relationship, I tried to be thoughtful 
about termination issues. We arranged a final time to meet, we exchanged 
cards and my client gave me a gift. I had only learned that I was leaving 
the agency with about three months' notice, but I started the termination 
right away and made sure to introduce her to the new lawyer who was 
taking over for me early on. The social worker who had worked with her 
throughout the year was staying with the agency, and I thought that would 
provide an important source of continuity for her. 

During this time I was determined to get some things done before I left. 
Her family had been seeking to have her visit them outside of the hospital. 
We advocated hard for those visits to be arranged and one visit took place 
just before I left. I was exultant that my client was able to function well 
outside of the institutional setting and to spend some time with her family. 
I ended the relationship in a way that I thought was thoughtful, with a lot 
of very strong, very positive feelings about the client. 

After I moved to my new job in a new city, I kept in touch with the social 
worker and my successor in the job, both of whom I considered my 
friends. When I would talk to them I would always ask them about how 
Helen was doing. After a while I found that I was not really listening to 
what my friends were saying about Helen. In particular, Helen had gone 
through a downturn, had problems on a particular visit outside of the 
hospital, and was doing worse generally. 

I found this information almost impossibly sad to bear. At first, my 
reaction was to quiz my friends about the various people and avenues that 

1 Areas of further study in the area of termination include looking into specialized research on 
termination of the lawyer-child client relationship, and special issues for lawyers who are doing "one 
sided terminations of the lawyer-client relationship," that is terminations with nonverbal children. 
Obviously, cases involving babies can grip the lawyer but have no effect on the client. 
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they could explore in trying to help Helen. After a while, however, I 
realized that these questions were not only straining my friendships, but 
were meeting my needs in a way that was not supportive of their ongoing 
work with the client. I had acted in a way that demonstrated that I was 
determined to hang on to my image of my client as successful, as 
deinstitutionalized, and as someone who was going to make steady 
progress in her life. I was unhappy to have the positive image of her out 
of the hospital disrupted by the reality of what my friends were telling me. 
In the end, I realized that it was important for me to let my friends do their 
best for her in a way that was not accountable to me and my unrealistic 
expectations about the representation, and I found it easier not to ask 
them about how Helen was doing both because it was best for their work 
with her and, frankly, it was best for our friendship as well. 

Many of the principles and strategies discussed above apply directly to 
transitions with clients, that is, times when the client is continuing with the 
organization but the lawyer is leaving. In addition, there are some special 
considerations worth noting briefly here. The central difference between a 
transition versus an ending can be stated simply: the lawyer is ending the 
lawyer-client relationship while the client is contracting a relationship with a new 
lawyer. Therefore, the goal of the lawyer-client transition should be very simple 
as well. The lawyer's goal should be to set the stage as constructively as possible 
for successful further work between the client and the agency. 

Transitions in agencies that either experience regular turnover through the 
coming and going of interns based on the academic calendar or frequent turnover 
based on a pattern of burnout should be particularly aware of the issues of 
transitioning the client. Unfortunately, the prevalence of student interns and high 
turnover jobs suggests that our clients experience transitions all the time, probably 
more than their fair share. 1 The number of poorly handled transitions or 
terminations that this client may have experienced is therefore probably higher 
than the norm. 

These transitions are also different because the lawyer may be experiencing 
feelings that are more traditional to termination in that he or she is leaving the 
client, the case, and the agency, while the child is experiencing the transition as 
a perhaps unwelcome break in the legal service that he or she needs. Minimizing 
the disruption that the change of personnel inflicts on the child's actual legal 
service is therefore critical. Arranging a transition in a way that comfortably fits 
into the progress of the case is crucial, for example, by having the person taking 
over the case attend the leaving professional's last court date and meeting all the 

1 Margaret Elbow, The Memory Book: Facilitating Terminations with Children, in Soc. 
CASEWORK: CoNTEMP. Soc. WoRK 180 (1987). 
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professionals then, so that a smooth transition can take place. Wherever possible, 
the agency should avoid any delays in the case or delays in seeking the client's 
goals because of disruption based on the schedule of the leaving professional. 

In fact, conscientious professionals leaving clients in the middle of cases often 
have the opposite effect. In a case that is lumbering along, a professional who is 
leaving may accelerate the case for a time, forcing issues to be resolved on his 
watch rather than on the next person's watch. In many cases this is entirely 
healthy, and the client may benefit from the fact that work is being done a little 
ahead of time in order to ensure that the person who originated the case can do it. 
A lawyer's schedule, however, should not overly determine the pace of cases: if 
the lawyer finds that it is unnatural to speed up certain changes, for instance, a 
return home or the beginning of a critical set of visits, the lawyer should accept 
the fact that the lawyer may not be around to see important changes for these 
clients. 

For example, a lawyer getting ready to leave an agency may want to make sure 
that a client can be returned home after a long stay in foster care. The lawyer 
specifically requests that the child be moved earlier than experts suggest is best for 
the child in order for it to happen on the lawyer's last day at the firm. While the 
lawyer's leaving may inspire the system to work faster and more efficiently, it 
should not override the child's needs. If the immediate return home is disruptive, 
the child will have only the new unfamiliar lawyer to consult about legal options; 
the new lawyer will be getting to know the child in the middle of an emergency. 
Accelerating the return just so that it can happen before the first professional 
leaves may serve the goals of the professional rather than the child. 

In undertaking the transition, the lawyer should keep in mind first and foremost 
the needs of the client and the needs of the professional taking over. It is critical 
that these transitional goodbyes do not burden ongoing representation. As in the 
first example in section 7-2(e)., in which one lawyer leaving took the child on a 
number of celebratory events, this has an inevitable effect of making the new 
lawyer who is hunkering down to business look like a drab fuddy-duddy. While 
serving the farewell party needs of the leaving professional, such an act could 
have the paradoxical effect of making the client's legal representation more 
difficult for at least a time after the transition. 

Therefore, transitional goodbyes should be handled as much as possible in 
consultation with the new lawyer taking over the case or at least a supervisor who 
will be a person of continuity throughout the transition. 

In addition, it is worth noting that student interns who leave at the end of an 
internship are experiencing a number of goodbyes at once. Saying goodbye to 
clients, who may loom large in the student's life because they were among the first 
professional clients served, may occur at the time the student is finishing school 
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and saying goodbye to his first supervisor and first office setting. It is critical that 
supervisors are available to their students to think through terminations and to 
take them very seriously. In some cases the student's feelings about ending the 
supervisor-student relationship may mirror or complicate the student saying 
goodbye to the client. 2 Student interns should look to their supervisors and to each 
other for an extra amount of support during this time but also be very aware of the 
necessity of keeping their substantial issues separate from the issues that the client 
may be facing. 

One final issue to consider is the determination of when to end legal 
intern-client relationships that could be more open-ended. For instance, in some 
clinical programs, students are invited to continue with their cases if the cases last 
beyond their time in the clinic and the student has more time to devote to the 
representation during the rest of law school. While it often makes a lot of sense 
to make those decisions based on how the client's case progresses, leaving the 
student's ending time too open-ended may confuse and upset the client. It may be 
helpful for clinics that allow continuing work to set a general policy of exploring 
whether the legal intern will be continuing with the case at roughly the halfway 
point in the semester. In that way, if a termination will take place, there will be 
plenty of time left for that termination, while letting the student intern decide 
whether to continue with the case based on how the case is actually progressing. 

Transferring cases and transitions are very common and require a great deal 
more research and study. While general principles and strategies used in 
termination can be useful, the transitions are common enough and different 
enough from endings to warrant separate research and thought in planning them. 
For now, the lawyer's focus on setting the stage for as successful further work as 
possible and the lawyer's extreme awareness of the difference between the 
lawyer's experience and the client's experience should help the lawyer handle 
these transitions in a constructive fashion. 

§ 10-6 Conclusion 

A lawyer should leave the child's world as carefully as the lawyer entered. It is 
a time of high emotion, positive pride, and happiness for achieved goals, sadness 
at ending relationships that have been thoughtful and respectful, disappointment 
and frustration for goals that could not be achieved. Like all goodbyes, these 
endings are fraught with emotion, mixed feelings, and a fairly universal social 
tendency to avoid them. Taking the time and the effort to face these goodbyes and 
fashion them in a way that will be constructive for both the client and the lawyer 
is a critical and neglected ethical duty as a lawyer. It is hoped that some of the 

2 Robert P. Gould, Students ' Experience with the Termination Phase of Individual Treatment, 
241 (on file with author). 
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principles and strategies suggested here will be helpful to the lawyer and the client 
as they seek to learn how best to end their relationship. 

Afterword 
FoR MANHATTAN JR AND FRIENDS, WITH LoVE 

December 20, 1985 

Theres a black building in the big city 
With a big green fence outside. 
From the front you 're sure it must be the place 
In which Darth Vader died. 
And the people dressed in black and white 
Bring the folks of every sort 
To the people in the big black robes 
To have their day in court. 

And the sad people and the angry people 
Come and sit in orange chairs. 
They are black and brown, they are young and old, 
And they're always full of cares. 
And they wait and wait and wait and wait 
And wait and wait and then, 
Some see a judge to get a date 
To come and wait again. 

Theres a man who mops and mops and mops 
And lawyers who fight and fight. 
There's a woman who files and files and files 
And clerks who write and write. 
There's a bowtied man from DFY, 
And the officer named Bea, 
And Lloyd the officer turned clerk, 
and Lloyd the 18-b. 

On the floor called four theres a silver door, 
And 'a doorbell really loud, 
And you need a key to get to see, 
The kids-mean, scared and proud. 
And the grownups feed the kids their lunch, 
And they see the pain kids hold, 
And though the door is made of silver 
These grownups' hearts are made of gold. 

On the floor called nine theres a family fine 
Of social work and law, 
And the ladies who support them, 
Through times of tensions raw. 
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And they work for kids both big and small 
With faces sad and funny. 
And they must do it for love 
'Cause it can't be for the money! I 

And the big questions and the little questions 
Remain unanswered still. 
Pray your PINS kid won't get pregnant, 
But then pray that Sarah will. 
Will JSU have to testify? 
Is there any petty cash? 
And will watching life in family court 
Always feel like watching M*A *S*H? 

These people give me comfort 
When some others don't seem fair. 
And their courage gives me courage, 
And their caring helps me care. 
And their loving shows true justice 
And their patience bears no grudge, 
And their striving shows how strong it is 
To love and not to judge. 

It's these people that I take with me 
To the new life I have sought. 
And as I leave to be a teacher 
I remember all they've taught. 
To struggle hard with dignity 
With love and guts, not pity, 
For the kids whose lives are brought into 
The black building in the big city. 

There :S- a black building in the big city 
With a big green fence outside. 
From the front you 're sure it must be the place 
In which Darth Vader died. 
And the people dressed in black and white 
Bring the folks of every sort 
To the people in the big black robes 
To have their day in court. 

§ 10-6 





Appendix A 

THREE SYSTEMS OF FAMILY LAW: A 
PRELIMINARY HISTORICAL 

INVESTIGATION1 

While many able scholars have begun important work in the area, a definitive 
and complete history of State regulation of and intervention into family life in the 
United States has yet to be written. A complete history would begin back in 
England, examining closely English governmental structure and the development 
of English land and family law. It would look carefully at the demographics of 
those families into which the state has intervened, and explore the history of those 
families over time. Because many of the families who have experienced state 
intervention are families of color, it would examine the unique ethnic experiences 
and the immigration histories of those groups in the United States. Such a history 
would also listen carefully to any first-hand accounts of the families who 
experienced state intervention throughout these periods, to develop a well
rounded understanding of the way chosen interventions affected the families 
subject to them. This history is only available to us so far in piecemeal form, 
having received sporadic scholarly attention over the years. 

Still, the works available to us allow us to begin a preliminary broad brush 
history, one with startlingly important conclusions for the practitioner entering the 
field of child protection. While the popular media commonly describes the history 
of state intervention into family as a pendulum swinging between child protection 
and family autonomy, in fact, the reality of state intervention into the family is 

1 In the course of attempting to figure out how to introduce new lawyers for children to the 
current structure of child protective law and bureaucracy, I was drawn to learn more about the 
historical antecedents to our current family law. Hoping to find finished works addressing the 
evolution of our current child protective system, I instead found many gaps in our current historical 
knowledge. This preliminary research attempts to move one step forward the research of Jacobus 
tenBroek and others into the "dual system of family law." I present the e initial findings and these 
ideas for further re earch to make my study available for those who might be interested and perhaps 
drawn to continue the research themselve . 

My research assistants and, to a large degree, my teachers in this historical research were Kristin 
Collins, Kimberley Harris, Rachel Paulose and Vanessa Chien. I am particularly grateful to Kris 
Collins, who guided me through the complex and fascinating landscape of sixteenth and seventeenth 
century English law and society and spent a great deal of effort in creating current demographic 
materials concerning children of color in the child protective system, materials which, due to 
limitations in data, could not be completed with this manuscript. Although the work is not included 
here, I am grateful to her and to John Balestriere for their work in that connection as well. 

545 
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rooted in an evolution that is much more complex and deeply class based. At least 
three distinct systems2 of family law have existed side-by-side in the American 
legal system and appear, surprisingly, to continue to this day in vestigial forms. 
Beginning from the very early days of colonial settlement, these systems of family 
law have co-existed as discreet legal procedures operating for different types of 
families: non-poor white families, poor white families and black families. 

In their development in sixteenth and seventeenth century England and 
pre-Reconstruction America, these three systems of family law created three 
distinct sets of rules, each of which applied only to families of a certain type. 
Non-poor white people experienced almost no intervention into their families' 
lives; the minimal intervention they experienced came in the form of land and 
property laws, many of which were designed to protect their wealth and property. 
Poor white families, on the other hand, received State aid to varying degrees, and 
also experienced a relatively large amount of State intervention, including the 
removal of their children from their homes based primarily on family poverty. In 
pre-Civil War America, black slaves were not allowed to form as families in the 
eyes of the law; there was neither a legally recognized right to marriage, nor any 
acknowledgment of slaves' parental rights. 

To the extent that our current system has evolved from systems designed to 
govern poor and black families, this analysis suggests that our child protective 
system sprung from systems explicitly designed to monitor, control, and in some 
ways, affirmatively disrupt poor families and black families. 

This Appendix will draw upon the work of eminent historians to outline the 
emergence of the three systems of family law, and will suggest many areas of 
further study required to complete this important analysis. Part One will examine 
the dual system of family law as it developed in sixteenth and seventeenth century 
England. Part Two will examine how this dual system was transplanted to the 
American colonies, and fitted with a third layer, the regulation of and the 
prohibition against black family formation in pre-Civil War America. Part Three 
will discuss a number of trends common among the three systems of family law; 
and Part Four will discuss the implications of this preliminary historical sketch for 
the practitioner today. 

2 While a previous historian termed the system a "dual system" of family law, we describe three 
systems for two distinct reasons. See, infra, note 3. First, each "system" appeared to apply to a 
specific group in society and no other, and operated based on rules peculiar to the system, with no 
clear overlap with any other system. For that reason, it seemed apt to describe each as a system unto 
itself. In addition, we anticipate that additional systems will emerge, as the Native American 
experience and the experiences of immigrant families are explored in this connection. Describing 
three systems appeared to make room for further systems to be added, rather than suggesting that 
the three systems accounted for the experience of all Americans. 
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A.1.-1 Two Systems of Family Law: an English History1 

Our laws, though their defects in this particular cannot be denied, have 
in one instance made a wide provision for preceding up the rising 
generation: since the poor and laborious part of the community, when 
past the age of nurture, are taken out of the hands of their parents, by the 
statutes for apprenticing poor children . . . and are placed out by the 
public in such manner, as may render their abilities, in their several 
stations, of the greatest advantage to the Common wealth . . . the rich, 
indeed, are left at their own option whether they will breed up their 
children to be ornaments or disgraces to their family. 3 

1 Jacobus tenBroek provides a valuable and well-documented historical analysis of the evolution 
of a "dual-system of family law." Jacobus tenBroek, California 's Dual System of Family Law: Its 
Origin, Development, and Present Status, 16 STAN. L. REV. 257 (1964). In this dual system, 
underprivileged families have been subject to substantial state intervention based on Parliamentary 
action, while wealthier families have been ubject to a body of civil code based on common-law 
rules. Id. at 257-58. tenBroek points out that children of wealthy families were only of interest to 
the state if they came into an inheritance - in which case the Court of Wards would appoint a 
guardian ad !item for the child. Children of poverty were of intere t to the state only because they 
were a burden on community resources and were perceived as potentially "idle" and "criminal" 
members of society. Poor children's lives were subject to the authority and often dramatic 
intervention of the state as provided for by the Elizabethan Poor Laws. Id. at 279-281. 

As tenBroek observes, during this period the state did not monitor parental responsibilities 
towards children. The Elizabethan Poor Law were the only legal provision of parents ' liability to 
support their children. Id. at 290. In situation that did not involve familie receiving poor relief, the 
courts continued to find that parents were under a moral but not legal obligation to their children. 
The Court of Wards, and the laws of inheritance that it ostensibly protected, was one of the very few 
instances in which the state intervened in the lives of wealthy families . Hence, according to 
tenBroek, a dual-system of family law developed in which poor families were ubject to the political 
and penal state intervention, while wealthy families were subject only to common law procedures 
designed to ensure the orderly and lawful inheritance of wealth. 

Our research suggested two critique of tenBroek's analysis. First, although the Poor Laws 
marked a significant transition in the way the English dealt with poverty and poor families by 
ushering matters that had been previously dealt with by the church into the secular realm, the church 
and the ecclesiastical courts remained a persistent and important part of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth-century family life. See GEOFFREY OXLEY, PooR RELIEF I ENGLAND AND WALES, 
1601-1834, 14 (1974). Second, tenBroek fails to note the specific impact of the Poor Laws in the 
lives of women. The importance of family lineage and bastardy - for both the rich and the very 
poor alike - burdened both poor and non-poor women and families, albeit in very different ways. 
See, e.g., 18 Eliz. c.3, s.2, 1576 (ordering puni hment of the mother and reputed father of a bastard); 
18 Jae. c.4, s.7, 1609 (incarcerating women bearing bastard children); 21 Jae. c.27, s.1, 1624 
(punishing by death acts murder of bastard children). 

3 
Wn..LIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES O THE LAWS OF E GLAND 452 (1826). 
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[a] Introduction: The Ideology of the Family in Sixteenth and Seven
teenth Century England 

Much of the structure of English family law was imported into the American 
colonies and therefore provides extremely important evidence for the develop
ment of the multi-tiered system of family law in America. English family law of 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries actually involved extraordinarily little 
State role in the lives of most families. Sections B and C will describe the state 
intervention in the fiscal and personal lives of families which during this time fell 
at either end of the financial and social spectrum: land holding families of great 
wealth on the one hand, and very poor families who received poor relief, on the 
other. For the vast majority of English middle class families · who fit into neither 
of those categories, however, the approach of the state was typically non
interventionist and patriarchal. These families experienced no legal attention at all 
from secular courts.4 Family matters fell under the jurisdiction of the ecclesias
tical courts, but these courts tended to remain outside of the everyday relations 
between husbands and wives and their children except for testamentary matters, 
matters of sexual immorality or the actual breakdown of the marriage. 5 

The absence of State intervention and total deference to the patriarch of the 
family was the reigning philosophy of English Law towards family life. For the 
vast majority of non-poor, non-landed families in England, law and the state 
played little or no role.6 Only when a social policy reason for caring about the 
family arose did intervention occur. In the case of very wealthy families, the 
crown's desire to facilitate and tax the orderly transfer of wealth from generation 
to generation drove the evolution of primogeniture law specifically and inherit
ance law generally. Highly disruptive events, such as the premature death of a 
father before the majority of his heirs, induced the law to devise specialized court 

4 MARTIN INGRAM, CHURCH, COURTS, SEX AND MARRIAGE IN ENGLAND, 
1570-1640, 3, 142, 152 (1987). 

5 Ecclesiastical courts did administer issues of probate and wills of movable chattels. Id. at 2-30. 
They also punished moral deviations including fornication, adultery, and incest, through traditional 
church punishments such as penance. Id. at 142. As the authority of the Church eroded around the 
time of Reformation, however, so did its ability to govern morality through sermons, pastoral care, 
and the administration of the ecclesiastical courts. Id. at 12. 

6 Indeed, the patriarchal father-headed family was often analogized to the monarchical king 
headed commonwealth. Historian Martin Ingram describes the analogy between government and 
family: "Tudor and Stuart philosophy regarded the rule or 'government' of the householder over his 
wife, children, and servants as analogous to that of the prince over his subjects: loyal and patriarchal 
authority were mutually validating reflections or natural manifestations of a divinely ordered 
hierarchy." Id. at 125. For contemporary articulations of this theory, see KING JAMES I, AN 
APOLOGY FOR THE OATH OF ALLEGIENCE ( 1609); WILLIAM GOUGE, OF DOMES TI CAL 
DUTIES (1622); DUDLEY DIGGES, THE UNLAWFULNESS OF SUBJECTS TAKING UP 
ARMES AGAINST THEIR SOVERAIGNE IN WHAT CASE SOEVER 61 (1643). 
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proceedings to maintain smooth inheritance of property. A second distinct public 
policy, concern with eliminating vagrancy and urban poverty, led to the develop
ment of the Poor Laws. These two incidents of public policy concern with the 
family, studied at some length below, are the exception, to the general rule of 
general deference and state non-intervention to the family and should be seen only 
in that light. 

[b] System Number One: Protectionism of Wealthy Families' Political 
and Fiscal Interests 

Against this backdrop of general non-intervention in the families, two systems 
of family law developed in sixteenth century England. For very wealthy families, 
a system arose designed to protect the political and fiscal interests of the 
aristocratic class and to ensure sizable taxation. Until 1660, property and 
inheritance laws determined that upon the death of the father, wealthy family land 
holdings would descend through primogeniture to a defined heir, generally the 
eldest son. 7 In the instance that a daughter was an heir, in the absence of any sons, 
the land would generally become subject to the authority of her guardian, if she 
became an heir before majority.8 

By operation of the law of primogeniture, land passed to a designated heir with 
no need for court intervention of any kind at the time of the death of the land 
holder. In fact, virtually the only court proceedings involving wealthy families and 
issues connected with children took place when wealthy children inherited land 
prior to majority. 9 With this exception, however, wealthy families experienced 
almost no State action with respect to their family lives. 

System Number One, therefore, was characterized by almost total autonomy of 
the very wealthy family with respect to its family life, structured by a focus on 
land descending to heirs by primogeniture and a court system designed to 
accommodate the passing of land to a minority heir. This system benefitted 
wealthy families by protecting the integrity of the family estate, but also benefitted 
the crown by enabling effective taxation. 

7 As Jacobus tenBroek notes, "[t]he feudal law singled out the heir for special treatment among 
all the children. The heir was the natural heir - that is, the child or kinsmen - but he received his 
inheritance by virtue of feudal rules which the ancestor could not alter by his will." tenBroek, supra 
note 3, at 287. In 1660, primogeniture was legally overturned by 12 Charles II, c.24 (1660). 

8 tenBroek, supra note 3, at 287. 
9 The court of chancery would also become involved if there was a dispute over the identity of 

the legal heir or the character of the land tenure. The e cases played a large, if not primary role in 
the development of the Guardian ad Litem. See infra, Chapter 2. 
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[c] System Number Two: Massive Intervention into the Lives of Poor 
Families. 

At the same time that System Number One was protecting the orderly passage 
of property from one generation to another in sixteenth century England, a system 
of massive state intervention developed for poor families. Relief, hospital care, 
and other service to the poor in England had been, until the sixteenth century, 
largely a church function administered through parishes and monasteries. Starting 
around 1535, and culminating in the passage by the English Parliament, in 1601, 
a series of statutes known as the Poor Laws. Marked the beginning of state-run 
welfare. The development of the Poor Laws was inspired in part by the decline of 
the church in its functions of providing poor relief. It was also inspired by concern 
over rampant vagrancy and vagabondage which led to begging, crime, and 
disorder, all attributed to an underclass of poor people including poor children. 10 

As noted by Jacobus tenBroek, 

[t]he poor law was ... not only a law about the poor but a law a/the poor. It dealt 
with a condition, and it governed a class. 11 

To summarize the Poor Laws, Parliament shifted the administration of poor 
relief from a church dominated function to a state dominated function adminis
tered on a grassroots level by the parish church priest and the church wardens.12 

This system required the parish, 13 priests, and overseers to provide relief for the 
poor and also mandated that the local overseers and justices monitor, and, if need 
be, punish the poor for any moral inadequacies. It also gave the local parishes 
tremendous power to alter family life, for instance, by literally taking children off 
the street and apprenticing them to live in other homes away from their biological 
families. 14 The Poor Laws provided that local parishes took responsibility for 
their own poor. Local officials15 were charged with the overseeing of the poor and 
the apprenticeship of children of poor parents16 who were not "thought able to 

10 See generally tenBroek, supra note 3 (tracing development of Elizabethan Poor Law system). 
11 Id. at 286. 
12 43 Eliz. c.2, s.1 (1601) 
13 The parish was and is the most basic unit of the church hierarchy in terms of both 

administration and the ecclesiastical courts. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the 
parish also functioned as a unit of civil governance, as the two administrative bodies (ecclesiastical 
and state) overlapped. Every person in England belonged to a parish - it defined a local community. 
See generally, Ronald W. Herlan, Poor Relief in London During the British Revolution, 18(2) J. 
BRIT. STUD. 30 (1979); Ingram, supra note 5; Oxley, supra note 3; tenBroek, supra note 3 
(describing role of the parish in sixteenth and seventeenth century England). 

14 tenBroek, supra note 3, at 279. 
15 Id. at 262. 
16 For discussions concerning the poor laws ' control of labor, see tenBroek, supra note 3, at 
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keep and maintain their children."17 

The parishes were required to provide compulsory poor relief for all of their 
locals. As a result, laws governing settlement, that is, who was deemed to be a 
citizen of the locality as opposed to an interloper from another locality, became 
important fixtures in the evolution of the Poor Law structure. In addition, the Poor 
Laws required intra-familial fiscal support from parents and other family 
members. 18 The Poor Laws also criminalized bastardy for poor persons.19 These 
laws literally provided for the incarceration of women who had children out of 
wedlock and charged them to pay the relief due to their children. 20 

The Poor Laws affected the liberty of poor persons in three basic ways: 21 their 
ability to labor in the field that they chose; their ability to live where they chose; 
and their freedom to marry, have a family, and raise children. 

First, 5 Eliz., c.4 (1572), a statute that outlined various restrictions on laborers, 
is the most obvious expression of the control of labor in the Poor Laws, mandating 
that: (1) no unmarried laborer could refuse to work in his given trade (the one in 
which he was apprenticed); (2) a laborer's wages were capped; (3) women who 
labored had to be above age twelve and under age forty and unmarried; ( 4) there 
were to be restrictions placed on both apprenticeship and laboring; (5) specific 
rules adopted regarding dismissal of an apprentice; and (6) the apprenticing of 
non-poor children be regulated provided rules. 22 

Second, implicit and explicit laws restricted poor persons' travel, and residency. 
While the most famous settlement statute was not enacted by Parliament until 
1662,23 many of the earlier Poor Laws had sections that restricted the mobility of 
the poor, ironically preventing them from re-locating to areas of the country with 
healthier economies and more employment opportunities. 14 Eliz., c.5, (1572) 
granted the parish authority to remove the aged, impotent, and the lame poor who 

270-79 (discussing apprenticing of children of laboring classes); Stefan A. Riesenfeld, The 
Formative Era of Public Assistance Law, 43 CAL. L. REV. 175, 179 (1955). 

17 43 Eliz. c.2, s.l (1601). 
18 43 Eliz. c.2, s.7 (1601). 
19 The bastardy laws specifically identified that "bastards begotten and born out of lawful 

matrimony . . . now left to be kept at the charges at the parish of where they were born, to the great 
burden of the same parish," as the driving force behind the criminalization of bastardy. 43 Eliz. c.2, 
7 (1601). 

20 18 Eliz. c.3, s.2 (1576); 7 Jae. I, c.4, s.7 (1609). 
21 I am grateful to Kristin Collins for this formulation of the effects of the poor laws on the 

liberty on poor English people. 
22 See also tenBroek, supra note 3, at 270-79; Riesenfeld, supra note 17, at 179. 
23 13 & 14 Charles II, c.12, s.1, 2. 
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had been residents for less then three years. Many municipalities developed their 
own settlement laws to limit the fiscal burden resulting from the localization of 
poor relief. 24 These restrictive settlement laws, carefully delineated who was a 
"local" and who were foreign "interlopers" and therefore not the responsibility of 
the parish.25 This financial pressure on localities led to family support law 
requiring contributions for reimbursement of the poor relief by families, usually 
parents, to the state. 26 

Third, the Poor Laws shaped family life for poor persons in various ways: they 
created the doctrine of intra-familial support,27 they restricted poor persons' 
freedom to marry, 28 and the poor laws concerning bastardy severely restricted 
poor women's right to bear children.29 

In summary, the insistence on local responsibility created a driving dynamic 

24 For a general discussion of the poor laws and settlement laws, see Riesenfeld, supra note 17, 
189-97; Sidney Webb & Beatrice Webb, The Law of Settlement and Removal, in ENGLISH POOR 
LAW HISTORY: PART I: THE OLD POOR LAW 18-21, 314-49 (1927). For a discussion of 
settlement laws and early immigration policy in America, see Gerald L. Neuman, The Lost Century 
of American Immigration Law (1976-1875), 93 COLUMBIA L. REV. 1833 (1993). 

25 As Neuman has noted, the settlement laws prefigured immigration laws and immigration laws 
as we have known them in the American experience. Id. at 1846. 

26 See, e.g., 43 Eliz. c.2, s.7 (1601) (fining family members who failed to provide support to 
family members not able to work twenty shillings per month). 

27 See Id. (demanding three generations of ascending and descending intra-familial support 
based on direct consanguinity); 18 Jae. I, c.4, s.8 (1610) (re-articulating mandate for parental support 
of children, including parental support of bastard children). 

28 Restrictions on poor persons' rights to marry and have families was effected both through 
manipulation of the settlement laws and (not wholly legal) intervention by the authorities. 
Municipalities wanted to prevent poor people from marrying and producing poor children. For 
discussions of the various tactics of localities, see William Hunt, The Crisis of Social Policy, in THE 
PURITAN MOVEMENT: THE COMING OF A REVOLUTION IN AN ENGLISH COUNTRY 
69-74 (1983) (parishes discriminating settlement of the poor by restricting erection of cottages to 
those with more than four acres of associated land and subjecting to town approval tenement 
relationships thereby preventing marriages; charging fees for marriage licenses with some towns 
subjecting marriage to sanction of town vestry); Ingram, supra note 5, at 131 (parishes preventing 
the poor from marrying not halted by ecclesiastical courts although against law of Church); 
Riesenfeld, supra note 17, at 192 (discussing provisions against lodging pregnant women); KEITH 
WRIGHTSON, ENGLISH SOCIETY, 1580-1680, 78 (1982) (stating parish authorities no real right 
to forbid marriage among the poor but informal opposition expressed by withholding rights of 
settlement, housing, or employment). 

29 Several statutes were passed to prevent the birth of poor bastard children who would 
presumably become the charge of the parish. See 18 Eliz., c.3, s.2 (1576) (requiring "the punishment 
of the mother and reputed father of a bastard by a stint in the "common gaol"); 7 Jae. I, c.4, s.7 
(1610) (increasing penalty to require the poor mother of a bastard to spend a full year laboring in 
house of correction). 
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tension for local governments in "the need to curtail public expenditures and 
conserve public funds" 30 coupled with a huge assumption of financial responsi
bility for a large sector of the population. 

Thus the English Poor Laws pointed in two distinct and nonparallel directions: 
towards providing relief to poor families and towards social control of poor family 
behavior to prevent vagrancy and social disorder. Two additional items should be 
noted, however. First, with respect to the provision of relief, it appears that state 
expenditures, from taxes for instance, provided a remarkably minimal portion of 
the total sum expended for poor relief even after the Elizabethan Poor Law 
became law.31 While at least one historian pointed to the heavy reliance on private 
donations and charities to suggest that universal poor relief was unnecessary,32 

that fact can also suggest that the first objective of Parliament when it instituted 
the Poor Laws, was the social control of the poor, rather than creation of a 
workable nationwide system for the relief of poverty. Moreover, while Parliament 
created a universal entitlement to poor relief, it offered no financial support to the 
localities as they assumed this huge fiscal burden. 33 

Second, the massive responsibilities placed on localities led to restrictive 
settlement, marriage, and childbearing laws, which significantly restricted the 
liberties of poor families. The instruments of social control that were given to the 
parishes led to extraordinary disruption of biological units. Children were 
regularly apprenticed out of the home. 34 Women were incarcerated for bearing 
children out of wedlock.35 While thoughtful scholarship notes that the decision to 
separate poor children from their familie and put them to work did not 
necessarily indicate impermissible class bias in its own historical context, 36 the 
Elizabethan Poor Laws clearly initiated the welfare system and State intervention 
into the family, in ways which bear eerie resemblance to our system almost four 
hundred years later. 37 

Thus, in System Number Two, poor families received some financial aid from 

30 tenBroek, supra note 3, at 287. 
31 W.K. JORDAN, PHILANTHROPY IN ENGLAND 1480- 1660, 140 (1959). 
32 Id. Jordan's point is weakened, however, by the simple fact that the poor were not being 

sustained by the charitie . See Herlan, supra note 14, at 37, 46-48. 
33 This point demonstrates at minimum that current concerns about unfunded mandates are far 

from new. 
34 Judith Areen, Intervention Between Parent and Child: A Reappraisal of the State 's Role in 

Child Neglect and Abuse Cases, 63 GEO. LAW J. 887, 896 (1975); tenBroek, supra note 3, at 279, 
281-82. 

35 Areen, supra note 35, at 890-96. See also 18 Eliz. c.3, s.2 (1576); 7 Jae. I, c.4, s.7 (1609). 
36 Areen, supra note 35, at 896. 
37 The parallels between the poor laws and the 1996 Welfare Act are explored infra, in Al.-4. 
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the state in return apparently for massive intervention into the structure of their 
family lives. 

Al.-2 Family Law and Poor Law in Early America: The Importation of 
the Two Systems and the Addition of a Third System. 

Major features of Systems One and Two of family law were imported into early 
America, as detailed in section 2(a) below, while a critical third system of family 
law was added: that applying to black slave families. Whereas non-poor families 
were given extraordinary autonomy, and poor white families experienced consid
erable state intervention, black slaves were simply not allowed by law to form 
families in the first instance. Section B below details the original laws forbidding 
slave formation and traces the lingering effects of those restrictions in Recon
struction times. 

[a] The Importation of the Dual System into American Colonies. 

The single major alteration made in the American Colonies to the two systems 
of family law discussed above actually increased autonomy to non-poor families. 
The general instinct driving early settlers, rejection of state and church interven
tion into their private lives and religious choices, led the settlers to minimize the 
role of the state and courts in non-poor families, and to enlarge the ideology of the 
autonomous nuclear and patriarchal family. This occurred through two major 
changes, some of which paralleled changes in England around that time: first, the 
abolition of feudal land tenures and military chivalry leading to all land being held 
in "socage" and second, the consolidation in local non-royal secular courts of all 
property matters involving land, property and inheritance. 

These two changes are summarized briefly below. Building on the 1660 British 
legislation, which abolished military tenures and the Court of Wards, all land 
became held in socage.38 From our perspective, perhaps the most concrete 
manifestation of the change in land was the creation of private bequeathal, that is, 
the passage of property not to the heir by primogeniture but passed to an heir 
chosen by the testator. Land no longer passed to an heir designated by law in a 
way that would ensure the continuation of feudal dues to the crown; instead, all 
real estate and chattels became merged into one kind of property law, all of which 
could be bequeathed to whomever the testator designated.39 Second, the consoli
dation of these forms of property was paralleled by a consolidation of property 
matters into local secular courts free from royal and church intervention. Local 

38 John Seymour, Parens Patriae and Wardship Powers: Their Nature and Origins, 14(2) 
OXFORD J. LEGAL STUD. 159, 164-65 (1994); H. B. TAYLOR, LAW OF GUARDIAN AND 
WARD 23-24 (1935). 

39 Id. at 22-25. 
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courts of chancery now presided over equitable issues, including matters of 
guardianship and property issues involving both real estate and chattels. 

Taken together, the two local changes in System Number One of family law 
clearly reflected the weariness of the colonists with the feudal structure which had 
seriously limited transfers of property, and their general distrust of the Anglican 
church. Thus, if anything, the autonomy of colonial families in System Number 
One was strengthened by the eviction of royal and church interference into their 
property and family lives. 

In System Number Two, the poor law structure was transplanted almost intact 
into the early colonies. Early towns adopted policies very similar to the poor laws 
imposing settlement restrictions on poor people and adopting apprentice schemes 
for poor children both born in the colonies and apprenticed to the colonies from 
England.40 In addition, bastardy laws also appeared in New Jersey and other 
colonies, importing harsh treatment of poor mothers of illegitimate children into 
the colonial context. 

Thus, disparities between the two systems of family law in England moved to 
the early United States. In addition, a third system further accelerated the 
compartmentalization of families by class and caste as a system regulating slave 
kin relations began. 

[b] System Number Three of Family Law: the Prohibition Against Black 
Family Formation in Pre-Civil War America. 

Prior to the 1860s, there was no such thing, de Jure, as the black family. 
Slave-holding law clearly stated that Blacks were legally subjected, first, to their 
masters, then to all Whites. 41 Second, because they were not considered persons, 
slaves had no legal rights. As a result, even black men and women in long-term 

40 See, e.g., Areen, supra note 35, at 899-900 (discussing adoption by colonies of Elizabethan 
policy of apprenticing poor children for work or training); Neuman, supra note 25, at 1846 
(describing time of Independence when states adopted the heritage of English Poor Laws giving 
localities power to prevent ettlernent of person who might later require support); Riesenfeld, 
supra note 17, n. 63 at 204 (quoting New Plymouth code adopted in 1642 requiring each township 
take responsibility for its poor and restricting settlement and imposing settlement requirements); id., 
n. 179 at 206 (quoting Massachusett Bay code prohibiting reception of new settlers in a town 
without magistrate and town council approval); Id. at 212 (di cussing Connecticut codes requiring 
permission from town meeting to receive new settlers to Hartford; requiring property ownership for 
settlement in Milford); id. at 219 (New York colony poor law permitting relief to non-residents only 
if they brought certificates from home villages stating that they had no funds to support them). 

41 GEORGE M. STROUD, A SKETCH OF THE LAWS RELATING TO SLAVERY 154 
(1856). 
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committed relationships that were similar to marriage, 42 were never considered 
husband and wife by law, and all children born to them were considered 
illegitimate children. Third, all sexual relations between slaves were left to be 
regulated by their owners. 43 Thus as a bottom line, no slave relationships of any 
kind were ever acknowledged to be legal.44 The children of slaves were deemed 
to be slaves as well because slave status was legally determined to be hereditary 
and perpetual. 45 

As a practical matter, the pre-Civil War American caste system set up numerous 
practical and logistical roadblocks to conventional family relations such that 
slaves could maintain a de facto family life only with great difficulty.46 The white 
master exercised total control over the slave, his education, labor, diet, living 
quarters, and existence of mates and children. 47 Due to the nature of their work, 
it was common for African-American families to live apart.48 The authority of 
parents over their children was usurped by the white master.49 Children or parents 
were regularly sold by masters to other plantations and separated permanently 
from their biological families. 50 Masters also found it cheaper generally to import 
new slaves from Africa than it was to allow slaves to rear their own children due 
to the costs to the master of pregnancy (in terms of lost labor) and child rearing. 

It was hard, practically speaking, for black men and women to have children 

42 De facto, many slaves endeavored to set up family relations. For example, marriage 
ceremonies were performed as recounted by the following anecdote: 

After a while I had taken a notion to marry and Massa and Missy marry the same as all the 
niggers. They stands inside the house with a broom held crosswise at the door and we stand outside. 
Missy puts a little wreath on my head they kept there and we steps over the broom into the house. 
Now, that all they was to the marrying. After freedom I gets married and has it put in the book by 
the preacher. 

WILLIAM B. WHEELER & SUSAN D. BECKER, DISCOVERING THE AMERICAN PAST: A 
LOOKAT THE EVIDENCE 192 (1990). 

43 Id. at 306. 
44 HERBERT G. GUTMAN, THE BLACK FAMILY IN SLAVERY AND FREEDOM 

1750-1925, 9 (1976). 
45 STROUD, supra note 42, at 99. 
46 THE AMERICAN PEOPLE: CREATING A NATION AND A SOCIETY 76 (1990). 
47 DONALD R. WRIGHT, AFRICAN AMERICANS IN THE COLONIAL ERA, FROM 

AFRICAN ORIGINS THROUGH THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION 92 (1990). 
48 Id. at 93. 
49 PATRICK MANNING, SLAVERY AND AFRICAN LIFE: OCCIDENTAL, ORIENTAL, 

AND AFRICAN SLAVE TRADES 114 (1990). 
50 GUTMAN, supra note 45, at 17; HARRIET A. JACOBS, INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A 

SLAVE GIRL 23 (1987); Wheeler & Becker, supra note 43, at 191-92. 
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because as a rule there were three black male imported for every two females. 51 

In addition, sexual relations between white women and black men were prohibited 
by law. By 1662, the first law had been passed legally prohibiting marriages 
between all Blacks and Whites.52 Slaves convicted of raping or attempting to rape 
a white woman were punished by castration. 53 

Conversely, however, the governments and law in no way limited the access of 
white men to black women. It appears that slave owners routinely violated black 
women, but that no white man could ever rape a slave woman because rape 
victims could only be white women.54 The commonplace belief was that "a Negro 
woman could not be assaulted ... [because] it was never against her will."55 

Similarly, a slave woman who chose to expose a rape by a white man could also 
be severely punished, because it was the crime of a slave to disclose the identity 
of her child's father. 56 

Legislative history at the time revealed that legislators actively feared that 
Blacks would intermarry with non-Blacks to blur the color line. 57 Legislators also 
feared that Blacks would use marriage to non-Blacks to acquire wealth and 
property defacto, even though they could not dejure. Legislative records include 
statements by lawmakers seeking to prohibit marriages between Blacks and 
Native Americans to "prevent the Negro from sharing the wealth of those Indians 
who own rich oil lands."58 It appears also that some of our established case law 
regarding miscegenation results from cases in which white relatives sue for 
control of an estate after the death of the white partner in an intra-racial 
relationship.59 

Thus this system of family law can be summarized in painfully simple terms. 
The law not only did not recognize black families, but it also actively worked to 
prevent the formation of black families until the Civil War. An entire segment of 

51 THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, supra note 47, at 76. 
52 THOMAS MORRIS, SOUTHERN SLAVERY AND THE LAW, 1619-1866, 23 (1996). 
53 Id. at 305. 
54 Id. 
55 RACE RELATIONS AND THE LAW IN AMERICAN HISTORY 331 (Kermit L. Hall ed., 

1987). 
56 JACOBS, supra note 51, at 13. 
57 J.A. ROGERS, AS NATURE LEADS 3, 12 (1987). 
58 MILTON L. BARRON, PEOPLE WHO INTERMARRY 54 (1946). 
59 See, e.g., In Re Paquet's Estate (Ore. 1921). The brother of Fred Paquet, a white man, sued 

for control of his estate against Paquet's widow, a Native American woman. The Oregon Supreme 
Court declared her marriage invalid under the anti-miscegenation statute and transferred control of 
the brother's estate to him. 
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American society lived in a system of family law that actively thwarted their 
attempts to live together in conventional family households. 

[c] System Number Three of Family Law, Post-Reconstruction. 

With the passage of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments, black couples 
and families struggled for normalcy following emancipation. Many black couples 
rushed to have their marriages solemnized following emancipation.60 Neverthe
less, in the backlash against Reconstruction that followed the withdrawal of 
federal troops in the South in 1877, restrictive laws exerting substantial economic 
control over labor contracts continued to stress deeply, black family units. The 
so-called "black codes" were state laws meant to undo Reconstruction passed 
under the guise of defining the new rights and responsibility of Blacks. Black 
codes did authorize black people to acquire property, marry, make contracts, sue 
and be sued, and testify in court cases involving people of their own race. 
Nevertheless, the black codes were in many ways a throw back to economic 
control of black labor and also acted to connect System Three and System Two of 
family law by prohibiting vagrancy, creating apprenticeship laws, and allowing 
judges to bind black orphans and poor children to white employers.61 As some 
note, apprenticeship laws were only a "slight extension of anti-bellum laws 
requiring all blacks over the age of twelve to have a white guardian."62 While 
some of the black codes never went into effect, southern courts did continue to 
enforce vagrancy, breach of contract, and apprenticeship statutes disproportion
ately against Blacks.63 

As black families struggled for recognition against these harsh economic and 
legal realities, black families appeared to develop alternative family models in 
order to deal with the hard task of building lives together post-Reconstruction. In 
particular, extended kinship models reflected both the plantation experience64 and 
the economic exigencies of post-emancipation. Grandparents played a prominent 
role in raising children,65 particularly as younger parents went to the North in 
search of better economic opportunities. 66 While these extended kinship models 
were important, it is important to note that urban black families also gathered in 
patterns more familiar to white leaders of the country. For instance, a study of 

60 GUTMAN, supra note 45, at 23. 
61 ERIC FONER, RECONSTRUCTION 198-201 (1988); Hall, supra note 56, at 29. 
62 Id.; see also Foner, supra note 63, at 201. 
63 Id. at 198-201. 
64 GUTMAN, supra note 45, at 262. 
65 Id. at 199. 
66 GEORGE M. FREDRICKSON, WHITE SUPREMACY: A COMPARATIVE STUDY IN 

AMERICAN AND SOUTH AFRICAN HISTORY 204 (1981). 
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black families in New York City in 1905 revealed that 86% of the New York City 
kin related black households were headed by two parents67 and 10% of females 
age 25-44 headed male absent households.68 In 1925, black male unskilled 
laborers and service workers over 45 headed 75% of all black households;69 and 
84% of black children under the age of six lived with both parents. 70 

In summary, American blacks at first were denied the right to form families, and 
actively dissuaded by both law and economic structure from enjoying stable 
family lives. Even after Reconstruction, severe economic restrictions seriously 
restrained black families and encouraged the formation of extended kin networks 
that appear to persist to this day.71 Even a sketchy history of post-Reconstruction 
lawmaking suggests that to the extent that the Thirteenth and Fourteenth 
Amendments forced lawmakers to treat Blacks more similarly to Whites, they 
were treated more similarly to poor white families, and thus subjected to Poor 
Law style intervention into their lives. That is to say, as System Three became 
eliminated de jure post-Reconstruction, black families, still facing the substantial 
effects of racism and poverty became subject to System Two's intervention into 
their private lives. 

[3] Trends Within the Three Systems of Family Law. 

[a] The Overriding Imperatives of Economic Systems. 

It is accurate to suggest that these systems of family law were less systems of 
family law than they were systems of economic privilege and caste. Clearly the 

67 Gutman, supra note 45, tab. A-35, at 509. 
68 Id., tab. A-48, at 517. 
69 Id., tab. A-49, at 518. 
70 Id., tab. A-50, at 519. From the 1960s to present, many debates with many conflicting statistics 

have raged about the structure of the black family. A central catalyst of the early debate was found 
in the Moynihan report issued in 1965. The Negro Family: The Case for National Action, Office of 
Policy Planning and Research, United States Department of Labor, March 1965. The Moynihan 
report suggested that the family structure of lower class Negroes is highly unstable and in many 
urban centers is approaching complete breakdown. Id. at 5. 

In response to the report, black scholars wrote heavily documented reports about the black 
families formation up to 1925. See, e.g., Gutman, supra note 45. In the 1990s, Moynihan's view 
seems to have come back into favor, particularly in the discussion of legislation to end "welfare as 
we know it." Ironically, Moynihan himself, currently a senator from New York, vociferously 
opposed the welfare legislation eventually passed in August 1996. For more on the legislation see 
infra, part 4. 

71 See Peggy C. Davis, Use and Abuse of Power to Sever Family Bonds, 22 N.Y.U. REV. L. & 
SOC. CHANGE 557,569 (1984); Carol B. Stack, Cultural Perspectives of Child Welfare, 12 N.Y.U 
REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 539, 540-41 (1984-84). 
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delineation among the three systems derived directly from the economic associa
tions that the upper and middle classes placed on each particular class. For 
wealthy families, inheritance laws protected the circulation of property and the 
maintenance of family wealth. All of the rules related to inheritance law that 
pertained to families, including the appointment of a guardian ad litem for 
minority heir, and bastardly laws punishing rich women, derived from this 
particular imperative. 

For poor white families, the Poor Laws focused extensively on providing poor 
relief but increasingly on protecting local resources. When Parliament created an 
entitlement to relief but offered the parishes no financial support in paying that 
relief, the parishes were driven inexorably to restrictive rules protecting their local 
resources from extending to all but the most undeniable of their citizens. 
Therefore, the Poor Laws led localities to exclude poor persons from other 
jurisdictions, prevent poor persons from marrying, and eventually favor the 
apprenticing of poor children who could then earn their own maintenance. As we 
will see in subsection (b) below, the Poor Laws also led to laws discouraging the 
birth of additional poor children. These developments all suggest that while the 
Poor Laws clearly initiated governmental provision of financial relief to poor 
people, the laws were driven at least as much by a concern for social order, 
prevention of vagrancy, and then ultimately protection of local resources from the 
seemingly endless need of the local poor. 

The laws prohibiting slave family formation of System Number Three were 
clearly motivated by the need to maximize the discretion of masters and to 
exercise total control over the life of every slave. Moreover, because until the 
slave trade was abolished in 1807, importing new slaves from Africa cost much 
less than rearing a slave child from birth, the slave masters had no economic 
interest in allowing slave families to form. 

Thus it appears that strict economic analyses account, in large part, for the role 
of law in affecting the lives of families under all three of the systems described in 
this chapter. Clearly more research needs to be done to flesh out this disturbing 
trend. 

[b] The Regulation of Illegitimate Births Through the Punishment of 
Women. 

Each of the three systems had its law of bastardy, which worked to punish 
women who gave birth to illegitimate children. Female heirs under System 
Number One were prohibited from marrying or having sexual relations without 
the consent of their father or guardian. 72 In addition, under common law, children 

72 4 & 5 Philip and Mary, c.8, 1557. 
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born out of wedlock were not allowed to inherit. 73 As suggested above, 
ecclesiastical courts also punished crimes of adultery and bastardy. 74 

Poor women in England and their illegitimate children also were subjected to 
drastically different laws than even poor children born to married women. A 
bastard child was considered "nullius filius", that is, "no man's child." An 
illegitimate child inherited his mother's status in residence, and not that of his 
father's. Under the Poor Laws, poor mothers were forced to pay relief due to their 
children and therefore received no state assistance to feed the mouth of an 
illegitimate child. As this practice led increasingly to the horror of child 
infanticide, infanticide itself was punished severely. 75 In addition, as noted earlier, 
women were incarcerated for bearing children out of wedlock in an attempt by the 
localities to reduce the number of children born who were due for relief. 

Since no marriages were consecrated between slaves, all children were 
considered illegitimate under the law. The child immediately took the status of his 
mother, and became property of the slave owner as well. 76 Nevertheless, slave 
births were somewhat discouraged because the cost of rearing children on the 
plantation was so much more that buying slaves fresh from Africa. Thus it was a 
commonplace for all three legal systems to denigrate the ties between women and 
illegitimate children, and to denigrate the rights and status of those children 
themselves, regardless of their social class. 

[c] Children as a Reflection of the Adult Community. 

These two trends reflect an on-going tendency for children to be seen simply as 
the reflection of adult concerns and agendas. The fate of children in our adult 
world, it seems, is to become either reflections or victims of the maelstrom of 
pressing adult fiscal, logistical, and resource concerns. Even those of us who 
believe we have our children's interests most purely at heart, find ourselves also 
juggling their needs against our own logistical needs, often preferring the latter. 

It is an important thesis of this book that before we can serve children proper! y, 
we must understand the ways in which we unconsciously put our agenda first. It 
is hoped that this history is a start. 

73 JUSTICE EDWARD COKE, FIRST PART OF THE INSTITUTES OF ENGLISH LAWS 
116-18 (1628). 

74 INGRAM, supra note 5, at 26. It is likely, however, that the ecclesiastical courts lacked 
effectiveness by the late 1500s, and hence the usefulness of the secular statute of 1576, 18 Eliz. c.3 
(ordering punishment of the mother and reputed father of a bastard). 

75 Hoffer & Hull estimate that following 1576, the year that bastard bearing was made a statutory 
offense, there was an estimate increase in infanticide of up to 225% in some counties. PETER C. 
HOFFER & N.E.H. HULL, MURDERING MOTHERS: INFANTICIDE IN ENGLAND AND 
NEW ENGLAND, 1558-1803, at 8 (1981). 

76 Morris, supra note 53, at 43-44. 
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A.1-4 Implication of These Historical Models for Today: Areas of 
Further Study. 

Tracing even preliminarily, the three systems of family law in pre-modem 
America and then comparing them to our family law systems in 1996 America 
raises many more questions than this initial inquiry can resolve. First and 
foremost, how many other systems of family law have coexisted or followed the 
ones described? Native American families, clearly, have a unique family law 
history, which currently includes the federal Indian Child Welfare Act which this 
analysis does not begin to explore. Various immigrant groups may have a certain 
higher or lower incidence of contact with local child protective systems as they 
have come to the United States. 77 While tenBroek's initial research labeled the 
phenomenon a "dual system of family law," we have chosen to describe three 
individual systems, in part to acknowledge that there may be many more to be 
identified in further research. 

Second, to what extent do the lessons of history, for instance, in the evolution 
of the Poor Laws, help us understand and anticipate developments in our current 
system? A preliminary answer may be: to a surprisingly large extent. The structure 
of the early English Poor Laws bear an eerie similarity to some of the current 
plans for the "reform" of the national welfare policy. The Personal Responsibility 
and Work Opportunities Reconciliation Act of 1996, for one, eliminated entitle
ment to welfare payments by poor people; two, transformed federal responsibility 
for welfare payments made by states into block grants to states for welfare and 
other social services;78 three, placed time limits on a family's ability to receive 
welfare; and four, set time limits on receipt of welfare before a welfare recipient 
is required to have a job. 

There are many obvious differences between the Welfare Act and the Elizabe
than Poor Laws. The Elizabethan Poor Laws can be said to be an entitlement 
program which created a national entitlement in which 100% of the financial 
burden was to be assumed by the state. The 1996 Act, however, eliminates the 
federal entitlement to welfare, and offers some federal money to support the 
state's creation of its own welfare system. Nevertheless, at least two important 
lessons can be learned from the experience of the Elizabethan Poor Laws as the 
Welfare Act becomes national policy. Foremost, the insistence that a locality take 

77 For instance, Catherine J. Ross in her dissertation in the Yale University history department 
in 1977 discussed state legislation passed in the 1870s which operated to remove children from 
impoverished and usually immigrant families. Catherine J. Ross, Society's Children: The Case of 
Indigent Youngsters in New York City, 1875-1903, 1-27 (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Yale 
University, 1977). 

78 Aid to Families with Dependent Children has been replaced with the block grant program, 
Temporary Assistance to Needy Families. 
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responsibility for the poor in their own states, part of the "block grant" provisions 
in the Act, parallels the local parish responsibility in the Elizabethan Poor Law 
system. Even our brief historical analysis has shown that these localities, 
especially those with depressed economics, were immediately overstrained and 
unable to shoulder the fiscal responsibility for providing adequate poor relief. In 
addition, local responsibility created these settlement laws which created rigid 
residency requirements which could act as prohibitions on travel and relocation 
between localities in order to prevent "double dipping" by those who would seek 
benefits from many different jurisdictions. One can predict that in the same way, 
states will struggle to create welfare systems that will discourage new residency 
to cater only to their own citizens. 

Another alarming continuity with the Poor Laws can be observed in the 
treatment of children born out of wedlock. In 1996 America, the current Welfare 
Bill encourages experiments such as have been planned by some states, to deny 
benefits to children born after their mother began receiving benefits for them. In 
sixteenth and seventeenth century England, the failure to provide relief for 
illegitimate children, whose needs for food and subsidence and shelter were 
actually no different from those of children-in wedlock, led to alarming practices 
including incarceration of mothers, an increase in infanticide, and a presumably 
under-nourished and under-cared-for segment of children. As many who opposed 
the signing of the Welfare Act suggested, the natural tendency of the states to 
protect themselves fiscally can lead to tremendous calamity for poor children and 
basic issues of their food, shelter, and early development. We would be wise to 
prepare ourselves for the same concerns and plan appropriately as "welfare 
reform" continues. 

Third, and perhaps most disturbing, to what extent do attitudes or expectations 
from the three systems of family remain in our current system? To what extent do 
our laws and bureaucracy subject poor families and families of color to different 
treatment and different levels of privacy or intervention? If our current child 
protective system has evolved from System Number Two, in which large-scale 
intervention into poor families was the norm, we must be concerned that our 
history predisposes us to greater intervention into poor as opposed to nonpoor 
families. Leaming this history may help us learn about the origins of current 
problems in our system in a way that will help us shape our future system as fairly 
as possible. 
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Chart 1. Global Listing by Country of Family Law Systems 

Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- [IUired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

Afghanistan Declaration V Afghanistan has a new 
reserving the constitution, but very few 
right to ex- laws were enacted since 
press reser- the state is still in transi-
vations on tion. There is no legislation 
all provi- on child proceedings. Mus-
sions of the lim councils have commu-
Convention nity responsibilities in 
that are in- family-related issues. 
compatible 
with the 
laws of Is-
lamic 
Shari'a and 
the local 
legislation in 
effect. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- (}Uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Albania IV I In Albania, parents may be 
subject to proceedings that 
may temporarily or perma-
nently strip them of parental 
authority by reason of fam-
ily abandonment or if they 
commit a criminal offense 
(e.g., battery) against their 
children. Children whose 
parents have lost parental 
authority may be placed un-
der guardianship while in 
state custody. During the 
course of abuse, neglect, or 
removal proceedings, the 
opinions of children aged 
10 and older may be sought 
by the court under the Civil 
Procedure Code, although 
notably no avenues for ex-
pression are available for 
children under 10. 

Algeria ACRWC IV Children must be appointed 
and legal guardians, but there is 
I? no law requiring the guard-

ians to present the chil-
dren 's views. Children over 
age 13 must be able to ex-
press themselves in specific 
proceedings; in particular, 
they must make the decision 
whether to remain in foster 
care or return to their par-
ents if the parents request to 
have the children back. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Andorra 

Angola 

APPENDIX B 

Dis-

Regional Re- ere-

Agree-
quired tion-

ments 
Mod- ary 
el(s) Mod-

el(s) 

IV 

ACRWC IV 

Current Description of 
Model 

No provision in Andorran 
law grants children a right 
or opportunity to be heard 
in child protective proceed
ings, as noted by the United 
Nations Committee on the 
Rights of the Child. 
The Angolan legal system 
does not provide for the 
right of the child to be heard 
in protective proceedings. A 
special court section 
handles matters involving 
minors, formed by a spe
cialized judge and two ex
perts charged with ensuring 
the protection, assistance, 
and education of the child. 
The prosecutors acting in 
this separate court are re
sponsible for defending the 
rights and advocating on be
half of the child. Parents, 
guardians, anyone with a 
minor in their care, and mi
nors over age 16 can select 
a lawyer to represent their 
interests in the proceedings. 
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Antigua and 
Barbuda 

Argentina 

Armenia 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 
re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 
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Regional Re-

Agree- ri_uired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

I? 

IV 

I 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

The laws dealing with child 
protection specify that chil
dren's wishes in protective 
proceedings are to be taken 
into account and given due 
weight in accordance with 
their age and maturity. 
There is no explicit provi
sion detailing how these 
views are to be expressed, 
and there is no provision for 
the appointment of a repre
sentative. 
In the federal legislation, a 
child has standing to bring a 
case by making a denuncia
tion to the attorney general. 
In court proceedings, the 
child is represented by a 
minor's counselor, who also 
represents the state and is 
not under any obligation to 
express the child's views to 
the court. Argentina has a 
federal system, however, 
and some provinces (includ
ing the city of Buenos 
Aires) have laws that re
quire children's voices to be 
heard. 
Children have the right to 
be heard during deliberative 
proceedings and to express 
their opinions in court. 
Those opinions will be con
sidered according to age 
and maturity, except that a 
court is obliged to consider 
the opinion of a child age 10 
and over. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Australia I, II II Children have the right to 
and express their views in child 
IV protective proceedings; 

however, the mechanism 
through with that is accom-
plished varies by state. 
Some states hear the child's 
wishes directly while others 

.. hear it through a representa-
tive, and not all representa-
tives are required to express 
the child's views. 
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Austria 
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Regional 
Agree-
ments 

ECECR 
(signed 
but not 
ratified) 

Re-
:iuired 
Mod-
el(s) 

I and 
III? 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

Children over 10 years old 
are usually heard by the 
guardianship court, the 
youth welfare authority, a 
court expert or existing in
stitutions of the juvenile 
court assistance. Those un
der age 10 are heard by the 
child psychologists of the 
Youth Welfare Office or in 
some other suitable way. A 
hearing will not be held if it 
endangers the well-being of 
the child or if, in view of the 
child's age and capability to 
understand the matter on 
hand, a well-founded opin
ion cannot be expected. The 
law does not specify in what 
form psychologists or other 
agents should communicate 
a child's statements to the 
court or what criteria should 
be used to determine that no 
well-founded opinion can 
be expected from a child. 
Further, children above age 
14 have independent capa
bility to act in family courts 
in proceedings concerning 
their care, upbringing, or 
the right to personal contact. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Azerbaijan 

Bahamas 

APPENDIX B 

Regional 
Agree-
ments 

Re-
~uired 
Mod-
el(s) 

I and 
III? 

IV 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

Every child with the capac
ity to form his/her own 
views has a right to express 
his/her opinion in court or 
administrative proceedings, 
but the court obliged to con
sider this opinion only for 
children aged 10 and older. 
The Commissions on Mi
nors' Affairs and the Protec
tion of the Rights take place 
as the children's representa
tive when their rights are 
infringed or when their in
terests contradict those of 
their parents, and every 
child can apply to them. 
Children aged 14 and older 
can independently apply to 
courts. The Commissions 
decide some proceedings 
and have a dual role of rep
resenting the children and 
protecting their interests. 
The juvenile court is di
rected to consider the wel
fare of the child in child 
protection proceedings, but 
the governing statutes do 
not specifically mention the 
child's participation or rep
resentation. 
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Bahrain 

Bangladesh 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & ReDeclarations Regional 
re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired 

Mod-Rights of the ments 
Child el(s) 
(CRC) 

CORA 
PCWSA 

V? 

IV 

Dis
cre
tion-
ary 

Mod
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

The maJonty of Bahrain's 
population is subject to the 
Shari'a courts, which rule 
based on Islamic Law. Is
lamic law is not codified 
and does not speak directly 
to giving the child the op
portunity to be heard; thus 
there is no guarantee that 
children have the right to 
express their opinions in 
protective proceedings. 
There are secular civil 
courts that rule on the cases 
of non-Muslims, but we 
have been unable to find 
any laws giving children the 
opportunity to be heard in 
protective proceedings. In
deed we have been unable 
to confirm the existence of 
protective proceedings. 

I? The law implies that chil
dren are meant to attend 
proceedings in which they 
are involved unless the 
court deems their presence 
nonessential. However, 
there is no further provision 
describing if and how chil
dren's wishes are voiced or 
heard during the proceed
ings. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Barbados 

Belarus 

APPENDIX B 

Dis-

Regional 
Re- ere-

Agree- ~uired tion-

ments 
Mod- ary 
el(s) Mod-

el(s) 

V 

IV 

Current Description of 
Model 

Barbados has a Child Care 
Board that receives reports 
and is authorized to remove 
and place children in cases 
of abuse and neglect, but 
there is no evidence of pro
ceedings dealing with child 
protection other than crimi
nal abuse prosecutions. 
The issue of child protec
tion will typically be solved 
either through semi-formal 
measures taken by social 
agencies or through parental 
rights termination proceed
ings in civil courts. Children 
do not have the right to a 
court-appointed lawyer, but 
they may apply for help 
from local NGOs (which 
are scarce). Children have 
the right to appeal to courts 
when their interests are vio
lated (such as when their 
parents misuse their paren
tal authority) after the age 
of 14, or to local social 
agencies (whose participa
tion in such proceedings is 
mandatory) dealing with 
child protection before that 
age. No mechanism is in 
place to ensure that chil
dren's views are heard. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-ervations & 
Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Belgium I and Every child involved in a 
II? protective proceeding has a 

lawyer appointed for him/ 
her. However, the law does 
not explicitly state that the 
lawyer must convey the 
child's opinion. The Youth 
Court is required to hear the 
views of children aged 12 
and over. The Committee on 
the Protection of Youth is 
the local organization 
charged with intervening 
when the welfare of a child 
may be endangered. 

Belize III? I The law states that courts 
may place children and 
youth involved in protective 
proceedings in the custody 
of the Belize Ministry of 
Human Development 
(MHD), the national child 
welfare agency. The law 
mandates the MHD to inter-
view children and consider 
the wishes of the child, 
given the child's age and 
understanding, in its deci-
sions. The law also requires 
the court to hear the wishes 
of the child, given the 
child's age and understand-
ing. Advocates report that in 
practice all children older 
than 7 are permitted to 
speak in court. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments 
Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

Benin ACRWC I? Tribunals conduct child pro-
tection sessions, and chil-
dren are provided the oppor-
tunity to be heard, as a 
result of the primacy of the 
Convention in national law. 

Bhutan CORA V The government has been 
PCWSA working with UNICEF to 

provide needy children with 
medical care, food, clean 
water, and shelter, but there 
is no child protection sys-
tern, formal or otherwise 
and no child protection leg-
islation. 

Bolivia I and According to legislation, 
II? free legal assistance must be 

offered to any child who 
needs it, and every child 
must be heard as a function 
of his/her age and maturity. 
Legal aid is obtained 
through the Office of the 
Defense of Children and 
Adolescents or an ex officio 
lawyer. Legislation does not 
specify if the legal aid must 
represent the child's view-
point. In practice, all ado-
lescents are heard in pro-
ceedings, but children are 
heard only in complex 
cases. Also, while many 
children do receive legal 
aid, the more rural areas do 
not yet have legal services 
available. 
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ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Bosnia 

Botswana "[R]eserva-
tion with re-
gard to the 
provisions of 
article 1 of 
the Conven-
tion [defini-
tion of child] 
and does not 
consider it-
self bound by 
the same in 
so far as such 
may conflict 
with the 
Laws and 
Statutes of 
Botswana." 
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Regional Re-

Agree- ~uired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

II 

V 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

Children have a right to ex
press their opinions and to 
ask for the protection of 
their rights in front of public 
bodies. In child protection 
cases, the child has a right 
to a special guardian in 
cases mentioned in Article 
12 of the CRC, and this 
guardian is named by the 
guardianship authority or 
the court. The guardian 
should consult the child in 
his/her care regarding any 
matter that the child is ca
pable of understanding. 
There seems to be no formal 
child protective system. Al
though there is an NGO that 
investigates alleged / poten
tial child abuse, we have 
never heard of children be
ing involved in legal pro
ceedings or being removed 
from their parents' homes. 
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Country 

Brazil 

Brunei 
Darussalam 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 
re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

APPENDIX B 

Regional 
Agree-
ments 

Re-
[J_uired 
Mod-
el(s) 

I? 
and 
II 

IV? 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

A representative of unspeci
fied type is mandated in ju
venile court proceedings for 
children under age 16, while 
those 16 to 21 will be as
sisted by their parent or 
guardian. A separate provi
sion states that a child may 
have a lawyer and that hav
ing one is suggested (and 
free to those in need). When 
a court is contemplating 
placing a child in foster care 
the court "will," "whenever 
possible," hear the child or 
adolescent and consider his/ 
her opinion. Finally, for any 
hearing regarding change of 
custody, "it is obligatory" 
that the court hear the child 
"provided that it is possible 
and reasonable." 
Although the relevant legis
lation does not explicitly 
state that the child has a 
right to express an opinion, 
it does mandate the appear
ance of the child before the 
court. In making a decision, 
the magistrate must regard 
the welfare and best inter
ests of the child as the para
mount consideration. The 
Action Team on Child 
Abuse is in charge of offer
ing services and protection 
to families and children, and 
appointed "protectors" act 
as case workers. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~aired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Bulgaria I Children have the right to 
freely express their opinions 
in administrative or court 
proceedings. They may 
choose to be accompanied 
by a parent, guardian, or 
other person. A social 
worker from the Social As-
sistance Directorate is also 
assigned to accompany the 
child. 

Burkina ACRWC V There are no child protec-
Faso tion proceedings defined as 

such in the law; however, 
courts do sometimes modify 
parental authority. This is 
most common in the context 
of a criminal trial of a par-
ent. There is a strong tradi-
tion that children must not 
speak in court regarding pa-
rental authority. 

Burundi ACRWC I? According to the law, tribu-
(ratified, nals hear child protection 

not cases. Tribunals rarely func-
signed) tion in this capacity, and the 

procedure is undefined by 
law. Despite the Conven-
tion's primary status in na-
tional law, thus theoretically 
giving children an opportu-
nity to be heard in child 
protective proceedings, in 
practice children are gener-
ally not given the right to be 
heard. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-
ervations & 
Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

Cambodia V There are no laws affording 
the opportunity for children 
to express their views in 
child protective proceed-
ings, and we have not found 
evidence of formal child 
protective proceedings. 

Cameroon ACRWC IV There are no statutory pro-
visions requiring that a 
child be given the opportu-
nity to be heard in child 
protective proceedings. 
Cameroon has stated that in 
practice the views of chil-
dren are often taken into 
account, either directly or 
by representation (parent, 
guardian, legal 
representative), in legal and 
administrative proceedings, 
as in the case of the award 
by the court of custody of 
the child in divorce or sepa-
ration proceedings, in mar-
riage and in hearings in the 
Council Chamber. No men-
tion is made of whether the 
child's views are taken into 
account in practice in child 
protective proceedings. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-ervations & 
Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Canada II Child abuse and exploita-
and tion are prohibited by the 
IV? Criminal Code. However, 

all child protection legisla-
tion that permits interven-
tion to ensure children's 
safety and welfare is done at 
the provincial/territorial 
level. In Alberta, the prov-
ince we surveyed for this 
study, where an application 
is made for a supervision 
order or a temporary or per-
manent guardianship order, 
the court may direct that the 
child be represented by a 
guardian if the child or the 
guardian of the child re-
quests that the court do so 
and the court believes that 
the interests or views of the 
child would not otherwise 
be adequately represented. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-
ervations & 
Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

Cape Verde ACRWC I and Decisions regarding matters 
IV affecting children are made 

by legal representatives or 
the appropriate legal institu-
tions taking into account the 
best interest of the child. 
When a conflict of in~erest 
between a child and parent 
is to be resolved by a public 
authority, the minor is to be 
represented by guardian ad 
litem appointed by a compe-
tent tribunal, and there is no 
requirement that the child's 
view be expressed. How-
ever, where there is dis-
agreement between parents 
concerning issues relating 
to security, health, educa-
tion, and change in resi-
dency location, a court 
should hear children over 
12 years old. 

Central Af- ACRWC IV There are child protective 
rican Repu- (signed proceedings, but children 

blic not are not permitted to express 
ratified) their views. Children are 

considered to not have their 
own views, beyond what 
their parents believe is in 
their best interests. 
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Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Chad 

Chile 
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Regional Re-

Agree- ~uired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

ACRWC II? 

IV 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

I 

Current Description of 
Model 

Children are entitled to be 
represented by an ad hoc 
court-appointed administra
tor in cases where their in
terests conflict with those of 
their parents. It is unclear 
whether the representative 
represents the views of the 
child. The law allows for 
the child to be removed 
from the home if his/her 
health, morality and educa
tion are gravely compro
mised. There are no courts 
or judges that specialize in 
child protective proceed
ings, however, which has 
raised concern on the part of 
at least one NGO. 
Chile's statutes state that the 
children's court judges 
should hear from the ado
lescent or child "when it is 
deemed convenient." In 
such cases it is likely that 
the child would speak di
rectly to the judge because 
the same provision states 
that legal representatives 
are not necessary. The judge 
plays the role of investiga
tor and adjudicator. A re
cently formed state agency 
describes its role as the "le
gal representation" of 
abused children, represent
ing their best interests to the 
courts. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

China 

Colombia 

APPENDIX B 

Regional 
Agree-
ments 

Re-
~uired 
Mod-
el(s) 

I or 
II 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

According to their report to 
the Committee on the 
Rights of the Child, when a 
child is involved in a legal 
proceeding, he or she may 
explicitly express his/her 
views directly to the judicial 
authorities. Furthermore, 
the child's legal representa
tive, whether it is his/her 
relative or agent ad litem, is 
required to attend proceed
ing to ensure that child has 
available assistance for ex
ercising his/her legal rights 
and that his/her views are 
expressed in their entirety. 
If the minor is involved in 
an adoption or divorce pro
ceeding, the court will hear 
and must take into account 
the views of the minor if 
he/she is over the age of 10. 
We have been unable to in
dependently confirm the ex
istence of these rights or the 
existence of child protective 
proceedings. 
Legislation provides for all 
children to have the right to 
expre s their views in judi
cial proceedings that affect 
them, either direct! y or 
through a representative 
called a Family Defender. 
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Comoros 

Congo 
( Democratic 
Republic of) 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 
re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 
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Regional Re-

Agree- [}uired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

ACRWC V 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

Comoros does not guaran
tee children's right to ex -
press their opinions, either 
in the family or in court, 
because of traditional per
ceptions of children's role 
in society. There also does 
not seem to be a formal 
child protective system. 
We were unable to obtain 
copies of the DRC's laws, 
and thus there is insufficient 
information as to whether 
child protective proceedings 
exist in the country. Accord
ing to the concluding obser
vations of the Committee on 
the Rights of the Child and 
the Alternative Report of 
the NGO Working Group on 
the Rights of Children, chil
dren's participatory rights 
are not adequately protected 
under the law and extend 
only to adoption and di
vorce proceedings. 
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Country 

Congo (Re
public of) 

Cook Is
lands 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 
re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

APPENDIX B 

Dis-

Regional 
Re- ere-

Agree- ~uired tion-

ments Mod- ary 
el(s) Mod-

el(s) 

IV 

Current Description of 
Model 

The 1992 Constitution rein
forces its commitments to 
international conventions, 
specifically including rights 
thereby granted to women 
and children. The Constitu
tion also calls for putative 
ratified-treaties to be re
viewed for constitutionality 
before their passage. Congo 
ratified the CRC in 1993. 
Since the Convention's re
quirements are now integral 
parts of the Constitution, 
Congo's laws are highly 
compatible with Article 12. 
In practice, traditional val
ues are still widespread and 
in part prevent many chil
dren from having the oppor
tunity to express their 
views. 
We were unable to locate 
much of the law on the 
Cook Islands and therefore 
were unable to confirm 
whether children have the 
right to be heard in child 
protective proceedings. It is 
unclear if child protective 
proceedings exist or if the 
only remedy for child abuse 
is criminal sanctions. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- g_uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Costa Rica I and The law guarantees children 
III the right to express their 

views in any judicial and 
administrative proceedings 
that affect their lives. In ad-
dition, children have the 
right to representation in all 
matters where their rights 
are implicated. In child pro-
tective proceedings, the 
Costa Rican national child 
welfare agency, the Patr-
onato Nacional de la Infan-
cia, is the primary provider 
of such representation. The 
law also gives youth over 
the age of 15 the discretion 
to act as parties in these 
proceedings without repre-
sentation. 

Cote ACRWC I II? In protective proceedings, 
d'Ivoire (signed the Judge of Guardianship 

but not must hear the child directly. 
ratified) Children involved in these 

proceedings can also be as-
sisted by a defense attorney, 
though the role of the attor-
ney is not defined. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Croatia 

Cuba 

APPENDIX B 

Regional 
Agree-
ments 

ECECR 
(signed 
but not 
ratified) 

Re-
quired 
Mod-
el(s) 

I 

IV? 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

Legislation requires that 
children must be given a 
chance to express their 
views in any procedure in
volving the protection of 
their rights and well-being. 
The child's voice is heeded 
depending on his/her age, 
maturity and best interests. 
The law does not specify 
that the child must be heard 
directly, but it does not pro
vide for any other way to 
hear the child. 
While there seems to be 
some form of child protec
tive legal process in Cuba, 
the Family Code does not 
appear to give children the 
opportunity to be heard di
rectly or through a represen
tative or appropriate body. 
The Family Code does state 
that parents are responsible 
for representing their chil
dren in "all legal proceed
ings and transactions in 
which they may have an 
interest." 
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Regional Re-

Agree- ~uired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

ECECR I? or 
III? 

ECECR II 

I and 
II? 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

Children must be given the 
opportunity to express their 
views in matters that con
cern their welfare. The Di
rector of the Department of 
Social Welfare Services has 
responsibilities to take care 
of children in need of pro
tection, but it is not clear if 
the responsibilities include 
representation in protective 
proceedings. 
The CRC is superior to do
mestic law under the Czech 
legal system. Furthermore, 
the socio-legal child protec
tion laws here provide chil
dren with the right to be 
heard. Depending on the is
sue of law and the child's 
age, and the intellectual ca
pacity of the child, the court 
determines whether the 
child has a right to be heard 
directly or must be heard 
through a representative. 
Children must always be 
consulted in child protective 
proceedings by the Social 
Welfare Board, which 
makes decisions m child 
protective cases. A child 
aged 15 or over is treated as 
a formal party to the case 
and, in certain cases, is of
fered free legal counsel. 
Legislation does not specify 
that the legal counsel must 
represent the views of the 
child. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Djibouti At the time 
of ratifying 
the CRC, 
Djibouti 
stated that it 
would not be 
bound by 
any provi-
sions or ar-
tides that 
are incom-
patible with 
its religion 
and its tradi-
tional val-
ues. 

Dominica 

APPENDIX B 

Regional Re-

Agree- fIUired 

ments 
Mod-
el(s) 

ACRWC I and 
(signed IV 

not 
ratified), 
Second 

Arab Plan 
of Action 

IV 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

There are child protective 
proceedings, and not only 
are the Convention and the 
Second Arab Plan of Action 
high authority and binding 
in Djiboutian law, but the 
law also provides that chil
dren may express their 
views in the child protective 
proceedings. However chil
dren under the age of 13 are 
considered deprived of un
derstanding, and thus all 
their actions are null. 

I? Dominica's child protection 
legislation does not require 
that the child have an oppor
tunity to be heard; however, 
it does state that children 
subject to protective pro
ceedings who are too young 
to take an oath may still be 
deposed if the magistrate 
believes that the child is 
able to understand that he/ 
she must speak the truth. 
Also, if the magistrate be
lieves that it would be 
harmful to the child to 
speak in front of the court, 
the child's testimony may 
be taken and submitted in 
writing. It is not clear if the 
child is questioned about 
his/her views or only given 
an opportunity to speak 
about past events. 
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Country 

Dominican 
Republic 

Ecuador 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 
re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Regional 
Agree-
ments 

Egypt Reservations ACRWC 
to the· extent 
that any por-
tion of the 
CRC is in
compatible 
with Islam. 

Re-
ijuired 
Mod-
el(s) 

I? 

I 

V 

Dis-
ere-
tion- Current Description of 
ary Model 

Mod-
el(s) 

I According to legislation, in 
all proceedings that can af
fect the guardianship of 
children in some way, the 
child has a right to be heard 
in accordance with their 
maturity. 
Ecuadorian child protective 
proceedings take place be
fore Judges of Children and 
Adolescents. The judges ask 
the child his/her opinion di
rectly and take that opinion 
into account in proportion 
to the child's age and matu
rity. In practice, an excep
tion occurs in some pro
ceedings involving foster 
children, who are some
times provided with legal 
representation by their fos
ter agency. 
Child protective proceed
ings do not exist as such. 
Rather, children who are ne
glected or abused ( and are 
living on the streets begging 
or prostituting) go through 
the criminal system and are 
placed in state-run institu
tions. As there is no adop
tion (since it is inconsistent 
with Islam), there is no way 
to place children outside of 
their homes. There are no 
laws in place requiring the 
opportunity for children's 
views to be heard. 
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Country 

El Salvador 

Equatorial 
Guinea 

Eritrea 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 
re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

APPENDIX B 

Regional 
Agree-
ments 

ACRWC 

ACRWC 

Re-
~uired 
Mod-
el(s) 

I and 
II 

V 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

The law affords children the 
right to be heard in all mat
ters affecting them and 
guarantees minors the right 
to free legal assistance in all 
administrative and judicial 
proceedings. The Office of 
the Procurator-General pro
vides such legal representa
tion to children in child pro
tective proceedings. In 
addition, the law mandates 
family court judges to listen 
to the wishes of minors 
older than age 12 and en
courages them to hear the 
voices of those 12 and 
younger. 
There is no child protective 
legislation in Equatorial 
Guinea and no child protec
tive system, formal or oth
erwise. NGO activity is lim
ited by the government, so 
UNICEF may be the only 
organization working with 
children in the country. 
We were unable to find any 
information on whether Eri
trea has a child protective 
system. 
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Regional Re-

Agree- ~uired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

II 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

Estonian children are repre
sented in protective pro
ceedings by an eestkostea
sutus, or guardianship 
authority, which also serves 
other protective roles, in
cluding dealing with re
moval and arranging care 
upon removal. According to 
the law, when settling a dis
pute regarding a child, the 
guardianship authority or 
the court proceeds from the 
interests of the child, con
sidering the wishes of a 
child who is at least 10 
years old. The wishes of a 
child younger than 10 shall 
also be considered if the 
development level of the 
child so permits. (Note: Es
tonia is also a signee of the 
1996 convention on juris
diction, applicable law, rec
ognition, enforcement and 
cooperation in respect of 
parental responsibility and 
measures for the protection 
of children, which desired 
to establish common provi
sions to this effect, taking 
into account the CRC of 
November 20, 1989. How
ever, there appear to no pro
visions for representation in 
the 1996 convention on ju
risdiction. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Ethiopia ACRWC IV I In proceedings to remove a 
person as guardian or tutor 
of a minor, the court may 
hear the minor himself 
where the court sees fit. 

Fiji IV The juvenile court in Fiji 
has authority to make orders 
related to the care, protec-
tion, and control of juve-
niles. Law directs juvenile 
courts to have regard to the 
welfare of the child, but 
there are no explicit provi-
sions relating to the child's 
ability to participate or be 
legally represented in court. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-ervations & 
Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- quired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Finland I II? The CRC has domestic le-
gal authority equivalent to 
that of Finnish statutes. All 
children have the right to 
express their wishes directly 
to the Social Welfare 
Boards in protective pro-
ceedings. In determining the 
best interests of the child, 
welfare officials must con-
sider the wishes of the child. 
Children over the age of 15 
are treated as parties to the 
cases and their consent must 
be obtained for certain ac-
tions. Children over 12 have 
considerable influence in 
the deciding of cases. Social 
welfare officials may apply 
to the Guardianship Ser-
vices Board for the appoint-
ment of a guardian (similar 
to a guardian ad litem) 
when the interests of a child 
and his parents are contra-
dietary. If a guardian is ap-
pointed, that guardian must 
ascertain the wishes of the 
child, but legislation does 
not specify that the guardian 
must convey those wishes. 
It is also unclear if all chil-
dren in protective proceed-
ings have guardians ap-
pointed for them; the 
Guardianship Services 
Board has the power to re-
ject an application for the 
appointment of a guardian, 
but the Board may have in-
formal rules requiring that 
appointment in protective 
proceedings. 
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Country 

France 

Gabon 

Gambia 

APPENDIX B 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & Re
Declarations Regional 
re: Conv. on Agree- [J_uired 

Mod-
Rights of the ments 
Child . el(s) 

(CRC) 

ACRWC 
(signed 
but not 
ratified) 

ACRWC 

I 

V? 

V 

Dis
cre
tion-
ary 

Mod
el(s) 

Current Description 
Model 

of 

II Judges must hear all chil
dren "capable of discern
ment." To be considered ca
pable of discernment, a 
minor must "truly under
stand what he or she will do 
and what will happen" in 
the proceedings. Children 
may be heard alone or with 
the assistance of either 
counsel or a person of their 
own choosing. Where the 
interests of the chosen rep
resentative appear to con
flict with those of the child, 
the judge may appoint an 
additional guardian or rep
resentative. Expenses of 
judge-appointed representa
tives or child-selected coun
sel are paid by the 
government-run legal aid 
agency. 
We have not found specific 
legislation regarding the 
right of the child to express 
his or her views, nor have 
we found specific legisla
tion regarding protective 
proceedings. 
There is no formal body of 
laws pertaining to child pro
tection or the rights of chil
dren to express their views 
in child protective proceed
ings. 
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Georgia 

Germany 
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Regional 
Agree-
ments 

Re-
~uired 
Mod-
el(s) 

I? 
and 
IV 

I and 
IV 

Dis-
ere-
tion- Current Description of 
ary Model 

Mod-
el(s) 

I? In certain protective m
stances, when the child is at 
least 10 years old, the court 
must take into account his/ 
her views, though it's not 
clear the mechanism 
through which these views 
are conveyed. In other in
stances, the child's views 
should be taken into ac
count when possible. 

II? German law provides that in 
a proceeding concerning the 
personal care of a child at 
least 14 years old, the court 
should always grant the 
child a personal hearing. 
Children aged 14 and older 
are also empowered to act 
legally on their own behalf. 
Statutes also indicate that in 
general, when the object of 
the proceeding is to take 
measures to protect the 
child's well-being, includ
ing separation of the child 
from her family, a represen
tative may be appointed. In 
practice, this may seldom 
occur, and the role of the 
representative is ill-defined. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree-
quired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

Ghana ACRWC I II? If the Department of Social 
Welfare determines that a 
child is not in immediate 
danger, the child appears 
before a child panel and has 
the right to express an opin-
ion, which is given weight 
in accordance with his/her 
age and maturity. If the 
child is determined to be in 
immediate danger, a family 
tribunal is held, in which the 
child has the right to ex-
press an opinion and to have 
legal representation. The 
child must pay for legal rep-
resentation, but legislation 
does not specify if the rep-
resentative has an obliga-
tion to convey the child's 
wishes or only his/ her best 
interests. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- rtuired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Greece ECECR II I The Convention forms part 
of national law and takes 
precedence over domestic 
legislation. Domestic law 
mandates that the court seek 
and consider the child's 
views before making any 
custody decisions with re-
spect to the child. Children 
have a legal right to have an 
attorney represent their 
views. However, the law of 
civil procedure provides 
that, depending on the ma-
turity of the child, the judge 
may ascertain the child's 
wishes through direct, pri-
vate communication with 
the child. 

Grenada As of 1997, protection pro-
ceedings took place in the 
newly established family 
courts, but there were no 
provisions for children to 
present their views. The De-
partment of Social Security 
provided a number of ser-
vices for abused and aban-
doned children. However, 
we were unable to obtain 
the recent legislation on 
child protection. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Guatemala 

APPENDIX B 

Regional 
Agree-
ments 

Re-
~uired 
Mod-
el(s) 

I and 
II 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

Guatemala's constitution 
recognizes international hu
man rights treaties, includ
ing the CRC, as superior to 
domestic law. The law pro
vides that children are ap
pointed an attorney in every 
child protection case, which 
is usually provided by the 
government's children's 
services agency. However, 
it could also be a private 
attorney or an attorney from 
an NGO, depending on the 
judge. The law provides that 
the child has the right to be 
listened to and his/her opin
ions taken into account 
through every stage of the 
process. In practice, this is 
often considered to have oc
curred through a mother or 
grandmother speaking on 
behalf of the child. Despite 
what the law provides, how
ever, in practice the child 
may or may not be heard, 
depending on the judge and 
the situation. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- g_uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Guinea ACRWC IV? There is no provision in leg-
islation allowing the right of 
the child to express his/her 
opinions. It seems there is a 
structure supporting social 
services and protective pro-
ceedings likely exist, but we 
have been unable to find 
any laws about protective 
proceedings or establish 
how the welfare system 
works. 

Guinea- ACRWC We were unable to deter-
Bissau (signed mine the specific nature of 

but not representation of children in 
yet protective proceedings in 

ratified) Guinea-Bissau. Though 
there appears to be legisla-
tion relating to child protec-
tive proceedings, we could 
not locate copies of this leg-
islation. In its 2000 CRC 
report, the government 
noted that little has been 
done to implement the CRC 
in judicial terms, but that 
administrative agencies 
have been established to fa-
cilitate the implementation 
of the CRC. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-
ervations & 
Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- quired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Guyana IV Guyana currently has no 
child protective legislation, 
though there is legislation 
regarding children's rights 
pending in the Parliament. 
Guyana has been working 
with UNICEF to set up a 
child protective system con-
sisting of both community-
based services and a na-
tional body, the Child 
Protection Monitoring Sys-
tern. 

Haiti IV Haiti has no provision re-
quiring children to be heard 
in protective proceedings. 
In practice, however, both 
the Social Welfare and Re-
search Institute and the ju-
venile courts consult the 
child in protection matters. 

Holy See V There are no children living 
(Vatican in the Vatican city. 
City)** 

Honduras I and The law provides that chil-
II dren are appointed an attor-

ney in every child protec-
tion case to advocate for the 
best interests of the child. 
This attorney is usually pro-
vided by a government chil-
dren's services agency. 
Children also have the right 
to express their ideas and 
points of view freely. Advo-
cates promote full participa-
tion and expression of the 
children and adolescents. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- [IUired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Hungary I or According to a 1995 
II amendment, the court shall 

hear the child, either di-
rectly or through an expert. 
Once the child is 14, any 
ruling on his/her placement 
must have the child's con-
sent, except when place-
ment chosen by the child 
can jeopardize his/her own 
development. 

Iceland I and II? Children aged 15 or over 
IV are formal parties to the 

proceedings, which take 
place before the Child Pro-
tection Committee. Chil-
dren aged 12 or over must 
be allowed to express an 
opinion, and younger chil-
dren shall be allowed to ex-
press a view in accordance 
with their age and maturity. 
In certain cases, a spokes-
person is appointed by the 
Government Agency for 
Child Protection. However, 
the legislation does not ex-
plicitly state that the 
spokesperson must convey 
the child's wishes. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

India 

Indonesia 

APPENDIX B 

Regional 
Agree-
ments 

CORA 
PCWSA 

Re-
~uired 
Mod-
el(s) 

IV 

I 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

I 

Current Description of 
Model 

No uniform civil code exists 
in India, and there are dif
ferent personal laws that ap
ply to a person depending 
on whether they are Hindu 
or Muslim. The main secu
lar act governing child pro
tection does provide for the 
child's views to be heard at 
the magistrate's discretion. 
Hindu personal law also 
gives discretionary power to 
consider the wishes of the 
child. Muslim personal law 
does not prescribe any par
ticular behavior with re
spect to the child's wishes. 
Legislation mandates that 
children in a protective pro
ceedings have the right to 
state their views in accor
dance with their age and 
level of intelligence. The 
Child Protection Agencies 
and Department of Social 
Welfare in Indonesia are re
sponsible for protecting 
children, and they often uti
lize the help of NGOs. 
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Iran 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 
re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Reserved the 
right not to 
apply articles 
that are in
compatible 
with Islamic 
laws and the 
international 
legislation in 
effect. 
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Regional Re-

Agree- [}Uired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

V? 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

According to Iran's first re
port on their compliance 
with the CRC, children have 
the right to express their 
views in judicial proceed
ings provided their views 
are not contrary to their best 
interests; this right is exer
cised by the guardian. We 
have been unable to find 
any basis in the law for this 
statement other than an ar
ticle in the Civil Code say
ing that children are repre
sented by their guardian in 
all legal affairs. We have 
also been unable to find any 
laws that speak directly 
about child protective pro
ceedings other than two ar
ticles in the Civil Code that 
contemplate the court mak
ing decisions about the 
child's custody when he/she 
has been neglected; it is un
clear if formal child protec
tive proceedings exist or if 
the only remedy for child 
abuse is criminal sanctions. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Iraq 

Ireland 

APPENDIX B 

Regional Re-

Agree- fiuired 

ments 
Mod-
el(s) 

V? 

III 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

The recent ( and dramatic) 
changes in Iraqi legal struc
ture, in combination with 
the generally difficult condi
tions there, have made it 
virtually impossible to learn 
about the country's system 
for dealing with abused and 
neglected children. How
ever, our research revealed 
nothing to suggest that ei
ther the former Iraqi regime 
or the Iraqi Transitional 
Government had enacted 
child protective proceedings 

II? Health Boards are required 
to initiate protective pro
ceedings, and are required 
to give due consideration to 
the child's wishes, with re
gard to his/her age and un
derstanding. The court may 
join a child as a party in any 
proceedings where neces
sary for the child's interests, 
and it may appoint a solici
tor for a child when the 
child is a party to a proceed
ing. In cases where the child 
is not a party, the court may 
appoint a guardian ad litem. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-ervations & 
Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Israel IV I or In certain protective mat-
II? ters, such as before remov-

ing a child from the custody 
of his parents, the judge 
must hear the views of the 
child unless the judge be-
lieves that the child cannot 
understand the matter or 
that summoning the child 
will endanger him/her. The 
judge may also appoint a 
legal guardian if he/she be-
lieves it is necessary to pro-
tect the best interests of the 
minor. It is unclear if this 
guardian would present the 
child's views. In other fam-
ily court proceedings, how-
ever, no requirement is 
made for hearing the views 
of the child. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- riuired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Italy IV The Italian Civil Code 
specifies that the courts 
have the power to terminate 
parental rights or alter 
placement when parents ne-
glect or abuse children. 
While the Civil Code speci-
fies that parents must be 
heard if any action is taken 
against them in these pro-
ceedings, there is no such 
provision requiring that the 
child's opinion be heard. 
Children have some rights 
to participation in civil pro-
ceedings more broadly 
speaking, but "[ c ]ivil pro-
ceedings are not regulated 
by a coherent discipline and 
the different age limits (12, 
14 and 16 years) governing 
the right to be heard, apply 
in different contexts, with-
out any logical basis." 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- (luired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments 
Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Jamaica I II Children's views are to be 
taken into account when the 
child is of sufficient age and 
maturity to form his or her 
own views. The child may 
be represented by an advo-
cate if the court feels the 
child is in need of represen-
tation and if the child con-
sents. The role of the repre-
sentative is not specified, 
but given that a representa-
tive is only appointed at the 
discretion of the child, his/ 
her views are likely to have 
some impact on advocacy 
before the court. 

Japan IV Although we have been un-
able to find any laws giving 
such rights, our contact has 
informed us that children 
are generally guaranteed the 
opportunity to be heard in 
judicial proceedings or ad-
ministrative decisions af-
fecting them, and specifi-
cally that children's views 
in child protective proceed-
ings must be expressed 
through a representative. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Jordan 

Kazakhstan 

APPENDIX B 

Regional 
Agree-
ments 

Re-
[!Uired 
Mod-
el(s) 

IV 

I and 
III? 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

Jordan has a child protec
tive system composed of the 
Child Protection Unit, the 
Child Abuse Unit within the 
Family Protection Division, 
and non-governmental or
ganizations. The outcomes 
of cases are decided infor
mally, outside of courts, and 
legislation does not explic
itly provide children with 
the right to express an opin
ion. 
Children aged 14 or over 
have the right to appeal to 
courts when their rights are 
violated, or to the Body of 
Guardianship and Trustee
ship before that age. Chil
dren have the right to be 
heard in judicial or admin
istrative proceedings, and 
their opinion must be 
weighed from the age of 10, 
except when this would 
contradict their own inter
ests. The Bodies of Guard
ianship are obliged to ap
point a representative for 
the defense of children's 
rights when they contradict 
those of their parents. It is 
unclear if these bodies rep
resent the child 's views. 
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Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Kenya 

Kiribati 
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Regional Re-

Agree- ~uired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

ACRWC I 

V? 

Dis-
ere-
tion- Current Description of 
ary Model 

Mod-
el(s) 

II? In any matters of procedure 
affecting a child, the child 
shall be accorded an oppor
tunity to express his opin
ion, and that opinion shall 
be taken into account as 
may be appropriate, taking 
into account the child's age 
and degree of maturity. 
When the child is brought 
before the court, a legal rep
resentative may be ap
pointed for him/her, though 
the exact role of the repre
sentative is unclear. 
It is not clear whether there 
are any child protective pro
ceedings m Kiribati; the 
high court and court of ap
peals have no cases of chil
dren being taken into state 
custody or of termination of 
parental rights. If children 
appear in any legal proceed
ings in Kiribati, it must be 
through a guardian ad litem 
or special guardian. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Kuwait 

Kyrgyzstan 

Lao PDR 

APPENDIX B 

Regional 
Agree-
ments 

Re-
[J_uired 
Mod-
el(s) 

I or 
III? 

V 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

- -

Current Description of 
Model 

We were unable to find the 
laws of Kuwait but response 
reports from the Committee 
on the Rights of the Child 
suggest that there are cur
rently no laws in place re
quiring the opportunity for 
the child's views to be heard 
in legal proceedings affect
ing the child. It is also un
clear to what extent a for
mal child protection system 
exists, and the Committee 
does express concern at the 
"insufficient legal protec
tion measures" to combat 
child abuse. 
The child has the right to be 
heard in court proceedings 
including, presumably, pro
tective proceedings, either 
directly or through a repre
sentative. In cases where the 
child has opposite interests 
to those of his parents, the 
bodies of tutorship and 
guardianship are obliged to 
appoint a representative for 
the child. It is unclear if this 
representative also conveys 
the views of the child. The 
court must take into consid
eration the opinion of a 
child aged 10 and older 
There is concern that in 
practice these rights are not 
actually realized. 
No child protective pro
ceedings exist in Lao. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Latvia ECECR I or I or According to legislation, all 
II or II or children have the right to 
III III express their opinion di-

rectly, through a "lawful 
representative" or a "rel-
evant institution." There is 
no legislative guidance as to 
which form of expression 
shall be granted in any par-
ticular case. 

Lebanon ACHR We were unable to find any 
laws in Lebanon about the 
opportunity for the child's 
views to be heard in child 
protective proceedings, or 
even the existence of child 
protective proceedings; we 
believe, however, that they . exist but are inaccessible to 
us. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Lesotho 

Liberia 

APPENDIX B 

Dis-

Regional Re- ere-

Agree- ~uired tion-

ments Mod- ary 
el(s) Mod-

el(s) 

ACRWC IV 

ACRWC IV 

Current Description of 
Model 

Currently, no law m 
Lesotho explicitly affords 
children an opportunity to 
be heard in child protection 
proceedings. The only legal 
protection instrument for 
abused and neglected chil
dren provides for the best 
interests of the child. How
ever, there is no clear gov
ernment policy or practice 
in place to determine when 
it is in the best interest of 
the child to be removed 
from her/his family envi
ronment; rather, decisions 
are made on an ad hoc, 
case-by-case basis. Children 
are not adequately repre
sented in such situations, 
and there are no mecha
nisms for them to make 
their feelings and opinions 
known. 
Liberian courts may issue 
protective orders when the 
interests of children are at 
stake. However, we have 
found no laws that afford 
children the opportunity to 
express their views. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Libya Reserved the ACHR V The child protective system 
right not to and is mostly informal, although 
apply articles IV? there are provisions for the 
that are in- termination of parental 
compatible rights where the guardian 
with Islam. fails in his/her obligations 

to the child. However, we 
were unable to find any 
laws that gave the child the 
opportunity to be heard in 
the limited formal system 
that does exist. 

Liechten- I and II? Before issuing orders that 
stein III? affect the care or upbringing 

of a child, the court must 
hear the child in person. The 
court can decline to hear the 
child only when a hearing, 
or the delay a hearing might 
require, would endanger the 
child's well-being, or when, 
in view of the child's age or 
level of development, an ex-
pression of opinion is not to 
be expected from the child. 
Instead of appearing in 
court, children under 10 
years of age may be inter-
viewed by the Office of So-
cial Services. When there is 
no one entitled to represent 
a child in court, a legal 
guardian, or vormund, must 
be appointed for him/her. It 
is not necessary that the vor-
mund be a lawyer. If no 
other suitable vormund can 
be found for a child, the 
Office of Social Services 
acts as vormund. 
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Country 

Lithuania 

Luxembourg 

Macedonia 
(the Former 

Yugoslav 
Republic of) 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 
re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

APPENDIX B 

Regional Re-

Agree- [JUired 

ments 
Mod-
el(s) 

I 

I 

ECECR IV 
(but does 
not apply 
to protec-
tive pro-
ceedings) 

Dis-
ere-
tion- Current Description of 
ary Model 

Mod-
el(s) 

II In considering any legal 
question related to a child, 
the child, if capable of for
mulating his/her views, 
must be heard directly. 
Where that is impossible, 
the child must be heard 
through a representative. A 
child who considers his/her 
rights abused by parents has 
a right to apply to a state 
institution for the protection 
of the child's rights or, on 
attaining the age of 14, to 
bring the matter before the 
court. 
Courts must hear from the 
children involved in matters 
before them, unless it is 
contrary to the interests of 
the child. 

III? Children in Macedonia have 
the general right to be rep
resented by their parents, 
but there is no specific legal 
provision for children in 
protective proceedings to be 
heard either directly or 
through a representative. 
The body responsible for 
bringing such cases before 
the courts is the Social 
Work Center, which has the 
responsibility to provide le
gal support in abuse cases; 
however, the law does not 
mention if and how this 
body is to consider the 
wishes of the child. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- [Juired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Madagascar ACRWC I Child protection proceed-
ings take place in juvenile 
courts, in which the juvenile 
judge consults the minor di-
rectly. It is unclear how the 
opinion of the child is 
weighted in the decision 
making. 

Malawi ACRWC I or Laws governing profes-
IV sional magistrate courts 

provide that children have 
an opportunity to be heard 
in matters concerning them; 
no child is placed in foster 
care, for example, unless his 
or her views are heard. 
However, customary law -
the dominant law of lay 
magistrate courts - does 
not provide for the principle 
of hearing the views of the 
children, even in matters 
that concern them. Most 
custody cases are handled in 
these courts, where the 
granting of custody is based 
on culture, not procedure, 
and may not be in the best 
interests of the child. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-
ervations & 
Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- lJ.Uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

Malaysia IV Children are not afforded 
the opportunity to express 
their views in child protec-
tive proceedings. The Court 
for Children must make all 
decisions based on the best 
interests of the child, in-
eluding considering a report 
of the Protector (normally a 
social welfare officer). This 
report includes family back-
ground, general conduct, 
home surroundings, school 
records, and medical history 
of the child. 

Maldives CORA IV The child protection system 
PCWSA in Maldives consists of the 

juvenile court, the Child 
Protection Unit in the po-
lice, the Unit for the Rights 
of the Child, and the Na-
tional Council for the Pro-
tection of the Rights of 
Children. 

Mali ACRWC I Mali's child protection pro-
ceedings are conducted by 
special judges. The law 
states that the judge must 
hear from the child in the 
proceedings. 
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Malta 

Marshall 
Islands 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 
re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 
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Regional 
Agree-
ments 

ECECR 
(signed 
but not 
ratified) 

Re-
~uired 
Mod-
el(s) 

IT? 
and 
IV? 

V 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

Mal ta has a formal child 
protective system that in
cludes a Commissioner for 
Children, who is required to 
ensure that children's opin
ions are heard and consid
ered in proceedings affect
ing them. There is no 
separate statute that directly 
provides for children's 
voices to be heard. An ex
ception occurs when a 
child's parents have died or 
forfeited parental authority, 
and the child is assigned a 
tutor (guardian) to care for 
him/her. In this situation, 
the tutor represents the child 
in all civil proceedings; it is 
unclear whether the tutor 
must represent the child's 
views. All proceedings re
lating to children are heard 
in the juvenile court by a 
magistrate judge. 
No formal system exists in 
the Marshall Islands. While 
no laws are enacted, prac
tice traditionally has been 
for the Attorney General's 
office to represent the child 
in court, and the child's 
view may not be expressed 
directly in court. The infor
mal system does encourage 
members from the Attorney 
General's office to take into 
consideration the views of 
the child. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Mauritania 

Mauritius 

Mexico 

APPENDIX B 

--

Dis-

Regional Re- ere-

Agree- ~uired tion-

ments Mod- ary 
el(s) Mod-

el(s) 

V 

ACRWC IV 

I 

-

Current Description of 
Model 

Although child abuse is il
legal in Mauritania, there is 
no child protection system 
nor is there a procedure for 
removing children from 
abusive homes. Thus, the 
only remedy for child abuse 
is criminal sanctions. 
The child protective system 
has been improving in re
cent years, and doctors/ 
teachers are required to re
port suspected abuse. There 
are no requirements that 
children have representa
tion, however, or that their 
voices be heard in proceed
ings affecting them. 
Mexican federal law grants 
children the right to express 
their opinions in all matters 
affecting them. While it ap
pears that federal law does 
not give children the right to 
representation in child pro
tective proceedings, it is 
worth noting that Mexico is 
composed of 31 states and a 
federal district, each of 
which has its own constitu
tion, laws, decrees, and 
regulations. It is possible 
that the right to be heard in 
child protective proceedings 
varies by jurisdiction. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- [}Uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments 
Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Micronesia V Micronesia set up the Child 
(Federated Abuse and Neglect Pro-
States of) gramme (CAN), which 

seeks to provide culturally 
sensitive services and tries 
to provide education to 
families where abuse or ne-
glect has occurred. CAN 
operates outside of the court 
system, and since its imple-
mentation, no child has 
been removed from his/her 
home owing to physical 
abuse, neglect or sexual 
abuse. Abused or neglected 
children do not have any 
form of representation when 
working with CAN. The is-
sue of child representation 
in child protection cases has 
not been dealt with in Mi-
cronesia since children are 
not removed from their 
homes and child abuse 
cases are dealt with outside 
of the judicial system. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-
ervations & 
Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

Moldova III? Moldova relies on child 
(Republic protective agencies to repre-

of) sent children in court pro-
ceedings. Child protective 
agencies are governed by an 
informal system that is 
shifting toward a system 
where children are more di-
rectly involved in court pro-
ceedings. Children have a 
right to express their opin-
ions in resolution of family 
issues, which are concerned 
with their interests, and also 
can be heard at court hear-
ings and other administra-
tive investigations; how-
ever, the right to be heard is 
not guaranteed. An opinion 
of a child who is at least 10 
years old must be taken into 
account if this does not con-
flict with his/her best inter-
ests as decided by the 
child's representation, 
which will be provided in 
almost all situations by 
child protective agencies. 

Monaco IV I In Monaco's child protec-
tive proceedings, the guard-
ianship judge may hear the 
child directly, but the judge 
is not required to do so. 
Proceedings take place in 
guardianship court presided 
over by a specially ap-
pointed judge. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-ervations & 
Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Mongolia II? I If a child's interests and his/ 
her parents' or guardians' 
wishes are contradictory, 
the Governor of Soum 
(county) and district ap-
points a representative. Leg-
islation does not expressly 
state that representatives 
must convey the wishes of 
the child. A child also has 
the right to take any legal 
complaints to court if he/she 
feels that his/her rights have 
been violated. 

Morocco IV? Children are represented by 
their legal guardians in 
court, but the law does not 
specify that the guardians 
must express the children's 
views. Abandoned children 
over 10 years of age cannot 
be placed in a family with-
out their consent. Boys over 
the age of 12 and girls over 
15 can choose whether to 
live with their mother, fa-
ther, or certain other rela-
tives. 
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Country 

Mozambique 

Myanmar 

APPENDIX B 

Art. 12 Res
ervations & ReDeclarations Regional 
re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired 

Mod-
Rights of the ments l( ) 
Child e s 
(CRC) 

ACRWC IV 

I? or 
II? 

Dis
cre
tion-
ary 

Mod
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

Mozambique's Constitution 
generally recognizes the 
right of children to be heard 
in matters affecting their 
rights and interests. How
ever, the child's right of par
ticipation has not been in
cluded in Mozambique's 
legislation on matters relat
ing to children, and there is 
no requirement that the 
views of the child be heard 
in protective proceedings. 
Children are represented in 
administrative and judicial 
proceedings by guardians 
ad !item, social assistance 
services, medical
psychological services, par
ents, guardians, or their le
gal representatives. 
Children in Myanmar have 
the right to be heard either 
personally or through a rep
resentative in court. How
ever, it is not clear if this 
right extends to protective 
proceedings that give a lo
cal social welfare officer 
discretion to remove chil
dren from their homes if, 
after an investigation 
(which may not necessarily 
entail consulting the child in 
question), the officer deter
mines that the family envi
ronment is "wicked" or un
safe. 
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Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Namibia 

Nauru 
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Regional Re-

Agree- rtuired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

IV? 

I 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

-

Current Description of 
Model 

Children who are alleged to 
be in need of care may be 
brought before the court for 
an enquiry to determine if 
the child is in need of care. 
The current law does not 
mention the opportunity for 
the children's views to be 
heard, though draft legisla
tion is in place to consider 
the child's expressed 
wishes. 

II? Proceedings take place in 
the family court or the su
preme court. In either case, 
the wishes of the child must 
be ascertained and weighed 
in accordance with the 
child's age and maturity. 
The supreme court may ap
point a guardian ad litem, 
and either court may ap
point a lawyer, but it is un
clear if either representative 
must convey the wishes of 
the child. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Nepal 

Netherlands 

APPENDIX B 

Regional 
Re-

Agree- ~uired 

ments 
Mod-
el(s) 

CORA V 
PCWSA and 

IV 

I and 
IV 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

In Nepal, severe child abuse 
is a crime, and child neglect 
is recognized as a problem, 
although it is not a crime. 
There is a formal child pro
tection system made up of 
local child welfare offices, 
but there are no formal pro
tective proceedings for ne
glected children. In cases of 
child abuse, the child may 
be represented by a child 
welfare officer, but the 
child's representative is not 
required to express ·the 
child's views or wishes to 
the court. 

I Children over 12 years old 
are automatically afforded 
the right to be heard in pro
tective proceedings; chil
dren under 12 may be heard 
at the discretion of the 
court. Children over 12 and 
children permitted by the 
court to express their views 
will be allowed to speak 
directly to the court. 



Country 

New 
Zealand 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 
re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

"At the time 
of its ratifica
tion, New 
Zealand en
tered a reser
vation as to 
Article 22 
that , con
cerning chil
dren unlaw
fully in the 
country, 
nothing in 
this Conven
tion shall af
fect the right 
of the Gov
ernment of 
New Zealand 
to continue 
to distinguish 
as it consid
ers appropri
ate in its law 
and practice 
between per
sons accord
ing to the na
ture of their 
authority to 
be in New 
Zealand in
cluding but 
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Regional Re-

Agree- [!uired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

IV 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

Children are represented in 
child protective proceed
ings in court, and their 
consent is required before 
an agreement can be made. 
There do not seem to be 
any express provisions re
quiring that the child's 
views be heard. Some case 
law provides explicitly that 
counsel are not bound by 
the wishes of the child; 
other case law indicates 
that the role of relationship 
between counsel and child 
is closely analogous to that 
of solicitor and client, but 
not exactly equal. 
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Country 

Nicaragua 

Niger 

APPENDIX B 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & Re-
Declarations Regional 
re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired 

ments 
Mod-

Rights of the el(s) 
Child 
(CRC) 

not limited to 
their entitle
ment to ben
efits and 
other protec
tions de
scribed in the 
Convention, 
and the Gov
ernment of 
New Zealand 
reserves the 
right to inter
pret and ap
ply the Con
vention." 

ARCWC 

I, II 
orlll 

II 

Dis
cre
tion-
ary 

Mod
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

The CRC has constitutional 
authority in Nicaragua. Fur
thermore, by statute, all 
children have the right to 
express their opinion di
rectly, through a legal rep
resentative or through the 
"competent authority" ac
cording to the case and as a 
function of their age and 
maturity. 
In Niger, representatives are 
appointed to protect the 
civil interests of minors. 
These representatives advo
cate for the child's views. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-

ervations & 
Declarations Regional 

Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree-
[Juired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments 
Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

Nigeria ACRWC Although a recently passed 
act has substantially <level-
oped the child protective 
system, creating a guardian 
ad litem position and allow-
ing for the opportunity for 
children to participate in 
matters concerning their 
rights and welfare, we have 
been unable to find this law 
and thus are unable to deter-
mine if the opportunity to 
be heard is mandatory or 
discretionary and whether 
the child's views are heard 
directly or through a repre-
sentative. 

Niue V? To the best of our knowl-
edge, Niue has no formal 
child protective system. 
Niue law does allow the 
supreme court discretion to 
appoint a guardian ad litem 
to a child in any court pro-
ceeding; it is unclear 
whether the guardian ad 
litem expresses the child's 
views. Also, it is quite pos-
sible that New Zealand's 
child protective laws have 
force in Niue, in which case 
Niue would have a more 
robust child protective sys-
tern than we currently be-
lieve. 
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Country 

North Korea 
(Democratic 

People 's 
Republic of 

Korea) 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 
re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

APPENDIX B 

Dis-

Regional Re- ere-

Agree- (}Uired tion-

ments Mod- ary 
el(s) Mod-

el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

There are no provisions in 
the family law or the chil
dren's law that directly ad
dress the question of the 
child's right to be heard in 
child protective proceed
ings. However, the family 
law does have space for the 
child's views in some pro
ceedings like adoption deci
sions. All civil litigating 
done by minors should be 
done through their parents 
or guardians; however, a 
minor need not go through a 
parent or guardian to lodge 
complaints or seek redress 
through the court. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree-
[}Uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

Norway I and II Children aged 7 or older 
II and children younger than 7 

who are able to form their 
own opinions have the right 
to express their views in 
protective proceedings. A 
child who is 15 or older is 
considered to be a party in 
the case. The Social Welfare 
Board may deem a child 
younger than 15 to be a 
party to the case in special 
cases or when the child has 
behavioral problems. Chil-
dren who are parties to the 
case receive free legal coun-
sel. Also, the Social Welfare 
Board may appoint a 
spokesperson to any child. 
A spokesperson is required 
to present the case from the 
point of view of the child 
and also to present his/her 
own point of view. 

Oman V Oman has no codified fam-
ily laws. The Oman Worn-
en's Association chapters, a 
voluntary organization 
found throughout the coun-
try, work in the child wel-
fare arena, but it is unclear 
if there are child protective 
proceedings, per se. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

Pakistan CORA IV I? Though each province has 
PCWSA its own legislation relating 

to family law, there is fed-
eral legislation saying that 
the judge may consider the 
opinion of a child old 
enough to form an intelli-
gent preference. However 
no provision specifically re-
quires that children be given 
the opportunity to be heard. 

Palau IV Child maltreatment and ne-
glect is reported to the Di-
rector of the Bureau of Pub-
lie Safety, which 
investigates and submits a 
report on the situation of the 
child to the Office of the 
Attorney General and to the 
Division of Social Services. 
The Victim of Crime Assis-
tance Programme also of-
fers support services to chil-
dren. There is no provision 
requiring the child to be 
heard in these proceedings. 
In practice, however, few 
child abuse or neglect cases 
are handled by the courts. 
Instead, cases are handled in 
traditional settings by clan 
elders. Decisions by elders 
in family matters are given 
legal recognition by Pa-
lauan law. 



Country 

Panama 

Papua New 
Guinea 

Paraguay 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 
re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

r 
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Regional Re-

Agree- ~uired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

I 

I? 

I 

Dis-
ere-
tion- Current Description of 
ary Model 

Mod-
el(s) 

IT The law provides that chil
dren have the right to be 
heard directly by the judge. 
In practice, children are of
ten heard accompanied by, 
or through, a child psy
chologist. Children do not 
have the right to a legal 
representative through the 
current law, although in 
some cases they may be 
provided an attorney by the 
government. 
Although Papua New Guin
ea's legislation does not ex
plicitly provide for a child's 
right to be heard, a child 
taken into custody for pro
tection must be brought be
fore a children's court. 
The judge is to hear the 
opinions of the child or ado
lescent before making a de
cision, and to weigh it ac
cording to the child's age 
and maturity. There is no 
mention of individually ac
quired attorneys or repre
sentatives for the child, 
though a "Public Defender" 
as well as the attorney gen
eral and the child himself or 
herself have standing to 
bring an action in court. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- fJ_uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Peru I and II? In Peru, judges must listen 
II? to children's opinions and 

take adolescents' opiruons 
into account in child protec-
tive proceedings. Free legal 
counsel is offered through 
the Ministry of Justice, and 
such counsel is mandatory 
in cases of sexual violence,. 
Legislation does not specify 
whether the legal counsel 
must convey the wishes of 
the child. 

Philippines IV Guardians ad litem are ap-
pointed to protect the best 
interests of the child in pro-
tective proceedings. There 
is no statutory requirement 
for the opportunity for the 
child's views to be heard. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- [!uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments 
Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Poland "The Repub- ECECR IV I,II The child "should" be di-
lie of Poland rectly heard, but the court 
considers can limit participation if it 
that a child's would be harmful to the 
rights as child's upbringing. In prac-
defined in tice, judges frequently hear 
the Conven- the child directly and at 
tion, in par- least hear a child's represen-
ticular the tative explain the child's 
rights de- views. 
fined in ar-
tides 12 to 
16, shall be 
exercised 
with respect 
for parental 
authority, in 
accordance 
with Polish 
customs and 
traditions 
regarding the 
place of the 
child within 
and outside 
the family." 
Declaration 
of June 7, 
1991. 
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Country 

Portugal 

Qatar 

APPENDIX B 

Art. 12 Res-
ervations & ReDeclarations Regional 
re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired 

Mod-
Rights of the ments el(s) 
Child 
(CRC) 

Reserved the 
right not to 
apply articles 
that are in
compatible 
with Islamic 
law. 

II? 

Dis
cre
tion-
ary 

Mod
el(s) 

I 

Current Description of 
Model 

The Convention has the full 
force and effect of law and 
may be invoked before 
Courts and applied against 
national bodies. For chil
dren under age 14, statutes 
provide that the court must 
seek the child's views be
fore removal. Wherever 
there is a conflict between 
the child and the allegedly 
abusive parent, the court 
must appoint a "special cu
rator" to represent the child. 
It is unclear at this stage 
whether the curator has a 
duty to express the child's 
views. The court also has 
discretion to question chil
dren directly in abuse and 
neglect proceedings. 
We have been unable to find 
much law on Qatar and thus 
have been unable to answer 
the question of the child's 
right to be heard in child 
protective proceedings or 
even the existence of child 
protective proceedings. Qa
tar does mention the cus
tomary practice of religious 
courts to seek the view of 
children in custody determi
nations. Qatar's constitution 
also makes direct references 
to preventing child abuse 
and neglect. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-ervations & 
Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- riuired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

Romania I and II? Romania's child protective 
IV laws reference the language 

of Article 12 in numerous 
places. The hearing of chil-
dren over age 10 is manda-
tory, while children under 
10 may be heard if the com-
petent authority deems it 
necessary to solve the case. 
A special guardian will be 
appointed in certain cases, 
but the law does not specify 
that he/she must relay the 
views of the child. 

Russia I Children have the right to 
express their opinions in 
any matter concerning their 
interests, and the right to be 
directly heard in any court 
or administrative proceed-
ing. The opinion of a child 
over age 10 has to be taken 
into account, except when 
such an opinion contradicts 
his/her interests. Participa-
tion of the representatives in 
such proceedings is manda-
tory. Children do not have 
the right to a court-
appointed lawyer but may 
apply for help to a local 
NGO, though these are 
scarce. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-ervations & 
Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(~) 

Rwanda ACRWC I or Children have the right to 
II express their opinions on 

any matter concerning 
them. It is necessary to hear 
from the child prior to mak-
ing any decision concerning 
him/her regarding adminis-
trative and judiciary mat-
ters, whether directly or in-
directly through a 
representative. 

Saint Kitts IV? Children are generally ap-
& Nevis pointed a social worker by 

the court. St. Kitts & Nevis 
is working with the Organi-
sation of Eastern Caribbean 
States (OECS) to consoli-
date and improve all the 
laws related to children into 
one legislation that will ap-
ply to all of the Eastern 
Caribbean States. 

Saint Lucia IV? Saint Lucia's legislation 
does not explicitly state that 
a child's views must be 
heard; however, a child who 
is believed to have been 
mistreated must be brought 
before the juvenile court by 
the police. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- [}Uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Saint Vin- I II The law provides children 
cent & the the right to speak and be 
Grenadines heard by the judge. In prac-

(SVG) tice, little support for the 
child in court limits the ef-
fectiveness of this right. The 
law does not provide for. 
The court may appoint so-
cial workers in some cases, 
but there are not enough 
qualified social workers to 
represent all children who 
need them. In 2001, SVG 
began forming legislation 
within the framework of the 
OECS, which is meant to 
consolidate and improve all 
the laws related to children 
into one legislation that will 
apply to all of the Eastern 
Caribbean States. 

Samoa IV While there are provisions 
in Samoa's law for child 
protective proceedings, 
which take place in district 
courts, there is no explicit 
statement regarding the 
child's opportunity to ex-
press his/her view. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-
ervations & 
Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- fJ.uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

San Marino ill? San Marino's Minor Service 
is empowered to take chil-
dren into emergency cus-
tody and to petition the 
court for termination of pa-
rental rights in severe cases 
of abuse and neglect. Judges 
(Commissioners of Law) 
are authorized to place chil-
dren in foster care with or 
without parental consent if 
they decide it is in the best 
interests of the child. Dur-
ing child protective pro-
ceedings, the judge must 
hear from the Minor Ser-
vice, whom San Marino en-
trusts with representing the 
views of the child. In prac-
tice, the views of the child 
are often dispositive in de-
termining case outcomes. 

Sao Tome e IV? If there is a conflict of inter-
Pr{ndpe est between parents and 

children, the children will 
be represented by a court-
appointed guardian ad 
litem. As we were not able 
to obtain a copy of the leg-
islation relating to the rep-
resentation of children, we 
are uncertain whether it 
specifies that the representa-
tive must convey the child's 
views. However, the coun-
try's 2003 CRC report sug-
gests there is currently no 
specific requirement that a 
child's view be expressed. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Saudi Ara- Reserved the 
bia right not to 

apply articles 
that are in
compatible 
with Islamic 
law. 

Regional Re-

Agree- [J_uired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

Senegal II? 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

In Saudi Arabia's report to 
the Committee on the 
Rights of the Child, Saudi 
Arabia states that children 
have the right to be heard in 
any judicial proceedings af
fecting them, either directly 
or through a representative, 
with their views given due 
weight in accordance with 
their age and maturity. 
However, we have been un
able to confirm the exist
ence of such provisions in 
Saudi Arabian law. There 
are also questions of 
whether a child protection 
system exists, or if child 
abuse is even a recognized 
problem. 
Senegal's Family Code pro
vides that minors will be 
provided legal representa
tion. There is no specific 
requirement that the ap
pointed guardian will report 
or advocate for the child's 
views, although the guard
ian is to act in the child's 
interests. 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Serbia 

APPENDIX B 

Regional Re-

Agree- ~uired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

II 

Dis-
ere-
tion- Current Description of 
ary Model 

Mod-
el(s) 

III Serbia-Montenegro em-
ploys privremeni zastupnik, 
or temporary representa
tives, in child protective 
proceedings. When the 
court determines that the 
child as a party is not ad
equately represented, it has 
the duty to award the child a 
temporary representative. 
According to the child's de
velopmental stage (when 
he/she is capable of forming 
his/her own opinions), the 
court has the duty to allow 
the child to directly express 
that opinion to the court. 
The court then has the duty 
to understand this opinion 
and give it weight according 
to the child's age and matu
rity, unless this would be 
clearly against his/her best 
interests. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- [JUired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Seychelles V Seychelles has no laws re-
garding the right of children 
to be heard in child protec-
tive proceedings. Instead, 
Seychelles operates with an 
informal system where chil-
dren often are allowed to 
voice their views directly to 
the court. Representation 
for children in the court sys-
tern is given by social agen-
cies, who often will screen 
the children as to whether 
they are capable of deter-
mining and voicing their 
best interests. Also, when 
tribunals are the governing 
court system, children will 
often represent themselves 
in court. The main criterion 
for being allowed to voice 
views directly to the court is 
whether the court feels the 
child is capable of recogniz-
ing his/her own best inter-
ests. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- ~uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments 
Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Sierra Leone ACRWC IV No law in Sierra Leone ad-
dresses the child's right to 
be heard. However, while it 
is not required by statute, 
customary law gives chil-
dren the opportunity to air 
their views in legal proceed-
ings in which they will be 
directly affected by the 
judgment or order, even 
though they are not parties 
in the action. In cases where 
their rights are affected and 
they become parties in an 
action (where they have 
property at stake), children 
are represented by a guard-
ian ad litem appointed by 
the court. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-ervations & 
Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- quired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Singapore Declaration: IV There is no provision in the 
(Republic "a child's legislation regarding the 

of) rights de- right of children to express 
fined in ar- opinions in court, except for 
tides 12 to custody proceedings, al-
17, shall in though protective proceed-
accordance ings and a social services 
with articles agency do exist and repre-
3 and 5 be sent the best interests of the 
exercised child. 
with respect 
for the au-
thority of 
parents, 
schools and 
other persons 
who are en-
trusted with 
the care of 
the child and 
in the best in-
terests of the 
child and in 
accordance 
with the cus-
toms, values 
and religions 
of Sin-
gapore's 
multiracial 
and multi-
religious 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-
ervations & Re- ere-
Declarations Regional 

~uired tion- Current Description of 
Country re: Conv. on Agree-

Mod- ary Model 
Rights of the ments el(s) Mod-
Child el(s) 
(CRC) 

society re-
garding the 
place of the 
child within 
and outside 
the family; 
Reservation: 
(3) The Con-
stitution and 
the laws of 
the Republic 
of Singapore 
provide ad-
equate pro-
tection and 
fundamental 
rights and 
liberties in 
the best in-
terests of the 
child. The 
accession to 
the 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-
ervations & Re- ere-Declarations Regional 

flUired tion- Current Description of Country re: Conv. on Agree-
Mod- ary Model Rights of the ments el(s) Mod-

Child el(s) 
(CRC) 

Convention 
by the Re-
public of 
Singapore 
does not im-
ply the ac-
ceptance of 
obligations 
going be-
yond the lim-
its prescribed 
by the Con-
stitution of 
the Republic 
of Singapore 
nor the ac-
ceptance of 
any obliga-
tion to intro-
duce any 
right beyond 
those pre-
scribed under 
the Constitu-
tion." 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Slovakia 

APPENDIX B 

Regional Re-

Agree- tJ.Uired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

ECECR I and 
II 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

A "collision custodian" is 
an individual chosen by the 
court to represent the minor 
in legal proceedings where 
the minor does not have le
gal representation. We were 
unable to find whether 
courts are required to hear 
children directly in cases of 
child protection, although in 
adoption proceedings, a mi
nor is to be heard whenever 
he or she understands what 
adoption means. Minors 
have the legal capacity to 
express their views on fos
ter placement, assuming 
they are able to assess the 
implications of the action. 
The court has traditionally 
viewed the age of 12 as the 
necessary age to achieve 
such an understanding. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- quired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Slovenia I II Children who are capable of 
understanding the meaning 
of child protective proceed-
ings and the consequences 
of the decision are given an 
opportunity to attend an "in-
formal discussion" with the 
court. Where a child's inter-
ests conflict with that of his/ 
her parent or legal guardian, 
Slovene law further speci-
fies that a collision guardian 
be appointed to act in that 
child's best interests. In 
practice, however, children 
in Slovenia may not be re-
ceiving the fullest protec-
tion of these laws. 

Solomon V The child protection system 
Islands in the Solomon Islands is 

largely informal. Cases of 
abuse are dealt with through 
the community, churches or 
extended family if they are 
dealt with it all. There are 
no formal abuse or neglect 
proceedings in the Solomon 
Islands in which children 
could express their views 
and wishes. 

Somalia Has not rati- ACRWC We have not been able to 
fled the find any law on Somalia and 
CRC. thus have been unable to 

answer the question of chil-
dren's right to be heard in 
child protective proceedings 
or even the existence of 
child protective proceed-
ings. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-
ervations & 
Declarations Regional 

Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- (IUired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

South Africa ACRWC II? A child appearing before the 
Children's Court has the 
right to free legal represen-
tation appointed by the Le-
gal Aid Board. After the 
proceedings, the court may 
order the parents, guardians, 
or another party in the case 
to pay for the representa-
tion. If the child wishes to 
choose a legal representa-
tive, he/she must pay for the 
representation. In either 
case, the legislation does 
not specify that the repre-
sentative must convey the 
child's views. 

South Korea IV There is no particular provi-
( Republic of sion allowing for the ex-

Korea) pression of the child's 
views. Several statutes pro-
vide for the child to obtain 
legal representation or ad-
vice, through a lawyer, a 
counselor from a special-
ized child protection 
agency, or family members. 
A "special representative" 
may be appointed for a mi-
nor if requested by a rela-
tive, interested party, or the 
public prosecutor; or by ap-
plication of the parents if 
the parents' interests con-
flict with the minor's. Fam-
il y members in the form of a 
"family counsel" may also 
exert a great deal of influ-
ence in child protective pro-
ceedings. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- riuired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Spain n I A defensor judicial (some-
times translated as guardian 
ad litem) is required to con-
vey the child's view, but the 
child may be able to exer-
cise the right to be heard 
directly. E.g,. "It is guaran-
teed that the minor may ex-
ercise this [right to be 
heard] for himself or 
through the person that he 
chooses to represent him-
self, when he has enough 
judgement." Law regulates 
the role of the defensor ju-
dicial, who represents and 
supports the interests of mi-
nors when there is a conflict 
with their legal representa-
tives, or their guardian 
(tutela) does not fulfill his/ 
her responsibilities for any 
reason. 

Sri Lanka CORA IV Although there is a some-
PCWSA what functioning child pro-

tection system in Sri Lanka, 
children in abuse and ne-
glect proceedings are not re-
quired to be represented, 
and Sri Lankan law does not 
require the court in abuse 
and neglect proceedings to 
hear or take into account the 
wishes and views of the 
children. 
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Art. 12 Res- Dis-
ervations & 
Declarations Regional 

Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- t)uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

Sudan Though the CRC is part of 
the domestic law, there is 
concern that the view of the 
child is not always re-
spected, especially when the 
child is female or when 
honoring the child's view 
would violate other tradi-
tional concepts of the role 
of the family, clan and tribe. 
Many of the practices 
within Sudan regarding 
children are based on Mus-
lim tradition. Most of 
Sudan's resources have re-
cently been focused on aid-
ing children affected by the 
tragic armed conflicts 
within the country. 

Suriname I Suriname ratified the CRC 
in March 1993, effectively 
giving it legal authority in-

1: ferior only to the constitu-
tion. Child protection pro-
ceedings take place in 
courts. The Youth Police in-
vestigates complaints of 
child maltreatment and ne-
glect. There are currently no 
legislative provisions for 
children to express their 
opinions in protective pro-
ceedings. 
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Art. 12 Res-
Dis-ervations & 

Declarations Regional Re- ere-

Country re: Conv. on Agree- [}Uired tion- Current Description of 

Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) el(s) 

Swaziland ACRWC V Swaziland's only formal 
(signed means of dealing with child 
only) abuse occurs in the criminal 

system. Recently the High 
Court, where child abuse 
cases are heard, has as-
signed an "intermediary" -
either a government or 
NGO official - to inform 
the child of the court pro-
ceedings and to relay the 
child's testimony to the 
court. Outside of the crimi-
nal system, the chiefdoms 
are responsible for the well-
being of children who have 
been abused or neglected. 
Each chief <lorn has a child 
protection committee that is 
responsible for decisions 
concerning these children. It 
appears that there are no 
specific statutes or case 
laws governing child pro-
tective proceedings, al-
though Swaziland's draft 
constitution (which has 
been in draft form since 
1996) instructs Parliament 
to adopt legislation that 
would provide that "chil-
dren receive special protec-
tion against exposure to 
physical and moral hazards 
within and outside the fam-
ily." 
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Art. 12 Res-
ervations & 
Declarations 

Country re: Conv. on 
Rights of the 
Child 
(CRC) 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

APPENDIX B 

Regional 
Agree-
ments 

ECECR 
(signed 
but not 
ratified) 

Re-
g_uired 
Mod-
el(s) 

I and 
II 

I and 
II? 
and 
IV 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

Public counsel is to be ap
pointed by the court to rep
resent children in judicial 
and other proceedings con
cerning the provision and 
termination of care. If chil
dren are age 15 or over, they 
are entitled to speak on their 
own behalf in judicial and 
other proceedings. Ap
pointed public counsel rep
resents children under age 
15. Account shall be taken 
of the will of the young 
person, with due consider
ation of his/her age and ma
turity. 
The right for children to be 
heard in Switzerland is gov
erned by procedural can
tonal rules subject to Swiss 
federal law. The Swiss Civil 
Code - which applies 
country wide and guides 
cantonal law - provides a 
bare bones foundation for 
the representation of chil
dren in proceedings con
cerning them. In the chapter 
covering parental authority, 
the code calls for the ap
pointment of a guardian to 
represent children whenever 
their interests lie in conflict 
with those of their parents. 
The details of this represen
tation and the means by 
which children may be 
heard, however, are left to 
the vagaries of cantonal law. 
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Regional Re-

Agree- r:tuired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

IV 

ACRWC V 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

We have been unable to find 
much law on the Syrian 
Arab Republic and thus 
have been unable to answer 
the question of the child's 
right to be heard in child 
protective proceedings or 
even the existence of child 
protective proceedings. The 
Syrian Civil Code did not 
seem to address issues deal
ing with child protection. 
Social agencies represent 
the children in child protec
tion proceedings. Social 
agencies are also charged 
with caring directly for the 
child during the length of 
the proceedings. No rule is 
in place ensuring the social 
agencies represent the 
views of the child. Also, no 
rule exists ensuring the 
child will be heard directly 
by the court. 
Under Tanzanian law, there 
is an almost total absence of 
legal representation for chil
dren in matters affecting 
them. With regard to abuse 
and neglect, parental duties 
under the law are subject to 
a theory of punishment that 
punishes the parent/ 
guardian without regard to 
the welfare of the child. 
Tanzanian law does not ap
pear to define or provide for 
any formal child protection 
proceedings. 
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Timor-Leste 

Togo 
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Art. 12 Res
ervations & ReDeclarations Regional 
re: Conv. on Agree- r)uired 
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Rights of the ments el(s) 
Child 
(CRC) 

IV 

V 

ARCWC IV 

Dis
cre
tion-
ary 

Mod
el(s) 

II 

Current Description of 
Model 

In ci vii proceedings, judges 
are not required to ascertain 
the children's views. Statute 
prohibits children from di
rectly participating in such 
proceedings, but they may 
express their views through 
a representative. This repre
sentative may be the attor
ney for the party who has 
petitioned for removal, a so
cial worker, or a psycholo
gist. In civil proceedings, 
there is no requirement that 
an attorney be appointed for 
the child. 

Timor-Leste does not yet 
have legislation addressing 
the right of children to be 
heard in protective proceed
ings or the existence of for
mal child protective sys
tems. Timor-Leste became 
an independent country in 
May 2002 and is currently 
in the process of establish
ing a functioning judicial 
system and drafting its own 
legislation. Legislation on 
the rights of children is cur
rently in draft form. 

I Togo law requires that 
judges hear children di
rectly when "convenient." 
In practice, judges do often 
inquire of the child in child 
protection cases. 
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Current Description of 
Model 

As a general matter, law 
requires the court to ascer
tain the wishes of the child 
when making determina
tions in child protective pro
ceedings. While no laws set 
forth the process by which 
children express their opin
ions, judges often ask chil
dren to express their wishes 
directly to the court during 
informal bench hearings, 
which take place privately 
in the judge's chambers. 
Statute provides that a court 
may appoint an attorney for 
the child in such cases, but 
this rarely happens in prac
tice. Courts also have a 
statutory discretion to ap
point a guardian ad litem for 
the child; in practice, this is 
typical. The GAL will often 
- at its discretion - inter
view the child, but there is 
no duty for the GAL to rep
resent the child's view to 
the court. 
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Art. 12 Res
ervations & ReDeclarations Regional 
re: Conv. on Agree- [JUired 

Mod-
Rights of the men ts el(s) 
Child 
(CRC) 

"[D]eclares 
that it shall 
not, in imple
mentation of 
this Conven
tion, adopt 
any legisla
tive or statu
tory decision 
that conflicts 
with the Tu
nisian Con
stitution." 

ACRWC 
(signed 
but not 
ratified) 

I 

I 

Dis
cre
tion-
ary 

Mod
el(s) 

Current Description 
Model 

of 

II? Currently, magistrates in the 
family court are required to 
ascertain the wishes of chil
dren in protective proceed
ings. The Children's Au
thority must consider a 
child's preference when de
termining his / her best in
terest. Also, "where the cir
cumstances so require," a 
child must be given legal 
aid; it is unclear as to what 
circumstances qualify a 
child for legal aid and 
whether lawyers are re
quired to represent the 
views of the child. 
Children must be able to 
freely express their views in 
any judicial, social, or edu
cational proceedings con
cerning them in accordance 
with their age and degree of 
maturity, which seems to in
clude child protective pro
ceedings. 
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Turkey ECECR I II? or Children can apply to the 
III? Social Services and Child 

Protection Agency when in 
need of protection. The 
agency handles all aspects 
related to children in need 
of protection, including rep-
resentation in court; it is not 
clear if the agency repre-
sents the children's best in-
terests or their opinions. A 
judge may decide indepen-
dently on protective mea-
sures, but before rendering a 
decision, he or she must 
consider the opinion of a 
juvenile who has adequate 
perception capacity. Bar as-
sociations, as NGOs, pro-
vide legal assistance to chil-
dren who need 
representation in court. 

Turkmeni- Although legislation has 
stan supposedly been enacted to 

implement the provisions of 
the Convention, we were 
unable to find it. Other leg-
islation indicates the exist-
ence of protective proceed-
ings, possibly through 
Organs of Guardianship and 
Tutorship or chaykhims (lo-
cal governmental councils). 

Tuvalu V We were unable to find any 
laws in our research that 
spoke to the right of chil-
dren to be heard in child 
protective proceedings, or 
even the existence of such 
proceedings. 
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Uganda ACRWC II? Local government councils 
(signed are responsible for child 

and protection; if they cannot 
ratified) resolve a child protection 

case, it is brought before the 
family and children court, 
where children have a right 
to legal representation. 
There is no additional infor-
mation about the responsi-
bilities or duties of the legal 
representative for the child, 
and the government has not 
funded the family and chil-
dren court. 

Ukraine I II International treaties that 
and have been passed by the 
III Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine 

are part of the country's na-
tional legislation, so the 
CRC forms part of Ukrai-
nian law. Children who are 
14 years old can apply di-
rectly to the court to protect 
their interests. All children 
capable of expressing their 
views must be heard by the 
court in any proceeding re-
lating to their care, place of 
residence, or termination or 
restoration of parental au-
thority. A third party, such 
as a representative of the 
Guardian and Care Depart-
ment, may also represent 
the child's wishes. 
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United Arab Reservations V No child protection system 
Emirates to the extent exists in the United Arab 

that any por- Emirates. Laws are geared 
tion of the primarily toward preserving 
CRC is in- the integrity of the family 
compatible and preventing the sale and 
with Islam. trafficking in children. Fam-

ily law generally is gov-
erned by Shari' a. 
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Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

United II In England and Wales, a 
Kingdom: child has access to two rep-

England & resentatives in care and su-
Wales pervision orders. In En-

gland, the children's 
guardian is appointed from 
the Children and Family 
Court Advisory Social Ser-
vice and represents the best 
interests of the child. In 
Wales, the children's guard-
ian equivalent is called a 
Welsh Family Proceedings 
Officer. The children's 
guardian is tasked with in-
vestigating the child's situa-
tion, relying on other pro-
fessionals (e.g. , 
psychiatrists) when needed, 
and filing a written report 
with the court. The court 
must appoint a children's 
guardian as soon as possible 
in all specified proceedings 
unless the court is satisfied 
that an appointment is not 
necessary to safeguard the 
interests of the child. Once 
appointed, the children's 
guardian must appoint a so-
licitor for the child unless 
the court has already done 
so. The child's solicitor is 
appointed from the Law 
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Society's Children Panel. If 
the child wishes to instruct 
the solicitor directly, and the 
solicitor believes the child 
is of "sufficient maturity" to 
do so, the court may appoint 
a separate solicitor to repre-
sent the children's guardian. 
If the child is not of suffi-
cient maturity to instruct the 
solicitor, the solicitor 
should follow the direction 
of the children's guardian; 
iff there is no children's 
guardian, the solicitor must 
act in furtherance of the best 
interests of the child 
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Rights of the ments Mod- ary Model 

Child 
el(s) Mod-

(CRC) 
el(s) 

United None; the II I (in The U.S. has 56 states and 
States of U.S. has not and some territories, each with a dis-
America ratified the IV states) tinct representational 

CRC. scheme for children in child 
protective proceedings. (For 
a state-by-state description, 
see Appendix C.) While no 
two states are the same, they 
can be divided into six dis-
tinct categories, four of 
which (which includes 38 
states) are in compliance 
with Article 12. (For these 
six categories and the 
breakdown of states within 
them, see supra, Chart 2, 
also available at www.law. 
y ale.edu/rcw /research 
_summary.) In general, the 
model of a "best interests" 
representative dominates 
the American jurisdictions, 
as it has since 197 4 due to a 
requirement in a federal 
funding statute. Though 
lawyers increasingly do the 
representations, only five 
states have a model in 
which lawyers represent 
children according to the 
ethical rules; the remaining 
states that require lawyers 
require 
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Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

a hybrid of legal representa
tion and best-interests rep
resentation at least some of 
the time. Eighteen states 
still require only best
interests representatives 
(usually called guardians ad 
litem) and do not require 
these representatives to ex
press the child's views to 
the court. 
Except where impossible, 
the juvenile court judge is to 
hear the opinions of the 
child in the presence of their 
parents and the "defender." 
The role of the defender is 
not clear from the statute; 
however, there is a separate 
role for a public attorney, 
implying that the defender 
does not represent the state 
and may be there to advo
cate for the best interest of 
the child. 
Children have the right to 
appeal to courts when their 
interests are violated after 
the age of 14, or to the care 
and guardianship authorities 
before that age. Children 
have the right to be heard in 
judicial or administrative 
proceedings. In cases of dis
agreement between parents 
and children, the care and 
guardianship authorities are 
obliged to appoint a repre
sentative for the protection 
of the rights of the children. 
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Vanuatu V We have been unable to find 
evidence of the existence of 
child protective proceedings 
in Vanuatu. There are sev-
eral NGOs working in the 
child protection arena, in-
eluding Save the Children 
and UNICEF. 

Venezuela I II In Venezuela, all children 
have the right to express an 
opinion in child protective 
proceedings in whatever 
manner is conducive to their 
best interests. Children with 
special needs may express 
their opinions through a 
representative provided free 
of charge by the state. If it is 
not in the child's best inter-
ests to speak to the court, 
he/she may speak through a 
parent, guardian, or other 
representative, provided 
that the two do not have 
contradictory interests. In 
this case, no mention is 
made of the state providing 
representation. 
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Agree- ~uired 

ments Mod-
el(s) 

I 

V 

Dis-
ere-
tion-
ary 

Mod-
el(s) 

Current Description of 
Model 

The law mandates that the 
State "has the responsibility 
to listen to and resolve the 
legitimate wishes of the 
child," but the law does not 
specify that children must 
be consulted in protective 
proceedings or clarify 
which wishes qualify as le
gitimate. Still, the provision 
presumably applies to pro
tection proceedings, be
cause the specified law is 
one of the laws governing 
child protection. Vietnam
ese law requires the ap
pointment of a representa
tive only for children 
involved in delinquency 
proceedings, adoption 
cases, and criminal cases re
garding abused or exploited 
children. Therefore, it is 
likely that children are con
sulted directly in protection 
proceedings, which take 
place before local Commit
tees on the Protection, Care, 
and Education of Children. 
While Yemeni children have 
a right of expression in mat
ters affecting them, the ju
risdiction does not purport 
to have child protective pro
ceedings. 
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Zambia IV Although child protective 
laws provide for the child to 
be brought before the court, 
no law specifically gives the 
opportunity for the child to 
be heard. 

Zimbabwe ACRWC IV? Although Zimbabwe's prin-
ciple law designed to pro-
tect abused and neglected 
children provides that a 
child may have a legal rep-
resentative in court, the act 
is explicit neither about the 
scope of this representation 
nor the mandate of the rep-
resentative. There are no 
provisions requiring the ju-
venile courts to take the 
child's views into account, 
and the courts may, in fact, 
hold care inquiries in the 
child's absence. 

Chart 2. Child Representation in each of the United States 

State 2005 Category Description 
Alabama F Attorneys are required in all cases involving abused 

or neglected children that result in judicial proceed-
ings. The attorney is charged with representing the 
"rights, interests, welfare, and well-being of the 
child," as well as serving as the "guardian ad litem" 
(GAL). There is no statutory provision requiring the 
attorney-GAL to advocate for or even express the 
child's views. A court-appointed special advocate 
(CASA) may be appointed in addition to an attorney-
GAL at the discretion of the court, but CASAs are 
only available in a few counties. 
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State 2005 Category Description 
Alaska E A GAL is required in all abuse or neglect and termi-

nation of parental rights (TPR) proceedings. The 
GAL does not have to be an attorney and must repre-
sent the "best interests" of the child. There is no 
statutory provision or court rule requiring the GAL to 
inform the court of the child's views. The court may 
appoint an attorney to represent the child's "expressed 
interests" when it determines that the interests of jus-
tice require the appointment; the court may also ap-
point an attorney for the child when there is a conflict 
between the GAL's position and the child's prefer-
ence. 

Ameri- B A GAL is required where an abuse or neglect petition 
can Sa- has been filed. The GAL "is charged in general with 

moa the representation of the child's interests." In addi-
tion, any child who appears in court must be advised 
of his or her right to counsel. Counsel must be ap-
pointed to represent a child who is without financial 
resources. American Samoan law also authorizes a 
court to appoint counsel sua spontee where doing so 
is necessary to protect the parties' interests. 

Arizona B Appointment of counsel is required for all children 
involved in child protective proceedings. In all juve-
nile court proceedings in which the dependency peti-
tion includes an allegation that the child is abused or 
neglected, the court is required to appoint a GAL to 
"protect the child's best interests." This GAL may be 
an attorney or a CASA. Courts are permitted to ap-
point both an attorney and a GAL, but it is much 
more common for the attorney to act both as an attor-
ney and a GAL. However, if there is a conflict be-
tween the child's wishes and best interests, the attor-
ney must represent the child's wishes and request the 
appointment of a separate GAL. 

Arkansas D An "attorney ad litem" for the child is required when 
a dependency-neglect petition is filed. The attorney 
ad litem represents the best interests of the child. If 
there is a conflict between the child's views and the 
best-interests assessment, the attorney ad litem must 
communicate the child's views to the court. The court 
may also appoint a volunteer CASA. 
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State 2005 Category Description 
Califor- D Counsel is required in all dependency proceedings 

nia except if the court finds that the child would not ben-
efit from an appointment. If an attorney is not ap-
pointed, a CASA is required to fill the role of a GAL. 
Counsel for the child is "charged in general with the 
representation of the child's interests." This represen-
tation does not require the attorney to advocate for 
the return of the child if that return would be harmful 
to the child's interests. In any case in which the child 
is four years of age or older, counsel must advise the 
court of the child's wishes. 

Colorado F A GAL (who must be an attorney) is required in all 
dependency and neglect cases. The GAL is statutorily 
required to act in the best interests of the child but is 
not required to express the child's wishes. The GAL 
is a party to the proceeding, but the child is not. The 
court may also appoint a CASA, who may be a party 
to the proceeding if the court orders. 

Con- B An attorney is required for all abuse and neglect pro-
necticut ceedings. The attorney represents the child and acts 

as a GAL for the child. If a conflict arises between 
the child's views and the best-interests assessment, 
the attorney advocates for the child in accordance 
with the Rules of Professional Conduct, and the court 
appoints another person to serve as the GAL; a sepa-
rate GAL does not have to be an attorney. 

Delaware C A GAL is required for any child who is the subject of 
a custody, visitation, guardianship, termination of pa-
rental rights, adoption or other related proceeding in 
which the Division of Family Services is a party. The 
GAL, who must be either an attorney or a CASA, 
represents the best interests of the child and must 
make the child's views known to the court. The court 
may also appoint an attorney to represent the child's 
views. 

District E A GAL is required in all abuse and neglect proceed-
of Co- ings. The GAL must be an attorney and is charged 
lumbia with representing the child's best interests. For older 

children, when a conflict arises between the child's 
views and best interests, separate counsel for the 
child may be appointed. There is no statutory provi-
sion requiring the GAL to express the child's wishes. 
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State 2005 Category Description 
Florida C A GAL is required in all child protective proceedings. 

Although GALs may be attorneys, most are CASAs 
provided through the Statewide Office of the Guard-
ian ad Litem. Florida's courts also have the authority 
to appoint "attorneys ad litem," in addition to GALs, 
to provide legal representation to the child, but this 
rarely happens. A GAL must provide a statement of 
the child's wishes in his/her report. 

Georgia B A GAL and counsel for the child are required in all 
child protective proceedings; counsel for the child 
advocates for the child's views, while the GAL (who 
may be an attorney or a CASA) is tasked with pro-
tecting the "interests of the child." The child is en-
titled to legal counsel at every stage of a deprivation 
proceeding. 

Guam C A GAL is required in all child protective proceedings. 
The GAL's duty is to advocate for the best interest of 
the child, and he/she must inform the court of the 
child's "perceived interests" if they differ from those 
that the GAL is advocating. If conflict arises between 
the child's wishes and best interests (as determined 
by the GAL), the GAL must inform the court, and the 
court must assess whether to appoint special counsel 
to represent the child. 

Hawaii C A GAL is required in all child protective proceedings; 
the GAL does not have to be an attorney. If a conflict 
arises between the child's views and best, the court 
may appoint separate counsel, but this rarely happens 
in practice. The GAL has a duty to inform the court 
of the "child's perceived interests" if they differ from 
those that the GAL is advocating. As a matter of 
practice, many GALs routinely include the child's 
wishes in their reports, regardless of whether they 
conflict with the GAL's recommendations. 
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State 2005 Category Description 
Idaho E A GAL is required in all child protective proceedings. 

The GAL, who does not need to be an attorney, ad-
vocates for the best interests of the child. The court 
may appoint counsel to represent the GAL or the 
child. If a GAL is not available for appointment, the 
court shall appoint separate counsel for the child. For 
a child under the age of 12, this appointed attorney 
operates as a GAL; for a child 12 years of age or 
older, the attorney functions either as a GAL or as a 
traditional attorney at the discretion of the court. 
There is no statutory provision requiring the GAL to 
notify the court of the child's wishes; however, there 
is a provision requiring the GAL to "act as an advo-
cate for the child." 

Illinois F A GAL is required in all child protective proceedings. 
If the GAL is not an attorney (which is not required), 
the court must appoint an attorney to represent the 
GAL (not the child). In practice, most GALs are at-
torneys. In some counties, CASAs fill the role of a 
GAL. There is no statutory provision requiring the 
GAL to express the views of the child. 

Indiana F A GAL, CASA or both are required in all abuse and 
neglect proceedings. The GAL and CASA (neither of 
whom has to be an attorney) are responsible for rep-
resenting the "child's interests." If necessary to pro-
tect the child's interests, the court may appoint an 
attorney to represent the GAL or CASA. 

Iowa C Counsel and a GAL for the child are required in all 
"Child in Need of Assistance" proceedings; one attor-
ney is usually appointed to fill both roles. If a conflict 
arises between the child's views and best interests, 
the attorney must represent the child's best interests 
and notify the court of the child's wishes. The court 
may appoint separate counsel for the child; it may 
also appoint a separate GAL if the same person can-
not properly represent the child's legal interests as 
legal counsel while representing the child's best inter-
ests as GAL. CASAs may fill the role of the separate 
GAL. 
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State 2005 Category Description 
Kansas C A GAL is required in all child protective proceedings. 

The GAL must be an attorney and has a duty to 
present all relevant facts to the court, including the 
"child's position." If the child's position is not consis-
tent with the GAL's best-interests determination, the 
GAL must inform the court of this. The court may 
then appoint a "second attorney" to serve as attorney 
for the child. The court may also appoint a volunteer 
special advocate to represent the child's best interests. 

Kentucky C "Counsel for the child" is required in all abuse and 
neglect and termination of parental rights proceed-
ings. The attorney must represent the child's best in-
terests. (The terms "counsel for the child" and 
"guardian ad litem" are used interchangeably.) When 
the best interests are in conflict with the child's 
views, the lawyer must inform the court of this con-
flict. The court may also appoint a CASA volunteer. 

Louisi- A The appointment of "independent counsel" for the 
ana child is required in all "Child in Need of Care" pro-

ceedings. The attorney must "advocate for the desires 
and expressed preferences of the child and follow the 
child's direction throughout the case in a develop-
mentally appropriate manner." The court has the dis-
cretion to appoint CASAs to advocate for the child's 
best interests. 

Maine C A GAL is required in all child protection proceedings. 
The GAL can be either an attorney or a CASA. Al-
though the GAL is charged with representing the 
child's "best interests," he or she must make the 
"wishes of the child" known to the court if the child 
has expressed wishes. The GAL or the child may re-
quest the court to appoint legal counsel for the child; 
if appointed, the district court must pay all reasonable 
costs and expenses of the child's counsel. 

Maryland A (child w/ Counsel for the child is required in all "Child in 
considered Need of Aid" proceedings. If the child has "consid-

judg.); C (child ered judgment," the attorney should advocate for the 
w/out consid- child's wishes. If the attorney determines that the 

ered judg.) child lacks considered judgment, the attorney should 
inform the court and then advocate a position consis-
tent with the child's best interests. If the attorney ad-
vocates a position different from the child's wishes, 
the attorney should ensure that the child's position is 
made known to the court. The court may also appoint 
a CASA. 
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State 2005 Category Description 
Massa- A Counsel for the child is required for all abuse and 
chusetts neglect proceedings. If counsel reasonably determines 

that the child is able to make an "adequately consid-
ered decision," counsel shall represent the child's ex-
pressed preferences regarding that matter. The court 
may appoint a GAL on its own volition or at the re-
quest of the child's counsel. The GAL represents the 
best interests of the child and does not need to be an 
attorney. The role of the GAL differs across courts, 
and the court must define the role when making an 
appointment. 

Michigan C A "lawyer-guardian ad litem" is required in all child 
protective proceedings. The lawyer-guardian ad [item 
is responsible for advocating for the best interests of 
the child, regardless of whether that assessment re-
fleets the child's wishes. However, consistent with the 
attorney-client privilege, the lawyer-guardian ad litem 

17 must also inform the court of the child's wishes. Ad-
ditionally, if the child's determination of his/her own 
interests differs from the lawyer-guardian ad [item's, 
the latter must present the child's position to the 
court. The court may then choose, based on the 
child's age and maturity, as well as the nature of the 
disagreement, to appoint a separate attorney for the 
child to serve in addition to the lawyer-guardian ad 
litem. 

Minne- B (child age A GAL is required in all child protection proceedings. 
sota 10+ ); E (child The GAL may be an attorney or a CASA. For chil-

age <10) dren age 10 and older, separate counsel must be ap-
pointed to advocate for the child's views; for children 
under 10, separate counsel is appointed at the discre-
tion of the court. There is no statutory provision re-
quiring the GAL to express the wishes of the child. 

Missis- B Counsel for the child is required in all abuse and ne-
sippi glect and termination of parental rights proceedings. 

The attorney is required to advocate for the child's 
views. A GAL is also required in all abuse and ne-
glect proceedings. The GAL, who may be an attor-
ney, is required to represent the best interests of the 
child. One attorney can serve as both the counsel for 
the child and GAL. If there is a conflict between the 
child's views and the best interests of the child, a 
separate GAL is appointed. 
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State 2005 Category Description 
Missouri D A GAL is required in all abuse and neglect and termi-

nation of parental rights proceedings. Although a 
GAL is described as the "legal representative of the 
child" in the relevant TPR statute, in practice, the 
GAL represents the child's best interests. The GAL 
may be an attorney or a CASA. In some courts, CA-
SAs are appointed as GALs, whereas in other courts, 
they are appointed to assist the GAL. The CASA may 
or may not have legal representation in the court-
room. If there is a conflict between the child's views 
and the best interests assessment, the GAL is required 
to inform the court of the conflict. 

Montana B Counsel for the child and a GAL are both required 
for all child protection proceedings. The GAL must 
be an attorney and is required to advocate for the 
child's best interests. The role of the counsel is not 
articulated. 

Nebraska E A GAL is required in all child protection proceedings. 
The GAL is either an attorney or a CASA. If the 
GAL is a CASA, an attorney is appointed to repre-
sent the CASA (not the child). The GAL has the duty 
to protect the "interests of the juvenile." There is no 
statutory provision requiring the GAL to inform the 
court of the child's wishes. In rare cases, the child 
may be appointed separate counsel. 

Nevada C A GAL is required in all abuse and neglect proceed-
ings. The GAL, who does not have to be an attorney, 
must "represent and protect the best interests of the 
child." As part of his/her responsibilities, the GAL 
must inform the court of the "child's desires." The 
court may appoint an attorney to represent the child. 
If the child is represented by an attorney, the attorney 
has the same authority and rights as an attorney rep-
resenting a party to the proceedings. The relevant 
statute requires that a GAL not be compensated for 
his/her service. If an attorney is appointed as counsel 
for the child, the attorney can also serve as a GAL, 
though he/she may not be compensated for this part 
of his/her service. 
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State 2005 Category Description 
New E A GAL or CASA must be appointed where there is a 

Hamp- reasonable finding of abuse and neglect at a prelimi-
shire nary hearing. (The CASA also functions as a GAL; 

the only difference between a GAL and a CASA-
GAL is that a CASA-GAL is an unpaid volunteer.) 
The GAL advocates for the best interests of the child. 
There is no statutory requirement for the GAL to in-
form the court of the child's wishes; however, the 
CASA program requires its GALs to inform the court 
of the child's wishes, and CASAS represent children 
in 75% of all cases. The court may appoint an attor-
ney for the child "where the child's expressed inter-
ests conflict with the recommendation for disposi-
tional orders of the guardian ad litem." 

New Jer- A A "law guardian" is required in all abuse and neglect 
sey and termination of parental rights proceedings. Law 

guardians advocate for the children's views, but in 
practice, most play a dual role, guided both by the 
child's views and by the child's best interests. Law 
guardians work with investigators who are appointed 
to fill a fact-finding role. A GAL may be appointed 
by the court; in some counties, CASAs are appointed 
as GALs. 

New A (child age A GAL is required in all child protective proceedings 
Mexico 14+); C (child for children under age 14. The GAL, who must be an 

age <14) attorney, is responsible for advocating for the best 
interests of the child. The GAL has a duty to "convey 
the child's declared position to the court at every 
hearing." For children age 14 and older, an attorney 
is appointed to "provide the same manner of legal 
representation and be bound by the same duties to the 
child as is due an adult client." 

New B A "law guardian" for the child is required in all pro-
York ceedings alleging abuse and neglect. The law guard-

ian, who must be an attorney, fills a dual role and is 
required to "help protect their [the children] interests 
and to help them express their wishes to the court." 

North D A GAL is required in all child protective proceedings 
Carolina to represent the best interests of the child. If the GAL 

is a non-attorney (which is the case in the vast major-
ity of cases), an attorney is also appointed to protect 
the child's "legal interests." Although the attorney's 
client is the child, the attorney advocates for the 
GAL's best-interests recommendation. However, 
GALs are required to express the views of the child 
to the court as part of a statewide court-sponsored 
GAL policy. 
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State 2005 Category Description 
North B (TPR); F A GAL is required in all proceedings involving abuse 

Dakota (abuse/ and neglect allegations. The GAL, who must be an 
neglect) attorney, is charged with representing the best inter-

ests of the child and to consider, but not be bound by, 
the child's wishes. In termination of parental rights 
cases, children who are not represented by a parent, 
guardian, or custodian have the right to counsel (and 
appointed counsel if found needy). Such children, as 
well as those children whose parent's / guardian's / 
custodian's interests conflict with their own, must also 
have a GAL appointed for them. 

Northern F Statutory law requires that a GAL be appointed in all 
Mariana abuse and neglect proceedings, but the statute pro-
Islands vides little guidance as to the GAL's role and respon-

sibilities. As of 1996, it was not usual practice for a 
child who was the subject of a child protective pro-
ceeding to be assigned a GAL. 

Ohio B A GAL and independent counsel are both required in 
all abuse or neglect proceedings. The GAL, who does 
not have to be an attorney, is responsible for protect-
ing the best interests of the child. If an attorney is 
appointed as GAL, that attorney can serve in a dual 
capacity as both the GAL and as the child's counsel. 
If a conflict arises between these two roles, the court 
appoints a separate GAL. 

Okla- A An attorney for the child is required for all children 
homa alleged to be deprived (abused, neglected or 

abandoned). The attorney must represent "the child 
and any expressed interests of the child." A GAL may 
also be appointed at the discretion of the court if re-
quested by the child's attorney. There is a preference 
that CASAs serve as GALs. 

Oregon E A CASA is required for every child who is the sub-
ject of a child abuse or neglect hearing. The CASA is 
considered a party to the proceeding and may be rep-
resented by counsel. There is no statutory provision 
requiring the CASA to express the child's wishes. In 
addition, if a request for counsel for the child is made 
to the court (which is not always the case), the court 
is required to appoint counsel. The Oregon State 
Bar's Principles and Standards of Counsel in Crimi-
nal, Delinquency, Dependency and Civil Commitment 
Cases provides guidance for attorneys representing 
young children on whether to represent the child's 
best interests or the child's wishes. 
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State 2005 Category Description 
Pennsyl- A (TPR); C A GAL must be appointed to all children deemed to 

vania (abuse/ be "dependent," which includes children who have 
neglect) been abused or neglected. The GAL, who must be an 

attorney, is "charged with representation of the legal 
interests and the best interests of the child." The GAL 
must inform the court of the child's views. On rare 
occasions, when there is a significant conflict between 
the child's wishes and what the GAL considers to be 
in the child's best interests, the court may appoint 
counsel for the child in addition to the GAL. This is 
done under common la, however; there is no statutory 
authority for appointing both a GAL and a traditional 
attorney for children in protective proceedings. The 
court may also appoint a CASA. For termination of 
parental rights proceedings, counsel for the child is 
required. 

Puerto B Children are represented by a Procurador Especial de 
Rico Protecci6n a Menores, or Special Attorney for Protec-

tion of Minors, or by a Procurador of Family Rela-
tions. The role of the Procurador Especial is to en-
sure that the minor is informed about decisions that 
affect him or her. The Procurador Especial plays a 
dual role in representing the child's wishes, while 
taking into account the child's best interests. The 
judge may also interview the minor or obtain his/her 
testimony through the use of a closed-circuit televi-
sion system when the tribunal sees it as appropriate. 

Rhode F A GAL and/or CASA must be appointed in all child 
Island protective proceedings. Only an attorney can function 

as a GAL, whereas lay volunteers are CASAs. CA-
SAs are typically paired with an attorney-GAL to 
determine as a team the best interests of the child. 
There is no statutory provision requiring the GAL to 
inform the court of the child's views. 

South B (abuse/ "Legal counsel," representing the child's wishes, and 
Carolina neglect); C a GAL, representing the child's best interests, are 

(TPR) both required in all abuse and neglect proceedings. 
(Despite these statutory and discretionary mandates, 
in practice, children are rarely appointed attorneys in 
these cases.) Only a GAL is required in termination 
of parental rights proceedings. A GAL has access to 
an attorney in abuse and neglect proceedings; the 
court may appoint counsel for the GAL in TPR pro-
ceedings. A GAL has a duty to express the views of 
the child to the court. 
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South F An attorney for the child is required in all abuse and 

Dakota neglect proceedings. The attorney represents the 
child's best interests. A volunteer GAL/CASA may be 
appointed to assist the attorney. There is no statutory 
provision requiring the attorney or GAL/CASA to 
express the wishes of the child. 

Tennes- B. If there is a A GAL is required in all abuse proceedings. The 
see conflict and the GAL, who must be an attorney, fills a dual role: "ad-

GAL advocates vacating for the child's best interests and ensuring 
for the child's that the child's concerns and preferences are effec-

wishes, then A; tively advocated." If there is a conflict between the 
if there is a child's best interests and the child's views, the GAL 

conflict and the may request that another attorney be appointed to 
GAL advocates represent either the best interests or the views of the 
for best inter- child. The court may also appoint a CASA, but the 
ests, then C. CASA does not fill the role of a GAL. 

Texas B An "attorney ad !item" and a GAL are mandatory in 
cases in which the government is seeking conserva-
torship of the child in response to allegations of child 
abuse or neglect or is seeking termination of parental 
rights. The GAL acts upon the child's best interests, 
and the attorney ad litem acts upon the child's ex-
pressed objectives. An attorney may serve in a dual 
role as both attorney ad litem and GAL. If an attar-
ney is appointed to a dual role, he/she may subse-
quently request, or the court may choose to appoint, a 
separate GAL. 

Utah D A GAL is required in all abuse, neglect, and depen-
dency proceedings. The GAL is required to represent 
the child's best interests through all subsequent court 
proceedings after appointment. A GAL must be an 
attorney and has non-delegable duties to represent the 
child's best interests in court, file all motions, and 
attend all appeals, but he/she may delegate investiga-
tory work to lay volunteers. GALs must advocate 
only the children's best interests, but if those interests 
are contrary to the children's wishes, GALs are le-
gally obligated to express the children's wishes to the 
court. 
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Vermont C A GAL or counsel for the child is required by statute 

in all child protection proceedings; in practice, both 
are appointed. The GAL is a volunteer, often a 
CASA. The attorney must inform the court of any 
conflict between the GAL's best-interests assessment 
and the child's views. The court may appoint separate 
counsel for the GAL. There is a rebuttable presump-
tion that for children under age 13, the attorney fol-
lows the direction of the GAL. 

Virgin B The court is required to appoint counsel as a GAL for 
Islands the child in any abuse or neglect proceedings. The 

GAL serves in a dual capacity, charged with the "rep-
resentation of the child's rights, welfare, interest, and 
well-being and to advocate the child's viewpoint." 
The court may also appoint a CASA to "represent the 
interest of abused and neglected children in court pro-
ceedings." 

Virginia C The court is required to appoint "a discreet and com-
petent attorney-at-law" as GAL in all abuse and ne-
glect and termination of parental rights proceedings. 
The attorney-GAL must represent the child's best in-
terests and express the child's wishes. If appropriate, 
the GAL can ask for separate counsel for the child. 
CASAs can be appointed as aides to GALs. 

Washing- E A GAL is required in all abuse and neglect proceed-
ton ings. The GAL does not need to be an attorney. The 

court may appoint legal counsel if the child is age 12 
or older and requests one, or if the GAL or court de-
termines that the child needs to be independently rep-
resented. The GAL requirement is fulfilled with the 
appointment of independent counsel. There is no 
statutory provision requiring the GAL to express the 
child's views to the court. 

West A Counsel for the child is required in all abuse and ne-
Virginia glect proceedings. Although the attorney is called a 

GAL, the attorney-GAL has a dual role: a duty to 
maintain a normal lawyer-client relationship with the 
child client and a duty to achieve a result that will 
serve the best interests of the child. The attorney-
GAL is required to "apprise the court of the child's 
wishes." The court also has the option to appoint a 
CASA in addition to the attorney-GAL. 
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Wiscon- A (child age An attorney is required in all child protection pro-

sin 12+); C (child ceedings. If the child is age 12 or older, the attorney 
age <12) advocates for the child's views; for children less than 

12, the attorneys advocate for their best interests. If 
there is a conflict between the GAL's best-interests 
assessment and the child's views, separate counsel 
may be appointed for a child who is under 12. A 
GAL must express the child's wishes. 

Wyo- E Counsel for the child is required in all abuse and ne-
ming glect proceedings. The attorney serves as the child's 

GAL unless a separate GAL has been appointed. Both 
the attorney-GAL and the separate GAL are charged 
with the representation of the child's best interests. 
Wyoming statutes provide little guidance as to the 
distinction between these two roles; although a 1998 
Wyoming Supreme Court decision endorsed the no-
tion that the attorney-GAL could advocate for the 
child's views and represent the best interests, the 
court also encouraged the legislature to make appro-
priate statutory changes. 
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Chart 3. Compensation Rates for Counsel Appointed to Children 

Not surprisingly, this preliminary look into compensation rates reveals that 
attorneys or guardians ad litem (GAL) who represent children in protective 
proceedings are frequently under-compensated. Although our research is not 
exhaustive, we have found nine jurisdictions that explicitly mentioned hourly 
rates in their statutes, rules, or regulations. Hourly rates for out-of-court work 
ranged from $40/hour to $65/hour. Hourly rates for in-court work ranged from 
$40/hour to $75/hour. 1 Hourly rates depend on other factors, such as whether an 
appointed attorney or GAL is being paid or whether the county has a contract with 
the attorney or GAL. 

STATE COMPENSATION RATES CAPS 
Alabama Out-of-court work for attor- No limit if the original charge is a 

neys: $40/hour capital offense or carries a possible 
sentence of life without parole 

In-court work for attorneys: $3,500 for Class A felonies 
$60/hour 

$2,500 for Class B felonies 
$1,500 for Class C felonies 
$2,000 for juvenile cases 
$1 ,000 for all other cases 

Alaska Attorney rate: $40/hour $500 for attorneys 
Person other than an ap- $300 for people other than attorneys 
pointed attorney: $25/hour 

The assigned trial judge may recom-
mend extraordinary expenses up to 
$1 ,000, and the presiding judge may 
recommend up to an additional $1,500; 
the administrative director ( on the rec-
ommendation of the presiding judge) 
may authorize extraordinary expenses 
exceeding $2,500 only in extremely 
complex cases 

Connecti- Attorney rate: flat fee of $350 
cut for the first 30 hours of repre-

sentation, $40/hour beyond 
the first 30 hours 

1 Technically, the lowest rate was in Connecticut, where attorneys received a flat fee of $350 for 
the first 30 hours of representation (approximately $11.67 per hour) and then $40 per hour beyond 
the first 30 hours. We omitted this outlier from the aforementioned ranges. 
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STATE COMPENSATION RATES CAPS 
Colorado Attorneys are paid either on a The GAL may bill an additional 

flat fee basis or per-hour $2,000 in fees for appeals; the Colo-
rado Office of the Children's Represen-
tative must approve fees in excess of 
$2,000. 

Out-of-court work for attor-
neys: $45/hour 
In-court work for attorneys: 
$55/hour 
Flat fee for a dependency and 
neglect proceeding: $1,040 

District of Attorney rate: $65/hour $1,600 for attorneys for all proceedings 
Columbia from initial hearing through disposition 

$1,600/year for all subsequent proceed-
ings other than terminating parental 
rights 
$2,200 for proceedings to terminate 
parental rights 
$1, 100/case for appeal of trial courts 

Hawaii Out-of-court work for attor- $1,500 for predisposition work 
neys and GALs: $40/hour 
In-court work for attorneys $500 for work associated with postdis-
and GALs: $60/hour position reviews 

Iowa $60/hour for Class A felonies 
$55/hour for Class B felonies 
$50/hour for all other cases 

Kentucky $500 for appointed counsel 
$250 if the action has final disposition 
in the district court 
$500 for GALs 

Louisiana Out-of-court work for attor- $100 total plus a maximum of $200 in 
neys: $50/hour reimbursable expenses for curatorship 
In-court work for attorneys: 
$75/hour 

South $100 for attorneys 
Carolina $50 for GALs 
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STATE COMPENSATION RATES CAPS 
West Vir- Out-of-court work for attor- For proceedings of any kind involving 

ginia neys: $45/hour felonies for which a penalty of life 
imprisonment may be imposed, the 
maximum amount is as the court may 
approve 

In-court work for attorneys: For all other eligible proceedings, the 
$65/hour maximum amount is $3,000 

Actual and necessary expenses incurred 
in providing legal representation shall 
be reimbursed to a maximum of 
$1,500 

Wisconsin A supreme court order 
deemed that "reasonable" 
compensation for GALs was 
$70/hour, but counties typi-
cally contract with GALs on 
an annual basis; the average 
rate is approximately $35-40/ 
hour 
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Chart 4. State Compensation Schemes 

•** Note: The relevant sources of law governing compensation have been 
paraphrased at times to capture the general meaning of the laws. 

STATE 
SOURCES OF LAW GOVERNING COM-

COMMENTS PENSATION 
Ala- Alabama Code § 12-15-9 
bama 

Whenever legal custody of a child is vested in 
someone other than his parents, the court may 
order that the parent or other legally obligated 
person pay a reasonable sum that will cover in 
whole or in part the support and treatment of 
the child - including support, treatment, 
costs, and legal fees. 

Alabama Code § 12-15-11 
If the court finds that the parents or other le-
gally obligated persons are financially able to 
pay all or part of the court costs, attorney fees 
and expenses, the court shall order them to 
pay and may prescribe the manner of payment. 

Alabama Code § 12-19-252 
( d) Counsel appointed to these cases shall be 
entitled to receive for their services a fee to be 
approved by the trial court. The amount of the 
fee shall be based on the number of hours 
spent by the attorney in working on the case 
and shall be computed at the rate of $50/hour 
for time expended in court and $30/hour for 
time reasonably expended out of court in the 
preparation of the case. (Effective October 1, 
2000, the rate will be $60/hour for in-court 
work and $40/hour for reasonably expended 
out-of-court work). The total fees paid to any 
one attorney in any one case shall not exceed: 
1) No limit if the original charge is a capital 
offense or carries a possible sentence of life 
without parole; 2) $3,500 for Class A felonies; 
3) $2,500 for Class B felonies; 4) $1,500 for 
Class C felonies; 5) $2,000 for juvenile cases; 
and 6) $1,000 for all other cases. The court for 
good cause shown may approve an attorney's 
fee in excess of the maximum amount al-
lowed. Counsel shall also be reimbursed for 
any expenses reasonably incurred in the de-
fense of the client, to be approved in advance 
by the trial court. 
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STATE 
SOURCES OF LAW GOVERNING COM-

COMMENTS PENSATION 
Alaska Alaska Statutes § 25.24.310 

(a) If the court has appointed an attorney to 
represent the minor and the parties are indi-
gent, the court shall enter an order for costs, 
fees, and disbursements in favor of the state. 
( c) If the court has appointed a GAL to repre-
sent the minor and the parties are indigent, the 
court shall enter an order for costs, fees, and 
disbursements in favor of the state. 

Alaska Statutes § 18.85.100 
(b) Subject to the provisions of AS 18.85.155, 
the attorney services and facilities and the 
court costs shall be provided at public expense 
to the extent that the person, at the time the 
court determines indigency, is unable to pro-
vide for payment without undue hardship. 

Alaska Rules of Civil Procedure 90.7 
(m) The GAL, an attorney for a GAL, and 
expert witnesses used by the GAL will be 
compensated at a rate that the court determines 
is reasonable. Fees and costs for a private 
GAL will be divided equally between the par-
ties unless the court finds good cause to 
change this allocation. The GAL must seek 
court approval before incurring extraordinary 
expenses. 

Rule 12 
(c)(3) In an appointment for representation of 
a minor, the court shall enter an order for 
costs, fees and disbursements in favor of the 
state. If the appointment is made in custody/ 
support/visitation proceeding, the court shall, if 
possible, avoid assigning costs to only one 
party by ordering that costs of the minor's 
legal representative or guardian services be 
paid from property belonging to both parents 
before a division of property is made. 
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STATE 
SOURCES OF LAW GOVERNING COM- COMMENTS 
PENSATION 

(c)(5) Attorneys will be compensated at the 
rate of $40/hour, provided that total compensa-
tion for any case will not exceed $500 without 
prior approval of the administrative director. A 
person other than an attorney appointed to pro-
vide services will receive compensation if the 
court deems it appropriate not to exceed $25/ 
hour, provided that total compensation for any 
case will not exceed $300 without prior ap-
proval of the administrative director. Extraor-
dinary expenses will be reimbursed only if 
prior authority has been obtained from the ad-
ministrative director, upon recommendation by 
the assigned trial judge or the presiding judge. 
The assigned trial judge may recommend ex-
traordinary expenses up to $1,000, and the 
presiding judge may recommend up to an ad-
ditional $1,500. Extraordinary expenses ex-
ceeding $2,500 may be authorized only in ex-
tremely complex cases by the administrative 
director upon the recommendation of the pre-
siding judge. 

Ameri- Am. Samoa Code Ann. § 45.2017 
can 
Samoa 

( d) If the prayer of the petition is granted, the 
costs of court proceedings, including GAL and 
expert witness fees, may be charged by the 
court against the respondent. If the prayer of 
the petition is not granted, the costs may be 
charged against the territory of American Sa-
moa. 
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STATE 
SOURCES OF LAW GOVERNING COM-

COMMENTS PENSATION 
Arizona Arizona Statutes § 8-221 Arizona is one of only 

four states (the other 
three being Connecti-

(B) If a juvenile is found to be indigent and 
cut, Florida, and New 
York) to question the 

entitled to counsel, the juvenile court shall constitutional basis of 
appoint an attorney to represent the person the CAPTA compen-
(unless counsel is waived). sation system. The 

Arizona case actually 
upheld the constitu-

(F) The county board of supervisors may fix a tionality of a rela-

reasonable sum to be paid by the county for tively low system of 

the services of an appointed attorney. compensation. See 
Haralambie v. Pima 
County, 669 P.2d 984 
(Arizona Court of 

(G) When the court appoints an attorney to Appeals 1983). 
represent a juvenile, the court shall order the In the Matter of the 
juvenile or parent or guardian, if he can afford Appeal in Pima 
it, to pay the attorney or the county an amount County Juvenile Sev-
the parent or guardian is able to pay without erance Action No. 
incurring substantial hardship to the family. S-113432, 872 P.2d 

1240 (Arizona Court 
of Appeals 1993): 

Arizona Statutes § 8-522 
A.RS. § 8-225 [now 
8-221] requires the 
court to appoint coun-
sel for indigent chil-

(D) A special advocate serves without compen- dren in proceedings, 

sation but is entitled to reimbursement of ex- such as severance, 

penses pursuant to guidelines prescribed by the that fall under Title 8. 
The attorney should supreme court by rule. 
have been appointed 
and compensated un-
der this provision. 

Arkan- Arkansas Code § 9-27-310 
sas 

(e) No fees shall be charged or collected by 
the clerk or sheriffs' offices in cases brought in 
the circuit court under this subchapter by a 
governmental entity or non-profit corporation, 
including the prosecuting attorney, an attorney 
ad litem appointed in a dependency-neglect 
case, or the Department of Human Services. 

Arkansas Code § 9-27-316 
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STATE SOURCES OF LAW GOVERNING COM- COMMENTS PENSATION 
(2) The court may order financially able juve-
niles, parents, guardians, or custodians to pay 
all or part of reasonable attorney's fees and 
expenses for representation of a juvenile. 
(3) All moneys collected by the clerk of the 
court under this subsection shall be retained by 
the clerk and deposited into a special fund (the 
"juvenile representation fund"). 
( 4) The court may direct that money from this 
fund be used in providing counsel for juve-
niles under this section in delinquency or fam-
ily in need of services cases and indigent par-
ents or guardians in dependency-neglect 
cases ... 
(5) Any money remaining in the fund at the 
end of the fiscal year shall carry over into the 
next fiscal year in the juvenile representation 
fund. 

Ark. Code Ann. § 9-27-401 
(b)(l) The Director of the Administrative Of-
flee of the Courts is authorized to employ or 
enter into professional service contracts with 
private individuals or businesses or public 
agencies to represent all children in 
dependency-neglect proceedings. 
(3)(B) The distribution of funds among the 
judicial districts shall be based on a formula 
developed by the office and approved by the 
Juvenile Division Judges Committee of the 
Arkansas Judicial Council. 
(d)(4) When attorneys are appointed, the fees 
for services and reimbursable expenses shall 
be paid from funds appropriated for that pur-
pose to the office. 
(d)(6) The court may also require the parties 
to pay all or a portion of the expenses, de-
pending on the ability of the parties to pay. 
( d)(7) The office shall establish guidelines to 
provide a maximum amount of expenses and 
fees/hour and per case that will be paid under 
this section. 
(d)(8) The funds appropriated shall be appor-
tioned to judicial districts based upon a for-
mula developed by the office and approved by 
the committee. 
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Califor- California Rules of Court, Rule 5 .534 
nia 

(g) At each hearing the court must advice as 
unrepresented child, parent, or guardian of the 
right to be represented by counsel and, if ap-
plicable, of the right to have counsel ap-
pointed, subject to a claim by the court or the 
county for reimbursement as provided by law. 

California Rules of Court, Rule 5.655 
(a) A CASA [court-appointed special advocate] 
program must comply with this rule to be eli-
gible to receive Judicial Council funding. The 
Judicial Council may consider compliance 
with the guidelines delineated in the CASA 
Program Policies and Procedures Manual 
when determining eligibility for and amount of 
program funding. 
(k) CASA programs may receive funds from 
probation departments, local child welfare 
agencies, and the California Department of 
Social Services (pursuant to the conditions of 
this rule). 

Colo- C.R.S. 13-91-102 A GAL's fees are paid 
rado and expenses are re-

This statute establishes the Office of the 
imbursed through the 
OCR. Attorneys are 

Child's Representative (OCR) and funding paid either on a flat-
resources to improve the quality of representa- fee basis or per hour. 
tion and advocacy provided to children in the Currently, per-hour 
Colorado court system. attorneys receive $45/ 

C.R.S. 13-91-106 hour for out-of-court 
work and $55/hour for 

This statute establishes a GAL fund and a in-court work. The flat 
CASA fund. fee for a dependency 

Supreme Court of Colorado Chief Justice Direc-
and neglect proceed-
ing is $1,040. An ad-

tive 04-06 ditional $2,000 in fees 

IV (B) the appointee shall submit claims for may be billed by the 

payment of legal fees and expenses directly to GAL for appeals. Fees 

the OCR. The OCR will set forth maximum in excess of $2,000 

total fees per appointment and procedures for and all expenses must 

approval of excess fees. be approved by the 
OCR in advance. 

Con- Connecticut Statutes § 46b-136 
necticut 
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When a judge appoints an attorney to repre-
sent the child, it can order whoever has legal 
custody of the child to pay for these legal 
fees. 

Connecticut Statutes § 46b-129a 
The counsel and GAL's fees, if any, shall be 
paid by the parents or guardian, or the estate 
of the child, or, if such persons are unable to 
pay, by the court. 

Cases: 
Juvenile Matters Trial Lawyers Ass'n v. Judi-
cial Dept. , 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5067, *4-5 
(D. Conn. 2005): The Juvenile Matters Trial 
Lawyers Association filed suit in federal dis-
trict court against the Judicial Department in 
2004, claiming that the compensation rates 
were substantially lower than those paid to 
public defenders. The District Court dismissed 
the case in 2005, holding that the Association 
did not have standing or the associational 
standing to bring the case. [Research did not 
reveal results on compensation] 

Dela- The Office of the 
ware Child Advocate was 

charged with imple-
menting and coordi-
nating a program to 
provide pro bono or 
contractual attorneys 
to represent the best 
interests of children. 

District D.C. Statutes § 16-2326.01. [See subsections (a) 
of Co- through (h)] 
lumbia 

(a)(l) An attorney or GAL representing a per-
son who is financially unable to obtain legal 
counsel shall be compensated at the end of the 
representation at a rate not less than the hourly 
rates established in D.C. Official Code, sec. 
11-2604. 
(a)(2) The attorney may make a claim for ex-
penses reasonably incurred. 
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(b) Compensation is subject to the following 
limitations: (1) for all proceedings from initial 
hearing through disposition, the maximum 
compensation shall be $1,600; (2) for all sub-
sequent proceedings other than terminating 
parental rights, the maximum compensation 
shall be $1,600 per year; (3) for proceeding to 
terminate parental rights, the maximum com-
pensation shall be $2,200; and for appeal of 
trial courts, the maximum compensation shall 
be $1,100 per case. 
(f)(l) Claims for compensation in excess of 
the maximum amounts provided in subsection 
(b) may be approved for extended or complex 
representation when the payment is necessary 
to provide fair compensation. 

D.C. Statutes § 11-2604 
(a) These attorneys shall be compensated at a 
fixed rate of $65/hour. They shall be reim-
bursed for expenses reasonably incurred. 
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Florida Florida Statutes § 27 .5304 Florida is one of only 
Compensation may not exceed 80% of the fees four states (the other 
earned, or costs and related expenses incurred, three being Arizona, 
to date, or an amount proportionate to the Connecticut, and New 
maximum fees permitted under this section York) to question the 
based on legal services provided to date, constitutional basis of 
whichever is less. The court may grant the the CAPTA compen-
motion if counsel shows that failure to grant sation system. 
the motion would work a particular hardship The Florida Legisla-
upon counsel. ture provided funding 

7) Private court-appointed counsel representing for the establishment 

a parent in a dependency case that is open of GAL programs in 

may submit a request for payment to the Jus- every circuit to repre-

tice Administrative Commission at the follow- sent the best interests 

ing intervals: of abused and ne-

(a) Upon entry of an order of disposition as to 
glected children 

the parent being represented. 
through a volunteer 
model. By 1990, all 

(b) Upon conclusion of a 12-month perma- of Florida's twenty 
nency review. judicial circuits had 
( c) Following a judicial review hearing. programs for the de-
In no case, however, may counsel submit re- livery of GAL ser-
quests under this subsection more than once vices that were ad-
per quarter, unless the court finds extraordi- ministratively 
nary circumstances justifying more frequent managed by the trial 
submission of payment requests. courts. 

Florida Statutes § 39.0134 
If counsel is entitled to receive compensation 
for representation pursuant to a court appoint-
ment in a dependency proceeding or a termi-
nation of parental rights proceeding pursuant 
to this chapter, compensation shall be paid in 
accordance with § 27 .5304. The state may 
acquire and enforce a lien upon court-ordered 
payment of attorney's fees and costs in accor-
dance with § 984.08. 
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Florida Statutes § 39.822 

(2) In those cases in which the parents are 
financially able, the parents of the child shall 
reimburse the court, in part or in whole, for 
the cost of GAL services. Reimbursement to 
the GAL shall not be contingent upon success-
ful collection by the court from the parents. 

Florida Statutes § 984.08 
(2) If, after the appointment of counsel for an 
indigent parent or legal guardian, it is deter-
mined that the parent or legal guardian is not 
indigent, the court has continuing jurisdiction 
to assess attorney's fees and costs against the 
parent or legal guardian, and order the pay-
ment thereof. When payment of attorney's fees 
or costs has been assessed and ordered by the 
court, there is hereby created a lien in the 
name of the county in which the legal assis-
tance was rendered, enforceable as provided in 
subsection (3), upon all the property, both real 
and personal, of the parent or legal guardian 
who received the court-ordered appointed 
counsel under this chapter. The lien constitutes 
a claim against the parent or legal guardian 
and the parent's or legal guardian's estate in 
an amount to be determined by the court in 
which the legal assistance was rendered. 

Cases 
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Ser-
vices v. Coskey, 599 So. 2d 153 (Fla. App. 
Dist. 1992): Holding that the Department of 
Health and Rehabilitative Services was not 
responsible for attorney's fees for the counsel 
appointed for a child in a dependency case 
because it was the GAL who had requested 
appointment, not the Department. 
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Brevard County v. Department of Health and 
Rehabilitative Services, 589 So. 2d 398 (Fla. 
App. Dist. 1991): Holding that although the 
county was not responsible for paying attor-
ney's fees to the child's counsel, the Depart-
ment of Health and Rehabilitative Services 
was responsible for paying the fees because 
they had requested that counsel be appointed. 
Marion County v. Johnson, 586 So. 2d 1163 
(Fla. App. 5 Dist. 1991): Holding that the De-
partment of Health and Rehabilitative Services 
rather than the county was required to pay 
attorney's fees for an attorney ad litem ap-
pointed to a child in a dependency hearing 
because the attorney was performing legisla-
tively mandated duties of the department. 
Guardian Ad Litem Program v. Fernando M. 
Palacios, 621 So.2d 565 (Fla. 5th DCA 1993): 

An attorney who represented children in a depen-
dency proceeding was not entitled to fees from 
the state, notwithstanding an order by the ap-
pointing court requiring that the state do so. For 
fees to be paid, there must be a contractual, 
statutory, or quantum meruit basis. 

Board of County Commissioners of Hillsbor-
ough County v. Scruggs, 545 So.2d 910 (Fla. 
2nd DCA 1989): This is a ruling on a petition 
for certiorari by the county. Attorney was 
awarded $2,000 by the lower court for his 
work on behalf of a mother in a dependency, 
and later, termination case. The question is 
whether Makemson v. Martin County, 491 
So.2d 1109 (Fla. 1986), cert. denied, 479 U.S. 
1043, 107 S.Ct. 908 (1987), in which the 
statutory limitation on fees for appointed 
criminal counsel was held facially valid by 
unconstitutional in extraordinary and unusual 
cases, applies to civil dependency cases. This 
court believes that it does and notes that it 
would probably also apply to termination 
cases. To allow Scruggs only the maximum 
would result in a $20 per hour fee, which is so 
low that it would impair the court's ability to 
ensure effective counsel. 
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Georgia Georgia Code § 15-11-8 
(a) The following expenses shall be a charge 
upon the funds of the county upon certification 
thereof by the court .... (3) reasonable com-
pensation for services and related expenses of 
counsel appointed by the court, ( 4) reasonable 
compensation for a GAL, and (5) the expense 
of service of summons, notices, and subpoe-
nas, travel expenses of witnesses, transporta-
tion, subsistence, and detention of the child, 
and other like expenses . . .. 
(b) If the court finds that the parents are finan-
cially able to pay all or part of the costs and 
expenses stated in subsection (a), the court 
may order them to pay the same and prescribe 
the manner of payment. 

Guam 19 Guam Code Ann. § 13308 
( d) A GAL or counsel appointed for the child 
or other party shall be paid for by the court 
unless the party for whom counsel is ap-
pointed has an independent estate sufficient to 
pay such costs. The court may order the ap-
propriate parties to pay reimbursement to the 
court for the costs and fees of the GAL and 
other counsel appointed for the child. 

Hawaii Haw. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 587-34 
( e) A GAL or counsel appointed for the child 
or other party may be paid for by the court, 
unless the party for whom counsel is ap-
pointed has an independent estate sufficient to 
pay such costs . The court may order the ap-
propriate parties to pay or reimburse the costs 
and fees of the GAL and other counsel ap-
pointed for the child. 

§ 571-87 
(a) Appointed counsel and GALs shall receive 
reasonable compensation for necessary ex-
penses. 
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(b) The court shall determine the amount of 
reasonable compensation to appointed counsel 
and GALs, based on the rate of $40/hour for 
out-of-court services and $60/hour for in-court 
services with a maximum fee of $1500 for 
predisposition work and $500 for work associ-
ated with postdisposition reviews. Payments in 
excess of these maximums can be made when-
ever the court certifies that the amount of the 
excess payment is necessary to provide fair 
compensation and the payment is approved by 
the administrative judge of such court. 

Idaho Idaho Code § 16-1614(3) 
Counsel appointed for the child under the pro-
visions of this section shall be paid for by the 
county unless the party for whom counsel is 
appointed has an independent estate sufficient 
to pay such costs. 

Idaho Code § 16-1638 
There is created an account in the agency asset 
fund in the state treasury to be designated the 
GAL account. The account consists of moneys 
appropriated to the account, donations, gifts 
and grants, etc. Disbursements of moneys from 
the account shall be by appropriation from the 
legislature to the supreme court, which shall in 
turn make payment of available moneys, upon 
request, to the grant administrator for the pay-
ment of grants to qualified recipients and for 
expenses incurred for carrying out the provi-
sions of this chapter. 

Idaho Code § 16-1639 
The grant administrator is authorized to award 
and administer grants from the GAL account. 

Cases: 
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Sager v. Maynard, 620 P.2d 794 (Supreme 
Court of Idaho 1980): The attorney here 
worked for Legal Aid and was appointed to 
represent a mother in a termination proceed-
ing. He submitted evidence of his work and 
petitioned for $580. The fees were denied, and 
the attorney appealed. In the midst of the ap-
peal, this court decided James v. Dunlap, 604 
P.2d 711 (Idaho 1970), which held that status 
as a legal aid employee does not bar compen-
sation, so this case is remanded for consider-
ation under that precedent. 

Illinois Illinois Statutes Ch. 705 § 405/2-17 The rates in each 
county vary. Compen-

(5) The reasonable fees of a GAL shall be sation for attorneys 
fixed by the court and charged to the parents who represent chil-
of the minor, to the extent they are able to dren in Cook County 
pay. If the parents are unable to pay, the fees is $30/hour for out-of-
shall be paid from the general fund of the court work and $40/ 
county. hour for in-court 

work. 
Illinois Statutes Ch.705 § 405/2-17.1 

(5) All costs associated with the appointment 
and duties of the court appointed special advo-
cate shall be paid by the court appointed spe-
cial advocate or an organization of court ap-
pointed special advocates. In no event shall 
the court appointed special advocate be liable 
for any costs of services provided to the child. 

Cases: 
Pasley v. Kerans, 479 N.E.2d 417 (Illinois 5th 
Dist Appellate Court 1985): An attorney who 
was appointed to represent a mother in termi-
nation proceedings requested fees equivalent to 
$30/hour out-of-court and $40/hour in-court. 
Instead, he was awarded fees that did not even 
cover his overhead. Apparently, the fees at the 
time were not established by statute but were 
awarded by the court as "reasonable compen-
sation." This court discusses a standard for 
reasonable compensation drawn from criminal 
law, but says that there is no reason it should 
not apply to civil cases. 

Indiana [Research did not reveal results on compensa-
tion. Payments are made pursuant to IC 31-40, 
which has not been included in this chart.] 
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Cases: 
In re J.C., 735 N.E.2d 848 (Ind. Ct. App. 
2000): Purpose of appointing a GAL is to rep-
resent and protect the best interests of the 
child and to provide the child with services 
requested by the court such as researching, 
examining, advocating, facilitating, and moni-
toring the child's situation. Order requiring 
county office of family and children to pay 
attorney's fees incurred by court-appointed 
GAL in child in need of services (CHINS) 
proceeding was not clearly erroneous; no ap-
pearance was created that county office was 
controlling GAL, or that they were not distinct 
entities, and statutory basis existed for requir-
ing county office to pay fees. 

Iowa Iowa Statutes § 232.71C 
(3) When the court appoints a GAL, the court 
shall order the child's parent/guardian to bear 
the costs. If the child's parent/guardian is un-
able to bear the costs, the expense shall be 
paid out of the county treasury. 

Iowa Statutes § 232.89 
(3) The court shall determine whether the 
child's parent/guardian has the ability to pay in 
whole or in part for counsel appointed to the 
child and if payment will result in impairment 
of the relationship between the child and the 
parent/guardian. If impairment is deemed un-
likely, the court shall order that person to pay. 
If the person is unable to pay, counsel shall be 
reimbursed pursuant to § 232.141, subsection 
2, paragraph "b." 

Iowa Statutes § 232.141 
(1) The court may order parents/guardians to 
pay expenses. 
(2) What expenses are covered. 
(3) Costs incurred for compensation of an at-
tomey or GAL shall be paid in accordance 
with§ 13B.4 and§ 815.7. 

Iowa Statutes § 13B.4 
See subsections 4, 5, 6, and 7 for state public 
defender fees and payment procedures. 

Iowa Statutes § 815.7 
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Attorneys are entitled to reasonable compensa-
tion and expenses. For appointments made on 
or after July 1, 1999, this amount is $60/hour 
for class A felonies, $55/hour for class B felo-
nies, and $50/hour for all other cases. 

Cases: 
Mathison v. Young, 333 N.W.2d 477 (Iowa 
1983): The Supreme Court of Iowa considered 
the legal standard for determining reasonable 
compensation. The court should consider the 
following factors for "reasonableness": "the 
time necessarily spent, the nature and extent of 
the services, the penal consequences involved, 
the difficulty of handling and importance of 
issue, the responsibilities assumed and results 
obtained, the standing and experience of the 
attorney, the customary charge for similar ser-
vices in the community, and the certainty of 
payment." Id. at 480. 
State Public Defender v. Iowa District Court 
for Polk County, 620 N.W.2d 268 (Iowa S.Ct. 
2000): This is a petition for certiorari, which is 
the correct means of challenging a court order 
awarding attorney's fees. Even thought the 
district court appears to be the defendant here, 
the real party is an attorney who contracted 
with the public defender to accept appoint-
ments. The contract pay rate seems to have 
been $45/hour. On request of the attorney, the 
district court granted him extra hours of pay 
for helping his client, a mother whose children 
had been removed, find housing. The public 
defender challenged the extra pay, arguing that 
these hours were spent providing social ser-
vices and not legal services. This court be-
lieves that finding housing was part of a legal 
strategy to avoid termination of the mother's 
rights and that the lower court did not err as a 
matter of law in awarding the additional hours. 
The most interesting element of this case is 
that the compensation rate was contractual and 
not statutory. 

Kansas Kan. Stat. Ann. § 38-1505 
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( e) A GAL, second attorney appointed pursu-
ant to subsection (a) or attorney appointed for 
parties to proceedings under this section shall 
be allowed a reasonable fee for their services, 
which may be assessed as an expense in the 
proceedings as provided in K.S.A. 38-1511 
and amendments thereto. 

Kan. Stat. Ann. § 38-38-1511 
The expenses for proceedings under this code 
shall be paid by the board of county comrnis-
sioners from the general fund of the county. 

Ken- Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 620.100 
tucky 

(l)(a) When the court appoints counsel for the 
child, the fee to be fixed by the court shall not 
exceed $500. However, if the action has final 
disposition in the District Court, the fee shall 
not exceed $250. 

Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 625.041 
When the court appoints a GAL for the child, 
the GAL shall be paid a fee to be fixed by the 
court, not to exceed $500. This fee shall be 
paid by the petitioner, except if the Cabinet for 
Health and Family Services receives custody 
of the child, in which case the GAL shall be 
paid by the Finance and Administration Cabi-
net. 

Louisi- Louisiana Children's Code, Tit. VI, Art. 607 
ana 

(B) If the court appoints counsel for the child, 
it may order the parents to some or all of the 
costs. 

Louisiana Children's Code, Tit. IV, Art. 424.1 
(D) CASA volunteers serve without compensa-
tion. 

Louisiana Revised Statutes, Tit. 46, Ch. 3, Part 
10 § 460.21 

(A)(l) The state, through the Department of 
Social Services, shall pay legal fees and ap-
proved expenses for representing children of 
indigent parents. 

Supreme Court Administrative Rules. Part G. 
General Administrative Rules. Section 9. Sched-
ule of fees for Child in Need of Care and Termi-
nation of Parental Rights Proceedings. 
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How the State of Louisiana compensates attor-
neys who represent children: $75/hour for in-
court work, $50/hour for out-of-court work, 
$100 total plus a maximum of $100 in reim-
bursable expenses for curatorship; courts may 
also order higher rates of compensation in ex-
traordinary cases. 

Cases: 
State in the Interest of a Minor Male Child, 
461 So.2d 1278 (La. 1st Cir. Ct. App. 1984): 
This court awards the attorney additional fees 
for the appeal. However, this case was decided 
under old law. 
State in the Interest of C.P., 463 So.2d 899 
(La. 2nd Cir. Ct. App. 1985): This appeal 
deals mainly with the termination of parental 
rights. The small section dealing with fees 
holds that they should be included in the costs 
of the proceedings. However, this case was 
decided under old law. 
State in the Interest of TK, 568 So.2d 636 (La. 
3rd Cir. Ct. App. 1990): This case is virtually 
identical in its facts and legal conclusion to 
State in the Interest of HLD, discussed below. 
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State in the Interest of HLD, a Minor v. CDM, 
563 So.2d 360 (La. 3rd Cir. Ct. App. 1990): 
This appeal deals both with the validity of the 
termination of parental rights and the award of 
attorney's fees. Two attorneys ad hoc were 
appointed: one for the mother and one for the 
child. The trial court ordered the state (here 
treated as synonymous with DSS) to give each 
$700 for the trial. The statute says that DSS 
may not be charged for attorney's fees and 
that the judicial district indigent defender 
board is responsible for compensating the at-
torney for the child. While Article 95 of the 
Code of Juvenile Procedure used to allow for 
the compensation of parents' attorneys through 
the DSS predecessor, the amendment of the 
article through Acts 1987, No. 627 has left no 
statutory provision for compensating them. 
Courts have the inherent authority to appoint 
attorneys for the indigent, with or without 
compensation. The trial court's order requiring 
the state to compensate the mother's attorney 
is without statutory authority. 

Maine Maine Statutes, Tit. 22 § 4005 
(l)(A) The GAL's reasonable costs and ex-
penses must be paid by the District Court. 
(1 )(F) The GAL or the child may request the 
court to appoint legal counsel for the child. 
The District Court shall pay reasonable costs 
and expenses of the child's legal counsel. 

Maine Laws 1995, c. 405, § 25 
The Legislature requested that the Supreme 
Judicial Court develop a GAL program. The 
program must also address appointment of and 
funding for GALs when one or more parties 
are indigent. 

Mary- Maryland Statutes § 3-813 
land 

(b) Except for the local department and the 
child who is the subject of the petition, a party 
is not entitled to the assistance of counsel at 
state expense unless the party is indigent or 
otherwise not represented and under 18, or 
incompetent by reason of mental disability. 
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(f) The court may assess against any party 
reasonable compensation for the services of an 
attorney appointed to represent a child. 

Maryland Statutes § 3-830 
( c) The Governor may include funds in the 
budget to carry out the provisions of the 
CASA Program. 

Massa- General Laws of Massachusetts, Ch. 119, § 29A 
chusetts 

Parents are liable for reasonable legal fees and 
expenses, unless they are deemed indigent. 

General Laws of Massachusetts, Ch. 211D, § 12 
The Committee for Public Counsel Services 
shall prescribe policies and procedures for 
payment of private attorneys appointed. 

Massachusetts Trial Court Probate and Family 
Court Department, Standards for Category F 
Guardian Ad Litem Investigators 

(2) The Administrative Office of the trial court 
sets the GAL's fees. If the court order lacks 
clarity about who will pay for GAL services, 
the GAL shall file a motion for clarification by 
the appointing judge. If the order specifies that 
compensation will be paid by the state, the 
GAL cannot charge additional fees to the par-
ties. 

Cases: 
Lewis v. Committee for Public Counsel Ser-
vices, 50 Mass. App. Ct. 319, 739 N.E.2d 706 
(2000): Procedurally, this is an appeal from the 
Committee for Public Counsel Service deci-
sion to fine the two attorneys. The attorneys 
apparently derived most of their income from 
representing children and were over-billing to 
augment their incomes. The court barely dis-
cusses their arguments, but they only seem to 
challenge the ruling that their billing was un-
reasonable under the law rather than the terms 
of the law itself. 
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Michi- [Research did not reveal results on compensa- Every county in 
gan tion] Michigan has its own 

procedure for com-
pensating lawyer-
guardians ad litem. 
Some counties have 
contracts with one of 
more attorneys to rep-
resent each child in a 
child protection case. 
Other countries ap-
point attorneys from a 
roster on a rotating 
basis, and others have 
a child advocacy cen-
ter or group of attor-
neys (such as Genesee 
County or the Univer-
sity of Michigan's 
Children's Law 
Center) with which 
they contract. There is 
no statewide compen-
sation scheme; each 
county pays a differ-
ent amount to child 
representatives. Some 
counties pay by the 
hour, some pay per 
case ( disregarding 
whether or not it goes 
to trial), and others 
use a hybrid compen-
sation scheme. Some 
counties pay attorneys 
to visit and meet their 
clients, but most do 
not. 
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Minne- Minnesota Statutes § 260C.163 Minnesota's GAL sys-
sota tern is a partnership 

between the Office of 
(3) Before any out-of-home placement can be the State Court Ad-
ordered, the court must appoint some form of ministrator and the 
counsel at public expense. state's 10 judicial dis-

Minnesota Statutes § 260C.331 tricts. In 2001, the 
state took over the 

(5) When the court has appointed counsel pur- GAL program from 
suant to § 260C.163, subdivision 3, the court the counties. In each 
may order parents to pay attorneys fees. fiscal year, the com-

(6)(a) When the court has appointed a GAL, 
missioner of finance 
deposits GAL reim-

the court may order the parents to pay guard- bursements in a gen-
ian fees. (b) The commissioner of finance de- eral fund and credits 
posits GAL reimbursements in the general them to a separate 
fund and credits them to a separate account account with the trial 
with the trial courts. courts. 

Missis- Mississippi Statutes § 43-21-201 
sippi 

(1) If indigent, the child shall have the right to 
have counsel appointed for him by the youth 
court. 

Mississippi Statutes§ 43-21-121 
(6) Upon order of the youth court, the GAL 
shall be paid a reasonable fee as determined 
by the youth court judge or referee out of the 
county general fund as provided under Section 
43-21-123. 

Mississippi Statutes § 93-15-107 
(2) The Department of Human Services may 
provide necessary funds to defray the costs 
and attorney fees for any adoption proceedings 
brought by the relative of such child in cases 
where the relative is unable to pay such costs 
and fees based on criteria established by the 
department in compliance with federal law and 
the availability of funds to the department to 
pay such costs and fees. 

Mis- Missouri Statutes § 210.160 
souri 

(4) The GAL may be awarded a reasonable fee 
to be set by the court. The court can decide to 
have these fees paid by the parties or from 
public funds. 
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(5) Designated volunteer advocates shall re-
ceive no compensation from public funds. This 
does not preclude reimbursement for reason-
able expenses. 

Missouri Statutes § 211.462 
(4) Court costs shall be paid by the county in 
which the proceeding is instituted, except that 
the court may require the agency or person 
having or receiving legal or actual custody to 
pay the costs. 

Missouri Statutes § 476.777 
(1) Establishes the Missouri CASA Fund to 
support CASA programs throughout the state. 
(2) Discusses how the state treasurer shall in-
vest money in the Missouri CASA fund. 
(3)(1) The office of state courts administrator 
shall set aside funding for new CASA pro-
grams throughout the state. (2) Every recog-
nized CASA program will receive a base rate 
allocation. (3) All CASA programs being con-
sidered for funding shall be recognized by and 
affiliated with the state and national CASA 
associations. 
( 4) The CASA fund shall not revert to the 
credit of the general revenue. 

Missouri Rules of the Circuit Court, 13th Judicial 
Circuit Court Rule 68.3 

(A)(3). The GAL shall be allowed a reason-
able fee for his or her services. 

Missouri Rules of the Circuit Court, 16th Judicial 
Circuit Court Rule 21.6.1 

( 1) When the Court appoints counsel and the 
parents are not indigent, the court may assess 
costs against the parents for attorney's fees. 

Missouri Rules of the Circuit Court, 19th Judicial 
Circuit Court Rule 68.15 

When the Court appoints a GAL, it may re-
quire a bond to be posted by either party or 
both parties for the GAL fee. 

Cases: 
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In the Interest of M.V. v. N.V. and C.V., 775 
S.W.2d 262 (Mo. Ct. App. 1989): The lower 
court in the termination case awarded attor-
ney's fees, payable by the county, to the par-
ents' attorneys. The statutory basis for this 
rests on weak ground, but it has become part 
of the case law and must be followed. Section 
211.462, RSMo 1986 provides in one section 
for the appointment of attorneys for indigent 
parents and in another for the payment of 
court costs by the county. The result has been 
the expensing of attorney's fees as court costs 
to the county. On a clean slate, this court 
would hold that there is no statutory authority 
for payment of attorney's fees by the county; 
however, it must follow precedent. 

Mon- Montana Statutes§ 41-3-112 
tana 

(1) The court shall appoint a GAL for any 
child alleged to be abused or neglected. When 
necessary, the GAL may serve at public ex-
pense. 

Montana Statutes § 41-5-111 (temporary) 
The following expenses must be a charge upon 
the funds of the court or other appropriate 
agency when applicable ... (3) reasonable 
compensation of a GAL appointed by the 
court .... 

Montana Statutes§ 41-5-111 (effective July 1, 
2006) 

(3) Reasonable compensation of a GAL ap-
pointed by the court must be paid as provided 
for in 3-5-901. 

Montana Statutes § 3-5-901 (temporary) 
( 1) There is a state-funded district court pro-
gram. Under this program, the state shall fund 
all district court costs. These costs include but 
are not limited to ... (e)(iv) expenses associ-
ated with appointment of a GAL or child ad-
vocate for the youth. 
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(3) To the costs assumed under the state-
funded district court program, as provided in 
subsection (1), the state shall reimburse coun-
ties within 30 days of a receipt of a claim, for 
the following . . . (b )(i) expenses for ap-
pointed counsel for the youth. 

Montana Statutes § 3-5-901 (effective July 1, 
2006) 

There is a state-funded district court program 
under the judicial branch. Under this program, 
the office of court administrator shall fund all 
district court costs. These costs include but are 
not limited to ... (e)(iv) expenses associated 
with appointment of a GAL or child advocate 
for the youth. 

Ne- Neb. Rev. Stat. § 43-272.01 
braska 

( 4) The court may order the expense of the 
GAL consultation to be paid by the county in 
which the juvenile court action is brought or 
the court may assess the cost of such consulta-
tion in whole or in part to the parents of the 
juvenile. The ability of the parents to pay and 
the amount of the payment shall be determined 
by the court by appropriate examination. 

Nevada Nevada Revised Statutes Ch. 7.125 
(1) An attorney, other than a public defender, 
appointed to represent a defendant at any stage 
of the criminal proceedings from the defen-
dant's initial appearance through the appeal, if 
any, is entitled to receive a fee for court ap-
pearances and other time reasonably spent on 
the matter to which the appointment is made 
of $125/hour in cases in which the death pen-
alty is sought and $100/hour in all other cases. 
This subsection does not preclude a govern-
mental entity from contracting with a private 
attorney who agrees to provide such services 
for a lesser rate of compensation. 
(2) Total fees for any attorney must not ex-
ceed: 
(a) If the most serious crime is a felony pun-
ishable by death or by imprisonment for life 
with or without possibility of parole, $20,000; 
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(b) If the most serious crime is a felony other 
than a felony included in paragraph (a) or is a 
gross misdemeanor, $2,500; 
( c) If the most serious crime is a misde-
meanor, $750; 
( d) For an appeal of one or more misdemeanor 
convictions, $750; or 
( e) For an appeal of one or more gross misde-
meanor or felony convictions, $2,500. 
(3) An attorney appointed to represent an indi-
gent petitioner for a writ of habeas corpus or 
other post-conviction relief, if the petitioner is 
imprisoned pursuant to a judgment of convic-
tion of a gross misdemeanor or felony, is en-
titled to be paid a fee not exceeding $750. 

Nevada Revised Statutes Ch. 7.135 
An appointed attorney is entitled to be reim-
bursed for expenses reasonably incurred by 
him in representing the defendant. Compensa-
tion to any person furnishing investigative, 
expert, or other services must not exceed 
$500, exclusive of reimbursement for expenses 
reasonably incurred (unless there is certifica-
tion by the trial judge or approval by the pre-
siding judge of the judicial district in which 
the attorney was appointed). 

Nevada Revised Statutes Ch. 128.140 
All expenses incurred in complying with the 
provisions of this chapter shall be a county 
charge if so ordered by the court. 

Nevada Revised Statutes Ch. 423B.420 
(3) Each attorney, other than a public defender, 
is entitled to the same compensation and pay-
ment for expenses from the county as provided 
in NRS 7.125 and 7.135 for an attorney ap-
pointed to represent a person charged with a 
crime. An attorney appointed to represent a 
child may also be appointed as GAL for the 
child. He may not receive any compensation 
for his services as GAL. 

New New Hampshire Revised Statutes § 603-A:1-a 
Hamp-
shire 
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In cases involving a neglected or abused child, 
when a GAL is appointed for the child as pro-
vided in RSA 169-C: 10, the cost of such ap-
pointment shall be paid by the indigent de-
fense fund. 

Rule 2.4.4 
(a) A GAL appointed by the court and to be 
paid by public funds shall be paid in accor-
dance with law or rule and shall not seek or 
receive any additional payment from any party. 
(b) The parties may agree upon a certified 
GAL to be appointed by the court and may 
agree to a private fee different from that pro-
vided by court rule or law. 

New N.J. Court Rules, 1969 R. 5:8A 
Jersey 

When the court appoints counsel on behalf of 
the child, counsel may apply for an award of 
fees and costs with an appropriate affidavit of 
services, and the trial court shall award fees 
and costs, assessing these against either or 
both of the parties. 

N.J. Court Rules, 1969 R. 5:8B 
(d) The hourly rate to be charged by the GAL 
shall be fixed in the initial appointing order 
and the GAL shall submit informational 
monthly statements to the parties. The court 
shall have the power to fix a retainer in the 
appointing order and to allocate final payment 
of the GAL fee between the parties. 
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New 32A-1-7 Most judicial districts 
Mexico have contracts with 

(F) A GAL may retain separate counsel to rep- GALs that are devel-
resent the child in a tort action on a contin- oped through a com-
gency fee basis or any other cause of action in petitive bid process 
proceedings that are outside the jurisdiction of that varies from dis-
the children's court. trict to district. Some 

32A-1-7 .1 districts issue con-

An attorney representing a child in a proceed-
tracts to attorneys to 
handle all cases to 

ing pursuant to the Abuse and Neglect Act which they are ap-
may retain separate counsel to represent the pointed during the 
child in a tort action on a contingency fee ba- year, rather than on a 
sis or any other cause of action in proceedings per-case basis, while 
that are outside the jurisdiction of the chil- other districts issue 
dren' s court. contracts on an hourly 

32A-1-19 basis with a cap. 
(A) The following expenses shall be a charge The fee schedule in 
upon the funds of the court . . . (2) reason- districts without con-
able compensation for services and related tracts is: 
expenses of a GAL or a child's attorney ap- • Abuse/neglect/TPR 
pointed by the court and family in need of 

32A-4-30 services: $30/hour 

The court may order the department to pay with a cap of $600 

attorney's fees for the child's GAL or attorney • Periodic reviews in 

if: all cases have a cap 

o (A) The child is in the legal custody of the 
of $60/review and 
permanency plan 

department hearings have a cap of 
o (B) the child's GAL or the child, through $90/hearing 
the child's attorney: (1) requests in writing that • TPR cases are 
the department move for the termination of treated as new cases 
parental rights; (2) gives the department writ- with a rate of $30/ 
ten notice that if the department does not hour and cap of $600 
move for termination of parental rights, the The attorney may ap-
GAL or child's attorney intends to move for ply to the court for 
the termination of parental rights and seek an additional compensa-
award of attorney's fees; (3) successfully tion when the com-
moves for the termination of parental rights; pensation provided 
and ( 4) applies to the court for an award of under the guidelines 
attorney fees; and or contract is clearly 
o (C) The department refuses to litigate the inadequate and results 
motion for the termination of parental rights or in an unfair burden on 
fails to act in a timely manner. the appointed attorney. 

New NY Family Ct Act§ 1016 
York 
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A law guardian shall be entitled to compensa-
tion pursuant to applicable provisions of law 
for services rendered up to and including dis-
position of the petition. The law guardian 
shall, by separate application, be entitled to 
compensation for services rendered subsequent 
to the disposition of the petition. 

Cases: 
Department of Social Services v. Mitchell, 710 
N.Y.S.2d 509 (N.Y. Fam. Ct. 2000): The attor-
ney for the mother was appointed when ne-
glect charges were brought against the mother. 
Through settlement efforts, the attorney con-
vinced DSS to not pursue the charges and to 
drop them completely if the mother was com-
pliant. Rates for compensation are set by 
County Law 722-b. The law reserves for the 
judge the right to increase compensation based 
on the circumstances of the case, and in this 
case, the judge decided to augment the attor-
ney's award. This court says: "The court fur-
ther cannot discern any logic to a di:fferentia-
tion in compensation between in-court time 
and out-of-court time. The preparation of a 
case through review of court pleadings, docu-
ments in the possession of the Dutchess 
County Department of Social Services and the 
like is as important, if not more so, than the 
actual time spent in court."/d. at 512. The ad-
ditional fees awarded by the trial court are 
affirmed. 
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In the Matter of Joshua AA, 722 N.Y.S.2d 361 
(N.Y. Fam. Ct. 2001): This case includes a 
broad discussion of the problem of compensat-
ing appointed attorneys in termination pro-
ceedings; much of the discussion is based on 
an article by judges Lippman and Bing-
Newman called Assigned Counsel Compensa-
tion: A Growing Crisis. The mother's rights in 
this case were terminated because she was 
medically unable to care for her child. At the 
statutory rates, the average lawyer loses $10/ 
hour for out-of-court time and only makes $6/ 
hour in court because of overhead costs. This 
court cites Matter of Sweat v. Skinner, 
N.Y.L.J., Jan. 24, 2001 at 31, because the 
judge in that case ordered that the per-hour 
rate for appointed family court attorneys be 
increased to $7 5. This court ordered the 
county to pay $7 5 to the attorney in this case 
for both in-court and out-of-court time. 
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Nicholson v. Williams, 203 F.Supp.2d 153, 
255-258 and 259 (E.D. N.Y. 2002) (note that 
this is a federal case dealing with New York 
state law; as background, this is a class action 
generally challenging the practice of removing 
children from homes for the sole reason that 
the mother has been abused by a significant 
other): The question presented is whether the 
counsel provided is necessarily ineffective, in 
which case, the constitutional rights of the 
mothers has been violated as if no counsel at 
all had been appointed. This court found that 
the evidence overwhelmingly proves that 
counsel appointed under 18-B is necessarily 
inadequate because of the low compensation 
rates and because the practice does not allow 
for supplemental legal practice. While counsel 
can be appointed without any compensation at 
all, they cannot also be forced to always work 
for no compensation. The right to compensa-
tion is a necessary consequence of the moth-
ers' right to have effective assistance of coun-
sel and does not belong to the attorneys. This 
court held that, for mothers with 18-B attor-
neys, the compensation system violates the 
Fourteenth and Sixth Amendments of the U.S. 
Constitution. This court issued a preliminary 
injunction raising compensation rates in New 
York City to $90/hour. 
New York County Lawyers' Association v. 
State, 294 A.D.2d 69, 742 N.Y.S.2d 16 (New 
York Appellate Division 2002): The NYCLA 
brought a declaratory judgment action against 
the state. The state moved to dismiss and lost. 
This is an appeal by the state of the denial of 
the motion to dismiss. This is mostly a proce-
dural opinion about standing and not useful to 
the immediate research project but would be 
useful to other similar lawsuits. 
Nicholson v. Williams, 294 F.Supp.2d 369 
(E.D. N.Y. 2003): Because New York State 
Budget Bill A.2106-B/S.1406-B, Part J, § 2 
(2003), raising 18-B lawyer compensation to 
$90/hour, will come into effect on January 1, 
2004, the preliminary injunction can end as of 
December 31, 2003. 
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New York County Lawyers' Association v. 
State, Index No. 102987 /00 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 
2003), available at http://www. nycla.org/ 
publications/ decision.pdf: The court found 
that the existing assigned counsel rates vio-
lated constitutional and statutory rights to ef-
fective assistance of counsel and ordered the 
rates increased to $90/hour, whether in-court 
or out-of-court. The low compensation rates of 
$40/hour for in-court and $25/hour for out-of-
court work are decreasing the number of attor-
neys willing to serve at the same time as the 
caseload is increasing. The adoption of the 
Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA) has 
increased the focus on permanency and made 
termination proceedings more likely. The court 
issued a mandatory permanent injunction rais-
ing rates to $90/hour until the legislature acts. 
This ruling explicitly applies to both the city 
and state of New York. 

North Juvenile Code. § 7B-603 Attorney advocates 
Caro- sign yearly contracts 
lina and are paid a 

monthly fee which 
differs from district to 
district based on case 

(a) An attorney or GAL appointed by the court 
load, number of hear-
ings, allotment from 

shall be paid a reasonable fee fixed by the legislative budget, etc. 
court or by direct engagement for specialized For the 2004-2005 
GAL services through the Administrative Of- fiscal year, attorney 
flee of the Courts. advocates earned a 

statewide average of 
approximately $46/ 
hour. 

North North Dakota Century Code, § 27-20-26 
Dakota 

Unless they have undue financial hardship, 
parents are responsible for providing legal 
counsel and for paying other necessary ex-
penses of representation for the parent's child. 

North Dakota Century Code, § 27-20-49 ( effec-
tive after December 31, 2005) 
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The commission on legal counsel for indigents 
shall pay reasonable compensation for services 
and related expenses of counsel appointed by 
the court for a party and the supreme court 
shall pay reasonable compensation for a GAL. 

North- 8 N. Mar. I. Code § 1716 
em 
Mari-
ana 
Islands 

The court [in an action to establish paternity] 
may order reasonable fees of counsel, experts, 
and the child's GAL, and other costs of the 
action and pretrial proceedings, to be paid by 
the parties in proportions and at times deter-
mined by the court . . .. 

8 N. Mar. I. Code§ 1719 
(a) At the pre-trial hearing [in an action to 
establish paternity] and in further proceedings, 
any party may be represented by counsel. The 
court shall appoint and pay for counsel for a 
party who is financially unable to obtain coun-
sel. 

Ohio Ohio Revised Code § 120.33 
(3) After requesting the bar association(s) of 
the country to submit a proposed schedule, the 
board of county commissioners shall establish 
a schedule of fees by case or on an hourly 
basis to be paid to counsel for legal services 
provided pursuant to a resolution adopted un-
der this section. The schedule submitted shall 
be subject to the review, amendment, and ap-
proval of the board of county commissioners. 

Cases: 
In the Matter of Ashton B., 2003 WL 
21384862 (Ohio App. 6th Dist. 2003): The 
appellant was court-appointed counsel in the 
title action. By accepting the appointment, she 
accepted the fee schedule established by the 
commission. (At the time of this case, the ba-
sic out-of-court fee was $40/hour and the basic 
in-court fee was $50/hour. The maximum fees 
were: $750 for delinquency offenses, $150 for 
GAL, and $400 for "all others." Courts were 
also permitted to exceed the maximums on 
their discretion.) The court said: 
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"I appreciate the fact that counsel who accept 
appointments are, in most cases, underpaid for 
their skill, effort, and time. Trial courts who 
are required to appoint counsel often have dif-
ficulty finding competent counsel who still 
undertake the defense, knowing they will not 
be adequately compensated. However, trite as 
it may sounds, perhaps members of the bar 
owe to the courts and our system of justice, as 
imposed on us, an obligation to accept, from 
time to time, [an] appointment, full well 
knowing that they will not be fully compen-
sated." 
Quoting In re Widener, No. H-77-11 (Ohio 
App. 6th Dist. 1978). 
The court held that the trial court did not 
abuse its discretion in denying additional fees 
to the appellant. 

Okla- Oklahoma Statutes, tit. 10, § 7003-3.7 Payment systems vary 
homa by judicial districts, 

particularly between 
urban and rural dis-
tricts. 

(A)(2)(a). When the court appoints counsel to 
represent the child and the child's legal guard-
ian is financially capable, the legal guardian 
shall reimburse the court fund for the attor-
ney's services. 
C(4). A CASA shall serve without compensa-
tion. 

Oklahoma Statutes, tit. 10, § 24 
(A)(l) The court shall appoint counsel when 
the minor desires counsel but is indigent. 
(A)(2) If there appears to be a conflict of in-
terest between a legal guardian and the child 
so that one attorney could not properly repre-
sent both, the court may appoint counsel. In 
counties having county indigent defenders, the 
county indigent defender will assume the du-
ties of representation. 

Cases: 
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In re Christopher W., 626 P.2d 1320 (Okla. 
1980): When the court appoints counsel to 
represent a child because of conflicts of inter-
est, the county in which trial occurs must 
compensate the attorney, or the public defend-
er's office is to provide such services. 

Oregon Oregon Statutes§ 419A.170 
( 1) If the CASA is represented by counsel, 
counsel shall be paid from funds available to 
the CASA Program. No funds from the Public 
Defense Services Account or Judicial Depart-
ment operating funds may be used for this 
purpose. 

Oregon Statutes § 419A.170 
( 6) Whenever the court appoints a CASA or 
other person under subsections (1) to (3) of 
this section to represent the child or ward, it 
may require a parent or guardian of the estate, 
if able, to pay, in whole or in part, reasonable 
costs of CASA services including reasonable 
attorney fees. 
(10) There is created a CASA Fund in the 
General Fund. The fund consists of all moneys 
credited to it. Moneys appropriated to the 
CASA Fund may be used only to carry out the 
purposes of this section. The State Commis-
sion on Children and Families may apply for 
and receive funds from federal and private 
sources for carrying out the provisions of this 
section and ORS 419B.035 and 419B.045. 
(11) The state commission may expend mon-
eys from the CASA Fund directly or indirectly 
through contracts or grants for the creation, 
supervision and operation of CASA Volunteer 
Programs statewide. The commission may also 
expend moneys from the CASA Fund to pay 
the reasonable costs of its administration of 
the CASA Fund. 

Oregon Statutes § 419B.201 
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When the court appoints counsel for the child 
and the child is determined to be entitled to, 
and financially eligible for, appointment of 
counsel at state expense, and the parent or 
guardian is without sufficient financial means 
to employ counsel, the compensation for coun-
sel and reasonable fees and expenses of inves-
tigation, preparation and presentation paid or 
incurred shall be determined and as provided 
in ORS 135.055. 

Penn- Pennsylvania Statutes, Title 42, § 6337 Compensation and 
sylva- benefits for CASAs 
nia are competitive with 

other non-profits. 
There is no statutory 
authority in Pennsyl-
vania dealing with 

The court will provide counsel to any party 
compensation of rep-
resentatives for chil-

entitled to but is unable to afford counsel. dren. Compensation 
for court-appointed 
representatives for 
children varies from 
county to county. 

Puerto [Research did not reveal results on compensa-
Rico tion] 
Rhode Rhode Island General Laws § 40-11-14 
Island 

The court may appoint a GAL and/or CASA 
to represent the child. If the parent is finan-
cially unable to engage counsel, the court may 
appoint the public defender or other council to 
represent this person. The cost of other coun-
sel in those instances shall be paid by the 
state. 

South South Carolina Statutes § 20-7-129 
Caro-
lina 

The General Assembly shall provide the funds 
necessary to carry out the South Carolina 
Guardian ad Litem Program. 

South Carolina Rules of the Family Court, Rule 
41 
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(a) In all child abuse and neglect proceedings, 
the court shall grant to legal counsel appointed 
for the child a fee not to exceed $100. The 
court shall grant to a GAL a fee not to exceed 
$50. 
(b) If the court determines that extraordinary 
circumstances require a larger fee, the court 
may award a fee to the appointed legal coun-
sel or GAL in an amount which the court de-
termines to be just and proper. 

South South Dakota Statutes § 26-7a-31 House Bill 1053, 
Dakota passed in 2004, in-

If the court finds the party to be without suffi- creased liquidated 
cient financial means to employ an attorney, costs to $30 for con-
the court shall appoint an attorney for the victions for convic-
party. Reasonable and just compensation for tions for certain viola-
services of a court-appointed attorney and for tions, $2 of which go 
necessary expenses and costs incident to the toward the CASA 
proceedings shall be determined by the court fund. 
within guidelines established by the presiding 
judge of the circuit court and shall be paid by 
the county in which the action is being con-
ducted according to the manner prescribed by 
the court. 

Cases: 
In re Guardianship of Sedelmeier, 491 N.W.2d 
86 (S.D. 1992): Attorney's fees for lawyer ap-
pointed to represent child in guardianship peti-
tion were payable by county in which action 
was conducted; no statute gave court authority 
to assess costs of court-appointed attorney's 
fees against petitioners for guardianship, and 
court lacked inherent power to do so. 

Tennes- Tennessee Code Annotated Section 37-1-610 
see 
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(b) In those cases in which the parents are 
financially able, the court may order such par-
ents to reimburse the court to the extent of 
insurance coverage; provided, that the court 
shall order the perpetrator in all cases, whether 
such person is a parent or other person, to 
fully reimburse the court for such expenses, 
for the cost of provision of GAL services and 
any medical and treatment costs resulting from 
the child sexual abuse. Reimbursement to the 
individual providing such services shall not be 
contingent upon successful collection by the 
court from the parents. 

Tennessee Juvenile Procedure Rule 37 
( d) Reasonable compensation for a GAL may 
be allowed as provided by Tenn. Code Ann. 
§ 37-1-150 or other statutes. If child abuse is 
alleged, the state shall compensate the GAL as 
provided by law. 

Cases: 
State Dep't of Human Serv. v. Harris, 849 
S.W. 2d 334 (Tenn. 1993): Holding regarding 
the fees of a GAL in a proceeding to terminate 
parental rights; fees allowed the GAL of the 
child cannot be assessed against the Depart-
ment of Children's Services unless it was 
found that parents were indigent. 

Texas Texas Family Code § 107.015 
(a) An attorney appointed to serve as an attor-
ney ad litem for a child is entitled to reason-
able fees and expenses in the amount set by 
the court to be paid by the parents of the child 
unless the parents are indigent. 
( c) If indigency of the parents is shown, an 
attorney ad litem shall be paid from the gen-
eral funds of the county according to the fee 
schedule that applies to an attorney appointed 
to represent a child in a suit under Title 3 as 
provided by Chapter 51. The court may not 
award attorney ad litem fees under this chapter 
against the state, a state agency, or a political 
subdivision of the state except as provided by 
this subsection. 

Cases: 
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Bryant v. Hibbert, 639 S.W.2d 718 (Texas 
Court of Appeals 1982): The attorney ad litem 
for the children requested an order for fees of 
$4,020 and received only $250. The standard 
for fees is reasonableness, and it is the respon-
sibility of the attorney claiming the fees to 
present evidence of the hours worked and the 
quality of work. Since the attorney here did 
not do so, the judgment of the trial court 
stands. 
Harris County Children's Protective Services 
v. Olvera, 77 S.W.3d 336 (Cal. 14th Cir. 
2002): When CPS became involved in a di-
vorce proceeding, two attorneys ad litem were 
appointed. They were awarded fees for their 
services, and CPS challenged the award. In the 
ensuing battle over fees, the attorneys man-
aged to get more money to compensate them 
for the appeal of their own fees. This court 
holds that the fees for the appeal of their own 
fees was not a service to the clients and are 
not allowable. 

Utah Utah Statutes § 78-3a-912 
(6)(a) The juvenile court is responsible for all 
costs resulting from the appointment of an 
attorney GAL and the costs of volunteer, para-
legal, and other staff appointment and training, 
and shall use funds appropriated by the Legis-
lature for the GAL program to cover those 
costs. 
(6)(b)(i) When the court appoints an attorney 
GAL under this section, the court may assess 
all or part of the attorney's fees, court costs, 
and paralegal, staff, and volunteer expenses 
against the minor's parents, parent, or legal 
guardian in a proportion that the court deter-
mines to be just and appropriate. When the 
court appoints an attorney GAL under this 
section, the court may assess all or part of the 
attorney's fees, court costs, and paralegal, 
staff, and volunteer expenses against the mi-
nor's parents, parent, or legal guardian in a 
proportion that the court determines to be just 
and appropriate. 
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(6)(b)(ii) The court may not assess those fees 
or costs against a legal guardian, when that 
guardian is the state, or against a parent who 
is found to be impecunious. 

Utah Statutes § 78-7-9 
(5) The court is responsible for all costs result-
ing from the appointment of an attorney or 
GAL and shall use funds appropriated by the 
Legislature for the GAL program to cover 
those costs. 
(6)(a) If the court appoints the Office of the 
GAL in a civil case, the court may assess all 
or part of those attorney's fees, court costs, 
paralegal, staff, and volunteer expenses against 
the minor's parent, parents, or legal guardian 
in an amount that the court determines to be 
just and appropriate. 
(6)(b) The court may not assess those fees or 
costs against a legal guardian, when that 
guardian is the state, or against a parent, par-
ents, or legal guardian who is found to be im-
pecunious. 
( 6)( c) If the court appoints the Office of the 
GAL in a criminal case and if the defendant is 
convicted of a crime which includes child 
abuse or neglect, the court shall include as 
part of the defendant's sentence all or part of 
the attorney's fees, court costs, and paralegal, 
staff, and volunteer expenses of the Office of 
the GAL. 

Utah Statutes § 78-7-45 
(2)(a) When the court appoints a private attor-
ney as GAL to represent the best interest of 
the minor, the court shall assess all or part of 
the attorney GAL fees, court costs, and parale-
gal, staff, and volunteer expenses against he 
parties in a proportion the court determines to 
be just. 
(2)(b) If the court finds a party to be impecu-
nious, the court may direct the impecunious 
party's share of the assessment to be covered 
by the attorney GAL pro bono obligation es-
tablished in Subsection (6)(b ). 

Utah Code of Judicial Administration, Rule 
4-906 
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(6)(0) [Note: A conflict GAL is appointed 
where another GAL has a conflict of interest.] 
A conflict GAL's compensation shall not ex-
ceed $50/hour or $1000/case in any twelve 
month period, whichever is less. Under ex-
traordinary circumstances, the Director may 
extent the payment limit upon request from the 
conflict GAL. The request shall include justifi-
cation showing that the case required work of 
much greater complexity than, or time far in 
excess of, that required in most GAL assign-
ments. Incidental expenses incurred in the case 
shall be included within the limit. If a case is 
appealed, the limit shall be extended by an 
additional $400. 
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Ver- [Research did not reveal results on compensa- All GALs in Vermont 
mont tion] are volunteers, reim-

bursed only for tele-
phone calls and mile-
age. Vermont has 
received significant 
CASA funding over 
the past few years. 
The purpose of the 
grant money is to de-
velop a program for 
Vermont that is more 
in line with CASA's 
requirements. Ap-
pointed counsel for 
children in family 
court are usually law-
yers from public de-
fenders' offices. There 
are either staff or con-
tract public defender 
offices in each of Ver-
mont's 14 counties, 
and these offices typi-
cally represent chil-
dren in juvenile pro-
ceedings in family 
court. Some of these 
offices have one attor-
ney dedicated to the 
juvenile docket. Ver-
mont also has an as-
signed counsel con-
tract system for cases 
in which the public 
defender's office has a 
conflict. There are 
contracts in each 
county under which 
private attorneys are 
engaged on an annual 
basis to represent chil-
dren in juvenile pro-
ceedings where a con-
flict exists with the 
local public defend-
er's office. Contract 
lawyers are paid 
through the defender 
general's office. 
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The [Research did not reveal results on compensa-
Virgin tion] 
Islands 
Virginia Virginia Statutes § 16.1-267 

A. When the court appoints counsel to repre-
sent a child, the court will assess costs against 
the parents if the parents are financially able. 
Counsel will be compensated pursuant to 
§ 19.2-163. 

Virginia Statutes § 19.2-163 
Counsel appointed to represent an indigent 
shall be compensated for his services in an 
amount fixed by each of the courts in which 
he appears. 

Wash- [Research did not reveal results on compensa-
ington tion] 
West W.Va. Code § 49-6-3(a) 
Virginia 

The court may allow to each appointed attor-
ney a fee in the same amount which appointed 
counsel can receive in felony cases. 

W.Va. Code § 29-21-13 
(a) The appointing court shall review submit-
ted vouchers to determine if the time and ex-
pense claims of attorneys are reasonable, nee-
essary and valid, and shall forward the 
voucher to the agency with an order approving 
payment of the claimed amount or of a lesser 
sum the court considers appropriate. 
(b) Public defender services may pay by direct 
bill, prior to the completion of the case, litiga-
tion expenses incurred by appointed attorneys. 
( c) A panel attorney may be compensated for 
services rendered and reimbursed for expenses 
incurred prior to the completion of the case 
where: (1) More than 6 months have expired 
since the commencement of the panel attor-
ney's representation in the case; and (2) no 
prior payment of attorney fees has been made 
to the panel attorney by public defender ser-
vices during the case. 
( d) The panel attorney shall be compensated at 
the following rates for actual and necessary 
time expended for services performed and ex-
penses incurred: 
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(1) $45/hour for out-of-court work 
(2) $65/hour for in-court work 
(3) The maximum amount for compensation is 
as follows: For proceedings of any kind in-
valving felonies for which a penalty of life 
imprisonment may be imposed, the amount as 
the court may approve; for all other eligible 
proceedings, $3000 unless the court approves 
payment of a larger sum 
(e) Actual and necessary expenses incurred in 
providing legal representation for proceedings 
of any kind involving felonies for which a 
penalty of life imprisonment may be imposed 
shall be reimbursed in an amount as the court 
may approve. For all other eligible proceed-
ings, actual and necessary expenses incurred in 
providing legal representation shall be reim-
bursed to a maximum of $1500 unless the 
court approves reimbursement of a larger sum. 

West Virginia Trial Court Rules on Guardians Ad 
Litem, Rule 21 

21.01 - appointed GALs may (a) serve on a 
voluntary basis without compensation, (b) be 
paid by a litigant or a litigant-parent of an in-
fant for whom the appointment is made if the 
litigant or litigant parent is not an indigent 
person, or ( c) be paid by the Supreme Court 
of Appeals as provided in rule 21.05. 

Wis- Wisconsin Statutes § 48.235 A supreme court order 
consin deemed that "reason-

able" compensation 
(8) A GAL shall be compensated at a reason- for GALs was $70 per 
able rate, except when the court orders the hour. However, coun-
county to pay. The court may also order either ties typically contract 
or both of the parents to pay all or part of the with GAL on an an-
compensation. If the parents are indigent, the nual basis. The aver-
court may order the county to pay the com- age rate is approxi-
pensation. mately $35-40 per 

hour. 
Wyo- Wyoming House Bill No. 0314 (effective July 1, 
ming 2005) 

(a) Appropriated state funds for district courts 
to establish and administer a program to reim-
burse attorneys providing legal representation 
as GAL in child protection cases. 
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(a)(i)(C) The rules recommended by the dis-
trict judges' judicial conference shall include a 
method for legal representation for juveniles 
based upon a system which mandates a negoti-
ated contract between a county and each ser-
vice provider for services on an hourly basis, a 
per-case basis or by a time limited contract. 
(a)(iv) No state money appropriated under this 
section shall be expended in any county unless 
the county agrees to match, at a minimum, 
25% of the state money for the reimbursement 
of legal representation of children by attorneys 
in child protection or children in need of su-
pervision cases. In consultation with the board 
of judicial policy and administration, the su-
preme court and the individual county shall 
establish the reimbursement rate within the 
county for attorneys providing legal represen-
tation as GAL in child protection and children 
in need of supervision cases. 
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Introduction 

Lawyers for children in child protective proceedings in the United States must 
reconceive their role and their responsibilities. While lawyers for juveniles in 
delinquency and quasi-criminal matters have been understood, since In re Gault1 

in 1967, to provide traditional legal representation for their clients, a lawyer for 
a minor in a child protective proceeding has generally been expected to play the 
role of guardian ad litem with respect to his clients. As guardian ad litem, the 
child's lawyer determines the child's best interests, and represents those interests 
through advocacy and testimony before the court. 

1 387 U.S. 1 (1967). 

729 
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The book Representing Children in Child Protective Proceedings: Ethical and 
Practical Dimensions, of which this Article forms two chapters, reviews, rejects, 
and replaces that guardian ad litem role. Through historical, 2 statutory, 3 and 
ethical4 analysis, the book demonstrates that the guardian ad litem role for lawyers 
for children has outlived its historical usefulness. Because it requires lawyers to 
make decisions which they are not qualified to make, and because it deprives 
children of the traditional competencies of a good legal representative, the 
guardian ad litem role doubly disadvantages child clients and should be 
abandoned. 

The book thus tries to answer the central question facing lawyers for children: 
How do lawyers for children represent children in a lawyerly way, one that is 
deeply respectful of the individuality and unique perspectives of the client? I 
recommend that lawyers for children be guided in their role by the letter and spirit 
of Model Rules of Professional Conduct ("Model Rules") Rule 1.14, which 
provides: 

a) When a client's ability to make adequately considered decisions in 
connection with the representation is impaired, whether because of 
minority, mental disability or for some other reason, the lawyer shall, as 
far as reasonably possible, maintain a normal client-lawyer relationship 
with the client. 

b) A lawyer may seek the appointment of a guardian or take other protective 

2 Chapter One of Representing Children in Child Protective Proceedings: Ethical and Practical 
Dimensions offers historical background concerning the history of child protection and parental 
rights. It concludes that, despite federal and national initiatives designed to preserve families, the 
current child welfare system is disturbingly continuous with what scholars have described as a dual 
system of family law, protecting parental rights ofrich parents and discounting parental prerogative 
of poor parents, which originated in Elizabethan England. Chapter Two offers a capsule history of 
lawyering for children in the United States. It concludes that the prevalent "guardian ad !item" role 
of lawyers for children originated in property disputes involving orphaned wealthy British children 
and has no logical place in contemporary child welfare proceedings. JEAN KOH PETERS, 
REPRESENTING CHILDREN IN CHILD PROTECTIVE PROCEEDINGS: ETHICAL AND 
PRACTICAL DIMENSIONS (forthcoming from the Michie Company) [hereinafter Representing 
Children]. 

3 Chapter Three of Representing Children reviews the substantive law of the 50 states, the 
District of Columbia, and the U.S. Territories regarding the role of lawyers for children in child 
welfare proceedings. Although lawyers for children or guardians ad !item are required in all 
jurisdictions, the role of any given lawyer in any given state, city, county, or courthouse varies 
wildly, with few areas of consensus or consistent practice. Id. 

4 Chapter Four of Representing Children examines the ethical provisions regarding representa
tion of children. Concluding that lawyers for children are ethically required to design a 
representation that closely resembles traditional lawyer-adult client representation, the chapter offers 
three default postures for the child's attorney and seven principles for keeping the attorney true to 
the ethical requirements. Id. 
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action with respect to a client only when the lawyer reasonably believes 
that the client cannot adequately act in the client's own interest.5 

In Chapter Four, I argue that Rule 1.14, despite its broad and flexible language, 
offers useful guidance to the lawyer for children. The child's attorney can 
understand the rule in terms of three practical defaults for action in his 
representation of his client. These defaults are: 

l. the relationship default- the lawyer must meet and get to know his 
client. 

2. the competency default- the lawyer should initially presume some level 
of competency for his client on each issue in the representation in which 
a client's point of view would ordinarily be sought. 

3. the advocacy default-the lawyer should initially attempt to advocate for 
the position expressed by his client. 

The lawyer may deviate from these default positions only when independent 
evidence, that is, evidence not arising exclusively within the lawyer-client 
relationship, such as psychological, educational, and psychiatric evaluations, 
demonstrate that the default position is erroneous, and that deviation from the 
default position would clearly benefit the child. 

Without a consensus about these default positions, the danger in the discretion 
inherent in Rule 1.14 lies in the following scenario. In traditional lawyer-client 
relationships, lawyers are constrained to follow the wishes of their clients when 
they are convinced that those wishes are based on information and thorough legal 
counseling. The lawyer may not override those wishes, even if he is convinced 
that they are wrong-headed. Clients, not lawyers, set the objectives of their legal 
representations.6 

The danger arises when the lawyer for a child or a person with a disability takes 
Rule l.14(b) as a license to overrule a client's stated wishes, simply because the 
lawyer disagrees with the client's well-counseled decision. In this undesirable 
scenario, the lawyer would retain the final trump card in any decision-making 
process. If the client, after careful counseling, reaches the decision that the lawyer 
favors, the lawyer can congratulate herself for operating under Rule l.14(a) and 
retaining a clear conscience. If the client, after careful counseling, reaches a 
decision that the lawyer thinks is foolish and that the lawyer has advised the client 
is foolish, the lawyer can use that decision as evidence for her "reasonable" belief 
that the "client cannot adequately act in the client's own interest" and represent 

5 Model Rule of Professional Conduct Rule 1.14 (1983) [hereinafter Model Rules]. 
6 Id. Rule l.2(a). 
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what the lawyer considers to be the "right" decision rather than the client's stated 
desires. 7 

Because this kind of circular, lawyer-centric thinking epitomizes the inadequa
cies of the guardian ad litem model and fundamentally excludes the child client 
from the representation, this profession must reject it. The central theme of the 
defaults is this: a lawyer for children should start by trying to have a conventional 
professional relationship with her client. Only after the lawyer has determined, 
through independent evidence and her own observations, that crucial elements of 
the conventional lawyer-client relationship cannot be maintained, should the 
relationship be modified. 

To be sure, a lawyer for children must acknowledge that, for many of her 
clients, these defaults will not hold. I firmly believe, and the book is designed to 
demonstrate, however, that lawyers can and must individualize every representa
tion, in a way that allows the maximum possible participation of the client so that 
the representation reflects the uniqueness of each child client. 

The conceptual change that I am suggesting may be understood in the following 
way. Posit a spectrum in which a fully competent, involved, adult client 
contributes 100% to his representation- by providing information, listening to 
counseling, providing direction for the representation, and expressing opinions 
about substantive and procedural choices to be made. Traditional thinking about 
lawyering for anything but this fully competent client suggests that competency is 
a light switch- on or off: if the client cannot contribute 100%, the client should 
not be expected to contribute at all.8 At that point, the lawyer is free to determine 

7 Kate Federle warns in her paper for this Conference that giving lawyers discretion to determine 
client competence invites manipulation when lawyer and client disagree. Katherine Hunt Federle, 
The Ethics of Empowerment: Rethinking the Role of Lawyers in Interviewing and Counseling the 
Child Client, 64 FORDHAM L. REV. 1655, 1661, 1676-77, 1681; see also infra note 34 (discussing 
results when lawyer and client disagree). 

8 Martha Matthews notes a tension in the Model Rules between a view of competence as an 
incremental concept and competence as an all-or-nothing concept. On the one hand, the Comment 
to Model Rule 1.14 notes that the "law recognizes intermediate degrees of competence." Model 
Rules, supra note 5, Rule 1.14 cmt. On the other hand, Model Rule l.14(b) authorizes protective 
action which may remove entirely the client's ability to direct the representation. Matthews notes 
that the Model Rules drafters acknowledge, but do not resolve, this tension. Martha Matthews, Ten 
Thousand Tiny Clients: The Ethical Duty of Representation in Children's Class-Action Cases, 64 
FORDHAM L. REV. 1435, 1439-40 (1996). 

The all-or-nothing view is expressed in GEOFFREY C. HAZARD & W. WILLIAM HODES, 
THE LAW OF LAWYERING 1.14:101, at 439 (2d ed. 1990 & Supp. 1993): "At some point, 
however, the ability of a disabled client to communicate or to take action is so limited that assigning 
that person the role of 'client' is a mere formality - as where a lawyer has been assigned to 
represent a newborn infant." 
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the goals and methods of representation with total discretion. 9 

I believe, however, that every client can contribute some amount to his lawyer's 
representation. Even the newborn child evinces a personality, a level of health, 
physical characteristics, a gestational and birth history, and a family context and 
history that distinguishes her from the next newborn client.10 While this 
uniqueness may provide, perhaps, only eighteen or twenty-six percent of what the 
lawyer requires to determine how to represent the child, the lawyer's represen
tation must reflect this contribution, and remain true to its individuality. 
Competency, in this context, is a dimmer switch: the client can shed light on some 
aspects of the representation, even though she cannot participate in all of it. The 
lawyer must strive to incorporate every percentage of the client's contribution into 
the representation. Thus, I would suggest that a lawyer whose client can contribute 
thirty percent to the representation, but who assumes that the client can only 
contribute fifteen percent, is failing to represent her client to a significant degree. 11 

Of course, these percentages are artificial and imprecise, but they are useful to 
conceptualize what lawyers for children already know. In fact, child clients are 
unique individuals from the day that they are born. In practice, however, 
especially high-volume, low-paid practices, client representations have had a 
disturbing cookie-cutter sameness. We assume a great deal about our clients 
without getting to know them, we slot clients whom we have just begun to 

9 For general background on the traditional role of the guardian ad litem, see Brian G. Fraser, 
Independent Representation for the Abused and Neglected Child: The Guardian Ad Litem, 13 CAL. 
W. L. REV. 16, 25-35 (1977). 

10 Peter Margulies in his a1ticle for this Conference, notes that because "even infants are taking 
in information, and giving it out, at a spectacular rate," attorneys for very young children should not 
forego meeting their clients. Peter Margulies, The Lawyer as Caregiver: Child Client's Competence 
in Context, 64 FORDHAM L. REV. 1473, 1484 n.38 (1996). 

11 In this regard, I agree with the Council of the Family Law Section of the ABA, which states 
in its proposed Standards of Practice that client disability is not globally determined, but rather is 
"contextual, incremental, and may be intermittent," and that "therefore, a child may be able to 
determine some positions in [a] case but not others." Proposed American Bar Association Standards 
of Practice for Lawyers Who Represent Children in Abuse and Neglect Cases, 29 FAM. L.Q. 375, 
B-3 cmt. (1995) [hereinafter ABA Proposed Standards]. For a discussion of competence as a 
contingent construct that varies with the deci ions the client confronts and with the way the client 
is treated by lawyers and other profes ionals, see Margulies, supra note 10, at 1477, 1485. See also 
Emily Buss, "You're My What?": The Problem of Children 's Misperceptions of Their Lawyers' 
Roles, 64 FORDHAM L. REV. 1699, 1739-41 (1996) (arguing that even a traditional guardian ad 
litem need not under Model Rule 1.14, conclude that "the entire normal client-lawyer relationship" 
is not possible, but must preserve the normal relationship as much as possible). Buss points out that 
even under Model Rule 1.14 "client capacity for decision making and for being informed are quite 
different." Id. at 1749-50. This is one example of the need for contingent and intermediate 
determinations of client capacity, rather than a single global determination to govern the entire 
relationship. 
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represent into categories, and we participate in extraordinarily important decisions 
in the child's life with extraordinarily little information. This Article attempts to 
outline the concrete steps a truly individualized representation requires, so that the 
sophistication of our representation of child clients can reflect the gravity of the 
family decisions in that we participate. 

To double check the lawyer's actions and their harmony with Rule 1.14, 
Chapter Four of Representing Children also sets forth the following seven 
questions to keep lawyers for children honest: 

( 1) In making decisions about the representation, am I seeing the case, as 
much as I can,from my client's point of view, rather than from an adult's 
point of view? 

(2) Does the child understand as much as I can explain about what is 
happening in his case? 

(3) If my client were an adult, would I be taking the same actions, making 
the same decisions and treating her in the same way? 

( 4) If I decide to treat my client differently from the way I would treat an 
adult in a similar situation, in what ways will my client concretely 
benefit from that deviation? Is that benefit one which I can explain to my 
client? 

(5) Is it possible that I am making decisions in the case for the gratification 
of the adults in the case, and not for the child? 

(6) Is it possible that I am making decisions in the case for my own 
gratification, and not for that of my client? 

(7) Does the representation, seen as a whole, reflect what is unique and 
idiosyncratically characteristic of this child? 

These questions memorialize my concern that, when lawyers are asked to 
exercise broad discretion over their client's lives, filling in, for example, the 
seventy percent that the infant client cannot provide to the representation, adult 
concerns and the lawyer's own needs will tend to fill the vacuum. Representation 
of very young and nonverbal clients can and ought to resemble the child's 
perspective and not those of the adults around him. · 

The Chapters included here address the roles and content of best interests in 
lawyering for children. As a practitioner, I knew that I was deeply uncomfortable 
with the "guardian ad litem" orientation of much of my practice, and hoped that 
a strictly "advocacy-oriented" child's lawyer, as described above, could largely 
avoid the responsibility of contending with her client's best interests. Further 
examination of the ethical codes as well as my experience as a supervisor and 
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teacher, however, have convinced me that, not only must lawyers for children be 
expected and required to understand and act on their client's best interests, 12 but 
in fact all lawyers are expected and required to do so. Thus, even as I lay out a 
"client-directed" role for children's lawyers in the book, I must explain how the 
principled lawyer for children factors best interests into his representation, and 
how he determines the content of be t interests. 

Thus, Chapter Five13 identifies the roles that best interests play in even the most 
child-directed lawyer's representation. Chapter Six14 describes prevailing views 
of how an attorney should determine those best interests, and then presents a 
model integrating those views. These chapters follow in their entirety. 

Part One of the book concludes with a discussion of interdisciplinary 
consultation and learning as well as sample representations of two clients.15 Part 
Two of Representing Children outlines the practical application of the principles 
presented in Part One through an in-depth look at the lawyer-child client 
relationship. 16 The book concludes with a discussion of selected issues in 
representing a child client in various fora in Part Three. 17 

12 It is fair to say that I was led, kicking and screaming, to this rather uncomfortable conclusion. 
As a practitioner, I found the responsibility of taking positions on huge issues in my client's life to 
be awesome and humbling. As a teacher and supervisor, I found the level of discretion entrusted to 
lawyers for children to be frighteningly huge. When undertaking the project of writing this book, I 
originally believed that I could enunciate a view of lawyering that would eliminate the discretion to 
determine and contend with a child's best intere t altogether. I am therefore deeply sympathetic 
with and fascinated by Martin Guggenheim's work, including the article included with this 
Conference, which seeks principled elimination of lawyerly discretion in representing children. 
Martin Guggenheim, A Paradigm for Determining the Role of Counsel for Children, 64 FORDHAM 
L. REV. 1399 (1996). The chapters contained herein demonstrate my conclusion, based upon my 
practice and my research, that while this discretion, and the awesome responsibility it entails, cannot 
be eliminated, it can nevertheless be reduced to acceptable levels and exercised in a principled 
manner. 

13 Presented in part I infra. 
14 Presented in part II infra. 
15 Chapter Seven of Representing Children discusses the role of interdi ciplinary consultation 

and learning. Chapter Eight, which concludes Part One, outlines the nuts and bolts of representing 
verbal and non-verbal clients, offering a practical roadmap through the representations of various 
kinds of clients. 

16 Part Two of Representing Children describes in depth a rubric for the relationship of the adult 
attorney with the child client, addre ing i sues of interviewing, counseling, and beginning and 
ending the professional relationship. 

17 Part Three of Representing Children examine selected issues in pur uing the representation, 
including lawyering at interdisciplinary meeting , and calling the child client to the stand as a 
witness. Id. 
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C.2-1 The Roles of Best Interests in Lawyering For Children 

Resolving that, wherever possible, the lawyer will represent her child client 
through as traditional a lawyer-client relationship as possible does not relieve the 
lawyer of the obligation to confront and determine her client's best interests in a 
number of contexts. This Part will identify the roles of best interests in lawyering 
for children. 

All lawyers for children must develop a sophisticated understanding of the best 
interests of each client in order to carry out their representation for three reasons: 
(1) the ultimate legal standard governing the client's case will often require a 
determination by a fact finder of best interests; (2) all conversations with other 
professionals in the case, whether in preparing litigation or seeking settlement, 
will be framed by their concern for your client's best interests; and (3) the logistics 
of representing children require lawyers to make choices based on their clients' 
best interests on a daily basis. Lawyers who can meaningfully counsel their child 
clients must understand best interests for two more reasons: they are permitted 
and encouraged to counsel the client about the client's best interests in assisting 
the client in making decisions directing the representation; and, in addition, 
responsible lawyering for these clients requires a lawyer to confront his 
assessment of a client's best interests, to ensure that bias and personal values have 
not assumed too important a role in the representation. Lawyers who cannot 
meaningfully counsel their child clients must understand best interests also, for 
the most daunting reason of all: they will be required to determine the goals of the 
representation, and a myriad of other decisions for their clients, with relatively 
little client input. 

The following list of roles for best interests in the representation of child clients 
is meant to be exclusive and narrow. It excludes other determinations of best 
interests in the relationship because lawyers for children should wherever possible 
defer to their client's expressed statements about a matter rather than determine 
independently what they think is best for their clients. In addition, each moment 
in the representation when best interests is implicated should be approached as a 
narrow event, allowing the lawyer as little leeway as possible in conceiving a view 
of best interests unrelated to the child's views. Even a determination of best 
interests must begin and end with the child in her context and the child's 
expressed views. Thus, this list of roles of best interests must not be seen as carte 
blanche to override a child's point of view. Rather, lawyers at these moments in 
the representation must recognize the responsibility and danger of losing track of 
the child client that inheres in these small and large invitations to lawyer 
discretion. Each of these roles of best interests will be considered in turn. 

[a] Best Interests As a Looming Legal Standard in the Case 

Courts in the dispositional phase of an abuse, neglect, or dependency 
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proceeding must generally determine the child's best interests to resolve the 
proceeding.18 Similarly, best interests is usually the standard in the dispositional 
phase of a termination of parental rights proceeding. In other stages of proceed
ings, for instance, the emergency removal phase of a dependency proceeding or 
interim visitation decisions, best interests may be one important factor among 
others.19 In keeping with the lawyer's duty to approach this moment of best 
interests determination narrowly, it is critical to note that while best interests lurks 
at any potential dispositional phase of child protective proceedings, the child's 
lawyer may, pursuant to his client's instructions or otherwise, seek to resolve the 
case at the adjudicative phase, at which the standard is parental unfitness. Often, 
a child's attorney will conclude that moving to prevent an adjudication of parental 
unfitness and thus end the case will best achieve the client's objectives. This is 
particularly true when the client clearly wants the lawyer to oppose further state 
intervention of any kind into her family. In these instances, therefore, a child's 
lawyer may well decide to attempt to focus the parties and the court exclusively 
on questions relating to the existence or absence of parental unfitness, and not on 
the sprawling question of best interests.20 

Despite her best efforts to keep the court focused upon adjudicatory matters, 
however, a lawyer may find that she is fighting a losing battle. As a result of the 
prevalence of the "best interests" standard, judges will often be preoccupied 
throughout all phases of all proceedings with the "best interests of the child," even 

18 Donald Duquette notes that best interests remains the most common tandard for dispositional 
orders despite widespread dissatisfaction with the tandard's subjectivity. Donald N. Duquette, 
Child Protection Legal Process: Comparing the United States and Great Britain, 54 U. PITT. L. 
REV. 239,279 (1992). For examples from just two states, see CONN. GEN. STAT. 46b-129(e)(3) 
(1995) (requiring court to make best interest determination for exten ion of child's commitment to 
state custody); id. 51-165(d) (1985 & Supp. 1995) (requiring that all judges assigned to Superior 
Court Juvenile Matters have a full understanding of the best interests of the child standard); CONN. 
R. SUPER. CT. JUV. 1023.l(f)(2) (We t 1995) (defining "dispositive hearing" as a proceeding in 
which the court "orders whatever action is in the best interests of the child and the community"); 
N.Y. FAM. CT. ACT 614(1)(e) (McKinney 1983) (requiring neglect petitions to allege that best 
interests of child requires commitment to state care); id. 1052(b)(i)(A) (McKinney 1983 & Supp. 
1996) (requiring court in neglect cases to state grounds for all dispo itions in terms of child's best 
interest); id. 1055(b)(iv)(B)(l-3) (setting out three factors court shall consider in determining 
whether extension of commitment is in child's best interests). 

19 Generally the standard in those proceedings is imminent harm to the child if there is no 
removal. Many courts may believe that a finding of imminent danger requires a general assessment 
of the interests of the child at the time. 

2° Certainly the child's attorney should feel comfortable holding the state to its burden 
demonstrate parental unfitness before further state intervention into the family's life. Likewi e, at an 
emergency removal hearing, an attorney opposing removal should certainly require the state to 
demonstrate imminent harm to the child and prevent premature court deliberations on the issue of 
the child's best intere ts. 
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when, at a given phase of the proceeding, another standard, such as parental fault, 
is controlling. At this point, the lawyer may decide that she must battle on two 
fronts: seeking to focus on parental unfitness to the greatest extent possible, and 
formulating a theory of best interests. Thus, any child advocate must become 
adept at translating her proposals to the court into the language of "best interests." 
Just as a tort attorney must translate a client's story into the legal language of fault 
and negligence, children's attorneys must often translate their clients' desires and 
goals into the framework of "best interests." Like any attorney who respects the 
client's right to make her own informed decision, the attorney may be in the odd 
position of advocating a result which, personally, the lawyer believes is not in the 
child's best interests.21 Thus, a lawyer should be prepared to make an argument 
that a client's desire is in her best interests as long as the lawyer can do so in good 
faith. The lawyer should press herself to make those arguments even when they 
conflict with her personal assessment of the client's "best interests."22 

Thus, in a majority of the legal proceedings faced by the child advocate in 
doing child protective work, best interests will be a lurking concern for the court. 
Preparation for legal argument in the case must therefore often be done with an 
eye towards framing the client's position in terms of that looming legal standard. 23 

[b] Best Interests As the Ultimate Concern for Most Other Professionals 
Involved with the Client 

The lawyer must understand best interests additionally because best interests 
frames the ethical purview of most of the other professionals dealing with the 
client in the case. Although the lawyer who has not been assigned guardian ad 

21 Of course, like any attorney, the child's attorney is bound not to make frivolous claims. Model 
Rules, supra note 5, Rule 3.1. Thus, if there is no argument that a child's desire is in the child's best 
interest, the lawyer should theoretically be unable to make that argument. In practical application, 
however, the duty of zealous advocacy requires that a lawyer define the term "frivolous claims" very 
narrowly. Only claims which are clearly untenable under the controlling law, or which reflect a wish 
of "harassing or maliciously injuring a person," should be deemed frivolous . Id. Rule 3.1 cmt. Such 
a narrow definition of frivolous claims prevents lawyers from arbitrarily vetoing their client's 
wishes. Guggenheim, supra note 12, at 1419 n.68. 

22 As Representing Children will address in Part Two, The Lawyer-Child Client Relationship, 
a lawyer who believes he is making a very marginal or "likely to fail" claim, should certainly 
counsel her client about the tenuousness of the argument and encourage the client to consider more 
constructive positions. Peters, Representing Children, supra note 2. Nevertheless, if after thorough 
counseling, the client persists in wanting a marginally possible objective, and the lawyer can make 
a good faith claim for that, Rule 3.1 should not prevent her from putting forth that claim. 

23 Bruce Boyer points out that the prevalence of the best interests standard imposes a similar 
obligation on parents' lawyers to translate their clients' objective into terms of best interests of the 
child. Bruce Boyer, Ethical Issues in the Representation of Parents in Child Welfare Cases, 64 
FORDHAM L. REV. 1621, 1626-27 (1996). 
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litem does not necessarily have this duty, certainly the child's therapist, state social 
worker, teacher, counselor, and other professionals are charged with protecting 
their client's "best interests." For instance, the social work code of ethics clearly 
places the interests of clients before straight advocacy of a client's desires.24 The 
lawyer getting information from these professionals, cooperating with them on 
various matters, meeting with them, and seeking settlement with them would do 
well to remember this primary concern of these professionals. 

The lawyer should also be mindful that the straight advocacy role of the lawyer 
will seem anomalous or repugnant to some of these professionals. Many 
professionals are horrified to think that a lawyer would represent the stated wishes 
of a child. A child's lawyer's failure to factor in this potential gulf between 
professional responsibilities can sometimes make initial communication with 
other professionals extremely awkward. This tension is compounded because 
many non-legal professionals understandably approach lawyers with a negative 
bias due to popular negative opinions about lawyers. 

Therefore, the child's attorney who stresses that he understands the best 
interests mandate of the professionals with whom he is talking may break down 
uncomfortable barriers to communication. It is often useful to spell out the 
responsibilities of the various professionals to make clear that everyone under
stands whose role is whose.25 The child's lawyer must understand and speak the 
language of best interests to communicate usefully with other professionals. 
Often, a lawyer well-versed in best interests terminology and theory may forge 
settlement out of court with those crucial nonlegal professionals on issues both 
central and ancillary to the case. 

At critical points in building relationships with other professionals, it is useful 
to ask them to explain to you their understanding of their ethical duties and their 
understanding of the child's best interests. Be aware that various other profes
sionals almost certainly have conflicting theories within their profession about the 
definition of "best interests." For instance, the writings of Goldstein, Freud, and 
Solnit seek to replace a focus on best interests with a focus on permanent "least 

24 See, e.g., Code of Ethics of The National Association of Social Workers II.G.1 (1994) 
(advising a social worker acting on behalf of a client adjudged legally incompetent to "safeguard the 
interests and rights of that client"); see also Code of Ethics of The National Federation of Societies 
for Clinical Social Work II.e (1988) (advising a clinical social worker acting on behalf of a client, 
"always [to] safeguard the interests and concerns of that client"). 

25 The interdisciplinary meeting, which will be explained in Part Three of Representing 
Children, is often a useful forum for this clarification. See Peters, Representing Children, supra note 
2. 
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detrimental" alternatives for the child. 26 That permanency view involves in turn 
an assumption that the child's long-term best interest is usually served by 
pres~rving one long-term permanent caregiver for the child. Nevertheless, another 
school of thought suggests that a permanent caregiver may be less important than 
the family network surrounding the child.27 Therefore, the child's attorney must 
educate herself about the factors contributing to a professional's view of best 
interests as she enters an ongoing dialogue, to create a basis for possible 
agreement and collaboration. 

Determining the ethical duties of other professionals need not be cumbersome 
or overly artificial. Generally, as the attorney introduces himself to other players 
in the case, his words and actions will clarify his role in the case. It is very 
common, for instance, for nonlegal professionals unfamiliar with family court to 
wonder and ask, "Say, how did this kid get a lawyer in the first place?" The lawyer 
can briefly explain what statute and custom led to his appointment. Usually 
conversations about role need only take place in the initial encounters. The 
lawyer, however, should clarify his role at critical junctures in the case. For 
instance, at a presettlement phase of a case, one may have heated interactions with 
case workers or therapists whose views of one's client differ from one's own. It 
is often useful in those highly charged situations to step back and comment about 
the differences among the lawyer's roles, to reiterate the lawyer's understanding 
and respect for other ethical imperatives, and to search for ways to resolve the 
issue at hand in a way that is consistent with all of those roles. 28 

Often professionals gather at various kinds of meetings before court, whether 
it is a settlement meeting or an interdisciplinary team meeting or a case 
conference of some kind. 29 Meetings of this kind sometimes descend quickly into 
confusion for the simple reason that people do not know the identities and roles 
of everyone at the meeting. Even when meetings begin by having everyone 
introduce himself, late-comers or those who cannot write fast enough are often 
lost about the identities of the different people at the meeting. Circulating an 
attendance sheet listing name, organization, and phone number to consult during 
the meeting is often useful. As Part Three of Representing Children discusses, a 
well-prepared lawyer should know in advance who will attend each meeting and 

26 See infra notes 63-128 and accompanying text (discussing and critiquing the works of 
Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit). 

27 See infra notes 129-46 and accompanying text (discussing the Family Network Model). 
28 For a discussion of how to seek to resolve such conflicts among lawyers and consulting social 

workers serving the same clients, see Jean Koh Peters, Concrete Strategies for Managing 
Ethically-based Conflicts Between Children's Lawyers and Consulting Social Workers Who Serve 
the Same Client, 1-Mar. KY. CHILDREN'S RTS. J. 15 (1991). 

29 These meetings and the dynamics thereof are discussed in more depth in Part Three of 
Representing Children. Peters, Representing Children, supra note 2. 
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what is each person's role.30 The attorney may then anticipate how that person's 
view of the case, usually couched in terms of best interests, will lead her to react 
to the client's position in the case. Once those roles and positions are identified, 
the lawyer can begin to strategize about convincing those professionals to support 
the client's position and building consensus around the client's position generally. 
Thus, even a lawyer utterly committed to representing the stated wishes of his 
client must be able to couch his client's position in terms of best interests in 
dealing effectively with other professionals serving the same client. 

[c] Best Interests As a Guide to Conducting Your Relationship with the 
Client: Making Micro Choices that Affect Your Client's Well-Being 

The logistics of the lawyer-child client relationship require the lawyer for the 
child to make, on behalf of the client, many decisions that are appropriately 
resolved by reference to the client's best interests. For instance, the first interview 
with a client will often present a number of logistical choices for the lawyer. 
Should the interview take place at the lawyer's office, at the child's home or foster 
home, at the child's school, at the foster care agency serving the child, or some 
other place? How should that meeting be scheduled and who should prepare the 
client for the meeting in the first instance? Should anyone besides the lawyer and 
the client attend? It is appropriate and necessary for the lawyer to make educated 
guesses about the client's best interests in setting up that visit before the 
lawyer-client relationship has even begun.31 

Another classic "micro" decision that a lawyer might make would involve the 
timing of breaking adverse news to a client such as news about a negative 
evaluation of a mother with whom the child wished to be reunited or even a 
negative psychiatric evaluation of the child herself. 32 Picking the time and place 
for those encounters with the client must inevitably be done based on the lawyer's 
assessment of how the client would be best prepared and supported in receiving 
that information. Especially in planning a first meeting, the lawyer may only have 

30 Peters, Representing Children, supra note 2. 
31 Indeed, Part Two of Representing Children discus es way to approach the first interview to 

make the client as comfortable with the lawyer and the lawyer' role as possible. Id. 
32 Note that the comment to Model Rule 1.4 suggests that, in ome circumstances, all lawyers 

may be justified in "delaying transmission of information when the client would be likely to react 
imprudently to an immediate communication." Model Rules, supra note 5, Rule 1.4 cmt. The rule 
itself requires that "[a lawyer shall keep a client reasonably informed about the status of a matter and 
promptly comply with reasonable requests for information." Id. Rule 1.4(a). The comment offers as 
an example that "a lawyer might withhold a p ychiatric diagnosis of a client when the examining 
psychiatrist indicates that disclosure would harm the client." Id. Rule 1.4 cmt. Under no 
circumstances, however, may a lawyer "withhold information to erve the lawyer's own interest or 
convenience." Id. 
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an educated guess at the child's best interests to guide her in small decisions that 
may have a big impact on the lawyer-child client relationship. 

Even when the determination of best interests is based on very preliminary 
information, the lawyer should think through these decisions as carefully as 
possible. Whether large or small, these common decisions may deeply affect the 
lawyer-child client relationship. An excellent, comfortable first meeting may 
propel the relationship forward; a painful awkward one may set the relationship 
back. While the lawyer should not expect to control the tenor of a meeting 
completely, the lawyer should attempt to make each meeting as comfortable as 
possible for her child client. 33 

[d] Additional Roles for Best Interests Based Upon Child's Ability to Be 
Counseled 

In addition to those three roles that best interests plays in the representation of 
all lawyers for children, best interests plays additional roles depending on the 
client's ability to be counseled. Lawyers counseling clients should confront their 
own conclusions about the child's best interests and the client's decision making 
to keep the lawyer's counseling as free from bias as possible. Lawyers represent
ing clients who cannot be counseled are called upon to do the biggest job of all: 
to determine the objectives of the client representation. 

[1] For Clients Who Can be Counseled 

[A] Counseling the Client About the Lawyer's Conclusions About 
the Client's Best Interests 

If the client is someone who can communicate with the lawyer and be 
counseled effectively, the ethical codes permit and encourage all lawyers to 
counsel their clients about the lawyer's view of their "best interests." For instance, 
Model Rule 2.1 advises that, "in rendering advice, a lawyer may refer not only to 
law but to other considerations such as moral, economic, social and political 
factors, that may be relevant to the client's situation."34 As the Comment notes: 

Advice couched in narrowly legal terms may be of little value to a client 

33 Keep in mind that "as comfortable as possible" may not in the end be very comfortable. As 
Part Two of Representing Children explores, because many legal issues pose deeply unpleasant 
issues for the client, a lawyer should understand that children will often dread meetings with their 
lawyers. It is critical that lawyers not distort their roles by attempting to overcompensate, through 
gifts, food, and fun activities, for the pain that their clients are undergoing. Peters, Representing 
Children, supra note 2. 

34 Model Rules, supra note 5, Rule 2.1. 
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especially where practical considerations, such as cost or effects on other people, 
are predominant. . .. Although a lawyer is not a moral adviser as such, moral and 
ethical considerations impinge upon most legal questions and may decisively 
influence how the law will be applied. 35 

The rules therefore clearly contemplate that lawyers will advise clients about the 
broader effects that any legal decision might have upon their lives and the lives of 
others.36 In that counseling capacity, the lawyer thus properly discusses the 
lawyer's assessment of the client's best interests and the impact of the client's 
decisions upon those best interests. 37 

35 Id. Rule 2.1 cmt. 
36 A thoughtful debate about the appropriate role of lawyer recommendations in client 

counseling generally can be found in the writings of Stephen Ellmann, Robert Dinerstein, Peter 
Margulies, and others. See Robert D. Diner tein, Client-Centered Counseling: Reappraisal and 
Refinement, 32 ARIZ. L. REV. 501, 570 (1990) (arguing that Ellmann's presumption in favor of 
lawyer advice hould be reversed in order to counteract rampant lawyer paternalism); Stephen 
Ellmann, Lawyers and Clients, 34 UCLA L. REV. 717, 746, 761 , 767 (1987) (arguing that lawyers 
owe their clients the full benefit of the lawyer' experience and that a lawyer' s determination to 
protect client autonomy by not giving advice actually stifles the client' freedom to decide for herself 
whether she wants her lawyer' s opinion); Stephen Ellmann, The Ethic of Care as an Ethic For 
Lawyers, 81 GEO. L.J. 2665, 2707-12 (1993) (arguing that an application of Carol Gilligan's 
concept of an ethic of care to legal practice would re ult in lawyers being even more forthcoming 
with moral and ethical advice than Model Rule 2.1 initially suggests); Peter Margulies, "Who Are 
You to Tell Me That?": Attorney-Client Deliberations Regarding Nonlegal Issues and the Interests 
of Nonclients, 68 N.C. L. REV. 213, 214, 240 (1990) (arguing that the lawyer' s obligations to her 
clients and to society a a whole require the lawyer to give advice regarding the moral, psychological 
and policy consequences of the client's deci ion and in some circum tances to withdraw from 
representation if the client ignores the lawyer' s advice) [hereinafter Who Are You to Tell Me That?]. 

These writers react to their reading of the perspectives on interviewing and counselling legal 
clients found in DAVID A. BINDER & SUSAN C. PRICE, LEGAL INTERVIEWING AND 
COUNSELING: A CLIENT-CENTERED APPROACH (1977) and DAVID A. BINDER ET AL., 
LAWYERS AS COUNSELORS: A CLIENT-CENTERED APPROACH (1991). Binder and Price' s 
1977 book called on lawyers to encourage clients to make their own decisions, and set out only a 
few circumstances in which lawyers should offer advice or re pond to requests for advice. Binder 
& Price, supra, at 166, 196-203. Binder, Bergman, and Price, in their 1990 book, took a more 
expansive view of lawyer advice while still placing their focus on client autonomy. Binder et al. , 
supra, at xxii, 279. While specific prescriptions vary among the authors taking part in the debate, 
all agree that the lawyer must be careful to pre erve client autonomy while giving the client the 
benefit of useful counseling. 

37 Emily Buss addresses the importance of clearly communicating to a child client about the 
nature of representation so that the child knows whether the attorney is representing the child's 
wishes or the child's best interests. Buss, supra note 11, at 1720-21. Communication about the 
lawyer's role is an essential element of the lawyer' s obligations under Model Rule 1.14. Because 
little in a child's experience will cause her to expect that an adult will listen to and advocate her 
views, it is essential that the child's lawyer communicate fully about the nature of the representation. 
Id. at 1723-24. The Council of the Family Law Section of the ABA recognized this obligation by 
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In addition, the client will often solicit the lawyer's advice: "What do you think 
I should do? Do you think I'm doing the right thing?" We have come to assume 
that professionals of all kinds- doctors, architects, technical support people
will be able to tell us what they believe is the best choice in a given situation. 
Indeed, we would often be appalled if a treating professional did not supplement 
her explanation of available options with one or two preferences based on her own 
experience and knowledge of us as patients. 

[B] Confronting One's View of Best Interests to Promote Honest 
Counseling 

Best interests also plays a role in the lawyer's representation of a client as an 
inevitable part of honest lawyering. In preparing for a counseling session with a 
client, for instance, a lawyer may be aware that a client wishes to pursue a course 
of action that the lawyer finds repugnant or does not believe is best for the client. 
Especially when the client is a child, the lawyer will be tempted to impose her 
own belief upon the client. It may be easier, for instance, for a lawyer to seek to 
manipulate her client into accepting the lawyer's position instead of disciplining 
herself to advocate zealously for the client's position.38 Every lawyer must be 
aware of this temptation. Because children are even more likely than adults to be 
cowed by a lawyer's strong recommendation, the lawyer must approach a child 
client's choice with particular restraint.39 

Therefore, before counseling her client, a conscientious child's lawyer should 
confront herself with her own views of the client's best interests to remind herself 
to listen to the client's desires and not to superimpose her own. Lawyers who 
confront their own views of what is in their client's best interests and who expose 
these views free themselves up to hear what the client is really saying as opposed 

including in its proposed standards the lawyer's duty to "remain aware of the power dynamics 
inherent in adult-child relationships" when expressing the lawyer's assessment of the case. Proposed 
ABA Standards, supra note 11, B-4 cmt. 

38 Stephen Ellmann, in discussing client-centered counseling, has pointed out the danger that 
even a lawyer who has no desire to manipulate her client may still seek to mold the client's thinking 
in service of what the lawyer sees as the client's interests, or some broader social interest. Ellmann, 
Lawyers and Clients, supra note 36, at 727. 

Peter Margulies, while asserting that lawyers should counsel their clients about the morality, 
psychological impact, and unintended consequences of their goals, distinguishes influencing clients 
from manipulating them. Margulies, "Who Are You to Tell Me That?", supra note 36, at 247-49. 
Manipulation, according to Margulies, is usually an attempt to achieve the lawyer's goals in the 
guise of the client's best interests. Id. at 249. 

39 I agree with Martha Matthews that "the child's lawyer has an ethical duty to avoid using her 
superior skills and social position to silence the child's voice, or coerce the child into passive 
compliance with the lawyer's views." Matthews, supra note 8, at 1458. 
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to what the lawyer hopes the client is really saying.40 

[2] For Clients Who Cannot Be Counseled: Determining the Objec
tives of the Representation 

For the client who cannot be counseled, e.g., the baby, the nonverbal child, or 
the child with a severe intellectual deficit, best interests plays the biggest role of 
all: it is the ultimate goal of the representation. It is difficult to consider a greater 
task than to determine the best interests of the client on both macro and micro 
issues, somewhat independent of the client's input. This basically replicates the 
role of the former guardian ad litem. 

A central theme of this Article is that the lawyer should question any role that 
requires her to make large best interests determinations for her clients and then 
seek to achieve them as a goal of the representation. As discussed in part II below, 
little in the lawyer's training or the lawyer's role in society qualifies her to do that 
job.41 The discussion of the contents of best interests that follows explores how 
a lawyer should make best interests determinations of any kind. It must be noted 
from the outset, however, that calling upon a lawyer to determine the goal of her 
own representation of a client, largely independent of that client's direct input and 
largely independent of the client's wishes, is an anomalous and deeply compli
cated divergence from the usual path of legal representation.42 Moreover, it is not 

40 The danger of hearing only what you want to hear from your client may be particularly strong 
during initial interviews when you are trying to determine the facts of your client's case. While it 
is inevitable and useful that the lawyer will have one or more working hypotheses in mind at this 
stage, it is all too easy unconsciously to structure an interview so that it elicits only facts which 
confirm the hypothesis without ever getting to the truth of the case as the child sees it. See JOHN 
RICH, INTERVIEWING CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS 6- 9 (1968) (citing JEAN PIAGET, 
THE CHILD'S CONCEPTION OF THE WORLD 8 (1929), on the difficulty adult researchers have 
in not imposing their own preconceived idea upon children with whom they are working). Part Two 
of Representing Children will offer the child' attorney's techniques for confronting her subjective 
desires for the child so that her client counselling can focus on the client's, not the lawyer's 
concerns. Peters, Representing Children, supra note 2. 

41 The fact that normal ethical analysis does not apply to a particular representation should be 
a clear warning sign that the lawyer is out of hi profes ional depth. Christopher Wu's discussion 
of conflicts of interest notes that a lawyer who gets to set the goals of litigation may never be able 
to declare a conflict of interest. Christopher N. Wu, Conflicts of Interest in the Representation of 
Children in Dependency Cases, 64 FORDHAM L. REV. 1857, 1861 (1996). Wu warns lawyers 
against taking any comfort in this; on the contrary it hould "be seen as a strong signal that the 
attorney is engaged in some function other than the practice of law." Id. at 1860. 

42 The conflicts created by this type of representation are analogou to those facing the lawyer 
for a corporate entity. Under Model Rule 1. 13, such a lawyer may have an obligation to inform the 
entity's officers that the lawyer does not repre ent them, but rather the best interests of the 
corporation. Model Rules, supra note 5, Rule 1.13(d). Emily Buss, in her article for this Conference 
has applied this analysis to the situation of a lawyer who decides to represent a child's best interests. 
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even clear that Model Rule 1.14 allows the lawyer to take on the full guardian ad 
litem role. Rule 1. l 4(b) authorizes a lawyer to "seek appointment of a guardian or 
take other protective action," but it is unclear if that protective action could 
include deciding the client's best interests and pursuing them as a goal of the 
representation. At least one commentator has suggested that "other protective 
action" is necessarily smaller than determining the client's best interests and 
pursuing those lawyer-defined interests.43 

The lawyer entrusted with the job of representing a child's best interests must 
determine those interests with extreme caution. Every lawyer who claims to 
pursue the client's best interests must have a principled understanding of what that 
best interests determination looks like and how those principles are applied from 
case to case. 44 It may appear that, because I contemplate that lawyers will 
continue to make best interest determinations on behalf of their clients, and 
because I believe that lawyers can continue, for some clients, to determine the 
ultimate objectives of the representation, I am essentially ratifying the continua
tion of lawyers acting as guardians ad /item for their clients. This is not the case. 
I believe that it is useful and necessary to abandon the guardian ad /item role for 
the following reason: Lawyers playing the role of guardian ad /item often have felt 
unconstrained by traditional lawyering duties. They have acted as witnesses, they 
have abrogated duties of confidentiality, they have disregarded or downplayed 
their client's desires, and they do not always include their client in decision 
making in the representation. In the extreme, these lawyers have seen the role of 
guardian ad litem as permission to pursue representation without meeting their 
clients, and with little or no investigation. 45 As noted in the Introduction, I believe 

Buss, supra note 11, at 1735-36. Extending the analogy offered by Hazard & Hodes, supra note 8, 
1.14: 102, Buss notes that in an entity representation, communication is complicated by the fact that 
the lawyer must seek information from the entity's human officers while not misleading them about 
where the lawyer's duties of confidentiality and advocacy lie. Buss, supra note 11, at 1735-37. 
When the entity is a child's best interests, the situation is even more complicated, because children 
are more easily mislead about the lawyer's role than are sophisticated adult corporate officers. Id. 

43 Fall Ferguson, Applying Developmental Principles Within the Lawyer's Role: A Central 
Dilemma for Lawyers for Children (May 1994) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author). 
Ferguson distinguishes best interests representation from Rule l .14(b) protective action by pointing 
out that nothing in Rule 1. l 4(b) or the Comment mandates that protective action be permanent or 
comprehensive. Rather, she urges that protective action should be designed to address specific 
incapacities at specific moments of the representation. Id. at 28-29. 

44 Part II, infra, describes four models of determining best interests and proposes a model 
integrating the four approaches in child placement decisions. 

45 Linda Long cites a conversation with a lawyer friend who said: "I'm so glad that I'm a 
guardian ad litem in this case. For once I don't have to think and act like a lawyer." Linda L. Long, 
When the Client Is a Child: Dilemmas in the Lawyer's Role, 21 J. FAM. L. 607,621 n.44 (1982-83); 
see also Wu, supra note 41, at 1861 (discussing the problems that occur when lawyers do not consult 
their clients when determining the objectives of the representation). 
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that there is a lawyerly way for a lawyer to represent a nonverbal child or other 
children who cannot fully direct their representation. I believe that lawyers 
representing children can abide by the Model Rules, including the duties of 
confidentiality, the duties of knowing and respecting client views, the duties of 
client direction, and the prohibition on lawyers becoming witnesses. The process 
outlined at the end of part II is designed to guide lawyers in confronting the 
dilemma of making best interests decisions without full client input in a way that 
is client-centered and lawyerly. 

[e] Summary 

To summarize, all children's lawyers, even the most client-directed ones, 
inevitably must make some kinds of determinations about the child client's best 
interests. They may be as tiny as deciding how an interview should be structured 
or how a piece of information should be delivered; they may be as large as 
deciding the entire goal of the repre entation. Thus, it is critical that lawyers 
employ a principled process in discerning the content of best interests. The next 
part will review the various definitions of best interests and propose an integrated 
model for use by contemporary child advocates. 

Cl.1-2 An Integrated Approach to Determining Best Interests 

To derive a principled, integrated definition of best interests to be used by 
lawyers in the various moments in the representation examined in part I, this part 
must first explore the definitions of best interest that have been in use to date. This 
part identifies four such models: 

(1) The Total Lawyer Discretion Model; 

(2) The Expert Deference Model; 

(3) The Psychological Parent Model; 

(4) The Family Network Model. 

Model One relies upon the total discretion of the child's attorney. Model Two 
defers the best interests decision to one of three kinds of experts in the case: one 
already involved with the child or family, one appointed by the court, or one 
retained by the attorney. Model Three relies upon principles enunciated by an 
eminent trio of scholars who have focused upon continuity of care, the perspective 
of the child, and the psychological parent as crucial principles guiding all 
determinations of "best interests." Model Four proposes instead a child welfare 
analysis focusing on preserving the child's family network. Each model is 
discussed briefly before deriving an integrated model for use by attorneys for 
children today. 
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[A] Four Existing Models for Determining Best Interests 

[1] The Total Lawyer Discretion Model: The Guardian ad litem 

Recent empirical research suggests that a majority of lawyers throughout the 
country are left to their total discretion in determining best interests. 46 This 
section defines and critiques this approach and discusses why, despite its patent 
flaws, the approach continues to flourish. 

[a] Definition: Whatever the Lawyer Thinks Is Best 

In its rawest form, this "definition" of best interests has no substantive content 
at all. Best interests is left to the complete discretion of the lawyer in the case. This 
lawyer, assigned to represent a child, arrives at a decision about the best interests 
of a client through whatever process the lawyer sees fit to use, based upon no set 
substantive guidelines. The lawyer is constrained by no procedural mandates nor 
any substantive principles that are consistent from case to case. Thus, procedur
ally, a lawyer could determine the goals of his representation based wholly, for 
instance, upon his reading of the neglect petition, or upon a single conversation 
with the state child welfare caseworker, or upon an exhaustive investigation of the 
matter at hand, or upon something in between. Substantively, no matter what 
procedure the attorney uses, a lawyer ultimately takes whatever information he is 
using and, applying his own gut instinct and "common sense," reaches an opinion 
about a child's best interests, and advocates for that opinion. 

[b] Critique of the Total Discretion Model 

The total discretion model suffers from three related but distinct flaws. The 
model gives a lawyer a job for which he is neither trained nor qualified, prevents 
the lawyer from doing the job that he is qualified to do, and creates an unjust 
system where similar clients are not represented similarly. 

First, "the total discretion guardian ad litem" model gives the lawyer the 

46 For instance, a study commissioned by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
and completed in 1993 concluded that a majority of the states direct lawyers for children and 
guardians ad !item to "represent the best interests of the child," with "no further guidance." The 
study concluded that, "for these States, the decision of how to represent the child's interests or "best" 
interests appears to be left to the discretion of the GAL or, perhaps, the courts." U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and Families, Administration on 
Children, Youth and Families, National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, Washington, D.C., 
Final Report on the Validation and Effectiveness Study of Legal Representation through Guardian 
Ad Litem (1993). Copies of this Report can be obtained from the National Clearinghouse on Child 
Abuse and Neglect Information, P.O. Box 1182, Washington, D.C. 20013-1182 or by calling 
1-800-FYI-3366. 
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responsibility for an important job for which he is neither trained nor qualified. 
Nothing in the traditional legal education qualifies a lawyer to make determina
tions of a client's best interests. Law school curricula often do not include 
guidance about human welfare, child development, child welfare, family dynam
ics, or even philosophy that might inform an educated guess about the best 
interests of another. It is unclear what qualifies the average lawyer, as opposed to 
the average social worker or a person close to a particular child, to make a 
judgment about a child's interests which will then receive special attention from 
the judge. 

Having lawyers who are supposed to do what is "best for them" must mystify 
and infuriate many child clients, just as it would many adult clients. The child 
confronted with state workers in her home and a lawyer claiming to want what is 
best for her will understandably wonder what gives the lawyer the right to pry into 
her life. When the lawyer advises his client about his view of the client's best 
interests, the client might legitimately wonder, "Why should this lawyer's opinion 
about my life be important to me?" The lawyer, especially one court-appointed for 
a child, may appear to be one in a parade of adults invading the family. 

Lawyers are not qualified to represent clients in this way, because, in many 
ways, the model turns the lawyer-client relationship on its head. This extreme 
form of best interests representation omits several of the most fundamental 
characteristics of lawyering. The lawyer-client partnership and dialogue is 
reduced to a one-person monologue wholly unchecked by the client. The client 
becomes an object, rather than the subject, of the representation. The lawyer, 
usually agent, acts as the principal in the relationship. 

I believe that this level of discretion makes it inevitable that the lawyer will 
sometimes resort to personal value choices, including references to his own 
childhood, stereotypical views of clients whose backgrounds differ from his, and 
his own lay understanding of child development and children's needs, in assessing 
a client's best interests. Especially for practitioners who must take cases in high 
volume, the temptation to rely on gut instinct, stereotype, or even bias is 
overwhelming. This jeopardizes the child client even more, as her unique 
circumstances are quickly distorted by a stranger through his own lens of 
experience and preconception. 

Second, this model further frustrates child clients because it prevents lawyers 
from doing what they are trained to do. The model prevents lawyers from offering 
clients the chance to have their perspectives aired before the court. The total 
discretion model deprives child clients of the chance to direct the representation, 
to instruct the lawyer to pursue certain goals, and to think through and understand 
her options thoroughly and with counseling. This model, in extreme cases, may 
deprive a client of even the knowledge that a lawyer or court proceedings exists. 
Seen from the client's view, the child does not receive two of the traditional 
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benefits of professional service: adherence to a consistent code specifying ethical 
standards of practice and in-depth professional training.47 Instead, the client 
becomes suddenly subject to the relationship. The lawyer, far from being 
constrained to communicate with, counsel, and present the client's cause to the 
tribunal, is not constrained to know the client at all. 

Third, the total discretion model has led to a system containing unacceptable 
variability in child client representation. Seen in this extreme form, the "whatever 
the lawyer thinks is best" view of lawyering creates a huge area of unpredict
ability and inconsistency for child clients. Because this view guarantees no 
consistency among practitioners, the course of a child's case may be changed 
forever because practitioner A, who believed X was in the child client's best 
interests, was appointed to the case, instead of practitioner B, who believed Y was 
in the child client's best interests.48 Indeed, this view does not even guarantee that 
the same lawyer will be consistent with himself from case to case, because no 
practical or substantive guidelines make the lawyer's approach to his different 
cases uniform. 49 Thus, the total lawyer discretion model disserves both the client 
and a legal system that seek quality representation, predictability, and consistency. 

[ c] Why the Model Persists and Even Prevails 

Despite the patent unacceptability of the total discretion model, many attorneys 
in many jurisdictions practice along these lines. Why should such a manifestly 
unlawyerly model persist? 

Ironically, the model gratifies a number of powerful constituencies, while 
frustrating those least empowered to change it. For instance, many practitioners 
enjoy the discretion the model affords them because, by definition, they are always 
doing what they believe to be best. A practitioner is bound to feel good about her 
work when she believes that her efforts are always being used for her client's 
good. Likewise, some judges may find that having a lawyer in the case whose job 
resembles the judge's job simplifies the difficult task of judging. Especially where 

47 Christopher Wu notes that children subject to child protective proceedings are already 
surrounded by people who must determine and achieve the child's best interests. What the child's 
lawyer should bring to the table is not a duplication of this function, but the loyalty and advocacy 
that are the essence of the lawyer's professional identity. Wu, supra note 41, at 1871-72. 

48 See Guggenheim, supra note 12, at 1415 ("Similar cases will be decided differently merely 
because of chance assignment of a lawyer.") 

49 Examining judicial decision making, Robert Mnookin points out that the best interest 
standard, being essentially indeterminate, poses an "obviously greater risk of violating the 
fundamental precept that like cases should be decided alike." Robert H. Mnookin, Child-Custody 
Adjudication: Judicial Functions in the Face of Indeterminacy, LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS., 
Summer 1975, at 226, 263. 
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the judge thinks highly of the child lawyer's values, finding them similar to his 
own, judges can take comfort and convenience in relying upon the child's 
lawyer's judgments in the case. 50 Similarly, legislatures seeking to improve the 
quality of deliberations in child protective cases may find it easier to appoint 
lawyers, generally at very low rates of pay, in these cases, rather than authorizing 
money for courts to retain experts in child welfare to assist them. 

Scarcity of resources also hampers the development of more sophisticated 
models of child representation. Private practitioners paid a low hourly fee or 
high-volume legal aid practices may be hard-pressed to spend more time per client 
on their cases. Currently, expert input and testimony to aid both practitioner and 
court is generally far beyond the means of most lawyers and court systems. Other 
professionals, who repeatedly are frustrated by this model of representation, for 
instance, workers and clinicians at agencies working with children, may decide 
that, of the many battles for better resources for their clients in the community, the 
battle for better legal representation is not the highest priority. Other players 
exposed to this model tend to be involved with the system only for one child or 
a few children, e.g., a concerned relative, an involved teacher, or the parents and 
children themselves, and are hardly in a position to effect legal change. Children, 
as a constituency, have no power to lobby for better lawyers. 

Additionally, the historical version of the total discretion model, the guardian 
ad litem model, appears to have served an important purpose in its day. When 
proceedings concerning child welfare were populated only by judges, lawyers for 
the state, and lawyers for the parents, a vocal figure focusing concern about the 
child's perspective probably provided an important balance to courtroom discus
sions. The presence of the guardian ad litem may have prevented those 
proceedings from dissolving into a simplistic two-sided custody battle between 
parent and state. Now that guardians ad litem or lawyers for children of some kind 
must, by statute, appear in all these proceedings, however, I believe that it is time 
for children's lawyer's role to be definitively clarified. Child clients require both 
much more and much less of lawyers than the total discretion model has asked. 
The remaining models, and the integrated model which concludes this part, 
attempt to provide a more principled method of determining a child client's best 
interests. 

[2] The Expert Deference Model 

Some attorneys, recognizing their lack of qualifications in assessing their 

50 "In the real world, judges rely on the advocacy of a child's lawyer." Guggenheim, supra note 
12, at 1430 n. 102 (referencing Patricia S. Curley and Gregg Herman, Representing the Best 
Interests of Children: The Wisconsin Experience, J. AM. ACAD. MATRIMONIAL LAW, 9 
(1995)). 
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client's interests, have concluded that they must defer to experts in determining 
their client's best interests. These experts are usually one of three sorts: (1) a 
professional already involved with the child; (2) an expert consultant (who may 
also be an expert witness) retained by the attorney; or (3) an independent expert 
appointed by the court. After describing each kind of expert, I will discuss briefly 
my hypothesis that court-appointed experts currently enjoy the most deference 
from courts, when in fact experts who have been or will be involved with the 
family long term should be given special deference over one-time evaluators of 
the case. 

[a] A Professional Already Involved with the Child 

A substantial number of our clients are already involved with professionals 
when they come to our attention. For instance, any child enrolled in school has a 
school guidance counselor and teacher; some others may be in community 
counseling or therapy. Most of them (but al ways fewer than one would hope) have 
doctors or clinics who see them regularly. These and other professionals have 
become involved with the client separately from the court case and have goals for 
the professional relationship which are distinct from, but often affected by, the 
legal proceeding. They may, in some cases, have long-term relationships with our 
clients and their families. These relationships may not only have preexisted the 
family's court involvement, but also last well after the lawyers and the courts have 
finished their work. 

Ordinarily, the child's attorney would identify and, optimally, meet most of 
these professionals in the early fact-finding stage of the case.51 Early on, a child's 
attorneys should seek to identify professionals who are especially important to the 
client, either because of extensive day-to-day contacts or because a particular 
individual has established an especially strong interpersonal relationship with the 
client. These strong relationships may be positive or negative, but if they are 
important to the child, for whatever reason, then they will likely be very important 
to the lawyer as she gets to know the client. 

These professionals may have goals for the client and their professional 
relationship with the mutual client that are not fully consistent with the demands 
of the proceeding that brought the child a lawyer. 52 Many of these professionals 

51 This is one of the initial steps recommended by the Council of the Family Law Section of the 
ABA in Standard C-2(6) of their proposed Standards of Practice. Proposed ABA Standards, supra 
note 11, C-2 cmt. 

52 Of course, in some cases, these professionals may have participated in the bringing of the 
child protective action by reporting the family to the state department of child welfare. As one can 
imagine, these professionals are often experiencing a dramatic crisis in their relationships with the 
client and his family at the precise moment at which the lawyer is entering the case. In these 
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have confidential relationships with the clients that they share with us, and 
therefore they need to be extremely careful in not breaching that confidentiality in 
encounters with the lawyer and the court. Although some lawyers and judges 
believe that those confidentiality provisions fall away in light of the gravity of the 
legal claims which give rise to child protective proceedings,53 it is critical to note 
that the child has often come to rely upon the safety of the confidential 
relationship.54 Lawyers should be careful to get releases from their clients before 
extensive conversations55 with other professionals, to be careful not to endanger 
these pre-existing professional relationships. 

circumstances, caution in associating oneself too closely with these professionals when initially 
meeting the client is essential. This need not prevent the lawyer from talking to these professionals 
(as one would interview anyone who initially reported the family to the state), but does suggest that 
the attorney keep some distance from them in early encounters with the family until the attorney 
determines the client' s connection and level of trust with these professionals. 

53 For a discussion of the complex interaction among the lawyer's obligation of confidentiality 
and the obligations prescribed by the ethical codes of social workers, psychiatrists, and other 
professionals, see Gerard F. Glynn, Multidisciplinary Representation of Children: Conflicts Over 
Disclosures of Client Communications, 27 J. MARSHALLL. REV. 617 (1994). Glynn notes that 
mandatory child abuse reporting law have been interpreted to supersede the treating professional's 
obligations of confidentiality to the client. Id. at 639-43. I recognize that the caution I recommend 
may create a dilemma for lawyers who practice in jurisdictions where the privileges are abrogated 
in judicial proceedings. See, e.g., N.Y. FAM. CT. ACT 1046(a)(vii) (McKinney Supp. 1996) 
(limiting the state's statutory physician-patient, psychiatrist-client, social worker-client, and rape 
counselor-client privilege in child protective proceedings). 

54 Peter Margulies cautions children ' s lawyers to respect the "quasi-property" interest that a 
child may have in information entrusted to a treating professional. Margulies, supra note 10, at 1494. 

55 This will sometimes put the lawyer in a veritable Catch-22. For instance, in one case, a client' s 
therapist protested to me that I should have discussed the case with him before I met with my client. 
According to my duties to my client, however, I felt that I needed a release from her (and a sense 
about how she felt about the therapist) before I spoke to the therapist. 

One solution, where a client has a long-term therapeutic relationship, is for the lawyer to have a 
"preliminary," non-substantive conversation with a client's therapist, informing the therapist simply 
that the lawyer has been appointed and that the lawyer will be making an appointment to see the 
child client in the near future. This solution would allow the therapist to talk to his client about the 
court case and the imminent appearance of the lawyer and thereby prepare the client for the first 
meeting with the lawyer. This may not be a foolproof solution, however; if the lawyer later 
ascertains that the client dislikes the therapist, the lawyer may wish that she had contacted the client 
completely separately from the therapist. Still, if this therapist is a long-term player in the child' s 
life, the lawyer' s initial actions should acknowledge the therapist as an important and ongoing 
resource for the child. 

Like many "micro" choices that lawyers need to make in setting up meetings with their clients, 
this decision must be made based upon the lawyer's best judgment based upon the (probably 
sketchy) information available to him at the time. I would tend to give heavy weight to the length 
of the therapeutic relationship, the client's degree of mental illness or emotional disability, and the 
recommendations of others who know the client as to whether or not to contact the therapist before 
meeting the client. 
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As hard as it may be to admit, most of the time these professionals will be more 
important to the client and his welfare than is the lawyer. While lawyers can 
intervene at critical moments in their clients' lives, solve nagging problems and, 
one hopes, otherwise contribute to bettering the quality of clients' lives, these 
professionals are often an important ongoing part of the clients' lives. Therefore, 
lawyers must treat these pre-existing, and often post-existing, relationships with 
the utmost respect. Even after lawyers are gone, these social workers, doctors, 
teachers, counselors, therapists, lay advocates, and other professionals will 
continue to work closely with the clients, day in and day out. It is important that 
the short-term lawyer-client relationship not disrupt these important services for 
the lawyer's clients. 

For the same reason, involving these professionals as experts in the quest to 
determine the client's best interests is often complicated, because these profes
sionals already have established procedures and goals with the client which may 
conflict with or supersede the lawyer's procedures and goals. First, if a 
professional is currently treating the client, writing a report to a court or attorney 
about the client's best interests could easily run afoul of the confidentiality which 
the professional promised to the client. Second, even if the confidentiality 
problems are resolved, through waiver, for instance, the professional may still 
conclude that stating an opinion and laying forth the evidence for that opinion at 
this juncture in the professional-child client relationship would compromise the 
relationship. For instance, a professional who has premised his relationship with 
his child client on nonjudgmental listening may find that foundation disrupted 
when forced to take a position on the client's best interests in front of a lawyer or 
judge. Similarly, testifying in court on a delicate matter like a child's removal 
from the home may forever taint the professional's relationship with the family. 
Third, the professional may loom so large in the client's life already that his 
importance to the child transcends the professional's role, like a teacher who 
assumes a big-brotherly relationship with the child after hours or the highly 
respected family doctor who attends the same church as the family. Requiring that 
professional to aid the court could put the court's needs before the child's 
long-term need for the friendship and solidarity of this important figure. 

Fourth, because these professionals are already enmeshed in the client's life, 
they may not always have unbiased information to offer. They may be unable to 
shake outmoded views of the family, or they may be overly invested in their own 
theories of the family's well-being. They also may have other institutional 
concerns, related to the agencies they serve. While the best professionals over a 
long period of time may develop strong, constructive, trusting relationships with 
clients, other less skilled or less caring practitioners may develop biases, 
misconceptions, and investments which disserve both the client and the lawyer's 
representation. 
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Therefore, the child's attorney must recognize a central conundrum in seeking 
advice and early factual investigatory information from these professionals. On 
the one hand, these professionals represent an extraordinary font of useful 
information about the client and his family. On the other hand, the same history 
of involvement that makes these professionals so potentially helpful to the lawyer, 
or to the court, makes working with a strange lawyer or a powerful judge a 
complicated and threatening new role for the professional. In addition, should the 
lawyer later discover that the client does not trust a certain professional, the 
attorney will likely regret closely associating with that professional at the outset 
of the attorney's relationship with the child and may suffer in her own relationship 
with her client as a result. 

In seeking information from these professionals, then, children's attorneys 
must: (a) value and respect the ascendant importance of that professional's 
long-term relationship with the attorney's client; (b) act in ways that do not 
jeopardize or compromise that relationship by being sensitive to issues of 
confidentiality and other long-term dynamics of those preexisting relationships; 
and (c) consult the professional about the client's best interests only (i) when 
doing so would yield helpful information while preserving the ongoing profes
sional relationship, or (ii) as a last resort. 

In the end, these professionals ought to be given special consideration by 
lawyers and judges in child protective proceedings. Inasmuch as they have no 
institutional loyalty to the lawyer or court (as the next two kinds of experts do), 
they represent an extraordinarily rich potential source of wisdom for the case. 
These experts have a more ongoing relationship with the client than they have 
with the lawyer or the court, and thus are not hamstrung by the perspectives and 
demands of the court proceeding. For these reasons also, however, relying on 
pre-existing professional relationships to determine a client's best interests can be 
tricky. Because of the delicate considerations involved in using a professional 
already involved in a client's life to help one determine a client's best interests, it 
is best not to rely on those judgments exclusively. 

[b] An Expert Consultant (Who May Also Be an Expert Witness) 
Working with the Attorney 

In an increasing number of cases, lawyers representing children work side-by
side with social workers and other professional consultants hired to aid the lawyer 
in her representation. At the Legal Aid Society-Juvenile Rights Division in New 
York City, for instance, a Juvenile Services Unit of staff social workers work in 
the same offices as the staff attorneys. At some law school clinics, law student 
interns and social work interns work together, supervised by attorneys and social 
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workers, to represent child clients. 56 Private attorneys for children also may retain 
social work or other professional assistance on a case-by-case basis, paying the 
consultants either an hourly rate or a yearly set rate for all cases. 57 

Just as the professionals already working with the clients when the lawyer 
meets them have ongoing relationships with the clients, these expert consultants 
have ongoing relationships with the children's lawyers. This difference subtly, but 
significantly, changes the expert's perspective on the client's case: by contrast 
with the treating professionals, these retained consultants are, like the lawyers, 
short-term intervenors into the family's life who, once the case is resolved, will 
continue to have a relationship with the child's attorney, but not necessarily with 
the child. 

Professionals working with attorneys can provide a useful, and often, crucial 
array of services to the client. First, where a client's specific needs require all 
professionals working with her to have special knowledge or sensibilities, for 
instance, with a deaf client or a client with mental illness, specialized profession
als can help train lawyers in necessary skills and perspectives. Like any lawyer 
undertaking a representation which involves specialized expert knowledge, for 
instance a products liability attorney facing intricate technological questions, the 
child's attorney ought to have these kinds of expert advice as well. Although 
written materials introducing the attorney to issues of child development, 
childhood mental illness, or mental retardation and the like do exist, only a 
consultant can help the attorney apply this expertise in the particular context of a 
new client. 

In these cases, nonlegal professionals can offer practical, concrete help. They 
may help lawyers prepare for complicated interviewing. In some cases, perhaps 
the professional would accompany the attorney to an initial client meeting, to help 

56 This was the model of representation used, for instance, by the Columbia University School 
of Law Child Advocacy Clinic. 

57 In some states, these retained experts may be paid by the court. See, e.g., N.Y. COUNTY 
LAW 722-c (McKinney 1991) (allowing court to authorize counsel to obtain expert services at the 
court's expense). In other cases, where legal aid organizations, public defenders, or even groups of 
private practitioners contract for a group of cases yearly at a negotiated fee, the payment for social 
work and other professional services may be included in the total fee. 

Despite these opportunities, it is painfully clear that the vast majority of lawyers representing 
children do not have ample access to professional services that would help them represent their 
clients more thoughtfully. As with the extraordinary low rate of compensation generally paid to 
lawyers for children, this systemic problem contributes to extraordinary stress and high caseloads for 
children's lawyers and must be changed. Because the rest of this section details how useful these 
experts are to sophisticated representation of children, it is hoped that these arguments can be 
marshalled to convince state legislatures to allocate money for this important need. 
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the attorney develop a working relationship with the client. 58 Professionals with 
strong community contacts may suggest helpful resources for the family, which 
may be especially crucial in shoring up the family to avert the need for foster 
placement of the attorney's client. Professionals may also participate in interdis
ciplinary negotiations, being more able than the lawyer to understand and respond 
to the nonlegal professionals working with the child. 

Finally, nonlegal professionals may be crucial to the lawyer faced with the 
daunting task of determining the client's best interests. Some lawyers delegate this 
function to their consultants, reasoning that these professionals, unlike lawyers, 
have been trained to make principled determinations of best interests in family 
contexts. Lawyers may also decide that consultant experts are critical when the 
issue of best interests is in active litigation, because the consultant can put on the 
child's case through her expert testimony. 

Leaving the best interests determination to a retained expert, however, is an 
extremely expensive option, available currently to only a tiny fraction of the 
lawyering for children community. Even when these expert services are more 
widely available, it is unclear how much of the tasks of lawyering should 
ultimately be delegated to nonlawyer consultants, creating, as it does, an 
inevitable distance between lawyer and client. While all lawyers for children 
should attempt to make these services available to their clients, and should 
sensitize themselves to the specific circumstances that suggest that those services 
must be deployed for a particular client,59 lawyers should not assume that all 
determinations of best interests can ultimately be delegated to others. Lawyers 
continue to need to develop principled ways of determining best interests for 
themselves in circumstances where these experts are not available to them. 

[c] An Independent Expert Appointed by the Court 

Courts in child protective proceedings often appoint experts to investigate 
specific questions and provide guidance to the court on ultimate legal issues such 
as "best interests of the child." The e provisions make eminent good sense, 
because judges are regularly entrusted with determining a child's best interests 
and may not completely trust the parties to present thoroughly the facts needed to 

58 Part II of Representing Children wilJ provide more on this initial phase of the attorney-client 
relationship. Peter , Representing Children, supra note 2. Whenever possible, it is much preferable 
for the attorney, rather than the consultant, to have the primary relationship with the client, for both 
financial and ethical reason . In a rare case, where special expertise is critical to maintaining the 
lawyer-client relationship, a lawyer may decide that the con ultant alone has direct contact with the 
client. 

59 When and how to work with a nonlawyer consultant on the same ca e will be discussed further 
in Chapter Seven of Representing Children. Id. 
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make such a determination. 60 Generally, experts are not appointed on all cases, or 
even most cases. When they are, they tend to be experts with ongoing 
relationships with the court; once a case is over, these experts will probably never 
see the child or family, and perhaps not even the attorneys again, but will most 
likely have an interest in being appointed to evaluate cases for the court in the 
future. 

Court-ordered evaluations can involve a tremendous amount of time, investi
gation, and preparation time. Evaluators must review all relevant records, 
interview all relevant parties and service providers, prepare written reports 
detailing their findings, and testify in court on these findings. Each of these steps 
may be very time-consuming: for instance, rounding up all the records through the 
appropriate releases may take weeks or months; interviewees may have schedules 
that make appointments hard to schedule, and then may miss some, extending the 
interviewing period. Writing thoughtful, comprehensive evaluations takes hard 
work and much time, as does preparing for heavily cross-examined testimony. 

Unfortunately, rates of payment for these court-appointed experts remain 
relatively low. Until the rate of compensation is raised to compensate fully the 
amount of time a capable evaluation would take, many court-appointed experts 
will be forced to seek high volumes of evaluations in order to be able to devote 
a substantial amount of their practice (and to be able to make a living) doing this 
difficult work. 

Attorneys for children may provide input into the choice of court-appointed 
experts in some instances. If the attorney knows of any specific concerns that 
children have with new adults (e.g., a little girl who is very shy with older men, 
a Spanish-speaking child who relates much better in Spanish than in English), 
those should certainly be made known to the court. If the child has given the 
attorney a clear wish as to the issues the expert is to evaluate, the lawyer should 
act in every strategic way to make sure that the expert chosen is one likely to 
recommend the child's desired result.61 Often, the local courthouse or judge may 
have an established slate of experts whose reputations and predilections can be 
investigated through word-of-mouth; while being attentive to the vagaries of 
rumor and sour grapes, the child's attorney should investigate those experts 
thoroughly. For the reasons detailed above, the child's attorney should think 
carefully before allowing a professional already involved with the family to be 
appointed an expert by the court. 

60 Indeed, if more states come to accept lawyers for children as advocates for their expressed 
wishes after counseling rather than guardians ad litem with the same duty to determine best interests 
as the court has, judges may come to rely upon these experts even more. 

61 Similarly, a child's attorney may be required to lobby against the appointment of an expert, 
if the attorney has reason to believe that no expert will recommend the client's objective in the case. 
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Commentators such as Albert J. Solnit eloquently warn against the intrusive and 
possible harmful effect of the evaluations on the child and family.62 A lawyer must 
acknowledge the possible ill-effects on the family and on the child of another 
evaluation by a stranger. Interviews with the court-appointed expert, the time 
spent waiting for these evaluations to be completed, and the diversion of resources 
by other professionals in the case spent in speaking with and providing records to 
the expert may all take their toll. In determining whether to support an 
appointment and how to structure an evaluation's logistics, the child's lawyer 
must carefully factor in all these considerations. 

As becomes clear when thinking through the logistics of court-appointed 
experts, the child's attorney cannot rely upon these experts to advise her about the 
client's best interests, largely because of the timing of the expert's involvement. 
Because courts generally appoint these experts later in the case, where settlement 
has been explored and abandoned, and trial is inevitable, the child's attorney 
should have developed a view of best interests long before the court expert is 
identified. By the time the expert is appointed, the child's attorney should be 
proactively trying to assure that any expert appointed will vindicate the child's 
view of the case. Thus the attorney cannot wait to formulate a view of best 
interests until such time as a court-appointed expert may advise him. The client's 
and lawyer's view of best interests may change as a result of the evaluation, but 
until that time, the lawyer must continue to pursue the client's initial instructions 
and objectives. To the extent that the lawyer must determine and factor in his 
client's "best interests," he must do so for much of the investigation without the 
benefit of the court-appointed expert's thoughts. 

[d] Summary 

While various kinds of nonlawyer experts can aid the lawyer and the court in 
determining best interests, lawyers for children cannot rely upon these experts 
exclusively. Professionals already involved with the clients when the attorney is 
appointed have established investments and goals for the professional-client 
relationship which may well preclude the attorney from obtaining best interests 
information in a reliable way. Some attorneys can retain experts, but those 
collaborations are currently rare, given their expense, and even when available 
may unduly distance the lawyer from her child client. Court-appointed experts 
may prove indispensable in some cases, but are rarely appointed in time to aid the 
lawyer in his best interests determinations. Because each of these professionals 
also has other institutional commitments (the first to his agency or employer, the 
second to the child's attorney, and the third to the court), they are not perfect 

62 Remarks of Albert J. Solnit at class session of the Advocacy for Parents and Children Clinical 
Seminar at the Yale Law School (March 20, 1995) (on file with the author). 
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advisors as to any given child's best interests. 

Ironically, courts may currently give disproportionately heavy weight to the 
opinions of court-appointed experts who, in most ways, are the least knowledge
able of the three kinds of experts. Professionals already serving the client and 
consultants working with the child's attorney may actually have known the child 
longer and explored more fully the background material on the family. Because 
the first two kinds of experts are prevented in many cases from telling "all they 
know" to the judge, however, the court-appointed expert, who exists in the case 
to serve the judge, will often seem to the court to be the most reliable source. 
Strangely, professionals who have worked with the family for years are virtually 
invisible to the court while these evaluators, who may meet the child only once 
or twice, take center stage. Lawyers for children should keep in mind this 
understandable distortion of reality as seen from the bench in preparing their 
presentations to the court. 

[3] The Psychological Parent Model 

As described briefly above,63 the interdisciplinary Best Interests of the Child 

63 In Chapter One of Representing Children, Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit are discussed as 
follows: 

Also influential nationally was a trilogy of books written by the distinguished interdisciplinary 
collaboration of Joseph Goldstein, Albert J. Solnit, and Anna Freud. Goldstein is a Yale Law 
Professor and a graduate in Career Research from the Western New England Institute for 
Psychoanalysis. Freud, who died in 1982, was the Director of the Hampstead Child-Therapy Clinic 
and the prolific author of works on psychoanalysis and child development. Solnit, a child 
psychiatrist, wrote the books when he was the Director of the Yale Child Study Center and a Yale 
Medical School professor of Pediatrics and Psychiatry. Sonja Goldstein, who formally joined the 
collaboration in the third book, is a lawyer and lecturer at the Yale Child Study Center and Law 
School. 

The first book, Beyond the Best Interests of the Child, published in 1973, laid out guidelines for 
child placement laws, premised upon the child developmental principles of continuity, a child's 
sense of time, and the limits of law and prediction. The book recommended that judges apply the 
"best interests of the child" standard placing the child permanently with his psychological parent. 
The second book, Before the Best Interests of the Child, published in 1979, focused on grounds for 
state intervention into families in the first instance, laying out concrete standards which are designed 
to limit state intervention to a minimum. In In the Best Interests of the Child, published in 1986, the 
trio, joined by Sonja Goldstein, focus on the roles of professionals in the child placement process, 
arguing that professionals should generally stay within the boundaries of their own professional 
competence, crossing those boundaries only in rare, carefully thought through circumstances. 

The influence of these books was immediate and profound. "Every subsequent proposal for 
reform of the child welfare system has drawn its vocabulary and central ideas from Goldstein, Freud 
and Solnit's conceptual framework." Nadine Taub, Assessing the Impact of Goldstein, Freud and 
Solnit's Proposals: An Introductory Overview, 12 N.Y.U. Rev. L. & Soc. Change 485, 485 
(1983-84). By 1983, one commentator, Brooklyn law professor Marsha Garrison, reported that the 
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trilogy has profoundly affected judging and lawyering around the country. Armed 
with the principles laid out by Goldstein, Freud, Solnit, and Goldstein, some 
attorneys for children may believe that they are now equipped to determine a 
client's best interests based upon that interdisciplinary teaching. After describing 
the trilogy's central teachings in more depth, this section examines why such a use 
of their principles would violate the authors' own prescriptions for their work. 
This section also briefly examines critical views of the trilogy, which suggest that 
the trilogy's principles do not fully protect all children's best interests. 

trio's "central conclusions about the needs of children in long-term foster care have gained 
remarkably widespread acceptance." Marsha Garri on, Why Terminate Parental Rights?, 35 Stan. L. 
Rev. 423, 449 (1982-83) (footnote omitted). Garrison noted that the trio's premises "strongly 
influenced recent state foster care legislation and several model acts dealing with termination of 
parental rights for children in long term foster care," id. at 449-50 (footnotes omitted), as well as 
social work handbooks and works of national planning commission . Walking through the halls of 
juvenile and family courts around the country, one can hear terms coined or popularized by the 
authors, especially psychological parenting, permanency planning, continuity, and the child's sense 
of time, bandied about during routine bargaining on individual ca e . 

At a symposium convened at Rutgers Law School in 1983 to assess the impact of the trio's first 
two books, one commentator wrote that "the authors have had an impact on the law governing child 
welfare decisions that would exceed any academician's wildest expectations." Taub, supra, at 485. 
Another author, surveying judicial and academic reactions to the fir t book in 1979, wrote that 
Beyond the Best Interests of the Child "became what any author would most fervently desire his or 
her book to become: that which everyone must mention or risk being seen as an ignorant provincial." 
Richard E. Crouch, An Essay on the Critical and Judicial Reception of Beyond the Best Interests of 
the Child, 13 Fam. L.Q. 49, 50 (1979). In 1987, the Harvard Law Review published an analysis by 
New York University law professor and former New York Family Court Judge Peggy C. Davis of 
193 judicial opinions published between 1963 and 1984 that cited either the works of the trio or the 
1963 unsigned Yale Law Journal Note, Alternatives to "Parental Right' in Child Custody Disputes 
Involving Third Parties, 73 Yale L.J. 151 (1963), which previewed some of their ideas. Peggy C. 
Davis, "There is a Book Out. . . ": An Analysis of Judicial Absorption of Legislative Facts, 100 
Harv. L. Rev. 1539 (1987). 

As Chapter Six, 11.C.2 explains in more depth, critic have lodged cogent, trenchant complaints 
about the trio's work. In addition, it appears that their idea have been widely misunderstood or 
caricatured, inasmuch as some advocates cling to their insistence on minimum state intervention and 
label them as "pro-biological family" while other focus on their valuing of the p ychological parent 
as "anti-biological family." A a historical phenomenon, however, the extraordinary reception and 
"absorption" of the trio's ideas, both as they were expounded and as they have been erroneously 
interpreted, cannot be questioned. Their work ignalled a shift towards a child-centered view of the 
placement process, a concern about hasty state intervention in the fir tin tance, and a concern about 
lengthy, unresolved stays in foster care. Their books have changed the discourse of child welfare 
dramatically. 

Peters, Representing Children, supra note 2. 
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[a] The Least Detrimental Alternative: Placement of The Child 
With His Psychological Parent 

Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit propose replacing the "best interests of the child" 
standard with a guideline requiring "the least detrimental available alternative for 
safeguarding the child's growth and development."64 The authors stress that the 
best interests terminology leads decision makers to forget that the child "is already 
a victim of his environmental circumstances, that he is greatly at risk, and that 
speedy action is necessary to avoid further harm being done to his chances of 
healthy psychological development. "65 In addition, the authors note that courts in 
fact do not act in the best interests of children because they must balance the 
child's rights against competing adult interests, including parental rights and 
policies of administrative agencies.66 The authors hope that the "less awesome 
and grandiose, more realistic"67 standard will serve to remind decision-makers 
that their task is to salvage as much as possible out of an unsatisfactory situation. 
It should reduce the likelihood of the decision-makers becoming enmeshed in the 
hope and magic associated with "best," which often mistakenly leads them in to 
believing that they have greater power for doing "good" than "bad."68Thus the 
authors propose replacing the "best interests" standard with "the least detrimental 
alternative." 

The authors define the least detrimental alternative as follows: 

That specific placement and procedure for placement which maximizes, in accord 
with the child's sense of time and on the basis of short-term predictions given the 
limitations of knowledge, his or her opportunity for being wanted and for 
maintaining on a continuous basis a relationship with at least one adult who is or 
will become his psychological parent.69 

This definition incorporates the five critical concepts expounded in Beyond the 
Best Interests of the Child, which are described in turn below. Also described 
briefly below are the limited grounds for state intervention set forth in Before the 
Best Interests of the Child. 

[i] The Child's Sense of Time 

The authors fear that placement decisions more often reflect the adult's, as 

64 JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN ET AL., BEYOND THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILD 53 
(1973) [hereinafter Beyond]. 

65 Id. at 54. 

66 Id. 

67 Id. at 63. 

68 Id. 

69 Id. at 53 (emphasis added). 
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opposed to the child's, sense of time. "Unlike adults, who have learned to 
anticipate the future and thus to manage delay, children have a built-in time sense 
based on the urgency of their instinctual and emotional needs. "7° Children under 
two-years-old, for instance, cannot endure more than a few days absence of their 
parents without feeling overwhelmed. Time frames like months and years can be 
"beyond comprehension" for children before adolescence. 71"Therefore, to avoid 
irreparable psychological injury, placement, whenever in dispute, must be treated 
as the emergency that it is for the child. "72 The authors warn in a footnote: "Three 
months may not be a long time for an adult decision-maker. For a young child it 
may be forever." 73 

[ii] The Limitations of Knowledge 

The authors believe that "too frequently there is attributed to law and its agents 
a magical power- a power to do what is far beyond its means."74 Instead, law is 
properly seen as "a relatively crude instrument. .. [having] neither. .. the sensi
tivity nor the resources to maintain or supervise the ongoing day-to-day 
happenings between parent and child. . .. "75 As a result, the authors urge that 
prediction be avoided, and, where inevitable, limited to "a few. . .modest, 
generally applicable short-term predictions."76 

[iii] The Wanted Child 

The authors insist: "Only a child who has at least one person whom he can love, 
and who also feels loved, valued, and wanted by that person, will develop a 
healthy self-esteem. "77 Offering a child the chance "to become a wanted and 
needed member within a family structure"78 provides children with the important 
advantage of supporting his self-esteem, his love and regard for himself, and 
"consequently his capacity to love and care for others, including his own 

70 Id. at 40. 
71 Id. at 40-41. 
72 Id. at 43. 
73 Id. at 43. 
74 Id. at 49. 
75 Id. at 49-50. 
76 Id. at 52. In support of this principle, the authors cite three factors identified by Anna Freud 

which "make prediction difficult and hazardous": (1) po ibly uneven rates of maturation of ego and 
drive developments; (2) inability to quantify or to foresee drive development; and (3) unpredictable 
"environmental happenings in a child's life." Id. at 51 n.36. 

77 Id. at 20. 
78 Id. at 21. 
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children."79 The authors repeatedly stress that a child's "primitive and tenuous 
first attachments form the base from which any further relationships develop."80 

[iv] Continuity of Relationships 

The authors believe that "continuity of relationships, surroundings, and 
environmental influence are essential for a child's normal development."81 

Precisely because children's mental processes early in their lives are unstable, 
their primary relationships must be stable and represent uninterrupted support.82 

The authors note the different consequences that disruptions of continuity produce 
at different ages: in infancy, difficulties with sleeping and eating; in infants and 
toddlers, separation anxieties leading to less trustful, more shallow, and indis
criminate relationships; in older children under five, setbacks in achievements 
such as toilet training, cleanliness, and speech; in school-age children, achieve
ments based on identification with the parents' demands, prohibitions, and social 
ideals; and in adolescents, possibly feelings of rejection and abandonment.83 For 
this reason, the authors insist that "each child placement be final and uncondi
tional and that pending final placement a child must not be shifted to accord with 
each tentative decision."84 The authors' commitment to continuity prompts their 
quite controversial position that, after a divorce, "the noncustodial parent should 
have no legally enforceable right to visit the child, and the custodial parent should 
have the right to decide whether it is desirable for the child to have such visits."85 

[ v] The Psychological Parent 

The authors believe that an adult becomes a child's psychological parent 
through "day-to-day interaction, companionship, and shared experiences."86 An 
"absent, inactive adult" can never be a psychological parent. 87 Because "unlike 
adults, children have no psychological conception of relationship by blood-tie 
until quite late in their development,"88 the psychological parent may be either a 

79 Id. at 20. 
80 Id. at 18. 
81 Id. at 31-32. 
82 Id. at 32. "Emotional attachments are tenuous and vulnerable in early life and need stability 

of external arrangements for their development." Id. at 34. 
83 Id. at 32-34. 
84 Id. at 35. 
85 Id. at 38 (footnote omitted). 
86 Id. at 19. 

87 Id. 

88 Id. at 12. 
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biological parent or a longtime caretaker with no legal claim. 89 The authors urge 
decision-makers to prize this psychological relationship over traditionally privi
leged relationships, including blood ties, to mirror the child's attachment. 

[ vi] Grounds For State Intervention 

The trio's recommendations for placement with a psychological parent cannot 
be applied properly without an understanding of the very limited circumstances in 
which they would allow state intervention in the first instance. Because the 
authors believe that the state can only rarely offer alternatives which improve 
upon the opportunity to form and maintain nurturing familial bonds in a child's 
existing family,90 they recognize only a few legitimate grounds for state 
intervention. Legitimate grounds are limited to parental requests for the state to 
place the child, requests by long-term caretakers to assume parental rights or to 
give up the child, gross failures of parental care, and refusal by parents to 
authorize lifesaving medical care. The child's need for legal assistance is a ground 
for state intervention (in the form of appointing counsel) only at the parents' 
request, or after an adjudication on one of the previously stated grounds, or after 
an emergency removal of the child from the parents' custody. 91 

[ vii] Summary 

Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit have thus laid out a proposal for those faced with 
determining a child's best interests: place the child with his psychological parent 
swiftly and permanently. As their second book clarified, they believed that the 
state could legitimately consider the child's "least detrimental alternative" only in 
stringently limited circumstances. As the following section demonstrates, how
ever, neither the authors nor their critics suggest that a simple application of these 
principles equips a lawyer to address a client's best interests in all cases and 
situations. 

[b] The Limits of the Psychological Parent Model in Informing the 
Lawyer's Determination of Best Interests 

Neither the authors nor their critics believe that the psychological parent 
approach resolves the lawyer's concerns about best interests in all circumstances. 
The authors themselves proffer their own unique recommendations as to the role 
of the lawyer for children. Their critics fear that the psychological theories upon 

89 JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN ET AL. , BEFORE THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILD 54 
(1979) [hereinafter Before]. 

90 Id. at 11-14. 
91 See infra note 92-98 and accompanying text. 
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which their approach is based are incomplete or wrong and that an inevitable bias 
against poor families of color will result if the approach is not properly 
implemented. This section first examines the authors' direct statements about the 
role ?f the lawyer for children, and then the concerns of their critics. 

[i] The Authors' Recommendations About the Role of the Lawyer 
for Children 

The authors believe, in the first instance, that children are presumed to be 
represented before the law by their parents. "An integral part of the autonomy of 
parents is their authority and presumed capacity to determine whether and how to 
meet the legal care needs for their child. . .. "92 They continue: 

The appointment of counsel for a child without regard to the wishes of parents is 
a drastic alteration of the parent-child relationship. Indeed, it is in effect a 
disposition by the state. It intrudes upon the integrity of the family and strains the 
psychological bonds that hold it together. Therefore it cannot take place until the 
presumption of parental autonomy has been overcome- until the protective 
insulation that parents give children from the law has been broken by the 
establishment at adjudication of a ground for [state] intervention.93 

Clearly, the authors believe that the appointment of counsel for a child should be 
an unusual step. 

Only when parents have, in a sense, forfeited their autonomy in raising their 
children should the state impose counsel for the child on the family. In addition, 
when imposed, counsel is "a disposition for a limited purpose and a limited time. 
Such counsel are to act as lawyers, not as parents. They are to represent a child's 
legal needs by gathering and providing the court with information that it requires 
in order to determine the least detrimental placement."94 

The authors formulate the role of the lawyer for children in a number of 
different ways. The authors require that a child whose placement is the subject of 
judicial proceedings should be represented by counsel "who has no other goal 

92 Before, supra note 89, at 112. 
93 Id. The authors suggest, for instance, that In re Gault "reaffirms the right of a child to have 

his own parents make decisions about what he needs." Id. at 129. The authors read Gault as a strong 
statement of the right of parents to have their children represented by counsel. Other commentators 
dispute this reading. See, e.g., Martin Guggenheim, The Right to Be Represented but Not Heard: 
Reflections on Legal Representation for Children, 59 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 76, 89-90 (1984) (arguing that 
Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit ignore the concern for the child's personal autonomy underlying 
Gault). Certainly, states following Gault have focussed primarily on the child's right to counsel. See, 
e.g., CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. 46b-136 (West 1995); N.Y. FAM. CT. ACT 249 (McKinney 1983 
& Supp. 1996). 

94 Before, supra note 89, at 112. 
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than to determine what is the least detrimental alternative for his client."95 

Counsel for the child "must independently interpret and formulate his client's 
interests, including the need for a speedy and final determination. "96"The role we 
would assign to court-imposed counsel for a child is to advocate what, in accord 
with statutory and case law, is in the child's best interests."97 Unless the parents 
specifically delegate the role of directing counsel to the child,98 the lawyer should 
seek the least detrimental alternative for placement, usually with the psychologi
cal parent. 

As to the necessary attributes of that lawyer, "[a] child's advocate must, of 
course, be sufficiently knowledgeable about children and their development to 
determine what information he must obtain and present about the specific child he 
represents. Our guidelines should facilitate his task. "99 Although this passage 
suggests that the guidelines could significantly inform a lawyer as to an individual 
client's least detrimental alternative, in the third book, the authors make clear that 
counsel's role should be limited and informed by consultation with experts.10° For 
instance, the authors chide a lawyer who offers an opinion about the advisability 
of his client visiting her parents based upon his own assessment of her possible 
mental illness or need for treatment. 101 If the lawyer's job was to advocate for her 
"best interest," the authors write, "he should have recognized the need to organize 
expert knowledge about the meaning of the visits for [the girl in order to equip the 
judge to make his decision."102 Similarly, the authors urge a lawyer representing 
a child to base his decision whether or not to push a case forward by being 
"informed by experts in child development about his client's needs."103 

Thus, the authors themselves do not expect lawyers for children to be able to 
determine a child's least detrimental alternative simply by referencing their 
writings. In fact, in In The Best Interests of the Child, the authors urge children's 
lawyers, as well as other professionals, to stay within professional boundaries, 
cross professional borders with care, avoid dual roles, recognize that they have no 

95 Beyond, supra note 64, at 66. 
96 Id. at 67. 
97 JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN ET AL., IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILD 90-91 (1986) 

[hereinafter In] (describing views set forth in Before). 
98 Before, supra note 89, at 128. Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit pre cribe that the parent remain 

involved in the lawyer-child client relationship unless and until "the presumption of parental 
autonomy has been overcome." Id. at 112. 

99 Beyond, supra note 64, at 67. 
100 In, supra note 97, at 33, 78. 
101 Id. at 33. 

102 Id. 

103 Id. at 78. 
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license to act as parents, and remain both softhearted and hardheaded. This role 
faithfulness, born of the recognition that the parent alone is charged with general 
responsibility for the child, while professionals must exercise specialized limited 
responsibility, 104 leads the authors to prefer that lawyers do legal work and leave 
social work and mental health determinations to experts in that field. 105 

[ii] Critics' Concerns About the Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit 
Model 

As Patricia Wald has noted, Beyond "became a storm center."106 In the 
foster-care context, 107 the trilogy provoked deep debate even as many of the 
trilogy's principles were made law by admiring legislators and judges. In the 
academic debate, in large part culminating in an exceptionally thoughtful 
symposium held at Rutgers University and published in the New York University 
Review of Law and Social Change, 108 commentators voiced three major related 
criticisms. First, a number of readers roundly criticized the authors for using 
inappropriate or inadequate data and authority for the psychological principles 
underpinning their work. Second, one set of critics expressed grave concern that 
the trio's work reflected an overly narrow and culture-bound view of families, 
which failed to recognize the existence and success of diverse family forms larger 
than the two-parent nuclear family. 109 Third, a number of commentators voiced 
their fears that the authors' principles would be disproportionately harsh on poor 
families and children. Each of these criticisms will be briefly summarized. 

First, mental health professionals criticized the psychological parenting theory. 

104 Id. at 3-5. 
105 The authors also make other interesting points about lawyering for children, relating to 

requiring one lawyer to represent all siblings, Before, supra note 64, at 116-17, the special conundra 
of lawyers representing children in a class action, id. at 116, and the widespread misconception that 
giving a child a lawyer is an unmitigated good. Id. at 117. 

106 Patricia M. Wald, The Kindness of Strangers, 97 YALE L.J. 1477, 1478 (1988) (book 
review). 

107 As noted in the historical summary above, the trio's ideas were received favorably in the 
foster-care context, and resoundingly negatively in the divorce context. Marsha Garrison, Why 
Terminate Parental Rights?, 35 STAN. L. REV. 423, 453 (1983). 

108 Symposium, The Impact of Psychological Parenting on Child Welfare Decision Making, 12 
N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 485 (1983-84). The Journal also plans to publish proceedings 
of a follow-up symposium which took place in April 1994. 22 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 
(forthcoming 1995-96). 

109 This section will focus on the sociologically based critiques of the psychological data relied 
upon in the trilogy. A larger substantive critique- attacking the monotropic psychological parenting 
theory and preferring a "family network" approach focusing on a web of supports for the child, 
rather than the dyadic mother-child relationship- is presented as Model Four below. 
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One set of commentators at the 1983 Rutgers conference noted that "parenting 
theory places too much emphasis on identifying a particular most significant 
attachment figure, when it is evident that there will often be several."110 The trio's 
focus on a psychoanalytic perspective distorts the wide applicability of the 
principles upon which they rely- because psychoanalytic research focuses on 
disabled children with more limited coping skills, while research psychologists 
examine nondisabled children, psychoanalytic conclusions may underestimate the 
ability of most children to handle separation or to form new relationships. 111 

Critics fear that the trio derives conclusions about the effects of separation from 
studies of children who have faced other traumas besides separation from parents, 
such as institutionalization, war, and severe deprivation of care. 112 Commentators 
consistently discuss the research of Michael Rutter, whose research suggests that 
the "effects associated with breaking of bonds are significantly related to the 
circumstances surrounding the separation or loss, and are generally not long in 
duration."113 These commentators fear the consequences of an overly broad and 
rigid application of the trio's social policy guidelines, divorced from the evidence 
and research which led to their psychoanalytic conclusions. 

A second set of critics make many of the same points from sociological and 
historical perspectives. These critics argue that because the authors based their 
work on a nuclear family model, psychological parenting fails to account for 
extended family models which prevail in many non-American contexts.114 For 
instance, "shared parenting responsibilities among kin" predominate in many 
Caribbean, African, and African American contexts, in long-standing cultural 
patterns, and as a hedge against poverty.115 Children raised under such circum
stances experience a healthy "emotional universe" populated by people in 
addition to their biological parent.116 These commentators caution that an overly 

110 Everett Waters & Donna M. Noye , Psychological Parenting vs. Attachment Theory: The 
Child 's Best Interests and the Risks in Doing the Right Things for the Wrong Reasons, 12 N.Y.U. 
REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 505, 513 (1983- 84) (citation omitted). 

111 Id. 
112 See, e.g. , Daniel Katkin et al., Above and Beyond the Best Interests of the Child: An Inquiry 

Into the Relationship Between Social Science and Social Action, 8 LAW & SOC. REV. 669, 675 
(1974) (criticizing the authors for their failure to di tinguish separation from deprivation). These 
commentators generally critique the first book for it lack of a "single reference to any empirical 
study in the extensive literature on adoption and foster placement" and its "failure to review the 
literature." Id. at 672. 

113 Waters & Noyes, supra note 110, at 511. 
114 Carol B. Stack, Cultural Perspectives on Child Welfare , 12 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. 

CHANGE 539, 540-41 (1983- 84). 
115 Id. at 541. 
116 COMMITTEE ON THE FAMILY, GROUP FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF PSYCHIA-
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narrow application of the Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit principles could lead child 
welfare professionals to search mechanically for a single focus of attachment, find 
the biological parents wanting in that regard, and sever parental bonds, removing 
the child from a healthy family system. 117 Commentators stress that breaking the 
tie with the biological family can hamper, rather than enhance, the child's 
development: "The disappearing act which is a behavioral consequence of the 
psychological parenting theory is destructive to the child's developmental needs 
and utterly disrespectful of the frailties of the human situation under conditions of 
poverty." 118 

On the historical side, commentators have expressed their concern that 
psychological parenting theory seeks to impose on everyone, for all time, the 
concerns peculiar to a particular class at a particular time. At the 1983 symposium, 
Linda Gordon linked the psychological parenting focus on the mother to the 
"redefinition of women's labor as housework and child care" precipitated by the 
wage labor system that sent men out of the home to earn wages, as well as by the 
industrial production system that took productive work out of the home.119 She 

TRY, NEW TRENDS IN CHILD CUSTODY DISPUTES 80-81 (1980), cited in Peggy C. Davis, 
Use and Abuse of the Power to Sever Family Bonds, 12 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 557, 
569 (1983-84). 

117 Joseph Goldstein, in an interview published with the NYU Review of Law and Social 
Change 1984 Symposium, notes that the notion of continuity set forth in Beyond acknowledges 
extended family groupings: 

We are very respectful of what families of different ethnic groups, origins or economic status believe 
is best for their children. Our guidelines are much more protective of a variety of family lifestyles 
than are many existing laws, which are too broad and vague and put all too much discretion in the 
hands of workers with middle-class notions about good childrearing . 

. . . The notion of continuity pertains to continuity of relationships, continuity of settings, continuity 
of lifestyles. Consider a child who has grown up in a commune of some sort, and has had to leave 
the commune at an age where that style of life is what she anticipates and thrives on. If the setting 
was not the cause for the child's being removed, then every effort should be made to place her in 
a similar setting to reduce the difficulty of the transfer in terms of as many factors as possible. 

Interview with Joseph Goldstein, 12 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 575, 580 (1983-84). On 
December 2, 1995, at a conference in honor of the centenary of the birth of Anna Freud, Joseph 
Goldstein reiterated that the trio's continuity guidelines would honor one or more psychological 
parents. Comments of Joseph Goldstein, Anna Freud at Yale, Developmental Concepts Updated & 
Applied (Dec. 2, 1995) (on file with the Fordham Law Review). 

118 David Fanshel, Urging Restraint in Terminating the Rights of Parents of Children in Foster 
Care, 12 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 501, 503 (1983-84). 

119 Linda Gordon, Child Abuse, Gender, and the Myth of Family Independence: Thoughts on the 
History of Family Violence and its Social Control 1880-1920, 12 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. 
CHANGE 523, 535-36 (1983-84) [hereinafter Thoughts on Family Violence]; see also LINDA 
GORDON, HEROES OF THEIR OWN LIVES: THE POLITICS AND HISTORY OF FAMILY 
VIOLENCE, BOSTON 1880-1960, at 55-58, 84-86 (1988) (discussing the Society for the 
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noted that full-time mothering and male breadwinning were characteristic of 
urban, business, and professional families, and were simply not an option for rural 
and proletarian families. 120 Gordon concludes that, while children certainly need 
"continuing bonds with particular people," she wished to call attention to the 
"social conditions and class perspective that gave rise to this view of children's 
needs," calling for "humility regarding the certainty and universality" of psycho
logical parenting theory. 121 

Prevention of Cruelty to Children's effort to construct a new family ideology according to a modem 
version of male supremacy where the father had total respon ibility for economic support and the 
mother was involved full-time in psychological development of children; noting great difficulty of 
the poor in conforming to new family standards); LINDA GORDON, FAMILY VIOLENCE, 
FEMINISM, AND SOCIAL CONTROL, IN WOMEN, THE STATE, AND WELFARE 178, 
187-93 (Linda Gordon ed., 1990) (arguing that poor urban mothers were extremely vulnerable to 
loss of their children given new child-raising norms brought on by industrial capitalism); Nancy 
Chodorow & Susan Contratto, The Fantasy of the Perfect Mother, in RETHINKING THE 
FAMILY: SOME FEMINIST QUESTIONS 54, 63-64 (Barrie Thome ed., 1982) (arguing that 
post-Freudian psychology assumes the mother-child isolated unit that nineteenth-century industrial 
development and cultural ideology produced and thus gives extraordinary significance to early 
mother-infant relationship for p ychological and emotional development of the child); Ilene 
Philipson, Child Rearing Literature an Capitalist Industrialization, 26 BERKELEY J. OF SOC. 57, 
57-73 (1981) (arguing that industrialization eroded the economic foundation of the family, 
substituting emphasis on emotional attachment in the mother-child relation hip). 

I thank Kimberley D. Harris, Yale Law School '96, for her research connected with this subject. 
120 Gordon, Thoughts on Family Violence, supra note 119, at 536. 
121 Id. The period after World War II wa a "unique historical juncture" for Western women as 

mothers, as more middle-class women than ever before in America and Britain occupied an 
increasingly private and isolated sphere as full-time mothers. Michael J. Bader & Ilene J. Philip on, 
Narcissism and Family Structure: A Social-Historical Perspective, 3 PSYCHOANALYSIS & 
CONTEMP. THOUGHT 299,314 (1980). Not only did fertility rates peak in the twelve years after 
World War II, PAUL ENGLAND & GEORGE FARKAS, HOUSEHOLDS, EMPLOYMENT, 
AND GENDER: A SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, ANDDEMOGRAPHIC VIEW 12-13 (1986), but mass 
migration to the suburbs weakened extended family ties and left many women to raise their children 
in relative isolation. Bader & Philip on, supra, at 315. Bader and Philipson argue that this set of 
unique historical circumstances gave rise to a cultural and scientific idealization of the mother-child 
dyad, in which "mothering took on uch ideological significance in the 1940s and '50s that a new 
host of experts arose to deal with every imaginable problem a mother might encounter, and to warn 
of every possible disa ter that might arise if she were not constantly vigilant." Id. at 316; see also 
ANN DALLY, INVENTING MOTHERHOOD: THE CONSEQUENCES OF AN IDEAL 96 
(1982) (noting that among the complex mechanisms behind the postwar idealization of motherhood 
was the need for women to leave indu trial job which they had held in wartime in order to make 
room for returning male veterans); REPRESENTATIONS OF MOTHERHOOD 6 (Donna Bassin et 
al. eds., 1994) (noting the "concerted postwar shift to return women to the home"); cf JULIET B. 
SCHOR, THE OVERWORKED AMERICAN: THE UNEXPECTED DECLINE OF LEISURE 
83-105 (1991) (arguing that the postwar idealization of the i olated mother-child dyad was the 
culmination of an economic proces beginning in the nineteenth century to remove paid work from 
the home and to restrict women to unpaid housekeeping tasks; ironically, these tasks consumed more 
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A third, more political set of critiques springs from these insights. Because 
child protective laws apply overwhelmingly to poor, nonwhite families, these laws 
justify seizure of children from the politically powerless families "least involved 
in traditional forms of our culture."122 Child protection laws are necessarily 
vague, requiring the use of administrative discretion in their application. That 
discretion, however, often "leads to discriminatory application of the laws that is 
a function of cultural and class bias. "123 In the context of a child welfare system 
that may needlessly separate poor, nonwhite children from their parents on an 
emergency basis, followed by long delays until adjudication and disposition, 
"time is always on the side of the current caretaker" to establish new psychologi
cal ties with the child. 124"The result," writes Martin Guggenheim, "is that a 
politically neutral theory about human behavior works untold harm in actual 
practice."125 According to Carol Stack, this theory allows us to accept "interven
tion and intrusion in low-income families, and ... [to discount] the cultural 
backgrounds and solid parenting skills of low-income parents."126 Presumably, 
these commentators believe that the trio's high thresholds for initial state 
intervention are not being properly followed, while their requirements of 
permanent placement with psychological parents are followed. 127 These commen
tators fear that failure to completely incorporate the trio's guidelines into law 
discounts, disrespects, and damages many healthy, nurturing, poor nonwhite 
families. 128 

time even as household investment in ostensibly labor saving capital equipment (e.g., washing 
machines, dishwashers) increased in the periods immediately before and after World War II); Reva 
B. Siegel, Home As Work: The First Woman's Rights Claims Concerning Wives ' Household Labor, 
1850-1880, 103 YALE L.J. 1073 (1994) (tracing women 's resistance as early as the 1850s to the 
shift from a household economy in which women were paid for work brought into the home to one 
in which women were restricted to unpaid child-rearing and housework). 

122 Martin Guggenheim, The Political and Legal Implications of the Psychological Parenting 
Theory, 12 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 549, 549 (1983-84). 

123 Id. at 550. 
124 Id. at 551. 
125 Id. 

126 Stack, supra note 114, at 547. 
127 As noted earlier, it is critical to perceive the trio ' s recommendations of limited state 

intervention and psychological parent placement as a package. See supra notes 92-105 and 
accompanying text. Unfortunately, it appears that in many contexts the trio's recommendations for 
psychological parent placement have been followed while the high threshold for state intervention 
has been ignored. Garrison, supra note 107, at 475-77. 

128 In response, Joseph Goldstein notes: 

It is not just child placement where the poor are disadvantaged, nor is it the result of anything we 
have said in our books. The experiment on poor families was being carried out long before our 
guidelines. If anything, the guidelines are intended to hold in check the experiment. ... We are 
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In short, critics who generally respect the learned trio and their intentions fear 
that their elegantly clear prescriptions may lead to an overbroad application of 
only half of their proposals. Applying psychoanalytically learned materials in the 
broad context of all children underestimates the particular child's ability to cope 
with separation. The "nuclear family" predicate leads the trio to ignore therapeutic 
family structures that differ from the traditional mother-child dyad. The propensity 
of an overtaxed, potentially classist system to heed the trio's urge to sever parental 
bonds without applying their recommendations for restraint in intervening in the 
family in the first place has led to a system more prone to penalizing poor, 
nonwhite families for nontraditional family structures. These critiques have led to 
another distinct definition of best interests, known as the family network model, 
discussed next. 

[ 4] The Family Network Model 

In response to concerns raised by psychological parenting theory, Peggy 
Cooper Davis, a New York University law professor and a former New York City 
family court judge, has identified a new consensus among research scientists, 
clinicians, and child welfare practitioners. The new consensus rejects the 
"monotropic view" that a child's development depends primarily upon the quality 
of his attachment to one person and instead examines how children thrive in a 
network of relationships. 

[a] The Recognition that Children Form Attachments With Multiple 
Caregivers in a Family Network 

Professor Davis suggests instead a focus on "a supportive milieu in which 

trying to stay the hand of the state. We hope we have provided a basis for the poor to challenge what 
social workers do, what child care workers do, and to call into question what has been happening. 

Interview With Joseph Goldstein, supra note 117, at 582. Professor Goldstein also countered claims 
that continuity of setting presupposed financial ability and middle class or higher status: 

There is an order of importance in continuity. We talk about interpersonal relationships with an 
adult. That is number one and it has nothing to do with money. Then we talk about continuity of 
surroundings. Now the surroundings may be poor or rich, but we try to protect them to the extent 
we can. One of the things that emerges from our guidelines is that it ought to be the state's -first 
priority, if it really believes in the child's well being, to provide the minimum financial basis the 
family needs, the minimum nourishment base, the minimum shelter base, whatever best serves the 
development of continuous relationships. In fact, if the only reason that a mother or father can't 
continue to care for the child is because they have no place to Ii ve, or no money to buy food, then 
we would call it child abuse by the state if the state for that reason removed the child from her 
family. 

Id. at 580-81. 
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caregiving is shared among several adults with whom the child is familiar." 129 

Davis relies upon research compiled by Louis W.C. Tavecchio and Marinus H. 
van IJ zendoorn concluding that "the optimal caregiving arrangement would 
consist of a network of stable and secure attachment relationships between the 
child and both its parents and other persons such as professional caregivers, 
members of the family, or friends."130 These researchers conclude that "in 
research, attachment should be considered in light of a network of relationships 
the child builds up in the first years of life. "131 

Tavecchio and van IJzendoorn further conclude that "given the inevitability of 
temporary separations, the optimal rearing context will, from the child's perspec
tive, be made up by more or less stable relationships with several different 
caregivers who all act as attachment figures." 132 In what these researchers call "an 
extended rearing context, a separation from an attachment figure does not 
automatically imply a separation as perceived by the child: there are a number of 
caregivers who may provide the same source security in potentially threatening 
situations."133 Davis cites other research that acknowledges that children recog
nize a "hierarchy of attachment figures, each of whom may [be qualitatively 
different."134 Davis also finds support within the cross-cultural research, including 
studies done in western Kenya135 and the southern United States,136 which 
identify multiple caretakers in a family network to be normative and therapeuti
cally sound for children. 

Finally, Davis relies upon psychoanalyst Jessica Benjamin's theory of inter-

129 Peggy Cooper Davis, The Good Mother: A New Look at Psychological Parenting Theory, 22 
N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE (forthcoming 1995-1996) (manuscript at 39, on file with N.Y.U. 
Rev. L. & Soc. Change). 

130 Id. at 24 (citing Marinus H. van IJzendoorn and Louis Tavecchio, The Development of 
Attachment Theory as a Lakatosian Research Program: Philosophical and Methodological Aspects, 
in ATTACHMENT IN SOCIAL NETWORKS 24-25 (1987)). 

131 Id. (emphasis added) 
132 Id. at 25 (citing Tavecchio and van IJzendoorn, Perceived Security and Extension of the 

Child's Rearing Context: A Parent-Report Approach, in ATTACHMENT IN SOCIAL NET
WORKS 39--40 (1987)). 

133 Id. 

134 Id. at 26 (citing James H. Bray, Psychosocial Factors Affecting Custodial and Visitation 
Arrangements, 9 BEHAVIORAL SCI. & THE L. 419 (1991)). Davis also cites Bray for the 
proposition that the notion of "one psychological parent" is "controversial and has very little 
empirical support." Id. 

135 Id. at 20 (citing Charles M. Super and Sara Harkness, The Development of Affect in Infancy 
and Early Childhood, in CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON CHILD DEVELOPMENT 1, 15 
(Daniel A. Wagner & Harold W. Stevenson eds., 1982)). 

136 Id. at 22-23 (citing SHIRLEY BRICE HEATH, WAYS WITH WORDS: LANGUAGE, 
LIFE AND WORK IN COMMUNITIES AND CLASSROOMS 116-17, 121 (1983)). 
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subjectivity that challenges "the valorization of the omnipresent, omnicompetent, 
almost always maternal, parenting figure." 137 This notion "lies behind"138 the 
psychological parenting theory: 

In Benjamin's view, the infant has an ability to recognize, to enjoy, and to grow 
in reaction to the experience of the mother's subjectivity. The expectation that 
mother will be omnipotent and subject to the child's will leaves the child in a 
dominating isolation, with an illusion of "mastry," but no sense of otherness.139 

Davis summarizes: 

The work of parenting- of caring for children and helping them to grow
includes the work of meeting their physical needs and providing basic comfort. 
But it is not the work of protecting the illusion of the omnipotent mother who 
satisfies all wants. It is the work of helping [children]- gently, lovingly, 
playfully- to grow in health and to learn to relate in health to other independent 
minds. 140 

Thus, Davis downplays the importance of a single psychological parent in favor 
of recognizing the value and validity of a network of supportive caregivers for a 
child. 

Davis challenges the Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit principles in three ways. 
First, she notes her concerns that the work of psychological parent theorists "does 
not acknowledge cultural and subcultural differences (and arguably underesti
mates age differences) in the reaction of children to separations."141 Second, she 
writes that these theorists "minimize the importance to the child of all but the most 
intense current bond."142 Third, Davis fundamentally conceives "everyday 
separations," as opposed to clearly harmful "long-term and other traumatic 
separation" from caregivers, as "constructive learning experiences" that aid a 
child's development. 143 Davis suggests that Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit view 
separations from beloved caregivers as uniformly harmful and dangerous to the 

137 Letter from Peggy Cooper Davis, N.Y.U. School of Law, to Jean Koh Peters, Yale Law 
School (October 3, 1995) (on file with the Fordham Law Review). 

138 Id. (emphasis omitted). 
139 Davis, supra note 129, at 36 (citing Jessica Benjamin, The Omnipotent Mother, in 

REPRESENTATIONS OF MOTHERHOOD 133 (Donna Bassin et al. eds., 1994) and JEROME 
BRUNER, ACTUAL MINDS, POSSIBLE WORLDS 59- 62, 73-77 (1986)). 

140 Davis, The Good Mother, supra note 129, at 41 (emphasis added). 
141 Id. at 27. 
142 Id. at 28. Note that Joseph Goldstein includes in his definition of "continuity of settings" 

settings beyond the parental dyad, as long as "the setting was not the cause for the child ' s being 
removed." Interview with Joseph Goldstein, supra note 117, at 580. 

143 Davis, supra note 129, at 9. 
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"stability and uninterrupted support" that children need during invariably painful 
developmental initiatives.144 Davis recommends that children be encouraged to 
confront rather than deny routine and short-term separation. In sum, Davis's 
"family network" model defines an emotional universe of attachments which, 
while of differing weight and depth, all interact to create a healthy milieu for the 
child's development. 

[b] The Limits of the Family Network Model in Informing the 
Lawyer's Determination of Best Interests 

Davis's alternative model of best interests resolves some nagging problems 
created by the Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit psychological parenting approach, by 
offering promising avenues for a broader, more "culturally competent"145 vision 
of the family. The family network model acknowledges roles for noncustodial 
parents and extended family members in the emotional development of the child. 
It resembles models that have worked in non-contemporary, non-Anglo-American 
contexts for generations. Additionally, it creates a model for understanding and 
evaluating the extended family systems developed by many nonwhite or poor 
families in America who may have been found wanting under the monotropic 
psychological parenting approach. 

In fact, the Davis model, unlike the Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit model, may 

144 Id. at 9.-

145 Richard Dudley, a behavioral scientist who participated in the 1994 Rutgers symposium, 
gives examples of important ethno-cultural considerations in the child welfare system's work with 
African American families. Richard Dudley, Deciding What's Best for Children: Recognizing the 
Role of Ethnicity and Culture, 22 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE (forthcoming 1995-1996) 
(manuscript on file with the N. Y. U. Rev. L. & Soc. Change). He defines "culturally competent child 
welfare-decision-making" to require: 

the full integration of ethno-cultural issues into the overall knowledge base that informs both 
the assessment and the planning process; the development of the assessment and planning skills 
required to manage those ethno-cultural issues; and the ongoing work required to remain 
sensitive to the fact that the differences between one's own ethnocentric view of the world and 
that of other ethno-cultural groups must be respected and appropriately addressed. 

Id. at 10. Dudley notes, for example, that African American families are often part of a 

multi-generational extended family network that includes biologically-related and non
biologically-related ("adopted") kin, who provide emotional and economic support when it is 
needed. These families are often further characterized by a flexibility in and an overlapping of 
roles and functions; a flexibility in the boundaries between households; and a subjugation of 
individual concerns in the interests of family survival. Children raised in families that function 
in this manner may have numerous adults in their lives who share parenting functions, and they 
may even move in and out of their biological parents ' household. . .. 

Id. at 13-14. Dudley also comments on the "daily experience of racism" experienced by African 
Americans from birth. Id. at 15. 
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provide a prescriptive model that also describes family systems across social class 
in the United States. Just as a single mother on AFDC, who relies on extended 
family members locally and "down south" to care for her children could be found 
to be part of a therapeutic family network, a rich working couple who relies on 
full-time day care providers and regular babysitting, as well as local and distant 
family, could similarly be understood to provide a family network for their 
children. By removing the focus on mothers, Davis's model sees the conscientious 
parent of any gender and any class as an important part of an integrated web of 
attachments which a healthy happy child will enjoy during her development. 

Ongoing debate of the "emerging consensus" about family networking has just 
begun. Certainly, the model fails in its current form to provide clear guidelines as 
to what distinguishes a therapeutic family network from a malfunctioning one. 
While lawyers for children, through the use of genograms146 and a careful 
understanding of the child's daily life, can discern who is in the child's emotional 
universe, they have no direction as to how to evaluate the quality and deficiencies 
of that universe. While the model offers an excellent alternative paradigm to the 
Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit single psychological parent, it currently does not 
provide concrete ideas as to intervention, foster care, and permanency planning in 
the way that the trio's model does. 

[ 5] Summary of the Prevailing Models 

Each of the prevailing models of determining best interests used by lawyers for 
children is partly useful and partly troubling. The total lawyer discretion model 
recognizes the inevitable remainder of lawyer discretion that will enter a 
representation, but fails to cabin that discretion with principles which will ensure 
other-centric decision making or even consistency among the representations of 
the same attorney. The expert opinion model, in its three forms, is inadequate: 
professionals already involved with the client are often rightly constrained by 
ethics and history from disclosing all they know about a child's best interests; 
lawyer-retained experts are expensive and thus currently available to very few 
lawyers; and court-appointed experts serve the court and announce their opinions 
too late to be useful in structuring an attorney's representation. [*1554] 

The Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit psychological parenting model has captured 
the discourse and in many ways deepened lawyers' basic understanding of child 
developmental needs. The model has exhorted children's lawyers to treat time as 
precious and to put their client's perspective first. Its monotropic focus of power 

146 A genogram is a method for drawing a family tree that records information about family 
members and the relationships over at least three generations. See generally MONICA MCGOLD
RICK & RANDY GERSON, GENOGRAMS IN FAMILY ASSESSMENT (1985). This book is a 
helpful manual for constructing genograms in client work. 
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in a single psychological parent, its failure to account for many healthy forms of 
multiple caretaker family structures, and the disparate impact of its partial 
implementation, however, have led to serious concerns that the model, unwit
tingly, has compounded the disparity of treatment between rich and poor families. 
The Davis family network model thoughtfully addresses many of these concerns 
by offering an alternative paradigm, but needs to be discussed in greater detail 
before it can provide true guidance to the practitioner. 

[B] Towards An Integrated Model: Guidelines for the Lawyer for 
Children in Making Determinations of Best Interests 

Recognizing the thoughtful considerations which gave rise to each of the above 
models, as well as the critical historical role played by each model in its time, the 
integrated model attempts to preserve the best of each paradigm while discarding 
the historically outdated or the unintentionally harmful. This Article's model 
borrows and benefits from each of the models described above. Because the 
lawyer must make best interests determinations from day one of each case, even 
before she meets or knows her client, some lawyer discretion is inevitable. Proper 
deference when appropriate to experts, already involved with the case, appointed 
by the court, or retained by the lawyer, will be critical in many cases. Especially 
early in the case, reference to many of the Goldstein, Freud, Solnit, and Goldstein 
principles will be extremely beneficial to the client, particularly the client's sense 
of time and the primacy of the child's development. Like the Goldstein, Freud, 
Solnit, and Goldstein model, this integrated model requires the lawyer to strive 
constantly to see the past, present, and future options from the child's point of 
view and to coax others constantly to do the same. Where a psychological parent 
is clearly in place and able to care for the child, he must be taken very seriously. 
As prompted by Davis's family network model, the lawyer must also look beyond 
the traditional mother-child dyad to alternative family arrangements which 
provide children with the stability needed for their development through an 
integrated family network. 

The model of determining a child's best interests that I espouse requires a 
principled process based substantively on the uniqueness of each child client. In 
addition to the description which follows, the model is set forth in step-by-step 
fashion in part D of the Recommendations Section of this Article. 

With respect to process, the attorney must base her determination of best 
interests on a full, efficient, and speedy factual investigation [* 1555] that leads the 
lawyer to a deep understanding of the child's family system, her history, and her 
daily life. A lawyer can track the progress of her factual investigation by sketching 
these three perspectives on the child's life through genograms, chronologies, and 
daily schedules. A conscientious process, which involves the client's own words 
and desires at every possible point, will, I believe, lead the lawyer to a complex, 
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three-dimensional understanding of who the child client is, what she wants, and 
why she wants it. This deep understanding, and a careful respect for the desires 
the child expresses, must form the foundation of the lawyer's options for the 
representation. This starting point, therefore, returns the question of best interests 
to the context of the representation of a particular child; while any discussion of 
best interests implicates fascinating theoretical issues with which the child's 
lawyer must contend, the lawyer must make actual decisions about best interests 
in the contexts of the child's unique personality and desires. 

Next, when removal of the child from her home is an option, the lawyer must 
consider the child's current predicament not in isolation, but in comparison to the 
actual alternative options that foster care provides. For instance, if a baby appears 
not to be receiving optimal care in his home, but the state foster-care system is 
known to lack adequate foster homes for babies that age in the local area, the 
lawyer must factor that reality into her reasoning. Otherwise, lawyers are tempted 
to see the current home situation in isolation, focused more on what is suboptimal 
about the child's care than on what the state can actually provide instead.147 The 
child faces a concrete set of alternatives at any moment in best interests analysis; 
the lawyer must understand the realities of each before determining a client's best 
interests. 

Next, the lawyer must evaluate the actual alternative options in terms of the 
psychological parent and family network paradigms that Models Three and Four 
have set forth. The lawyer should methodically and thoughtfully compare the 
child's family system, history, and daily life with the priorities and concerns laid 
out by Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit, and Davis. If the child's family history can 
be understood clearly in terms of one particular model, the lawyer may be able to 
eliminate from consideration some of the actual alternative options. For instance, 
a child who clearly had one primary caretaker from whom she has experienced a 
separation, and who is clearly in crisis, may also have no family network to speak 
of. Available alternatives which would place the child in a network of care with 
no single caregiver would appear to be inappropriate. The lawyer should explore 
with the client ways to reunite her with that caregiver, while exploring ways to 
create a larger group of community ties, including extended relatives, counselors, 
school personnel, and role models like Big Sisters, to afford the child some outlets 

147 As the Recommendations of the Fordham Conference note, these "actually available 
alternatives" should also include alternatives that can be created through innovative lawyering, 
including law reform. Recommendations of the Conference on Ethical Issues in the Legal Profession 
of Children, 64 FORDHAM L. REV. 1301 (1996) [hereinafter Recommendations of the Confer
ence] (part IV.B.3.d.). For instance, the lawyer may believe she can compel the system to create an 
excellent foster placement for a client even though one does not currently exist. Nevertheless, 
lawyers must be realistic, although not fatalistic, about what they may ultimately be able to obtain 
for their clients. 
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for support and relationship while the primary relationship is being repaired. In 
another example, a child clearly may be living in the midst of an inner city family 
network, with a beleaguered potential psychological parent figure in crisis. If the 
network can support the child adequately, there may be no need to move the child 
to a foster home. It may also aid the child to shore up the psychological parent 
with supportive services, to afford the child the security of that special relation
ship. 

Lawyers must continue to deepen their understanding of the rich and complex 
debates about child development that continue in other disciplines. At the present 
time, the psychological parent and the family network paradigms help lawyers 
benefit from these debates at some level of sophistication.148 The alternative 
paradigms may at least offer clarity about the changes that a child is undergoing. 
For instance, a client may be raised by a psychological parent, who has disabilities 
which prevent her from caring for the child further; the child then may be moved 
into a foster home that provides a family network of caring and love, without one 
clearly identified substitute for the biological mother's psychological parenting. 
While a traditional psychological parent perspective may cause a court or a child 
welfare bureaucracy to underestimate the strength of the ties developed by the 
child in this foster placement, a healthy respect for models of alternative family 
networks can help the lawyer and the court to examine the foster placement with 
an open mind, with an eye towards consolidating its strengths. When the lawyer 
feels that she cannot sort through the many factors contributing to best interests, 
she may need to seek expert assistance. In one such case, our office retained a 
social worker to work with us to determine whether or not the foster family 
network would or could offer our client a permanent home, before consenting to 
the adoption of our client by third parties.149 

If lawyers are to be open to hybrid forms of these two paradigms, how is a 
lawyer to assess when a hybrid option for the client becomes simply chaos, rather 
than a "diversified portfolio" of caring caregivers? The key indicator, it would 
seem, would be the actual progress of the child's development. Because each 
paradigm seeks, in the end, to safeguard and promote the child's development, the 
first by providing a stable, reliable, loving figure, the second by exposing the child 
to a panoply of loving others, the ultimately successful paradigm for each child 
will be the one, or the combination of the two, which actually aids her 

148 See id., part III.D. Lawyers should be aware that the understandings of child development 
and placement issues in other disciplines are dynamic and constantly changing. The paradigms 
discussed here will certainly shift, evolve, and probably be replaced in the coming years. 

149 This example, taken from my practice, marked my first real understanding of the potential 
limits of the psychological parent perspective and the necessity of additional child welfare 
paradigms. I thank Mona Scales, our social work consultant on the case, for her thoughtful and 
eye-opening teaching about this critical issue. 
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development. Thus, the lawyer should remain concerned about a child who is 
inappropriately aggressive, or morose, or hyperactive, and look closely at the 
structure of her contemporaneous home life. The child who is growing well, 
adjusting adequately at school, and interacting within normal parameters with her 
peers, despite an unusual family structure, should be presumed, to some extent, to 
be benefitting from the current structure of her home. This is not to say that there 
is always, or even usually, a direct correlation between sweet, well-behaved 
children and therapeutic homes, or ill-tempered children and chaotic homes. I 
suggest, rather, that attorneys for children must be open to the wide range of 
idiosyncratic family structures that may benefit children, and make changes to a 
child's family life only when the child's development is clearly at risk. 

When these developmental conclusions are clearly complex, lawyers must 
consult experts for guidance. In a world of excellent resources, lawyers could 
retain mental health experts to consult closely on issues of best interests for their 
clients; this is, I believe, our ethical duty to supplement our lack of expertise.150 

In the current world of limited resources, lawyers can also take advantage of 
pre-existing experts or community resources who can come into the child's life as 
counselors, teachers, and support people, but only, as noted above, if attorneys can 
remain mindful of the critical role these professionals play and their ethical duties 
beyond the court proceedings. When all else fails, the lawyer may also be able to 
convince the court that a court-appointed expert is critical. This route, however, 
is especially a concern when a client has a fixed perspective on her case - the 
lawyer may advocate for the entrance of a very credible witness who will in the 
end contradict the child's point of view. 

If the analysis under the three models of expert deference, psychological 
parenting, and family network is inconclusive, either because none of the models 
point in a particular direction or because the models are in conflict, in the end the 
lawyer is left with the unavoidable remainder: her own judgment and discretion. 
Unlike the Total Discretion model, however, the lawyer reverts to her own 
judgment as a last resort only after a full investigation, which leads to a 
three-dimensional understanding of the child and her actual options; an explora
tion of the psychological parent and family network paradigms and their 
applicability to the child; and a thorough consideration of how and when experts 
might be helpful to the representation. Moreover, whenever possible, the lawyer 
should decline to choose among acceptable options and advocate for multiple 
options, while opposing options that the foregoing analysis may have rejected. 

In addition, I propose two additional constraints. First, in a murky world, where 

15° Chapter Seven of the book explores those collaborations in more depth, and suggests some 
ways to resolve the current resource crunch preventing children's lawyers from retaining these 
professionals. Peters, Representing Children, supra note 2. 
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best interests cannot be easily discerned and a decision in either direction can be 
justified, the lawyer should err on the side of seeking to keep the current family 
structure intact, while advocating aggressively for state interventions that ame
liorate the worrisome conditions in the home. 151 This default implements a view 
that Goldstein, Freud, Solnit, and Goldstein, as well as Davis, and many 
concerned experts clearly share: the value of minimal state intervention, the harm 
of precipitous removal of children, and the importance of seeking in every 
instance the least detrimental alternative.152 This default also acknowledges the 
trauma that the child will experience when she separates precipitously from her 
family. 

Second, at the end of any given decision-making process, the lawyer must 
return to the child's subjective view of the question at hand. How does the best 
interests decision that the lawyer has reached match the child's desires? How does 
the decision reflect what is unique and essential about the child? At this moment, 
the lawyer should return to consider the "seven questions to keep lawyers for 
children honest."153 As always, the lawyer should ask both how the child benefits 
concretely from the lawyer's decision making and also examine whether the 
lawyer's adult perspectives and needs are playing an unduly large role in the 
process. If multiple acceptable options remain, the lawyer should present evidence 
and argument describing all these options to the court while also presenting 
evidence and argument opposing all rejected options. Thus, in the end, the best 
interests determination must end where it began: with the attorney trying to see 
the decision to be made from the child's subjective perspective, with a focus on 
the child's uniqueness and individuality. This structure of decision making, 
starting and ending with the child, considering the child's circumstances in light 
of the two paradigms, and seeking the input of experts when needed, reduces the 
range of lawyer discretion to acceptable levels. 

Two examples follow to demonstrate briefly the way in which a lawyer could 
implement this integrated model; a more detailed discussion of the concrete 

151 Martin Guggenheim would ground this default rule in the substantive law in every state 
recognizing the child's right to be raised by her parents absent a court finding of unfitness. 
Guggenheim, supra note 12, at 1429-30. By contrast, Peter Margulies would ground this 
presumption in honoring the value of connection and commitment in children's lives. Margulies, 
supra note 10, at 1482, 1493-94. 

152 Dr. Solnit, in a discussion at the 1983 Rutgers Symposium, agreed with other participants 
that the state fails to support low-income families who are at risk of losing their children. "Deprived, 
confused parents would not have to lose their children, as they do all too often now, if we were more 
effective in providing supportive services for children and their parents in the home, and if we knew 
how to provide voluntary services that were attractive and accessible." Solnit/Fanshel Discussion, 
12 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 517, 518 (1983-84). 

153 These questions are outlined in the Introduction, supra. 
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execution of the model appears in Chapter Eight, of the book.154 

Miguel: You are appointed to represent Miguel, a thirteen-year-old boy 
who is the subject of child protective proceedings due to the death of his 
grandmother, who has taken care of him since birth. He has had minimal 
contact with his parents since his birth. You meet him shortly after you are 
appointed, minutes before the first court proceedings. He mentions that 
many members of his family live in town. Since his grandmother's death, 
he has been living with his cousin, Luisa, who is nineteen and the mother 
of a one-year-old baby boy. He wants to stay there. You convince the 
court to let him remain there. 

In court, Miguel gives you permission to read his Department of Child Welfare 
file and you agree to meet him at his home the next week one day after school. 
The file is very thin; Miguel's grandmother and cousin had no previous contacts 
with the Department. The file reflects that Miguel is often truant from school, 
especially in the last three months; he is in good health. You speak with the 
caseworker, who has met Miguel and Luisa only once, and knows little about him. 

When you arrive at his home the next week, he is not there. You learn from 
Luisa that as soon as he began to live with her, his behavior deteriorated: he is 
seen by police on several occasions with gang members known to sell drugs, he 
does not attend school, and he is often out until two in the morning. Despite your 
best efforts, you are unable to see him again. 

Two weeks later, Miguel is arrested on charges of possession of drugs. When 
you arrive at court to meet with him, Miguel's great-aunt introduces herself and 
tells you that she wants Miguel to live with her. You agree to speak with her after 
you have seen Miguel. You meet him in detention after learning that the 
prosecutor is seeking extended pretrial detention due to his truancy and home 
history. Miguel tells you that his great-aunt has offered to take him into her home, 
also offering to become his guardian on the understanding that he will abide by her 
strict rules and curfews. Miguel is honestly confused about what he wants, 
desperately wants to get out of detention immediately, and asks you what you 
think he should do. How do you counsel your client? 

Analysis: Miguel's lawyer should begin with a clear understanding of what 
Miguel wants, both in terms of objectives of the representation and feedback from 
the lawyer. Miguel's nonnegotiable wishes are to leave detention. His request is 
for advice as to the best course of action which achieves this goal. The lawyer 
should also note that she does not know Miguel or his family well, lacking even 
the information a less harried second meeting with her client would have 
provided. 

154 Peters, Representing Children, supra note 2. The integrated model is also set forth 
step-by-step in the Recommendations Section of this Article, infra, part Ill. 
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In that light, the lawyer should assess Miguel's actually available options: 

(1) release to great-aunt, on her terms; 

(2) stay in detention ( eliminated from serious consideration based on 
Miguel's stated wish); 

(3) release to stranger foster home (unlikely); 

(4) release to Luisa (unlikely); or 

(5) release to other family members. 

Next, the lawyer should assess those options in light of the two alternative 
paradigms of family structure. A psychological parenting approach might suggest 
that the great-aunt is the best option to provide Miguel with the psychological 
parent that he lost when his grandmother died. Because she is the most prominent 
option, the lawyer should explore carefully with Miguel his feelings about his 
great-aunt, and think through the pros and cons of living with her. The lawyer 
should also interview the aunt, to learn about her family history, the structure of 
her home, and her plan for caring for Miguel. If she appears to offer a stable home 
for Miguel, it is probably true that courts would currently welcome a strong new 
parenting figure and give that figure great deference, and perhaps give Miguel a 
fresh start, when considering the issues of detention and sentencing. The lawyer 
should also discuss with Miguel the strict rules that his great-aunt proposes, the 
positive light in which a court would probably view them, and the negative light 
in which the court would see a second failed family placement, should Miguel not 
abide by the rules. 

The lawyer should also explore at least briefly Miguel's feelings about his time 
with Luisa. The court will need an explanation as to why Miguel will behave 
better at the great-aunt's home, when he did not adjust well to Luisa's home. 
Leaming Miguel's perspective on his cousin will be important to the lawyer's 
getting to know Miguel and his perceptions of his own needs. The lawyer also 
needs to know whether Miguel still hopes that living with Luisa in the future is 
an option. 

Psychological parent analysis would also recognize, as well, the deep trauma 
that losing his grandmother represents. The lawyer should broach the topic of his 
grandmother's death with Miguel, to gauge his willingness and ability to talk 
about it. It may well be, for instance, that Miguel's recent behavior, both his 
truancy and his late-night behavior, stems from his grief and loss. If Miguel is 
understandably unwilling or unable to discuss these issues with his lawyer, she 
should think about creative ways to offer Miguel the option of professional expert 
assistance in dealing with his grandmother's death, through referrals to commu
nity counseling or the use of resources already available to Miguel (from school, 
religious affiliation, and the like). Crucially, involving these resources will 
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increase his chances of leaving detention permanently and receiving a more 
lenient sentence should he be convicted in the criminal proceeding. 

If Miguel is ambivalent or negative about living with his great-aunt, the family 
network model offers another option for the lawyer to explore. The many other 
local family members may individually, or collectively, be able to offer him an 
alternative home. If Miguel gives his permission, the lawyer can contact these 
family members to see if they can propose an alternative. This proposal will take 
time and, because it does not get Miguel out of detention that day, may offer at 
best a backup plan if living with his great-aunt does not work out. 

Because Miguel's main goal is to avoid detention, it is fair to counsel him that 
his great-aunt is his best hope for release from detention and seems like the 
available option in his best interests. The lawyer should also make a plan to keep 
in touch with Miguel and the aunt, and ask Miguel if he wants her to explore his 
extended family network for backup options. 

Thomas: You have represented Thomas, an eighteen-month-old, for nine months. 
You were appointed when he was originally the subject of neglect petitions based 
on his mother's failure to attend medical appointments for his infant skin disease, 
which has cleared up. He has lived since birth with his mother, who is Haitian and 
speaks Creole and only a little English. His mother has recently given birth to 
twins. She has mild mental retardation and a mixed track record of keeping 
appointments for his medical and developmental visits and her prenatal visits at 
the local health plan. Throughout your representation of the children, she has lived 
with Thomas with a variety of family members, including her father, aunts, and 
uncles. 

Soon after the twins were born, you visited her home before court and observed 
broken windows and damaged walls. Thomas's mother reports that her boyfriend 
is responsible for the condition of the apartment, but refuses to say more. You 
learn from the child welfare worker that she has seen roaches and rats in the 
apartment. The worker is seriously considering removing Thomas due to the 
conditions in the home. 

At the home, you also observe your client. Thomas is playing actively, riding 
toys throughout the small apartment, and offering you books in English to read. 
His mother tells you, however, that he sleeps much of the day, with active periods 
only in the morning and early evening. 

Throughout your representation, Thomas has appeared well-adjusted and 
happy. He appears comfortable and happy when with his mother. Thomas speaks 
Creole and some English, and seems to understand you when you speak to him. 
Developmental evaluations have found him within normal ranges and recom
mended follow-up at the local health plan. The mother has missed a number of the 
follow-up visits sporadically. 
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One developmental report noted that the mother had a great deal of animosity 
for Thomas's father, who she has not seen since before Thomas was born. The 
mother has told you that Thomas is "like his father- selfish and nasty." 
Nevertheless, neither you nor any of the case workers who have worked with the 
family have ever seen evidence of any neglect or maltreatment of Thomas, apart 
from the various missed medical appointments. 

Based upon your knowledge of the current foster care resources, you believe 
that Thomas, if removed, will probably be placed in the next city, a one and one 
half hour bus ride from his mother, and probably will live in a non-Creole 
speaking household. 

Analysis: Beginning with the child's perspective, the child appears comfortable 
and happy with his mother. He has never known any life beyond her care and the 
company of his extended family. You find it odd that an eighteen-month-old boy 
should be sleeping much of the day, and tell his mother that you plan to talk to the 
child's developmental treatment people at the local health plan about that. You 
also ask her to take him for a medical checkup concerning the possible effect on 
him of having rats and roaches in the apartment with him. 

Thomas's actually available options are: 

(1) remain with his mother in the current apartment; 

(2) remain with his mother in another place; 

(3) live with a relative; 

( 4) live in foster care with strangers. 

Under a strict psychological parenting model, this mother's current situation 
raises great concern. The strain of raising three children, her postpartum 
condition, and the disrepair of the apartment could be taken to suggest that she is 
overwhelmed with her current responsibilities. You are concerned that her current 
boyfriend, if responsible for the damage to the apartment, has a violent temper. 
Initially, you wonder whether Thomas would be safer in another home. 

A number of factors should prevent the lawyer from seeking removal at this 
time. First, under the psychological parent theory, there are a number of services 
that can be provided to Thomas's mother immediately to prevent Thomas's 
separation from her. Thomas's lawyer should work immediately with the mother's 
lawyer and the child welfare worker to advocate for speedy repair and extermi
nation of the apartment, or alternative housing. Until these repairs or alternatives 
are arranged, Thomas's lawyer should monitor the case worker's progress and 
Thomas's situation daily. The child's lawyer should also explore with the mother's 
attorney whether adequate postpartum support is available to the mother. Referral 
to a community agency that could support the mother during this difficult 
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adjustment period could be especially useful. Because Thomas has lived all his 
life with his mother, the prospect of separation, especially in a distant, distinct 
foster placement, should be an absolute last resort. 

The extensive family network which has previously housed the family should 
be explored as an alternative home for Thomas's mother and the three children. 
The family network may also offer support and extra hands for Thomas's mother 
during the first weeks of the twins' lives. If Thomas is particularly close to a 
grandparent or aunt whom he knows well, perhaps that relative could plan to 
spend extra time with Thomas during this important adjustment period. If the 
strain of raising the three children is too much, the family network should be 
carefully explored for alternative placements, to prevent Thomas from entering 
foster care. 

The lawyer may feel queasy not immediately advocating that Thomas leave a 
home that contains vermin and seems chaotic and violent. Once the lawyer has 
made sure that the system has moved Thomas and his mother into a situation that 
is safe for the time being, however, the lawyer should examine whether the 
impulse to "remove Thomas" does not arise from her own anxiety to have Thomas 
in a risk-free environment which requires less day-to-day attention on the part of 
the lawyer. The lawyer, returning to the seven questions to keep her honest, should 
continually explore ways to preserve the mother's and the family network's 
primary role in Thomas's life, to keep his family intact. 

The lawyer need not limit her actions to preserving the home only. As 
noted earlier, the family should also be asked to take Thomas for medical 
checkups, especially if he has been near rats and roaches. Thomas's 
lawyer should also ask the family doctor or a treating professional about 
Thomas's sleepiness, to inquire as to whether it is, given his level of 
development, of concern. 

As Miguel's and Thomas's stories illustrate, the lawyer's determination of best 
interests always takes place in the context of the child's wishes and the attorney's 
understanding of who the child is, in his context. Especially for verbal clients, any 
best-interests analysis begins and ends with the child's desires. Even for 
nonverbal, less communicative clients, best-interests analysis must begin and end 
with the attorney's best understanding of who the client is, what makes her 
unique, and what has been her context. Beginning and ending with a close focus 
on the child will keep best-interests analysis focussed on her needs and values, 
and not the attorney's own. 

If noting else, this attempt at an integrated model of process and substance for 
determining a child's best interests represents a clear improvement over the total 
discretion model which pervades our current lawyering for children. While I 
remain open to refinements and criticisms of this first attempt at an integrated 
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approach, I am sure that a uniform acceptance of these prescriptions for lawyers 
for children alone would immeasurably improve the quality of lawyering for 
children nationwide. 

Cl.1-3 Recommendations 

I therefore propose that the recommendations of the Fordham Conference 
include the following: 155 

A. The Model Rules and the Model Code direct the lawyer for children to 
conduct as traditional a lawyer-client relationship as possible, being 
directed wherever possible by his child client's well-counseled wishes. 
The lawyer may only modify that relationship based upon a "reasonable 
belief' that the client cannot adequately act in the client's own interests. 
In order to ensure that child clients receive the full benefit of traditional 
legal representation, a lawyer for children should begin a representation 
following these three defaults: 

1. Relationship Default: 

a) A lawyer should begin each representation as she would any 
other lawyer-client relationship: by meeting the client and 
trying to ascertain the client's goals. 

b) Because meeting the client, explaining the lawyer's role, and 
listening to the client's view of the case are almost always 
prerequisite to providing the benefits of representation, the 
lawyer should not deviate from this relationship default 
unless the lawyer can articulate valid reasons for doing so 
which are specific to the individual child client's develop
ment and circumstances and from which the child clearly 
benefits. Even when the child is too young to understand who 
the lawyer is, the lawyer will learn in these meetings about 
the child's personality, unique temperament, and physical 
characteristics. 

2. Competency Default: 

a) A child's lawyer should begin each representation with the 
presumption that the client can understand the legal issues in 

155 The Recommendations of the Fordham Conference contain a modified version of Part D of 
these Recommendations. Recommendations of the Conference, supra note 147, part VII.A. While 
this model applied to best-interests decision making in child protective contexts specifically, the 
conferees modified the model to describe decision making on behalf of the child in a broad range 
of legal contexts. I fully endorse the conference' s broader recommendations. 
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the case and express subjective perspectives or offer critical 
information about them. To the extent that the child's 
developmental status creates obstacles to communication and 
understanding, it is part of the lawyer's job to overcome them 
creatively in order to provide the child client with the benefits 
of an advocate who listens, informs, counsels, and answers 
questions. 

b) Because this presumption is critical to effective representa
tion, it can only be overcome when the lawyer has indepen
dent evidence, arising outside the representation, that the 
child is incapable of understanding the legal issue or express
ing a view of it. 

c) Even if the competency presumption is overcome by limits 
on the child's ability to communicate and understand some 
issues, effective representation requires that the lawyer con
tinue communicating with the client at the level of sophisti
cation of which the client is capable. The lawyer's determi
nation of these limits cannot be static, but must change with 
the child's developmental progress through the course of the 
representation. Thus, the determination that a child cannot 
"adequately act in his own interest" must be made on a 
decision-by-decision, not on a child-by-child, basis. 

3. Advocacy Default: 

a) All lawyers whose child clients can express a view relevant 
to the legal representation should proceed in the first instance 
as if the stated view is the goal of the representation. 

b) Inviability or unlikely success of the client's stated view is 
not a reason to ignore that view. As in any other representa
tion, the child's lawyer is charged with counseling the client 
about the relative strengths and weaknesses of the client's 
stated goal. If a well-counseled client decides upon an 
inviable goal, the lawyer should continue to pursue it, or 
withdraw from the representation pursuant to established 
ethical parameters for withdrawal. 

c) The only time the child's lawyer may advocate for a position 
other than that stated by the client, is after the lawyer, based 
upon independent evidence arising outside of the represen
tation, has determined that the client's development or 
circumstances preclude the client from either expressing a 
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position or being effectively counseled as to the viability of 
the position. Only then may the lawyer seek appointment of 
a guardian or take other protective action pursuant to Rule 
1.14(b) or make decisions on behalf of the client pursuant to 
EC 7.12. 

B. Lawyers who decide to advocate the express wishes of their child clients 
are not free to ignore considerations of the child's best interests. Best 
interests determinations must play a key role in all representations of 
children. Because the best interests standard is prevalent in the child 
client's interaction with legal, medical, mental health, and social work 
institutions, the attorney cannot carry out effective representation with
out developing a sophisticated, principled understanding of the best 
interests of each client. Every representation of a child includes the 
following moments at which best interests determinations must be made: 

1. In order to represent their clients in proceedings subject to a best 
interests standard, children's lawyers must be able to frame the 
goals of the representation in terms of the child's best interests. 

2. In order to work effectively with medical, psychological, mental 
health, and social work professionals, the child's attorney must 
understand the various best interests standards applied by profes
sionals in these fields. 

3. A child's lawyer must be able to make principled best interests 
determinations in those situations where the lawyer is called upon 
to make day-today decisions on behalf of the client such as the 
timing, setting, and attendees at client meetings, or the release of 
sensitive information to the client. 

4. For clients who can communicate and be counseled effectively, the 
lawyer is often asked to advise the client about the lawyer's view 
of the client's best interests. As Model Rule 2.1 provides, the 
lawyer, "in rendering advice may refer not only to law but to other 
considerations such as moral, economic, social, and political 
factors that may be relevant to the client's situation." The lawyer 
should also confront himself with his assessment of best interests, 
to evaluate whether it is free from bias and stereotype. 

5. Lawyers for clients who cannot be counseled and cannot be 
represented meaningfully pursuant to the three defaults must 
determine the child's best interests as the ultimate goal of the 
representation. 

C. Best interests determinations must be made in a contextual, self-
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conscious, deliberate, and principled manner. Lawyers should approach 
the determination of best interests with extreme caution. Nothing about 
legal training or traditional legal roles qualifies lawyers to determine best 
interests. References to the lawyer's own childhood, stereotypical views 
of clients whose backgrounds differ from the lawyers, and the lawyer's 
lay understanding of child development and children's needs should be 
considered highly suspect bases for a best interests determination. 

D. Lawyers for children who must determine their client's best interests at 
any given moment in the representation should employ the following 
process. The lawyer should continue the analysis until only one option 
remains or otherwise until the analysis is complete at step six. 

1. The process must begin with the child in her context. In making a 
best interests determination, it is the lawyer's responsibility to carry 
out a full, efficient, and speedy factual investigation with the goal 
of achieving a detailed understanding of the child client's unique 
personality, her family system, history, and daily life. This process 
should include the client's own words, stories, and desires at every 
possible point. Even where the lawyer has determined that the child 
cannot fully understand or express desires about the legal issues of 
the case, there will be very few verbal children who cannot express 
some views about their own lives. As the lawyer gathers informa
tion from her client and other sources, the lawyer should organize 
those facts using devices such as genograms, chronologies, and 
daily schedules to ensure that the lawyer is working from a thickly 
detailed view of the child client as an unique individual. 

2. Essential to the process at its beginning is also a snapshot of the 
child at the moment of the determination. How is the child 
developing? How is the child behaving? How is the child benefit
ting or suffering from her current living arrangement? A lawyer 
should beware of undertaking these determinations without current 
contact with the client. 

3. The determination must consider the options actually available to 
the child. Best interests determinations are not made in a vacuum. 
A lawyer who determines that a child's current situation is not in 
the child's best interest, but who does not consider whether the 
resulting intervention would be any better has done that child client 
no service. The lawyer must go further and consider the actual 
alternative options to the child's current situation in determining 
whether the proposed state intervention is in the child's best 
interests. Where the proposed intervention results in no improve
ment for the child, the child's attorney should be prepared to 
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negotiate other forms of intervention, or no intervention at all. 

4. In considering the actually available options that the lawyer and 
client have identified, the lawyer should examine each option in 
light of two important child welfare paradigms: the psychological 
parent model and the family network model. 

a. The psychological parent model- Does the option allow the 
child to remain with or to develop a relationship with a 
psychological parent who wants him and can provide conti
nuity in day-to-day interaction, companionship, and shared 
experiences? Does the option respect the child's sense of 
time? Does the choice of the option recognize the limit of our 
predictive knowledge and confine itself to small, modest, 
generally short-term predictions? 

b. The family network model- Does the option allow the child 
to remain with or to develop a relationship with a family 
network which provides a supportive milieu in which car
egiving is shared among several adults with whom the child 
is familiar? In assessing various options available to the 

child with respect to these paradigms, the 
lawyer should be aware that these paradigms 
intersect and interact in various ways. A child 
may be moving from a situation that resembles 
one paradigm into a situation that resembles 
the other. The child may be situated in an 
inadequate version of a family network, which 
could use the anchor of a strong psychological 
parent-like figure. A child may have lost their 
psychological parent, and have only an ex
tended family network, with no clearly defined 
parental substitute identified. It will often be 
conceptually useful for the lawyer to under
stand the options the child faces in these lights. 

In many cases, the lawyer can combine her understanding of 
the child and her context with these analytical paradigms and 
reach useful conclusions about best interests. The lawyer may, 
for instance, find that the child has always thrived in one 
paradigm and floundered in another, or generally requires a 
hybrid. Because the paradigms seek to identify family struc
tures that aid a child's development, the actual progress of the 
client's development offers critical input in making those 
determinations. 
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In working with analytical paradigms derived from other fields, 
the lawyer should always remember that a little knowledge is a 
dangerous thing. This step will, therefore, ordinarily not be 
dispositive unless one paradigm or the other unproblematically 
accounts for much of the client's life history. 

5. When this analysis becomes too complex, lawyers must consult 
experts for guidance. Where possible, lawyers should retain mental 
health and social work experts to aid them in making these best 
interests determinations in the course of their representations. 
Because much of the data upon which the decision is based is 
confidential lawyer-client information, the retained consultant is 
often the optimal, and only ethically acceptable, guide. When lack 
of resources or other factors make such a consultant impracticable, 
the lawyer may look to experts already involved with the client, or 
occasionally court-appointed experts. These latter experts, how
ever, do not share the lawyer 's duty of advocacy with respect to the 
child client's wishes and perspectives, often have other institutional 
loyalties, may have important ongoing relationships with the child 
that must not be damaged, or may not offer opinions to the lawyer 
in a timely fashion. 

6. At this point in the process of determining best interests, there still 
may be no definitively preferable option for the child. If multiple 
acceptable options remain, the lawyer should represent evidence 
and argument describing all these options to the court while also 
presenting evidence and argument opposing all rejected options. If 
presenting multiple options is not possible, the lawyer is then left 
to his discretion. In exercising that discretion, the lawyer may be 
guided by a number of useful considerations. 

a. Where a decision in either direction can be justified, the 
lawyer should err on the side of keeping the current family 
structure intact, while advocating aggressively for state inter
ventions that ameliorate the worrisome conditions in the 
home. 

b. The decision-making process should end with the child and 
his subjective perspective. During and at the end of the 
exercise of his discretion, the lawyer should consider seven 
questions to keep his decision child-centered and free of his 
own biases: 

(1) In making decisions about the representation, am I 
seeing the case, as much as I can, from my client's 
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point of view, rather than from an adult's point of 
view? 

(2) Does the child understand as much as I can explain 
about what is happening in his case? 

(3) If my client were an adult, would I be taking the same 
actions, making the same decisions and treating her in 
the same way? 

(4) If I decide to treat my client differently from the way 
I would treat an adult in a similar situation, in what 
ways will my client concretely benefit from that 
deviation? Is that benefit one which I can explain to 
my client? 

(5) Is it possible that I am making decisions in the case for 
the gratification of the adults in the case, and not for 
the child? 

( 6) Is it possible that I am making decisions in the case for 
my own gratification, and not for that of my client? 

(7) Does the representation, seen as a whole, reflect what 
is unique and idiosyncratically characteristic of this 
child? 

CONCLUSION 

Lawyers for children are ethically required to pursue as traditional as possible 
a lawyer-client relationship with their clients. Even traditional lawyer-client 
relationships, however, require the lawyer to contend with the issue of the child's 
best interests during important moments in the representation. The "best interests 
of the child" is often the ultimate legal standard in the pending legal proceedings. 
"Best interests" is the guiding concern for most of the other professionals 
involved with the client. The lawyer must make day-to-day decisions in the 
client's best interests, including structuring encounters with the client, the 
transmission of information, and the provision of services to the client. For clients 
who can benefit from counseling, the lawyer will often be asked to outline the 
client's best interests. In these cases the lawyer must confront herself with her own 
gut instincts about the child's best interests to be aware of when she may be trying 
to impose her preferences and biases onto the client. For clients who cannot be 
represented in an essentially traditional, client-directing mode, the lawyer may 
have to determine the very objectives of the representation with reference to the 
child's best interests. 

Lawyers for children have tended, empirically, to rely upon their total 
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discretion in determining their clients's best interests in these situations. Recently, 
other models have begun to inform these determinations. Expert opinions, by 
experts already involved with the client, court-appointed experts, and lawyer
retained experts, can contribute to the determination, where resources are 
available to pay them. 

The interdisciplinary team of Goldstein, Freud, Solnit, and Goldstein have 
educated children's lawyers in psychological parenting theory, directing lawyers, 
judges, and child welfare systems to seek the 

specific placement and procedure for placement which maximizes, in accord with 
the child's sense of time and on the basis of short-term predictions given the 
limitations of knowledge, his or her opportunity for being wanted and for 
maintaining on a continuous basis a relationship with at least one adult who is or 
will become is psychological parent. 156 

Peggy Davis has suggested that child welfare professionals focus instead on "a 
supportive milieu in which caregiving is shared among several adults with whom 
the child is familiar."157 

In making a best interests determination at any given moment of the 
representation, the lawyer for children should deliberate as follows: she should 
begin with the child- his personality, his subjective perspective, his family 
history, and context. The lawyer should also look at the child client's immediate 
situation- his behavior, his satisfaction with the status quo, the progress of his 
development. Then the lawyer should identify the actually available options for 
the child. She should evaluate each option in light of the psychological parent and 
family network paradigms to understand conceptually the options facing her 
client. In some cases, this analysis will identify a single best path for pursuing the 
child's best interests. 

Where it does not, the child's attorney should consider consulting an expert, 
one whom she retains or, less frequently, an expert already involved with the child 
or one appointed by the court. The lawyer should advocate multiple acceptable 
options for the client, while opposing all rejected options. Where advocacy of 
multiple options is impossible, the lawyer must exercise her own discretion. This 
discretion can be further guided by two sets of concerns. First, where alternative 
paths appear equally appealing, the lawyer should err on the side that preserves 
the existing family arrangements to the greatest possible degree. Second, the 
lawyer should end the best-interests decision-making process with the child and 
his subjective views, by considering once again the seven questions to keep her 
honest. 

156 Beyond, supra note 64, at 53. 
157 Davis, The Good Mother, supra note 129, at 39. 
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This process for determining best interests will need to be continually refined, 
as new paradigms of child welfare emerge and as resources for interdisciplinary 
collaborations by lawyers with other professionals expand. This integrated model 
offers an important alternative to the prevailing total discretion, guardian ad litem, 
model, which must be replaced. 
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SPECIAL REPORT 
Concrete Strategies for Managing Ethically
Based Conflicts Between Children's Lawyers 
and Consulting Social Workers Who Serve 

the Same Client 

by Jean Koh Peters· 

How should attorneys for children manage professional conflicts with consult
ing social workers whom the law firm hires or retains to aid the firm in 
representing its clients? This essay addresses three issues related to this concern. 
Part One argues that lawyers for children owe an ethical duty to their clients to 
work as cooperatively as possible with consultant social workers. This duty is 
based on readings of the legal ethical codes, the lawyers' statutory mandates and 
other factors intrinsic to the legal role. Part Two describes the challenge posed by 
this shared ethical duty: due to the distinct ethical mandates of the two 
professions, these legal and social work practitioners must expect conflict and 
tension in cooperating to represent a common client. Part Three discusses an 
example of an inter-professional ethical conflict which paralyzed a client's legal 
representation, presents concrete strategies for managing inherent professional 
conflicts as they arise, and suggests preventive strategies to eliminate unnecessary 
conflict among the professionals. 

* Associate Director, Child Advocacy Clinic, Columbia University; Assistant Clinical Professor 
of Law, Columbia University. Since October 1983, I have represented children by court appointment 
in the context of court proceedings in which the child's placement, whether at home or with state 
agents, was in question, e.g., child protective, tatus offender, delinquency, termination of parental 
rights, and review of voluntary placement proceeding . This essay arises out of that experience and 
my belief that my ethical duties under the Code of Professional Responsibility and New York law 
make my client's stated wishes a primary concern in my client representation. It is my hope that 
these ideas will be of use not only to attorneys sharing my experience, but also to other lawyers and 
social workers. 

In preparing this essay, I am indebted to my research assistants, Sondra Burling, J.D., Mary 
DeMarco-Abrahs, and Malke Peters, Mary Banach, A.C.S.W., Janet Fink, Esq. , Daniele Gerard, 
J.D., Margaret Handler, J.D. , Myles Schneider, M.D., Jane Spinak, Esq. for their constructive 
comments and support of this essay. I also am grateful to Suzanne Malmgren for her painstaking 
work on this manuscript. I am most grateful for the support of a summer research fellowship from 
the Columbia University School of Law during my work on this essay. 
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The ideas developed in this essay apply to the lawyer-social worker relationship 
in a distinct context. In this intra-agency context, the lawyer and social worker are 
both employees of the law firm assigned by the court to represent the child. The 
lawyer may be a solo practitioner or an attorney in a larger firm; the expert may 
be retained on a particular case, or hired as a salaried employee of the firm. While 
some of the ideas presented here translate easily to the interagency context, where 
the lawyer and the social worker work for separate agencies and play 
systemically-defined separate roles for the child, these ideas were developed in 
and for the intra-agency context. 1 

[I] The Children's Attorney's Ethical Duty To Work In Cooperation 
With Consulting Child Welfare Professionals 

The Model Code of Professional Responsibility ("CPR") and the ABA Model 
Rules of Professional Conduct ("Model Rules")2 are silent on the standards of 
attorney behavior towards members of other professions. This silence contrasts 
sharply with the explicit mandate of two codes of professional responsibility, 
directing social workers to cooperate with colleagues in other professions. The 
1979 Delegate Assembly of the National Association of Social Workers adopted 
a Code of Ethics ("NASW Code") to which all its members subscribe.3 The 
NASW Code states that "[t]he social worker should extend to colleagues of other 
professions the same respect and cooperation that is extended to social work 
colleagues. "4 

Similarly, the National Federation of Societies for Clinical Social Work has 
created a model set of standards and ethics, the Code of Ethics ("NFSCSW 

1 For some interesting discussions in the social work literature about the interaction of social 
workers and lawyers generally, see 7 Prac. Dig., Number 2, Fall 1984, in its entirety. 

2 As of this writing, 30 states have enacted some version of the Model Rules of Professional 
Conduct to govern their state bar. This number includes North Carolina, whose code is based 
primarily on the Model Rules but contains elements of the Model Code. Two states, Oregon and 
Vermont, have enacted codes based on both the CPR and the Model Rules in their jurisdictions. 
LAW. MAN. ON PROF. CONDUCT (ABA/BNA) 01:3-01:29 (July 20, 1988). 

According to staff members at the ABA Center for Professional Responsibility in Chicago, the 
remaining states and the District of Columbia have enacted codes based on the CPR to govern their 
local bar. The ABA reports that there is legislation pending in some states which would enact new 
codes based on the Model Rules. 

3 Note that the NASW also issues disciplinary rulings based on the Code. CODES OF 
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY, 166 (R. Gorlin, ed. 1986). 

4 NASW Code III.J.8. NASW Code III.J.1-7 discusses the "Social Worker's Ethical Responsi
bility to Colleagues" generally, including respect, fairness, courtesy, cooperation to promote 
professional interests and concerns, respect of confidences, and arbitration and mediation of 
conflicts with colleagues. 
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Code"), for the professional practice of clinical social workers, mostly psycho
therapists. 5 The NFSCSW Code notes that 

clinical social workers act with integrity in their relationships with colleagues and 
members of other professions. They know and take into account the traditions, 
practices, and areas of competence of other professionals and cooperate with them 
fully for the welfare of the clients. 6 

In light of the silence of the legal ethical codes on the issue of cooperation with 
other professions, it might be argued that attorneys are bound only to pursue 
single-minded advantages on behalf of their clients, and that cooperative 
interprofessional relations are a secondary concern. Indeed, in many cases, 
although the consulting social worker engaged by the firm believes that the child's 
wishes are not in the child's best interests, the firm may be ethically bound to 
pursue the child's wishes exclusively. Nevertheless, four factors intrinsic to the 
role of the lawyer for children require attorneys representing children to strive at 
the outset of most cases for cooperation with the social work consultant7 for the 
benefit of the firm's client: 

a) the additional ethical duties assigned to lawyers with clients under a 
disability; 

b) state laws which assign to lawyers for children the duty to know or represent 
the child's interests; 

c) the frequent need for social work assistance in performing basic legal tasks 
of interviewing and counselling the client, and preparing the client for testimony; 
and 

d) the ubiquitous legal standard of "the best interests of the child." 

As demonstrated below, these four factors often make a cooperative, construc
tive relationship with social workers a crucial element of responsible legal 
representation of children. 

5 Id. at 16. This publication contains ethical codes for many disciplines and provides an excellent 
basis for interdisciplinary comparison of profe sional code generally. 

An examination of psychiatric and psychological professional responsibility codes demonstrates 
that those professions share the ethical imperative to cooperate with other professions. See, e.g., 
American Psychiatric Association Code of Ethics policy statement, and Sections 5 and 7, id. at 127, 
133-35. See also American Psychological Association Ethical Principles of Psychologists, Principal 
7, id. at 139, 144. 

6 NFSCSW Code III. 
7 Specific sugge tions for ways in which attorneys and consulting social workers can cooperate 

in the face of conflicting ethical duties are outlined in Part III below. 
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[A] The Additional Duties Of The Attorney Representing A Client Under 
A Disability 

Both the CPR and the Model Rules discuss the responsibilities of an attorney 
representing a client under a disability. 

[l] CPR Ethical Consideration 7-12 ("EC 7-12"). 

EC 7-12 notes that "[a]ny mental or physical condition of a client that renders 
him incapable of making a considered judgment on his own behalf casts 
additional responsibilities upon his lawyer." A child client, because of his or her 
age, maturity or mental capabilities, may fall into this category, as we will see 
below. EC 7-12 continues that in such cases the "lawyer may be compelled in 
court proceedings to make decisions on behalf of the client." 

The CPR advises the attorney making decisions on behalf of a disabled client 
in two ways. First, from a client "capable of understanding the matter in question 
or contributing to the advancement of his interests," the attorney should "obtain 
all possible aid." Second, an attorney making a decision for the client "should 
consider all circumstances then prevailing and act with care to safeguard and 
advance the interests of his client." 

The child's attorney may need the help of social work or other mental health 
professionals not only when acting under EC 7-12, but also in first determining 
whether or not the client falls within EC 7-12. Without the input of a consultant 
social work or mental health professional, the attorney may not be able to 
determine whether the client suffers from a mental or physical condition rendering 
the child incapable of making a considered judgment on his own behalf. Since that 
threshold provision of EC 7-12 requires an assessment of the cognitive and 
emotional maturity of the client, in many cases a social worker's assessment may 
be crucial. 8 For this assessment, the attorney may rely upon either her own 

8 One social worker has explained very lucidly the contributions that social workers, on equal 
footing with lawyers within an office, can make a client service in a law office. Scherrer. How social 
workers help lawyers, 21 SOCIAL WORK 279(1976). Scherrer focusses on social work services of 
interviewing, evaluation, crisis intervention, short-term casework, negotiation, and referral. With 
respect to evaluation, Scherrer notes that the social worker's training in "assessing such intangibles 
as personality and mental status in order to evaluate a client's situation" "contributes significantly 
to the lawyer's appraisal of the facts. . .. " Id. at 280. 

Little if any literature guides professionals on the exact standards of "considered judgment." 
Some may adopt the rather low standards for competency to stand trial; others could adopt a more 
demanding measure of maturity and discretion. Further study clarifying the standards of considered 
judgment would contribute greatly to a more widespread and more sophisticated understanding of 
EC 7-12 among practitioners. 
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consultant or the opinion of an outside professional hired by another agency. 9 

Once the attorney has determined, with social work or other mental health 
input, that the child does fall within EC 7-12, pursuant to the two additional 
provisos of EC 7-12, the attorney will require more social work assistance. Both 
provisos require the attorneys to ascertain the client's interests. Most lawyers have 
not received professional training which would provide a basis for ascertaining 
their clients' interests. Without expert input, there is a substantial danger that 
attorneys might substitute their own personal values for a more educated 
determination of the child's welfare. 10 In only considered exceptions, 11 then, 
should attorneys choose not to consult with trained child welfare professionals in 
order to determine these interests before discharging their additional responsibili
ties under EC 7-12. 

In addition, when a client is determined to fall under EC 7-12, the attorney must 
additionally determine if the client is "capable of understanding the matter in 
question or contributing to the advancement of his interests." The consulting 

9 While it might at first be thought preferable to rely only on the attorney's own consultants, the 
child client's welfare may require the attorney to rely on outside opinions. This is the case when 
children are slow to develop open communication with strangers, or where repeated interviews of 
the child are especially traumatic. I have often been warned by social work and psychiatric 
colleagues against a proliferation of strangers establi hing professional relationships with a child 
and the unnecessary intrusiveness of endles interviews. For that reason, I have often been advised 
to plan interviews with my clients carefully, to avoid constant shifting of personnel or to arrange 
transitional interviews involving retiring and incoming personnel when personnel shifts are 
inevitable. 

In other cases, I have been advised to rely upon the opinion of per onnel from other agencies, 
rather than disrupt the child's daily life by introducing the law firm's consultant to the child. In tho e 
cases, I have often been aided by an assessment by the consultant concerning the quality work 
performed by others. For example, in the case of a particularly vulnerable client, my consultants 
determine that qualified agency workers have performed a thorough examination and they trust the 
conclusions of those outside workers, I have in the past felt comfortable relying on the outside 
workers' assessment. 

10 In the third volume of their noted trilogy, Jo eph Goldstein, Anna Freud, Albert Solnit and 
Sonja Goldstein warn profe sional to resist making 

determinations that are not for them to make. While all professional may be fact-finders, not all 
facts are for them to find. While all may be opinion givers, not all opinions are for them to give. 

J. GOLDSTEIN, A. FREUD, A. SOLNIT ANDS. GOLDSTEIN, IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF 
THE CHILD 21 (1986). The interdisciplinary team warns all professionals to confront and respect 
the professional boundarie and refrain from exceeding their competence and authority by entering 
the province of other experts. 

11 For instance, an attorney representing a child abandoned at birth by her parents who has lived 
since birth in a pre-adoptive home may opt not to con ult a social worker as to that child's best 
interests. This may be especially true in legal ervice settings where carce consulting social work 
resources require that attorneys choose carefully which cases to refer to the social work staff. 
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social worker, as well as other mental health consultants, will often make that 
determination as well. 12 If the consultants find the child is capable of understand
ing or contributing to his case, attorneys "seeking all possible aid" from their 
client may be placed in the position of interviewing or counselling a client whom 
they have already determined to be incapacitated by a mental or physical 
condition. Again, most attorneys lack training in interviewing and counselling 
children, much less children who may be suffering from psychiatric or emotional 
conditions.13 

Even experienced children's attorneys will require help in interviewing certain 
very young or unusually disabled clients. These children, nevertheless, may still 
be able to provide information, a point of view, a preference, or other perspectives 
which would aid the attorneys in their representation. Trained consulting social 
workers, working with the attorneys, could ensure that the lawyers indeed do 
obtain all possible aid from their incapacitated clients. 

A brief example can illustrate the steps an attorney should undertake with a 
child client under EC 7-12. Keisha, a ten-year-old mentally retarded child alleged 
to be excessively corporally punished by her mother, emphatically states that she 
wants to remain at home. Her attorney must first determine, with the help of 
mental health consultants, whether or not Keisha is "capable of making a 
considered judgment on [her] own behalf." If Keisha is determined to be 
incapable of making such a judgment, but "capable of understanding the matter in 
question or contributing to the advancement of [her] interests," her attorney must 
still attempt to interview her to "obtain all possible aid." Because of Keisha's 
disability, this interview may require social work assistance. Once Keisha's aid is 
obtained, the attorney must then determine her interests, again in most cases with 
a consulting social worker's advice. 

If Keisha is capable of making a considered judgment on her own behalf, her 
attorney must pursue her wishes. As discussed in Part l.d. below, this traditional 
attorney-client relationship will require her attorney to interview her and interpret 
her wishes, tasks which, due to her mental retardation may also require social 
work assistance. Thus attorneys responding to the provisos of EC 7-12 often 
require the aid of child welfare professionals in the many tasks required to fulfill 
their ethical duties under the CPR. The Model Rules offer different imperatives 
which also call for cooperation with consulting social workers in several contexts. 

12 As with the considered judgment standard, professionals are given little guidance as to the 
criteria for this lesser capacity. This standard also appears to be a ripe subject for further study. 

13 Scherrer, supra note 8, notes, with respect to interviewing specifically, that lawyers typically 
seek facts in great and concrete detail while social workers may engage clients more easily by 
focusing on the "reality of the client's emotional state," thereby putting "concrete reality into a 
totally different perspective." Id. at 280. 
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[2] Model Rule 1-14 ("MR 1.14"). 

MR 1.14 stresses the maintenance of a traditional lawyer-client relationship, in 
contrast to EC 7-12's modification of that relationship.14 MR 1.14(1) requires that: 

[ w ]hen a client's ability to make adequately considered decisions in connection 
with the representation is impaired, whether because of minority, mental disability 
or for some other reason, the lawyer shall, as far as reasonably possible, maintain 
a normal client-lawyer relationship with the client. 

When such a relationship cannot be maintained, MR l.14(b) states that the lawyer 
is allowed to 

seek the appointment of a guardian or take other protective action with respect to 
a client, only when the lawyer reasonably believes that the client cannot 
adequately act in the client's own interest. 

Again, to invoke this provision, the attorney must rely on some assessment of 
the client's interest, an assessment that attorneys are often not trained to make on 
the client's behalf. Even where such an evaluation appears to be straightforward 
to the layperson, specific approaches to protecting the child's interest may require 
social work expertise. 

For instance, in many child placement cases, an unassisted lawyer may be 
hard-pressed to determine what is an appropriate "protective action." In Keisha's 
case, is the correct protective action removal of the child from the home, 
counselling for the parent or family, provision of homemaker services to the 
household, or some other measure? Or is it best to ask the court to appoint a 
guardian? In this case, a lawyer's consulting social worker could investigate this 
particular child's circumstance to determine, first, whether the child's decisions as 
to the objectives of the representation should be honored, as required by MR 
l.14(a), or supplanted, pursuant to MR l.14(b). If all the evidence leads the 
attorney "reasonably [to] believe that the client cannot adequately act in the 
client's own interest," then the lawyer may again need to consult with a child 
welfare professional about the proper protective action required to best serve the 
client. 15 

Thus, to fulfill their responsibility under either legal ethical code, lawyers for 

14 Note that while the language of EC 7-12 and MR 1.14 differ sharply, the comments to MR 
1.14 incorporate much of the substance of EC 7-12. MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL 
CONDUCT Rule 1.14 (comments [1]-[5]) (1983). 

15 Note that a comment accompanying MR 1.14 suggest that an attorney who realizes that 
disclosure of the client's disability can adver ely affect her client's intere t, e.g., by potentially 
inviting involuntary commitment proceedings, "may seek guidance from an appropriate diagnosti
cian," MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1.14 (comment [5]) (1983). 
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children often must work closely with child welfare professionals. 

[B] State Laws Creating Attorneys For Children 

806 

Many state statutes that empower or require courts to assign counsel, or 
guardians ad litem who may be attorneys, to children direct those attorneys to act 
based upon the "interest," "interests" or "welfare" of their client.16 Thus many 
attorneys for children in this country are required by statute to assess the clients' 
interests, apart from their express wishes, and act upon them, at least in part, in 
court. By definition, then, these attorneys must determine the interests of their 
client in order to undertake their court-assigned representation. Since this in most 
cases involves a child welfare assessment, such representation requires the 
attorney to consult with social workers. As noted in footnote 10 above, even if the 
attorney decides to rely on the assessment of an outside professional, that decision 
should itself often be made with the input of a private consultant. 

[C] Conducting the Attorney-Client Relationship 

Even in cases in which the child client shows sufficient maturity and mental 
health to be treated under the CPR and Model Rules as a fully competent client, 
the child's attorney may still require the aid of consulting mental health 
professionals in communicating with her client. These relatively mature clients 
are facing tremendously upsetting and disruptive events which can be difficult to 
discuss with strangers. Social workers can train and prepare attorneys for dealing 
with a client's specific emotional needs. 

With especially troubled clients, an attorney may well need the social worker 
to conduct the interview with the attorney participating, or to conduct the client 
interview in the attorney's stead. The social worker's expertise not only helps the 
attorney to aid the child in expressing herself clearly, but also assists the attorney 
interpret what the children are saying. As part of their greater expertise in 
interviewing and communicating, social workers may use specialized techniques, 
including play therapy, dolls or toys to help the child describe family events, and 
more. Client-related interviews with other family members, adult and child, may 
also require social work expertise. 

Similarly, an attorney may find it hard to counsel a child thoroughly in 

16 A preliminary review of a 1987 compilation of state statutes reveals 25 such jurisdictions. 

Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect Information, "State Statutes 1986: Guardian ad Litem 
or Attorney for Child", (Fall 1987). This extremely helpful compilation, however, may not be 
exhaustive with respect to statutes defining the role of the child's lawyers: N.Y. FAM. CT. ACT. 
241 , defining law guardians in New York State, for instance, was not included in the compilation. 
The compilation can be obtained for a fee by writing to the Clearinghouse at P.O. Box 1182, 
Washington, D.C. 20013 or by calling (703) 821-2086. 
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relatively intricate legal matters without the advice or direct intervention of a child 
welfare professional. Consultation with social workers can be invaluable for 
attorneys who, in order to fulfill their duties of counselling, must explain difficult 
and sometimes painful legal options to children.17 Often the difficulty in 
counselling stems less from the limitation of the client's abilities than from the 
complexity of the legal issues discussed. Law schools generally offer little 
instruction in counselling clients - consultation with social workers can often fill 
that gap in traditional legal training. Because of the confidential attorney-client 
relationship, children's attorneys should generally hire consultants and establish 
an intra-agency attorney-social worker relationship in preparing to communicate 
with their clients. 

Finally, social work help is often crucial when an attorney prepares a child for 
testimony in court. Social workers can help clients anticipate and prepare for the 
confrontation which accompanies direct and cross-examination. 

[DJ The Legal Standard Of Best Interests 

The prevalence of the "best interest " standard in state and federal child 
placement laws cannot be disputed. For clients falling within or outside EC 7-12, 
an attorney will have to be able to speak the language of, and present evidence 
concerning, the client's best interests, even if their sole motivation is achieving the 
child's stated desires. Since the best interests standard is a legal codification of a 
child welfare conception, lawyers must rely upon child welfare experts to provide 
testimony and to help prepare cross-examination of opposing witnesses. Without 
that help, children's attorneys could not address the central legal issues in the 
cases to which they are assigned. Thus even if other ethical considerations or 
statutory role definitions were lacking, this "best interests" legal standard often 
makes cooperation between children's attorneys and consulting social workers 
indispensable. 

[II] The Inherent Tension Between The Ethical Imperatives Of A Lawyer 
and A Social Worker Serving The Same Client 

If the duty to work closely with social workers is intrinsic to the children's 
lawyer's role, due to a variety of ethical and statutory mandates, the tension 

17 CPR Ethical Consideration 78; Model Rule 2.1. 

In my experience, social workers have helped me introduce legal issues in more accessible ways 
to children. For example, they have sugge ted: the use of pictures or charts in explaining certain 
options; certain settings (e.g., an empty courtroom, a playroom) for a more constructive interview 
as well as settings to avoid; moving up or postponing coun elling meetings based upon the 
occurrence of visit or difficult events for the child; varying structures of counselling (several 
meetings, one long meeting, over the phone, in writing, in person, etc.); and the like. 
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between the two professions' ethical responsibilities is equally inherent. The child 
attorney's ethical imperative to advocate zealously for the child's wishes often 
opposes the child social worker's ethical imperative to safeguard the client's best 
interests. The ethical imperatives defining distinct and sometimes conflicting roles 
for lawyers and social workers complicates their shared ethical duty to work 
constructively together. 18 

Notwithstanding the provisions for clients under a disability, the Code of 
Professional Responsibility and the Model Rules stress primarily that clients 
should control the objectives and goals of legal representation. CPR Ethical 
Consideration 7-7 (EC 7-7) states that, except for "certain areas not affecting the 
merits of the cause or substantially prejudicing the rights of a client, the authority 
to make decisions is exclusively that of the client and, if made within the 
framework of the law, such decisions are binding on his lawyer." Model Rules 
l.2(a) similarly notes that "[a] lawyer shall abide by a client's decisions 
concerning the objectives of representation." While both ethical codes give the 
lawyer representing a client under a disability some latitude, both sets of rules also 
emphasize, as the Model Rules states, as close to a "normal client-lawyer 
relationship" as possible. 

This emphasis on the most traditional legal representation possible, focusing on 
the client's wishes, is echoed in some statutory definitions of counsel for the child. 
At least five U.S. jurisdictions require court-appointed counsel for children to 
express or advocate their client's wishes to the court. 19 In addition, at least twenty 

18 Scherrer, supra note 8, explores other tensions between lawyers and social workers working 
together in the same office. Id. at 279-280. Scherrer notes that social workers' and lawyers' 
attitudes, reflected in answers to a survey of professionals working in interdisciplinary settings, 
differed dramatically as to the social workers' role in the law office. For an interesting discussion of 
social workers' varying perceptions of lawyers, see Fogelson, How social workers perceive lawyers, 
51 SOC. CASEWORK 95 (1970). 

Offering a different perspective on the advocacy vs. best interests debate are Ashford, Macht, and 
Mylym, Advocacy by Social Workers in the Public Defender's Office, 32 SOC. WORK 199 (1987). 
The authors call upon the NASW to clarify the ethical duties of social workers working in a law 
office setting, after reviewing the literature demonstrating that the NASW Code of Ethics provides 
no definitive guidelines on this point. 
19 HAWAII: HAWAII REV. STAT. § 587-33(e) 1985 (" ... [s]uch guardian ad 

litem shall also inform the court of the child's perceived interests if 
they differ from those being advocated by the child's guardian ad 
litem"); MAINE: ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 22.4 4005(l)(E) (Supp. 
1986) ("The guardian ad litem shall make the wishes of the child 
known to the court if the child has expressed his wishes, regardless of 
the recommendation of the guardian ad litem,"); NEW JERSEY: N.J. 
STAT. ANN. Section 9:68.23 (a) (1976) (attorney law guardian in 
child abuse and neglect law guardian proceedings must " ... help 
protect [client's] interests and ... help him express his wishes to the 
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jurisdictions use the word "represent" in their statutes defining the role of lawyers 
for children, requiring the attorney to represent either the child or the child's 
interest. 20 The use of this term of art suggests that these jurisdictions contemplate 
that lawyers will perform the traditional legal role with respect to their young 
clients. 

Social workers, however, heed a different ethical imperative, focused on the 
best interests of the child. While NASW ILG. advises a social worker to "make 

20 ALABAMA: 

court .... "); NEW YORK: N.Y. FAM. CT. ACT § 241 (McKinneys 
1983) (law guardian a signed for "minors who often require the 
assistance of counsel to help protect their interests and to help them 
express their wishes to the court"); VIRGIN ISLANDS: V.1. CODE 
ANN. tit 5, § 2543 (Supp. 1985) (Guardian ad litem should "advocate 
the child's viewpoint. ... "). 
ALA. CODE § 12-15-1 (12) (1986) (Guardian ad litem is a " . .. 
licensed lawyer .. . to defend or represent a child .... ); ALA. 
CODE § 26-14-11 (1986) (In abuse and neglect proceedings, the 
appointed attorney " .. . will represent the rights, interests, welfare 
and well-being of the child, and serve as guardian ad item for said 
child"); ALASKA: ALASKA STAT. § 47.10.050 (a) (1984) (Appoint
ment of an attorney or guardian ad litem i to " ... represent the 
minor. ... ); AMERICAN 

SAMOA: A.S. CODE ANN.§ 45.2017(c) (1981) ("The guardian ad litem is charged in general with 
the representation of the child ' s interests."); FLORIDA: FLA. STAT. ANN. § 415.508 (1) (1986) 
(Guardian ad item is ... to represent the child .. .. ") IOWA: IOWA CODE ANN. § 232.71 (14) 
(West Supp. 1986) (Guardian ad litem i ... to represent the child .... "); LOUISIANA: LA. REV. 
STAT. ANN.§ 13:1602 (c) (West 1983) (In termination of parental right proceedings, an attorney 
is " ... to represent the sole interest of the child . ... "); MARYLAND: MD. CTS. & JUD. PROC. 
CODE ANN. § 3834 (1984) (" ... attorney to repre ent the interest of the child . . .. " ; attorney is 
to protect" . . . the rights of a child . ... "); MISSOURI: MO. REV. STAT. § 210.160 (1) (1986) 
(Guardian ad litem " . .. to appear for and represent.." the child); MONTANA: MONT. CODE 
ANN. § 41-3-303 (2) (1985) ("The guardian ad litem is charged with representation of the child's 
interest"); NEW HAMPSHIRE: N.H. REV. STAT. ANN.§ 464-A:41 (1983) (Guardian ad litem to 
" ... represent (child's) interest in the case"); NEW MEXICO: N.M. CHILDREN'S COURT. 
RULES AND FORMS RULE 10-305 (d) (1986) ("The courts shall appoint a guardian ad litem to 
represent the child ... "); OREGON: OR. REV. STAT. § 419.498(2) (a) (1985) ("The court may 
appoint suitable counsel to represent the child in any case ... "); PUERTO RICO: P.R. LAWS. 
ANN. tit. 8, § 433 (Supp. 1986) ("The coun el appointed by the Court to represent the child . . . "); 
TEXAS: TEX. FAM. CODE ANN. § 11.l0(a) (Guardian ad litem "to represent the interests of the 
child ... "); UTAH: UTAH CODE ANN. § 78-3a-20.5(3) (Supp. 1986) (Guardian ad litem " . .. 
to represent the child ... "); VERMONT: VT. R. CRIM. P. Rule 44.1 (Supp. 1985) (Guardian ad 
litem " ... to represent the interests of the minor"); VIRGINIA: VA. CODE§ 16.1-266(A) (Supp. 
1986) (Attorney as guardian ad litem "to repre ent the child"); WASHINGTON: WASH. REV. 
CODE§ 13.34.100 (1985) ("The court. .. may appoint an attorney and/or a guardian ad litem for 
a child who is a party to the proceedings"); WEST VIRGINIA: W. VA. CODE ANN. § 49-6-2(a) 
(Repl. Vol. 1986) ("[A]ttorney or attorneys to represent the child . .. "); WISCONSIN: WIS. STAT. 
ANN. § 48.23(l)(b)l (" ... [T]he child may be represented by coun el. ... "). 
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every effort to foster maximum self-determination on the part of clients," NASW 
11.G. l. advises a social worker acting on behalf of a client adjudged legally 
incompetent to "safeguard the interests and rights of that client. "21 In a similar 
vein, the NFSCSW Code advises a clinical social worker acting on behalf of a 
client "always [to] safeguard the interests and concerns of that client." NFSCSW 
Code of Ethics 11.e. 

This distinct ethical imperative derives from the healing professions' approach 
to a client. While lawyers are traditionally trained in problem solving or problem 
preventing on their client's behalf, social workers, like psychiatrists and other 
clinicians, will initially seek to understand fully the context of the presenting 
problems before designing a treatment or intervention. Lawyers, certainly, can 
also benefit from a larger contextual perspective, and, indeed, must counsel their 
clients about the wide implications of the client's decisions. Nevertheless, 
attorneys are clearly bound, in traditional representation, by the express wishes of 
their clients, regardless of the lawyer's assessment of the wisdom of that decision. 
Social workers, on the other hand, are trained to appreciate the client's total 
circumstances and to approach every professional intervention in that light. 

Lawyers representing children and social workers who work with them are 
familiar with large and small conflicts between the legal and social work 
approaches to their clients' concerns. Classically, conflict arises when a child's 
stated wish clashes with his best interests. Thus, while cooperation is an ethical 
mandate to both lawyers and social workers, the different goals of the professions 
also create an ethical basis for conflict between the attorneys and consultant social 
workers. 

It is tempting for attorneys to exercise the option of "resolving" every conflict 
by simply overpowering their social work "opposition." For instance, an attorney 
who plans to pursue his client's wishes against the advice of her consulting social 
worker can, after little or no discussion, simply "pull rank" as the social worker's 
employer in order to control the client's case. Thus, the child's attorney may often 
wield the power to "trump" an opposing social worker, either within her own firm 
or from a different agency, and let the child's wishes prevail. 

In many cases, however, the needs of the client require that lawyers not use the 
power. Instead, as the analysis above indicates, attorneys are ethically bound to 
seek first a more cooperative approach that does not deprive the child client of the 
benefit of quality social work service. 

21 Note that under EC 7-12 and MR 1.14, even when a client is legally "incompetent," the lawyer 
is directed to try as much as possible to represent the client as she would a competent client. As 
noted above, since the word "competent" is used in neither provision, the exact relationship between 
"competence" on the one hand and concepts like "considered judgement" or ability to "act in [one's 
own] interest" is unclear and a ripe subject for further inquiry. 
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[Ill] Concrete Strategies For Fulfilling The Attorney's Ethical Duty To 
Work Cooperatively With Social Work Professionals In The Face 
Of Inherent Professional Conflicts 

Consideration of a hypothetical case study illustrates potential professional 
conflicts and suggests some concrete strategies for cooperation between children's 
lawyers and the lawyer's consulting social worker. The case study below, based 
loosely on a case from the Columbia Law School Child Advocacy Clinic, is 
followed by some suggestions about how the lawyers and social workers involved 
could have responded to the ethical dilemmas posed, and finally by preventive 
strategies which could prevent similar dilemmas from arising. 

[A] A Case Study In Intra-Agency Conflict 

Mark, a mature 16-year-old young man, lived in a rural group home two hours 
north of the city in which he was raised. A law firm was assigned to represent him 
during the judicial review of his foster care placement. The judge was charged 
with reviewing whether Mark's current placement was appropriate and consistent 
with Mark's best interests. The law firm was assigned to represent Mark pursuant 
to a statute that charged the child's lawyer with the duty to "express the child's 
wishes and protect his interests before the court." The Code of Professional 
Responsibility governs attorneys in this state. 

Mark's parents, unwilling to have him in either of their homes in the city, had 
placed him in foster care soon after their divorce. When first interviewed by his 
lawyer, Mark expressed a wish to move to the city to attend a co-ed high school 
and become a hot dog vendor. The lawyer retained a consulting social worker and 
asked that social worker to take a look at the case and "tell me what you think"; 
the attorney also asked the worker to look into possible group home placements 
for Mark. 

Upon investigation, the consulting social worker learned that Mark had finally 
just settled into his upstate group home after two years of difficult adjustment; he 
had begun performing well in school there, enjoyed playing on school sports 
teams: and had developed a strong therapeutic relationship with his group home 
social worker. The group home social worker expressed the opinion that Mark 
should stay at the upstate group home. The social worker consulting with the 
lawyer came to believe that remaining at the upstate group home was in Mark's 
best interests both because it provided Mark with structured supervision and 
because he had adjusted well there. 

When this worker speaks with Mark, he expresses reservations about moving 
and a growing satisfaction with his current placement. Nevertheless, when 
speaking with his attorney, Mark tends to express a continuing desire to move to 
a group home in the city. 
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The law firm faces a dilemma when the firm's social worker locates an 
excellent but somewhat unstructured city group home placement, and Mark 
expresses conflicting wishes about moving there depending upon whether the 
firm's lawyer or social worker interviewed him. 

[B] Concrete Strategies For Addressing The Conflict 

The attorney could simply resolve the conflict in Mark's case representing the 
point of view Mark expressed to the attorney. This solution fails, however, not 
only to address the ethical imperatives of the firm's social worker, but also fails 
to recognize the potentially important implications of Mark's shifting views. The 
following cooperative strategies could yield more sophisticated insights into 
Mark's true wishes and concerns. 

[1] Joint or successive• counselling 

Mark may truly have a preference between his two expressed wishes. In that 
case, if the firm's social worker and lawyer interview Mark together, they may be 
able to present, gently but clearly, their genuine confusion about Mark's true 
goals. While validating Mark's natural ambivalence, they could also ask him what 
he wanted them to convey to the judge as his wish. Both professionals could 
explore the sources of Mark's ambivalence and determine whether he indeed 
preferred one of his two options. Confronting Mark jointly with his conflicting 
expressions may also yield insight into unexpected causes of his ambivalence, for 
example, a new girlfriend at the group home or a recent fight with his parents. 

If an interview by two adults would intimidate Mark, the professionals could 
decide which of them should reinterview Mark and confront him about the 
discrepancy between his expressed views. The interviewing professional could 
acknowledge Mark's differing views and also focus on formulating a position for 
the judge in order to keep the discussion concrete and practically oriented. This 
discussion, in any event, should remind Mark that the judge, not Mark, will 
ultimately decide the legal issues in his case. Mark's agonizing over his preference 
may reflect an ignorance of this reality. 

Another possible approach would be for the lawyer and social worker to design 
a successive counselling approach. For instance, the social worker could first 
counsel Mark on his options, including the social worker's professional opinion 
about the utility of remaining at the upstate group home, followed by the lawyer's 
reinterviewing him as to his wishes. The reverse approach would be to have the 
lawyer first lay out all the potential options, followed by the social worker's 
discussing with Mark his feelings about each of them. In either case, it should be 
clear to both professionals and to Mark that the opinion he expresses to the second 
professional will be the one upon which the representation is based. 

For that reason, it may be wise to have the professional with whom Mark has 
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had the longest or closest relationship interview him last, unless the professionals 
suspect the relationship to be a source of Mark's confusion (e.g., Mark fears he 
will disappoint his trusted lawyer). If the attorney and the social worker conclude 
that Mark may be telling the professional to whom he is closer what he believes 
the professional wants to hear, on the other hand, it may be better to have the more 
"neutral" adult interview him second, to avoid manipulation. 

[2] Presentation of ambivalence as Mark's position 

After extensive interviewing, Mark may continue to waver in his viewpoint. 
Perhaps ambivalence is Mark's real point of view or he is uncomfortable with the 
responsibility of expressing a point of view. To account for this possibility, the law 
firm could present Mark with the option of expressing no preference to the judge, 
or expressing ambivalence as Mark's true position. This will prevent the law firm 
from forcing Mark to take a position when he either has none or would prefer not 
to express one. Before the firm chooses this route, however, they must counsel 
Mark that, in the face of his ambivalence, the judge is likely to rule in favor of the 
"best interests" positions expressed by other parties in the case. 

[3] Case reassessment 

When the different professions are at loggerheads, it is sometimes productive to 
schedule a case reassessment, or a meeting with the sole aim of reviewing the case 
and trying to reach a consensus. While some practitioners may protest that the 
crush of practice does not allow time for leisurely conferences, a productive case 
assessment will often save time by eliminating confusions which lead the firm's 
professionals to work at cross-purposes or to pursue divergent goals. Although it 
may seem difficult to reassess a case and divest oneself of a position which has 
become increasingly fixed, several techniques, used individually or in combina
tion, may facilitate a constructive reassessment: 

[a] Seeing the case from the client's point of view 

It may help the professionals to try to see the case and the firm's involvement 
to date explicitly from the client's standpoint. This may not only clarify the 
bureaucratic and other concerns that the professionals may have been facing, but 
also a joint attempt to stand in the client's shoes may reveal disparities between 
the two professionals' conception of the client himself. In the latter case, the 
professionals my find that their conflicts derive from a lack of consensus about the 
vision of the client's circumstances, background and wishes. 

[b] Meeting with a mutually trusted third party 

Presenting the case to a third party familiar with the practice and social work 
issues, yet previously uninvolved in this case, often provokes fresh insights into 
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the case. A legal or social work colleague or consultant or another practitioner in 
the field might well be able to see connections or patterns in the client's history 
that professionals knee-deep in the case have missed. Before attending the 
reassessment meeting, the third party should review part or all of the case file, 
after agreeing to respect the confidentiality of those records. In some meetings, 
(e.g., a legal aid office, a law school clinic, or a small bar association), it may be 
fruitful to establish a group of professionals who can be called together as the 
need arises, to work through these professional dilemmas. Of course, ground rules 
to safeguard confidentiality, such as use of false names and redacted written 
materials must govern any such meetings. 

[c] Case review 

The advantage of this approach lies in the joint comprehensive review of the 
case, which would encourage the professionals involved to step back from the 
most recent developments in the case which may have disproportionate impor
tance. For instance, recalling parents' rejection of Mark might cause the 
professionals to consider whether closer proximity to them would be an advantage 
for Mark. They might decide to raise this issue with Mark himself in further 
counselling. A case review could take the form of a case presentation to the third 
party. 

[ d] Role clarification 

The case presentation may reveal a disagreement about the role to be played by 
the law firm and its personnel in Mark's case. The lawyer, for instance, may see 
the firm's role as simply identifying Mark's preference and pursuing it through 
legal means, while the social worker may want the firm to substitute its judgment 
for Mark's. In that case, the professionals must clarify the advocacy mandates of 
their statutory duties and their ethical duties under EC 7-7. The lawyer must give 
due attention to the social worker's grounds for seeking to substitute judgment, to 
see if Mark might suffer from "a mental or physical condition that renders him 
incapable of making a considered judgment on his own behalf." If so, under EC 
7-12, the firm would have an ethical basis for structuring its representation as the 
social worker suggests. 

If the client, like Mark, is a mature teenager, the legal ethical requirements of 
the CPR require representation of his wishes. Moreover, the social worker is 
advised by the NASW to "make every effort to foster maximum self
determination on the part of clients." NASW 11.G. Still, the social worker should 
express reservations to Mark as part of legal counselling before he reaches any 
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major decisions on his own behalf.22 If professionals discover during a case 
reassessment that professional conflicts have arisen because of latent disagree
ment about the law firm's role, they should take steps to rectify the confusion 
about the law firm's role that Mark is no doubt experiencing. The professionals 
should plan together to clarify the firm's role and their respective participation in 
that role in their next meeting with Mark. 

A helpful formulation of the role clarification question is "What is the primary 
service objective of the firm?" This language may aid not only in explaining the 
role to Mark in concrete terms but also in defining the role issues for the 
professionals involved. 

[ e] Issue identification 

If role language does not help the professionals clarify the sources of the 
conflict, it may be helpful instead to ask each professional to articulate briefly 
what she sees as the precise issue which the firm must address. For instance, the 
lawyer may be concerned that the firm has not been interviewing Mark properly 
or successfully. The attorney would then see Mark's unclear position as a failure 
of skill or technique by the interviewing professionals. The social worker might, 
on the other hand, detect broader implications in Mark's ambivalence: for 
instance, a fear of expressing a viewpoint, an attempt to manipulate the different 
members of the firm, or a greater trust in one of the professionals. 

Although the issue identification technique may reveal deeper conflicts about 
professional roles, it may resolve conflicts as the professionals involved learn that 
they are addressing different issues. In hurried discussions addressing only the 
case's most recent crisis, the discrepancy between the perceptions of the two 
professionals may not be as clear. 

[f] Addressing the relationship between the lawyers and social 
workers 

If a true discrepancy exists between the lawyer and the social worker about the 
role of the firm and the social worker's role within it, the professionals must 
explore the origins of that misunderstanding. In this case, the lawyer's referral to 
the social worker was not clearly focused: although the referral pinpointed the 
need for the group home investigation, it also requested in very vague terms the 
social worker's opinion of the case as a whole. If the ethical mandates of the law 

22 EC 7-8 requires that "[a] lawyer should exert his best efforts to in ure that decisions of his 
client are made only after the client has been informed of relevant considerations. A lawyer ought 
to initiate this decision-making process if the client does not do so. Advice of a lawyer to his client 
need not be confined to purely legal consideration." (Emphasis added.) 
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firm's representation of Mark required the firm to look at Mark's wishes rather. 
than his interests, then the lawyer should have explained to the social worker from 
the start the primacy of Mark's wishes. In this case, the lawyer must bear the 
responsibility for not defining the role that she was asking the social worker to 
play. 

[g] Brainstorming about all possible directions in the case before 
choosing a strategy 

If the reassessment begins to flounder because the discussion is too abstract or 
unfocused, the professionals should take a few minutes to articulate possible steps 
which the firm's personnel could take next in the case. They should postpone 
evaluation of the options during the brainstorming and focus on getting all ideas 
on the table. This technique may free up the professionals to consider new ideas 
or approaches to a familiar client. 

[h] Acknowledging the ethical bases of the dilemma and agreeing to 
disagree 

If an intractable issue between the social worker and the attorney remains 
unclarified, the professionals should express as clearly as possible the ethical 
imperatives which have created this conflict. In some cases, acknowledgement by 
each professional that the other is operating out of ethical duties may dissolve any 
personal animosity which may have arisen. 

Still, the challenge remains: how does the firm respond to the client's dilemma? 
Most likely, the professionals will be forced to consider what role is most 
appropriate to play, given the statutory and ethical mandates directed to the firm. 

In cases in which the firm does not use the social worker's judgment as the basis 
of the firm's representation, the judge may eventually hear the social worker's 
point of view represented by another party in the case, in Mark's case by the 
upstate group home worker. The consulting social worker's, and ultimately the 
firm's, most difficult challenge arises when the firm rejects the "best interests" 
approach and no other party in the proceeding represents it, either through 
incompetence, lack of resource, or lack of counsel. 23 

[i] Designing a way out of the dilemma for the future 

Often, a case reassessment will yield possible courses of action without 
resolving the dilemma. In those cases, it may be useful to decide how the later 

23 The preventive strategies below may also help the firm avoid unduly frustrating the consulting 
social worker. 
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decisions will be made before knowing how the strategies adopted will work. 

For instance, the successive interviewing technique where the professionals 
agree with the client to abide by the stated wish expressed to the second 
interviewer, requires the professionals to decide how to decide before they know 
the substantive outcome of the interviews. The professionals thus substitute an 
agreement on procedure for the more intractable agreement on substance. In 
another example, the professionals may agree to abide by the recommendations of 
the mutually trusted third party, or decide to refer the file to a consultant. Of 
course, the professionals can only defer to a consultant whose recommendation is 
consistent with their ethical obligations. 

Even if the professionals agree to only one or two steps and then another 
meeting (e.g., the social worker will discuss the matter with the upstate group 
home social worker, and then with the client, and then report back to the lawyer), 
these seemingly small agreements may resolve the problem. Either issue can be 
clarified in these interim steps, or the client may reach a more settled opinion, or 
the professionals, upon reflection, may move toward a consensus. Even where 
such convenient resolution does not seem likely, some small agreements on 
short-term strategy may lead to larger conciliation. 

[j] Conclusion 

The preceding suggestions all aim to provide new ideas for professionals who 
have often labored long and hard with a particular client or case and may have 
fallen into a rut or other unproductive role. The dynamics of an individual firm or 
an individual case may inspire different, creative approaches to old problems. 
Professionals should look for ways to facilitate communication among themselves 
and with their client, concentrating on techniques that turn problems or dilemmas 
into joint concerns, as opposed to individual agendas. These recommended 
techniques in turn suggest preventive strategies to forestall conflicts from arising 
during difficult case decisions. 

[C] Preventive Strategies (or, How to address interprofessional conflicts 
on the firm's, not the client's, time) 

As suggested above, the attorney's original referral of a case to the social 
worker presents an early opportunity for preventive maintenance of the interper
sonal relationship. Suggested below are several ways in which the referral process 
may be refined to anticipate some of the problems we saw arise in Mark's case. 

[1] Requiring the attorney to articulate precisely the reason for the 
referral 

Attorneys who have worked with children may well have developed an instinct 
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for cases that require social work intervention or consultation. Nevertheless, the 
attorney should be able to pinpoint particular roles that the social worker might 
play, in order to spare the client the kind of confusion explored above. In Mark's 
case, the attorney could have more precisely identified the reason for requesting 
the social worker's assessment of whether a new group home placement was in 
Mark's best interests. Knowing that Mark was a mature teenager, whose judgment 
would be deemed "considered" under EC 7-12, the attorney could have antici
pated that, even if the social worker found Mark's wishes in conflict with his best 
interests, Mark's wishes would have to direct the firm's representation. The 
attorney could have then clarified that the social worker's opinion was sought: a) 
as a basis for counselling Mark, before he reached his final decision; b) if positive, 
to strengthen the firm's referrals to city group homes; c) if positive, to prepare a 
witness to testify in favor of the plan at a contested hearing. The social worker and 
the attorney could then have discussed the social worker's role in the event of a 
negative assessment of the child's proposed plan. 

Had the social worker been clearly prepared in Mark's case, the professionals 
could have focussed more narrowly on whether Mark had been thoroughly 
counselled, and whether Mark's ambivalence expressed or masked his true 
feelings, rather than on defining professional roles. 

Mark's case also suggests other specific reasons for which attorneys might refer 
a client to their social work consultants. The attorney might seek an opinion on 
whether or not the client should be treated as a client under a disability pursuant 
to EC 7-12. The attorney might need to know simply what group homes are 
available and have no need for a best interests assessment. The attorney might 
want to have the client referred for community services near a prospective group 
home placement. The attorney might want evaluation of the group home's social 
worker's judgment and potential as an expert witness. Each of these referrals 
would prescribe to the consultant a different approach to the case and the client, 
and clarify what roles the social worker will and will not play. 

[2] Anticipating together potential pitfalls in the assigned social work 
role 

As children's lawyers and social workers become more conscious of the 
conflicts which could arise in their joint work, they will become increasingly able 
to identify potential problems before they arise. For instance, the attorney will 
often know, when a case is being referred, that other social workers in the case 
oppose the client's plan, and therefore suspect that the consulting social worker 
will develop similar conclusions. If the attorney and the social worker know that 
such conflicts may arise for the social worker, they can discuss what the firm can 
and cannot do to deal concretely with those concerns. For instance, they may 
decide to leave ample time for client counselling about the social work concerns 
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in the case, and give the consulting social worker a major counselling role. 
Nevertheless, the consultant will know to structure that counselling role within a 
clear framework of client decision-making, and make clear to the client that the 
firm will base its representation on the client's stated wish after counselling. 

Similarly, if the major purpose of the social work referral is to develop 
testimony for a later contested hearing, the social worker and the lawyer can 
discuss at the outset how to build the strongest possible case for their position, and 
how to protect against rigorous cross-examination through advance preparation. 
The professionals can even develop a timetable for the social work tasks to be 
accomplished to allow ample time to prepare the social work witness for the stand. 

[3] Designing ways out of future dilemma 

As discussed in Part ill.B. above, the professionals might discuss ways to 
resolve issues that have not yet arisen, but which might well result from social 
work involvement. For instance, if the firm asks the social worker to be primary 
counsellor to the child, the team may agree from the outset to abide by the wishes 
the child expresses to the social worker, absent extraordinary circumstances. Or if 
the lawyer is referring the social worker to the client's case in hopes that the social 
worker will find that the client's wishes match his best interests, the team should 
strategize about how to protect the client from the social worker's potential 
adverse opinion. In that case, the team may decide to refrain from revealing to 
other parties the social worker's role in the case to make sure the worker is not 
called to the stand by another party. Similarly, the team may decide that the social 
worker will only be a witness or will only write a report in the case if the social 
work investigation recommends what the child wants. Such discussions will help 
clarify the expectations about the social work role on all sides.24 

[ 4] Developing a working schedule to increase communication 

If the case looks as if lawyer-social work conflicts of some kind will develop, 
the team could schedule, in advance, a case reassessment for a month or six weeks 
in the future, to set aside time to coordinate work in the future. The team might 
also decide to meet more regularly on the case to keep open lines of communi
cation. 

[5] Holding an early joint meeting with the client 

At this meeting, the professionals could explain as clearly as possible the 

24 Some social workers may not at all enjoy these aspects of the con ultant role. Law firms hiring 
consultants have a duty to explore with consultant before retaining them scenarios like this one. If 
a social worker will experience repeated discomfort with playing a role limited by the lawyer's 
ethical duties, that worker should reconsider taking on the role of a forensic social worker. 
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different roles the firm person will play. It may even be helpful for each 
professional to explain the role of the other professional, in order to be as clear as 
possible in the minds of client and professionals, what each role entails. As much 
as necessary, these roles should be clarified, illustrated, and explained on an 
ongoing basis with the client. 

[ 6] Instituting an early referral meeting in every joint case 

The major advantage of a formal early referral meeting, besides being the 
logical forum for the preceding preventive strategies, is the creation of time for the 
case. As suggested earlier, time spent early, in a planned setting when the client's 
case is not in crisis, can save valuable time later. A written referral form can be 
a helpful predecessor to a referral meeting. Planning and formulating timetables 
in early meetings can often increase the quality of the team's work together. 

The referral meeting, like the other strategies mentioned here, can prevent 
many conflicts or shift them to a time and place where professionals can deal with 
the issues more leisurely and thoughtfully. The referral meeting may even 
improve the quality of the firm's crisis intervention later, not only by forcing 
professions to anticipate about potential crises that may arise, but also by freeing 
up the professionals from their interprofessional conflicts to focus on their joint 
work for their client. 

All of the techniques suggested, for managing as well as for preventing 
unnecessary conflicts, need not consume a great deal of time. Meetings can be 
short, or held in short segments; they may be held on the phone; or conducted 
during breaks in other cases involving the same professionals. Professionals who 
share many clients may identify recurring dilemmas and develop ongoing 
strategies for similar cases. Ethical demands require that whatever time needed be 
spent to manage these conflicts; practical concerns suggest that a little time should 
be spent in preventive strategies to avoid a lot of time required in conflict 
resolution later. 

[IV] Conclusions and Suggestions For Further Applications and Study 

Children's attorneys have explicit ethical duties which require close work with 
child welfare professionals, whether in the course of a traditional lawyer-client 
relationship with a relatively mature client or under the special professional rules 
for representing a client under a disability. Furthermore, the ethical duty to work 
constructively, closely, and cooperatively with child welfare professionals derives 
from many statutory definitions of the role of the children's attorneys as well as 
from the prevailing legal standards in children's law cases. Many lawyers for 
children, by statute, are required to base their client representation upon an 
assessment of their client's "interests" or "best interests," which in many cases 
necessitates consultation with .child welfare professionals. Moreover, every 
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children's attorney must present most of their cases in terms of the "best interest 
of the child" and thus must be able to speak "best interests" language as well as 
present evidence responding to that child welfare notion. Thus close, constructive 
and cooperative work with child welfare professionals becomes an ethical duty for 
the court-appointed lawyer for children. 

The ethical conflicts arising between children's lawyers and their consulting 
social workers can be addressed and managed by concrete cooperative strategies 
used by the professionals in facilitating communication within the firm. The 
preceding discussion of strategies and preventive suggestions is not exhaustive, 
but rather have developed in a particular practice setting; readers are encouraged 
to try other strategies which may fit their own setting. 

The interethical tensions that many children's lawyers and their consulting 
social workers experience in working together for their clients are both inherent 
and manageable. Practitioners should not chide themselves when conflicts arise, 
but rather seize the opportunity to fashion not only creative approaches to the 
inherent ethical conflicts but also preventive strategies for minimizing potential 
future conflicts. Even when the conflicts cannot be resolved, the strategies can 
help the firm nevertheless plot a constructive course for the client that all the 
professionals can accept. 

Many of the strategies suggested in this context may also be useful for 
children's lawyers or other family lawyers seeking to develop more cooperative 
relationships with social work professionals working for other agencies. Basic 
techniques which increase communication about appropriate roles and the 
boundaries of those roles can often ease interagency relations, even when the 
agencies have no choice but to "agree to disagree." Further investigation into how 
these techniques could be adapted to the interagency context, in addition to 
techniques uniquely suited to that context, can continue the discussion of this 
essay in other constructive directions. Similarly, application of these techniques 
with lawyer/psychiatrist or psychologist teams could be very instructive in those 
settings. 

Responsible professionals working together thus have many creative options 
for managing legitimate interprofessional conflicts which nevertheless may 
prevent them from working together most effectively for their clients. The 
increased communication developed in managing these conflicts will also ensure 
that the client benefits as much as possible from sophisticated dialogue between 
the professions. From this dialogue the best fruits of interdisciplinary practice for 
children are yet to ripen. 
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INTERVIEWING, COUNSELING, AND IN
COURT EXAMINATION OF CHILDREN: 

PRACTICAL APPROACHES FOR 
ATTORNEYS* 

NANCY W. PERRY*" and L. LARRY L. TEPLY*** 

Newspaper headlines show all too well how pre-teenage children1 become 
involved with the legal process: Two Children in Car As Stabs Kill Mother,2 Bail 
Revoked for Teachers in Preschool Abuse Case,3 Child Testifies in Murder Trial,4 
Mr. T Persuades 7-Year-Old Boy to Testify During Sex Abuse Case,5 Use of Child 

* Professor Teply thanks his children, Robert, age eight, and Benjamin, age five, for their helpful 
insights. Dr. Perry likewise expresses appreciation to her children, Kristen, age nine, and Laura, age 
seven, for their helpful insights. 

Reprinted with permission from the Creighton Law Review. 

** Ph.D., University of Nebraska, 1982; Assistant Professor of Psychology, Creighton Univer
sity. 

*** J.D. , University of Florida, 1972; LL.M., Harvard Law School, 1973; Professor of Law, 
Creighton University. 

1 The focus of this article is on children age twelve and younger. Unless otherwise stated, 
references to "children" herein are to that age group. 

2 Omaha World Herald, Oct. 17, 1974, at 6, col. 7 (a two-year-old child and his four-year-old 
brother apparently witnessed their mother being stabbed nine times, twice in the throat; investigators 
were unable to interview the younger child, but the older child told them that his parents had argued 
in the car before the stabbing; their father was arrested on suspicion of homicide). 

3 Omaha World Herald, Apr. 7, 1984, at 32, col. 1 (preschool teachers' bail revoked after 397 
new allegations of molestations, photo sessions, and threats came to light from continuing 
interviews with the children). 

4 Omaha World Herald, Apr. 7, 1984, at 44, col. 5 ( even-year-old testified in a first-degree 
murder trial that she saw her step-father break her mother's car window with a "big stick"; then she 
heard "something go boom" and her mother "fell over"; the child's mother and step-father were in 
the midst of divorce proceedings at the time of the shooting). 

5 Omaha World Herald, Jan. 24, 1985, at 57, col. 3 (NBC-TV star encourages child witness to 
testify at trial about preschool sexual abuse incidents; child undergoes weekly therapy as a result of 
the incidents). 

825 
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Witnesses Sparks Concerns,6 and so on. Children may be witnesses to accidents,7 
crimes,8 or other events of legal significance;9 they may be injured parties10 or 
victims of alleged wrongdoing; 11 their opinions may be relevant to legal 
decisions, such as the award or change of temporary or permanent custody; 12 or 
they may be perpetrators of crimes.13 In circumstances such as these, lawyers 
need effective techniques of interviewing and witness examination to overcome 
communication barriers with children and to increase the likelihood of factual 
accuracy. At the same time, professionally responsible persons should be sensitive 
to the counseling and human aspects of contacts with such children, even when 
their testimony or opinions adversely affect the position of the lawyer's client. 

Although lawyers come in contact with children in a variety of cases, 14 they 
receive virtually no formal training in law school in dealing with children, despite 

6 Omaha World Herald, Nov. 7, 1983, at 3, col. 1 (raising concerns about the integrity of the legal 
system and possible psychological harm to the "thousands of children called into court each year"). 

7 See, e.g., Rueger v. Hawks, 150 Neb. 834, 846, 36 N.W.2d 236, 244 (1949) (two children who 
were nearly six years old at the time of an automobile accident and nearly seven years old at the time 
of the trial allowed to testify about the details of the collision). 

8 See, e.g., Wheeler v. United States, 159 U.S. 523, 524-26 (1895) (child who witnessed his 
father's murder was adjudged competent to testify; he was almost five when the murder took place 
and nearly five and a half when he testified). 

9 See, e.g., Birmingham Ry., Light & Power v. Wise, 149 Ala. 492,495,497, 42 So. 821, 822-23 
(1906) (seven-year-old boy permitted to testify in his mother's action against a common carrier for 
damages based on the carrier's wrongful refusal to transport his mother and her children); Bole v. 
Bole, 76 Cal. App. 2d 344, 345-46, 172 P.2d 936, 937-38 (1946) (nine-year-old child competent 
to testify in divorce proceeding to corroborate that his father was not intoxicated at the time in 
question). See generally Annot., 2 A.L.R.2d 1329 (1948) ("Testimony of children as to grounds of 
divorce of their parents"). 

10 See, e.g., Harrold v. Schluep, 264 So. 2d 431, 435 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1972) (appellate court 
felt that it was "highly critical that the jury should have had the opportunity to view and hear" 
injured six-year-old bicyclist in a negligence action against a driver who claimed the bicyclist was 
contributorily negligent). 

11 See, e.g., State v. Fairbanks, 25 Wash. 2d 686, 688-89, 171 P.2d 845, 846-47 (1946) 
(eight-year-old and nine-year-old girls permitted to testify in an indecent liberties prosecution; 
defendant accosted the girls and took them to his office; under the guise of playing "tickle," "touch," 
etc., he put his hand inside their underclothing and upon their private parts). 

12 See, e.g., Callicott v. Callicott, 364 S.W.2d 455, 456-58 (Tex. Civ. App. 1963, writ ref'd 
n.r.e.) (testimony of eight-year-old child in an action to change custody). 

13 See, e.g., State in re S.H., 61 N.J. 108, 111, 293 A.2d 181, 182 (1972) (ten-year-old child 
charged with the drowning of six-year-old child). 

14 According to practicing attorneys, this contact most often seems to occur in juvenile 
delinquency, neglect, abuse, divorce, criminal law, or tort cases. See generally Grisso & Lovinguth, 
Lawyers and Child Clients: A Call for Research, in THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN 215, 216 (J. Henning 
ed. 1982) (suggesting that three circumstances probably account for most lawyer and child-client 
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participation in interviewing-counseling or trial practice courses.15 This article is 
designed to make available to lawyers the expertise of other professions skilled in 
dealing with children and the insights of experienced practicing attorneys. It 
specifically focuses on the potential pitfalls in interviewing and examining 
children in a legal setting and suggests ways of facilitating successful interviews, 
examinations, and cross-examinations. Part I provides a brief overview of the 
cognitive and moral stages of child development. Part II identifies some of the 
basic barriers of communication between children and legal professionals and 
suggests how those barriers can be overcome. Part ill examines various problems 
of factual accuracy, often the principal concern in interviews and witness 
examinations. Part IV does two things: it briefly reviews when the law allows 
children to testify and then it focuses on techniques of examining and cross
examining children in depositions and at trial. Part V considers several other 
special problems that arise in legal interviewing and counseling of children. 

[I] OVERVIEW OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT 

William James once suggested that infants enter this world in a state of 
"blooming, buzzing confusion."16 Now, however, it is understood that infants are 
governed by finely tuned perceptual and cognitive processes.17 Moreover, these 
processes develop and change in predictable ways, as detailed by the noted 
developmental psychologist Piaget.18 The first section of this Part presents an 
overview of these Piagetian stages of cognitive development. 19 The second 
section then presents an overview of the stages of moral development. A general 
understanding of these two aspects of child development will be beneficial to any 
attorney who works with children. 

relationships-child neglect and custody disputes; children in in titutional settings; and juvenile 
delinquency adjudications). 

15 Legal interviewing and counseling texts generally do not address the special problems of 
interviewing children. The notable exception is Freeman and Weihofen's pioneering text, which 
discusses interviewing and counseling of both juvenile delinquents and children. See H. FREEMAN & 
H. WEIHOFEN, CLINICAL LAw TRAINING 24651, 458-63 (1972). Likewise, trial practice teaching 
materials focus on examining or cross-examining children only in a limited way, if at all. See, e.g., 
A. MORRILL, TRIAL DIPLOMACY §§ 4.28, 7.7(c) (2d ed. 1972) (brief discussion of cross-examination 
of child witnesses and establishing their capacity to understand and remember, but none of the cases 
prepared for "trial" practice involve child witnesses). 

16 W. JAMES, PRINCIPLES OF PSYCHOLOGY 488 (1890). 
17 J. FLAVELL, COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT 11--46 (2d ed. 1985). 
18 See B. lNHELDER & J. PIAGET, THE GROWTH OF LomcAL THINKING FROM CHILDHOOD To 

ADOLESCENCE (1958). 
19 The discussion of the Piagetian stages of development in thi ection is based on Inhelder and 

Piaget's work cited in note 18. 
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[A] STAGES OF COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT 

From birth until about age two, infants are in the sensorimotor stage. This stage 
is concerned primarily with their physical and motor interaction with the 
environment. During this stage, infants learn to (1) see themselves as different 
from the objects around them, (2) seek stimulation by lights and sounds, (3) 
prolong interesting experiences, ( 4) define things by manipulating them, and (5) 
record an object's existence in memory even when it is no longer visible. 
Although attorneys are unlikely to work with such infants, it is important to 
remember that older children may regress to this sensation-bound stage after they 
have been severely traumatized. 20 

The next stage, the preoperational period, spans the years from two until about 
five or seven. First, during this stage children are markedly self-centered and 
incapable of adopting another person's viewpoint, either physically or mentally. 
Second, preoperational children can arrange objects or thoughts in a series, but 
they cannot draw inferences about nonadjacent components of the series. For 
example, such children may understand that "Bill is taller than Tom and Sam is 
taller than Bill," but they will be unable to deduce the answer to the question, 
"Who is the tallest?"21 Third, at this stage they are unable to see that objects alike 
in one respect may differ in others. Thus, all four-legged, furry creatures may be 
referred to as "doggies." Fourth, they reason transductively (from one specific 
circumstance to the next), rather than inductively (from the specific to the general) 
or deductively (from the general to the specific). Using this "logic," they may 
reason that because the bathwater goes down the drain and because they are sitting 
in the tub, they too will disappear into the plumbing when the stopper is 
removed.22 Fifth, their preoperational thinking is irreversible. It is incomprehen
sible to them, for example, that some transgression on their part could be 
"undone." Sixth, their understanding of events is focused on present states or 
conditions. Their conception of time is too fragile to make inferences about what 
might have happened in the past "if ... " or what could happen in the future 
"if. ... " Seventh, children at this stage believe in animism: that all things 
( animate or inanimate) are living and that they are endowed with intentions, 
consciousness, and feelings. Thus, they may admonish the parent not to cut their 

20 Pynoos and Eth point out that the symptoms that follow trauma frequently include "recurrent 
and intrusive recollections of the event, traumatic anxiety dreams, markedly diminished interest in 
activities, feelings of estrangement and constricted affect, fears of repeated trauma resulting in 
hypervigilant or avoidant behavior, decline in cognitive performance, and persistent feelings of 
guilt." Pynoos & Eth, The Child as Witness to Homicide, 40 J. Soc. IssUEs, No. 2 1984, at 87, 90. 

21 See M. GANDER & H. GARDINER, CHILD AND ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT 299 (1981). 
22 See id. at 218-20. This particular example frequently occurs with young children, including 

Dr. Perry's two daughters. 
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hair "because it [the hair] will feel so sad."23 Finally, preoperational children 
reach conclusions that are based upon vague impressions and perceptual judg
ments that often cannot be put into words. In part, this inability to communicate 
perceptions is a function of immaturity of the corpus callosum, the bundle of 
white matter that connects the perceptual right hemisphere to the verbal left 
hemisphere of the brain. 24 The multiple limitations of the cognitive capacities of 
preoperational children, especially before age four, make a strong case that these 
young children should be unacceptable as witnesses. 

About the time children enter school, however, qualitative changes in cognitive 
processes appear. During the stage of concrete operations, usually lasting from 
about age six until puberty, children begin to use logical systems to organize their 
experiences. The preoperational, impressionistic leaps from data to conclusions, 
characteristic of the previous stage, are replaced by mental strategies that 
encompass a series of small-scale, reversible steps, each of which can be judged 
as reasonable or unreasonable. They now can reason using complex logic as long 
as the assumptions underlying the reasoning process are not contradictory to their 
personal experience. They are not yet able to hypothesize about abstract, "what 
if?" situations. The concrete operational children are avid learners of facts. The 
more tangible or concrete the information, the better they relate to it. Moreover, 
at this stage they are immutably bound to rules, rituals, and doing things the 
"right" way. They want to categorize people, games, situations, and facts into 
separate and mutually exclusive mental pigeon holes. Thus, a person or event is 
either totally "good" or totally "bad"; grey shades on the continuum from good to 
bad do not exist for elementary school children. For this reason, friendships-and 
even family allegiances-are intense but emphemeral. 25 

Because of these advances in logical reasoning and memory encoding strate
gies, six to twelve-year-old children should be considered better witnesses than 
younger children. On the other hand, they are not yet equipped to handle either 
abstract, hypothetical dilemmas or situations that require an assessment of relative 
ethics. Also, their fairweather friendships may make them fickle witnesses. 

Only at the highest level of cognitive functioning, known as formal operations, 
can children cope effectively with abstractions. At this stage they can differentiate 
between the real (the "here and now") and the possible. They become capable of 
hypothetico-deductive reasoning; "if ... , then" statements can be analyzed 
through systematic exploration of logical alternatives. Solutions no longer are 

23 Laura Perry, at age 3, provided this illustration. 
24 V. Roth, Thinking Better by Ourselves (Mar. 1985) (unpublished presentation at the March 

colloquium of the Creighton University Department of Psychology). 
25 J. HARRIS & R. LIEBERT, THE CHILD 436 (1984), citing Selman, The Child as Friendship 

Philosopher, in THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN'S FRIENDSHIPS 242, 251 (1981). 
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reached by mere trial and error, but rather are arrived at by mentally deducing all 
the possible outcomes, testing the alternatives, and then selecting the best answer. 
Unfortunately, this stage is not attainable until, at the earliest, about age eleven.26 

Furthermore, many adults never achieve the complex reasoning abilities that 
constitute formal operations.27 

[B] STAGES OF MORAL DEVELOPMENT 

In addition to understanding basic cognitive processes, it is helpful for the 
attorney to be familiar with the stages of moral development. The qualitative 
changes that take place in moral development closely parallel those of cognition. 
While many theories of moral reasoning have been proposed, 28 perhaps the most 
useful theory for attorneys is that outlined by Lickona.29 According to Lickona, 
individuals may progress through up to six levels of moral reasoning, each with 
its own definition of what is "right" and its own unique reasons for the child being 
"good": (1) During the preschool years, children believe that what is "right" is that 
they get their own way. Thus, children at this stage behave well in order to get 
rewards and to avoid punishments. (2) During kindergarten, children tend to feel 
that they should do what they are told. Being good, then, rests upon staying out 
of trouble. Children at this level, therefore, are quite susceptible to "coaching" by 
adults. Also, at this point, children judge the morality of the act based upon its 
magnitude rather than upon intentions. Thus, the child who breaks ten tea cups 
while trying to wash them is judged more severely than the child who breaks only 
one teacup in the process of obtaining forbidden treats. 30(3) As children move into 
the cognitive stage of concrete operations during the elementary school years, 
their conception of what is right also changes. At this stage, they continue to look 
out for themseleves. In addition, however, they want to be fair to those who are 
fair to them. In this case, being good hinges upon "what's-in-it-for-me?" fairness 
or the "you-scratch-my-back-and-I'll-scratch-yours" philosophy. They may be 
quite willing to help the attorney if they see some benefits to themselves as well. 
(4) During the middle-to-upper elementary grades, morality is synonymous with 
"niceness," that is, with living up to the expectations of important adults. Children 
at this stage are eager to please, even at the expense of adult ethics. Thus, gaining 
approval from authority figures is, for them, better than stating objective truths. 

26 Id. at 468. 
27 M. GANDER & H. GARDINER, supra note 21, at 398, citing Higgins-Trenk & Gaithe, 1971 AM. 

PsYCHOLOGICAL Ass'N PROC. 108 (79th Annual Convention). 
28 See, e.g., Kohlberg, The Development of Children's Orientation Toward a Moral Order, 6 

VITA HUMANA 11 (1963); J. PIAGET, THE MoRAL JuoGMENT OF THE CHILD (1932). 
29 See T. LICKONA, RAISING Gooo CHILDREN: HELPING YouR CHILD THROUGH THE STAGES OF MoRAL 

DEVELOPMENT (1983). 
30 See J. PIAGET, supra note 28, at 117-35. 
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(5) During the teen years, a sense of responsibility to the social system as a whole 
develops. Individuals at this stage believe that they must be good in order to keep 
the system from falling apart and to maintain self-respect as someone who meets 
personal obligations. Explanations of our system of justice may be very useful to 
children at this stage. (6) It is only during the last stage that the adult may act 
consistently in accordance with principled conscience, that is, with respect for the 
rights and dignity of every individual person in support of a system that protects 
human rights.31 

Thus, when children are asked to speak truthfully about events in a court of law, 
their responses may well depend upon their moral frame of reference. This 
knowledge can be especially beneficial in making determinations about qualifying 
children for giving testimony. 

In sum, a general understanding of the cognitive and moral stages of child 
development can assist the attorney in several ways. First, it provides a basis for 
having reasonable expectations for the child. Second, it may be helpful in 
determining why a child is having trouble understanding questions or expressing 
himself. Third, knowing a child's developmental level may be useful both in 
deciding legal competency to testify and in considering how much weight to give 
the child's testimony. Finally, understanding the child's level of development can 
be essential in conducting a successful interview. 

[II] OVERCOMING COMMUNICATION BARRIERS 

In any interview situation, a variety of circumstances and factors will promote 
effective communication; at the same time, others may hinder it.32 The lawyer's 
principal communication tasks in an interview are to minimize or avoid those 
situations that block, mislead, and discourage communication and to utilize or 
stress those skills that facilitate, encourage, and motivate.33 In this regard, lawyers 
must take special care in interviews with children. First, children ordinarily are 

31 T. L1cKONA, supra note 29, at 91-247. 
32 See generally H. FREEMAN & H. WErnOFEN, supra note 15, at 18-19; D, BINDER & S. PRICE, 

LEGAL INTERVIEWING AND COUNSELING 6-19 (1977). 
33 See J. RJCH, INTERVIEWING CHll..DREN AND ADOLESCENTS 25 (1968) (excellent resource on 

interviewing children and it is highly recommended). Rich explains: 

A warm feeling towards the interviewer will motivate the child to communicate-fear, suspicion, or 
hostility will stop him from doing so; interest will help, boredom will hinder, an urgent desire to 
solve his problems will make the child want to talk about them, embarrassment will make him want 
to avoid discussion. The job of the interviewer is therefore to exploit those factors that increase 
communication (especially on the topics that are relevant) and rninirni[z]e those that block 
communication. 

Id. 
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not the initiators of the interview or the attorney-client relationship; thus, they are 
more likely to be involuntary participants. Second, they may have fundamental 
misconceptions about the purpose of the interview and the role of the attorney in 
the legal process. Third, they may fail to understand a lawyer's questions because 
their cognitive and conceptual skills are not fully developed. Fourth, for the same 
reasons, they may be unable to express themselves clearly or to interpret facts 
properly. Fifth, because of their relative immaturity and inexperience, they may be 
less able to deal with emotional blocks or social pressures. Failure to be sensitive 
to these considerations and to adjust an interview to take them into account can 
cause a child to decide that, on balance, it is not worthwhile to communicate;34 

further, it can lead to inaccuracies or distortions in the information or opinions 
elicited; and ultimately it can cause inappropriate advice and unfortunate legal 
determinations. 

[A] OPENING THE INTERVIEW, DEALING WITH MISCONCEPTIONS, AND ESTABLISHING 

A Goon WORKING RELATIONSHIP 

It often is said that it is important "to get off on the right foot." This cliche 
summarizes a significant aspect of an interview with a child in a legal setting. 
Often the beginning not only will affect the entire course of the interview, but also 
it will be one of the key elements in setting the long-term relationship between the 
attorney and the child. As in any interview, the goal at the outset of the interview 
is to put the interviewee at ease and to establish a good working relationship.35 To 
do so requires an awareness of the differences between children and adults as 
interviewees and an effort to modify the interview to take into account those 
differences. 

One important difference is the lack of "common ground" between the attorney 
and the child. Attorneys often engage in "small talk" at the outset of an interview, 
which has the laudable effect of helping the interviewee relax and become used to 
talking with the attorney. Concurrently, it aids in building rapport. Generally 
speaking, it is easy for attorneys to engage in such conversations with other adults 
because the topics arise naturally-the weather, sports, family, job, etc. But 
special care must be taken in selecting the topic for such conversations with 
children because, as Rich suggests, "[i]f an adult's concept of the child's world is 
determined mainly by the points at which that world impinges on the adult world, 
[the interviewer] is liable to bring up the wrong topics."36 For example, many 
adults unwittingly begin conversations with children by asking how they are 

34 Cf id. ("the child will communicate only if, on balance, it is worth his while to do so"). 
35 See H. FREEMAN & H. W EIHOFEN, supra note 15, at 8-13. 
36 J. Rrrn, supra note 33, at 42. 
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doing at school. 37 Another common variant is how they like school. Rich suggests 
that most children do not want to talk about school and that it is better to open the 
conversation with questions about their leisure activities or hobbies. 38 In this 
regard, it is useful for the attorney to find out some information about the child's 
leisure activities before the interview so that the attorney can direct the opening 
discussion to these activities.39 By listening carefully to what the child says, the 
attorney helps to build the child's self-confidence and shows that the attorney is 
interested in what the child has to say. 

Freeman and Weihofen also suggest that the attorney should not be unduly 
friendly with children at the outset of the interview because it may be 
disconcerting, especially when it is unexpected.40 Also it is best to avoid conduct 
which children might view as disrespectful, such as addressing them by a 
nickname without asking them what they like to be called.41 

In the beginning stage of the interview, a structural guide should be given that 
suggests in broad terms how the lawyer sees the interview progressing. For 
example, the lawyer might explain that the lawyer would like the child to describe 
certain events. Then the child will be asked some questions by the lawyer; after 
that, (if it is relevant) they will discuss how they can arrive at some solutions or 
the interview will be over. In addition, the child should be given a chance to give 
input, which may be accomplished by the attorney asking, "Is that okay?" or the 
like. It also provides an early opportunity to deal with any apparent hostility. 

Another important difference between interviewing children and adults is the 
child's limited knowledge of the law, the legal process, and the role of an attorney 
within that process. Through experience, common knowledge, and a mature 
cognitive system, adults ordinarily realize the "representative" function of an 
attorney: someone is the attorney's client, to whom the attorney owes undivided 
loyalty and who the attorney is obligated to represent zealously. 42 In contrast, 

37 Rich notes that an adult would not think of opening a conversation with another adult by 
asking an equivalent question, "Are you successful in your job?" Id. 

38 Id. Cf Inker, Evidentiary Problems in Custody Trials, 6 FAM. Aovoc., Spring 1984, at 16, 16 
(quoting example of a judge establishing rapport with a seven-year-old boy by asking him in a low, 
almost confidential voice about whether the boy played baseball and the position he played). 

39 See note 256 and accompanying text infra. 
40 H. FREEMAN & H. WEIHOFEN, supra note 15, at 458 ("Like anyone else, a child feels more at 

home in a situation that is familiar or at least expected. An unduly warm greeting may therefore be 
disconcerting. Advancing on him with outstretched hand and a toothy smile may take him aback"). 

41 See id. ("If [the child] tells you his name is Edwin Jones, promptly addressing him as 'Eddie' 
may be taken as showing not friendliness but lack of respect"). 

42 See MooEL CooE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY DR 7-101 (1981). See generally Grisso & 
Lovinguth, supra note 14, at 218-23 (good di cussion of the problems children may have in 
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children may have only a vague understanding of the lawyer's position in the legal 
system. They have no "scorecard" to help them understand the intertwining roles 
of private attorney, policeman, prosecutor, and judge. It is even more confusing to 
them to attempt to comprehend the lawyer's multiple roles as defender, facilitator, 
negotiator, and counselor. Thus, if they are the accused, they will not fully 
comprehend the meaning and significance of the advocate on their behalf in the 
legal system. 

It is, therefore, useful to explain in concrete terms, early in the interview, what 
the relationship of the attorney is to the child and why the interview is being 
conducted. For a young child witness to a car-pedestrian accident, for example, an 
attorney might simply say: 'I am a friend of Jimmy and his mother and father. I 
am helping them find out all about Jimmy's accident. I know you were with 
Jimmy just before the accident. It would be a big help to Jimmy if you could tell 
me exactly how the accident happened." If the attorney represented the child and 
his parents in this situation, the explanation would have to be more detailed: "I am 
a lawyer and my job is to help you and your parents find out whether the driver 
of the car that hit you was driving carefully enough. The law says that when the 
driver was not careful enough and hits someone, the driver has to pay for your 
injuries. To decide if the driver must pay, we need to find out all about the 
accident. It would be a big help if you could tell me exactly how the accident 
happened." In a guardian-ad-litem situation, the approach necessarily would be 
different. For example, the attorney could begin by asking the child, "Do you 
know your parents are getting a divorce, which means that your parents no longer 
will live together or be married to each other?" Once the attorney is sure that the 
child has some understanding of a divorce, the attorney then could explain that the 
child's parents "have to go to court to get a divorce and that the judge will know 
that your parents have children." The attorney then could explain that "the judge 
has sent me to talk with you to help the judge decide who you are going to live 
with after the divorce. So I would like to talk with you about your parents and how 
you feel about the divorce." These explanations, of course, should be adjusted 
according to the circumstances and the maturity of the child. 

This general approach has several benefits. First, it performs a socially valuable 
educational function. Second, it helps to build rapport to the extent that it conveys 
that the attorney is on "their side" (if that is the case). Third, by making it clear 
what the general purpose of the interview is, such as finding out information, 
learning their opinion, etc., it may help relieve some anxiety, at least that which 
is based on fear of the unknown. Fourth, it may clear up some misconceptions or 
counteract misinformation given to the child, assuming the child believes the 
attorney. Finally, it will facilitate a better understanding of what the attorney can 

understanding the lawyer-client relationship and the attorney ' s function). 
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do for the child or why the attorney needs the child's help, which thus offers some 
degree of motivation to cooperate. 

In the course of this explanation, the attorney may include an assurance of 
confidentiality-if the child is the client. This assurance may encourage children 
to speak more freely, especially if they have some reason to be apprehensive 
(which usually is the case when they are accused of wrongdoing). It probably 
should be omitted, however, when they have no reason to be apprehensive43 or, 
of course, when confidentiality obligations do not apply ( e.g., when they are 
witnesses). 44 

Another important issue in interviewing children as opposed to adults is the 
general difficulty children have in assuming an active "client" role. Instead, they 
are likely to remain in the natural "child" role. To compound the problem, 
attorneys also have a natural tendency to assume the "parent" role rather than that 
of "counselor." In this skewed relationship, the "parent" (attorney) assesses, 
decides, judges, directs, and manipulates. The "child" ( client), on the other hand, 
is passive, submissive, and docile. As in school, children are expected to listen and 
obey rather than retaining their independence, viewing the attorney as one who 
works for them, and considering themselves as "equals," as would an adult. 45 

For most legal interviewing and counseling purposes, a parent-child relation
ship will be unproductive. It supplies only a low level of motivation to cooperate. 
Furthermore, "decisions" reached without a collaborative effort are judgments that 
reflect the attorney's values, which are not necessarily the same as the child's. 
Such decisions also are less likely to be ones that the child will be satisfied with 
or that the child will follow in the long-run.46 

In this regard, it is important to remember that the success of the interview may 
depend upon the manner in which attorneys verbally approach children. When 
speaking with children, adults have a tendency to change their facial expressions 
(opening the eyes wide and raising the eyebrows), their voices (elevating pitch 
and lowering volume), and the content of their messages (sometimes even using 

43 See J. RlcH, supra note 33, at 32 ("One cannot expect the child to speak freely if he thinks that 
everything he says 'will be taken down in writing and may be used in evidence'. But to start off by 
assuring him that it will not, if the idea had never crossed his mind, will make him unnecessarily 
apprehensive"). 

44 See generally notes 241-52 and accompanying text infra. 
45 Cf T. SHAFFER & R. REoMOUNT, LEGAL INTERVIEWING AND CoUNsEuNG 1-22 to 1-23 (1980). See 

generally T. HARRIS, I'M OK-You'RE OK (1969) (transactional analysis). 
46 Cf D. BINDER & S. PRJcE, supra note 32, at 147-50. 
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"baby-talk").47 A much more successful and less demeaning approach is to 
maintain an adult manner while simplifying the language and content of the verbal 
message.48 

[B] DEALING WITH THE RELUCTANCE TO TALK 

Once the interview has been opened satisfactorily and a working relationship 
has been established, the attorney's principal task is to encourage information 
flow. Usually, the best starting point is a simple open-ended question such as "Tell 
me what happened," or "Tell me what you saw and heard." In introducing this 
open-ended question, or in the earlier discussion, it is vitally important for the 
interviewer to avoid an unintentional association with persons whom the child 
fears49 by a statement such as "The police say you were at the scene."50 Likewise, 
critical remarks should be avoided because they too tend to discourage commu
nication. 51 

To maintain the interview, the attorney often will have to be a more active 
participant than in an interview with an adult. Numerous nods, "Mm-hmmm's," 
and other recognition and encouragement, such as "I see," often will be needed to 
promote information flow. The attorney should more liberally tolerate silences and 
pauses because children may need more time than adults to think or to decide how 
to express themselves. 52 Likewise, the attorney should be careful to use general 
probe questions such as "Can you remember anything (more) about 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ?" before resorting to more specific questions. If more specific 
questions are needed, it is helpful to remember that children tend to encode their 
experiences in memory "pigeonholes"; that is, all information relating to a 
particular event is, practically speaking, stored together. 53 It is the attorney's job 
to ferret out this information by finding the "key" to the right pigeonhole. 
Questions that tap the five senses are likely keys. Thus, the following open-ended 
questions may prove useful: "What colors do you remember seeing?" "What 

47 Cf Snow, Mother's Speech to Children Learning Language, 43 CHlLD DEv. 549, 561-64 
(1972). 

48 A. CLARKE-STEWART & J. Koett, CHILDREN: DEVELOPMENT THROUGH ADOLESCENCE 215 (1983). 
49 J. RrcH, supra note 33, at 31-32. 
50 H. FREEMAN & H. WEIHOFEN, supra note 15, at 461 (suggesting the use of a more neutral 

introduction, such as "I'd like to hear your story of what happened"). 
51 J. RicH, supra note 33, at 32. Rich illustrates this point with the following two examples: "I 

see that you're not doing very well in school" and "Your mother says that you have been very 
naughty lately." Id. 

52 Freeman and Weihofen point out that children often will c~me to a full stop in the 
conversation just before they are about to express their deepest feelings or reveal an important fact. 
H. FREEMAN & H. WEIHOFEN, supra note 15, at 459. 

53 This terminology was suggested by Dr. T. Santmire of the University of Nebraska. 
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sounds did you hear?" "What could you smell?" etc. 

During the course of an interview, there are three situations in which the child 
is likely to show a reluctance to talk: (1) the subject matter or the child's answer 
is embarassing; (2) the topic (or the interview or the interviewer) is perceived as 
threatening; and (3) the discussion is emotionally upsetting. Because these 
situations can be expected, the attorney needs to have at hand techniques to 
overcome these barriers to communication. 

When a child appears to be needlessly embarrassed, the attorney may reassure 
the child that there is no cause to be. 54 Even better, the attorney can empathize 
with the child by saying, "I know it's tough to talk about it, but it will be worth 
it to get this whole thing cleared up. "55 The attorney can add that when the 
attorney knows all about it, together they can decide what to do next.56 

Sometimes, however, a simple expression of interest ("I see" or "uh huh") may be 
enough to get the child to continue.57 On the other hand, if the attorney's 
encouragement is not sufficient to overcome the child's reluctance, it is better for 
the attorney to change the topic quickly and approach the embarrassing matter 
again later. 58 

Whenever possible, the attorney should try to anticipate situations that are 
likely to be embarrassing or derogatory to children. Their difficulty can be eased 
by asking them a multiple-choice question. In this way, they can choose between 
different adjectives or descriptions, phrased in a manner that tries to avoid making 
any of them sound derogatory. 59 For example, if the child appears reluctant to 
discuss the drinking habits of a parent, the attorney might say, "You mentioned 
that your father drinks a 'little' beer each night. Would you say he usually drinks 
one or two cans, three or four, five or six, seven or eight, nine or ten, eleven or 
twelve, or more than that each night?" Another approach is to ask a question 
embodying a comparison, such as, "Compared with the fathers of your friends, 
would you say your father drinks more or less than most of them?" rather than, 
"Does your father drink a lot?"60 

Threatening situations, such as a discussion of an accused child's guilt 

54 J. RlcH, supra note 33, at 37. 
55 Id. (such a statement demonstrates that the interviewer understands and sympathizes with the 

child's difficulty). 
56 Id. (such a statement demonstrates that the interviewer is in a position to help). 
57 Id. 

58 Id. at 55 (suggesting that it is valuable to have a set of neutral or plea ant topics on which to 
draw at short notice if the interview becomes difficult). 

59 See H. FREEMAN & H. WElHOFEN, supra note 15, at 460. 

60 Id. 
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generally can be dealt with in a similar way-by reassurance, empathic support, 
and carefully framed questions. Unrealistic protests of innocence or non
involvement by a child can be met directly by the attorney with a reminder of 
confidentiality and the various techniques of dealing with any lying client.61 But 
here the attorney must be careful not to drive the child into a sulky silence by a 
too direct confrontation. 

Closely related to threatening situations are those that are emotionally upset
ting. Guilt feelings sometimes are the cause for the reluctance to discuss a topic. 
Another cause can be the child's unwillingness to "relive" a traumatic event or 
experience again by talking about the details, such as when the child has 
witnessed a bloody crime or accident or has been sexually molested. 62 This latter 
situation probably is one of the most difficult for attorneys to deal with effectively, 
but unfortunately it is one of the more common ones. Here again, reassurance, 
empathic support, carefully framed questions, and encouragement are the best 
techniques. Painful topics may have to be approached from several directions, 
coupled with topic-switching, before the complete story comes out.63 Another 
approach may be to use indirect questions. For example, children might be asked 
how they intend to bring up their own children when they have them, which may 
indirectly reveal information about how they are treated.64 Often children may be 
willing to draw a picture about an incident when they are otherwise emotionally 
unable to talk about it. 65 Asking them to depict the incident using small dolls or 
puppets also can be effective.66 

[C] INABILITY TO UNDERSTAND QUESTIONS OR EXPLANATIONS 

As highly educated persons, lawyers routinely use a relatively sophisticated 
vocabulary, including technical terms and legal jargon. Although a lawyer's verbal 
skills are valuable for many legal purposes, they sometimes can present a 
significant barrier to communication with adults. They present an even greater 

61 See D. BINDER & S. PRICE, supra note 32, at 112-18 (dealing with client fabrication). 
62 H. FREEMAN & H. WEIHOFEN, supra note 15, at 461-62. Cf Paulson, Strouse, & Chaleff, 

Intrafamilial Incest and Sexual Molestation of Children, in THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN 39, 48 (1982) 
("being interviewed can be a source of great anxiety, fear, embarassment, and anger for the incested 
child"). 

63 See J. RICH, supra note 33, at 55. 
64 Id. at 45. Rich points out that it is important to make clear to children that there are no right 

or wrong answers in this context and that they are being asked for their opinion, which they have 
every right to have. Id. 

65 H. FREEMAN & H. WEIHOFEN, supra note 15, at 462. 
66 See Berliner & Barbieri, The Testimony of the Child Victim of Sexual Assault, 40 J. Soc. 

IssUEs, No. 2 1984, at 125, 129, 133 (use of anatomically correct dolls that permit children to 
demonstrate the sexual activity rather than having to describe it orally). 
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potential barrier when children are involved. For this reason, lawyers must choose 
their words with great care, especially in asking questions of children or 
explaining matters to them. 

It is important to recognize from the outset that words do not always mean the 
same thing to children as they do to adults. For example, "staying up late" may 
mean 8:30 p.m. to a child.67 Other words or terms simply will be incomprehen
sible to a child. For example, it would be virtually useless to give explanations to 
a child that include such terms as "negligence," "verdict," "(legal) judgment," 
"presumption," "pleading," "compensate," "cause of action," etc. 

A lawyer likewise should not expect children to be able to answer questions 
about abstractions, especially concerning a subject which they have not previously 
considered.68 Similarly, they may not fully comprehend a generalized term in a 
question, such as the word "statement" in the following question: "Did you make 
a statement to anyone?"69 Nor should a lawyer expect a child to fully understand 
evaluative questions, such as "Do you get along well with your father?"70 

The best approach is to reduce the questions or explanations to the most basic 
and concrete terms. For example, believing that "hobbies" means "handicrafts," 
children may answer the question, "What are your hobbies?" by stating that they 
do not have any. Yet a more concrete question, such as "What do you do after 
school and during the evening?" may generate more meaningful and accurate 
answers. 71 Similarly, children may give an unsatisfactory answer to "Where do 
you reside?" but readily answer the question, "With whom do you live?"72 

67 D. DINKMEYER & E. CALDWELL, DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE: A COMPREHENSIVE 
SCHOOL APPROACH 107-08 (1970). 

68 H. FREEMAN & H. WEIHOFEN, supra note 15, at 460. 
69 See id. (Instead, "[a]sk whether he talked to the police (if that is what you want to know) or 

to anyone from an insurance company, or whether he made any comments to a friend as they stood 
there"). See also Goodman, The Child Witness: Conclusions and Future Directions for Research 
and Legal Practice, 40 J. Soc. IssUEs, No. 2 1984, at 157, 157-58 (three-year-old's confusion of 
"house" and "apartment" responsible, in part, for the dropping of sexual abuse charges). 

70 Id. See notes 103-05 and accompanying text infra. 
71 J. RicH, supra note 33, at 47. 
72 See Stafford, The Child as a Witness, 37 WASH. L. REv. 303,314 (1962). Attorneys also must 

be careful to recognize the child's perspective and tendency toward extreme literalness. Consider the 
following example taken from a trial context: 

[A] 5-year-old child, on direct examination, told the jury about her father putting his penis in her 
mouth. On cross-examination by the father's defense attorney, the following exchange took place: 

Defense Attorney: And then you said you put your mouth on his penis? 

Child: No. 

Defense Attorney: You didn't say that? 
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The same approach can be used for legal terms or concepts. For example, 
"negligence" can become "when it's someone's fault" or "not being careful 
enough"; "compensate" can become "pay for" or "pay back"; "divorce" can be 
explained as above-"when parents no longer live together and are not married to 
each other anymore"; etc. 

[D] INABILITY TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES 

This barrier to communication-the inability of children to express 
themselves-is an intellectual rather than an emotional one. 73 In part, this barrier 
arises from a child's limited vocabulary and reasoning capacity. It also arises, in 
part, from the inability of the attorney to see the child's frame of reference, to 
understand slang, and to be aware of the special connotations of what is said. 

When an attorney is uncertain of the child's meaning, it is best if the attorney 
takes the blame for failing to understand. In any event, the attorney should use 
neutral phrases such as "What do you mean?" rather than "You are not making 
yourself clear."74 Furthermore, it is often possible to re-phrase the question or to 
ask for elaboration, ("Tell me some more about ______ "). Rich aptly 

Child: No. 

Defense Attorney: Did you ever put your mouth on his penis? 

Child: No. 

Defense Attorney: Well, why did you tell your mother that your dad put his penis in your 
mouth? 

Child: My brother told me to. 

At this point, it looked as if the child had completely recanted her earlier testimony about the 
sexual abuse and had only fabricated the story because her brother told her to. However, the 
experienced prosecuting attorney recognized the problem and clarified the situation: 

Prosecuting Attorney: Jennie, you said that you didn't put your mouth on daddy's penis. Is 
that right? 

Child: Yes. 

Prosecuting Attorney: Did daddy put his penis in your mouth? 

Child: Yes. 

Prosecuting Attorney: Did you tell your mom? 

Child: Yes. 

Prosecuting Attorney: What made you decide to tell? 

Child: My brother and I talked about it, and he said I better tell or dad would just keep doing 
it. 

Berliner & Barbieri, supra note 66, at 132. 
73 J. RrCH, supra note 33, at 53. 
74 See id. 
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points out that if all else fails, "it is far better to give the impression of having 
understood [the child] and change the topic and then come back to it later in some 
other way than to leave the child with the impression that he can't get his point 
across however hard he tries."75 

It often is tempting to offer a summary of what was said and to ask whether this 
summary is correct when the child's meaning is unclear. While this technique may 
sometimes work well with adults, it is particularly dangerous to use with children 
who are in a state of anxiety or who are very young because they may be quite 
willing to agree to anything. 76 

Another possible approach when children are unable to communicate is to 
allow them to show the attorney with toy objects. For example, children may be 
able to demonstrate the position or movement of physical objects much more 
effectively with toy cars and toy "people" than through a narration of the events.77 

This same technique may, of course, be used in a deposition or at trial. 78 An other 

75 Id. 
76 Id. at 54. See notes 112-28 and accompanying text infra. 
77 Note, The Problem of the Child Witness , 10 WYo. L.J. 214, 220 (1956) (reporting the 

successful experience of a practicing attorney using this approach). 
78 See, e.g. , id.at 220-21; Deposition of Bobby Camerlinck at 6-8, Camerlinck v. Thomas, 209 

Neb. 843, 312 N.W.2d 260 (1981) (action to recover damages after the six-year-old defendant 
negligently poked the four-year-old plaintiff in the eye with a stick at a playground). The plaintiff, 
who was five years old at time of deposition, was having difficulty explaining how the accident 
happened. The attorney handled this problem in this way: 

How close were you to the slide, Bobby, less than a foot, just a few inches, ten or twelve inches 
would you say? 

About that. 

You could reach out and touch the slide if you wanted to real easy, right, you were close enough 
to do that without moving? 

Yes. 

What direction were you facing, do you know? Was your body pointed toward the slide, or away 
from it, or how was it? 

That way was the slide. 

Let's pretend this is the edge of the slide, okay, right here, this table, let's pretend the slide is coming 
down like this. Is that the right way? 

Yes. It was corning down that way. 

Can you show me where you stood, if this is the bottom of the slide, and where your mom is seated 
would be the top. Do you understand what I mean? 

Yes. 

It is corning down like this. Where were you standing with reference to the slide. 

Right here. 
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possibility is allowing them to draw or write out what happened. This approach 
may be especially useful when children have speech defects or have suffered an 
injury impairing their speech.79 

[Ill] PROBLEMS OF FACTUAL ACCURACY 

One of the principal concerns in interviews with children is whether the 
information given by them is factually accurate. At trial, it is of the utmost 
importance to establish accuracy, particularly when children are the only 
eyewitnesses to the event. This section examines four basic factors affecting the 
veracity of children: (1) perception and recall (memory); (2) ordering and 
interpreting perceptions; (3) suggestibility; and (4) undue influence. In doing so, 
it draws on the findings of social science research. 

[A] PERCEPTION AND RECALL (MEMORY) 

Perception is the conscious mental registration of sensory stimuli. 80 To be of 
any use in giving factual information in interviews or testimony, children, of 

You were on this side of it? 

Yes. 

Show me how you were standing, which direction you were facing. This is the bottom. 

[ATTORNEY]: Let the record show he is on the left side of the table facing what would be the 
bottom of the slide, . . .. 

[OTHER ATTORNEY: He is facing in the direction that the slope of the slide is. 

[ATTORNEY]: Right, for this purpose. 

I want you to stand up there again, Bobby, like you were. Can you take one of your arms and reach 
out and show me which side the slide would have been on when you were standing there facing the 
bottom. 

[ATTORNEY]: For the record he has reached out with his right arm and indicated. 

What direction did you turn when you heard Jay call to you? 

[ATTORNEY]: For the record he turned his head to the right. 

Id. (continuing the examination). See also note 102 and accompanying text infra. 

Note that visual aids are especially helpful at trial when children are examined. See 6 AM. JUR. 
TRIALS Direct Examination of Defendant§ 9, at 273 (1967) ("it may be far more useful to show [the 
child] a photograph [ or other visual aid] and ask him to point out and mark certain items in it, than 
to ask him to attempt the difficult task of describing the scene of an accident or estimating distances 
and relative positions of such items", this source also suggests that children ordinarily are quite 
adept in using visual aids because much of their education involves the use of such aids) [hereinafter 
cited as Direct Examination of Defendant]. 

79 Cf 1 AM. JuR. TRIALS Investigating the Civil Case § 41, at 425 (1964) (suggesting such an 
approach for the purpose of memorializing the child's statement) [hereinafter cited as Investigating 
the Civil Case]. 

80 DoRLANo's ILLUSTRATED MEDJCAL D1cTIONARY 1122 (24th ed. 1965). 
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course, must have actually perceived the event. Like any other witnesses, for 
example, children may have been distracted or they may have defects in their 
sensory organs (eyesight, hearing, taste, smell, etc.). Unlike adults, who are prone 
to divide their attention between observing and interpreting their observations, 
however, children tend to concentrate on observing. Thus, bright children may be 
very effective witnesses. 81 On the other hand, children may fail to note peripheral 
elements because they may lack meaning or importance in the child's experience 
while other extraneous elements may be given exaggerated importance because of 
their peculiar transitory relevance to the child. 82 For instance, some children may 
"draw a blank" when they are asked to describe the clothes that someone was 
wearing because they may not have learned to be conscious of detail in 
appearance or dress; in contrast, other children who are preoccupied with fashion 
may be able to describe the clothes in great detail.83 

In addition to the initial perception of events, children must have sufficient 
recall, that is, the ability to remember and report information in some way, to be 
of any use in giving factual information in interviews or testimony. Remember 
that the child's brain is not yet fully developed. In particular, the bundle of fibers, 
known as the corpus callosum, that provides communication between the 
perceptual right-brain and the verbal left-brain remains immature until nearly age 
nine.84 Thus, while children may be able to perceive an event accurately, they may 
have great difficulty translating perceptions into accurate verbal representations. 

Generally speaking, social scientists measure children's memories in three 
ways. One is a "recall test," in which children must search their memories for 
missing ideas or facts; in this test, they must retrieve all the necessary information 
without hints. This method will be the most difficult for young children. Another 
is a "recognition test," in which children must choose between both correct and 
incorrect information that they are given. The third method is a "direct-question 
test," in which children are asked specific, direct questions to stimulate their 
recall. 

The psychological research on a child's ability to remember has found that 
children have a relatively early development of recognition recall. Specifically, 
studies show that children as young as age four or five perform as well as adults 

81 H. FREEMAN & H. WEIHOFEN, supra note 15, at 458. See also Investigating the Civil Case, supra 
note 79, § 41, at 424 (1964) ("Small children, particularly, often possess picture-image memories 
that sometimes make them exceedingly important witnesses to an accident"). 

82 5 AM. JuR. TRIALS, Handling Perception and Distortion in Testimony § 19, at 824 (1966) 
[hereinafter cited as Handling Perception and Distortion]. 

83 Id. at 825. 
84 V. Roth, supra note 24 (unpublished pre entation). 
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on recognition memory tasks.85 This research supports the conclusion that 
children may be "quite adequate" in performing eyewitness tasks such as suspect 
identification from a line-up or from photographs, which essentially involves the 
identification of a stimulus as the same as or different from what was previously 
seen.86 

Not surprisingly, in contrast to recognition memory tasks, psychological 
research demonstrates a substantial difference with age in the ability to retrieve 
previously observed events from memory with few or no prompts (free recall).87 

For example, if ten-year-old children are shown a group of twelve pictures, they 
usually will be able to recall seven or eight of them (and recognize all twelve). 
Four-year-old children, however, will be able to recall only three of them (but 
recognize all twelve).88 Measured in terms of the number of descriptive 
statements, older persons quite naturally produce much more material on free 
recall. This discrepancy can be accounted for in large measure by maturation of 
the brain itself. 

In one study, for instance, subjects from kindergarten-age children to college
age adults observed an unexpected, staged incident- an interruption in which a 
person complained angrily about use of the room. When they were asked to relate 
what they could remember about the incident in a free recall, a number of the 
younger subjects did not volunteer any information. The kindergarten and first 
graders recalled an average of about one correct item per subject, the third and 
fourth graders about three, the seventh and eighth graders about six, and the 
college students between seven and eight. 89 This study did point out, however, 
that although the youngest (kindergarten-first grade) group offered much less in a 
free narrative, what they did say tended to be correct ( only 3% error). In contrast, 
the other age groups had an error rate of 12%, 8%, and 10% respectively.90 

85 See Melton, Children's Competency to Testify, 5 LAW & HuM. BEHAV. 73, 76-77 (1981) 
(summarizing the pscyhological research). 

86 See Marin, Holmes, Guth, & Kovac, The Potential of Children as Eyewitnesses, 3 LAW & 
HUM. BEHAV. 295, 296 (1979) [hereinafter cited as Marin]. But cf, Chance & Goldstein, 
Face-Recognition Memory: Implications for Children 's Eyewitness Testimony, 40 J. Soc. IssuEs, No. 
2 1984, at 69, 82-83; California abuse case may be unraveling, Chicago Tribune, May 17, 1985, 
at 1, col. 2, 9, col. 1 (in a preschool abuse case, a ten-year-old witness astonished courtroom 
observers by erroneously identifying photographs of the newly elected Los Angeles City Attorney 
and a motion picture actor as among those who had abused him). 

87 Marin, supra note 86, at 296. 
88 J. KAGAN, UNDERSTANDING CHILDREN: BEHAVIOR, MOTIVES, AND THOUGHT 108 (1971). 
89 Marin, supra note 86, at 297-98, 300-01. 
90 Id. at 303. It should be noted that the overall performance of eyewitness tasks was found to 

be poor in a free narrative: the observers were able to recall less than one fifth of the items that they 
could have recalled, based upon independent raters ' analyses of the twenty most likely descriptive 
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After they had completed their narrative, the observers were asked to answer 
twenty, yes-no objective, nonleading questions about the incident. The questions 
used simple vocabulary and sentence tructure (e.g., Was the man wearing brown 
pants? Was the man's hair longer than mine? Did the man touch me?). They then 
were asked to identify the man they had seen from six similar photographs.91 The 
researchers found that the children of all ages were just as capable as the adults 
of answering simple, direct questions about the incident as well as identifying 
from the photographs the person they had seen. 92 

In the context of a legal interview or examination, this research suggests that 
when children are simply asked to tell what they can remember about an event, 
the quality of the narrative of older children will be better than that of younger 
ones, but neither will give as full a narrative as an adult. It also suggests, however, 
that even young children (kindergarten-first grade) have sufficiently developed 
ability to remember past events93 and that simple, direct (nonleading) questions or 
recognition recall appear to be viable means of finding out factual information 
from them. Using those methods, their answers apparently are no less credible 
than those of an adult, absent other influences. 94 

[B] ORDERING AND I TERPRETING PERCEPTIO s 

Even if children have a sufficient memory ability to answer simple, direct 
(nonleading) questions about an incident or to recall by recognition, the possibility 
remains that they may have difficulty in conceptualizing complex events, 
identifying relationships, recognizing feelings, and attributing intentions. In each 
of these circumstances, the accuracy of their reporting depends on their ability to 
order and interpret perceptions. It is widely recognized that this ability is 
influenced by age. Generally speaking, this ability is a gradually acquired attribute 

statements of ideas from tape recording of the narratives. Id. at 298, 303. 
91 The photographs were selected from twelve photographs of men with beards, glasses, and 

medium-length brown hair wearing the ame hirt and in similar lighting conditions. The 
photographs were shown to forty adults who were a ked to eliminate the two or three that they felt 
were the most different. Id. at 299. 

92 Id. at 298-99, 301-06. The observer answered 75% of the objective questions correctly and 
were able to identify the person from the six photographs about 50% of the time. Id. at 303. 

93 The available studies have used various recall periods. In the tudy discussed extensively in 
the text, the assessment was conducted after a brief interval (10 to 30 minutes) and again two weeks 
later. Id. at 298. Other studies have used differing periods (e.g., 28 days), but apparently none have 
tested developmental differences in memory over a period of many months. See Melton, supra note 
85, at 77. 

94 Marin, supra note 86, at 304. See also notes 112-41 and accompanying text (discussing 
suggestibility of children and undue influence on them). 
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that does not reach the standard of adult reliability until about the age of twelve. 95 

Because of this difference in cognitive development, lawyers must assess 
carefully the reliability of children's statements that embody conclusions based on 
their perception of complex events, relationships, feelings, or intentions. 

In one study designed to evaluate children's ability to make inferences about 
feelings, thoughts, and intentions as well as their ability to explain sequences of 
behavior that occur in interpersonal relations, researchers found a substantial 
difference between the ability of six-year-olds and that of older children (ages nine 
and twelve). In this study, the children were shown two movies of factual 
situations. The six-year-olds were clearly less able to report about the adults' 
actions, states of mind, feelings, etc. than were the older children. 96 This 
conclusion has been corroborated by extensive research on children's ability to 
accurately understand and interpret events depicted on television programs. This 
interpretive ability is not well established until between ages ten and thirteen. 97 

Another skill required in ordering and interpreting perceptions is understanding 
the concept of time. Although there is some debate among psychologists about 
when the concept of time is mastered,98 it is generally accepted that young 
children (under age seven or eight) have great difficulty in understanding and 
reporting elapsed time. 99 They are much better in reporting events as having 
occurred in relation to some routine aspect of their daily lives (e.g., "during 
Sesame Street" or "after going to bed"). Without such concrete anchors, time 
perceptions may be embellished or magnified.100 Likewise, speed and distance 
judgments (e.g., "fast," "a long time," etc.) and other estimates (e.g., "tall," "big," 
etc.) may not be meaningful. 101 To guard against these problems, careful 

95 See Handling Perception and Distortion, supra note 82, § 19 at 824. 
96 See D. FLAPAN, CHILDREN'S UNDERSTANDING OF SocIAL INTERACTION 65 (1968). Cf Deposition of 

Bobby Camerlinck, supra note 78, at 11 (Q. "Was he [the six-year-old defendant] mad at you?" A. 
"I don't know. I ain't him"). With respect to assessing feelings, children have been found to be more 
accurate in their judgments of facial than vocal expressions. A. MEHRABIAN, NONVERBAL COMMUNI
CATION 105 (1972). 

97 Collins, Wellman, Keniston, & Westby, Age-Related Aspects of Comprehension and Influence 
from a Televised Dramatic Narrative, 49 CHILD DEv. 389, 396 (1978). 

98 See Melton, supra note 85, at 77-78. 
99 Piaget suggests that children master the concept of time about the age seven or eight. See J. 

PIAGET, THE CHILD's CoNCEPTION oF TIME 255-79 (1927). Cf Rosche v. McCoy, 397 Pa.615, 624, 156 
A.2d 307, 312 (1959) (child's testimony as to elapsed time in a negligence case). 

100 Handling Perception and Distortion, supra note 82, § 19 at 824. 
101 Cf Deposition of Bobby Camerlinck, supra note 78, at 9 (Q. "When you saw that stick, how 

long was it, Bobby, about ten to twelve inches long, about as long as a ruler at school?" A. "I don't 
know. I never saw a ruler"). Adults are not known for making particularly accurate judgments about 
time, speed, size, distance, or other conditions. See generally Handling Perception and Distortion, 
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questioning as to the child's experience in making such judgments and compari
sons or simulations may be of use in assessing a child's statements.102 

Care also must be taken when a question in the attorney's mind calls for an 
"objective" answer, such as, "Is your mother kind to your brother and you?" This 
sort of question, however, is not objective, but instead one that calls for an opinion 
or characterization. In the child's mind, the mother may be quite kind, while on 
an objective basis she has demonstrated cruelty and harshness. 103 After all, 
children-especially young ones who have lived in no other home-have no point 
of comparison. To them, their family is "normal" because they have experienced 
nothing better.104 Thus, it is essential to find out more specific, concrete 
information, such as that "[s]he always hit him [her brother] on the head with a 
broom."105 Be aware too that children are prone to generalize from one or two 
instances.106 For example, the fact that mother occasionally is kind may be 
adequate grounds for the child generally to categorize her as "kind." 

When distortions do occur in a child's ordering and interpreting of events, the 
distortions are likely to be unconscious rather than deliberate. 107 Such distortions 
often reflect the child's "uncertainty and lack of experience as to what is real and 
substantial and what is not."108 For example, a young child may accurately 
observe two persons in an argument, but in describing the incident erroneously 
may state that "they had guns," based upon the observation that they had bulging 
pockets (or perhaps not even that). 109 In such a situation, careful questioning may 

supra note 82, §§ 61-63, at 855-59; 17 AM. JuR. PROOF OF FACTS, Unintentional Errors and 
Distortions in Testimony § l, at 166-69 (1966). 

102 Adults with extensive driving experience, for example, are generally more accurate in their 
judgments than inexperienced persons. H. FREEMAN & H. WEIHOFEN, supra note 15, at 42. One 
approach is to allow the child to demonstrate, with the attorneys agreeing for the record to a verbal 
description of the demonstration. See, e.g., Deposition of Bobby Camerlinck, supra note 78, at 9. 
("Can the record show he had his hands apart maybe ten or twelve inches? Would you agree?" The 
other attorney replied, "Yes, he did"). 

103 See J. Rrctt, supra note 33, at 6-8. 
104 See Walsh, Conceptualizations of Normal Family Functioning, in NoRMAL FAMILY PROCESSES 

3, 3 (1982). 
105 Cf Use of Child Witnesses Sparks Concerns, Omaha World Herald, Nov. 7, 1983, at 3, col. 

1 (testimony of a five-year-old at the trial of his mother for killing her three-year-old son). 
106 S. CHASE, THE TYRANNY OF WORDS 56 (1938). 
107 Handling Perception and Distortion, supra note 82, § 19, at 824. 
108 Id. See generally Johnson & Foley, Differentiating Fact from Fantasy: The Reliability of 

Children's Memory, 40 J. Soc. 1ssuEs, No. 2 1984, at 33 (suggesting children may have difficulty 
with some, but not all, reality-monitoring situations). 

109 Handling Perception and Distortion, supra note 82, § 19, at 825. See also Investigating the 
Civil Case, supra note 79, § 41, at 424 (1964) (small children "have vivid imaginations with which 
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establish the child's line of inference or point of view. 110 Another possible 
approach is to ask the child a wide range of questions to determine those areas in 
which overexaggeration tends to occur. 111 

they supply missing details out of whole cloth and yet be absolutely convinced and convincing that 
they are telling the truth"); Direct Examination of Defendant, supra note 78, § 9, at 272 (suggesting 
that most children "have highly active imaginations" and that "the experience of being on the 
witness stand and being the center of attention can often cause them to be carried by their 
imaginations to rather wild extremes"); California abuse case may be unraveling, Chicago Tribune, 
May 17, 1985, at 1, col. 3, 9, col. 1 (recent child witness in preschool abuse case testified that 
"children were beaten regularly at the McMartin school with a 10-foot-long bullwhip, forced to 
exhume bodies, and slapped by a priest if they refused to pray to 'three or four gods"'; one of the 
seven defense attorneys commented, "This is killing the prosecution"). 

110 See Handling Perception and Distortion, supra note 82, at 825; Melton, supra note 85, § 19, 
at 82. 

111 2 AM. JuR. TRIALS, Locating and Interviewing Witnesses § 73, at 280 (1964) (suggesting 
questions covering a wide range of areas to disclose those on which the child is most likely to 
fabricate). This source illustrates this approach with the following questions: 

Jimmy, what do you like most about school? 

Well, recess, I guess. 

How about arithmetic? 

It's okay. 

Do you always get good grades? 

No. 

What grade did you get in arithmetic last term? 

I did pretty well. I got a "satisfactory" in reading. 

I mean in arithmetic. 

Well, I got a "good" once. 

Yes, but what about last semester? 

I got a "Needs Improvement." 

Do you swim? 

Yes. 

How far can you swim? 

Oh, about a mile. 

When did you learn to swim? 

Last summer. 

Ever been up in an airplane? 

Lots of times. 

A jet? 

Yes, I go up in jets a lot. 

Can you fly one? 

My father is teaching me. 
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In sum, in asking factual questions and in considering what is said, a constant 
awareness is needed of the types of statements or conclusions that may be beyond 
the cognitive abilities of the child. In this regard, it is helpful to remember the 
basic stages of cognitive development. From ages two to four, most children have 
vivid mental images but have difficulty expressing them in verbal form. Specific, 
concrete questions that probe the five senses will be most useful for preschool-age 
children. From ages four to about seven, children reason by intuitive leaps and 
bounds. The attorney must be careful, therefore, to ask questions aimed at 
unraveling the child's complicated, transductive reasoning process. During the 
elementary school years, children have an affinity for "stockpiling" facts in 
mutually exclusive mental pigeonholes. Drawing inferences that bridge these 
categories, however, is not yet feasible for most children. Therefore, at this level, 
it is best for the attorney to ask questions that can be answered factually rather 
than interpretively. Only as children make the transition into puberty do they 
begin to report reliably about another person's states of mind, feelings, or 
intentions. 

[ C] SUGGESTIBILITY 

It is commonly stated that children are more suggestible than adults. 112 The 
study, referred to previously, in which children from kindergarten to college-age 
adults observed an unexpected, staged incident, 113 nonetheless found that children 
in that study were not "more easily swayed into incorrect answers by the use of 
leading questions than were adults."114 After the twenty objective questions had 
been asked, they were asked two leading questions ("Did the man slam the door 
as he closed it?" and "Was the package the man carried small ?").115 The impact 
of these questions was assessed at a econd testing session two weeks later when 
all questions were presented in a nonleading form. 116 No significant age difference 

Where does your father work? 

He is a plumber. 

Id. at 280-81 . In this illustration, the child tended to be truthful concerning his intellectual abilities 
but falsified or exaggerated his physical accomplishments; in other areas, he was perhaps somewhat 
evasive but apparently was otherwise factual and accurate. Id. at 281. 

112 See, e.g., 35 AM. JUR. PROOF OF FACTS 2D Qualifying Child Witness to Testify § 7, at 676 
(1983) [hereinafter cited as Qualifying Child Witness]. 

113 See notes 89-92 and accompanying text supra. 
114 Marin, supra note 86, at 304. 
115 One half of the subjects in each age group wa asked one of the leading questions and the 

other in a nonleading form; the other half of the subjects wa a ked the leading and nonleading 
questions in reverse order. Id. at 299. 

116 Id. The nonleading form of the two question noted in the text was: "Did the man close the 
door as he left?" and "Was the man carrying a package?" Id. at 306. 
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was found. 117 Other recent studies support the conclusion that young children are 
no more suggestible than adults. 118 

In contrast, a number of studies have found in varying contexts that children 
indeed may be more suggestible than adults. Some of the more extreme examples 
involved group behavior.119 A more relevant study involved three groups 
(third-graders, sixth-graders, and college-age adults) that were shown a film 
detailing two petty crimes-failure to return a purse left on a bus to its known 
owner and shoplifting. One half of the observers were asked twenty-two 
questions, half of which were in a suggestive form containing false information 
(e.g., "The young woman was carrying a newspaper when she entered the bus, 
wasn't she?"-in actuality, it was a shopping bag); the other half of the observers 
were asked the twenty-two questions, but in a nonsuggestive form ("What was the 
young woman carrying when she entered the bus?").120 If the observers disagreed 

117 Id. at 303. 
118 See, e.g., Duncan, Whitney, & Kunen, Integration of Visual and Verbal Information in 

Children's Memories, 53 CHJLo Dev. 1215 (1982). In this study, 6, 8, and 10-year-old students and 
college-age students were asked short-answer questions after they had seen a series of slides. Id. at 
1216. For example, one set of slides dealt with "Krog," a caveman, who with his friends, was 
attacked by a bear. The subjects were asked three types of "information" questions: (1) "When the 
bear appeared, where did it chase the men?" ("no-information" question); (2) "After the bear 
appeared and broke the man's spear, where did it chase the men?" ("correct-information" question); 
and (3) "After the bear appeared and broke the man's fishing pole, where did it chase the men?" 
("misleading-information" question). Id. at 1216-17. The subjects were then asked "follow-up" 
questions to examine whether the "information" questions influenced the subject's memory of the 
depicted visual events. The questions called for "yes" or "no" answers. For the Krog story, the 
"follow-up" question requiring a positive response was: "Were the men hunting when the bear 
appeared?" The negative one was: "Were the men fishing when the bear appeared?" Id. at 1217. 
When the scores on all trials were analyzed, children and adults were found to be equally influenced 
by the post-event questions. Id. at 1218. A second analysis based on only those instances in which 
there was correct memory of the visual sequence showed that the younger subjects appeared to be 
less influenced. Id. ("The first graders were unaffected by either correct or misleading information 
whereas the older subjects were significantly affected by both information types"). A similar pattern 
was found in a second experiment when memory change was evaluated by a slide recognition task. 
Id. at 1219-21. 

119 See, e.g., Hoving, Hamm, & Galvin, Social Influence as a Function of Stimulus Ambiguity 
at Three Age Levels, 1 DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 631 (1969) (children in grades 2, 5, and 8 were 
required to determine which of two slides had the greater number of dots) ( conformity to suggestions 
by peers); Note, supra note 77, at 220, quoting H. BURTT, APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY 307 (1948) (reporting 
an experiment in the lower grades to determine the keenest smell; the children were told to raise their 
hands as soon as they smelled anything; when a bottle of distilled water was opened, most of their 
hands went up within a few seconds, and, in one instance, a child became ill from the "smell"). See 
also 6 AM. JUR. PROOF OF FACTS Infants 333, 335 (1960). 

12° Cohen & Harnick, The Susceptibility of Child Witnesses to Suggestion, 4 LAW & HuM. BEHAV. 
201, 204 (1980). 
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with a suggestive question, they were required to supply their own description of 
the events. The results showed that the third-graders gave a poorer memory 
performance than the older groups (means for correctly answered nonsuggestive 
questions were 51 % for the third-graders and 76% for the older groups). The 
results also showed that the grade schoolers had a much greater tendency to accept 
(false) suggestions than the older group, although all three groups were influenced 
to some extent. 121 

One week later, a different interrogator asked all the observers the same 
twenty-two questions using a multiple-choice (recognition) format (e.g., "Which 
of the following was the young woman carrying when she got on the bus? (a) an 
umbrella; (b) a shopping bag; (c) a newspaper; (d) a hat-box"). 122 The results 
showed again that the third-graders had poorer memories for the relevant events 
than did the older subjects, although they had a fair amount of correct information 
(a mean of 76% correct on the nonsuggestive questions in the second session 
versus a mean of 87 .5% correct for the college students). The results also showed 
that all observers almost always chose either a correct response or a suggestive 
one from the prior suggestive questions. The youngest group chose a greater 
number of the suggestive responses and the older groups again appeared to be 
equivalent. The analysis attributed the youngest group's inferior performance on 
suggestive items mainly to their inferior encoding of the film (the ability in free 
recall). 123 The effect of suggestion on actual memory, however, was not 
significantly different for the three agegroups. 124 

A recent review of these and other studies of suggestibility of children has led 
two commentators to conclude: 

Taken together, the results of these studies support the conclusion that adults 
spontaneously recall more about events they have witnessed than do children, but 
not the simple notion that children are always more suggestible than adults. 

Probably no single factor can by itself explain the discrepant findings of these 
studies. This points to a possible resolution of the discrepancy. Perhaps age alone 
is the wrong focus for these studies. Whether children are more susceptible to 

121 Id. at 206. 
122 Id. at 204-05. 
123 Id. at 208- 09. Cf Wood, The Child as Witness , 6 FAM. Aovoc., Spring 1984, at 14, 19 

(pointing out that experiments in feedback encephalography show that the brainwave patterns of 
children in their "waking state" are much like those of adults just before they go to sleep and that 
"[a]dults are highly vulnerable to suggestion during such times, thus young minds are impression
able all day"). 

124 Cohen & Harnick, supra note 120, at 208. 
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suggestive information than adults probably depends on the interaction of age 
with other factors. If an event is understandable and interesting to both children 
and adults, and if their memory for it is still equally strong, age differences in 
suggestibility may not be found. But if the event is not encoded well to begin with, 
or if a delay weakens the child's memory relative to an adult's, then age 
differences may emerge. In this case, the fragments of the event that remain in the 
child's memory may not be sufficient to serve as a barrier against suggestion, 
especially from authoritative others. Of course, if the child's grasp of the language 
is so weak as to make him or her oblivious to the subtle implications in the 
suggestive information, then the child may be immune to the manipulation 
regardless of the interest value or memorability of the stimuli, or the loss of an 
accurate memory record. 125 

In light of these studies, attorneys should be extremely cautious in using leading 
questions for several reasons. First, leading questions apparently influence to 
some extent respondents of all ages toward the bias of the question. 126 The 
safeguard is that a person whose interest is adverse to the questioner's (e.g., the 
hostile witness) will be careful to resist misleading suggestions. That interest and 
the necessary maturity to resist misleading suggestions, however, often may be 
lacking in children. Second, leading questions have to be based on some 
hypothesis that the children may simply confirm, especially when the child lacks 
information to the contrary. In essence, attorneys may elicit what they think a 
child has seen or heard rather than what the child actually saw or heard, if 
anything. 127 One device recommended to reduce the effect of the leading form of 
questions on a child is to use what is referred to as "stacked" and "counter
stacked" versions of the questions-ones that first call for a positive reply and 
then ones that call for a negative reply to achieve the same meaning.128 

[D] UNDUE INFLUENCE 

Closely related to suggestibility is the problem of undue influence. Legal 
interviews are not conducted in the abstract, but instead often occur in the context 
of an incident or some other disrupting circumstances. The above studies did not 

125 Loftus & Davies, Distortions in the Memory of Children, 40 J. Soc. IssuEs, No. 2 1984, at 51, 
63. Loftus and Davies point out that the various studies used different age groups, stimuli, and time 
intervals between the initial event, the suggestive information, and the final test, and thus 
comparisons across the studies are difficult. Id. at 62-63. Factors other than age that might be 
significant include interest value, delay interval, language sophistication, and the type of final test. 
Id. at 63-64. 

126 Loftus, Miller, & Bums, Semantic Integration of Verbal Information into a Visual Memory, 
4 J. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY: HUMAN LEARNING & MEMORY 19, 30-31 (1978). 

127 See Qualifying Child Witness, supra note 112, § 7, at 676. 
128 H. FREEMAN & H. WEIHOFEN, supra note 15, at 460. 
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involve intense pressure or stress, conditions that amplify the effects of suggest
ibility.129 Studies of brainwashing indicate that any person may develop an 
abnormal, highly suggestible mental condition under stress.13° Children may be 
unable to resist great pressure to agree with the adult's version of the "facts," 
particularly when they may not fully understand the meaning or significance of 
the question (e.g., "Did he have sexual intercourse with you?"). 131 Likewise, to 
the extent that they are deliberately or otherwise made to feel insecure or anxious, 
children may be induced to conform with what they conceive the attorney's 
opinion to be.132 This problem is compounded by the fact that children in our 
culture are taught to view adults as authority figures- persons to be obeyed and 
appeased. 

If the interested adult (e.g., a plaintiff or defendant in litigation) is one whom 
the child likes and the desired answer is obvious, there also is a natural tendency 
on the part of the child to want to please the adult; in this way, intentionally or 
unintentionally, the child may be led into a false answer. 133 An attorney thus 
should be aware of the possibility of coaching or of a real or perceived threat of 
punishment for unfavorable testimony when the child's parents or other adults 
important to the child are involved in legal actions.134 Criminal investigators 
routinely are warned, for example, to guard against situations in which some adult 
may have induced a child to falsify a sex report, such as when the accused is the 
estranged husband of the child's mother.135 In People v. Oyola, 136 for instance, a 
ten-year-old girl admitted that her mother rehearsed her story privately with her 

129 See Melton, supra note 85, at 82 (suggesting the possibility of te ting in situations of 
naturally occurring stress, such as hospitalization). 

130 J. Rictt, supra note 33, at 54. 
131 Cf Stafford, supra note 72, at 319. 
132 See J. RicH, supra note 33, at 81. 
133 See I. OWEN, DEFENDING CR™INAL CASES BEFORE JuRIEs 193-94 (1973). See generally Clawar, 

Why Children Say What They Say, 6 FAM. Aovoc., Fall 1983, at 25 (discussing factors influencing 
what children say to lawyers, judges, and other ). 

134 See Melton, supra note 85, at 81. Cf Paulson, Strou e, & Chaleff, supra note 62, at 48 
("Most often [an interview] comes after a law enforcement investigation, in which [the child] has 
been confronted with questions specific to the physical act of incest. In the meantime, there 
frequently has been family pressure, direct or indirect, to change statements in order to avoid the 
consequences of incriminating testimony"); Wood, supra note 123, at 19 (discussing the common 
pattern of "brainwashing" of children in custody litigation). 

135 See, e.g., F. INBAU & J. REID, CRIMINAL INvESTIGATION AND CONFESSIONS 111 (2d ed. 1967). It is 
important to remember that children may sometime fabricate such report on their own. See, e.g., 
Paulson, Strouse, & Chaleff, supra note 62, at 49-50 ("sometimes children fabricate incest storie 
in order to intimidate and blackmail a parent. . .e pecially when resolution of an earlier incest has 
allowed the perpetrator to return home"). 

136 6 N.Y.2d 259, 160 N.E.2d 494, 189 N.Y.S.2d 203 (1959). 
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five times before her mother caused her estranged husband to be arrested for 
alleged sexual intercourse with her daughter. 137 

A more recent example of undue influence exerted on children appears to be the 
"Jordan sex cases," in which twenty-four adults, including several couples, were 
charged with sexually abusing forty children, including their own, at bizarre sex 
parties in Jordan, Minnesota.138 A total of twenty-seven children were taken away 
from their parents.139 The children were not allowed to see or talk to their parents 
for several months until after the prosecutor abruptly dropped the charges when 
one of the couples was acquitted. 140 According to attorneys for some of the 
parents, social workers apparently pressured the children for several months to 
accuse their parents. The children allegedly were threatened that they never would 
see their parents again unless they accused their parents of sex crimes. Videotapes 
of children denying that their parents ever had molested them admittedly were 
destroyed by the sheriff's officers. 141 Thus, while undue influence is a serious legal 
problem under any circumstances, it is especially difficult to guard against when 
interviewing children. Exceptional care must be used to alleviate the stressful 
situations that may lead to undue influence on children. 

[IV] EXAMINING AND CROSS-EXAMINING CHILDREN 

Surprisingly divergent views exist on the usefulness and reliability of sworn 
testimony of children. On one hand, some commentators flatly assert that "[ c ]hild 
witnesses are dangerous."142 On the other hand, others maintain that "children are 
no more likely than are adults to fabricate incorrect responses"143 and suggest that 

137 Id. at 261, 160 N.E.2d at 496, 189 N.Y.S.2d at 205. In this instance, there were no 
corroborating witnesses nor even any circumstantial physical evidence to support the child's charge. 
Id. 

138 Minnesota sex-abuse case closed, Chicago Tribune, Febr. 13, 1985, at 1, col. 2, 2, col. 1 
(Jordan is a small town 30 miles south of Minneapolis). One of the problems leading to undue 
influence was the "cross-germination of allegations." Id. Cf California abuse case may be 
unraveling, Chicago Tribune, May 17, 1985, at 1, col. 2, 9, col. 1 (some therapists conducting 
interviews in a preschool abuse case resorted to telling reticent children that many other children had 
already told them "yucky secrets" and that all the McMartin teachers were "sick in the head"; 
defense lawyers claimed such tactics amount to brainwashing; use of leading and suggestive 
questions also challenged as improper). 

2. 

139 Officials: Errors Ruined Child-Sex Probe, Omaha World Herald, Febr. 13, 1984, at 3, col. 

140 See Blodgett, 'Sex ring ' fallout, 71 A.B.A.J., Febr. 1985, at 17, 17-18. 
141 Id. 

142 See, e.g. , I. OWEN, supra note 133, at 193. 
143 Marin, supra note 86, at 304. 
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sex reports rarely are falsified. 144 Furthermore, they assert that "when their 
testimony is elicited through the use of appropriate cues, it is no less credible than 
that of adults. "145 This controversy aside, as Stafford points out, children seem to 
have an "uncanny ability of being in strange places at unexpected 
moments"-often to see people, events, or things that are not witnessed by other 
adults or to overhear "confidential" conversations.146 Likewise, they may be the 
only witnesses to crimes committed against them.147 Because of such circum
stances, whether children are permitted to testify and how they are examined often 
will prove crucial to the outcome of legal proceedings. This section examines the 
legal competency of children to testify, the techniques of qualifying, examining, 
and cross-examining children, and the weight that should be given to their 
testimony. 

[A] LEGAL COMPETENCY TO TESTIFY 

Competency refers to "the presence of those characteristics, or the absence of 
those disabilities, which render a witness legally fit and qualified to give testimony 
in a court."148 Credibility, on the other hand, refers to the degree of credit or 
weight to be given to the testimony. For example, persons may be perfectly 
qualified to testify, but their testimony may be unbelievable and thus disre
garded.149 The reverse, of course, also may be true: persons may not be qualified 
( competent) to testify at all for some reason, such as by operation of the Dead 
Man's Acts150 or from their lack of personal knowledge of the events;151 but if 
their testimony were received, it might seem quite believable (credible) to those 
who heard it. Traditionally, questions of competency-whether a person can 
testify at all-are for the court; questions of credibility are for the trier of facts (the 

144 See, e.g., F. INBAU & J. RErn, supra note 135, at 111; Silas, Would a kid lie? 71 A.B.A.J., 
Febr. 1985, at 17, 17 (referring to a study of almost 200 child sex abuse cases in Boston concluding 
that roughly 95% of the children's accusations were accurate). 

145 Marin, supra note 86, at 304. 
146 Stafford, supra note 72, at 303. See also Note, supra note 77, at 214. 
147 Stafford, supra note 72, at 303. 
148 United States v. De Lucia, 256 F.2d 487, 491 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 358 U.S. 836 (1958). 
149 See BLACK'S LAw DrcrIONARY 257 (5th ed. 1979). 
150 The Dead Man's Acts ordinarily exclude a witness' testimony concerning a conversation or 

event that occurred in the decedent' presence when it is offered against the decedent's 
representative. This rule is also applied to conver ations with a per on who is mentally incompetent. 
See M. GRAHAM, HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL EvmE CE § 601.4, at 381 (1981) ("Dead Man's Statutes"). 

151 See, e.g., Fed. R. Evid. 602 ("A witness [other than one qualified as an expert] may not testify 
to a matter unless evidence is introduced sufficient to support a finding that [the witness] has 
personal knowledge of the matter"). 
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jury if there is one ). 152 

With respect to the legal competency of children, the common law originally 
focused on the age of the child. Those who were age fourteen or older were 
presumed to be competent to testify. Those who were under that age were 
presumed, prima facie, not to be. 153 The later common-law rules developed that 
it was for the court, in its discretion, to decide whether the child had sufficient 
intelligence to testify and to comprehend the obligation of an oath.154 A large 
number of states have lowered the common-law presumption to age ten by 
statute. 155 The focus of the inquiry for children under age ten under those statutes, 
like that under the later common law, is on the child's intelligence, not merely the 
child's age. 156 Those statutes typically disqualify only those children under ten 
years of age "who appear incapable of receiving just impressions of the facts 
respecting which they are examined, or of relating them truly."157 In addition, it 
is generally required that children possess a sense of obligation to tell the truth. 158 

Unfortunately, as discussed earlier, this sense of obligation to tell the truth has 
strong maturational underpinnings. 159 

The Federal Rules of Evidence are more liberal in defining competency to 
testify. Rule 601 provides that "[ e ]very person is competent to be a witness except 
as otherwise provided in these rules [ or by state law when it provides the rule of 
decision]."160 This rule contains no provision requiring any measure of incapacity 
as a condition precedent to giving of testimony. 161 The inquiry thus is shifted to 
relevancy since "a judge would be unlikely to find the testimony of an 
incompetent or child to be totally lacking in probative value unless it failed to 

152 See 1 J. WEINSTEIN & M. BERGER, WEINSTEIN'S EVIDENCE <][104[01], at 104-13 to 104-14, 3 id. 
<][601[05], at 601-37 to 601-38 (1982) (noting the current trend permitting all witnesses to testify 

and trusting the jury to evaluate the relative credibility of each). 
153 81 AM. JUR. 2d Witnesses § 90, at 128 (1976). See Note, Youth as a Bar to Testimonial 

Competence, 8 ARK. L. REv. 100, 100 (1954) (summarizing the development of these rules from 
early canon law). 

154 3 JoNEs ON EVIDENCE§ 20:10, at 605-06 (S. Gard 6th ed. 1972). 
155 See 81 AM. JuR. 2d Witnesses § 91, at 129 (1976). 

156 Id. 

157 Id. § 88, at 126. Similar provisions have been included in court rules of evidence. See, e.g., 
Omo R. EvID. 601(A). See generally Note, The Competency of Children as Witnesses, 39 VA. L. REv. 
358, 360-61 (1953) ("American Developments"). 

158 81 AM. JuR. 2D Witnesses § 88, at 126 (1976). 
159 See notes 28-31 and accompanying text supra. 
16° FED. R. Evro. 601. 
161 Id. advisory committee note. 
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relate to the consequential, material fact in issue."162 

Assuming that the child's testimony is relevant, the Advisory Committee that 
prepared the Federal Rules of Evidence felt that the testimony should be allowed 
since "[t]he question is one particularly suited to the jury as one of weight and 
credibility, subject to judicial authority to review the sufficiency of the evi
dence."163 The Federal Rules of Evidence do provide other controls, such as the 
judge's right to exclude even relevant evidence if its probative value is 
outweighed substantially by the dangers of unfair prejudice, confusion, delay, or 
needless repetition of the evidence under Rule 403.164 But commentators have 
suggested that when the child is the only witness, the need and high probative 
value of the child's testimony "would, in fact, under the [federal] rules as written, 
probably compel admission, subject to challenge by cross-examination and 
impeachment."165 

The Federal Rules of Evidence also have dispensed with a requirement that the 
witness have a sense of responsibility to speak the truth.166 The Advisory 
Committee felt that the main function of the moral capacity requirement was to 
afford an opportunity on voir dire (preliminary) examination to impress on the 
witness the moral duty to tell the truth. This result, in the Advisory Committee's 
opinion, could "be accomplished more directly, and without haggling in terms of 
legal standards, by the manner of administering the oath or affirmation."167 Rule 
603 simply requires that all witnesses before testifying must declare that they will 
testify truthfully through an "oath or affirmation administered in a form calculated 
to awaken [their] conscience and impress [their] mind with [the] duty to do so."168 

In other words, witnesses simply must declare that they will testify truthfully; no 
special verbal formula is required. 169 The Advisory Committee thus specifically 
intended to afford flexibility in dealing with children, among others.170 

Weinstein and Berger point out that if a judge is convinced that no trier of fact 
would find that the prospective witness was capable of telling the truth, for 
instance because of the witness' extreme infancy or mental incompetency, the 

162 3 J. WEINSTEIN & M. BERGER, supra note 152, <][601(04], at 601-28. 
163 FED. R. Evm. 601 advisory committee note. 
164 

FED. R. Evm. 403. 
165 See, e.g., 3 J. WEINSTEIN & M. BERGER, supra note 152, <][602(04] , at 601-29. 
166 

FED. R. Evm. 601 advisory committee note. 

167 Id. 

168 FED. R. Evrn. 603. 
169 Id. advisory committee note. 

110 Id. 
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proper course would be for the judge to rule that such testimony has no probative 
value and, therefore, it is irrelevant. 171 

[B] QUALIFYING CHILDREN TO TESTIFY 

In jurisdictions other than those following the Federal Rules of Evidence, a voir 
dire (preliminary) examination ordinarily will be conducted for the purpose of 
qualifying the child as a competent witness. 172 Depending on the practice in the 
jurisdiction, the trial judge alone or with the participation of the attorneys will 
conduct the qualifying examination. 173 Although the trial judge has the right to 
examine the child without interference of counsel,174 the child's competency 
cannot be decided based upon a private examination by the judge.175 It has been 
suggested that the inquiry must be more searching in proportion to chronological 
immaturity.176 

The basic approach in such an examination is to establish all the requisite 
elements of competency over the course of the questioning. These elements may 

171 3 J. WEINSTEIN & M. BERGER, supra note 152, <)[603[01], at 603-3. 
172 81 AM. JUR. 2d Witnesses§ 92, at 130 (1976) ("Examination as to competency"). See also 

Note, supra note 157, at 362 (typical pattern of preliminary examination by the court). 
173 Qualifying Child Witness, supra note 112, § 5, at 674. See Note, supra note 153, at 101. As 

a matter of tactics, many attorneys prefer to let the court conduct the examination and accept the 
court's decision without argument. Bush explains that this approach "has much to commend it": 

If an attorney conducts the examination in the presence of the jury, he incurs the hazard of having 
some jurors get an impression unfavorable to his case. If the witness is not admitted to give general 
testimony, the jurors may feel that he should have been heard, and may hold the lawyer whose 
efforts excluded the witness responsible for his exclusion, and attribute his effort in excluding him 
to a fear that the witness' testimony would have been unfavorable to him. On the other hand, if the 
person is held competent through the advocate's effort, and makes a poor witness, the jurors may 
conclude that it was the extremity of the case which prompted the effort to obtain the testimony of 
such a witness. If the court concludes the examination at the request of the attorney, no such 
inferences can be made; rather, the jurors will accept the decision of the court as being wholly 
disinterested. The fact that the advocate left the matter to the court, and offered no argument one way 
or the other, will certainly not prejudice him with the jury. 

Of course, circumstances alter cases and the exigencies of a particular case may clearly demand 
a strenuous effort either to admit or exclude the testimony of a witness such as has been indicated. 
In this situation, the advocate might well consider requesting the court to exclude the jury during the 
preliminary examination and presentation of evidence and argument thereon. 

2 F. BusH, LAw AND TAcns IN JuRY TRIALS § 253, at 652-53 (1959). 
174 See, e.g., State v. Wilson, 156 Ohio St. 525, 529, 103 N.E.2d 552,555 (1952) ("it is the duty 

of the trial judge to immediately examine the child, without participation or interference of counsel, 
to determine the child's competency to testify"). 

175 Qualifying Child Witness, supra note 112, at 674. 
176 See, e.g., Rosche v. McCoy, 397 Pa. 615, 621, 156 A.2d 307, 310 (1959). 
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be summarized as follows: First, the child must have a present understanding or 
intelligence to understand, on instruction, an obligation to tell the truth. Second, 
the child must have had the mental capacity at the time of the occurrence or events 
in question to observe and register the occurrence. Third, the child must have a 
sufficient memory to retain an independent recollection of the observations made. 
Fourth, the child must have the ability to translate into words those memories. 
Fifth, the child must have the ability to understand and respond to simple 
questions about the occurrence.177 

Traditionally, the examination is started with the child's name.178 It should be 
followed by a number of general questions that have the purpose of (1) relaxing 
the child to the extent that it is possible, (2) showing the child's general ability to 
answer questions, and (3) demonstrating the child's general level of intelli
gence.179 Such questions may include how the child is feeling, the child's age and 
birthday, the child's school and present teacher, the child's address, the names of 
the persons with whom the child is living, etc. 180 The questions should be tailored 
to the child's age and mental development. For example, a preschool or very 

177 See Annot., 81 A.L.R.2d 386,389 (1962); Qualifying Child Witness, supra note 112, § 5, at 
670. It also might be possible to use an interpreter in some situations. Cf Fairbanks v. Cowan, 551 
F.2d 97, 98-99 (6th Cir. 1977) (father of alleged sodomy victim allowed to act as an interpreter; 
victim had a mental age of six-year-old and could only make gutteral sounds). 

178 See, e.g., Note, supra note 157, at 362 ("What is your name?"); Qualifying Child Witness, 
supra note 112, at § 9, 679 ("What is your name?" "Do your friends call you Bill or Billy?"). 

179 See Qualifying Child Witness, supra note 112, § 9, at 679-80 (preliminary questions). 
180 The following questions illustrate thi approach: 

Billy, how are you today? 

I'm fine. 

Do you know where you are? 

Yes. 

Where? 

In a courtroom. 

Do you know how you came here today? 

Yes. 

Will you tell me how? 

My mother drove me in her car. 

How old are you? 

I'm eight. 

When was your birthday? 
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young child can be asked to spell his name, count to ten, recite the alphabet, etc. 
Older children can be asked about the subjects that they study, regularity of their 
promotion, their grades, etc. 181 

Some of the questions also should be directed to establishing the capacity to 
register events at the time the incident at issue occurred and the sufficiency of the 
child's memory to recall those events. The usual approach is to ask about past 
events unrelated to the incident but occurring at approximately the same time 
(e.g., questions about moving, former teachers and schools, events in the family, 

Do you go to school? 

Yes. 

What school do you go to? 

What grade are you in? 

Third grade. 

Have you failed any grade? 

No. 

Who is your teacher this year? 

What subjects are you learning in school this year? 

How are you doing in school this year? 

Pretty good. 

What are your grades in ______ ? 

Where do you live? 

Do you know how far it is from your house to your school? 

Yes. 

How far is it? 

Four blocks. 

Who lives in the house with you? 

My mother, my father, my brother, my sisters, and my dog. 

Id. §§ 9-11, at 679-81. 
181 Id. § 10, at 680. 
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etc.). 182 Although it is not conclusive, the child's age at the time of the event 
certainly has a bearing on this issue. It is important, too, to evaluate the child's 
capacity in relation to the complexity of the testimony sought. For example, there 
is likely to be a substantial difference between testimony concerning simple 
events and testimony involving more complex events, as in relating a sequence of 
events in a negligence case.183 In this regard, recall that the ability to order and 
interpret perceptions requires hypothetico-deductive reasoning, which is not 
available to most children until they reach the highest level of cognitive reasoning 
(formal operations) .184 

Another line of questioning should be directed to showing that a child has an 
independent memory of the events. One aspect of this questioning could be 
directed to the degree of "coaching" that the child has received. For example, 

182 This following line of questions illustrates this approach: 

When did you move to where you live now? 

Where did you live before you moved? 

What grade are you in? 

Third grade. 

When were you in the first grade? 

Not last year, but the year before that. 

Who was your teacher in the first grade? 

What subjects did the teacher teach you in the first grade? 

Did you get good grades that year? 

Sort of. 

What did you get in ______ ? 

Do you remember when your baby sister wa born? 

Yes. 

Were you going to school then? 

I was in kindergarten. 

Id. § 15, at 685-86. 
183 Se, e.g., Rasche v. McCoy, 397 Pa. 615, 623, 156 A.2d 307, 311 (1959) (drawing the 

distinction between testimony about a simple fact-such as that a dog bit the child or it was her 
father who shot her mother-and testimony ba ed on the exercise of contemporaneous judgment 
about the different factors in a negligence case). 

184 See note 26 and accompanying text supra. 
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children can be asked how many times they previously have talked with counsel 
and whether they have been told to say anything that was not true. 185 An 
appropriate question, particularly for cross-examination, might be the number of 
times that the child had discussed the events. In one case, for instance, an 
eight-year-old child was found to be incompetent when it affirmatively appeared 
that he had talked so much about the accident that occurred when he was between 
four and five that he had little, if any, independent recollection of the facts. 186 

Another part of the examination should be directed to showing that the child 
possesses a sense of obligation to tell the truth. 187 A prerequisite to having such 
a sense is, of course, knowing the difference between the truth and lying. The 
problem with this requirement is that "testifying truthfully," which involves 
relatively straightforward presentation of facts for the adult, is a much more 
complex issue for the child. Depending upon the child's level of moral 
development, "testifying truthfully" may mean saying what is most advantageous 
for the child, saying what is "fair" for the good of all concerned, or saying 

185 Qualifying Child Witness, supra note 112, § 16, at 686-67. Cf note 231 and accompanying 
text infra. 

186 See Hollaris v. Jankowski, 315 Ill. App. 154, 159-60, 42 N.E.2d 859, 861 (1942). Accord 
Macale v. Lynch, 110 Wash. 444, 448-49, 188 P. 517, 518-19 (1920). 

187 See notes 158-59 and accompanying text supra. The following approach has been suggested: 

Do you know the difference between right and wrong? 

Yes. 

What is the difference? 

When I do things right, I'm a good boy, and when I do things wrong I'm a bad boy. 

Do you know what it means to tell a story? 

It means to make something up. 

Is it right or wrong to tell a story? 

It's wrong. 

If you told these people a story, or something that wasn't true, what would happen to you? 

I'd be punished. 

Who would punish you? 

God. 

What would happen to you? 

I wouldn't go to heaven. 

Where did you learn about what happens to little boys who lie? 

From my mother and at Sunday school. 

Qualifying Child Witness, supra note 112, § 12, at 683-84. 
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whatever will please important adult(s). It is not until the child reaches 
adolescence that "testifying truthfully" means giving an accurate, objective 
presentation of the facts. 188 Thus, meeting this requirement of legal competency 
often will hinge upon the lawyer's careful preparation of the child.189 

Some courts require that the child also understand the meaning and nature of an 
oath.190 When it appears that the child does not understand, the trial court may 
instruct the child on its meaning and nature. 191 There are a number of approaches 
to qualify a child in this regard. One common approach is to ask about church 
attendance, belief in God, and the fear of divine punishment for lying.192 Even 
very young children, however, can repeat religious doctrine virtually verbatim 
without any real understanding of its meaning.193 An indication of personal moral 
conviction may be sufficient, but it is less likely to be acceptable for younger 
children.194 Another approach, one that taps into the child's probable stage of 
moral development, is to base the obligation to tell the truth on the fear of some 
real or imagined worldly punishment. Such a concrete admonition should be 
tailored to the young child's cognitive and moral levels of development. 195 

It has been suggested that a child witness' parents or the prosecution almost 

188 See notes 29-31 and accompanying text supra. 
189 The need for careful preparation to meet thi standard was recognized implicitly by the 

drafters of the Federal Rules of Evidence: "Standards of moral qualification in practice consist 
essentially of evaluating a person's truthfulness in terms of his own answers about it." FED. R. EvID. 
601 advisory committee note. 

190 See, e.g. , Sommers v. Deepdale Garden Third Corp., 14 Misc. 2d 464, 467, 178 N.Y.S.2d 
516, 518-19 (N.Y. City Ct. 1958); Uthermohlen v. Bogg' Run Co., 50 W . Va. 457, 468, 40 S.E. 
410, 415 (1901) (lack of "an adequate conception of what an oath meant, its sanctity, solemnity, or 
moral or religious obligation"). See generally Note, supra note 157, at 361 , 364-65. 

191 6 W1aMORE ON EVIDENCE § 182(c), at 406 (Chadbourn rev. 1976); Note, supra note 153, at 
102. See also Note, supra note 157, at 366 (rehabilitation). Cf McAmore v. Wiley, 49 Ill. App. 615, 
617 (1893) (girl instructed by the judge on his own motion). 

192 See Note, supra note 157, at 362 (typical group of questions include "Do you go to Sunday 
School?" "Do you know what happens to anyone telling a lie?" "Suppose you told a wrong story, 
do you know what would happen?" and "Did you ever hear of God?"). See also Qualifying Child 
Witness, supra note 112, §§ 12, 19, at 682-84, 688-89 (similar que tion ). 

193 In early times, a child who did not have "proper" and adequate religious instruction could not 
take the oath and would be barred from te tifying. During the 1800' s, this requirement was 
eliminated. Today, few states require formal religious training exclusively for the purpose of the 
trial. However, a child typically till mu t be able (1) to demonstrate the ability to distinguish the 
truth from a lie and (2) to know it is wrong to tell a lie. Goodman, Children's Testimony in Historical 
Perspective, 40 J. Soc. IssUEs, No. 2 1984, at 9, 13. See also 81 AM. JuR. 2d Witnesses § 87, at 
124-25 (1976) ("Religious belief'). 

194 Qualifying Child Witness, supra note 112, § 14, at 685. 
195 See notes 29-31 and accompanying text supra. 
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invariably will have coached the child to state that he or she does know the 
difference between the truth and a lie. 196 To explore the child's real understanding, 
it may be useful to ask whether the child knows the difference between a lie and 
a fib or between a lie and a white lie. The answers may undercut the child's 
asserted belief that it is always wrong to lie. 197 On the other hand, it should not 
be necessary for a child to be able to define an oath or other abstract terms. 198 

Generally speaking, appellate courts have deferred to the sound discretion of 
the trial court on matters of competency. Most reversals appear to be based on the 
trial court's misunderstanding of the law or on the court's failure to examine the 
child before ruling the child to be incompetent. 199 Otherwise, it would take a clear 
showing that the trial judge acted arbitrarily or otherwise seriously abused his 
discretion. 200 

Although there is no precise minimum age which absolutely excludes a child 
from testifying, 201 courts appear not to have let anyone under the age of four 
testify. This exclusion appears justified when the pre-four-year-old child's limited 
cognitive capacities are considered. Although the Supreme Court has suggested 
that "no one would think of calling as a witness an infant only two or three years 
old,"202 the litigated cases indicate that it has been attempted, albeit apparently 
unsuccessfully so far. 203 Children four and older also are disqualified with some 
frequency. 204 

It should be pointed out, however, that even when children are clearly too 
young to meet the requirements to testify in certain jurisdictions because, for 

196 See F. BAILEY & H. RornBLAIT, FUNDAMENTALS OF CRIMINAL AovocACY § 387, at 331 (1974). 

197 Id. 

198 See, e.g., Houston & T.C. Ry. v. Roberts, 201 S.W. 674, 676 (Tex. Civ. App. 1918, error 
ref' d) ( children need not be able to "explain the meaning of such terms as 'the obligations of an 
oath,' 'the pains and penalties of perjury,' or 'the consequences of false swearing' ---expressions 
which even adults would often find difficult of ready definition"), modified on other grounds, 206 
S.W. 382 (Tex. Civ. App. 1918); State v. Diggins, 227 Iowa 632, 634, 288 N.W. 640, 641 (1939) 
(failure of eight-year-old girl to know the meaning of the word "oath" or to define the word 
"witness" not controlling). One way to explain the meaning of an oath is to explain that it means 
that you promise God to tell the truth. See Qualifying Child Witness, supra note 112, § 12, at 683. 

199 See Annot. , supra note 177, at 390 (suggesting that reversals occur "with great frequency"). 
200 See 81 AM. J u R. 2D Witnesses § 93, at 132 (1976). 
201 Annot., supra note 177, at 389 ("there is no specific age at or under which a child is 

absolutely excluded as a witness"). 
202 Wheeler v. United States, 159 U.S. 523, 524 (1895). 
203 See, e.g. , Moser v. Moser, 143 N.W.2d 369, 371 (S.D. 1966) (three-year-old not permitted 

to testify in proceeding to modify child custody provisions in divorce decree). 
204 Annot., supra note 177, at 405-13 (citing cases). 
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example, they do not understand the obligation to speak the truth, it still may be 
possible to use some of their statements as part of the res gestae. 205 For example, 
in a dog-bite case, a child's mother was permitted to testify about statements made 
by a two-year-old shortly after the child had been attacked.206 It also may be 
possible to introduce a child's statements based on the "catch-all" hearsay 
exceptions of Rule 803(24) and 804(b)(5) of the Federal Rules of Evidence.207 

In sum, then, qualifying a child to testify involves assessments of the child's (a) 
chronological age, (b) cognitive and moral maturity, (c) understanding of the 
obligation to speak truthfully, (d) mental capacity at the time of the occurrence or 
events in question, (e) and memory capacity. These assessments first should be 
made informally through vitally important pretrial interviews. 

[ C] DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Whenever children are called to testify, they should be adequately prepared. 
Special preparation may be necessary when they are directly examined as part of 
the plaintiff's case or when they testify for the prosecution. Most of this 
preparation, however, should not be directed to what they will say, but rather to 
what the courtroom, courtroom procedure, and testifying will be like. 208 Some of 
this education can be done by means of courtroom visits. 209 Overcoaching as to 
the substance runs the risk of erasing the child's independent recollection210 as 
well as undermining the child's credibility. It also encourages children to 
memorize their story, which often will be detrimental to the effectiveness of their 
testimony. 

On a direct examination of a witness, the general rule is that the examining 
attorney is not allowed to ask leading questions. 211 Exceptions are made at times 

205 Res gestae refers to remarks made spontaneously and concurrently with an event or 
occurrence. The spontaneity of the remarks provide them with an inherent degree of trustworthiness 
and credibility. See BLACK'S LAW Drcno ARY 1173 (5th ed. 1979). 

206 See Powell v. Gallivan, 44 RI. 453, 453-54, 118 A. 769, 770 (1922). In this case, after 
hearing the dog growl and the child scream, the child's mother ran downstairs and found the child 
with blood on her face and creaming. As the child's mother picked the child up, the child stated, 
"Naughty-Mamma-Joe [the dog's name], he knocked me down, he bit me here and here and 
here." Id. at 454, 118 A. at 770. See also New York, C. & St. L.R.R. v. Kovatch, 120 Ohio St. 532, 
535, 166 N.E. 682, 682-83 (1929) (little girl screamed "The engine runned over David"). 

207 See FED. R. Evro. 803(24), 804(b)(5). Cf WASH. REv. CooE ANN.§ 9A.44.120 (West Supp. 
1985) (child sexual abuse hearsay exception). 

208 See notes 284 and 290 and accompanying text infra. 
209 See notes 286-88 and accompanying text infra. 
210 See note 186 and accompanying text supra. 
211 81 AM. JuR. 2D Witnesses § 429, at 438 (1976). 
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for young children, for example, when it is necessary to draw their attention to the 
subject matter or when modesty or delicacy prevents full answers to general 
questions. 212 The use of leading questions to cover the vital points of the inquiry, 
however, raises the risk of reversal. In Coon v. People,213 the Supreme Court of 
Illinois held that it was an error to permit the extensive use of leading questions 
with witnesses nine and eleven years old in a prosecution for assault with an intent 
to commit rape. 214 Further, to the extent that the children appear to be only 
parroting the lawyer as a result of counsel asking a series of leading questions, the 
impact of their testimony will be diminished.215 

A better approach is to ask simple, direct, nonleading questions that do not call 
for "yes" or "no" answers. As pointed out earlier, children apparently can reliably 
respond to such questions even at a relatively young age.216 Moreover, the child's 
own words may have dramatic impact that would be lost if leading questions were 
used.217 

[D] CROSS-EXAMINATION 

It is well known that juries instinctively sympathize with child witnesses.218 

Because of this reaction, counsel must proceed carefully in cross-examining 
children. Counsel scrupulously should avoid any questioning that suggests that 
counsel is being harsh. Because children generally do not have the verbal skills to 

212 Id. § 430, at 440. 
213 99 Ill. 368 (1881). 
214 Id. at 370. 
215 See Note, supra note 77, at 220 (attorneys face "the danger of having the perfectly accurate 

testimony of [their] child witness[es] discounted by the court or the jury because it was elicited by 
the use of leading questions"). Cf Stafford, supra note 72, at 308 (suggesting that trial judges should 
proceed with caution when it becomes evident that the answers to leading questions reflect what the 
attorney thinks the facts are rather than what the child actually recalls). 

216 See notes 89-94 and accompanying text supra. 
217 See, e.g., Use of Child Witnesses Sparks Concerns, Omaha World Herald, Nov. 7, 1983, at 

3, col. 1 ("Daddy stick a knife in Mommy"); Stafford, supra note 72, at 320, n.102 (recounting the 
electrifying effect of youth's graphic description of sordid and disgusting morals offense in his own 
language); Silas, supra note 144, at 17 ("Sometimes children are so candid and innocent in [their] 
responses, the jury can't help but believe them") (quoting a Des Moines assistant county attorney 
who handles child abuse cases). 

218 F. BAILEY & H. RoTHBLAIT, supra note 196, § 387, at 331; 3 F. BusCH, supra note 173, § 374, 
at 569 ("Jurors are particularly sympathetic to such witnesses and will be quick to resent anything 
which appears like an effort to take advantage of their weaknesses"). See generally Goodman, 
Golding, & Haith, Jurors Reactions to Child Witnesses, 40 J. Soc. IssUEs, No. 2 1984, at 139, 146-48 
(attorney tactics). 
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defend themselves and because they may be intimidated easily,219 juries may 
consider such tactics to be unfair even if counsel appears to have succeeded in 
discrediting the child's testimony.220 

A harsh cross-examination also may evoke a remark from the child such as, 
"You are trying to mix me up," particularly if the child has been prepared for 
cross-examination. Such a remark "might be more devastating to the cross
examiner's case than anything plaintiff's counsel can devise."221 In this regard, 
some commentators suggest that counsel should prepare child witnesses so that 
they know what to expect on cross-examination. By showing them the type of 
questions, they suggest that "[c]ounsel will be surprised at how quickly [they] will 
catch on and how quickly [they] will become aware of any attempt to mix [them] 
up or confuse [them]."222 This approach, however, has to be counterbalanced 
against the "damage" that might be done to the extent opposing counsel can 
characterize this preparation as "overcoaching." 

During the course of direct examination, opposing counsel should watch for 
several things. First, counsel should watch for any statements that suggest that 
imagination is supplementing the child's factual knowledge. These areas may 
provide a fertile basis for cross-examination. 223 Second, counsel should watch for 
memorized testimony, especially when the child is intelligent. This memorization 
can be exposed by having the child repeat the answers.224 Third, counsel should 

219 See Handling Perception and Distortion, supra note 82, § 19, at 825. 
220 See F. BAILEY & H. RoTHBLATI, supra note 196, § 387, at 331; 3 F. BuscH, supra note 173, 

§ 374, at 569. One commentator has aptly explained the harm such an approach may do in this way: 

It is seldom profitable to bully the child witness. The result is usually that the child withdraws and 
everyone in the courtroom rushes to the protection of the beleaguered infant. This includes the 
prosecution, court staff, judge, and jury. The defense counsel is now in big trouble. The child will 
never again open up because it has learned that upport can be obtained from everyone in the room 
even if he does not cooperate with the defense attorney. And though the attorney may argue to the 
jury that the child will not speak because his accusations are false, there is not a soul in that 
courtroom who will not attribute the child' recalcitrance solely to the defense attorney's 
heavy-handed methods of interrogation. 

24 AM. JUR. PROOF OF FACTS 2d Defense to Charges of Sex Offense§ 12, at 534 (1980) [hereinafter 
cited as Sex Charge Defense]. 

221 20 AM. JuR. TRIALS Damages for Child Death or Injury § 108, at 665 (1973) [hereinafter 
cited as Damages for Child Death]. 

222 Id. 

223 See 6 AM. JuR. TRIALS Cross-Examination of the Plaintiff and Plaintiff's Witnesses § 43, at 
243 (1967) [hereinafter cited as Plaintiff Cross-Examination]. 

224 I. OWEN, supra note 133, at 194; F. BAILEY & H. RoTHBLATI, supra note 196, § 387, at 
331-32. See also Goodman, Golding, & Haith, supra note 218, at 140, 147 (reporting on a recent 
Oklahoma case in which a child was asked to repeat her testimony seven times; she did so with only 
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watch for terms used in questions that the child may not have understood, 
particularly when the questions are central to the case. 225 Fourth, counsel should 
watch for inconsistencies.226 Fifth, counsel should watch for any indications of 
"overcoaching," such as the use of sophisticated terms that depart from the child's 
otherwise limited vocabulary227 or the use of adult reasoning. 228 

There are several possible approaches to suspected overcoaching. One is to use 
suggestive questions in language and phrases the child understands on any point 
for which overcoaching appears to have occurred.229 Another approach is to ask 
about discussions on the point with interested parties or their counsel. 230 One 
approach not to take is to ask children whether they have been "coached." They 
will not know what this term means in this context nor will they be able to discern 

minor alterations; jurors could not reach a decision because some of them probably inferred that she 
was coached and did not have an accurate, independent recollection of the events; the case involved 
an eleven-year-old child's testimony about the events leading to her twin sister's murder, which 
occurred when she was three years old). A different approach to deal with memorized testimony is 
suggested by Busch: 

[A]fter the examination has put the child at ease and gained his confidence, such questions as "Now, 
after you saw this 'awful collision' you ran right home, didn't you, and told your mother all about 
it?" will usually provoke an affirmative answer. This can be followed by, "And then later someone 
came to your house and talked to your father and mother about your having seen the accident?," 
"Then your father called you and you came in and a man asked you a lot of questions?," "When you 
talked to that man did he write down what you said?," "Then afterwards, did he read something to 
you?," "He read it over to you several times, didn't he?," "And you have heard that statement read 
over many times since, haven't you?," You have tried to tell the story here just as it was in that 
statement, haven't you?," "You knew that man was from the lawyer's office, didn't you?" and, 
finally, "Do you see him here in the court room?" Sometimes the cross-examiner, having brought 
the witness to this point, will call upon his adversary to produce the statement. Ordinarily such a 
request entails no risk. If the opponent objects to the request as improper, or refuses to produce the 
statement, there is the necessary implication that he is concealing something from the jury. If he 
produces the statement and it appears that the witness has followed more or less literally, the point 
that the witness was coached is helped. If the witness' statement is at variance with the testimony, 
a situation even more favorable to the cross-examiner may be presented. 

3 F. BusCH, supra note 173, § 374, at 572. Likewise, the child's memory of other events and 
experiences can perhaps be probed to reveal a memorized story or otherwise discredit the witness. 
Cf id. § 374, at 572-73. 

225 See notes 68-72 and accompanying text supra. 
226 See Stafford, supra note 72, at 309. 
227 Sex Charge Defense, supra note 220, § 12, at 533 (example of child suddenly using a 

scientific term for a sex organ). Cf Wood, supra note 123, at 19 (one sign of "brainwashing" in child 
custody cases is the child's use of adult language). 

228 See Newman & Collester, Children Should Be Seen and Heard, 2 FAM. Aovoc., Spring 1980, 
at 8, 11 (adult reasoning suggests coaching when children are asked to explain custody preference). 

229 I. OWEN, supra note 133, at 194. See also note 224 supra. 
230 See notes 185-86 and accompanying text supra. 
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overcoaching from their normal interaction with adults in many instances.231 

Unlike on the direct examination, it has been suggested that it is "imperative" 
that counsel ask child witnesses only questions that call for direct answers.232 

From an advocate's point of view, any question "that permits the child to talk 
freely or to make an extended explanation can have disastrous results."233 

[E] WEIGHT OF A CHILD'S TESTIMONY 

After a child's testimony has been admitted as competent, the trier of fact must 
then decide how much weight it should be given. In a few states, a special 
instruction to the jury apparently is given extolling them to give special attention 
to a child's testimony in light of the perceived risks attendant to it.234 It is 
submitted, however, that a special instruction in every case is inappropriate 
because some children may be able to testify on limited matters in such a way that 
they should not be treated differently from adults giving the same testimony. 

Most courts do not give special jury instructions. In the federal courts and in 
state courts that allow it, however, the trial judge may comment to the jury upon 
the weight of the evidence and the credibility of the witness.235 Using this 
authority, a trial judge could give a cautionary admonishment about a child's 
testimony if the judge deems it to be warranted. 236 Further, if the child's actual 
testimony clearly is incompetent or irrelevant, the trial judge may order the 
testimony stricken and the jury should be instructed to disregard it. 237 The court 
also may refuse to consider incredible testimony of a child in deciding whether a 
prima facie case has been established. 238 

A few courts, too, require corroboration of the child's testimony as a cautionary 
measure in certain types of cases, such as those involving sexual abuse. 239 In 

231 Sex Charge Defense, supra note 220, § 12, at 532-33. Cf 3 F. BusCH, supra note 173, § 374, 
at 572 (a direct question, such as "Has anybody told you what to say here?" or its equivalent, will 
almost invariably produce a quick negative answer). 

232 Plaintiff Cross-Examination, supra note 223, § 43, at 244. 

233 Id. 

234 Stafford, supra note 72, at 323-24. See generally Goodman, Golding, & Haith, supra note 
218, at 148-53. 

235 See generally l J. WEINSTEIN & M. BERGER, supra note 152, <j{l07, at 107-01. 
236 See 3 id. CJ(601[4], at 601-29. 
237 See Stafford, supra note 72, at 308-09. 
238 See 3 J. WEINSTEIN & M. BERGER, supra note 152, CJ(601[04], at 601-29. 
239 Most states, however, permit convictions in child sexual abuse cases without corroborating 

testimony. Silas, supra note 144, at 17. 
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Nebraska, for example, by judicial decision corroborating evidence is required in 
child sexual abuse cases.240 

[V] SPECIAL PROBLEMS 

This final Part addresses several problems that may arise in interviewing and 
counseling children and in their giving testimony: (1) issues of confidentiality; (2) 
dealing with parents; (3) working with severely injured children; (4) counseling 
children who have witnessed death or violent injuries; (5) possible psychological 
harm to children from giving testimony; and (6) counseling children about 
possible courses of action and making decisions. 

[A] ISSUES OF CONFIDENTIALITY 

Every professional working with children in a counseling context is faced with 
a possible conflict of loyalty to the child on one hand and the parents or the state 
on the other. Most counselors apparently take the view that a child's "[p]arents are 
entitled to know, up to a point, all that is to be known about their own child's 
activities."241 Rich suggests that the decision about how much to tell others varies 
with the importance of the circumstances and the child's age, but with young 
children Rich suggests that parents are entitled to know "just about every
thing."242 

In contrast to the situation of many counselors, a lawyer's freedom to disclose 
information may be severely restricted by law or professional ethics. When a child 
is the lawyer's client, the information given to the attorney by the child ordinarily 
will be covered by the attorney-client privilege and the confidentiality rule 
established by the disciplinary standards. Generally speaking, unless a client 
consents, a lawyer is not permitted directly or indirectly to reveal a confidence of 
a client or use it in any way detrimental to the interests of the client. This 
prohibition apparently pertains equally to child and adult clients.243 

There are exceptions that allow an attorney to make disclosures without the 
client's consent, but these are limited. One of the principal exceptions is when 
"[t]he intention of [the attorney's] client [is] to commit a crime and the 

240 The background for the development of this rule is set forth in State v. Fisher, 190 Neb. 742, 
74~7, 212 N.W.2d 568, 570-71 (1973). See generally Berlinger & Barbieri, supra note 66, at 
133-34 (bolstering the child's testimony with supporting evidence in child sexual abuse cases). 

241 See, e.g., J. RrcH, supra 33, at 35. 
242 Id. at 35-36. 
243 See MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 1.6 (1983); MoDEL RuLEs OF PROFESSIONAL 

RESPONSIBILITY DR 4-101 (1981). 
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information [is] necessary to prevent the crime."244 Under this exception, for 
example, attorneys would be allowed to deal with situations in which children 
disclose their planned purchases of controlled substances or their planned physical 
retaliation on other persons. 

The other principal exception relevant here is when attorneys are required to 
disclose the confidential information "by law or court order."245 Under this 
exception, for example, attorneys may be required to report "abuse or neglect" of 
the child-client to state or local authorities as required by law under a child 
protection act. 246 In many jurisdictions, an abused and neglected child is any child 
who is knowingly, intentionally, or negligently placed in situations that endanger 
"his or her life or physical or mental health," who is "cruelly confined or cruelly 
punished," who is deprived of "necessary food, clothing, shelter, or care," or who 
is sexually abused.247 This duty to report includes both past incidents and present 
circumstances. 248 Obviously, making such a report may destroy the working 
relationship between the child's parents and the attorney. It also raises the question 
whether lawyers must inform their clients beforehand that information covered by 
such acts is not privileged. 

As between the parents and the lawyer, these restrictions on disclosure are not 
a problem when children are plaintiffs in litigation because they must have legal 
representatives to sue on their behalf, usually a parent or legal guardian. 249 In 
those instances, the information divulged by children can be told to their legal 
representatives (because presumably there is an identity of interest between them), 
but, of course, not to others. 

Two notable exceptions in a litigation context to the free flow of information 
from attorneys to the parents can occur (1) when attorneys are appointed as 
guardians ad litem to represent the separate interest of children (e.g., in divorce 
proceedings) and (2) when they represent children as defendants in criminal or 
juvenile delinquency proceedings. In these situations, attorneys may present a 

244 MoDEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL REsPoNsmILITY DR 4-101(C)(3) (1981) (emphasis added). But 
cf MoDEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL REsPONSIBILITY Rule 1.6(b )(1) (1983) (lawyer has discretion to reveal 
otherwise confidential information when the lawyer believes it is necessary "to prevent the client 
from committing a criminal act that the lawyer believes is likely to result in imminent death or 
substantial bodily harm"). 

245 MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY DR 4-101 (C)(2) ( 1981 ). 
246 See, e.g., NEB. REv. STAT. § 28-711 (Cum. Supp. 1984). 
247 Id. § 28-710. 
248 Id.§ 28-711. 
249 See generally F. JAMES & G. HAZARD, CIVIL PROCEDURE§ 10.7, at 521 (3d ed. 1985) (capacity 

of minors to sue and be sued). 
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position adverse to the parents and should refuse disclosure to the parents unless 
the child has given consent.250 

A lawyer also must be careful to observe the rule that communications made in 
the presence and hearing of a third person, other than a confidential agent of either 
the client or the attorney, will not be within the attorney-client privilege because 
such communications are not "confidential" ones. 251 Thus, while it may be 
tempting to have someone close to the child such as a trusted social worker, 
teacher, or counselor at the interview, their presence will destroy the privilege.252 

[B] DEALING WITH PARENTS 

Lawyers usually do not deal with a child alone; rather, they generally must deal 
with the child's parents as well. Often the lawyer is selected by the parents and 
sometimes both parents and child are represented. In rare circumstances, such as 
in a guardian-ad-litem appointment, the attorney may have only limited contact 
with parents. Usually, however, the lawyer must interact with the child's parents. 
As discussed in the preceding section, attorneys may face a difficult situation 
when children disclose information that they have withheld from their parents. In 
such a case, the attorney's obligation primarily is defined by to whom the attorney 
owes a duty of loyalty. 2 5 3 

Many attorneys try to talk to a child-client without the presence of the parents 
once rapport has been established. 254 Some attorneys accomplish this separation 
by explaining to the parents and child that this lawsuit is the child's and that it is 
standard practice to take some time to discuss it privately with the child. As many 
attorneys know, there may be some things that children, particularly older ones, 
will not divulge in front of their parents. Further, it emphasizes to child-clients 
that it is indeed their lawsuit and that they have a special relationship with their 
attorney. 255 

250 See Kay & Segal, The Role of the Attorney in Juvenile Court Proceedings: A Non-Polar 
Approach, 6 GEo. L.J. 1401, 1420-23 (1973) (good discussion of potential conflicts in juvenile court 
proceedings). 

251 See 81 AM. Ju R. 2d Witnesses § 187, at 222-23 (1976); 1 AM. JUR. TRIALS Interviewing the 
Client § 7, at 10 (1964 ). 

252 Sometimes, however, the need to preserve confidentiality has to be counterbalanced against 
the need to secure the child' s cooperation. See, e.g., Damages for Child Death, supra note 221 , at 
595 (usually necessary to conduct initial interview with an injured child in the presence of someone 
on whom the child relies for comfort and support). 

253 See notes 42 and 243 and accompanying text supra. 
254 See, e.g., Damages for Child Death, supra note 221 , § 55, at 595. 
255 See Lecture on the "Principles of Client Interviewing" by E. Robert Wallach, American Trial 

Lawyers Ass'n, Hastings College of Trial Advocacy (1972) (available on sound and video cassette). 
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Parents, nonetheless, often are essential sources of information in several ways. 
For example, they are good sources for historical background information that a 
child may not be able to give the attorney. 256 Parents also can provide information 
about the child's interests that can be used by the attorney at the outset of the 
interview with the child. However, attorneys should be aware that many parents 
will repeat to their children what the attorney has told them, even if they are asked 
not to do so. As Bird points out in his advice to doctors dealing with parents of 
young patients, "[i]t is never safe to tell a parent something in the belief that it will 
not be passed on, often twisted, to the child. "257 

Sometimes attorneys will encounter uncooperative behavior by parents. Occa
sionally, this behavior may be the result of extreme anxiety about their child's 
legal predicament. It has been suggested that if the parents can get their fear out 
in the open, then they may be able to "settle down and be of assistance. "258 

Uncooperative behavior also may be the result of the parents' feelings of guilt for 
having somehow contributed to the child's problem or injury. For example, they 
may blame themselves for failing to supervise the child, allowing the child to be 
placed in undesirable circumstances, or failing to recognize the dangers of a 
situation. In such instances, they may demand that the attorney take overzealous 
or unwise legal action to compensate in some way for their supposed neglect. 259 

The attorney, nevertheless, has an ethical obligation to resist this pressure. 260 

Another possible reaction arising from parental guilt or anxiety is that the 
child's parents may refuse to support the child. In effect, they may withdraw from 
the situation by suggesting that the child be allowed to "take the consequences." 
In such circumstances, the child likely will feel abandoned, while others, 
including their child's attorney, may be disgusted by the parents' apparently 
indifferent, callous, and heartless behavior. Their unwillingness to face the 
situation also may make them feel even more guilty, 261 which thus perpetuates a 
vicious cycle. 

256 Cf B. BIRD, TALKING WITH PATIENTS 306 (2d ed. 1973). 
257 Id. at 307. 
258 This uggestion was made in the context of a doctor-patient context, but it seems equally 

applicable to a legal context as well. Id. at 311. 
259 Cf id. at 311-12 (in the context of the doctor-parent relationship, they "may be overzealous, 

demand more and more treatment, may give twice the prescribed dose of medicine, may insist on 
getting more doctors in on the case, demand more attention, etc."). 

260 See MoDEL CoDE OF PROFEssro AL RESPONSIBILITY DR 7-102 (1981). 
261 Cf B. BIRD, supra note 256, at 313. Attorneys should realize that a parent's guilt feelings can 

have an adverse impact on the litigation. Consider, for example, the following suggestion made to 
defense attorneys for u e in child-pedestrian accident cases: 

Wherever possible, defense counsel should take advantage of the tendency of the parents of 
injured children to rid themselves of guilt feelings in connection with the accident. Many parents 
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These types of uncooperative parental behaviors frequently are based on the 
parents' unconscious feelings. When such behaviors are encountered, the attorney 
may want to consider explaining to the parents that (1) it is normal to experience 
anxiety or for parents to feel in some way responsible for the child's problem or 
situation, (2) it is unproductive to blame themselves, and (3) the attorney will do 
everything that can be done to help their child. If the attorney decides that it is not 
possible or that it is inappropriate to talk openly about the parents' guilt or anxiety, 
the attorney at the very least should avoid implying that they were in any way the 
cause of the child's predicament. In essence, attorneys should avoid being 
judgmental, either directly or indirectly, if they want to overcome these uncoop
erative behaviors. 262 

[ C] SEVERELY INJURED CHILDREN 

When the child has been severely injured or disfigured and an attorney has been 
retained to pursue compensation, the attorney faces special problems in dealing 
with the child. Because of the psychological problems that ordinarily arise with 
such injuries, the attorney should consult with the child's parents or other relatives 
before undertaking the interview with the child. Likewise, permission should be 
sought to discuss the child's physical and mental condition with the child's 
physicians before the interview. It is suggested that the initial interview be 
conducted with the child's parents. Later interviews should be held with the child 
alone once the child's confidence has been gained. 263 

The attorney should approach the subject of the accident and the child's injuries 
indirectly, determining first whether the child is willing to discuss these matters. 
The child may become upset during the discussion or even at the prospect of 
discussion-of the accident or the injury; the attorney, along with others present, 
thus must be prepared to comfort and encourage the child. The attorney, however, 
should accept the possibility that the discussion of these matters will have to be 

will seek to protect themselves by testifying that their child was highly intelligent, that he had been 
taught the proper way to cross the street, and that he was fully aware of the hazards of improper 
crossing. By taking full advantage of this tendency, defense counsel may be able to shift the blame 
for the accident from the defendant-driver to the child and his parents. Plaintiff's attorney must 
guard against this line of questioning and object to it if possible. 

9 AM. JuR. TRIALS Child-Pedestrian Accident Cases § 39, at 500 (1965). 
262 Cf B. BIRD, supra note 256, at 313-14. Bird points out that even a simple factfinding 

question, with a certain inflection, can sound like a terrible accusation. Thus, in a medical context, 
"what has the child eaten?" becomes in the parents' mind, "What kind of rotten food have you been 
shoving into this poor kid? Are you trying to kill him, or something? Or are you just stupid?" Id. 
at 314. 

263 Damages for Child Death, supra note 221, § 55, at 594-95. 
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deferred, perhaps indefinitely, if the child is unwilling or unable to discuss the 
accident or the injuries.264 

In some instances, the prosecutor will be forced by the circumstances to work 
with a child who has been severely injured. For example, in a case in Chino, 
California, an eight-year-old boy had his throat slashed but survived a bloodbath 
that left his parents, his sisters, and a playmate dead. Because the boy was the only 
witness, the prosecutor had little choice if the alleged killer-in this instance, an 
escaped convict-was to be brought to trial. 265 In this kind of situation, the 
prosecutor not only has to deal with the problems of the injured child, but also 
those arising from the topic discussed in the next section-witnessing death and 
violent injuries. In cases of severe injury or trauma, therefore, it is advisable for 
the prosecutor to seek the assistance of psychologists, social workers, or other 
mental health professionals in charting the course of the litigation in order to 
gauge the possible emotional harm that might come to the child as a result of 
testifying. 266 

[D] WITNESSING DEATH OR VIOLE T INJURIES 

In a number of reported cases, children have witnessed violent injuries or 
crimes, many of which have resulted in the victim's death. The exposure to such 
events can be traumatizing to any person. Especially if the victim is one of the 
child's parents, the trauma and psychological problems attendant to such 
circumstances may be severe.267 Case studies indicate that the death of the child's 
parents will represent very painful, disruptive information that the child must try 
to manage. It is likely to stimulate excessively destructive and aggressive urges in 
the child. Probably it also will leave the child with feelings of loss and 
abandonment as well as a lack of trust in others. 268 

264 Id. 

265 Use of Child Witnesses Sparks Concerns, Omaha World Herald, Nov. 7, 1983, at 3, col. 2. 
266 See id. Attorneys al o should realize that the child's injury may have serious consequences 

for the entire family unit. See Authier, Starr, & Authier, Impact of Illness on the Family, in TEXTBOOK 
OF FAMILY PRACTICE 102-17 (3d ed. 1984) ( excellent discussion and recommended background 
reading). 

267 Children 'Living Victims' of Murder, Omaha World Herald, Aug. 21, 1983, at 1-E, col. 3 
(quoting news reports). See generally Pynoo & Eth, supra note 20, at 90-96 (good discussion of 
the implications of children witnessing homicides). Pynoos and Eth report that out of 2,000 
homicides in 1982 in Los Angeles County, approximately 200 of them apparently had a dependent 
youngster as a witness. Id. at 88. 

268 S. Santostefano, Children Cope with the Violent Death of Parents; The Effect of Severe 
Trauma Discussed from the Viewpoint of Adaptation, in THE Loss OF LovEo ONEs: THE EFFECT OF A 
DEATH IN THE FAMILY ON PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT 164 (D. Moriarty ed. 1967). See also Pynoos & 
Eth, supra note 20, at 93-95 (coping trategie ). 
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In dealing with such a child, it is important that the attorney be aware of these 
typical reactions. According to the experts, how children cope in specific instances 
of domestic violence and murder is dependent on a variety of factors, including 
(1) their ages; (2) their concept of death; (3) which parent is killed-the abused 
one or the aggressor; (4) whether the surviving parent is emotionally disturbed; 
(5) the home situation before the crime was committed; (6) the relationships the 
children had with both parents; (7) what kind of death they witnessed-shooting, 
stabbing, violent beating, drug overdose, etc.; (8) whether the children get 
counseling, what type of therapy they receive, and for how long; (9) their ability 
to build new relationships; and (10) where they are placed after the 
incident-foster care, close family member's home, etc.269 

It is important for the attorney to understand how the conception of death 
changes as the child matures. Preschool-age children, for example, tend to view 
death as a "disappearance" or as "going to sleep," a view that implies 
reversibility.270 During the early elementary school years, however, children 
gradually seem to accommodate themselves to the proposition that "death is final, 
inevitable, universal, and personal."271 After the age of ten, children usually 
understand fully the permanence of death, although even they may not be able to 
affectively accept its finality for months or even years. 272 

Noted thanatologist Elisabeth Kubler-Ross has outlined five stages in the dying 
process. Others successfully have applied the stages of dying to the process of 
grieving.273 An understanding of these stages often will be helpful to attorneys 
who are working with children who have witnessed the death or serious injury of 
a parent, sibling, or special friend. 

The first stage in the process of grieving is called denial and isolation, during 
which the child fails to believe the reality of the death. This stage is similar to the 
physiological shock that traumatizes a person following serious injury. Children 
may feel "numb,"274 or they actively may deny the death. Attempting to interview 
children at this point likely will be counterproductive because sensations, 
perceptions, and memories may be blunted. 

Next the grieving child experiences anger, including rage and resentment. 
Adults in this stage often are able to verbalize these feelings in such comments as, 

269 Children 'Living Victims' of Murder, Omaha World Herald, Aug. 21, 1983, at 1-E, col. 2. 
270 R. Kastenbaum, The Child's Understanding of Death: How Does It Develop? in EXPLAINING 

DEATH TO CHJLDREN 89, 98 (E. Grollman ed. 1967). 
271 Id. at 101. 
272 Id. at 103. 
273 See R. KALrsH, DEATH, GRIEF, AND CARING RELATIONSHIPS 217-34 (1981). 
274 Id. at 220, citing C. PARKES, BEREAVEMENT (1972). 
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"Why me?" Young children, however, do not have this level of sophistication. 
Instead, children who are suffering from these intense feelings may "act out" their 
anger, becoming belligerent, unruly, or temperamental. A child in this stage thus 
can be a most difficult client or witness for the attorney. In fact, the child's anger 
may be displaced directly onto the attorney. Whenever possible, therefore, it is 
advisable to proceed legally after the child has overcome these intense feelings of 
anger and resentment. 

Bargaining is the third stage in the process. During this phase children overtly 
or covertly promise good behavior in exchange for the return of the parent or other 
loved one. At this time children experience "a restless kind of searching, 
accompanied by preoccupation with thoughts of the dead person. "275 Guilt also is 
evoked because (1) the child wasn't better behaved while the parent was alive; (2) 
the (bad) child was allowed to live while the (good) parent had to die; (3) the child 
previously felt intense anger toward the dead parent; and (4) the child may have 
had unconscious ( or even conscious) death wishes directed toward the dead 
parent. The latter source of guilt is especially potent for young children, who 
engage in "magical thinking,"276 the belief that thoughts cause actions in the 
external world. Thus, the child in the bargaining stage may experience intense 
grieving and, therefore, must be dealt with carefully. At the same time, however, 
the child in this stage of grieving may be quite cooperative in interviews and 
during legal proceedings, in the vain hope that the bargain will work. 

When it becomes obvious that bargaining is not going to work, the bereaved 
child enters the stage of depression, at which time the feelings of loss become 
overwhelming. Unlike the depressed adult who displays symptoms of sadness, 
despondency, poor appetite, and lethargy, however, the depressed child may 
exhibit restlessness, irritability, sulkiness, or pouting.277 These characteristics 
make the child a most difficult interviewee or witness. 

Eventually the grieving child overcomes the acute sense of loss, finishes 
mourning, and arrives at the stage of acceptance. This stage is characterized by 
detachment from the lost parent and a willingness to cope with life once again. 
While this stage may be the most appropriate time psychologically to work with 
the child, often it is not reached for years.278 

In addition to understanding the child's stages of grief, attorneys, to the extent 
that they can influence matters, should seek to have the child placed in a home 

275 Id. at 222. 
276 See generally J. PIAGET, THE OruG£NS OF I TELLJGE CE £N CHILDRE (1952). 
277 

C. WENAR, PSYCHOPATHOLOGY FROM INFANCY THROUGH ADOLESCE CE 142 (1982). 
278 R. KAusH, supra note 273, at 228. 
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with a family member who is able to provide stability, love, and care. 279 Attorneys 
also should see that professional counseling assistance is being provided. 

Even when mental health counseling is provided, however, attorneys should 
accept and encourage children to talk about how they feel and should show them 
that they understand the child's feelings, whatever they may be-even if they say 
something like, "I'm glad she [my mother] finally got rid of him [the abusive 
parent who made their lives miserable]."280 On the other hand, the children may 
express how guilty they feel for being unable to do something to protect the 
victim. Or they may be depressed or show intense anger at the surviving parent.281 

Attorneys should be good listeners and nonjudgmental about these feelings. They 
also can be valuable simply as objective persons with whom children can talk 
about the events- especially when the family with whom they have been placed 
is too emotionally involved to be very helpful to them. 

[E] PSYCHOLOGICAL HARM TO THE CHILD FROM GIVING TESTIMONY 

An important consideration for prosecutors and other attorneys should be the 
effect on a child of giving testimony. Victims or witnesses who testify in court, no 
matter how mature, end up "reliving" at least part of their past experience. In 
doing so, they may suffer significant trauma and possibly emotional harm.282 This 
phenomenon is probably best known as occurring in rape cases. Because of this 
potential harm, prosecutors sometimes may be more likely to plea bargain if it 
means keeping child witnesses or victims from testifying. 283 

Often, however, prosecutors have little choice because the child may be the key, 
and perhaps the only, witness. In other situations, the child's testimony may be 
essential if any recovery is to be had or any effective defense is to be presented. 

What can be done to minimize the child's trauma and psychological harm? 

279 Children 'Living Victims' of Murder, Omaha World Herald, Aug. 21, 1983, at 1-E, col. 2, 
9-E, col. 1. 

280 Id. at 9-E, col. 1. 
281 Id. See generally A. BRENNER, HELPING CHILDREN COPE Wrrn STRESS (1984) (recommended 

background reading concerning death and the spectrum of other stresses children face). 
282 See Libai, The Protection of the Child Victim of a Sexual Offense in the Criminal Justice 

System, 15 WAYNE L. REv. 977, 983-86 (1969). Attempts have been made to reduce the number of 
times a child will have to testify. This approach, however, may not always work well. For example, 
in the McMartin preschool abuse case, the trial judge ordered a consolidated preliminary hearing for 
all seven defendants, but, as a result, some children have been kept on the witness stand more than 
one week; one ten-year-old boy testified sixteen days. California abuse case may be unraveling, 
Chicago Tribune, May 17, 1985, at 1, col. 2, 9, col. 1. 

283 See Use of Child Witness Sparks Concerns, Omaha World Herald, Nov. 7, 1983, at 3, col. 
1. See generally Berliner & Barbieri, supra note 66, at 134-35 (discussing when children should and 
should not be called to testify). 
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First, the trial process should be explained to the child in simple terms-a 
description of the court, the role of witnesses and the parties or the state, the role 
and function of the judge (and jury), and the purpose and role of counsel.284 An 
innovative, practical way to present this information would be by a well-designed 
videotape. This approach would make an efficient use of the prosecutor's time and 
would permit a visual and oral presentation of what is involved. 285 

Second, children should be taken to the courtroom so they can become familiar 
with the surroundings. If possible, the child should meet the court personnel. 286 

Commentators suggest that "[ o ]nee the child becomes familiar with the court 
atmosphere, [the child], in most cases, will be neither awed nor fearful."287 In this 
way, children will be more relaxed and perhaps less stressed. During this visit, 
they should be accompanied by their parents or by persons to whom the child feels 
close. 288 One commentator has proposed that an informal "Child Courtroom" with 
one-way glass be provided to ease the trauma to children giving testimony.289 

Third, children should be prepared concerning the oath and the kind of 
questions that will be asked on direct and cross-examination. 290 

Fourth, at trial, steps should be taken to make a child's giving of testimony as 
painless as possible. If the child is very young or frightened, a parent or someone 
close to the child should be allowed to sit with the child. 291 Another possibility is 

284 See Damages for Child Death, supra note 221, § 107, at 653; Melton, Child Witnesses and 
the First Amendment: A Psychological Dilemma, 40 J. Soc. IssUEs, No. 2 1984, at 109, 110 (citing 
special materials published by the Brooklyn Victim Services Agency). 

285 To date, the authors have been unable to di cover the exi tence of such a videotape 
presentation. A good presentation for prosecutor and others is a motion picture entitled "Double 
Jeopardy," which looks at better ways to interview exually abused children and to prepare them for 
court. See Double Jeopardy, Cavalcade Productions (1979). 

286 Silas, When Kids Testify, 71 A.B .A.J., Febr. 1984, at 18, 18. 
287 Damages for Child Death, supra note 221, § 107, at 654. 
288 See id. 
289 Libai, supra note 282, at 1014-25. See also Parker, The Rights of Child Witnesses: Is the 

Court a Protector or Perpetrator? 17 NEw ENG. L. REv. 643, 664-73 (1982) (several innovative 
protections embodied in a proposed model act for child witnes es). 

290 See Gibbs, Ten Steps to Take When Representing the Minor Child, 4 FAM. Aovoc., Spring 
1982, at 35, 36 (suggesting that attorneys should explain the entire proceedings well in advance and 
should prepare the child for questioning; answers should not be supplied); Berliner & Barbieri, 
supra note 66, at 130-31 (preparing the child for a court appearance). This preparation should 
include a review of the visual aids that will be u ed at trial. See Direct Examination of Defendant, 
supra note 78, § 9, at 273 ("no photographs or other visual aids should be shown to the child for 
the first time while he is on the witness stand"; recommending a careful review before trial). 

291 Silas, supra note 286, at 18. 
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to let such a child bring a favorite toy to the stand. 292 In one case, the judge 
allowed the child to testify in another room on closed-circuit television. In this 
instance, the court did not allow the spectators to see the television screens.293 

This approach, however, may raise constitutional problems in the absence of a 
specially designed courtroom for this purpose. 294 

Fifth, in-camera (in-chambers) proceedings may be possible in some nonjury 
trials as a means of lessening the psychological stress on a child, if adequate 
safeguards are provided. This approach is commonly used in custody litigation, in 
which the judge privately interviews the child.295 When a child's custody 
preference is sought in this way, the child should be made to understand that the 
judge alone has the responsibility of making the custody decision based on all the 
relevant information and that the child has no real control over the decision. In this 
way, a child's feeling of guilt about stating a preference may be lessened.296 

Finally, special arrangements should be made to ensure that the child has access 
to professional mental health counseling. While it is not necessarily the job of the 
attorney to insist upon counseling, it often may be prudent to encourage the child's 
participation in therapy. 

[F] COUNSELING CHILDREN ABOUT COURSES OF ACTION AND MAKING DECISIONS 

It is common for adults to think that they know what is best for children. 
Indeed, this attitude probably is correct for purposes of deciding the broad limits 
of acceptable behavior for children or for determining the steps necessary to 
preserve their physical health. But when adults attempt to make decisions beyond 
setting such limits, the results may be neither satisfactory nor effective. Unfortu
nately, if they are not keenly aware of their actions, lawyers or judges can fall into 
such a pattern because, in effect, they may be able to force upon children their 
ideas of what is best by manipulating the alternatives and applying pressure to 
achieve the desired decision. 

Rich gives the following example of this type of difficulty. A judge in England 

292 Use of Child Witnesses Sparks Concerns, Omaha World Herald, Nov. 7, 1983, at 3, col. 1. 
293 Id. See also California abuse case may be unraveling, Chicago Tribune, May 17, 1985, at 

1, col. 2, 9, col. 1 (separate courtroom used in preschool abuse hearing in which the public can watch 
the proceedings over closed-circuit TV; but the young witnesses still have about two dozen adults, 
including the seven defendants and their lawyers, prosecutors, stenographers, clerks, and bailiffs in 
front of them). 

294 See Libai, supra note 282, at 1021-28; Melton, supra note 284, at 110-15, 118-21 (good 
discussion of constitutional problems of "innovative" procedural reforms). 

295 See Newman & Collester, supra note 228, 10-11 , 32. 
296 Jordan, When in Doubt, Keep the Child Out, 6 FAM. Aovoc., Spring 1984, at 10, 12. 
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was questioning a delinquent charged with theft. The judge asked the youth what 
made him commit the offense. The youth had a complex background and many 
personal problems but was not inclined to go into all the details. He instead said 
the first thing that came to his mind, "Just for kicks, I guess." "Oh," replied the 
judge, "bored, eh?" There was noting to reply to this except, "Yes, sir." The judge 
told the youth, "A boy like you should have a hobby. Have you ever tried 
bird-watching?"-(the judge's favorite avocation). At this point, Rich suggests 
that the boy must have thought that the judge was crazy, but had nothing to lose 
by humoring the judge, so he announced that he would try it. The judge pointed 
out to him how he "would learn a lot, be out in the open, much better than hanging 
around the street comers." So the boy took up bird watching, in which he had not 
the slightest interest, in order to secure probation. 297 

In dealing with children and helping them arrive at decisions, attorneys should 
try to promote at least three qualities in the process: courage, responsibility, and 
cooperation. These are the same goals on which "active parenting" is based,298 

and for attorneys who often work with children, taking an "active parenting" 
course can be of great value to them in their practice. 299 

Generally speaking, a collaborative approach to decision making should be 
pursued. In this context, we are referring to choices that are those for the child to 
make, not someone else's, such as a parent or guardian. In this regard, attorneys 
can help children in several ways. First, attorneys can help children identify 
alternative courses of action. Using questions in this process ordinarily is more 
effective than simply setting out the courses for them (e.g., "What can you do 
about it?" "What else can you try?" etc.). Some prompting and offering tentative 
ideas (in question form) often will be necessary. Note that these courses of action 
may not involve specific solutions directly, but rather may be "leads" to solutions 
(e.g., setting up a meeting with the child's teacher, social worker, or probation 
officer to explore possible solutions). 

Second, attorneys can help children evaluate and weigh the courses of action 
and the logical, natural, or legal consequences of each. Again, questions usually 
are better (e.g., "What do you think would happen if you did that?" etc.). This 
process involves the child and encourages him to become an effective problem 
solver. Attorneys must remember that it will be even more tempting than with 

297 J. Rictt, supra note 33, at 50. 
298 See M. PoPKIN, ACiwE PARENTCNG HANDBOOK 10-11 (1983). 
299 Dr. Popkin' s course, for example, consists of ix sessions and draws upon the work of Alfred 

Adler and Rudolf Dreikurs, among others. The course utilizes videotape and a self-study "Active 
Parenting Guide." This course is highly recommended. See also T. GORDON, P.E.T. PARE T 

EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING (1970). 
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adult clients to skew or load the discussion toward the attorneys' view of the 
"best" choices. 300 

Third, attorneys can help children in making decisions because attorneys can 
bring others into the process of searching for solutions much more effectively than 
children can on their own. In other words, the collaborative process need 
not-and many times should not-be limited just to the child and the attorney. In 
doing so, attorneys can facilitate a search for solutions and can help assure that the 
child is allowed and encouraged to be an active participant in the process. 

In this collaborative decision-making approach, then, children are encouraged 
to arrive at a solution or decision. It is vitally important that the final choice be that 
of the child-not that of the attorney. In this way, the decision is more likely to 
be long-lasting. When they thus arrive at solutions, children are more likely to be 
satisfied, to feel a sense of self-esteem, and to learn responsibility. 

[VI] CONCLUSION 

Lawyers dealing with children face a challenge. They must "bridge the gap" 
between children and themselves if they are going to be as effective as possible. 
An important step in doing so is understanding the cognitive and moral stages of 
child development. Knowledge of these stages can give attorneys useful insights 
into the child's capabilities and notions of "truth." Other important steps include 
making a constant effort to recognize and overcome potential barriers to 
communication by establishing good working relationships with children, dealing 
with their reluctances to talk, and tailoring questions and explanations to their 
level. Many of these same skills are needed at trial or in depositions involving 
child witnesses. 

Lawyers also must be careful to avoid various pitfalls in interviewing, 
counseling, examining, and cross-examining children. These pitfalls primarily 
center on problems of factual accuracy. Lawyers must pay close attention to 
limitations in children's perception and recall as well as their ability to order and 
interpret. Lawyers must be particularly sensitive to problems of suggestibility and 
undue influence because they often are the keys to identifying likely factual 
distortions and to successful cross-examinations. 

Responsible lawyers also should be aware of the special difficulties of working 
with children who have been severely injured or with those who have witnessed 
death or violent injuries. Lawyers need to be aware of the psychological effects of 
those types of trauma and should encourage professional counseling for such 
children. Likewise, they need to weigh carefully the possible psychological harm 

300 See D. BINDER & S. PrucE, supra note 32, at 135-91. Cf M. POPKIN, supra note 298, at 54-62. 
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to children that may arise from giving testimony and to search for alternatives or 
ways of minimizing that harm. 

When children are clients, lawyers must remember that they owe a duty of 
loyalty to them and that the confidentiality of their communications must be 
respected as a matter of attorney-client privilege and professional ethics. In doing 
so, they need to encourage children to become responsible decision makers and to 
resist the strong tendency simply to decide what is best for them. Skill is required 
too in dealing with parents, particularly when they act uncooperatively. 

In sum, lawyers working with children are likely to encounter many frustra
tions. Awareness of the stages of child development and the counseling ap
proaches of other professionals should help. Still, we recognize that putting into 
effect the suggestions in this article will not always be easy. Nonetheless, it is 
hoped that this article will lessen the need for attorneys to learn via the school of 
"hard knocks." The trouble with such learning by experience, it has been said, is 
that experience gives the test first, then the lesson is learned. When working with 
children, this approach usually is inadequate and it even may be damaging-to the 
child, the attorney, and the legal case. 

Handbook on Questioning Children: A Linguistic Perspective 

Anne Graffam Walker, Ph.D.301 

ABA Center on Children and the Law 

[I] Introduction 

In this Introduction, I want to take the personal approach, and address myself 
directly to everyone who picks up this book. It is, as the title indicates, a book 
about the linguistic complexities of questioning children, and although its primary 
intended readers are lawyers and judges, all interviewers of children should find 
it of some benefit. I have written it because I am deeply concerned by the fact that 
children in our courts today are being denied a right that should belong to 
everyone who enters the legal system: to have an equal opportunity not only to 
understand the language of the proceedings, but to be understood. This is a 
situation that puts not just children, but all those who stand both with and against 
the child in jeopardy. 

A glance at the Table of Contents may make you feel like putting this book in 
the stack of all the others that you intend to read someday but probably never will. 
But because I think that what is in this book is very important for you to know, 
I am going to take the somewhat unusual step of gathering together in the 

301 ANNE GRAFFAM WALKER, HANDBOOK o Q UEsT10 ING CHILDREN, reprinted by permi sion. 
Copyright 1995 by the American Bar Association. 
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Introduction a few facts about children and their language that you can read 
quickly to get the flavor of what follows. It is my hope, of course, that at some 
point you will read every word, because anything that you can learn that will help 
you level the playing field for children in our courts will eventually help level the 
playing field for all of us. 

Some Facts About Children 

To start you off, here is something that you should know. There is no doubt 
whatever about the following: 

1. Children as young as 2 and 3 can recall and report past experience 
accurately (see Peterson, 1990, for a review). 

2. Children as young as 3 have testified competently and credibly in court 
(e.g., Jones & Krugman, 1986, citing People v. Tiret). 

3. Children of all ages can tell us what they know if we ask them the right 
questions in the right way. 

You will probably not be questioning children as young as 2 and 3 very often. 
But if the present trends continue, you will be seeing more and more preschool 
children in and out of court; more school-age children; and more adolescents. This 
book focuses primarily on the "under-1 O" group, but what follows is a thumbnail 
sketch of a few characteristics of each group. As you read through them, please 
keep in mind that they have been chosen not to represent "weakness" in children's 
ability to process adult language, but to point the way to the kind of questioning 
that will build on children's strengths in telling us what we need to know. 

Preschoolers: 

1. Use and interpret language very literally. A typical example: Asked if she 
could "read" an eye chart, the child responded, "No! It doesn't make 
words." 

2. Do not handle abstractions well. Preschoolers are particularly ill
equipped to discuss with you the difference between truth and lies. They 
do better with concrete examples that ask them to demonstrate rather than 
articulate their awareness of these two very abstract concepts. 

3. Aren't good at collecting things into categories. This makes it hard for 
them to respond to questions that ask them if "anything like this" 
happened before. 

4. Use words for time, distance, kinship, size and so on long before they 
understand their meaning. 

5. Define words only in the simplest, action-oriented ways. A "mother" may 
be, "She takes care of me." 
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6. Have difficulty with pronoun reference. Keeping track of your "he's," 
"we's," "they's," "that's," and whatever it is that they refer to is not 
something they are good at. 

7. Have difficulty with negatives. Even simple negatives like "Didn't you 
see the car?" may confuse them. 

8. Tend to supply an answer to every question even if they have no 
knowledge. One reason for that is that in English, questions and answers 
form an indivisible pair. Answers don't happen without a question first. 
And if a question is left unanswered, something is perceived to be wrong. 
Children learn that very early. 

The answer children supply is often "Yes" for a number of reasons. One, 
it is a valued answer which indicates cooperation. Two, it is often 
perceived to be the one that the adult wants, particularly in response to a 
tag question in which the tag is negative (e.g., "You like it, don't you?"). 

9. Do best with simple sentences of Subject, Verb, Object. No frills. 

10. Tend to focus on only one aspect of a situation or question at a time. 
Asking complicated questions that contain numbers of ideas is fruitless. 

11. Don't organize events in their minds in an adult way. They often leave 
out settings, descriptions, chronology, and motivations in the telling of 
some past event. 

12. Are still in the process of acquiring language. Don't be fooled by a child 
who sounds mature. But don't dismiss as incompetent one who doesn't 
seem to follow your questions. Chances are, it's the language of the 
question that's the problem. 

13. Usually don't know that they don't understand something. So asking 
them, "Do you understand?" is probably a waste of breath. 

14. Believe in general that adults speak the truth. 

School Age, roughly 7-10: 

1. Still may have difficulty in handling abstract concepts. 

2. Still have problems processing complex questions and complex verb 
phrases that include, for instance, the past perfect tense (e.g., Where was 
this supposed to have happened?). 

3. Still make errors with passives, the difference between "ask" and "tell," 
and with pronoun reference. 

4. Are still easily confused by complex negation. Multiple negatives such as 
"You don't deny you did it, do you?" will probably go right over their 
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heads. 

5. Are still not mature at organizing the details of narratives. 

6. Are still unequipped to deal with adult insincerity such as sarcasm, irony, 
and so on. 

7. May still believe that adults in general speak the truth. 

Adolescents, roughly 11-18: 

1. Are still not necessarily good at narrative skills. 

2. Still don't understand time as both a historical concept (one that goes on 
and on without them) and a day-to-day concept that affects their lives. 

3. Still have difficulty with complex negation. This problem continues on 
into adulthood for many. 

4. Are still confused by linguistic ambiguity such as is found in newspaper 
headlines, some ads, metaphors, idioms, proverbs, and jokes. 

5. Can still be confused by long, complex questions. 

6. A lot of teens, particularly the under-educated, under-parented, unat
tached children are still stuck in the School Age stage above. 

Some Suggestions For Your Questions 

And now for some suggestions for simplified questioning that will get more 
accurate answers from all three age groups above: 

1. DO use simple, common, everyday English words and phrases. "Attor
ney," "Court," "deny," "subsequent," "take the witness stand" and the 
like do not fall into that category. 

2. DO use questions and comments that keep the number of ideas in them 
to a minimum. The younger the child, the smaller the number. One main 
idea is good. 

3. DO start your questions and comments off with the main idea. "Did the 
bell ring while you were eating?" instead of, "While you were eating, did 
the bell ring?" 

4. DO stay away from negatives. Phrase your questions positively, when
ever possible. 

5. DO put names and places back in where pronouns once lived. Ask, "What 
did Albert say?" instead of "What did he say?" Ask, "Were there a lot of 
people in the kitchen?" instead of "Were there a lot of people there?" 

6. DO remember: This is a child. Children are not short adults. Then try to 
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listen to the proceedings with a child's ears. You might be surprised at 
what you hear. 

In the back of this book are some appendices that add to what I have given you 
here. Among them are a Checklist for Interviewing, more Suggestions for 
Questioning Children, a Prototype Competency Voir Dire, and some other 
information you may find useful. 

A Final Introductory Comment 

Who's Tim? 

He's my advocate. 

What's an advocate? 

Someone who prays and has sex with you. (Baladerian, 1993) 

By taking a step too many of us fail to take - checking on the child's 
understanding of a word he used - Tim's interviewer avoided the most critical 
error that adults make in questioning children: the assumption that children use, 
process, and understand language in the same way we adults do. This is a serious 
mistake that can lead to 1) not formulating age-appropriate questions, 2) not 
properly interpreting children's responses to our questions, thereby 3) missing 
information that may be vital to the case, or 4) "creating" information out of a 
misinterpretation. 

There is more, of course, to the successful questioning of children than the 
appropriate use of language. But language is the essential tool: our courts cannot 
function without it. And the children who come into our courts cannot function 
adequately without our willingness to speak their language. The responsibility for 
clear communication has to be ours. Until we accept that responsibility, until we 
learn how the language of children and the language of adults differ, we will not 
be doing our jobs as effectively as we can. 

And now, I invite you to tum the page. 

[II] A note or two on the contents of this book. 

This book is essentially a reference guide. It is organized around a set of 
"principles" that should be kept in mind during the questioning of children. 
Following the principles are two sections on problems to look out for in both 
adults' questions and children's answers. Next comes a brief section on language
related reasons for inconsistencies in children's testimony, and then the conclu
sion. 

At the back of the book, the reader will find a selection from the handouts that 
I have been distributing over the past several years in connection with the 
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workshops and seminars I give on questioning young children. I have called them 
"appendices" because they do not fit gracefully into the body of this text, but the 
information in them is integral to the subject of questioning children. They consist 
of: 

• Checklist for Interviewing/ Questioning Children; 

• Examples of Testimony that will make clearer some of the points made in 
the text; 

• A Few Language Facts About Children; 

• A Few Abbreviated Suggestions for Questioning Children; 

• Suggested Reading List; and 

• A Prototype Competency Voir Dire of Children. 

The appendices are in a continual process of refinement, but what appears here 
represents my best thinking at this time. 

[Ill] Principles 

[1] We do not question "children." 

We question one child at a time. Each child has his or her own unique growth 
pattern, and his or her own family experience which shaped the learning of 
language. Therefore, the child you are questioning may or may not fit the general 
characteristics of whatever topic is being discussed in this text. 

[2] Language is shaped by experience. 

Children pick up the words in their vocabularies first from what they see, hear, 
and experience around them (real-world context), and second from listening to 
how those words are put together in sentences (linguistic context). They learn how 
to use words to do things in the same way. From the people around them, they 
learn, for instance, what the function of questions is: "Do you want another 
cookie?" probably is a request for information. "Do you want another spanking?" 
probably is not. Children learn how they are expected to talk to adults and other 
children, and what counts as a tellable event and how it should be told. Not all 
families - even within the same socioeconomic level - and not all ethnic groups 
put the same value on words and how they should be used. Not all families 
transmit the same body of language to their children in the same way (Heath, 
1983; Pease, et al., 1993; Hall & Nagy 1979). This variability in language 
experience and children's expectations about how language is to be used can have 
a significant effect on how children respond to adults' questions. 

[3] Children and adults do not speak the "same" language. 

By the time children are about 5 years old, the language they speak sounds a 
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lot like the one adults speak in their everyday lives. And so · the assumption is 
made that adults and children are in fact speaking the same language. But that is 
not so. Language learning is far from complete at age 5. Some important aspects 
of grammatical knowledge are still being acquired at age 10 and even later (see 
Appendix C). For example, the ability to detect ambiguity which is caused by 
sentence structure (e.g., Flying planes can be dangerous) develops at about age 12 
(Nippold 1988, citing Kessel, 1970). Certain communicative skills, such as giving 
a complete and coherent account of a personal past event, may still be developing 
in the late teens. Other skills which are necessary for a fully competent 
performance in court, such as learning how to detect and defend against reasoning 
flaws in other people's statements may never be acquired even by adults. 

[ 4] Language is not an all-or-nothing affair. 

Along with the mistaken assumption that adults and children speak the same 
language goes the assumption that once a child uses a particular word (e.g., 
"more"), or syntactic structure (e.g., a relative clause, passive voice, negation), the 
child has now fully "acquired" that feature. The acquisition of language is a 
gradual process which often involves acquiring parts of a linguistic rule before 
acquiring the whole (Romaine, 1984), and in taking a step forward (learning that 
the plural of "foot" is "feet") only to step back (misapplying the "s" plural to get 
"foots" or "feets") before moving on again (back to "feet"). Newly acquired rules, 
such as the use of "before" and "after," can be fragile, operating well when they 
are used in familiar sentence structures to talk about familiar things, but operating 
uncertainly in novel circumstances (French & Nelson, 1985). 

[5] Inconsistency in children's statements is normal. 

Adults who are unaware of the nature of the language acquisition process are 
in danger of mistaking inconsistency in the language of children's reports for a 
fundamental inconsistency that would render their testimony incredible. That is 
unfortunate, because as noted above, from the language point of view ( and there 
are others), inconsistency is a normal part of the development process. The root 
causes of linguistic inconsistency are discussed throughout this book, but Part V 
addresses some of these issues more specifically. 

[ 6] Children are very literal in their early approach to language. 

The by-now classic example of the child who denies going to a man's house, 
but later says she went to his apartment, illustrates a major impediment to the 
credibility of children's reports: their very narrow interpretation of meaning. Lack 
of experience both with language and with the world contribute to this problem, 
but cognitively, the ability of young children (up to about age 6 or 7) to move from 
the general (house) to the particular (apartment), and vice versa, is not well 
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developed (Elkind 1978). Neither is their ability - particularly for children under 
5 - to group objects and events together according to characteristics which adults 
would recognize as similar. Thus, for adults, "pants" belongs in a class called 
"clothes/clothing"; "touch" includes several dozen kinds of contact between 
animate or inanimate objects with animate or inanimate instruments. But to 
literal-minded children, "clothes" may or may not be recognized as including 
some covering for the lower part of the body. "Touch" may be restricted to human 
contact with a bare hand. For instance, one 5-year-old, when asked if she had been 
"touched" in the shower said, No, she had just been "washed" - on her "private, 
everywhere." 

Having this sort of limited range of meaning for each word keeps children from 
realizing that a question like, "When were you 5 ?" (put to a child who responded, 
"I am 5") is seeking the date of birth, and is not meant to imply that she cannot 
be five now (Walker, 1987). A rigid view of agency (who does what to whom) 
would not, and in fact did not, allow a child to respond "Yes" to the question, "Did 
you ever put your mouth on Daddy's penis?" because it did not reflect the literal 
truth: that Daddy and not the child, was the agent. Daddy was the one who did the 
putting (Berliner & Barbieri, 1984 ). Since young children interpret the world 
based on what they themselves have seen and heard (thus the term "concrete" 
thinking), they are unlikely to be able to interpret a question that asks them, "What 
does this picture say?" since pictures can "say" nothing. This literal approach to 
language is pervasive in young and even some older children, and adults who are 
not aware of it can put the fact-finding process into considerable jeopardy. 

[7] Adult-like use of language does not necessarily reflect adult-like 
linguistic or cognitive capabilities. 

This is another way of saying that adults and children do not speak the same 
language. Language and cognition do not mature simultaneously, and for that 
reason, children can appear to comprehend what we say, can appear to be using 
words and sentences in an adult way, but in reality be operating on an entirely 
different level. In particular, the fact that children often use words before they 
really understand them can deceive us as to what they are actually thinking (Clark 
& Clark, 1977; deVilliers & deVilliers, 1978). This is particularly true with 
"concept" words which express time, duration, space, age, kinship and so on. For 
example, children can talk about "yesterday" (Q: When was yesterday? A: When 
I was little), and "daddy" (Q: Who is your daddy? What is his name? A: Name's 
daddy) without having any real awareness of the relationships which words of that 
sort represent. A more detailed discussion of this issue - which once again can 
lead to misjudgments of a child's credibility - can be found in Part III, Section 
11. 
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[8] Young children in particular have difficulty attending to more than 
one or two things at once. This includes multi-part, multi-idea 
questions. 

"Q. Do you recall talking to her on the Sunday after they found - discovered 
something had happened to Doug and asking her, 'Do you know Mark?' and then 
saying, 'That is who did it'? Do you remember telling her that?" (Question asked 
of a 5-year-old witness during a trial.) 

The question above is admittedly long and involved. It also is not at all unusual. 
The ability to answer questions like that - or any question about some event or 
some personal knowledge - requires the ability to keep several balls in the air at 
once. The question itself, once it is processed, if it is processed, has to be kept in 
working memory while the long-term memory is searched for the relevant 
information. Then, once the information is retrieved, it must be delivered in a way 
that is appropriate to and understandable by the questioner. The answer, if it is to 
be accurate, must also be monitored for error and for misunderstanding by the 
listener. All of this (and more) must be done in a physical environment that may 
or may not be familiar, and in an emotional environment that may or may not be 
comfortable. In a stimulus-rich and stressful environment such as the forensic one, 
even adults have difficulty performing all these tasks well, as anyone who has 
listened to grown-ups give testimony knows. For children, the burden of doing all 
of these things at once may prove to be too heavy (Warren & McCloskey, 1993). 

It is important, then, that in the forensic environment, the questions themselves 
be kept short and simple. Understanding the question is, after all, the first essential 
task that the child has to perform. Just as with an adult, the fewer the number of 
ideas there are in a question, the greater the chances are of an accurate 
question/answer exchange. 

[9] Children will not necessarily tell you that they don't understand you. 

One of the expectations that adults rely on in carrying on their conversations 
with each other is that each party will speak up if there is a perceived 
misunderstanding. That doesn't always happen, for a number of reasons, among 
which is inequality of status or power. Faced with someone in authority, 
particularly someone who acts as if the listener ought to understand, even adults 
will let a misunderstanding pass by. It should not be surprising that children, who 
are always in a one-down position vis-a-vis adults, are often reluctant to admit that 
they don't understand. 

But there are at least two other reasons that children may not alert adults to a 
lack of understanding. One, children may simply be unaware that they have the 
right to tell adults that they don't understand. And two, they may think that they 
understand a question when they in fact do not (Walker & Warren, to appear). Like 
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adults, children will assume that they have understood an utterance if they can 
supply it with an interpretation. Children as old as 12 may not realize that an 
adult's question or statement or instruction is actually not comprehensible 
(Markman, 1979), either because the utterance does not contain enough informa
tion for it to be processed or acted upon adequately, or because it is marred by 
complex or sloppy syntax. Even college-age students have been fooled into 
thinking that typical lawyers' questions were easy to understand when in fact they 
were not (Perry, et al., 1993). Vocabulary can also obviously contribute to 
misunderstanding if children believe incorrectly that their meaning and the adult's 
meaning for one or more of the words used is the same. 

[10] Children's responses to your questions are not necessarily answers 
to your questions. 

A response can fail to be an answer if: 

a. it does not supply the kind and amount of information required; 

b. the parties do not agree on what the meaning of the question was; 

c. one or both of the parties fails to recognize that the question or the answer 
was ambiguous. 

The first instance of failure to be an answer is the easiest to spot because, as a 
rule, it does not rely on inference. The absence or paucity or mis-match of 
information is explicit. For example, in the exchange, "Q. Where did you go? A. 
[Silence]," the requested information is missing. In "Q. Where did you go? A. 
Out," the information is insufficient. And there is a clear mismatch between 
question and answer in the exchange, "Q. Where did you go? A. Tomorrow." 

But in the second and third instances listed above, the fact that a response is not 
an answer may never be discovered, particularly if one of the parties is a child 
who is not yet skilled in detecting and correcting misunderstandings. In that case, 
inference does play a role, when, lacking any evidence to the contrary, adults 
assume that a child has understood the question, or when they themselves are 
oblivious to the ambiguity of whatever has been said or asked. Either circum
stance creates difficulties for the fact-finding process. Parts III and IV discuss this 
principle further. 

[11] The ability to recite a list is not the same as the ability to understand 
its contents. 

As any adult knows who has to say, "L, M, N, 0, P" to recall what letters come 
before and after "O," a list is just something that sits in rote memory, more or less 
whole. Yet in order to gauge the competency of children, one common technique 
is to ask them to recite what I call our "cultural lists," all of which are learned by 
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rote: the days of the week, months of the year, clock time, numbers, and so on. 
This is done in the apparent belief that if the children prove to be successful, they 
have the ability to respond meaningfully to questions that ask, for instance, What 
day, or How long ago, or How many times something happened. Children are 
routinely asked questions like, "You know the days of the week, don't you? So 
what day did this take place?" 

But knowing the alphabet has little relationship to the ability to spell; counting 
from 1 to 10 has even less relationship to the ability to gauge the frequency of an 
event. As a measure of competency, then, these cultural lists merely indicate that 
the child has acquired the vocabulary. They should not be given any other 
significance at all. 

[12] Children are not born with the ability to give adult-like accounts of 
their personal experiences. 

"Q. I see. And then you went in the shower? 

A. Yes, and then I got out and then after it was all over and then I got a ride to, 
to town." (Portion of an interview of a 5-year-old suspected victim of sexual 
abuse.) 

Making the move from exclusive focus on what's happening in the present to 
talking about the past is one of the most important advances children make in 
acquiring language (Brown, 1973). But this shift is a developmental one, and as 
the example above shows, it is not accompanied at first by the ability to talk about 
past events in a way that adults in the community recognize as a narrative, or 
autobiographical report. That skill is a discourse skill that has to be learned. 

Children apparently first learn to give autobiographical reports by responding to 
their parents' or other adults' questions about some past event (Hudson, et al., 
1992). These questions tend at first to be yes/no questions (Eisenberg, 1985, cited 
in Peterson, 1990) which supply most of the details for the child, organize the 
recitation, and indicate what kind of information adults believe is significant. By 
asking these questions, and the more open-ended ones they ask as children grow 
older, adults pass on a model which they have internalized for what counts as a 
narrative in their community, and how it should be told. 

The components of the model that is most widely recognized in this society 
include a setting which introduces both place and players, initiating action, 
central action, motivations and goals of the people involved, and consequences or 
conclusion. Feeding into the model are the details that bring a narrative to life, 
among which are descriptions of sights, sounds, attitudes, and beliefs (Labov & 
Waletsky, 1967; Mandler & Johnson, 1977). The model itself is ordered 
chronologically, and it performs a dual function: it provides a structure for 
encoding, or remembering the event, and for recounting it later. 
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Children begin to develop this model at about age 2 (Fivush, et al., 1987), and 
it continues to mature as children acquire other cognitive, linguistic, and 
conversational skills. One essential skill is achieving control over the concept of 
time (see Part III, Section 11). Some of the other skills needed include the abilities 
to monitor one's own speech for error, monitor the understanding of the listener, 
provide appropriate pronoun reference, and use linguistic means to signal old and 
new information. Until all of these abilities are acquired - some time in the teen 
years - (Whitehurst, 1976; Labov, 1972), children's narratives tend to be 
incomplete and disorganized by adult standards. Incomplete narratives are harder 
to judge for believability, and believability is the crucial test these narratives face 
in the court context. See Part III, Sections 11 & 12 for further discussion. 

[13] Familiarity matters. 

In everyday living, familiarity matters. It makes it possible to concentrate on 
the goal, and not on how to get there. It creates expectancies (Brown & 
Lennenberg, 1958) about events and people, and it supplies a base from which we 
can conduct our behavior, infer intention, and forecast the future. Familiarity can 
be a help if we infer correctly, but a hindrance if we are wrong. And what is 
familiar depends on experience. 

In language, familiarity matters too, and is a particularly critical factor with 
children. For instance, when preschool children talk about familiar, everyday 
events, they are usually accurate in their use of grammatical terms to express 
temporal (e.g., "before"), causal (e.g., "because"), and logical relations (e.g., "or," 
"if'). They are not as successful, however, when they attempt to describe 
experiences they have never had before (French & Nelson 1985). 

Familiarity even conditions a child's response to a question. Not all families use 
questions to accomplish the same ends (Heath, 1983); and although children learn 
to modify family expectations when they enter school, nothing in any of their 
everyday environments is likely to prepare them to meet the expectations held by 
adults who ask children questions in court. 

One final note here on the relevance of familiarity issues to children's 
testimony: a growing body of research suggests that children are more accurate 
and complete in their responses to evidentiary questions when they have been 
familiarized with the setting, the language, and the customs of the legal world they 
are about to enter (Saywitz & Snyder, 1993; Saywitz, et al., 1993). This is a 
finding worth paying attention to by anyone who is interested in increased 
comprehension, accuracy, and completeness of children's reports in legal con
texts. 

[14] Culture matters too. 

The children who come into our courts are an increasingly diverse group. Some 
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of the diversity is easily marked: different color skin, hair type, eye or nose or lip 
shape. Some of it is not: a child who has grown up on a diet of T.V. may look a 
lot like the one who loves books. Probably most of the children you see will speak 
English; some will not. But no matter what language the children who enter the 
courts have, the temptation is to believe that they all learned language the same 
way - that their nonverbal means of expression are basically the same, and that 
what counts as a "story" to one counts as a story for all. Unless we are aware of 
cultural differences, it is tempting to believe that the chief function of questions 
for everyone is to gain information, that silence is often not golden, but bad, and 
that families are families everywhere. We not only tend to believe these things, we 
react to the children as if they were true. 

So if a child will not look us in the eyes when she tells us what happened, we 
may think she is lying, instead of looking to her culture, which might dictate that 
behavior as an expression of respect. If a school child cannot "get to the point" in 
a narrative, we may believe that he cannot follow directions, or is perhaps not too 
bright, unless we know that in his culture, his loosely chained series of topics, 
strung together in no particular order is the acceptable form that stories take 
(Michaels & Collins, 1984 ). When children of all descriptions do not seem to be 
able to answer questions the way our own children do, we are not apt to think 
about the fact that in some cultures, questions are not to be "answered" as much 
as they are to be absorbed as models of how to think, or to be obeyed as an order 
(Heath, 1983). If anyone, anywhere, responds to a question, or statement, with 
what we consider a "significant" pause, we treat that silence as something gone 
wrong (Walker, 1985). And when children from non-mainstream cultures talk 
about their "mothers," "fathers," "brothers," "sisters," "cousins," aunts, and 
"uncles," we give those terms the same values we have. In each one of these 
instances that can matter in how children's testimony is judged, we might very 
well be wrong. 

[15] Even very young children can be competent witnesses in a court of 
law. 

This last "principle" is not strictly a linguistic one: many factors other than 
language enter into consideration of children as witnesses in a court of law. But 
as research into evidentiary interviews with children shows (Brennan & Brennan 
1988; Perry, et al., 1993; Walker, 1993), language can be a barrier between the 
child, the adult, and the truth. It need not be: even very young children have the 
competence to tell adults what they know when they are questioned in age
appropriate ways that allow for the still-developing state of children's cognitive 
and linguistic skills (Perry, to appear; Perry & Wrightsman, 1991). Until those 
skills have fully matured - at some point in the mid teens - the responsibility 
for getting at what children know rests squarely on the adult, and in particular, on 
the language of the question, and not on the language of the answer. 
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Appendix C: A Few Facts About Children's Language Skills 

Revised February 1994 
Compiled by Anne Graffam Walker, Ph.D. 

In general: 

896 

By the age of 3, average children use language of a grammatical complexity 
similar to an adult's everyday language. Their vocabulary can range from about 
500 to 3,000 words. They can identify over five parts of their own bodies. 

By age 5-6, the basic language structures of most children are well established, 
although not yet fully mature. They can define SOME simple words. They can 
accurately name 3-4 colors. With a vocabulary generally estimated at around 
14,000 words, their language sounds on the surface much like an adult's. 

This misleading surface similarity of language does not mean, however, that 
these children have achieved mastery of their language. Late acquisitions include 
(but are not limited to) the ability to handle 1) complex sentences containing 
relative (who, which, that) or adverbial (when, before, after, while) clauses; 2) 
some critical verb structures like passives; 3) complex negation, and 4) complex 
structural distinctions such as those between ask and tell, know and think, easy to 
(see/please/etc.) and eager to (see, etc.) and some syntactic aspects of the verb 
"promise." 

Nor does the apparent similarity mean that children this age have mastered all 
those concepts expressed in language, such as abstractions (What is truth?) or 
relations of age, time, speed, size, and duration: (How old is she? When did it 
happen?, How fast was the car going?, How big was the knife?, How many times 
did that happen to you?). They do not fully understand the family relationships 
expressed by kinship terms such as parents, aunt, grandfather, etc. 

By age 10-11, most children have acquired the ability to use most of these 
relational words in an adult fashion. 

Specific lexical skills: 

Feature 
Adjectives 

Comparatives (e.g., more, 
bigger) ......... . 
Superlatives (e.g., most, biggest). 

Age* 

4 to 5 
3 to 6 

The ages given here represent approximations of the time when each feature is fully and 
reliably acquired - meaning that the child can both comprehend and produce the feature. Children 
reach different stages, of course, at individual times. 
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Feature 
Ability to make complex comparisons in response to Q's 
(e.g., which box is taller than it is 

fat?) ........ . 
Adverbs 

Distinction between 
before/ after. . . . . . 
'Frontwards,' 'sidewards,' 'backwards' 
about. ........ . 

Articles 
Full mastery of contrast between 'the' and 
'a' ......... . 

Prepositions 
In, on (first two acquired). 
Off, out ( of), away 
(from) ......... . 
Toward, up, down 3 to 3½ . 
In front of, next to, around. 
Beside ......... . 
Ahead of, behind. 

Pronouns 
Possessives: 
My, your, their, mine, his ......... . 
Her(s), his, its, our(s) ......... . 
Deictic ("Pointing") pronouns "this" v. "that" (when no 
fixed referent is 
available) ......... . 
Accurate matching of pronouns to prior or 
following noun. . . . . . . . . 

Verb contrast between come-go; 
bring-take. . . . . . . . . . 
tell-ask ......... . 

WH questions (WHat, WHere, WHo, WHy, How, WHen) 
Appear in child's speech (in approximately above order) 
Appropriate grammatical response to WH Q's 
acquired by age. . . . . . . . . . 
Appropriate cognitive response to WHy, How, 
WHen by ..... . 

Syntactic Skills: 
Passives: with action verbs (e.g., hit, 

push) ......... . 
with all verbs, including non-action (e.g., 
like) ......... . 

Age· 

6+ 

7+ 

7 

8 

1½ to 2 

2 to 3 

3½ to 4 
4 to 4½ 

4½ to 5½ 

by age 3½ 
3 to 5 

7+ 

about 10 

7 to 8+ 
8 to 10 

from 2½ to 4½ 

5½ 

about age 10 

5+ 

7 to 13+ 

[Ill][15] 
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~a~~ A~· 
(earliest form of passive is the agentless "Get" passives (e.g., I got hit) 

"Tag" questions (e.g., Xxx, isn't it?): 
produced at. . . . . . . . . . about age 4 + 
but when combined with negatives, (That's not what she 
said; isn't that so?) can be confusing on into adulthood 

Conversational skills: 
Understanding tum-taking ......... . 
Asking contingent questions: ........ . 

(Contingent questions relate to the immediately 
prior utterance; e.g., questions which indicate that 
something just said is not fully understood, such as 
"What did you say?") 

Ability to report typical events (such as what 
happens at a birthday party) ........ . 

before age 2 

by age 3 

3 
to describe, narrate, and inform in adult-satisfactory way Still developing 
. . . . . . . . . . in Jr. and Sr. 
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Interviewing Children and Adolescents* 

John Rich, M.D. 

[One] Definition 

The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary defines an interview as 'a meeting of 
persons face to face, especially for the purpose of formal conference on some 
point'. A formal conference may be based on explicit rules upon which the people 
concerned have agreed; for example, the scope of the discussion may have been 
decided upon, an area of common ground that needs no further attention may be 
ignored, sensitive areas may be avoided, and so on. Many other formal rules are 
taken for granted: it is assumed that the participants will not use a foreign 
language and will not make irrelevant personal attacks on each other. Also their 
relative status is usually accepted by both, and this determines to some extent 
what each may say to the others and the tone of voice in which they speak. It must 
be noted, however, that even a formal conference is still 'a meeting of persons' 
and will to some degree involve many of the personality traits of the individuals 
taking part. The less formal the interview the greater the part these traits will play. 
The most common error made by untrained interviewers is to lose sight of 
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personal interactions the informalities and to observe only the formalities. A social 
worker interviewing a client is still a human being talking to another human 
being; a teacher interviewing a pupil is an adult talking to a child - and also (this 
must never be forgotten) a human being talking to another human being. 

The man who was surprised to find that he had been talking prose all his life 
would no doubt be equally surprised to learn that he had been interviewing all his 
life, When we start 'interviewing' other people, we are not doing something 
completely new we have been interviewing since we were born. In all these years, 
however, we have learned to make many assumptions about people, and most of 
us have fallen into particular habits in dealing with them. If our basic attitude to 
other people is defensive or patronising or seductive or distant, all our interviews 
will reflect this and will be effective only in those situations in which the particular 
attitude is the appropriate one. If we are to use interviewing as a professional 
technique, we must study our assumptions about people and be prepared to 
modify our habitual approach to them, but we must not (in fact we cannot) 
develop an entirely new range of behaviour. 

It is often hard to persuade student case-workers and others that they know 
anything about interviewing at all. Before their first interviews they say 
desperately, 'I don't know how to begin', whereas if they met the same people at 
a party or in a bus they would be quite able to begin and maintain a conversation 
without too much strain. Meetings between two people may be placed on a 
continuum. At one extreme is the completely informal discussion, in the middle 
are more formal conferences, while the other extreme is exemplified by the old 
story of the psychiatrist who left his tape-recorder to listen to the new patient 
while he went out to coffee. Meeting this patient in the coffee-shop, he asked why 
she had left his office, only to be told that she had given her history so often that 
she had put it on tape and had left her tape-recorder talking to his tape-recorder. 
There is much to be said in some situations for an approach that makes no attempt 
to guide the discussion or to pass judgement. Unfortunately this is often so much 
emphasised that there is a danger of making the interview non-human altogether. 
For our purposes, then, an interview will be taken to include conversation 
anywhere on the continuum. 

One of the essential qualities of an interview can be recognised by considering 
the difference between an orator speaking to a crowd and the same man giving his 
speech on the radio. The first situation is an interview of sorts, but the second is 
not, because there is no feed-back to the radio speech - the speaker's own 
behaviour is not modified in any way by the behaviour of the listeners. This point 
cannot be too strongly emphasised: in any interview there is always interaction 
between or among the people concerned. 

If we bear in mind that an interview consists of two people talking to, and 
affecting, each other, we can see that it is merely a convenience to describe only 
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one of them as the 'interviewer'. This title is normally given to the person of 
higher status or dominance in the particular situation: we say that an employer 
interviews an applicant or a teacher interviews a pupil. If by chance the applicant 
for the job was also a local judge and his prospective employer was to appear in 
his court, we should say that their roles were reversed and that the other man is 
now the 'interviewer'. It is, of course, true that the one who was dominant is now 
subordinate, but they are nevertheless the same people; apart from the dominant
subordinate aspect of their relationship, the other interactions of their personalities 
may be little changed; if they liked each other before, they will probably like each 
other now. If the employer had been prejudiced against the applicant because he 
was a Jew, he will be no less prejudiced against him in his role as a judge. 

Any interview, then, has formal and informal elements. In an attempt to correct 
the tendency for beginners to overemphasise the formal elements, many of the 
examples given throughout this book will be of informal meetings between people 
rather than formal conferences. Further discussion requires separation of the 
various elements in interviews. These can be best understood by considering the 
hopes and intentions of the people taking part - that is, the functions of the 
interview. 

[Two] Functions of the Interview 

We can consider interviews under the following headings: fact-finding, fact
giving, manipulative, treatment, and demonstrative. However, most, if not all, 
interviews change their character as they progress. For this reason it is better to 
think of functions rather than types of interview. 

Fact-finding Interviews 

The main aim of these interviews, in whole or in part, is to elicit facts. The 
doctor taking a history, the lawyer questioning a client, the employer interviewing 
a candidate for a job, the social worker assessing a potential foster-parent - all 
are concerned primarily with fact-finding. In some of these examples the facts to 
be found include many of which the subject is not consciously aware, but in 
general both parties know what is to be communicated. It is obvious that, although 
the private eye may say 'Just gimme the facts, man, just gimme the facts', he has 
a fairly clear idea of which particular facts he wants, and the person he is 
questioning uses much the same frame of reference. For example, if his client said 
that he went from one place to another on a bus, it is not usually relevant to know 
the licence number of the bus or whether the conductor had a moustache. 
Generally speaking, the relevance or irrelevance of material is appreciated by an 
adult being interviewed, but the position is very different with children. The things 
they notice and the relative values they give to various observations are not the 
same as those given by the adult, and fact-finding questions have to be much more 
specific and direct. The danger inherent in being specific and direct is that the 
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questions have to be based on some hypothesis, which may be confirmed without 
getting to the root of the problem. This point can be appreciated more easily if we 
place ourselves in the position of the one who is being questioned. Most of us 
have had the experience of accurately answering questions about a certain 
situation and yet failing to convey the underlying truth. This is seen most clearly 
in law courts, where the counsel for one side can create a totally false impression 
by eliciting from a witness only those facts that will help his case; it is not until 
the cross-examination by the other counsel that different facts, no less true and no 
more true, give a better perspective. It is never possible to find out all the facts 
about any situation, and an adult interviewing a child may, quite unintentionally, 
behave like the counsel for one side without benefit of correction by opposing 
counsel. This is because the roles of the adult and the child are so unequal. If the 
child simply answers the questions that are put to him and does not feel free 
enough and secure enough to explain the points that the adult did not think of 
asking about, the truth will never become apparent. If a child has been away from 
school for much of the term because of sickness and is asked 'Did you do well in 
your term exams?', he may answer in one of two ways: 'No', which might be 
strictly true, or (if he is sufficiently sophisticated and secure) 'Yes, in the 
circumstances'. The question was simple and direct, and although the child would 
have answered truthfully by saying 'No', he would not have expressed the whole 
truth, and the interviewer could have been misled. 

This situation often presents much more of a problem when working with 
children than with adults because a child's experience is limited; and he may not 
even recognise that he is being asked a question that cannot be answered 
accurately without a wider range of knowledge than he possesses. 

The obsessionally careful interviewer may collect a large number of facts that 
might be relevant, but which 'over-determine' the decision. This is a common 
fault with inexperienced case-workers, doctors, and psychologists who have spent 
years learning how to take 'a full history'. If the only decision to be made is 
whether a child needs to be under constant supervision (for example, if he is 
suicidal), there is no point in questioning him at length on his family history or on 
details of his school work. Not only is this a waste of time, but it may cause 
difficulty for subsequent interviewers; most people dislike having to answer the 
same questions more than once. What is more, much unintentional communica
tion can take place about matters that would have been much better left alone. For 
example, if the child is worried about the relationship between his parents, but has 
avoided thinking about it, questions on this subject will arouse his anxieties 
without dealing with them. This whole area may need slow and careful handling 
at a later date, and should be left until then. The original interview needs to 
disclose just one fact - whether or not there is a danger of suicide. 

Some psychologists have an unfortunate tendency to ask more questions than 
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are required to solve the intelligence, they carry out a half-baked psychiatric 
problem put to them; if asked to assess the child's intelligence, they carry out a 
psychiatric diagnostic interview as well, and when the psychiatrist comes to see 
the child the waters have been thoroughly muddied. It would be equally disruptive 
(although it hardly ever occurs in practice) for a psychiatrist to allow a child to try 
out an intelligence test before the psychologist examined him. I am not suggesting 
that no psychologist is capable of making a psychiatric assessment, or that no 
psychiatrist is capable of administering tests - merely that each should confine 
himself to the function he is supposed to perform on each occasion. 

In any fact-finding interview, except the most superficial ones, we are dealing 
with truth at different levels. For example, if a child makes it clear in an interview 
that he is afraid of all adult males, it may be a reasonable or perhaps an 
inescapable inference that he has this attitude because he is afraid of his father. 
But if the question is put to him - 'Is your father kind to you?' - he may answer 
'Yes' and believe it. He may believe it because he wants to or because he has not 
known what kind fathers are like. The truth may be that Father is harsh and cruel, 
even though the fact as the child sees it is that Father is kind. It often happens that 
it is more important to know what is 'truth' for the child than what is true in a 
more general sense. In other words we have to judge any answer by asking the 
following questions: is the answer true in every sense? Is the answer false, but 
does the child think it is true? Is the answer false, and does the child know it is 
false? Are we dealing with 'hard' facts about which there can be no disagreement 
- 'What is your name?' 'Do you like your teacher?' - or is this a matter of 
opinion or value judgement? - 'Is your teacher nice?' 

The essential problem facing the fact-finding interviewer has been well 
expressed by Piaget: 

It is so hard not to talk too much when questioning a child, especially for a 
pedagogue! It is so hard not to be suggestive! And above all, it is so hard to find 
the middle course between systematisation due to preconceived ideas and 
incoherence due to the absence of any directing hypothesis! The good experi
menter must, in fact, unite two often incompatible qualities; he must know how 
to observe, that is to say, to let the child talk freely, without ever checking or 
sidetracking his utterance, and at the same time he must constantly be alert for 
something definitive; at every moment he must have some working hypothesis, 
some theory, true or false, which he is seeking to check. When students begin, 
they either suggest to the child all they hope to find, or they suggest nothing at all, 
because they are not on the look-out for anything, in which case, to be sure, they 
will never find anything. 302 

302 J. Piaget, The Child's Conception of the World (Harcourt, Brace, New York, 1929), p. 8. 
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The fact-giving interview is one in which the interviewer decides which facts he 
will give to the other person. A teacher giving a didactic lecture is carrying out 
such an interview. If, however, he is using a seminar type of teaching, the situation 
would be more correctly described as fact-finding, with the students playing the 
interviewer's role. This distinction is an extremely important one; it must be 
clearly understood who is deciding which facts are to be given. Forget, for a 
moment, the word 'interview' and remember that two people are talking. Unless 
one dominates the other, no problem will arise in the selection of an area for 
discussion because if either is dissatisfied he will insist that a different topic is 
pursued. If an adult is talking to a child, however, although the adult may want to 
receive information and the child may want to give it, they can still disagree about 
which information is relevant. If we abandon our usual adult arrogance, and with 
it our assumption that the adult is always the interviewer, we can recognize that 
the child may be prevented from carrying out a fact-giving interview because the 
adult insists on an irrelevant fact-finding interview. 

Let us suppose that a boy and his young sister have been involved in a fight. 
The sister starts shouting 'Johnny hit me!' and Mother wants to know if this is 
true. Johnny wants to give the facts, and as far as he is concerned this is a 
'fact-giving' interview. On the other hand, if Mother is preoccupied with whether 
or not Johnny did hit his sister, there may be a breakdown in communication 
because so far as Johnny is concerned the most important point to make is that his 
sister was objectionable and unfair about something - the fact that he hit her was 
not of great importance. In the course of the discussion he may give all sorts of 
facts that are highly relevant to the central theme, but Mother impatiently refuses 
to listen to them and keeps asking the question, 'Did you or did you not hit her?' 
This example illustrates an essential element in fact-giving interviews: the person 
receiving the facts has to want to receive them if the interview is to be effective. 
If he does not want to, he may not hear them at all; or if he does hear them, he 
will soon forget them. This is why the seminar approach to teaching is often much 
more valuable than didactic lectures; the teacher in a seminar or discussion group 
can create a question in the mind of his listener, who then actively wants to know 
the answer and therefore pays more attention when it is given. Many an adult who 
says to a child in exasperation 'You just don't listen!' is overlooking the fact that 
the child is not listening because he has no particular motivation to do so - he 
just isn't interested. It is amazing how much virtually useless teaching goes on 
because it is based on situations that have no appeal to the child. Many people 
working with children are out of touch with the child's world, and they miss a lot 
of opportunities to engage the children's full attention and interest. It is worth 
noting here that 'the child's world' is a very different thing from the world that the 
adult sees around the child. If a small boy is sitting in the classroom dreaming of 
being a pirate, his world is not the classroom but the high seas. 
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Manipulative Interviews 

A frequent function of interviewing is to bring about a predetermined change in 
the other person - to manipulate him. This may be preceded by fact-finding, but 
the only facts that need be elicited are those that will enable manipulation to be 
effective. There is, of course, an element of manipulation in almost any interview 
because the interviewer has to bring the other person into the frame of mind in 
which he will communicate. The relationship between adults and children is such 
that many of their meetings are manipulative. If a child comes home from school 
covered with mud, blood, and tears, shouting incoherently that Johnny rolled him 
in the road, the wise mother will not carry out a fact-finding interview; she will 
say, 'Yes dear; your dinner's ready. Go and wash yourself and tell me about it 
while you're eating.' These two sentences are in fact a manipulative interview, 
because she is concerned only with manipulating the child into a certain frame of 
mind. If she had started looking for facts at this point, she would probably have 
made the child even angrier or sorrier for himself, and she would not have learned 
the facts anyway. It might be noted here that the child may allow himself to be 
manipulated for a number of reasons. The advantages of his doing so may be so 
simple and obvious that he will readily agree; but he may be persuaded because 
he likes the adult concerned - in other words the adult is selling himself rather 
than a point of view. 

The simplest (and therefore the most commonly used) method of manipulation 
is the use of force. This may take the form of moral blackmail - 'You will make 
me very unhappy if you do that' - or appear in other disguises, but force usually 
has the disadvantage that it loses its effect when the enforcer is no longer present. 

Treatment Interviews 

The line between treatment and manipulation (in its broadest sense) is not 
easily drawn. Encouraging a disheartened child could be classified as either, but 
the essential difference is that manipulative interviews impose a change whereas 
treatment does not. It could be said that treatment allows the other person to 
develop a different attitude owing to changes in his own thinking. He may be 
manipulated into good behaviour, or his behaviour changes because he now feels 
differently. 

There are many different types of treatment interviews. The simplest is the 
supportive one, in which the interviewer essentially listens, encourages, and 
sympathises as required. Another is the counselling interview, which is mainly a 
rational, conscious discussion of relatively clearly stated problems. The counsellor 
is not, of course, unaware of the client's unconscious motivations, but he does not 
deal with them directly. For example, a high school student may ask his school 
counsellor's opinion about dropping history, and point out that he is planning to 
take a science degree at university and that history will be of little use to him. The 
counsellor may happen to know that the history teacher is like the boy's father and 
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that the parents separated recently. The boy may be quite aware of this similarity, 
or he may be refusing to acknowledge it, even to himself. All he knows is that he 
is unhappy and disturbed in the history class and rationalises that this is because 
of the subject. It is important for the counsellor to be clear in his own mind about 
whether he is carrying out a counselling or an insight-giving interview. Some 
interviewers are so delighted when they have an insight into their client's 
difficulties that they simply have to share it with him. In the circumstances 
mentioned above it might do a great deal of harm to the lad if he is forced to 
discuss his relationship with his father at this particular time. The school might 
allow him to drop history or it might be possible for him to transfer to a different 
history class. The advice that the counsellor gives will, ostensibly, be straightfor
ward counselling. Alternatively he may decide that this lad needs insight into his 
underlying problem: in this case the counsellor has to decide whether to take it up 
with him or whether the boy should be referred to some other source of help, such 
as a clinic. 

Insight-giving interviews are considered the most advanced and effective form 
of psychiatric treatment. Insight really consists only of reformulating one's 
understanding in different terms - so the insight gained may cover a small or a 
large area, and may be fairly superficial or profound. As many of the blocks to 
understanding are irrational, most insight of any real value requires something 
other than rational explanation or discussion. The techniques for achieving this 
belong to the realm of psychotherapy, which is beyond the scope of this book. 
Other types of therapeutic interviews include reciprocal inhibition, hypnosis, and 
so on. 

Demonstrative Interviews 

This type of interview is seen when the child is 'shown off' before an audience, 
perhaps for clinical teaching, or on the radio or TV or in front of a group of 
admiring relatives. It is included here because there are dangers inherent in this 
situation. Children can be extremely embarrassed or resentful if information they 
have given to one adult, apparently in confidence, is brought out before a group 
of strangers. Of course, this can apply to adults too, but they are more likely to 
appreciate the requirements of teaching students or the need for a conference on 
their case and if they give permission for a demonstration interview, they are more 
likely to know what they are agreeing to. Some children will agree to it without 
realising what they are in for and will resent appearing in front of a group; other 
children crave an audience and, driven either by a constitutional streak of ham or 
by fame-seeking parents, develop a great skill at playing 'cute'. They may succeed 
in pleasing an audience, but it can do them a great deal of harm by encouraging 
attention-seeking behaviour. 

We have seen that the adult is usually in a position to force one or another type 
of interview upon a child, but there is still room for a vast amount of 
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misunderstanding between them on the aim of the interview; even if the child is 
well aware of what the adult is trying to achieve, he may have different ideas of 
his own. The way in which these different aims can contradict or confuse each 
other is taken up in the next chapter. 

[Four] Communication 

Any interview is in a continually changing balance between the factors that 
encourage communication and those that oppose it. What is more, we have 
already seen that at any given point some type of communication will be 
encouraged, whereas others will be inhibited. A warm feeling towards the 
interviewer will motivate the child to communicate - fear, suspicion, or hostility 
will stop him from doing so; interest will help, boredom will hinder; an urgent 
desire to solve his problems will make the child want to talk about them, 
embarrassment will make him want to avoid discussion. The job of the 
interviewer is therefore to exploit those factors that increase communication 
( especially on the topics that are relevant) and minimise those that block 
communication. Communication includes both speaking and hearing, and the 
child will communicate only if, on balance, it is worth his while to do so. He must 
recognise that the interview is relevant to his problems, and that this includes 
recognising the interviewer as somebody who can do something about them. On 
the other hand he may feel that he stands to lose more than he gains by 
communication. For example, if he is in trouble at school, he may lose more than 
he gains by a confession that implicates his friends - the punishment that he 
suffers unjustly from the teacher may be less than he will suffer from his friends. 

An adult usually takes part willingly in an interview, or at least he has no strong 
objection to it. (Exceptions are psychotics, who do not realise that they are in any 
way sick or abnormal, and criminals being interviewed by the police.) In many 
interviews with children this may not apply. The child himself may not have 
chosen to be involved in any treatment or counselling situation; he may feel 
strongly that there is no need for it at all. Even if he accepts that something has 
to be done, he may much prefer that somebody else was doing it. We have seen 
that he may start off with major misconceptions about the purpose of the interview 
and the intentions of the interviewer, and that these misconceptions may apply 
simply because nobody has bothered to explain to him what it is all about. What 
is more, he may have been actively misled. For example, a parent says to a badly 
behaved child, 'It doesn't do any good when/ punish you, I am going to take you 
to the probation officer.' The probation officer may be an enthusiastic believer in 
nonpunitive or non-directive approach, but after the mother's remark the child has 
no doubt that he is an even bigger and better punishing figure than the parents are. 

All these misconceptions will block communication and should be discovered 
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at the beginning of the interview. It is always worth asking the referring person 
what reason the child has been given for the interview, and what he thought about 
it. The answer one gets is often unreliable, but it might offer some pointers. The 
example was given of a child who is mistakenly expecting a 'needle' from the 
psychologist. If the interviewer chats about school and part-time activities, the 
child is anxiously wishing he would stop the nonsense and get the needle over 
with. The child may be prepared to accept a needle, but sees a conversational 
interview as a completely unjustifiable intrusion into his private life. Under these 
circumstances, asking him personal questions will make him resentful, and from 
where he sits the fact that the psychologist wears a winning smile and uses his 
nickname is simply nauseating. Perhaps all this could have been avoided by a 
simple explanation. 

It is not enough to minimise the blocks to communication in general; we must 
maximise the factors that facilitate the type of communication we want. Many 
writers on case-work practice and similar types of interviewing take it for granted 
that the patient or client has some wish to communicate because he has some 
problem he wishes solved. It is easy to overlook the fact that this may not apply 
to a child because children are used to doing what they are told by adults and will 
come to the interview and answer questions simply for that reason. A child in this 
frame of mind will take no active part in the interview, and it will be pretty 
unproductive. If the child is asked how he is getting on at school, he may answer, 
'Very well, thank you' or 'All right, I guess' - from his point of view this is none 
of the interviewer's. business or, even if it is, the child cannot see what he 
personally has to gain by talking about it. It is therefore necessary to establish that 
the interview has some relevance to his own problems and also that the 
interviewer can do something to help him. To rely solely on warmth, permissive
ness, and freedom from pressure might not be enough. The child might feel at ease 
in the interviewer's presence and even feel quite friendly towards him, but nobody 
discusses all his personal and intimate problems with every friend he has. The 
children's two principal attitudes to being interviewed can be shown on a chart 
[(Fig. 1, p. 28)]. 

Friendly 

Tom Jane 
Bert 

Wants Does not 
George 

help want help 
Olive 

Marjorie Susan 

Unfriendly 

FIG. 1 
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Tom has a problem, knows what it is, and wants help with it. This places him 
at the extreme left-hand side of the chart. He feels friendly towards the 
interviewer, and would like him to be the person involved. This places Tom high 
up on the chart. Jane is just as fond of the interviewer as a person, but is opposed 
to having any sort of 'help'. She is, therefore, high on the chart, but on the 
right-hand side of it. George definitely wants help but is neutral in his attitude to 
the interviewer as a person, whereas Marjorie wants help, but dislikes the 
interviewer. Bert does not feel strongly on either point. He feels vaguely friendly, 
which places him above the horizontal line, but would rather prefer not to talk 
about his problem, which puts him slightly to the right of the vertical line. 

The object of any interview (other than one that is frankly manipulative) is 
clearly to bring the child to the top left-hand corner of the chart and to keep him 
there. Unfortunately it may be possible to move him upwards, but not over to the 
left, and the interviewer remains what Redl and Wineman have called 'a friend 
without influence' (exemplified by Jane). Interviewers who are preoccupied with 
being warm, friendly, and accepting may overlook the lack of leftwards 
movement, and then be surprised when there is no change of behavior outside the 
interview. This is shown in Fig. 2 [(p. 30)]; Olive has become very friendly, but 
that is all. The setting and approach for the interview will be determined, to some 
extent, by the child's position on the chart. If he is in Tom's position there is no 
problem - they can get straight down to business in an office. Marjorie, on the 
other hand, 

dislikes the interviewer, but she may be under so much pressure to solve her 
problem (she is at the extreme left-hand side of the chart) that she will co-operate 
in the interview. If Susan is to be seen, though, the outlook is different. An 
interview in an office, with no element of contact except 'the problem', is bound 
to fail. 

Friendly 

.. 
Wants help 

Does not 

want help 
I 

Olive 
Unfriendly 

FIG. 2 

Susan can be approached in two ways - either concurrently or consecutively. 
If we are unable to move her up and to the left at the same time, we can 
concentrate on moving her in one direction at a time: we can concentrate on 
becoming friendly and ignore the problem altogether for the time being because 
she will move to the left more easily once she has begun to move upwards [(Fig. 
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3, p. 30)]. Alternatively, if there is no time for this, it may be advisable to 'turn 
on the heat' so that she is faced with a crisis and forced over to the left. For 
example, if she is doing badly at school and rejects all offers of help, she may 
move to the left if threatened with expulsion. If she is running away from home 
and sleeping around, one appearance in juvenile court with a one month's remand 
may have the same effect. If she then discovers that the interviewer is, in fact, 
providing practical help, she will usually become more friendly [(Fig. 4, p. 30)]. 
It is obvious that the interviewer we are referring to is not the one who should 
apply the pressure. 

Waathelp 

Want help 

♦ 
I• • 

Friendly 

I 
Unfriendly 

FIG. 3 

Friendly 

- ----
Unfriendly 

FIG.4 

◄- - -I 

Susan 

Susan 

Does not 

want help 

Does not 

_want help 

It must be remembered that our offers of help and friendship may appear 
patronising and intrusive. If a stranger were to come up to me in the street, point 
out that I turn my toes out when I walk, and offer to correct this, I would feel 
insulted and indignant. I know that I turn my toes out and if that spoils his day I 
am sorry, but he does not have to watch. All too often this is how our approaches 
appear to the children we are trying to help. It is arrogant of us to assume that a 
child wants our friendship - we may have to work hard to persuade him that it 
is worth having. Many of the children we see do not want adult friendship because 
they have been let down so often in the past. Marjorie may be like this - but we 
can help her by adopting a matter of fact, businesslike approach (perhaps by 
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tutoring her in school subjects or finding her a place to live). She will accept our 
services, be helped by them, but have no more feeling for us than we have for the 
bus driver who gets us to the destination on time. So what? Are we trying to help 
the child or to satisfy our own needs to be liked? 

We must recognise the difference between 'the problem with the child' and 'the 
child's problem'. The difference was exemplified earlier with the situation in 
which Johnny was quarrelling with his sister [(p. 10)]. Johnny's problem was his 
sister's meanness, his mother's problem was the physical attack. An interviewer 
may be caught in the middle of a conflict between, say, a child and his parents. The 
essential requirement in a situation like this is to recognise the motivations and 
aims on both sides. I know of one case-worker who wanted to work with 
delinquent boys, but found himself unable to settle into any agency. This was 
because he identified so strongly with the boys that he could not, as he said, 'tell 
them the things society expects me to tell them'. I do not think that this is a real 
difficulty; it is perfectly possible to point out that society will react in certain ways 
to the boys' behaviour without making a moral judgement either way. In other 
words we can warn children without threatening them. The position of the 
interviewer may be that of an interpreter, not an umpire - an umpire's decisions 
may be rejected by both teams. 

On the negative side, tending to prevent communication, is the fact that the 
child might not be merely uninterested or unimpressed, but actively suspicious 
and afraid. If he is in some sort of trouble, it is vitally important to avoid 
identifying with the adults who are 'bugging' him by the use of critical remarks 
such as 'I see that you're not doing very well in school' or 'Your mother says that 
you have been very naughty lately'. It is possible to put the same point in a neutral 
way, such as 'I gather that things have not been going too well at school; I've 
heard what your teacher has to say about it, but I'd like to hear your point of 
view'. One can even be a little more encouraging without committing oneself to 
approval of the child's behaviour. If his foster-parents report that they cannot keep 
him any longer and a new place must be found, one can say, 'Mrs Smith tells me 
that things are not going too well. What is it that you don't like about the place?' 
This implies that not all the fault is on one side and that the child has every right 
to have complaints of his own. It is essential, of course, not to make this remark 
in a way that implies you are astounded that he could possibly dislike such a 
wonderful foster home, or vice versa. 

It is sometimes a good idea to start by spelling out one's own obligations and 
intentions. One cannot expect the child to speak freely if he thinks that everything 
he says 'will be taken down in writing and may be used in evidence'. But to start 
off by assuring him that it will not, if the idea had never crossed his mind, will 
make him unnecessarily apprehensive. If he has reason to be apprehensive 
anyway, I usually start in this way (this is especially applicable if one is 
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interviewing on behalf of the courts): 'Hello, George, my name is Dr Rich. The 
judge isn't too sure what to do about you and he wondered if I had any suggestions 
to make. I have to make a report to him, but as I am a doctor anything you tell me 
can be treated as confidential; you'll have to warn me, though, if you say 
something you want off the record, because otherwise I might put it in the report 
by mistake.' If the interviewer has the advantage of being a doctor, he should cash 
in on the faith usually accorded the medical profession. Even quite young children 
are often aware of the fact that doctors will not give away their secrets if asked 
not to. 

However, to start off in this way with a child who is not in any sort of trouble 
would imply that you believe he is guilty of some secret sin or crime and that you 
want to extract a confession from him. (The child is undoubtedly guilty of secret 
sins and crimes, Ike the rest of us, but the may be quite irrelevant to the matter at 
hand.) At some stage, however, conditional confidentiality must be promised. 
What these conditions are depend on the interviewer's point of view and on the 
circumstances. Even if the parents and teachers are the kindest and best-meaning 
people in the world, the child's feeling that they are likely to be hostile or critical 
is what counts. On the other hand it is possible for the interviewer to put himself 
in a very difficult position by promising confidentiality. At one time, when seeing 
a large number of delinquents, I was kept informed of 'jobs' that were about to be 
carried out by a well-known mob in South London. As a good citizen I should 
have informed the police, and by not doing so I became an accessory before the 
fact and liable to prosecution. However, had I informed the police I should 
immediately have lost all possible chance of working with these lads and almost 
certainly should have prevented anybody else from doing so. It seemed to me that 
my larger duty to society was to reform these characters rather than to prevent one 
particular offence. However, this is a matter that has to be decided personally by 
each interviewer. I have been frequently amazed at the amount of dangerous and 
secret information I have been given by both children and adults on the simple 
single statement that I would respect their confidences. This applied even when I 
worked for a prison authority interviewing men in custody. It should be noted that 
most of us have no protection from the law in these circumstances; the law 
recognises confidentiality for priests and lawyers, but not for doctors and other 
interviewers. In practice, however, if the interviewer is honestly trying to be fair 
to everybody, it is usual for his conflict of loyalties to be recognised and accepted. 
Judges and lawyers almost always understand the position he is in, although some 
police officers do not. They feel they are perfectly entitled to ask a social worker 
to trap a child into admissions that can be used in a successful prosecution. The 
police officer himself is in a different position. It is his duty to trap the delinquent 
child; the child recognises this and does not resent it unless, of course, the 
policeman does so by unfair means such as promising to keep a secret and then 
not doing so. 
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It is unfortunately true that the adult world tends to ignore children unless they 
are causing trouble. In other words there is always a tendency for a child being 
interviewed by a stranger to jump to the conclusion that the only reason for the 
adult's interest is because the child has done something wrong. (I once heard the 
porter on a train trying to be friendly with a young child. He opened the 
conversation by saying, 'Are you a good boy?' Would he have approached the 
child's mother saying, 'Are you a moral woman?') Even if the child does not have 
this defensive and cynical outlook, he still knows from experience that adults are 
liable to impose unwanted directions or restrictions upon him, and I think it is 
generally true that even the most trusting of children will start off by being rather 
defensive unless the interviewer is a welcome one for the child - for example, 
when a prospective Scout is being interviewed by the Scout Master. 

The problem of a conflict between loyalty to the child and to his parents is 
subtle and difficult. Parents are entitled to know, up to a point, all that is to be 
known about their own child's activities. With young children this covers just 
about everything; with teenagers, perhaps only as little or as much as the child 
himself cares to divulge. The decision varies with the importance of the 
circumstances and the age of the child. If a seventeen-year-old girl is pregnant, her 
parents should know about it, although it is not nearly so certain that they are 
entitled to know the name of the boy or man concerned. If the girl has a passionate 
desire to protect him, her present distress will be made much worse if she is forced 
to give his name. 

My own rule of thumb is to ask myself why the parents want the information 
they are seeking. If they have a genuine desire to help the people concerned, it is 
usually possible to persuade the child to give them the information or to give 
permission for it to be given by the interviewer. If, however, the parents are simply 
being vindictive or nosy, I see no reason why they should be encouraged in these 
bad habits. Of course, even the best of parents will become resentful if the 
interviewer does not explain his need to respect the child's confidence on the 
grounds that this will help everybody in the long run. 

It is very important to note that intending to respect the child's confidence is not 
enough. If he can hear what is being said in the next room, it will be obvious to 
him that the people there can hear what he is saying. If he is left in a room with 
other people's files on the desk, it may occur to him that his file will be similarly 
accessible to other people. If he hears his interviewer discussing some other case, 
he could reasonably expect his own case to be discussed in front of another child. 
Actually, everybody working in the social-service field is guilty of indiscretions 
over and over again. It is impossible to avoid them unless we are constantly 
conscious of the danger. We must recognise that interviews do not begin and end 
when we think they do; they begin when the child first comes into contact with the 
interviewer and end when he leaves. If he is sitting in the waiting-room and can 
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hear the interviewer talking on the telephone, the interview has begun even though 
the child's arrival has been unnoticed by the interviewer, who may be commu
nicating vitally important facts (such as the way he treats other people). The 
regard for confidentiality must extend into the precautions taken by secretarial and 
other office staff. It is far better to err on the side of being over-discreet rather than 
to be even slightly careless. For example, Mary asks whether Jean (whom she has 
met in the waiting-room) is staying with her grandmother while on holiday. As far 
as one can tell, this is an innocuous and reasonable question, and there is no reason 
why it should not be answered perfectly simply. However, it is still better to say, 
'You'd better ask Jean about that. I have a very strict rule about not talking about 
my clients to anybody else.' This can be said in a somewhat apologetic way, 
making it clear that you are not reproving the child for asking the question; the 
fact that you are being so punctilious is very reassuring to the child because she 
knows now that her own affairs will not be discussed either. 

It will often be necessary to reassure the child when something crops up in the 
course of the interview. If the office is on the ground floor and the child keeps 
glancing at the open window, it might be that he is afraid he can be overheard; all 
that is necessary to put him at ease is to close the window. If he appears 
embarrassed, he should be reassured that he has no cause to be. If he protests his 
innocence, he may need to be told that no harm will come to him if he admits his 
guilt -if, of course, this is the case. 

If the child becomes anxious and hesitant, sometimes a simple expression of 
interest such as 'I see' or 'Uh huh' is all that is necessary to start him talking again. 
An indirect warm expression of understanding and sympathy is usually more 
effective than a cold clinical reassurance that he has nothing to worry about. But 
whatever one does, it is important to bear in mind the basic concept that there is 
a balance between those factors that increase and those that decrease the 
motivation to communicate. Suppose the child is embarrassed about a topic on 
which we are questioning him. His anxiety can be diminished by our saying 'I 
know it's tough to talk about it' because this shows that we understand and 
sympathise with his difficulty. It may be that he also wants something to be done 
about the problem, and this motivation to talk can be increased if we add' ... but 
it will be worth it to get this whole thing cleared up'. The child will be even more 
likely to talk if he knows that this particular interviewer is in a position to help 
him, so a further addition might be made: 'When I know all about it we can decide 
what to do next.' In short, there is one factor reducing his wish to communicate 
(embarrassment) and two increasing it (hope that something can be done, and 
expectation that help is available immediately). The interviewer's remark should 
take all three factors into account. 

In adult interviews, too, the balance can tip in favour of, or against, 
communication at different points during the session. But children are more 
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unstable in their emotional responses, more likely to be overwhelmed by a single 
moment of antagonism or enthusiasm. Once I was interviewing a child who had 
always been friendly and co-operative; on this occasion he was sullen and clearly 
resentful. For a long time he would not tell me what was wrong, but eventually 
he admitted that he was upset because I had (quite unknowingly) timed the 
interview to interfere with one of his favourite TV programmes. He had not told 
me because he assumed that I would think this of no importance. Although it 
played havoc with my schedule, I apologised and released him immediately. I was 
not spoiling him, just being practical. I would have got nowhere with him in that 
mood; in fact it might well have coloured our relationship for weeks. A point to 
remember is that I was treating this boy, not bringing him up. My objective at this 
point was free communication on his part. If I had been his father or school 
teacher I might have had other objectives, such as showing him that he must learn 
to accept frustration, and I should not have achieved these by letting him do as he 
pleased. On another occasion, even as his psychiatrist, I might have had this latter 
objective - what was good interviewing technique on one occasion would have 
been wrong on another. 

Reassurance can be non-verbal. An example of this is to pass the box of tissues 
to the child when he is trying not to burst into tears; this will indicate that it is 
perfectly in order for him to cry and that you have every sympathy. Nine times out 
of ten this simple gesture will be enough - he will burst into tears and will then 
be able to speak much more freely. When a nine- or ten-year-old boy is in this 
position he may be very embarrassed indeed about crying in front of a stranger. 
In this case you should push the tissues towards him and walk over to the window 
and look out of it, tactfully not noticing his tears until his sniffling has stopped. 
Then you should turn around and continue as if nothing had happened. The child 
will know that you know that he has been crying and will recognise your tact as 
evidence of your understanding. 

We now come to the much more subtle area of the child's feelings for or against 
the interviewer as a person. We have seen that these feelings are not entirely 
within the interviewer's control, for the child may already be hightly prejudiced 
one way or the other because of the interviewer's age, sex, or other unalterable 
characteristics. Rogers303 sums up the requirements for a good relationship as 
follows: (a) warmth and responsiveness, (b) permissiveness with regard to 
expression of feelings, and ( c) freedom from pressure or coercion. In other words 
the child must think of the interviewer and himself as 'we' rather than as 'you and 
I'. It is evident that some of these requirements may contradict other objectives. 
No school principal can be completely permissive about expression of feelings; 
nor, if he is trying to persuade a child to take a certain line of action, can he be 

303 C. R. Rogers, Counseling and Psychotherapy, pp. 87-9. 
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said to be avoiding pressure or coercion. On the other hand if he is trying to find 
our why a child is doing badly in school, it is essential that he does allow the child 
to express his feelings. It is therefore again evident that the interviewer has to be 
very clear in his mind about his immediate and long-term objectives. In an ideal 
world, in which we could spend as long as we liked with any individual child, all 
relationships would begin with the qualities described by Rogers, because if the 
relationship between the child and the adult is good enough, everything else 
follows - the child will more easily accept advice, encouragement, and 
discipline, and will give and receive information freely. In other words, forming 
a rapport is a prerequisite for anything other than the most superficial work. 

[Five] Words 

It has been shown that much important communication can take place without 
words, but nevertheless they form the essential stuff of an interview and must be 
considered in detail. The right words can encourage a child to communicate and 
can convey accurate information, but ill-chosen ones may have the opposite 
effects. The interviewer is more skilled in the use of words than is the child, partly 
because he is an adult, but more particularly because they are his familiar tools. 
The responsibility for their proper use, and for understanding what the child 
means when they are used inappropriately, is the interviewer's. 

The interviewer may have to play a large part in maintaining the conversation 
himself. He must also be prepared to change the subject if the child is becoming 
distressed, because most children, and many teenagers, do not have the verbal 
skills to get out of difficult situations and will often withdraw into an embarrassed 
or sulky silence. The problem then facing the interviewer is exactly the same as 
the one that faces a dinner guest when he sits next to a shy stranger. He has to 
draw her out by finding topics that she wants to talk about, but he must also be 
prepared to make interesting contributions himself without monopolising the 
conversation. It is an old saying that a bore is somebody who talks about himself 
when we want to talk about ourselves; it is also true that it is boring for the child 
if the other person will not talk at all. If your interests are limited, you can be 
thought of as a good conversationalist only when you are talking to people who 
share the same interests. I use the word 'interests' and not 'knowledge' because it 
is possible to be genuinely interested in many areas in which you have no 
knowledge. If a young scientist of ten wants to talk about the mating habits of 
salamanders, or an amateur courtesan of seventeen wants to talk about the mating 
habits of movie stars, it is no good saying 'Tell me more' if you obviously couldn't 
care less. Not only will a genuine interest in the child's own chosen field be of 
help with this child, but the more you can learn about salamanders and movie 
stars, the easier it will be to carry on a conversation with the next child who wants 
to talk about this subject. 
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If an adult's concept of the child's world is determined mainly by the points at 
which that world impinges on the adult world, he is liable to bring up the wrong 
topics. For example, many adults invariably start a conversation with a child by 
asking how he gets on at school. (They would not think of opening a conversation 
with a stranger at a cocktail party by asking 'Are you successful in your job?') 
Most children do not want to talk about school, but do want to talk about their 
leisure activities and hobbies. The interview should therefore begin with these 
rather than with school topics. 

The key to successful communication is having a common ground with the 
child. Some interviewers interpret this as meaning that they should be childish and 
should pretend to have interests and an outlook they do not have. This is ruinous 
- children are quick to spot such a phony approach. It is not so much interests 
and preferences that are important, as an attitude to life. If a child says that he 
loves milk chocolate and the interviewer says that he personally prefers olives, 
they are still on common ground because the interviewer can get as enthusiastic 
about olives as the child can about chocolate - we can have interesting 
conversations with children even though our likes and dislikes may be very 
different. A child might not be able to understand how we can spend a whole 
evening playing bridge, but he could easily understand our spending a whole 
evening doing something we like, because that is just what he does himself. He 
may not recognise the common ground unless it is pointed out to him, but it is the 
interviewer's job to do this. 

Adults often do not recognise common ground because of their assumption of 
moral superiority. One of the pervasive qualities of our adult outlook is that we 
have built up a hypocritical self-image that successfully fools not only our friends 
but ourselves. It is surprising how often an adult will give a self-righteous lecture 
to a child about lying when he himself has just refused an unwanted invitation by 
untruthfully pleading a previous engagement. He will tell a child how wicked it 
is to steal when he himself has been padding his income-tax returns for years. He 
will give the child a lecture on the immorality of trespassing and then drive home 
at ten miles an hour over the speed limit. The adult attitude might be more 
impressive if the child were as convinced of our superior morality as we are 
ourselves. The chances are that a child will see through our hypocrisy, and 
teenagers are especially good at doing this. 

Common ground is established also by use of the child's language. The way 
some interviewers set about this is like the way in which some Englishmen try to 
make a Frenchman understand them better - they speak English with a French 
accent. Speaking another language fluently does not consist only in knowing the 
words or even the idioms, but of knowing the connotations and the subtle 
implications of the things that are said. If the average American uses the word 
'communist', he probably means a fiend in hardly human form. If an Italian uses 
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the same word, he may well mean somebody who is a neighbour, a close friend 
with whom he happens to disagree politically. Similarly, the word 'cop' is not 
necessarily a translation of the word 'policeman'. If a young delinquent says 
'cop', he means something quite different from a school teacher's concept of a 
policeman. Here we have to know what the word means to the child, not what it 
means to us; it will mean something different because his experience has been 
different and often more limited - a six-year-old who has had experience of only 
one school teacher might say, 'I don't like teachers.' It should not be inferred from 
this that he has a problem with authority. He may simply be generalising from the 
fact that his one experience with a teacher has been bad through no fault of his 
own. Once when my daughter was six she came home from a party. I asked her 
if she had had a good time. She said, 'Yes, lovely. Rosamund's house caught fire.' 
This did not mean, 'I hate Rosamund and her parents', because in fact she loved 
them all dearly, but 'Next time I have a party of my own, I want you to set fire 
to the house because it's great fun.' 

In formulating questions, then, we have to consider the effect of the topic 
chosen and the effect of the language we use. We also have a choice of open or 
closed questions and direct or indirect questions. 

A closed question is one that requires a straight answer such as 'yes' and 'no': 
'How old are you?' 'Do you like your teacher?' 'What is your favourite sport?' An 
open question is one that requires an essay-type answer: 'What do you think of 
teachers?' All these examples are direct questions because the child knows more 
or less what he is being asked. If you want to know if there is any conflict between 
him and his parents over the time that he gets in at night, you can ask him in a 
direct form. You can also ask him indirectly, often by the use of two questions 
separated by several minutes so that the question is not obvious. For example, you 
can ask in a general discussion on rules and regulations, 'What time do you think 
boys of your age should be in at night?' and later on, 'What time do you have to 
be in at night?' He may answer 'Ten o'clock' to the first question and 'eight-thirty' 
to the second, and yet deny that there is any difficulty at home over this point if 
the question is put to him directly. 

It is often possible to question a child indirectly about his parents and gain 
information that he will not give in answer to direct questions. You can ask 
children how they intend to bring up their own children when they have them. It 
is then usually easy to discover from their replies whether they approve of their 
own upbringing or whether they think they are going to make a better job of it than 
their parents did. In this approach it is important to make it clear that there are no 
'right' or 'wrong' answers, but that you are asking for the child's opinion and that 
he has every right to one. 

An insecure adult may modify his answers to conform with what he conceives 
to be the interviewer's opinion, or, if he is unsure of this, he may give an 
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orthodoxly correct reply. The danger is much greater when working with children, 
because children always tend to feel somewhat insecure with a strange adult, and 
are afraid that giving the 'wrong' answer may get them into trouble. They are also 
familiar with classroom situations, in which most of the questions put to them are 
designed to find out whether or not they know certain facts, and not to discover 
their opinions. If the interviewer is interested in opinions, then, he must make it 
clear that the child will not be punished in any way or laughed at, whatever his 
opinion may be. 

A leading question is not simply an important question as is popularly 
supposed. It is a question that suggests the answer: 'You don't like your mother, 
do you?' It is legitimate to use leading questions if it is clear what the child is 
trying to say and you are merely putting his thoughts into words, but they are, of 
course, dangerous because they may make him say what he does not mean. 
However, one way to avoid 'leading' the child is to give him a multiple choice. 
Many adults, and nearly all children, find it very hard to describe another person's 
personality, but they can choose from among a number of adjectives that are 
presented to them. It is important that none of the adjectives should sound 
derogatory. Asking the child 'Is your father strict?' or 'Is your father easy-going?' 
may be taken by him as an implied criticism and he may answer 'No' to both 
questions. If they are both put to him at once, so that he has to choose between 
them, he may find it much easier to answer because the implication is that all 
fathers are one or the other. He will usually find it easier still if you put it in this 
form: 'Compared with the fathers of your friends, is your father strict or 
easy-going?' 

It is easy to be misled by children's answers because their frames of reference 
are different (an adult will often recognise that there are several frames of 
reference and will ask you which one you mean). If you ask a child whether he 
gets a 'good' allowance, he may answer in terms of what his friends get or in 
terms of what his parents can afford. Misinterpretation of a reply because of a 
different frame of reference also occurs in adult interviewing, but it has to be 
guarded against more carefully with children because their limited experiences 
makes their frames of reference highly unrepresentative. It is therefore necessary 
to ask children to elaborate on their answers much more frequently than adults. 

It is evident that errors of assessment are more likely to occur when the 
questions are direct and/or closed, because if you are off-base the child has no 
chance to explain. On the other hand open questions may allow the child 
(intentionally or not) to avoid the point altogether. A good interviewer knows 
exactly when to use each kind and how and when to let the child off the hook by 
dropping questions altogether for a time. 

For young children or for dull children it is important to put questions in 
concrete terms; for example, not 'What are your hobbies?' but 'What do you do 
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in the evenings when you're not at school?' They may believe that 'hobbies' 
means 'handicrafts' and reply 'I don't have any', although in fact they do all sorts 
of things. 

A useful concept in the structure of the interview as a whole is that of the 
'funnel' or 'inverted funnel' .304 In the funnel type of structure the interview 
begins with generalities. This has the advantage of minimising bias on the part of 
the interviewer; it also establishes the frame of reference. The interviewer can 
make the discussion more and more precise and concrete by gradually using 
questions that are more direct and more closed. The inverted funnel works the 
other way round. It is no good asking a child to answer questions about 
abstractions in an area that he has not fully thought out. If you do, he will probably 
be unable to answer at all or he will produce some orthodox opinion. An 
intelligent teenager would be able to answer the question 'Are you ambitious?' 
whereas a child could not. One can arrive at the same conclusion with a child, 
however, by asking a series of specific questions about his hopes and plans for the 
future in a large number of areas, and if the general question is then put to him -
'Are you ambitious?' - he might well be able to answer 'I guess I must be'. We 
may make a faulty generalisation from replies that are specifically accurate 
because the child cannot conceptualise or has not yet conceptualised information 
we are trying to obtain. For example, a child may not be able to say 'I dislike the 
authoritarian personality', but, if asked which teachers he likes and which he 
dislikes, he will be able to say. If he is then asked why he likes them or dislikes 
them, he will probably be able to describe certain aspects of their behaviour. From 
this the interviewer can infer generalisations that the child himself is unable to 
make. 

Inexperienced interviewers tend to structure the interview in one of two 
extreme ways. They may have decided on a list of points they wish to cover and 
insist on dealing with these in a predetermined order and ruthlessly refuse to be 
sidetracked. This is appropriate if time is short and the problem is superficial, but 
we have seen how apparently simple answers can be very misleading because the 
interviewer and the child are working in different frames of reference. To avoid 
this difficulty, some people go to the other extreme and recommend a completely 
non-directive approach. This allows the child to determine the topics himself with 
minimal guidance from the interviewer. In theory enough material will eventually 
be collected in this way for all the important facts to be gathered from it. This 
technique derives from psychoanalysis, in which there is a very good reason for 
allowing 'free association' of ideas in the client's or patient's mind. Unfortunately 
social workers have tended to adopt this approach uncritically, perhaps because of 
the successful evangelism of the psychoanalysts, perhaps because social workers, 

304 See R.L. Kahn and C.F. Cannell, The Dynamics of Interviewing. 
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in striving to obtain professional status, have modelled themselves too closely 
upon a discipline that has already achieved this. I am not in any way denying the 
value of a non-directive approach when this is the appropriate one; it has subtlety, 
and can obtain information that is completely unavailable in any other way, but it 
does require a great deal of time and a special training, and is highly inefficient 
when a different approach is required. I knew of one social worker who was trying 
to work her way through college by selling from door to door. She had a natural 
ability to get on with people and rapidly formed a good relationship with 
strangers. However, she never sold anything. Partly because of instinct and partly 
because of her social-work training, every interview on the doorstep became a 
case-work situation. She learned a great deal about the housewives, but could not 
bring herself to carry out an efficient manipulative interview - which was 
necessary to sell the goods concerned. 

Another example was given by a nineteen-year-old girl whose mother had 
developed schizophrenia. The mother would go to her daughter's lodgings and 
place of work, and accuse her of being a prostitute and a communist; the girl had 
to keep changing her home and her employment. She recognised that her mother 
was ill, but could not persuade her to go to a doctor. She asked for advice at the 
local clinic and saw a social worker. The conversation went something like this. 
Social Worker: 'I guess you must get pretty mad at your mother.' Girl: 'Yes, I do, 
I get absolutely furious, but I know she's ill, and it wouldn't help to hit her on the 
head.' Social Worker: 'I can understand why you get mad at her. Tell me more 
about it.' This went on for fifty minutes, culminating in the social worker's saying: 
'I expect it's helped to get all this off your chest. Would you like to come and see 
me again?' During the whole period the social worker had given no practical 
advice. After her frustrating interview the girl went to see a doctor who arranged 
for the mother's admission to a mental hospital that evening, thereby solving the 
problem immediately. Although both these examples happened to involve social 
workers, the inappropriately non-directive approach is not confined to social-work 
practice, nor of course are all social workers so naive and unhelpful. 

A similar, but opposite, error was made by a juvenile court judge. A delinquent 
of my acquaintance had been up before him on a charge of car theft. The lad's 
background was complex, and he had many personal problems. When asked by 
the judge what made him commit the offence, however, he was not inclined to go 
into all these details, so he said the first thing that came into his mind - 'Just for 
kicks, I guess.' 'Oh,' said the judge. 'Bored, eh?' There was nothing to reply to 
this except 'Yes, sir'. 'A boy like you should have a hobby. Have you ever tried 
bird-watching?' (The judge was an enthusiastic bird-watcher.) 'No, sir.' 'You 
ought to try it. Would you like to?' At this point the boy thought the judge was 
mad, but had nothing to lose, he thought, by humouring him, so he said he would. 
'Good lad - the probation officer will help you to join a club. You'll learn a lot, 
be out in the open, much better than hanging around the street comers.' So the boy 
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duly took up bird-watching, in which he had not the slightest interest, but, as he 
remarked to me afterwards: 'If I take my eyes off them bloody birds they'll have 
me up for a breach of probation.' 

The social worker carried out a fact-finding interview when she should have 
been manipulating, the judge was manipulating when he should have been 
fact-finding. Every interviewer must be clear in his mind about what he is trying 
to do. 

Generally speaking, a compromise between the two extremes of direction and 
non-direction is probably the best. Before starting an interview I usually make a 
list of the topics I wish to cover and then give the child a fairly free hand. The 
chances are that most of these topics will come up in one way or another and they 
can be dealt with in any order that appears natural; if one of them is not brought 
up spontaneously, there is nothing to prevent the interviewer from bringing it up 
himself. I also add to the list as the interview goes on - for example, when I 
would like the child to elaborate on a certain point, but do not wish to stop the 
flow of conversation. 

It is useful to have a number of fixed points by which to measure a child's 
attitudes. In any institution, including a school, use can be made of one's 
knowledge of other staff members to assess the child's reaction to them. (It is of 
course important to recognise that these fixed points are not nearly as fixed as they 
might appear, because the way a staff member behaves in the common-room may 
be very different from the way he behaves in the classroom.) Similar use may be 
made of TV and radio programmes, books, and movies. A child who has a secret 
wish to be a bully is unlikely to admit to this in an interview. Very commonly, 
however, he betrays this by his enthusiasm for TV bullies. A warning must be put 
in here. A boy of eight or nine will often admire the athletic prowess of a movie 
or TV star, and completely ignore the personality the actor is portraying. In other 
words our inferences must be drawn from the things the child sees in a situation 
and not the things that we see ourselves. 

There is no limit to the topics of conversation that can be used as a basis for 
inferences, and every interviewer must develop a technique of his own. Some of 
the questions I invariably ask are: 'Of all the people you've ever known in your 
whole life - relatives and friends - whom have you liked best?' 'What sort of 
people don't you like?' 'What's the best time you've ever had in your whole life?' 
'What's the worst time you've ever had in your whole life?' 'If you could have 
three wishes - to have anything, go anywhere or do anything or change anything 
-what would you wish for?' I once made the mistake of saying to an un[u]sually 
precocious nine-year-old boy, 'If a fairy came in the door and offered you three 
wishes, what would you say?' He replied sardonically, 'A fairy? I'd ask him if he 
thought I was a queer. ' He was drawing my attention to the fact that he was not 
so young and innocent as he looked; in other words it required a rapid change of 
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frame of reference. Somewhat similarly, I was sitting in on an interview in which 
a child said, 'I know a four-letter word beginning with F. Do you?' The 
interviewer got into a panic, hesitated and then said: 'Yes - five.' If he had looked 
the child straight in the eye and slapped either possible answer back at him, they 
would have got along well together. As it was, the interviewer's evident 
embarrassment and evasion led to a complete breakdown of communication: the 
child treated him with ill-disguised contempt from then on. 

The 'three wishes' question can elicit revealing answers, but whatever answer 
is given must be elaborated by further questions to find out exactly what the child 
means by it. For example, if he wishes to have a ship of his own, it might be that 
he sees himself as a pirate captain or that he simply wants to get the hell away 
from everybody. He will also tend to give the orthodoxly correct answer to a 
question to begin with and may need pushing to give a truer one. A child who is 
rejected by and hates his mother will often select her as the person he likes best 
in his whole life. If we have evidence to show that he does in fact hate her, we 
should not question his answer, but should go on to ask whom he likes next best. 
This next answer may well give us a clue to the only period in his life when he 
felt secure. Further questions should then be put to see if his second answer has 
been given more or less at random. If, for example, he chose the foster-mother he 
had when he was seven, we can ask further questions about her. The way he 
describes her and talks about this home will make it clear whether he really did 
like her or just picked somebody out of the blue. 

There may be two types of block to adequate communication. One is caused by 
the child's wish to avoid a certain topic; the other is a result of his inability to 
express himself - that is, the problem is intellectual, not emotional. Some ways 
of avoiding intellectual misunderstandings have already been seen: defining one's 
frames of reference, and not 'leading' the child by putting words into his mouth. 
If we are uncertain of his meaning we can use neutral phrases such as 'What do 
you mean?' or 'I don't quite understand'. It is important not to put all the blame 
on the child by implying that he is not expressing himself very well; it is perfectly 
easy to apologise for not understanding. If all else fails and it is still impossible 
to be sure what the child is trying to say, it is far better to give the impression of 
having understood him and change the topic and then come back to it later in 
some other way than to leave the child with the impression that he can't get his 
point across however hard he tries. With older children it may be possible to 
re-phrase the question when the answer is unclear, simply to ask for elaboration 
of a certain point, or to offer a summary of what you think he has said and ask if 
this is what he was getting at. It is particularly dangerous to do this with young 
children, who will quite happily agree to anything, and with any child or 
adolescent who is in a state of anxiety. Studies of brainwashing have shown that 
any person may develop an abnormal mental condition under stress in which he 
is highly suggestible. When in this state, even a non-leading but direct question 
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such as 'Did you shoot the school principal?' may be enough to convince him 
(perhaps for several hours) that he had done so. The extreme forms of this 
phenomenon are not very common, but when they do occur they can be missed 
even by experienced investigators. What is common, however, is the way in which 
almost any child can be led, simply by the form of the question put by the adult, 
to make false statements. This is because their relative positions are unequal: the 
adult is so much more powerful and more sure of himself than the child. This 
imbalance will vary with the child's age, his personality, and his relationship with 
the interviewer. 

So much for intellectual misunderstandings. In considering emotional blocks 
we must remember the concept of balance of factors in the interview. I have seen 
many transcripts of evidence from juvenile courts in which the judge was trying 
to find the facts, had been provoked by a remark made by the accused child, and 
had given him a lecture, thereby upsetting the balance of relationships, so that the 
child became much more concerned with defending himself from the judge than 
with remembering the facts about an event that took place some time before. This 
does not mean of course that a judge should never lecture juvenile delinquents. It 
does mean that, like any other interviewer, he must be quite clear in his mind 
about his immediate objective. And going after a secondary objective, however 
briefly, might make it impossible to achieve the first. 

When painful areas have to be approached, one might use the analogy of trying 
to find a passage in a ship through a rocky channel. Some of the rocks are evident 
and can be avoided. The submerged ones can be foreseen by taking soundings and 
changing course when the water suddenly becomes shallow. By making a series 
of approaches from different directions, it is possible to map out the shallow areas 
and predict with reasonable accuracy where the dangerous rocks below the 
surface are. An interviewer uses the same sort of technique when he approaches 
each submerged problem from a different direction and in that way delineates the 
whole sensitive area. 

Finally it must be emphasised again that the interviewer has a constant 
obligation to maintain the child's wish to communicate. There is no point in 
spending half an hour in building up a good relationship only to break it down by 
a series of painful questions or threatening remarks. If the other objectives of the 
interview are in conflict with the objective of improving communication, it may 
be necessary, from time to time, to abandon them. For this reason it is valuable to 
have a set of neutral or pleasant topics on which to draw at short notice if the 
going becomes difficult. 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

IV.B.3.b. [When a lawyer 
must represent the child's 
best interests, the lawyer 
first identifies the legal in
terests at stake.] "The pro
cess must then focus on the 

1-------------+------------, child in her context. It is the 
B-5. "Child's Interests. The B-5. NIA 
determination of the child's 
legal interests should be 
based on objective criteria 
as set forth in the law that 
are related to the purposes 
of the proceedings. The cri-
teria should address the 
child's specific needs and 
preferences, the goal of ex-
peditious resolution of the 
case so the child can remain 
or return home or be placed 
in a safe, nurturing, and per-
manent environment, and 
the use of the least restric-
tive or detrimental alterna-
tives available." 

lawyer's responsibility to 
carry out a full, efficient, 
and speedy factual investi
gation with the goal of 
achieving a detailed under
standing of the child client's 
unique personality, her fam
ily system, history, and 
daily life. This process 
should include the client's 
own words, stories, and de
sires at every possible point. 
Even where the lawyer has 
determined that the child 
cannot fully understand or 
express desires about the le
gal issues of the case, there 
will be very few verbal chil-

1-------------+------------i dren who cannot express 
C-1. "Meet With Child. Es- C-1. [Same as ABA] some views about their own 
tablishing and maintaining a lives. As the lawyer gathers 
relationship with a child is information from her client 
the foundation of represen- and other sources, the law-
tation. Therefore, irrespec-
tive of the child's age, the yer should organize those 

facts using devices such as child's attorney should visit 
genograms, chronologies, 

with the child prior to court and daily schedules to en-
hearings and when apprised 

sure that the lawyer is work-
of emergencies or signifi- ing from a thickly detailed 
cant events impacting on view of the child client as a 
the child." 

unique individual." 
Chapter 2A. The Lawyer as Context: Governing American Law 

2A-2. The Lawyer's Personal Context: Counter-transference 
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B-4 cmt. "As in any other B-4 cmt. [Same as ABA] 
lawyer/client relationship, 
the lawyer may express his 
or her assessment of the 
case, the best position for 
the child to take, and the 
reasons underlying such 
recommendation. A child, 
however, may agree with 
the lawyer for inappropriate 
reasons. A lawyer must re-
main aware of the power 
dynamics inherent in adult/ 
child relationships. There-
fore, the lawyer needs to 
understand what the child 
knows and what factors are 
influencing the child's deci-
sion. The lawyer should at-
tempt to determine from the 
child's opinion and reason-
ing what factors have been 
most influential or have 
been confusing or glided 
over by the child when de-
ciding the best time to ex-
press his or her assessment 
of the case." 

D1.01 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

11.A.4.b. vi. "The lawyer 
conducting the interview 
should explain the lawyer's 
role and make it clear to the 
child client that the judge, 
rather than the lawyer or the 
client is the ultimate deci
sion maker." 
11.C.2.h. [Recommenda
tions for Further Study] 
"What are the boundaries of 
appropriate lawyer client 
contact, including financial 
assistance and physical 
touching?" 
11.C.2.i. "What standards 
should be developed to ad
dress the screening, hiring, 
training and supervision of 
staff coming into contact 
with child clients?" 
11.C.2.k. "How does a law
yer effectively communi
cate his role to the child 
client?" 
11.C.2.1. "To what extent 
should the lawyer share per
sonal and moral views and 
biases with the child?" 
IV.B.2. "References to the 
lawyer's own childhood 
should be considered a 
highly suspect basis for de
cision making." 

2A-3. Confusion in the Role of the Lawyer for Children: The Lawyer's Profes
sional Context 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

A-1. "The term 'child's at- A-1. [Same as ABA] I. "A lawyer appointed or 
torney' means a lawyer who retained to serve a child in a 
provides legal services for a legal proceeding should 
child and who owes the serve as the child's lawyer. 
same duties of undivided The lawyer should assume 
loyalty, confidentiality, and the obligations of a lawyer, 
competent representation to regardless of how the law-
the child as is due an adult yer 's role is labeled, be it as 

t-c_l_ie_n_t._"---------+--------------i guardian ad litem, attorney 
A-1 cmt. "These Standards A-1 cmt. [Same as ABA] ad litem, law guardian or 
explicitly recognize that the 
child is a separate indi
vidual with potentially dis
crete and independent 
views. To ensure that the 
child's independent voice is 
heard, the child's attorney 
must advocate the child's 
articulated position. Conse
quently, the child's attorney 
owes traditional duties to 
the child as client consistent 
with ER 1.14(a) of the 
Model Rules of Profes
sional Conduct. In all but 
the exceptional case, such 
as with a preverbal child, 
the child's attorney will 
maintain this traditional re
lationship with the child/ 
client. 

other. The lawyer should 
not serve as the child's 
guardian ad litem or in an
other role insofar as the role 
includes responsibilities in
consistent with those of a 
lawyer for the child." 
I.A.1-2. Laws currently au
thorizing guardians ad litem 
should be amended "to au-
thorize instead the appoint
ment of a lawyer to repre
sent the child in the 
proceeding." 

2A-3. Confusion in the Role of the Lawyer for Children: The Lawyer's Profes
sional Context ( continued) 
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As with any client, the A-1 cmt. [Same as ABA] 
child's attorney may coun-
sel against the pursuit of a 
particular position sought 
by the child. The child's 
attorney should recognize 
that the child may be more 
susceptible to intimidation 
and manipulation than some 
adult clients. Therefore, the 
child's attorney should en-
sure that the decision the 
child ultimately makes re-
flects his or her actual posi-
tion." 
A-2 cmt. "These Standards A-2 cmt. [Same as ABA] 
... express a clear prefer-
ence for the appointment as 
the 'child's attorney.' " 

D1.01 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

2A-3(b). The Ethical Rules Regarding Clients Under a Disability 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

B-3. "The child's attorney B-3. [Same as ABA] V.A.1-8. [Guidelines for de-
should determine whether termining whether a verbal 
the child is 'under a disabil- child is capable of directing 
ity' pursuant to the Model the representation. The law-
Rules of Professional Con- yer must advocate the ver-
duct or the Model Code of bal child's position unless 
Professional Responsibility there is independent evi-
with respect to each issue in dence that the child is un-
which the child is called able to express a reasoned 
upon to direct the represen- choice and the lawyer's in-

1-t_a_ti_o_n_."--------+--------------1 dependent factfinding al-
B-3 cmt. "[T]hese Stan- B-3 cmt. [Same as ABA] lows the lawyer to deter-
dards reject the concept that mine that the child does not 
any disability must be glo- currently have the capacity 
bally determined. Rather, to direct the lawyer's ac-
disability is contextual, in- tion.] 
cremental, and may be in-
termittent. The child's abil-
ity to contribute to a 
determination of his or her 
position is functional, de-
pending upon the particular 
position and the circum-
stances prevailing at the 
time the position must be 
determined. Therefore, a 
child may be able to deter-
mine some positions in the 
case but not others. Simi-
larly, a child may be able to 
direct the lawyer with re-
spect to a particular issue at 
one time but not at another. 
This Standard relies on em-
pirical knowledge about 
competencies with respect 
to both adults and children. 
See, e.g., ALLEN E. 
BUCHANAN & DAN W. 
BROCK, DECIDING FOR 
OTHERS: THE ETHICS 
OF SURROGATE DECI-
SION MAKING 217 
(1989)." 
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D1.01 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

2A-3. Limiting Discretion for Children's Lawyers 
B-4(1) "To the extent that a B-4(1). "While the default IV.B.1. "Although other is
child cannot express a pref- position for attorneys repre- sues remain unresolved, the 
erence, the child's attorney senting children under these profession has reached a 
shall make a good faith ef- standards is a client directed consensus that lawyers for 
fort to determine the child's model, there will be occa- children currently exercise 
wishes and advocate ac- sions when the client di- too much discretion in mak
cordingly or request ap- rected model cannot serve ing decisions on behalf of 
pointment of a guardian ad the client and exceptions their clients including 'best 
litem." must be made. In such interests' determinations. 
B-4(1) cmt. "There are cir- cases, the attorney may rely Practitioners have found 
cumstances in which a child upon a substituted judgment also that there are currently 
is unable to express a posi- process (similar to the role few principles guiding their 
tion, as in the case of a played by an attorney guard- choices among a myriad of 
preverbal child, or may not ian ad litem), or call for the possibilities." 
be capable of understanding appointment of a guardian IV.B.3.a-g. [This section 
the legal or factual issues ad litem, depending upon details a process to limit the 
involved. Under such cir- the particular circum- discretion of lawyers who 
cumstances, the child's at- stances, as provided herein." must make best interests de-
torney should continue to terminations.] 
represent the child's legal 
interests and request ap-
pointment of a guardian ad 
litem. This limitation distin-
guishes the scope of inde-
pendent decision-making of 
the child's attorney and a 
person acting as guardian ad 
litem." 
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teria should address the 
child's specific needs and 
preferences, the goal of ex
peditious resolution of the 
case so the child can remain 
or return home or be placed 
in a safe, nurturing, and per
manent environment, and 
the use of the least restric
tive or detrimental alterna
tives available." 

REPRESENTING CHILDREN 

AMERICAN BAR ASSO
CIATION STANDARDS 

OF PRACTICE FOR 
LAWYERS REPRE

SENTING CHILDREN 
IN ABUSE AND NE

GLECT CASES (NACC 
REVISED, 1999) 

B-5. NIA 

B-5 cmt. "A lawyer who is B-5 cmt. NI A 
required to determine the 
child's interests is function-
ing in a nontraditional role 
by determining the position 
to be advocated indepen-
dently of the client. The 
lawyer should base the po-
sition, however, on objec-
tive criteria concerning the 
child's needs and interests, 
and not merely on the law-
yer's personal values, phi-
losophies, and experi-
ences." 

934 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

Chapter 3. An Overview of the Lawyer's Role 
3-2(b)(l). The Relationship Default 
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C-1. "Meet With Child. Es
tablishing and maintaining a 
relationship with a child is 
the foundation of represen
tation. Therefore, irrespec
tive of the child's age, the 
child's attorney should visit 
with the child prior to court 
hearings and when apprised 
of emergencies or signifi
cant events impacting on 
the child." 

APPENDIX D.1 

AMERICAN BAR ASSO
CIATION STANDARDS 

OF PRACTICE FOR 
LAWYERS REPRE

SENTING CHILDREN 
IN ABUSE AND NE

GLECT CASES (NACC 
REVISED, 1999) 

C-1. [Same as ABA] 

D1.01 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

II.A.I. "Contact with child 
clients: 
a. Every child should be 
seen except in those rare 
instances where it is physi
cally impossible for the 
lawyer to see the child. 
b. A lawyer should not rep
resent a communicative 
child on any substantive 
matter before speaking with 
the child. 
c. For all children, the law
yer should see the client as 
soon as possible and, in 
most instances, before the 
first hearing. In certain in
stances - for example, be
fore an emergency hearing 
- the child's lawyer may 
proceed without seeing the 
client, although in that 
event, the lawyer should at 
least see the child before the 
next hearing." 
11.A.3. "Frequency of con
tact: 
a. The lawyer should meet 
with the child at least prior 
to any substantive court 
hearings and other proceed
ings or events at which im
portant decisions are being 
made regarding the child or 
which are relevant to the 
lawyer's representation of 
the child. 
b. The lawyer should meet 
with the child often enough 
to maintain and develop the 
lawyer-client relationship." 
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REPRESENTING CHILDREN 

AMERICAN BAR ASSO
CIATION STANDARDS 

OF PRACTICE FOR 
LAWYERS REPRE

SENTING CHILDREN 
IN ABUSE AND NE

GLECT CASES (NACC 
REVISED, 1999) 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

3-2(b )(2). The Competency Default 
B-3. "The child's attorney B-3. [Same as ABA] V.A.1-8. [Guidelines for 
should determine whether determining whether a ver-
the child is 'under a disabil- bal child is capable of di-
ity' pursuant to the Model recting the representation. 
Rules of Professional Con- The lawyer must advocate 
duct or the Model Code of the verbal child's position 
Professional Responsibility unless there is independent 
with respect to each issue in evidence that the child is 
which the child is called unable to express a rea-
upon to direct the represen- soned choice and the law-
tation." yer 's independent factfind-
B-3 cmt. "[T]hese Stan- B-3 cmt. [Same as ABA] ing allows the lawyer to 
<lards reject the concept that determine that the child 
any disability must be glo- does not currently have the 
bally determined. Rather, capacity to direct the law-
disability is contextual, in- yer's action.] 
cremental, and may be in-
termittent." 

3-2(b)(3)(i). The Advocacy Default: Advocacy for the Child's Wish 
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AMERICAN BAR ASSO
CIATION STANDARDS 

OF PRACTICE FOR 
LAWYERS REPRE

SENTING CHILDREN 
IN ABUSE AND NE

GLECT CASES (NACC 
REVISED, 1999) 

D1.01 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

A-1. "The term 'child's at- A-1. [Same as ABA] I. "A lawyer appointed or 
torney' means a lawyer who retained to serve a child in a 
provides legal services for a legal proceeding should 
child and who owes the serve as the child's lawyer. 
same duties of undivided The lawyer should assume 
loyalty, confidentiality, and the obligations of a lawyer, 
competent representation to regardless of how the law-
the child as is due an adult yer 's role is labeled, be it as 

1-c_h_· e_n_t._" __________________ guardian ad litem, attorney 
A-1 cmt. "These Standards A-1 cmt. [Same as ABA] ad litem, law guardian or 
explicitly recognize that the 
child is a separate indi
vidual with potentially dis
crete and independent 
views. To ensure that the 
child's independent voice is 
heard, the child's attorney 
must advocate the child's 
articulated position. Conse
quently, the child's attorney 
owes traditional duties to 
the child as client consistent 
with ER 1.14(a) of the 
Model Rules of Profes
sional Conduct. In all but 
the exceptional case, such 
as with a preverbal child, 
the child's attorney will 
maintain this traditional re
lationship with the child/ 
client. 

other. The lawyer should 
not serve as the child's 
guardian ad litem or in an
other role insofar as the role 
includes responsibilities in
consistent with those of a 
lawyer for the child." 
I.A.1-2. Laws currently au
thorizing guardians ad litem 
should be amended "to au
thorize instead the appoint
ment of a lawyer to repre
sent the child in the 
proceeding." 

3-2(b)(3)(i). The Advocacy Default: Advocacy for the Child's Wish (continued) 
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As with any client, the 
child's attorney may coun
sel against the pursuit of a 
particular position sought 
by the child. The child's 
attorney should recognize 
that the child may be more 
susceptible to intimidation 
and manipulation than some 
adult clients. Therefore, the 
child's attorney should en
sure that the decision the 
child ultimately makes re
flects his or her actual posi
tion." 

REPRESENTING CHILDREN 

AMERICAN BAR ASSO
CIATION STANDARDS 

OF PRACTICE FOR 
LAWYERS REPRE

SENTING CHILDREN 
IN ABUSE AND NE

GLECT CASES (NACC 
REVISED, 1999) 

A-2 cmt. "These Standards A-2 cmt. [Same as ABA] 
. . . express a clear prefer-
ence for the appointment as 
the 'child's attorney.' " 

938 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

3-2(b)(3)(ii). The Alternative Default: Representing the Child's Best Interests
The Danger of Representing the Lawyer's Values Rather than the Child in Con

text 
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B-5. "Child's Interests. The 
determination of the child's 
legal interests should be 
based on objective criteria 
as set forth in the law that 
are related to the purposes 
of the proceedings. The cri
teria should address the 
child's specific needs and 
preferences, the goal of ex
peditious resolution of the 
case so the child can remain 
or return home or be placed 
in a safe, nurturing, and per
manent environment, and 
the use of the least restric
tive or detrimental alterna
tives available." 

APPENDIX D.1 

AMERICAN BAR ASSO
CIATION STANDARDS 

OF PRACTICE FOR 
LAWYERS REPRE

SENTING CHILDREN 
IN ABUSE AND NE

GLECT CASES (NACC 
REVISED, 1999) 

B-5. NIA 

D1.01 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

IV.B.1. "Although other is
sues remain unresolved, the 
profession has reached a 
consensus that lawyers for 
children currently exercise 
too much discretion in mak
ing decisions on behalf of 
their clients including 'best 
interests' determinations. 
Practitioners have found 
also that there are currently 
few principles guiding their 
choices among a myriad of 
possibilities." 
IV.B.2. "Decision making 
on behalf of a child must be 
made in a contextual, self
aware, deliberate and prin
cipled manner. Lawyers 

-------------+---------- should approach decision 
B-5 cmt. "A lawyer who is 
required to determine the 
child's interests is function
ing in a nontraditional role 
by determining the position 
to be advocated indepen
dently of the client. The 
lawyer should base the po
sition, however, on objec
tive criteria concerning the 
child's needs and interests, 
and not merely on the law
yer's personal values, phi
losophies, and experi
ences." 

B-5 cmt. NIA making on behalf of their 
clients with extreme cau
tion. Nothing about legal 
training or traditional legal 
roles qualifies lawyers to 
make decisions on behalf of 
their clients. References to 
the lawyer's own childhood, 
stereotypical views of cli
ents whose backgrounds 
differ from the lawyers, and 
the lawyer's lay understand
ing of child development 
and children's needs should 
be considered highly sus
pect bases for decision mak-
ing on behalf of her client." 
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B-4(3). "If the child's attor
ney determines that the 
child's expressed preference 
would be seriously injurious 
to the child ( as opposed to 
merely being contrary to the 
lawyer's opinion of what 
would be in the child's 

REPRESENTING CHILDREN 

AMERICAN BAR ASSO
CIATION STANDARDS 

OF PRACTICE FOR 
LAWYERS REPRE

SENTING CHILDREN 
IN ABUSE AND NE

GLECT CASES (NACC 
REVISED, 1999) 

B-4(4). "If the child's attor
ney determines that the 
child's expressed preference 
would be seriously injurious 
to the child ( as opposed to 
merely being contrary to the 
lawyer's opinion of what 
would be in the child's 

interests), the lawyer may interests), the lawyer shall, 
request appointment of a after unsuccessful use of the 
separate guardian ad litem attorney's counseling role, 
and continue to represent request appointment of a 
the child's expressed prefer- separate guardian ad litem 
ence, unless the child's po- and continue to represent 
sition is prohibited by law the child's expressed prefer
or without any factual Joun- ence, unless the child's posi
dation. The child's attorney tion is prohibited by law or 
shall not reveal the basis of without any factual founda
the request for appointment tion. The child's attorney 
of a guardian ad litem shall not reveal the basis of 
which would compromise the request for appointment 
the child's position." (Em- of a guardian ad litem which 
phasis added.) would compromise the 

child's position." (Emphasis 
added.) 

940 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

VI.B.2.c. [Obligations of 
Guardian Ad Litem] "The 
guardian ad litem should 
explain to the child what 
positions will be taken and 
why." 

3-2(c)(l). Principle One: Revolve One's Actions Around One's Developing View 
of Both the Child-in-Context and the Theory of the Case 
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B-1. "Basic obligations. 
The child's attorney should: 
... (6) Develop a theory 
and strategy of the case to 
implement at hearings, in
cluding factual and legal is
sues, ... " 

APPENDIX D.1 
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IN ABUSE AND NE
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B-1. [Same as ABA] 

D1.01 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

IV.B.3.b. [When a lawyer 
must represent the child's 
best interests, the lawyer 
first identifies the legal in
terests at stake.] "The pro
cess must then focus on the 
child in her context. It is the 
lawyer's responsibility to 
carry out a full, efficient, 
and speedy factual investi
gation with the goal of 
achieving a detailed under
standing of the child client's 
unique personality, her fam
ily system, history, and 
daily life. This process 
should include the client's 
own words, stories, and de
sires at every possible point. 
Even where the lawyer has 
determined that the child 
cannot fully understand or 
express desires about the le
gal issues of the case, there 
will be very few verbal chil
dren who cannot express 
some views about their own 
lives. As the lawyer gathers 
information from her client 
and other sources, the law
yer should organize those 
facts using devices such as 
genograms, chronologies, 
and daily schedules to en
sure that the lawyer is work
ing from a thickly detailed 
view of the child client as 
an unique individual." 

3-2(c)(3): Principle Three: Cultivate Right Relationships with Other People in 
the Child's World, Keeping in Mind the Ways in Which the Child Values Each 

of These Relationships 
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B-4 cmt. "Consistent with 
the rules of confidentiality 
and with sensitivity to the 
child's privacy, the lawyer 
should consult with the 
child's therapist and other 
experts and obtain appropri
ate records. For example, a 
child's therapist may help 
the child to understand why 
an expressed position is 
dangerous, foolish , or not in 
the child's best interests. 
The therapist might also as
sist the lawyer in under
standing the child's per
spective, pnorities, and 
individual needs. Similarly, 
significant persons in the 
child's life may educate the 
lawyer about the child's 
needs, priorities, and previ
ous experiences." 

REPRESENTING CHILDREN 

AMERICAN BAR ASSO
CIATION STANDARDS 

OF PRACTICE FOR 
LAWYERS REPRE

SENTING CHILDREN 
IN ABUSE AND NE

GLECT CASES (NACC 
REVISED, 1999) 

B-4 cmt. [Same as ABA] 

942 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

11.A.6. "Access to 
Materials/People with In
formation: . . . b. The law
yer should review all mate
rials and speak to all people 
accessible to the parties 
with the client's full knowl
edge unless waiting to do so 
would jeopardize the ad
equacy of the representa
tion. c. The lawyer should 
obtain the unimpaired cli
ent's consent before access
ing other confidential infor
mation. d. The lawyer 
should not give undue 
weight to reports or evalua
tions regarding the client. e. 
The lawyer should ask the 
following questions when 
assessing the accuracy or 
usefulness of evaluations or 
reports: [Eight questions on 
appropriateness of evalua
tion methods]." 
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C-2. [Investigation in
cludes] "(6) Interviewing 
individuals involved with 
the child, including school 
personnel, child welfare 
case workers, foster parents 
and other caretakers, neigh
bors, relatives, school per
sonnel, coaches, clergy, 
mental health professionals, 
physicians, law enforce
ment officers, and other po
tential witnesses ... " 

APPENDIX D.1 

AMERICAN BAR ASSO
CIATION STANDARDS 

OF PRACTICE FOR 
LA WYERS REPRE

SENTING CIDLDREN 
IN ABUSE AND NE

GLECT CASES (NACC 
REVISED, 1999) 

C-2. [Same as ABA] 

D1.01 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

IV.B.3.f. ". . . When lack 
of resources or other factors 
make such a consultant im
practicable, the lawyer may 
look to experts already in
volved with the client, ex
perts retained by other par
ties, or occasionally court
appointed experts. These 
latter experts, however, do 
not share the lawyer's duty 
of advocacy with respect to 
the child client's wishes and 
perspectives, often have 
other institutional loyalties, 
may have important ongo
ing relationships with the 
child that must not be dam
aged, or may not offer opin
ions to the lawyer in a 
timely fashion." (Emphasis 
added.) 

Chapter 4. Entering the Child's World 
4-2(a). What the Child Client Expects: Educate the Child About the Law and 

Her Stakes in the Proceeding 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

A-3 cmt. "The lawyer has A-3 cmt. [Same as ABA] 11.A.4.b.iii. "When discuss-
an obligation to explain ing the case with the client, 
clearly, precisely, and in the lawyer should use con-
terms the client can under- crete examples and hypo-
stand the meaning and con- theticals and should provide 
sequences of action. See the client with a 'road map' 
DAVID A. BINDER & SusAN C. of the interview and the le-
PRicE, LEGAL INTERVIEWING gal process." 
AND COUNSELING: A CLIENT- 11.A.b.viii. "The lawyer 
CENTERED APPROACH (1977). also should explain the 
A child client may not un- court or legal process, the 
derstand the legal terminol- issue(s) to be considered by 
ogy and for a variety of the court, the options avail-
reasons may choose a par- able to the client, and the 
ticular course of action consequences of those op-
without fully appreciating tions. If appropriate, the 
the implications. With a lawyer should explain to the 
child the potential for not child that the child has the 
understanding may be even option of taking no position 

1-g=-r_e_a_te_r_.'_' ---------+--------------1 on an issue to be decided by 
B-1. "Basic obligations. B-1. [Same as ABA] the court or to defer to an-
The child's attorney should: other's judgment. (Whether 
... (5). Counsel the child the client may defer to the 
concerning the subject mat- lawyer's judgment, how-
ter of the litigation, the ever, is a question left for 
child's rights, the court sys- further study.)" 
tern, the proceedings, the 
lawyer's role, and what to 
expect in the legal process." 
See also, B-4 cmt. (duty to 
explain in developmentally 
appropriate way informa
tion that will assist client in 
determining preferences); 
C-1 cmt. ( duty to meet 
child and explain process); 
C6 cmt. (duty to consult 
child regarding settlement); 
D-2 ( duty to explain hear
ings to child client); F-1 
(duty to explain appeals 
process to child client); F-4 
( duty to explain result of 
appeal); F-5 (duty to ex
plain end of representation). 

See also, B-4 cmt; C-1 cmt; 
C-6 cmt; D-2; F-1; F-4; 
F-5 [Same as ABA] 
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CIATION STANDARDS 

OF PRACTICE FOR 
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IN ABUSE AND NE
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REVISED, 1999) 

D1.01 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

4-2(b). What the Child Client Expects: Educate the Child About the Lawyer's 
Role 

B-1. "Basic obligations. 
The child's attorney should: 
... (5). Counsel the child 
concerning the subject mat
ter of the litigation, the 
child's rights, the court sys
tem, the proceedings, the 
lawyer's role, and what to 
expect in the legal process." 

B-1. [Same as ABA] 11.A.4.b.vi. "The lawyer 
conducting the interview 
should explain the lawyer's 
role and make it clear to the 
child client that the judge, 
rather than the lawyer or the 
client, is the ultimate deci
sion maker." 
11.A.4.b.vii. "The lawyer 
should explain in detail, in a 
manner understandable to 
the child, whether and to 
what extent the child's com
munications will be kept in 
confidence." [Repeated at 
III.A.2.] 
11.A.4.b.x. "The lawyer 
should discuss with the 
child the lawyer's access to 
documents, records, and 
materials, as well as to wit
nesses or professionals, and 
should request the client's 
permission to access other 
confidential materials, if 
such materials exist." 
11.C.2.k. [Recommenda
tions for Further Study] 
"How does a lawyer effec
tively communicate his role 
to the child client?" 

4-2(b). What the Child Client Expects: Educate the Child About the Lawyer's 
Role (continued) 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

VI.B.1. [Obligations of the 
Guardian Ad Litem] "Can
dor toward the child. The 
lawyer must explain to the 
child candidly and fully the 
lawyer's role and legal ob
ligations with respect to dis
closure of confidences." 
VI.B.2. [Obligations of the 
Guardian Ad Litem] "b. The 
guardian ad !item should 
explain (i) that the role en
tails advocating for what he 
or she believes is best for 
the child, even if it conflicts 
with the child's wishes; (ii) 
the possibility of cross
examination (where 
applicable); and (iii) that the 
guardian ad !item is not ob
ligated to keep the child's 
secrets. c. The guardian ad 
!item should explain to the 
child what positions will be 
taken and why." 
VI.B.3. [Obligations of the 
Guardian Ad Lit em] "a. Re
sponsibilities upon appoint
ment. Guardians ad !item 
should explain carefully to 
children the extent to which 
their conversations are pri
vate and under which cir
cumstances they are al
lowed, or may be 
compelled, to disclose se
crets told to them by the 
children." 
See also VII. Identifying 
and Resolving Conflict of 
Interests. 
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REVISED, 1999) 

D1.01 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

4-2(c)(2). Principles of Good Communication with Child Clients 

B-4. "Client Preferences. 
The child's attorney should 
elicit the child's preferences 
in a developmentally appro
priate manner, advise the 
child, and provide guidance. 
The child's attorney should 
represent the child's ex
pressed preferences and fol
low the child's direction 
throughout the course of 
litigation." (Emphasis 
added) 

1. Above All, Listen 
B-4. "Client Preferences. 
The child's attorney should 
elicit the child's preferences 
in a developmentally appro
priate manner, advise the 
child, and provide guidance. 
The child's attorney should 
represent the child's ex
pressed preferences and fol
low the child's direction 
throughout the course of liti
gation, except as specifi
cally provided herein. Client 
directed representation does 
not include 'robotic alle
giance' to each directive of 
the client. Client directed 
representation involves the 
attorney's counseling func
tion and requires good com
munication between attor
ney and client. The goal of 
the relationship is an out
come which serves the cli
ent, mutually arrived upon 
by attorney and client, fol
lowing exploration of all 
available options." 

11.A.4.b.iv. "The lawyer 
should use appropriate lis
tening techniques and pro
vide nonjudgmental sup
port. Such techniques 
should be culturally compe
tent." 

2. Meet the Child Where She Is 
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Recommendations of the 
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64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

11.A.2.a. "Contact with the 
child should occur where 
and when such contact is 
comfortable for the child, 
not merely where and when 
it is convenient for the law
yer." 
11.A.2.b. "The lawyer 
should take into account the 
role of the environment and 
timing in helping the child 
understand the lawyer's role 
and the court process." 

3. Speak at the Child's Level: Respectfully and Simply 
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For need to speak with child 
in developmentally appro
priate ways at various 
points in representation, see 
A-3 (" 'Developmentally 
appropriate' means that the 
child's attorney should en
sure the child's ability to 
provide client based direc
tions by structuring all com
munications to account for 
the individual child's age, 
level of education, cultural 
context, and degree of lan
guage acquisition"); B-4 
cmt. (duty to provide infor
mation so that child may 
express preferences); B-5 
cmt. ( children have varying 
ability to communicate 
needs and preferences); C-6 
cmt. ( duty to consult with 
child regarding settlement); 
D-2 cmt. (duty to explain 
hearing); E-2 (duty to dis
cuss court's order and it 
consequences with child); 
F-1 ( duty to explain possi
bility of appeal and its 
ramifications); F-5 (duty to 
explain end of 
representation). 

NIA 
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4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

See A-3; B-4 cmt; C-6 cmt; 11.A.4.b.i. "With the requi
D-2; E-2; F-1; F-5 [Same site training, the lawyer 
as ABA] should use developmentally 

4. Respond to Questions 
NIA 

5. Leave Enough Time 

appropriate language." 

11.A.4.b.ix. "The lawyer 
should provide the child 
with ample time and oppor
tunity to raise any questions 
or concerns the child may 
have." 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

11.A.4.b.ix. "The lawyer 
should provide the child 
with ample time and oppor
tunity to raise any questions 
or concerns the child may 
have." 

6. Keep Track of Your Own Feelings and Biases 
NIA NIA 11.A.4.b.v. "Questions 

should be noncoercive and 
culturally competent." 

4-3(a). Frontloading 
C-1. "Meet With Child. Es- C-1. [Same as ABA] 11.A.1.c. "For all children, 

the lawyer should see the 
client as soon as possible 
and, in most instances, be
fore the first hearing. In cer
tain instances - for ex
ample, before an emergency 
hearing - the child's law
yer may proceed without 
seeing the client, although 
in that event, the lawyer 
should at least see the child 
before the next hearing." 

tablishing and maintaining a 
relationship with a child is 
the foundation of represen
tation. Therefore, irrespec
tive of the child's age, the 
child's attorney should visit 
with the child prior to court 
hearings and when apprised 
of emergencies or signifi
cant events impacting on 
the child." 

11.A.6. "a. The lawyer 
should review all court 
documents before meeting 

1-----------~-------------1 with the client whenever 
C-2(1) cmt. "Thorough, in- C-2(1) cmt. [Same as ABA] possible and, in any event, 
dependent investigation of as soon as possible. b. The 
cases, at every stage of the lawyer should review all 
proceedings, is a key aspect materials and speak to all 
of providing competent rep- people accessible to the par-
resentation to children." ties with the client's full 

knowledge unless waiting 
to do so would jeopardize 
the adequacy of the repre
sentation." 

4-3(b). Integrating Devices: Genograms; Chronologies; Daily, Weekly and 
Monthly Schedules; and Case Analysis 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

IV.B.3.b. "It is the lawyer's 
responsibility to carry out a 
full, efficient, and speedy 
factual investigation with 
the goal of achieving a de
tailed understanding of the 
child client's unique person
ality, her family system, his
tory, and daily life. This 
process should include the 
client's own words, stories, 
and desires at every pos
sible point. Even where the 
lawyer has determined that 
the child cannot fully under
stand or express desires 
about the legal issues of the 
case, there will be very few 
verbal children who cannot 
express some views about 
their own lives. As the law
yer gathers information 
from her client and other 
sources, the lawyer should 
organize those facts using 
devices such as genograms, 
chronologies, and daily 
schedules to ensure that the 
lawyer is working from a 
thickly detailed view of the 
child client as an unique 
individual." 

Chapter 5. Mapping the Child's Universe 
7-2(a). Steps of the Decision-Making Process Common for Representation of All 
Clients. Step One and Step Two Reviewed: Have the Child Understand the Le

gal Context, Have the Lawyer Understand the Child-in-Context 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

B-1. "Basic obligations. B-1. [Same as ABA] 11.A.4.b. vi, vii, x. [Law-
The child's attorney should: yer's responsibility to edu-
... (5). Counsel the child cate child about lawyer's 
concerning the subject mat- role.] 
ter of the litigation, the VI.B.1-3. [Guardian Ad 
child's rights, the court sys- Litem 's responsibility to 
tern, the proceedings, the educate child about guard-
lawyer 's role, and what to ian's role.] 
expect in the legal process." IV.B.3.b. Lawyer seeks an 
C-2(1)-(8). "[C]hild's attor- understanding of the child 
ney should conduct thor- 1--------------i in context through a "full, 
ough, continuing and inde- C-2(l)-(S). [Same as ABA] efficient, and speedy factual 
pendent investigations and investigation with the goal 
discovery," including of achieving a detailed un-
records, court files, back- derstanding of the child cli-
ground information from ent's unique personality, her 
other advocates, meetings family system, history and 
with caretakers and other daily life." 
involved individuals, at-
tending treatment, planning 
and placement meetings. 

7-2(b ). Step Three: Take a Snapshot of the Child-in-Context 
B-3 cmt. "[A] child may be B-3 cmt. [Same as ABA] IV.B.3.c. "Essential to the 
able to direct the lawyer process is also a snapshot of 
with respect to a particular the child at the moment of 
issue at one time but not at the determination. How is 
another." (Emphasis the child developing? How 
added.) is the child behaving? How 

,___ ___________________ __. is the child benefiting or 
D-13 cmt. "Representing D-13 cmt. [Same as ABA] 
the child should reflect the 
passage of time and the 
changing needs of the 
child." 

suffering from her current 
living arrangement? A law
yer should generally obtain 
this snapshot in part through 
ongoing current contact 
with the client." 

7-2(c). Step Four: Understand All Actually Available Options 
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B-5. "Child's Interests. The 
determination of the child's 
legal interests should be 
based on objective criteria 
as set forth in the law that 
are related to the purposes 
of the proceedings. The cri
teria should address the 
child's specific needs and 
preferences, the goal of ex
peditious resolution of the 
case so the child can remain 
or return home or be placed 
in a safe, nurturing, and per-
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resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

IV.B.3.d. "The lawyer must 
go further and consider the 
actual alternative options 
available to the child. The 
lawyer should understand 
these options concretely and 
understand as specifically as 
possible how that option 
will be experienced by the 
child. i. These options must 
include all legally available 
options, including good 
faith options for seeking 
modification of the law. The 

manent environment, and lawyer must continually re-
the use of the least restric- evaluate, however, whether 
tive or detrimental alterna- these options for law reform 
tives available." (Emphasis are actually attainable given 
added.) the current legal climate. ii. 

t-C--4-.~-"R_e_q_u_e_s_t -S-e-rv_i_c-es-.+---C--4-.-[-S_a_m_e-as_AB __ A_] __ ----i The e options must also in-

Consistent with the child's elude all options available 
wishes, the child's attorney in the community to the 
should seek appropriate ser- child. These options should 
vices (by court order if be realistically available or 
necessary) to access entitle- obtainable through advo-
ments, to protect the child's cacy, however, and not 
interests and to implement a based on speculation of 
service plan. These services what the system might some 
may include, but not be lim- day be able to make avail-
ited to: (1) Family able." 
preservation-related preven-
tion or reunification ser-
vices; (2) Sibling and fam-
ily visitation; (3) Child 
support; (4) Domestic vio-
lence prevention, interven-
tion, and treatment; 

7-2(c). Step Four: Understand All Actually Available Options (continued) 
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(5) Medical and mental 
health care; ( 6) Drug and 
alcohol treatment; (7) 
Parenting education; (8) 
Semi-independent and inde
pendent living services; (9) 
Long-term foster care; (10) 
Termination of parental 
rights action; ( 11) Adoption 
services; (12) Education; 
(13) Recreational or social 
services; and (14) Hous
ing." 
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7-2(d). Step Five: Counsel the Child about All the Available Options and Learn 
Her Wish 
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D1.01 

Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

B-1. "Basic obligations. B-1. [Same as ABA] 11.A.4.b.iii. "When discuss-
The child's attorney should: ing the case with the client, 
. . . (5) Counsel the child the lawyer should use con-
concerning the subject mat- crete examples and hypo-
ter of the litigation, the theticals and should provide 
child's rights, the court sys- the client with a 'road map' 
tern, the proceedings, the of the interview and the le-
lawyer's role, and what to gal process." 
expect in the legal process." 11.A.4.b.iv. "The lawyer 
B-2 cmt. "The primary con- 1--------------1 should employ appropriate 
flict that arises between the B-2 cmt. [Same as ABA] listening techniques and 
two roles is when the child's provide nonjudgmental sup-
expressed preferences differ port. Such techniques 
from what the lawyer deems should be culturally compe-
to be in the child's best tent." 
interests. As a practical mat-
ter, when the lawyer has 
established a trusting rela-
tionship with the child, most 
conflicts can be avoided. ,___ ________ _ 
While the lawyer should be B-4 cmt. [Same as ABA] 
careful not to apply undue 
pressure to a child, the law-
yer's advice and guidance 
can often persuade the child 
to change an imprudent po-
sition or to identify alterna-
tive choices if the child's 
first choice is denied by the 
court." 
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B-4(3) cmt. "In most cases 
the ethical conflict involved 
in asserting a position 
which would seriously en
danger the child, especially 
by disclosure of privileged 
information, can be re
solved through the lawyer's 
counseling function. If the 
lawyer has taken the time to 
establish rapport with the 
child and gain that child's 
trust, it is likely that the 
lawyer will be able to per
suade the child to abandon a 
dangerous position or at 
least identify an alternate 
course." 
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Recommendations of the 
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7-2(d). Step Five: Counsel the Child about All the Available Options and Learn 
Her Wish (continued) 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

B-4 cmt. "The lawyer has a 11.A.4.b. viii. "The lawyer 
duty to explain to the child also should explain the 
in a developmentally appro- court or legal process, the 
priate way such information issue(s) to be considered by 
as will assist the child in the court, the options avail-
having maximum input in able to the client, and the 
determination of the par- consequences of those op-
ticular position at issue. The tions. If appropriate, the 
lawyer should inform the lawyer should explain to the 
child of the relevant facts child that the child has the 
and applicable laws and the option of taking no position 
ramifications of taking vari- on an issue to be decided by 
ous positions, which may the court or to defer to an-
include the impact of such 1-------------1 other's judgment. (Whether 
decisions on other family the client may defer to the 
members or on future legal lawyer 's judgment, how-
proceedings. The lawyer ever, is a question left for 
may express an opinion further study.)" 
concerning the likelihood of 11.A.4.b.ix. "The lawyer 
the court or other parties should provide the child 
accepting particular posi- with ample time and appor-
tions. The lawyer may in- tunity to raise any questions 
form the child of an expert's or concerns the child may 
recommendations germane have. The lawyer also 
to the issue." should direct specific ques-

tions to the child except 
when such questioning 

1-------------1 would be inappropriate." 
B-4 cmt. [Same as ABA] 11.A.4.b.xi. "The lawyer 

should discuss the client's 
position." 
11.A.4.b.xii. "When devel
opmentally appropriate, the 
lawyer should collaborate 
on the identification and se
lection of case strategies." 
11.A.4.b.xiv. "The lawyer 
should summarize the inter
view and review the client's 
decisions to verify the accu
racy of the lawyer 's under
standing." 
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B-4(3) cmt. "In most cases 
the ethical conflict involved 
m asserting a position 
which would seriously en
danger the child, especially 
by disclosure of privileged 
information, can be re
solved through the lawyer's 
counseling function. If the 
lawyer has taken the time to 
establish rapport with the 
child and gain that child's 
trust, it is likely that the 
lawyer will be able to per
suade the child to abandon a 
dangerous position or at 
least identify an alternate 
course." 
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Recommendations of the 
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Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

7-3. When the Lawyer Is Not Bound by the Child's Counseled Informed Wish 
7-3(a). Where the Lawyer Is Explicitly Required to Represent the Child's Best 

Interests 
A-2. [Definitions] "Lawyer 
Appointed as Guardian Ad 
Litem. A lawyer appointed 
as 'guardian ad litem' for a 
child is an officer of the 
court appointed to protect 
the child's interests without 
being bound by the child's 
expressed preferences." 

A-2. [Same as ABA] VI.B. [Practice guidelines 
for guardians ad litem.] 

7-3(b ). When the Child Cannot Formulate an Informed Wish 
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B-4(2). "To the extent that a 
child does not or will not 
express a preference about 
particular issues, the child's 
attorney should determine 
and advocate the child's le-
gal interests." 
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B-4(2). "To the extent that a 
child cannot meaningfully 
participate in the formula
tion of the client's position 
( either because the child is 
preverbal, very young or for 
some other reason is inca
pable of judgment and 
meaningful 
communication), the attor
ney shall substitute his/her 
judgment for the child's and 

1------------ formulate and present a po
B-4(2) cmt. "The child's sition which serves the 
failure to express a position child's interests. Such for
is distinguishable from a di- mulation must be accom
rective that the lawyer not plished through the use of 
take a position with respect objective criteria, rather 
to certain issues. The child than solely the life experi
may have no opinion with ence or instinct of the attor
respect to a particular issue, ney. The criteria shall in
or may delegate the elude but not be limited to: 
decision-making authority. a) determine the child's cir
For example, the child may cumstances through a full 
not want to assume the re- and efficient investigation; 
sponsibility of expressing a b) assess the child at the 
position because of loyalty moment of the determina
conflicts or the desire not to tion; c) examine each option 
hurt one of the other parties. in light of the two child 

welfare paradigms: psycho
logical parent and family 
network; and d) utilize 
medical, mental health, edu
cational, social work and 
other experts." 
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Recommendations of the 
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Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

The model for determining 
best interests does not apply 
in this situation.] IV.B. 
"These Practice Guidelines 
apply only for clients who 
lack capacity to direct rep
resentation on their behalf 
for the issue at hand." 

7-3(b). When the Child Cannot Formulate an Informed Wish (continued) 
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The lawyer should clarify B-4(3). "It is possible for the 
with the child whether the child client to develop from 
child wants the lawyer to a child incapable of mean
take a position or remain ingful participation in the 
silent with respect to that litigation as set forth in sec
issue or wants the prefer- tion B-4(2), to a child ca
ence expressed only if the pable of such participation 
parent or other party is out during the course of the at
of the courtroom. The law- tomey client relationship. In 
yer is then bound by the such cases, the attorney 
child's directive. The posi- shall move from the substi
tion taken by the lawyer tuted judgment exception of 
should not contradict or un- B-4(2) to the default posi
dermine other issues about tion of the client directed 
which the child has ex- representation described in 
pressed a preference." section B-4 'Client Prefer-

ences.'" 
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7-4(a). Step Six: Interdisciplinary Learning 
7-4(a)(l). Educate Oneself About the Major Paradigms Proposed by Nonlegal 

Disciplines Which Relate to the Decision at Hand 
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1-2. "Content of Lawyer 
Training. . . . At a mini
mum, the requisite training 
should include: . . . (6) In
formation on the multidisci
plinary input required in 
child-related cases, includ
ing information on local ex
perts who can provide con
sultation and testimony on 
the reasonableness and ap
propriateness of efforts 
made to safely maintain the 
child in his or her home." 
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1-2. [Same as ABA] 
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IV.B.3.e. "[T]he lawyer 
should examine each option 
in light of important para
digms that directly related 
nonlegal disciplines are 
considering." 
IV.C.2. "The state of the art 
of the debate in interdisci
plinary substantive fields di
rectly related to the child's 
legal interest. This training 
should not attempt to con
vert the lawyer to one par
ticular theory in the disci
pline, but rather to educate 
the lawyer about the uni
verse of competing para
digms that address the issue. 
This training should help 
the lawyer understand the 
debates going on in these 
disciplines and the ways in 
which various paradigms 
have been discussed and 
challenged. In particular, 
this training should address 
the degree to which compet
ing paradigms address the 
needs of children of diverse 
ethnic, racial, and class 
backgrounds. 

7-4(a)(l). Educate Oneself About the Major Paradigms Proposed by Nonlegal 
Disciplines Which Relate to the Decision at Hand (continued) 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

"[T]he lawyer should exam
ine each option in light of 
important paradigms that 
directly related nonlegal 
disciplines are considering." 
Comparison of the child cli
ent's context to the universe 
of competing paradigms 
may help lawyers determine 
whether options available to 
the client conform to the 
state-of-the-art learning in 
the child welfare arena. 
Other useful areas of in
quiry would include: special 
educational theory, medical 
treatment of various child
hood conditions (e.g. , pedi
atric HIV, childhood 
diabetes), and psychiatric 
treatment of childhood con
ditions (e.g., ADHD)." 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

1-2. "Content of Lawyer 1-2. [Same as ABA] 11.A.6.f. "The lawyer 
Training. . . At a mini- should refer the client for 
mum, the requisite training independent evaluations 
should include: ... (6) In- and request independent 
formation on the multidisci- evaluations of the client 
plinary input required in when necessary and appro-
child-related cases, includ- priate, subject to the ap-
ing information on local ex- proval of the unimpaired 
perts who can provide con- client." 
sultation and testimony on 11.C.2.n. [Recommenda-
the reasonableness and ap- tions for Further Study] 
propriateness of efforts "How should lawyers and 
made to safely maintain the social workers function to-

t-c_h_i_ld_in_h_i_s_o_r_h_e_r_h_o_m_e_._"-+-------------i gether as a team? Is it ap-
B-4 cmt. "Consistent with B-4 cmt. [Sarne as ABA] propriate for social workers 
the rules of confidentiality to conduct some inter-
and with sensitivity to the views? Under what circum-
child's privacy, the lawyer stances? How does this af-
should consult with the feet the confidentiality 
child's therapist and other issues? How often should 
experts and obtain appropri- the social worker and law-
ate records. For example, a yer consult? What is the role 
child's therapist may help of nonlawyer team mem-
the child to understand why bers for children who can-
an expressed position is not communicate?" 
dangerous, foolish, or not in IV.B.3.f. "There will be 
the child's best interests. cases in which the analysis 
The therapist might also as- becomes too complex and 
sist the lawyer in under- lawyers should consult ex-
standing the child's per- perts for guidance. Lawyers 
spective, priorities, and may need to retain experts 
individual needs. Similarly, to aid them in deciding 
significant persons in the which of the remaining le-
child's life may educate the gal interests to pursue. 
lawyer about the child's 
needs, priorities, and previ-
ous experiences." 

7-4(a)(2). Consult an Expert (continued) 
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B-5 cmt. "A lawyer who is B-5 cmt. NI A 
required to determine the 
child's interests is function-
ing in a nontraditional role 
by determining the position 
to be advocated indepen-
dently of the client ... The 
lawyer may seek the advice 
and consultation of experts 
and other knowledgeable 
people in both determining 
and weighing such needs 
and interests." 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

"Since much of the data 
upon which the decision is 
based will be confidential 
lawyer-client information, 
the retained consultant is 
sometimes the optimal, and 
only ethically acceptable, 
guide. When lack of re
sources or other factors 
make such a consultant im
practicable, the lawyer may 
look to experts already in
volved with the client, ex
perts retained by other par
ties, or occasionally court
appointed experts. These 
latter experts, however, do 
not share the lawyer's duty 
of advocacy with respect to 
the child client's wishes and 
perspectives, often have 
other institutional loyalties, 
may have important ongo
ing relationships with the 
child that must not be dam
aged, or may not offer opin
ions to the lawyer in a 
timely fashion." 

7-4(b ). Step Seven: Return to the Child and Explain Her Remaining Options 
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NIA NIA IV.B.3.g.i. [If after deter-
mining legal interests, ex-.. 

child-in-context, ammmg 
taking "snapshot" of child, 
considering actual altema-
tive options, applying inter-
disciplinary knowledge, 
and, where necessary, con-
sulting experts, more than 
one option remains:] "[t]he 
lawyer again should seek 
any information or opinions 
the child can offer about the 
options remaining." 

Chapter 8. Pursuing the Goals of the Representation 
8-2. The Theory of the Case 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

IV.B.3.b. [When a lawyer 
must represent the child's 
best interests, the lawyer 
first identifies the legal in
terests at stake.] "The pro
cess must then focus on the 
child in her context. It is the 
lawyer's responsibility to 
carry out a full, efficient, 
and speedy factual investi
gation with the goal of 
achieving a detailed under
standing of the child client's 
unique personality, her fam
ily system, history, and 
daily life. This process 
should include the client's 
own words, stories, and de
sires at every possible point. 
Even where the lawyer has 
determined that the child 
cannot fully understand or 
express desires about the le
gal issues of the case, there 
will be very few verbal chil
dren who cannot express 
some views about their own 
lives. As the lawyer gathers 
information from her client 
and other sources, the law
yer should organize those 
facts using devices such as 
genograms, chronologies, 
and daily schedules to en
sure that the lawyer is work
ing from a thickly detailed 
view of the child client as 
an unique individual." 

8-3. The Lawyer at the Interdisciplinary Meeting 
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Recommendations of the 
Conference on Ethical 

Issues in the Legal Rep
resentation of Children, 
64 FORDHAM L. REv. No. 

4. 1301-1323 (1996) 

C-2(8). As part of duty to C-2(8). [Same as ABA] 11.B.1. [Recommendations 
investigate, attorney should for Education] "A lawyer 
attend "treatment, place- who represents children 
ment, administrative hear- hould be certified as a 
ings, other proceedings in- 'child advocate' by an over-
volving legal issues, school sight body on the state or 
case conferences or staff- national level . . . . The 
ings concerning the child as certification process should 

,_n_e_e_d_ed_._" _________________ __, include training, through 
C-2(8) cmt. "The child's at- C-2(8) cmt. [Same as ABA] simulations and by other ap-
torney can present the propriate means, in the fol-
child's perspective at such lowing subjects: ... f. The 
meetings, as well as gather merits of a professional 
information necessary to team approach." 
proper representation. In 11.C.2.n. [Recommenda-
some cases the child's attor- tions for Further Study] 
ney can be pivotal m "How should lawyers and 
achieving a negotiated social workers function to-
settlement of all or some gether as a team? Is it ap-
issues." propriate for social workers 
But see C-2(8) cmt. "The to conduct some inter-
child's attorney may not views? Under what circum-
need to attend collateral stances? How does this af-
meetings if another person feet the confidentiality 
involved in the case, such as issues? How often should 
a child advocate social the social worker and law-
worker, can get the informa- yer consult? What is the role 
tion or present the child's of nonlawyer team mem-
perspective." bers for children who can-
C-2(1). The lawyer's duty C-2(1). [Same as ABA] not communicate?" 
to investigate includes 
"[r]eviewing the child's so-
cial services, psychiatric, 
psychological, drug and al-
cohol, medical, law en-
forcement, school, and 
other records relevant to the 
case." 

Chapter 10. Leaving the Child's World 
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F-5. "Cessation of Repre- F-5. [Same as ABA] NIA 
sentation. The child's attor-
ney should discuss the end 
of the legal representation 
and determine what con-
tacts, if any, the child's at-
tomey and the child will 
continue to have." 
F -5 cmt. "When the repre- F-5 cmt. [Same as ABA] 
sentation ends, the child's 
lawyer should explain in a 
developmentally appropri-
ate manner why the repre-
sentation is ending and how 
the child can obtain assis-
tance in the future should it 
become necessary. It is im-
portant for there to be clo-
sure between the child and 
the lawyer." 
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OUTLINES AND QUOTATIONS FROM 
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PROTECTIVE PROCEEDINGS 

BOOKS: 

MICHAEL J. DALE, MARK I. SOLER, ALICE C. SHOTTON, JAMES 
R. BELL, ELIZABETH J. JAMESON, CAROLE B. SHAUFFER, & 
LOREN M. WARBOYS, REPRESENTING THE CHILD CLIENT (2001) 

I. Litigation on Behalf of Children in Institutions: Strategic and Legal 
Considerations 

A. Introduction 

B. Types of Institutions and Facilities 

1. Correctional Facilities 

2. Mental Health Institutions 

3. Children Who Come Under Juvenile Court Jurisdiction 

C. Strategic Considerations Prior to Litigation 

1. Drawbacks to Litigation 

2. Alternative Forms of Advocacy 

3. Investigating the Facility 

4. Determining the Scope of the Claims 

5. Selecting Plaintiffs and Defendants 

6. Selecting Expert Witnesses 

7. Choice of Forum: Litigating in Federal or State Court 

8. Planning the Relief 

9. Planning the Relief: Alternatives to Institutions 

D. Preliminary Legal Issues 

969 
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1. Jurisdiction 

2. Case or Controversy 

3. Standing to Sue 

4. Abstention 

5. Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies 

6. Availability of Other State Remedies 

7. Solicitation of Clients 

8. Pleading Requirements 

9. Prison Litigation Reform Act 

The Right to Treatment 

1. History and Development of the Right to Treatment 

2. Placement in the Least Restrictive Setting 

3. Later Development of the Right to Treatment and the Right to 
Placement in the Least Restrictive Setting 

II. Legal Rights of Children in Institutions 

A. Legal Claims: Specific Practices and Conditions of Confinement 

1. Introduction 

2. Classification and Separation Issues 

3. Health Care 

4. Access Issues 

5. Programming 

6. Training and Supervision of Employees 

7. Environmental Issues 

8. Restraints, Punishments, and Due Process 

9. Safety 

B. Basic Principles of Liability 

1. Introduction 

2. Constitutional Standard for Injunctive Relief 

3. State Standards for Injunctive Relief 
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4. Scope of Federal Injunctive Relief 

5. Constitutional Standard for Damages 

6. Availability of Punitive Damages 

7. Liability of Supervisors 

8. Liability of Local Units of Government 

9. The "Budgetary" Defense and "Voluntary Cessation" of 
Unlawful Practices 

10. Attorney's Fees 

11. Modification of Consent Decrees 

C. Legal Claims: Specific Institutions 

1. Children in Adult Jails 

2. Children in Foster Care 

3. Children in Schools 

4. "Private" Institutions 

III. The Legal Status of Minors 

A. Constitutional Rights of Children 

B. Rights Restricted Based on Age 

C. Minor's Right to Contract: Capacity to Promise 

D. Liability for Tortious Acts 

E. Emancipation 

F. Guardianship of Minors 

G. Changing a Minor's Name 

IV. Representing Children in Dependency Proceedings 

A. Introduction 

B. Entry into the Dependency System 

C. Basis for Dependency Jurisdiction 

D. Federal Law Governing Foster Care Placement 

E. The Indian Child Welfare Act 

F. The Right to Counsel for Children in Dependency Proceedings 
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G. Working with the Social Services Agency 

H. Shelter Care Hearings 

I. The Role of the Lawyer Between the Time of the Shelter Care 
Hearing and the Adjudication Hearing 

J. Adjudication Hearings 

K. Dispositional Hearings 

L. Six-Month Reviews 

M. Permanency Planning Hearings 

N. Termination of Parental Rights Proceeding 

0. Adoptions 

V. Representing Children in Juvenile Justice Proceedings 

A. History of the Juvenile Justice System 

B. Status Offenders 

C. Delinquent Offenders 

D. Appeals 

E. Confidentiality and Juvenile Court Records 

F. Youthful Offender Jurisdiction 

G. Children Under Federal Jurisdiction 

H. Parole Revocation Proceeding 

VI. Representing Students in School-Related Matters 

A. Introduction 

B. Overview of the Right to an Education 

C. Access to School Records 

D. School Discipline 

E. Law Enforcement in Schools and Student Privacy 

F. School Injury Litigation; Actions for Damages 

G. Special Education and School Discipline 

VII. The Child Witness 

A. Introduction 
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B. Principles of Child Development Impacting on the Child Witness 

C. Techniques for Interviewing the Child Witness and Preparing the 
Child to Testify 

D. Trauma of the Court Process 

E. Competency 

F. Constitutional Rights of Defendants in Child Abuse Prosecutions 

G. Admissibility of the Child's Out-of-Court Statements of Abuse 

H. Admissibility of Expert Testimony 

I. Technological Reforms 

VIII. Health Care for Low-Income Children 

A. Introduction 

B. Introduction to Medicaid 

C. Structure of Medicaid 

D. Medicaid Eligibility 

E. Medicaid Benefits 

F. Representative Litigation Under the Medicaid Program 

G. Medicaid and Vulnerable Children 

H. Administration of Medicaid 

I. Medicaid's Preventive Health Care Program for Poor Children: The 
Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment Services 
Program (EPSDT) 

J. The Hill-Burton Program 

K. Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants, and 
Children (WIC) 

L. Supplemental Security Income Program 

M. Health Care Access for Alien Children 

IX. Practical Considerations in Representing Children 

A. Introduction 

B. Counsel for the Child 

1. General Premises 
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2. The Constitutional Right to Counsel 

3. Statutory Right to Counsel 

4. The Role of Counsel 

5. Guardian Ad Litem 

C. Ethical Concerns 

1. Introduction 

2. Basic Ethical Obligations 

3. Specific Applications of the Rules-Client Under a Disability 

4. Other Ethical Rules 

5. Conclusion 

D. Physiology and Psychology of Childhood 

1. Introduction 

2. Physiology 

3. Psychology 

4. Applying the Principles 

X. Table of Cases 

XI. Table of Statutes 

1) "Despite the dedication of juvenile service workers, foster parents, human 
services providers, and others who work with children, children are too often 
victims-of parental abuse and neglect, of indifference by public agencies, of 
improper treatment by institutions and the legal system itself. Like all other 
Americans, these children need advocates who can speak up for them inside and 
outside the courtroom. Representing the Child Client, a comprehensive text for the 
attorney who represents children and youth, seeks to ensure that these advocates 
are well-versed in children's rights and the laws designed to protect those rights." 
(p. xiii) 

2) "Several basic principles underlie the discussion in this chapter. The first is that 
every child, even those too young to voice their opinions, has a right to be 
represented. Accordingly, the role played by the child's attorney or guardian ad 
!item at the dependency proceeding is of vital importance. The second premise is 
that the child's attorney should make intensive efforts on behalf of the child as 
soon as the case is initiated ... The third premise is that the role of the child's 
(or parent's) attorney is not strictly limited to making court appearances, filing 
briefs and interviewing witnesses . . . Consistent with federal and most state 
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laws, this chapter assumes that 'permanency planning' is in the child's best 
interests." (<JI 4.01 [1]) 

3) "In the traditional setting, lawyers represent children like any other client, and 
are bound by the attorney-client relationship and the myriad duties of counsel to 
a client. However, there are other statutory relationships where the traditional 
ethical rules do not apply. For example, as shall be seen, if the lawyer is fulfilling 
the role of guardian ad litem in a dependency proceeding, not the traditional role 
of counsel to a party, the lawyer's ethical constraints qua juvenile court rule, and 
state Supreme Court rules and regulations, to act in another way. Usually the 
obligation is to act in the best interests of the child." (<JI 9.02[1]) 

4) "Just what role a lawyer representing a child in a dependency, delinquency, or 
status offense proceeding, for example, shall play, is the subject of substantial 
debate in the professional literature and differences in state statutes. For example, 
it is not clear whether a lawyer should represent a child's best interests or those 
interests which the child espouses to the lawyer. Answering this question is 
particularly difficult in abuse and neglect cases and where the client is quite 
young." (<JI 9.02[4]) 

5) "The overriding ethical principle of the Model Rules is that a lawyer should 
represent a child in as normal a fashion as possible. The lawyer has the right to 
seek the appointment of a third party to act as guardian for the client, under which 
circumstances the lawyer will take information from and act on behalf of the 
guardian in the representation of the child. But this is a step which must be taken 
with great caution and after substantial and intensive evaluation. As noted, the 
Rules also provide that the lawyer is not a diagnostician, while simultaneously 
obligating the lawyer to use her best professional judgment to represent the client 
at all times in as normal a fashion as possible. Best professional judgment means, 
in major part, legal judgment. However, legal judgment in a vacuum cannot be 
equated with best professional judgment. Some understanding beyond "the law" 
is necessary in order that a lawyer may best represent a child client. That 
understanding relates to the physiology and psychology of childhood." 
(<JI 9.03[5]) 

6) "Understanding how the youngster thinks facilitates an effective initial 
interview. The lawyer hopes to tell the youngster what the proceeding is about and 
the lawyer's role. Some children, by virtue of age and maturity will not be able 
to understand either concept. For those who can, the lawyer must talk to the 
youngster in age-specific, yet not condescending language . . . Similarly, the 
lawyer needs to listen to the child, understanding that the information the child 
gives in response will be age- and development-specific." (<JI 9.04[4]) 
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ANN M. HARALAMBIE, THE CHILD'S ATTORNEY: A GUIDE TO REP
RESENTING CHILDREN IN CUSTODY, ADOPTION, AND PROTECTION 
CASES (1993) 

DONALD N. DUQUETTE, ADVOCATING FOR THE CHILD IN PROTEC
TION PROCEEDINGS: A HANDBOOK FOR LAWYERS AND COURT AP
POINTED SPECIAL ADVOCATES (1990). 

LAW JOURNAL ARTICLES: 2005 
Kathleen Paravola & Kathleen Buchanan Bondi, "Understanding Court 
Appointed Special Advocates" CASA of Dupage County, Inc., 17 DCBABR 
20 (2005). 

1) "A CASA [Court Appointed Special Advocate] is a volunteer community 
member who is appointed by the judge to speak up for abused and neglected 
children and assist the process in pursuing the children's right to a safe, permanent 
home." (p. 20) 

2) "The CASA is uniquely positioned to bring the child's voice to the court; the 
Advocate has no agenda, nor any pecuniary or other party interest in the case. 
Attorneys who are appointed as a guardian ad litem (GAL) or who represent 
parties in an abuse an/or neglect case should know that the Advocate will bring 
issues to the court that speak to the child's best interest. This may or may not also 
speak to their client's best interest. If their client is a natural parent who is 
attempting to comply with the tasks and goals set forth by the court in order to 
have the child returned home, the CASA's factual report will reflect such progress. 
Likewise, if the client is failing to comply with their assigned tasks and goals, 
such lack of progress will be reflected in the report as well. Similarly, if required 
services are or are not being delivered to the parents or child, the Advocate will 
bring this to the attention of the court. While other parties may also be raising the 
same issues before the court, the Advocate does so from an objective, independent 
basis and solely to promote the safety, health and best interest of the child. In this 
regard, the Advocate is not necessarily alone - the State's Attorney, GAL and the 
social service provider are all committed to promoting the health, safety and best 
interest of the child as well. However, 'best interest' has no set legal standard, but 
rather must be determined on a case-by-case basis. The CASA, GAL and the 
agency worker may be assigned to dozens of other cases; the Advocate can devote 
his or her attention to one case. The Advocate will be focusing their time on the 
child and will be able to physically visit the child more frequently than others 
working on the case and can develop a relationship with the child. Thus, the 
Advocate can be a valuable resource to a GAL, by providing factual information 
about the child's circumstances. Similarly, the CASA can provide necessary 
information to attorneys representing natural parents, so they can be better 
prepared to address their clients' interests before the court." (p. 21) 
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Jeffrey W. Brend & J. Denise Niemczyk, Rights, Roles and Responsibilities 
of Child Advocates (Attorney for Child, Guardian Ad Litem, and Child's 
Representative), 17 DCBABR 14 (2005). 

I. Historical Background 

II. Attorney for the Child - AFC 

III. Guardian Ad Litem - GAL 

IV. Child's Representative: (The Bates Case) 

1) "The AFC is an advocate for the child's interest. The AFC functions throughout 
the proceeding as an attorney exercising professional judgment and is bound by 
the rules of civil procedure, advocacy, and the code of professional responsibility. 
The role of the AFC in custody, support, and visitation disputes is to interview the 
child and parents, prepare and file pleadings, subpoena witnesses and documents, 
present and examine witnesses, encourage settlement of disputes, focus proceed
ings on the child's best interest, seek to reduce hostilities, protect the child from 
unnecessary trauma, and generally advocate the child's position." (pp. 14-15) 

2) "With this dual power of being able to act as a pro se party and an expert 
witness, the GAL has very broad powers, with two major exceptions. The GAL 
functions under the supervision of the court, and therefore must protect the best 
interest of the minor child, and the GAL has no attorney-client privilege with the 
minor child." (p. 17) 

3) "While an attorney must advocate a client's interests, a GAL must advocate the 
best interests of the client. Theoretically, the child representative statute is 
supposed to be the best of both worlds for the child, as the CR could be 
characterized as a 'best interests attorney."' (p. 18) 

4) "Based on the Court's ruling in Bates, the interpretation of the role and 
characterization of the CR is simple, the CR is an attorney in all aspects, required 
to follow the rules of procedure, advocacy, as well as the Code of Professional 
Responsibility, but with the one exception: THE CR DOES NOT HA VE TO 
LISTEN TO HIS CLIENT. To state another way, the CR is a best interests 
attorney, who advocates not necessarily for what the client wants, but advocates 
for what is in the best interest of his client." (p. 18) 

H. Joseph Gitlin, Child's Representative Statute Held Unconstitutional, 93 
Ill. B.J. 212 (2005). 

1) "The Illinois legislature gave us section 506(a) of the IMDMA [Illinois 
Marriage and Dissolution of Marriage Act], 750 ILCS 5/506(a), which created the 
role of a 'child's representative,' a cross between the child's guardian ad litem and 
an attorney representing a party. The statute gave the child's representative the 
right to take part in the litigation, as does an attorney for a party, and the power 
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to investigate and make recommendations to the court, as does a guardian ad 
litem, but - and this was the fatal weakness - it did not allow an adverse party to 
call as an adverse witness, or cross-examine, the child's representative." (p. 212) 

2) "The Illinois high court applied Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319 (1976), to 
determine that there was a constitutional violation. Bates held that without the 
ability to cross-examine the child's representative, the mother had no way to 
challenge his conclusions and recommendations or point out any bias or error. The 
Bates court stated as follows: 'Without the important tool of cross-examination, 
[the mother's] means of challenging [the child's representative's] observations, 
conclusions, and recommendations were impaired.' Bates at 513, 819 NE2d at 
727 ." (p. 212) 

Kelly Overstreet Johnson, Guardians Ad Litem - Representing the Best In
terests of Florida's Children, 79-F:E.,B FLA. B.J. 4 (2005). 

1) "GALs play a central role in our justice system by advocating for the best 
interests of these children. They lead by example and the service they provide 
makes our communities better places for all of us. Guardians ad litem provide the 
strength and objectivity to assist these vulnerable children during their most 
difficult times and advocate for preservation of the child's physical safety and 
emotional well-being; a permanent placement in a stable and nurturing home 
environment that fosters the child's healthy growth and development; and 
protection from further harm during the child's involvement in the court system." 
(p. 4) 

2) "First, the guardian ad litem is an investigator and, among other responsibili
ties, interviews family, friends, relatives, neighbors, and members of the child's 
school. The GAL then compiles the information obtained in the investigation and 
writes a detailed report for the court. The guardian ad litem also works with 
program attorneys to protect the child from insensitive questioning and often 
harmful effects of being embroiled in the adversarial court process, and serves as 
a spokesperson to ensure that the best interests of the child are presented to the 
court and agencies dealing with the child. Finally, the guardian ad litem serves as 
a monitor of the agencies and persons who provide services to the child, ensuring 
that the orders of the court are carried out and that families and children receive 
the help they should." (p. 6) 

Melissa J. Maguire, Depriving Children of a Voice is not Harmless Error: 
An Argument for Improving Children's Representation in Massachusetts 
Through Statutory Reform, 38 SUFFOLK U. L. REV. 661 (2005). 

I. Introduction 

II. History of Children's Representation 

A. Overview of the Best Interests Models 
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B. Overview of the Client-Directed Model 

C. Movement Toward a Common Ground 

III. Current Practice Standards 

A. Massachusetts 

B. Michigan 

C. Minnesota 

D. Connecticut 

IV. Analysis 

V. Conclusion 

Appendix D2 

1) "In 1998, Michigan enacted a two-lawyer system of representation, codifying 
both a client-directed role and a best interests role. The system is designed to 
provide zealous advocacy for both the child's best interests and stated preference. 
Under the two-lawyer system, the state automatically appoints one person as a 
combined lawyer-GAL to each protection case, and prohibits waiver of the 
assistance of the lawyer-GAL. A traditional attorney may later be appointed in the 
event of conflict between the child's wishes and the lawyer-GAL's best interests 
determination. The statute expressly defines the lawyer-GAL role, but does not 
enumerate the later-appointed, traditional attorney's responsibilities." (p. · 677) 

2) "Minnesota enacted a comprehensive statute that addresses right to counsel and 
GAL for parents and children in a variety of proceedings, ranging from truancy to 
marriage dissolution. In dependency and protection cases, the statute requires 
automatic appointment of a GAL to every child, and automatic appointment of 
counsel to children aged ten or older. The statute prohibits the child's counsel 
from also serving as that child's GAL. The GAL does not have to be an attorney, 
and is charged with representing the best interests of the child. Minnesota values 
the child's voice, finding it imperative in obtaining a just result, however, 
Minnesota relies on the GAL to communicate the child's voice. While state law 
mandates the appointment of a GAL to each child in an abuse or neglect case, 
twenty percent of Minnesota children in these cases do not have a GAL appointed 
to them due to fiscal constraints. The statute contains a confidentiality provision 
that governs the GAL, but also contains a large exception permitting disclosure in 
order to fashion a best interests solution. The Minnesota statute lists the duties and 
responsibilities of the GAL, but does not define the duties of counsel." (pp. 
678-679) 

3) "In Connecticut, statutory law mandates the Probate Court to appoint a 
traditional attorney in every child abuse and neglect case, but grants the court 
discretion to appoint a separate GAL. An appointed GAL must be knowledgeable 
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about children's needs, but need not be an attorney. The GAL is supposed to make 
a best interests determination, even though it may be different from the child's 
perspective advocated by the attorney. When such a conflict arises, the court has 
discretion to decide whether the conflicting advocacy serves the child's best 
interests. As the court ultimately decides the issue based on the child's best 
interests, the conflicting advocacy may reveal more about the child and his life 
than either single GAL or attorney representation could provide. Often, however, 
the attorney role and GAL role blur together because Connecticut law has not 
expressly defined the parameters of these roles." (p. 679) 

4) "Representing a child often places an attorney in the unique and difficult 
position of questioning his role when he believes the child's stated objective is not 
in her best interests. A comprehensive children's representation statute eliminates 
attorney role confusion and provides an effective system of representation for both 
the child and her attorney. By its decision in Georgette, the Massachusetts 
Supreme Judicial Court has opened the door for Massachusetts to enact such a 
statutory system and effect meaningful change for children and their attorneys. 
Massachusetts should enact a two-lawyer system of representation that appoints a 
traditional attorney to each child, and if needed, later appoints a GAL to represent 
the child's best interests. This system provides the child with both a voice and 
with guidance: the child has a voice through an attorney who is bound to represent 
her objectives and respect her confidentiality, and the child is also protected and 
guided by a GAL when the attorney reasonably believes that the child cannot 
make an adequately reasoned decision. Massachusetts takes pride in its commit
ment to children's right to counsel; however, it is an empty commitment unless 
accompanied by a system of representation that strives to ensure effective 
children's advocacy." (p. 685-686) 

Carolyn S. Salisbury, From Violence and Victimization to Voice and Valida
tion: Incorporating Therapeutic Jurisprudence in a Children's Law Clinic, 
17 ST. THOMAS L. REV. 623 (2005). 

I. Introduction 

II. "Do You Know What It Feels Like to be Raped Over and Over Again?": 
Dimensions of Rape 

A. Sweet Sixteen - and Haunted by the Rage of Rape 

B. Girls, Interrupted - and Raped Again 

C. From Rapists in White Coats to Rapists in Dark Suits 

ill. Girl, Interrupted - And Not Able to Speak 

IV. The Importance of Voice and Validation 

V. From Victim to Survivor: Replacing Violence With Voice and Victim
ization With Validation 
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A. Application of Therapeutic Jurisprudence Principles in Cases of 
Victims of Violence 

B. Not Being Seen and Not Being Heard in Legal Proceedings: The 
Impact on Child Victims 

C. The New Research on Girls and Aggression: Therapeutic Jurispru
dence Implications for Victimized Girls Involved in Legal Pro
ceedings 

D. The Survivor-Centered Model 

VI. "It's In My Best Interests To Be Heard:" Therapeutic Jurisprudence 
Arguments in Legal Advocacy 

VII. Conclusion 

1) "In critiquing their role within the culture of law's violence, our Clinic students 
have benefited tremendously from the teachings of Therapeutic Jurisprudence 
("TJ"). Therapeutic Jurisprudence rejects resigning ourselves to practicing law 
within the conventional field of pain and death and instead aspires to create a "law 
of healing." In advocating for the incorporation of Therapeutic Jurisprudence in 
clinical legal education, Professor Michael Perlin and Professor Keri Gould 
asserted: 'Therapeutic [J]urisprudence seeks to inform lawyering practices and 
influence policy by using social science data and methodology to study the extent 
to which a legal rule, procedure, or practice promotes the psychological and 
physical well-being of the people it affects .... [U]sing TJ in clinical teaching 
creates in students an affinity for engaging in multidisciplinary investigation and 
evaluating the therapeutic jurisprudence as a framework within which to inves
tigate and reformulate areas of law reform aimed at resolving difficult societal 
dilemmas."' (p. 624-626) 

2) "Emma's perspective is consistent with research on the psychology of 
procedural justice. This research has demonstrated that, 'in evaluating the justice 
of their experiences, people consider factors unrelated to outcome, such as 
whether they have had a chance to state their case and been treated with dignity 
and respect.' People who have been given the opportunity to meaningfully 
participate in the court process are also much more likely to be accepting of the 
outcome, whether or not the outcome is in their favor. Additionally, in evaluating 
the attorney's role in providing procedural justice, research shows that '[c]lients 
often will respond favorably to lawyers with good relationship skills and tend to 
trust such lawyers. Clients who trust counsel are, in turn, more likely to be 
satisfied with their case outcomes and more likely to believe they were treated 
fairly by the legal system.' The literature on the psychology of procedural justice 
stresses two key principles - voice and validation. Voice is the ability to tell your 
story and validation is knowing that what you said has been taking seriously. 
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Attorneys can help clients to achieve voice and validation both within the context 
of the attorney-client relationship through effective relationship skills, as well as 
within the legal system as a whole through the lawyer's representation of the 
client before the court or other decisionmaker." (p. 652-653) 

3) "In March 2003, the Florida Supreme Court issued its final decision on the rule. 
Following its prior decision, the court held that the rule 'should incorporate both 
a precommitment hearing and appointment of counsel or a child when that child 
objects to residential placement.' On these two points, the court adopted 
substantial language from our Clinic's proposal and incorporated this language 
into the final rule. The final rule requires DCF to file a motion with the court when 
DCF seeks to commit the child to a residential treatment center or hospital for 
mental health treatment. If the child objects to DCF's motion, the court must 
appoint an attorney for the child and hold a hearing where the parties present 
evidence and call witnesses. Additionally, if the child is committed, review 
hearings are conducted every three months until the child is placed in a less 
restrictive setting. If the child objects to her continued commitment, then she is 
represented by counsel to challenge her commitment at each review hearing." (p. 
678-679) 

4) "As a result of the Florida Supreme Court's ruling, every girl in the psychiatric 
facility that was the site of our Clinic's Voice Project now has an attorney and 
regular court hearings to challenge her involuntary commitment, as does every 
other foster child who faces involuntary commitment throughout the state. The 
Florida Supreme Court's ruling culminated our Clinic's five-year law reform 
effort to obtain procedural due process for foster children committed to psychiatric 
facilities. In the end, it was Therapeutic Jurisprudence arguments that prevailed. 
Our Clinic's experience demonstrates that incorporating TJ arguments in legal 
advocacy can invigorate law reform efforts in the children's law arena." (p. 679) 

Christina A. Zawisza, Taking Hold of the Elephant in Child Dependency 
and Neglect Cases, 17 ST. THOMAS L. REV. 531 (2005). 

I. Introduction 

II. Context: Tennessee Supreme Court Rule 40 

III. Context: Interdisciplinary Law, Creative Problem-Solving and Thera
peutic Jurisprudence 

A. Interdisciplinary Education 

B. Creative Problem-Solving 

C. Therapeutic Jurisprudence 

D. Commonalities 

IV. Traditional Application of Ecomaps and Genograms 
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V. Legal Application of Ecomaps and Genograms 

A. The Hypothetical Rolle Family 

VI. Use of these Devices in a Clinical Setting 

VII. Conclusion 

Appendix D2 

1) "Many law schools today understand the desirability of exposing students to 
substantive content and skills from other professions in order to enhance 
interdisciplinary cooperation and to teach law students that broad-based learning 
increases a lawyer's capacity to understand a client's problems. 'Collaboration' or 
'cooperation' among disciplines is a common characteristic of interdisciplinary 
education." (p. 538) 

2) A second theoretical construct designed to advance the practice of law is the 
creative problem-solving movement. According to Professor Thomas D. Barton, 
'[c]onceiving the lawyer as creative problem solver is an attempt to expand and 
refine the repertoire of procedures and skills for resolving legal problems, so that 
those problems will be resolved more efficaciously and respectfully of human 
relationships.' Its focus offers a more flexible alternative to traditional legal 
procedures in the hope that the human context of legal problems is given greater 
respect and that better solutions are generated." (p. 539) 

3) "Therapeutic Jurisprudence is the study of the law's healing potential. It centers 
on the law's impact on the emotional life and psychological well-being of all 
participants in the legal system. Its premise is that legal rules and procedures, 
legal actors, and the operation of the legal system in general, are social forces that 
produce either therapeutic or anti-therapeutic consequences on society as whole, 
as well as on the individuals acting within society. A consequence is 'therapeutic' 
if it promotes the mental, emotional, and/or physical health and needs of the 
individuals concerned, and 'anti-therapeutic' if it produces consequences which 
are detrimental to one's mental, emotional, or physical health." (p. 539-540) 

4) "I am ultimately most satisfied with the practice of law when I can help my 
clients to solve their problems so that they no longer need a court, child welfare 
or juvenile justice system, or social service agency in their lives. This is ultimately 
the endeavor of the interdisciplinary, creative problem-solving and Therapeutic 
Jurisprudence movements as well. Each movement searches for concrete tools for 
the advancement of this cause. This article has demonstrated that the ecological 
model, together with its organizing tools of ecomaps and genograms, offers great 
promise in the fulfillment of the goals of these approaches, especially since legal 
scholars and practitioners are only beginning to appreciate the versatility and 
wide-ranging uses of these devices." (p. 554) 

Marvin Ventrell, The Practice of Law for Children, 66 MONT. L. REV. 1 
(2005). 

I. Introduction 
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II. The Relationship Between Client Status and the Delivery of Legal 
Services 

III. The Historic Growth of Legal Representation of Children 

A. The Parens Patriae: Children as Property 

B. The Parens Patriae: Child Savers and the Juvenile Court 

C. The Dissolution of the Parens Patriae and the Splitting of the 
Juvenile Court 

D. The Development of Legal Counsel for Maltreated Children: The 
Reapplication of the Parens Patriae 

IV. Conclusion 

1) "The evolution of children's status in western culture can be viewed as a 
movement from children as property, to children as welfare recipients, to children 
as rights-based citizens. The degree of legal services available to children 
corresponds to these stages. Children viewed as property receive no legal services 
since property holders may do essentially as they wish with their property. 
Children as a welfare class will receive such services as the state chooses to grant. 
These services promote the state's interest, or at best, what the state views as the 
child's interest. But children as rights-based citizens are situated to receive the full 
benefit of independent legal counsel as they demand the enforcement of their 
rights." (p. 3) 

2) "The events of the late nineteenth century brought about the founding of the 
juvenile court. The first juvenile court was founded in Chicago in 1899, and within 
20 years almost every state had a similar special court for the treatment of 
juveniles. The court was largely the outgrowth of a late nineteenth century 
progressive era movement called child saving. The bourgeois child savers were 
moved by the plight of poor children and sought to save them from their 
circumstances by removing them from their environment. They were well 
meaning, sympathetic (but not necessarily empathetic) activists whose ideology 
was accepted by the juvenile court. The new court was to be an especially kind 
tribunal, which would care for children, again, as the parens patriae. The court's 
jurisdiction typically included both delinquent and dependent children. Although 
cruelty to children was mentioned in state codes, the focus of the courts was 
delinquent or pre-delinquent children. Mary Ellen type cases were rare as society 
had not yet recognized child abuse as a large scale problem." (p. 10-11) 

3) "CAPTA lead to a massive influx of dependency cases and the creation of our 
current child welfare system. Among the components of the new system was a 
representation scheme eerily reminiscent of the early days of the juvenile court 
and the child saver philosophy. The new system would be state based and 
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influenced by federal financial incentive legislation. As part of that federal 
incentive, states were required to appoint a representative for the child, not in the 
form of a traditional attorney as in delinquency cases, but in the form of a best 
interest representative. States were free to provide such representation as they 
deemed appropriate, and the prevailing model became our old friend, the guardian 
ad litem, who may or may not be an attorney. Policymakers once again fell back 
on the notion that the system needed a participant who would serve the system and 
thereby, it was believed, promote the interests of the child. The results of CAPTA's 
requirement for child representation have been mixed at best. In some instances, 
only a lay guardian ad litem is appointed and the child lacks any legal 
representation. Where a lawyer is appointed as guardian ad litem, the lawyer's 
duty runs to the system as a protector of the child's best interests and not to the 
child as a truly independent advocate. Research has shown that current attorney/ 
guardian ad litem practice is deficient. Either way, in this still developing area of 
practice, we have failed to learn the lessons of the delinquency court and have 
fallen prey to a child saving mentality. It is frequently argued that truly 
independent attorneys for children will not serve the lofty system goal of serving 
the child's best interests. Lawyers are frequently seen as an impediment to 
producing good outcomes and the lessons of the pre-Gault years have not been 
extend to the child welfare arena. Children are still seen in the dependency court 
as worthy of our welfare, but not as rights-based citizens." (p. 16) 

4) "Children's legal status in America has evolved. In response, a practice of law 
for children has been born. Tremendous progress has been made in a short time 
toward the establishment of children's law as a legitimate field of practice. The 
work is only about three decades old. What began as a cause has become a 
profession and there is considerable evidence of that. Many law schools now have 
both delinquency and dependency courses in addition to the traditional family law 
curriculum, and comprehensive casebooks and treatises exist in both areas. At 
least one law school has developed a three-year children's law curriculum and 
offers an LLM in child welfare law. There are now nearly 50 law school clinics 
preparing students to practice in this area. In addition, there is a framework of 
constitutional law which defines the relationship between children, families and 
the state. Federal legislation has evolved to the point of defining a national model 
for the juvenile court process, and comprehensive standards of practice have been 
developed for the lawyers in the field. Professional membership organizations 
promote the practice by providing training and technical assistance to lawyers in 
the field. The federal government funds research and development in the area 
through projects like the Court Improvement Program. The National Council 
Juvenile and Family Court Judges promotes judicial leadership in the area. 
Perhaps the most compelling evidence of the existence of the new legal discipline 
is that the American Bar Association recently designated children's law as one of 
the national legal specialties in which lawyers may become certified. And there 
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are more and more opportunities for lawyers to succeed in this work as dedicated 
children's law offices grow across the country. An underserved client population 
for so many years is being served at last. There is more to do to develop the 
profession, but like our young clients, we are growing up fast." (p. 18-19) 

LAW JOURNAL ARTICLES: 2004 
John Crouch, The Child's Attorney: New ABA Rules Clarify the Roles of 
Lawyers Who Represent Children, 27-WTR FAM. ADVOC. 31 (2004). 

I. Introduction 

A. Distinction Between Guardian Ad Litems and Attorneys for 
Children 

II. Investigation 

A. Investigative Duties of Guardian Ad Litems 

III. Removal 

A. Ending the Involvement of the Guardian Ad Litem 

IV. Conclusion 

1) "In the strictest sense, an attorney for a child typically has been one who 
advocates for the expressed wishes of the child if the child is of sufficient age and 
understanding, whereas a guardian ad litem has generally been charged with 
advocating for the best interests of the child. Sometimes these roles converge, but 
sometimes they do not. (p. 31) 

2) "For purposes of this article, we assume that the guardian ad litem is a lawyer 
who represents the child's best interest and also acts as a lawyer. In this role, the 
GAL may, depending on the jurisdiction, perform investigative functions as well." 
(p.31) 

3) "Unlike an attorney for a child, the guardian ad litem owes his or her primary 
duty to the court and not to the child-client alone. The guardian ad litem should 
take into consideration the express preferences of a child, but shall not necessarily 
be bound by such preferences." (p.34) 

4) "The service of a guardian ad litem should last only as long as the issues that 
led to the appointment remain, or until relieved by the court." (p. 34) 

Andrew Hoffman, The Role of Child's Counsel in State Intervention Pro
ceedings: Toward a Rebuttable Presumption in Favor of Family Reunifica
tion, 3 CONN. PUB. INT. L.J. 326 (2004). 

I. Introduction 

II. Legal Framework for State Intervention Cases 
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A. State Intervention 

B. Fundamental Rights, Presumptions, and Due Process 

III. The Attorney's Role in Our Legal System 

A. The Adversarial System 

B. Representing a Client with Diminished Capacity 

IV. The Attorney's Role in Child Welfare Proceedings 

A. "Best Interests" Model 

B. "Client-Directed" Model 

C. Irrelevance of Distinction Between the Models 

D. Other Difficulties 

1. Terminology 

2. Lack of Accountability 

V. Solution: Presumptive Reunification 

A. Public Policy Dictates Presumptive Reunification 

B. Prior Configurations of the Model 

C. An Analogous Context: Involuntary Psychiatric Treatment 

D. Rebutting the Presumption 

VI. Criticism and Doubts 

A. Why Make the Presumption Rebuttable? 

B. Why Even Have Child's Counsel? 

C. Lack of Review 

VII. Realistic Hopes for a Presumptive Reunification Model 

A. The Need for Courageous, Zealous, Principled Advocacy 

B. The Misnomer of Wrongful Runification 

VIII. Conclusion 

1) "The appropriate model for child 's counsel in state intervention cases is to 
presume the child's position in litigation is reunification with her family. Unless 
counsel is presented with credible evidence that rebuts this presumption, counsel 
should advocate for reunification on the child client's behalf." (p. 329) 

2) "A description of an attorney's role in the adversarial legal system may 
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overstate the obvious, but in child welfare law these basic notions are frequently 
ignored. The adversarial system requires an impartial judge and a zealous 
advocate. The goal is a reasoned, informed decision upon full evidentiary review. 
That a litigation position conflicts with justice, or another's perception of a client's 
best interests, does not excuse counsel from presenting that position in Court." (p. 
333) 

3) "We have a poorly defined role of child's counsel, susceptible to various 
interpretations based on attorneys' personal biases and opinions, that evades 
extensive efforts at clarification. The debate cannot continue along the same lines; 
the parameters must be changed. The solution is presumptive reunification. The 
status quo is that a client desires reunification. Under this model, the attorney must 
remain true to reunification unless presented with clear, credible evidence 
supporting abandonment of the presumption." (p. 341) 

4) "Many attorneys cannot bear that their efforts might result in wrongful judicial 
decisions that subject children to neglectful or abusive parents. The potential for 
their advocacy to place children at risk convinces them to argue their conscience 
rather than clients' desires. This position belies a fundamental misunderstanding 
of the adversarial system. It is not an attorney's job to personally endorse his 
client's desires. His job is to advocate his client's position and allow a judge to 
decide." (p. 356-367) 

Mary E. Hazlewood, The New Texas Ad Litem Statute: ls It Really Protect
ing the Best Interests of Minor Children?, 35 ST. MARY'S L.J. 1035 
(2004). 

I. Introduction 

II. Background 

III. The Texas Approach 

IV. Legal Implications of the Amendment 

A. Application 

B. Immunity 

C. Confidentiliaty 

V. Conflicts of Interest Solved? 

A. How Will the Court Decide Which Type of Advocate to Appoint? 

B. Do These Appointments Promote the Best Interest of the Child? 

C. How Do the New Appointments Apply to Multiple Children? 

VI. Proposal 
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VIL Conclusion 

1) "The new Family Code provisions allow a court to appoint of one of three types 
of representatives: GAL, AAL [attorneys ad litem], or AA [amicus attorney]. 
Moreover, the amendments specifically define the duties of each type of 
representative. One difference in the duties of each of these representatives is that 
the GAL is not required to be an attorney, may not call or question witnesses or 
provide legal services, and may not veto an agreement between the parties to the 
litigation. (p. 1050) 

2) "The result of this amendment is to alleviate much of the strain on judges in 
custody cases in deciding the best interest of the child, because the attorney is 
specifically assigned to assist the court. The AA has an insider's view of the matter 
because he is not bound by the rules of confidentiality. Furthermore, if a judge 
decides to appoint an AA over an AAL, this appointment is unlikely to be 
considered reversible error on appeal. Only the failure to appoint a representative 
for the child when the interest of the current representative, usually the parents, is 
adverse to the child's has been held as reversible error. Because appointment of 
an AAL or AA is not mandatory in a custody case, and neither advocate is likely 
to have adverse interests to the child, judges can freely appoint AAs instead of 
AALs without fear of reversal on appeal." (pp. 1053-1054) 

3) "One major issue regarding the confidentiality requirements in the revised 
Family Code is the broad discretion AAs have when deciding whether to reveal 
confidential information about the child. The AAL has the same broad discretion, 
but the AAL is in an attorney-client relationship with the child. Although the AA 
might reasonably use his own discretion in revealing confidential information, 
other factors should be considered when deciding whether disclosure serves the 
child's best interest. Such factors include the psychological effects on the child, 
whether the child understands the role of the AA, and the impact of any disclosure 
on the child's relationship with the parents or other individuals." (pp. 1059-1060) 

4) "Despite the apparent benefits of the amendment, courts should use much care 
when deciding which type of advocate to appoint. Concerns about the liability of 
these attorneys and the powers they possess regarding confidential information of 
the children should encourage the courts to be skeptical when appointing an 
amicus attorney. Although policy considerations favor giving court-appointed 
attorneys limited liability in these cases to encourage them to participate in an 
often low-paying service, the Texas Legislature should take an active role in 
making sure that these individuals are in fact qualified for the important task and 
following their statutory duties. Finally, the legislature should provide courts with 
a procedure to decide which type of attorney to appoint where important factors 
to consider include the age of the child, the ability of the child to make a 
meaningful custodial preference, and the special needs of the child the attorney 
will represent." (p. 1071) 
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LAW JOURNAL ARTICLES: 2003 
Marvin Ventrell, From Cause to Profession: The Development of Children's 
Law and Practice, 32-JAN COLO. LAW. 65 (2003). 

I. The Development of Children's Law 

II. Children as Property 

III. The English "Poor Laws" 

IV. Colonial America 

V. House of Refuge and Reformatory Movement 

VI. Ex parte Crouse and Parens Patriae 

VII. Emily and Mary Ellen 

VIII. Founding of the Juvenile Court 

IX. Delinquency and In re Gault 

X. The Battered Child Syndrome 

XI. Rise of Child Protection Law and Policy 

XII. The Development of Children's Lawyers 

XIII. Conclusion 

1) "Although children in delinquency proceedings now had a constitutional right 
to legal counsel, it is critical to realize that Gault did not extend that right to 
dependent children nor did it dismantle the parens patriae authority of the 
dependency side of the court. The state still was free to continue 'saving' 
dependent children under its parens patriae authority. At this point, the two 
components of the juvenile court, delinquency and dependency, historically 
commingled, begin to operate as clearly separate components. The dependency 
component, however, still primarily focused on controlling 'pre-delinquent' 
children, remained relatively inactive until a medical discovery changed it." (p. 
67) 

2) "'The Battered Child Syndrome' described a pattern of child abuse resulting in 
certain clinical conditions. It further established a medical and psychiatric model 
of the cause of child abuse. The article, marking the development of child abuse 
as a distinct academic subject, is generally regarded as one of the most significant 
events leading to professional and public awareness of the existence and 
magnitude of child abuse and neglect in the United States and throughout the 
world." (p. 68) 

3) "Delinquency and child protection cases are now resolved in a rights-based 
legal process where unrepresented parties do not fair [sic] well. Today's juvenile 
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system is premised on the notion that competing independent advocacy produces 
just results. Courts' decisions are only as good as the information on which they 
are based. Information comes to the court through the presentation of evidence by 
trained legal advocates. Litigants are not qualified to 'speak for themselves' in this 
complex arena. Children, even more than adults, are unable to speak for 
themselves in court. They require legal counsel, particularly when considering 
that the outcomes of these proceedings involve basic human needs, family 
relationships, and safety decisions that can be a matter of life and death." (p. 68) 

4) "What was once a cause has become a profession. However, the profession is 
still young and imperfect. Unresolved issues center on the reality that children are 
not simply small adults. As a result, assumptions and rules of lawyering are not 
automatically transferable to the child-law context. Some critics still do not see 
children as citizens vested with the right to counsel. Others accept the general 
proposition but are unwilling to fund the representation. During difficult financial 
times, it is occasionally even suggested the system substitute lay advocacy for 
lawyers, a return to the child-saver mentality, as a means of saving money." (p. 68) 

Barbara A. Atwood, The Child's Voice in Custody Litigation: An Empirical 
Survey and Suggestions for Reform, 45 ARIZ. L. REV. 629 (2003). 

I. Introduction 

II. The Survey 

III. An Overview of Competing Approaches 

A. Case Law 

B. Commentators' Recommendations 

C. International Trends 

IV. Revolving Theories of Childhood 

V. Recommendations for Reform 

VI. Conclusion 

1) "Survey responses revealed a striking diversity in judicial philosophy. A key 
tension that is suggested by the Survey and the literature arises from the 
concurrent goals of facilitating the child's meaningful participation in the 
litigation process, minimizing trauma to the child, and protecting litigants' due 
process rights. Judges seemed united in their desire to give the child a voice, but 
they took very different views on how best to achieve that goal. Similarly, they 
disagreed on the therapeutic impact for a child of expressing his or her preferences 
in custody litigation. Finally, the judges divided in their approach to litigants' due 
process rights. In the view of a slight majority, unrecorded in camera interviews 
raise serious due process concerns. Many respondents, however, disagreed that 
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litigants' due process rights are at risk. Those respondents may ascribe to the 
view. . . that the need for confidentiality in the interview outweighs the 
procedural rights of the litigants." (p. 639) 

2) "American scholarship in addressing due process values for adults has noted 
that an intangible benefit beyond the more concrete interest in results, what Jerry 
Mashaw calls the 'dignity value,' stems from participation in adversary proceed
ings .... Mashaw wrote, 'To accord an individual less when his property or 
status is at stake requires justification, not only because he might contribute to 
accurate determinations, but also because lack of personal participation causes 
alienation and a loss of the dignity and self-respect that society properly deems 
independently valuable.' Under that view, personal participation in a proceeding 
affecting one's interests brings a benefit apart from enhancing the validity of result 
.... Just as adults may benefit from participation in proceedings affecting their 
liberty, children likewise may cope better with the inevitable changes brought 
about by divorce if they feel their views have played a role in the decision-making 
process." (p. 662) 

3) "This Article has focused on the role of the child's voice in custody litigation, 
with particular attention to the competing goals that family courts face: achieving 
a custodial arrangement that best serves the child's interest; protecting the child 
from emotional harm; safeguarding the parties' due process rights; and promoting 
the integrity of the judicial system. The growing legal recognition of children's 
rights and our improved understanding of child psychology strongly support the 
conclusion that family courts should take into account the views of children able 
and willing to express them. On the international front the child's right to be heard 
in custody proceedings is emerging as a function of the child's entitlement to basic 
human rights M including respect and dignity M and his or her gradual 
progression towards autonomy. Child development studies, moreover, indicate 
that children's capacities are constantly evolving, that young children may possess 
greater abilities to formulate and express emotional reactions than was previously 
thought, and that even very young children may be able to provide information 
that is highly relevant to parental custody." (p. 674) 

4) "[C]ourts need to accommodate the concurrent but sometimes conflicting 
interests of the parents or care-givers in full protection of their due process rights. 
The dispute resolution structure should promote the judicial systems' substantive 
interest in determining the best custodial arrangement for the child as well as its 
institutional interest in ensuring competent trial court adjudication and meaningful 
appellate review." (p. 675) 

Jacob Ethan Smiles, A Child's Due Process Right to Legal Counsel in Abuse 
and Neglect Dependency Proceedings, 37 FAM. L.Q. 485 (2003). 

I. Introduction 

II. History 
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A. Supreme Court Precedent Establishes that Children are Entitled to 
Protection Under the Due Process Clause of the Constitution 

B. The Mathews v. Eldridge Three-Part Balancing Test 

C. Prior Applications of the Mathews v. Eldridge Balancing Test by 
the Supreme Court 

III. Analysis 

A. Dependency Proceedings Impact the Liberty Interests of Children 

B. Application of the Mathews v. Eldridge Balancing Test 

1. The Private Interest That Will Be Affected 

2. The Risk of Erroneous Deprivation of Such Interest Through 
the Procedures Used 

3. The Government's Interest 

4. Balancing the Three Eldridge Factors 

IV. Proposal and Conclusion 

1) "It is time to examine whether children in dependency cases are constitution
ally entitled to legal representation under the Due Process Clause. To determine 
whether existing procedures are constitutionally adequate, the Supreme Court 
created a three-part balancing test in Mathews v. Eldridge. Under the Eldridge 
test, courts must balance: ( 1) the private interest at stake; (2) the risk of error 
involved under the current procedures, and the probably benefits of additional 
procedural protections; and (3) the government's interest in the proceeding, 
including fiscal and administrative burdens. When applied to children in depen
dency proceedings, this test indicates that the failure to provide children with legal 
counsel violates the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment." (pp. 
486-487) 

2) "The child's interest in the proceeding is commanding and the outcome will 
have far-reaching effects throughout the life of the child. The risk of error 
associated with dependency proceedings is high because of the importance of the 
interests at stake, as well as the uncertainty and subjectivity inherent in such 
proceedings. Further, providing legal counsel for children will have the effect of 
reducing that risk by enhancing the court's fact-finding ability. Finally, the State 
possesses a strong interest in achieving the best interest's [sic] of the child and a 
less weighty interest in minimizing the costs of the proceedings. When weighing 
these factors, it is apparent that when dependency proceedings do not provide 
children with legal representation, such proceedings violate the due process rights 
of children. In contrast, the additional procedure of providing children with legal 
counsel in dependency proceedings, when viewed in light of the Eldridge 
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balancing test, would satisfy the Due Process Clause." (pp. 498-499) 

3) "A guardian ad litem is a valuable resource in a dependency proceeding, but the 
roles of attorneys and guardians ad litem are fundamentally different. The role of 
a guardian ad litem is to express his own view of the child's best interest, but a 
guardian ad litem is under no obligation to express the views and wishes of the 
child. An attorney, on the other hand, usually has an ethical responsibility to 
express and represent the wishes of his client before the court." (p. 499) 

4) "[W]ithout an attorney, no one is presenting the wishes and feelings of the 
child, other than the child. 'The fundamental requisite of due process is the 
opportunity to be heard.' Since a child will likely not be able to fully present his 
own opinions, feelings, concerns, and wishes to the court on his own, the child 
needs an attorney to act as legal counsel so that the child is given a meaningful 
opportunity to be heard." (p. 500) 

Linda D. Elrod, Raising the Barf or Lawyers Who Represent Children: ABA 
Standards of Practice for Custody Cases, 37 FAM. L.Q. 105 (2003). 

I. Introduction 

II. Reaching Consensus on Standards for Lawyers for Children 

A. History of American Bar Association Involvement 

B. The Drafting Process 

1. The Principles - Phase One 

2. The Principles - Phase Two 

3. The Principles - Phase Three 

4. From Principles to Standards 

ill. A Lawyer Is a Lawyer Is a Lawyer 

A. Abolition of the Term "Guardian Ad Litem" for Lawyers 

B. Duties of All Lawyers for Children 

1. Representation Duties 

2. Training Requirements 

IV. Appointment of Child's Attorney 

V. Best Interests Attorney 

VI. Duties of the Court 

VII. Conclusion 

1) "Currently, a lawyer appointed to represent a child in a custody case may be 
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expected to wear one or more hats, sometimes simultaneously - as an attorney for 
a child client, as a guardian ad litem who is considered an officer of the court, or 
in some hybrid capacity. Frustrations with the lack of a clear definition of their 
role(s), inadequate training, meager compensation, and high caseloads have led to 
needless confusion and wasted expenses. More importantly, far too many children 
have been left without an effective voice in custody cases . . . . These Custody 
Standards clarify the roles lawyers should play in representing children and, 
hopefully, will serve as a model for states looking to upgrade representation for 
children in custody disputes." (p. 106-107) 

2) "The overriding theme of the Custody Standards, as with the Abuse and 
Neglect Standards, is that a lawyer should act like a lawyer. Lawyers have 
attended law school, been admitted to at least one state to practice, and are bound 
by the profession's ethical rules, either the ABA Code of Professional Responsi
bility, the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, or a state's professional 
code. Lawyers are trained advocates. Nothing in a lawyer's current training 
qualifies a lawyer to make decisions on behalf of a client, especially a child client. 
Therefore, the Custody Standards take the position that lawyers should be 
appointed as lawyers and act as lawyers irrespective of the age of the client." (p. 
115) 

3) "The abolition of the term 'guardian ad litem' from these Custody Standards for 
lawyers does not mean that an attorney can never be appointed as a guardian ad 
litem. What it means is that a person who serves essentially as a witness through 
testimony in court or by making a report on facts not otherwise in evidence, is not 
serving as an attorney, and thus is not covered under these Standards. The lawyer, 
when accepting such an appointment, figuratively puts his or her bar card on the 
back shelf and serves as a volunteer in this nonlegal capacity." (p. 117) 

4) "Section IV of the Custody Standards deals with the specific role of the Child's 
Attorney. The lawyer should represent the child with the same undivided loyoalty, 
confidentiality, and competence as an adult client. The child is an individual with 
independent views. To ensure that the child's independent voice is heard, the 
Child's Attorney must advocate the child's articulated position, and owes the 
traditional duties to the children as client, subject to a state's professional rules." 
(p. 119) 

Michelle Markowitz, ls a La,wyer Who Represents the "Best Interests" Re
ally the Best for Pennsylvania's Children?, 64 U. PITT. L. REV. 615 (2003). 

I. Introduction 

II. Background 

A. The Right to Representation 

B. The Pennsylvania GAL Statute 
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C. An Overview of Roles 

ill. An Analysis of the Pennsylvania GAL Statute 

A. The Best Interests Determination 

1. Best Interests Are Being Determined by Untrained Attorneys 

2. Best Interests Should Be Determined by the Court 

3. CASAs are Available to Help Determine Best Interests 

4. The Child is Too Young and Incapacitated to Determine His 
Own Best Interests 

5. The Child's Voice 

B. The Role of the Legal System 

1. The Role of Ethics Codes 

2. The Role of the Judge 

3. The Role of the Lawyer 

C. The State of the Child Welfare System 

IV. Conclusion 

1) "In 2000, Pennsylvania attempted to solve this conflict for the child's attorney. 
Pennsylvania amended its laws so that a child's attorney acts as a Guardian Ad 
Litem (GAL). By definition, the GAL acts as a fiduciary and 'is empowered to 
decide what is in the best interests of his ward and to determine what position 
should be taken in the litigation; in carrying out his duties, the guardian may 
ignore even the express wishes of his ward.' Pennsylvania adheres to this formal 
definition for the GAL and charges the GAL with representing the 'best interests 
of the child.' In other words, the 'lawyer' for the child does not advocate what the 
child wants, but instead advocates what the lawyer has determined to be in the 
child's best interests." (p. 617) 

2) "Although the GAL may engage in a good faith effort to determine the best 
interests, a lawyer is not trained in this capacity. The Pennsylvania statute actually 
requires that the GAL be a lawyer, but does not require that this lawyer also be a 
social worker, child psychologist, or have any other particularized training that 
would enable her to determine the best interests of the child .... Leaving the 
best interests of the child at the total discretion of the lawyer allows that lawyer 
to inject her own values into the decision. However, these children have 'a life 
experience and ... [a] range of options ... so far removed from the life 
experience and options that most of their lawyer shave faced.' Most of the 
children are faced with generally unattractive options and with little training and 
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different values, a GAL is hard-pressed to determine what is actually best for the 
child. Essentially, because of the lack of definition of best interests and the fact 
that a lawyer is not trained to make a discretionary determination, this argument 
suggests that the attorney should assume the 'expressed interests' approach." (p. 
623-624) 

3) "The most compelling justification for the GAL model is that the child welfare 
system is too underfunded and overcrowded not to have the child's attorney 
present all relevant facts to the court. The reality of an overburdened system is that 
the child's attorney may be best equipped, or at least better equipped than the 
other representatives to present all facts to the court .... Allowing the child's 
attorney more latitude to take positions outside those a typical lawyer could take 
may ensure the safety of the child. This solution, however, is merely a way to 
minimize the real problems within the system. The Pennsylvania's legislature's 
time may have been better spent on figuring out how to increase funding for the 
system, rather than undermining the adversarial system. With no guarantee that 
his new role for the child's attorney will be effective and the potential harmful 
consequences to the lawyers, courts, and most importantly, the children, the 
Pennsylvania GAL statute may not actually serve anyone's best interests." (p. 
637) 

4) "Proponents of the Pennsylvania GAL statute truly believed they were 
implementing the best possible solution for children. By ensuring that the GAL 
would tell the judge what was in the child's best interest, the judge could be 
assured she is making the correct decision. In this overburdened and under-funded 
system that protects a group that could be so easily taken advantage of, it seems 
unthinkable to have a judge making her decision without all of the facts. This 
result, however, comes at a price - a price some think is too high. The child's voice 
and position surely get lost in this new mix. Regardless of Pennsylvania's attempt 
to write into law that the GAL must state the child's position, the child still does 
not get the benefit of true advocacy on his part." (p. 637) 

Sobba Lembach, Representing Children in New York State: An Ethical Ex
ploration of the Role of the Child's La.wyer in Abuse and Neglect Proceed
ings, 24 WHITTIER L. REV. 619 (2003). 

I. Introduction: The Complexities of Representing Children 

II. An Overview: Child Abuse and Neglect Proceedings in New York State 

A. What ACS Can Do When Abuse is Found 

B. The Dispositional hearing 

III. The Lawyer's Responsibility to the Client 

IV. Monitoring the Attorney's Representation of the Child 
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V. Legal Malpractice, the Law Guardian, and the Guardian Ad Litem 

A. Reasons for a Different Standard 

B. Judicial Immunity and the Lawyer's Discretion 

VI. The Role of the Lawyer With a Child Client 

A. Guidelines for the Lawyer Representing Children Under the Code 
of Professional Responsibility 

B. Guidelines for the Lawyer of the Child Under the Model Rules of 
Professional Conduct 

VII. A Summary: Difficulties Facing the Lawyer Arising from the Nature of 
Child Abuse and Neglect Cases 

VIII. The Failure of the Adversary Model in Child Abuse and Neglect 
Proceedings 

IX. So, What Is the Lawyer for the Child To Do? 

1) "Generally, an attorney must ensure the client's wishes are realistic and legally 
possible. Further, they must comport with the controlling ethical rules in the 
jurisdiction. When representing a child, the attorney must, in addition, consider 
the entire upbringing of the child - past, present, and future - in deciding how to 
work with the child client in an abuse or neglect proceeding. Not only does the 
lawyer for the child encounter a much more complicated attorney-client interac
tion, but the vulnerability of the child client, and the emotional involvement by the 
lawyer herself, often cause personal conflict for the attorney. Indeed, variables 
such as role identification with the parents, perception of the child as less rational 
than an adult, and the inability of a child to accurately identify her best interest 
implicate the lawyer's personal values and morals. Since representing children 
requires consideration of the best interest of the child, the attorney may easily 
come to think of herself as more than a zealous advocate of the child's desires, and 
take on more of a parental note as the purveyor of what the child should want." 
(p. 621-622) 

2) "The controlling ethical code for lawyers practicing in New York states that 
lawyers have a duty to advocate zealously for the client, and that clients have a 
right to 'seek any lawful objective.' ... Having a child client, however, triggers 
other ethical codes. Ethical Consideration 7-11 states, 'The responsibilities of a 
lawyer may vary according to the intelligence, experience, mental condition or 
age of a client, the obligation of a public officer, or the nature of a particular 
proceeding.' Further, Ethical Consideration 7-12 places additional responsibilities 
on the lawyer with a client possessing 'any mental or physical condition ... that 
renders him [or her] incapable of making a considered judgment on his [or her] 
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own behalf.' . . Such a broad grant of power, essentially, permits the lawyer to 
assume the role of law guardian or guardian ad litem, depending on the personal 
predilections of the lawyer and with little mitigation to ensure the expression of 
the wishes of the child client. The Code of Professional Responsibility does little 
to assist the lawyer for the child ... " (p. 636-637) 

3) "The Model Rules [of Professional Conduct] leave considerable discretion to 
the lawyer to determine how to best represent her child client. Model Rule l. l 4(b) 
enables a lawyer to assume a greater guardianship role with regard to a client 
'when the lawyer reasonably believes that the client cannot adequately act in the 
client's own interest.' Therefore, the lawyer may assume broader control over the 
legal decisions if she alone determines it is in the child client's best interest. The 
lawyer is left with little incentive to actively view situations from her client's 
perspective. Instead, when the lawyer does not understand the wishes of the child 
client, she can simply decide to act as a guardian ad litem." (p. 639) 

4) "Given the Model Rules of Professional Conduct, the Code of Professional 
Responsibility, the case law, and the ambiguous way in which judges treat lawyers 
for children, the attorney representing a child in an abuse or neglect proceeding 
has considerable discretion with little formal guidance. Lawyers for children have 
such unbounded discretion for two reasons. First, in an abuse or neglect 
proceeding, especially with the inchoate best interests standard, the adversarial 
model of litigation does not work. Second, none of the participants in the abuse 
or neglect proceedings considers children to be fully independent agents." (p. 641) 

Martin Guggenheim, Ethical Considerations in Child Welfare Cases: The 
Law Guardian's Perspective, 192 PLI/CRIM 455 (2003). 

I. Introduction 

II. The Role of Counsel Representing Children in Child Protection Proceed
ings 

A. The Unimpaired Client 

B. When Representing Children Too Young To Set the Objectives 

1) "[M]y experience and my informal polling of lawyers in these proceedings 
suggests [sic] that most children most of the time want to stay with their families 
or be returned as quickly as possible to their families if they have been removed. 
If this is right, law guardians should be fighting as hard to reunite children with 
families or to keep them there in the first place as they do when defending a 
juvenile in a delinquency proceeding. In my experience, many lawyers for 
children are exceedingly uncomfortable doing this. This discomfort may stem 
from a fear that a child will be harmed as a result of the lawyer's successful 
advocacy .... " (p. 460) 

2) "Perhaps the most important task is to ensure, to the greatest extent possible, 
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that lawyers perform a uniform role when representing children. Lawyers simply 
are not free to define for themselves what children's lawyers should do. In the long 
run, it is essential to obtain agreement on how to determine the process by which 
the role of counsel is established. The goal is to create a means by which lawyers 
are 'guided by established procedures and explicit factors to determine the child's 
position."' (p. 462) 

3) "Children have distinctive protective rights. Their primary right is to remain in 
their parents' custody unless their parents have been inadequate. However, 
children also have the right to be protected from their parents when their parents 
fall below the minimal standard of care established by law. Their right to state 
protection, in other words, is conditional. If, and only if, a parent is inadequate, 
the state should interfere with the parent's and child's right to familial integrity." 
(p. 464) 

4) "Because the child's right to secure state protection is conditional, that right is 
wrongfully invoked when the predicate facts justifying it do not exist. If a parent 
abused her child, the child has the right to be protected. But if a parent has not, 
the child has the right to have the case dismissed without additional intervention. 
When a young child's lawyer argues that the court should remove the child from 
her home based on the lawyer's incorrect conclusion that the parent is unfit, the 
lawyer has breached the child's right not to be removed." (p. 465) 

LAW JOURNAL ARTICLES: 2002 Marvin Ventrell, Child Maltreatment 
and the Role of Colorado La,wyers, 31-OCT COLO. LAW. 79 (2002). 

I. History and Nature of Child MaltreatII?-ent 

II. The Origins of the Child Protection System 

III. Development of a Legal System Response 

IV. The Role of Colorado Lawyers 

V. The Child Law Practitioner Specialist 

VI. The Pro Bono Volunteer 

VII. The Lawyer as Policy Advocate 

VIII. The Lawyer as Citizen 

IX. Conclusion 

1) "In response to the article on battered child syndrome, the U.S. Children's 
Bureau held a symposium in 1962 that produced a model child abuse reporting 
law, which served as the catalyst and linchpin for the developing child protection 
system. By 1967, with Colorado leading the way, forty-four states adopted laws 
requiring mandatory reporting. States soon began to build response systems to 
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child abuse reports, and, in 197 4, Congress passed the landmark Child Abuse 
Prevention and Treatment Act ('CAPTA'). CAPTA provides a framework for state 
child protection systems and funding to states that comply with CAPTA 
requirements, such as mandatory reporting and appointment of representatives for 
children in the court system." (p. 80) 

2) "Under the federal scheme, after a law enforcement or social service 
investigation, states process child maltreatment through a four-part legal process: 
1) A preliminary hearing is held to determine initial safety, custody, and visitation 
issues. 2) An adjudicatory hearing is held to determine whether the child is abused 
or neglected. The adjudication hearing resembles a traditional trial under rules of 
civil procedure and evidence. 3) A dispositional hearing is held to implement a 
course of action designed to serve the child and family. 4) A termination hearing 
is held at which the state must prove parental unfitness in order to free a child for 
adoption." (p. 80) 

3) "Part of the solution [to wrongful removal or reuniting of children with their 
families] is increased resources, evaluation, and improved policy. However, the 
emergent solution is simply better execution of current law. This is where lawyers 
come in. Lawyers for children are essential to obtaining good outcomes. Courts' 
decisions are only as good as the information on which they are based, and 
information comes to courts through parties' counsel. Child protection cases are 
part of the advocacy/adversarial process." (p. 80) 

4) "Effective legal advocacy includes both case and policy advocacy. It is not 
enough to represent an individual client well on a case-by-case basis; lawyers also 
must work to improve the system through policy advocacy. As citizens of the 
United States, lawyers have a right to contact elected officials and share their 
views. Nearly every day, Congress, the President, state officials, and local 
policymakers make decisions that impact the lives of families and young people. 
These elected officials also make decisions that affect community-based agencies 
that help youth gain access to the support systems and opportunities they need to 
become contributing members of their communities." (p. 80) 

Theo S. Liebmann, Confidentiality, Consultation, and the Child Client, 75 
TEMP. L. REV. 821 (2002). 

I. Introduction 

II. The Duties and Responsibilities of Lawyers for Children in Maltreatment 
Cases Which Require Consultation with Mental Health Professionals 

A. Ethical Mandates 

B. Statutory Requirements 

C. Practice Standards 
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ill. The Confidentiality Duty of Lawyers for Diminished Capacity Clients 

A. The Rationale for the Confidentiality Duty and Its Exceptions 

B. How the Confidentiality Duty Applies in the Representation of 
Diminished Capacity Clients 

IV. The Best Interests Standard for Disclosure 

A. The Best Interests Standard's Failure to Condition Disclosure on 
the Necessity of Meeting Representational Responsibilities 

B. The Best Interest Standard's Failure to Consider the Child Client's 
Developing Interest in Confidentiality 

C. The Best Interests Standard's Effect on Competent Advocacy and 
Counseling 

V. A Proposed Standard for the Disclosure of Confidential Information to 
Consulting Mental Health Professionals 

VI. Conclusion 

1) "On at least two levels, consultation [between a child's attorney and a mental 
health professional] poses serious risks that confidential information will be 
exposed to third parties improperly. Not only does the consultation by its nature 
typically involve the disclosure of confidential information, but the party being 
consulted may have a different confidentiality duty and different standards for any 
further disclosure of the information, thereby creating risks of even further 
exposure." (pp. 823-824) 

2) "[A] lawyer must have complete and truthful information in order competently 
to counsel and advocate for her client; a client will provide complete and truthful 
information only if he is assured that the lawyer will not and cannot disclose that 
information without his consent; therefore, in order to assure competent repre
sentation, lawyers must be prohibited from disclosing confidential information 
without a client's consent." (p. 838) 

3) "While there is no doubt that diminished capacity affects the interest in 
confidentiality preservation at least somewhat, it does so to a far lesser degree than 
it originally may seem, because of a consideration truly unique to the represen
tation of child clients: the capacity of a child to communicate and comprehend is 
a constantly developing one. Almost all diminished capacity child clients will 
gradually develop the ability to impart accurate information verbally and to 
understand the concept of confidentiality, and many of them will develop this 
capacity over the course of their involvement with the child welfare system and 
their lawyer. A switch is not thrown which suddenly provides a previously 
non-comprehending child with the ability to provide complete, accurate informa-
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tion, or the insight to understand fully all the nuances of confidentiality and 
ramifications of disclosure. Rather, that capacity develops, and as it develops, the 
client will take confidentiality increasingly seriously and will be increasingly 
reluctant to share information with his lawyer if he sees that she discloses 
information about him indiscriminately. Any responsible manner of disclosing 
confidential information must therefore account for the fact that while a child 
client may have a diminished capacity to understand confidentiality, he also has 
a developing capacity, and therefore a developing interest in confidentiality." (p. 
844) 

4) "By merely requiring lawyers to follow their own values and beliefs in making 
disclosure decisions, the [best interests] standard barely establishes even illusory 
conditions for disclosure, let alone a strict requirement that disclosure be 
permitted only if necessary to meet a representational responsibility. Further, the 
unlimited discretion the standard gives to lawyers as to the nature and amount of 
information disclosed disregards the continuously developing interest in confi
dentiality of diminished capacity child clients. Both of these failures ultimately 
compromise the lawyer's ability to establish a trusting lawyer-client relationship, 
and consequently limit her ability to meet her responsibilities to advocate for, and 
counsel, her client competently." (pp. 848-849) 

Debra H. Lehrmann, The Child's Voice - An Analysis of the Methodology 
Used to Involve Children in Custody Litigation, 65 TEX. B.J. 882 (2002). 

I. The Problem 

II. Why Involve Children? 

III. The Potential for Harm 

IV. Empowerment or Enlightenment? 

V. Involvement During the Conciliatory Phase 

VI. Currently-accepted Practice 

A. Live Testimony 

B. Deposition Testimony 

C. Alternatives 

1. Pre-recorded Videotaped Testimony of a Child 

2. Statements of Children 12 and Under Who Are the Alleged 
Victims of Abuse 

3. Exceptions to Hearsay 

4. Written Statements of Choice of Managing Conservator 
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5. In-chambers Interview 

6. Attorney Ad Litem 

7. Guardian Ad Litem 

8. Interviews with Forensic Evaluators 

9. Involvement of a Child in Mediation 

10. Involvement of a Child in Therapeutic Intervention with a 
Mental Health Professional 

VII. A Child-Centered Solution 

VIII. The Crucial Factor - Parental Response 

1) "Involving the child in the process of developing an access schedule and 
parenting plan may give the child a sense of empowerment over his or her life. 
Although involving children in this way will not give them more control over their 
schedules on a day-to-day basis, it may make adherence to the schedule more 
palatable, since it gives them input in the decision-making process. However, 
whether a child feels locked into a visitation schedule does not depend as much 
upon how the schedule was obtained, as upon how it is enforced. That is, children 
whose parents are not flexible in their adherence to an access schedule will never 
feel as if they have control over how they spend their time. The problem is 
reduced when parents live close to each other and allow the children to enjoy their 
regular activities, when possible." (p. 885) 

2) "Psychologists have told us for years that children should not be put in the 
middle of conflict between divorcing spouses. The potentially devastating effect 
of exposure to conflict upon children is well-documented. The legal profession 
must take care not to take psychological research indicating that children should 
be involved in the process of reorganizing the family to mean that children should 
be brought into the lawsuit without forethought. Attention must remain focused on 
reliable data that indicates that children must not become embroiled in their 
parents' conflict. Herein lies the difficult issue: How to allow children meaningful 
input in the divorce process without embroiling them in the dispute and causing 
them harm." (p. 885) 

3) "If the goal is to empower children and to reduce the potential for the child to 
be harmed by the divorce process, we must distinguish between the child's 
involvement in the conciliatory phase and the adversarial phase. The conciliatory 
phase of the lawsuit includes mediation, settlement conferencing, therapeutic 
counseling and consultation with a mental health professional or family court 
service worker for the purpose of building consensus. The adversarial phase 
includes forensic evaluations, litigation, and recommendations to the court by 
judicial appointees who have been appointed to evaluate the situation for purposes 
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of testifying at trial. The former encourages the parents to work together and has 
the greater potential for empowering the child, while the latter tends to escalate 
the conflict by encouraging each parent to prove that they are the better parent 
.... Children, like adults, are more apt to accept a parenting plan that takes their 
views into consideration and that they feel they have helped develop, than one that 
is imposed upon them. Perhaps children should routinely be involved at some 
stage of the conciliatory stage of the process." (p. 886-887) 

4) "The importance of parents learning to work together to reduce the stress that 
the child will inevitably experience cannot be overstated. Ultimately, children 
whose parents are truly sensitive to their needs and put their interests at the 
forefront of the divorcing process may emerge stronger than if they had not gone 
through the experience. Listening to and respecting the child's concerns is an 
integral part of putting the children first. Whether the child will be strengthened 
or harmed depends upon how the parents react to each other, to the situation, and 
to the children. However, soliciting a child's involvement in the adversarial phase 
of the lawsuit does not enable the parents to listen to their children and does little 
toward giving the child a voice at all. Rather, such involvement puts the child in 
the middle of the dispute. It is now the responsibility of the divorce system to use 
current research to establish policy that will encourage parents to genuinely listen 
to their children and give their children a true sense of empowerment over the 
situation." (p. 893) 

Michael D. Drews & Pamela J. Halprin, Determining the Effective Repre
sentation of a Child in Our Legal System: Do Current Standards Accomplish 
the Goal?, 40 FAM. CT. REV. 383 (2002). 

I. The Case Study 

II. Ethical Dilemmas During Representation 

A. Background 

B. Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.14 

C. Quebec Bar Association 

D. Applying the Case Study to Ethical Standards 

ill. Comparing and Contrasting the Standards of Representation 

A. AAML Representing Children: Standards for Attorneys and 
Guardians Ad Litem in Custody or Visitation Proceedings 

1. Applying the AAML Standards 

IV. ABA, Standards of Practice for Lawyers Who Represent Children in 
Abuse and Neglect Cases 

A. Applying the ABA Standards 
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V. Fordham University School of Law Conference on Ethical Issues in the 
Legal Representation of Children 

A. Applying the Fordham Recommendations 

VI. The Jean Koh Peters Model of Child Representation 

A. Applying the Jean Koh Peters Model 

B. Refining the Peters Model 

VII. Conclusion 

1) "Historically, there have been two main approaches to the representation of 
children in custody and maltreatment cases. The earliest of these approaches calls 
for the attorney to determine what she or he believes to be within the child-client's 
best interests. More recently, the trend has been to move away from this 
'subjective, paternalistic model' toward adopting the 'traditional client-directed 
advocacy model. ' As a result, advocates are often unclear as to their advocacy 
roles." (p. 383) 

2) "While there are many issues to be considered in the representation of children, 
we have chosen to focus on the process by which legal counsel must determine 
their role and responsibilities with regard to a child-client. To that end, this article 
focuses on the importance and need for a functional, uniform, objective, and 
principled set of standards to help those attorneys and child advocates, whether 
hired or appointed, to represent child-clients in legal actions." (p. 384) 

3) "There are an infinite number of realistic and hypothetical [ethical conflicts] we 
could examine, but for the purposes of this article, we will address only a few. 
First, can a child's lawyer override his or her client's wishes, assuming what the 
child wants would presumably put her or him in a self-destructive path? ... 
Furthermore, it has been it has been argued that disagreeing with a child's 
directive does not inherently give rise in and of itself to an ethical dilemma." (p. 
385-386). 

4) "To reach the goal of effective representation for children, it is imperative that 
statutes/professional standards are enacted aimed at providing true guidance to the 
process by which legal counsel must determine their role and responsibilities. 
Adopting the Peters Model would minimize the individual discretion of the 
lawyer while substituting distinct criteria for the lawyer to follow throughout the 
course of the representation. This model provides the most suitable, detailed, and 
child-sensitive framework in helping an attorney choose between a best-interests 
approach or advocating for the child's preferences. Furthermore, the multidisci
plinary consultation and supervisory board would act as a policing unit to ensure 
that the child is effectively represented." (p. 398) 
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Andy Shookhoff & Susan L. Brooks, Protecting Our Most Vulnerable Citi
zens - New Guidelines Clarify, Strengthen Mission for Guardians Ad Litem, 
38-JUN TENN. B.J. 13 (2002). 

I. Introduction 

II. The Development of the Guidelines 

III. The Goal: Improving the Quality of Advocacy for Children 

IV. The Role of the GAL: Lawyer, Not Witness 

V. The Scope of the GAL's Responsibilities 

VI. Resolving Potential Conflicts Between "Best Interests" and Child's 
Preferences 

VIL Conclusion 

1) "The guidelines, promulgated as [Tennessee] Supreme Court Rule 40, achieve 
four important objectives: They clarify that the [guardian ad litem (GAL)] is to 
function as a lawyer, with respect to preparation for, participation in, and conduct 
during hearings, rather than as an expert witness or special master . . . . They 
ensure meaningful contact and consultation between the GAL and the child 
throughout the course of representation so that children can genuinely participate 
in the process by which such significant decisions affecting their lives are made 
. . . . They provide a list of specific factors for GALs to consider when forming 
a position on what course of action is in the best interests of a child, so that GALs 
take a position based on a thorough fact-gathering process and with as much 
objectivity as is possible . . . . They establish a protocol to assist the GAL in 
what most experienced practitioners believe is the relatively rare instance when, 
after thorough consultation and advice is given by the GAL, the child nevertheless 
urges the GAL to take a position that the GAL believes is contrary to the child's 
best interests." (p. 13) 

2) "The guidelines were developed in response to concerns about the adequacy of 
the representation provided to children in neglect and abuse proceedings . . . . 
[J]uvenile courts have not uniformly complied with this legislative mandate. And 
while many GALs provide high-quality representation, studies in Tennessee, as in 
other states, indicate that representation has not been uniformly excellent. Many 
of those who have expressed concerns about the quality of advocacy provided by 
some court-appointed GALs believe that a major contributing factor to this 
problem has been the absence of specific guidelines for lawyers serving in this 
capacity." (p. 14) 

3) "As a practical matter, when the lawyer has established a trusting relationship 
with the child, most conflicts can be avoided. In most cases the ethical conflict 
involved in asserting a position that would seriously endanger the child, especially 
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by disclosure of privileged information, can be resolved through the lawyer's 
counseling function. If the lawyer has taken the time to establish rapport with the 
child and gain that child's trust, it is likely that the lawyer will be able to persuade 
the child to abandon a dangerous position or at least identify an alternate course." 
(p. 19) 

4) "The seven habits of Highly Effective Guardians Ad Litem: (1) They meet and 
get to know the child right away. (2) They make sure the child understands the 
GAL's role. (3) They help the child prepare for proceedings (hearings, staffings or 
reviews) by explaining the purpose of the proceeding and eliciting the information 
and preferences the child wants to have presented. ( 4) During proceedings, they 
make sure the child client understands what is going on. (5) After proceedings, 
they discuss the outcomes and the child's options if he or she is dissatisfied. (6) 
They stay in contact with the child and make sure the child knows how to get in 
touch with them. (7) In gathering information, they speak directly with the 
important people in the child's life, including family members, teachers and 
therapists. They make sure those individuals know how to contact the GAL if 
there are concerns about the child." (p. 19) 

Bridget Kearns, A Warm Heart But a Cool Head: Why a Dual Guardian Ad 
Litem System Best Protects Families Involved in Abused and Neglected Pro
ceedings, 2002 WIS. L. REV. 699 (2002). 

I. Introduction 

II. A Quagmire of "Quasi": The Ambiguity Inherent In Dependency Cases 

A. Background 

B. Guardians Ad Litem as "Quasi-Judicial" Actors 

C. The Best Interests of the Child Standard as a "Quasi-Parental" 
Standard 

D. Abuse and Neglect as a "Quasi-Criminal" Charge 

III. Comparing Two Constructions of Guardians Ad Litem 

A. Minnesota: A CASA Model 

B. Wisconsin: When the Client is a Concept 

IV. Comparative Analysis of Volunteer vs. Attorney GALs 

A. Trained Volunteers 

1. Advantages of a Volunteer System 

2. Disadvantages of a Volunteer System 

B. Attorney GALs 
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1. Advantages of an Attorney System 

2. Disadvantages of an Attorney System 

V. Toward a Dual Representation System 

1) "The ambiguity inherent in the definition of a GAL, the best interests standard, 
and the quasi-criminal nature of [children involved in abuse or neglect proceed
ings (CHIPS)] proceedings, while often frustrating, also leaves room to modify 
existing notions about GALs' role without undermining the entire structure. This 
Comment . . . seeks to show that dual representation by both a volunteer and an 
attorney will create a system that thoughtfully identifies and carefully protects 
children's interests, while respecting families' cultural differences and parents' 
rights to a fair process. In order to support this claim, however, it is first necessary 
to develop a foundational understanding of the ways states currently structure 
CHIPS representation . . . . To better facilitate a comparison of different 
approaches to GAL representation, therefore, two neighboring states, Minnesota 
and Wisconsin, are evaluated in depth. While Minnesota favors trained volunteers 
to investigate cases, Wisconsin uses attorneys to advocate for children." (p. 715) 

2) "The most significant disadvantage to the volunteer GAL system is volunteers' 
lack of legal knowledge .... [Volunteers] may be unable to spontaneously 
recognize a legally actionable issue. Even if volunteers understand enough about 
the rudiments of juvenile law to identify potential concerns, they do not have the 
legal sophistication to make good strategic decisions regarding when to involve 
the court and when to pursue non-legal action." (p. 725-726) 

3) "While attorneys clearly know and under tand the law better than volunteers, 
there are substantial disadvantages to using them to investigate cases and 
determine what is in a child's best interests. There is significant evidence that 
attorneys do not uniformly satisfy their responsibility to visit the child they are 
representing or thoroughly research the situation." (p. 728) 

4) "[N]either volunteers nor attorneys are, independently, ideally suited to 
represent a child's best interests in CHIPS proceedings. Volunteers are generally 
better trained in the social issues relating to abuse and neglect and they tend to 
stick with and investigate cases more thoroughly than attorneys, but they are 
rarely knowledgeable about the law and legal procedure. Attorneys, on the other 
hand, have far superior knowledge of the law and are more comfortable 
negotiating the court system, but they are not usually trained in cultural or 
psychological issues and they do not always adequately investigate the case. The 
most logical conclusion, then, is that volunteers and attorneys should dually 
represent the best interests of children." (p. 731) 

LAW JOURNAL ARTICLES: 2001 Tania M. Culley, What Does It Mean to 
Represent Delaware's Abused, Neglected, and Dependent Children?, 4 DEL. 
L. REV. 77 (2001). 

I. In the Beginning 
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II. The Aftershocks of Samantha Frazer 

III. Creation of an Independent Advocate for Children 

IV. What is Senate Bill 415? 

V. Where Do We Go From Here? 

A. Attorney as Advocate and Witness 

B. Confidentiality Between Attorney and Child 

C. Best Interests Versus Expressed Wishes 

1) "Other than the [Court Appointed Special Advocate (CASA)] program, 
Delaware has never enacted any other law addressing the CAPTA [Child Abuse 
Prevention and Treatment Act] requirement that every child involved in a child 
welfare proceeding have a guardian ad !item. This is in contrast to forty-seven 
states that mandate guardian ad !item representation of children in all abuse and 
neglect cases. As a recent Family Court case noted, 'In fact, in a recent study 
conducted by our Supreme Court, it was determined that if the State is to continue 
to receive federal funds through [CAPTA] ... it has an obligation to meet this 
requirement of Federal law."' (p. 79) 

2) "In short [after the passage of Senate Bill 415], guardians ad !item must be 
either Delaware attorneys or CASAs. They are charged with representing the 
child's best interests in all child welfare proceedings and appeals therefrom. They 
are full parties to the proceedings and are required to fully participate as such. In 
addition, should a child's wishes differ from the position of the guardian ad !item 
and that child is of an age to be able to express views and understand the 
proceedings, then the child is entitled to the appointment of an attorney advocate 
those wishes. The Family Court has dubbed these attorneys 'Frazer attorneys.' 
With the passage and enactment of Senate Bill 415, children's voices will now be 
routinely heard in family Court. That is why July 21, 2000, was a great day for 
Delaware's most vulnerable children"' (pp. 86n87) 

3) "Among the statutory changes delivered by Senate Bill 415, section 9007(A)(3) 
of title 29 requires the attorney guardian ad !item to provide independent, factual 
information to the court regarding the case and to submit a written or oral report 
to the court for any court proceeding. Delaware Rule of Professional Conduct 3.7 
prohibits an attorney from acting as an advocate at a trial in which the lawyer is 
likely to be a necessary witness. Some jurisdictions have addressed this issue and 
have concluded that an attorney guardian ad !item should not testify, but that the 
attorney guardian ad !item should instead present witnesses and evidence and then 
make final recommendations during closing arguments. This appears to be an 
appropriate course of action, but still one that will undoubtedly be debated, and 
perhaps litigated, in the future. Prior to the enactment of Senate Bill 415, 
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Delaware had only encountered this situation where incompetent persons were in 
need of an attorney ad litem in Chancery Court proceedings. No specific Delaware 
ruling, however, exists on the issue." (pp. 87-88) 

4) "The second ethical issue involves the attorney guardian ad /item's duty to 
advocate the child's best interests in court proceedings. As such, the guardian ad 
litem might encounter a situation in which the child discloses confidential 
information to the guardian ad litem and specifically requests that it not be 
revealed to the parties or to the court. If this information is dispositive in 
determining the best interests of the child, it might become necessary for the 
guardian ad litem to disclose the child's confidence to the court. Delaware Rule 
of Professional Conduct 1.6, however, prohibits an attorney from revealing client 
confidences absent consent. Several jurisdictions that have addressed this issue 
recommend a modified confidentiality requirement such that the child's wishes are 
respected unless it is vital to the child's best interests that the information be 
revealed. In contrast, the authors of several scholarly works recommend that 
confidentiality with the child be maintained and that if this presents a conflict, the 
court should appoint another individual to serve as guardian ad litem while the 
original attorney assumes a more traditional attorney/client role." (p. 89-90) 

Deborah Weimer, Ethical Judgment and Interdisciplinary Collaboration in 
Custody and Child Welfare Cases, 68 TENN. L. REV. 881 (2001). 

I. Introduction 

II. The Ethical Judgment Approach 

III. The Application of Ethical Judgment to Family Law Cases in Clinical 
Practice 

IV. Responsibility for a Good Substantive Outcome: How Do the Lawyers 
for Each Party Achieve It? 

A. Case Example #1 - Fixing Procedure: Attorney for Every Party 

B. Case Example #2 - Fix Procedure - But How? Lawyer for Every 
Party? Or Encourage Negotiation? 

C. Examples from Child Welfare Cases: Seeking Creative Options 
Through Negotiated Settlement 

1. Case Example #3 - Negotiated Settlement 

2. Examples from Standby Guardianship Cases 

V. Is the Exercise of Ethical Judgment Consistent With a Lawyer's 

Obligations to Her Client Under the Existing Disciplinary Rules? 

VI. What Are the Potential Benefits and Risks of Interdisciplinary Collabo-
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ration in Family Litigation? 

VII. Conclusion 

1) "The ethical judgment approach tempers zealous advocacy for individual 
clients with the recognition that a resolution in the child's best interest is the 
primary legal value to be vindicated in a child custody dispute. This approach 
takes into account that family relationships continue to exist after the litigation 
ends, and it is in the interest of all the parties to seek a resolution that best resolves 
all parties' needs. Adversarial tactics and posturing should be avoided, as they are 
almost always harmful to the children and the family. All parties have a 
responsibility for the child's welfare." (p. 884-885) 

2) "In the ethical judgment approach, the attorney is a problem-solver. The 
lawyer's role is to assist the family in seeking creative and workable solutions to 
the dispute. Problem solving may require the input or assistance of a family 
therapist because the lawyer alone may be ill-equipped to assist the family in 
identifying the underlying issues and the best way to address those issues. The 
lawyer should return to the adversarial model only if the problem-solving model 
has failed to resolve the dispute. Above all, the lawyer should strive for the goal 
of minimizing harm to the child and family." (p. 885) 

3) "Ethical judgment mandates that the client be fully involved in every stage of 
the proceedings. The client is the primary source of information and must remain 
the primary decision-maker. At the Legal Clinic, we ask the client to consider the 
child's interests and the impact of possible decisions on the child as well as other 
members of the family. Possible steps or remedies that serve interests beyond the 
client's articulated goal are discussed with the client. If a lawyer is going to 
actively seek a good resolution to a family dispute, as opposed to simply pursuing 
the client's originally stated goal, the attorney must truly understand the client's 
perspective and the family dynamics that contribute to that perspective. Therefore, 
it is critical that the lawyer develop an open and trusting relationship with the 
client." (pp. 888-889) 

4) "Equally important to obtaining information about the children and the family, 
the attorney must be prepared to identify her personal judgmental reactions to the 
situation. The attorney must be aware of the possible reactions she may have to 
her client or to other parties due to the economic class, race, religion, sexual 
orientation, or disability of the individual. It is important to recognize and 
acknowledge judgmental reactions when they inevitably occur, rather than 
pretending that they don't exist." (p. 908) 

Michael J. Dale, Providing Counsel to Children in Dependency Proceedings 
in Florida, 25 NOVA L. REV. 769 (2001). 

I. Introduction 
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II. Statement of the Problem 

III. Federal Statutes Applicable to Dependency Proceedings 

IV. Dependency Representation in Florida 

A. Federal and Florida Case Law Governing the Right to Counsel 

B. Florida's Statutory Scheme Governing Representation of Children 

V. A Survey of Other Jurisdictions 

A. Guardian Ad Litem & CASA 

B. Counsel 

VI. The Case for Legal Representation 

VII. Conclusion 

1) "Although Florida statutory law recognizes the need for and appears to require 
that all children receive representation through a guardian ad litem during 
dependency proceedings, many children involved in abuse and neglect proceed
ings are not provided with representation of any kind. The urgent need for 
consistent and competent representation of children in dependency proceedings is 
demonstrated first by state reporting statistics . . . . Regretfully, as this article 
demonstrates, the guardian ad litem program is unable to fully protect children for 
several reasons. First, in Florida, it is a voluntary system with the result that in 
many instances there is no guardian ad litem available to represent the child. 
Second, the state appellate courts, although expressing a recognition of the need 
for a guardian ad litem, have held that there is no absolute right to a guardian ad 
litem despite the fact that chapter 39 of the Florida Statues appears to be absolute 
on its face, and despite the existence of the federal statute that requires 
appointment of a guardian ad litem. Third, the Florida dependency and termina
tion statutes establish a complex set of procedures, which are quite time 
consuming and require a lawyer's intervention to move the proceeding on behalf 
of the child." (pp. 774-777) 

2) "In summary, the appellate opinions, ad hoc independent programs, and 
legislative pilot project all demonstrate that a child's representative, whether by an 
attorney in addition to or as an alternative to a guardian ad litem, is recognized as 
a critical participant in facilitating the child's best interests and advocating for the 
child in the context of a system that is unable to efficiently and safely care for 
children in its care." (p. 795) 

3) "Conceptually, the appointment of counsel for all children in dependency 
proceedings makes sense for two major reasons. First, in light of the fact that the 
context in which decisions are made about children's life circumstances and 
services to be provided to them are made almost exclusively in a court setting, a 
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lawyer for the child has the unique set of skills and authority to advocate and 
demonstrate the required right of the child to receive services .... Second, the 
lawyer for the child is the only individual other than the guardian ad litem whose 
sole interest is protecting the child from harm. All the other parties have conflicts 
and have primary interests which are self- or inner-directed." (p. 808) 

4) "The need for attorney representation in the context of dependency proceedings 
is irrefutable. A dependent child may suffer irreparable harm while in the state's 
care, and there is a need for efficient disposal of dependency cases so that children 
may quickly return to an appropriate caregiver. Florida courts have acknowledged 
the inherent vulnerability children face in its dependency system and problems 
within the system. The Florida Legislature has enacted provisions requiring the 
appointment of guardians ad litem to protect children in this context, but these 
provisions are not consistently followed throughout the state. To make matters 
worse, often times, nonlawyer advocates are not capable of representing children 
in a legal setting. While CASA and similar programs are effective in promoting 
the child's best interests, the reality is that children lack adequate and consistent 
representation. The dependent child's fate and safety are decided by the court. 
Thus, the individual most qualified to advocate for the child and speak to the court 
is one with training, skill, and experience for the job - an attorney to represent the 
child in his or her legal capacity." (p. 813) 

Howard Davidson, Finding Safe Harbor for Abused and Neglected Chil
dren, 23-SPG FAM. ADVOC. 34 (2001). 

I. Introduction 

II. The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act (CAPTA) 

III. Best Interests Language 

IV. Reuniting Families 

V. Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA) Affects Parents 

VI. Courts' Critical Role 

1) "As more and more children found themselves the subjects of child maltreat
ment reports, Congress recognized the need to standardize government interven
tion practices. Congress also sought to promote uniform guidelines for placing 
children in foster homes and monitoring their progress. Those concerns led to 
several major pieces of federal legislation." (p. 34) 

2) "Prior to CAPTA, very few states mandated appointment of legal counsel or 
guardians ad litem (GAL) in abuse and neglect cases. Today, in part because of 
CAPTA, almost all states do. CAPTA requires that in every juvenile court child 
protection (dependency) proceeding, a judge must have an independent represen
tative for the child .... Congress also amended CAPTA to require the federal 
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government to seek information from states on the frequency of out-of-court 
contacts (e.g., home visits) between legal representatives and their child clients. 
The second provision was intended to encourage children's legal representatives 
to 'make recommendations to the court concerning the best interest of the child.' 
This should not be construed as changing the ethical responsibilities of an attorney 
appointed as an abused child's legal counsel. There is nothing in CAPTA's 
legislative history to suggest that Congress intended court-appointed lawyers to 
advocate only their perceptions of a child's interests instead of forcefully 
presenting their client's expressed wishes and concerns." (p. 35-36) 

3) "Any court-appointed lawyer representing an abused or neglected child in 
foster care or a parent alleged to have maltreated a child (in either criminal or 
juvenile proceedings) must be aware of how ASFA's implementation will affect 
their clients. When children are removed from parental care, the clock begins to 
run. Instead of years of rehabilitative assistance, parents are likely to be allowed 
up to one year to 'get their act together' (a significant deadline for parents, 
especially those with substance abuse problems)." (p. 37) 

4) "Lawyers and judges play a critical role in government responses to protect 
abused and neglected children and their families. The family law bar has 
opportunities to become more involved in reforming laws and courts addressing 
these problems, not only for their clients but also for the countless parents and 
children whom they will never represent. How society aids or fails these children 
will have a major impact on all Americans' future quality of life." (p. 38) 

Karen E. Elliott, The Guardian Ad Litem in Ohio's Domestic Relations 
Courts: The Square Peg Fits, 27 OHIO N.U. L. REV. 267 (2001). 

I. The Legislative/Procedural Framework 

II. Qualifications of the Appointee 

ill. The Appointment Process 

A. The Party/Non-Party Dichotomy 

B. The Attorney/Guardian Ad Litem Dichotomy 

C. The Functional Approach: An Investigator By Any Other 
Name ... 

IV. Assisting the Court 

V. Curing Hearsay 

VI. Making A Record 

VII. Participating in Hearing 

VID. Conclusion 
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1) "Within the domestic relations area, this article addresses the practical aspects 
of the use of guardians ad litem: how they are appointed and how they get 
information to the court. In some variations of the process, the guardian ad litem 
is an untrained non-party who presents facts or opinions for the court's 
consideration, without any opportunity for the parents to test the basis of the 
investigative process or the opinions offered. This method of participation in the 
judicial process violates well-established rules for the protection of all participants 
and the integrity of the judicial process." (p. 269) 

2) "Given the functions of the guardian ad litem, there should be little dispute that 
written reports are required. Guardians ad litem are appointed by the courts to 
perform investigative and reporting functions. The appointment should be done 
pursuant to one of the governing standards, and the availability and notice of the 
report should be provided in accordance with the appointment authority. Com
pliance with the rules for investigative reports allows the court to consider the 
contents of the report as evidence." (p. 279) 

3) "The guardian ad litem has an obligation to ensure that relevant factual material 
is available for the court's consideration. The ultimate goal of litigation is the 
'ascertainment of the truth.' To that end, the court is authorized to call and 
examine witnesses and 'shall exercise reasonable control over the mode and order 
of interrogating witnesses and presenting evidence so as to . . . make the 
interrogation and presentation effective for the ascertainment of the truth.' In 
appellate cases, amicus curiae are permitted to advocate their positions. In 
criminal cases, victims are provided a voice. Permitting examination of witnesses 
by a guardian ad litem to elicit facts not otherwise presented is consistent with the 
investigative function, the search for the truth, and giving a voice to those persons 
affected by the decision of the court. The court retains control to prevent abuses 
and enforce the limits of relevancy." (p. 283-284) 

4) "Although Ohio jurisprudence has not defined the role of guardian ad litem in 
domestic relations cases, the function is not anomalous. Unless the child is made 
a party to the action, which is neither necessary nor desirable, the guardian ad 
litem can only serve in an investigatory capacity. That function requires that 
written reports be submitted in accordance with statute or rule to permit the court 
to consider the basis and results of the investigation. To guarantee the parents due 
process and ensure the legitimacy of the recommendation, the guardian ad litem 
must be subject to cross-examination on the contents of the report. As an 
extension of the investigative function, and in the search for truth, the guardian ad 
litem, regardless of legal training, should be permitted to examine witnesses who 
testify as to matters impacting on the children's best interests." (p. 284) 

Gail Chang Bohr, Children's Access to Justice, 28 WM. MITCHELL L. 
REV. 229 (2001). 

I. Introduction 
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II. Outline of Article 

III. Juvenile Protection Proceedings 

IV. Party Versus Participant Status of the Child 

V. Effective Assistance of Counsel 

VI. Conclusion 

Appendix D2 

1) "As 'the essence of justice,' the right to representation is not limited to 
delinquent behavior; indeed even in dependency or child protection proceedings, 
the state may place the child with strangers, away from home, family and 
relatives, often against his or her will - resulting in a loss of liberty. While Kent 
and Gault dealt with delinquent behavior characterized as 'neither criminal nor 
civil,' they provide the underpinnings for the representation of counsel for 
children in dependency proceedings." (p. 230) 

2) "The distinction between participant and party status has created a new issue 
for lawyers appointed to represent children in juvenile protection proceedings. 
While it may not be obvious, there are significant differences between the two 
designations. A child who is a party has all the rights usually associated with those 
involved in litigation, including: the right to receive notice, have legal represen
tation, be present at all hearings, conduct discovery, bring motions before the 
court, participate in settlement agreements, and otherwise participate in the action. 
In contrast, the rights of a participant are limited to receiving notice, attending 
hearings, and offering information at the discretion of the court." (p. 235) 

3) "It is fair to say that in no other matter where lawyers are required to provide 
effective assistance of counsel is there a di tinction between party and participant 
status of the client. Given the procedural rights that flow from party status, such 
as access to process, the child's due process rights are compromised when the 
child is deemed a participant. Gault is again instructive on this issue: 'Departures 
from established principles of due process have frequently resulted not in 
enlightened procedure, but in arbitrariness.' In sum, although not intended at the 
time the rule was changed, the new rule making the child a participant and not a 
party presents a significant barrier to the child's access to justice." (p. 238-239) 

4) "The Standards [ of Practice for Lawyers Who Represent Children in Abuse and 
Neglect Cases] make clear that the 'child's attorney' means 'a lawyer who 
provides legal services for a child and who owes the same duties of undivided 
loyalty, confidentiality, and competent representation to the child as is due an adult 
client.' Similarly, the Standards explicitly recognize that the child is a separate 
individual with potentially discrete and independent views. To ensure that the 
child's independent voice is heard, the child's attorney must advocate the child's 
articulated position. Thus, the child's lawyer 'owes traditional duties to the child 
as client' consistent with the rules of professional conduct." (p. 239-240) 
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Brigid Coleman, La,wyers Who Are Also Social Workers: How to Effectively 
Combine Two Different Disciplines to Better Service Clients, 7 WASH. U. J. 
L. & POL'Y 131 (2001). 

I. The Practices of Law and Social Work and How They Interact 

A. Backgrounds of law and Social Work 

B. The Benefits of Earning Both a J.D. and M.S.W. 

C. The Conflicts Inherent in Practicing with Both a J.D. and M.S.W. 

II. Potential Conflicts Faced By J.D./M.S.W.s 

III. Potential Solutions 

IV. Conclusion 

1) "There are many benefits to earning degrees in both law and social work. Skills 
learned in a Master of Social Work (M.S.W.) program that are helpful in the 
practice of law include interviewing, empathic listening, identification of clients' 
goals, evaluation, crisis intervention, and referral. In addition, social workers' 
clients must often overcome a number of barriers, legal and otherwise. For that 
reason, it is critical that social workers have some familiarity with the law in order 
to understand and explain their clients' legal rights. Since the two fields 
complement each other so well, both lawyers and social workers are increasingly 
called upon to consult with each other and work in multidisciplinary teams to 
provide better service to their clients. From the clients' perspective, someone 
qualified as both an attorney and a social worker, with the respective skills from 
both professions, provides a valuable resource to address their overlapping social 
and legal needs." (p. 132-133) 

2) "One possible solution [to the difference in focus between representing 
individuals and representing individuals, families, groups, and communities] is 
that a J.D./M.S.W. could work only with individuals on legal issues but provide 
social services to individuals, families, groups, or communities with no conflict 
.... Another option is for J.D./M.S.W.s to limit group work to groups in which 
the individuals have very specific and conforming goals." (p. 152) 

3) "The second potential conflict that merits attention is the inconsistency between 
social work's value on self-determination and the law's need to provide advice 
.... A J.D./M.S.W. can take one of two approaches in resolving this conflict. 
First, he can determine in advance, ideally with the input of the client, whether the 
services will be primarily legal or primarily social services. If they are primarily 
legal, the J.D./M.S.W. can simply advice the client when necessary. If they are 
primarily social, the J.D./M.S .W. can implement client self-determination to the 
full extent. This approach seems unwieldy and not particularly helpful or true to 
either profession. Instead, a second approach may prove to be much more 
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appropriate. The J.D./M.S.W. can consciously evaluate each state of the process 
and confer legal advice whenever appropriate. The distinction will often be very 
clear, and it is only the rare occasion where the practitioner will encounter 
problems. In that case, she should just rely on her best judgment." (p. 153) 

4) "Finally, the ethics conflict [between the professional codes of lawyers and 
social workers on when to keep their client information confidential] is the most 
important potential conflict, both because of how often it arises and because of the 
high stakes often involved. Because the consequences to these conflicts can be so 
severe, it is extremely important that uniform provisions are adopted to protect the 
practitioners (J.D./M.S.W.s as well as attorneys and social workers who work 
together in teams), the clients, and the professions. Most importantly, the 
professional conduct codes need substantial changes." (p. 153-154) 

Stephen F. Florian, Guardian Ad Litem Representation of Children in Ken
tucky Circuit Courts, 9-SPG KY. CIDLD. RTS. J. 1 (2001). 

I. Introduction 

II. Methodology 

III. Judicial Background/Experience 

IV. Mandatory Appointments of Guardians ad Litem 

A. Best Interest 

1. Standards 

2. Judges' Responses 

B. Best Interest Role v. Advocate Role 

1. Legal Standards 

2. Judges' Responses 

V. Appointments of Guardians ad Litem Pursuant to § 26A.140 

A. Standards 

B. Judges' Responses 

VI. General Duties of a GAL in the Course of Representation 

A. Standards 

B. Judges' Responses 

VII. GAL Appointment Process 

A. Standards 

B. Judges' Responses 
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VIII. GAL Training 

A. Standards 

B. Judges' Responses 

IX. GAL Fees 

A. Standards 

B. Judges' Responses 

X. Joining the Child as a Party to the Action 

A. Standards 

XL Conclusion 

1020 

1) "The ABA filled this void [of what the GAL should do when he is appointed 
by the court to represent a child] to a slight degree when it adopted standards of 
practice for lawyers representing children who are alleged to be dependent, 
abused or neglected. According to the ABA standards, an attorney should make a 
determination of what is in the child's best interest by looking at objective criteria 
addressing the child's specific needs and preferences. Objective criteria include 
such things as the child's developmental level, the child's feelings about a 
proposed caretaker, and a child's family affiliation. These interests should be 
balanced with the child's basic physical and emotional needs, such as safety, 
shelter, food and clothing. The ABA standards recognize that 'the child's needs 
and interests may be in conflict and must be weighed against each other. ' In doing 
so, the GAL is better able to meet the goal of expeditious resolution of the case 
so that the child can remain or return home or be placed in a safe, nurturing, 
permanent environment." (p. 3) 

2) "For the most part, Kentucky's Circuit Court Judges share the ABA's 
expectations about GAL practice. Based on the results of the survey, 48% of the 
judges felt that the appropriate way to determine what is in the child's best interest 
is to conduct an investigation into the particulars of the child's situation. When 
presented with the question 'How should a GAL ascertain what is in the child's 
best interests,' the judges responses were similar to the recommendations given by 
the ABA. Among the most frequent recommendations the judges made . . . were 
the following: the GAL should: talk to the child, talk to those who have had some 
interaction with the child, review the case with Cabinet for Families and Children 
(if appropriate), review records, and in general gather as much information as 
possible. Individuals the judges thought should be contacted included social 
workers, schoolteachers and counselors, family, friends and other attorneys who 
have worked with the child. Other tasks judges felt were necessary in the 
determination of the child's interests included: 'standing in the place of the child 
to detennine what is best for him or her,' 'making requests for appropriate 
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assessment (medical, school, emotional),' and 'using common sense."' (p. 4) 

3) "The Supreme Court of Kentucky has held that GALs must be attorneys. 
Therefore, the GAL is bound, pursuant to the Kentucky Rules of Professional 
Conduct SCR 3.130(1.2)(a) to 'abide by the client's decision concerning the 
objectives of representation and shall consult with the client as to the means by 
which they are to be pursued.' However, pursuant to the Kentucky Unified 
Juvenile Code, specifically K.R.S. 387.305(5) and K.R.S. 625.080(2), the GAL 
shall advocate for the child's best interest. This apparent conflict in the law creates 
confusion in some GALs, as well as other sin the practice, concerning the 
appropriate role of GAL representation." (p. 4) 

4) "In the survey, the judges were presented with the scenario wherein a child's 
voices wishes that conflict with what the GAL has determined is in the child's best 
interest. In the event the child's wishes are different from what the GAL perceives 
to be in the child's best interest the judges gave the following recommendations. 
The most popular response among the judges, 42%, was the recommendation that 
when interests conflict with wishes, the GAL should present both positions to the 
court. Several judges went further, stating that once the GAL has made his 
presentation, 'it is up to the judge to determine the particular course of action 
suitable to the case.' Other recommendations given by the judges for attorneys 
finding themselves caught in the middle of a battle between best interest and a 
child's wishes included the following: 1) if the conflict cannot be resolved and is 
a substantial element of the case, the GAL should seek relief from the court or 
perhaps withdraw from the case and 2) the attorney should report the child's 
wishes to the court and, where appropriate, the attorney should arrange for the 
child to address the court." (p. 5) 

LAW JOURNAL ARTICLES: 2000 
Marvin Ventrell, Foster Care & Adoption Reform Legislation: Implementing 
the Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997, 14 ST. JOHN'S J. LEGAL 
COMMENT. 433 (2000). 

1) "ASFA [Adoption and Safe Families Act], however, is only one component of 
the permanence movement. In and of itself, it will not accomplish permanence for 
children . . . . I would like to talk about another component, and that is the legal 
representation of children. ASFA will take place in the context of our adversarial 
system. It does not create a new system. ASFA rules are placed in the context of 
an adversarial system, which is founded on the proposition that good outcomes 
come from the zealous advocacy of competing interests. The value and reality of 
that proposition are arguable." (p. 434) 

2) "For today, as we place ASFA in the adversarial system, we have to be prepared 
to make it work. One of the things we know about that system is that 
underrepresented interests, those not accompanied by zealous, competent and 
independent advocacy, will not be heard. In other words, children without 
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representation will not get the ASFA intended outcomes. Therefore, we have to 
talk about all of the other components of permanence, and we should focus much 
of our attention on the legal representation of children. The question is, are 
children receiving competent independent representation and will they in the new 
system. No and probably not." (p. 434-35) 

3) "First, there is the 'pure attorney' model, where an attorney acts like an attorney 
and represents the client in a traditional client-directed fashion. There is also the 
'attorney guardian ad litem' model, where an attorney is appointed to represent the 
child but told, 'you are not exactly an attorney, you are an attorney charged with 
the representation of best interests."' (p. 436) 

4) "I can tell you right now that it will be nearly impossible to assess at that time 
a child and preclude any real probability of reunification with the family. As a 
result, I believe that children's attorneys, if they are doing their job, completing 
an independent investigation like real lawyers do and aggressively opposing in 
some cases, the state or department's move for a 'no reasonable efforts' finding. 
That is not going to be popular. GAL's and law guardians frequently align 
themselves with the state and the department, and frequently that is because the 
position is sound. However, I think that one provision of the ASFA indicates the 
heightened need for independent zealous advocacy on behalf of children" (p. 
438-39) 

Melissa Breger, Suellyn Scarnecchia, Frank Vandervort, Naomi Woloshin,, 
Building Pediatric Law Careers: The University of Michigan Law School 
Experience, 34 FAM. L.Q. 531 (2000). 

I. Introduction 

II. The Child Advocacy Law Clinic 

A. My Career Path - Melissa Breger 

ill. The Interdisciplinary Seminar in Child Abuse and Neglect 

IV. Bergstrom Summer Child Welfare Law Fellowship 

A. The Fellowship Training 

B. Impact of the Fellowship 

1. Barbara Kahan 

2. Kristen Kimmel 

V. The Michigan Child Welfare Law Resource Center 

A. Publications 

1. Source Book 
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2. Quarterly Journal 

3. Monthly Newsletter 

4. Internet Website 

5. Collaboration on Special Publications 

B. Technical Assistance 

VI. Future Developments 

Appendix D2 

1) "Specialized training in child development, children's ethical issues, special 
trial techniques, and relevant domestic and international law is essential to the 
success of pediatric lawyers. Training is not enough, though, if career opportu
nities are unavailable. Another important aspect of a pediatric law program is 
support of law students' and law graduates' pediatric careers. To encourage 
pediatric careers, job opportunities must be identified and new lawyers must be 
introduced to the network of private and public law offices which represent 
children throughout the United States. Finally, practicing pediatric lawyers must 
be given support through continuing legal education and other resources to 
maintain their specialized knowledge and skills." (p. 532) 

2) "There are several obstacles to training and supporting pediatric lawyers. 
Children are a relatively new group of clients and law schools have not 
traditionally provided pediatric training. The required training is particularly 
challenging to deliver because it is inherently interdisciplinary, requiring faculty 
and students to look outside of the law school to obtain necessary knowledge. The 
greatest obstacle to developing the careers of pediatric lawyers is the low pay and 
low prestige typically afforded children's lawyers. As a result, law students 
reasonably question the likelihood of developing a successful career in the field. 
The number of available jobs is limited and pediatric lawyers can rarely spend 
significant time or money on training or other educational resources." (p. 
532-533) 

3) "An interdisciplinary approach to child protection law has been integral to the 
[University of Michigan Law School Child Advocacy Law] Clinic's history. We 
have, at various times, offered supplemental course work closely focused on 
interdisciplinary practice to clinic students and others. The most recent offering is 
the Interdiscplinary Seminar in Child Abuse and Neglect, initially funded through 
the W.K. Kellogg Families for Kids Initiative. The seminar, offered every-other
fall and taught through the support of the Law School, Department of Psychology 
and the School of Social Work, is a two-credit course taught by a clinical law 
faculty member, and by faculty members from the School of Social Work and 
Department of Psychology. All three faculty have clinical experience in the field 
of child protection. The students from law, social work, and psychology are all 
studying at the graduate level in their field, although two undergraduate 
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psychology students did successfully participate in the Winter 2000 term. The 
class meets for one, two-hour session per week at the Law School." (p. 539) 

4) "The Michigan Child Welfare Law Resource Center (Resource Center) was 
established as part of the Law School's larger program of educational develop
ment and support across the pediatric law career span. The Resource Center has 
two main objectives. First, it provides continuing education for attorneys 
practicing child welfare law throughout the state of Michigan with the goal of 
increasing the sophistication and status of those lawyers. Second, it strives to be 
a model program of its kind for the purpose of replication in other jurisdictions." 
(p. 544) 

David R. Katner, Coming to Praise, Not to Bury, the New ABA Standards of 
Practice for Lawyers Who Represent Children in Abuse and Neglect Cases, 
14 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 103 (2000). 

I. Introduction 

II. Selected Problems with the Status Quo 

A. Serving as Guardian Ad Litem or Attorney? 

B. Limitations of Model Rule 1.14 

C. Applying Legal Ethics Rules as a Basis for Imposing Civil 
Liability 

III. The Evolution and Adoption of the Abuse & Neglect Standards 

IV. Some Concerns About the Abuse & Neglect Standards 

A. No Definite Resolution on Whether Counsel Serves as Guardian 
Ad Litem or Attorney 

B. Remaining Ethical Ambiguities in Pre-Adjudication Scenarios 

C. Permissive Language 

V. Conclusion 

1) "There are three major reasons for advocating adoption of the new ABA 
Standards. First, there must be greater clarity in separating the role of counsel for 
children from the role of guardian ad litem for children. Second, the current ethics 
rule followed in most jurisdictions, Model Rule 1.14 of the American Bar 
Association's Model Rules of Professional Conduct, is ambiguous and confusing 
to the degree that it is not enforceable. Third, since courts are employing legal 
ethics codes as the basis for deciding civil liability in legal malpractice actions, the 
adoption of clear and unambiguous ethical rules for attorneys to follow is vital." 
(pp. 104-105) 

2) "In neglect and abuse cases, counsel oftentimes must choose between defining 
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their role as independent advocate for the child or as guardian ad litem for the 
child. Many jurisdictions' statutes place multiple duties on children's attorneys, 
causing attorneys to function both as lawyers and as guardians. Other jurisdictions 
simply call for attorneys to serve as guardians ad litem for children in juvenile 
proceedings. Although attorneys functioning as guardians ad litem are vested with 
tremendous - sometimes unbridled - discretion when making decisions affecting 
children, that role does not satisfy the child client's need for independent 
representation by an attorney." (pp. 107-108) 

3) "[Model Rule 1.14 is] riddled with ambiguity, making the Rule virtually 
unenforceable. Lawyers may not be able to adequately determine when clients 
have the ability to make 'adequately considered decisions;' for instance, children's 
lawyers may assume that children's ability to make decisions is somehow 
impaired simply because the client chooses a course of action not recommended 
by counsel. The Rule authorizes a lawyer's taking 'protective action,' but only 
when counsel believes the client is unable to 'adequately act in the client's own 
interest.' Although this appears to relieve all infants, toddlers, and young children 
of participation in their case, it might also relieve older children of any role if the 
attorney 'reasonably believes' those clients unable to adequately act in their own 
interest. Not surprisingly, no lawyers appear ever to have been disbarred for 
failing to comply with the provisions of Model Rule 1.14." (p. 112) 

4) "If the Abuse and Neglect Standards are adopted, they likely will be applied in 
attorney disciplinary actions as well as civil malpractice actions. The Standards, 
therefore, shall be scrutinized to ensure that they establish workable and 
enforceable standards and guidelines for practitioners. Perhaps the lack of 
uniformity in guidelines on competency for children's counsel has contributed to 
the lackluster representation of children in far too many dependency cases. 
Adoption of the new Standards should help clarify the attorney's role, improve the 
quality of representation in this field, and reduce the prospects of children's 
attorneys defending against future disciplinary actions or malpractice suits." (p. 
120) 

Randi Mandelbaum, Revisiting the Question of Whether Young Children in 
Child Protection Proceedings Should Be Represented By Lawyers, 32 LOY. U. 
CHI. L.J. 1 (2000) 

I. Introduction 

II. The Context 

A. The Lives of Two Neglected Children 

B. Status of Our Child Welfare Agencies 

C. Shortcomings of Juvenile Court 

D. Poor, if Any, Representation 
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1. Inadequate Resources and Support for Representation 

2. Lack of Guidance 

1) Confusion in State Statutes 

2) Unhelpful Ethical Rules 

3) Disagreement Within Scholarly Literature 

III. Concerns Regarding the Representation of Young Children and Propos
als to Eliminate or Limit Such Representation 

A. Concerns About the "Best Interests" Approach - Unfettered Dis
cretion and the Possibility of Attorney Bias 

B. Recent Proposals Addressing the Role of the Attorney for Young 
Children 

1. Professor Guggenheim's Paradigm 

2. Professor Buss' Recommendations 

IV. Response to Proposals Calling for the Reduction in the Scope of 
Representation for Young Children 

A. Substantial Discretion Remains in the Determination of Whether a 
Child is Able to Direct the Objectives of the Representation 

B. Enforcing "Statutory Mandates" or "Statutory Fidelities" Requires 
the Exercise of Discretion 

V. Why Children Need Representation 

A. The Presiding Judge Cannot Adequately Protect the Children's 
Interests 

B. Interests of Children May Differ From All Other Parties 

1. Conflicts between Interests of Children and Parents 

2. Conflicts Between Interests of Child and Child Welfare 
Agency 

VI. A Better Model for Reducing Bias and Discretion 

A. Competent Attorneys as the Preferred Type of Representation 

B. The Search for a Less Discretionary Model 

1. Past Attempts to Offer Guidance 

2. Paradigm Proposed by Professor Jean Koh Peters 
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C. Concerns with Professor Peters' Approach - The Need to Go 
Further 

1. The Need to Recognize Differences 

2. The Applicability of the Theoretics of Practice Movement 

VII. Some Alternative and More Feasible Recommendations 

A. Training 

B. Proposed Changes in State Laws and/or Child Welfare Agency 
Policies 

C. Additional Responsibilities of Juvenile Court Judges 

D. An Alternative Model to Consider for Representing Young Chil
dren 

VIII. Conclusion 

1) "Numerous scholars and studies have documented a multitude of systemic 
problems affecting the provisions of competent representation to children who are 
involved in child protection proceedings. Although the concerns have been 
characterized in various ways by different commentators, the problems can be 
separated into two categories. The first et of issues involves the lack of sufficient 
resources available to support competent representation, while the second 
involves the lack of guidance available to representatives as to what role they 
should play. Both, especially the latter, result in representation that is often 
haphazard and biased." (p. 22) 

2) "The inevitable result [of the best interests approach] is that many lawyers are 
likely to arrive at decisions and advocate for positions on behalf of their child 
clients that are invariably based on what they believe to be best, based on the only 
value system they know, their own. Not only is there a significant chance that 
these decisions and ensuing positions may be against the best interests of the 
individual child, who is likely of a different race, ethnicity, and/or class than the 
legal representative, but it also leads to a system where the position taken by a 
child's attorney may largely be based, not on what would be best for the individual 
child with unique needs and values, but rather on the arbitrary chance of who was 
appointed to represent the particular child." (p. 36) 

3) "[Professor Guggenheim] finds the [adjudicatory phase of a child protection 
proceeding] to 'have virtually nothing to do with empowering children.' He, 
therefore, concludes that the appropriate role of a lawyer for an impaired child 
'throughout the fact-finding stage of a child protecting proceeding is to attempt, 
in the most objective way, to aggressively enforce the law as it was written by the 
legislature and interpreted by the courts.' According to Professor Guggenheim, if 
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lawyers for young children take any position at adjudicatory hearings, they 
'should insist that children not be removed from the parents' custody until a court 
has determined, based on reliable evidence, that there are statutory grounds for 
removal.' Given this limited role, he ultimately concludes that, in many cases, 
lawyers for young children are not needed at all." (p. 41) 

4) "Professor Jean Koh Peters has developed a model of representation that I 
believe helps us [identify the unique and individual interests of children]. Her 
model calls for attorneys to represent the 'child-in-context.' [ ... ] In essence, the 
concept of the child-in-context is the child understood on her own terms in ways 
that she would be able to understand endorse. As part of her new paradigm, 
Professor Peters advocates for maximizing the participation of the client wherever 
and however possible." (p. 68) 

5) "Although Professor Peters' paradigm emphasizes the importance of under
standing the child's life, which would include a recognition that the child's 
experiences, background, and culture may be different from that of the lawyer, she 
does not explicitly discuss the difficulty on the part of an attorney to fully 
understand the child's world, particularly how differences in race, ethnicity, and 
class might impact the child's experiences, including how the child experiences 
the attorney-child client relationship. Such a recognition of differences has 
enormous ramifications for all aspects of the lawyering process, including, but not 
limited to, the attorney-child client relationship that develop, the activities that the 
lawyer undertakes, and the best interests determinations that the lawyer makes. 
These implications rarely have been studied in the context of the attorney-child 
client relationship." (p. 71) 

6) "[T]he theoretics of practice movement aims to critique and improve the 
attorney-client relationship and the performance of attorneys who work with 
lower income adult clients by studying how preconceived and unconscious beliefs 
based on differences in culture and background impact the ability to competently 
lawyer." (p. 75) 

Katherine Hunt Federle, Children's Rights and the Need for Protection, 34 
Fam. L.Q. 421 (2000) 

I. Introduction 

II. The Right to Be Represented and Some Collateral Consequences 

III. Rethinking Rights 

1) "For children in the abuse and neglect system, an interest-based approach to 
rights, under which the child's best interests is the guiding principle, has had 
profound consequences. Children are not seen as active participants in a process 
that may alter significantly their relationships with their parents. 

If, however, we reconsider rights as a means to power, in which capacity is not 
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a central principle, then we may begin to construct a coherent account of 
children's rights. From this view, which I have called an empowerment rights 
perspective, rights have value because they redress imbalances of power inherent 
to our personal relationships and social interactions. In this way, our rights talk is 
opened up to include the disempowered and the marginalized, whose voices have 
not been heard. In tum, this may make new rights claims possible. For children, 
this means that they now have status as rights holders and as such, have a voice 
to make claims, claims that must be respected." (p. 423) 

2) "Even if an abuse or neglect case proceeds through the legal system, children 
would have greater participation in that process under an empowerment rights 
perspective. As an empowered rights holder, the child's participation in the legal 
proceedings affecting her interests would be assured. Moreover, to insure that the 
child 's views and preferences are heard, the child would be represented by 
independent counsel who would advocate her client's expressed wishes. The 
child's involvement in the process could also be expected to facilitate a more 
immediate and permanent resolution of the case; certainly, the court may be more 
inclined to guard against needless delay. Finally, the child herself may be more 
likely to express satisfaction with the outcome of the case because she will feel 
empowered by her participation in the process." (p. 439-40) 

3) "Many of the objections to the empowerment of children seem to center on the 
claim that children are too young to make decisions for themselves. Of course, 
this ignores the fact that the child herself does not make any decision; she, like any 
other party, has input into the court's decision making process but it is the court 
which makes the final decision. The concern that young children make bad 
decisions also seems misplaced. In my experience representing children, I cannot 
say that young children made bad decisions. Rather, they have expressed their 
hopes and desires clearly and, usually, quite sensibly." (p. 440) 

Donald N. Duquette, Legal Representation for Children in Protection Pro
ceedings: 
Two Distinct Lawyer Roles Are Required, 34 Fam. L.Q. 441 (2000) 

I. Introduction 

II. The Pure Forms of the Current Models Are Deficient When Applied to 
All Children 

A. Premise for Independent Representation 

B. The Pure "Best Interests" Model is Deficient When Applied to All 
Children 

C. The Pure Client-Directed/Wishes of the Child Model is Deficient 
When Applied to All Children 

III. The Leading Client-Directed Models Set Out an Attorney Approach -
But Then Water Down the Role 
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A. Client-Directed Models Do Not Eliminate Unreviewed Idiosyn
cratic Lawyer Discretion 

1. Discretionary Exception is Built Into Client-Directed Model 

2. Discretion Where Child's Preference Would Be "Seriously 
Injurious" 

3. Discretion in Seeking Appointment of a Guardian Ad Litem 

4. Discretion in Determining Whether the Child is "Impaired" 

5. Discretion in Determining the Interests of the Impaired Child 

B. A Single Role for Child Legal Representation Fails 

IV. The Alternative: Two Distinct Roles -- Attorney or Lawyer- Guardian 
Ad Litem 

A. Beyond the Dichotomy 

B. Attorney Standards 

C. Lawyer-Guardian Ad Litem Standards 

1. Aggressive Representation of the Best Interests of the Child 

2. Retain Lawyer-Client Privilege with the Child 

3. When Should the Court Appoint a Lawyer-Guardian Ad 
Litem or an Attorney? 

4. Addressing Conflict Between the Child and Advocate 

5. Under What Circumstances Does the Court Appoint Two 
Representatives for the Child 

D. Identifying the Best Interests of the Child 

V. Conclusion 

Appendix A. Excerpts from Michigan Compiled Laws 

1) "The thesis of this article is that it is a mistake to try to develop a single lawyer 
role for children in protection cases which tries to accommodate their developing 
capacities from infants to articulate teens. Sometimes a child needs a traditional 
attorney; sometimes a best interests advocate. We should adopt different standards 
for the different lawyer roles. Trying to define a single lawyer role for children of 
all ages and all capacities is an impossible task. This article argues that we should 
resolve the ambivalence not by adopting a client-directed or a best interests 
approach, but by having two sets of standards-one for the client-directed 
attorney role and one for a best interests guardian ad litem (GAL)." (p. 441) 
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2) "The article addresses the leading client-directed models of the ABA, the 
NACC, and the Fordham Recommendations, and points out that these so-called 
client-directed models actually contain within themselves serious opportunities 
for lawyers to exercise unfettered and unreviewed discretion in representing 
children. This discretion is even more serious than that complained about under 
the pure best interests approach because the latitude permitted in the client
directed models is more private and less reviewable by a court and other litigants 
than is the best interests discretion." (p. 444) 

3) "The ABA/NACC and the Fordham approaches aspire to be pure attorney 
models, but pull their punches in various ways. They create so many points of 
discretion and so many loopholes that they provide little guidance to the 
practicing lawyer These broad and discretionary exceptions amount to the much 
maligned wink and a nod' approach to child representation where we are only 
pretending to represent the child's wishes. Although attempting to avoid the broad 
discretion of the best interests judgment, these exceptions merely encourage 
unregulated lawyer discretion in another form." (p. 449-50) 

4) "This article urges that the dichotomy between wishes/client-directed and best 
interests advocacy be resolved, not by choosing one or the other, but by 
recognizing that the range of capacities of children, from infants to teens, requires 
two separate and distinct lawyer roles. We should adopt different standards for the 
different lawyer roles. This article uses a Michigan statute, passed unanimously by 
both houses of the Michigan legislature in 1998, as an example of a scheme that 
defines separate roles for a best interests lawyer-GAL and a client-directed 
attorney." (p. 464) 

Randi Mandelbaum, Revisiting The Question of Whether Young Children 
in Child Protection Proceedings Should Be Represented by Lawyers, 32 
Loy. U. Chi. L.J. 1 (2000) 

I. Introduction 

II. The Context 

A. The Lives of Two Neglected Children 

B. Status of Our Child Welfare Agencies 

C. Shortcomings of Juvenile Court 

D. Poor, if Any, Representation 

1. Inadequate Resources and Support for Representation 

2. Lack of Guidance 

a. Confusion in State Statutes 

b. Unhelpful Ethical Rules 
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c. Disagreement Within Scholarly Literature 

III. Concerns Regarding the Representation of Young Children and Propos
als to Eliminate or Limit such Representation 

A. Concerns About the "Best Interests" Approach Unfettered Discre
tion and the Possibility of Attorney Bias 

B. Recent Proposals Addressing the Role of the Attorney for Young 
Children 

1. Professor Guggenheim's Paradigm 

2. Professor Buss' Recommendations 

IV. Response to Proposals Calling for the Reduction m the Scope of 
Representation for Young Children 

A. Substantial Discretion Remains in the Determination of Whether a 
Child is Able to Direct the Objectives of the Representation 

B. Enforcing "Statutory Mandates" or "Statutory Fidelities" Requires 
the Exercise of Discretion 

V. Why Children Need Representation 

A. The Presiding Judge Cannot Adequately Protect the Children's 
Interests 

B. Interests of Children May Differ From All Other Parties 

1. Conflict Between Interests of Children and Parents 

2. Conflict Between Interests of Child and Child Welfare 
Agency 

VI. A Better Model for Reducing Bias and Discretion 

A. Competent Attorneys as the Preferred Type of Representation 

B. The Search for a Less Discretionary Model 

1. Past Attempts to Offer Guidance 

2. Paradigm Proposed by Professor Jean Koh Peters 

C. Concerns with Professor Peters' Approach The Need to Go Further 

1. The Need to Recognize Differences 

2. The Applicability of the Theoretics of Practice Movement 

VII. Some Alternative and More Feasible Recommendations 
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A. Training 

B. Proposed Changes in State Laws and/or Child Welfare Agency 
Policies 

C. Additional Responsibilities of Juvenile Court Judges 

D. An Alternative Model to Consider for Representing Young Chil
dren 

Vill. Conclusion 

1) "The thesis of this paper is that representation of young children is needed, that 
this representation is best when it is conducted by attorneys acting, as much as 
possible, in the traditional attorney role, and that concerns regarding unguided 
discretion and bias by lawyers can be substantially reduced with a concerted effort 
by attorneys to understand the lives of their young child clients, including their 
families, backgrounds, and cultures. However, recognizing that accomplishing 
these goals will entail additional resources that jurisdictions may not be willing to 
allocate, this article also recommends that enhancements in the roles and 
responsibilities of juvenile court judges and child welfare agency social workers 
be made. Further, the article advocates that we continue our discussions regarding 
how court-appointed special advocates ("CASAs") and attorneys can best work 
together. While these recommendations would not protect the interests of young 
children to the same degree as a competent and well-supported attorney would, 
they are worth considering as part of the dialogue which has begun, and needs to 
continue, on how child protection proceedings can be made more responsive to 
the needs and interests of the children it serves." (p. 7-8) 

2) "While attempts to reduce di cretion and bias in the representation of young 
children are extremely important and laudable, limiting the role of attorney to 
ensuring statutory fidelities or enforcing statutory mandates will not substantially 
accomplish these goals because much discretion remains in the determination of 
when a child is impaired and the meaning and implementation of statutory 
fidelities or statutory mandates." (p. 45) 

3) "Recognizing that the interests of young children cannot be sufficiently 
protected by the presiding judge, nor adequately advanced by one of the other 
parties in the proceeding, the need for someone to be appointed to identify, 
understand, and advocate for the interests of young children becomes apparent. 
Considering the current state of legal representation, whether there should be a 
requirement that representation be provided by lawyers is somewhat less clear. 
The serious nature of child protection proceedings, the substantial interests at 
stake for the children, the difficult decisions that must be made, and the forum in 
which these decisions are determined point to the conclusion that the interests of 
young children would be most adequately advanced and protected if a lawyer is 
appointed." (p. 60) 
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4) "Given that the requisite support for the improvement of lawyering for children 
has not been forthcoming and is not likely to increase in the foreseeable future, it 
is important to consider less costly alternatives that can immediately aid in 
ensuring that children receive adequate representation and that the unique needs 
and interests of each child is and remains the focus of the proceeding." (p. 78) 

5) "My final thoughts have the potential to improve the quality of representation 
that some young children currently receive, but is not one that I make without a 
great deal of trepidation. Yet, if a commitment to dedicate the resources necessary 
to improve and augment legal representation provided to children is not 
supported, then inadequate, haphazard, and biased representation likely will 
persist. In this instance, it would be worth studying whether some form of a 
CASA program might provide an alternative model for the representation of 
young children that can ensure that these children are represented adequately and 
in a less biased manner. In particular, we need to focus on the degree of 
involvement needed by lawyers, the effectiveness of CASAs, especially in the 
courtroom, and the ability to recruit a sufficient number of CASAs." (p. 83-84) 

6) "The question then becomes how can we provide better representation. 
Professor Jean Koh Peters' model, which calls for a contextual approach to 
representation, has taken us several steps forward. Further recognition of 
differences between the representatives and children in terms of race, ethnicity, 
and class, and how these differences impact our representation and the relation
ships we develop with our child clients will move us even closer to a less biased 
and more principled form of representation that leads to a solid and deep 
understanding of the lives of our child clients." (p. 89-90) 

Debra H. Lehrmann, Who Are We Protecting? An Analysis of the Law Re
garding the Duties of Attorneys and Guardians Ad Litem, 63 TEX. B.J. 123 
(2000). 

I. The Problem 

A. Climate Favoring Child-Directed Advocacy 

B. The Forest or the Trees? 

C. Does the Appointment of an Attorney as Guardian Ad Litem Solve 
the Problem? 

D. Liability 

II. The Solution 

A. Judicial Intent - The Missing Link 

B. The Texas Family Code Directs Attorneys Ad Litem to Represent 
the Interests of the Child 
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III. Rules of Professional Conduct 

A. The Duty to Seek Protection - Will the Guardian Ad Litem Request 
Suffice? 

B. A Zealous Information Gatherer and Presenter of Evidence 

C. Cases from Other States 

IV. Conclusion 

1) "Although the Academy Standards are better reasoned than the ABA Standards, 
they both reflect an unjustified bias in favor of the lawyer's duty to abide by the 
client's directives, while other interests are de-emphasized. An analysis of this 
recent trend necessarily involves a balancing of the interests at stake. Does the 
child's interest in directing the action of counsel outweigh the child's interest in 
being assured that all evidence bearing on his or her welfare is presented to the 
court? Which interest is more likely to protect children who are involved in this 
type of litigation? Do we truly have the best interests of children at heart or are 
we caught up in an image of ourselves that precluded acknowledgment of the need 
for a protective approach to family law?" (p. 126) 

2) "It does not follow logically that an attorney's duty would be to advocate the 
child's position when the reason the appointment was made was to assist the court 
in protecting the child. It is only logical that the attorney's duty is to fulfill the 
need that gave rise to the appointment. Otherwise, the appointment is futile, as the 
purpose behind the appointment is not addressed." (p. 127). 

3) "When a court takes the extraordinary step of appointing an ad litem, justice 
requires that the attorney, regardless of the designation, have the ability to follow 
the court's directive. It makes no sense that such a precious resource would be 
wasted by not fulfilling the need that gave rise to the appointment. In those few 
instances where financial resources are unlimited, perhaps two ad litems would be 
helpful. But, in the vast majority of cases, this simply is not practical. In any 
event, the court always has the ability to ascertain the child's desires through an 
in chambers interview. Undoubtedly, when a choice must be made between the 
two types of appointments, the decision must favor protection of the child." (p. 
134-135) 

4) "When judicial intent is recognized as the threshold consideration, the 
confusion quickly comes into focus. An attorney is only limited by the desires of 
the child when the intent is for the attorney to act as an advocate for the child, 
regardless of the designation. It is imperative that this intent be ascertained at the 
outset of the appointment, and that it be specifically delineated in the written order 
of appointment. If the court is silent as to intent, the attorney should specifically 
request such a determination. If the judicial intent cannot be ascertained, the 
default position should favor the child's safety and protection." (p. 135) 
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LAW JOURNAL ARTICLES: 1999 

Jesica Matthews Eames, Seen But Not Heard: Advocating for the Legal 
Representation of a Child's Expressed Wish in Protection Proceedings and 
Recommendations for New Standards in Georgia, 48 Emory L.J. 1431 
(1999) 

Introduction 

I. An Overview of Current Issues in the Legal Representation of Children 

A. The Cast of Characters: The Attorney, the Guardian Ad Litem and 
the Court Appointed Special Advocate 

B. Jean Koh Peters's Model for Representing Children 

C. Three State Approaches 

1. New York's Law Guardian 

2. Illinois's Juvenile Act Court 

3. New Legislation in Michigan 

II. Recent Developments in the Field of the Legal Representation of 
Children 

A. Efforts of the American Bar Association 

1. Resources and Support Structures 

2. The American Bar Association's Standards of Practice for 
Lawyers Who Represent Children in Abuse and Neglect 
Cases 

B. Fordham's Conference on Ethical Issues in the Legal Representa
tion of Children 

III. The Legal Representation of Children in Georgia 

A. The Current State of the Law in Georgia 

B. The Georgia Supreme Court Child Placement Project 

C. Recommendations for Georgia 

1. The ABA Standards of Practice for Attorneys who Represent 
Children in Abuse and Neglect Cases Should be Adopted in 
the State of Georgia 

2. Georgia Should Consider Appointing a Staff Attorney in 
Every Jurisdiction with a Substantial Juvenile Caseload 

3. Georgia Should Establish Clear Guidelines for Situations 
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where the Dual Role of an Attorney/GAL is Impossible to 
Avoid Conclusion 

1) "This Comment is not advocating that the legal community abandon all time
and resource-saving techniques that do not comport with the Peters approach. 
However, at a bare minimum, we should keep this theory at the forefront of child 
advocacy discussions as a model we strive towards achieving. If an attorney 
incorporates only one or two of Peters's ideas, then that attorney has moved one 
step closer to improving child protection proceedings in his or her jurisdiction." 
(p. 1442) 

2) "Children in court protection proceedings deserve adequate protection. Exactly 
what constitutes adequate representation, and thus protection, has been a source of 
tension in our legal community. This Comment advocates adopting standards for 
the legal representation of children that follow the traditional attorney/client 
model. The analysis of academic models and certain state systems, along with the 
ABA Standards of Practice, provides Georgia with guidelines for improving the 
legal representation of children. In the end, the most secure position for a child in 
a protection proceeding is to have an attorney to represent and protect the child's 
expressed wishes, and a separate GAL to represent his or her best interests. By 
clearly defining the role of the child's attorney, Georgia and other legal 
communities can be assured that the child is adequately protected." (p. 1476) 

Howard A. Davidson, Child Protection Policy and Practice at Century's 
End, 33 FAM. L.Q. 765 (1999). 

I. Introduction 

II. The Impact of Federal Law on Child Protective Legal Intervention 

III. Federal Efforts to Secure Foster Children's Safety and Permanency -
Trying to Get it Right 

IV. A Proposed Ten-Point Agenda for Further Legal/Judicial Child Protec
tion Reforms 

A. Require the Public Child Protection System to Be Far More 
Professional and Client-Focused 

B. Focus Interventions on Serious and Chronic Problems Leading to 
Child Maltreatment and Provide Child Protective Services 
Through Local Neighborhood Programs 

C. Require Child Protective Service Agencies and Courts to Make 
Specific Findings on the Relationship of Family Poverty to 
Children's Entry or Continuation in the Child Welfare System 

D. Use the Law to Help End Inappropriate and Harmful Physical 
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Punishment of Children 

E. Hold Batterers More Accountable for Exposing Children to Do
mestic Violence 

F. Do More to Address Parental Substance Abuse that Endangers 
Children 

G. Change Laws to Make More Appropriate Use of Kinship Place
ments 

H. Take Quicker Decisive Action to Terminate Parental Rights Where 
Warranted 

I. Increase Penalties for Serious Crimes Committed Against Children, 
Revise Evidence Laws and Court Procedures to Promote More 
Effective Prosecution of Such Crimes, and Fund Court System 
Collection of Prosecution/Sentencing Data 

J. Provide Better Identification of, and Protections for, a Wider 
Ranger of Child Victims 

V. Conclusion 

1) "In 197 4, Congress took its first direct action to address child maltreatment 
within the home, passing the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act 
[CAPTA]. It tied state receipt of federal financial assistance for public child 
protection programs to a set of fundamental eligibility criteria to be addressed 
through state law and local child protective service agency reform. In 1980, 
Congress passed the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act [AACWA], again 
tying federal financial aid for the states to required changes in state law as well as 
in local child welfare and court practice, but for much better-funded child welfare 
services and foster care programs. That law was followed in 1997 by the Adoption 
and Safe Families Act [ASFA], again using the power of federal financial 
assistance to achieve changes in state law and local practice - changes that are just 
now being implemented. Mandatory reporting, the fundamental legal reform 
affecting systemic responses to intrafamilial child maltreatment, was implemented 
during the mid-to-late 1960s. But it was not until the mid-1970s that the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services first supported collection of nation
wide data on child abuse and neglect reports." (p. 767) 

2) "The principal judicial system effect of CAPTA has been achieved through its 
guardian ad litem (GAL) requirement. That provision has led to almost universal 
appointment of independent GALs, either a lawyer or lay (non-attorney) advocate, 
in juvenile court child protection proceedings. Because there has never been a 
Supreme Court opinion pronouncing a constitutional right of legal representation 
for children in nondelinquency juvenile court proceedings, CAPTA has facilitated 
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enactment in virtually every state of a statutory framework for at least some form 
of representation for all juvenile court-involved abused and neglected children." 
(p. 768) 

3) "To be fully eligible for federal financial assistance under AACWA, child 
welfare agencies and courts were each required to make case-by-case factual 
determinations that 'reasonable efforts' had been taken to avoid a need for initial 
or continued out-of-home placement .... ASFA adds three additional provi
sions to AACWA's 'reasonable efforts' determination requirements for child 
welfare agencies and courts. The first, based on fear that AACWA had been too 
focused on parental rights, thus risking the lives of some children, makes 'the 
child's health and safety' paramount concerns in such determinations. The second, 
based on recognition that family preservation efforts were being wrongfully made 
in many hopeless and inappropriate cases, provides for limited exceptions to 
making efforts to keep the family together .... The third change addresses the 
long permanency delays that children have faced even after it was clear they 
would not return home. It establishes, after a decision that family reunification 
should not be made, a new 'reasonable efforts' obligation to assure the child's 
rapid, legally permanent placement." (p. 771-772) 

4) "There has been woefully inadequate political leadership at all levels of 
government to committing necessary resources for improved implementation of 
child protection laws, and even more so for prevention of child maltreatment. This 
must change as we enter the twenty-first century. Enhancing child protection legal 
interventions, as well as financial support for both child victim services and child 
abuse prevention, should be critical elements of both public health and crime 
prevention policies." (p. 781-782) 

Emily Buss, Confronting Developmental Barriers to the Empowerment of 
Child Clients, 84 Cornell L. Rev. 895 (1999) 

Introduction 

I. Background 

II. Defining Empowerment 

A. Empowering Adult Clients 

1. Transforming Clients' Role in Litigation 

2. Transforming Clients' Self-Presentation 

B. Empowering Child Clients 

1. Power Shifts Unexperienced by the Child 

2. Power Shifts Experienced by the Child 

ill. The Developmental Literature 
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A. An Initial Caveat 

B. The Capacity for Empowerment 

1. Children's Developing Understanding of Self and Other 

2. Children's Understanding of Self and Other in the Legal 
Process 

a. The Capacity To Experience Influence over the Litigation 

i. The Problem of Distortion 

ii. The Problem of Misattribution 

b. The Capacity To Experience Influence over Perceptions of 
Self 

3. From Understanding to Execution 

a. The Capacity To Act 

b. Valuing Control 

c. Confining Empowerment 

4. The Limits of Lawyering 

IV. Implications 

A. Implications for the Representation of Children 

1. The Lawyer as Teacher 

2. Why Not the Lawyer as Guardian Ad Litem? 

B. Implications for the Representation of Adults Conclusion 

1) "This Part begins by arguing that children's developmental limitations require 
lawyers to alter the way in which they define their role and communicate with 
their clients. Instead of approaching the lawyer-client relationship with the 
expectation that the client immediately will be in a position to exercise influence, 
the lawyer should conceive of the relationship as an opportunity to teach children 
about this potential for influence. Recognizing that gaining the necessary 
capacities to exercise that influence could take years, lawyers should engage 
children's processes of development by helping them to learn, in the context of the 
lawyer-client relationship, what it means to assume control." (p. 899) 

2) "My survey of the socio-cognitive developmental literature raises serious 
questions about how effective children's lawyers can be in their efforts to 
empower their clients, particularly their younger clients, through legal represen
tation What may make lawyers particularly poorly suited to empower their child 
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clients is a combination of the complexity of the lawyer-client relationship, the 
foreignness of the legal context to the child, and the intense emotional content 
(tied with the seriousness of the consequences) of these proceedings--all of which 
require a more sophisticated level of socio-cognitive development to comprehend 
and negotiate." (p. 948-49) 

3) "After exploring these issues in this section, I conclude that my analysis of 
children's socio- cognitive development raises serious questions about the validity 
of applying the traditional attorney model, as currently conceived, to the 
representation of children. It is my determination, however, that modifying this 
model to address its inadequacies would serve children better than abandoning the 
approach in favor of the guardian ad litem, or best interest, approach." (p. 950) 

4) "If lawyers approach their representation of child clients with the expectation 
that the children will be prepared to assume control of the representation as soon 
as that role is explained, lawyers likely will fail, and fail most abysmally with the 
children whose age and negative life experience makes them least prepared for the 
lawyer-client relationship. If, however, they approach their representation as a 
teaching opportunity--an opportunity to begin to expose a child to what it means 
to engage in the decision-making process and take some control--lawyers may 
achieve a certain modest success. This teaching approach seems particularly 
appropriate in the context of abuse and neglect cases, in which representation can 
span the entire course of child development from infancy to adulthood." (p. 956) 

5) "The approach I propose can best be understood as a modification of the 
traditional attorney model. Consistent with that approach, the lawyer would only 
take a position in court when her client directs her to do so. But contrary to 
conventional practice, under this model the lawyer would not assume that the 
articulation of a viewpoint equates with the giving of direction, and therefore the 
lawyer would not press to elicit a viewpoint as the means of defining how to 
proceed. Instead, under this teaching approach, the lawyer would be attuned to 
signs of the child's cognitive resistance to assuming the decision-making role, and 
in the face of this resistance, she would be prepared not to take any position on 
behalf of her client in the litigation. The reduction in the lawyer's advocacy 
activity in court should not be equated with reduced ambitions for the role. The 
expectation would be that the lawyer would more than make up for her decreased 
influence over the court process, in the short run, with her increased influence over 
the child's capacity and appetite for participation, in the long run." (p. 957) 

Martin Guggenheim, Matter of Ethics: Counseling Counsel for Children, 
reviewing Representing Children in Child Protective Proceedings: Ethical 
and Practical Dimensions by Jean Koh Peters, 97 Mich. L. Rev. 1488 
(1999) 

Introduction 

I. Just What Are Children's Lawyers Anyway? Mouthpieces for Their 
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Clients or Independent Guardians Assigned to Protect Their Clients' Best 
Interests? 

A. Empowering Children to Set the Objectives in Their Cases 

B. When Children Cannot Set the Objectives 

II. The Practical Impact of Her Proposal 

A. When Representing Children Who Set the Objectives 

B. When Representing Children Too Young to Set the Objectives 

III. Theoretical Issues Concerning How to Determine the Role of Counsel 
for Young Children Conclusion 

1) "Peters's ultimate contribution is her effort to 'blend' these divergent theories, 
thus creating an integrated model [that] attempts to preserve the best of each 
paradigm while discarding the historically outdated or the unintentionally 
harmful.' Peters subsequently gives lawyers advice about when to rely on which 
developmental theory and for what purposes." (p. 1499) 

2) "It is not that I challenge Peters's goal to cabin the discretion lawyers exercise 
when representing children. Nor do I question her advice about what lawyers for 
children should actually be doing in child protective proceedings-- at least with 
regard to very young children. Rather, I challenge the method by which she 
recommends that lawyers determine what they should advocate when representing 
very young children in child protective proceedings . I believe that the role of 
counsel for young children in child protective cases is to seek outcomes based on 
the substantive law defining children's rights. Lawyers simply are not free to 
define for themselves what children's lawyers should do. This is no less true when 
the lawyer doing this defining is as perceptive as Peters. In the long run, it is 
essential to obtain agreement on determining the process by which the role of 
counsel is established. If I am right, this requires little more than studying 
substantive law. Once we know the controlling legal principles in any particular 
setting, we will be able to identify what lawyers representing young children 
should do." (p. 1505-06) 

3) "Because Peters cannot hope to convince all practitioners of her theory, 
nonbelievers will use a different method of representation based on their own 
theory of child development. Encouraging lawyers to decide which social 
scientists to credit invites lawyers for young children to ignore the purposes and 
intentions of the substantive law and substitute it with their own judgments. 
Theories of child development can be complicated, and the creation of substantive 
laws about children's rights can be extraordinarily difficult. That is why, among 
other reasons, it is so important that these judgments be made by judges and 
legislators and not by randomly chosen members of the Bar acting as self-
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appointed private lawmakers." (p. 1508) 

4) "The lawyers' role should not be justified because current social science theory 
supports it or because a particular scholar is persuaded of its correctness. Instead, 
their role is to behave in a particular manner because the legislature or courts have 
decided that these principles are correct. Though the lawyers' role is not 
immutable, its changeability depends not on members of the practicing bar 
changing their minds, nor on scholars changing theirs, but on lawmakers changing 
theirs. That is how it should be." (p. 1510) 

Karen A. Hallstrom, The Ethical Challenges of Representing Children, 46 
La. B.J. 488 (1999) 

I. Role of the Child's Lawyer 

II. Scope of Representation 

A. The Identity of the Client 

B. Type of Proceeding 

C. Stage of Proceedings 

D. The Child 

1. Communication 

2. Conflicts of Interest 

3. Education 

4. Advocacy 

1) "Competent legal representation of children requires sensitivity to the unique 
ethical issues inherent therein. It is axiomatic that no two children, no two families 
and no two cases are exactly the same. Further, the multitude of situational 
variables an attorney may encounter at any given time in any given case make it 
almost impossible to develop a comprehensive ethical how to' guide. Therefore, 
the conscientious practitioner must be attentive to circumstantial nuances and be 
prepared to make and adjust ethical assessments throughout the course of 
representation. This article seeks to point out some of the ethical challenges 
commonly encountered by attorneys representing children." (p. 488) 

Donald C. Bross, The Evolution of Independent Legal Representation for 
Children, 1 J. CENTER FOR CHILD. & CTS 7 (1999). 

I. Development of Complex and Differentiated Child Representation 

II. Evidence for a "Discipline" of Independent Legal Representation of 
Children 

III. Laws and Standards Concerning the Act or Process of Representation 
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IV. The Financial Ecology of Child Representation 

V. Evaluation of the Effects of Representation 

VI. The Law of Childhood 

VII. Conceptual Innovation and Reframing 

VIII. Unanswered Questions and Unquestioned Assumptions 

IX. Evolutionary Trends Considered 

1044 

I. "The representation of incompetents, which children are considered to be in the 
legal context, has been developed in English and American common law over 
hundreds of years. However, In re Gault and the federal Child Abuse Prevention 
and Treatment Act (CAPTA) created favorable conditions for the rapid growth and 
change of independent legal representation of children in the United States 
beginning in 1967. The subject of this essay is whether the favorable conditions 
for increased complexity, differentiation, and adaptation of independent represen
tation for children have produced an enlarged field of practice. Assuming there has 
been a significant development of independent representation for children, it must 
be asked if this development is reflected in improvements in the courts, in the law 
of childhood, and outcomes for children. Looking toward the future, we can only 
speculate on the continued evolution of independent representation. Nevertheless, 
it is possible to consider the presence or absence of conditions likely to foster the 
survival and future evolution of independent representation for children." 

II. "An issue with employing an evolutionary theory to evaluate the independent 
representation of children is the need to recognize how its practitioners are 
influenced by the type of children they represent (e.g., preverbal infants or 
articulate adolescents), and especially by the age of the client. Just as those who 
specialize in the evolutionary science of shells must be aware of broader issues 
and trends, an attorney should be aware of the other areas of child representation. 
Those who represent older, verbal children can often adapt their experience with 
adult clients with little or no change in their approach. For clients who are not able 
to provide instructions on the desired course of representation because of a 
particular condition of mental illness, infancy, or disability, lawyers must rely on 
other resources and expertise." 

III. "In Kent v. United States, Justice Fortas lamented in a famous phrase that 
'there may be grounds for concern that the child receives the worst of both worlds: 
that he gets neither the protections accorded to adults nor the solicitous care and 
regenerative treatment postulated for children.' Given the stated two possibilities, 
'protections accorded to adults' has been chosen. The current practice of juvenile 
justice appears to strongly favor, as the major priority, the assurance that children 
will be accorded the same protections accorded to adults. Young or old, persons 
charged with crimes experience considerations, society's willingness to punish 
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children and to ignore solicitous care and regenerative treatment has been 
reinforced. In choosing only one side of the conundrum, the possibility of 
synthesis is abandoned and responsibility for the rejected choice is ignored." 

IV. Weakening conditions [for independent legal representation of children]: 

• The persistent lack of a recognized and shared identity, profession, or 
legal specialty of child representation with proven efficacy in addressing 
unique life problems. 

• Limited support from the public beyond those engaged directly in 
developing the field. 

• Lack of data demonstrating the favorable outcomes of independent 
representation. 

• Insufficient intellectual development in the field of children's law, given 
the large number of challenging questions of jurisprudence for children 
that remain not only unanswered but also rarely explored. 

• The lack of primary and reliable funding sources. 

William Wesley Patton, Searching for the Proper Role of Children's Coun
sel in California Dependency Cases, 1 J. CENTER FOR CHILD. & CTS 
21 (1999). 

I. California's Discretion to Define the Attorney-Child Client Relationship 

II. The Current Status of Dependency Court Representation in California 

III. California Dependency Law Up to 1996 

IV. California Dependency Law Since 1996 

V. Should California Modify the Current California Dependency Attorney-
Child Client Relationship 

VI. The Demographics of Abused Children 

VII. The Status and Demographics of Children's Counsel 

VIII. The New Trend of Quasi-Governmental Children's Advocacy Con
tract Law Firms 

IX. Children's Counsel Carry Heavy Caseloads and are Substantially 
Underpaid 

X. Representing Child Clients in the World of Concurrent Planning 

XI. Children's Counsel Should Not Be Relieved Until All of the Child's 
Interests Have Been Perfected 

XII. Conclusion 
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1) "It is clear that if the Supreme Court applies a Lassiter/Mathews test in 
determining whether the Fourteenth Amendment requires the appointment of 
counsel for children in dependency cases, children will often be entitled to 
court-appointed representation in cases in which parents might not be entitled. But 
the problem in California is that because trial courts usually appoint counsel for 
minors, children's counsel rarely, if ever, ask for a Lassiter hearing. The failure of 
counsel to make a Lassiter record undermines the child's rights in a number of 
ways. First, if the child's counsel is appointed under Lassiter ... the child will 
be entitled to a traditional attorney-client relationship .... In addition, the 
standard of review for an issue of counsel's incompetence will be much more in 
favor of the child if counsel is appointed under Lassiter . ... Finally, if counsel 
is appointed pursuant to Lassiter, the trial court will not have discretion to relieve 
the minor's counsel during the dependency hearing based upon the court's 
determination that the child will no longer benefit from the appointment." 

2) "It is difficult to divine a unified field theory of children's ages in the California 
scheme. It is clear that 4-year-old children are presumptively determined capable 
of expressing their desires because both attorneys and social workers are 
mandated to interview them. It is also clear that 12-year-olds are presumed 
capable of understanding an age-appropriate explanation of their constitutional 
and statutory rights, of consciously lying in their hearsay statements, and 
definitively determining their best long-term interest by exercising a veto to 
adoption. Fourteen-year-old children are sophisticated enough to receive court 
documents and serve on governmental policy boards. What appears from 
California's patchwork of presumptive age competencies is that competency must 
be assessed in relation to the particular task being considered. A single age of 
presumptive maturity for all activities simply does not exist." 

3) "Standard J-1 of the ABA Standards for Lawyers Who Represent Children in 
Abuse and Neglect Cases provides that '[a] child's attorney should receive 
adequate and timely compensation throughout the term of appointment that 
reflects the complexity of the case and includes both in court and out-of-court 
preparation .... ' However, in California, most children's attorneys receive 
neither adequate compensation nor any payment for work accomplished outside 
the courtroom." 

4) "If that time comes and guardians ad litem are to replace zealous advocates, the 
dependency system will indeed metamorphose into a new social organization. 
First, no one will be required to argue for the child's stated preference, even if he 
or she is mature and 'unimpaired.' Second, since the guardian ad litem's role is to 
assist the judge in fact-finding, the child will no longer have an advocate who is 
bound by duties of loyalty and confidentiality. In fact, since it is the guardian ad 
litem's duty to bring information relevant to the child's best interest before the 
court, the guardian may be mandated to violate the child's confidentiality. Indeed, 
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there is nothing to prevent the guardian from being called as a witness against the 
child. If one of the purposes of the dependency system is to make the physically 
and emotionally abused child whole again and to restore the child's faith in adult 
authority figures, this guardian ad litem system will certainly be counterproduc
tive. The child will feel betrayed and will have no one with whim to bare his or 
her soul without the threat of public exposure." 

LAW JOURNAL ARTICLES: 1998 

Kathryn A. Piper, Ethical Issues in the Legal Representation of Children: 
Client Autonomy or Child Protection?, 24-DEC Vt. B.J. & L. Dig. 25 
(1998) 

I. The Developmental Evidence About Children's Decision-Making Ca
pacities 

II. Ethical Consideration 7-12 of Vermont's Code of Professional Respon
sibility and Rule 6 of Vermont Rules for Family Proceedings 

ill. Recommendations of the Conference on Ethical Issues in the Legal 
Representation of Children 

A. Interviewing Children in Order to Assess Capacity: Why Children 
Say What They Say 

IV. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Vermont's Hybrid System of 
GAL/ Attorney Representation of Children 

V. Recommendations for Change 

1) "Recommendations for Change 

1. Attorneys representing children should receive extensive training in such 
areas as child development, interviewing children and assessing a child's 
decision-making capacity. Attorneys also need training on the affect on children of 
abuse and neglect and foster care placement. Such training should be mandatory. 

2. In order to foster better communication and collaboration between attorneys 
for children and GALs, the two groups should meet regularly to address these 
issues, engage in joint trainings and develop protocols for collaboration. 

3. Even with children under the age of thirteen, attorneys should take the time 
to actively listen to their clients, engage them in a dialogue about available options 
and make whatever accommodations are necessary to enable them to be active 
participants in the court process to the extent that the child is capable. Lawyers 
should insist that GALs share with their wards their conclusions about the child's 
best interests to the extent that child is able to understand them. The lawyer should 
force the GAL to hold [his views] up to the light of the child's opinions and 
expertise.' Even if a child is not the ultimate decision-maker and does not possess 
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veto power over the GAL's views, it is essential that the child be given a voice." 
(p. 28) 

William A. Kell, Voices Lost and Found: Training Ethical Lawyers for 
Children, 73 Ind. L.J. 635 (1998) 

Introduction 

I. Ethical Issues in Advocating for Children: Two Case Studies 

A. Sara 

B. Rosa 

II. Advocate Ambivalence About Children's Power 

A. Perceiving the Child as "Other" 

B. Perceiving the Child as Inferior 

C. Going with the "Guts": Developing a Critical Understanding of the 
Different Models of Child Advocacy 

1. Differences as Advocates 

2. Differences as Investigators 

3. Differences in Interpretation 

4. Differences in Client-Centeredness Conclusion 

1) "Child advocates need to pay close attention to how they approach child clients 
as distinct individuals, as disenfranchised persons, and with clarity about what 
children should be able to expect from their advocates. . . While I support the 
recommendations of the recent Fordham Symposium on the Ethical Representa
tion of Children, which called for widespread state adoption of the lawyer-practice 
model, I believe there is an important level of inquiry below the debate of which 
model is best' for children. Instead I will focus on the way that any advocate 
should approach a representation relationship with a child, and argue that children 
can be disempowered long before the differences between the two practice models 
assert themselves." (p. 636) 

2) "Translating the different languages' spoken by clients, however, is what 
lawyers do on an almost daily basis As described in the rich legal literature 
referred to as the theoretics of practice,' this kind of interpreting by lawyers can 
be either silencing or empowering for the client: silencing when the lawyer is 
unable to perceive the client's different point of view and makes poor decisions 
based on a flawed conception of the client's needs, and empowering when the 
lawyer can listen carefully enough to discover that, for example, the client may 
have other objectives that need attention besides simply beating the rap' or 
maximizing a monetary award at trial." (p. 640-41) 
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3) "How could the theoretics of practice inform advocates who need to listen to 
and empower children? What is required are changes in how we work with the 
child to assemble her story, that is, how we interact with the child to learn about 
her situation from her point of view, and how we use information from other 
sources about the child's interests and needs. 

First, the child advocate must approach interactions with the child with the 
awareness that, in the same way an African American is not just a darker- skinned 
Caucasian, or a woman is not just a man with more hair and different genitalia, a 
child is not just a small adult. A child is a unique individual enmeshed in a 
complex interpersonal structure with aspects of dependency and autonomy. A 
child has her own desires and way of using language that may or may not make 
sense to an adult. Thus many adults, as advocates or not, already approach the task 
of interviewing and developing a relationship with a child with some skepticism, 
already sensing a different view of the world. The child advocate must start with 
the child, even a very young child, as a source of knowledge, someone who is 
trying to tell a story to those with the patience and perception to listen." (p. 
642-643). 

4) "In sum, adopting the concept of lawyer-as-translator in child advocacy instills 
an important sense of both caution and promise in the development of client 
relationships. As translator, the child advocate must diligently seek to hear the 
child's story, both as told and as observed, according to what the story means to 
the child. This process must include awareness of oneself as a contributor of 
meaning, and similarly, as someone who e very concept of oneself as an adult 
may have distanced the child as other' and inferior.' While children's developing 
abilities to perceive, communicate, and affect the world may not always be able 
to determine what the truth' of their situation is, such abilities can consistently 
point in the direction of the truth or to the meaning of the situation to the child. 
Such information is of course highly relevant to the determination of the child's 
best interest, and if the child is capable of making decisions, the attorney should 
utilize this information in taking direction from the client." (p. 647) 

Martin Guggenheim, Reconsidering the Need for Counsel for Children in 
Custody, Visitation, and Child Protection Proceedings, 29 Loy. U. Chi. L.J. 
299 (1998) 

Preamble 

I. Introduction 

II. The Remarkable Absence of Meaningful Guidance from Legislatures 
and Courts 

A. Child Protection Proceedings 

B. Custody and Visitation Proceedings 
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III. A Strong Consensus on Representing Children Emerges 

A. Mitigating the Discretion of the Child's Lawyer to Choose Which 
Result to Seek 

B. Avoiding the Danger of Children's Lawyers Unduly Influencing 
the Outcome of a Case 

III. Different Methods for Mitigating the Influence of the Views of a Child's 
Attorney 

A. Empowering Younger Children 

B. Curtailing the Use of Lawyers for Children 

C. Representing Preverbal and Very Young Children 

1. Advocating the Child's Legal Interests 

2. Proposing Multiple Options or Not Advocating Any Result 

III. Reconsidering When Children Should Be Represented 

A. What Can Now Be Expected from a Lawyer Representing an 
Average Ten-Year-Old in a Contested Custody Case 

B. What Can Now Be Expected from a Lawyer Representing an 
Average Ten-Year-Old in a Contested Child Protection Proceeding 

C. What We May Now Expect from a Lawyer Representing a Very 
Young Child in a Contested Custody Case or a Child Protection 
Proceeding 

IV. Conclusion 

1) "The history of appointing counsel for children ... reveals two major devel
opmental phases. Phase One can be characterized principally by the expansion of 
circumstances that require the representation of children. In the years following 
Gault, courts frequently proclaimed the right of children to representation, but 
provided remarkably little explanation regarding the reasons or the purpose for the 
representation. Following this lead, many commentators sought to expand the 
child's right to representation, but these commentators focused more on the right 
to representation rather than on the lawyer's role when representing children. 

In contrast to Phase One, a much more careful attention to the role of counsel 
characterizes Phase Two. This phase includes an on-going debate in the literature 
and the development of standards of representation by commentators and 
professional organizations. Now that Phase Two is drawing to a close, this Article 
intends to initiate discussions for a Phase Three, and re- evaluates whether and 
when lawyers should be appointed to represent children. Because a modicum of 
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agreement has been achieved as to why courts should appoint lawyers to represent 
children and what the lawyer's role is once appointed, legislatures and judges now 
need to reconsider when to appoint such lawyers." (p. 303-04) 

2) "The first principle of this new consensus clearly asserts that, to the greatest 
extent possible, legal representatives for children, regardless of the child's age, 
should undertake a true lawyering role that is distinct from either a specialized 
guardian-like role or a hybrid lawyer-guardian role." (p. 312) 

3) "Because the substantive law fails to take into account the child's views in 
determining whether the child has been abused or neglected, it is legally irrelevant 
whether or not a child desires the court to enter an order declaring the child 
neglected or not neglected. Commonly, children who require protection are 
forcibly removed from their parents' custody, even when the children prefer 
remaining at home. At the same time, when a child's parents have not been 
abusive or neglectful, the child is legally obligated to live with them, regardless 
of the child's preferences. 

The organized Bar, however, now insists that children, whenever feasible, be 
empowered to set objectives that their lawyers must zealously seek to obtain. In 
other words, it is quite likely that providing children with aggressive lawyers who 
will attempt to tilt the outcome of the case in the direction of the child's wishes 
will make it less likely, not more likely, that the correct' legal result be reached." 
(p. 344) 

4) "Indeed, legislatures and courts should now reexamine the economics of 
appointing counsel in all cases involving impaired children. Once attorneys for 
impaired children stop advocating an outcome, they become a type of procedural 
grease, principally concerned with making sure that the child receives all the 
appropriate procedural protection. While some situations may still justify the 
appointment of an attorney to assure these protections, in many cases, the judge, 
along with counsel for the two competing parties, could just as effectively 
safeguard the rights of the child. By not appointing attorneys in situations where 
their role could be filled by the other mechanisms of the court such as the judge 
or an independent investigating agency, there should be a substantial savings to 
the parties or the state ... Now is an opportune time for legislatures and judges 
to redefine and limit the scope of the right to counsel for children to include only 
those situations where the attorney will further the interests of the child without 
the incidental cost of subverting substantive law." (p. 351-52) 

William A. Kell, Ties That Bind?: Children's Attorneys, Children's 
Agency, and the Dilemma of Parental Affiliation, 29 Loy. U. Chi. L.J. 353 
(1998) 

I. Introduction 

II. Examining Child-Parent Affiliation 
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III. Manifestations of Affiliation 

IV. Mature Decision-Making 

V. Human Affiliation, Law, and The Model Rules 

VI. Children Learning About Decision-Making and Representation 

VII. Conclusion 
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1) "One of the most difficult dilemmas for any child advocate occurs when the 
client wants her attorney to advocate for something against her best interests, and 
when the client's choice may be attributable to parental affiliation. Whether this 
affiliation manifests itself through identification, protective instincts, trust, love, 
placation, or parental pressure, the attorney must decide the extent to which her 
client can direct the litigation as an agent free from parental influence. . .From 
my practice, the absence of guidance encourages children's attorneys to dismiss 
or seek to alter their clients' expressed wishes whenever the child seems to be 
making a decision with another person in mind. This automatic equation of 
affiliation with undue influence demeans children and ignores the fact that 
children and adults are both social creatures, who often make decisions based on 
their affiliations with others. This Article offers some guidance to children's 
attorneys in sorting out when children's agency, exercised in the context of their 
affiliations with others, should be respected. Respect for children's decision
making power by their attorneys would promote important public interests, such 
as, (1) encouraging children to make decisions and take responsibility commen
surate with their developing abilities, and (2) to develop more realistic concep
tions of children as both dependent and decision-making individuals with their 
own identity." (p. 354-56) 

2) "Until social science scholarship and the law can provide more guidance about 
children's decision-making, attorneys will need to proceed cautiously in deter
mining when to take direction from the child client. In the meantime, the approach 
described herein should feel familiar, as it relies on attorneys and judges 
maintaining their distinct roles. When children can count on attorneys to act like 
attorneys and judges to act like judges, children can truly have the opportunity to 
be empowered by representation commensurate with their emerging decision
making abilities. In addition, these children will be able to meaningfully 
participate in decisions that affect them and to practice sound decision-making 
processes with the effective assistance of counsel." (p. 374) 

3) "Although children's attorneys need to continue to monitor and combat 
parent-child affiliation reflecting parental pressure or harmful role-reversal, the 
attorney should not dismiss the competent child as impaired' when she makes 
decisions colored by her close relationships. Where reasonable people could 
disagree as to what is in the child's best interests, there is no valid reason to 
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prevent the competent child from directing her representation, other than to 
paternalistically shield the child from the risks of having to live with a decision 
deemed bad in hindsight. If the attorney still feels compelled to shield the child, 
he should do so honestly, not by finding impairment' where there is no reasonable 
basis to distinguish the child's affiliative behavior from an adult's. After 
counseling the child and advising her on the best course of action, if the competent 
child chooses a different path out of affiliation for others, the attorney should 
honor his duty to take direction from the child. The attorney should defer to state 
interest in protecting the competent child client from bad decisions to the judge." 
(p. 376) 

Conference on Ethical Issues in the Legal Representation of Children in 
Illinois, Recommendations of the Conference on Ethical Issues in the Legal 
Representation of Children in Illinois, 29 Loy. U. Chi. L.J. 377 (1998) 

I. Recommendations Regarding Advocacy for the Best Interests of a Child 

A. Decision making on behalf of a child must be made in a contextual, 
self-aware, deliberate and principled manner. The decision-making 
process is ongoing throughout the course of the representation. 

B. The attorney's own life history, philosophies and biases should not 
form the basis for the substantive best interests determination. 
Multi-disciplinary training, cultural awareness, and expert consul
tations should be used to form the best interests determination. 

G. It is the lawyer's responsibility to focus on the child in context 
through a full, efficient and speedy factual investigation. The 
lawyer should work from a thickly detailed view of the child client 
as an unique individual. 

H. The determination of best interests should include all legally 
available options, including good faith options for seeking modi
fication of the law. 

J. The best interests determination must always include the child's 
expressed wishes as one factor. 

K. The best interests determination should avoid all or nothing 
solutions but should include a range of options and contingencies 
for the child client. 

II. Recommendations Regarding Confidentiality 

III. Recommendations Regarding Conflicts of Interests 
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IV. Recommendations Regarding the Role of Judges 

V. Recommendations Regarding the Role of Counsel 
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A. In all proceedings involving children, the attorney for the child 
should not function in more than one role. 

B. Basic standards of practice for attorneys representing children and 
for guardians ad litem should be articulated. 

C. Counsel in delinquency proceedings should assume the role of the 
traditional attorney when representing the client. 

D. (Questions relating to the role of counsel for children and, 
particularly, the manner by which the objectives of the represen
tation are determined in domestic relations and child protective 
proceedings were referred to a committee consisting of two 
individuals representing children in child protective proceedings, 
two judges, two individuals representing children in domestic 
relations proceedings, one ethicist, and three others, with the 
members selected to ensure geographic diversity.) 

Diane Geraghty, Ethical Issues in the Legal Representation of Children in 
Illinois: Roles, Rules and Reforms, 29 LOY. U. CHI. L.J. 289 (1998). 

I. Introduction 

II. Illinois Statutes, Rules, and Case Law 

III. Reform Efforts 

1) "One of the clearest examples of the challenges faced by attorneys who 
represent child clients in Illinois occurs in child protection proceedings under the 
juvenile Court Act (the 'Act'). The Act contemplates three possible representa
tives for a child in an abuse or neglect case. First, all child respondents under the 
Act must be independently represented by counsel. Second, a court is authorized, 
and in some instances required, to appoint a guardian ad litem for a child without 
regard to the child's age or capacity. The guardian ad litem is not required to be 
an attorney; however, if the guardian ad litem is not an attorney, the court must 
appoint an attorney to represent the guardian ad litem. Finally, the Act permits the 
appointment of a 'court appointed special advocate' or 'CASA,' which is a 
community volunteer who normally is not legally trained." (p. 291) 

2) "[T]his practice creates an ethical dilemma for attorneys required to perform 
both roles because there are inherent differences between the customary duties of 
attorneys and guardians ad litem. In a traditional attorney-client relationship, a 
lawyer is ethically obligated to permit a client to determine the objectives of 
representation. This obligation continues even if an attorney is persuaded that a 
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client's reasoning is flawed, or that a client's decisions concerning the objectives 
of representation will not produce the desired results. Similarly, where a client's 
ability to make reasoned decisions is impaired, an attorney is duty-bound to 
maintain a normal attorney-client relationship to the greatest extent possible under 
the circumstances. In contrast to the professional standards governing attorney 
behavior and practice, the traditional duty of a non-attorney guardian ad litem is 
to act in an individual's best interests. This duty is consistent with the fact that a 
guardian ad litem typically is appointed in circumstances where an individual 
lacks the capacity to engage in reasoned decision-making on matters affecting the 
individual's well-being." (p. 291-292) 

3) Illinois is not unique in its failure to clearly articulate the duties of legal 
representatives for children .. . . An important outgrowth of these efforts is the 
adoption of formal guidelines for use by lawyers who represent child clients. For 
example, in 1996, the American Bar Association adopted the Standards of Practice 
for Lawyers Who Represent Children in Abuse and Neglect Cases. These 
Standards represent a fundamental agreement on the part of the organized bar as 
to the proper role and practice for lawyers and judges in child protection 
proceedings. Similarly, in 1995, the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers 
promulgated the Standards for Representing Children in Custody and Visitation 
Proceedings. In addition, the 1995 conference at Fordham Law School that 
brought together many of the leading academicians and practitioners in the field 
of children's legal advocacy evidences another milestone in the effort to clarify the 
professional responsibilities of children's attorneys." (p. 296-297) 

4) "Professor Guggenheim observes that the adoption of rules regarding the 
appointment of attorneys in child-related proceedings often preceded both the 
systematic thinking about the appropriateness of such rules and the levels of 
complexity and ambiguity created by their adoption in a conceptual vacuum. 
Consistent with this observation, Professor Guggenheim's article urges judges and 
policy makers to move with caution and precision in deciding whether to appoint 
counsel for children in custody, visitation and child protection cases. In contrast, 
Professor Kell brings an interdisciplinary perspective to the question of how 
familial relationships between families and children affect a client's decision
making process in child-related proceedings. He concludes that these relationships 
play an important role in supporting the position advocated by the ABA Standards 
and a majority of child advocates that an attorney is ethically obligated to respect 
a competent child client's judgment as to his or her own best interests." (p. 298) 

LAW JOURNAL ARTICLES: 1997 

Janet Weinstein, And Never the Twain Shall Meet: The Best Interests of 
Children and the Adversary System, 52 U. Miami L. Rev. 79 (1997) 

I. Introduction 
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II. Inherent Conflicts Between the Adversarial Process and the 'Best 
Interest' Goal 

A. The Win/Lose Competition 

B. Focus Is on Parents' Rights Instead of on Child's Welfare 

C. Zealous Advocacy and Client Confidentiality 

1. The Zealous Advocacy Requirement 

2. Client Confidentiality and the Work-Product Doctrine 

D. The Process Is Not Dynamic 

E. The Process Is Not Contextually Oriented 

F. The Process Is Not Inclusive 

G. Other Professionals Are Forced into Advocacy Roles 

III. Conflicts in Practice 

A. Inconsistent Treatment of the Right to Appointed Counsel 

B. Lack of Training by Professionals Who Work in the System 

C. Predominance of Psychosocial Concerns Over Legal Issues 

D. Best Interests Are Difficult to Determine 

1. The Standard is Vague 

2. Poor Investigative Resources 

3. Inability to Accurately Predict Future Behavior 

E. There Is Often No 'Correct' or 'Just' Answer to These Problems, 
Making Decisions Artificial, Unresponsive and Unfair 

F. Sequentiality and Risk Aversiveness 

G. The Child Rarely Has a Voice in These Disputes 

H. Inadequate Resources 

1. High Caseloads 

2. Limited Services 

3. Documentation Requirements 

I. The Public Forum Is Inappropriate for the Resolution of Family 
Issues 

J. The Adversarial Process Is Not Appropriate for Solving Problems 
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Where the Parties Will Be in Ongoing Relationships 

IV. The Effects of the Adversarial System on the Children and Parents 

A. Children 

1. Child Protection Proceedings 

2. Family Court 

B. Parents 

1. Child Protection Proceedings 

2. Visitation and Custody in Divorce 

V. The Debate Over the Role of the Child's Attorney Distracts from 
Attention to the Best Interests of Children 

VI. Recommendations 

A. Start Over 

B. What the Process Would Look Like 

1. Clients With Needs Would be Referred to a Team 

2. Regular Meetings of Clients and Professionals in Different 
Groupings, Depending Upon Needs 

3. The Child's Involvement 

C. Base the Problem-Solving Approach on an 'Ethic of Care' and 
Focus on Relationships 

1. The New System Would Recognize That These Problems 
Occur in Context and Need to be Treated Contextually 

2. The Process Must Allow for a Dynamic Approach 

3. The System Must Incorporate Broad-Based Participation for 
Family Support 

4. The System Should Help the Family to Solve Problems by 
Empowering the Family Members and Engaging Them in the 
Process Without Stigmatizing Them 

D. Work Involving the Best Interests of Children Should Be Consid
ered a Separate Professional Field, Interdisciplinary in Nature, and 
Requiring Specialized Training for All Participating Professionals 

1. Attorneys and Judges Who Work in These Areas Should 
Have Dual Degrees Focusing on Children and Families 
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2. All Professionals Engaged in this Work Should Have Inter
disciplinary Training Which Includes Training in Effective 
Collaboration 

E. Teamwork and Consensus Building Should Be Emphasized 

F. The Court and Its Role 

G. Role of Attorneys 

1. Protectors of Process 

2. Information Gathering and Assessment 

3. Actively Participate in the Problem-Solving Process 

H. Changes Which Must Occur 

1. Resources Must be Provided 

2. A Separate Code of Ethics for Professionals Practicing in 
This Field 

a. Zealous Advocacy and Confidentiality 

b. Practice in This Field by All Professionals Is Limited to 
Those Who Are Specially Trained and Certified 

3. Changes in Substantive Law 

a. Child Protection 

b. Family Court 

c. Combine Courts So That All Family Matters Are Consoli
dated in a Court of Expertise 

VII. Conclusion 

1) "The legal literature has focused primarily on criticizing the best interests 
standard for being vague, and focused on the roles of children's attorneys in 
protecting these interests. Much less attention has been paid to the underlying 
question: the appropriateness of relying upon the traditional legal system to decide 
such matters. The purpose of this article is to examine whether the adversarial 
legal model serves the best interests of children and their families and what 
changes are needed to better protect those interests. For many reasons, the 
adversarial system, and thus, the role of the minor's attorney within that system, 
may be contrary to a determination of the best interests of the child." (p. 81-82) 

2) "While attorneys may not be experts in determining the capacity of children or 
what is in a child's best interests, they are specially trained to attend to process, 
particularly, to ensuring that process is fair. In the proposed system, lawyers 
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would be available to all parties and appointed where necessary to ensure fairness. 
This would include the appointment of attorneys for all children." (p. 163) 

3) "The role of counsel who represent the children is simplified in this process, 
since the elimination of the adversarial system also removes issues of competency, 
capacity and role conflict. In this process, all information is to be brought to the 
table. If a child has something to say, the child can say it and the group can 
evaluate for itself what kind of weight to give to the child's wishes. The lawyer 
will not be in the position to hide information which may be critical to the group 
in helping to resolve the family's problems. The child will have a voice in the 
process, and not be dependent upon the lawyer's determination of the child's 
capacities. There will be other professionals participating in the process who will 
be better trained at assessing the child's maturity and needs. Thus, the child's 
voice will be considered in the context of the child's developmental issues. The 
child's lawyer would be responsible for ensuring that the child's voice and needs 
were being considered in the discussion. In this way, the role combines aspects of 
the guardian ad litem and the advocate. The attorney would be free, as a part of 
the team, to see the whole child, not just to hear the child's words. The team, 
including the attorney, would respect the child's views and values, but would not 
necessarily be compelled to abide by them if they do not believe them to be in the 
child's best interests." (p. 164-65) 

4) "Attorneys practicing in best interests cases could not be held to the same 
standard of client loyalty, as it has been defined, while practicing within the 
proposed system. I would discard the ABA Standards for a completely new set of 
ethics for this group of professionals. 

Zealous advocacy must take on a very new meaning for attorneys, not merely 
a modified version which calls for protection against its extremes. In this context, 
it would mean guarding fairness in the process, ensuring that the client is heard, 
and working to make sure the client receives necessary services for appropriate 
strengthening of family connections. 

Confidentiality rules for all the professionals would give way to the needs of the 
family. This process is about relationships, responsibilities and connections. There 
is no constitutional right to a confidential relationship with any of these 
professionals." (p. 170-71) 

LAW JOURNAL ARTICLES: 1996 

Robert A. Solomon, Staying in Role: Representing Children in Depen
dency and Neglect Cases, 70 Conn. B.J. 258 (1996) 

I. The Role of the Child's Attorney: Undervalued and Misunderstood 

II. Standards of Representation 

III. The Trenches of Juvenile Court 
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IV. The Rules of Professional Responsibility 

V. Statutory Guidance 
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1) "The inability or refusal of attorneys to resolve these questions in accordance 
with the Rule 1.14 mandate, i.e. to maintain a normal client- attorney relationship 
with the child, results in many attorneys choosing between acting as their client's 
social worker or as a self-appointed and self- defined special master advising the 
court. In the social worker example, the child's attorney decides what is best for 
the child and works out a plan with DCF and the attorneys for the parents. In the 
special master example, the attorney stays above the fray, advising the court as to 
the child's wishes or, too frequently, what the attorney thinks is the best resolution. 
In either case, the child suffers from having either a passive lawyer or, in the social 
worker example, none at all." (p. 278) 

2) "Representing a child means, first and foremost, acting as an attorney. The 
role does not permit a lower standard of representation (the potted plant) or 
increased authority (making decisions without consulting the client). If the client's 
decisions are so irrational as to bring competence into question, the attorney must 
seek the appointment of a guardian ad !item. The attorney cannot change the 
nature of the representation and act as a de facto guardian ad !item." (p. 278) 

3) "Many attorneys for children, justify their actions by stressing how much 
they care, but none of this is about caring about children. It is about adequate 
representation, including the Rule 1.2 duty to abide by the client's decisions 
concerning the scope of representation, the Rule 1.3 duty to act with reasonable 
diligence and promptness, the Rule 1.4 duty to keep the client reasonably 
informed and to explain the matter to clients so they can make informed decisions, 
the Rule 1.14 requirement to maintain a normal lawyer-client relationship to the 
greatest extent possible and the overriding Rule 1.1 principle to provide 
competent representation. All lawyers representing children care for their clients. 
Too many lawyers, however, have substituted caring for lawyering." (p. 279) 

Proceedings of the Conference on Ethical Issues in the Legal Representa
tion of Children, Recommendations of the Conj erence of Ethical Issues in 
the Legal Representation of Children, 64 FORDHAM L. REV. 1301 (1996). 

I. The Role of Lawyers for Children 

A. Recommendations for Changes in the Law 

B. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines 

II. The Obligations of Lawyers for Children: Interviewing and Counseling 

A. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines 

B. Recommendations for Education 
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C. Recommendations for Further Study 

III. The Obligations of Lawyers for Children: Confidentiality 

A. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines 

B. Recommendations for Further Study 

IV. The Obligations of Lawyers for Preverbal and Impaired Children 

A. Recommendations for Changes in the Law 

B. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines 

C. Recommendations for Education 

D. Recommendations for Further Study 

V. Determining Whether a Verbal Child is Capable of Directing the 
Representation 

A. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines 

B. Recommendations for Further Study 

VI. Obligations of Guardians Ad Litem 

A. Recommendations for Changes in the Law 

B. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines 

C. Recommendations for Further Study 

VII. Identifying and Resolving Conflicts of Interest 

A. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines 

B. Recommendations for Further Study 

VIII. Judges' and Courts' Role and Responsibilities With Respect to the 
Child's Representation 

A. Recommendations for Changes in the Law 

B. Recommendations for Structural and Legal Reform 

C. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines 

D. Recommendations for Further Study 

1) "A lawyer appointed or retained to serve a child in a legal proceeding should 
serve as the child's lawyer." (p. 1301) 

2) "Notwithstanding this Conference's Recommendation that lawyers serve on 
behalf of children exclusively in the role of lawyer (see Part I, supra), there may 
be times that a lawyer is appointed to serve in a different role, including as 
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guardian ad litem or as court-appointed investigator, with specific direction to act 
contrary to the obligations of a lawyer representing a client. In particular, the 
guardian ad litem may be directed to advocate for what he or she believes is best 
for the child, without regard to (in the case of a verbal child) the child's wishes." 
(p. 1314) 

Annette R. Appell, Decontextualizing the Child Client: The Efficacy of the 
Attorney-Client Model For Very Young Children, 64 FORDHAM L. REV. 
1955 (1996). 

I. Introduction 

II. Ethical Rules Do Not Provide Guidance for Attorneys Representing 
Incapacitated Children 

III. Conventional Legal Training and Education Does Not Equip Attorneys 
to Make Decisions on Behalf of Children 

IV. Legal Ethics Rules Obstruct the Representation of Very Young Children 

V. A Proposal for a Multidisciplinary Model for Representation of Preca
pacitated Children 

VI. Conclusion 

1) "When representing clients without decision-making capacity, the Model Rules 
instruct lawyers to 'as far as reasonably possible, maintain a normal client-lawyer 
relationship with the client.' When the client cannot act in his or her own interest, 
the Model Rules provide that lawyers 'may seek the appointment of a guardian or 
take other protective action with respect to a client.' Although the comments to the 
Model Rules state that 'the lawyer often must act as de facto guardian' for the 
disabled client, the Model Rules do not mandate the substitution of the attorney 
as the decision maker on behalf of the client, but instead suggest that the guardian 
assume such a role. The Model Code more clearly permits the attorney to make 
decisions on behalf of the incapacitated client without a guardian. Unlike the 
Model Rules, the Model Code does not suggest the attorney seek appointment of 
a guardian for the incapacitated client. The Model Code states that when the 
lawyer is compelled because of the client's disability and absence of a guardian 
to make decisions for the client, 'the lawyer should consider all circumstances 
then prevailing and act with care to safeguard and advance the interests of his 
client.' By contrast, the Model Rules do not provide even that limited direction to 
the attorney representing incapacitated clients." (p. 1960). 

2) "[N]othing in the training of attorneys prepares them to do these things 
[represent children]. Law schools rarely (if at all) offer courses on child 
development; and questions about family systems typically do not appear on bar 
exams. Indeed, such useful subjects for resolving disputes regarding children as 
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negotiation and alternative dispute resolution have joined the law school lexicon 
only relatively recently. Attorneys review documents, investigate locations of 
incidents, and interview witnesses. Attorneys listen to what their clients say. 
Understanding a child's personality, psychological theories of attachment, loss, 
and genealogical bewilderment, while being sensitive to racial, class, and cultural 
differences is not necessarily part of an attorney's training or expertise." (p. 1966) 

3) "The most interpositional ethical rule in this context is the rule prohibiting 
communication with a person represented by counsel. Model Rule 4.2 states that 
'a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of the representation with a 
party the lawyer knows to be represented by another lawyer in the matter, unless 
the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is authorized by law to do so.' 
The Model Code contains essentially the same proscription. An appropriate and 
necessary ethical rule, this prohibition against speaking to represented parties 
nevertheless hampers the attorney representing the precapacitated child because 
the key parties who can provide context to the child's life, for example, the parents 
or other relatives or guardians who are contesting or seeking custody, are likely to 
be represented and therefore are off limits to the infant's attorney. Although 
opposing counsel may permit the client to speak with the child's attorney without 
presence or counsel, the opposing attorney may be hesitant if the client's interests 
are or could be at odds with the child's. Often the child's attorney will not know 
how those interests coincide or diverge until that attorney can investigate the 
child's situation." (pp. 1969-1970) 

4) "The GAL role has been ill-defined and abused over the years. Many child 
advocates now view the position with disdain, perhaps rightly so. Notwithstand
ing its many weaknesses, the GAL model may nevertheless be the most 
meaningful and effective one for those infants and young children who have little 
to gain through the traditional attorney-client model. Yet once children have the 
capacity to make relevant legal decisions, they should be appointed an attorney, 
rather than a GAL. Moreover, child custody and child protection proceedings may 
last for years, so some mechanism should be developed to insure that children 
who come into the court system needing a GAL are appointed an attorney when 
they reach the developmental stage where they can make and articulate even the 
most rudimentary logical decisions." (p. 1973) 

LAW JOURNAL ARTICLES: 1996 
Samuel M. Davis, The Role of the Attorney in Child Advocacy, 32 U. LOU
ISVILLE J. FAM. L. 817 (1994). 

I. Introduction 

IL In Re Gault and the Right to Counsel 

A. Stages of the Proceedings to Which the Right to Counsel Applies 

B. Kinds of Cases to Which the Right to Counsel Applies 
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C. Persons to Whom the Right to Counsel Applies 

D. Waiver of the Right to Counsel 

E. Effectiveness of the Right to Counsel 

III. The Role of Counsel 

A. Ethical Considerations 

B. Two Models of the Role of Counsel 

1. The Guardian or Amicus Curiae Model 

2. The Advocate Model 

C. Reconciliation of the Two Models with the Ethical Concerns 

D. The Role of Counsel in Different Settings 

IV. Conclusion 

1) "Despite this expansion of the right to counsel [due to In Re Gault], there are 
nevertheless some alarming signs. One study indicated that in some states less 
than one-half of the juveniles appearing in juvenile court for criminal offenses and 
status offenses are represented by counsel, and another study has indicated that in 
some states only one-half or little more than one-half are represented. Equally 
alarming is the fact that in these same states, there are indications that when 
juveniles are represented by counsel, a greater likelihood exists that they will 
receive a more severe disposition than unrepresented juveniles. One might think 
- and it seems logical - that this is true because juveniles are more likely to be 
represented in cases involving the most serious allegations, and we might 
naturally suspect that in these cases we would find the most severe dispositions. 
This is not the case. The conclusions presented above appear to hold true 
regardless of the seriousness of the allegations." (p. 823) 

2) "The guardian/amicus curiae model may be described as one primarily geared 
toward assisting the court's decision making process. The attorney investigates the 
circumstances of the case and presents information - factual or legal - to the court 
to aid in its decision making. The attorney is, in the truest sense, the 'eyes and 
ears' of the court. The only difference between the amicus curiae and guardian 
models is that in the former model, the attorney would not offer opinions or 
advocate a particular outcome. Under the guardian model, the attorney would 
advocate on behalf of the child but - and this factor is critical - would advocate 
a result that is in the child's best interests in the opinion of the attorney, regardless 
of the child's expressed wishes." (p. 826) 

3) "Under the advocacy model, the attorney's role, and the attorney's professional 
duty, is to represent the interests of a client according to the client's point of view. 
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Attorneys have an ethical responsibility to be bound by their client's wishes and 
to speak for their clients. This view of the attorney's role is compatible with both 
the Model Code mandate that an attorney obtain all possible aid from the client 
that will assist in decision-making and the Model Rules mandate that an attorney 
treat a child as a regular client to the extent reasonably possible." (p. 827) 

4) "If a child is sufficiently mature to express a considered opinion and understand 
the consequences of his or her decision, the attorney should be bound by that 
decision and should advocate the child's expressed wishes. The attorney may 
advise and counsel, but the decision is ultimately the client's. Any disagreement 
with the child's decision should not inhibit zealous advocacy of the client's 
position. The attorney's proper role is to represent the client, leaving the court to 
do what is best for the child. If the child is immature, the attorney should advocate 
a position based on the attorney's best assessment of what the client would do if 
not disabled by immaturity. That may prove to be a difficult task, but the attorney's 
basic role - to speak for the child - remains essentially unchanged." (p. 831) 

LAW JOURNAL ARTICLES: 1993 
Angela D. Lurie, Representing the Child-Client: Kids Are People Too, An 
Analysis of the Role of Legal Counsel to a Minor, 11 N.Y.L. SCH. J. HUM. 
RTS. 205 (1993). 

I. Possible Roles for an Attorney with a Child-Client 

A. The "Champion" 

B. The "Advocate" 

C. The "Impartial Investigator" 

D. The "Law Guardian" 

II. Ethical Obligations Facing the Attorney with a Child-Client 

A. Professional Responsibility Standards 

B. ABA and State Bar Standards 

III. Statutes Dealing with the Role an Attorney Should Play in Representing 
a Child-Client 

IV. Case Law Dealing with the Role an Attorney Should Play in Represent
ing a Child-Client 

A. The "Champion": The Courts and the "Best Interests" Approach 

B. The "Advocate": Approach in the Courts 

C. The "Impartial Investigator" Approach as Followed by the Courts 

D. The "Law Guardian" Approach: Two Views 
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1. Courts that Have Followed the "Law Guardian" Approach 

2. Courts that Have Found the "Law Guardian" Approach to 
Involve an Inherent Conflict of Interest 

V. Standards Set by Practitioners for Attorneys Representing a Child-Client 

VI. The Impact of the Child's Age on his Attorney's Role 

VII. Conclusions and Recommendations 

1) "In light of this uncertainty about an attorney's proper role, this Note examines 
the four most common roles that have been proposed: the 'champion' for the 
child's best interests; the traditional advocate for the child's wishes; the impartial 
investigator who gathers all relevant information and presents it to the court; and 
the law guardian, someone who espouses a combination of all of the above roles. 
This Note then analyzes the ethical obligations, statutes, case law, and standards 
set by practitioners in light of the responsibilities they impose on an attorney in 
her role as counsel to a minor." (p. 207) 

2) "Realistically, in the majority of cases an attorney representing a child will 
never face the dilemma of having to determine her proper role. In delinquency or 
person-in-need-of-supervision proceedings a liberty interest is at stake, and as 
such a child should be treated no differently than as an adult. In these proceedings 
an attorney should act as an advocate regardless of her client's age or her status 
as a law guardian or counsel. In other types of proceedings, if the child's parents 
are completely disinterested parties they will have the authority to direct the 
child's attorney. It is only in situations where a child's parents have been 
disqualified from their roles as substitute decisionmakers that conflicts about an 
attorney's proper role are likely to arise. But, even in these situations, a child and 
his attorney will often agree on the course litigation should follow. Difficulties 
arise for an attorney only in situations where there is an actual or potential conflict 
over the course of action the attorney should pursue on behalf of her client." (p. 
237) 

3) "Despite the fact that conflicts rarely arise, it is important for an attorney with 
a child-client to clarify her role at the outset. A review of the statute, court rule, 
or order appointing the attorney should be the first step in clarifying this position. 
An attorney should ascertain from these sources whether she has been appointed 
as legal counsel, a law guardian, or as a guardian ad litem. If the appointment is 
not clear, the attorney should immediately request judicial clarification." (p. 237) 

4) "When a child is not mature enough to make a 'considered judgment' an 
attorney's responsibilities may differ according to whether she has been appointed 
as a law guardian or as legal counsel. If an attorney has been appointed as a law 
guardian, her defined statutory responsibility is two-fold. She must be an advocate 
for her client's interests and she must express her client's wishes. Because of this 
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dual responsibility, a law guardian with an immature client must advocate what 
she believes to be in the child's best interests. She should, however, inform the 
court of the child's wishes if they are in conflict with the position she is 
advocating." (p. 238) 





Appendix D3: 

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION 
STANDARDS OF PRACTICE FOR 

LAWYERS WHO REPRESENT CHILDREN 
IN ABUSE AND NEGLECT CASES 

Approved by the American Bar Association House of Delegates, February 
5, 1996 

PART I - PREFACE 

All children subject to court proceedings involving allegations of child abuse 
and neglect should have legal representation as long as the court jurisdiction 
continues. These Abuse and Neglect Standards are meant to apply when a lawyer 
is appointed for a child in any legal action based on: (a) a petition filed for 
protection of the child; (b) a request to a court to change legal custody, visitation, 
or guardianship based on allegations of child abuse or neglect based on sufficient 
cause; or ( c) an action to terminate parental rights. These Standards apply only to 
lawyers and take the position that although a lawyer may accept appointment in 
the dual capacity of a "lawyer/guardian ad litem," the lawyer's primary duty must 
still be focused on the protection of the legal rights of the child client. The 
lawyer/guardian ad litem should therefore perform all the functions of a "child's 
attorney," except as otherwise noted. 

These Standards build upon the ABA-approved Juvenile Justice Standards 
Relating to Counsel for Private Parties (1979) which include important directions 
for lawyers representing children in juvenile court matters generally, but do not 
contain sufficient guidance to aid lawyers representing children in abuse and 
neglect cases. These Abuse and Neglect Standards are also intended to help 
implement a series of ABA-approved policy resolutions (in Appendix) on the 
importance of legal representation and the improvement of lawyer practice in 
child protection cases. In support of having lawyers play an active role in child 
abuse and neglect cases, in August 1995 the ABA endorsed a set of Resource 
Guidelines: Improving Court Practice in Child Abuse & Neglect Cases produced 
by the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges. The Resource 
Guidelines stress the importance of quality representation provided by competent 
and diligent lawyers by supporting: 1) the approach of vigorous representation of 
child clients; and 2) the actions that courts should take to help assure such 
representation. 

1069 
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These Standards contain two parts. Part I addresses the specific roles and 
responsibilities of a lawyer appointed to represent a child in an abuse and neglect 
case. Part II provides a set of standards for judicial administrators and trial judges 
to assure high quality legal representation. 

[A] DEFINITIONS 

[A-1] The Child's Attorney. 

The term "child's attorney" means a lawyer who provides legal services for a 
child and who owes the same duties of undivided loyalty, confidentiality, and 
competent representation to the child as is due an adult client. Commentary These 
Standards explicitly recognize that the child is a separate individual with 
potentially discrete and independent views. To ensure that the child's independent 
voice is heard, the child's attorney must advocate the child's articulated position. 
Consequently, the child's attorney owes traditional duties to the child as client 
consistent with ER 1.14(a) of the Model Rules of Professional Conduct. In all but 
the exceptional case, such as with a preverbal child, the child's attorney will 
maintain this traditional relationship with the child/client. As with any client, the 
child's attorney may counsel against the pursuit of a particular position sought by 
the child. The child's attorney should recognize that the child may be more 
susceptible to intimidation and manipulation than some adult clients. Therefore, 
the child's attorney should ensure that the decision the child ultimately makes 
reflects his or her actual position. 

[A-2] Lawyer Appointed as Guardian Ad Litem. 

A lawyer appointed as "guardian ad litem" for a child is an officer of the court 
appointed to protect the child's interests without being bound by the child's 
expressed preferences. 

Commentary In some jurisdictions the lawyer may be appointed as guardian ad 
litem. These Standards, however, express a clear preference for the appointment 
as the "child's attorney." These Standards address the lawyer's obligations to the 
child as client and not the lawyer's obligation to the child as guardian ad litem. 

A lawyer appointed as guardian ad litem is almost inevitably expected to 
perform legal functions on behalf of the child. Where the local law permits, the 
lawyer is expected to act in the dual role of guardian ad litem and lawyer of 
record. The chief distinguishing factor between the roles is the manner and 
method to be followed in determining the legal position to be advocated. While a 
guardian ad litem should take the child's point of view into account, the child's 
preferences are not binding, irrespective of the child's age and the ability or 
willingness of the child to express preferences. Moreover, in many states, a 
guardian ad litem may be required by statute or custom to perform specific tasks, 
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such as submitting a report or testifying as a fact or expert witness. These tasks 
are not part of functioning as a "lawyer." 

These Standards do not apply to nonlawyers when such persons are appointed 
as guardians ad litem or as "court appointed special advocates" (CASA). The 
nonlawyer guardian ad litem cannot and should not be expected to perform any 
legal functions on behalf of a child. 

[A-3] Developmentally Appropriate. 

"Developmentally appropriate" means that the child's attorney should ensure the 
child's ability to provide client-based directions by structuring all communica
tions to account for the individual child's age, level of education, cultural context, 
and degree of language acquisition. CommentaryThe lawyer has an obligation to 
explain clearly, precisely, and in terms the client can understand the meaning and 
consequences of action. See David A. Binder & Susan C. Price, Legal Interview
ing and Counseling: A Client-Centered Approach (1977). A child client may not 
understand the legal terminology and for a variety of reasons may choose a 
particular course of action without fully appreciating the implications. With a 
child the potential for not understanding may be even greater. Therefore, the 
child's attorney has additional obligations based on the child's age, level of 
education, and degree of language acquisition. There is also the possibility that 
because of a particular child's developmental limitations, the lawyer may not 
completely understand the child's responses. Therefore, the child's attorney must 
learn how to ask developmentally appropriate questions and how to interpret the 
child's responses. See Anne Graffam Walker, Handbook on Questioning Children: 
A Linguistic Perspective (ABA Center on Children and the Law 1994). The 
child's attorney may work with ocial workers or other professionals to assess a 
child's developmental abilities and to facilitate communication. 

[B] GENERAL AUTHORITY AND DUTIES 

[B-1] Basic Obligations. 

The child's attorney should: 

1. Obtain copies of all pleadings and relevant notices; 

2. Participate in depositions, negotiations, discovery, pretrial conferences, 
and hearings; 

3. Inform other parties and their representatives that he or she is represent
ing the child and expects reasonable notification prior to case confer
ences, changes of placement, and other changes of circumstances 
affecting the child and the child's family; 
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4. Attempt to reduce case delays and ensure that the court recognizes the 
need to speedily promote permanency for the child; 

5. Counsel the child concerning the subject matter of the litigation, the 
child's rights, the court system, the proceedings, the lawyer's role, and 
what to expect in the legal process; 

6. Develop a theory and strategy of the case to implement at hearings, 
including factual and legal issues; and 

7. Identify appropriate family and professional resources for the child. 

Commentary: The child's attorney should not be merely a fact-finder, but rather, 
should zealously advocate a position on behalf of the child. (The same is true for 
the guardian ad litem, although the position to be advocated may be different). In 
furtherance of that advocacy, the child's attorney must be adequately prepared 
prior to hearings. The lawyer's presence at and active participation in all hearings 
is absolutely critical. See, Resource Guidelines, at 23. Although the child's 
position may overlap with the position of one or both parents, third-party 
caretakers, or a state agency, the child's attorney should be prepared to participate 
fully in any proceedings and not merely defer to the other parties. Any identity of 
position should be based on the merits of the position, and not a mere endorsement 
of another party's position. 

While subsection (4) recognizes that delays are usually harmful, there may be 
some circumstances when delay may be beneficial. Section (7) contemplates that 
the child's attorney will identify counseling, educational and health services, 
substance abuse programs for the child and other family members, housing and 
other forms of material assistance for which the child may qualify under law. The 
lawyer can also identify family members, friends, neighbors, or teachers with 
whom the child feels it is important to maintain contact; mentoring programs, 
such as Big Brother/Big Sister; recreational opportunities that develop social 
skills and self-esteem; educational support programs; and volunteer opportunities 
which can enhance a child's self-esteem. 

[B-2] Conflict Situations. 

1. If a lawyer appointed as guardian ad litem determines that there is a conflict 
caused by performing both roles of guardian ad litem and child's attorney, the 
lawyer should continue to perform as the child's attorney and withdraw as 
guardian ad litem. The lawyer should request appointment of a guardian ad litem 
without revealing the basis for the request. 

2. If a lawyer is appointed as a "child's attorney" for siblings, there may also 
be a conflict which could require that the lawyer withdraw from representing all 
of the children. 
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Commentary: The primary conflict that arises between the two roles is when the 
child's expressed preferences differ from what the lawyer deems to be in the 
child's best interests. As a practical matter, when the lawyer has established a 
trusting relationship with the child, most conflicts can be avoided. While the 
lawyer should be careful not to apply undue pressure to a child, the lawyer's 
advice and guidance can often persuade the child to change an imprudent position 
or to identify alternative choices if the child's first choice is denied by the court. 

The lawyer-client role involves a confidential relationship with privileged 
communications, while a guardian ad !item-client role may not be confidential. 
Compare Alaska Bar Assoc. Ethics Op. #854 (1985) (lawyer-client privilege does 
not apply when the lawyer is appointed to be child's guardian ad litem) with 
Bentley v. Bentley, 448 N.Y.S.2d 559 (App. Div. 1982) (communication between 
minor children and guardian ad litem in divorce custody case is entitled to 
lawyer-client privilege). Because the child has a right to confidentiality and 
advocacy of his or her position, the child's attorney can never abandon this role. 
Once a lawyer has a lawyer-client relationship with a minor, he or she cannot and 
should not assume any other role for the child, especially as guardian ad litem. 
When the roles cannot be reconciled, another person must assume the guardian ad 
litem role. See Arizona State Bar Committee on Rules of Professional Conduct, 
Opinion No. 86-13 (1986). 

[B-3] Client Under Disability. 

The child's attorney should determine whether the child is "under a disability" 
pursuant to the Model Rules of Professional Conduct or the Model Code of 
Professional Responsibility with respect to each issue in which the child is called 
upon to direct the representation. 

Commentary: These Standards do not accept the idea that children of certain ages 
are "impaired," "disabled," "incompetent," or lack capacity to determine their 
position in litigation. Further, these Standards reject the concept that any disability 
must be globally determined. Rather, di ability is contextual, incremental, and 
may be intermittent. The child's ability to contribute to a determination of his or 
her position is functional, depending upon the particular position and the 
circumstances prevailing at the time the position must be determined. Therefore, 
a child may be able to determine some positions in the case but not others. 
Similarly, a child may be able to direct the lawyer with respect to a particular issue 
at one time but not at another. This Standard relies on empirical knowledge about 
competencies with respect to both adults and children. See, e.g., Allen E. 
Buchanan & Dan W. Brock, Deciding for Others: The Ethics of Surrogate 
Decision Making 217 (1989). 
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[B-4] Client Preferences. 

The child's attorney should elicit the child's preferences in a developmentally 
appropriate manner, advise the child, and provide guidance. The child's attorney 
should represent the child's expressed preferences and follow the child's direction 
throughout the course of litigation. 

Commentary: The lawyer has a duty to explain to the child in a developmentally 
appropriate way such information as will assist the child in having maximum 
input in determination of the particular position at issue. The lawyer should 
inform the child of the relevant facts and applicable laws and the ramifications of 
taking various positions, which may include the impact of such decisions on other 
family members or on future legal proceedings. The lawyer may express an 
opinion concerning the likelihood of the court or other parties accepting particular 
positions. The lawyer may inform the child of an expert's recommendations 
germane to the issue. 

As in any other lawyer/client relationship, the lawyer may express his or her 
assessment of the case, the best position for the child to take, and the reasons 
underlying such recommendation. A child, however, may agree with the lawyer 
for inappropriate reasons. A lawyer must remain aware of the power dynamics 
inherent in adult/child relationships. Therefore, the lawyer needs to understand 
what the child knows and what factors are influencing the child's decision. The 
lawyer should attempt to determine from the child's opinion and reasoning what 
factors have been most influential or have been confusing or glided over by the 
child when deciding the best time to express his or her assessment of the case. 
Consistent with the rules of confidentiality and with sensitivity to the child's 
privacy, the lawyer should consult with the child's therapist and other experts and 
obtain appropriate records. For example, a child's therapist may help the child to 
understand why an expressed position is dangerous, foolish, or not in the child's 
best interests. The therapist might also assist the lawyer in understanding the 
child's perspective, priorities, and individual needs. Similarly, significant persons 
in the child's life may educate the lawyer about the child's needs, priorities, and 
previous experiences. The lawyer for the child has dual fiduciary duties to the 
child which must be balanced. On one hand, the lawyer has a duty to ensure that 
the child client is given the information necessary to make an informed decision, 
including advice and guidance. On the other hand, the lawyer has a duty not to 
overbear the will of the child. While the lawyer may attempt to persuade the child 
to accept a particular position, the lawyer may not advocate a position contrary to 
the child's expressed position except as provided by these Abuse and Neglect 
Standards or the Code of Professional Responsibility. While the child is entitled 
to determine the overall objectives to be pursued, the child's attorney, as any 
adult's lawyer, may make certain decisions with respect to the manner of 
achieving those objectives, particularly with respect to procedural matters. These 
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Abuse and Neglect Standards do not require the lawyer to consult with the child 
on matters which would not require consultation with an adult client. Further, the 
Standards do not require the child's attorney to discuss with the child issues for 
which it is not feasible to obtain the child's direction because of the child's 
developmental limitations, as with an infant or preverbal child. 

(1) To the extent that a child cannot express a preference, the child's attorney 
shall make a good faith effort to determine the child's wishes and advocate 
accordingly or request appointment of a guardian ad litem. Commentary There are 
circumstances in which a child is unable to express a position, as in the case of 
a preverbal child, or may not be capable of understanding the legal or factual 
issues involved. Under such circumstances, the child's attorney should continue to 
represent the child's legal interests and request appointment of a guardian ad 
litem. This limitation distinguishes the scope of independent decision-making of 
the child's attorney and a person acting as guardian ad litem. 

(2) To the extent that a child does not or will not express a preference about 
particular issues, the child's attorney should determine and advocate the child's 
interests. Commentary The child's failure to express a position is distinguishable 
from a directive that the lawyer not take a position with respect to certain issues. 
The child may have no opinion with respect to a particular issue, or may delegate 
the decision-making authority. For example, the child may not want to assume the 
responsibility of expressing a position because of loyalty conflicts or the desire 
not to hurt one of the other parties. The lawyer should clarify with the child 
whether the child wants the lawyer to take a position or remain silent with respect 
to that issue or wants the preference expressed only if the parent or other party is 
out of the courtroom. The lawyer is then bound by the child's directive. The 
position taken by the lawyer should not contradict or undermine other issues about 
which the child has expressed a preference. 

(3) If the child's attorney determines that the child's expressed preference 
would be seriously injurious to the child (as opposed to merely being contrary to 
the lawyer's opinion of what would be in the child's interests), the lawyer may 
request appointment of a separate guardian ad litem and continue to represent the 
child's expressed preference, unless the child's position is prohibited by law or 
without any factual foundation. The child's attorney shall not reveal the basis of 
the request for appointment of a guardian ad litem which would compromise the 
child's position. Commentary One of the most difficult ethical issues for lawyers 
representing children occurs when the child is able to express a position and does 
so, but the lawyer believes that the position chosen is wholly inappropriate or 
could result in serious injury to the child. This is particularly likely to happen with 
respect to an abused child whose home is unsafe, but who desires to remain or 
return home. A child may desire to live in a dangerous situation because it is all 
he or she knows, because of a feeling of blame or of responsibility to take care of 
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the parents, or because of threats. The child may choose to deal with a known 
situation rather than risk the unknown world of a foster home or other 
out-of-home placement. In most cases the ethical conflict involved in asserting a 
position which would seriously endanger the child, especially by disclosure of 
privileged information, can be resolved through the lawyer's counseling function. 
If the lawyer has taken the time to establish rapport with the child and gain that 
child's trust, it is likely that the lawyer will be able to persuade the child to 
abandon a dangerous position or at least identify an alternate course. If the child 
cannot be persuaded, the lawyer has a duty to safeguard the child's interests by 
requesting appointment of a guardian ad litem, who will be charged with 
advocating the child's best interests without being bound by the child's direction. 
As a practical matter, this may not adequately protect the child if the danger to the 
child was revealed only in a confidential disclosure to the lawyer, because the 
guardian ad litem may never learn of the disclosed danger. Confidentiality is 
abrogated for various professionals by mandatory child abuse reporting laws. 
Some states abrogate lawyer-client privilege by mandating reports. States which 
do not abrogate the privilege may permit reports notwithstanding professional 
privileges. The policy considerations underlying abrogation apply to lawyers 
where there is a substantial danger of serious injury or death. Under such 
circumstances, the lawyer must take the minimum steps which would be 
necessary to ensure the child's safety, respecting and following the child's 
direction to the greatest extent possible consistent with the child's safety. 

The lawyer may never counsel a client or assist a client in conduct the lawyer 
knows is criminal or fraudulent. See ER 1.2( d), Model Rules of Professional 
Conduct, DR 7-102(A)(7), Model Code of Professional Responsibility. Further, 
existing ethical rules requires the lawyer to disclose confidential information to 
the extent necessary to prevent the client from committing a criminal act likely to 
result in death or substantial bodily harm, see ER 1.6(b ), Model Rules of 
Professional Conduct, and permits the lawyer to reveal the intention of the client 
to commit a crime. See ER 1.6(c), Model Rules of Professional Conduct, DR 
4-10l(C)(3), Model Code of Professional Responsibility. While child abuse, 
including sexual abuse, are crimes, the child is presumably the victim, rather than 
the perpetrator of those crimes. Therefore, disclosure of confidences is designed 
to protect the client, rather than to protect a third party from the client. Where the 
child is in grave danger of serious injury or death, the child's safety must be the 
paramount concern. The lawyer is not bound to pursue the client's objectives 
through means not permitted by law and ethical rules. See DR-7-lOl(A)(l), 
Model Code of Professional Responsibility. Further, lawyers may be subject 
personally to sanctions for taking positions that are not well grounded in fact and 
warranted by existing law or a good faith argument for the extension, modifica
tion, or reversal of existing law. See Rule 11, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 
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[B-5] Child's Interests. 

The determination of the child's interests should be based on objective criteria 
addressing the child's specific needs and preferences, the goal of expeditious 
resolution of the case so the child can remain or return home or be placed in a safe, 
nurturing, and permanent environment, and the use of the least restrictive/ 
detrimental alternatives available. 

Commentary: A lawyer who is required to determine the child's interests is 
functioning in a nontraditional role by determining the position to be advocated 
independently of the client. The lawyer should base the position, however, on 
objective criteria concerning the child' need and intere ts, and not merely on the 
lawyer's personal values, philosophie , and experiences. The child's various 
needs and interests may be in conflict and must be weighed against each other. 
Even nonverbal children can communicate their needs and interests through their 
behaviors and developmental levels. See generally James Garbarino & Frances M. 
Stott, What Children Can Tell Us: Eliciting, Interpreting, and Evaluating Critical 
Information from Children (1992). The lawyer may seek the advice and 
consultation of experts and other knowledgeable people in both determining and 
weighing such needs and interests. 

A child has basic physical and emotional needs, such as safety, shelter, food, 
and clothing. Such needs should be assessed in light of the child's vulnerability, 
dependence upon others, available external resources, and the degree of risk. A 
child needs family affiliation and stability of placement. The child's developmen
tal level, including his or her sense of time, is relevant to an assessment of need. 
For example, a very young child may be less able to tolerate separation from a 
primary caretaker than an older child, and if separation is necessary, more frequent 
visitation than is ordinarily provided may be necessary. 

In general, a child prefers to live with known people, to continue normal 
activities, and to avoid moving. To that end, the child's attorney should determine 
whether relatives, friends, neighbor , or other people known to the child are 
appropriate and available as placement resources. The lawyer must determine the 
child's feelings about the proposed caretaker, however, because familiarity does 
not automatically confer positive regard. Further, the lawyer may need to balance 
competing stability interests, such as living with a relative in another town versus 
living in a foster home in the same neighborhood. The individual child's needs 
will influence this balancing task. 

In general, a child needs decisions about the custodial environment to be made 
quickly. Therefore, if the child must be removed from the home, it is generally in 
the child's best interests to have rehabilitative or reunification services offered to 
the family quickly. On the other hand, if it appears that reunification will be 
unlikely, it is generally in the child's best interests to move quickly toward an 
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alternative permanent plan. Delay and indecision are rarely in a child's best 
interests. 

In addition to the general needs and interests of children, individual children 
have particular needs, and the lawyer must determine the child client's individual 
needs. There are few rules which apply across the board to all children under all 
circumstances. 

[C] ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN 

[C-1] Meet With Child. 

Establishing and maintaining a relationship with a child is foundational to 
representing a child. Therefore, irrespective of the child's age, the child's attorney 
should visit with the child prior to court hearings and when apprised of 
emergencies or significant events impacting on the child. 

Commentary: Meeting with the child is important before court hearings and case 
reviews.In addition, changes in placement, school suspensions, in-patient hospi
talizations, and other similar changes warrant meeting again with the child. Such 
in-person meetings allow the lawyer to explain to the child what is happening, 
what alternatives might be available, and what will happen next. This also allows 
the lawyer to assess the child's circumstances, often leading to a greater 
understanding of the case, which may lead to more creative solutions in the child's 
interest. A lawyer can learn a great deal from meeting with child clients, including 
a preverbal child. See, e.g., James Garbarino, et al, What Children Can Tell Us: 
Eliciting, Interpreting, and Evaluating Critical Information from Children (1992). 

[C-2] Investigate. 

To support the client's position, the child's attorney should conduct thorough, 
continuing, and independent investigations and discovery which may include, but 
should not be limited to: 

(1) Reviewing the child's social services, psychiatric, psychological, drug and 
alcohol, medical, law enforcement, school, and other records relevant to the case; 
Commentary Thorough, independent investigation of cases, at every stage of the 
proceedings, is a key aspect of providing competent representation to children. 
See, Resource Guidelines, at 23. The lawyer may need to use subpoenas or other 
discovery of motion procedures to obtain the relevant records, especially those 
records which pertain to the other parties. In some jurisdictions the statute or the 
order appointing the lawyer for the child includes provision for obtaining certain 
records. 

(2) Reviewing the court files of the child and siblings, case-related records of 
the social service agency and other service providers; 
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Commentary: Another key aspect of representing children is the review of all 
documents submitted to the court as well as relevant agency case files and law 
enforcement reports. See, Resource Guidelines, at 23. Other relevant files that 
should be reviewed include those concerning child protective services, develop
mental disabilities, juvenile delinquency, mental health, and educational agencies. 
These records can provide a more complete context for the current problems of 
the child and family. Information in the files may suggest additional professionals 
and lay witnesses who should be contacted and may reveal alternate potential 
placements and services. The child's attorney may need a court order or client 
permission. 

(3) Contacting lawyers for other parties and nonlawyer guardians ad litem or 
court-appointed special advocates (CASA) for background information; 

Commentary: The other parties ' lawyers may have information not included in 
any of the available records. Further, they can provide information on their 
respective clients' perspectives. The CASA is typically charged with performing 
an independent factual investigation, getting to know the child, and speaking up 
to the court on the child's "best interests." Volunteer CASAs may have more time 
to perform their functions than the child's attorney and can often provide a great 
deal of information to assist the child's attorney. Where there appears to be role 
conflict or confusion over the involvement of both a child's attorney and CASA 
in the same case, there should be joint efforts to clarify and define mutual 
responsibilities. See, Resource Guidelines, at 24. 

(4) Contacting and meeting with the parents/legal guardians/caretakers of the 
child, with permission of their lawyer; Commentary Such contact generally 
should include visiting the home, which will give the lawyer additional informa
tion about the child's custodial circumstances. 

(5) Obtaining necessary authorizations for the release of information; Com
mentary If the relevant statute or order appointing the lawyer for the child does 
not provide explicit authorization for the lawyer's obtaining necessary records, the 
lawyer should attempt to obtain authorizations for release of information from the 
agency and from the parents, with their lawyer's consent. Even if it is not 
required, an older child should be asked to sign authorizations for release of his 
or her own records, because such a request demonstrates the lawyer's respect for 
the client's authority over information. 

(6) Interviewing individuals involved with the child, including school person
nel, child welfare case workers, foster parents and other caretakers, neighbors, 
relatives, school personnel, coaches, clergy, mental health professionals, physi
cians, law enforcement officers, and other potential witnesses; Commentary In 
some jurisdictions the child's attorney is permitted free access to agency case 
workers. In others, contact with the case worker must be arranged through the 
agency's lawyer. 
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(7) Reviewing relevant photographs, video or audio tapes and other evidence; 
and Commentary It is essential that the lawyer review the evidence personally, 
rather than relying on other parties' or counsel's descriptions and characterizations 
of the evidence. 

(8) Attending treatment, placement, administrative hearings, other proceedings 
involving legal issues, and school case conferences or staffings concerning the 
child as needed. Commentary While some courts will not authorize compensation 
for the child's attorney to attend such collateral meetings, such attendance is often 
very important. The child's attorney can present the child's perspective at such 
meetings, as well as gather information necessary to proper representation. In 
some cases the child's attorney can be pivotal in achieving a negotiated settlement 
of all or some issues. The child's attorney may not need to attend collateral 
meetings if another person involved in the case, such as a child advocate social 
worker, can get the information or present the child's perspective. 

[C-3] File Pleadings. 

The child's attorney should file petitions, motions, responses or objections as 
necessary to represent the child. Relief requested may include, but not limited to: 

1. A mental or physical examination of a party or the child; 

2. A parenting, custody or visitation evaluation; 

3. An increase, decrease, or termination of contact or visitation; 

4. Restraining or enjoining a change of placement; 

5. Contempt for non-compliance with a court order; 

6. Termination of the parent-child relationship; 

7. Child support; 

8. A protective order concerning the child's privileged communications or 
tangible or intangible property; 

9. Request services for child or family; and 

10. Dismissal of petitions or motions. 

Commentary: Filing and arguing necessary motions is an essential part of the role 
of a child's attorney. See, Resource Guidelines, at 23. Unless the lawyer is serving 
in a role which explicitly precludes the filing of pleadings, the lawyer should file 
any appropriate pleadings on behalf of the child, including responses to the 
pleadings of the other parties. The filing of such pleadings can ensure that 
appropriate issues are properly before the court and can expedite the court's 
consideration of issues important to the child's interests. In some jurisdictions, 
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guardians ad litem are not permitted to file pleadings, in which case it should be 
clear to the lawyer that he or she is not the "child's attorney" as defined in these 
Standards. 

[C-4] Request Services. 

Consistent with the child's wishes, the child's attorney should seek appropriate 
services (by court order if necessary) to access entitlements, to protect the child's 
interests and to implement a service plan. These services may include, but not be 
limited to: 

1. Family preservation-related prevention or reunification services; 

2. Sibling and family visitation; 

3. Child support; 

4. Domestic violence prevention, intervention, and treatment; 

5. Medical and mental health care; 

6. Drug and alcohol treatment; 

7. Parenting education; 

8. Semi-independent and independent living services; 

9. Long-term foster care; 

10. Termination of parental rights action; 

11. Adoption services; 

12. Education; 

13. Recreational or social services; and 

14. Housing. 

Commentary: The lawyer should request appropriate services even if there is no 
hearing scheduled. Such requests may be made to the agency or treatment 
providers, or if such informal methods are unsuccessful, the lawyer should file a 
motion to bring the matter before the court. In some cases the child's attorney 
should file collateral actions, such as petitions for termination of parental rights, 
if such an action would advance the child's interest and is legally justified. 
Different resources are available in different localities. 

[C-5] Child With Special Needs. 

Consistent with the child's wishes, the child's attorney should assure that a child 
with special needs receives appropriate services to address the physical, mental, 
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or developmental disabilities. These services may include, but should not be 
limited to: 

1. Special education and related services; 

2. Supplemental security income (SSI) to help support needed services; 

3. Therapeutic foster or group home care; and 

4. Residential/in-patient and out-patient psychiatric treatment. 

Commentary: There are many services available from extra-judicial, as well as 
judicial, sources for children with special needs. The child's attorney should be 
familiar with these other services and how to assure their availability for the 
client. See generally, Thomas A. Jacobs, Children & the Law: Rights & 
Obligations (1995); Legal Rights of Children (2d ed. Donald T. Kramer, ed., 
1994). 

[C-6] Negotiate Settlements. The child's attorney should participate in 
settlement negotiations to seek expeditious resolution of the case, 
keeping in mind the effect of continuances and delays on the 
child. The child's attorney should use suitable mediation re
sources. 

Commentary: Particularly in contentious cases, the child's attorney may effec
tively assist negotiations of the parties and their lawyers by focusing on the needs 
of the child. If a parent is legally represented, it is unethical for the child's attorney 
to negotiate with a parent directly without the consent of the parent's lawyer. 
Because the court is likely to resolve at least some parts of the dispute in question 
based on the best interests of the child, the child's attorney is in a pivotal position 
in negotiation. 

Settlement frequently obtains at least short term relief for all parties involved 
and is often the best resolution of a case. The child's attorney, however, should not 
become merely a facilitator to the parties' reaching a negotiated settlement. As 
developmentally appropriate, the child's attorney should consult the child prior to 
any settlement becoming binding. 

[D] HEARINGS 

[D-1] Court Appearances. 

The child's attorney should attend all hearings and participate in all telephone or 
other conferences with the court unless a particular hearing involves issues 
completely unrelated to the child and the lawyer has waived an appearance. 

[D-2] Client Explanation. 

The child's attorney should explain to the client, in a developmentally appropriate 
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manner, what is expected to happen before, during and after each hearing. 

[D-3] Motions and Objections. 

The child's attorney should make appropriate motions, including motions in 
limine and evidentiary objections, to advance the child's position at trial or during 
other hearings. If necessary, the child's attorney should file briefs in support of 
evidentiary issues. Further, during all hearings, the child's attorney should 
preserve legal issues for appeal, as appropriate. 

[D-4] Presentation of Evidence. 

The child's attorney should present and cross examine witnesses, offer exhibits, 
and provide independent evidence as nece sary. 

Commentary: The child's position may overlap with the positions of one or both 
parents, third-party caretakers, or a child protection agency. Nevertheless, the 
child's attorney should be prepared to participate fully in every hearing and not 
merely defer to the other parties. Any identity of position should be based on the 
merits of the position ( consistent with Standard B-6), and not a mere endorsement 
of another party's position. 

[D-5] Child at Hearing. 

In most circumstances, the child should be present at significant court hearings, 
regardless of whether the child will testify. 

Commentary: A child has the right to meaningful participation in the case, which 
generally includes the child's presence at significant court hearings. Further, the 
child's presence underscores for the judge that the child is a real party in interest 
in the case. It may be necessary to obtain a court order or writ of habeas corpus 
ad testificandum to secure the child's attendance at the hearing. 

A decision to exclude the child from the hearing should be made based on a 
particularized determination that the child does not want to attend, is too young 
to sit through the hearing, would be severely traumatized by such attendance, or 
for other good reason would be better served by nonattendance. There may be 
other extraordinary reasons for the child' non-attendance. The lawyer should 
consult the child, therapist, caretaker, or any other knowledgeable person in 
determining the effect on the child of being present at the hearing. In some 
jurisdictions the court requires an affirmative waiver of the child's presence if the 
child will not attend. Even a child who is too young to sit through the hearing may 
benefit from seeing the courtroom and meeting, or at least seeing, the judge who 
will be making the decisions. The lawyer should provide the court with any 
required notice that the child will be present. Concerns about the child being 
exposed to certain parts of the evidence may be addressed by the child's 
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temporary exclusion from the court room during the taking of that evidence, rather 
than by excluding the child from the entire hearing. 

The lawyer should ensure that the state/ custodian meets its obligation to 
transport the child to and from the hearing. Similarly, the lawyer should ensure the 
presence of someone to accompany the child any time the child is temporarily 
absent from the hearing. 

[D-6] Whether Child Should Testify. 

The child's attorney should decide whether to call the child as a witness. The 
decision should include consideration of the child's need or desire to testify, any 
repercussions of testifying, the necessity of the child's direct testimony, the 
availability of other evidence or hearsay exceptions which may substitute for 
direct testimony by the child, and the child's developmental ability to provide 
direct testimony and withstand possible cross-examination. The child's attorney is 
bound by the child's direction concerning testifying. 

Commentary: There are no blanket rules regarding a child's testimony. While 
testifying is undoubtedly traumatic for many children, it is therapeutic and 
empowering for others. Therefore, the decision about the child's testifying should 
be made individually, based on the circumstances of the individual child and the 
individual case. The child's therapist, if any, should be consulted both with respect 
to the decision itself and assistance with preparation. In the absence of compelling 
reasons, a child who has a strong desire to testify should be called to do so. See 
Ann M. Haralambie, The Child's Lawyer: A Guide to Representing Children in 
Custody, Adoption, and Protection Cases ch. 4 (1993). If the child should not wish 
to testify or would be harmed by being forced to testify, the lawyer should seek 
a stipulation of the parties not to call the child as a witness or seek a protective 
order from the court. If the child is compelled to testify, the lawyer should seek 
to minimize the adverse consequences by seeking any appropriate accommoda
tions permitted by local law, such as having the testimony taken informally, in 
chambers, without presence of the parents. See John E.B. Myers, 2 Evidence in 
Child Abuse and Neglect Cases ch. 8 (1992). The child should know whether the 
in-chambers testimony will be shared with others, such as parents who might be 
excluded from chambers, before agreeing to this forum. The lawyer should also 
prepare the child for the possibility that the judge may render a decision against 
the child's wishes which will not be the child's fault. 

[D-7] Child Witness. 

The child's attorney should prepare the child to testify. This should include 
familiarizing the child with the courtroom, court procedures, and what to expect 
during direct and cross-examination and ensuring that testifying will cause 
minimum harm to the child. 
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Commentary: The lawyer's preparation of the child to testify should include 
attention to the child's developmental needs and abilities as well as to accommo
dations which should be made by the court and other lawyers. The lawyer should 
seek any necessary assistance from the court, including location of the testimony 
(in chambers, at a small table etc.), determination of who will be present, and 
restrictions on the manner and phrasing of questions posed to the child. 

The accuracy of children's testimony is enhanced when they feel comfortable. 
See, generally, Karen Saywitz, Children in Court: Principles of Child Develop
ment for Judicial Application, in A Judicial Primer on Child Sexual Abuse 15 
(Josephine Bulkley & Claire Sandt, eds., 1994). Courts have permitted support 
persons to be present in the courtroom, sometimes even with the child sitting on 
the person's lap to testify. Because child abuse and neglect cases are often closed 
to the public, special permission may be necessary to enable such persons to be 
present during hearings. Further, where the rule sequestering witnesses has been 
invoked, the order of witnesses may need to be changed or an exemption granted 
where the support person also will be a witness. The child should be asked 
whether he or she would like someone to be present, and if so, whom the child 
prefers. Typical support persons include parents, relatives, therapists, Court 
Appointed Special Advocates (CASA), social workers, victim-witness advocates, 
and members of the clergy. For some, presence of the child's attorney provides 
sufficient support. 

[D-8] Questioning the Child. 

The child's attorney should seek to ensure that questions to the child are phrased 
in a syntactically and linguistically appropriate manner. 

Commentary: The phrasing of questions should take into consideration the law 
and research regarding children's testimony, memory, and suggestibility. See 
generally, Karen Saywitz, supra D-7; Child Victims, Child Witnesses: Under
standing and Improving Testimony (Gail S. Goodman & Bette L. Bottoms, eds. 
1993); Ann Haralambie, 2 Handling Child Custody, Abuse, and Adoption Cases 
24.09 24.22 (2nd ed. 1993); Myers, supra D-6, at Vol. 1, ch 2; Ellen Matthews & 
Karen Saywitz, Child Victim Witness Manual, 12/1 C.J.E.R.J. 40 (1992). 

The information a child gives in interviews and during testimony is often 
misleading because the adults have not understood how to ask children develop
mentally appropriate questions and how to interpret their answers properly. See 
Walker, supra, A-3 Commentary. The child's attorney must become skilled at 
recognizing the child's developmental limitations. It may be appropriate to present 
expert testimony on the issue and even to have an expert present during a young 
child's testimony to point out any developmentally inappropriate phrasing. 
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[D-9] Challenges to Child's Testimony/Statements. 

The child's competency to testify, or the reliability of the child's testimony or 
out-of-court statements, may be called into question. The child's attorney should 
be familiar with the current law and empirical knowledge about children's 
competency, memory, and suggestibility and, where appropriate, attempt to 
establish the competency and reliability of the child. 

Commentary: Many jurisdictions have abolished presumptive ages of compe
tency. See Haralambie, supra D-8 at 24.17. The jurisdictions which have rejected 
presumptive ages for testimonial competency have applied more flexible, case
by-case analyses. See Louis I. Parley, Representing Children in Custody Litiga
tion, 11 J. Am. Acad. Matrim. Law. 45, 48 (Winter 1993). Competency to testify 
involves the abilities to perceive and relate. If necessary, the child's attorney 
should present expert testimony to establish competency or reliability or to 
rehabilitate any impeachment of the child on those bases. See generally, Karen 
Saywitz, supra D-8 at 15; Child Victims, supra D-8; Haralambie, supra D-8; J. 
Myers, supra D-8 ; Matthews & Saywitz, supra D-8. 

[D-10] Jury Selection. 

In those states in which a jury trial is possible, the child's attorney should 
participate in jury selection and drafting jury instructions. 

[D-11] Conclusion of Hearing. 

If appropriate, the child's attorney should make a closing argument, and provide 
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law. The child's attorney should 
ensure that a written order is entered. Commentary One of the values of having 
a trained child's attorney is such a lawyer can often present creative alternative 
solutions to the court. Further, the child's attorney is able to argue the child's 
interests from the child's perspective, keeping the case focused on the child's 
needs and the effect of various dispositions on the child. 

[D-12] Expanded Scope of Representation. 

The child's attorney may request authority from the court to pursue issues on 
behalf of the child, administratively or judicially, even if those issues do not 
specifically arise from the court appointment. For example: 

1. Child support; 

2. Delinquency or status offender matters; 

3. SSI and other public benefits; 

4. Custody; 
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5. Guardianship; 

6. Paternity; 

7. Personal injury; 

8. School/education issues, especially for a child with disabilities; 

9. Mental health proceedings; 

10. Termination of parental rights; and 

11. Adoption. 

Commentary: The child's interests may be served through proceedings not 
connected with the case in which the child's attorney is participating. In such 
cases the lawyer may be able to secure assistance for the child by filing or 
participating in other actions. See, e.g., In re Appeal in Pima County Juvenile 
Action No. S-113432, 872 P.2d 1240 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1994). With an older child 
or a child with involved parents, the child's attorney may not need court authority 
to pursue other services. For instance, federal law allows the parent to control 
special education. A Unified Child and Family Court Model would allow for 
consistency of representation between related court proceedings, such as mental 
health or juvenile justice. 

[D-13] Obligations after Disposition. 

The child's attorney should seek to ensure continued representation of the child at 
all further hearings, including at administrative or judicial actions that result in 
changes to the child's placement or services, so long as the court maintains its 
jurisdiction. 

Commentary: Representing a child should reflect the passage of time and the 
changing needs of the child. The bulk of the child's attorney's work often comes 
after the initial hearing, including ongoing permanency planning issues, six month 
reviews, case plan reviews, issues of termination, and so forth. The average length 
of stay in foster care is over five years in some jurisdictions. Often a child's case 
workers, therapists, other service providers or even placements change while the 
case is still pending. Different judges may hear various phases of the case. The 
child's attorney may be the only source of continuity for the child. Such continuity 
not only provides the child with a stable point of contact, but also may represent 
the institutional memory of case facts and procedural history for the agency and 
court. The child's attorney should stay in touch with the child, third party 
caretakers, case workers, and service providers throughout the term of appoint
ment to ensure that the child's needs are met and that the case moves quickly to 
an appropriate resolution. Like the ABA Juvenile Justice Standards, these Abuse 
and Neglect Standards require ongoing appointment and active representation as 
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long as the court retains jurisdiction over the child. To the extent that these are 
separate proceedings in some jurisdictions, the child's attorney should seek 
reappointment. Where reappointment is not feasible, the child's attorney should 
provide records and information about the case and cooperate with the successor 
to ensure continuity of representation. 

[D-14] Cessation of Representation. 

The child's attorney should discuss the end of the legal representation and 
determine what contacts, if any, the child's attorney and the child will continue to 
have. 

Commentary: The lawyer's representation may cease while the case is still 
pending or when the case is terminated. Generally it is preferable for the lawyer 
to remain involved so long as the case is pending to enable the child's interest to 
be addressed from the child's perspective at all stages. When the representation 
does end, the lawyer should explain in a developmentally appropriate manner why 
the representation is ending and how the child can obtain assistance in the future 
should it become necessary. It is important for there to be closure between the 
child and the lawyer. 

[E] POST-HEARING 

[E-1] Review of Court's Order. 

The child's attorney should review all written orders to ensure that they conform 
with the court's verbal orders and statutorily required findings and notices. 

[E-2] Communicate Order to Child. 

The child's attorney should discuss the order and its consequences with the child. 

Commentary: The child is entitled to understand what the court has done and what 
that means to the child, at least with respect to those portions of the order that 
directly affect the child. Children may assume that orders are final and not subject 
to change. Therefore, the lawyer should explain whether the order may be 
modified at another hearing, or whether the actions of the parties may affect how 
the order is carried out. For example, an order may permit the agency to return the 
child to the parent if certain goals are accomplished. 

[E-3] Implementation. 

The child's attorney should monitor the implementation of the court's orders and 
communicate to the responsible agency and, if necessary, the court, any 
non-compliance. 
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Commentary: The lawyer should ensure that services are provided and that the 
court's orders are implemented in a complete and timely fashion. In order to 
address problems with implementation, the lawyer should stay in touch with the 
child, case worker, third party caretakers, and service providers between review 
hearings. The lawyer should consider filing any necessary motions, including 
those for civil or criminal contempt, to compel implementation. See, Resource 
Guidelines, at 23. 

[F] APPEAL 

[F-1] Decision to Appeal. 

The child's attorney should consider and discuss with the child, as developmen
tally appropriate, the possibility of an appeal. If after such consultation, the child 
wishes to appeal the order, and the appeal has merit, the lawyer should take all 
steps necessary to perfect the appeal and seek appropriate temporary orders or 
extraordinary writs necessary to protect the interests of the child during the 
pendency of the appeal. 

Commentary: The lawyer should explain to the child not only the legal possibility 
of an appeal, but also the ramifications of filing an appeal, including the potential 
for delaying implementation of services or placement options. The lawyer should 
also explain whether the trial court's orders will be stayed pending appeal and 
what the agency and trial court may do pending a final decision. 

[F-2] Withdrawal. 

If the child's attorney determines that an appeal would be frivolous or that he or 
she lacks the necessary experience or expertise to handle the appeal, the lawyer 
should notify the court and seek to be discharged or replaced. 

[F -3] Participation in Appeal. 

The child's attorney should participate in an appeal filed by another party unless 
discharged. 

Commentary: The child's attorney should take a position in any appeal filed by the 
parent, agency, or other party. In some jurisdictions, the lawyer's appointment 
does not include representation on appeal. If the child's interests are affected by 
the issues raised in the appeal, the lawyer should seek an appointment on appeal 
or seek appointment of appellate counsel to represent the child's position in the 
appeal. 

[F-4] Conclusion of Appeal. 

When the decision is received, the child's attorney should explain the outcome of 
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the case to the child. Commentary As with other court decisions, the lawyer 
should explain in terms the child can understand the nature and consequences of 
the appellate decision. In addition, the lawyer should explain whether there are 
further appellate remedies and what more, if anything, will be done in the trial 
court following the decision. 

PART II - PREFACE 

Enhancing the legal representation provided by court-appointed lawyers for 
children has long been a special concern of the American Bar Association [see, 
e.g., Juvenile Justice Standards Relating to Counsel for Private Parties (1979); 
ABA Policy Resolutions on Representation of Children (Appendix). Yet, no 
matter how carefully a bar association, legislature, or court defines the duties of 
lawyers representing children, practice will only improve if judicial administrators 
and trial judges play a stronger role in the selection, training, oversight, and 
prompt payment of court-appointed lawyers in child abuse/neglect and child 
custody/visitation cases. 

The importance of the court's role in helping assure competent representation 
of children is noted in the Juvenile Justice Standards Relating to Court 
Organization and Administration (1980) which state in the Commentary to 3.4D 
that effective representation of parties is "essential" and that the presiding judge 
of a court "might need to use his or her position to achieve" it. In its Resource 
Guidelines: Improving Court Practice in Child Abuse & Neglect Cases (1995), the 
National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges stated, "Juvenile and 
family courts should take active steps to ensure that the parties in child abuse and 
neglect cases have access to competent representation. . .. " In jurisdictions which 
engage nonlawyers to represent a child's interests, the court should ensure they 
have access to legal representation. 

These Abuse and Neglect Standards, like the Resource Guidelines, recognize 
that the courts have a great ability to influence positively the quality of counsel 
through setting judicial prerequisites for lawyer appointments including require
ments for experience and training, imposing sanctions for violation of standards 
(such as terminating a lawyer's appointment to represent a specific child, denying 
further appointments, or even fines or referrals to the state bar committee for 
professional responsibility). The following Standards are intended to assist the 
judiciary in using its authority to accomplish the goal of quality representation for 
all children before the court in abuse/neglect related proceedings. 
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[G] THE COURT'S ROLE IN STRUCTURING CIDLD REPRESEN
TATION 

[G-1] Assuring Independence of the Child's Attorney. 

The child's attorney should be independent from the court, court services, the 
parties, and the state. 

Commentary: To help assure that the child's attorney is not compromised in his 
or her independent action, these Standards propose that the child's lawyer be 
independent from other participants in the litigation. "Independence" does not 
mean that a lawyer may not receive payment from a court, a government entity 
(e.g., program funding from social ervices or justice agencies), or even from a 
parent, relative, or other adult so long as the lawyer retains the full authority for 
independent action. For ethical conflict reasons, however, lawyers should never 
accept compensation as retained counsel for the child from a parent accused of 
abusing or neglecting the child. The child's attorney should not prejudge the case. 
The concept of independence includes being free from prejudice and other 
limitations to uncompromised representation. Juvenile Justice Standard 2. l(d) 
states that plans for providing coun el for children "must be designed to guarantee 
the professional independence of counsel and the integrity of the lawyer-client 
relationship." The Commentary strongly as erts there is "no justification for ... 
judicial preference" to compromi e a lawyer's relationship with the child client 
and notes the "willingness of some judges to direct lawyers' performance and 
thereby compromise their independence." 

[G-2] Establishing Uniform Representation Rules. 

The administrative office for the state trial court system [alternatively, the 
administrative office for the state's family/juvenile court system], should cause to 
be published and disseminated to all relevant courts a set of uniform, written rules 
and procedures for court-appointed lawyers for minor children. 

Commentary: Although uniform rules of court to govern the processing of various 
types of child-related judicial proceedings have become common, it is still rare for 
those rules to address comprehensively the manner and scope of representation for 
children. Many lawyers representing children are unclear as to the court's 
expectations. Courts in different communities, or even judges within the same 
court, may have differing views regarding the manner of child representation. 
These Standards promote statewide uniformity by calling for written publication 
and distribution of state rules and procedures for the child's attorney. 

[G-3] Enhancing Lawyer Relationships with Other Court Connected 
Personnel. 

Courts that operate or utilize Court Appointed Special Advocate (CASA) and 
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other nonlawyer guardians ad litem, and courts that administer nonjudicial foster 
care review bodies, should assure that these programs and the individuals 
performing those roles are trained to understand the role of the child's attorney. 
There needs to be effective coordination of their efforts with the activities of the 
child's attorney, and they need to involve the child's attorney in their work. The 
court should require that reports from agencies be prepared and presented to the 
parties in a timely fashion. 

Commentary: Many courts now regularly involve nonlawyer advocates for 
children in various capacities. Some courts also operate programs that, outside of 
the courtroom, review the status of children in foster care or other out-of-home 
placements. It is critical that these activities are appropriately linked to the work 
of the child's attorney, and that the court through training, policies, and protocols 
helps assure that those performing the nonlegal tasks (1) understand the 
importance and elements of the role of the child's attorney, and (2) work 
cooperatively with such lawyers. The court should keep abreast of all the different 
representatives involved with the child, the attorney, social worker for govern
ment or private agency, CASA volunteer, guardian ad litem, school intermediator, 
counselors, etc. 

[H] THE COURT'S ROLE IN APPOINTING THE CHILD'S ATTOR
NEY 

[H-1] Timing of Appointments. 

The child's attorney should be appointed immediately after: 

1. The involuntary removal of the child for placement due to allegations of 
neglect, abuse or abandonment; 

2. The filing of a petition alleging child abuse or neglect, for review of foster 
care placement, or for termination of parental rights; and 

3. Allegations of child maltreatment, based upon sufficient cause, are made by 
a party in the context of proceedings that were not originally initiated by a petition 
alleging child maltreatment. 

Commentary: These Standards take the position that courts must assure the 
appointment of a lawyer for a child as soon as practical (ideally, on the day the 
court first has jurisdiction over the case, and hopefully, no later than the next 
business day). The three situations are described separately because: 

1. A court may authorize, or otherwise learn of, a child's removal from home 
prior to the time a formal petition is instituted. Lawyer representation of (and, 
ideally, contact with) the child prior to the initial court hearing following removal 
(which in some cases may be several days) is important to protect the child's 
interests; 
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2. Once a petition has been filed by a government agency ( or, where authorized, 
by a hospital or other agency with child protection responsibilities), for any reason 
related to a child's need for protection, the child should have prompt access to a 
lawyer; and 

3. There are cases (such as custody, visitation, and guardianship disputes and 
family-related abductions of children) where allegations, with sufficient cause, of 
serious physical abuse, sexual molestation, or severe neglect of a child are 
presented to the court not by a government agency (i.e., child protective services) 
but by a parent, guardian, or other relative. The need of a child for competent, 
independent representation by a lawyer is just as great in situation (3) as with 
cases in areas (1) and (2). 

[H-2] Entry of Compensation Orders. 

At the time the court appoints a child's attorney, it should enter a written order 
addressing compensation and expense costs for that lawyer, unless these are 
otherwise formally provided for by agreement or contract with the court, or 
through another government agency. 

Commentary: Compensation and expense reimbursement of individual lawyers 
should be addressed in a specific written court order is based on a need for all 
lawyers representing maltreated children to have a uniform understanding of how 
they will be paid. Commentary to Section 2.l(b) of the Juvenile Justice Standards 
observes that it is common for court-appointed lawyers to be confused about the 
availability of reimbursement of expenses for case-related work. 

[H-3] Immediate Provision of Access. 

Unless otherwise provided for, the court should upon appointment of a child's 
attorney, enter an order authorizing that lawyer access between the child and the 
lawyer and to all privileged information regarding the child, without the necessity 
of a further release. The authorization should include, but not be limited to: social 
services, psychiatric, psychological treatment, drug and alcohol treatment, medi
cal, evaluation, law enforcement, and school records. 

Commentary: Because many service providers do not understand or recognize the 
nature of the role of the lawyer for the child or that person's importance in the 
court proceeding, these Standards call for the routine use of a written court order 
that clarifies the lawyers right to contact with their child client and perusal of 
child-related records. Parents, other caretakers, or government social service 
agencies should not unreasonably interfere with a lawyer's ability to have 
face-to-face contact with the child client nor to obtain relevant information about 
the child's social services, education, mental health, etc. Such interference 
disrupts the lawyer's ability to control the representation and undermines his or 
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her independence as the child's legal representative. 

[H-4] Lawyer Eligibility for and Method of Appointment. 

Where the court makes individual appointment of counsel, unless impractical, 
before making the appointment, the court should determine that the lawyer has 
been trained in representation of children and skilled in litigation ( or is working 
under the supervision of an lawyer who is skilled in litigation). Whenever 
possible, the trial judge should ensure that the child's attorney has had sufficient 
training in child advocacy and is familiar with these Standards. The trial judge 
should also ensure that (unless there is specific reason to appoint a specific lawyer 
because of their special qualifications related to the case, or where a lawyer's 
current caseload would prevent them from adequately handling the case) 
individual lawyers are appointed from the ranks of eligible members of the bar 
under a fair, systematic, and sequential appointment plan. 

Commentary: The Juvenile Justice Standards 2.2( c) provides that where counsel 
is assigned by the court, this lawyer should be drawn from "an adequate pool of 
competent attorneys." In general, such competency can only be gained through 
relevant continuing legal education and practice-related experience. Those Stan
dards also promote the use of a rational court appointment process drawing from 
the ranks of qualified lawyers. The Abuse and Neglect Standards reject the 
concept of ad hoc appointments of counsel that are made without regard to prior 
training or practice. 

[H-5] Permitting Child to Retain a Lawyer. 

The court should permit the child to be represented by a retained private lawyer 
if it determines that this lawyer is the child's independent choice, and such counsel 
should be substituted for the appointed lawyer. A person with a legitimate interest 
in the child's welfare may retain private counsel for the child and/or pay for such 
representation, and that person should be permitted to serve as the child's attorney, 
subject to approval of the court. Such approval should not be given if the child 
opposes the lawyer's representation or if the court determines that there will be a 
conflict of interest. The court should make it clear that the person paying for the 
retained lawyer does not have the right to direct the representation of the child or 
to receive privileged information about the case from the lawyer. 

Commentary: Although such representation is rare, there are situations where a 
child, or someone acting on a child's behalf, seeks out legal representation and 
wishes that this lawyer, rather than one appointed by the court under the normal 
appointment process, be recognized as the sole legal representative of the child. 
Sometimes, judges have refused to accept the formal appearances filed by such 
retained lawyers. These Standards propose to permit, under carefully scrutinized 
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conditions, the substitution of a court-appointed lawyer with the retained counsel 
for a child. 

[I] THE COURT'S ROLE IN LAWYER TRAINING 

[1-1] Judicial Involvement in Lawyer Training. 

Trial judges who are regularly involved in child-related matters should participate 
in training for the child's attorney conducted by the courts, the bar, or any other 
group. 

Commentary: Juvenile Justice Standards 2.1 indicates that it is the responsibility 
of the courts ( among others) to ensure that competent counsel are available to 
represent children before the courts. That Standard further suggests that lawyers 
should "be encouraged" to qualify themselves for participation in child-related 
cases "through formal training." The Abuse and Neglect Standards go further by 
suggesting that judges should personally take part in educational programs, 
whether or not the court conducts them. The National Council of Juvenile and 
Family Court Judges has suggested that courts can play in important role in 
training lawyers in child abuse and neglect cases, and that judges and judicial 
officers can volunteer to provide training and publications for continuing legal 
education seminars. See, Resource Guidelines, at 22. 

[1-2] Content of Lawyer Training. 

The appropriate state administrative office of the trial [alternatively, juvenile/ 
family] courts should provide educational programs, live or on tape, on the role 
of a child's attorney. At a minimum, the requisite training should include: 

1. Information about relevant federal and state laws and agency regulations; 

2. Information about relevant court decisions and court rules; 

3. Overview of the court process and key personnel in child-related 
litigation; 

4. Description of applicable guidelines and standards for representation; 

5. Focus on the child development needs and abilities; 

6. Information on the multidisciplinary input required in child-related cases, 
including information on local experts who can provide consultation and 
testimony on the reasonableness and appropriateness of efforts made to 
safely maintain the child in hi or her home; 

7. Information concerning family dynamics and dysfunction including 
substance abuse, and the use of kinship care; 
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8. Information on accessible child welfare, family preservation, medical, 
educational, and mental health resources for child clients and their 
families, including placement, evaluation/diagnostic, and treatment ser
vices; the structure of agencies providing such services as well as 
provisions and constraints related to agency payment for services; and 

9. Provision of written material (e.g., representation manuals, checklists, 
sample forms), including listings of useful material available from other 
sources. 

Commentary: The Abuse and Neglect Standards take the position that it is not 
enough that judges mandate the training of lawyers, or that judges participate in 
such training. Rather, they call upon the courts to play a key role in training by 
actually sponsoring (e.g., funding) training opportunities. The pivotal nature of the 
judiciary's role in educating lawyers means that courts may, on appropriate 
occasions, stop the hearing of cases on days when training is held so that both 
lawyers and judges may freely attend without docket conflicts. The required 
elements of training are based on a review of well-regarded lawyer training 
offered throughout the country, Resource Guidelines, and many existing manuals 
that help guide lawyers in representing children. 

[l-3] Continuing Training for Lawyers. 

The court system should also assure that there are periodic opportunities for 
lawyers who have taken the "basic" training to receive continuing and "new 
developments" training. 

Commentary: Many courts and judicial organizations recognize that rapid changes 
occur because of new federal and state legislation, appellate court decisions, 
systemic reforms, and responses to professional literature. Continuing education 
opportunities are critical to maintain a high level of performance. These Standards 
call for courts to afford these "advanced" or "periodic" training to lawyers who 
represent children in abuse and neglect related cases. 

[1-4] Provision of Mentorship Opportunities. Courts should provide 
individual court-appointed lawyers who are new to child repre
sentation the opportunity to practice under the guidance of a 
senior lawyer mentor. 

Commentary: In addition to training, particularly for lawyers who work as sole 
practitioners or in firms that do not specialize in child representation, courts can 
provide a useful mechanism to help educate new lawyers for children by pairing 
them with more experienced advocates. One specific thing courts can do is to 
provide lawyers new to representing children with the opportunity to be assisted 
by more experienced lawyers in their jurisdiction. Some courts actually require 
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lawyers to "second chair" cases before taking an appointment to a child abuse or 
neglect case. See, Resource Guidelines, at 22. 

[J] THE COURT'S ROLE IN LAWYER COMPENSATION 

[J-1] Assuring Adequate Compensation. 

A child's attorney should receive adequate and timely compensation throughout 
the term of appointment that reflects the complexity of the case and includes both 
in court and out-of-court preparation, participation in case reviews and postdis
positional hearings, and involvement in appeals. To the extent that the court 
arranges for child representation through contract or agreement with a program in 
which lawyers represent children, the court should assure that the rate of payment 
for these legal services is commensurate with the fees paid to equivalently 
experienced individual court-appointed lawyers who have similar qualifications 
and responsibilities. 

Commentary: Juvenile Justice Standards 2.1 (b) recognize that lawyers for 
children should be entitled to reasonable compensation for both time and services 
performed "according to prevailing professional standards," which takes into 
account the "skill required to perform ... properly," and which considers the need 
for the lawyer to perform both counseling and resource identification/evaluation 
activities. The Resource Guidelines, at 22, state that it is "necessary to provide 
reasonable compensation" for improved lawyer representation of children and that 
where necessary judges should "urge tate legislatures and local governing bodies 
to provide sufficient funding" for quality legal representation. Because some 
courts currently compensate lawyers only for time spent in court at the 
adjudicative or initial disposition stage of cases, these Standards clarify that 
compensation is to be provided for out-of-court preparation time, as well as for the 
lawyer's involvement in case reviews and appeals. "Out-of-court preparation" 
may include, for example, a lawyer's participation in social services or school 
case conferences relating to the client. 

These Standards also call for the level of compensation where lawyers are 
working under contract with the court to provide child representation to be 
comparable with what experienced individual counsel would receive from the 
court. Although courts may, and are encouraged to, seek high quality child 
representation through enlistment of special children's law offices, law firms, and 
other programs, the motive should not be a significantly different (i.e., lower) level 
of financial compensation for the lawyers who provide the representation. 

[J-2] Supporting Associated Costs. 

The child's attorney should have access to (or be provided with reimbursement 
for experts, investigative services, paralegals, research costs, and other services, 
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such as copying medical records, long distance phone calls, service of process, 
and transcripts of hearings as requested. 

Commentary: The Abuse and Neglect Standards expand upon Juvenile Justice 
Standards 2.l(c) which recognizes that a child's attorney should have access to 
"investigatory, expert and other nonlegal services" as a fundamental part of 
providing competent representation. 

[J-3] Reviewing Payment Requests. The trial judge should review re
quests for compensation for reasonableness based upon the 
complexity of the case and the hours expended. 

Commentary: These Standards implicitly reject the practice of judges arbitrarily 
"cutting down" the size of lawyer requests for compensation and would limit a 
judge's ability to reduce the amount of a per/case payment request from a child's 
attorney unless the request is deemed unreasonable based upon two factors: case 
complexity and time spent. 

[J-4] Keeping Compensation Levels Uniform. 

Each state should set a uniform level of compensation for lawyers appointed by 
the courts to represent children. Any per/hour level of compensation should be the 
same for all representation of children in all types of child abuse and neglect
related proceedings. 

Commentary: These Standards implicitly reject the concept (and practice) of 
different courts within a state paying different levels of compensation for lawyers 
representing children. They call for a uniform approach, established on a 
statewide basis, towards the setting of payment guidelines. 

[K] THE COURT'S ROLE IN RECORD ACCESS BY LAWYERS 

[K-1] Authorizing Lawyer Access. 

The court should enter an order in child abuse and neglect cases authorizing the 
child's attorney access to all privileged information regarding the child, without 
the necessity for a further release. 

Commentary: This Standard requires uniform judicial assistance to remove a 
common barrier to effective representation, i.e., administrative denial of access to 
significant records concerning the child. The language supports the universal 
issuance of broadly-worded court orders that grant a child's attorney full access to 
information (from individuals) or records (from agencies) concerning the child. 

[K-2] Providing Broad Scope Orders. 

The authorization order granting the child's attorney access to records should 
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include social services, psychiatric, psychological treatment, drug and alcohol 
treatment, medical, evaluation, law enforcement, school, and other records 
relevant to the case. 

Commentary: This Standard further elaborates upon the universal application that 
the court's access order should be given, by listing examples of the most common 
agency records that should be covered by the court order. 

[L] THE COURT'S ROLE IN ASSURING REASONABLE LAWYER 
CASELOADS 

[L-1] Controlling Lawyer Caseloads. 

Trial court judges should control the size of court-appointed caseloads of 
individual lawyers representing children, the caseloads of government agency
funded lawyers for children, or court contracts/agreements with lawyers for such 
representation. Courts should take steps to assure that lawyers appointed to 
represent children, or lawyers otherwise providing such representation, do not 
have such a large open number of cases that they are unable to abide by Part I of 
these Standards. 

Commentary: The Abuse and Neglect Standards go further than Juvenile Justice 
Standard 2.2(b) which recognize the "responsibility of every defender office to 
ensure that its personnel can offer prompt, full, and effective counseling and 
representation to each ( child) client" and that it "should not accept more 
assignments than its staff can adequately discharge" by pecifically calling upon 
the courts to to help keep lawyer caseloads from getting out of control. The 
Commentary to 2.2.(b) indicates that: Caseloads must not be exceeded where to 
do so would "compel lawyers to forego the extensive fact investigation required 
in both contested and uncontested cases, or to be less than scrupulously careful in 
preparation for trial, or to forego legal research necessary to develop a theory of 
representation." We would add: " ... or to monitor the implementation of court 
orders and agency case plans in order to help assure permanency for the child." 

[L-2] Taking Supportive Caseload Actions. 

If judges or court administrators become aware that individual lawyers are close 
to, or exceeding, the levels suggested in these Standards, they should take one or 
more of the following steps: 

1. Expand, with the aid of the bar and children's advocacy groups, the size 
of the list from which appointments are made; 

2. Alert relevant government or private agency administrators that their 
lawyers have an excessive caseload problem; 
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3. Recruit law firms or special child advocacy law programs to engage in 
child representation; 

4. Review any court contracts/agreements for child representation and 
amend them accordingly, so that additional lawyers can be compensated 
for case representation time; and 

5. Alert state judicial, executive, and legislative branch leaders that exces
sive caseloads jeopardize the ability of lawyers to competently represent 
children pursuant to state-approved guidelines, and seek funds for 
increasing the number of lawyers available to represent children. 

Commentary: This Standard provides courts with a range of possible actions when 
individual lawyer caseloads appear to be inappropriately high. 

APPENDIX 

Previous American Bar Association Policies Related to 
Legal Representation of Abused and Neglected Children 

GUARDIANS AD LITEM 
FEBRUARY 1992 

BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Bar Association urges: 

Every state and territory to meet the full intent of the Federal Child Abuse 
Prevention and Treatment Act, whereby every child in the United States who is the 
subject of a civil child protection related judicial proceedings will be represented 
at all stages of these proceedings by a fully-trained, monitored, and evaluated 
guardian ad litem in addition to appointed legal counsel. 

That state, territory and local bar associations and law schools become involved 
in setting standards of practice for such guardians ad litem, clarify the ethical 
responsibilities of these individuals and establish minimum ethical performance 
requirements for their work, and provide comprehensive multidisciplinary train
ing for all who serve as such guardians ad litem. 

That in every state and territory, where judges are given discretion to appoint 
a guardian ad litem in private child custody and visitation related proceedings, the 
bench and bar jointly develop guidelines to aid judges in determining when such 
an appointment is necessary to protect the best interests of the child. 

COURT-APPOINTED SPECIAL ADVOCATES 
AUGUST 1989 

BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Bar Association endorses the concept of 
utilizing carefully selected, well trained lay volunteers, Court Appointed Special 
Advocates, in addition to providing attorney representation, in dependency 
proceedings to assist the court in determining what is in the best interests of 
abused and neglected children. 
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the American Bar Association encourages its 
members to support the development of CASA programs in their communities. 

COUNSEL FOR CHILDREN ENHANCEMENT 
FEBRUARY 1987 

BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Bar Association requests State and local 
bar associations to determine the extent to which statutory law and court rules in 
their States guarantee the right to counsel for children in juvenile court 
proceedings; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that State and local bar associations are urged to 
actively participate and support amendments to the statutory law and court rules 
in their State to bring them in to compliance with the Institute of Judicial 
Administration/ American Bar Association Standards Relating to Counsel for 
Private Parties; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that State and local bar associations are requested 
to ascertain the extent to which, irrespective of the language in their State 
statutory laws and court rules, counsel is in fact provided for children in juvenile 
court proceedings and the extent to which the quality of representation is 
consistent with the standards and policies of the American Bar Association; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that State and local bar associations are urged to 
actively support programs of training and education to ensure that lawyers 
practicing in juvenile court are aware of the American Bar Association's standards 
relating to representation of children and provide advocacy which meets those 
standards. 

BAR ASSOCIATION AND ATTORNEY ACTION 
FEBRUARY 1984 

BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Bar Association urges the members of the 
legal profession, as well as state and local bar associations, to respond to the needs 
of children by directing attention to issues affecting children including, but not 
limited to: . . . (7) establishment of guardian ad litem programs. 

BAR AND ATTORNEY INVOLVEMENT IN CIDLD PROTECTION CASES 
AUGUST 1981 

BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Bar Association encourages individual 
attorneys and state and local bar organizations to work more actively to improve 
the handling of cases involving abused and neglected children as well as children 
in foster care. Specifically, attorneys should form appropriate committees and 
groups within the bar to ... work to assure quality legal representation for 
children .... 

JUVENILE JUSTICE STANDARDS 
FEBRUARY 1979 

BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Bar Association adopt (the volume of the) 
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Standards for Juvenile Justice (entitled) Counsel for Private Parties. 



Appendix D4 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 
FORDHAM CONFERENCE ON ETHICAL 

ISSUES IN THE LEGAL 
REPRESENTATION OF CHILDREN 

I. THE ROLE OF LAWYERS FOR CHILDREN 

A lawyer appointed or retained to serve a child in a legal proceeding should 
serve as the child's lawyer. 

The lawyer should assume the obligations of a lawyer, regardless of how the 
lawyer's role is labelled, be it as guardian ad litem, attorney ad litem, law 
guardian, or other. The lawyer should not serve as the child's guardian ad litem or 
in another role insofar as the role includes responsibilities inconsistent with those 
of a lawyer for the child. 

The role of the child's lawyer will vary, however, depending on whether the 
child has capacity to direct the representation. The lawyer for a child who is not 
impaired (i.e., who has capacity to direct the representation) must allow the child 
to set the goals of the representation as would an adult client. 

When representing a preverbal child or a child who otherwise lacks capacity to 
direct the representation, a lawyer should make decisions in the representation in 
accordance with the Recommendations set forth in Part IV. When a lawyer 
believes that a verbal child may lack capacity to direct the representation, the 
lawyer's determination concerning the child's capacity should be guided by the 
Recommendations set forth in Part V. 

Whether representing an unimpaired child or an impaired or preverbal child, the 
child's lawyer should be guided by the Recommendations in Parts II, III, and VII, 
concerning interviewing and counseling, confidentiality, and conflicts of interest. 

On occasions when, contrary to the Recommendations of this Conference, a 
lawyer is required to serve as a child's guardian ad litem and in that role to 
undertake responsibilities that are inconsistent with those of a lawyer for a child, 
the lawyer should be guided by the Recommendations set forth in Part VI. 

To enable children to receive ethical and competent representation of counsel 
in contexts in which legal repre entation is appropriate, courts and other legal 
authorities should be guided by the Recommendations set forth in Part VIII. 

1103 
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A. Recommendations for Changes in the Law: 

1. Laws currently authorizing the appointment of a lawyer to serve in a legal 
proceeding as a child's guardian ad litem should be amended to authorize 
instead the appointment of a lawyer to represent the child in the 
proceeding. 

2. Laws that require lawyers serving on behalf of children to assume 
responsibilities inconsistent with those of a lawyer for the child as the 
client should be eliminated. 

B. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines: 

1. When it is uncertain whether a lawyer has been appointed to represent a 
child as the child's lawyer, to serve as the child's guardian ad /item, to 
serve in a dual lawyer/guardian ad /item role, or to serve the child in 
some other role, the lawyer should elect to represent the child as a lawyer. 
Similarly, when the lawyer is appointed to serve in a role other than as 
lawyer, but it is unclear or unspecified what obligations and responsi
bilities that role entails, the lawyer should assume the obligations and 
responsibilities of a child's lawyer. 

2. A lawyer should not serve as both a child's lawyer and guardian ad /item. 
When a lawyer has been appointed to serve in both roles, the lawyer 
should elect to represent the child as a lawyer and not to serve as guardian 
ad /item. If that is not permissible, the lawyer should elect to decline the 
appointment where feasible. 

II. THE OBLIGATIONS OF LAWYERS FOR CHILDREN: INTERVIEWING 
AND COUNSELING 

A. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines: 

The following is a nonexclusive list of Recommendations concerning how 
lawyers should interview and counsel child clients. 

1. Contact with child clients: 

a. Every child should be seen except in those rare instances where it 
is physically impossible for the lawyer to see the child. 

b. A lawyer should not represent a communicative child on any 
substantive matter before speaking with the child. 

c. For all children, the lawyer should see the client as soon as possible 
and, in most instances, before the first hearing. In certain 
instances-for example, before an emergency hearing-the child's 
lawyer may proceed without seeing the client, although in that 
event, the lawyer should at least see the child before the next 
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hearing. 

2. Context of contact: 

a. Contact with the child should occur where and when such contact 
is comfortable for the child, not merely where and when it is 
convenient for the lawyer. 

b. The lawyer should take into account the role of the environment 
and timing in helping the child understand the lawyer's role and the 
court process. 

3. Frequency of contact: 

a. The lawyer should meet with the child at least prior to any 
substantive court hearings and other proceedings or events at which 
important decisions are being made regarding the child or which 
are relevant to the lawyer's representation of the child. 

b. The lawyer should meet with the child often enough to maintain 
and develop the lawyer-client relationship. 

4. Substance of contact with verbal child: 

a. Presence of others at the meeting: 

i. In most instances, the lawyer should meet one-on-one with 
the client. 

11. The lawyer should exercise judgment when considering 
whether the presence of a third person (e.g., social worker, 
family member, interpreter) would make the child more 
comfortable when speaking with the lawyer. 

111. When discussing all potentially confidential matters, the 
lawyer should ensure that the attorney-client privilege will 
not be jeopardized by the presence of a third person. 

b. Nature of discussion: 

1. With the requisite training, the lawyer should use develop
mentally appropriate language. 

11. The lawyer should be trained, and take the time to establish 
rapport with the child client. 

111. When discussing the case with the client, the lawyer should 
use concrete examples and hypotheticals and should provide 
the client with a "road map" of the interview and the legal 
process. 
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iv. The lawyer should employ appropriate listening techniques 
and provide nonjudgmental support. Such techniques should 
be culturally competent. 1 

v. Questions should be noncoercive and culturally competent. 

vi. The lawyer conducting the interview should explain the 
lawyer's role and make it clear to the child client that the 
judge, rather than the lawyer or the client, is the ultimate 
decision maker. 

vii. The lawyer should explain in detail, in a manner under
standable to the child, whether and to what extent the child's 
communications will be kept in confidence. (See III.A.2.) 

viii. The lawyer also should explain the court or legal process, 
the issue( s) to be considered by the court, the options 
available to the client, and the consequences of those 
options. If appropriate, the lawyer should explain to the 
child that the child has the option of taking no position on 
an issue to be decided by the court or to defer to another's 
judgment. (Whether the client may defer to the lawyer's 
judgment, however, is a question left for further study.) 

ix. The lawyer should provide the child with ample time and 
opportunity to raise any questions or concerns the child may 
have. The lawyer also should direct specific questions to the 
child except when such questioning would be inappropriate. 

x. The lawyer should discuss with the child the lawyer's access 
to documents, records, and materials, as well as to witnesses 
or professionals, and should request the client's permission to 
access other confidential materials, if such materials exist. 

xi. The lawyer should discuss the client's position. 

xii. When developmentally appropriate, the lawyer should col
laborate on the identification and selection of case strate
gies. 

xm. The lawyer should prepare a child for cross-examination, if 

1 See, e.g., Richard H. Dana, Multicultural Assessment Perspectives for Professional Psychology 
(1993) (providing guidance to psychologists regarding culturally competent treatment and 
counseling); Michael L. Lindsey, Ethical Interviewing, Counseling, and Use of Psychological Data 
With Child and Adolescent Clients, 64 Fordham L. Rev. 2035 (1996) (outlining issues related to 
culturally competent lawyering that lawyers should consider in serving children). 
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cross-examination is a possibility. 

xiv. The lawyer should summarize the interview and review the 
client's decisions to verify the accuracy of the lawyer's 
understanding. 

5. Substance of contact with nonverbal child: 

a. The lawyer should always "lay eyes" on the client. 

b. The lawyer should see the client in the living environment, where 
possible. If it is not possible for the lawyer to see the child in the 
living environment, a qualified designee should see the child in the 
living environment. 

c. The lawyer should make extensive use of experts (e.g., social 
workers, psychologists) as well as other interested persons (e.g., 
family members) in assessing the child's circumstances. 

d. Representation of a noncommunicative client should include ob
taining information on the child's living environment. 

6. Access to Materials/People with Information: 

a. The lawyer should review all court documents before meeting with 
the client whenever possible and, in any event, as soon as possible. 

b. The lawyer should review all materials and speak to all people 
accessible to the parties with the client's full knowledge unless 
waiting to do so would jeopardize the adequacy of the representa
tion. 

c. The lawyer should obtain the unimpaired client's consent before 
accessing other confidential information. 

d. The lawyer should not give undue weight to reports or evaluations 
regarding the client. 

e. The lawyer should ask the following questions when assessing the 
accuracy or usefulness of evaluations or reports: 

1. What are the norms of the tests (e.g., were ethnic minorities 
assessed)? 

11. Are there any ethnically appropriate tests available that were 
not used? 

iii. Did the evaluator have any special clinical or graduate 
training in the assessment of ethnic minority children? What 
are the specific details of that training? 
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iv. Has the evaluator had any continuing education in the area of 
ethnic minority assessments? 

v. What are the life and professional experiences of the evalu
ator with this cultural group? 

v1. Were the test protocols modified in any way given the child's 
culture? Are those modifications reflected in the report or 
evaluation? 

vii. Who provided the training on ways to modify testing 
procedures for clients from different cultures? 

viii. What is the impact of different cultural backgrounds of the 
client and the clinician on the overall assessment picture? 

f. The lawyer should refer the client for independent evaluations and 
request independent evaluations of the client when necessary and 
appropriate, subject to the approval of the unimpaired client. 

B. Recommendations for Education: 

1. A lawyer who represents children should be certified as a "child 
advocate" by an oversight body on the state or national level. Candidates 
for certification should be mentored by more experienced lawyers. The 
certification process should include training, through simulations and by 
other appropriate means, in the following subjects: 

a. Interviewing, counseling, negotiation. 

b. Cultural competence (directed at client population). 

c. Role of the lawyer and guardian ad litem (ethical issues). 

d. Child development and psychology. 

e. The impact on children of the abuse and neglect system. 

f. The merits of a professional team approach. 

g. Substantive law and procedure (as necessary for effective inter
viewing and counseling). 

2. Upon certification, child advocates should receive continuing legal 
education. 

3. Family court judges should also receive ongoing trammg in cultural 
competence, the role of the lawyer, child development and psychology, 
the impact on the child of the abuse and neglect system, the merits of a 
professional team approach, and substantive law and procedure. 
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4. Law school curricula should be broadened to include the study of ethical 
issues pertaining to the representation of all clients, including children. 
Moreover, law schools should mandate training in legal interviewing, 
counseling, and negotiation skills. Finally, law schools should broaden 
clinical course offerings to include the representation of children by law 
students in clinical settings either through the establishment of a law 
school clinic, or through extemships with child advocacy organizations. 

C. Recommendations for Further Study: 

1. Race, Ethnicity, Culture, and Class. Further study should be made of how 
differences in race, ethnicity, culture, or class may affect communications 
between lawyers and children and how lawyers should take those 
differences into account in communicating with children. 

2. Interviewing and counseling. Further study should be given to the 
following questions: 

a. When and how often should a child attend a court hearing? What is 
the relationship between attendance and child development? What 
effect will the child's presence have on the interpersonal dynamics 
of the family? 

b. What is the impact of the type of representation on the psycho
logical and emotional well-being of the child? This question 
applies for each type of case (custody, neglect, abuse, delinquency). 
Is there a need for a longitudinal study? 

c. What is the impact of the type of representation on case outcomes 
for each type of case? 

d. What are the pros and cons of continuity of representation versus 
specialization in terms of the child's perception and case outcomes? 

e. What strategies minimize the negative impact of lack of continuity 
on representation of children? 

f. Should a guardian ad litem who is also a lawyer be governed by the 
professional norms applicable to lawyers (e.g., Model Rules or 
Model Code)? 

g. What is a reasonable caseload for each type of case? 

h. What are the boundaries of appropriate lawyer-client contact, 
including financial assistance and physical touching? 

i. What standards should be developed to address the screening, 
hiring, training, and supervision of staff coming into contact with 
child clients? 
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J. Should evaluations be conducted of alternative approaches to the 
delivery of legal services to children? 

k. How does a lawyer effectively communicate his role to the child 
client? 

1. To what extent should the lawyer share personal and moral views 
and biases with the child? 

m. Should the child have the option of permitting the lawyer to make 
decisions for the child? 

n. How should lawyers and social workers function together as a 
team? Is it appropriate for social workers to conduct some 
interviews? Under what circumstances? How does this affect the 
confidentiality issues? How often should the social worker and 
lawyer consult? What is the role of nonlawyer team members for 
children who cannot communicate? 

o. What is the appropriate role for interpreters? How does the use of 
an interpreter affect confidentiality issues? 

3. Lawyers representing children as a class. Further study should be given 
to the lawyer's role and obligations in representing a class that includes 
children. Among other things, study should be given to the following 
questions: 

a. Does the lawyer for children in class-action cases have a duty of 
candor concerning the lawyer's responsibility to seek the best 
outcome for the class as a whole, and not to act on instructions from 
clients? 

b. Does the lawyer for children in class-action cases have a duty to 
communicate and consult with as many differently situated class 
members as possible? Does the lawyer have a duty to listen and 
consult with as many adults (potential surrogates) as possible (but 
not be controlled by them)? 

c. Does the lawyer for children in class-action cases have a duty of 
disclosure as to potential conflicts of interest in the class, a duty to 
try to resolve the conflicts, and a duty to ask for separate counsel to 
represent irreconcilable conflicting interests, if necessary? 

III. THE OBLIGATIONS OF LAWYERS FOR CHILDREN: CONFIDENTI
ALITY 

A. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines: 

1. A lawyer representing a child should comply with the rules of profes-
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sional conduct governing client confidentiality. 

2. A lawyer representing a child should explain in detail, in a manner 
understandable to the child, whether and to what extent the child's 
communications will be kept in confidence. 

B. Recommendations for Further Study: 

1. Further study should be given to the question of whether Model Rule 1.6 
of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, governing client 
confidentiality, should be amended to permit the lawyer for a child to 
disclose confidences to the limited extent necessary to prevent the child 
from engaging in conduct likely to result in imminent death or substantial 
bodily harm to the client. 

2. Further study should be given to the question of whether lawyers for 
children should be mandatory reporters. 

IV. THE OBLIGATIONS OF LAWYERS FOR PREVERBAL AND IM-
PAIRED CHILDREN 

A. Recommendation for Changes in the Law: 

State laws that are inconsistent with the practice guidelines set forth in Part B of 
this section should be modified accordingly. 

B. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines: 

These Practice Guidelines apply only for clients who lack capacity to direct 
representation on their behalf for the issue at hand. In these cases, judges and 
lawyers should adhere to these standards of practice, regardless of the term used 
to denote the legal representative of the child. 

1. Although other issues remain unresolved, the profession has reached a 
consensus that lawyers for children currently exercise too much discre
tion in making decisions on behalf of their clients including "best 
interests" determinations. Practitioners have found also that there are 
currently few principles guiding their choices among a myriad of possible 
legal outcomes for their clients in any given case. The guidelines below 
would limit the permissible discretion that lawyers for children may 
exercise on behalf of their clients. They also would help practitioners to 
arrive in a principled way at a position or a range of positions which they 
may present to the fact finder or decision maker. 

2. Decision making on behalf of a child must be made in a contextual, 
self-aware, deliberate, and principled manner. Lawyers should approach 
decision making on behalf of their clients with extreme caution. Nothing 
about legal training or traditional legal roles qualifies lawyers to make 
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decisions on behalf of their clients. References to the lawyer's own 
childhood, stereotypical views of clients whose backgrounds differ from 
the lawyers, and the lawyer's lay understanding of child development and 
children's needs should be considered highly suspect bases for decision 
making on behalf of her client. 

3. Lawyers for children who must identify, determine, and advocate for 
their client's interests at any given moment in the representation should 
employ the following process. This process is intended to assist the 
child's lawyer in identifying the legal interest or interests to be pursued. 
The process by which a lawyer acquires understanding of a child's 
interests and needs is not linear but should be dynamic and evolving over 
the course of the case or relationship. This process of inquiry always 
begins and ends with the child-in-context. It is critical to note that, at 
almost any point in the analysis, this process may leave only one legal 
interest, at which point the lawyer is constrained to pursue that legal 
interest. 

a. The child client has a universe of possible needs and interests, as 
defined by any and all persons involved in the child's life. The 
lawyer must first narrow the area of inquiry by determining the 
legal interests of the child. A legal interest is any interest that the 
legal proceeding has authority to address. Even when many statutes 
and decisions require the lawyer to address a child client's best 
interests, these guidelines require a lawyer in those circumstances 
to address something that can be more appropriately characterized 
as a child's legal interests. In other contexts, a child's legal interests 
could include, for instance, a child's right to "appropriate educa
tion," "least restrictive alternative," "least detrimental alternative," 
as well as children's interests in procedural rights. 

b. The process must then focus on the child in her context. It is the 
lawyer's responsibility to carry out a full, efficient, and speedy 
factual investigation with the goal of achieving a detailed under
standing of the child client's unique personality, her family system, 
history, and daily life. This process should include the client's own 
words, stories, and desires at every possible point. Even where the 
lawyer has determined that the child cannot fully understand or 
express desires about the legal issues of the case, there will be very 
few verbal children who cannot express some views about their 
own lives. As the lawyer gathers information from her client and 
other sources, the lawyer should organize those facts using devices 
such as genograms, chronologies, and daily schedules to ensure 
that the lawyer is working from a thickly detailed view of the child 
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client as an unique individual. 

c. Essential to the proces is also a snapshot of the child at the 
moment of the determination. How is the child developing? How is 
the child behaving? How is the child benefitting or suffering from 
her current living arrangement? A lawyer should generally obtain 
this snapshot in part through ongoing current contact with the 
client. 

d. The lawyer must go further and consider the actual alternative 
options available to the child. The lawyer should understand these 
options concretely and understand as specifically as possible how 
that option will be experienced by the child. 

i. These options must include all legally available options, 
including good faith options for seeking modification of the 
law. The lawyer must continually reevaluate, however, 
whether these options for law reform are actually attainable 
given the current legal climate. 

ii. These options must also include all options available in the 
community to the child. These options should be realistically 
available or obtainable through advocacy, however, and not 
based on speculation of what the system might some day be 
able to make available. 

e. In considering the actually available options that the lawyer and 
client have identified, the lawyer should examine each option in 
light of important paradigms that directly related nonlegal disci
plines are considering. These paradigms should be determined 
through interdisciplinary research identified in the Recommenda
tions for Further Study. 

f. There will be cases in which the analysis becomes too complex and 
lawyers should consult experts for guidance. Lawyers may need to 
retain experts to aid them in deciding which of the remaining legal 
interests to pursue. Since much of the data upon which the decision 
is based will be confidential lawyer-client information, the retained 
consultant is sometimes the optimal, and only ethically acceptable, 
guide. When lack of resources or other factors make such a 
consultant impracticable, the lawyer may look to experts already 
involved with the client, experts retained by other parties, or 
occasionally court-appointed experts. These latter experts, however, 
do not share the lawyer's duty of advocacy with respect to the child 
client's wishes and perspectives, often have other institutional 
loyalties, may have important ongoing relationships with the child 
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that must not be damaged, or may not offer opinions to the lawyer 
in a timely fashion. 

g. At this point in the process of determining which legal interest to 
pursue, there still may be no definitively preferable option for the 
child. 

1. At this point the lawyer should return to the thickly detailed 
understanding of the child, with reference to the child's needs 
and interests as outlined in the proposed ABA Standards of 
Practice for Lawyers Who Represent Children in Abuse and 
Neglect Cases, Section B-5 and its Commentary. The lawyer 
again should seek any information or opinions the child can 
offer about the options remaining. 

11. The lawyer then should ensure that evidence is presented on 
the remaining options to the court, and in opposition to all 
options that were actually available but that have been 
eliminated from the child's legal interest through the preced
ing analysis. 

C. Recommendations for Education: 

Lawyers for children should receive specialized training in: 

1. Skills for interviewing and counseling children. 

2. The state of the art of the debate in interdisciplinary substantive fields 
directly related to the child's legal interest. This training should not 
attempt to convert the lawyer to one particular theory in the discipline, 
but rather to educate the lawyer about the universe of competing 
paradigms that address the issue. This training should help the lawyer 
understand the debates going on in these disciplines and the ways in 
which various paradigms have been discussed and challenged. In 
particular, this training should address the degree to which competing 
paradigms address the needs of children of diverse ethnic, racial, and 
class backgrounds. Comparison of the child client's context to the 
universe of competing paradigms may help lawyers determine whether 
options available to the client conform to the state-ofthe-art learning in 
the child welfare arena. 2 Other useful areas of inquiry would include: 
special educational theory, medical treatment of various childhood 
conditions (e.g., pediatric HIV, childhood diabetes), and psychiatric 
treatment of childhood conditions (e.g., ADHD). 

2 See, e.g., Jean Koh Peters, The Roles and Content of Best Interests in Client-Directed 
Lawyering for Children in Child Protective Proceedings, 64 Fordham L. Rev. 1505 (1996). 
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D. Recommendations for Further Study: 

The twelve sponsoring agencies should solicit actively from experts in other 
disciplines, research and writing supporting the training outlined in Part IV.C 
above. 

V. DETERMINING WHETHER A VERBAL CHILD IS CAPABLE OF DI
RECTING THE REPRESENTATION 

A. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines: 

1. As with adults, lawyers have an ethical obligation to advocate the 
position of a child unless there is independent evidence that the child is 
unable to express a reasoned choice. Where such evidence exists, a 
lawyer must engage in additional fact finding to determine whether the 
child has or may develop the capacity to direct the lawyer's action. 

2. A lawyer representing a child should make the decision of whether the 
child client has the capacity to express a reasoned position. It is also the 
lawyer's responsibility to recognize, facilitate, and maximize the child's 
capacities. 

3. In making the decision regarding capacity, the lawyer should seek 
guidance from appropriate professionals and others including family 
members, probation officers, school officials, clergy, and other concerned 
parties. 

4. The weight given to the factors in the determination of capacity may vary 
depending on the issue or the nature of the proceeding. 

5. Training is imperative for the lawyer representing children in order to 
determine capacity. Appropriate training minimally includes being famil
iar with child development and basic skills involved in interviewing 
children. 

6. A lawyer should be aware of the risk that biases based on cultural, race, 
ethnicity, or class differences between the lawyer and child client may 
inappropriately influence the lawyer's perception of the child's capacity 
to direct the representation. Choices that initially might appear irrational 
might be rooted in a child's cultural, racial, ethnic, or class background, 
which a lawyer should respect. A lawyer therefore has an obligation to 
become educated about the role of culture, race, ethnicity, and class in the 
choices that a child client might make. 

7. A lawyer should strive to learn all material information about the child 
that gives context to the choices the child might make. The relevant 
contextual factors include the child's individual life experiences, family 
background, and medical history. 
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8. When capacity becomes an issue the lawyer should consider the 
following factors for assessing capacity. Much of this analysis should 
occur regularly in the normal lawyering process: 

a. Child's developmental stage 

i. Cognitive ability 

ii. Socialization 

iii. Emotional development 

b. Child's expression of a relevant position 

1. Ability to communicate with lawyer 

ii. Ability to articulate reasons 

c. Child's individual decision-making process 

1. Influence - Coercion - Exploitation 

11. Conformity 

iii. Variability and Consistency 

d. Child's ability to understand consequences 

1. Risk of harm 

11. Finality of decision 

B. Recommendations for Further Study: 

1. Further study should be given to the question of whether Rule 1.14 of the 
ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct, governing incapacitated 
clients, adequately addresses the representation of children. Among other 
things, consideration might be given to amending Model Rule 1.14 to 
delete the term "minority," and to adopting a separate Model Rule to 
address the representation of children, which would reflect the Recom
mendations made in Part A above and other Recommendations contained 
herein. 

2. Further study should be made of how differences in race, ethnicity, 
culture, or class may affect children's decision making with respect to 
legal representation, and of how lawyers may properly take that into 
account in determining a child's capacity to direct the representation. 

VI. OBLIGATIONS OF GUARDIANS AD LITEM 

Notwithstanding this Conference's Recommendation that lawyers serve on 
behalf of children exclusively in the role of lawyer (see Part I, supra), there may 
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be times that a lawyer is appointed to serve in a different role, including as 
guardian ad litem or as court-appointed investigator, with specific direction to act 
contrary to the obligations of a lawyer representing a client. In particular, the 
guardian ad litem may be directed to advocate for what he or she believes is best 
for the child, without regard to (in the case of a verbal child) the child's wishes. 
The following Recommendations address guardians ad litem under such circum
stances: 

A. Recommendation for Changes in the Law: 

1. Any law that is intended to provide for the appointment of a lawyer to 
serve on behalf of a child in a role other than as lawyer (e.g., as guardian 
ad litem or court-appointed investigator) should clearly identify the role 
in which the lawyer is required to serve, and the attendant responsibili
ties. 

2. Laws governing the responsibilities of guardians ad litem should permit 
guardians ad litem to practice in accordance with the guidelines recom
mended in Part VI.B, below. 

3. Rules of evidence should provide that a guardian ad litem for a child has 
a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person except 
the minor child from disclosing confidential communications that were 
(a) made by a minor child represented by the guardian ad litem and (b) 
made within the context of such representation. A presumption of 
confidentiality should attach to all communications between a child and 
a guardian ad litem, and the opponent of the privilege should have the 
burden of proving that the relevant communication is not privileged or 
that compelling reasons exist to compel disclosure. 

B. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines: 

The following Recommendations address lawyers serving as guardians ad litem 
on behalf of children, where that role ( contrary to the Recommendations in Part 
I) entails advocacy for what the guardian ad litem believes is best for the child. 

l. Candor toward the child. The lawyer must explain to the child candidly 
and fully the lawyer's role and legal obligations with respect to the 
disclosure of confidences. 

2. Interviewing and counseling. In the case of verbal children, the Recom
mendations in Part II, supra, concerning interviewing and counseling by 
lawyers, should apply equally to guardians ad litem with the following 
qualifications or additions: 

a. The guardian ad litem should exercise professional judgment in 
deciding whether others should be present at meetings with the 
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child, whether to seek access to confidential information concern
ing the child, whether to make use of other experts (e.g., social 
workers or psychologists to assist in assessing the child's best 
interests), and whether to refer the child for, or request, independent 
evaluations. 

b. The guardian ad litem should explain (i) that the role entails 
advocating for what he or she believes is best for the child, even if 
it conflicts with the child's wishes; (ii) the possibility of cross
examination (where applicable); and (iii) that the guardian ad litem 
is not obligated to keep the child's secrets. 

c. The guardian ad litem should explain to the child what positions 
will be taken and why. 

3. Confidentiality. 

a. Responsibilities upon appointment. Guardians ad litem should 
explain carefully to children the extent to which their conversations 
are private and under which circumstances they are allowed, or may 
be compelled, to disclose secrets told to them by the children. 

b. General obligation of confidentiality. Guardians ad litem should 
strive to protect confidential communications with children. A 
guardian ad litem should disclose confidential communications 
only when it is in the best interests of the child to do so, and then 
only in relation to the proceedings for which the guardian ad litem 
is appointed. 

c. Appropriate disclosures. A guardian ad litem appropriately may 
reveal confidential communications to the extent the guardian ad 
litem reasonably believes necessary: 

1. To serve the child's interests; 

ii. To prevent the child or someone else from committing a 
criminal or fraudulent act; 

iii. To rectify the consequences of the child's criminal or 
fraudulent act in the commission of which the guardian ad 
lit em's services had been used; 

iv. To establish a claim or defense on behalf of a guardian ad 
litem in a controversy between the guardian ad litem and the 
child, or to establish a defense to a criminal charge or civil 
claim against the guardian ad litem based upon conduct in 
which the child was involved; or, 
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v. To comply with the orders of a court or the rules of law. 

However, if appropriate under the circumstances and to the extent possible in light 
of a child's age and maturity, a guardian ad litem should discuss with the minor 
child any intention to disclose confidential communications and the reasons for 
doing so, and a guardian ad litem should give appropriate deference to the wishes 
of the child in making this decision, absent a good reason for doing otherwise. 

C. Recommendations for Further Study: 

Further consideration should be given to the appropriate relationship between a 
child's guardian ad litem and a parent or guardian who is not in an adverse 
relationship with the child, including (1) whether and when it may be appropriate 
for the guardian ad litem to disclose otherwise confidential information to the 
parent or guardian and (2) the appropriate role of the parent or guardian with 
respect to decisions that are to be made by the guardian ad litem on behalf of the 
child. 

VII. IDENTIFYING AND RESOLVING CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

A. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines: 

Like lawyers serving in other contexts, a lawyer serving in legal matters involving 
children must determine at the outset whether the lawyer would be undertaking 
representation that may present a conflict of interest. Among other things, the 
lawyer must assess whether duties owed to one client may be inconsistent with 
duties owed to other clients or third persons or with other interests the lawyer 
must or may be inclined to serve. In legal contexts involving children, the 
lawyer's conflict-of-interest determination often will be difficult because of 
uncertainty concerning three questions: (a) What is the lawyer's role and what 
duties does that role entail? (b) Whom, if anyone, does the lawyer represent as a 
client? ( c) Who makes decisions on behalf of the client? 

l. Clarification of role and responsibilities. 

When serving in legal matters involving children, a lawyer should 
determine at the outset: 

a. Identity of client: If the lawyer is serving in a representational 
capacity, whom does the lawyer represent (e.g., (i) one or more 
children; (ii) a parent; (iii) a legal guardian; (iv) a government 
agency). 

b. Lawyer's role: In what role does the lawyer serve (e.g., as lawyer 
for a client, as guardian ad !item) and what duties does that role 
involve? Where the lawyer's role is ambiguous, or where the 
lawyer has discretion to do so, the lawyer should elect to serve as 
lawyer for the child (see Part I, supra). 
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c. Identity of decision maker: If the lawyer is serving in a represen
tational capacity on behalf of a child, who makes decisions 
concerning the representation that would ordinarily be made by the 
client (e.g., (i) the child; (ii) a parent or legal guardian on behalf of 
the child;3(iii) the lawyer on behalf of the child), and what are the 
limitations on that individual's authority to make decisions? 

2. Resolving uncertainties. 

A lawyer should seek to resolve uncertainties concerning the lawyer's 
role, the identity of the client or clients, and the allocation of decision
making authority. 

a. When the lawyer is retained, the lawyer should seek to resolve 
uncertainties at the time of the lawyer's retention. 

b. When the lawyer is appointed by the court, the lawyer should seek 
necessary clarification from the appointing authority. 

c. When uncertainties are a result of legislation or decisional law, the 
bar should seek clarification through appropriate means (e.g., 
legislative amendment, judicial interpretation). 

3. Communicating lawyer's role and responsibilities. 

In matters involving children, a lawyer must make clear to all interested 
persons (e.g., child, parents, court, and others), as necessary, the lawyer's 
role, the identity of the client, and the allocation of decision making. 

4. Addressing potential conflicts of interest. 

In light of the considerations described above, the lawyer must determine 
whether the lawyer would be undertaking representation that entails a 
conflict of interest and, if so, the lawyer must address that concern in light 
of the applicable law and professional norms. Among other things, 
conflicts of interest may arise out of: 

a. The lawyer's undertaking of inconsistent roles in a single matter 
(e.g., as lawyer and guardian ad !item). 

b. The lawyer's representation of multiple clients, for example: 

i. A child and a government agency. 

11. Multiple children. 

3 The law of some jurisdictions may provide that, although a lawyer nominally represents the 
child, the lawyer is legally obligated to accept direction from the child's parent as "next friend" or 
the child's legal guardian. 
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iii. A child and a parent. 

iv. A child and a guardian or proposed guardian. 

v. Codefendants/respondents-Coplaintiffs/petitioners. 

c. The lawyer's representation of a former client. 

d. The lawyer's own interest. 

e. The interests of a third-party payor. 

5. Representation of multiple clients. 

At times a lawyer may consider simultaneously undertaking representa
tion of a child and another client. In certain categories of cases, however, 
joint representation is inappropriate for a variety of reasons, including the 
strong likelihood that a conflict of interest would arise, the difficulty of 
getting informed waiver from the child, and the disruption that would 
occur in the likely event that withdrawal would later be required. 

a. Prohibited representations: parent and child. 

A lawyer should not undertake representation of child and parent 
or person in the role of parent in the following contexts: 

1. Delinquency. 

ii. Termination of parental rights. 

iii. Child protection (e.g., abuse and neglect, dependency). 

iv. Status. 

v. Adoption. 

v1. Abortion. 

vii. Relinquishment of parental rights by teen parent. 

viii. Civil commitment where parent is movant. 

1x. Custody/divorce. 

x. Where allegations are made of parental misconduct with 
respect to the child. 

b. Prohibited representations: child and government agency. 

A lawyer should not undertake representation of a child and a 
government agency in the same matter. For example, a lawyer 
representing an agency prosecuting a child protection petition or 
seeking to terminate parental rights should not also represent the 
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child in that proceeding. Similarly, a government agency's 
lawyer should not represent a child in seeking SSI benefits. 

c. Prohibited representations: multiple children. 

A lawyer should not represent multiple respondents in a delin
quency case. 

d. Where multiple representation may be permissible. 

In various categories of cases it may be appropriate for a lawyer 
to represent a child and another client. Included in this category 
are cases involving (i) the representation of siblings in abuse and 
neglect matters, or custody cases, and (ii) the representation of 
child and parent in cases involving medical decision making, 
guardianship, education, torts, probate and trust, and contract 
matters. 

In any case where a lawyer considers representing multiple 
clients including at least one child, the lawyer should have 
heightened awareness that the possibility of conflict of interest 
may arise during the representation. Initially, the standards of 
professional conduct require that the lawyer give particular care 
to the question of whether the lawyer adequately can represent 
both clients notwithstanding the conflict of interest. The lawyer 
must not undertake the representation, unless the lawyer, after 
having given serious consideration to the matter, concludes that 
under applicable professional conduct standards it would be 
permissible to undertake the representation with informed 
consent. 

If the lawyer reasonably concludes that the child has capacity to 
understand the nature of the conflict of interest and the conse
quences of that joint representation and gives informed consent, 
then the lawyer may undertake the representation. 

B. Recommendations for Further Study: 

l. Multiple representation when child lacks capacity to consent. 

Further study should be given to the question of when and under what 
circumstances a lawyer may represent multiple clients when informed 
consent would ordinarily be required under the standards of professional 
conduct, but the client does not have the capacity to give informed 
consent or the lawyer is uncertain whether the child has such capacity. 

2. Parent's payment of child's lawyer's fee. 

Under Rule l .8(f) of the Model Rules, a lawyer may not accept 
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compensation from someone other than the client (even with the client's 
consent) unless "there is no interference with the lawyer's independence 
of professional judgment or with the lawyer-client relationship." In 
addition, "information relating to the representation of the client" must be 
protected from improper use or disclosure. Study should be given to 
whether and how this rule should apply when the child's lawyer is 
retained and compensated by a parent. Among other things, study should 
be given to whether a comment to this rule should be added to provide 
that (a) as a general matter, the parent payor is not entitled to direct the 
representation or to the disclosure of confidences, but that (b) the rule 
does not prevent parent payors from directing the course of the 
representation or receiving information relating to the representation in 
situations in which parents are otherwise entitled to make decisions on 
behalf of their children. 

VIII. JUDGES' AND COURTS' ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES WITH RE
SPECT TO THE CHILD'S REPRESENTATION 

A. Recommendations for Changes in the Law: 

1. State law should provide that lawyers shall be appointed to represent 
children in the following cases: 

a. Child protection proceedings. 

b. Termination of parental rights proceedings. 

c. Foster care proceedings. 

d. Delinquency cases. 

e. Status offenses within juvenile court jurisdiction. 

f. Mental health commitment cases. 

2. State law should provide that upon the arrest or removal of the child to 
state or county custody before the initiation of legal proceedings 
including, but not limited to delinquency and child protection proceed
ings, the child shall have immediate access to a lawyer who will 
independently represent the child. 

3. State law or court rules should require the judiciary to provide the lawyer 
for the child with the opportunity to adequately interview and counsel the 
child in a setting conducive to the establishment of an attorney-client 
relationship. 

B. Recommendations for Structural and Legal Reform: 

A court's appointment of a lawyer for a child should be made within a system with 
the following characteristics: 
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1. The agency, which recruits and selects the lawyers, is independent of the 
court. 

2. The lawyers are compensated reasonably, i.e., commensurate with the 
fees paid to equivalently experienced individual courtappointed lawyers 
who have similar qualifications and responsibilities. 

3. The lawyers are given access to services and to information needed for 
effective representation of the child, and are reimbursed for associated 
supporting costs. 

4. Appointments provide for continuity of representation, i.e., the lawyer 
stays with a case for as long as it is within the court's jurisdiction.4 

5. Caseloads are appropriate for competent and effective representation of 
each client. 

6. Appointments are based upon objective criteria that promote high quality 
legal representation. 

7. The lawyers are familiar with standards of practice that promote high 
quality representation. 

8. The system engages in ongoing evaluation that focuses on lawyer 
performance and case outcomes. 

9. The lawyer recruitment process includes an aggressive campaign to 
increase the racial, ethnic, gender, and cultural diversity of the lawyer 
pool. 

C. Recommendations for Practice Guidelines: 

l. Appointment of counsel. 

When they have authority to do so, judges should appoint lawyers to 
represent children in the following categories of cases and in other 
appropriate cases: 

a. Child protection proceedings. 

b. Termination of parental rights proceedings and foster care pro
ceedings. If the termination of parental rights proceeding follows 
an abuse and neglect case, the representation from the earlier 
proceeding should follow into the termination of parental rights 
proceeding. 

4 "Continuity of representation" contemplates that a lawyer will continue with a child when a 
case is transferred, such as when a termination of parental rights proceeding is initiated in a different 
court from the one in which an abuse and neglect hearing occurred. 
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c. Delinquency cases. In delinquency cases, judges should be reluc
tant to accept waivers of counsel by children. Where waivers are at 
issue, the judge should apply a more rigorous inquiry into the 
child's knowing and voluntary waiver of counsel than is applied 
with respect to adult criminal waivers. 

d. Status offenses within juvenile court jurisdiction. Status offenders 
should be referred to diversion programs before coming within 
juvenile court jurisdiction. 

e. Mental health commitment cases. Judges should recognize that the 
ethical representation by a lawyer for the child is enhanced when all 
parties are represented by counsel. 

2. Retained counsel. 

The court should permit the child to be represented by a retained private 
lawyer if the court determines that this lawyer is the child's independent 
choice. 

3. Substitution of counsel. 

The court should allow, at the child's request, the substitution of one 
state-compensated lawyer for another, for good cause, unless such action 
would cause undue delay. 

4. Enabling effective representation. 

The judge should ensure that the lawyer for the child has timely access 
to the child, to all relevant information, including reports and records, to 
witnesses, and to services necessary for effective representation. 

5. Participation of child's lawyer. 

The court should not go forward on any substantive matter without the 
child's lawyer. 

6. Additional judicial responsibilities. 

Judges have a responsibility to children that is not satisfied solely by 
appointing counsel for the child. Their additional responsibilities include 
the following: 

a. Judges must recognize their own responsibility for the speedy 
resolution of cases involving children, and should demonstrate it by 
effective case management and the minimization of delays. 

b. Judges should impress upon lawyers and all parties the priority that 
should be afforded each child's case. 
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c. Judges should advocate the creation of specialized child advocacy 
programs, law school clinical child advocacy programs, and spe
cialized child advocacy units within legal services and public 
defender agencies. 

d. Judges should advocate the adoption and funding of systems (as 
described elsewhere in these Recommendations) for the appoint
ment, training, and evaluation of lawyers for children. 

e. Judges have a responsibility in cases involving children to monitor 
the competent and effective representation of the child. 

f. Judges should engage in continuing education to enable them 
effectively to appoint and utilize counsel for children. 

g. Juvenile and family court judges must be leaders in their commu
nities, state capitals, and at the national level to improve the 
administration of justice for children and families. 

D. Recommendations for Further Study: 

Further study should be given to the following questions: 

1. Whether there should be mandatory appointment of counsel for children 
in contested adoption cases, based upon criteria related to the child. 

2. Whether there should be mandatory appointment of counsel for children 
in disputed custody and visitation cases, and based upon what criteria. 

3. How courts deal with school disciplinary proceedings, and how they 
utilize lawyers in such proceedings. 

4. What criteria should guide courts' exercise of discretion to appoint 
counsel in the following cases: 

a. Domestic violence. 

b. Custody /visitation. 

C. Adoption. 

d. Child support. 

e. Guardianship. 

f. Medical decisions. 

g. Abortion. 

h. Special education. 

1. Right to marry. 
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J. Emancipation. 

k. Public benefits. 

1. Where a child is a witness. 

m. Asset protection. 

n. Deportation. 

0. Tort actions. 

p. Class actions. 

5. In monitoring the effectiveness of representation of children and evalu
ating lawyer competence, what actions should the judge and lawyer
appointing body take and what criteria should they apply? Study of this 
question should include consideration of: 

a. Current and proposed guidelines. 

b. Gathering information from child clients when possible. 

c. Other sources. 
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Transference and Countertransf ere nee Issues 
in Professional Relationships 

[I] Introduction 

RHODA FEINBERG, Ph.D.,* AND 

JAMES TOM GREENE, Ph.D."" 

Each of us brings to every new relationship certain subjective factors such as 
wishes, fears, anxieties, hopes, pressures, and psychological defenses which have 
evolved from prior relationships, and which may or may not be appropriate in the 
new situation. Transference in this article refers to a client's distortions in 
professional relationships where the client has expectations not grounded in 
current reality but on past personal hi tory, elf-image, adopted role in life, naive 
hopes and expectations of a fairy tale outcome of self-validation, or perhaps a 
self-fulfilling prophecy of defeat. Countertransference involves not only the 
professional's distorted perceptions of the client, but also distorted expectations of 
his or her services and the outcome of those services. 

Transference and countertransference issues escalate relative to the degree of 
anxiety or neediness, level of stress or conflict, and the degree of experienced 
threat-financial, emotional, or social. This happens particularly in relationships 
with perceived authority figures. Thus lawyers, psychologists and other mental 
health professionals need to be aware of transference issues. 1 

* Rhoda Feinberg i a licensed psychologist in full time independent practice specializing in adult 
and couples psychotherapy in Honolulu, Hawaii. 

* * James Tom Greene i a licensed p ychologi t in full time independent clinical practice in 
Honolulu, Hawaii. 

Both have been involved in the Hawaii Special Guardian Ad Litem (SGAL) project since its 
inception, a program similar to Court Master and Custody Commissioner programs on the mainland. 

1 The authors drew upon the following works in drafting this article: MARDI HOROWITZ, 
PERSONALITY STYLES AND BRIEF PSYCHTHERAPY (1984); OTTO KERNBERG, SE
VERE PERSONALITY DISORDERS: PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC STRATEGIES (1984); JAMES 
F. MASTERSON, THE REAL SELF: A DEVELOPMENT, SELF, AND OBJECT RELATIONS 
APPROACH (1985); JAMES F. MASTERSON, COUNTERTRANSFERENCE AND PSYCHO
THERAPEUTIC TECHNIQUE: TEACHING SEMINARS ON PSYCHTHERAPY OF THE 
BORDERLINE ADULT (1983). 
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[II] Professional Relationships 

Transference issues exist, to some degree, in all relationships- marriage, 
classroom, business, friendship. In fact, Sigmund Freud believed that transference 
is a universal phenomenon of the human mind and dominates the whole of each 
person's relation to his or her environment. These transference issues are most 
likely to arise, and are often acted out, in attorney-client and psychologist-patient 
relationships. 

In an ideal professional relationship, there will be a minimum of acting out of 
transference and countertransference. Both parties will have reasonably objective 
perceptions and expectations of self and other; deal with issues in a logical 
manner; agree on goals, provide information, discuss issues openly; work on 
compromises; and respect and appreciate the difference in their roles. The client 
will see the professional as a service provider and will not expect a fantasy result. 
The professional will acknowledge his or her expertise as a service provider and 
work toward the best outcome in the situation. 

Unfortunately, many professional-client relationships are less than ideal. 
Clients seek out professionals such as attorneys and psychologists at times when 
they are emotionally needy. When the legal process concerns the custody of 
children, it tends to stir up emotional intensity, anxiety, and regression. Under 
these circumstances, an exaggeration in transference issues can be expected. 

Transference and countertransference distortions thrive when there is exagger
ated neediness and unrealistic goals for either the client or the professional. The 
professional must take primary responsibility for dealing with these issues. There 
is a power differential in both legal and psychotherapeutic relationships, with the 
client to a very significant degree being under the influence of the professional. 
While, optimally, professionals take care of their own emotional, physical, social, 
and financial needs and do not tend to bring them into play in acting out 
countertransference, the danger of this happening exists to a significant degree. 

Both the attorney and psychotherapist need to be aware of the transference 
phenomenon as well as their own countertransference issues. In a psychothera
peutic relationship, psychologists use their understanding of both transference and 
countertransference to help the client with personal problems by employing tools 
of interpretation, clarification. and confrontation. They use their self awareness to 
prevent their own countertransference issues from interfering with facilitating 
good service provision. 

The role of the attorney, however, is significantly different because the 
attorney's goal is to help the client work through a legal problem, rather than 
facilitate learning and change in the client. While the attorney does not interpret, 
clarify, nor confront transference issues the way that a psychotherapist does, there 
are some skills that lawyers can develop to bring the legal process more within the 
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bounds of reason and logic. To help resolve the legal problem in a productive and 
effective manner, however, the attorney needs to develop a healthy adult 
relationship with the client. Within this context, an understanding of basic 
transference and countertransference issues can be very helpful. 

[Ill] Types of Transference and Countertransference 

[A] Types of Transference 

There are many forms of transference, for the phenomenon encompasses a wide 
range of possible beliefs and expectations. Within this context, the client believes 
or expects or hopes that the professional will: 

• solve all of his or her problems and be all-knowing, all powerful, 
all-loving, all-protective; 

• rescue him or her in some way, financially or personally; 

• always agree with his or her perceptions/issues as being accurate and see 
those of the spouse and all others as wrong; 

• help him or her get the "other" and "set them straight" or "even things 
up"; 

• vindicate his or her innocence and help prosecute the "real" problem 
person; 

• champion a just cause, i.e., play the Sir Galahad role for an innocent 
victim; 

• be a financial wizard, a wise law giver, an idealized father; 

• be a settler of scores; and 

• be judge and/or jury. 

[B] Types of Countertransference 

There are several warning signs that countertransference is operating. Profes
sionals need to remain alert to the following general alarm signals: wanting the 
client to like them; compromising professional values and ethics; fear of loss of 
the client-financially or personally; acting out a dislike for the client; or acting 
out unusually positive feelings for the client. 

There are a number of specific or concrete signs that the professional is acting 
out a dislike of the client or is having a negative countertransference. A partial list 
includes: 

• the feeling that one is putting on a show; 
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• experiencing an emotional reaction that he or she does not understand, 
i.e. , the client "pushes their button"; 

• feeling anxious before an appointment; 

• feeling drained during or after a session; 

• getting excessively angry at nonpayment of bills; 

• inattention and distractibility during an interview; 

• forgetting to make notes or follow through; 

• failing to answer or return telephone calls; 

• putting the client's work at the bottom of the pile; 

• getting angry with the client often; and 

• the client reminds them of someone of significance from the past and the 
professional thinks of that person while with the client. 

There are also signs that suggest a professional is acting out unusually positive 
feelings toward the client, or is having a distorted positive countertransference: 

• looking forward to seeing the client and wearing his or her best clothes; 

• making excuses to the bookkeeper for the client's nonpayment of the 
monthly bill; 

• rearranging the schedule of other clients to see this client at his or her 
convenience; 

• developing definite negative opinions regarding a spouse whom they have 
never met; 

• developing strong feelings and opinions of a suspicious nature about the 
other lawyer or the other lawyer's motives; 

• interrupting other interviews to take the client's calls; 

• "feeling the client's pain"; 

• feeling sexual arousal during interviews; 

• thinking of the client often during non-office hours; 

• giving the client a beeper or private phone number and making oneself 
available at any time; 

• marveling at the uniqueness of the client's situation; and 

• preoccupation with the client when involved in other activities. 
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[IV] Problems with Distortions 

Most countertransference distortions on the part of the professional will be 
complementary to and correspond with the client's own distortions, i.e., the 
professional may attempt to save the helpless wounded bird. In addition, at an 
unconscious level, the professional may become arrogant, more adversarial, or 
even a martyr: "I am better than other professionals .... I'll get them [the other 
spouse's attorney or the other spouse]. ... They don't have much money, much 
of a case, can't pay, but I'll take it; it's my function in life." 

Variations on this theme can take many forms. For example, a male attorney 
may assume the position of wise savior or problem-solver, a Sir Galahad, 
Solomon, Lee Iacocca, or Abraham Lincoln, a protective older brother or father, 
or any other classical archetypal male rescuing figure. If the attorney is female, 
she may take on a Joan of Arc character, Florence Nightingale, Gloria Steinam, a 
protective older sister or mother, or any wise-female rescuing figure. 

The problems of distorted countertransference can lead to a number of negative 
results for professionals. Among other possibilities, they may become angry with 
themselves for accepting the case in the first instance; regret trying to satisfy the 
wishes/hopes/fantasies of the client; develop a "poor me" attitude and feel 
inadequate and victimized, feeling "Whatever I do is not good enough"; they may 
not experience their competence nor appropriate satisfaction from a job well done 
because their measurement of success is distorted; may not get paid; or may be 
sued by a disappointed client. 

One of the worst outcomes of distorted countertransference is alignment. This 
means that the professional has "colored/clouded" glasses or blinders about the 
objective issues involved. He or she makes unilateral or autistic decisions 
regarding what is occurring and accepts without discrimination the client's 
perceptions, even though they may be significantly distorted. 

Lawyers and mental health professionals see themselves as advocates and 
rightfully so. But there is an important distinction between advocacy and 
alignment. The advocate will thoroughly investigate and perform his or her duties, 
on the client's behalf, as objectively as possible- assimilating and employing all 
of the data available. The aligned professional unconsciously screens out 
information that will not support his or her preconceived notions about the case 
or those that will invalidate the client's perceptions of the various issues involved. 
Alignment can have nightmarish results. 

[V] Acknowledging and Avoiding Transference Issues 

The main key relative to countertransference and transference issues is to see, 
hear, feel, and think about the warning signs, which vary. Each professional will 
discover his or her unique indicators or cues. The professional must control the 
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case so that acting out is minimized for both the professional and the client. 

[A] Interventions 

When a professional becomes aware of possible transference or countertrans
ference issues, he or she needs to "step back" into a more objective or removed 
position. Some examples of interventions that lawyers could make regarding these 
issues that are generally comparable to psychotherapeutic transference issues 
include: 

1. "I know that you are hurting very badly and feel vindictive, but we first 
have to look at the data to see how to proceed." 

2. "I understand that you want me to get everything that I can for you. I will 
do my best, but I must work within the constraints of family law in this 
jurisdiction." 

3. "You seem very angry and sometimes when feelings are so strong, they 
interfere with the ability to sort out needed information. Let's try to do 
that together." 

4. "You have been acting as a single parent in this marriage and now your 
husband wants shared custody. That must be very difficult for you. We 
have to look at all of the options before we jump to any conclusions about 
how to proceed." 

5. "You think that he should not get a penny of your inheritance because of 
the way that he took wild risks with your father's money. But we cannot 
be certain that this will be the outcome until we look at the financial 
data." 

6. "You are angry and feel betrayed by your wife's involvement with your 
associate, and that is very understandable. However, this may not be 
considered as a legal factor in your case." 

7. "You want all your children to come for visitation and sleep over and you 
say that you can manage them by yourself. However, we cannot fight the 
issue for the baby since he is under one year old and is still being breast 
fed." 

8. "I appreciate your flattery and acknowledgment of my skills, but I have 
to investigate further before I make any commitments about what we can 
achieve in this particular situation." 

9. "Yes, thank you, I did handle your friend's case and we worked out an 
equitable settlement. I can't go into the details of that case with you just 
as I would not reveal your information to anyone else. We have to 
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thoroughly review your case to see what we can do." 

10. "I understand your hesitancy about engaging my services when I tell 
you about possible outcomes. You say that other attorneys have made 
what sound like more specific promises to you regarding the outcome. 
I suggest that you be your own consumer advocate and check with them 
again or with other attorneys before committing yourself to a contrac
tual agreement between you and any lawyer, whether that be me or 
someone else." 

11. "Yes, some of your behavior was less than admirable. However, as your 
advocate, I cannot let you punish yourself by walking away from the 
business and the house and giving him all of the assets. I want to help 
you to the fairest resolution possible. You should not let your personal 
guilt feelings interfere with a fair settlement." 

12. "Yes, I do have a good reputation in the law community of this 
jurisdiction which I earned by doing the best I can for my clients while 
playing according to the rules. However, that doesn't make me Clarence 
Darrow, and I cannot guarantee the outcome." 

13. "I appreciate your social [personal] invitation, but I must decline. I see 
clients only during business hours and separate business from social and 
personal contacts." 

[B] Professional Health 

The best way for professionals to avoid countertransference issues is to 
maintain a healthy and personally satisfying lifestyle so that they do not 
unconsciously use the client to meet their own needs: financial, self-esteem, 
social, personal, or emotional. 

Professionals need to find ways to reduce financial pressures which require a 
high minimum number of billable hours, whether the pressure be high overhead, 
children in private schools, their own alimony or child support payments, or an 
expensive lifestyle. A financially strapped professional may take cases that are 
beyond his or her scope of competence. 

A professional with low self-esteem may be eager to prove his or her 
capabilities and without awareness take risks or seek attention that may work 
against the client's and his or her own best interests. A professional who is lonely, 
isolated, or overwhelmed in his or her own personal relationships may use contact 
with clients to avoid these personal problems. A desire for increased social status 
or "higher" reputation in the community may lead a professional to take a case 
about which he or she feels uneasy. A professional may believe that prevailing in 
a certain type of case may enhance his or her reputation and bring more clients in 
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the future. All of these can be treacherous waters and result in taking cases that 
are beyond one's scope of competence. 

Professionals need to acknowledge the existence of transference and counter
transference issues, rather than keep them hidden. All too often, many legal and 
mental health professionals keep transference and countertransference issues "a 
secret." They are embarrassed to admit to themselves or to others that they are not 
perfectly and totally objective. While understandable, this will eventually fail. 
Professionals should consider breaking the "secret" of personal responses of a 
countertransference nature with peers, trusted colleagues, and/or consultants. The 
professional should talk with others about his or her personal distortions or 
warning indicators. This does not need to be verbalized with the client, and in 
most cases should not be. 

Sharing information with appropriate others simply acknowledges common 
problems in the profession and can help minimize grief while increasing 
effectiveness. Acknowledgment of transference and countertransference issues 
can also result in increased mutual respect in the professional relationship. The 
goal is to develop an adult and realistic relationship that will foster a cooperative 
effort to explore and examine all of the data and address it effectively. 

[VI] Using Transference Issues Positively 

Transference and countertransference issues can be used in a positive way if 
one understands how these elements of a professional relationship may emerge. 
Since an attorney does have a role that is one of authority, there is the probability 
that he/she will consciously or unconsciously accept the persona of father/mother, 
brother/sister, coach or expert. This is not a problem per se. However, in the 
relationship with the client, the attorney will be dealing with client issues of 
dependency, power, sexuality, and ingratiation. 

[A] Dependency 

The client sends the message that he cannot do anything without the 
professional and seeks advice on everything. It is, of course, wise to help the client 
see that there are indeed areas in which the professional's expertise is necessary. 
However, the lawyer can encourage the client to practice self-sufficiency by 
assigning manageable tasks that need to be accomplished for the case. He or she 
may initially give guidance on the way to complete the assignment, and should 
make certain to be perfectly clear about the directions he or she gives. It behooves 
the professional to attend to the client's cooperation. Are they doing their part? 

[B] Power 

This is a question of "who's in charge." Sometimes clients indirectly attempt to 
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take control by manipulating the logistics of the relationship: they put up 
roadblocks to agreement on appointment dates; they question the wording of 
stipulations; and they question the professional's understanding of their financial 
situation. The "good parent" attorney does not get angry nor rejecting, but tries to 
maintain an authoritative stance about the manner in which the case needs to be 
directed. He or she is reasonably firm on appointment times and deadlines for 
worksheets and information that the client needs to provide. He or she does not 
"buckle under" to the controlling efforts of the client, whether directly or 
indirectly manipulative, but presents as the captain of the team with expectations 
of cooperation. 

[ C] Sexuality 

Professionals need to be aware of sexual nuances and sexual posturing. Some 
people with low self-esteem believe that their only worth lies in their ability to 
seduce in a general sense or be sexual in a physical way. A professional can set 
the boundaries of the relationship and be very clear about his or her role as an 
attorney. He or she must set limits to physical contact and conversational content, 
as well as maintain a nonrejecting stance. In other words, the professional rejects 
sexual advances, direct or indirect, and accepts the client as a total person within 
the context of working together on the business at hand. The professional, in 
essence, is saying: "You don't have to do that to get my attention. You have my 
attention as your lawyer." 

[D] Ingratiation 

The individual who affects this style tries to show the other person how 
self-sacrificing he or she is. They frequently point out that they put the interests 
of the children or spouse above their own. The expected response is one of 
appreciation, respect, and gratitude by the lawyer. These are people who give 
frequent compliments, who bring goodies to their appointment, who change other 
appointments so as not to inconvenience the lawyer, who do favors for the 
secretary. Beneath the kindness of these actions and their ingratiating manner, 
there is often the implicit statement, "you owe me because I am such a nice person 
and I don't ask for much." The attorney here should assume the role of kind and 
authoritative parent and yet demonstrate as best as possible that in the professional 
relationship, the client's importance does not depend on what he or she does for 
anyone. The lawyer should also limit goodies accepted. 

[VII] Conclusion 

Legal and mental health professionals need to acknowledge that transference 
and countertransference elements exist in professional relationships and to 
observe themselves when the warning signs appear. The appropriate handling of 
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transference and countertransference issues is often difficult. Nevertheless, it is 
possible. The essential aspects to successful handling of them focuses on four key 
words: observe, acknowledge, confront without judgment (both within oneself 
and with the client), and discuss when appropriate. 

For legal or mental health professionals to consider themselves so emotionally 
healthy that they never have any countertransference issues is at best naive and at 
worst arrogant. It is crucial to acknowledge these issues within oneself and deal 
with them effectively. Sometimes this may be done strictly internally, at other 
times it may require consultation with friends or colleagues, or with a profes
sional. 

Constructive or healthy acknowledgment and awareness of transference and 
countertransference issues can help create positive interventions and simplify the 
already complex professional relationship. To ignore these issues invites feeling 
"blind-sided" by various holes, traps, and snares as the professional relationship 
progresses. 

Professionals need to acknowledge that these elements of relationships exist 
and to observe when warning signs appear. The professional can then confront the 
transference and countertransference issues so as to create positive intervention. 
Talking about these issues and seeking help, guidance, and consultation from 
respected friends and peers can reduce the impact of transference and counter
transference issues and lead to the development of healthy relationships. 
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Families in Society: The Journal of Contemporary Human Services 
Copyright 1995 Families International, Inc. 
Revisiting Our Heritage 

With this installment of Revisiting Our Heritage, we complete the series. But 
perhaps the word "complete" is not appropriate here; with 75 years' worth of 
articles from which to select, the 11 articles that have been featured represent a 
small sampling of the scholarly and practical wisdom contained in Families in 
Society and its predecessors. 

In designing this series, we have tried to (1) re-present important, curious, and 
interesting articles written by leaders in the field and (2) allow these articles to 
track historical developments in the social work profession through the past 7 5 
years. I wish to thank Max Siporin for his helpful suggestions as well as readers 
who have written that they are enjoying the series and "how about using the article 
by ___ _ 

Hartman's "Diagrammatic Assessment of Family Relationships" is perhaps the 
most appropriate article with which we could terminate this series. Published in 
1978, this article has had more reprint requests than has any other article 
published in Families in Society and its predecessors. Hartman combines 
professional wisdom with practical tools with which to put this wisdom into 
practice-which in so many words reflects the editorial mission of the journal. 

Next month's 75th anniversary issue serves as the bow tying the Revisiting Our 
Heritage series together. Guest edited by Ann Hartman, this oversized special 
issue takes a look at the future of social work through the eyes of Elaine 
Pinderhughes, Joan Laird, Ann Weick and Dennis Saleebey, Sandra Anderson, 
Elizabeth Cole, and Hartman. Seventy-five years from now, I suspect that some 
editor may be drawing articles from this issue to celebrate 150 years of service to 
the profession. 

Again, thanks for your comments during the past 14 months. Although the 
Revisiting Our Heritage series will not be a monthly feature in upcoming issues, 
we are considering publishing articles from our archives on a periodic basis. Let 
us know what you think about the series as well as the articles that have had an 
impact on your professional life. 

1139 
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Robert Nordstrom 
Managing Editor 

Diagrammatic assessment 
of family relationships 

Ann Hartman 

Two methods of diagramming family relationships offer insights into complex 
family and community interactions and facilitate the interviewing and interven
tion process 

Integrating new knowledge and conceptual frameworks from the many sources 
that inform and support social work practice is a long and arduous process. 
General systems theory, which was introduced to social workers over twenty years 
ago, 1 has been particularly difficult to assimilate because it is so abstract. The 
distance is great between the lofty principles enunciated by systems theorists and 
the practical knowledge and skill that guide the practitioner's work with people, 
day by day. The field has made some progress in utilizing systems concepts in 
developing middle-range theory, in organizing practice models,2 in extending and 
clarifying the boundaries of the unit of attention, 3 and in prescribing general 
directions for action.4 Professionals in the field are now at the point of attempting 
to translate concepts from this middle-range theory into specific and testable 
prescriptions for practice. 

Particularly interesting is the potential a systems orientation has for altering 
cognitive styles and enabling practitioners to organize and process increasingly 
complex systems of variables. 5 The attempt here is to derive from systems 
framework new conceptual models that can enhance the practitioner's and the 
client's perceptions of reality, thereby contributing to competence and creative 
adaptation in therapy. 

Social workers, in attempting to understand their traditional unit of 
attention-the person in his total life space over time-are faced with an 

1 Werner A. Lutz, Concepts and Principles Underlying Social Casework Practice: Social Work 
Practice in Medical Care and Rehabilitation Settings, monograph 3 (Washington, D.C.: National 
Association of Social Workers, 1956). 

2 Gordon Heam, ed., The General Systems Approach: Contributions Toward an Wholistic 
Conception of Social Work (New York: Council on Social Work Education, 1969). 

3 Carel B. Germain, "Social Study: Past and Future," SOCIAL CASEWORK 49, no. 7 (July 
1968): 403-9. 

4 Ann Hartman, "The Generic Stance in the Family Agency," SOCIAL CASEWORK 55 (April 
1974): 199-208. 

5 Ann Hartman, "To Think About the Unthinkable," SOCIAL CASEWORK 51 (October 1970): 
459-68. 
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overwhelming amount of data. These data must be ordered, selected, and arranged 
to reduce confusion and overload. Edward Tolman has likened this mediating 
process to a map room where intervening cognitive charts shape data, lending 
meaning and manageability to the influx of information.6 These cognitive patterns 
have tremendous influence on how reality is perceived, but are not readily 
observed or easily changed. They are an ongoing and familiar part of the self and, 
as Frederick Duhl has pointed out, "that which is constantly experienced is neutral 
to awareness, being so immersed in the identity, so 'egosyntonic,' that it is rarely 
open to observation or challenge."7 As social workers interact with their 
environment, these mediating cognitive processes so strongly imprint a particular 
view of reality that they may well be just as crucial as knowledge and values in 
determining professional decision making. 

In dealing with almost continual information overload, cognitive processes tend 
to operate analytically: to partialize, to abstract parts from wholes, to reduce, and 
to simplify. Although this makes data more manageable, it does damage to the 
complexity inherent in reality. Ways of conceptualizing causation have tended to 
be particularly reductionist as reality is arranged in chains of simple cause and 
effect reactions. Such linear views reflect the limitations of thought and language 
rather than the nature of the real world, where human events are the result of 
transactions among multiple variables. 

An emphasis on identifying the roots of problematic conditions in tremen
dously complex situations has frequently pushed social workers into supporting 
simplistic explanations and into arguments over what is the cause and hence the 
cure. Since nineteenth century scientism found expression in Mary E. Richmond's 
Social Diagnosis,8 the profession has struggled with the temptation to deal with 
this "radically untidy universe" through reductionist solutions growing out of 
reductionist assessments. 9 

If social workers are to avoid reductionism and scientism, if they are to translate 
a systems orientation into practice, they must learn to "think systems," or to 
develop within their own cognitive map rooms new and more complex ways of 
imprinting reality. They must then devise ways of using this view in specific 
interventive techniques and strategies. 

6 Quoted in Jerome S. Bruner, Jacqueline Goodnow, and George A. Austin, A Study of Thinking 
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1962), p. vii. 

7 Frederick Duhl, "Intervention, Therapy, and Change," in General Systems Theory and 
Psychiatry, ed. William Gray, Frederick Duhl, and Nicholas D. Rizzo (Boston: Little Brown and 
Co., 1969). 

8 Mary E. Richmond, Social Diagnosis (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1917). 
9 For a discussion of casework's relationship with science and scientism, see Carel B. Germain 

"Casework and Science: An Historical Encounter," in Theories of Casework, ed. Robert W. Roberts 
and Robert Nee (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1971). 
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As one learns to "think systems," one tends to move to the use of metaphor and 
to the use of visual models in order to get beyond the constraints of linear thought 
and language. Social workers have always been frustrated in writing psychosocial 
summaries-they find it not unlike the attempt to describe the action in a football 
game over the radio. In attempting to describe the complex system of transacting 
variables, the meaning and the nature of the integration of the variables and the 
totality of the events and action are lost. The use of metaphor in poetry and of two
and three-dimensional simulations in painting and sculpture demonstrate the 
integrative power of such approaches. Similar artistry can be used to expand the 
social worker's understanding of the nature of reality. Of many possibilities, two 
simple paper-and-pencil simulations have proved to be particularly useful, not 
only as assessment tools, but in interviewing, planning, and intervention. 

One simulation is the ecological map or "eco-map," which was originally 
developed three years ago as an assessment tool to help workers in public child 
welfare practice examine the needs of families. 10 This tool pictures the family or 
the individual in the life space and has since been tested in a variety of settings 
with a wide range of clients. The second simulation is the genogram, which has 
been used by systems-oriented family therapists to chart intergenerational family 
history. 11 This tool has also been found to be highly adaptable for use with 
individuals or families in many different settings where it is important to 
understand the development of the family system through time. 

The ecological metaphor 

The task of making general systems concepts operational and humane, of 
giving them flesh and blood meaning, presents a difficult challenge. Although 
"input," "throughput," "moving steady state," and "deviation amplifying feedback 
loops" are precise and useful concepts, they mean little to social workers if they 
are unrelated to a human context. Recently, there has been a growing effort to 
utilize the science of ecology as a metaphorical way of humanizing and 
integrating system concepts.12 The science of ecology studies the delicate balance 
that exists between living things and their environments and the ways in which 

10 The eco-map was developed in 1975 by the author as a part of the Child Welfare Learning 
Laboratory, a project of the University of Michigan School of Social Work Program for Continuing 
Education in the Human Services. The project was supported in part by a grant from Region V. 
Social Rehabilitation Service. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Section 426, 
Title IV, part B of the Social Security Act. The author is grateful to Lynn Nybell, Coordinator of 
the Family Assessment Module, for her ideas, criticisms, and encouragement. 

11 The genogram has been used extensively by systems-oriented family therapists. For example, 
see Philip J. Guerin and Eileen G. Pendagast. "Evaluation of Family System and Genogram," in 
Family Therapy: Theory and Practice. ed. Philip J. Guerin (New York: Halsted Press, 1976). 

12 Carel B. Germain, "An Ecological perspective in Casework Practice," SOCIAL CASEWORK 
54 (June 1973): 
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this mutuality may be enhanced and maintained. 

In utilizing the ecological metaphor, it is clear that the salient human 
environment includes far more than air, water, food, spatial arrangements, and 
other aspects of the physical environment. Human environments also include 
networks of intimate human relationships. Further, over the centuries, human 
beings have erected elaborate social, economic, and political structures that they 
must sustain and through which their needs are met. People must maintain an 
adaptive mutuality with these intricate systems which are required for growth and 
self-realization. 

An ecological metaphor can lead social workers to see the client not as an 
isolated entity for study, but as a part of a complex ecological system. Such a view 
helps them to focus on the sources of nurturance, stimulation, and support that 
must be available in the intimate and extended environment to make possible 
growth and survival. It also leads to a consideration of the social, relational, and 
instrumental skills individuals must have to use possibilities in their environment 
and to cope with its demands. 

The eco-map 

The eco-map is a simple paper-and-pencil simulation that has been developed 
as an assessment, planning, and interventive tool. It maps in a dynamic way the 
ecological system, the boundaries of which encompass the person or family in the 
life space. Included in the map are the major systems that are a part of the family's 
life and the nature of the family's relationship with the various systems. The 
ecomap portrays an overview of the family in their situation; it pictures the 
important nurturant or conflict-laden connections between the family and the 
world. It demonstrates the flow of resources, or the lacks and deprivations. This 
mapping procedure highlights the nature of the interfaces and points to conflicts 
to be mediated, bridges to be built, and resources to be sought and mobilized. 
Although all one needs is a piece of paper and a pencil, it saves time to have 
"empty" maps available. These maps can be worked on by an individual or a 
family. 

Instructions for drawing an eco-map 

First the nuclear family system or household is drawn in a large circle at the 
map's center. It has been common practice in mapping families to use squares to 
depict males and circles to depict females. Relationships are indicated as in the 
traditional family tree or genetic chart. It is useful to put the person's age in the 
center of the circle or square. Thus, a circle with "80" in the center would 
represent an elderly woman. 

323-30. 
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Figure 1 represents a household consisting of a father, a mother, three children, 
and the wife's mother. The usefulness of this is demonstrated when one considers 
the number of words it would take to portray the facts thus represented. (The 
mapping of more complex nuclear family systems will be demonstrated in the 
discussion of genograms.) 

After drawing the household in the large circle in the middle, add the 
connections between the family and the different parts of the environment. In the 
empty map (figure 2), some of the most common systems in the lives of most 
families have been labeled, such as work, extended family, recreation, health care, 
school, and so on. Other circles have been left undesignated so that the map can 
be individualized for different families. 

Figure 1 

Figure 1 

S7 i-----.---
0i----.----t 45 

16 15 

Connections between the family and the 
various systems are indicated by dr.lwing lines 
between the family and those systems. (See 
figure 3.) The nature of the connection c:in be 
expressed in the type of line drawn: A solid or 
thick line represents an important or strong 
connection and a dotted line a tenuous connec
tion; jagged marks across the line represent a 
scressful or conflicted relationship. It is useful 
to indicate the direction of the flow of re
sources. energy, or interest by dr.lwing arrows 
along the connecting lines: -----
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Figure 2 
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In testing the eco-map, it has been found that the use of the three kinds of lines 
for conflicted, strong, and tenuous relationships is an efficient shorthand when the 
worker uses the eco-mapping procedure, without the family, as an analytic tool. 
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However, when using the map as an interviewing tool, this code has often been 
felt to be too constraining. Workers have preferred to ask clients to describe the 
nature of the connection and will then qualify that connection by writing a brief 
description along the connecting line. 

Connections can be drawn to the family as a whole if they are intended to 
portray the total family systems relationship with some system in the environ
ment. Other connections can be drawn between a particular individual in the 
family and an outside system when that person is the only one involved or 
different family members are involved with an outside system in different ways. 
This enables the map to highlight the contrasts in the way various family members 
are connected to the world. 
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Families in Society 
February 1995 
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Figure ➔ 
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It is easy to learn to plot the eco-map and it is important to become comfortable 
with the tool before using it with clients. A simple way to learn is to sketch out 
one's own eco-map. It is also useful to practice with friends. By then, one is 
generally ready to use it with clients. 

Uses of the eco-map 

No matter how the eco-map is used, its primary value is in its visual impact and 
its ability to organize and present concurrently not only a great deal of factual 
information but also the relationships between variables in a situation. Visual 
examination of the map has considerable impact on the way the worker and the 
client perceive the situation. The connections, the themes, and the quality of the 
family's life seem to jump off the page and this leads to a more holistic and 
integrative perception. The integrative value of visual experience was aptly 
expressed by one twelve-year-old client when he said, "Gee, I never saw myself 
like that before!" 

Initially, the eco-map was developed as a thinking tool for the worker. It was 
helpful in organizing material and in making an assessment. Sketching out an 
eco-map in the early stages of contact brought out salient areas of the family's life 
space that had not as yet been explored and suggested hypotheses for treatment. 
Before long, it became apparent that the eco-map would make a useful 
interviewing tool. Client and worker cooperated in picturing the client's life space. 
This led to much more active participation on the part of the client in the 
information-gathering and assessment process. The growing collaborative rela
tionship between worker and client was often expressed in a change in seating 
arrangements as the two tended to sit shoulder-to-shoulder, working together on 
the joint project. 
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Sharing the eco-mapping process also led to increased understanding and 
acceptance of the self on the part of the client. For example, an almost empty 
eco-map helps the client objectify and share loneliness and isolation. An eco-map 
full of stressful relationships showing all of the arrows pointing away from the 
family may lead a father to say, "No wonder I feel drained, everything is going out 
and nothing is coming in!" The eco-map has been extensively tested with natural 
parents working toward the return of their placed children through the Temporary 
Foster Care Project of the Michigan Department of Social Services. 13 Foster care 
workers noted that parents who were generally angry and self-protective follow
ing placement of their children because of abuse or neglect were almost without 
exception engaged through the use of the map. Workers were aware of a dramatic 
decrease in defensiveness. The ecological perspective made it clear to parents that 
the worker was not searching for their inner defects but rather was interested in 
finding out what it was like to be in the clients' space, to walk in their shoes. 

In working with the eco-map, clients have responded in some unanticipated 
ways. Although it was expected that they would gain a new perception by being 
able to step outside and look at themselves and their world, the emotional 
importance of the maps to the clients was a surprise. One mother demonstrated 
this early in the project by putting the eco-map up on her kitchen wall. In 
responding to clients' attachments to the maps, workers have regularly arranged 
to have them photocopied or have used pencil carbon so that clients may have a 
copy. 

Contracting and intervention 

The eco-map has also been a useful tool in planning and has had considerable 
impact on intervention. Because it focuses attention on the client's relationship 
with his life space, interventions tend to be targeted on the interface, with both 
worker and client becoming active in initiating changes in the life space. 
Problematic conditions tend to be characterized as transactional and as a function 
of the many variables that combine to affect the quality of the individual's or the 
family's life. 

In the Temporary Foster Care Project mentioned above, the worker and client 
moved quite naturally from the eco-map to a task-oriented contract.14 They talked 
together about the changes that would be needed in the eco-map before the family 
could be reunited. They identified problem areas, resources needed, and potential 

13 See Gloria Thomas, "Final Report of the Temporary Foster Case Project," mimeograph 
(Lansing, Mich.: Division of Youth Services, Department of Social Services, 1978). 

14 The work of William Reid and Laura Epstein and their collaborators has been useful in this 
area. See William Reid and Laura Epstein. Task Centered Practice (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1977). 
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strengths and planned what actions were needed to bring about change. Further, 
they established priorities and developed a contract describing the tasks to be 
undertaken by the worker and by the client. 

The uses of the eco-map have multiplied in the hands of creative practitioners. 
For example, it has been used to portray the past and the future: In a rehabilitation 
program in a medical setting a social worker used eco-maps with clients to picture 
their world before their accident or illness; this helped clients to objectify what 
changes would be made in their lives following hospitalization. It helped them to 
mourn interests and activities that would have to be relinquished and also to 
recognize sources of support and gratification that would continue to be available. 
The mapping encouraged anticipatory planning and preparation for a new life, 
consideration of appropriate replacements for lost activities, and possible new 
resources to be tapped, all of which could expand the client's horizons. This 
technique was not only useful with the patient alone but was very helpful in 
conjoint work with disabled persons and their families. 

Retrospective use of the map tends to highlight changes in a client's life space 
that could have precipitated current difficulties. When families and individuals 
seek help, a major question is always "Why has the client sought help now?" A 
review of the changes that have taken place in the previous months may well bring 
to light shifts of which the client was quite unaware. 

Recordkeeping and measurements of change 

A complete eco-map deposited in a case record is a useful tool to present and 
record a case situation. Not only does it tend to keep the total situation clear for 
the worker, it can also serve as a means of communication to others should a staff 
member have to respond to a client in the absence of the regular worker. A crisis 
walk-in center where case responsibility is shared by a team to provide extended 
coverage uses the eco-map this way. 

Finally, eco-maps can be used to evaluate outcomes and measure change. For 
example, a ten-year-old boy on a return visit to a school social worker asked for 
the map. He had made a new friend and wanted to put him on the map. The mother 
who had hung the map in the kitchen called her worker after two months of 
considerable activity on both their parts. She wanted to come into the office to plot 
another map so that she and the worker could look together at the changes. A 
comparison of eco-maps done at outset and at termination can help clients and 
workers measure the changes that have taken place. As such the maps can become 
an important device in maintaining accountability. 

The genogram 

Families not only exist in space but also through time, and thus a second kind 
of simulation is needed to picture the development of this powerful relationship 
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system. Not only is each individual immersed in the complex here- and-now life 
space, but each individual is also a part of a family saga, in an infinitely 
complicated human system which has developed over many generations and has 
transmitted powerful commands, role assignments, events, and patterns of living 
and relating down through the years. Each individual and each family is deeply 
implicated in this intergenerational family history. 

Just as the eco-map can begin to portray and objectify the family in space, so 
can the genogram picture the family system through time, enabling an individual 
to step out of the system, examine it, and begin to gain a greater understanding of 
complex family dynamics as they have developed and as they affect the current 
situation. 

Instructions for drawing a genogram 

A genogram is simply a family tree that includes more social data. It is a map 
of three, four, or more generations of a family which records genealogical 
relationships, major family events, occupations, losses, family migrations and 
dispersal, identifications and role assignments, and information about alignments 
and communication patterns. Again, all that is needed is paper and pencil. For 
most genograms, a rather large piece of paper is usually required. It is important 
for the genogram to be uncrowded and clear to make visual examination possible. 

The skeleton of the genogram tends to follow the conventions of genetic and 
genealogical charts. As in the eco-map, a male is indicated by a square, a female 
by a circle, and if the sex of a person is unknown by a triangle. The latter symbol 
tends to be used, for example, when the client says, "I think there were seven 
children in my grandfather's family but I have no idea whether they were males 
or females." Or, "My mother lost a full-term baby five years before I was born, 
but I don't know what sex it was." 

A marital pair is indicated by a line drawn from a square to a circle: it is useful 
to add the marital date on the line. A married couple with offspring is shown as 
illustrated in figure 4. Offspring are generally entered according to age, starting 
with the oldest on the left. The family diagramed in figure 4 has an older son 
followed by a set of twins. A divorce is generally portrayed by a dotted line, and 
again, it is useful to include dates. (See figure 5.) A family member no longer 
living is generally indicated by drawing an "X" through the figure and giving the 
year of death. Thus, a complete, but not untypical reconstituted family may be 
drawn as shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 5 

21-----

It is useful to draw a dotted line around the family members who compose the 
household. Incidentally, such a family chart enables the worker to grasp who is 
who quickly in complicated reconstituted families. 

With these basic building blocks, expanded horizontally to depict the contem
porary generation of siblings and cousins and vertically to chart the generations 
through time, it is possible to chart any family, given sufficient paper, patience, 
and information. (See figure 6.) As one charts the skeletal structure of the family, 
it is also important to fill this out with the rich and varied data which portray the 
saga of the particular family being studied. 

Many different kinds of information may be gathered. First and middle given 
names identify family members, indicate naming patterns, and bring identifica
tions to the surface. In understanding where a client may fit into the family and 
what expectations and displacements may have affected the sense of self, a first 
step is to discover whom, if anyone, the client was named after. Once this person 
is 
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identified, it is important to discover what he or she was like, what roles he or she 
carried, and, perhaps most salient, what the nature of the relationship was between 
the client's parents and this relative. 
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Sometimes meanings and connections are not obvious and emerge only through 
careful exploration. For example, in charting a genogram with a young man who 
was struggling with identity issues and a complex tie with his mother, naming 
patterns were being discussed. The client's name was Tony: his American soldier 
father had met his mother abroad and, immediately after their marriage, the couple 
had moved to the United States. The move and subsequent political events 
resulted in the wife's being completely cut off from her family. The client, their 
firstborn child, was born a year after the marriage. When asked whom he was 
named after, he replied, "I wasn't named after anyone in the family-I was named 
after St. Anthony-the patron of lost objects." The symbolic meaning of 
Anthony's name to his mother became dramatically apparent: Tony was named 
after everyone in his mother's family! 

Dates of birth and dates of death record when members joined the family, their 
longevity, and family losses. Birth dates indicate the age of family members when 
important events occurred. They indicate how early or late in a marriage a child 
came and the age of the parents at the birth. In a sense, birth. marriage, and death 
dates mark the movement of the family through time. In working with a client's 
genogram, it is helpful to discover all of the events that took place around his 
birth. Major losses experienced in the family around that time can be of particular 
significance. The tendency to use newborn family members as replacements for 
lost members seems almost universal and has even been institutionalized in some 
culturally proscribed naming patterns. 

Birth dates also identify each individual's place in the sibship. This brings to the 
surface such potential roles as "older responsible," "firstborn son," or "baby." It 
is also relevant to discover who else in the family has occupied the same sibling 
position. Sibling position can be a powerful source of intergenerational identifi
cations. 

Place of birth and current place of residence mark the movement of the family 
through space. Such information charts the family's patterns of dispersal, bringing 
into focus major immigrations or migrations and periods of loss, change, and 
upheaval. Such information may also point to the fact that generations of a family 
have stayed within a fairly small radius except, perhaps, for a particular individual 
in each generation who moves away. If a client happens to be this generation's 
"wanderer," that could be a valuable piece of information. 

Picturing the family's movement through space may communicate a good deal 
about family boundaries and norms concerning mobility. Is this a family that holds 
on or lets go? Further, the impact of world history on families often becomes 
evident as responses to war, persecution, westward migration, depression, 
industrialization, and even climatic or ecological changes are often seen in 
relocations. 

Occupations of family members acquaint one with the interests and talents, the 
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successes and failures, and the varied socioeconomic statuses that are found in 
most families. Occupational patterns may also point to identifications and can 
often portray family proscriptions and expectations. 

Finally, facts about members' health and causes of death provide overall family 
health history and also may say something about the way clients see their own 
future. These predictions may well have some power of self-fulfillment. 

These demographic data can take a worker a long way toward understanding 
the family system. However, gathering associations about family members can 
add to the richness of the portrayal. One can ask, "What word or two or what 
picture comes to mind when you think about this person?" These associations tend 
to tap another level of information about the family as the myths, role 
assignments, characterizations, or caricatures of family members come into the 
client's mind. Characterizations such as lazy, bossy, martyr, beautiful, caretaker, 
are likely to be offered, bringing forth reminiscences or stories that have become 
a part of the family biography and mythology. 

Finally, certain aspects of the family's communication structure can be 
indicated. Parts of the family that have been cut off become quite obvious because 
the client generally has very little information about them. Cut-offs can be 
portrayed by drawing a fence where the cut-off exists whereas tight communica
tion bonds can be demonstrated by drawing a line around portions of the family 
that form close linkages. It helps to keep things clear if a colored pencil is used 
to indicate communication linkages and cut-offs so as not to confuse these with 
the basic genealogical structure. Cut-offs are of particular significance as they are 
usually indicative of conflict, loss, and family secrets. Cut-offs generally develop 
to protect family members from pain and conflict, but they are usually indicators 
of unfinished business and may leave the person out of touch with important 
aspects of family and perhaps of self. 

It is often found that a client doing a genogram will have considerable 
information about one section of the family, for example, the maternal grand
mother's family, and almost none about other relatives. This uneven distribution 
of knowledge is significant in assessing communication and relationship patterns. 

Uses of the genogram 

The genogram is a classic tool for gathering and utilizing family data in any 
family oriented practice. No matter what the setting, if the individual is to be 
understood in the context of the total family system, the genogram can portray that 
system and move worker and client toward an understanding of the impact of that 
system and its relevance to the issues at hand. In counseling regarding marital and 
parent-child conflict, the routes or prototypes of these conflicts may well emerge. 
The use of the genogram in conjoint marital counseling can increase empathy 
between the marital pair and help each to identify the old family issues that have 
been displaced in the marriage. 
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In working with the aging, the genogram is an invaluable tool in life review. 
Elderly people can reminisce and organize memories but also, in working with the 
genogram, can experience themselves as a central link between the past and the 
future. This process expresses continuity and the generative process and illustrates 
that, although the individual's life span may be brief, the family's life reaches 
back into the past and into the future. One residence for the aging encourages staff 
to meet with family members to teach them how to build genograms and help their 
aged relatives reconnect with their family saga. This sharing of the genogram has 
been an important experience for both the aged person and the younger family 
members. 

Genograms have also been used in child welfare agencies. As part of an 
adoptive home study, for example, the genogram may clarify why a couple 
experiences their family as incomplete and also brings to the surface consider
ations and plans concerning who an adopted child is intended to be. Charting a 
genogram with natural parents insures that, should family ties be legally severed, 
there will be a full family history available to the child in the future. One child 
care agency that regularly makes use of the genogram in adoption practice has 
found that often the experience of doing the genogram has been very meaningful 
to natural parents who see the process as giving something of themselves to the 
child. The issue of open adoption has yet to be settled but, in the interim, the 
genogram can gather and keep available the kind of information adopted children 
often want. 

In a hospital setting, a genogram can be used to gather an expanded health 
history. Such a history provides information about patterns of illness and health in 
a family: for instance, a paternal grandmother may have died of heart disease at 
thirty-eight while the maternal grandmother lived an active life to age ninety-four. 
Further, patterns of illness as well as attitudes toward illness and ill people may 
appear. 

Summary 

The eco-map and the genogram are paper-and-pencil simulations that can 
organize and objectify a tremendous amount of data about the family system in 
space and through time. Such objectivity and visual portrayal can lead to new 
insights and to altered perceptions of the complexity of human systems. Such 
altered perceptions may point to new ways of bringing about change, ways that 
relate to the complexity of human existence. 
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J. Curtis Mc Millen 

Victor Groze • 

Few tools exist to assess and process the impact of placement experiences on 
the lives of children in out-of-home care. In this article, the placement genogram 
is offered as an assessment and intervention tool for children in the child welfare 
system. Borrowing from the widely used family genogram, the placement 
genogram graphically depicts the family and placement histories of children in 
care. This presentation can be used to assess the influence of previous experiences 
on the children's behavior. The placement genogram can also facilitate several 
kinds of child welfare interventions. It can be used to help children deal with the 
losses they have suffered, to help workers focus on important patterns of 
maladaptive behavior, and to help placement providers better understand the 
struggles of the children in their care and develop realistic expectations for these 
children. 

Children who enter the out-of-home-care system must deal with a variety of 
family systems. At a minimum, they experience living with their biological 
families and at least one set of substitute caregivers. These children face multiple 
attachments, the loss of important relationships, and confusing loyalty conflicts. 
As a result, attachment, separation, loss, and continuity of family ties become 
crucial themes in child welfare practice with them [Siu and Hogan 1989]. Few 
tools exist, however, to assess and process the impact of placement experiences on 
the lives of children in care. Borrowing from the widely used family genogram, 
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child welfare practice. 
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the placement genogram offers promise as an assessment and intervention tool for 
children in out-of-home care. 

This article describes the placement genogram and its potential uses in child 
welfare practice. First, a traditional family genogram is constructed using a case 
example. The placement genogram is then introduced using the same case. A 
description of several uses of the placement genogram follows. 

The Family Genogram 

The family genogram has become a widely accepted and valuable social work tool 
in family assessment [Hartman 1978; Hartman and Laird 1983; McGoldrick and 
Gerson 1985]. As a visual representation of clients' current and extended family 
systems, it helps workers and families identify intergenerational family patterns, 
themes, myths, expectations, roles, and losses. In addition, it helps workers and 
families compile a chronology of important family events. Most importantly, 
perhaps, it provides a multigenerational context for exploring family problems. 

Families creating genograms with their workers have an opportunity to discuss 
important events in family history and their impact on family functioning. All 
family members can see how each has been affected by others in the family 
system and how each affects others. Important family themes, set forth graphi
cally, are more difficult to dismiss and ignore [Hartman and Laird 1983]. For all 
of these reasons, family genograms have become an important tool to help child 
welfare workers understand children in placement [see, for example, Sandmeier 
1988]. 

The Case 

A report from ten-year-old Aaron's school brought the C family to the attention of 
child welfare authorities. The school reported that Aaron's attendance was 
sporadic and that his father had not responded to requests for a meeting. A Child 
Protective Services (CPS) investigation elicited the child's history, presented in 
figure 1 as a traditional family genogram. 
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FIGURE I 
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Reason Aaron came into care: Aaron was alone for many days at a time while his fa
ther was on the road. 

Aaron lived in a rural area in a trailer with his father, Darrell. Aaron's older 
brother Skip was serving time in the state penitentiary on an armed robber 
conviction. Aaron's mother, Norma, reportedly had drug problems and left the 
family when Aaron was three. They had not heard from her since she left. 

Mr. C reported that he was a long-haul truck driver who was routinely on the 
road for five to seven days at a time. He admitted that he had been leaving Aaron 
alone for the past two years whenever he was away. Mr. C said that Aaron was 
able to care for himself and that he was unaware that Aaron was not attending 
school. 

Upon questioning, Aaron said that he received little attention or supervision 
from his father even when he was home, and that he spent most of his time doing 
assigned chores. These chores included all the cleaning, laudry, cooking, caring 
for numerous animals, and cleaning his father's truck. Mr. C admitted this was 
true. "I work and pay the bills," he said. "Aaron takes care of the house." Aaron 
also said that his father would "whip him with a switch" when the chores were not 
completed to his father's satisfaction. A physical examination revealed no bruises 
or suspicious scars. 

The agency ruled that neglect was indicated. Physical abuse was ruled as 
unsubstantiated. The CPS worker told Mr. C that he would have to make other 
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arrangements for his child when he was away, or change his work schedule so that 
he was not out of town overnight. To do neither, the worker said, would mean 
having Aaron placed out of the home. Mr. C declined to make the changes, saying 
he liked his job and didn't know anyone with whom Aaron could stay when he 
was away. 

The family genogram reveals the family's isolation. Mr. C's parents were both 
deceased. Although he had one sister who lived in the area, he had little contact 
with her. She and her husband had three children. The sister said that she could 
not care for Aaron because they had little income, no space, and no emotional 
energy left to care for another child. 

Aaron had no contact with his maternal relatives. His mother was an only child. 
Mr. C described the mother's parents as severe alcoholics. He knew they lived out 
of state, but was not sure in what town. While going over the family genogram 
with the CPS worker, Aaron revealed his fantasy of moving out of state to live 
with his maternal grandparents. 

Because of Mr. C's unwillingness to care for Aaron, and the lack of extended 
family placements available for him, the county reluctantly placed Aaron in a 
foster home. The father joined with the agency in requesting that Aaron's custody 
be transferred to the County Department of Social Services. 

The traditional family genogram provides child welfare practitioners with much 
information. Constructing a family genogram with child welfare clients helps 
identify extended family resources, family themes, and other improtant family 
influences on placed children. In this case, it reveals a history of alcohol and drug 
use on the maternal side, and the nuclear family's isolation from relatives. 
Although the family genogram provides significant information to child welfare 
practitioners, it disregards the influences of placement experiences on children in 
care. 

Limitations of the Family Genogram 

For children in out-of-home care, the family genogram is an insufficient tool for 
organizing information about placed children. Children in placement must deal 
with both biological families and new placement providers. Unfortunately, many 
children experience multiple placements. Each placement experience offers new 
rolds, rules, expectations, and attachment relationships. Each placement also may 
mean the loss of important relationships that were made in previous placements. 
For children in out-of-home care, a visual display limited to the child's family of 
origin ignores these important new influences in their lives. The placement 
genogram can help assess the influence of these placement experiences on 
children in care. 

The Placement Genogram 

The placement genogram can be used as an assessment and intervention tool for 
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children placed outside their biological families. Although the placement geno
gram is a natural extension of the traditional genogram, its exact origins are 
unclear to the authors.* Although it has been briefly introduced as an assessment 
and intervention tool for children involved in adoption programming [Allen 1990; 
Pinderhughes and Rosenberg 1990; Young et al. 1992], its use for all children 
experiencing out-of-home care has not been explicated. 

Building on concepts from traditional family genograms and incorporating a 
human ecosystem framework, the placement genogram charts children's families 
of origin and out-of-home living arrangements. It visually documents children's 
placement histories and the multiple influences on their lives. 

Constructing a Placement Genogram 

The placement genogram includes information found in the family genogram. It 
also provides a chronology of the child's history and relationships after the initial 
placement. In the placement genogram, successive placements and other impor
tant relationships are visually represented below the child's family of origin. The 
type and dates of each placement are noted next to each representation of a 
placement episode. Other information about the placement experience can be 
noted. Colors can be used to enhance the genogram. For example, the authors 
suggest that placed children be repre ented in a different color than other children, 
to help the viewer find the child in each placement. 

The Case 

A placement genogram for Aaron C is presented in figure 2. Upon entering care, 
Aaron was placed in the H foster home. The H's were a warm, child-oriented farm 
family who had been agency foster parents for 15 years. They had an older son, 
Jeff, who was 17 when Aaron was first placed there. During most of Aaron's stay 
in the H home, another foster child, Tommy, two years younger than Aaron, lived 
with the family. 

Aaron lived with the H's for just over three and one-half years. He adjusted 
very well to the family. He developed close relationships with the foster parents 
(whom he called Mom and Dad) and with Jeff and Tommy. He did well in school 
and was only occasionally a discipline problem. When conflicts developed, they 
usually had to do with chores on the family farm. 

Unfortunately, Jeff was diagnosed with terminal cancer. The H's were emo
tionally devastated over the impending death of their only biological child. Mr. H 

A computer search of relevant databases, such as Psyclit and Social Work Research and 
Abstracts, revealed no reference to the term placement genogram. The National Resource Center on 
Family Based Services, which presented the placement genogram in its trainig materials in 1990, has 
also been unable to identify the originator of the placement genogram. 
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became sullen and quick to anger. Jeff began to require significant home care. 
After much agonizing, the H's notified the agency that they were retiring as a 
foster family and that Tommy and Aaron would have to be placed elsewhere. 

Aaron was moved to the foster home of Rene and Kirk P. Aaron had few 
problems his first few weeks in the new home. Suddenly, however, he got into 
several fights in his new school and stopped doing his schoolwork. After three 
months in the new home, he took the P's car for several hours. The next day, they 
requested that Aaron be removed from their home. 

Unable to find Aaron a new foster home, the agency placed Aaron in a 
therapeutic group home in a nearby city. There, Aaron had immediate problems. 
He ran away twice during his first month at the group home, reportedly to find his 
mother's out-of-state relatives. Each time he was returned by the state police. The 
group home reported Aaron had "problems with authority" and was "opposi
tional." Many of these problems centered on his refusal to do his chores. 

Using The Placement Genogram 

The placement genogram can be used as an assessment tool, to facilitate 
interventions with placed children, and as an information and intervention tool 
with placement providers. 

The Placement Genogram as an Assessment Tool 

A comprehensive assessment is a crucial component of planning for the treatment 
and care of children in out-of-home care. Children in the child welfare system are 
most fully understood when an assessment includes the influence of events and 
relationships both from their biological families and their placement experiences. 
Placement genograms, because they include information across time and across 
settings, can help workers and therapists assess adaptive and maladaptive patterns 
of behavior and identify clinical issues and questions for further exploration. 

The placement genogram can provide much of the crucial information about 
children in one graphic presentation. Practitioners can easily review multiple 
influences on children's lives and begin to pinpoint when problem behaviors 
developed, increased, or decreased. 

The placement genogram requires users to view behavior in both the context of 
a child's current living situation and the context of the child's history. Reactions 
to multiple separations and losses can be examined. Current problems or 
symptoms are often not reliable guides to the nature and severity of underlying 
problems [Chess and Hassibi 1986]. The placement genogram provides the 
historical context of current difficulties. 

Aaron's placement genogram clarifies several assessment components that 
could be missed by using only a traditional family genogram. Among them, 
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attachment and loss are primary. Aaron's placement genogram reveals that he has 
lost all the relationships that have been most important to him - those with his 
biological mother, his father, the H's, Jeff, and Tommy. 
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welfare, and perhaps in other disciplines, it is easy to apply a label to children 
based on their current behavioral problems. Aaron had stolen a car, had fought in 
school, and had been described as having "problems with authority." Some may 
quickly label Aaron as a juvenile delinquent or say he has a conduct disorder, and 
search for services for him that are appropriate to these labels. It could be more 
useful in helping Aaron to say that his recent behavior problems are a protest of 
the loss of important relationships in his life. 

The placement genogram also exposes patterns across placements. These often 
involve consistent problems with parental figures or peers. Aaron's placement 
genogram shows many problems centered on chores, which most likely relates to 
his father making him responsible for most of the household chores. 

The Placement Genogram as an Intervention Guide 

The placement genogram provides information that can guide interventions that 
range from the major decisions that are made in child welfare to direct clinical 
work with individual children. 

Major decisions include, at a minimum, where children should be placed and 
the determination of permanency plans. The construction of placement genograms 
can identify important placement resources. Although Aaron's family genogram 
can be used to identify potential kinship resources, the placement genogram offers 
more options. For example, the H's, or perhaps their relatives, can be considered 
as placement resources. 

Placement genograms can inform decisions about children's plans for perma
nent living arrangements. They provide a quick summation of the significant 
influences in children's lives for all of those involved in permanency planning, 
including administrators, judges, and citizen review boards. Placement genograms 
often lead to all the right questions to ask in planning children's care. Questions 
raised by Aaron's placement genogram include: Were his maternal relatives 
adequately explored as placement resources? What has been done to reunite Aaron 
with his father? If efforts at reunification failed, why was he not freed for 
adoption? Could additional services have been offered to keep Aaron in the H 
home during their time of crisis? What can be done to get the H family reinvolved 
in Aaron's life now? Are they available as a placement resource in the future? 

Perhaps the placement genogram's greatest potential lies in its ability to aid 
direct interventions with children while they are in care. If the child is old enough, 
the placement genogram should be drawn with his or her help, affording the 
opportunity to discuss salient issues. Getting children involved in the production 
of a visual product helps them relax and talk about their feelings and the significan 
events in their lives - most importantly, perhaps, the loss of important 
relationships that may be affecting their behavior. As the genogram is drawn, 
children can be asked to talk about who was important to them in each placement, 
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what it was like to enter and leave the placement, and whom they miss from other 
placements. 

Once the placement genogram is drawn and the child agrees that it is an 
accurate representation of the facts, it can be used to challenge and explain certain 
behaviors. The visual expression of the child's experiences can make it difficult to 
deny the existence of certain facts in their lives, overcoming resistance to talking 
about important clinical themes. 

For example, if Aaron denies that leaving the H home was emotionally difficult 
for him, the worker could re-explore Aaron's placement genogram with him. This 
work could involve a series of interactions, such as identifying who has been most 
improtant to him in his life, when his behavioral problems began, and how Aaron 
had hoped these important people might react to his behavior problems. 

Thus, the placement genogram is not an intervention in itself. It is used, instead, 
as both a starting and reference point for clinical discussions. In the example of 
Aaron, the worker felt that Aaron's misbehavior was tied to his removal from the 
H home. Although the worker could have used various methods to get Aaron to 
talk about this, the placement genogram was used as a shortcut to the heart of the 
clinical matter. In this case, Aaron eventually said that he was trying to get kicked 
out of both the P foster home and the group home in an effort to convey to the H's 
how much he needed to live with them. 

The placement genogram also can be used to challenge children's participation 
in maladaptive relationship or behavioral patterns. Especially if such patterns 
persist across placements, it becomes difficult for children to deny their part in 
these difficulties once they are displayed visually. Children who have experienced 
a large number of placement disruptions due to severe behavioral difficulties are 
often adept at blaming placement providers for their difficulties. Aaron, for 
example, may say that the group home workers are unreasonable about the chores 
they expect him to do. The placement genogram can be reviewed with him to see 
how chores were dealt with in his family of origin and in each placement. This 
review indicates that Aaron is especially sensitive about chores and the real 
origins of this problem can be discussed with him. 

Using the Placement Genogram with Placement Providers 

There is no reason to assume that only children should be the focus of 
intervention. The placement genogram may serve as a useful tool for interventions 
with placement providers. Foster and adoptive families often complain about the 
lack of information available to them about the children in their care. Children 
enter care with a history of complex influences that have largely shaped their 
behavior. Foster and adoptive parents deserve the best information possible about 
why the placed children act as they do. The placement genogram is one vehicle 
workers may use to provide useful information about children's histories in an 
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organized and concise manner. With better information, foster or adoptive parents 
and group home workers will better understand the children's needs. 

Placement genograms may help providers to develop realistic behavioral 
expectations for children new to their care. Inexperienced substitute caregivers 
often expect the new children in their lives to become emotionally close to them 
quickly. Children in care who have experienced important losses may well resist 
such closeness. The clarity with which the placement genogram points out these 
losses can modify caregivers' expectations for emotional closeness with these 
children. 

Placement genograms may also help new caregivers to cope with certain 
behaviors. Children in care often become experts at getting substitute caregivers 
to react to them in ways similar to ways they have been previously treated. Aaron, 
for example, purposely doesn't do his chores to see how he will be treated. If new 
caregivers react as former caregivers did, children's behavior may be reinforced 
and perpetuated. 

Conclusion 

As with other clinical tools, the placement genogram has limited utility with some 
children. Placement genograms have less utility with very young clients because 
they lack the cognitive and verbal abilities to participate in the process. The 
placement genogram still has assessment utility for them, however, even if it must 
be constructed without the aid of the child. 

Children with many placements may be those most likely to benefit from the 
construction of a placement genogram. Their genograms will reveal more losses 
and behavioral patterns across placements. Genograms for some of these children 
can become difficult to create, however. The sheer number of placements and of 
important persons in their lives makes the history difficult to present visually in a 
limited space. 

The flexibility of the placement genogram also creates inherent drawbacks. It 
becomes difficult to decide what information to include. On the one hand, if too 
much information is represented, the genogram will look cluttered and lose its 
visual effectiveness. On the other hand, valuable information may be lost if too 
much is excluded. 

Few assessment and therapeutic tools have been designed specifically for 
children in the child welfare system. The life story book is a rare exception, and 
it does not serve the same clinical purposes. The placement genogram's 
limitations, therefore, should not hinder its use. Instead, workers should be 
encouraged to further develop and refine the tool to best suit their needs. 

The placement genogram provides a new and valuable instrument for those 
who work with placed children. It can help workers and therapists assess the 
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influence of families of origin and placement histories on children in care. As a 
review tool, it can aid in child welfare decision-making. Used with children, it can 
help them process the losses they have experienced and focus on important 
patterns of maladaptive behavior. It can also help placement providers develop 
realistic expectations of children, and better understand the struggles of the 
children they serve. 
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Appendix E4 

ILLUSTRATION OF USE OF ECOMAPS, 
GENOGRAMS AND CHRONOLOGIES IN 
BEGINNING OF A CASE: THE CASE OF 

ROBERT AND JOSHUA 1 

[I] Story 

Robert S. was born on April 8, 1989. Robert was born healthy after an 
uncomplicated pregnancy. At the time of his birth, his mother Patricia, 20 years 
old (born March 5, 1969), was married to his father, Ben, 23 years old (born 
January 10, 1966). Patricia married Ben on March 5, 1988. Ben, a road manager 
for a band, was away from home for long periods of time. In July 1991, Patricia s 
17 year old brother Adam (born May 3, 1973) was killed in a car accident. 
Patricia 's mother Allison, 49 years old (born August 2, 1945), went to live with 
her sister in another state. Patriciasfather Adam (born February 15, 1943) died 
in 1985 of cirrhosis of the liver. In September, 1991, Patricia, who had used 
marijuana and cocaine in high school, began smoking Crack. In January, 1992, 
Ben took a job in another state and Patricia and Ben separated. On February 1, 
1992, Patricia entered a 90 day detoxification program and Robert went to live 
with his paternal grandparents, Tom, 59 years old (born June 5, 1929), and Anne, 
56 years old (born November 13, 1935), and his aunt, Sarah, 18 years old (born 
July 10, 1973). In April, 1992, Patricia and Ben were divorced and Patricia 
entered an 18 month rehabilitation program. Robert continued to live with his 
paternal grandparents. His father visited them on holidays. 

In October, 1993 Patricia was released from the rehabilitation program. Robert 
continued to live with his grandparents, visiting his mother on weekends. In 
December, 1993, Patricia married William, 26 years old (born October 10, 1968), 
a man she met at the rehabilitation program. In January, 1994, Robert moved in 
with Patricia and William. In February, 1994 Tom and Anne moved out of state 
to live with Ben. During this time, both Patricia and William attended regular 
Narcotics Anonymous meetings and met regularly with their sponsors. In October, 
1994, Patricia discovered that she was pregnant. In November, 1994, William lost 
his job and went to work for Patricia s sister, Margaret, 32 years old (born 
January 3, 1962), and her husband, Craig, 34 years old (born March 3, 1960). 

1 I thank Martha Pollack for her hard work in the creation of this story and these integrating 
instruments. 
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Margaret and Craig had two children; Craig, 3 years old (born February 6, 
1991), and Melissa, one year old (born June 10, 1993). 

In Spring, 1995, Robert was identified as having attention deficit with hyper
activity disorder (ADHD ), and placed into a special education classroom. 
Patricia and William protested the placement, noting that Robert had never 
previously had trouble in school and their concerns that a special classroom 
would hamstring Robert in an on-going way. The parents attended a special 
education meeting at their school designer to participate in the formation of the 
child's individualized educational plan. At that meeting, the parents met Roberts 
special education teacher, his regular classroom teacher, the special education 
coordinator of the school, and the special education coordinator of the district. At 
the initial meeting, the educational personnel concluded that Robert should 
remain in the special classroom. Patricia requested an administrative review. 
Pending review she pulled Robert out of school and planned to provide home 
schooling. The school social worker called CPS and the CPS worker came to the 
house. Patricia explained the circumstances and that she was arranging home 
schooling. The CPS worker gave her the number of a home schooling organiza
tion. The report was declared unfounded. 

Patricia gave birth to Joshua on May 23, 1991. Joshua was born with 
hemangioma, an overgrowth of blood vessels on the back of his neck. At the time 
of his birth, due to his condition, X-rays were taken. The x-rays revealed no 
trauma or fractures. From the time of his birth, Joshua saw the doctor for the 
hemangioma and recurring vomiting every two weeks. Before seeing the doctor, 
Joshua and his mother were always seen by the pediatric nurse practitioner. In 
addition, because of his special needs, Joshua and his mother were assigned a 
pediatric social worker. She also saw the family every two weeks. In June, 1991, 
Allison moved in with Patricia, William, Robert and Joshua. 

On August 30, 1995, Patricia brought Joshua to be seen by the doctor because he 
was not moving his right arm in the same way he was moving his left arm. The 
X-rays revealed that Joshua had fractures to his ribs, arms and legs. Joshua was 
admitted to the hospital for further evaluation and treatment. The social worker 
spoke to Patricia, who stated that Joshua's injuries were the result of a genetic 
bone disease. The hospital confirmed that Joshua had sustained four fractures and 
that they were not disease related. Upon receiving the diagnosis, the doctor, nurse 
and social worker decided to file a report of child abuse and neglect with child 
protective services (hereinafter CPS). The social worker filed the report at 8:00 
p.m. Friday, August 30, 1995. 

Because it was after business hours, an emergency services worker (hereinafter 
ESW) was assigned to the case pending the assignment of a child protective 
worker Monday morning. The ESW spoke to the social worker, the doctor and the 
nurse, and then went to Patricia s home. A second ESW accompanied the original 
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ESW. When they arrived, Patricia, William, and Robert were at the home. Patricia 
and William denied knowing the cause of Joshua's injuries. Patricia suggested 
that he had sustained the injuries by rolling around his crib. The ESW examined 
the crib and observed that it was well padded. The ESW then spoke to Robert, who 
denied any knowledge about how Joshua sustained his injuries. He also denied 
that anyone hurt him. 

The ESWs left the home and telephoned their supervisor. Their supervisor told 
them to remove Robert and to bring him to the hospital for an examination. In 
addition, she told them to request police escort for the removal. The police and the 
ESWs returned to the home, removed Robert, and brought him to the hospital. 
They also informed the parents that they were placing a "hold" on Joshua in the 
hospital, and that he was not permitted to return home to them. At the hospital, 
the emergency room doctor and nurse examined Robert. The emergency room 
social worker spoke to Robert as well. Robert did not have any injuries and was 
given medical clearance to be placed in a temporary foster care. 

The ESWs brought Robert to the nursery at the CPS office and called Allocations, 
the CPS department that arranges temporary foster care placement. Allocations 
assigned a worker to place Robert. She found him a temporary foster family and 
sent transportation to take him there. The foster home was monitored by the Little 
Shepherd agency. An intake worker was assigned. The foster parents names were 
Celia, 50 years old, and Bob, 55 years old. Celia spoke limited English, however 
it was the only foster home available at the time. 

On September 3, 1995, the Commissioner of Social Services filled the case in 
Family Court. Robert and Joshua were assigned an attorney. The attorney asked 
for an order to produce Robert at her office the following day. The case was 
adjourned for service on Patricia and William. At the hearing, the CPS worker 
assigned to the case that same day testified about why the children should be in 
the temporary custody of the Commissioner of Social Services .. By order dated 
September 3, 1995, the Commissioner of Social Services was granted temporary 
custody of Joshua and Robert, pending fact-finding and disposition. Count one of 
the petition alleged that William and Patricia inflicted physical injury on Joshua. 
Count Two of the petition alleged that Patricia and William failed to send Robert 
to school regularly. 

On September 4, 1995, Robert was produced in his attorney's office. The attorney 
asked a social worker from her office to join her in the interview. Robert told them 
that he really wanted to go home. The social worker and the attorney conferred 
and met with Robert to tell him that they would tell the judge that he wanted to 
go home. They also told him that the judge required them to point out any cases 
in which the child might not be asking for what is in his best interest. The lawyer 
and social worker told Robert that because the judge may not think that asking to 
go home is in his best interest, they were required to ask for another person also 
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to be assigned to work with him in court. 

January 10, 1966 
March 5, 1969 
March 5, 1988 

April 8, 1989 

July 1991 

September 1991 

January 1992 

February 1, 1992 

April 1992 

October 1993 

December 1993 

January 1994 
February 1994 

October 1994 

Spring 1995 

Preliminary Chronology of Robert's Case 

Ben born. 
Patricia born. 
Patricia marries Ben. Ben is a road manager for a band; 
he was away from home for long periods of time. 
Robert S. was born. Robert was born healthy after an 
uncomplicated pregnancy from Patricia, 20 years old. 
Ben, his father, was 23 years old. 
Patricia's 17-year-old brother Adam was killed in a car 
accident. 
Patricia, who had used marijuana and cocaine in high 
school, began smoking crack. 
Ben took a job in another state and Patricia and Ben 
separated. 
Patricia enters a 90-day detoxification program and Rob
ert goes to live with his aunt, Sarah, 18 years old. 
Patricia and Ben are divorced and Patricia enters an 18-
month rehabilitation program. Robert continues to live 
with his paternal grandparents. His father visits them on 
holidays. 
Patricia was released from the rehabilitation program. 
Robert continues to live with his grandparents, visiting 
his mother on weekends. 
Patricia marries William, 26 years old, a man she met at 
the rehabilitation program. 
Robert moves in with Patricia and William. 
Anne and Tom move in with Ben out of state. During 
this time, both Patricia and William attended regular 
Narcotics Anonymous meetings and met regularly with 
their sponsors. 
Patricia found out she was pregnant. In November, 
1994, William loses his job and goes to work for Patri
cia's sister, Margaret and her husband Craig. Margaret 
and Craig have two children; Craig and Melissa. 
Robert was identified as having attention deficit with 
hyper-activity disorder (ADHD) and place into a special 
education classroom. Patricia and William protested the 
placement noting that Robert had never previously had 
trouble in school and their concerns that a special class
romm would hamstring Robert in an ongoing way. The 
parents attended a special education meeting at their 
school designed to participate in the formation of the 
child's individualized educational plan. 
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May 23, 1995 

August 30, 1995 

August 30, 1995 

September 3, 1995 

September 4, 1995 
September 6, 1995 

September 13, 1995 

September 20, 1995 

October 1, 1995 
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Patricia gave birth to Joshua. Joshua was born with he
mangioma, an overgrowth of blood vessels on the back 
of his neck. At the time of his birth, due to his condi
tion, X-rays were taken. The X-rays revealed no trauma 
or fractures. From the time of his birth Joshua saw the 
doctor for the hemangioma and recurring vomiting every 
two weeks. Before seeing the doctor Joshua and his 
mother were always seen by the pediatric nurse practi
tioner. In addition, because of his special needs, Joshua 
and his mother were assigned a pediatric social worker. 
She also saw the family every two weeks. 
Patricia brought Joshua to be seen by the doctor because 
he wa not moving his right arm in the same way he 
was moving his left arm. The X-rays revealed that 
Joshua had fractures to his ribs, arms and legs. Joshua 
was admitted to the hospital for further evaluation and 
treatment. 
The social worker filed the report after she spoke to Pa
tricia, who stated that Joshua's injuries were the result 
of a genetic bone disease. The hospital confirmed that 
Joshua had sustained four fractures and that they were 
not disease-related. Upon receiving the diagnosis, the 
doctor, nur e and social worker decided to file a report 
of child abuse and neglect with child protective services 
(hereinafter CPS). 
The Commissioner of Social Services filed the case in 
Family Court. Robert and Joshua were assigned an attor
ney. 
Robert was produced in his attorney's office. 
The parent came to court and were assigned attorneys. 
The lawyer moved for the appointment of guardian ad 
litem for Robert. She also asked for another attorney to 
be appointed for Joshua due to a potential conflict. An 
attorney was appointed for Joshua and a CASA volun
teer was appointed to assist the guardian ad !item for 
Robert. The parents and the children were assigned at
torneys. At the hearing, the CPS worker assigned to the 
case suggested that the parents needed to begin therapy 
immediately. 
Joshua was relea ed from the hospital and placed into a 
temporary foster home with another foster care agency, 
Catholic Charities. 
The agency completed an evaluation of Patricia's sister, 
Margaret, and her husband's home. 
The children were moved to their aunt's home. 
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November 15, 1995 

January 8, 1996 
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On advice of counsel, Patricia and William pleaded nolo 
contendere to charges that their child had injuries that 
were at variance with the history given of them, which 
under the state law constituted child abuse. In addition, 
after clarifying that Patricia was in fact in the process of 
making arrangements for home schooling for Robert, the 
educational neglect charges were withdrawn. 
Robert and Joshua placed for one year with the Com
missioner of Social Services. 
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Count I Testimonial Physical Evi- Initial 
Joshua Evidence Documents dence Assessment 

Ph:ysical Abuse Patricia's denial - Causation 
-inflicts or allows to brought Joshua to unclear 
be inflicted the hospital Research -

William's denial can parents 
Alternate expla- be held lia-
nations: ble? 
Allison's 

-physical injury ER doctor Report to the X-rays from Very strong 
which causes or ere- ER nurse state central emergency medical 
ates a substantial ER social worker registry room evidence 
risk of death, or se- Pediatrician Emergency Pre-injury X-
rious protracted dis- Nurse room records rays 
figurement, or pro- Social Worker Clinic re- Current X-
tracted impairment Expert on abuse cords rays (is there 
of physical or emo- lasting 
tional health or pro- harm?) 
tracted loss or im-
pairment of the func-
tioning of any body 
organ 

Count II Testimonial Physical Evi- Initial 
Robert Evidence Documents dence Assessment 

Educational Neglect Regular teacher Report to the Child is un-
whose physical, Special education state central derage for 
mental or emotional teacher registry mandatory 
condition has been School psycholo- School re- schooling 
impaired as a result gist cord, includ- No grounds 
of the failure of his School social ing all evalu- exist 
parent or other per- worker ations X son legally respon- Special education CPS work-
sible for his care in district coordina- ers' records 
supplying the child tor Educational 
with education Home school or- requirements, 

ganization including 
Patricia's expla- those for 
nation home school-
CPS worker who ing 
investigated the 
report to the state 
central registry 

On September 6, 1995, the parents came to court and were assigned attorneys. 
The lawyer moved for the appointment of guardian ad litem for Robert. She also 
asked for another attorney to be appointed for Joshua due to a potential conflict. 
An attorney was appointed for Joshua and a CASA volunteer was appointed to 
assist the guardian ad litem for Robert. At the hearing, the CPS worker assigned 
to the case suggested that the parents needed to begin therapy immediately. 
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Due to the serious nature of the abuse, the District Attorney was informed about 
the case the next day. The following day, a person from the district attorneys office 
was sent to Robert's temporary foster home to interview Robert. After interview
ing Robert and the hospital personnel and reviewing the records, the district 
attorney decided not to pursue the case. 

A week later, Joshua was released from the hospital and placed into a temporary 
foster home with another foster care agency, Catholic Charities. For a while, the 
parents regular visitation with Joshua was interrupted because of the new foster 
mothers schedule. Two weeks later, the agency completed an evaluation of 
Patricia's sister Margaret and her husband's home and the children were moved 
to their aunts home. In addition, to their aunt and uncle, their cousins, Craig and 
Melissa were also in the home. The children moved together to that home on 
October 1, 1995, and regular supervised visitation was then set-up for the family 
at that agency. 

The parents asked the CPS worker to help them.find a therapist. The CPS worker 
ref erred them to a family services agency in the community whose job it was to 
give aid to parents. An intake worker from that family service agency met with 
them and assigned them to a permanent worker within the agency. That worker 
met with the parents and referred them to a local therapist who specialized in 
marital and parenting issues. After a number of sessions with this therapist, the 
therapist concluded that the parents also needed individual counseling and 
referred them each to individual counselors as well. 

On advice of counsel, on November 15, 1995, Patricia and William pleaded nolo 
contendere to charges that their child had injuries that were at variance with the 
history given of them, which under the state law constituted child abuse. In 
addition, after clarifying that Patricia was in fact in the process of making 
arrangements for home schooling for Robert, the educational neglect charges 
were withdrawn. In order to determine the disposition, the court ordered that 
Patricia, William, and Robert be seen by the Court psychiatrist. 

Based upon the report, on January 8, 1996 the children were placed with the 
Commissioner of Social Services for 12 months. The court ordered supervised 
visitation at the hospital for Joshua, to be supervised by the CPS worker, and for 
Robert at Little Shepherd, to be supervised by the agency social worker. In 
addition, Patricia and Joshua were mandated to attend counseling and parenting 
classes. The Court also ordered that Robert attend counseling. 

During the year, Patricia and William continued to attend both of their individual 
and joint therapy, as did Robert. Patricia and William visited the children 
regularly at the Jewish Board of Guardians. By the middle of the year, they had 
begun overnight visitation with the children, and by the end of the year, the 
children were regularly spending weekend at their home. 
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During this time, Robert was attending school and had been assigned to a special 
education class. His parents, aunt and individual therapist worked towards 
getting this changed. Ultimately a compromise was reached and Robert attended 
regular classroom with special periods every day with a special tutor. 

During the following year, Patricia and Joshua successfully completed parenting 
classes and continued in counseling. Upon the recommendation of all the 
counselors involved with the family, the agency planned to return the children at 
the end of the placement, on the condition that the family work with a family 
reunification program. The family began working with a family reunification 
program and the children were returned with the condition that a homemaker 
come nine to five to the home four days a week for two months and that CPS 
monitor the home for one year. 





Appendix F 

CHRONOLOGICAL EXCERPTS FROM 
LETTERS OF JEAN KOH PETERS, 

1983-19851 

October, 1983 

As I told you, the folks at work seem to me to be the best of New York - that no 
shit, guileless, down-to-earth, incredibly warm hearted person. Particularly 
impressive to me are the women. I thought a lot again of our debt to your mom 
and her generation when I realized how women lawyers and judges are no longer 
a cause for surprise or wonder, especially in the children and family law area 
where women may well predominate. Beth, my principal trainer, and Cathy, the 
Manhattan attorney (they call us "Law Guardians") who is showing me the ropes 
in that office, are both strong, bright, articulate, loving and beautiful women with 
big hearts and intellects to match. Although I am still not informed about where 
I will be, and am committed to accept where they place me, I sense that I would 
be very happy in the Manhattan office. Today after a long morning observing in 
court, Cathy went off to take a phone call, pointing me towards a door and saying 
- "we usually eat lunch in there." So I grabbed my lunch and marched in 
expecting a formica table and vending machines, and instead found myself in an 
office of two of the men lawyers, who welcomed me warmly, then went back to 
work. Slowly, the rest of the staff trooped in, with yogurt, nuts, sodas, candy, 
everyone freely dipping into each others meals, perched on tables, on worn and 
comfortable couches, window sills, chair arms and the floor. I got that same 
feeling I used to get on Sunday afternoons when the whole family was home 
puttering around the house, not necessarily overtly interacting, but all enjoying 
puttering near everyone else. Yesterday, when Beth and I first got to the 
Manhattan office, the place was deserted, and she explained that everyone had 
court appearances. When we finally hunted down Eric, the head attorney, it turned 
out that he was covering Intake (where new cases were coming in) while the staff 
threw a party for Martin, a guy who is leaving. My kind of boss! 

October, 1983 

1 During the year that I represented children a a Legal Aid lawyer, my husband, Jim Peter , wa 
working in Gweru, Zimbabwe. Thi appendix chronologically compile redacted excerpt of the 
letters. 
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Another day observing court. Today I'm watching a long trial to determine 
whether a mother's parental rights should be terminated on the grounds of 
abandonment or permanent neglect. Mom claims that after she left the hospital, 
having been hospitalized for a seizure, her daughter, now in first grade, Alice, 
went to live with her fathers family, and has lived there for three years since. 
Mom has bipolar disorder. She says she has called Alice more than twenty times 
in three years and visited once. The foster family says she has never called and 
never visited. The State claims abandonment, but the judge appears to believe that 
mother has called sporadically, which refutes an abandonment claim. According 
to the social worker connected with the Legal Aid Society, Alice refused to talk 
about Mom, feels like and acts like the foster family is her own and wants to stay 
there. The foster family/cousins family wants to adopt. Thus here we are allied 
with the state trying to end the mother's relationship. 

The mother appears sincere, much recovered, and earnest about her desire to stay 
connected with Alice. It seems she likes the current situation the way it is - the 
child well-cared for, she can visit when she likes, she is free to work on her own 
issues. 

I can see that I will often feel sad in the course of my work here. I sympathize with 
the mother, but our client wants no part of her. Should a 7 year old be able to cut 
off a relationship for the rest of her life? Do I have the right to substitute my 
judgment for hers? Even though Alice here will be well-off if she is legally 
separated from Mom and adopted by her foster home, my heart goes out to the 
mother. I'm sure I will see much harder cases - younger, worse treated kids, less 
reliable foster families, more poverty-stricken mothers. For now, I am committed 
to seeking what the child wants. I wonder if we could develop procedures that 
would be therapeutic for all. 

November, 1983 

I went to work today no longer resenting the fact that I had another ''first day of 
work" but determined to fulfill once again the promise I made to you on my 
original first day - to be totally present and knock 'em dead. 

The kids are amazing. Already my head and heart are full of images of kids - one 
kid in detention and Lesley and I interviewing him in a room consisting of a bench, 
handcuffs and toilet, tear stains on his cheeks, steeling himself to return to 
Spofford ( a juvenile jail) while awaiting trial on a robbery charge - Lesley asked 
him if he still had her card, and he produced it, grimy and rumpled, with a sad 
smile; two little black kids in tiny Nikes clinging to a mother with tears of joy in 
her eyes as Eric, our supervisor, hands her the judgment that says her older son 
can go home after being cleared of a charge of chain-snatching; two other black 
kids playing on the blackboard in our Manhattan office waiting for the foster 
mother who wants to adopt them; an oversized kid, trying to be tough as nails, 
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then bursting into tears as he tells Cathy he wants to know why his mother won't 
even show up for his trial; the horrible sound of handcuffs. Definitely the right job 
for a woman who trusts the sincerity of tears and the healthiness of her own. 

November, 1983 

Thank you for your reflections on my lawyerly issues - they plugged right into 
some of my main concerns of the day. I've had three weeks just to observe and 
make friends in the two offices and to begin to consider carefully what kind of a 
lawyer/litigator I want to be. So many questions. Does being ''for the child" mean 
being "against" everyone else? Not always, I'm convinced, but when the 
prosecutors are bound and determined to send my kids to a hellhole, I need to be 
bound and determined to stop them. Your encouragement really helped put into 
perspective my Manhattan boss Eric's insight that often the lawyer is stepping in 
long after the die is irreparably cast - the kid's acts or the judge's prejudice or 
the parents' indifference or violence will have long ago decided the next stage of 
the proceedings. But I can still play a therapeutic, constructive role with my touch, 
and I'm convinced that having someone who's totally ''for them" is an important 
first in the lives of many of our clients. I will explore on and on, I'm sure, the 
effects of the kids being stuck in this "we-they" setup with prosecutors, probations 
officers, parents and judges overtly out to get them. I'm sure the effects are bad. 
But within this system, can I mute the adversariness without compromising my 
kid's defense? 

Since you are leaving the legal prowess to me, I've decided for one thing that I 
want to start my training by really learning the traditional wisdom cold. I can't go 
beyond the conventional without going through it. Although, as in Star Power, I 
am often inclined to change the game from the outset, here I don't have that option 
yet and need to learn more of the game first. In deference to my clients, I truly feel 
like I need to grasp thoroughly the traditional skills before I start experimenting. 
Already I feel myself acting in character; the same girl who parallel parks better 
than she parks straight in, whose backhand is far superior to her forehand, who 
was drawn to Children & the Law 'cuz it's so hard, and drawn to contested 
terminations 'cuz those are the hardest,' is now determined to be a superb 
cross-examiner. Summations, arguments of law, direct examinations all seem 
manageable, but cross-examination seems so impossible that the Milo in me wants 
to tackle it immediately before I chicken out. In fact, my oral advocacy is far less 
mature than my written abilities generally so all aspects will involve immersion 
in the terrifying and, no doubt at first, humiliating. 

The neat thing about the job is that it will require less prolonged agonized 
preparation than it will require being as present as possible at every encounter 
throughout the day - in the courtroom, when meeting or consoling your client, 
hearing the social worker's observations, hearing the judge and your opponents. 
Active listening and patience in every sense of the word - trying to hear, absorb, 
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and fit together at every point. I think the key in these situations will be common 
sense, because so often we will be trying to recreate events in the courtroom, and 
I'll be best off when I try to really get inside the minds of the different actors and 
stand in their shoes and see what they see and ask for the missing details. Does 
it make sense that a cop glancing into a dark car on a dimly-lit street at midnight 
will spot a gun under the front seat "in plain view," thus relieving him of the need 
for a warrant? What side of the car was he standing on? How tall was he? What 
kind of car? The details, so often, will hold the key. And thus true patience; being 
totally there will hold the key. 

And alongside the learning of the mechanics I want to keep in mind the paramount 
questions. How can I be a loving lawyer, or in other words, use my vocation to do 
God's work? Can a lawyer as presently conceived, oppose evil but love the evil 
doer, as Christians are asked to? If not, can a new conception be lived out in this 
system? Will my clients suffer for the conception? And then, what do I choose to 
do? As always, struggling to keep the forest and the trees in view. 

December, 1983 

Oh, Jim. I can/eel myself making that quantum leap into comfort in this crazy city. 
Today has been a long day - we had a training class until 7:15 p.m., and I 
arrived home a little after eight, bagels and grapefruit for tomorrow's breakfast 
in hand, feeling warm and peaceful. Tonight's class was about handling original 
neglect and abuse petitions and the efforts we need to make to investigate the 
family, family resources, theservices the city should be offering these families. The 
law guardian's position is really to keep everyone honest, and it's strange - we 
are aligned and adverse to both the state and the parents, depending on how each 
of their actions affects the child. And I'm happily surprised at how many resources 
we do have to offer - social workers, drug programs, homemakers, hospitals. The 
problems are huge and probably unsolvable by legal methods, but there is 
certainly plenty of good that a creative law guardian can do to make any given 
situation better than it otherwise would have been. I've been worried about how 
the abuse cases will affect me, and I haven't yet picked up such a case, but our 
classes have helped me see that I need not be paralyzed in the face of so much 
need and desperation. There are committed people to call and there are shoulders 
to cry on and there are judges to convince and avenues to explore and new ideas 
to be tried. Our class tonight helped to refuel me with energy and the drive to 
move on. 

December, 1983 

Work has been pretty fast-paced and I am learning many lessons. Like LESSON 
ONE: THE LAW GUARDIAN WILL BE HATED BY MOST OF THE PEOPLE 
MOST OF THE TIME. "The People" in this case means most of the people we 
work with on cases, like state agency attorneys, attorneys for parents, prosecutors, 
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who feel like we are making trouble for them. Yesterday, in Allen's case, the 
evidence showed that Allen, a ten year old, has been beaten regularly by his father 
with a coat hanger; the father admitted it. The Aunt told me that the father 
threatened to kill Allen if the court placed Allen with the Aunt. But the Bureau of 
Child Welfare refused to bring a Neglect petition ( on the grounds of excessive 
corporal punishment- abuse is only when the physical abuse threatens death) on 
the grounds that regular beatings with a coat hanger was "within the reasonable 
realm of corporal punishment to which parents have a right. " I asked the judge 
to order them to file a Neglect petition and she refused, even after I pointed out 
that she had the inherent power under the statute to so order. The judge was mad, 
the BCW lawyer was mad; here, the crazed law guardian was trying to make all 
these waves. I can see why it's so important that we law guardians love each other. 
Allen also got to go home with his aunt, which is what he wanted for the time 
being, and as I brooded, I managed to keep that in mind. 

Today I learned that three kids who are soon to be the subject of a neglect hearing 
are living without heat or water, and have been living without heat at least since 
Thanksgiving. The social worker (not ours) who discovered it was so depressed 
she "didn't want to call back because she was afraid of what else she'd learn. " 
The BCW attorney said, "So a lot of people don't have heat." Yet one of the kids, 
the baby born with drug withdrawal symptoms, is technically in the custody of the 
Commissioner of Social Services, now placed in the custody of her cousin ( and 
since the cousin and baby are in the same building, they have no heat or water 
either). So, in my first shouting match of the season, I said, "So a kid in remand 
with the Commissioner should not expect to have heating or plumbing?" "Lots of 
people have tough living conditions." But not all people are in your custody, 
man." He finally hung up sputtering. The BCW social worker didn't answer his 
phone. Got the judge to agree to hear the matter Tuesday, so the law guardian 
could find out why the social worker had not yet helped the kids get registered in 
school, why the mother was not attending her drug rehabilitation appointments, 
why the homemaker-social worker who had been ordered a month ago had not yet 
made a single visit to the home. But heat for the weekend? Finally, my stomach 
tied in knots, I called the social worker from a private agency that the mother's 
attorney had involved (in the hopes that BCW would then dismiss the case). This 
is the guy who discovered how badly off they were in the first place. I asked if the 
agency could provide space heaters for the family, appealed to his compassion 
with the kids (for it was he who was so depressed in the first place), stressed it was 
a long weekend, stressed that my clients wanted desperately to remain with the 
family, intact, and that continued no heat could split up the family, and finally 
begged him to talk to his supervisor about heaters. Dejectedly, I hung up and tried 
to eat my lunch. 45 minutes later he called back. "Our agency has purchased two 
space heaters for the family. " At 5 o'clock ( 10 minutes ago) I called Mary, taught 
her how to use the heater, told her to turn it off when they were asleep or not home 
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and put her in charge. A tiny, tiny, tiny victory, but a victory nonetheless. But with 
all these judges, lawyers, agencies, social workers concerned with the best 
interests of the child, it was the law guardian and the private social worker who 
could get them heat. 

LESSON TWO seems to go something like "IF YOU DO THE WORK FOR 
EVERYONE ELSE, YOU MAY GET WHAT YOU WANT." Adding Mary's case to 
Tuesdays calendar meant .fighting with the BCW attorney, and the mother's 
attorney, and then going to the record room, getting the file, getting the judge's 
permission, and sticking the file into the Judge's hands who puts in the clerk's 
hand who then puts it on the calendar. 

LESSON THREE, courtesy of Meg Christian, is "DON'T LET THAT OLD 
RIGHTEOUS ANGER JUST EAT YOU TO THE CORE." It is clear that there is 
a lot of incompetence and insensitivity around. But in some cases, the lack of skill 
comes from a real pain and sadness. One of the prosecutors saw me today and 
said "How can you wear such a beautiful dress in this sewer?" Immediately /felt 
depressed, and then realized, "what a drag life must be for her if she sees this 
place like this?" She is the same one who loves calling our clients "dirtbags" and 
there must be no possible satisfaction gotten out of that. She simply has mastered 
the fine art of getting herself down, knocking herself down and staying there. And 
my heart goes out to her and yearns to see her smile or cry or be pleasantly 
surprised. Jessie s social worker was paralyzed by his depression and seemed 
elated by the heaters as much as I was. In a world with many legitimate villains 
- hunger, poverty, disease, cold - I want to make sure I don't create villains or 
encourage people to live down to my expectations. And although my role will often 
be to be the gadfly, the annoying buzzing in people's ears, I want to make sure it 
is caring and compassion, not anger, disgust, revenge, or pride, that is getting me 
up in the morning. I know that love has an eloquence, an insight, an efficiency, an 
energy that will serve my clients in ways known and unknown. And I know that the 
minute my work does not come from and end in love, I must leave this job and this 
profession. But I'm also sure that love is stronger than anything the world can do 
to it, and I'm committed to loving it through as a lawyer for these years and seeing 
where it takes me, professionally and personally. 

LESSON FOUR: THE KEY IS LOGISTICS. Or juggling. For each D 
(delinquency) case, you must ( 1) interview the client as to parole or remand 
(being sent away) pending trial; (2) appear and argue parole/remand; (3) 
interview the client as to the facts of the incident; ( 4) get a sense of the family 
situation, whether you need to assign a social worker to help with intrafamily 
problems or to get the family services (public assistance, housing, drug counsel
ing, therapy); (5) get a sense of the kid as a witness at trial; (6) set the stage for 
a possible dispositional hearing ( assuming your kid is found guilty) in a few 
months by making sure the kid realizes he must go to school, stay away from 
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trouble kids, get along with his parents, by no means get rearrested, as well as 
getting the kid to come up with family resources, relatives, church friends, 
coaches, teacher, directors - anyone who'll vouch for him later. All those things 
you must do in the first two hours that you have a client. (Tuesdays are my intake 
days, the days I pick up new clients - the most hectic day of the week). Not to 
mention answering their questions - "what's a lawyer?" "What's a judge?" 
"What's a trial?" And getting them to trust you - and why should they? You seem 
like part of the system too, you hang around the courthouse, you know the judges 
and the prosecutors, you are just part of the system. Yet, to do our job right, the 
kids must confide in us, fully and fast. This is why the FORCE is so much a part 
of our work, and happy to say, so many of my colleagues are strong with IT 
indeed. 

Within two weeks of the arraignment, the first motions are due and two weeks 
later, all motions to dismiss, discovery requests, motions for suppression hearings 
( due to violations of constitutional rights by policemen). Often, I guess, the 
pretrial motions are routine; other times they are crucial. Determining which they 
are is itself time consuming, and not necessarily based on legal factors ( "Your kid 
was found with a loaded gun? Challenge the petition, challenge the numbering of 
the pages, challenge every typo, challenge the prosecutor's hair color, 
anything!!!") Often you want to threaten the Corp Counsel with work - deluge 
them with motions and then slide in suggesting a plea. Meanwhile, on our end, 
we're trying to keep the kid out of more trouble. 

January, 1984 

The pace of life definitely seems to be picking up on all fronts. At work, my load 
is growing and now my early cases are at richer and more complicated states. 
Tom, my very first client, picked up for shoplifting, ran away from home for 10 
days after standing me up six times - Jane (our social worker on the case) and 
I held our breath that he wouldn't be arrested again. Finally he called Friday, in 
tears, from a phone booth. I'm hoping against hope he will show up for his trial 
on Thursday; if he doesn't, a warrant will be issued, as I sternly and concernedly 
informed him on the phone. Meanwhile on the legal front, I've haggled with Corp 
Counsel on discovery and demanded that they produce the jacket he supposedly 
("allegedly") lifted. I spent an hour with Casey, one of our investigators, 
brainstorming about topics for cross-examination. Chad and I went to check out 
the store as I played amateur Sherlock as Chad coached me. This week I'll have 
to return to the store for one last check. Tomorrow, I argue my motions for more 
discovery along with motions in another case to dismiss. There's a 50/50 chance 
the trial will go on Thursday, after which I will have been officially baptized as a 
public def ender. 

I love being at work. Chad, who may be off to the Appeals Division at the end of 
the month, is a great officemate, and one harried day last week, when he had 10 
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- count 'em - JO trials on and I was in a whirl learning to juggle phone calls 
and xeroxing and learning new statutes and training classes concerning 30 cases 
at the same time, we chucked it all for half an hour, closed our door and I played 
the guitar and soothed the savage beasts within us for a while. Josephine, our 
word processor, rivals Cordelia for good cheer, expansive love, understanding, 
and efficiency. We take several hug breaks a day. Hugo and Beth, my trainers, are 
often at our office or on the phone with me, or I go to their office about six blocks 
away - we 're getting ready to cut the cord, as a new class of 5-7 lawyers starts 
at the end of this month, so we 're jamming in classes and case reviews, and as my 
court appearances are picking up, one of them will be with me, my shadow in 
court. Cathy, my supervisor in Manhattan ( along with Eric, of original fame) is 
a constant support - I think Eric, who is more of the sink-or-swim school, enjoys 
teasing me about how coddled I've been to enter the ocean one toe in, then an 
ankle, a leg, waist deep. I feel about waist deep now, but if the trial goes this week, 
I will take the plunge. 

Days are long. I enjoy opening the office, making tea, and enjoying the quiet time, 
the morning fog over the Manhattan Bridge, thoughts of you and a morning 
prayer, some good solid concentration and then a few footsteps - Roberto, 
Josephine, Tiffany ( on Tuesdays and Wednesdays), the rest of the secretaries, and 
then, at 9: 15, the horde, and suddenly the phones are ringing, footsteps are 
rushing to court, all my phone obligations from yesterday are retriggered and the 
whirlwind begins. Sometime in the morning, I always check in with Chad, 
Roberto, and Josephine, just out of habit. If I have things on in court, there is 
inevitably a lot of waiting, getting to know other attorneys, court officers, racing 
through the halls - talking through one case on your way to another. Lunch ( 1 
PM) is there before you know it, and I generally wolf down my rice and Korean 
goodies and mull over the morning. The afternoon also flies by, especially if we 
have a training class, which ends at 6 or 7. 7-7 days are going to be the norm, 
I guess. 

January, 1984 

Tuesday night Cathy called to report that the office had eaten the oatmeal cookies 
I had originally baked for a going away party for Chad on Monday, canceled 
when Chad took a sick day for his son~ sickness. "They were delicious, " said 
Cathy, "and stay home tomorrow." Eric had gone in Tuesday afternoon to tell the 
Judge in my continued hearing that she should put it off till Thursday. Cathy in her 
inimitable down to earth loving understanding "I'll take care of it" way gave me 
thousands of reasons to stay home including the irresistible "we'll be better off if 
you 're out for two days instead of back tomorrow and in bed next week." And it 
was true that neither the symptoms nor the tension had eased although I was 
feeling less exhausted. 

So Wednesday I stayed in. Lesley Spelman, one of my favorite social workers, kept 
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me abreast of negotiations to get our friend, Jack, out of the placement he's been 
in for 2 ½ years. This is the case that that lawyer who made me cry is on. "What 
a bitch, " said Cathy. 

Thursday I returned to work cleansed by my fast and rested, but weak for lack of 
food. Though low on energy, I could feel God's peace returned to me,for the first 
time in a week. Today, I returned to a continued termination of parental rights 
hearing. As you remember, I laid a special claim to these cases, once again drawn 
to the hardest, the murkiest, the thorniest, the neediest. I'm sure this case was part 
of why I got sick. The Judge is nasty indiscriminately, which has a certain 
fairness, but it can be incredibly unpleasant to be screamed at in sneering, 
haughty tones. Monday, my energy, health and spirits were low enough that I 
could not enjoy the fight or the fighting back but only sink in disappointment with 
her. But to be fair, it wasn't just the Judge who was getting me down, it was the 
case and my uncertain role. Abbie is 1 ½ years old, born with drug withdrawal 
symptoms and developmentally delayed since then, in placement for two years. 
Phyliss, his mother, is 25, undomiciled, on welfare, an enigma to her social 
workers. While she was unable to find housing, had her welfare case closed 
countless times in two years, and failed to attend parenting workshops, she, unlike 
many mothers in Foster Care III, visited Abbie 1 or 2 times a week without fail 
for two years. Lesley Spelman, our social worker and I had made an appointment 
with her by letter which she didn't keep - later we learned that she didn't receive 
it. So we went into trial never having heard her side of the story and only hearing 
two social workers' stories. Monday I adopted Hugo~ approach - you are an 
advocate, go for a permanent neglect finding, fight for it. But it was so painful, 
with the unheard mother there, and her capable lawyer (lucky for her - many of 
the assigned attorneys are not) fighting the momentum of the agency, the many 
months of foster care, the biases and unavoidably middle-class instincts of the 
judge and social worker - I couldn't do it. 

Permanent terminations are such a murky area that law guardians rarely agree on 
our role. Some believe we should decide from the case record what we want (when 
the kid is too young to tell us) and fight tooth and nail for it, as unpleasant and 
humiliating as it may be for the mother/father. Some believe we should sit back 
and if the agency proves it, fine, if not, fine. I think I'm with the third group - the 
law guardian is to fill in the gaps so the whole story is told - if the agency leaves 
something out, fill it in - if the parent's attorney leaves something out, fill it in. 
I knew here in Phyliss and Abbie's case, I couldn't in good conscience fight to get 
in all that was bad for the mother and exclude all that was good - I feel better 
when the whole complicated mess is before the judge. 

So yesterday, in our all-day hearing I listened and asked the fill-in questions. After 
lunch, Phyliss took the stand and I asked her the questions I had longed to ask all 
along - "I know you love Abbie, but why didn't you go to those parenting classes 
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if you knew it might mean losing her?" "What else could the agency have done?" 
I wanted her to be heard and, if possible to feel heard. 

Today, after more sleep and a day of eating, I could feel the fight returning, after 
a week down. 

Over lunch today, Hugo and I mulled over Phyliss and Abbie. I had to put on my 
case, and had to fit a hearsay within hearsay document into evidence by arguing 
that it fit two hearsay exceptions. It was to be the first time I called a witness to 
the stand. Hugo disagreed with my stance in the case, which was to support a 
finding of permanent neglect, but be open-minded about a suspended judgment -
giving the mother 6 more months to "get it together." "But why? If she has done 
all that you've said?" asked Hugo. I struggled to put my instincts into words. 
"Because. . . if I were Abbie, I would want to know that my mother was given one 
more chance. " I finally answered. In the courtroom, steeled for the Judge's wrath, 
I offered the documents and did my first direct examination and things went 
surprisingly smoothly. The judge admitted the case was a tough one and asked for 
written summations, so the case was adjourned. 

After we left court, Lesley, Ken (the mother's lawyer), Phyliss and I went to my 
office, and I told her exactly how I felt. Could she get it together in 6 months? She 
seemed unsure, with the helplessness of a kid. Again I wanted her to be, and if 
possible feel heard. When they left, I encouraged her to use the two months the 
court delay would allow her and show that she could do it. As she left I felt a 
peaceful exhaustion - our job was done for now. 

Hugo left, beaming, eyes filled with nostalgia. "I was so proud of you! You seemed 
in court to know just what you needed to ask, and how to ask it. I found out just 
what I was hoping - that you don't need me anymore." Monday, the new training 
class is starting and I move to the ranks of non-trainee. But, by fluke of timing, I 
got more individual attention and training than any previous JRD entrant, and 
with a new class of 7, instead of 2, like me and Felicia, I will remain for a while 
the sole recipient of the deluxe treatment. We exchanged sad and happy hugs of 
goodbye and thanks. 

February, 1984 

The key, of course, is patience - I'm going to be filling people in constantly for 
a while. Growing impatient is something of a problem for me. Sometimes I find 
myself wolfing down food even when I consciously try not to, or having my mind 
dart in seven directions at once. No doubt an adaptation to work where the phone, 
the court, the clients, the paperwork, the scheduling and keeping future cases 
moving along, the social workers are always beckoning at once. On Monday, 
amidst a hair-raising, somewhat humiliating, very upsetting, and ultimately 
triumphant day, I remember six times consciously clearing my mind and praying 
for God to use me in this involuted situation. And the answer to the prayer was 
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always a peace and a patience that returned me to the situation from the "what 
am I doing here? "/"panic "/"flu!" state the frustration and chaos were inspiring. 

Agency case records are the plague of our job - Huge, multivolume, chicken 
scratched, endless recitals "mother failed to visit"/"welfare case closed"l"client 
went to bathroom. " Getting them - much less reading them - is a constant 
headache. So when Shirley (who replaced Lora) called from our offices down to 
the 5th floor room where we sit at Intake, asking about a delivery for which I had 
to sign, I sighed, looked at the kid I was interviewing, the file I was completing, 
and the two calls blinking on hold and murmured - "ok - send them down" 

Of course, I smelled them before I saw them, that beautiful fresh cool scent, and 
Victor and Tina and my client all broke into huge teasing grins. I was speechless. 
When I finally came to, only the inevitable three words were on my lips. "That 
darn Jim." 

Five of the roses are on my desk. The sixth is probably in a drinking glass on 
Carl's aunt's bureau. Carl is a client I met and got off today for a graffiti charge 
he swears he didn't do. In any case, his aunt had already made restitution and the 
case should have been dropped long ago, so I made sure that it was. As we were 
waiting for the wheels of prosecutionto slow, Carl and I talked and Carl vented 
a lot of steam about how horrible the waiting is, how unfair it was to the innocent, 
how of course his aunt wasn't there 'cuz she has to work and can't waste her time 
in court, what do you mean that means I may not go home today - a lot of the 
practical, understandable anger of a self-respecting person. I realized how many 
humiliated, defeated people I meet, who meekly submit to the humiliation of the 
day long waits and how easily I become a part of a subtle defender of the system. 
I realized that Carl reminded me of how my co-clerk Norm would be if brought in 
at 14, and, probing, I discovered also the soft, warm inside. Your flowers really 
helped - he took one look, brightened and darkened. "I wanted to buy flowers for 
my girlfriend, but I ain't got no money. " 

I paused, and reached in and pulled one rose out. "But, your friend, he won't 
mind?" 

"In fact, Carl, I think Jim wants me to do this." 

As we wrapped it up in legal paper and paper clips to guard against the cold, Carl 
looked up and smiled "I'm gonna give this rose to my best girl of all instead. " 

I looked up. "Your aunt?" 

Carl: "Right. She's gone through hell for me. " 

An hour later, we sent him off, record clean and sealed, rose wrapped in legal 
paper and paper clips in hand. 

March, 1984 
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Overall, I think I'm operating at a higher level of confidence than before and a 
higher level of skill and judgment, but correspondingly, the responsibilities are 
getting tougher, heavier and much more numerous. I'm up to about 45 cases, 
meaning about 70 kids, and this week alone I've faced some of my toughest 
emotional challenges - the first kid not paroled but remanded to detention and 
brought to trial a week later, my first suicidal PINS, and several very ambivalent, 
torn and tortured kids wrestling with the "choice" between their parents and 
foster parents, present or future. Sometimes it's a comfort, even a relief to them 
when they realize it is not they, but the judge who decides; at other times, it just 
compounds their feeling of impotence and helplessness. And I must say, when I 
look at some of the judges around, my anxiety definitely grows. More and more 
often, I find myself praying for my clients, even as I am with them, before and after 
the legal resources are long exhausted. And being present is often my main and 
sole contribution to the client. Beautiful and really tormented JO-year-old Annie 
was sitting in the waiting room having just witnessed a near brawl between her 
natural father and her aunt, and then in the courtroom until the judge excused 
them to the robing room where she could still hear every ugly word. At two 
separate points I brought her into the Legal Aid Intake room and while she 
brooded silently, I sat and joined her in her silence. I keep hearing Holly Near: 
"Please sit with me/through the night/and tell me it's all right/to fall apart/with 
you." 

I think I'm holding things together pretty well, Jim. One of the "smart and nasty" 
judges commented to me spontaneously today "Miss Koh, you really are 
improving by leaps and bounds. " I definitely am in a new phase of work - today 
I had four cases on, all potential trials, and I realized the juggling had begun. Of 
course, "winging" it becomes an inevitable part of life, but I want to hold to 
standards of earnest and true and competent representation. Of course, this has 
been the dilemma of Legal Aid for years, and the tough financial times compound 
the dilemma and the unfairness of it all. I'm on guard right now against losing 
myself in my work since I would be so vulnerable to it now, with my social and 
financial life so limited. My strategy is to try to be present and really concentrate 
on work, so that my time there is very productive, and then leave at a fixed time 
( usually by six, unless I have a night class, which is down to once a week by now). 
In recent weeks, I have slacked off on the early morning starts, but I think I will 
reenter that practice now that Phase III has started. So far, so good, though; I've 
only worked one night thus far and no weekends, and I'd like to keep that up as 
long as possi- ble. Ultimately, I think I'm more efficient, more energetic and more 
compassionate that way, when my needs for time to myself are met. 

March, 1984 

It's Monday morning and I'm having special trouble today finding the nerve to 
face the week ahead. Today I have two trials - one neglect and one delinquency, 
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and I will surely learn a lot from them. Another face off with the Judge is 
inevitable and I guess I am steeling myself for that. 

April, 1984 

Last night I tossed and turned with visions of court and Allen and the troubled 
families of my work, unable to stop processing the hectic days behind. 

July, 1984 

Since July 9th, it has been three solid weeks of lawyerhood. After a week of work, 
Roberto and I took 9 days (Sat - Sun) of PL/ Practicing Lawyers' Institute Trial 
Advocacy Training before returning straight into another week of work. 

At PL/ I got both praise and scorn - one lawyer was ready to nominate me 
"Rookie of the Year" while a federal judge noted "You have absolutely no killer 
instinct. Whether you use a stiletto or a sledgehammer, you must destroy the 
witness." Must I? I reviewed in my mind the analogies of the week, and sure 
enough they were all images of murder and killing: "be jugular", "demolish the 
witness", "crush the witness. " 

The one image I can get into is "get to the heart of the matter." Not with a knife 
or bullet, but with a warm light that reveals the hidden essence of the question. 
Isn't that what I really yearn to do in these termination of parental rights cases -
get to the heart of the matter. Does this mother truly desire to care for her child, 
or is she .fighting now out of pride, guilt, shame? What in the world does the best 
interests of the child mean? 

One technique taught at PL/ was cross-examination by fencing in the witness 
until, on the crucial question, he could only answer one thing - your way. The 
key, explained the lecture,; a NJ federal judge, is to constantly pit the witness' 
pride against the interests of his friend, for whom he came to testify, and pride will 
win out. And consequently the friend will be sunk. 

The problem with the technique is that, regardless of the truth of the matter, the 
only result, every time, is an answer deriving from the lowest within us. The 
cross-examiner demonstrates that the witness had ample reason to lie, to be 
fearful, to feel insecure and PRESTO the jury sees the witness as dishonest, fearful 
and insecure, even if he was not. Everything is reduced to the lowest common 
denominator. No wonder the witness is destroyed - even if he was not acting 
based on the basest within him, it certainly appears that way from now on. 

Since PL/, I've been really wondering if there is a way to confront with love as a 
cross-examiner. And I thought - "who do I know who has been able to get to the 
heart of the matter with tough, revealing, yet loving and constructive?" Jesus!! 
His questions, which also posed hard choices, appealed to the highest within us. 
His deductions appealed to the highest within us - "What man of you if his son 
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asked him for bread, would give him a stone?" 

I know I want to be the kind of lawyer who gets to the heart of the matter and 
massages it if necessary, so that the heart is beating full steam when the 
courtroom is dark and all the lawyers have gone home. Especially in these 
parent/child cases, who wants to destroy the mother on the stand and leave her 
incapacitated, self-esteem demolished? For my client's sake for the mother's sake, 
for love's sake, the legal system cannot afford to be a debilitating process. 

January, 1985 

Intake was going as badly as possible and I had to go upstairs to hunt down an 
old file. 

January, 1985 

I have seen entire meetings salvaged by my dad's loyal and constant attention to 
THE BIG PICTURE - his constant gaze through glasses perched on his nose, his 
omnipresent fountain pen, his note-taking, his thoughtful mulling, his questions -
"So can we agree that your main point is . .. " or "wouldn't you say the main 
priority is. . . " I have never known my parents to grow cynical or bitter and they 
are such earnest students - they simply love to learn. 

February, 1985 

There was a time, early in my job, that I prayed constantly for compassion, for 
strength, for guidance amidst the emotional and legal incomprehensibility around 
me. 

February, 1985 

I definitely live in a world of mixed positive and negative reinforcement (the man 
in the deli who flirted very graphically only ½ an hour after my prior client had 
been seen in detention, saw me for the first time since October and screamed in 
horror - "Oh my God. What's happened to you? You used to be much prettier!") 

As the day passed in its usual vivid mosaic of disappointment, drama, daring, 
determination, cute kids, unexpected victories and precious time to just talk -
with Tiffany, Lesley Spelman, my new student, Yasmin, Amy ( another JSU worker) 
- I found myself, as I often do, rechoosing the life I have been lucky to build here. 
How better to spend an afternoon than pondering with Lesley Spelman how best 
to be true, as a lawyer and social worker, to a seven-year old's determined, 
tearful, even violent assertion "I want to be with my Mommy!" 

I think I have a job that engages my heart, mind and soul to the point of 
exhaustion every day and all without the faintest crush or romantic fantasy to 
spice up the days around the courthouse. 

If any group of New Yorkers has proven that you can't kill the spirit with 
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depressing financial news, or tough, insoluble work or day-to-day uncertainty, its 
my Manhattan JRD group. 

February, 1985 

I do, on the whole, feel close to JSU. Because our caseloads overlap with social 
workers, because of personalities, because my yearning to incorporate more 
social work in law, because of my impatience with war stories and judge stories. 
Reverse snobbery? I wonder. 

Quite a dramatic Intake day. Andrea, my 11-year old [ status off ender J client who 
allegedly prostitutes and sells cocaine, tried to commit suicide Thursday in her 
foster home. On the phone she made it clear she wants a new foster home, not 
residential treatment; JSU Jane thinks she needs residential treatment. Back and 
forth wl BCW caseworker, Jane, Andrea, prayer. What is my job? What is right? 
Why was I placed in this situation - what does God want me to do? In the end, 
she agreed to stay in the hospital until a foster home could be found with 
counseling to start that day (of placement) in the neighborhood. A compromise all 
could live with. A new client (with her 3 month old baby on her knee) and I 
agonized over whether to turn down a misdemeanor assault plea and ACD deal 
in a case with a strong self-defense element. Finally we decided to fight. It felt 
right in my gut. 

At 4 o'clock, a 6'2" PINS refused to go to the PINS room, push came to shove, 
and 5 court officers had pinned the PINS to the group. We felt so helpless. 

February, 1985 

It was mellow enough at the office that I could take time to listen to the office 
sounds and remember how much I love being part of the work and life of these 
people. Janet was having a rotten day, so we decided we should take her out for 
a big birthday brunch, and Roberto, Hugo (visiting from Training for Janet 's 
trial), Tiffany, Janet and I had sufficiently little on to be able to linger over lunch. 
Tiffany is so pregnant now that much attention and ribbing revolves around her 
and she is extremely good-natured about it. Janet was very animated and happy. 
The afternoon passed quickly in phone calls and paperwork and at 4:30 I snuck 
out for the birthday cake from Carvel and we did it up again. 

March, 1985 

I've been sitting here twiddling my thumbs for about 45 minutes waiting for the 
MHS [Mental Health Study] doctor to see my client Carolyn. Carolyn is a Board 
of Ed [ status offender J and vehemently does not want to be placed, but when last 
in court had that classic hostile attitude that gets token-suckers placed Title III. 
She reminds me, in looks and mannerisms, of Barbara, and I'm pleased to see that 
that core of gold beneath the tough exterior, is Carolyn s as well as Barbara's. 
This MHS doctor could basically make the difference between Probation and CSS 
placement for Carolyn. 
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Carolyn 's MHS and in fact her PINS case is not a conventional top-priority, but 
she is a symbol of a new rule of thumb I've developed. In a "lost cause" case, your 
efforts must do justice to the fervor with which your client wants the lost cause. 
Very little can be done to keep Carolyn out of placement, but since she is dead set 
against it, I'm obligated to exhaust all her chances. I figure my zeal should always 
at least match my client's, if not outstrip her point of view. 

Carolyn's MHS went incredibly well and very long. Incredible because the last 
time she was in court, she called me, Jane, her mother and her sister "bitches." 
Today the MHS doctor said - she certainly is a nice kid, but her mother just can't 
handle her. All right!! 

Yesterday was also Matthew, the power of prayer case. Matthew was found, last 
year, to have chain snatched from an unidentified female, and since then we've 
been dragging and dragging to disposition. Twice we almost got probation based 
on his attendance voluntarily at a Brooklyn counseling agency that Kings 
LAS-JRD had gotten him into in his first case there. Twice tenacious Corp. 
Counsel, chanting "lock him up, lock him up", prevented it. Then Matthew started 
a campaign to shoot himself in the foot, missing MHS appointments, counseling 
appointments, and finally running away, so that he and his mother missed 7 
appointments at voluntary agencies (his only placement hope outside of DFY Title 
II and Ill). Finally, the Judge was ready to place him Title Ill. In bench conference 
wl Jonathan Porter, the Judge and a bloodthirsty Probation Officer, I begged -
just give us two weeks, LAS will do all the work, transporting for interviews, we'll 
even consent to remand - just give us privilege of parole for interviews. No. 
Absolutely no. (Haven't I written you this before?) Praying as we went on the 
record, I asked it all again, just to make her put it on the record, why she was 
sending this kid, whocould only learn crime in Title Ill. "Our first application is 
for two weeks, remand on consent, priv/parole to Legal Aid for any interviews. " 
I closed my eyes. OK, says The Judge. "She changed her mind!" hissed Joan, the 
prosecutor. (Oh yes, I have told you this). Well today, Matthew consented to up to 
18 months at Lakeside, a decent voluntary agency, after Arnold Melvin had 
hustled the interviews and the carfare. Chalk up another for JSU. 

Yesterday into Detention came Danielle, accused of resisting the arrest of an 
off-duty corrections cop. Angry, sullen - I didn't see her until 3, the warrant 
squad had told her grandmother not to come, and she was innocent - in fact the 
cop roughed her up, to the tune of 6 stitches and nickel-shaped scar - she could 
barely speak to me. Having been the subject of a warrant, no one trusted her, 
wlout a guardian, as far as she could throw her - remained, CJJ (more guest 
rooms) secure detention until her grandmother came tomorrow. No phone, so a 
$35 telegram. By noon today, no grandmother, kid madder than hell, segregated 
from the other kids cause she was giving lip and raising an uproar. "God dammit, 
can 't you send someone to get her?" Hmm, why not? I didn't want to send Yasmin, 
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my student, alone to that section of Brooklyn, but we called Albert, our "escort", 
hired to escort sws 's in tough areas, and he was in the Brooklyn office not too far. 
He left around 12:45, and after lunch I came back to find Yasmin with Danielle's 
mom and cousin -Albert had brought them all the way back. Danielle gives a 
big, beautiful smile at the news her family had arrived, and CC started to offer 
plea to anything w/ACD. Check it with Danielle. Absolutely not. We did 
NOTHING wrong. Decline plea and note will file motion to dismiss based on the 
serious misconduct of law enforcement officers. Prepare to file Civilian Complaint 
with Police Department against the cop. Ask for the case to be called. Bill the 
ACC calls me over. What about a straight ACD. Why bother with this case? My 
kid's almost 16, the CW is a creep. I suspect if we push it for a few months, CC 
will withdraw, but why not let the kid go now? Straight ACD. Kid walks w/6 mos. 
of extra carefulness, no court dates and a summer job appl. completed. 

March, 1985 

#5 home 10:40 p.m. Pooped but happy after ASL and Stephanie and Chris. 
Without a doubt, today was my most relentless day in my tenure at Legal Aid. In 
a brutal custody case, the kids, to be kept from their mom and virtual strangers 
from their dad were paroled to me during the 3 ½ hour adjournment. Lynn, 
Josephine and later I, while preparing another case sat with them and grew to 
love them. I want to write you a letter this weekend, just about today. It was a true 
day in the life. 

March, 1985 

I'm sensing around the courthouse that I'm starting to get the reputation of being 
the resident "fool for Christ's sake", but a curiously successful one. I can tell that 
my adversaries respect, in a funny way, my straightforwardness and "naivete". I 
had a disagreement with a JRD attorney yesterday on a case where I got relieved 
because of a conflict of interest which the attorney believed to be technical and 
ignorable, especially considering the 18b who would pick up the case. "How can 
you get off and let X be that kid's lawyer?" I respect her dedication to our clients 
but also firmly resent her judgmental attitude because ultimately I believe my 
professional ethics is part of what I offer my clients and those ethical imperatives 
cannot be compromised. His argument was that this client is losing because of my 
precious ethics; what kind of services am I offering her? I was troubled by that 
argument, especially being aware that this is not a client I feel very warmly 
towards. But I know also that this strict standard of conflicts has kept me off cases 
I personally dearly wished to pursue as often as it has seemed to rid me of clients 
I did not get along with. Ultimately, as the old saw goes, if I don't stand for 
something, I'll fall for anything . 

. . . Why does the Judge have to sneer so much at women lawyers or the "social 
work perspective" unless she had serious insecurity about her identity as a lawyer 
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and the Family Court's identity as a court of law? 

April, 1985 

1200 

Today was a ghost day at the courthouse, with 3 judges on post-Easter leave and 
about ½ of the agencies shut down in holiday aftermath. Thank heavens for the 
Andrews kids, who came by right on time this morning to hash through the custody 
proposal I would present to their parents this afternoon - their energy propelled 
me through the morning. But this afternoon it was all I could do to keep the 
paperwork moving across my desk. I was grateful for telephone calls, which 
demanded responses, because reacting I could do, bouncing off of the energy of 
others, like blocking a quick return of serve at net. I am at a loss to explain the 
listlessness. I didn't sleep fully last night, but I fear it is more. I know my clients 
deserve more. How can I strengthen myself to help deliver the kind of help they 
deserve? 

April, 1985 

So my prayers have been focused on bringing all parts of my day into prayer. 
Wednesday, the Andrews kids, Anne, Ben and Lucy, showed me the suffering, the 
strength, the steadfastness, the courage of Christ in a conference we set up with 
their Dad and his lawyers about the custody battle he and their mom are waging. 
When Lucy decided to go to her mom :S, the dad and Lucy had a scuifie, and after 
Lucy left, the dad continued on Ben, and a neglect action also was born. The kids, 
including Anne, are clear that they want to be together, are clear that they love 
both parents, and are clear that, for now they want to be with their mom. They 
expressed a lot of pain about not being able to talk to their dad about it, because 
of their mom's anger and bitterness towards their dad. After a bit of talking with 
them, I asked them if they wanted me to arrange a conference with their dad. They 
agreed, if Amy and I were there, and I suggested that we invite their dad's lawyers 
and dad to talk. 

April, 1985 

It has been a remarkably relentless week, at work and at play. I have been 3 weeks 
alone on Intake, and have picked up 30 cases ( close to 50 kids) in the last 3 weeks. 
This week, two complicated neglect cases with kids desperate to return home had 
me tossing and turning all night and litigating and drying tears all day. Yesterday 
the week ended at the Appellate Division in a fight between SSC and Legal 
Services (for the parents) over Mark and Andrea. Personal chaos was com
pounded by legal chaos, but in the end, the children remained home (where they 
had returned the day before yesterday) and I went home, ate a quick dinner and 
tumbled into bed, calling your name. 

April, 1985 

Today, I'm looking for a sense of peace in the midst of these busy days. 
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Everywhere I turn there seems to be a form to fill out, a letter to write, a call to 
make, an appointment long put off, a client forgotten, an errand unrun, a desk 
untidied. 

April, 1985 

Tomorrow I'm off to the Appellate Division to keep Mark and Andrea at home with 
their parents. On top of Mark and Andreas substantial load of issues and trauma, 
last week, an excellent JRD lawyer was removed from a case and lambasted in the 
newspapers for advocating that a child go home in a neglect case. The inside story 
was that a child not named on the petition died of natural (non-abuse related 
causes) and the papers chose to hang the Law Guardian for it. Such is the hysteria 
around this field. Mark and Andreas case came up a day after that case was 
announced and, sadly, Michaela the JSU worker and I were grilled about 
everything we had done from day one in the case. The message was - yes we are 
child advocates, but when the heat is on, the imperative is to always be on the side 
of public opinion, or the side the judge is going to be on. Then who needs me? I 
felt ~ used at first when admonished - "well, we can't really be guided by the 
wishes of a 10 year old, can we?" My starting point is always that the clients 
wishes are to be pursued, by law and social work, until rendered impossible by 
courts or social reality. The logical extension of the "cover your ass" view was 
to either assign a social worker to every neglect case or to overrule our client's 
wishes most of the time. I wouldn't mind the former if we had the resources (Lynn 
was our neglect department for 5 months); I refuse to do the latter. I have voiced 
my desire to have management tell us, clearly, what our position is. 

The bright spots are growing. Eric has been very supportive and I've realized that 
he really loves me in his way, and as I go to the Appellate Division tomorrow, I 
feel extremely supported. Michaela is wondeiful and I'm glad to know her better. 

April, 1985 

Another amazing week. On Thursday, I finished the appellate papers on Mark and 
Andreas case, and handed the word-processing disc, and fresh printouts of the 
two documents to a messenger who brought it to the three bosses, not a word was 
changed, a near miracle. The SSC attorneys, who alone could tell me when they 
were going to the Appellate Division, were not returning our calls. Mark and 
Andrea were getting itching having been hanging out all day, and Michaela was 
frazzled from trying to work on other urgent cases while tending to the kids and 
help me write. Finally, I put my foot down, told everyone that I had to take care 
of the most important people in this whole case, and Michaela and I marched off 
with the kids to McDonalds. 

I don't think I have ever laughed so hard as during lunch with the kids and 
Michaela. In retrospect, I wonder if all the accumulated tensions of the preceding 
weeks, distinct for each of us, were expended as we nearly choked on our Big 
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Macs from laughing so hard. Andrea, 9, was an endless cut up, and started a game 
in which we all did silent imitations of each other, which climaxed when Michaela 
stood up and mimicked Andrea's ebullient break dancing to our hysterical glee. 

When we got back to the office, the word was the SSC still wasn't giving us any 
news, so we had left word at the Appellate Division that we were to be called when 
SSC got there. In waiting mode, I did a bit of work but couldn't stop thinking of 
the kids, and when they finally came into my office, announcing "we're bored", I 
put my work aside and played with them, origami, coloring, buying candy, for the 
rest of the afternoon. At 5 of 5, Richard called me to let me know that SSC and 
the parents had settled. SSC agreed to drop the application for the stay and 
remand, and the parents agreed to accept supervision services pending a normal 
appeal. The kids went joyfully home, and I looked at my papers, never filed, and 
thought again how, in this job, the work put in usually pays off, even if it's not the 
way you expect. 

Since Thursday, I have dreamed relentlessly of Mark and Andrea, and woken up 
with worries about their case on the top of my mind. I realize that I felt extremely 
stressed about their case from many fronts and extraordinarily engaged by their 
gentle personalities and their love for their parents. I also felt, more strongly than 
ever, re-committed to being a child's advocate, and not the 12th adult in a row to 
come along and say- "sorry kids, but l know what you really need." Mark wrote 
a note to Michaela - "thank you for being so nice to us. And thank you for doing 
all you can to help bring our family back together again. " 

For all the stress and hassles from above at Legal Aid, in more than one sense I 
truly enjoyed this week. If only I could give this much attention, planning, 
soul-searching and personal attention to all of my kids! If my caseload could be 
cut in one-third, this job would be heaven! Only at Legal Aid could I have 
prepared for a fact-finding, a preliminary hearing, a motion to dismiss, argued 
one appellate argument, and prepared a set of papers for a second appeal within 
16 days of being assigned to the case. 

I really enjoyed the writing. I'm enclosing a copy of the papers ( specially 
processed for you by Josephine), which were never filed, but which may represent 
the best legal writing I've ever done. Not a single case is cited, but Michaela s 
affidavit may be the most persuasive document I've ever written. We thought 
carefully about the presentation - a terse lawyer's detached affirmation and then 
the real argument in Michaela's quiet statement of "the facts." Please let me know 
what you think. 

Finally, being with the kids all day Thursday was wonderful. As I sat at the word 
processor for the final push, Andrea walked silently in and handed me a signed 
document, in crayon and xeroxed (it seemed cooler that way): "I love my lady 
lawyer and she loves me. " As we tried, time and time again, to leave the office for 
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lunch and the phone kept ringing, Andrea would come and hold me and I would 
wrap myself around her as I tried to extricate myself from the ridiculous phone 
call. As Andrea imitated me at McDonald's I realized I enjoyed the attention the 
kid's were giving me. I was truly part of their lives, even if for a brief few days. 
Frank Eliot's kids had given me that same very happy warm feeling. "We like 
being with you. We love you." 

May, 1985 

Today I recognized finally and have come to peace with a Manhattan Family 
Court truism - you can't win with the Judge in Part M. In fact, a court reporter 
came up to me and apologized for a chewing out she gave me 4 days ago - "I 
know it's so embarrassing but he does that all day to everyone. " I watched him 
smirk as Probation Pierce, another one needing our prayers, lovingly detailed 
arrest after arrest of a poor homeless kid of Roberto's. How sad. Why wish these 
kids ill, or even ill-character? For the satisfaction of being "right" or a good 
predictor or not duped? What an empty correctness. 

May, 1985 

Riding through the Connecticut suburbia on Amtrak, I'm feeling filled with a sense 
of joy and grace. The gorgeous lilacs, azaleas, and spring-green leaves remind me 
of the flowers of the week just past - the crayola covered tulips at the retreat 
house where I bunked during Stephanie and Chris' glorious wedding, the pink 
cactus (with googly eyes) my departing student Yasmin gave me as a goodbye gift, 
the lush grass in front of the Federal Courthouse where Amy ( JSU) and I snuck 
lunch yesterday, the bright lavender bows which looked like spring flowers in 10 
year old Lisette's hair as we survived her older sister's testimony in an excessive 
corporal punishment case and then tried to decompress after together, the 
rhododendron and violets and geraniums I marveled at walking home after 
morning prayer this morning, the roses Ginny, Emma, Josephine, Lora and Lisa 
were carrying after our secretaries' appreciation celebration at Peking Duck 
House today. 

Today is a day I will remember fondly when I look back on my Legal Aid days with 
nostalgia. At morning prayer I became aware that I was very worried that I would 
not get "everything done" in time to save Maggie from being detained on Tuesday 
by a court warrant in a case that shouldbe dismissed in adult court, which would 
prevent the placement we worked so hard for, move forward on the Smith case, 
and get those kids' home, and go with the secretaries out to lunch, do Peretta, 
Priscilla, Phyllis, Lisa and Sasheena 's disposition, say goodbye to Yasmin, send 
my financial aid form to Harvard, verify this Amtrak train, and get on it in time 
to meet Peter at Boston to go to Alison's to pick up Carl's keys and then surprise 
Holly for her birthday. At 7:45 a.m., I decided to give it all to God, expressing my 
preference for making the 4:58 train but leaving each step of the process to Him. 
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Letting go, I functioned happier and better and probably more efficiently. And 
although there were several very upsetting moments in the day, I remember now 
only those helpful faces and voices who made the striving worthwhile. Yasmin's 
sweaty smile after she spent 5 hours tracking down Greg's 18B with his birth 
certificate copy which they finally denied her when she got to the front, negotiating 
with the clerk to get info and learning Greg was being held on $1 bail; Geraldo, 
our Spofford JSU arranging the payment from Greg's big $22 savings. Jake of the 
placement center reassuring me that the adult case would not change their mind 
about Greg. Cecil and Lesley, while I'm in court, trying to change the intransigent 
SSC lawyer's mind about the Smith mother; Cecil the psychiatrist walking me to 
the subway so he could tell me the dismal results of their talk and his looking 
pleased at my faith ( despite the evidence) that she would be moved; the 
ever-patient secretaries dressed in their Sunday best for the celebration, hard at 
work for us after lunch. 

May, 1985 

My latest rallying cry, conceived the day Mark and Andrea's case left the 
Appellate Division (was it only 3 weeks ago?) is "I have only begun to process." 

I've plowed my caseload back down to manageable size, and am facing these 
vacations with refreshment, not just barely surviving. Last Friday was a 
watershed day. After weeks of discomfort and stress at work, I started last week 
feeling truly out of it, exhausted from a hard weekend and the early trip from 
Hartford, finding that I had lost files, forgotten crucial points at trial, at one point 
failing to catch a huge mistake made by a Corp. Counsel in a Neglect case which 
let a neglectful father walk free. Am I finally cracking up totally? Meanwhile, 
morale in the office was at an all time low. Training with Josephine on the word 
processor, I've gotten a new perspective on how hard the secretaries work and 
how under-appreciated they feel. My best friends at work being the social 
workers, I've started lunching with them often, and am becoming aware at how 
overworked and understroked they are. 

Friday we had a lunch meeting with the head of Legal Aid. We have been 
overwhelmed with meetings, it was pay day and everyone wanted to cash their 
checks, and everyone was tired and cranky. 

The President started talking. He talked about his concern about us, our 
caseloads, our clients facing poverty, unemployment, lack of education. A tiny 
discussion about changes in the law, the quality of the bench, newspaper type 
headings started. But I sensed this man really wanted to understand more. At one 
point he gently interrupted Matthew :S comment about JSU filling gaps in the 
system and our doing everyone else's work, and asked "Well, how did that make 
you feel? Do you feel down sometimes?" 

There was a long silence after and for a split second everything froze as I looked 
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around me and saw the discouragement and fatigue in the faces of so many I 
loved. For a moment I ceded to discouragement, but I could feel the spirit rising 
in me and, my knees trembling and my voice quavering, feeling the warmth of 
Lesley Spelman on one side of me and Michaela on the other, I began to speak. 
I told him that I felt that the hardest thing about our work is trying to be a rational, 
constructive advocate in fields which inspire hysteria, trying to help make a kid's 
voice heard where so much screaming was already programmed in. Abused kids, 
neglected kids, delinquents, kids freed for adoption all come to us at times of 
maximum emotion and minimum vision. And I told him that in my 18 months with 
Legal Aid, the single thing that had impressed me most was how honestly, 
maturely, courageously each of my colleagues grappled with the moral uncer
tainty of parts of our jobs, directly and painfully challenging themselves and each 
other with the complications of the job. I told him that the head of JRD had a gift 
for finding people who were able to dive into the chaos and search for 
constructive, creative solutions. I told him I thought it must be hard for him to take 
it in and conceive of 600 lawyers and support staff facing the challenges every 
day, so he must see in his mind people juggling files and shaking their fists at the 
judges. But I have found, I told him, that without exception, each of these people 
is a rich resource, wrestling with complexity and work. The real challenge we 
faced, I believe, is not the changes in the law, or even keeping our role 
intelligently in mind, but keeping the support flowing through the Legal Aid 
Society, up and down. I told him I felt that support from him as he sat in that 
airless room with us. But I invited him to see us really at work, where we work. I 
invited him to Josephine's machine where she puts out the paperwork for 14 
lawyers. I invited him out in the field - in Harlem, the Lower East Side, Times 
Square - with JSU. I invited him into the courtrooms, the waiting rooms, the play 
rooms where children's lives are debated, examined, changed. And I told him he 
would see 30 people putting out all they have, day after day, taking on the 
toughest issues, agonizing, second-guessing, lawyering, nurturing, crying and 
caring. I told him I was proud to work with these people and he would be proud 
to know them and their work. 

A long pause followed, and I could hear people sighing around me, and could feel 
Michaela's warm hand on my shoulders. And suddenly I felt rejuvenated. The 
President gazed deeply in my eyes and told me he'd take me up on my offer. As the 
group scattered, Eric caught my arms and planted a huge kiss on my cheek. 
Josephine and Emma cried. 

July, 1985 

I tried to keep from telling anyone about the engagement, but the news burst from 
me spontaneously, and like wildfire, enveloped the courthouse. Miss Koh went to 
Africa and came back engaged! Eric grabbed my shoulders and kissed me in 
Intake. Cathy came out of what is looking like another slump and giggled in the 
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elevator. Lesley Spelman complained that he wasn't the first to know; Lynn smiled, 
because she was. Lloyd the court officer gave me a huge hug. Lloyd the 18b said 
he heard it on the network news. 

August, 1985 

. . . One interesting thing about returning to work is that I feel much more 
comfortable and confident about my strictly legal skills these days. Preparing for 
trials, I find myself much clearer headed; much more focused on what I need to 
get at and what is extraneous, and my presentations seem more stream-lined and 
more effective. I certainly would like to keep this up, not least because it makes me 
calmer and more useful to my clients, when I feel like I have a handle on what the 
hell I am trying to do. The fact that I am not always successful is, and always has 
been, besides the point. Peace of mind is the big goal at this point, and I am 
achieving it to a remarkable degree. 

This doesn't affect my plans to move to the back lines for a while at the 
opportunity, which could be anywhere from two to six months from now. As the 
Siftar maxim goes, end a game at the height of its enjoyment, especially since I 
hope to re-enter the fray from time to time over my career. Also, I would like the 
opportunity to work in different courts, and some opportunity to revive my rusty 
legal writing skills working on appellate courts, and on appellate briefs. I also 
know that working on appeals will ultimately make me a better trial attorney, 
since I'll know what kind of record to make for appeal . 

. . .. 3:00 pm. What a day. This morning, the two Judges went head to head 
competing for my time, and this afternoon another Judge joined the scuffle. I have 
the singular advantage of only being able to be at one place at one time, so I only 
get yelled at by one person at a time. I never realized I was such hot property! 
When I finally got back to one of the Judges, she was so engrossed in another 
abuse trial that she had forgotten how desperately important mine was. The old 
''focus on whatever is in front of your face" principle. 

August, 1985 

. . . I've been slowly processing the week, which in retrospect had most of the 
tougher elements of the job. At least one big, hard-fought and usually lost trial per 
day, except Tuesday which was a hectic intake, especially with Margaret cornered 
by the Judge most of the afternoon. Lots of kids in Spofford, lots of "dead" cases. 
I got an afternoon free yesterday and was practically paralyzed by all that time. 
What do I do with it? 

I sent in applications to Appeals and to the Columbia University Child Advocacy 
Clinic ( a non-tenure track one year position). I have very mixed feelings about a 
change. It seems like every five months or so there is a sense of flight - a rush 
of people leave the courthouse and almost everyone else starts thinking about it. 
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Now seems to be such a time, and that "grass is greener" mentality is incredibly 
contagious. I put down a case yesterday for my birthday and thought - "maybe 
I'll be out of here by then, " - and then felt immediately terrible. I don't want to 
live my life like that. I want to be giving all I got until my last day here. This 
morning I redoubled my prayers and my resolve and despite what, by any 
standards, was a beleaguered day, I feel revived and recommitted. 

At least once a day something happens to make me feel very grateful to be 
associated with this group of hard-working, hard caring people. Monday, while I 
was busy losing a Burg 3 trial, an amazing act of God was finishing playing itself 
out in Lynn's office. Carla, a heroin addict on probation from a prostitution 
charge, had finished a night of prostituting and very heavy drug use ( 5 bags of 
heroin and 3 of coke before Lynn lost count) when someone on the street offered 
to buy her breakfast. Thisunknown guardian angel pumped Carla for information 
about her life and persuaded her to turn herself in on her Family Court warrant, 
so court officers found her dozing at the revolving doors when the building 
opened. She found her probation officer who left her to Lynn who talked to her, sat 
with her while she violently lost her breakfast until, after a doctors evaluation, 
she was sent to Bellevue to detoxification. In retrospect, I found it amazing to think 
how a night like Carlas had ended up, through the grace of one unknown angel 
and Lynn, well known to the Lord. 

I had a wonderful answer to prayer during a Burglary trial today. Our client had 
been caught locked into a corner fruit stand with two dozen large bills in his 
pocket. So it was a dead case. But nothing was offered as a plea, so we went to 
trial. I had decided that my theory of the case was not that the fruit stand owner 
had not been robbed nor that Peter had no $ but that no connection beyond a 
reasonable doubt could be made between those two events. Weak, I grant you, but 
all I had. 

As it happened, the complaining witness was a Korean woman (looked like half 
of my aunts) with a special Korean interpreter. They both looked very pained to 
see me standing next to the "bad guy" and as the trial proceeded they grew more 
and more alarmed. After she was sworn on the stand I made a big deal about how 
the petition should be dismissed for X, Y, & Z reasons, and she grew very nervous, 
especially because she had a full view of me from there. As the prosecutor started 
to question her, I objected a lot, and she actually began to tremble a bit. 
Outwardly I was calm, but inside I was crumbling. The poor lady! The clincher 
was when we learned that the two dozen large bills she lost were her husband's 
and her life savings which they were going to use to buy a car. My heart broke. 

The prosecutor finished his examination and I slowly rose, praying rapidly. l knew 
I wasn't going to be mean to her, but she didn't. She really started to shake as I 
rose, and I felt so pained for her - a recent immigrant working seven a.m. to ten 
p.m., her life savings stolen, store damaged, and now one of her own kind 
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defending the kid who did it. Yet I could not be plainly sympathetic with her - my 
client, at an embattled time, was entitled to feel my undivided loyalty. Still, I 
looked around. The judge was writing something, the prosecutor was looking out 
the window, and my kid was talking to his mom. So? A sudden answer to prayer 
- I took a tiny step back and bowed and then winked. The witness actually 
stopped shaking and the interpreter actually bowed back. I asked her eight 
questions and sat down. She was immediately excused because she had to testify 
in front of the grand jury against the adults Peter was arrested with - poor lady. 
But I could tell she was much comforted in her first family court experience and 
I felt 100% better. The finding? Guilty all counts. But after a momentary fit of 
temper, the Judge paroled Peter with stern warnings and a lot of good sense. 
Good old Judge. He just got transferred to Brooklyn and we were all bummed . 

. . . The office as a group has had an exceptional time together lately. Last 
Thursday, we had a potluck goodbye lunch for Josephine. Roberto had circulated 
a gag invitation which made the party a 50 's party with all assigned mock jobs. 
Lesley Spelman, Janet, and I were assigned to write "Song for Josie," and I 
thought-hey why not? !was actually very down to "lose" Josephine and I think 
the plotting, paraphrasing, and practicing was good therapy. I wrote a last verse 
for "give yourself to Love" -

Now Josephine's home 
Is anywhere she goes 

and though she :S, out in 
Brooklyn now 

We all retain her glow 
Her smile and her sunshine 
Have taught us all to feel 

That through struggle and troubled times 
Love can always heal . . .. 

Just before we sang, I got perfectly cold feet and Lesley and I consoled each other 
( "I promise I'll still like you after. ") I decided that I'd go for the whole ball of wax 
and try to get everyone to sing. A little nervous joking, one warmup gag song, and 
before I knew it, I heard a beautiful chorus swelling. Seventeen tired lawyers, 
social workers, and secretaries singing "Give Yourself to Love" in the middle of 
the day. It is a sight and sound I'll never forget. 

Yesterday, we had a big going away party and dinner for Jennifer who left today 
- she'll be taking two months accumulated vacation time and then a one year 
leave of absence, starting with a trip to Cairo and then six months on a kibbutz 
in Israel. Mimi, one of the newest attorneys (with Joan), really planned a 
wonderful goodbye celebration, one of the few I've felt really good about. We had 
a wine & cheese party, which some of the judges and Corporate Counsel also 
attended, and then most of thelawyers, some spouses, Lynn and Jane took Jennifer 
out the raucous Italian restaurant complete with Bar Mitzvah in the next room, 
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blaring radio and photographer with a parrot ( only three dollars!) and roving 
accordion player. At the wine and cheese I felt so loved and happy that I felt a 
brand new sensation - a real sharp pain that you were absent. I glanced around 
to see Roberto and Andrea ( six months pregnant) and Victor and Gretchen, both 
sets looking very content, and somehow you 're not being here with us became 
completely unbearable. I went to my office and shujfied papers, sent mailgrams, 
and returned phone calls to relieve some of the pain, but mostly I ended up staring 
into the Zimbabwe pix, one framed by Olivia on my desk, one on my bulletin 
board. Of course it is not brand new for me to miss you deeply, but this time it 
manifested itself in a new way. I couldn't sit still, I couldn't eat, and I couldn't 
breathe. Finally, I just decided to walk over to the restaurant ahead of the crowd 
and collect myself. Stan Lee was also itchy to leave so we walked over together. 
In the last few weeks, for the first time since he returned to the office a year ago, 
I've started to feel like I've gotten to know him a bit. I think I told you he used to 
be the supervisor of the office (with the Judge - he remembers when she was a 
staff attorney) and his return was quite weird for him. I for one stood pretty much 
in awe of him and his substantial trial ahd negotiating skills. At various times in 
the last few weeks we've been able to connect. I've sensed that it has been hard 
for him with Jennifer leaving, who is his best friend in the office, and I've beert 
glad to get to know him better. We had a very nice talk and I felt my equilibrium 
returning, just being outside again ( a gorgeous fall day) and hearing him talk very 
frankly about his life and JRD over the years. 

The dinner itself was really funny and noisy; full of puns, good cheer, and genuine 
camaraderie. Many times I looked around the table and felt so happy to be there. 

Tonight Lynn, Michaela, Mimi; Matthew, and I all took the RR together and 
leaving the building together on a Friday afternoon truly had that lovely family 
feeling - all setting out together after a long week at work. Lynn and I are trying 
to organize an apple picking excursion next Saturday with the office, Stephanie 
ahd Chris and others. I have, over and over, a sense that I will never again work 
in such a cozy, team-oriented, embattled but rewarding place again. 

September, 1985 

Darling. Has engagement spoiled Jean Koh? One might think so, from the way 
she's been dragging herself around the courthouse lately. Today I had such trouble 
facing the challenges of the day- a five year-old whom I honestly disliked, asking 
a question and waiting literally three full minutes and getting no answer, talking 
in ways my clients and the judges won't hear because I'm not being clear enough. 

September, 1985 

Darling 8:50 pm. I think I'm beginning to diagnose my depression of late. Not 
only has this trial, which will never end ( actually summations are tomorrow), been 
totally sending my life into upheaval, leaving the rest of my cases into chaos on 
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Martin :S and Cathy's desks, but the combination of IA, pre-Zim, Zim, weddings, 
back sprain, camp, and then six whirlwind weeks of work have all functioned to 
make me feel pretty isolated from people leading fairly homey, normal lives. I 
realized today at work that I felt so out of touch with the normal life of the office 
because I was always in trial or always writing some memo for the Judge. At 
home too, I feel in my daily life unconnected with Bob, Cathy, Lesley Spelman, 
and others who are usually such daily fixtures in my life. I realize how my writing 
to you has fallen off partly from not writing, partly from writing and never 
finishing or sending what I wrote. It feels symbolic of a fragmented life style which 
through no real fault of anyone, has been a reality for me this year. 



Appendix G: 

Additional Examples of Mapping the Child's 
Universe 

Through Stellar Cartography 
As Chapter Eight emphasizes, there are as many kinds of stellar cartography as 

there are lawyers. To encourage each lawyer to think creatively about innovative 
ways to organize her thinking about her client's cases, this Appendix offers 
additional one-pagers and analysis of the Adam/Bonita/Cole case from Chapter 
Eight. Lawyers or law students using this section for self-study may want to 
attempt their own stellar cartography on the Transfer Memo in section 8-3(b)(l) 
before reading the Terri and Doug examples or the materials in this Appendix. The 
latter materials include separate analysis of each child's case, and additional 
one-pagers that were generated in the course of preparing this chapter. 1 

[G-1] Individual Stellar Cartography for Each Client in a Sibling 
Representation. 

I asked three experienced student lawyers, each of whom had represented 
clients in our law school clinic, to pretend that they had each been assigned to 
represent one of these children -Adam, Bonita, or Cole. I asked them to see what 
one-pagers they would generate and to reflect on the process. The three sets of 
one-pagers they generated, taken together, give a further glimpse of the process 
and other ways a lawyer could organize a case from the outset. The students' 
reflections and one-pagers are reproduced below. 

G-l(a) Adam.2 

I found that I was using stellar cartography to sort through the case and my 
emotions about the case simultaneously. 

My thought processes roughly followed these stages: 

1 I am very grateful to the student lawyers whose work is included in this appendix. It is the 
nature of stellar cartography that each lawyer approaches a problem a different way. As an author, 
I realized that if I included only my own thought processes and one-pagers, I might inadvertently 
suggest that the way my mind works is the only way to undertake thi process. Their analysis of the 
Adam/Bonita/Cole problem produced many one-pagers which may prove useful to practitioners; 
they are reprinted here. 

2 The following thoughts were generated by Karen Johnson, a second-year student at Yale Law 
School, playing the role of Adam's lawyer. 

1211 
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• basic orientation: who's who? what's what? 

• despair: feeling a little overwhelmed by how grim life looks for Adam 

• indignation: over how Adam seems sidelined and unwanted, and how 
siblings may be split up 

• spurt of energy: what can I do to help? 

• assessment: where does Adam stand now? 

• goal: what are the "ideal" and "worst case" scenarios? 

• directions: what can I do to aim towards one and away from the other? 

• action plan: what do I need to do now, first, urgently? 

),1,,t,,, 
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G-l(b) Bonita.3 

I started out thinking Bonita was so easy, and less stressful than Cole and Adam, 
and by the end I was really worried about class and family issues. 

My train of thought went as follows: 

• Bonita lives with her aunt, with whom she seems to have bonded 

• Aunt wants to adopt her (this seemed initially good) 

• Aunt also wants DCFS out of her life (which is understandable but 

3 These reflections and one-pagers were generated by Marjorie Allard, a second-year student at 
Yale Law School. 
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worrisome) 

• Does Aunt not want Bonita to have contact with her mother? (Seems that 
way, but why? Because visits upset Bonita, or because visits are 
inconvenient for Aunt?); or does Aunt (who may be of a different class) 
not want Bonita to have contact with her impoverished, drug-addicted 
mother? 

• What's the story of Bonita's mother and father? Why did Bonita go to 
Aunt's house for six months after she was born? And why did she leave? 
Did Aunt want her to go back? Did Mom want her back? Was there any 
dispute? It doesn't seem so congenial now - what's gone on? 

• Who lives in house with Aunt and Bonita? Is Aunt married? Other 
children? Will Bonita be lonely without connections to her brothers? 
What's her relationship with her brothers like? Is Aunt willing to let that 
relationship continue? 

• What does Bonita want? 
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G-l(c) Cole.4 

I can divide my experience with stellar cartography relatively neatly into two 
categories: the understanding-oriented pictures, and the persuasion-oriented 
pictures. The understanding pictures come first. When I open a file for the first 
time, or the forty-first time, I am struck with a sudden need for pencil and paper 
so I can reorganize all the information into lists, charts, lines, circles, or anything 
else that makes sense to me. The process is frantic yet thorough, unstructured yet 
systematic. I truly get on whatever train is moving, but I try to make sure all of 
the information ends up somewhere. When I begin to feel relatively familiar with 

4 The following impressions and one-pagers were generated by Hollie Arnold, a second-year 
student at Yale Law School. 
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the information, the persuasion-oriented pieces begin. These pieces represent a 
particular theory of the case and are useful to help me develop case themes, 
present the theory of the case in word form to other participants, or even to show 
a participant my theory of the case in picture form. 

In this exercise, the stellar cartography process brought me into the case, then 
revealed to me important concerns, such as that the primary source of information 
I have comes from a case worker with particular preferences for the children. The 
pictures and lists for Cole revealed a great deal of pressure in the future. There are 
several placement options for him, and it seems like the State will apply intense 
pressure for permanency soon, if it has not already. That all amounts to a lot to do 
in a short amount of time so that I ( and others through me, if they do not take the 
initiative themselves) have a clearer picture of the options when the situation 
comes to a head. 

I may still feel overwhelmed when a fact pattern and a case history like these 
lands on my desk, but stellar cartography certainly makes me feel better about 
them; I may be overwhelmed, but at least I have a plan! 
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[G-2] Other Written Stellar Cartography on the Same Problem. 

In the course of preparing this chapter, my three research assistants and I 
brainstormed about all the three clients together. I include some of the additional 
one-pagers we generated that were not replicated earlier. 
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High-volume practice, con iderations re implement-

ing ... 6-4(f); 10-5(b)(2); 10-6(c)(2); 10-7(c)(2) 
Implementing habits into daily practice ... 6-4(e); 

10-6(c) 
Lawyer-client relationship, assessing ... 6-3 
Methodology ... 6-2 
Principles ... 6-2(d) 
Strategies, constructive growth . . . 6-7 

D 
DAVIS, PEGGY 
Generally ... 7-4(a)(l); App. C.l. II.A.4 

DECISION-MA.KING LOOP 
Generally ... 3-3(b); 7-1 
Entering child's world and ... 7-2(a) 
Model Rule 1.2 and ... 7-1; 7-2(d) 
One option and . . . 7-1 
Steps 

Generally ... 7-1; 7-2 
Action planning (See ACTION PLANNING) 
Counseling process ... 7-2(d) 
Exploration of options ... 7-2(c) 
Snapshot ... 7-2(b) 

DEFAULTS 
Generally ... 3-2(b) 
Alternative advocacy defaults 

Generally ... 3-2(b)(3); 3-2(b)(3)(i) 
Alternative default/representing child's best 

interests 
Generally ... 3-2(b)(3)(ii) 
Determination of best interests . . . App. 

C.1 
Requirement of expression of child's 

wishes ... 3-2(b)(3)(ii) 
When to use ... 3-2(b)(3)(ii); 3-3(b) 

Danger of overriding well-counselled decision 
... 3-2(b )(3)(i) 

Competency 
Generally ... 3-2(b)(2) 
Dimmer switch ... 3-2(b)(2) 
Identifying limits of competence and working 

with ... 3-2(b)(2) 
Independent evidence of incompetence . . . 3-

2(b )(2) 
Overcoming default ... 3-2(b)(2) 
Uniqueness of client/individualizing representa

tion ... 3-2(b)(2) 
Relationship 

Generally ... 3-2(b)(l) 
Decision to forgo meeting client . . . 3-

2(b )(1) 
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DEFAULTS-Cont. 
Relationship-Cont. 

Presumption of utility ... 3-2(b)(l) 
Right of child to expect satisfaction . . . 3-

2(b )(1) 

DEVELOPMENT (See CHILD DEVELOPMENT) 

DICHOTOMIES 
Generally ... 2A-3(d)(l); 3-1 
Best interests v. wishes 

Integration ... 2A-3(d)(2) 
Outdatedness of ... 2A-3(d) 

Child-in-context and . .. 2-4 
Contextual v. contextual lawyering . . . 3-1 
Theory v. practice ... 2-3(d)(3) 

DIMMER SWITCH (See 
CONCEPTS/ ANALOGIES/IMAGES) 

DUAL SYSTEM OF FAMILY LAW 
(See also AMERICA, HISTORY OF FAMILY LAW 

IN; ENGLAND, HISTORY OF FAMILY LAW 
IN) 

Generally . .. App. A.1-I 

E 

ECOMAPS 
Generally .. . 4-3(b)(l); App. E.2 
Definition . .. 4-3(b)(l) 
Illustration of . . . App. E.4 

ENGLAND, HISTORY OF FAMILY LAW IN 
Bastardy .. . Apps. A. 1-1 
Court of wards . .. A.1-2; Apps. A.1-1 
Ecclesiastical courts . . . App. A.1-1 
Jacobus tenBroek . . . App. A. 1-1 
Poor families . .. App. A. 1-l(a)2 
Poor laws, Elizabethan 

Generally ... App. A. 1-1 
Effect on labor ... App. A. 1-l(a)2 
Effect on location .. . App. A. 1-l(a)2 
Effect on marriage and children . . . App. A. 

1-l(a)2 
Socage . .. App. A.1-2 
Systems of family law . . . App. A.1-1 
Transplantation to America . . . App. A.1-2 
Wealthy families and ... App. A.1 -I(a)l 

ETHICAL RULES 
Generally .. . 2A-3(b) 
Comparison of E.C. 7-12 and Model Rule 1.14 

. .. 2A-3(b)(2) 
Convention on Rights of Child ... 2A-3(c)[3][ii] 
E.C. 7-12 . .. 2A-3(b)(2) ; App. C.2. I.A.I 
Ethical consideration 7-12 ... 2A-3(b)(2) 
Inadequate guidance of ... 7-2(d) 
Model Rule 

GeneralJy . . . 2A.3(b)(l); 2A-3(c)(l); App. 
C.2. I.A.2 

Contribution of child client and ... 7-3(c) 

ETHICAL RULES-Cont. 
Model Rule-Cont. 

Questions and ... 3-2(d) 
Model Rule 1.2 . . . 7-1 ; 7-2(d) 
Model Rule 1.14 .. . 2A-3(b)(l) 
Model Rule 2.1, action planning and . . . 7-2(d)(5) 
Model Rule 4.2, permission to speak with other par-

ties at interdisciplinary meetings and . . . 8-3(b); 
8-3(e)(2) 

Model Rule 4.3, clarification of role at interdiscipli
nary meetings and . . . 8-3(b) 

2005 United States survey . . . 2A-3(c)[3][ii] 

EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON EXERCISE 
OF CHILDREN'S RIGHTS 

Generally .. . 2B-(2)(c)[2] 

EXPECTATIONS OF CHILD CLIENT (See 
CHILD'S WORLD) 

EXPERTS (See PROFESSIONALS) 

F 

FAMILY NETWORK MODEL 
GeneraJly ... 7-4(a)(l); App. C. l. II.A.4 
Best interests models (See BEST INTERESTS 

MODELS) 

FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS 
Diagramming . .. App. E.2 
Genograms (See GENOGRAMS) 

FAMILY TREE (See GENOGRAMS) 

FAREWELL PARTY SYNDROME (See TERMI-
NATION) 

FEINBERG, RHODA, AND GREENE, JAMES 
T. 

Generally . .. 2A-2(a); App. E.I 

FISHER, ROGER, AND URY, WILLIAM 
(See also BATNA (BEST ALTERNATIVE TO NE

GOTIATED AGREEMENT); INTERDISCIPLI
NARY MEETINGS) 

Generally ... 8-5(a)(3) ; 8-S(c); 8-S(g) 

FORDHAM LAW REVIEW CONFERENCE ON 
REPRESENTATION OF CHILDREN 

Generally . .. 2A-3(c)(2); App. D.4 
Comparison to other standards .. . App. D. 1 

FOSTER CARE 
Perceptions of children in . .. 4-2(a) 

FRASER,BRIAN 
Generally .. . 2A-3(c)(2) 
Scholarly debate (See SCHOLARLY DEBATE) 

FREUD,ANNA 
(See also GOLDSTEIN, JOSEPH; SOLNIT, AL

BERT J.) 
Generally .. . 1-2; 7-4(a)(l ) 
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FREUD, ANNA-Cont. 
Best interests (See BEST INTERESTS) 

FRONTLOADING 
Generally ... 4-3(a) 
Entering child's world (See CHILD'S WORLD) 

GAME PLANS 
Generally ... 8-S(a) 

GENOGRAMS 

G 

Generally ... 4-3(b)(l); 8-4(a)(l)(ii); App. E.2; 
E.3 

Child's world (See CHILD'S WORLD) 
Definition ... 4-3(b)(l) 
Families of color and ... 4-3(b)(l) 
Illustration of . . . App. E.4 
Placemeht genograms ... App. E.3 

GIFT-GIVING 
Generally . .. 10-2(e) 
Termination (See TERMINATION) 

GOALS 
Interdisciplinary meetings . . . 8-S(a) 
Termination and ... 10-4(d) 

GOLDSTEIN, JOSEPH 
(See also BEST INTERESTS; FREUD, ANNA; 

SOLNIT, ALBERT J.) 
Generally ... 1-2; 7-4(a)(l) 

GUARDIANS AD LITEM 
Best interests and ... 2A-3(c)(l); 2A-

3(c)[3][iv][A] 
Child welfare proceedings v. juvenile delinquency 

proceedings ... 2A-3(c)(2) 
E.C. 7-12 ... 2A-3(b)(2) 
Fordham Conference recommendations . . . App. 

D.4. VI 
Role of ... 2A-3(c)(2) 
State law ... 2A-3(c) 
Transplantation from English law ... 2A-3(c)[3][i] 

GUGGENHEIM, MARTIN 
Generally ... 2A-3(c)(2); 7-4(a)(l) 
Scholarly debate (See SCHOLARLY DEBATE) 

H 

HISTORY (See AMERICA, HISTORY OF FAM
ILY LAW IN; ENGLAND, HISTORY OF FAM
ILY LAW IN) 

HONESTY 
Questions to keep lawyer honest (See QUESTIONS 

TO KEEP LAWYER HONEST) 
Termination and ... 10-3(b) 

I 

IDIOSYNCRASIES (See CHILD-IN-CONTEXT) 

IMPOSITION OF VIEWS 
Generally ... 7-2(d)(5) 

INDEPENDENT EVIDENCE TEST 
Generally ... 7-3(c) 

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATIONAL PLAN 
MEETINGS 

Generally ... 8-3(e)(l) 

IN RE GAULT 
Generally ... 2A-3(c)(l) 

INTERDISCIPLINARY LEARNING (See 
CHILD'S WORLD) 

INTERDISCIPLINARY MEETINGS 
Generally . . . 8-3 
Adversary proceedings 

Generally . . . 8-3(a); 8-3(b) 
Confidentiality ... 8-3(b)(3) 
Decision to attend meeting ... 8-3(b)(2) 
Lawyer's role ... 8-3(b)(3) 
Litigation posture, protection and enhancement 

of ... 8-3(b)(2) 
Theory of case, consistency of ... 8-3(b)(l) 

Attendance 
Client . . . 8-3(t) 
Lawyer ... 8-3(b)(2); 8-3(t) 

Basics 
Generally ... 8-3(e) 
Control and composition of ... 8-3(e)(2) 
Location ... 8-3(e)(3) 
Motivation for, type of, agenda of . . . 8-

3( e )(l) 
Timing ... 8-3(e)(4) 

Confirming memorandum ... 8-5(t)(3) 
Ethical rules ... 8-3(b) 
Evaluation ... 8-4(a)(3); 8-5(j) 
Hosting ... 8-3(e)(3) 
Impromptu ... 8-3(a); 8-S(i) 
Informal discovery ... 8-3(b)(2) 
Meetings skills v. litigation skills ... 8-3(a) 
Memorialization, official ... 8-S(t)(l) 
Notes ... 8-5(t)(2) 
Occasions . . . 8-3(a) 
Preparation 

Generally . . . 8-4(a)(l)(i)-(iii) 
Advance contact with other participants 

... 8-4(a)(l)(i) 
Right relationships with non-lawyer partici

pants ... 8-4(c)(l) 
Role play with client ... 8-4(c)(l) 

Principles 
Generally . . . 8-4 
Child-in-context and theory of case . .. 8-

4(a) 
Respect for clients . . . 8-4(b) 
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INTERDISCIPLINARY MEETINGS-Cont. 
Principles-Cont. 

Respect for other participants ... 8-5(c) 
Professional facilitators ... 8-S(h) 
Professionals (See PROFESSIONALS) 
Resolving disputes and forging relation hips 

Generally ... 8-3(a); 8-3(c) 
Atmosphere ... 8-3(c)(2) 
Inclusion of actors not involved in court pro

ceedings ... 8-3(c)(l) 
Role of lawyers ... 8-3(c)(3) 

Role of lawyer ... 8-3(d) 
Tips 

Generally ... 8-5 
Calling meetings 

Generally . . . 8-S(h) 
Refreshments . . . 8-S(h) 

Concrete problem-solving ... 8-5(d) 
Consensus ... 8-S(e) 
Details ... 8-5(c) 
Disclosure and discovery . . 8-5(a)(2) 
End of meeting ... 8-5(g) 
Evaluation . . . 8-5(j) 
Follow-up options . . . 8-5(a)(3) 
Game plan ... 8-5(a) 
Goals . . . 8-5(a)(l) 
Integrated preparation ... 8-5(a)(4) 
Perception of lawyer ... 8-5(c) 
Progress/partial solutions . .. 8-5(e) 
Recognition of impromptu meetings . . . 8-

S(i) 
Self-presentation ... 8-5(b) 
Written material . . . 8-S(f) 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS 
Generally ... 2B-(2)(e); 2B-5 
African Charter on Rights and Welfare of Child 

.. . 2B-(2)(c)[l] 
Areas for further study . . . 2B-4 
Chart dividing nations into six categories ... 2B-

3(b) 
Convention on Rights of Child ... 2B-2(b) 
Coordination . .. 2B-4(b)(4) 
Council of Europe recommendation 1286 . . . 2B

(2)(d) 
European Convention on Exercise of Children' 

Rights . . . 2B-(2)(c)[2] 
Initial research findings ... 2B-3(c) 
Local ethical rules ... 2B-4(b)(2)(v) 
Multiple roles of children's representatives . 2B-

4(b )(2)(iii) 
Second Arab Plan of Action on Child . . . 2B

(2)(c )[ 4 J 
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation 
... 2B-(2)(c)[3] 

Survey results . . . 2B-3(a) 
Terminology, choice of .. . 2B-4(b)(2)(i) 
Training children's representatives ... 2B-4(b)(3) 

INTERVIEWING 
Generally . . . App. C.5 

INTERVIEWING-Cont. 
Communication (See COMMUNICATION) 
Fordham Conference recommendations . . . App. 

D.4. II 
Functions of interviews . . . App. C.5 . II 
Goals ... 4-2(c)(l) 

INTRUSIVENESS OF STATE INTERVENTION 
Generally . . . 5-3(a) 
Using stellar cartography to mitigate harm of 
... 5-3(b) 

J 
JUDGES/COURTS ROLE 
Fordham conference recommendations . . . App. 

D.4. VIII 

JUVENILE COURTS 
Effect on state laws ... 2A-3(c)[3] 
Origins of ... 2A-3(c)[3] 

K 
KIBUN (See CONCEPTS/ANALOGIES/IMAGES) 

KUBLER-ROSS, ELIZABETH 
Generally ... 10-2(b) 
Termination (See TERMINATION) 

L 

LAW 
Ethical rules (See ETHICAL RULES) 
State law (See STATE LAW) 

LAWYER (See ROLE OF LAWYER) 

LEAST RESTRICTIVE ALTERNATIVE 
Generally ... 7-4(a)(l) 

LEFT AND RIGHT BRAIN COLLABORATION 
Stellar cartography, overview of ... 5-2(b)(2)(i) 

LEFT-BRAIN DEFINITION 
Stellar cartography . . . 5-2(a) 

LETTERS 
Explaining decision to child too young to under-

tand ... 7-4(b) 
Memo to file distinguished ... 7-4(b) 
Termination process and . . . 10-4(i)(3) 

LINGUISTICS (See COMMUNICATION) 

M 

MAPPING THE CHILD'S UNIVERSE 
Stellar cartography, ten tips ... 5-2(c) 

MILLER,ANNE 
Generally ... 1-3(a) 
Transference (See TRANSFERENCE) 
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MILLER, BINNY 
Generally ... 8-2(b) 
Theory of case (See THEORY OF CASE) 

MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPON
SIBILITY (See ETHICAL RULES) 

MODELS (See BEST INTERESTS MODELS; 
CHILD-IN-CONTEXT) 

0 

OVERSIMPLIFICATION (See ACTION PLAN
NING) 

p 

PARENTS 
Generally ... App. C.3. V.B 
Interdisciplinary meetings and .. . 8-3(b)(3); 

8-4(c)( l ) 

PERRY, NANCY W. 
(See also TEPLY, LARRY L.) 
Generally . . . App. C.3 

PRINCIPLES OF REPRESENTATION 
Generally . . . 3-2(c) 
Child-in-context and theory of case 

Generally . . . 3-2(c)(l) 
Distinction and relatiohship . .. 3-2(c)(l) 
Progress in understanding of ... 3-2(c)(l) 

Respect for client, absent or present 
Generally ... 3-2(c)(2) 
Confidentiality ... 3-2(c)(2) 
Relationship to and distinction from child-in

context .. . 3-2(c)(2) 
Right relationships 

Generally ... 3-2(c)(3) 
Confucian concept . . . 3-2(c)(3) 
Legal advantages v. long-term relationships 

. . . 3-2(c)(3) 
Presumption of greater importance . . . 3-

2( c )(3) 
Professionals (See PROFESSIONALS) 

Role of lawyer (See ROLE OF LAWYER) 

PROFESSIONALS 
Confidentiality and .. . 7-4(a)(2)(i) 
Court-appointed independent experts 

Generally .. . 7-4(a)(2)(iii) 
Attorney input regarding .. . 7-4(a)(2)(iii) 
Effect of low compensation of . . . 7-

4( a)(2)(iii) 
Effects on family .. . 7-4(a)(2)(iii) 
Timing ... 7-4(a)(2)(iii) 

Ethical imperatives of 
Generally . . . App. C.2. II 
Conflicts between imperatives . . . App. C.2.II 

Expert consultants 
Generally . .. 7-4(a)(2)(ii); App. C.2 

PROFESSIONALS-Cont. 
Expert consultants-Cont. 

Payment of . . . 7-4(a)(2)(ii) 
Interdisciplinary learning and ... 7-4(a)(2) 
Legal proceedings and .. . 7-4(a)(2)(i) 
Right relationships . . . 3-2(c)(3); 8-4(c)(l); 

8-4(c)(2) 
Role of lawyer (See ROLE OF LA WYER) 
Strategies for conflict prevention . . . App. C.2. 

III.C 
Strategies for conflict resolution . . . Apps. C.2; 

C.2. III.B 
Timing of meeting .. . 4-3(a)(2); 7-4(a)(2)(i) 

PROTECTIVE ACTION 
Model Rule 1.14 ... 2A-3(b)(l) 
Questions to keep honest and . . . 3-2(d) 

PSYCHOLOGICAL PARENT MODEL (See 
BEST INTERESTS MODELS) 

Q 

QUESTIONS TO KEEP LAWYER HONEST 
Generally ... 3-2(d) 
Counter-transferehce (See COUNTER-

TRANSFERENCE) 
Modification of lawyer-client relationship . . . 3-

2( d) 

R 
RECORDS 
Generally . . . 4-3(a)(2) 
Confidentiality issues and . . . 4-3(a)(2) 
Releases and ... 4-3(a)(2) 
Timing of inspection . . . 4-3(a)(2) 

RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PROFES-
SIONALS (See PRINCIPLES OF REPRESEN
TATION; PROFESSIONALS) 

REPRESENTATION OF CHILDREN (See BEST 
INTERESTS; CHILD-IN-CONTEXT; WISHES, 
(CHILD'S)) 

RESPECT FOR CLIENTS 
Interdisciplinary meetings . . . 8-4(b) 
Principle of representation , . . 3-2(c)(2) 
Questions and .. . 3-2(d) 

RICH, JOHN 
Generally . . . App. C.3 

RIGHT RELATIONSHIPS (See PROFESSION-
ALS) 

ItoGERS, CARL 
Generally .. . 1-3(d) 
Child 's world, entering (See CHILD'S WORLD) 

ROLE OF LAWYER 
Generally . . . 2A-1 
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ROLE OF LAWYER-Cont. 
Child's understanding of (See CHil..D'S WORLD) 
Confusion in ... 2A-3 
Fordham conference recommendations . . . App. 

D.4. 1 
Identity as ... l-3(d) 
In client's life ... l-3(d); 3-2(c)(3); 7-4(a)(2)(i); 

8-3(c)(3) 
Juvenile delinquency proceedings v. child welfare 

proceedings ... 2A-3(c)(2) 
Personal context ... l-3(d); 2A-2(a); 2A-(2)(b) 
Professional context 

Generally ... 2A-3 
Beyond best interests v. wishes . . . 2A-

3( d)[2] 
Ethical rules ... 2A-3(b) 
International developments (See INTERNA

TIONAL DEVELOPMENTS) 
Scholarly debate ... 2A-3(c)(2) 
Statutes ... 2A-3(c)[3] 

Professionals (See PROFESSIONALS) 
Recommendations of lawyers ... 7-2(d)(5) 

s 
SCHEDULES 
Generally ... 4-3(b ); 8-4(a)( l)(ii) 
Child's world, entering (See CHil..D'S WORLD) 
Daily, weekly, and monthly ... 4-3(b)(3) 

SCHEDULING (See INTERDISCIPLINARY 
MEETINGS) 

SCHOLARLY DEBATE 
Davis, Peggy ... 7-4(a)(l); App. C.l. II.A.4 
Ethical rules ... 2A-3(c)(2) 
Fraser, Brian ... 2A-3(c)(2) 
Guggenheim, Martin ... 2A-3(c)(2) 
Recommendations of lawyers, role of ... 7-2(d)(5) 
Representation of children ... 2A-3(c)(2); App. 

D.2 

SECOND ARAB PLAN OF ACTION ON CIDLD 
Generally ... 2B-(2)(c)[4] 

SHULMAN, LAWRENCE 
Generally ... 10-1; 10-2(b); 10-4(c) 

68% MARK (See CHil..D-IN-CONTEXT; 
CHILD'S WORLD) 

SMITH, LINDA E. 
Generally ... 7-2(d) 
Decision-making loop (See DECISION-MAKING 

LOOP) 
Defaults (See DEFAULTS) 
Tremblay, Paul R. (See TREMBLAY, PAUL R.) 

SNAPSHOTS 
Generally ... 7-2(b) 
Child-in-context (See CHILD-IN-CONTEXT) 

SNAPSHOTS-Cont. 
Decision-making loop (See DECISION-MAKING 

LOOP) 

SOLNIT, ALBERT J. 
Generally ... 7-4(a)(l) 
Best interests (See BEST INTERESTS) 

SOUTH ASIAN ASSOCIATION FOR RE-
GIONAL COOPERATION 

Generally ... 2B-(2)(c)[3] 

STATE LAW 
Generally ... 2A-3(c)[3] 
Budget concerns, effect of ... 2A-3(c)(l) 

STELLAR CARTOGRAPHY 
Generally ... 5-1 to 8-4; Appx. G 
Explanation of process ... 5-2 
Illustration of process . . . Appx. G 
Intrusiveness of state intervention 

Generally . . . 5-3(a) 
Using stellar cartography to mitigate harm of 

... 5-3(b) 
Left and right brain collaboration ... 5-2(b)(2)(i) 
Left-brain definition ... 5-2(a) 
Mapping the child's universe, ten tips ... 5-2(c) 
Overviews 

Inside lawyer's mind ... 5-2(b)(2); 
5-2(b )(2 )(ii) 

Logistical overview ... 5-2(b)(l) 
Reflections on . . . 5-3 

STRESS, BURNOUT, AND VICARIOUS TRAU
MATIZATION 

Generally ... 9-1 to 9-6 
Aftereffects of trauma 

Generally ... 9-2(c)(2) 
In children ... 9-2(d)(2) 

Areas for further study . . . 9-5 
Children's trauma 

Generally ... 9-2(d) 
Avoiding re-traumatizing the client ... 9-5(d) 
Further under tanding research ... 9-5(c) 

Counter-transference . . . 9-2(f) 
Long-term adjustments to trauma ... 9-2(c)(2) 
Principles for understanding and addressing 

... 9-3 
Raging river analogy 

Generally ... 9-2(a) to 9-2(c) 
Many rivers ... 9-2(g) 
Single river . . . 9-2(f) 

Reconciling confidentiality and need to seek support 
... 9-5(b) 

Secondary trauma ... 9-2(e) 
Strategies for addressing . . . 9-4 
Training lawyers to recognize and prevent . . . 9-

5(a) 
What constitutes trauma ... 9-2(c)(l); 9-2(d)(l) 

SUBSTITUTED JUDGMENT 
Generally ... 3-2(d) 
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T 

TEPLY, LARRY L. 
Generally ... App. C.3 
Perry, Nancy W. (See PERRY, NANCY W.) 

TERMINATION 
Boundaries and ... 10-2(e) 
Client's perspective . . . 10-2(c) 
Emotions ... 10-2 
Farewell party syndrome . . . 10-2(e) 
Lawyer 's perspective ... 10-2(d) 
Letters . . . 10-4(i)(3) 
Loss of important adult relationship ... 10-2(c) 
Memory books and 

Generally . . . 10-4(i)(2) 
Dangers of ... 10-4(i)(2) 

Need for closure . . . 10-1 
Photographs and 

Generally . . . 10-4(i)(l) 
Follow-up . . . 10-4(i) 
Logistics . . . 10-4(i) 

Principles 
Generally ... 10-3 
Child-in-context 

Generally ... 10-3(b) 
Coordination with professionals ... 10-

3(b) 
Use of integration devices ... 10-3(b) 

Distinguishing client's emotions and lawyer's 
emotions ... 10-3(d) 

Honesty . . . 10-3(b) 
Matching lawyer-client relationship . . . 10-

3(a) 
Process of . . . 10-4( c) 
Skills and strategies 

Generally . . . 10-4 
Address directly ... 10-4(c) 
Creativity . . . 10-4(i) 
Evaluate closure . . . 10-4(j) 
Feedback . . . 10-4(f) 
Future . . . 10-4(g) 
Goal-setting ... 10-4(d) 
Plan from beginning . . . 10-4(a) 
Professionals . . . 10-4(h) 
Reminisce ... 10-4(e) 
Timing . . . l 0-4(b) 

Social work literature . . . 10-1 
Tips (See TIPS) 
Transfer of cases (See TRANSFER OF CASES) 
Types . . . 10-2(a) 

TESTIMONY 
Psychological harm of . App. C.3. V.E 

THEORY OF CASE 
Generally ... 3-3(c); 8-2 
Convergence of child-in-context and 

Generally .. . 3-3(c); 8-2(b) 
Miller, Binny ... 8-2(b) 
Scholarship and ... 8-2(b) 

THEORY OF CASE-Cont. 
Definition ... 8-2(a) 
Distinction between child-in-context and ... 3-

3(c); 8-2; 8-2(a) 

TIME LINES (See CHRONOLOGIES) 

TIPS 
Communication ... 4-2(c)(2) 
Integrating devices (See CHILD'S WORLD) 
Interdisciplinary meeting . . . 8-5 
Termination . . . 10-4(a)-(j) 

TRAINING 
Representatives of chi ldren, appropriate methods of 

training ... 2B-4(b)(3) 

TRANSFERENCE 
Generally ... 2A-2(a); App. E.l 
Acknowledging and avoiding ... App. E.1. V 
Communication with client and .. . 4-2(c)(2) 
Counter-transference (See COUNTER-

TRANSFERENCE) 
Definition ... 2A-2(a) 
Distortions . . . App. E. l. IV 
Miller, Alice ... 1-3(a) 
Positive uses . . . App. E. l. VI 
Professional relationships and . . . App. E. l. II 
Relating to counter-transference ... 2A-2(a) 
Right relationships ... 3-2(c)(3) 
Self-gratification and ... 3-2(d) 
Systemic transference ... 3-2(d) 
Types . . . App. E. l. ill.A 

TRANSFER OF CASES 
Client's needs . . . 10-5 
Coordination with new worker . . 10-5 
Effects of . . . 10-5 
Frequent turnover and . . . 10-5 
Goal for lawyer ... 10-5 

TRAUMATIZATION (See STRESS, BURNOUT, 
AND VICARIOUS TRAUMATIZATION) 

TREMBLAY, PAUL R. 
(See also SMITH, LINDA E.) 
Generally ... 7-2(d); 7-2(d)(l) 
Decision-making loop (See DECISION-MAKING 

LOOP) 
Defaults (See DEFAULTS) 
Smith, Linda E. (See SMITH, LINDA E.) 

TRIAL ADVOCACY 
Generally ... 8-1; 8-2; 8-3(a) 

2005 UNITED STATES SURVEY 
Generally ... 2A-3(c)[3][iii] 



1-11 INDEX WISHES 

[References are to ections and appendices.] 

u 
URY, WILLIAM (See FISHER, ROGER, AND 

URY, WILLIAM) 

V 

VISUAL AIDS 
Counseling process and ... 7-2(d)(2) 

w 
WALKER, ANNE GRAFFAM 
Generally ... App. C.3 

WISHES (CIDLD'S) 
Advocacy (See ADVOCACY) 
Best interests (See BEST INTERESTS) 
Defaults (See DEFAULTS) 
Scholarly debate (See SCHOLARLY DEBATE) 
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